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Contract to convey their property, 4254.

Notice of each other ’s contracts and debts,

Necessity of wife joining in husband ’s

deeds, 4256.

Necessity of husband joining in wife’s

deeds, 4257.

WIFE 'S SEPARATE LEGAL EXIST

ENCE

In general, 4258.

Her separate property, 4259.

Right to contract, 4260.

Earnings of labor, 4261.

Husband as agent of wife, 4262.

Wife may purchase husband ’s property,

4263.

Conveyances by minor wife, 4264.

As husband's surety, 4265.

Husband carrying on farm for wife, 4266.

LIABILITIES OF WIFE

Estoppel, 4267.

For household necessaries, 4268.

On husband ’s covenants, 4269.

On husbaud’s contracts, 4270.

For her torts, 4271.

RIGHTS OF HUSBAND

In general, 4272.

LIABILITIES OF HUSBAND

To support wife, 4273.

For torts of wife, 4274.

To bury wife, 4277.

For attorney ’s fees, 4278.

INCHOATE INTEREST IN

OTHER’S REALTY

Nature, 4279.

Loss, 4280.

CONTRACTS AND

BETWE

Contracts generally, 4281.

As to realty, 4282.

Separation agreements, 4283.

To facilitate divorce, 4284.

Antenuptial contracts, 4285.

Wife as agent of husband, 4286.

CONVEYANCES

EN

Husband working for wife, 4287. ‘

ACTIONS

When wife may sue husband, 4288.

By or against w'ife—Joinder of husband,

4289.

Barring interest of spouse in realty, 4290.

By wife when deserted by husband, 4291.

By wife for nuisance, 4292.

By wife for personal injury, 4293.

For alienation of husbnnd’s afi’ections—

Enticement—Damages, 4294.

For alienation of wife’s aifections—En

ticement—Damages, 4295.

By husband for inJuries to wife, 4296.

For criminal conversation, 4297.

By wife for abusive language to husband,

4298.

CRIMES

N0n~supp0rt of wife, 4299.

Cross-References

See Adverse Possession, 114; Divorce; Homestead;

Marriage; Witnesses, 10312.

IN GENERAL

a husband from his wife is a gift, loan, 01'

or property
is but shght evidence of a gift. Her intention to divest her right to it should

be made to appear.‘

to her husband.‘-’

4252. Grants t0—Upon a grant or devise to

Evidence held not to show

a gift of :1 note from a wife

In re Schmidt,

9" Tullis v. Fridley, 9—79(68); Richard

son v. Colburn, 77-412, 80~l-356, 784.

1 McNally v. Welrl, 30-209, 14+895;

Chadbourn v. Williams, 45—294, 47+812;

56-256, 57+-453.

2Conger v. Nesbitt, 30-436, 151-875.

3 Wilson v. Wilson, 43-398, 45+710;

Semper v. Coates, 93-76, 100+662.
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4 HUSBAND AND WIFE

4253. Joint tenancy—Survivorship—Estates by entireties and joint ten

ancies, with right of survivorship in favor of the husband surv1v_1ng lns wife,

do not exist in this state, as applied to real or personal property jointly owned

b them.‘ -y4254. Contract to convey their pr0perty—A contract on the part of hus

band and wife to convey by deed or will all their property, both real and

personal, and a subsequent agreement on their part and that of each of them

to make such conveyance, to take effect on their death, includes all the property

which they owned jointly or separately.5

4255. Notice of each other’s contracts and debts—In all cases where the

rights of creditors, or purchasers in good faith, come in question, each spouse

is held to have notice of the contracts and debts of the other.6

4256. Necessity of wife joining in husband’s deeds—Except in the case

of a homestead,7 it is not essential that a wife should join in the deeds of

her husband in order to convey his interest.8 But to pass a marketable title it

is necessary for her to join in order to cut off her statutory interest.” Under

Laws 1875 c. 40 a deed by a married man, without his wife joining, cut

ofi her interest.10 A wife who does not join in her husband’s deed is not

~estopped from claiming her statutory third, after his death, by the mere

fact that she knew of the sale, and that the purchaser was in possession of

the land, and made no objection thereto during coverture.11

4257. Necessity of husband joining in wife’s deeds—P1-ior to Laws 1905

c. 255 and Laws 1907 cc. 123, 417, it was the law that a conveyance or contract

for the sale of realty, or of any interest therein, by a married woman. other

than mortgages on land to secure the purchase money and leases for terms not

exceeding three years, was void unless her husband joined therein."-’ It was

held, While that rule was in force, that if a wife took realty in trust her dis

qualification was subject to the terms of the trust; 13 that a wife might make

a valid assignment under the insolvency law of 1881 without her husband

joining ;“ that she might be estopped from asserting the invalidity of her

sole deed;‘5 that she might make a lease of her realty for a term not ex

ceeding three years;16 that she could not make a declaration of trust in realt

without her husband joining," and that a failure of the husband to join-,

4Semper \‘. Coates, 93-76, 1004-662. v. Gill. 40-441. 4-13, 42%-294; Nell v. Dav

5 Svanburg v. FosseenY 75-350, 78+-1.

‘l R. L, 1905 § 3609; Ladd v. Newell, 34

107, 24+366; Laib v. Brandenburg, 34

367, 251303; Houston v. Nord, 39-490,

40+5fiS; (‘hamherlain v. O’Brien, 46-80,

83. 48+-147; Mpls. etc. Co. v. Halonen. 56

469. 57+1136; Quinn v. .\Ipls. T. M. Co.

102-256, 113+689.

7 See § 4211.

BLaws 1907 c. 123.

BSanclwich Mfg. Co. v. Zellmer, 48-408,

51+379; Von Hemert v. Taylor. 73-339,

76g42; Stromme v. Rieck, 107-177, 119+

94 .

ton. 43-242. 45+229= Dayton v. Nell. 421

2-16. 45+23l; Althen \". Tarbox, 48-18, 50+

1018: Kinney \'. Sharvey, 48-93, 501'»

lU25; Steele v. Anhenser etc. Assn.. 57

18. 5S+685; Babbitt \'. Bennett. 68-260.

262. 714-22; Blew V. Ritz. 82-530. 8-3+5-48;

Lowe v. Lowe, 83-206. S6+l1; Dickman \'.

Dryden, 90-244. 95+1120; Laythe \'. Minn.

L. & I. Co., 101-152, 112+65.

13Stranahan v. Richardson. 75--102, 78+

110. 671.

H Kinney v. Sharvey. 48-93. 50-+1025.

1fiDickman v. Dryden, 90-244, 95+1120

See Nell v. Dayton. 43-242, 45+229 ;

Knight v. Schwandt. 67-71. 69+626;

Laythe v. Minn. L. & 'r. Cu., 101452

112+s5. - '

1° Morrison v. Rice, 35-436, 29-+168;

Roach v. Dion, 39-449, 40+512.

11Madson v. Madson, 69-37, 71+824.

12 G. S. 1894 § 5532; Place v. Johnson,

20—219(198); Yager v. Mcrkle. 26-429, 4+

819; Tatge v. Tatge, 34-272, 25+596, 26

121; Gregg v. Owens, 37-61, 334-216; Hill

18 Hamilton v. Detroit. 85-83, 89, 88+

419.

1;'!1Tatge v. Tatge, 34-272," 25+-596, 26+



HUSBAND AND WIFE 5

might be remedied by a curative act.“ A deed of a wife’s homestead in

\\-hich her lmsband does not join is void.“

WIFE’S SEPARATE LEGAL EXISTENCE

4258. In general—Nearly all the common-law disabilities of married women

as regards property, contracts and liability for torts, have been abolished in this

state. The property held by them at the time of their marriage continues to

be their separate property after marriage. They may, during coveture, re

ceive, hold, use, and enjoy, property of all kinds, and the rents, issues and

profits thereof. and all avails of their contracts and industry free from the

control of their husbands. They may contract and engage in business as freely

as their husbands. They are bound by their contracts and responsible for

their torts, and their property is liable for their debts_and torts, as if they

were unmarried. They are as free as their husbands to dispose of their prop

erty, whether real or personal. While they enjoy these enlarged rights they

are subject to the corresponding liabilities. Their conduct has the same effect

as it‘ they were unn1arried."°

4259. Her separate property—At common law husband and wife were re

garded as one, and that one was the husband.21 Her personal property became‘

his absolutely upon marriage and she could not have full enjoyment of her sep

arate realty.22 This theoretical unity of husband and wife as regards property,

which prevailed at common law, has been abolished in this state.28 A wife,

whether living with her husband or not, has the same absolute right to the use

and enjoyment of her separate property that she would have if unmarried. To

the extent necessary for the full exercise and protection of such right she has

a. separate legal existence, distinct from her husband and wholly unaffected by

her marriage relation.“ Her husband has no control over her personal prop

erty wbatever—her control is absolute.25 Since Laws 1905 c. 255, and Laws

1907 c. 417, her control over her realty is as absolute as that of her husband over

his. Formerly the rule was otherwise. She could not convey it without her

husband joining 2“ or, under an early statute, without his “consent.” " A wife

is entitled to the increase and product of her separate property, whether real or

personal.28 Where a husband comes into possession of his wife’s property the

19Wistar v. Foster, 46-484, 49+247.

1" Grace v. Grace, 96-294, 104+969. See

§ 4211.

'-‘°R. L. 1905 §§ 3605-3611; Laws 1905

o. 255: Laws 1907 c. 417; Baker v. Baker,

22-262; Dobbin V. Cordiner, 41-165, 42+

870; Sandirich Vfg. Co. v. Zellmer, 48

408, 5l+379; Hossfelrlt v. Dill, 28-469, 471,

10+781; Eilcrs v. Conradt, 39-242, 39+320;

Pett-Morgan \'. Kennedy. 62-348. 64-l-912;

Wilson v. Wilson. 43-398. 45+710; Lock

wood \'. Lockwood. 67-476, 482, 70+’/'84;

Dickman v. Dryden. 90-244, 249, 95+1120;

Sempcr v. Coatcs. 93-76, 78. 100+662;

Kinney v. Sharvey. 48-93. 97. 50+1025;

Christman v. Colbert. 33-509, 24+301.

21 Allen r. Minn. etc. Co.. 68-8. 11, 70+

800. Sec Wilder v. Brooks. 10-50(32).

22Williams v. McGradc. 13-46(35), 47);

Carpenter v. Leonard. 5-155(119).

28 Wilson v. Wilson. 43-398, -100, 45+710;

In re Holt, 56-33. 36, 57+219.

24 Spencer v. St. P. etc. R_v.. 22-29; Wam

pach v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-34; Gillespie v.

Gillespie, 64-381, 67+206; Hamilton v. De

troit, 85-83, 88, 88+419; Rich v. Rich, 12

468(369).

25 Laib v. Brandenburg. 34-367, 369, 25+

soa; In re Holt. 56-33, 37, .~31+219; Day

ton v. Nell, 43-246, 249. 45+231.

=6 See .3, 4257.

'-'7 Clague v. Washburn, 42-371, 44-l-130;

Merrill v. Nelson. 18—366(335); Rich v.

Rich, 12-468(369); Strong v. Colter, 13

82(77); Kingsley v. Gilman. 15-59(40);

Pond v. Carpenter, 12—430(315); Selby v.

Stanley. 4—65(34).

25 Williams v. McGra.de, 13-46(39); Mc

Nally v. Weld, 30-209, l4+895; Hossfeldt

v. Dill, 28-469, 10+78l; Ladd v. Newell,

34-107, 24+366; Duncan v. Kohler, 37

379, 34+59-1; Olson \'. Amundsen, 51-114,

52-K1096.



6 ' HUSBAND AND WIFE

presumption is that he holds it for her." A court will be careful to protect the

wife’s interest from loss by reason of the confidential relation of husband and

wife.” A wife’s separate property is chargeable with her debts as if she were

unmarried. Her creditors have the sa1ne remedies against her as if she were

single.“ Her property is not liable for her husband’s debts.32 Under _G. 1

1866 the power of a wife to acquire property for her separate use was hunted.d

4260. Right to contract—A wife may contract as f1-ee_ly as if unmarrle :

except in relation to her realty.“ Prior to Laws 1869 c. o6, the conunon-Ian

disability of married women to contract prevailed in this state, with a few ex

ceptions.3-‘S

4261. Earnings of 1abor—While a wife is not entitled ‘to compensation for

household services, which it is her duty to perform as a wife, she may be enti

tled, under a special agreement with her husband, to money derived from keep

ing boarders.“

4262. Husband as agent of wife-—A husband may act as the agent of his

wife as freely as if they were unmarried, except in relation to her realty. when

he so acts the general principles of agency apply as if the parties were un_mar

ried, but the relationship of the parties may be considered in determlnmg

whether the husband acted in a particular transaction as his wife’s agent, 01' 011

his own account.37

4263. Wife may purchase husband's property—.-\ wife may purchase her)

husband’s property,“ but the sale may be set aside if fraudulent as to creditors.

4264. Conveyances by minor wife—A conveyance by a wife is not affected

by her minority.‘°

4265. As husband's surety—A wife may become the surety of her_ husband.

and if she does, she is entitod to all the rights of a surety as if unmarned.“

4266. Husband carrying on farm for wife-A wife may carry on her farm

through the agency of her husband, and she is entitled to the crops gI‘0YV11

thereon in the absence of a contrary agreement. An intention to inyest h_ll11

with the ownership of the crops is not to be inferred solely from his l1\'mg \\_'lt1I

her on the farm, working on it without any agreement as to his compensation.

employing some of his farming implements and animals in the work, and acting

in Chadbourn v. Williams, 45-294, 47+ v. Caldwell. 43-442. ~l5+T23; Knappcn v

812. See McNally \'. \Veld, 30-209, 14+ Freeman, 47-491. 5U+533: Tilleny \'. ‘Vol

895; Muus v. Muus, 29-115, 12+343. verton, 50-419. 52+909: Freeman \'. Law

3°1IcNally r. Weld. 30-209, 212, 14+ ton, 58-546. 60+66T; Wlmcler \'. Benton.

895; Rich \‘. Rich. 12-468(369). 67-293. 69+927; Amans \'. Campbell. 70

51 Kinney \'. Sharrey, 48-93. 97, 50+1025; 493, 73+506; Rahm v. Newton. 37-415

Carpeutcr \'. Leonard. 5—155(119); Pond 92+-108; Hodgins \-. Heancy. 17-45(27);

v. Carpenter, 12-430(315); Tuttle v. Eilers v. Conradt. 39-242. 39-+320; Place

Howe,1~t-1-l5(l13). v. Johnson. 20-219(]9S); Miller Y. La

3'4’Sndbo r. Rusten. 66-108. 6S+513; throp. 50-9]. 52+274; Betcher \‘. Devon

Eilers v. Conradt. 39-242. 39+320. nev. 84-262. ST+S3Sl; 'l‘albovs \'. B.""1e'

38 Leighton v. Sheldon. 16—2~l3(21-1). 10‘9-412. 124+l5. '

“See §§ 4258. 4281-4287. 8-“ Sanders \'. (‘han-ller. 26-273, 3+351;

3-5(;m'pentc1' v. Leonard, 5—155(119); Houston \'. Nord. 39-490. 40+-568: Olson

T111115 "- F1’i‘l]@_\'. 9~79(63); Pond v. Car- \'. Amundsen. 51-114. 52+1096: Bodkin

penter. 12--130(315); Tuttle v.

' Howe. 14- v. Kerr, 97-301. 10T~13T. See Kampfcr
145(1131; lungslcy v. Gihnan. 15-59 v. East Side Svn<l.. 95-309. 1n4+29n

(~10); 3. \\'. 0tC. CO. V. Allis, 23-337; 39 S90 § 4255.‘

Sandwich Mfg. Co. v
414, 51+379. . Zelhner, 48408, 40 R_ L, 1905 § 3335;

. _ (.70.. 43-517. ~l5+1100. See. under formerI-*6 Riley v. lhtehell. 36-3. 29+-588; Bod- statute, Dixon v. Merritt. 21-196

km v. Kerr. 97-301, 107+13T_

‘ ‘ _ 41 Wolf v. Banning, 3-202(133); Agnew37 Comfortv \‘. Sprague. -31-400. 18+10S: V. Merritt, 10—308(2-12): Siebert "- Q1195‘

Ladd v. l\.eu'ell. 34-107. 2~i+366; H0ss- nel. 65-107 67+803 I

am \-. D111. zssea. m+7s1; McCarthy ‘ ’

Daley \'. Minn. etc.
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the

El‘?

'6'51“ld"n§fl';i

as her agent. Whether the crops belong to her depends upon the facts of the

particular case.42

LIABILITIES OF WIFE

4267. Estoppe1—The capacity of married women to be estopped by their

conduct is incident to their enlarged power to deal with others.“1

4268. For household necessaries—By statute a wife is jointly and severally

liable with her husband for all necessary household articles and supplies fur

nished lo and used by the family.“ To charge a wife for the wages of domestic

servants or household supplies an express agreement on her part must ordinarily

be proved.“

4269. On husband’s covenants-A wife is not required to join in the cove

nants of her husband, but if she does so, she is estopped thereby and bound

thereon.“

4270. On husband’s contracts—A wife has been held not liable for the cost

of a building erected on her land under a contract made by her husband."

Whether a contract executed by a married woman, in connection with her hus

band, is one of suretyship, is to be determined by a consideration of whether or

not it was made by her upon a consideration running to her, or for the benefit

of her estate.“

4271. For her torts-A wife is liable for her torts whether committed in the

presence of her husband or not.“ Formerly the rule was otherwise as to torts

committed in the presence of the husband."°

RIGHTS OF HUSBAND

4272. In general—A husband is the head of the family “ and fixes its domi

oil."

LIABILITIES OF HUSBAND

4273. To support wife--A husband is bound to support his wife according

to his station in life,“3 and he is not relieved by the fact that they live apart.“

The duty is marital and not contractual.’S5

4274. For torts of wife—A husband is not liable for the torts of his wife.M

Prior to Laws 1897 c. 10 the rule was otherwise.‘7

42 Sanders v. Chandler, 26-273, 3+351; 4'! Holley v. Huntington, 21-325; Welch

Hossfeldt v. Dill, 28-469, 10+781; Ladd v. v. Huntington, 23-89.

Newell, 34-107, 24-+366; Duncan v. Kohler, 48 Siebert v. Quesnel, 65-.107, 67+803.

37-379, 34-+594; Heartz v. Klinkhammer, 41> R. L. 1905 § 3607; Chamberlain v.

39-488, 40+826; Olson v. Amundsen, 51- O’Brien, 46-80, 48+447.

114, 52+1096; Honeywell v; Norby, 61- W Brazil v. Moran, 8—236(205).

188. 63+48B; Hazlett v. Babeock, 64-254,

66+971; Cain v. Mead, 66-195, 68+840;

Bodkin v. Kerr, 97-301, 107+137.

43 Dobbin v. Cordiner, 41-165. 424-870;

Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Zelhner. 48-408, 51+

379; Knight V. Schwandt. 67-71, 69+626;

Esty v. Cummings, 80-516, 83+420. See

§ 4211.

44 R. L. 1905 § 3608. See. prior to stat

ute. Chester v. Pierce, 33-370. 23+539.

4“ Flynn v. Messenger, 28-208, 9+759;

Chester v. Pierce, 33-370, 23+539.

W Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Zellmer, 48-408,

5'l+379; Security Bank v. Holmes, 68-538

mesa; Von Hemert a Taylor, 73-339,’

76+-42.

I-1 Friburk v. Standard Oil Co., 66-277,

68+1090; Williams v. Moody, 35-280, 28+

510.

M Williams v. Moody, 35-280, 28*)-510;

Kramer v. Lamb, 84-468, 87+1024.

53 Olson v. Youngquist, 72-432, 75+727;

Bergh v. Warner, 47-250, 50+77.

5* Oltman \'. Yost, 62-261, 64+564; Kirk

\’. Chinstrand, 85-108, 88+422; Allen v.

Minn. etc. Co., 68-8, 11, 70+800.

M Oltman v. Yost, 62-261, 263, 64-+564;

Bergh v. Warner, 47-250, 50+77.

M R. L. 1905 § 3608.

51Pett-Morgan v. Kennedy, 62-348. 64+

912. See Brazil v. Moran, 8—236(205).



8 HUSBAND AND WIFE

4275. On wife’s contracts gcnera1ly—A husband is _not liable, as such, on

the contracts of his wife, except for necessaries.“3 A wife has no general au

thority, as such, to bind her husband by contract.“ _ '

4276. On contracts of wife for necessaries—I£ a husband and wife are

living together the wife has implied authority to purchase on the credit of her

husband ordinary household and family necessaries,“ and to employ domestic

servants,“ according to his station in life. If they are not hvmg together the

wife has no such implied authority, and one selling to her. cannot recover from

her husband except upon proof of her authority, express or implied, to pledge h15

credit, or upon proof that the things sold were necessaries which the husband

had neglected or refused to provide.62 In general, one who sells goods to a. wife

can recover from the husband only upon proof that he authorized the purchase,

expressly or impliedly, or upon proof that he refused or neglected to prov1de :1

suitable support for the wife and that the goods sold were necessanes.” If a

husband refuses to allow his wife to live with him, he cannot dictate where she

shall live and is liable for such board and lodgings as she may select, if they are

respectable and according to his station in life.“ A husband is liable in all

cases where he would be liable under the general rules of agency regardless of

the marriage relation.“G He cannot escape liability for necessaries which he re

fuses or neglects to provide by a notice that he will not be liable. The term

“necessaries,” in this regard, is not limited to articles of food and clothing re

quired to preserve life or personal decency, but includes such articles of utihty

or ornament as are suitable to maintain the wife according to her husband’s

station in life. The question whether articles are necessaries is ordinarily one

for the jury.M A recovery for lodgings furnished a wife living apart from her

husband has been sustained.“7 Evidence held not to show authority of wife to

pledge her husband’s credit for diamond ear-rings.“8

4277. To bury wife—It is the duty of a husband to bury his wife in a suit

able manner and if he neglects to do so he is liable to one who does."

4278. For attorney's fees—An attorney is not entitled to recover of the hus

band for legal services rendered to his wife in a groundless action brought by

her, without his consent, to recover possession of premises in the peaceable pos

session of his tenant, claimed by her to have been the family homestead."0

INCHOATE INTEREST IN EACH OTHER’S REALTY

4279. Nature—By virtue of the statute of descent a husband and wife have

a certain interest in the realty of each other.’ll It has been held that this statu—

tory interest is merely an enlargement of common-law dower and curtesy and

should be construed accordingly."'-' But according to the better view such in

"R. L- 1905 § 3608- man v. Yost, 62-261, 263, 64+564; Kirk

5“ Bergh v. Warner, 47-250, 251, 50+-77; v. Chinstrand, 85-108, S8+422.

Ness v. Singer Mfg. Co., 68-237, 70+1126. 6'1 Oltman v. Yost, 62-261, 64+564.

‘*0 Flynn v. Messenger, 28-208, 9+759; 05 Bergh v. Warner. 47-250, 501-77.

Chester v. Pierce, 33-370, 23+539; Bergh 6*) Gleason v. Warner, 78-405, 81+206.

v. Warner, 47-250, 50+77; Olson v. Young To Plvmat v. Brush, 46-23, 4S+443.

quist, 76-26, 7s+s70. ‘
71 R. L. 1905 § 3648; Stromme v. Rieck.

'11 Flynn v. Messenger, 28-208, 9+759; 107-177, 119+94B.

Wagner v. Nagel, 33-348, 23+308. "In re Rausch. 35-291. 2S+920; Mc

°'1 Olson v. Youngquist, 76-26. 78+870;

Gowan v. Baldwin, 46-477 479 49+251'1a., 72-432, 75+721 ; Oltman v. Yost, e2— Dayton v. Corser, 51-106, 4'13, 5:§+717; Iii

261, 64+564. re Gotzian, 34-159, 24-+920; Holmes v.
Z: v.C;lYai;ner,]478-5251(2),8 5gg7}) Holmes, 54-352. 56+46; Crowley v. Nelson,

v. ms l'Z11Jl(, — , + _-2. 66-400. 40", 69 321' ' . .

“5Bergh v. Warner, 47-250, 50+77. ' 1 + ’ Gnswold V McGee

102-114, 112+1020 113 382' St '
66 Bergh v. Warner, 47-250, 50+77; Olt— Rieek, 107-177, 11i)+948iL ’ mmme ‘
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terest is purely statutory and without any of the essential features of dower or

curtesy.“ During the life of the parties this interest is inchoate and contin

gent. It is not an estate or vested interest. It is a mere expectancy or possi

bility, incident to the marriage relation.H But it is an interest which the law

recognizes and whicl1 the husband or wife may protect."5 Upon the death of a

spouse this interest becomes vested at once,76 and a freehold estate if such was

the estate of the decedent." Prior to Laws 1905 c. 255, the inchoate interest

-of a husband in the realty of his wife was greater than her interest in his."1

This interest is not within the recording act.To It is an incumbrance within a

covenant against incurnbrancesf‘0 rJ.‘he inchoate interest of the wife of a partner

in firm realty is conditional on the winding up of the firm affairs.81 The inter

-est of a wife in her husband’s realty is not such as to make her a necessary party

in actions affecting his title.M

4280. Loss—This interest may be taken away or modified by subsequent leg

islation.“ It is now cut off by an execution sale,“ but prior to Laws 1901 c. 33

the rule was otherwise.‘“5 It is cut off by insolvency or bankruptcy proceedings

-or an assignment for the benefit of creditors.“ One spouse cannot release his

-or her interest by contract with the other." A quitclaim deed signed by hus

band and wife will bar the interest of the wife."8 It may be lost by estoppel.”

A power of attorney signed by husband and wife has been held to authorize a

conveyance that cut off the inchoate interest of a wife.“0 A wife will lose her

interest if she joins in the deed of her husband, though she does not join in the

-covenants.91 She may lose it by a judgment against her husband, though she

was not a party to the action."2

CONTRACTS AND CONVEYANCES BETWEEN

4281. Contracts generally—Execpt as regards their realty a husband and

wife are as free to make any lawful contract with one another as if they were

unmarried.D3 They may not be able to stipulate for a pecuniary compensation

"1 Scott v. Wells, 55-274, 56+828; Merrill

\'. Security '1‘. C0., 71-61, 73+640; John

son v. Minn. etc. Co., 75-4, 77+421.

H In re Bausch, 35-291, 28+920; Hamil

ton v. Detroit. 85-83. 89, 88+419; Madson

\'. Madson, 69-37, 40, 71+S24; Guerin \'.

Moore, 25-462; Griswold v. McGee, 102

114, 112+1020. 113+382; Stitt v. Smith,

102-253, 113+632; State Board v. Hart,

104-88. 116+212.

T5 Williams v. Stewart. 25-516; Martin

v. Spragne, 29-53. 11+1-13; Roberts v.

Meighen, 74-273, 77+139; Tracy v. Tracy,

79-267, 271, 82+635; Mpls. etc. Ry. v.

Lund, 91-45, 97+-152; Kopp v. Thole. 104

267, 116+472; S]-ingerlaml v. Slingerland,

109-407, 124+19.

7° Scott v. Wells. 55-274, 56-I-828; Byrnes

\'. Sexton, 62-135. 138. 6-H155; Mpls. etc.

By. v. Lund, 91-45, 48, 97+-452; Howe v.

Parker, 105-310. 117+518.

‘'7 Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83, 89, 88+

419; Crowley v. Nelson. 66-400, 40?. 69+

I321.

"8 Lowe v. Lowe. 83-206. 209. 86+11.

1' Snell v. Snell, 54-285, 55+1131.

W Crowley v. Nelson. 66-400. 69+321.

81 Woodward v. Nuflrl. 58-236, 59+1010.

32 Stitt v. Smith, 102-253, 113+632.

‘*3 Griswold v. McGee, 102-114, 112-+1020;

Wistar v. Foster, 46-484. 49+247; Des

noyer v. Jordan, 27-295. 299, 7+1-10;

Guerin \'. Moore, 25-462; Morrison v. Rice,

35-436. 29+168.

H R. L. 1905 § 3648; Aretz v. Kloos, 89

432, 440, 95+216, 769; Griswold v. McGee,

102-114, 112+1020, 113+382.

"-1 Dayton v. Corser, 51-406, 53+717;

.\[errill v. Security T. Co.. 71-61. 65, 73+

6-10; Roberts v. Meighen, 74-273, 277, 77+

139; Johnson v. Minn. etc. Co., 75-4, 7,

77+-121; Aretz v. Kloos, 89-432, 440, 95+

216, 769. _

*6 R. L. 1905 § 3648; Merrill v. Security

T. 00., 71-61. 734-640. See ‘Villiamson V.

Selden. 53-73, 77. 54+1055; Kinney v.

Sharvey. 48-93. 50+1025.

T-' In re Rausch, 35-291, 28+920.

FF Ortman v. Chute, 57-452, 59+533.

W Holcomb v. Independent School Dist.,

67-321. 69+1067. See Madson v. Madson,

69-37. 71+824.

"0 Snell v. Weyerhauser, 71-57, 73+633.

!'1San(lwich Mfg. Co. v. Zellmer. 4S-408,

51+379.

"'1 Stitt v. Smith. 102-253, l13+632.

"3 R. L. 1905 § 3609; Laib v. Branden

burg, 34-367, 369, 25+803; Riley v. Mitch
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to be paid by one to the other for performing the duties pertaining to their rela

tion.“

4282. As to rea1ty—By statute a husband and wife cannot contract with

one another in regard to their realty.°"' The statute is applicable where they are

living apart.‘16 It renders void a direct conveyance from one spouse to the

other,‘" but not an indirect conveyance through a third party.” A wife cannot

release to her husband her statutory interest in his realty.un One spouse can

not make a raid lease of the other’s realty acting as agent or attorney.‘ An

agreement by a husband to enter into a contract at a stated time in the future

for the sale of realty owned by his wife is void.’ Where a wife induced her hus

band to will all his real and personal property to her upon the express condi

tion that she in turn would will it to certain relatives, it was held that upon de

fault upon her part she took the property ex malefieio in trust for such relatives,

though the agreement was void as to the realty under the statute.8 The doc

trine of estoppel is applicable to contracts void under the statute.‘ Where a

husband procured the title to realty to be taken in his wife’s name, a subsequent

declaration of trust made and signed by her reciting that the consideration for

the conveyances was paid by her husband, that the land was conveyed to her for

his use and benefit, and that she held it in trust for him, was held void under

the statute.‘ Where earnest money was paid under a contract to convey exe

cuted by a husband as the agent of his wife, and therefore void under the stat

ute, it was held that it could not be recovered, the husband and wife being ready

and able to perform.“ Where a husband, acting as the agent of his wife, enters

into an executory contract in her name for the sale of her land, and she there~

after confirms his act and offers and tenders performance, the vendee cannot

refuse performance on his part on the ground that the contract is void under

the statutes because made by the husband as agent.7

4283. Separation agreements—An agreement between a husband and wife..

after a separation has taken place between them, by which he undertakes to pay

her a stipulated sum for her support, in consideration of her release of all other

claims upon him therefor, is valid.‘

4284. To facilitate divorce—An agreement between husband and wife to

facilitate divorce is void.9

4285. Antenuptial contracts—P-arties in contemplation of marriage may

by contract, equitably and fairly made, fix the rights which each shall have in

the property of the other during life, or which the survivor shall have in the

property of the other after his or her death, and to exclude the operation of the

ell, 36-3, 29+588; Kraft v. Kraft, 70

72+804; Bodkin v. Kerr, 97-301, 107+

I.

M Riley \'. Mitchell. 36-3, 29+588.

M R. L. 1905 § 3609; Sylvester v. Hole.

sek. 83-362, 365, 8'6+336.

-"6 Phillips v. Blaker, 68-152, 70+1082.

W McKinney v. Bode, 32-"28, 20+94;

Luse v. Reed, 63-5, 65+91; Loveridge v.

Coles. 72-57, 62. 74+1109. See, prior to

statute, Wilder v. Brooks. 10-50(32).

93 Wilder v. Brooks, 10—50(32, 36); Mc

Millan v. Cheeney. 30-519, 16+404; Jor

genson v. Mpls. T. M. Co., 64-489. 67+

33:; Sokolowski v. Ward, as-177,107+

M In re Rauseh. 35-291, 28-+920.

1Sanford v. Johnson, 24-1'72; Fall v.

Moore. 45-515, 4S+404: Blomberg v. Mont

gomery. 69—149, 154. T2+56; Van Brunt

v. \\'allaee_. SS-116. 92+521.

'-’Bctcher \-'. Rinehart. 106-380, 118+1026.

Hhaird v. Vila. 93-45. 100+6-56.

4Dobbin v. Cordiner, 41-165, 42+870;

Knappen v. Freeman, 47-491, 50+533;

Jones v. Bliss, 48-307. 51+375.

5Luse v. Reed, 63-5, 65+91.

1'ié(eystone I. Co. v. Logan, 55-537, 57+

0 .

7Stromme v. Rieck. 107-177, 119+948.

9Roll \'. Roll. 51-353. 53+716. See Phil

lips v. Baker. 68-152, 154. 70+1082.

9Belden v. Mungcr. 5-2l1(169); Adams

Y. Adams. 25-72; .\lcAllen v. Hodge. 94

237. 102+707; MeAllen v. McAl1en7 97-76..

106+-100.
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law in respect of fixing such rights. Such a contract cannot be impaired by sub

sequent legislation.10

4286. Wife as agent of husband-—Except in relation to realty a wife may

act as the agent of her husband,11 but she has no implied general authority to

so act.'2

4287. Husband working for wife—A husband may work for his wife and

manage her property with or without compensation. If a husband chooses to

work for his wife without compensation his creditors cannot complain.18

ACTIONS

4288. When wife may sue husband—A wife may sue her husband in her

own name in any form of action to enforce any rigl1t affecting her property.H

If j ustifiably living apart she may sue him for separate support."S She cannot

either before or after divorce sue him for a personal tort committed by him

against her during coreture.“‘ It is possible that a wife, owning realty as ten

ant in common with her husband. can maintain an action for partition against

him, but she cannot have a partition of his homestead, even though she leaves

him for just cause."

4289. By or against wife-—]oinder of husband—By statute a Wife may sue

and be sued in her own name as if unmarried. and without joining her husband.“

The unnecessary joinder of a husband as plaintiff is a niere irregularity which

may be disregarded or corrected by striking out his name.“ The fact that a

husband is living with his wife on her land does not make'him a necessary party

in an action by her for a trespass on the land.20 In an action by a creditor to

set aside a fraudulent conveyance of the property of a husband the latter’s wife

is not a proper pairty defendant, but the wife of the fraudulent grantee is.21 In

an action to enforce a resulting trust under R. L. 1905 § 32-16, the judgment

debtor is a proper, but not a necessary, party defendant; and where a wife in

such case is sought to be charged as trustee, her husband need not be made a

party.22 A wife’s interest in her husband’s homestead is not affected by an ac

tion to foreclose a mortgage thereon to which she is not a party?’3

4290. Barring interest of spouse in realty—A statutory action is provided

for barring the interest of a spouse in realty in case of insanity, desertion, or

ground for divorce.“

4291. By wife when deserted by husband-—By statute. when a husband

has deserted his family, his wife may prosecute or defend, in his name, any ac

tion which he might have prosecuted or defended.25

1°Desuoyer v. Jordan, 27-295, 7+140; statutes, Wolf \'. Banning, 3-202(133);

Id., 30-S0, 1-1.-+259; Hosford v. Rowe, 41- Spencer v. Sheehan. 19-338(292); Ninin

245, -124-1018; Appleby v. Appleby, 100

408, 111+305; Slingerland v. Slingerland.

109-407. 124+19. See § 1188.

11Stcfi‘cns v. Nelson. 94-365. 368. 102+

S71. -Sec Bm-ee r. Butters. 92-149, 99+

641.

12 qec § 4275.

1REilcrs r. Conrarlt, 39-242. 39-K320. 508

§ 4266.

HGi1lcspie.v. Gillespie. 64-381. 6T+20b‘;

Grace r. Grace, 96-294, 10-H969. See

Rich v. Rich. 12-468(369); Muus v. .\Iuus,

29-115. 12+343.

1-"Baier v. Baicr, 91-165, 97+6T1. Sec

Stephen v. Stephen, 102-301. 113+9l3.

1“ Strom \‘. Strum, 98-427, 10T+104T.

17 Grace v. Grace, 96-294, 104+969.

11‘ R. L. 1905 § 4056. See. under former

gcr v. Carver County, 10-133(106); Ken

nedy \‘. YVilliams, 11—3]—l(219).

H'Colvill v. Langdon. 22-565.

2“ Spencer v. St. P. cte. Ry, 22-29; Wam

]'I1'l('h r. St. P. etc. Ry.. 22-34.

:1 Tatum v. Roberts. 59-52, 60+S48.

'-'"-’ Leonard v. Green, 34-137, 24+915; Nat.

G. A. Bank v. Lawrence, 77-2S2, 79+1016,

.‘l0¢3(i3.

13 Spalti v. Blumcr. 56-523, 5S+l-56.

24 R. L. 1905 § 3610; Giles v. G-ilcs. 22

348: \Veld v. \‘\’eld_ :27-330. 7+26T; Grace

\'. Grace. 96-294, 10-H969; Stephen v.

Stephen. 102-301. 113+9]3.

3-‘ R. L. 1905 § 4061; Davis v. \Voodwarzl,

19-17-l(137); Allen v. Minn. etc. Co., 68

S. 70+800.
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4292. By wife for nuisance—In an action by a wife for a nuisance she can

not recover for injuries to tl1e family.20 .

4293. By wife for personal injury—A wife may maintain an action for per

sonal injury, as if unmarried.27 The negligence of a husband is not 1mputable

to his wife.”S She cannot recover expenses incurred for medical treatment. as

her husband, and not she, is liable therefor.”

4294. For alienation of husband's alfections—Enticement—-Damages

A wife may maintain an action against one who wrongfully entices her hus

band from her and alienates his affections, so as to cause a separation between

them.“0 Cases are cited below involving the right of a husband to intervene in

such an action,“ and the amount of damages.M

4295. For alienation of wife's affections—Enticement—Damages—Cases

are cited below involving the question of damages in actions for the alienation

of a wife’s affections, or enticing her to leave her lmsband.“

4296. By husband for injuries to wife—Where damages to a wife, resulting

from defendant’s actionable fault, have in no part been caused by the wife’s

own wrong, two distinct causes of action may accrue—one to her, for the direct

injuries to her person and the like; the other to her husband, for the consequen

tial injuries to him, consisting of loss of her services and society, and of the ex

pense to which he may. have been put, and the like. That such injuries have re

sulted in the death of the wife, and that an action has been brought under the

statute by the administrator for the statutory beneficiaries and a verdict recov

ered therein, constitute no bar to the action by the husband to recover damages

inflicted on him by defendant's wrong.“ A husband may maintain an action

against a municipality to recover consequential damages sustained by him in

the loss of the services of his wife on account of injuries received by her by rea

son of a defective sidewalk, and also for the recovery of moneys expended by him

for medical attendance.“ Where husband and wife were injured by the same

act of negligence, a recovery by the husband for his personal injury was held

not a bar to an action by him to recover for loss of the society and services of his

wife and expenses in elfecting her cure.“

4297. For criminal convex-sation—A wife cannot maintain an action against

another woman for criminal conversation.M

4298. By wife for abusive language to husband—A wife has been held

not entitled to recover for abusive language used toward her husband in her

presence, and causing her mental distress and illness.85

CRIMES

4299. Non-support of wife—A wilful failure of a husband, without lawful

excuse, to furnish proper food, shelter, clothing, or medical attendance and

care 111 case of sickness, to his wife. is a criminal offence.”

26 Friburk v. Standard Oil Co., 66-277, for $1,800 held not excessive); Bathkc \'.

68+1090. Krassin. 7S~272_ 80+950 (verdict for
Gggllllageau v. G. N. Ry., 103-290, 115+ $5.000 held excessive); Id.. 82-226, 84+

_ _ 796 (verdict for .3.000 held excessive and
'-'3F1nIe.v v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 714471. 74+-174. reduced to $1.500? :1 Korby v. Chesser. 9S

.'i09, ]0R+520 (verdict for $1.500 held not

excessive). '

J'l\la,e,'ea1i v. G. N. Ry.. 103-290, ll5+65l.

3-1 h[cI)evitt v. St. Paul. 66-14. 6S+1TR.

3“ Skoglund v. Mpls. St. R_v.. 45-330. 47+

1071. See Belyea v. Mpls. etc. Rv.. 61

224, esa+e27. '

31Kroessin v. Keller, 60—37'2. 62%-438.

39Bucknan1 v. G. N. Ry.. T6-373. T9+98.

-1" R. L. l905 § 4934; Laws 190:‘) c. 217;

6;97Bel_vea v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 61-224, 63+

i;;Lockwood v. Lockwood, 67-476, 70+

I\. .

31 3IcAllen v. Hodge, 92-68, 99+42l.

3'1 Lockwood v. Lockwood, 67-476, 70+TSt

(verdict for $15,000 held not excessive);

White v. White, 101-451, 112+627 (ver

d1et for $2,000 held not excessive).

33 I-Iuot v. Wise, 27-68, 6+425 (verdict
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I-IYPOTHETICAL QUESTIONS—Sec Evidence. 333?.

ICE--See Navigable Waters, 6942.

IDEM SONANS—Sec Xanies.

IDENTITY—-See Evidence, 3249; .\'a1nes, 6917.

IF—See note 40.

WILLEGAL CONTRACTS—Sce Bills and Notes. 1020; (‘oI1ti'ai-ts. 1567;

agers.

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN-—-See Bastardy, 825.

ILL FAME—Scc Disorderly House.

ILLUMINATING OILS—See Inspection.

IMMATERIAL EVIDENCE—See Evidence, 3241.

IMMEDIATE, IMMEDIATELY--See note 4]..

IMMUNITY—See Constitutional Law, 1695, and note 42.

IMPAIRMENT OF CONTRACTS—See Constitutional Law, 1622.

IMPANELING ]URY—See Jury, 5246.

IMPARTIAL——See note 43.

IMPERFECT OBLIGATION—See note 44.

IMPLIED OR QUASI CONTRACTS

Cross-References

See Contracts, 1905; Money Had and Received; Money Lent; Money Paid; Use and

Occupation; Work and Labor.

4300. Definition and nature—An implied or quasi contract is a fictitious

contract assumed by the law in order to enforce, by an action ex contractu,

certain obligations imposed by law, independent of contract or tort. An im

plied or quasi contract is not a true contract. It does not require a considera

tion or mutual assent. It is enforced regardless of the intention of the

obligor. A true contract is an obligation created by the act of the parties.

A quasi contract is an obligation imposed by law. It resembles a true con

tract, however, in one important particular. The duty of the obligor is

a positive. one, that is, to act. In this respect they both ditfer from obliga

tions, the breach of which constitutes a tort, where the duty is generally

negative, that is, to for-bear. Since at the common law all obligations were

regarded as arising either ex contractn or ex delicto, it was natural that these

obligations imposed by law should be regarded as contracts. The real reason,

however, for calling them contracts, was to secure their enforcement by the

common-law action of assumpsit. To maintain assumpsit it was necessary

that there should be a promise, and to meet this requirement the courts re

sorted to the IlCllOI1 of a promise where none in fact existed. And even now,

long after the abolition of assumpsit. these obligations are generally cxp1-esscrl

in terms of contract, though there is no necessity for doing so. The fiction

of an implied contract ought to be abandoned, and the present tendency is

in that direction.” Quasi contracts are founded (1) upon a record; (2) upon

State v. Justus, 85—114, 88+-115 (venue);

Baier v. Baier, 91-165, 97+671 (statute

does not deprive wife of an action for sup

port).

4° State v. Pleckenstein, 26-177, 24-475.

41 O’Brien v. Oswald, 45-59, 47+316;

Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co., 63-305, 308,

65-+635; State v. St. Paul T. Co., 76-423,

427, 79+543.

4'-’ Dike v. State, 38-366, 367, 38+95.

43 Cole v. Curtis, 16—182(161, 172).

44 State v. Young. 29-474, 531Y 9+T3T.

45 Dean Amos, 2 Harv. L. Rev. 63;

Keener, Quasi Contracts. c. 1; Pomeroy,
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a statutory, oiiicial, or customary duty; or (3) upon the fundamental prin

ciple of justice that no one ought unjustly to enrich himself at the expense

of uuother.“‘ ' _ _

4301. Express contract excludes contractT—W here there is a

subsisting express contract the law will not raise an 1mpl1ed contract." ~

4302. Illegal contracts-—Where an express contract to pay would be illegal

and void, the law will not raise an implied promise to pay.‘8

4303. Use of another’s property—When one person uses the property of

another, without any agreement for compensation, the law will imply an agree

ment for reasonable compensation, unless it is clear that there was a mutual

understanding that the use was to be gratuitous.“

4304. Money paid or goods furnished under abandoned contract

Where one party to a. contrnct refuses or fails to perform his part, the other

party may rescind the contract and recover upon implied contract the money

he has paid, or the reasonable value of what he has done for the other party

for which he has received no benefit.50

4305. Money paid for another in cases of emergency—It is true that or

dinarily there must be a request from a person authorized to make the same

to constitute a basis for contract liability, but there are some exceptions to

this rule, as where a person lies under a moral and legal obligation to do an

act, and another does it for him, under such circumstances of urgent necessity

that humanity and decency admit of no time for delay. Here the law will

imply a promise to pay without proof that it has been made, when there

was an expectation of reimbursement. A very familiar illustration of tllis

rule is where a person furnishes the means of burial of the dead, when no

request to do so comes from the person legally liable to perform the obligation.

In such cases it has been held that the person furnishing the services may re

cover to the extent of the expenditures incurred.“

4306. Official fees—Ofiicial fees may be recovered in an action on implied

contract.-"2

4307. Unilateral contracts—A promise by one party is not under all cir

cumstances to be implied from the fact that a promise has been made by an

other. to which that sought to be implied would be correlative, and so the

parties placed under mutual obligations.“3 -

_ 4308. Waiving tort and suing on implied contract—A party may some

tunes warve an action for a tort and sue on an implied contract. In case of

a conversion the owner may generally waive the tort and sue on an implied

contract to pay the reasonable value of the goods converted. A mere naked

trespass cannot be made the basis of an action on implied contract.“

 

IMPLIED TRUSTS—See Trusts, 9912.

Remedies. §§ 512. 541; Salmond, Jurispru

dence, 438. In Deane v. Hodge, 35-146,

150. 27+917, it is said that “implied con- M Bennett v. Phelps, 12—326(216)' Rob

tracts are such as reason and justice dic- son v. Bohn. 22-410; Reynolds v. lE‘rank

tate, and which, therefore, the law pre- liu. 41~279, 43+53. '

surnes that every man has contracted to 51 Robbins v. Homer 95-201 1034-1023

perform.” I v -

-'12 (‘onion \'. Holste 99-493 110+0“Dean Ames. 2 Harv. L. Rev. 63. s 531311 V ' M ‘
Todd vi Betting“. 109-493‘ 124+443I ee sworth y. Southern Minn. etc. (0.,

47 Bond ‘ (“orbett 2 24s(209) B d 31-55% 551' “+822
W ‘ '__ .‘ ._ — ' ear 1“ owns v. Finne an, 58-112 59+981;

\."Clarke, 30-324. 321. 29+142. , Keener, Quasi Cont§acts, c. 3;,Salmond.

- Macy v. Duluth, 68-452, 71+68T. Torts, 136; 19 Yale L. Journal, 221. Sec

§§ 1936, 7611, 9680.

4" Bennett v. Gillette, 3—423(309. 312);

Deane v. Hodge, 35-146. 27+91T.
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IMPOSSIBILITY-—Sce Contracts, 1789.

IMPOUNDING ANIMALS—See Animals, 277.

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT-—See Constitutional Law, 1665.

IMPROVE—See note 55.

IMPROVEMENTS

Cross-References

See Ejectment, 2904, 2907; Fraudulent Conveyances, 3863; Mortgages, 6242, 6487; New

Trial, 7224; Specific Performance, 8815; Tenancy in Common, 9601.

OCCIIPYING CLAIMANTS ’ ACT

4309. Definition of improvements—The statute provides that‘ the word

“improvement” shall be construed to include all kinds of buildings and fences,

and ditching, draining, grubbing, clearing, breaking, and all other necessary

or useful labor of permanent value to the land.“ It does not include ordinary

repairs.57

4310. Constitutional questions-The act is constitutional so far as it re

-quires the repayment of taxes with interest and the value of improvements."

It is unconstitutional so far as it requires the owner to pay the amount paid

by the occupant for his deed.MI The amendment of 1889 is unconstitutional

so far as it is retroactive.°“

4311. Tenant for life-—A tenant for life, making improvements and paying

taxes during the continuance of the life estate, is not entitled to the benefits

of the act.“1

4312. Heirs, representatives, or assigns-—Heirs, representatives, and as

signs stand on the same footing as the original occupant.“2

4313. Right purely statut0ry—'l‘he right of the occupant to recover for

taxes or improvements is purely statutory.°3

4314. Object and justification of act—The validity of the act is not to be

placed on the ground that there is a "natural equity” in favor of one who,

under the belief that he has title, takes possession of and improves the land of

another, and that such supposed natural equity may be changed by the legis

lature into a legal right.M The justification for the act is that fault is to

be imputed to an owner who neglects to assert his title as to one who is in

possession apparently occupying as owner.“" And it is competent for the

legislature to make it the duty of the owner to give notice of his title to one in

possession and to impose on the neglect of that duty the obligation to pay the

value of the improvements or part with his land for its value without such

improvements.“ One object of the act is to encourage purchasers at otficial

sales;“7 another to protect those who make improvements under the honest

55 Boenig v. Horuberg, 24-307, 310. Sec Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 15+665;

5“ R. L. 1905 § 4434. Hall v. Torrens, 32-527, 21+717.

5" Northern I. Co. v. Bargquist, 93-106, 63 Wilson v. Red Wing School Dist., 22

100+636. 488; Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 15+

~'-9 Wilson v. Red Wing School Dist., 22- 665; Scharffbillig v. Scharffbillig, 51-349,

488; Madland v. Benland, 24-372. 53+713.

5° Madland v. Benland, 24-372. M Wilson v. Red Wing School Dist., 22

"" Flynn v. Lemieux, 46-458, 49+23S; 488.

Craig v. Dunn, 47-59, 49+396. ‘*5 Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42t352.

M Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450. 42+3-52. M Wilson v. Red Wing School Dist., 22

*" Pfetfcrle v. Wieland, 55-202, 5G+824. 488.

"T Pfctferle v. Wieland, 55-202, 56+S24.
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belief that they have a good title.“8 The act gives a right in the nature of

' (1-00 I

a 1463111.50.nlll}llleia\1iIis color of tit1e—A person is in possession under color of title

in fee, within the meaning of the act, whenihe is in possession under an in

strument which on its face appears to give lnm a title in fee, but does not, 11:

reality, owing to some extrinsic t'act."’ A deed vo1d on its face does npd

furnish color of title.71 It is unnecessary that the occupant llll‘llS(3liI'.Sl1()‘1l72

have color of title in fee, if he is in possession under some person ll7‘¢:VlIlg It.

A quitclaim deed expressly conveying a tax t1tle gives color of title. A per

son who builds a l1ouse on the land of another by nnstake is not 111 possession

under color of title.H _ _

4316. What is an official deed—.—\ tax certificate of purchase ‘f’ or assign

ment" is an official deed, but it does not give color of title until after the

expiration of the redemption period.77 A deed of forfeited landus an oficml

deed, but it does not give color of title unless regular on its face.‘8

4317. Notice—Good faith—Taking possession in good faith under an

unofficial deed means taking possession in a belief that such takmg is right

ful"—that is, without actual notice of a superior title and in good faith.80

Whether notice of facts sutlicient to put a man of ordinary prudence on 111

quirv, which, if followed up with reasonable diligence, would disclose the de

fective character of the title, deprives the occupant of the benefits of the

act is an unsettled question.“ The occupant has the burden of proving good

faith and want of notice,82 but he 1nay do so by his own direct testi1n0ny.”

The question of good faith is one of fact.“ In the case of taking possession

under an official deed regular on its face only actual notice of defects in the

title will defeat the occupants claim to the benefits of the act and the pre

sumption is that he had no such notice.s""

4318. Peaceable entry presurned—ln the absence of evidence to the con

trary it is presumed that the occupants entered peaceably.so

4319. When taxes must have been paid—'l‘axes cannot be recovered unless

paid when the occupant was in actual possession under color of title in good

faith and without notice. A ])d\’1ll€'lll' t'ollowed by such ])lH.<(,‘.~‘si()]1 cannot be

recovered.87

4320. When improvements must have been made-'1‘

he value of improve~ments cannot be recovered or offset unless they were mad

e when the occupant

“-8 \Vheeler v. Merriman. 30-372, 15+665; T7 .\IcLellan v. Omodt. 37-157. 33t326;

McLcllan v. Omodt, 37-157, 33+326. Jewell v. Trnhu, 38-433, 384-106; Kampfer

'10 Smalley v. Isaacson. 40-450, 42+352. v. East Side Synd., 95-309. 104+290.

7" Seigneuret v. Fahey, 27-60, 6+-403;

0’Muleahy v. Florer, 27-449, 8+166; 7" Seigneuret v. Fabey, 27-60, 6+-103;

Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372. 15+665; Northern 1. Co. v. Bargquist, 93-106, 100+

Northern I. Co. v. Bargquist, 93-106. 100+ 636.

636; Kampfer v. East Side Synd.. 95-309, 5" Wheeler v. Men-iman. 30-372, 15+665.

104-+290. 51 See Shillock v. Gilbert, 23-386:TIO’Mulcahy v. Florer, 27-449, 8+166; Wheeler v. Merriman. 30-372, 15+6(i5;

MeLel]an v. Omodt, 37-157. 33+-326. See Pfeflerle v. Wieland, 55-202, 56+824.

Shillock v. Gilbert, 23-386; Everett v. "Jewell v. Truhn, 38-433. 38+106.

Boyington. 29-264, 13+45.

‘'8 .\ladland v. Benland. 2-1-372.

F3 Seigneuret v. Fahey, 27-60, 6+-103.
72 Hall v. Torrens, 32-527. 21+717; 8* Id.

Northern I. Co. v. Bargquist. 93-106, 100+ 85 Pfcflerle v; W1BlHD(l, 55-202, 56+824.

636.

See Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 15+665.

5" Seigneuret v. Fahey. 27-60, 6+403.

8? Dawson v. Girard etc. Co., 27-411. 8+

142; Pfetferle v. Wieland, 60-328, 62-I-396.

73 Wheeler v. .\'[errimau, 30-372. 15+665.

74 Mitchell v. Bridgman, 71-360. 74+142.

T-5 McLellan v. Omodt, 37-157. 33+326.

W Everett v. Boyington, 29-264, 13+45;

Pfefferle v. Wieland, 55-202, 56+S24.
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session under color of title in good faith and without notice.
t is not enough that such

a possession is had subsequent to the improvements.“No recovery can be ha after service of the pleading asserting the hostile

claim."9

In may be as

may determine and

established th
e court must ens expressly provided by the act. It may be

very can only be had of

Hence the owner should be

he taxes claimed.97
propriate allegation '

allowing a party

gations in an ans

reply.1 It is to

and for the owner, '

pant to prove all the facts

aided by presumptions.‘*

first in

stance to prove that he had n actual or constructive

, of the possession

of the occupant before the improvements were made, if he is seeking to force

the occupant to buy the la.nd.5 '

to establish the validit

Interest—No interest is allowed on the amount of th

only on the taxes and im '

diet or findings.74326. EvidenctE—Th pt of the treasurer is evidence

of taxes.

proved by the direct testimony oThe val

nts may be proved by evidence of thei

. Merriman, 30-372, 15+665;
McLellan v. Omodt, 37-157, 33+326.

' ' Fahey, 27-60, 6+403.

82-200, 844-733.

, 87M0001 v. Kelly, 85-359 as’Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352. IR/ced v.
See Cook v. Webb, 19-l67(l29).

e recei

Good faith may be

ue of iinproveme

'-’Jewell v. Truhn, 38-433, 38+106.'rard etc. Co., 27-41], 8+ 3Seigneurct v. Fabey, 27-60, +403

142; Mueller v. Jackson, 39-431, 40+565; Wheeler v M '

Smalley V. Isaacson, 40-450

6 -. - errnnan, 30-372, 151L665f
, 42+352; Pfetferle v. Wi

Kampfer v. East Side Synd.,

eland, 55-202 s+s24. '
95-309. 104+ 4Wheeler v Mernma 30-372, 15+665

290. See Windom v. Schuppel, 39-35, 38+ ee Hall v. Torrens, 32-527, 21+717

757. 5Jewell v. Truh
"2 Reed v. Newton, 22-541.

_n, as-433, asuoe. '98 Goodrich v. Flo
" Everett v. Boymgton, 29rer, 27-97, 6+452. '

264, 13+45.‘Taylor v. Slingerland, 39-470, 40+575.
9* Sanborn v. Mueller, 38-27, 35+666. 9Seigneuret v. Fahey, _27-60, 6+403;

"5 Id.; Windom v. Schuppel, 39-35, 38+ Northern I. Co. v. Bargqmst, 93-106. 111,

757. l00+636.II—2
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4327. Judgment-—The judgment should be for the amount due after de

ducting the damages or rental value from the total amount of unprovements

and taxes with interest.“ It should not bear interest.10 _

4328. Execution conditional on paymcnt—If the amount of the Judgment

is not paid into court within one year from the entry of judgment no execu

tion can issue and the title vests absolutely in the occupant. The amendment

of 1889 is unconstitutional so far as it is retroactive.u

4329. When owner may force occupant to buy—The owner may force

the occupant to buy the land or lose the value of his improvements if he 15

in possession under an unotficial deed and the owner had no notice, actual 01‘

constructive, of the possession prior to the improvements. The burden rests

on the owner in the first instance to show want of such notice.lz

4330. Removal of crops-—'1‘he occupant may remove crops after the entry

of judgment, though he was not entitled to the possession when they were

sown.“

 

IMPUTED NEGLIGENCE—-See Negligglce, 7037.

INADEQUATE DAMAGES—See Damages, 2598; New Trial, 7141.

INCEST

4331. Sta.tutes—-The crime of incest was punishable under Penal Code § 259

prior to the passage of Laws 1893 c. 90."

 

INCLOSURE—See note 15.

INCLUDING—-See note 16.

INCOMPATIBLE OFFICES—See Public Ofi’icers, 7995.

INCOMPETENTS

4332. Guardians-Provision is made by statute for the appointment of

guardians for persons who, by reason of old age, or loss or imperfection of

mentul faculties, are incompetent to have the management of their property-17

 

INCONSISTENT POSITIONS—See Estoppel, 3218.

INCORPORATED—See note 18.

. ee Easements, 2851.
INCRIMINATING QUESTIONS—-See Witnesses, 10337.

INCUMBENT—See note 19.

9 See Western L. Assn. v. Thompson, 79- 14 State v. Herges, 55-464, 57+205.

423, 821-677.

15 State v. McGreg0r, 88-74, 92+509.10 Taylor v. Slingerland. 39-470, 401-575.

16 Cooper v. Stinson, 5-522(416).11 R. L. 1905 § 4436. Flynn v. Lernieux, 17 R. L. 1905 § 3826; In re Hausc. 32

46-458, 49+238; Craig v. Dunn, 47-59, 49+ 155, 19+973 (creditor of ward may c0nt8Bt

396. account of guardian); Doyle v. Doyle, 7412 R. L. 1905 § 4437; Jewell v. Truhn, 162. 77+26 (finding of competency 8118

38—433, 38+106. See Ogden v. Ball, 40- tained); Schmidt v. Zeugner, 90-366, 96+

94, 41+453; Smalley v. Isaaeson, 40-450, 1134 (finding of incompeteney sustained);

426-352; Western L. Assn. v. Thompson, Swick v. Sheridan, 107-130, 119+791 (id).

79-423. 82+677. 15 State V. Cornwall, 35-176, 28+144.11‘ R. L. 1905 § 4438; Bloemendul v. Al- 19 State v. Benedict, 15—198(153, 156),

brecht, 79-304. 82+585. Scott County v. Ring, 29-398, 13+181.
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INCUMBRANCE—A charge or servitude afiecting property, which dim

inshes the value of ownership, or may impair its enjoyment so as to constitute

a qualification or (limiuution of the rights of ownership; 2° any right to or in

terest in land which may subsist in third persons to the diminution of the value

of the estate of the tenant, but consistently with the passing of the fee ; 2‘ an

obstruction.22

INDEBITATUS ASSUMPSIT—See Contracts, 1903; Money Had and

Received, 6126; Money Lent, 6138; Money Paid, 6142.

INDEBTEDNESS—See note 23.

INDECENT ASSAULT—See Assault and Battery, 525, 549.

INDECENT LIBERTIES-—See Assault and Battery, 549.

INDEF‘NITE PLEADINGS—See Pleading, 7646.

lNDE.MNlTY

Cross-References

See Agency, 208 ; Guaranty; Judgments, 5176; Mechanics’ Liens, 6092; Suretyship.

4333. Definition—The word “indemnify” is used in two senses—in the

sense of giving security, and in the sense of compensating for actual dam

ages.“

4334. Consideration—A contract of indemnity, like other contracts, re

quires a consideration.25

4335. Breach—When right of action accrues-—To recover on a contract

to indcnmii'y against liability the plaintiff must show not onlyr liability, but

also actual loss.20 The mere existence of claims for which no lien has'been

perfected by proper proceedings is not a breach of a contract of indemnity

against liens." Where a mortgagee, holding a bond of indemnity against

paramount liens, forecloses and bids in the premises for the full amount of his

debt, he has no cause of action on the bond, as he has sufiered no damage.28

A mortgagee holding a bond against paramount liens has been held entitled

to recover substantial damages on a breach of the bond, though the debt se

cured by his mortgage was not yet due,“

4336. Extent of liability on indemnity bonds—General rule—The lia

bility of an obligor on an indemnity bond is limited to such acts as ought

reasonably to have been contemplated by him.“0

'-'0 Century Diet. Fcatherstone, 67-103, 69+-811. See Howe

Z1 McNaughton v. Carleton College, 28-~

285, 290, 9+805; Fritz v. Pusey, 31-368,

18+94; Mackey v. Harmon, 34-168, 172,

24-+702; Delisha v. Mp1s. etc. C0,, 126+276

(perpetual easement for a railway right of

way). See Covenants, 2379.

22 Fox v. Winona, 23-10.

25 Blew v. Collins, 61-418, 63+-1091; Bell

v. Mendenhall, 78-57I 80+843.

'-‘4 See Weller v. Eames, 15—461(:-376);

Bansman \'. Credit G. Co., 47-377, 50+

496; Walsh v. Featherstone, 67-103, 69+

811.

‘-‘5 Eseh v. White, 76-220, 78+1114; Id.,

82-462,. 85+238. 718.

2° Weller v. Eames, 15—461(376); Camp

bell v. Rotering, 42-115, 43-l-795; Walsh v.

v. Friedheim, 27-294, 7+143; Anoka L.

Co. v. Fidelity 8: C. Co., 63-286, 65+353;

Wilcox v. School Dist., 103-43, 114-+262.

'-‘T-Price v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+14; Simon

aon v. Grant, 36-439, 31+861. See Hous

ton v. Nord, 39-490, 40+568.

'-'8 Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-23,

53+867; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Stoneman,

53-212, 54+-1115; Pioneer S. & L. Co. v.

Freeburg, 59-230, 61+25. See Pioneer S.

&, L. Co. v. Bartsch, 51-474, 53+764; Ser

geant v. Ruble, 33-354, 23+-535; Mechan

ics’ S. Bank v. Thompson, 58-346, 59+

1054.

2° Mechanics’ S. Bank v. Thompson, 58

346, 59+1054.

3° Sharvy v. Cash, 66-200, 68+1070.
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37. Particular contracts construed-—A contract to mdemmfy against

liability for delivering goods without collect_1ng transportation cha_rges,b“

against debts of a firm; 3’ against paramoun_t hens; “3 against any liability y

reason of any transaction, etc.;“ against liability _for the 1I1Ll0l‘SOI1;l;?11t of a

note; “ against liability from guaranteeing the fidelity of an agent; agamst

liability on an appeal bond; 8’ against any loss arising out of any lI1;l:-EbtGdIIGBS

of an agent; as against any loss from the manufacture ‘of an article. _ _

4338. Payment by indemnitee.—'l‘he indemmtce is not protected against

loss through a voluntary payment.“ Payment by note of the indemnitee after

his liability becomes absolute will give him an immediate right of action

against the indemnitor.“ ' _

4339. Indemnitee in default—An indemmtee cannot recover from an m—

dernnitor if he has not strictly performed the contract on his own part.‘2 _

4340. Notice to indemnitor of action—A judgment against the indemnitee

may authorizes a recovery against the indemnitor, though the former did not

notify the latter of the pendency of the action in WlllCl‘l the Judgment was

recovered.“3 ‘ _

4341. Res judicata—A judgment against the indemnitee 1s conclusive on

the indemnitor as to the existence and extent of the liability of the indemmtce,

if the indemnitor had notice of the action in which the judgment was ren

dered and an opportunity to defend.H

4342. Between wrongdoers—Servant or agent—-As a general rule there

is no right to indemnity between joint wrongdoers,“ but when one is em

ployed or directed by another to do an act in his behalf which is not mamfestly

wrong, and which the former does not know, or is not presumed to have known,

to be wrong, the law implies a promise of indemnity by the principal for such

damages as flow directly from the execution of the agency. The employer

impliedly assumes the responsibility.“

4343. Fidelity bonds—Cases involving bonds to secure the fidelity of pri

vate agents, servants, etc., will be found elsewhere under various appropriate

heads. They are collected below for convenience of reference."

51 Weller v. Eames, 15-461(376). H G. N. Ry. v. Akeley, 88-237, 92+959.

3‘-1 Cowel v. Anderson, 33-374, 23+542;

Dunham v. Johnson, 85-268, 88+-737.

88 Pioneer 3. & L. Co. v. Bartsch, 51-474,

53+764; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52

23, 53+867; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Stone

man, 53-212, 54+1115; Pioneer S. & L. Co.

v. Freeburg, 59-230, 61+25.

3* Walsh v. Featherstone, 67-103, 69+811.

4;~';5BB.11ElI18.Il v. Credit G. Co., 47-377, 50+

2“ Fidelity & C. Co. v. Lawler, 64-144,

66+143.

3'! Esch v. White, 76-220, 78+1114;.Id.,

82-462, B5-i-238, 718.

951!3pUDi01'l etc. Co. v. Prigge, 90-370, 96+

I.

W Mankato M. Co. v. Willard, 94-160,

l02+202.

40 Price v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+l4.

4t;fiBausman v. Credit G. Co., 47-377, 50+

42 Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Freeburg, 59

230, 61+25.

48 G. N. Ry. v. Akeley, 88-237, 92+959.

Egg Lamson v. Cofiiu, 102-493, 499, 114+

Sec Hersey v. Long, 30-114, 14+508.

45 Lesher v. Getman, 30-321, 330, 15+

309; Warren v. Westrup, 44-237, 46+347.

“$Lesher v. Getmau, 30-321, 330, 15+

309. See § 5854.

"Fidelity etc. Co. v. Eiekhoff, 63-170,.

65+351; Fidelity etc. Co. v. Lawler, 64

144, 66+143; Morrison v. Arons, 65-321,

68+33; Traders’ Ins. Co. v. Herber, 67

106, 69+701; Eagle R. M. Co, v. Dillmau,

67-232, 69+910; Deering v. Shumpik, 67

348, 694-1088; Lancashire Ins. Co. v. Cal

lahan, 68-277, 71+261; Manchester F. A.

Co. v. Redfield, 69-10. 71+709; Capital F.

Ins. Co. v. Watson, 76-387.'79+601; Bates

v. Watson, 76-332, 79+309; Fidelity etc.

Co. v. Grays, 76-450, 79+531; Farragut v.

Shepley, 78-284, 80+976; Goodhuc etc. Co.

v. Davis, s1-210, sa+s:-31; Fidelity M. L.

Assn. v. Dewey, 83-389, 86+423; Union

etc. Co. v. Prigge, 90-370, 96+S)17; Dan

vers F. E. Co. v. Johnson, 93-323, 101+

492; Nelson v. Armstrong, 93-449, 101?~

968, 102+207, 731.
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4344. Parties/—A third party has been held not entitled to sue on a bond

of indemnity, though the bond was

given to save harmless from a liability
incurred for the benefit of such person.‘8

4345. Pleading—A complaint on a bond not signed by the principal has

been held insuificient in not alleging that the sureties waived its execution by

the principal, and authorized its delivery to the obligee as a valid obligation.“

 

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS—See Master and Servant, 5835,

5879.

INDIANS

Cross-References

See lntoxicating Liquors; Marriage, 5792; Public Lands.

4346. Status of Indian tribes—Th

munities—separate nations, subject to
e Indian tribes are distinct political com

the control of the federal government.‘m
For treaty purposes they are quasi independent.51 They are in a sense foreign

to the state government.52 They are domestic, dependent communities, under

the guardianship and protection of the general government. They are neither

foreign or independent nations.“

4347. Status of tribal Indians—Tr1ba1 Indians are the wards of the federal

government and under its exclusive guardianship and control. The state can

not interfere with or impair such control in any way.“ A tribal Indian liv

ing on a reservation may sue in the

mitted outside his reservation against

reservation he is liable to the criminal

the state courts either ex contractu or

state courts to redress any wrong com

his person or property. When oif his

laws of the state and may be sued in

generally a citizen of the United States or of the state,56 but he may become

so by accepting an allotment under the act of Congress of Feb. 8, 1887.57

Whether Indians are legal voters is undetermined."B A state probate court

has been held not to have jurisdiction of the estate of an Indian who lived on

a reservation.“

the control of Indians therein by the federal government, ‘" or punish them

for acts committed therein contrary to its laws.62 Otherwise the laws of the

state, both civil and criminal, are operative therein.83 The state may establish

ex delict0."’5 A tribal Indian is not

in the reservation °° or interfere with
7

48 Walsh v. Foatherstone, 67-103, 69+8l1.

4° Bjoin v. Angliin, 97-526, 107+558.

5° U. S. v. Shanks, 15-369(302),' Earl V.

Godley, 42-361, 44+254.

51 Becker v. Sweetzer, 15—427(346, 353).

51’ State v. Cooney, 77-518, 80+696.

53 State v. Campbell, 53-354, 356, 55+

553.

54 Selkirk v. Stephens, 72-335, 338, 75+

386; State v. Cooney, 77-518, 520, 80+

696; Becker v. Sweetzer, 15-427(346,

353); Bem-Way-Bin-Ness v. Eshelby, 87

108, 113, 91+291; State v. Campbell, 53

354, 55+553.

5-5 Bem-Way-Bin-Ness v. Eshelby, 87-108,

91+291; Aiu-Dus-O-Kee-Shig v. Beaulieu,

98-98, 107+820. See R. L. 1905 § 5174.

-'1" State v. Campbell, 53-354, 356. 55+

553; U. S. v. Shanks, 15-369(302).

5'' Hankey v. Bowman, 82-328, 332, 84+

1002; Bem—Way-Bin-Ness v. Eshelby, 87

108, 112, 91+-291; State v. Wise, 70-99,

72+843.

58 Hankey v. Bowman, 82-328, 332, 84+

l002. ~

59 U. S. v. Shanks, l5—369(302).

°°Selkirk v. Stephens, 72-335, 338, 75+

386; Foster v. Blue Earth County, 7-140

(84).

61 Selkirk v. Stephens, 72-335, 3.38, 75+

386.

"2 State v. Campbell, 53-354, 55+553.

68 Selkirk v. Stephens, 72-335, 338. 75(

386.
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election districts therein; °‘ it may punish a white man for a crime committed

therein ;“ and it may enforce its game laws therein,"u except agamst In

dians.“

4349. Boundaries of reservations—Cases are cited below involving the

boundaries of reservations.“

4350. Treaties-The treaty of Sept. 30, 1854, with the Chippewa Indians

of Lake Superior and the Mississippi, has been construed.""

4351. Deeds—A deed of half-breed lands has been held not void as against

public policy or the acts of Congress.To

4352. Claims against—Assignment—An assignment. of a claim against

certain Indians has been held illegal under the act of Congress of Feb. 26,

1853.11

4353. Tribal fund-—C0nversion—The individual Indians who were direct

ed by the tribe, according to the usage thereof, to act as custodians of a tribal

fund, are the proper parties to maintain an action for conversion thereof which

took place outside the reservation. The district court has jurisdiction of the

subject-matter and of the parties. The fact that one of the parties charged

with the conversion was originally one of the tribal representatives intrustcd

as a custodian of the fund does not prevent the other custodians from rc

covering the money as against him; it appearing that he had severed his

tribal relations with the band and removed from the reservation."-'

\
INDICIA OF OWNERSHIP-—See Estoppel, 3204.

M Hankey v. Bowman, 82-328, 84-l-1002.

65 State v. Campbell, 53-354, 55+553.

W Selkirk v. Stephens, 72-335, 339, 75+ 71 Becker v. Sweetzer, 15-427(346).

33?. T'-’ Ain-Dus-O-Kce-Shig \'. Beaulieu, 93R‘ State v. Cooney, 77-518, B0+696. 98, 107+820.

as U. s. v. Shanks, 15-ae9(3o2) ; Sharon

v. Wooldrick, 1s-a54(325).

'10 Dole \'. Wilsori. 20—356(308).

70 Hope \'. Stone. 10—141(114).
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NBCESSITY

4354. Constitutional right—Prior to the amendment of 1904 our constitu

tion provided that “no person shall be held to answer for a criminal ollence

unless on the presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases of

of impeachment or in cases cognizable by justices of the peace, or arising in

the army or navy, or in the militia when in actual service in time of war or

public danger.” 7“ Violations of municipal ordinances, punishable by fine or

imprisonment, are criminal offences within the meaning of this provision, and

consequently, where the prescribed punishment may exceed three months’ im

prisonment or one hundred dollars, a person can be held to answer for them

only on the indictment or information of a grand jury." A violation of the

state military code in time of peace is not a criminal offence within the mean

ing of this provision."

FINDING AND PRESENTMENT

4355. Evidence of finding—The fact that an indictment is indorsed “a

true bill,” the indorsement signed by the foreman, and the indictment properly

filed, is evidence that the indictment has been “found” by the grand jury.16

4356. Signing by foreman—'l‘he objection that an indictment is not sign

ed by the foreman is waived if not made by motion to quash or by demurrer.Tr

4357. Presentment-—Presumption—An indictment found and properly

iiled is presumed to have been presented to the court. The clerk receives the

the indictment is conclusive that the grand ' ' '

_ _ _ jur did t t k h (1into account in finding “a true bill.” 7° Where, ii the ii11(\)'esti‘gaetil)li1cof ea?lgreiiiill

jury of a charge agamst one person, evidence is elicited which proves that

13 Const. art. 1 § 7; State v Ames 91 ‘TS '

. , - - t t sh -figlrE.3143, 9s+190; sum v. Bates, 105-140, 15 StZtZ Be2’tEey1‘71g4i2<ii§§8)‘

. wsm -. ’ - I "
V" its? v. West, 42-147, 43+845; State State 8v.el'-leetgaw1]7i,24516(_2112l§))' 57+4OI,I sec

B.atesmf(goi2:1O4€1%7%4450+226; sum v. sostate v. Belebe, 17-241(2-18).

75 St,ate W, + . 81 State v. Garrlncr S8-130 9"+‘32970S]; t v. agsner, 74-,5_18, 77+424. wsmw v. Smith‘ '7#ms2 ’s1-I1'"- st t
B a cnv. MeCartey, 17-16(54); State v. v. Sheltrev 100-10" 1]‘ ’ U a e

eebe. 1|-241(21B). " 1’ mafia
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CONS'1‘RUC'l‘]ON AND SUFFIGIENCY IN GENERAL

4359. General tests of sufliciency-—The statute provides a. general test by

which to determine the sufficiency of indictments.” Others are sometimes ap

plied. One test of an indictment is, will it protect the accused from a second

prosecution for the same ofl*'ence?‘“ Another is, are the essential, ultimate

facts alleged consistent with the innocence of the accused? If such facts are

reconcilable with the innocence of the accused the indictment is had.“

4360. Certainty—The constitution provides that “in all criminal prosecu

tions the accused shall enjoy the right * * * to be informed of the nature and

cause of the accusation.” 8° This principle is not original with the constitution,

but is as old as the common law itself. The constitutional provision is but

declaratory of what the law has always been and hence is to be construed in

its historical sense. The information required by the constitution must be

contained in the indictment."7 The statute provides that the indictment shall

be direct and certain as regards the party charged, the offence charged, and

the particular circumstances of the offence charged, when they are necessary to

constitute a complete offence.as This statute effected no essential change in

the law. The common law required the same certainty. It is a general rule

of criminal pleading that the offence charged should be described with reason

able certainty, that the accused may know for what ofience he is required to

answer, that the court may render a proper judgment, and that the conviction

or acquittal may be pleaded in bar of another prosecution for the same offence."D

An indictment is sufficiently certain if “the act or omission charged as the

offence is stated with such a degree of certainty as to enable the court to

pronounce judgment, upon a conviction, according to the right of the case.” “°

The offence charged must be described with suflicient certainty to identify it.“‘~

and to enable the court to determine that the acts alleged constitute a criminal

offence."2 This degree of certainty must extend to every essential element of

the oli'ence,”B and to “the particular circumstances of the offence charged when

they are necessary to constitute a complete offence.” ‘“ The general rule is

limited by the possibilities of the case and should not be so applied as to make

the execution of the criminal law depend upon criminals leaving open to

discovery by the grand jury the precise methods by which crime has been

perpetrated, and all _the circumstances of its accomplishment. Hence the

grand jurors are allowed to state that a particular fact, not vital to the

83 R. L. 1905 § 5305; State v. Ryan, 13

370 (343) ; State v. Robinson, 14-447

(333) ; State v. McCartey, 17-76 (54) ;

State v. Coon, 18-518 (464) ; State v.

Munch, 22-67; State v. Anderson, 25-66;

State v. Lavnke, 26-526, 6+339; State v.

Harris. 50-128, 52+387; State v. Cody, 65

121, 67+79B; State v. Howard 66-309. 68+

1096; State v. Scott. 78-311. 81+3; State

v. Erickson, 81-134, 83+-‘S12; State v.

Clements, 82-448, 85+234; State v. Ames,

91-365. 98+190.

31‘ State v. O’Connor, 38-243, 36+462;

State v. Tracy, 32-317. 8-H1015.

55 State v. Erickson, 81-134, 83+512.

9° Const. art. 1 § 7.

"1 State v. Nelson. 74-409, 77+223; State

v. Ames, 91-365, 98+190.

"4 R. L. 1905 § 5299.

W State v. Shenton, 22-311; State v.

Schmail, 25-368; State v. Gray, 29-142,

12+455; State v. Clarke, 31-207, 17+344;

State v. O’C0nnor, 38-243, 36+462; State

V. Nelson, 74-409. 77%-223; State v. Clem

ents, 82-448, 85+234; State v. Ames, 91

365, 98+.190.

90 R. L. 1905 § 5305(7); State v. Munch,

22-67; State v. Anderson, 25-66; State v.

Matakovich, 59-514, 61+677; State v.

Howard, 66-309, 68+1096; State v. Erick

son, 81-134, 139, 83+512.

"1 State v. Butler, 26-90, 1+821; State v.

Schmail, 25-368.

92 State v. Ullman, 5—13(1).

"8 State v. Ullman, 5-13(1); State v.

Brown, 12-490(393); State v. Cody, 65

121, 674-798. See § 4382.

M R. L. 1905 § 5299; State vi McIntyre,

19-93(65); State v. Gray, 29-142, 12+

455; State v. Howard, 66-309, 68+1096;

State v. Nelson, 79-388, 82+650.
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' i to them unknown.“ Ordinarily the rule is not applicable to:i:ri11<1es;l‘tli)rlb’anss,°7 matters not essentially descriptive of the otfe1i_ce,“"1 matters

of nierc inducement,” and obscene matters.‘ The rule of certainty does poi

require the pleading of evidence2 and does not forbid the use of teCl‘l11l((:18‘

terms.3 It requires that the name of the person 1n]ured should be stateTo be certain allegations must be direct.‘ Ordinarily an indictment is su -

ficientl-y certain if it follows the language of the statute.“ ‘

4361. Words construed according to common usage—The meaning

which, in ordinary use. attaches to words not technical Wlll be given to them

in an indictment.7 I ' _

4362. Specific allegations control general allegations-Specific allega

tions control general allegations and where it is attempted to allege the par

ticular facts constituting a general or ultimate fact all the particular facts

must be alleged.‘ . _ _

4363. Construction of “then and there”—The word “there” in mdlctments

refers to a place before particularly designated. The expression “then and

there” has been held not to show the county in which the crime was com

mit.ted.° The expression “then and there” in an indictment for seduction has

been held to refer to the time of and immediately before the seduction.“

4364. Surplusage-—An indictment is not vitiated by the presence of un

necessary and immaterial words. Such words may be disregarded as surplus

age,11 unless they are essential by being inseparably connected with essential

words so as to become descriptive of the identity of that with which they are

connected." Where an indictment charges two offences, but one inadequately.

the latter may be disregarded as surplusage.“ A name cannot be disregarded

as surplusage if it is descriptive of the identity of an essential element of the

offence.“

4365. Formal defects disregarded—It is

dictment shall be insutficient, nor shall the tri

ings thereon be affected, by reason of a defec

provided by statute that “no in

al, judgment, or other proceed

t or imperfection in matter of

form which does not tend to the prejudice of the substantial rights of the

defendant upon the merits.” 1“

be liberally construed. They were

excessive technicality, formality,

"5 State v. Gray, 29-142, 12+455.

§ 4394.

See

This and other statutory provisions " are to

enacted to free criminal pleading of the

and tautology of the common law H—to sim

plify criminal procedure and secure the trial
of indictments on the merits.‘'3

9" See § 4374.

0'' State v. Gray, 29-142, 12+455; State

v Laatenschlager, 22-514.

98 State v. Lautenschlager, 22-514.

W See § 4375.

1 State v. Kunz, 90-526, 97+131.

2Sec § 438-4.

“See § 4378.

4See § 4399.

5See § 4385.

9See § 4379.

T State v. Munch. 22-67; State v. Lavake,

26-526, 6+339; State v. Gill, 89-502. 95+

49.

8State v. Ring, 29-78, 11+233; State v.

Farrington, 59-147, 604-1088.

B State v. Brown, 12—490(393).

1° State v. Sortviet, 100-12, 110+-100.

11 State v. Dineen, 10-407 (325); State v.

Garvey, 11-154(95); State v. Crummey,

17-72(50); State v. Munch. 22-67; State

v. Heck, 23-549; State v. Kobe. 26-148,

]+1054; State v. Comings, 54-359. 56+50;

State v. O'Neil. 71-399, 73+1091; State v.

Feldman, 80-314, 83+182; State v. Fel

lows. 98-179, 107+542.

"-’ Chute v. State, 19-271(230, 237);

State v‘. Heck, 23-549; State v. Ruhnke,

27-309, 74-264.

13 State v. Henn. 39-464, 40+564.

14 State v. Ruhnke, 27-309, 7+264.

15 R. L. 1905 § 5306; State v. Ryan, 13

370(343); State v. McCartey, 17-76(54);

State v. Munch, 22-67; State v. Holong.

38-368, 37+587; State v. Harris, 50-128,

52-I-387; State v. Golden. 86-206. 90+398;

State v. Qnackenbush, 98-515, 108+953.

1“ R. L. 1905 §§ 5297, 5304, 5305.

17 State v. Holong, 38-368. 37+587; State

v. Howard, 66-309, 68+-1096; State v.~

Hinckley, 4-345(261).

15 State v. Whitman, 103-92. 114%-363.
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Indictments are therefore to be construed, not with reference to the canons

of common-law pleading, but in accordance with the more liberal and reason

able rules prescribed by statute.“ These statutory provisions were not in

tended to encourage laxity in criminal pleading and do not afiect the rule that

indictments must be direct and certain as to every essential element of the

offence.“

4366. The charging part-—-The charging part of the indictment is alone to

be considered in determining whether the indictment states a public offence.21

4367. Misnaming offencc—The sufiiciency of an indictment is not afiected

by the fact that the grand jury misnames or neglects to name the offence

charged?‘-’ Y

4368. Statutory forms-—The legislature has a large discretion in prescrib

ing forms of indictment, but it is limited by the paramount law of the con

stitution.23 The sulficiency of an indictment is to be determined not by the

statutory forms, but by the tests prescribed in R. L. 1905 § 5305.“ The forms

prescribed in G. S. 1894 c. 108 were enacted before the Penal Code and are

not sufiicient when inconsistent therewitl1.“ The forms for larceny,“ per

jury 2’ and rape "8 are insuflicient, at least for some species of those ofiences.

4369. Attacking indictment on appeal-—The objection that an indictment

does not state facts sutficient to constitute a public ofience may be made for

the first time on appeal.‘'‘’

4370. Construction on appcal—-When objection to the sufliciency of an in

dictment is made for the first time on appeal it will be given the benefit of

every reasonable intendment."°

MODE OF CHARGING OFFENCE

4371. Captibn—An indictment for a crime committed in an organized

county, to which others are attached for judicial purposes, may be entitled

as in all of the counties.‘u Where several counties are attached for judicial

purposes, entitling an indictment in the name only of the county to which the

others are attached, is a defect of form merely.“2 The number of the judicial

district is no part of the title of the district court and if stated erroneously

may be rejected.33 All criminal prosecutions whether under statutes or or

dinances are properly prosecuted in the name of the state.“

4372. Commencement or accusing c1ause—A commencement in the fol

lowing words is sufiicient: “The grand jurors of the-county of Rice, in the

State of Minnesota. upon their oaths, present that,” etc.‘“5 An error in desig

nating the name of the offence in the commencement is an irregularity mere

ly.“ The commencement is strictly no part of the indictment. The fact that

W State v. Shenton, 22-311; State v. v. Coon. ]8—5]8(464). But see, State v.

Keith. 47-559, 501-691; State v. Harris, Nelson, 79-388, 82-(L650.

50-128, 52+387; State v. Cowdery, 79-94, '-’5 State v. Johnson, 37-493, 35+3T3.

99, 811-750. 2“ State V. Farrington, 59-147, 60+1088;

2° State v. Brown, 12-490(393); State v. State v. Henn, 39-464, 401-564.

Howard, 66-309, esnoes; sum v. Clem- :1 sum v. Nelson, 74409, 77+22a.

ents, 82-448, s5+2a4; sum v. Quackerr nsmm v. Vomy, 41-134, 43+a24.

bush, 98-515, 108+953. '-‘B State v. Tracy, 82-317, 84+1015.

2' State v. Howard, 66-309, 68+1096. See 3° State v. Bell, 26-388, 5+970; State v.

State v. Nelson, 79-388, 82+650. Howard, 66-309, 68+1096.

'-‘E State v. Hinckley, 4-345(261); State 81 State v. Stokely, 16-282(249).

v. Garvey, 11—154(95); State v. Coon, 18- 82 State v. McCartey. 17-76(54).

518(464); State v. Munch, 22-67; State 33 State v. Munch, 22-67.

v. Howard, 66-309, 68+1096. 3‘ State v. Gill, 89-502. 95+449.

23 State v. Nelson, 74-409, 77+223. 35 State v. Hinckley. 4—345(261).

‘~‘4 State v. l-Iinckley, 4-3-}5(261); State 3° State v. Howard, 66-309, 6S+1I'196;

State v. Munch, 22-67.
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the name of the accused is not repeated in the commencement is not maten_al.f'

Where a crime has a name and is divided into several classes or degrees it is

sulficient if the accused is charged with the offence by_ name in the accusinsg

-clause and the particular degree or class is made out in the charging part,

An indictment which alleges that the defendant is accused of hav1ng_comm1t

ted an offence, but which does not directly charge that he committed the

offence, is insufiicient.”

4-373. Laying venue—Every indictment must allege the place where the

crime was committed in order to show that it was committed within the Juris

diction of the court and to apprise the accused of the offence charged with

certainty. It is the general rule that it must be alleged that the offence was

committed within the county in which the indictment is found, but where an

offence is committed within one hundred rods of the dividing line between two

counties an indictment may be found in either county and it may be alleged

that the offence was committed in the county where the indictment was found

or that it was committed in the other county within one hundred rods ‘of the

dividing line.‘0 It is unnecessary to allege the particular place in the

county.“ The proper county being named in the caption it is sufficient to lay

the venue “in said county,” " or “in the county aforesaid.” ‘3 But the phrase.

“then and there” is insufficient, standing alone.“ Under an indictment charg

ing the oflence to have been committed in a certain county, the accused may

be convicted if the offence was committed on a vessel which passed through

the county on the voyage in the course of which the act took place.“ Where

a blow is inflicted in one county and death ensues in another county and state

the venue may be laid in the former county.‘8 The court cannot amend an

indictment by inserting an allegation as to venue.‘T

4374. Alleging date of offence——It is provided by statute that “the precise

time at which the offence was committed need not be stated in the indictment.

but may be alleged to have been committed at any time before the finding

thereof, except where the time shall be a material ingredient in the offence.” “

An indictment is suflicient in this regard if it can be understood therefrom

“that the ofl’encc was committed at some time prior to the time of finding the

indictment.” *9 It is ordinarily sufficient to allege the time as “on or about”

a specified day.“° Where the offence is not of a continuous nature it is im

proper, but not fatal, to allege the time as of a specified day “and divers other

days and times since said day.” 51 Where the time was alleged as “the fifth

day of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one.” the omission of the

word “year” was held not fatal.52 Ordinarily the offence need not be proved

as of; 5the date alleged.53 A special statutory limitation applies to embezzle

men .

-'" State v. Monson, 41-140. 42+T90.
63-l-11; State v. Johnson, 23-569. See

35 State v. Eno, S—220(190).

3“ State V. Nelson. 79-388. 82+650.

State v. Briggs, 84-357. 87+935.

*0 State v. Robinson, 14-447(333). See

State v. Anderson. 25-66; State \'. Mastel

ler, 45-128, 47+54l.

*1 O’Connell v. State. 6-279(190).

42 State \'. Bell, 26-388, 5+970.

43 State v. Brown, 12-490(3.<i3).'

" Id.

45 State v. Timmens. 4-325(241).

48 State v. Gessert, 21-369.

" State v. Armstrong, 4-335(251).

"R. L. 1905 § 5302; State v. Lavnke,

26-526, mass; State v. Holmes, 65-230,

See

State v. Smith, 78-362, S1+17.

*9 R. L. 1905 § 5305(5); State v. Ryan,

%€;370(343); State v. Lavake, 26-526, 6+

50 State v. Lavake. 26-526. 6+339.

“1 State V. Kobe, 26-148. 1+105-4.

12 State v. Munch, 22-67.

53 State v. New, 22-76; State v. John

son, 23-569; State v. Lavake, 26-526, 6+

339; State v. Brecht. 41-50, 42+602;

State v. Masteller, 45-128. 47+541; State

\'. Holmes, 65-230. 68+-11; State v. Gerber,

126+-lS2.

-ya. L. 1905 § 5320; State v. Holmes,

60-230, ss+u.
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4376. Alleging a corporation—In naming a corporation in an indictment

it is sutficient to give its corporate name and add “a corporation.” It is un

necessary to allege its incorporation or the place of its incorporation where

those facts are not directly involved."8

And it is ordinarily sufficient to prove
it a corporation in I'act:"9 A mistake in using “railroad” instead of “railway”

in describing a railway corporation has been held immateria1.°° A failure

“ordinary and concise language” shall be used."2 The object of this provision

was to free criminal pleading of the formality, technicality, and tautology of

common-law pleading.“ “Words used in the statutes to define a public offence

need not be strictly pursued in the indictment, but other words conveying the

same meaning may be used.” ‘“ If an indictment states fully, directly and

clearly acts constituting a public ofience it is immaterial in what form of

words the acts are alleged.“

4378. Use of technical and composite words—The statute providing for

meaning compounded of law and fact.

facts constituting an ultimate fact it
Thus, instead of pleading all the minute

is sutlicient to use such words as “as
sault,” “ “forge.” ‘" “take,” "8 “executed,” “° “sell” and “sold,” 7° “indecent lib

erties,” T1 “ravish,” "~’ “being aided by an accomplice actually present.” "3

4379. Following language of statute or ordinance-An indictment charg

ing au offence in the language of the statute is ordinarily suflicien t.“ But the

55 State v., Barry, 77-128, 79+656.

56 State v. Scott, 78-311, 8l+3.

5'' State v. Barry, 77-128, 79+656.

“S State v. Loomis, 27-521, 8+-758; State

v. Rue, 72-296, 75-+235.

5" State v. Rue, 72-296, 75+235.

6° State v. Brin, 30-522, 16+406.

"1 State v. Golden, 86-206, 901-398.

"'-’ R. L. 1905 § 5297.

"3 State v. Hinckley, 4-345(261); State

-v. Holong, 38-368, 37+587; State v. How

ard, 66-309, 68+1096.

64 R. L. 1905 § 5304; State v. Holong,

38-368, 37+587; State v. Stein, 48-466,

51+474; State v. Southall, 77-296, 79+

1007.

"5 State v. Holong, 38-368, 37+587.

6“ State v. Bell, 26-388, 5+970; State v.

Ward, 35-182, 28+192. ~

'11 State V. Greenwood, 76-211, 78+].042.

"5 State v. Friend, 47-449, 501-692.

‘*9 State v. Butler, 47-483, 50+532.

7° State v. Lavake, 26-526, 6+339.

case within the statute.“ The modern

to the general rule." The judicious

71 State v. Kunz, 90-526. 97+131.

‘'1 O'Connell v. State, 6—279(190).

18 State v. O’Neil, 71-399, 73+1091.

14 State v. Gnrve , 11-154(95); State v.

Comfort, 22-271; State v. Shenton, 22

311; State v. Heck, 23-549; State v. La

vake, 26-526, 6+339; State v. Gray, 29

142, 12+-155; Mankato \-. Arnold, 36-62,

30+305; State v. Holong, 38-368, 37+587;

State v. Abriseh, 41-41, 42+543; State v.

Stein, 48-466, 51+474; State v. O’Neil.

71-399, 73+109l; State v. Greenwood, 76

211, 78+1042; State v. Barry, 77-128, 79+

656; State v. Evans, 88-262, 92+976;

State V. Gill, 89-502, 9:'1+449; State v.

Sager, 99-54, 108+812; State v. Bly, 99

74, l08+833.

15 State v. Howard, 66-309, 6S+1096;

State v. Bradford, 78-387, 81+202; State

v. Sager, 99-54, 108+812; State v. Swan

son, 106-288, 1191-45.

16 State v. Shenton, 22-311.
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der will alwa s follow the exact language of the statute and there is no real

giiggtv in any Otllgl‘ course." But the precise words need not be strictly pursutehd.

Words maybe used which are the equivalents in meamng of those found in e

statute.T8 It is to be presumed that all the words used to define an ofieuep at;3

essential and it is accordingly necessary to employ them all or their eqmva eln

in an indictment." In a complaint under an ordmance it 1s_suffic1ent to fol (;]w

the language of the ordinance if it sets forth all the essential elements of t e

4380. Ne ativ' exce tions—An indictment must negative exceptions orprovisos fouid inmtghe enardting clause of the statute on which 1t is based.“

The enacting clause, within the meaning of the rule, is that part of the statute

which defines the offence." An exception or proviso, winch is no part of H10

enacting clause and is not descriptive of the offence, need not be negatlved,

whether it is found in the same section as the enacting clause, or in a separate

one. The test whether an exception or proviso must be negatived is whether it

is descriptive of the offence.” An exception in a subsequent independent stat

ute need not be negativedfi“ An exception may be introduced by the Word

“unless” as well as by the word “except.” “‘ If an act is made unlawful unless

done with the consent of some person the consent must be negat1ved.“'

4381. Direct charge necessary—There must be a direct charge agamst the

accused that he connnitted the offence. A recital that he is accused of having

committed it is not a charge that he has committed it.87

4382. Every essential element of the offence must be a1leged—Eve1'y

essential element of the offence must be alleged directly and certainly. No alle;

gation may be omitted if without it a criminal offence would not be described.‘

4383. Anticipating defence—Itis sufiicien

public offence prima facie. It is unnecessary

ble defences.“0

t to allege facts constituting a

to anticipate and negative possi

nd not evidentiary facts to be alleged-Only the ulti
mate facts constituting the offence are 1‘cqui1‘cd to he alleged. It is unnecessul_\'

to allege evidentiary facts.“

4-385. Facts must be alleged directly and not inferentially—The material

facts constituting the offence must be alleged directly and positively and I10t

inferentially, argumentatively. or by way of recital.” There must be a diI‘<?Pt

77 State v. Stein, 48-466, 51+474.

Mclntyre, 19-93(65); State v. Rullnkvv78 State v. Stein, 48-466. 51+47-1; State 27-309; 7+264; State v. Heitsoh, 29-134

v. Southall, 77-296, 79+-1007. 12+-353; State v. Howard. 66-309, 6st

79 State v. Ulhnan, 5-13(1). ’

1096; State v. Clements, 82 4-48, 85+23-l;8° Mankato v. Arnold, 36-62. 30+305; State v. Tracy, S2-317, 8-l+1015; State V

State v. Grill, S9-502, 95+-149. See State Holton, 88-171, 92-r541; State v. 11:10

v. Swanson, 106-288, 119+45. Donald, 105-251, 1171482.

81State v. Johnson, 12—476(378); State 59 State v. Amea, 91-365, 378, 98+190

v. McIntyre, 19-93(65); State v. Jarvis, "'1 State v. Ward. 35-182, 28+192.

67-10, 69+474; State_ F v. Coreoran, 70-12, "1 State v. Ring, 29-78, 11+233; State V

12+132; State v. Trac , 82-317, s4+1015; O'Neil, 71-399, 73+1091~

Statc v. Kunz, 90-526, 97+131.

, State v. Moore.See State S6-418, 90+786; State v. Holton, 88-171,v. Russell, 69-499, 724-832. 92-P541; State v. Braun, 96-521, 105+975;

82 State v. Corcoran, 70-12, 72+732. State v. Whitman, 103-92, 1l4+363.

“Ii 92 State v. Cody, 65-121, 67+798; State

84 State v. Holt, 69-423, 72+700. v. Howard, 66-309, 68+1096; State v. N01

ZZEEZ-2: 3- it/£".Iu£y;g,11:1—9I;(gg%. son, 79-338, 82+650; State v. Clements,

. ms — , + _ ._ . - _ -

81 State v. N61801:, 79-ass, 82+650. 82 448' B5+234' state v' Kmg’ 88 110’

92 965‘ . - 1 0.
as State vi Ullman’ 543(1); State v. + , State v Ames, 91 365, 98+ 9
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charge against the accused that he committed the offence. A recital that he

is accused of having committed it is not a charge that he has committed it.”

4386. Facts and not conclusions of law to be stated—An indictment

must allege facts and not conclusions of law. but this rule does not forbid the

use of technical and composite words compounded of fact and law.“

4387. Conjunctive and disjunctive allegations—Where a statute declares

that the doing of a thing by any of several means shall constiute a criminal

offence an indictment charging the act as having been done by all of such means

set forth conjunctively is ordinarily sufficient if the means are not repugnant in

themselves.°"’ And by statute such means may be alleged in the alternative."

An indictment charging conjunctively matters which might be charged in the

alternative is suIficient.°’

4388. Facts judicially noticed—-Facts of which judicial notice will be taken

need not be alleged.”

4389. Facts presumed—Facts that will be presumed in the absence of evi

dence need not he alleged.”

4390. Intent—Necessity of alleging—-As a general rule it is not necessary

to allege an intent to do the acts charged as it is presumed that an act was in

tentionally done, but when a specific intent is an essential element of an offence

such intent must be directly alleged.1 It is suificient to allege intent directly.2

4391. Use of words “feloniously,” “criminally,” and “un.lawfully”—It

is unnecessary to use the word “feloniously” in an indictment for a felony and

its use in an indictment for a misdemeanor is not fatal.8 Where the statute in

defining a crime does not use the words “feloniously” or “criminally” it is un

necessary to use them in an indictment.‘ The words “felorliously” and “un

lawfully” have been held properly disregarded as surplusage:" Their use does

not obviate the necessity of alleging the facts constituting the offence.“

4392. Pleading private statute—"he statutory rule in respect to pleading

a private statute by a reference to its title and the day of its passage, has no

application to a case where, at common law, such statute need not have been

pleaded.7

4393. Obscene facts—Obscene facts may be described in general terms.8

4394. Alleging that fact is unknown—Where a mere descriptive fact not

vital to the accusation is unknown it may be stated as unknown.“ Such an

allegation is not traversable.“’

4395. Repugnz-mcy—Where one material part of an indictment is repugnant

to another the indictment is insufi‘icient.ll

4396. Use of videlicet—To-wit-If an allegation is essential the fact that

it follows a videlicet (to-wit) is immaterial. Where the matter alleged under

95 State v. Nelson, 79-388, 82+650.

94 State v. Greenwood, 76-211, 78+l042;

State v. O’Neil, 71-399, 73+1091. See

§ 4378.

95 State v. Gray, 29-142, 12+455; State

v. McGinnis, 30-52, 14+258.

"6 See § 4410.

1" State v. Gray, 29-142, 121-155.

98 State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449.

9" State v. Ward, 35-182, 28+-192.

1 State v. Ullman, 5—13(1); State v.

Ruhnke, 27-309, 7+264; State v. Howard,

66-309, 68+1096.

2Wilcox v. Davis, 4-—197(139, 143).

3State v. Hogard, 12-293(191); State v.

Crummey, 17-72(50).

4 State v. Garvey, 11-154(95).

“State v. Crummey, 17-72(50).

6See State v. MacDonald, 105-251, 117+

482.

1 State v. Loomis, 27-521, 8+758.

BSee State v. Kunz, 90-526, 97+131.

9State v. Taunt, 16-109(99); State v.

Gray, 29-142, 12+-155; State v. Brin, 30

522, 16+-106; State v. Clarke, 31-207, 17+

344; State v. Briggs, 84-357, 87+935;

State v. Ames, 91-365, 98+-190; State v.

Bly, 90-74, 108+833.

10 State v. Taunt, 16-109(99); State v.

Quackenbush, 98-515, 1081 953.

HSce State v. Gray, 29-142, 124-455;

State v. Bi-in, 30-522, 164-406.
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' re arded as ositive and direct, and is traversable. It will
illignabldrtrrnsaltledsas pgarticularizihg that wlnch was before general, or as explatinz;

ing that which was before obscure.12 It seems that a vldehcetiwlll prevential

non-essential allegation from becoming essentml by association with an essen

descriptive allegation."

'urcd, if known and if not known, to so state.U But by statute it is unneces

gary to allege tlie name of the person intended to be dei‘raurled.“‘ An indict

ment for the embezzlement of notes has been held sufiicuant though 1t did not

state the name of the payee of the notes.17 An erroneous allegation as to the

person injured is not generally fatal." _ ~

4399. Names—Misnomer—Idem s0nans—Where a person 13 called 111 an

indictment, in describing the olfence, by a name other than h1s_tr'ue name, but

he is known as well by such other name as by his true name, it is not a vari

ance.10 In describing an offence it is sutliment to give only the 1n1t‘1al of the

Christian names of third parties.20 It is provided by statute that, wllen the

oiience shall involve the commission of. or an attempt to commit, a private 1n

jury, and is described with sufiicient certainty in other respects to identify the

act, an EIPOHBOIIS allegation as to the person injured, or mtenrled to be injured.

shall not be material.” 2‘ This statute is inapplicable where the name of the

injured person is an essential part of the description of the offence.‘2 The

term “private injury,” in the statute, is limited to injuries to property."". A

variance as to the initial of the middle name of a third party has been held mi;

material.“ Where an indictment charged the seduction of “Anne Forrest’

and it appeared on the trial that her surname was spelled ‘_‘Four-ax,” that she

was not misled by the misspelling and that there vvas no misnomer.25 T

variance between “Tommy Barron,” “Tony Baron,” and “Antonio Barone.

held not fatal.“ The variance between “Kurkowiske” and “Kurkowski.” held

not fatal.21 The variance between “Fred Vongard” and “William Bungard."

held fatal." The use of the word “railroad” for “railwa ” in naming a com

pany has been held immaterial.29 A failure to re

1n the connnence1nen'L of an mdictment has been held not fatal.30

1'-’ State v. Grimes, 50-123, 52+275. 2° State v. Butler, 26-90, ]+821.

13 State V. Heck, 23-549; State v. Will- 21 State v. Tall, 43-273, 45+~149

iams, 32-537, 21+746.

21’ State v. Timmens, 4-325(241).
14 State v. Johnson, 37-493, 35-+373. 28 State v. Blakeley, S3-432, 86+419.

15 State v. Boylson, 3-438(825); State 24 R. L. 1905 § 5303; State v. Grimes. 50

v. Ruhnke, 27-309, 7+264; State v. Clarke, 123, 52+275; State v. Bourne, 86-432, 90t

31-207, 17+344; State v. Blakeley, 83- 1108.

432. 86+419- 25 State v. Boylson, 3-43s(32.-3); State v.

wit. L. 1905 §§ 4748(5). 4781- sum v

. , . Ruhnke, 27-309, 7+264; State v. Blakeley.
A_damson, 43-196 45+152; State v. Good~ 83-432, 86+419.

..7- N State v. Boylson, 3-438(325).

309, 7+264- 27 State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+299.
1'! State v. Rue, 72-296, 75+235. 28 State v. Monson, 41-140, 42+790.

1* See § 4399.

2“ State v. Johnson, 26-316, 3+982.
19 State v._ Brecht, 41-50, 42+602. See 30 State v. Brin. 30-522, 16+406.'

smm v. Qumlan, 40-55, 41+299. '
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attached as an exhibit. Butwhen an instrument is attached as an exhibit

and made a part of the indictment by apt reference it will be deemed a part of

the indictment on demurrer.31

4401. Bill of particulars—Where, the offence is of a general nature and the

charge is in general terms the prosecution may be required to file a specifica

tion of the particular acts relied on to sustain the charge.32

4402. Mode of charging accessory before the fact—An indictment against

an accessory before the fact may charge him directly with the commission of the

ofience as if he personally committed it. or it may directly charge him as a prin

cipal by stating the facts which at common law would make him an accessory

before the fact.33

4403. Mode of charging accessory after the fact—An indictment charging

the accused with being an accessory to A felony after the fact should allege facts

constituting the felony with the same degree of certainty as though the person

who committed it were alone indicted.“ -

4404. Conclusion against the peace and the statute~—The constitution

provides that all indictments shall conclude “against the peace and dignity of

the State of Minnesota.” *5 Possibly a failure to comply with this provision

is a mere formal defect.“ If a statute does not create a crime but simply pre

scribes its punishment the indictment need not conclude against the form of

the statute.37 Putting the date when and the place where found, at the end of

an indictment, after the words “against the peace and dignity of the State of

Minnesota,” does not ritiate it.“ The only purpose of the clause “against the

form of the statute” is to show that the prosecution is based on a statute, and

not on a common law offence, and since the repeal of all common law offences

it is funetionless except in cases where the same acts are declared to be an of

fence and punishable both by statute and by a municipal ordinance. In such

cases the indictment or complaint ought to conclude contrary to the statute or

ordinance as the case may be.”ll A complaint for the violation of an ordinance

concluding against both the statute and the ordinance has been held not double

on that account.‘0 -

DUPLICITY

4405. In general—-If an indictment charges two offences, but one of them

insufiiciently so that no conviction could be had thereon, it is not double.“

Where, in defining an offence, a statute enumerates a series of acts, either of

which separately, or all together, may constitute the offence, all such acts may

be charged in a single count, for the reason that, notwithstanding each act may

by itself constitute the offence, all of them do no more, and likewise constitute

but one and the same oifence.‘2

4406. A defect of substance—At common law a court has discretionary

power to sustain a double indictment, but in our practice the defect is one of

substance and there is no such discretion.“

31 State v. Williams, 32-587, 21+?-46. -'47 O’Fonnell v. State, 6—279(l90); State

31' State v. Holmes. 65230, 6S+1l. See v. (lrummey, 17-72(50); State v. Coon.

State v. Kortgaard, 62-7, 64+51.

-33 R. L. 1905 § 4758; State v. Beebe, 17

24l(218); State \'. Briggs, 84-357, 37+

935; State v. Whitman, 103-92, 1l4+363.

3* State v. King, 88-175, 92+965.

35 Const. art. 6 § 14.

36 See Hanna v. Russell, 12-80(43);

Thompson v. Bickford. 19-17(1).

18—518(464).

8‘-1 State v. Johnson, 37-493, 35+373.

~10 State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449. See

State v. Rcckards, 21-47.

4"Jordan v. Nicolin. 84-367, R7+916,

H State v. Henn. 39-464, 40+564.

*2 State v. Greenwood, 76-207, 78+10-14,

1117.

43 State v. WO0(l, 13-121(112).

IT-3
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4407. Objection how taken—Duplicity is a ground for demurrer “ and if

' , ‘ ived.“nO4'4s((J)8t.alX3r111-itiiitlisiriiiiiit by striking out—Ii the court sustains a demurrc;r tpn

the ground of duplicity it may allow an amendment striking out one 0 1e

charges.“ 1 f_

4409. Ditferent degrees of same ofience—By statute, when by aw an t;

fence comprises different degrees, an indictment may contam counts for tie

difierent degrees, of the same offence, or for any of such degrees. The sage

indictment may contain counts for murder, and also for manslaughter, or 1 -

ferent degrees of manslaughter."

4410. Alternative statement of means—By statute, where the oflence may

have been committed by the use of different means, the indictment may allege

the means of committing the oflence in the alternative.“ ' ‘

4411. In case of doubt as to class of ot¥ence—By statute, where 1t1s doubt

ful to what class an offence belongs, the indictment may contain several counts.

describing it as of diflerent classes or kinds.“

peace for neglect of duty chargmg several acts of omission and commission, “

an indictment for a nuisance, alleging unsafe building and accumulation Of

filth therein; ‘“ an indictment for forging and uttering a note.52 _

4413. Indictments held not double-—An indictment for an assault with a

dangerous weapon with intent to do great bodily harm, charging a beating and

wounding with the weapon; "'3 an indictment for swindhng by three _card

monte, charging different means conjunctirely; “ a complaint for selling l1(1u0l‘

without a license, alleging one sale of beer, “a fermented or malt liquor ;” 5'’ B11

indictment for larceny, with allegations insufficient to charge forgery; "’° an

indictment for larceny alleging an unlawful conversion with the superfiu0_\1S

words, “steal and carry away ;"’ "'7 an indictment for rape charging the c0mInlS

sion of the otfence in different ways; 5“ an indictment for forgery chargulg

several acts but committed at the same time and with reference to the same 111

strument; 5“ an indictment for perjury u11der Laws 1895 c. 175 § 104; °° an

indictment for inducing and procuring another to keep a gambling device; 61

an indictment for indecent liberties; “'-' an indictment for selling liquor; " an

indictment for accepting bribes from prostitutes; ‘“ an indictment for forging

and uttering the same instrument;“‘'‘ an indictment for uttering of several

forged instruments at the same time and to the same person; 6“ an indictmellf

for libeling two or n1ore persons in a single writing; ‘" an indictment for selling

mortgaged property to several persons: ‘“ an indictment alleging a sale and diS

“ State v. Wood. 13—121(112); Chute \'. 53 State v. Dineen, 10—-407(325)

State, 19-271(230).

5* State v. Gray, 29442, 12+455.*5 State v. Henn, 39-464, 40+56-1; State 55 State

. v. Nerbovig, 33-480, 24+321.v. Bnggs, 84-357. 87+935; State v. Kunz, W State v. Henn, 39-464, 40+564.

90-526, 97+13l.

-"7 Sht ’_ C ' . '4—3-59, 56+5046 R. L. 1905 § 5345; State v. Wood, 13_ ‘I 8 \ ommgs 0

58 State v. Hann, 73-140. 76+33.121(112); Chute v. State, 19—27l(230). 5" State v. Greenwood. 76-207, 78+1044,

4" R. L. 1905 § 5301; State V. W00(l, 13- 1117.

121(112 . "0 State v. Scott, 78~31], 81+3.-18 R. L. ‘I905 § 5301; State v. Owens, 22- 61 State v. Briggs, 84-357. 87+935.

238; State V. Gray, 29-142, 124455; State “'3 State V Kunz, 90-526, 97+-131.

V. Hann, 73-140. 76+33.

M St t. IK be 26-148. 1 10~'4.~ an R. L. 1905 § 5301; saw v. Wood, 13‘ a G V 0 ’ + O

9 1‘-1 State v. Ames, 91—.'-365. 98+190.

1:,1(112). “5 State v. Klugherz, 91--106. 9S+99.N State v. Coon. 14—456(340). M State v. Moore, 86-422, 90+787.

51 Chute v. sum, ]9—271(23()). M sum v. Hosk-ins, 60-168. 62+270.

52 State v. Wood, 13—121(112).

"9 State v. Williams, 32-537, 21+-746.
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posal of intoxicating liquors;°° complaint for keeping a saloon open during

prohibited hours contrary to the statute and a city ordinance.”

ELECTION BY STATE

4414. In general--Where, on the trial of an indictment, in which the time

alleged for the commission of the ofience is not material, the evidence tends to

prove an offence committed on a day other than that alleged in the indictment,

and a precisely similar offence committed on the day alleged in the indictment.

the state may elect for which it will proceed.71 Where several ofiences of the

same kind form parts of one entire transaction, evidence may be given of all,

and it is in the discretion of the court whether the state shall be required to

elect.T2 A motion to compel the state to elect whether to ask for a conviction

for a sale of “spirituous” or for a sale of “malt” liquors has been held properly

denied.73

DEMURRER

4415. In general—A demurrer goes to the whole indictment, and if, omit

ting objectionable parts, there still remains an offence properly charged, the

indictment must he sustained.“

4416. Grounds—Duplicity is a ground for demurrer.75 The fact that a

written instrument, in the form of an exhibit, is attached to an indictment in

stead of being incorporated therein, is not a ground for demurrer.To

4417. Allowance-—EFfect as a bar—Re-submission—If a demurrer is al

lowed the judgment thereon is final upon the indictment demurred to, and a bar

to another prosecution for the same ofience, unless the court shall allow an

amendment, where the defendant will not be unjustly prejudiced thereby, or.

being of the opinion that the objection on which the demurrer is allowed may

be avoided in a new indictment, shall direct the case to be re-submitted to the

same or another grand jury.H An allowance of an amendment or re-submis

sion must be by matter of record, and is properly made in the order or judg

ment allowing- the demurrer." Where upon objection to the introduction of

any evidence under an indictment on the ground of its insufiiciency the objec

tion is sustained, and the court dismisses the indictment without directing

that the case be submitted to another grand jury, a second indictment may be

found for the same ofl’ence." The dismissal of an indictment on the motion

of the county attorney after the same has been attacked by demurrer is not

equivalent to a decision of the court sustaining the demurrer, _so as to prevent

the case from being re-submitted to the same or another grand jury, without

an order of court.80

4418. Disallowance-—P1eading over-—It is provided by statute that “if the

demurrer shall be disallowed, or the indictment amended, the court shall per

mit the defendant. at his election, to plead forthwith. or at such time as the

court may allow. If he does not plead, judgment shall be pronounced against

him.” 51 ‘The court, upon overruling a demurrer to an indictment, may permit

the defendant to plead forthwith, or at such other time as it may fix. Where

0" State v. McGinnis, 30-52, 14+258. "3 State v. Williams, 32-537. 21+?-16.

7° Jordan v. Nicolin. 84-367, 87+916. 71 R. L. l905 § 5345; State v. McGrorty,

71 State v. Johnson, 23-569. See State v. 2-224087); State v. (Iomfort, 22-271;

Masteller. 45-128. 47+541. State v. Holton, 88-171, 92+541.

"2 State v. Mueller, 38-497, 38+691. TR State v. Comfort, 22-271.

"3 State \'. Feldman. 80-314. 83+182. 7" State v. Holton, S8-171. 92+54l.

‘'4 State v. Hincklcy. 4-345(26l, 270). 80 State v. Peterson. 61-73,63+171.

7-" See § 4407. 51 R. L. 1905 § 5346.
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the case is certified to the supreme court for its decision, and for any otl(;er

good and satisfactory reason, the court may extend theytnne. or allow the e

fendant to plead after the time originally fixed therefor. - ' _ L 1905

4419. Waiver by failing to dernur—_The objections specified in R. d

§ 5343, appearing on the face of the indictment, are waived unless talren 3ft fle

murrer, except objection to the jurisdiction of the court over‘ the subject 0 as

indictment and the sut’ficiency of the facts stated to constitute an offence.

The objection that an indictment. does not state facts suffit-rent to constitute a

public otfence may be raised for the first time on appeal.“

SETTING ASIDE ON MOTION

4420. Statutory grounds—It is provided by statute that an indictment 1118;‘

be set aside on motion, “when it shall not be found, indorsed, and presented as

prescribed. in the subdivision relating to grand juries,” 8"’ or “when the names

of the witnesses examined before the grand jury are not mserted at the foot

of the indictment or indorsed thereon.” 5“ The statutory grounds are hmlted

to such as arise subsequent to the impaneling of the grand jury."

4421. Statutory grounds not exc1nsive—The statutory grounds for set

ting aside an i11dictment are not exclusive."" Thus an 11nln-tment may be set

aside because the defendant was compelled to testify against lnmsclf before the

grand jury;" or because, in a prosecution for a(lulter_\’. complamt was not

made by the husband or wife)"J _ I _

4422. Held not ground for setting aside indictment—An indictment will

not be set aside because there is another indictment pending in the same court

against the same defendant for the same oll’cncc;"‘ because one of the grand

jurors was not present when the grand jury was charged. but was present dur

ing the examination of the charge against defendant and voted upon the find

ing; “2 because when the grand jury was impaneled and sworn the defendant

was in jail; "3 because the names of witnesses before the grand jury whose tes

timony was not considered in finding the indictment are not indorsed on the

indictment; ‘“ because the grand jury was filled out by a. special venlre ; 9"‘ be

cause less-than a full panel of grand jurors found the indictment; 9“ because

the grand jury was reconvened at an adjourned term of court; ‘'7 bccause_0f

an immaterial irregularity in drawing the grand jury list; “" or because of bias

or prejudice in the grand jury.‘“’. Objection to the petit jury cannot be made by

52 State v. Abrisch, 42-202, 43-1-1115.

H3 R. L. 1905 § 5347; State v. Shippey,

10-223(l78) (objection that indictment

is not signed by the foreman of the grand

jury waived); State v. Reckards, 21-47,

49 (indefiniteness and informality waived) ;

State v. Loomis, 27-521, 525, 8+758 (ob

jections which may be raised on a motion

in arrest of judgment—statute cited);

State v. Kunz, 90-526, 97+131 (duplicity

waived).

84 State v. Tracy, 82-317, 84+1015.

§ 4369.
See

  

of stranger in jur_v_ l’O0l1l—9X(!l1lSl0D' of

county attorney from jury room-publ1ca

tion of facts relating to imlictment l)€'i"0rP

it is framed).

"6 R. L. 1905 § 5338; State v. Hawks. 56

129, 571-455.

57 State v. Greenman, 23-209.

‘"1 State v. Brecht. 4]-50, ~12+602.

*9 State v. Froiseth. 16-296(260); State

\-‘. Hawks, 56-129, 57+-455; State v. Gard

ner. 88-130, 92+529.

65 R. L. 1905 § 5338; State \-'. Shippey,

10-223(178) (failure of foreman to sign

indictment); State v. Schumm, 47-373,

50-I-362 (defect in organization of grand

jury); State v. Dick, 47-375, 50+362

(id.); State v. Goodrich, 67-176, 69+815

(selection of grand jury 1ist—reconvening

grand jury at adjourned term); State v.

Arbes, 70-462, 731-403 (aliens on grand

jury) ; State v. Slocum, 126+1096 (presence

9“ State v. Brecht. 41-50, -l2+6O2.

"1 State v. Gut, 13-3-i1(315). State v.

Riley, 109-529, 1241-13.

B‘-’ State v. F!-oiseth. 16—313(277).

93 State v. Hoyt. 13—132(125).

9* State v. Hawks. 56-129, 57+-£55.

95 State v. Russell. 69-502, 72+832.

W State v. Cooley, 72-476, 75+729.

W State v. Goodrich, 67-176. 69+815.

as I‘]_

W State v. Ames, 90-183. 96+3-70.
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a motion to set aside the indictment.1 It is not an abuse of discretion for the

court to deny defendant leave to withdraw his plea of not guilty for the pur

pose of enabling him to move to set aside the indictment on the ground that

members of the grand jury were aliens.2 One who is held to answer at a term

of the district court for a criminal offence must make any objection tha.t he

has to the manner of procuring the grand jury by challenge and not by motion

to set aside the indictment.“ An indictment should not be set aside for any de

fect or imperfection in matter of form which does not tend to the prejudice of

the substantial rights of the defendant upon the merits.‘

4423. Time—A motion to set aside an indictment for defects in the organ

ization of the grand jury must be made at the time of the arraignment, unless

for good cause the court allows it to he made subsequently.“

4&4. Affidavits on motion—'1‘he affidavit of a grand juror is not admissi

ble to show misconduct on the part of the grand jury.“ An affidavit upon mo

tion to quash the indictment for the reason that the accused was compelled to be

a witness against himself before the grand jury has been held sufficient to re

quire the state to traverse it and the court to determine the motion on the

merits.7

4425. Waiver of objections by failure to move—The objections to an in

dictment specified in R. L. 1905 § 5338 are waived if not made by a motion to

set aside the indictment.8

OB-TECTIONS ON THE TRIAL

4426. In genera1—The only objections to the indictment, appearing on its

face, that can be raised of right on the trial are (1) that the court has not

jurisdiction over the subject of the indictment and (2) that the facts stated

do not constitute a public offence.” The following objections to the indict

ment cannot be raised by the accused as of right on the trial: that more

than one offence is charged in the indictment contrary to the statute; 1° that

the indictment is not signed by the foreman of the grand jury; *1 that the

grand jury list in the clerk’s otfice is not signed and certified by the chairman

of the board of county commissioners; " that a portion of the grand jury

were improperly called by special venire; "3 that an indictment for adultery

does not state that the prosecution was commenced on the complaint of the

wife or husband: “ that a defective copy of the indictment was served upon

the accused at the time of his arraignment; 1‘ that the court has not jurisdic

tion of his person.18

VARIANCE

4427. In general-—lt is a l'undamcnta1 rule of criminal procedure that the

proof must conform to the allegations of the indictment. It is a general rule

that in the trial of all cases, whether civil or criminal, no testimony should

1 State \'. Thomas. 19-4S4(418). Intyre, 19-93(65); State v. Reckards, 21

’-’State v. Arbes. 70-462, 73+-403. 47.

3State v. Greenman, 23-209. 10 State v. Henn, 39-464, 404-564; State

4See § 4365. v. Briggs, 84-357, 87+935; State v. Kuuz,

5State v. Schumm. 47-373, 50+362; State 90-526, 97+131.

v. Dick, 47-375, 50+362. 11 State v. Shippey, 10-223(17S).

"State v. Beebe, 17-‘Z41(2l8). 19 State v. Schnmm, 47-373. 50+-362;

7 State v. Gardner, SS-130, 92+-529. State v. Dick. 47-375, 50+362.

"R. L. 1905 § 5338; State v. Shippey, 13 Id.

10—223(178); State v. Thomas, 19-18-L H State v. Brecht, 41-50, 42+602.

(418); State v. Schumm. 47-373, 50+362; 15 State v. Comings, 54-359, 56+-50.

State v. Dick, 47-375. 50+362. 10 State v. Fitzgerald, 51-534. 53+799.

9R. L. 1905 §§ 5338, 5347; State v. Mc
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' ' ' ' '* ' * he matter in
b - d which does not directly tend to prove or d1spio\_e t ‘ises11]ee;ceziii(d in criminal proceedings the necessity is stronger. if possible, than

in civil of strictly enforcing the rule, and confinin _ I

to the transaction which forms the sub]ect of the indictment.
g the testimony exclusively

Where the
prosecution has introduced testimony relative to the commission of_ a certam

crime, and rested its case, it cannot be permitted, the defendant obyectmg, to

waive a conviction, abandon the prosecution as to that charge, and go lntlo

proof of a separate and distinct offence, committed at another time. thoug

of precisely the same cl1aracter.11
But a conviction may be had for a lesser

degree of the offence charged or of any otfence necessarily included in the

offence charged."1
One who at common law would be an accessory before the

fact may, by virtue of R. L. 1905 § 4758, be charged directly with the com

mission of the felony as principal, and on his tnal evidence may received

to show that he procured the crime to be committed The admission of such

evidence does not constitute a varia.nce.1°

or intended to be injured is

the time of the offence.’1
generally immaterial.“ _

It is sufiicient if the proof agrees with the allega

A variance as to the person injured

So is a variance as to

tion in its substance and generic character, without precise conformity In

every particular.22

of proot'.28

appeal.“

be defrauded is immaterial.25

A variance is to be distinguished from mere redundancy

Objection to a variance cannot be made for the first time on

By statute a variance as to the person defrauded or mtended to

A variance as to the possession or ownerslnp of
property is generally immaterial by virtue of statute."

4428. Variance held immaterial—A varian

ing, on a charge of arson; 2'

of murder; 3° as to the am

out a license; 82 as to the

as to the name of the woman

on a charge of larceny;37 as

building from which it was take

Sunday.”

cc as to the possession of a build

as to the person defrauded. on a charge of obtain
mg money or property by false pretences; 2‘ as to wound

of murder; 2“ as to the weapon used to inflict the fat s inflicted. on a charge

al wound, on a charge

ount offered, on a charge of bribery;31 as to the
things kept by a storekeeper, on a charge of keeping a

second hand store with

capacity in which the defendant received monev
embezzeled by him:as as to the initial of the middle

name of the accused; 3‘

married, on a charge of bigam_v;3” on a charge
of keeeping a gambling device; 3° as to the nam

e of the prosecuting witness.

to the ownership of property stolen and the

n ; as as to the person paying for liquors sold on

4429. Variance held fata1—As to the

sault with intent to kill; “' as to the kind person assaulted. on a charge of as

of liquor sold, on :1 charge of sellmg

1'1’ State V. Masteller, 45-128, 47+541.

1* See § 2486.

1° State v. Whitman. 103-92, 1l4+363.

'-’° State v. Bourne, 86-432, 90+l10S.

'-'1 State v. Masteller. 45-128, 47+541;

State v. Johnson, 23-569; State v. Lang

don. 31-316, ]7+859. See § 4374.

22 State v. Hoyt. 13-l32(125); State v.

Lautenschlager, 22-514.

28 Chute v. State, 19—271(230).

24 State v. Brame. 61-101, 68+250.

25 R. L. 1905 §§ 4743(5), 4781; same v.

Adamson. -}3—196, 45+152; State v. Good

rich, 67~176. 69+815. But see, State v.

Ruhnke. 27-309. 7+26l.

3° R. L. 1905 § 5321; State v. Grimes, 50

123. 52+275; State V. Whitman. 103-92.

114+363.

27 State v. Grimes, 50-123. 52+275.

98 State v. Bournc. S6--132, 90+1108.

2" State v. Hoyt. 13—132(125).

-"° State v. Lautenschlagcr, 22-514.

31 State v. Howard. 66—309. 681-1096.

32 State v. Segcl. 60~507. 62+113~l.

33 State v. Brame. 61-101, 63+250.

34 State v. Tall. -13-273. 45+449.

3“ State v. Armington. 25-29.

36 State v. Briggs. SL357, 87+935.

1" State v. Blakeley. 83--L32, 86+<}19.

39 State v. Whitman. 103~92, 114+363.

3" State v. Collins. 107-500, 1201-1081.

4° State v. Boylson, 3--i3S(325).
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spirituous liquors without a license; “ as to the manner of committing a

rape , *2 as to the person assaulted on a charge of assault with intent to kill.“

AMENDMENT

4430. In general—-An indictment cannot be amended by the court except

as to matters of mere form, as, for example, the date or place of finding or

the court in which found. It cannot be amended by inserting the county in

which the offence was committed.“ It is the right and duty of the court to

refuse to receive an informal indictment and to send the jury out to correct

it.“ An indictment may probably be amended by indorsing the names of the

witnesses examined by the grand jury.“

INDORSEMENT, INDORSED—See Bills and Notes, 932, and note 47.

INDORSING PAPERS—See Service of Notices and Papers, 8278.

INDUCEMENT—See Indictment, 4375; Pleading, 7-527.

INEBRIATES—See Hospitals, 4250, and note 48.

INFAMOUS CRIME—See Criminal Law, 2406.

INFANTS

Cross-References

See Attorney and Client, 695; Domieil, 2813; Guardian and Ward; Limitation of Ae

tions, 5616; Parent and Child; Process, 7819; Witnesses, 10311.

IN GENERAL

4431. When of age——At common law both males and females become of

age at twenty-one.*" By statute females become of age at eighteen.‘0

4432. Age of legal discretion—An infant fourteen years old has arrived at

an age of legal discretion.51

4433. Entitled to protection of law—An infant is a citizen within the

meaning of the law of the land, and entitled to such rights and privileges

as are appropriate to his class, and to the equal protection of the law.‘2 Where

the property rights of infants are concerned, courts will exercise the most

vigilant care in protecting their interests, and will require of guardians and all

who are engaged in managing or disposing of their property the utmost good

faith and a strict performance of every duty. It is unnecessary that the aid

of the court should be especially invoked to exercise its protective jurisdiction

in behalf of infant parties; but, when it sees that the rights of infants are in

jeopardy, it may interpose and exercise its equitable powers to protect those

rights and see that their interests are preserved inviolate. Formerly the courts

of chancery were regarded as the universal guardians for all infants, and now,

in proper cases. courts of equity, or those exercising equitable powers, can apply

such powers for the benefit of those of tender years.“3

41 State v. Quinlan. 40-55, 41+299. 40-53, 54, 4]+237; Reynolds v. Atlas etc.

" State v. Vorey, 41—134, 43+324. Co., 69-93, 714831.

48 State v. Boylson, 3—438(325). 48 Leavitt v. Morris, 105470, 117+393.

4* State v. Armstrong, 4—335(251). 4" Anderson v. Peterson. 364547, 32+861.

45 See State v. Williams, 32-537, 2l+746; 5" R. L. 1905 § 3636; Cogel v. Raph, 24

State v. Beebe. 17—241(21S). 194.

45 State v. Hawks, 56-129. 57+455. 51 Temple v. Norris, 53-286, 55+133.

4'' Beatty V. Ambs, 1L331(234); Paine M Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 488,

v. Smith, 33-495, 24+305; Haas v. Sackett, 104-+443.

53 Johnson v. Avery, 60-262, 62+283.
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4434. Right to damages for injury—The right of an infant to damages for

injuries to his person caused by the wrongful act of another is a property right

and entitled to the same protection in the courts as his other property.“

CONTRACTS

4435. Theory and policy of law—The rule which disables ‘an infant from

binding himself by contract rests on the idea that by reason of immaturity and

inexperience he is incompetent and unfit to judge of the nature of a contract

and of the expediency of entering into it.‘5 The object of the rule is to protect

the infant from imprudent contracts,“ and not to disbar h1m_altogether_from

the privilege of contracting.M The hardships which may arise in particular;

cases must yield to the operation of a general rule founded on puhhc policy.5

The plea of infancy should not be allowed to operate as a weapon of offence."

4436. Voidable, not void-The contracts of an infant are not void, but

merely voidable in certain cases.”

4437. Contracts for necessar-ies—A contract for necessaries is not voidable

on the sole ground of infancy.“1 A pony is not ordinarily a necessity."

Neither is life insurance.”

4438. Goods sold to partnership—-In an action upon contract for goods

sold and delivered to a partnership, one member of which is a minor, the

plea of infancy may be interposed by him in bar of any claim of personal

liability on the contract.“

4439. Infancy of wife joining in deed—The validity of a deed or mortgage

is not affected by the infancy of a wife joining in its execution with her hus

hand.“

4440. Chattel mortgages-—The mortgage of an infant upon his personal

property for borrowed money, there being no delivery of the mortgaged prop

erty, is voidable at his election, at any time during his infancy; and if the

property is taken from his possession, under the mortgage, without his consent,

he may reclaim the same, upon disaflirmance of the contract, without return

ing or offering to return the money borrowed, it not appearing that he has

the ability to do so.“ Where upon a sale of personalty to an infant he

executes a mortgage on it to the seller for part of the purchase price, if he

wishes to disaflirm the mortgage he must return the property.“

4441. Deeds—A conveyance by an infant of his realty is not void but mere

ly voidable. It is binding until disaiiirmed by some positive act upon arriving

at majority.“8 It cannot be disaflirmed until majority," and it must be dis

al"fir1ned within a reasonable time thereafter if at all."0 Placing the grantee in

-'-* Mattson v. Minn. etc. R-y., 95-477, 488,

104+-L43.

-'-5 Conrad v. Lane, 26-389. 4+695. See,

upon the general subject, Note, 18 Am. St.

Rep. 569.

-'1“ (‘onrad v. Lane, 26-389, 4+695; Miller

\'. Smith, 26-248, 25], 2+942; Folds v.

Allardt._35-483. 29+-201.

-'-T Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co.. 56-365, 373,

5T+934, 59+992.

5'3 (];‘oldls v. Allardt. 35-488, 489. 29+201.

an ‘ '
471‘ pggngg r. Empire L. Co., 31-468,

6?(‘ogle~y v. Cushman. 16—397(35-1, 358);

Nachols v. Snyder. 78-502, 81+516; Cour

solle v. Weyerhauser, 69-328, 72+-697.

"1 Johnson v. N. W. etc. C0., 56-365, 370.

374, 57+934, 59+992.

02 Miller v. Smith, 26-248, 250, 2+942.

Mlolmson \'. N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 370.

57+934, 59+992.

M Folds v. Allardt, 35-488, 2l)+201.

M Daley v. Minn. etc. (7o., 43-517, 45+

1100. See R. L. 1905 § 3335.

W Miller v. Smith, 26-248. 2+942.

M (‘-ogley v. Cusbman, l6-397(354).

"5 Dixon v. Merritt, 21-196; Coursolle V.

Weyerhauscr, 69-328, 72+69T.

69 Irvine v. Irvine, 5-61 (44).

'">Goodnow v. Empire L. C0,. 31-468, 13+

283; Houlton v. Manteufi’el. 51-185. -33+

541. See Eisenmcnger v. .\Iurph_v, 42-84.

-434-784; Dixon v. Merritt, 21-196.
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statu quo by returning the consideration is not a condition precedent to dis

atiirmance, but it may be for relief in equity.71 The execution of a deed within

a reasonable time after arriving at majority is a disalfirmance of a ‘prior deed

of the same land to another person during infancy.72 A complaint for the can

celation of a deed on the ground of infancy must show that tile plaintiff has

arrived at majority.’3 Whether the infant has afiirmed or lost his right to dis

affirm is ordinarily a question of fact.N An infant has been held not estopped

from denying a deed as his where he signed his name under the attestation

4442. Power of attorney—The appointment by a minor of an attorney to

sell and convey realty, and a conveyance by the attorney thereunder, are not

void, but merely voidable, and capable of ratification by the infant on attain

ing his majority.m

4443. Executed personal cont:-acts—If the contract has been wholly or

partly performed on both sides, the infant may always rescind and recover back

what he has paid upon restoring what he has received. On the other hand.

if he cannot restore what he has received he cannot recover what he has paid if

the other party proves that the contract is fair and reasonable, and free from

any fraud, overreaching, or undue influence on his part." If the contract

was fraudulent the infant may recover all that he paid; otherwise he can only

recover the excess of what he paid over what he received."

4444. Executory personal contracts—If a contract is executory on the

part of an infant, he may always interpose his infancy as a defence to an

action for its enforcement. He can always use his infancy as a shield. Such

contracts are not binding unless confirmed or ratified after majority." If the

contract has been wholly or partly performed by the infant, but is wholly

cxecutory on the part of the other party, the infant having received no bene

fits from it, he may recover back what he has paid or parted with."°

4445. Ratification and confirmation-—-An executory contract is not bind

ing unless confirmed, or ratified after majority.81 A failure to disafiirm an

executed contract within a reasonable time after majority constitutes a con

firmation.S2 A power of attorney by an infant is capable of ratification after

arrangement for the payment of a note has been held a ratification though not

-carried out.“5 An action improperly begun may be ratified at majority."

Acts showing a ratification held admissible.""

71 Dawson v. Helmes. 30-107, 113, 14+ 79 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 374.

462; Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 57-r934, 59+992; Nichols v. Snyder, 78

B74, 57+934, 59+992. See U. S. Invest. 502. 81-+516; Tupp v. Pederson, 78-524.

Corp. v. Ulrickson, 84-14, 20, 86+613; 81+1103; Folds v. Allardt, 35-488, 29+

Shillock v. Gilbert, 23-386. 201; U. S. Invest. Corp. v. Ulrickson, 84

" Dixon v. Merritt, 21-196; Dawson v. 14, 18. 86+613.

Helmes, 30-107. 14+462. flfl.Tohnson v. N. W. etc. Co., -56-365, 374.

73 Irvine v. Irvine. 5-61(-14). 57+93-1, 59+992.

7* Dixon v. Merritt. 21-196. 200. 81 Nichols v. Snyder. 78-502, 81+516;

T5 Shillock v. Gilbert. 23-386. Tupp v. Pcdcrson, 78-524. 81+1103.

78 Coursolle v. \Veyerhauser, 69-323, 72+ ~"-’ Goodnow v. Empire L. Co., 31-468.

'697. See 23 Harv. L. Rev. 145. 1S+283; Houlton v. Manteufiel. 51-185.

77 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 57+ 53+541.

934. 59+992; Alt v. Graft‘, 65-191, 68+9; $3 Coursolle v. Weyerhauser. 69-328, 7 -

Braucht v. Graves, 92-116, 99+417; Link 697.

V. N. Y. etc. Co., 107-33, 119+-188. See 54 State v. Strcukens, 60-325, 62+-259.

Svanburg v. Fosseen, 75-350, 365, 78+4; H5 Houlton v. Manteutfel. 51-185, 53+5-11.

U. 3. Invest. Corp. v. Ulrickson, 84-14, 20, R6 Germain v. Sheehan, 25-338.

‘ $6+613; 13 Harv. L. Rev. 528. "Montgomery v. Witbeck, 23-172.

'15 Johnson v.‘N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 57+

934, 59+992.
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4446. Time of disaffirrna.ncc—A personal contract or transfer of personalty

may be disaflirmed at any time during minority, or within a reasonable time

thereafter.58 A conveyance of realty cannot be disafiirmed during minority

and must be disaffirmed within a reasonable time thereafter, if at_all.“ A

judgment must be avoided within a reasonable time after majority, if at all.‘_’°

What is a reasonable time depends on the facts of the particular case and 1s

a. question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.01 _

4447. Requisites of disafi-irrnance—The avoidance of a contract relatmg to

personalty may be by any act clearly demonstrating a renunciation of the con

tract.M

4448. Fraud-If the other party has been guilty of fraud or undue influence

the contract may be avoided.‘)3
4449. Estoppel-—Cases are cited below involving the doctrine of estoppel as

applied to infants.04
4450. Burden of proof—The burden of proving the defence of infancy is

on him who asserts it.95

WAGES

4451. To whom payable-—It is provided by statute that “any parent or

guardian claiming the wages of a m1nor in service shall so notify his employer.

and, if he fail so to do, payment to the minor of wages so earned shall be

va.lid.”'M An infant has been held entitled to recover for services. it not

appearing that his father contracted for or claimed his wages.“ In such an

action the infant need not prove his infancy, though alleged and denied.“ An

action by an infant, through his father as guardian ad litem, has been sus

tained though the contract was with the father.” An action by the assignee

of an infant’s claim for wages has been sustained.‘

GUARDIAN AD LITEM

4452. Definitions—A guardian ad litem is an officer of the court appointed

to look after the interests of an infant or insane party and to manage the suit

for him.2 A next friend (prochein ami) is an officer of the court appointed

to prosecute an action for such a party. The distinction between a guard

ian ad litem and a next friend has not been carefully observed in‘ our prac

Bs Miller v. Smith, 26-248, 251, 2+942;

Cogley v. Cushman, 16—397(354).

59 See § 4441.

1";Eisenrnenger v. Murphy, 42-84, 43+

79 .

"1 Goodnow v. Empire L. Co., 31-468, 18+

283; Dkon v. Merritt, 21-196, 200.

M Cogley v. Cnshman, 16—397(354, 359).

03 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 56-365, 374,

5T+934, 59¢992.

M Conrad v. Lane, 26-389, 4+695 (not

L-stopped by representations as to age);

Folds v. Allardt, 35-488, 29+20l (not

estopped by engaging in business as mem

ber of a firm); Teipel v. Vanderweier. 36

443. 31+93-1 (long acquiescence in family

settlement); Clague v. Washbnrn, 42-371,

376, 44+130 (representations as to age);

Bauspmn v. Eads, 46-148, 155, 48+769

(an infant may be estopped by the acts

of the ancestor through whom he claims

title); Alt v. Grafi‘, 65-191, 195, 68+9

(representations as to age); Coursolle v.

Weyerhauser, 69-328, 72+697 (failure to

object to acts under power of attorney);

U. S. Invest. Corp. v. Ulrickson, 84-14,

20, 86-t-613 (representations as to age);

Barhicri v. Messner, 106-102, 118+258

(evidence held not to show any fraud on

the part of an infant upon which to base

an estoppel——representations as to part

nership).

95 Klason v. Rieger, 22-59.

M R. L. 1905 § 1812.

M Schoonovor v. Sparrow, 38-393, 37+

949.

95 Meyenberg v. Eldred. 37-508, 35+37l.

:9 Grosovsky v. Goldenberg, 86-378, 90+

7 2.

1 O’Ncil v. Chi. etc. R_v.. 33-489, 24+19L

2Bryant v. Livermore, 20—313(271).
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be sued in their own names, appearing by a general guardian, a testamentarv

vuardwn, or a guardian ad litem.“ It is unnecessary to have a guardian ad

litem appointed if there is a general or testamentary guardian. Our statutes

provide that a general or testamentary guardian “shall appear for and rep

resent his Ward in all legal proceedings, unless another person is appointed for

that purpose.” 7 This does not in any way impair the power of the district

court to appoint a guardian ad litem.8 A minor may appear by a guardian

ad litem though there is a general guardian competent to act.n As respects

proceedings to probate a will no appointment of a guardian ad litem for any

minor interested in the estate is necessary.10 Nor it is necessary, before the

administration account of an executor or administrator is allowed, to appoint

a guardian ad litem for minor heirs or legatees.u

4454. Effect of infant appearing without guardian—A judgment rendered

upon default against an infant over fourteen years of age, after service of sum

mons upon him, but without the appointment of a guardian ad litem is er

roueous and voidable, but not void.‘2 A guardian ad litem may be appointed

after the commencement of an action, nunc pro tunc.“ It is improper for an

infant to appear by attorney. But if, during the pendency of the action, the

infant reaches majority. it is competent for him to adopt an action thus er

roneously commenced, and to ratify what has been done therem.“

4455. Guardian not a party—A guardian ad litem is not a party to the ac

tion,“ or the real party in interest.16 He cannot sue in his own name." But

a guardian is a proper party to the record. He is really the active party who

Institutes the suit and has the entire control of its prosecution-.18

such alleged appointment has not been duly made, or a person assumes to act

as such guardian without any appointment, the better and more convenient

practice is to take preliminary objection, by motion, before interposing an an

swer to the merits.“

4457. Authority of guardian continues on appea1—A guardian ad litem

has author-it-_v to appeal to the supreme court without a special order of court."’“

It is provided by rule of the suprelne court that “the attorneys and guardians

aStie Meyenberg v. Eldred, 37-508, 35+ H Balch v. Hooper, 32-158, 20+-124; Ladd

371; Plympton v. Hall, 55-22, 56+-351. V. Weiskopf, 62-29, G-H-99.

*BI'_V8.nt v. Liverrnore, 20—313(271, 297). 12 Eisenmeuger v. Murphy. 42-84, 43+-784;

5 See § 4453. Phelps v. Heaton, 79—-176, 82+990.

“Price v. Phoenix, 17-49/H473); Ger- 13 Patterson v. Melchior, 106437, 119+

main v. Sheehan, 25-338; Eisenmenger v. -102.

Mllrplly, 42~84, 43+784; Perine v. Grand 1'1 Germain r. Sheehan, 25-338. _

Lmlge, 43-82, 50+1022; Peterson v. Baillif, 15 Bryant v. Livermore, 20—313(27l. 290).

52-386, 54+185; Beckett v. N. W. etc. 10 Price v. Phoenix. ]7—497(473); Perine
Asflflw 67-298. 69-+923. \'. ("rand Lodge, -18-82, 50+-1022; Peterson

T_R. L. 1905 § 3838. Patterson v. Z\rIEI- v. Baillif, 52-ass, 54+185.

clnor, 102-363, 113+902. 1? Id

: R. L. 1905 § 3825; Plympton v. Hall,

oo-22,56-+351.

“Peterson v. Baillif, 52-386, 54-+185.

1" In‘!-e Mousseau, 30-202, 1-H887; Ladd

\'- Weuskopf, 62-29, 64+99.

18 Schuek v. Hagar. 24-339; Perine v.

Grand Lodge, 48-82 50+1022.

19 Schuek v. Hagar, 24-339.

3° Tyson v. Tyson, 54 Wis. 225; Jones v.

Foberts, 96 Wis. 424; Tyson v. Richard
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4471. Threatened injury must be irreparable-—It is sometimes said that

an injunction should not issue except for the prevention of irreparable injury.‘0

The word “irreparable” is infelicitous. and taken strictly, does not accurately

express the rule at the present time.‘1 It simply means that the threatened

injury must be real and serious." I

4472. Adequate remedy at law—Injunction will not issue where there 1.-'

an adequate remedy at law.‘3 It is not enough that there is a remedy at law;

it must be as practical and eflicient to the ends of justice and its prompt ad

ministration as the remedy in equity.“ Injunction will not issue where the

plaintifl has an adequate remedy in replevin,‘Is ejectrnent,“ certiorari,‘1 an ac

tion for damages,“1 or a statutory proceeding.“ The incompleteness and in

adequacy of the legal remedy is the criterion which determines the right to the

-equitable remedy of injunction.5D Where the defendant goes to trial on the

merits', it is too late afterwards to raise for the first time the objection that

the plaintiff had an adequate remedy at law.‘1

4473. Prevention of multiplicity of actions-The prevention of a multi

plicity of actions is a ground for an injunction.52

ing trespass to realty may he restra1ned:"“

On this ground a continu

One who has no interest in a con

troversy cannot maintain an action on the ground that otherwise there may be

a multiplicity of actions by those who are interested.“

4474. Change in conditions after commencement of action—When con

ditions change after the commencement of an action, so as to render an in

junction unnecessary, it will not be granted.“ '

4475. Strangers to action cannot be enjoined—It is a general rule that an

injunction will not be granted against a person not a party to the action.“

SUBJECTS OF PROTECTION AND RELIEF

4476. Trespass to rea1ty—If a threatened trespass to realty consists of a

single act, which will be temporary in its effect, a court of equity, if the wrong

‘-° Goodrich v. Moore, 2—61(-19); Hart v.

Marshall, 4—294(211); Montgomery v. Mc

Ewen, 9—103(93); Sinclair v. Winona

Fount_v_, 23-404. 407; Butman v. James,

34-547. 552, 27+66.

“Whittaker v. Stangvick, 100-386. 392,

1]1+295; Bilsborrow v. Pierce, 101-271

276, 112+274.

*'-' See Goodrich v. Moore. 2-61(49)

(injury pressing or delay dangerous);

Montgomery v. McEwen, 9—103(93. 96)

(“great” injury).

43 Goodrich v. Moore, 2-61(-19); Scrib

ner \'. Allen, 12-148(85); Vanderburgh \'.

Minneapolis, 93-81. 100+668.

44 Rich v. Braxton, 158 U. S. 406; Sin

clair v. Winona County, 23-404; Mann r.

Flower, 26-479, 5+365; Stees v. Kranz,

32-313, 20+24l; Central T. Co. v. Moran,

56-188, 574-471; Colliton v. Oxborough,

86-361, 90+793; Gile v. Steguer, 92-429,

1O0+101.

*5 Minn. L. 0. Co. v. .\‘laginnis. 32-193.

20+-85; Normandin v. Maekey, 38-417, 37+

954; Marks v. Jones, 71-136, '73+719.

4“ Vanderbnrgh v. Minneapolis, 93-31,

l00+668.

4" Scribner v. Allen, 12—148(S5); Sin

clair v. Winona County, 23-404; Schu

machcr v. Wright County. 97-74. 105+

1125. See Bilsborrow v. Pierce, 101-271,

ll2+27~}.

1‘ Schurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 8-113

(93); Normandin v. Maekey. 38-117, 37+

954; Vanderburgh v. Minneapolis, 93-S1.

1004-668.

*9 Weber v. Timlin, 37-274, 34+29; Faj

der r. Aitkin, 87-445, 92+332; Kerr V.

Waseca, R8-191, 92+932; Schumacher v.

\Vright County, 97-74. 105+1125.

50 Colliton v. Oxborough. 86-361, 90+793.

-H St. Paul etc. R-y. v. Robinson, 41-394,

434-75.

-'-2 McRoberts v. Washburne. 10-23(S, 15) ;

Harrington v. St. P. etc. R_v., 17—215(1SS.

20-1); Cotton v. Miss. etc. 00., 19-497

(-129. 433); Galbraith \‘. Yates. 79-136,

82+6S3; Cleveland v. Cleveland C. Ry.. 194

U. S. 517. See, as to when a multiplicity

of actions would not be avoided, Scribner

v. Allen, 12—148(85, 88); Albrecht v. St.

Paul. 47-531. 533, 50+6OS.

5-‘I See § 4476.

M Waseca Co. Bank v. McKennn, 32-468,

2l+556.

-"5 See Patterson v. Barber, 94-39, 101+

1064, 102+176.

5" Chambliu v. Schlichten 12-276(181).
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doer is solvent, will not interfere, but leave the injured party to his action at

law for damages. But if the trespass is continuous in its nature, and its

repetition is threatened, equity, though each act of trespass, if taken by itself,

would not be destructive of the _freehold, and the legal remedy would be

he ever intended or threatened to commit them.59 One in the peaceable pos

session of land may maintain an action to restrain repeated and continuing

trespasses by one asserting title in himself. The fact that there is a bona fide

dispute as to the title will not prevent the court from passing upon it and

awarding equitable relief."0

4477. Other actions—Injuncti0n will not lie to restrain actions at law,

actions would lead to vexatious litigation.U1 Where a common right or a com

munity of interest in the subject-matter of a controversy, or a common title,

from which all of the defendants’ separate claims, and all questions at issue

between the parties plaintiff and defendants, have arisen, can be shown at

4478. Foreign actions and proceedings—A court of equity of this state

has the power and will restrain its own citizens, of whom it has jurisdiction,

from prosecuting actions in the courts of other states and foreign jurisdictions,

whenever the facts of the case make such restraint necessary to enable the

court to do justice, and prevent one citizen from obtaining an inequitable ad

vantage over other citizens. The court acts in personam, and will not suffer

51Colliton v. Oxborough, 86-361, 90+793; v. Forest City, 67-36, 69+-478; Hansen v.

Sllhurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 8-113(88); Verdi, 83-44. 85+906; Hurley v. West St.

Whitman v. St. P. etc. Ry., 8-116(90); Paul, 83-401, 86+427; Arnclt v. Thomas,

Althea v. Kelly, 32-280, 20+188; Butman 90-355, 96+1125; Meyer v. Petersburg,

V. James, 34-547, 27+66,- Eisenmenger v. 96-314, 104+899; Johnson v. Clontarf, 98

Board. Water Comrs., 44-457, 47+156; 281. 108+521.

Kern v. Field, 68-317, 71+393; Carlson v. 5" Hagemeyer v. St. Michael, 70-482, 73+

St. Louis etc. Co., 73-128, 75+1044; Gal- 412.

braith v. Yates, 79-436, 82+683; Reeves 6° Baldwin v. Fisher, 124+1094.

Y- Backus, 83-339, 86+337; Lamprey v. M Albert Lea v. Nielsen, 80-101, 82+

Dauz, 86-317, 90+578; Albert Lea v. 1104.

K-Dl1tV0ld, 89-480, 95-+309; Realty 00. V. 61' Albert Lea v. Nielsen, S3-246, 86+83,'

Johnson, 92-363, 100+9-1; State v. Dist. Fcgelson v. Niagara etc. Co., 94-486, 103+

C_t.. 98-136, 107+963; Whittaker v. Stang- 495.

"ck, 100-386, 111+295; Baldwin v. Fisher, 63 Mann v. Flower, 26-479. 5+365.

124-91094. See Note, 99 Am. St. Rep. 731. '14 Albrecht v. St. Paul, 47-531, 50+608;

5'‘ Woodrutf v. Glendale, 23-537; Ch8.d- Schumacher v. Wright County, 97-74, 105+

b0ume v. Zilsdorf, 34-43, 2-H308; Gorton 1125.
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any one within its reach to do what is contrary
to its notions of equity, merely

because the act to be done may be, in point of locality, beyond its jurisdiction.

No general rule can be laid down as to when the court ought to exercise tins

power, and enjoin a party from prosecuting an action in a foreign jurisdiction.

Each case must be ruled by its own facts.

and equitable to exercise the power in the orderly

court should enjoin the party, otherwise not.“

If they show that it is necessary

administration of justice, the

It has been held proper to

deny a temporary injunction to restrain void proceedings in another state.M

An injunction, to restrain a citizen of this state from enforcmg an attachment

lien. acquired by him in another state.

4479. Contracts—Upon a proper sh

has been denied.M

owing of equities an injunction may

issue to restrain the breach of a contract "8 restricting the uses of demised

premises; “" of a contract not to engage in business within certain limits; 7° and

of a contract to divide crops to be raised.‘1
An agreement in a lease not to

let other premises of the lessor for the same purpose does not entitle the lessee

to an injunction against subsequent lessees of such other premises, restraining

them from the enjoyment of their lease; they being neither parties or privies

in respect to the former contract."-’
Equity will not interfere or refuse to

interfere merely because the subject-matter in respect to which relief is

asked may have grown out of a fraudulent or illegal transaction. It will inter

tere, even in the case of illegal contracts, to restrain their active enforcement.

upon the sa1ne principle that under other circumstances they may be defended

against at law, though it would not give to either party any relief or benefit

growing out of the contract.“
4480. Municipal affairs-—A taxpayer who has no other adequate remedy

may restrain any unauthorized action of a municipality which will lead, direct

ly or indirectly, to an increase of his taxes.H Thus he may maintain an ac

tion to restrain the illegal issuance of municipal bonds:75 or to restrain a

municipality from entering into an ille
gal contract; 7“ or to restrain municipal

officers from paying out municipal funds illegally;" or to restrain an illegal

use of municipal property: "‘ or to restrain a iuunicipality from performing an

illegal contract.”

4481. Affairs of private corporations—Members of a

may sometnnes enjoin unauthorized corporate

private corporation

acts.“ The publisher of a

newspaper has been held not entitled to an injunction restraining a street rail

way company from using its cars for advertising purposes to the possible de

crease of newspaper advertising.81

'55 Hawkins v. Ireland, 64-339. 67+73.

SeeSecnrity T. Co. v. Dodd, 173 U. 'S. 624.

66 First Nat. Bank v. La Due, 39-415,

4O+367.

6'1 Jenks v. Ludden, 34-482. ‘Z7+188.

68 See Note. 90 Am. St. Rep. 634. Y

69 Stees v. Kranz, 32-313, 20+241; Spald

iug v. Emerson, 69-292, 72+-119.

1° Kronschnabel v. Kronschnabel, 87-230,

91+892.

"1Schmitt v. Cassilius, 31-7, 16+453.

12 Napa Valley W. Co. v. Boston B. Co.,

44-130, 46+239.

13 Hamilton v. W00(l, 55-482, 57+208.

74 Hndgman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 20-48(36);

Smclair v. Winona County, 23-404; Flynn

v. Little Falls etc. Co., 74-180, 77+38-,

Grannis v. Blue Earth County, 81-55. 83+

495; Hamilton v. Detroit. 85-83, 8B+419;

Schifimann v. St. Paul, 88-:43. 92+503.

T5 Hodgman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 20-48(36);

Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83, 88+-119.

W Schiffmunn v. St. Paul, 88-43. 92+503;

Farmer v. St. Paul, 65-176. 67+990; Le

Tourneau v. Hugo, 90-420, 97+115.

1" Flynn v. Little Falls etc. Co.. 74-180,

77+38; Grannis v. Blue Earth County, 81

55, 83+495.

78 Flaten v. Moorbead, 51-518, 53+807;

Nerlien v. Brooten, 94-361. 102+867.

W Grannis v. Blue Earth County, 81-55,

532495; Sinclair v. Winona County, 23

8° See § 2074.

4i12Burns v. St. P. C. Ry., 101-363, 112*
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give it effect but tl1e mere ministenal act of publication)‘3 The enforcement

of an ordinance nnpairing the vested rights of a telephone company in the

use of streets for poles and wires, has been restrained.“

4485. Pubhc officers—As a general rule the misconduct of public oificers

is not a ground for in;|unction, but if their acts necessarily lead to multiplicity

of actions, or irreparable injury to property, or cast a cloud on the title to

realty, they may be restrained.“7 The courts cannot restrain the state execu

tive otficers in the exercise of their discretionary powers.‘18

the right to 21 public ofiice.an While proceedings by injunction cannot be used

to determine disputed title to ofiices, they may be used to protect the possession

of oflicers de facto against the interference of claimants whose title is dis

puted until they shall establish their title by appropriate judicial proceedings,

at least when the title is doubtful, or the facts upon which it depends are

 

"0’Brien v. Larson, 71-371, 74+148. 5" Burke v. Leland, 51-355, 53+716. See

5-" Minneapolis St. Ry. v. Minneapolis, 155 Trautmann v. McLeod, 74-110, 76+964.

Fed. 987. 9° School Dist. v: Weise. 77-167, 79+668.

8‘ N~ W. etc. Co. v. Minneapolis, 81-140, M Scofield v. Quinn, 54-9, 55+745 (mis

83+527, 86+69 take of law—restraining the assertion of

85 B388 v. Ishakopee, 27-250, 4-+619; rights contrary to the real intention of the

Myers v. Duluth T. Ry., 53-335, 55+140. parties); Streissguth v. Kroll, 86-325,

9" Wilkin v. St. Paul, 33-181, 22+249. 90+577 (negotiation of note).

s"S('.l'ibue1' v. Allen, 12-148(85); Minn. "2 Ex parte Young, 209 U. S. 123; Per

L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20—468(424). kins v. N. P. Ry., 155 Fed. 445.

031\Iann v. Flower, 26-479, 5+-365.

93 See § 1593.

94 R. L. 1905 § 4259.[I—~l

-‘g
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allowance of such relief.

The action of a court in this regard will not be

reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.“
An order refusing

a temporary injunction, which rests solely on the complaint, may be the sub

ject of judicial discretion though the complaint_ clearly authorizes the relief

sought, and warrants the issuance of the injunction." _ _

4491. Time of a.llowance—-Under the present statute a temporary 1Il_]llDC

tion cannot be granted before the commencement of the action, that is, the

service of summons.97 Under a former statute it might be allowed upon a

complaint before the service of summons."
4492. Allowable on complaint alone-If a complaint is verified, and its

allegations are positive, a temporary injunction may be allowed thereon with

out any further showing.°°
4493. Continuance-It is not important whether a temporary

junction in form restrains defendant from doing

further order of the court, or during the pendency

writ of in

the threatened act until the

of the action, or whether

both expressions be omitted therefrom. By operation of law such a. writ con

tinues in force from the time of its issuance until the court makes some fur

ther order with respeet thereto, and this whether the writ expressly so provides

or not.

limitation .1

It is usual, however, for a temporary writ to contain express words of

4494. Mandatory—A temporary mandatory injunction may be allowed un

der the statute; but it ought not to be allowed except in cases of extreme ur

gency and where it is reasonably certain that the

and conditions can be im

plaintiff will have judgment.

posed safeguarding the defendant.2

4495. When equities denied-—While it is not usual to grant a temporary

injunction if the equities alleged in the

court has discretionary power to do so.3

complaint or petition are denied the

It is proper to deny a temporary in

junction against alleged threatened acts of trespass on land, when the defend

ant, both by answer and atfidavit, disclaims any right to commit the acts, and

positively denies that he ever intended or threatened to commit them.‘

4496. Allowable though permanent injunction not asked—A temporary

injunction may be allowed though the plaintiff does not ask for a permanent

injunction in his complaint, for other appropriate relief ma

tially equivalent.

y be asked, substan

It is enough if it is made to appear that the defendant is

threatening to do some act in violation of plaintiffs rights in respect to the

subject of the action, and tending to render the judgment ineffectual.‘

4497. Modification-—-On a motion to mo

made to its allowance.“

. 4498. Dissolution on motion—

dify a writ, objection cannot be

As a general rule a temporary injunction

will be dissolved on motion of the defendant, if his answer is verified and de

NI Conkey v. Dike, 17-457 (434); Pineo v.

Heflelfinger, 29-183, 184, 12+522'; Rock

wood v. Davenport, 37-533, 351-377; Myers

v. Duluth T. Ry., 53-335, 55+140; Gorton

v. Forest City. 67-36, 69+47B; MeGregor

v. Case, 80-214, 83+140; Fuller v. Schutz,

88-372, 93+118; Felt v. Elmquist, 104-33,

115+746; Haugen v. Sundseth, 106-129,

118+666; Watters v. Manknto, 106-161,

118+358; Meagher v. Schussler, 106-539,

118+664; Holmes v. Park Rapids L. Co.,

108-196, 1214-877.

96 McGregor v. Case, 80-214, 83+140.

"7 R. L. 1905 § 4260.

98 Lash v. McCormick, 14-482(359).

9" McRoherts v. Washburne,

Stees \‘. Kranz, 32-313, 20+241.

Gregor v. Case, 80-214, 83+140.

1 State v. Dist. Ct., 78-464, 81+323.

2Central '1‘. Co. v. Moran, 56-188, 57+

471. See 12 Harv. L. Rev. 95; Toledo etc.

Ry. v. Penn. Co., 54 Fed. 730.

3 Montgomery v. McEwen, 9-103(93);

Fuller v. Schutz, 88-372, 931-118; Watters

\‘. Mankato, 106-161, 118+358; Holmes v.

Park Rapids L. Co., 108-196, 121+877.

4izflagemeyer v. St. Michael, 70-482, 73+

5 Hamilton v. Wood, 55-482, 57+208.

B Albrecht v. St. Paul, 47-531, 50+608.

10-23(8) ;

See Mc



the court to believe it quite probable that, upon a final hearing, the material

allegations of the complaint will turn out to be true, the injunction should not

be dissolved.8 Where the answer does not deny the allegations of the complaint,

but sets up new matter as a defence, the injunction will ordinarily be allowed

to continue until the hearing, unless the new matter is admitted.0 Where the

dismissed over objection.“ An injunction which, for any reason, was improp

erly granted, should be dissolved.12 The hearing on a motion to dissolve an

ex parte injunction is the first hearing ever had_ in the matter, and, while the

cuted as provided by statute." An action on the bond is the sole remedy of a

defend '

writ, if the court finallv decides the plaintiflE is not entitled thereto, unless it

motion, to set aside the writ unless additional security is given. The defend

defendant, the failure of the court to require a new bond to be given, running

to the new defendants, is, at n1ost, but an irregulanty, which can only be taken

advantage of by motion to dissolve the writ. Upon being served with such writ

of injunction, the new defendants become bound thereby, and must obey its

TMOSS v. Pettingill, 3—217(145); Arm- 12 Hart v. Marshall, 4—294(21l); Cham

8tr0ng v. Sanford, 7-49(34); Montgomery blin v. Schliohter, 12—276(181); Lash v.

V~ Mcllwen. 9-l03(93); Pineo v. Hefi‘el- McCormick, 14—482(359).

5-"3", 29-183, 12+522; Stees v. Kranz, 13 State v. Duluth St. R-y., 47-369, 372,

32-313, 20-0-241; Hamilton V. Wood, 55- 50+332.

432, 57+208; Knoblanch v. Minneapolis, 14 Bass v. Shakopee, 27-250, 4-+619; Todd

56-321, 5'/'+928; Fuller v. Schutz, 88-372, v. Rustad, 43-500, 46+-73; Myers v. Du

93+11-‘3; Miller v. Jensen, 102-391, 113+ luth T. Ry., 53-335. 55+140; Tozer v.

914; Wfltters v. Mankato, 106-161, 118+ O’G0rman, 65-1, 67+666; Gorton v. Forest

358- ‘ City, 67-36, 69+478; Stillwater W. 0». v.‘Pineo v. Hetfelfinger, 29-183, 12-I-522; Farmer, 92-230, 99+882; Meyer v. Peters

Stehtis V. Kranz, 32-3123, 20+241. H buri, 1§0iE%%9.

° 08! v. Pcttin ill 3-217 145 - Mi er 15 . . .
v- Jensen, 1o2_39%, ’113+914(; “2:1,tters v. 1°Hayden v. Keith, 32-277, 2o+195. See

Mankm, 106-161, 118+358. Curtis v. Hart, 34-329, 25+636 (counter

‘°MOB8 V. Pettingill, 3—217(14-5). claim to plaint1fi"s damages).

"Goodrich v. Moore, 2-61 (49).
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commands." In an action upon a stat
ntory injunction bond, only such ex

penses for counsel fees can be considered or included in the damages for a

breach of the condition as are shown to have been necessarily mcurred in pro

curing a dissolution of the injunction.
Expenses for services of counsel, in

curred in abortive attempts to set aside the same, or in the regular conduct of

the trial, and necessarily incident thereto, independent of the allowance of the

temporary injunction, are not to be allowed in such action.“ But where the

bond is predicated upon a. preliminary injunction issued in a cause the purpose

of which was to enjoin defendants from prosecuting certain actions, counsel

fees and the necessary expenses incurred in an unsuccessful effort to dissolve

the injunction and in conducting the main action may be recovered upon final

dissolution of the injunction.

missal of the main action on the

Where the injunction was dissolved by a dis

part of the plaintiffs, followed by judgment of

dismissal, there was, in effect, a final adjudication that the injunction writ had

been wrongfully issued.“ The sureties on a bond have been held bound without

the signature of their principal, though he was named as such in the body of

the bond.20 A complaint on a bond, alleging that the court finally decided the

injunction suit and dismissed the same, has been sustained.’1 Where the par

ties to an action settled their controversy without consulting their attorneys. it

was held that the latter had no recourse on a bond.22

PROCEDURE

4500. P1eading—In genera1—Whenever an injunction is sought the facts

entitling the party to such relief must be clearly and positively alleged and

shown. It is not enough that their existence may be inferred from the aver

ments.23 An injunction will not ordinarily be granted where the essential facts

are alleged only on “information and belief.” “ A bare allegation of irrepara

ble injury is insufficient.
Facts must be alleged showing that such injury would

necessarily result.“ A bare allegation that the party has no adequate remedy

at law is insufiicient. Facts 1nust be alleged from which the inadequateness of

the legal remedy is apparent.“
It has been said that an injunction cannot be

granted in any case without a proper complaint framed for that purpose.”

4501. Complaint for damages and injunction—In an action for damages

and for an injunction the latter does not follow as a matter of course the re

covery of the former.“

4502. Cross-complaint—In a proper case a defendant may seek an injunc

tion against the defendant by means of a cross-complaint.29

4503. Modification and vacation of permanent injunctions-—A permanent

injunction may be modified or vacated on motion after judgment.30

1'' State v. Dist. Ct., 78-464, 81+323.

18 Lamb v. Shaw, 43-507, 45+1134; Frost

v. Jordan, 37-544, 36+713.

19 Nielsen v. Albert Lea, 87-285, 91+1113.

20 Safranski v. St. P. etc. Ry., 72-185,

75+17.

21 Guptill v. Red Wing, 76-129, 78+970.

'22 Nielsen v. Albert Lea, 91-392, 98%-197.

25 Warsop v. Hastings, 22-437; Maloney

v. Finnegan, 38-70, 35+723. '

'14 Armstrong v. Sanford, 7—49(34). See

McRoberts v. Washburne, 10-23(8); Con

key v. Dike, 17-457(434); Gorton v. For

est City, 67-36, 69%-478.

2" Schumeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 8-113

(88); Montgomery v. McEwen, 9-103

(93); Clarke v. Ganz, 21-387; Laird v.

Pine County, 72-409, 75+723.

2“ Goodrich v. Moore, 2—61(-19); Clarke

v. Ganz, 21-387; Laird v. Pine County, 72

409, 75+723.

27 Pine Tree L. Co. v. McKinley, 83-419,

86-F414.

'-'8 Finch v. Green, 16—355(315).

tle v. Willford, 31-173, 17+282.

2" Pine Tree L. Co. v. McKinley, 83-419,

86+414.

8" Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co., 30-477, 16+

269; Colstrum v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-516.

24+255.

See Lit
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VTOLATION

4504. Punishment as for contempt—A violation of an injunction is pun

ishable as a contempt of court."1 A municipality cannot be guilty of contempt

in disobeying an injunction, though its oflicers may be.”2

4505. Justification—The mere fact that an injunction is erroneously issued,

as, for example, that it is too broad in its terms and covers property over which

it should not extend, is no justification for its violation."3

 

IN]URY—Damage resulting from an unlawful act.34

INNKEEPERS

4508. Who is a guest—1f a person stops at an inn as a traveler, and he is

received as such, the relation of innkeeper and guest is immediately established,

with all its privileges and liabilities; and once established, such relation con

tinues as long as he sojourns as a traveler, which is presumed until the con

trary appears. The relation is not necessarily terminated by a special agree

ment as to price.37 -

4509. Refusal to entertain—Exemp1ary da.mages—In an action where an

innkeeper, after a guest had engaged and paid for a night’s lodging, refused to

let him have it and turned him out of the house, with abusive and insulting

language, it was held that exemplary damages might be recovered.38 -

4510. Posting statutory noticc—1t is incumbent on an innkeeper claiming

the benefit of the statute 3” to show affirmatively a substantial compliance with

all its requirements."'° A notice to deposit valuables, not conforming to the

statute, is ineffectual unless assented to by the guest so as to constitute a con

tract.“

the public enemy."2 But this strict liability exists only in favor of travelers,

as distinguished from boarders.“ It covers all forms of personalty.“ As re

31 State v. Dist. Ca, 52-283, 53+1157; Miller, 52-516, 55+s¢s. See Note, 105 Am.

State v. Dist. 01;. 78-464, s1+323; State St. Rep. 932.

V. Dist. Ct., 98-136, 107+963. 85 McCarthy v. Niskern, 22-90.

"2 B1185 v. Shakopee, 27-250, ‘H619. 3” R. L. 1905 § 2810.

33 State V. Dist. Ct., 98-136, 107+963. 4° Chamberlain v. West, 37-54, 33+114.

3' B01111 V. Hollis, 54-223, 233, 551-1119. 41 Olson v. Crossman, 31-222, 17+-375.

Se‘-‘ Nichols v. Minneapolis, 30-545, 16+ 42 Lusk v. Belote, 22-468; Olson v. Cross

41°- man, 31-222, 17+a75; Johnson v. Chad“ Nelson v. Johnson, 104-440, 116+828; bourn, 89-310, 316, 94-+874; Nelson v.

Wickstrom v. Swanson, 107-482, 120+1090. Johnson, 104-440, 116+828. See Note, 99

3“ Johnson v. Chadbourn, 89-310, 94+874; Am. St. Rep. 577. _

Nelson v. Johnson, 104-440, 116+828. -13 Lusk v. Belote, 22-468; Ross v. Melhn,

"Llmk v- Belote, 22-168; Ross v. Mellin, so-421, a2+172. _ -

36-421, 32+172. See Singer Mfg. Co. v. H See Singer Mfg. Co. v. Miller, 52-516,

. 55+56.
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gards the money of a guest it is not limited-to such an amount as might be nec

essary for traveling expenses.‘5 Where property of a guest is lost at an inn, to

relieve the innkeeper from liability it must appear that it was lost from one of

the causes for which he is not liable; as, for instance, the negligence of the

guest.“ Losses by fire are prima facie due to the negligence of the proprietor,

but he may relieve himself of liability by showing'that the loss was due to irre

sistible force, or unavoidable accident, such as a fire originating on premises

over which he had no control, without fault or negligence on his part.‘7 A guest

may recover for the loss of goods though he had a mere possessory interest

therein."3

4512. Negligence of guest—A theft from a guest by a companion whom he

brings to the inn is imputable to the guest as his own negligence. Consenting

to sleep in the same room with a person whom he does not bring to the inn IS

not negligence in a guest.‘D For a guest to sleep alone with a large sum of

money on his person in a room, the door of which might be opened from the

outside by a wire, has been held not negligence.M (‘ontrihutory negligence on

the part of a guest is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.M

4513. Liability for personal injuries—An innkceper is liable to his guests

for personal injuries inflicted upon them by strangers who are permitted to

enter the inn.52

4514. Lien—An innkeeper’s lien attaches to goods in the possession of his

guest, though they belong to a stranger, if he has no notice of that fact. At

common law an innkeepcr has no lien on the goods of a mere boarder.“

4515. Crime of detrauding—G. S. 1878 c. 124 § 23,“ prohibiting frauds

on innkeepers, is not unconstitutional as an attempt to imprison for debt. A '

complaint thereon has been held sufiicient."‘

IN PARI MATERIA—Sec Contracts. 1885 ; Statutes. 8984.

IN REM, IN PERSONAM—These terms have no fixed, inflexible mean

ing in the law. In a strict sense an action or proceeding in rem is one taken

directly against property and has for its object the disposition of the property,

without reference to the title of individual claimants—one in which the court

acquires jurisdiction by seizing the property instead of by service of process on

a person. In a larger sense it is one between parties where the direct object is

to reach and dispose of property owned by them, or of some interest therein.

An action or proceeding involving the status of a person is often called in rem.“

45 Smith v. Wilson, 36-334. 31+176. P. etc. Ry.. 33-176, 180, 22+25l; Lane V.

4" Olson v. Crossman, 31-222, 17+375.

47 Johnson v. Chadbourn, 89-310, 94-+874.

Sec 17 Harv. L. Rev. 47.

"1 Chamberlain v. West. 37-54, 33+114.

W Olson v. Crossman, 31-222, 17+375.

5“ Smith v. Wilson, 36-334, 31+176.

-'~1 (Jhamberlain v. West, 37-54, 33+114.

H Mastad v. Swedish Brethren, 83-40, 42,

2455213. See Curran v. Olson, 88-307, 92+

55 Singer Mfg. Co. v. Miller. 52-516, 55+

56. See R. L. 1905 § 2811; Note, 107 Am.

St. Rep. 868.

54 See R. L. 1905 § 5164.

55 State v. Benson, 28-424, 10+-471.

M Stone v. Myers, 9—303(287); Reynolds

v. St. Favorite, 10—242(190, 194); Gris

wold v. St. Otter. 12-465(364, 368) ; Whal

ley v. Eldridge, 24-358, 361; Morin v. St.

Innes, 43-137, 45+-4; Stapp v. St. ClydeY

43-192, 193. 45+-430; Bardwell v. Collins,

44-97, 101. 46-+315; Shepherd v. Ware, 46

174. 48+773; Plummer v. Hatton, 51-181,

182, 53+460; Farrell v. St. Paul, 62-271,

274, 64+809; Bengtsson v. Johnson, 75

321, 324, 784-3; State v. Westfall, 85-437,

444, 89+175; McMillan v. Freeborn County,

93-16. 23, 100+384;' Minn. D. Co. v. John

son. 94-150, 102+381; Pennoyer v. Neff,

95 U. S. 714: Arndt v. Griggs, 134 11. S.

316. See Divorce, 2787; Drains. 2824;

Eminent Domain, 3079; Equity. 3136;

Executors and Administrators, 3558, 3617.

3660; Insolvency, 4534; Judgments, 4967;

Mortgages, 6305. 6426; Municipal Corpo

rations, 6880; Partition. 7333; Quieting

Title, 8030, 8040; Registration of Title,

3354;/l‘axation, 9263, 9281, 9353.



INSANE PERSONS

Cross-References

See Contracts, 1731; Criminal Law, 2446; Evidence, 3316, 3328; Hospitals; Limitation

of Actions, 5614; Wills, 10208; Witnesses, 10316, 10354.

IN GENERAL

4516. Presumption—All persons are presumed to be sane until the contrary

appears.“ When insanity of a permanent type is once shown it is presumed to

continue until the contrary is shown; otherwise, if the insanity is temporary.“

4517. Evidence of insanity—-Evidence of the insanity of a person's an

cestors and relatives is not alone competent or sufficient to prove that he is

insane. It is only admissible in corroboration. Evidence of temporary insan

ity at a given time is not alone sufficient to prove insanity at a later period."

Opinion evidence is admissible.‘‘‘’ ,

4518. Management of estate by expectant heirs-—Where the expectant

heirs of a person who is non compos assume, without letters of guardianship,

the management of his estate, which subsequently descends to them upon his

death, their acts with reference to the property will bind themselves, though it

would not bind their ancestor, if he had recovered his mental capacity, or his

personal representatives, if the property were required for purposes of admin

tration, such as the payment of debts.“1

CONTRACTS

4519. Mental capacity to contract-—-Evidence—A person may be insane

on some one subject, and still be as able as the sanest to manage his own prop

erty and affairs.“2 A person may have capacity to make an ordinary contract

though he lacks testamentary capacity.B8 Proceedings for commitment to a

state insane asylum are not evidence of incapacity.M lvidence of the party’s

business acts, at or about the time of the execution of the instrument in issue.

and of his declarations, oral or written, tending to show his comprehension or

non-comprehension of daily occurrences in his business, is proper.“

4520. Ratification in lucid intervals—A person making a contract, in form

and substance, while under mental incapacity, may subsequently, when rational,

so act as to constitute a ratification equivalent to an express agreement, which

will be binding upon him, especially if he retains and enjoys the fruit thereof.‘’‘‘

4521. Disaffirmance on restoration to capacity—0n restoration of men

tal capacity a person must elect within a reasonable time to afiirm or disafiirm

a contract made with him in good faith while he was insane. If he elects to

disafiirm he must return the consideration which he has received. This rule

is not changed by the fact that the contract was made and the consideration

paid by a third person for the benefit of the other party.01

4522. Executed contracts-—Whcn voidable-—Tl1e fact that one party to an

executed contract was insane at the time of its e\'ecutiou does not render it void,

-"7 State v. Hayward, 62-474, 496, 654-63; "3 Young v. Otto, 57-307, 311, 59-+199.

Bonfanti v. State, 2—123(99); In re Lay- 64 Knox v. Hang, 48-58, 50+934; Schapl

mun, 40-371. 373, 424-286. v. Lehner. 54-208, 211, 55+911.

5" State v. Hayward, 62-474, 65+63. "5 Woodcock v. Johnson, 36-217, 30+894.

5" State v. Hayward, 62-474, 65+63. M Whitcomb v. Hardy, 73-285, 76+29;

M 396 §§ 3316. 3328. Ham v. Potter, 101-439, 112+1015.

‘" Wheeler v. Benton, 71-456, 74+154. M Morris v. G. N. Ry., 67-74, 69+628.

"2 Knox v. Hang, 48-58, 61, 504-934.
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but merely voidable. It will not be set aside if there had been no prior adjudi

cation of insanity and the other party was without notice, and paid a fair con

sideration, and the parties cannot be placed in statu quo.“ If there had been

a prior adjudication of insanity the contract is void. While a person is under

guardianship he is incapable of contracting, though he is at the time of the

contract in fact sane. If a guardianship has been practically abandoned, with

out any formal discharge, there may be a restoration of capacity.“ The bur

den of proving notice has been held on a party assailing a deed. If a deed is

canceled for the insanity of the grantor, the grantee should be ccirnpensated for

any expenditures enhancing the value of the property, made in good faith.10

A court of equity guards with jealous care all contracts or transactions made

with persons of unsound mind, but its strong arm is not used as a sword against

the innocent, but as a shield for the unfortunate ones. Persons contracting

with insane persons, knowing them to be insane, are guilty of a fraud and the

contract may be set aside.H Courts are very liberal in permitting insane per

sons to repudiate or rescind contracts entered into by them while under dis

ability, even where the other party is not at fault, provided the latter can be

placetadmin statu quo.72 The burden of proof is on the party assailing the instru

men .

COMMITMENT

4523. Proceedings for com.mitment—The probate courts have jurisdiction

of the matter.'“ A person cannot be adjudged insane and committed without

notice and an opportunity to be heard." Where a warrant of commitment

showed on its face that the party alleged to be insane, and ordered committed.

was so found by-the probate judge on the certificate and recommendation of

“two exarruners 1n lunacy,” instead of a finding of insanity by the jury after

due examination, as directed by the statute, it was held void on its face." The

appomtment of three persons instead of two to act with the judge of probate

as a board of examiners, has been held not to render the proceedings void and

subject to collateral attack. The fact that the record fails to show the issuance

of a warrant for the arrest of the alleged insane person, or that he was present

during the proceedings, is not sufficient to impeach the judgment. or show want

of jurisdiction. The court may dispense with the issuance of a warrant, it the

presence of the alleged insane person may be secured without it."

GUARDIANS

4_524. Appointment—The probate courts have exclusive jurisdiction of the

subject.“1 A person may be capable of managing his property though he is sub

ject to “delusions,” or is insane on son1e subjects." An order appointinc a

guardian for an incompetent person has been held justified by the evidenc?e.“‘

An order of appointment has'been held sufficient in form, and not subject to

collateral attack on habeas corpus.81 An executrix of the estate of the husband

68 Scott v. Hay, 90-304. 97+106; Thorpe 13Scha.ps v. Lehner. 54-208. 211 55+9l1~

v. Hanscom, 64:20]. 66+1; Schaps v. Youn v. Lamont, 56-216. 574479.’ ,

gJ§11;fg, 54-208, 5u+91-1; Youn v. Lamont, ‘'4 State v. Wilcox, 24-143. “

74 69 ,fig7+478; Morns v. G. N. Ry., 67- T5 State v. Billings, 55-467, 5T+206 794;

50,_4'm+ ?;e Sabledowsky v. Arbuckle, State v. Kilhourne, 6S—320. 71+396. ,

fig , +920. 76 State V. Billings, 55-467. 57+206, 794.

S h orpe v. Hanscom, 64-201, 66+1. See "State v. Kilbonrne 68-320 71-P396

fa gp: v. Lehgeril 54-208, 212, 55+911. 1* See § 7770 ’ ’ '

c aps v. e nor, 54-208 55+911. T9 Stat . b t Gt 8 "'
“Youn v. Lamont, 56-216.'221, s7+47s. Boschneiirlt v. ozel1;ner."90§§g<8s: 321315;.

1321;‘-“ndbe"g "- D“\'i(lS0"- 72-49. 54 74+ 81 State v. Lawrence, 86-310. 90+769.
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of a non-resident incompetent has been held not entitled to notice of proceed

ings.”2 Laws 1883 e. 107, authorizing the appointment of a trust company as

guardian, has been sustained.” Letters of guardianship are not subject to col

lateral attack for defects not appearing on their face.“ -

be for the benefit of the ward,'and not for the mere convenience of the guardian.

Such a guardian may care for a.nd_contr0l his ward in any reasonable manner."

erty of his ward.87 The guardian of an msane person cannot secure an inequi

table advantage against his ward, or have the aid of a court to enforce a con

tract to the latter’s injury; and whenever it appears that such a contract has

4527. Removal—On habeas corpus a court commissioner cannot make an

order wl11ch practically removes a guardian.’39 An order has been held not one

removing a guardian, though resulting in such rem0val.°°

RESTORATION TO CAPACITY

GUARDIAN AD LITEM

4529. In general—An insane person may sue and be sued, appearing by next

friend, general guardian, or guardian ad litem.93 Our statute provides that

the guardian of an insane person “shall appear for and represent his ward in

This provision does not deprive the district court of power to appoint a next

friend or guardian ad litem for an msane party even though a general guardian

has been appointed by the probate court.95 It is the general policy of our law

that an insane person shall appear by his general guardian. But it IS not nec

essary in order to institute or defend an action in the district court to first 1n

Stitute proceedings in the probate court for the appointment of a general guard

ian. Where persons are incapable of acting for themselves, as in the case of in

“ Edgflly v. Alexander, 82-96, 84+653. 59 State v. Lawrence. 86-310, 90+769;_

‘3 Minn. L. & T. Co. v. Beebe, 40-7, 41+ "0 State v. Probate CL, 83-58, 85+911.

232- 91 Kelly v. Kelly, 72-19, 74+s99.“M 0: State v. Probate cc, 83-58, s5+917.

*5 Id- l1BPlympton v. Hall, 55-22, 56+351.

“Sf-‘ate v. Lawrence, 86-310, 90+769. M R. L. 1905 § 3838. See Patterson v.

889 Townsend v. Kendall, 4-412(315). Melchior, 102-363, 113+902.

‘7 Pflaum v. Babb, 86-395, 398, 90+1051. 95 See Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82, 50+

” ll‘/Ester v. Flygare, 95-214, 103+1020. 1022; Plympton v. Hall, 55-22, 561-351.
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sane persons or lunatics. they are entitled to the protection of the court, and

proceedings may be instituted under its direction. Suit may be brought in their

name and the court will authorize some suitable person to carry it on as next

friend or guardian ad litem. The power of the district courts to exercise such

authority is not taken away by the statutes authorizing the probate courts to

appoint general guardians for insane persons. But it is in the discretion of the

court to allow an action so instituted to proceed or not, and it may order a stay

of proceedings to await the due appointment of a general guardian, or order the

same to be discontinued as it may be advised.°° The courts of this state may

appoint a next friend for a non-resident insane plaintifi.°’

4530. Effect of failure to appoint guardian—W'here personal service is ob

tained against an insane person the failure to appoint a guardian ad litem does

not render the judgment void.”

ACTIONS

4531. Service of process on insane persons-—Guardian ad 1itern-—Con

ceding that, under our statutes, jurisdiction may be obtained in a divorce ac

tion by the service of summons and complaint personally upon an insane de

fendant, it is suggested as a safe rule of practice that the trial court should re

quire the appointment of a guardian ad litem to appear for and protect the in

terests of the unfortunate at the trial and during all subsequent proceedings.”

4532. Claims against—Prosecution—Claims against an insane or incom

petent person under guardianship need not be presented to the probate court.

but may be prosecuted in the district court.‘

M Plympton v. Hull, 55-22, 56+351. W Wilson v. Wilson, 95-464, 104+300.

9'7 Id. 1 Pflaum v. Babb, 86-395, 90+1051.

"8 Lundberg v, Davidson, 72-49, 7-H1018



INSOLVENCY

IN GENERAL

Insolvency defined, 4533.

Nature and object of proceedings, 4534.

A judicial proceeding, 4535.

Jurisdiction, 4536.

Powers of c0urt—'In general, 4537.

Nomresidents may share, 4538.

Statute constitutional, 4539.

Not compulsory on creditors, 4540.

Action by creditor not barred, 4541.

A bankrupt act, 4542.

Property in custodia legis. 4543.

Effect on attachments, etc., 4544.

Equity rules applicable, 4545.

Schedule, 4546.

ASSIGNMENTS

Form and sufliciency, 4547.

Deed of assignment controls, 4548.

Personal act of assignor, 4549.

When voluntary, 4550.

Fraud does not vitiate, 4551.

Reservation of surplus, 4552.

Execution — Filing — Bond of assignee,

Conditional execution, 4554.

Time, 45559

By partner—What passes, 4556.

By firm, 4557.

By corporation, 4558.

Married women, 4559.

By non-resident, 4560.

Grounds—Attachment, etc., 4561.

All unexempt property, 4562.

Who may attack, 4563.

Collateral attack, 4564.

APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER

Grounds. 4565.

Who may petition, 4566.

Time of application, 4567.

Petition, 4568.

Notice to creditors, 4569.

Venue, 4570.

After assignment, 4571.

Practice on hearing, 4572.

Order of appointment, 4573.

Foreign assignment, 4574.

Estoppel, 4575.

ASSTGNEE OR RECEIVER

Qualifications of assignee, 4576.

Refusal of assignee to serve, 4577.

Oflicer of court, 4578.

Bond—L'ia.bilit-y, 4579.

Title, 4580.

$ales—Rights of purchasers, 4581.

Notice to assignee or receiver not notice

to creditors, 4582.

Liability—G00d faith—Dilig

Liability for interest. 4584.

Liability for rent, 4585.

Fraud, 4586.

ence, 4583.

g

Compensation, 4587.

Removal, 4588.

Actions by—Fraudulent conveyances, 4589

Actions against, 4590.

PREFERENCES

Definition, 4591.

Essential elements, 4592.

What constitutes—In general, 4593.

Fraudulent intent, 4594.

Who is a creditor, 4595.

Security given, 4596.

Judgments, 4597.

Cause to believe debtor insolvent, 4598.

To non-resident creditor, 4599.

Transfer to creditor and others, 4600.

Part payment for transfer, 4601.

Change of possession, 4602.

Time, 4603.

Voidable—Not void—How avoided, 4604.

Who may avoid, 4605.

Pleading, 4606.

Remedies, 4607.

Refundment by creditor, 4608.

Damages—Jndgment, 4609.

PROOF AND ALLOWANCE OF

CLAIMS

What provable, 4610.

Statute of limitations, 4611.

Bona fides of debt, 4612.

Waiver, 4613.

Creditors with a security or lien, 4614.

Benefits from act of creditor, 4615.

Claim against assignee, 4616.

Attorney ‘s fees, 4617.

Powers of court—Conditions—Preferences,

4618.

Allowance—Powcrs of assignee or receiv

er, 4619.

Leave to file out of time, 4620.

Appeal to district court, 4621.

RELEASES—DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR

Sufficiency, 4622.

Assignment not requiring releases, 4623.

Acceptance of dividend, 4624.

By whom, 4625.

Effect of release,4626.

Distribution without releases—Fraud, 4627.

Judgment of discharge, 4628.

Discharge under Laws 1895 c. 67, 4629.

DISTRIBUTION

Deed of assignment controls,

Equity rules applicable, 4631.

Equality, 4632.

Preferred claims, 4633.

Liens—Pr-iorities, 4634.

Comprornise—Termination of

4635.

As between firm and individual creditors,

4636. ’ _

Surrender or exhaustion of secuntres, 4637.

Surplus, 4638.

4630.

proceedings,
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Gross-References

' t f th B fit of Creditors Bankruptcy _Banks and Banking, 823;-Coéiillictllisflglllzilivii: issii; Cdrpoeiliftions, 2140; Liniitation of Adhons, 5620; Sales, 8584.

IN GENERAL

4533. Insolvency defined—As applied to a merchant, banker, or trader,

insolvency, within the meaning of the insolvency statute, means Inability to

pay one’s debts in the ordinary course of busmess.2 The term. has a morg re

stricted meaning as applied to those not engaged in a commercial pursuit. It

is to be construed more or less with reference to the habits and ‘usages of the

place where the debtor resides, and of the particular branch of_ busmess in which

he is engaged. One who operates a fiouring-m1ll and gram warehouse is _a

trader.‘ So are brewers, brick-makers, and lumber manufacturers,5 A physi

cian is not.“ The term insolvency is sometimes used to denote the 1nsufiic1enc_v

of one’s entire property and assets to pay all his debts.T Thus, in relation to

probate law, a person is solvent when he is in such a condition that all lawful

demands against him may be collected out of his own means by legal process.

4534. Nature and object of proceedings-—The primary object of the pro

ceedings, whether under the first or second section of the statute, 1S to secure

an equal distribution of the debtor’s property among his creditors." An as

signment is merely a voluntary surrender of the debtor’s property to the cus

tody of the court for the benefit of creditors. The only difference between an

assignment under the first section and a receivership under the second 1s that

one is voluntary and the other involuntary on the part of the debtor.“ The

proceedings are in rem, the res being the estate of the insolvent.‘1 They are

a sequestration of the estate for the benefit of such creditors as come in and

accept the terms of the act. It is optional with a creditor to come in and

share in the assets on the terms prescribed by the act, or to stay out and rely

on the ordinary legal remedies.l2 The proceedings are in the nature of an

execution against the estate of the insolvent, to sequester it for the benefit

of his creditors.ls They are special “ and judicial.“ They are not accordmg

to the course of the common law, but are rather of an equitable nature.“ _

4535. A judicial proceeding—Upon the filing of an assignment the ent1re

subject-matter and everything involved in it, including the assigned property,

comes under the jurisdiction of the court ipso facto, and the assigned property

2Daniels v. Palmer, 35-347, 29+162; v. School Dist., 103-43. 114+-262. See In

Daniels v. Bank of Zumbrota, 35-351, 29+ re Youths’ Temple of Honor, 73-319, 76+

165; Corliss v. Jewett, 36-364. 31+362; In 59.

re Howes, 38-403, 38+l04; Hastings M. BJohanson v. Hoflf, 70-140, 72+965.

Co. v. Heller, 47-71. 49+400; Bean v.

Scheffer, 68--33, 70+S54; Pattridge v.

Jessup, 69-33, 71+916; Fisbel v. Burt, 69

250, 72+109; Taylor v. Mitchell, so-492,

83-1-418; State v. Clements, 32-434, 447,

85+229.

-“Daniels v. Palmer, 35-347, 29+162;

Williamson v. Hatch. 55-344, 57+56; In

re Bissell, 57-78, 58+82S.

4Daniels v. Palmer, 3-7-347, 29+l62.

4‘&§Iast.ings M. Co. v. Heller, 47-71, 49+

°Wi1liamson v. Hatch, 55-344. 57+-56.

TDaniels v. Palmer. 35-347, 291-162;

Crummey v. Raudenbush, 55-426, 56+-1113;

Camp v. Thompson, 25-175, 181; Wilcox

9Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+109; In

re Mann, 32-60, 19+347; Simon v. Mann,

33-412, 23+856.

1° Kinney v. Sharvey, 48-93, 50+1025.

11 Beardslee v. Beaupre. 44-1, 46+-137;

Smith v. St. Paul etc. Co., 56-202, 57+

475.

12 Kimball y. Coon, 45-45, 47+315.

13 Beardslee v. Beaupre, 44-1, 46+137; In

re Howes, 38-403, 38+104.

N State v. Severance, 29-269, 13+48.

15 State v. Severance, 29-269, 13+48;

Second Nat. Bank v. Schranck, 43-38, 44+

524. See § 4535.

N Smith v. St. Paul etc. Co., 56-202, 57+

475.
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is in custodia legis.17 The attachment of the property of a debtor assignor

gives the district court jurisdiction of the assignment.“

4536. _Iurisdiction—The court initiating insolvency proceedings by the ap

pointment of a receiver or assignee has and retains exclusive jurisdiction

thereof and of the receiver or assignee for all purposes of adjusting in the

ceiver, and sureharging the same on account of losses occurring by reason

of his negligence or mismanagement.19

4537. Powers of court—-In general——The court is invested with general

supervision of the proceedings and may make any order necessary to carry

out the provisions of the law.20 It has the power and duty to mould the pro

ceedings so as to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the parties.21

that, in order to efl'ect the best sale, the court would have authority to direct

other things to be done, as, in case of a merchant’s stock, it might appear

necessary, in order to make a good sale, that additions to the stock be made.

The court may have the power to direct the assignee to‘ make the necessary

replenishment with the funds in his hands. But certainly the court would

have no power to carry on, or direct its assignee or receiver to carry on, in

definitely, a business, for the purpose of making profits with which to pay

the debts. No question can be made of the authority of the court, with the

consent of all the parties interested, to restore the property to the debtor, or

to direct it to be conveyed to the creditors in satisfaction of their debts, or

to be conveyed to them, or to any one agreed upon by all the parties, to be

disposed of, and the proceeds applied upon the debts. In other words, the

court may permit the parties to comprormse on such terms as they may agree

upon." The court may make or direct calls upon unpaid subscriptions to

stock subject to call. Such a call does not determine the liability of stock

holders, but only makes due and payable whatever they may be liable for under

a call, so that suit may be brought for it. The authority of the court to call

in unpaid subscriptions depends on the necessity of applying them to payment

of debts.23 Where an assignee has failed to comply with the order of the

court to turn over all money and property in his hands to his successor, the

court may refuse to pass upon and allow his account for services and dis

bursements until he complies with the order.‘-"

4538. Non-residents may share—The law gives the san1e right to non-resi

"In re Mann, 32-60, 19+347; Lord V. 30-221, 14+892; In re Mann, 32-60, 19+

Meachem, 32-66, 19+346; Simon v. Mann, 347.

33-412, 23-1-856; North Star B. & S. CO. v. 21 Weston v. Loyhecl, 30-221, 14+892.

Lovejoy, 33-229, 221-388; Second Nat. 2'2 State v. Young. 44-76. 46+204.

Bank v. Schmuck, 43-38, 44+524; Holto- '25 In re Minnehaha D. P. Assn., 53-423,

quist v. Clark, 59-59, 604-1077; Gunn V. 55+598.

Smith. 71-281, 73+842- 24111 re sum Bank, 57-361, 59-.315.

19 Bennett v. Denny, 33-530, 24-+193. =6 Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+109.

1” State v. Germania Bank, 103-129, 114+ 20 Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+109;

651- Weston v. Loyhed, so-221, 14+892; Lam
” R. L. 1905 § 4623; Weston v. Loyhed, bert v. S. A. Bank, 66-185, 68+834; Union
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4540. Not compulsory on creditors-—If a creditor, citizen or non-res_ident,

prefers not to come in and accept the provisions of the law, he is at hberty

to stay out; and if he does so, he retains his claim and right of action thereon

against the debtor, unafl’.ected by the insolvency proceedings.27 _ _

4541. Action by creditor not barred-—An action may be maintained by a

creditor against an insolvent debtor, though the debtor may have made _an

assignment of his property under the statute, and this is so whether the action

is commenced before or after the assignment; nor is the creditor barred of

his right to proceed to judgment on such action by reason of his having filed

his claim with the assignee in the insolvency proceediiigs.28

4542. A bankrupt act—The insolvency law of 1881 is a bankrupt act; 2‘

the first section providing for voluntary bankruptcy, the second section for

involuntary bankruptcy.“°

4543. Property in custodia legis-—The property of an insolvent who has

made an assignment or for whom a receiver has been appointed is in custodia

levis.31

54544. Effect on attachments, etc.-When an assignment is made or re

ceiver appointed under the statute no order of court is necessary to vacate

prior attachments against the insolvent’s property. The insolvency proceed

ings themselves work the dissolution.M An assignment will vacate a prior

attachment if made within ten days of the levy.33 In appointing a receiver the

court cannot vacate prior attachments, etc. The statute gives that effect only

to the appointment and qualification of the receiver.“ Supplemental pro

ceedings are dissolved by an assignment even though the complaint of the

judgment creditor is on file for 1nore than twenty days before the entry of

judgmen .35 The lien of an execution levied upon pcrsonalty is not dissolved

by the subsequent appointment of a receiver of the property of the judgment

debtor, where the judgment upon which the execution was issued was recov

ered in an action upon a complaint which was filed in the clerk’s otfice twenty

days prior to the entry of the judgment.“ An assignment will not affect a

judgment or lien perfected more than ten days prior to the assignment." The

courts of this state will not enjoin one of our citizens from enforcing an at

tachment secured in another state which, if it had been secured in this state.

would have been dissolved b_v an assignment.“

4545. Equity rules app1icable—Except as otherwise provided by the statute

the court administers the trust, through an assignee or receiver, in accordance

with the rules of equity.*‘°

Bank v. Rugg, 78-256, 80+112l; Mather v.

Nesbit, 13 Fed. 872; Sloane v. Chimquy,

22 Fed. 213.

=7 Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+-109;

Jenks v. Ludden, 34-482. 27+188; Sloane

v. Chimquy, 22 Fed. 213.

25 Smith ". St. Paul etc. Co., 56-202, 57+

475; Chicago etc. By. v. St. Paul etc. Co.,

56-209, 57+477.

37-’ Johnson v. Bray, 35-248, 28+504; In

re Van Norman. 41-494, 43+334; Mather

v. Nesbit, 13 Fed. 872. '

53 First Nat. Bank v. Briggs, 34-266. 26+

6; Fairbanks v. Whitney, 36-305, 30+8l2.

See In re Church. 40-39, 41+241.

213111 re Shakopee Mfg. Co., 37-91. 33+

35 Wolf v. McKinley, 65-156, 68+2.

'19 Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+109; In

re Mann, 32-60, 19+347; Simon v. Mann,

33-412. 23+856: Janka v. Ludden, 34-482,

27+188; Daniels v. Palmer, 35-347, 29+

162; Ames v. Wilkinson, 47-148, 49+696;

Foley v. Sawyer, 76-118. 78+1038.

3° Simon v. Mann, 33-412, 23+856.

81 Thomas v. Foote, 46-240, 481-1019. See

§ 4535.

38 In re Jones, 33-405, 23+835; Bean v.

Schmidt, 43-505, 464-72.

B’-' In re Church, 40-39, 41+241.

-'18 Jenks v. Ludden, 34-482, 27+188.

89 Davis v. Swedish etc. Bank, 78-408,

418, 80+953, 81+210; Forepaugh v. West

fall, 57-121, 58+689.
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4546. Schedule—The schedule filed by an insolvent does not limit the oper

ation of the proceedings over his propert '.‘° It is not evidence of the indebted

ness of the insolvent as against a third party.“

“bona fide” of tl1e statute.‘3 Unless it affirmatively appears on the face of an

assignment that it was made under tl1e insolvency act it will be held to have

been made as a common-law assignment.H

share in its benefits.45

4549. Personal act of assign0r—An assignment must be the personal act

of the assignor. He cannot delegate to an agent authority to determine

of the assignor,“ or of the assignee, or of both.“

4552. Reservation of su.rp1us—An assignment is not vitiated by a. reser

vation of any surplus to the assignor.‘°

4553. Execution—Filing—Bond of assignt%e—'l‘he execution and filing of

tile assignment,"'1 and the bond of the assignee,52 are governed by the statute

regulating common-law assignments for the benefit of creditors.

llnexempt property of the partners.“u A surviving partner may make an as

signment of the firm p1'opert_\/'.57

‘° Security Bank v. Beede, 37-527, 35+ 51 R. L. 1905 § 4621. See § 590.

435. 5'-' See § 605.41 Hahn v. Penney, 60-487, 62+1129. -'$H0ltoquist v. Clark, 59-59, 60+1077.

*'-’ Smith v. Bean, 46-138, 48+687. 5* Thompson v. Winona H. Works, 41

" Yanish v. Pioneer F. Co., 64-175, 66+ 434, 43+383.

198. 55 Ryan v. Rufi‘, 90-169, 951-1114.“Lllnpher v. Burns, 77-407, 80+361. 56 May v. Walker, 35-194, 28+252; In re

4-" In re Bird, 39-520, 40+827. Walker, 37-243, 33+852, 34+591; Security

4“ Mpls. T. Co. v. School Dist., 68-414, Bank v. Beede, 37-527, 35+435; In re Al

T1+679. len, 41-430, 43+382; Thompson v. Winona

" Hmvkins v. Ireland, 64-339. 67+73. H. Works, 41-434, 43+383; Hanson v. Met

“I11 re Mann, 32-60, 19+347; Simon v. calf, 46-25, -18+441; Farwell v. Brooks,

Mann, 32-65, 19+347; 1a., as-412, 23+856. 65-184, 68+5; Holmes v. Brooks, 65-187,

Bennett v. Denny, 33-530, 24-+193 (af- 67+1150.

firmed 128 U. S. 489). 57 Hanson V. Metcalf, 46-25, 48+441.

5° In re Mann, 32-60, 191-347; Simon v.

M-‘um, 32-65, 19+347.
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4558. By corporation—A corporation organized for private gain may make

an assignment."

4559. Married women-—A married woman may make an assignment with

out her husband joining.”

4560. By non-resident—An assignment may be executed out of the state

and by a non-resident, if it is filed in the county in this state where the

business of the assignor is carried on.“ A non-resident has been held to have

carried on business in this state sulficiently to bring him within the statute.“

4561. Grounds—Attachrnent, etc.—'l‘he issuance of an attachment out of

the circuit court of the United States for the district of Minnesota is a ground

for assignment.‘J2 An assignment based on the garnishment of a debt within

the limit of an exemption is not subject to collateral attack.as ‘

4562. All unexempt property—An assignment which does not on its face

include all of the unexempt property of the assignor is void as against his

creditors.‘H The act requires an assignment of all unexempt property without

exception, wherever it may be situated, and for the benefit, without exception,

of all creditors, wherever they may reside.M

4563. Who may attack—If a creditor comes in under an invalid or fraud

ulent_assignn1cnt and accepts benefits under it, he cannot thereafter attack it.“

If a creditor assents to or confirms an assignment he cannot subsequently attack

it."

4564. Collateral attack—An assignment valid on its face is not subject to

collateral attack."

APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER

4565. Grounds-—An act, the natural tendency of which will be to give a

preference, is a ground for a receiver.“ An omission to move to set aside a

garnishment or to make an assignment is a ground.70 Evidence held to show

no ground.’1

t_ 4526. Who may petition—A creditor whose claim is not yet due may peti

ion. -

4567. Time of app1ication—-The petition must be filed or the order to show

cause served within the sixty-day limitation of the statute.“

4568. Petition—A petition based on the ground that a debtor has confessed

judgment in favor of one of his creditors need not allege that the creditor

thereby obtained a prei’erence.'H An allegation of a preference by means of

a conveyance has been held snllir-ient.T5

58 Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 41-400, 43+ 67 Aberle v. Schliehenrneir, 51-1, 52+974.

60; Id., 45-383, 48+4; N. W. Nat. Bank v.

Seoley, 41-404, 43+1152; Yanish \'. Pio

near F. Co., 64-175, 66+-198.

M Kinney v. Sharvey, 48-93, 50+1025.

'10 Smith v. Bean, 46-138, 48+687.

"1 Rollins v. Rice, 60-358, 62+325.

62 Simon v. Mann, 33-412, 23+856.

63 North Star B. & S. 00. v. Lovejoy. 33

229, 22+388. '

64 Tarbox v. Stevenson, 56-510. 58+1-57;

May v. Walker, 35-194, 28+2-52. Sec

§ 3876.

K-5 In re Harrison, 46-331. 48+1132.

0“ In re Walker, 37-243, 246, 33+852, 34+

591-, Olson v. O’Brien, 46-87, 484453.

08 Bennett v. Donny, 33-530, 244-193; Sec

ond Nat. Bank v. Schranck, 43-38, 44+

524; Holtoquist v. Clark, 59-59, 60+1077;

Staples v. Schulenbnrg, 62-158, 64+148.

"-9 In re Kollmann, 34-282, 25+602; Met.

T. Co. v. Northern '1‘. Co., 61-462, 63+

1030.

"° Maxfield v. Edwards, 38-539, 38+701.

"1 Meister v. Adamson, 61-166, 63+618.

"2 Citizens’ Nat. Bank v. Minge, 49-454,

52+44.

71‘ Foot v. Ofstie, 70-212, 73+4.

H In re Graefi‘, 30-476, 16+363.

T5 In re Stevens, 38-432, 38+111.
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4569. Notice to creditors-—A petition may be dismissed without notice to

creditors who have not been joined and who are not known in the proceed

in s.’"
g4570. Venue-—A petition may be heard in any county designated by the

court.’1

4571. After assignment-Where an assignment for the benefit of creditors

is made pending an application for a receiver the court may deny the applica—

tion and allow the assignment to stand."

4572. Practice on hearing—-The court is not restricted to proof by affidavits.

It is required to receive all pertinent evidence and determine the petition sum

marily." The debtor is not entitled to a jury trial.so

4573. Order of appointment—The court cannot, in the order appointing

a receiver, vacate prior attachments or garnishments.81

4574. Foreign assignment-—An assignment for the benefit of creditors in

another state will not defeat a receivership in this state."2

4575. Estoppcl—A creditor is not estopped from petitioning for a receiver

by having accepted a dividend under an invalid assignment."

‘ ASSIGNEE OR RECEIVER

4576. Qualifications of assignee-He need not be a freeholder of the

state.“ The appointment of an unfit assignee, as distinguished from one

legally incapable. does not vitiate an a.ssignmcnt.“"'

4577. Refusal of assignee to serve—Tl1e refusal of an assignee to serve

does not defeat the assignment. The court may appoint another assignee.S6

4578. Officer of court-—An assignee or receiver is an oflicer of the court.“

He is not an agent of the creditors. Though he may at times and for

some purposes represent the creditors only, and again, under other circum

stances, stand in the shoes of the insolvent, having no other or greater rights,

he is in no sense an agent of either; he is the officer of the law.88 His duties

are defined by law, and not by the deed of assignment.”

4579. Bond—Liability—Sureties are not liable if the principal exercises

good faith and reasonable diligence.””

4580. Title--The legal title and all the equitable interest of the insolvent in

his unexempt property passes to the assignee or receiver.“1 The title of the

assignee or receiver is 0fi‘icia1.'J2 An assignee, in the case of the separate bank

ruptcy of one partner, can affect the joint property no further than the

bankrupt himself. He has no right to change the possession, or to make any

specific division of the joint effects. He takes only such an undivided share

  

‘'0 In re Studdart, 30-553, 16+452.

'11 R. L. 1905 § 4623. See, under f0I'm6l'

statute. In re Barnard, 30-512, 16+403.

'8 Hyde v. Weitzner, 45-35, 47+311.

7° R. L. 1905 § 4623; Prouty v. Hallo

well, 53-488, 55+623.

9° In re Howes, 38-403, 38+104.

gain re Shakopee Mfg. Co., 37-91, 33+

82 Rollins v. Rice, 60-358, 62+325.

93 In re Walker, 37-243, 33+852, 34+591.

94 Simon v. Mann, 33-412, 23+B56.

13:;/IcK1bbin v. Ellingson, 58-205, 59+

9° Holtoquist v. Clark, 59-59, 60+1077.

'7 Jenks v. Ludden, 34-482, 27+188;

Thomas v. Foote, 46-240, 48+-1019; Kin

ney v. Sharvey, 48-93, 50+1025; Johnson

v. Laybourn, 56-332, 57+935; Forepaugh

v. Westfall, 57-121, 58+689; Gunn v.

Smith, 71-281, 73+842.

98 Thomas v. Foote, 46-240, 48+1019.

5' Forepaugh v. Westfal], 57-121, 58+689.

W In re Robbins, 36-66, 30+304. See

McCollister v. Bishop, 78-228, 80+1118 and

§ 605.

91D0nohue v. Ladd, 31-244, 17+381;

Lord v. Meachem, 32-66, 19+346; William

son v. Selden, 53-73, 54+1055; State v.

Nelson, 79-373, 82+674. See Haven v.

Place, 28-551, 1]+117.

W Kinney v. Sharvey, 48-93, 50+1025;

Johnson v. Laybourn, 56-332, 57+935;

King v. Remington, 36-15, 29+352.

I[—5
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or interest therein as the bankrupt himself had, and in the same manner as

he held it; that is to say, subject to all of the rights and liens of the other

partners. And he is entitled only to the balance which is ascertained to be

due the bankrupt after all the partnership debts are paid, and a division is

made of the surplus.” The assignee
or receiver takes the property and deals

with it as a common-law assignee would, subject to all valid liens against it

at the date of the assignment.“ He succeeds to a mechanic’s lien to which

the insolvent was entitle .°*" He stand
s in the shoes of the insolvent.“

4581. Sales-—Rights of purchasers—A purchaser from an assignee has

been held not entitled to avoid a mortgage placed on the property before the

assignment by the insolvent, on the ground of fraud or want of consideration.M

A sale carries no implied warranty."

4582. Notice to assignee or receive
r not notice to creditors-—Notice to

an assignee or receiver is not notice to the creditors.‘'8

4583. Liability—Good faith—Diligencc-An assignee is liable only for

the failure to exercise good faith and reasonable diligence in the administra—

tion of his trust.‘4584. Liability for interest--An assignee or receiver is not liable for in

terest on the trust funds unless he wrongfully commingles them with his own

funds or makes other improper use of them.2

4585. Liability for rent-—An assignee does not accept a leasehold interest,

and the burdens thereof, by merely accepting the trust. If he accepts a lease

he is liable for the rent while he holds the leasehold interest. He may go

upon the leased premises and there perform his trust by selling the assigned

goods, or even continuing the business a short time under the direction of

the court, without thereby electing to take the lease, especially if no step is

taken by the landlord or assignor to compel him to elect.8

_ 4586. Fraud—If a receiver makes a fraudulent sale he is accountable for

the full value of the property and an ex parte order confirming the sale is not

conclusive on the creditors.‘
4587. Compensati0n—-The i-ompensation of assignees and receivers is reg

ulated by statute.5 If they are guilty of fraud, wilful neglect, or gross neg

ligence, they are not entitled to any compensation.“ A judgment has been

held properly subordinated to an assignee’s claim for services.’ An assignee

has been held not entitled to a lien on certain funds obtained from the sale

of property belonging to the insolvent.8
Where an assignee has failed to com

ply with the order of the court to turn over all money and property in his

hands to his successor. the court may refuse to pass upon and allow his ac

count for services and disbursements un

attorney of an assignee cannot appeal f

til he complies with the order.9 The

rom an order disallowing the claim for

compensation for the assignee and his attorney.10 The insolvent may appeal

from the allowance.11

M In re Allen, 41-430, 43+382.

M In re Church, 40-39, 41+241.

"5 Miller v. Condit, 52-455, 55+~l7.

96 Head v. Miller, 45-446, 48+192.

0" New Prague M. Co. V. Schreiner, 70

;%.;5, 72+963; Olson v. Hanson, 74-337, 77+

98 Johnson v. Laybourn, 56-332, 57+935.

"9 Thomas v. Foote, 46-240, 48+1019.

1In re Robbins, 36-66, 30+30~t (failure

to pay dividend—loss of releases).

Zln re Shotwell, 49-170, 51+909, 52+

1078; Davis v. Swedish etc. Bank, 78-408

so+953, 81+210. '

3 Forepaugh v. VVestfall, 57-121, 58+689;

Nelson v. Kalkhofi’, 60-305, 62+335.

4 In re Shea, 57-415, 59+-494.
lsR. L. 1905 § 4635; Gallagher v. Walsh,

60-527, 63+108; In re Shotwell, 49-170,

51+909; Reeves v. Hastings, 61-254, 63+633.

0 Davis v. Swedish etc. Bank, 78-408, 80+

953, 81+210.

1 Hay v. Bacon, 80-188, 83+134.

8 Clark v. Richards, 74-305, 77+213.

"In re State Bank, 57-361, 59+315.

W Davis v. Swedish etc. Bank, 78-408,

amass, si+2i0.

11 Reeves v. Hastings, 61-254, 63+633.
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4588. Removal—I-’rovision is made by statute for the removal of an as

signee or receiver by the court and the appointment of a.nother.12

4589. Actions by—Fraudulent conveyances—An assignee or receiver may

maintain an action in his own name, without joining the insolvent or creditor,

to set aside fraudulent conveyances or preferences of the insolvent. It is un

necessary for him to first obtain leave of court or to reduce the claims of ,

creditors to judgment.13 He is presumed to represent creditors who are en

titled to attack the transfer.14 He may sue a United States marshal for a

conversion of the assigned property.‘l5 Where an insolvent has transferred his

ty; and, if the demand is refused, he may replevy the property, or sue the

vendee for the value thereof. He is not required to first bring an equitable

action to set aside the sa.le.“‘ He may assert the invalidity of mortgages on

the assigned property on the ground of usury.11 A receiver of the insolvent

estate of one_ member of a partnership cannot maintain an action to set aside

signee personally upon a contract which he made “as assignee.” 1’ An action

may be brought in any court havmg jurisdiction of the amount involved.20 In

replevin against an assignee, evidence of long possession, payment of taxes,

etc., by the assignor, has been held admissible.“ An assignee, sued as an

individual for the wrongful detention of funds, has been held not entitled to

a dismissal because he was not sued in his representative capacity.22

PREFERENCES

4591. Definition—A preference is the paying or securing of one or more

creditors, in whole or in part, to the exclusion of the rest—a payment to one

creditor, which Will give or may possibly give him an advantage over others.“I

4592. Essential elements—To avoid a preference three things must concur:

12 R. L. 1905 § 4630; Bennett v. Denny, Clark v. Richards, 68-282, 71+389; Thomas

33-530, 24+193 (statute commented upon); v. Drew, 69-69, 71+921; Kellogg v. Kelley,

lure Nicolin, 55-130, 56-+587 (who may 69-124, 71+924; New Prague M. 00. v.

petition for removal—procedure on hearing Schréiner, 70-125, 72-+963; Davies v. Dow.

Of petibion—right of a majority of credit- 80-223, 83+50.

0“! to cause removal); In re Nicolin, 59- H Shay v. Security Bank, 67-287, 691-920;

32;, 61+330 (assignee not entitled to be Davies v. Dow, 80-223, 228, B3+50; Oliver
reimbursed for expenses of appeal from \~. Hilgers, 88-35, 92-+511.

order removing him); Lyman v. Spencer, 15 Bennett v. Denny, 33-530, 24+-193 (af

7_0—183, 72+l066 (adverse interests of as firmed 128 U. S. 489).

“B1199 ground for removal—appeal—re- 1° Rossman v. Mitchell, 73-198, 75+-1053.

View of evidence—record on appeal); 1? Stein v. Swensen, 44-218, 46+360.

Gunn v. Smith, 71-281, 73+842 (order of 18 Mastermnn v. Lumbermen’s Nat. Bank,

removal not appealable). 61-299, 63+723.

1313- L- 1905 § 4617; Moore v. Hayes, 35- 1" Hayes v. Crane, 48-39, 50+925.

205, 28+?38; Merrill v. Ressler, 37-82, 33+ 20 Church v. St. Paul etc. 00., 58-472, 59+
17; Tnpp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 45-383, 1103.

8+4; Chamberlain v. O'Brien, 46-80, 48+ 21Daile_v v. Linnehan, 42-277, 44+59.

447; Reflly v. Bader, 46-212, 48+9O9; '22 Stein v. Swensen, 44-218. 46+360
Tllomas v. Foote, 46-240, 48-+1019; Gal- 23 In re Stevens, 38-432. 3B+ll1

lagher v- Rosenfield, 47-507, 50+696; St. 24 Baumann v. Cunningham, 48-292, 51+

Pflul etc. Co. v. Berkey, 52-497, 55+60; 01]; Schlitz B. U0. v. Childs, 65-409, 68+

Shay v. Security Bank, 67-287, e9+920; 65; Fisher v. Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29.
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to Pay

4593. What constitutes-—In general-A payment or transfer may consti

tute a preference though it was given merely to secure further credit, with the

hope of being enabled to continue in business.215 A payment on a secured debt

may be a preference if the security is inadequate. It cannot be a preference

if the payment is made out of the proceeds of the security.“
A payment or

transfer may be a preference though it is made in pursuance of a prior lawful

agreement.27

An indorsement of a firm note by a partner has been held not

to fall within the statute, so as to render it unlawful, though it operated as

a preference.“ A

preference may be in the for1n of a sale; 2“ a deposit in a

bank, applied by the bank to the payment of its claim against the depositor; 8“

a delivery of property to a creditor 0

of merchandise; 8’ a chattel mortgage;

r acqmesence in his taking; 3‘ a return

as or a note of a third party."

4594. Fraudulent intent—-It is essential that the debtor should intend to

give a preference or that a preference should be obtained.M When the neces

sary consequence of an act is to give a preference the intent to give it is con

clusively presumed.36

or gives security to one creditor to the

or secure others, the intent to pre

When a debtor knows that he is insolvent and pays

full amount of his claim, and is unable

fer is conclusively presumed.37

4595. Who is a creditor-The holder of a wheat ticket or receipt issued by

a warehouseman is a creditor within the statute relating to preferences.“

Sureties are placed on the

4596. Security given-—An agr

same footing as creditors by the statute.“ A

mortgagee has been held not a creditor.‘0
eement to give security is not a “security

given” within the meaning of the statute, at least, when the agreement cannot

be specifically enforced in equity.‘1
4597. Judgments-If an insolvent debtor allows a judgment to be taken

against him without opposition, and with an intent to allow a preference to

be secured thereby, the judgment is avoidable as a preference, if the creditor

had reasonable cause to believe the debtor was insolvent.

The fraudulent intent is not inferable from the

given” within the statute.‘2

It is a “security

mere fact that the judgment debtor does not make an assignment for the

benefit of creditors.“4598. Cause to believe debtor insolvent—A preference is avoidable if the

creditor to whom it is given has reasonable cause to believe that the debtor is

25 Corliss v. Jewett, 36-364, 31+362; Pen

ney v. Haugen, 61-279, 63%-728.

2“ Duluth T. Co. v. Clark. 69-324, 72+127;

Clarke v. Nat. Citizens’ Bank, 74-58, 76+

965, 1125.

17 Grant v. Mpls. B. Co., 68-86, 70+868.

28 Davis v. Cobb, 81-167, 83+505.

29 In re Howes, 38-403, 38+-104; Parsons

v. George, 44-151, 46+325; Thompson v.

Johnson, 55-515, 57-L223; Clarke v. Nat.

Citizens’ Bank, 74-58, 76+965, 1125.

3" Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 45-383,

48+4.

31 Hawkes v. Fraser, 52-201, 53+1144.

81Fishel v. Burt, 69-250, 72+109.

88 Parsons v. George, 44-151, 46+-325;

Schlitz v. Childs, 65-409, 68+65; Grant v.

Mpls. B. Co., 68-86, 70+868; Henderson v.

Kendrick, 72-253, 75+127.

34 Cumbey v. Ueland, 72-453, 75+727.

See Reilly v. Bader, 46-212. 48+9O9.

:15 Wnght v. Fergus Falls Nat. Bank, 48

120, 128, 50+1030; Baumann v. Cunning

ham, 48-292, 51+611; Penney v. Hangan,

‘Fisher v.

61-279, 63+728; Schlitz v. Childs, 65-409,

68+65; Bean v. Schefier, 68-33, 70+854;

' Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29;

Moore v. Am. L. & T. 00., 80 Fed. 49.

8° Penney v. Haugan, 61-279, 63+728.

M Hastings M. 00. v. Heller, 47-71, 49+

400; Thompson v. Johnson, 55-515, 57+

223; Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 45-383,

48+4; Penney v. Haugan, 61-279, 63+728;

Fisher '.. Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29. See

In re Howes, 38-403, 38+-104.

B8 Daniels v. Palmer, 41-116, 42+855.

8" Weston v. Sumner, 31-456, 18+149.

4" Hanson v. White, 75-523, 78+111.

41 Grant v. Mpls. B. Co., 68-86, 70+868;

Chickering v. lVhite, 42-457, 44+988.

42’ Wright v. Fergus Falls Nat. Bank, 48

120, 50-+1030; Yanish v. Pioneer F. Co.,

G0-321, 62+387; I(]., 64-175, 66+19S; Bean

v. Scheffer, 68-33, 70+854; Fisher v. Uten

dorfer, 68-226, 71+29; In re Church, 40

39, 41424].

48 Fisher v. Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29.
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insolvent.“ It is not essential that he should actually believe in such in

solvency; it is sufficient, if he has knowledge of facts that would cause such

belief in a man of ordinary intelligence

which would put a person of ordinary

he is charged with notice of the facts

If he knows factsand prudence.

intelligence and prudence upon inquiry

that such inquiry would disclose.45 A

mere suspicion of insolvency is not enough to charge the creditor. While he

cannot sl1ut his eyes to suspicious circumstances which should put him upon

inquiry, yet he must have reasonable cause to believe in the insolvency.“ It

requires more to charge a creditor with knowledge of the insolvency of a debtor

who is not engaged in a commercial pursuit than in the case of one who is

so engaged.‘7

itor did not have reasonable cause to believe the debtor insolvent.“

petition alleging a preference is not an ad
appointing a receiver upon a

A reputation for solvency is admissible to prove that the cred

An order

judication that the creditor alleged to be preferred had reasonable cause to

believe the debtor insolvent.‘D

4599. To non-resident creditor—A preferential transfer of property in this

state to a non-resident creditor is voidable under the statute of this state.50

4600. Transfer to creditor and others—When a preference is given by a

transfer to a creditor and others who pay part of the price, the transfer will

not be valid as to them if they knew the purpose was to give a preference to

the creditor.51

4601. Part payment for transfer—

ofproperty is not partly valid because
A preference in the form of a transfer

the creditor, to secure the preference,

pmd in money part of the agreed price of the property."

4602. Change of possession—The

quired by R. L. 1905 § 4626 must be
“delivery or change of possession” re

actual and not merely constructive or

symbolical. The words “such conveyances” in the second clause of the section

refer to those described in the first clause. The provisions of the second clause

are not limited to cases where the contract of sale or conveyance is in writing."

4603. Time- The time within which a preference is unlawful is to be com

puted from the date of the filing the petition by creditors for the appointment

of a receiver in insolvency or from the date of the filing of an assignment for

the benefit of creditors."
A preference made within the prohibited period is

unlawful though it 1s made pursuant to an agreement made prior to such

4604. Yoidab1e—Not v0id—How avoided—A

merely vo1dable, and in the absence of actual fraud only
preference is not void, but

voidable in favor of
proceedings under and in aid of the insolvency law.“ It is not avoided by the

“ R. L. 1905 § 4626; Weston v. Sumner,

31-456, 18+149; Williamson v. Hatch, 55

344, 57+56.

*5 Noyes v. cm, 35-289, 28+’/'11; Daniels

V. Palmer, '35-347, 29+162; Daniels v.

1'3-fink of Zumbrota, 35-351, 291-165; Cor

hss v. Jewett, 36-364, 31-+362; Parsons v.

George, 44-151, 46+325; Holcombe v

Ehrmanntraut, 46-397, 49+-191; Hastings

Co. v. Heller, 47-71, 49+400; Baker v.

Wyman, 47-177, 49-+649; Dow v. Sutphin,

47-479, 50-+604; Williamson v. Hatch, 55

244, 57+56; Thompson v. Johnson, 55-515,

;1Z+223; Mahoncy v. Hale, 66-463, 69+

554; _Bean v. Schetfer, 68-33, 70+854;

Pattndge v. Jessup, 69-33, 71+916; Kells

v. Webster 71-276 73 962'

L. e T. C0180 Fed’. 49.+ ’ Mom v' Am.

4“ Daniels v. Bank of Zumbrota, 35-351,

29+165; Kells v. Webster, 71-276, 73+962.

4'' Williamson v. Hatch, 55-344, 57+56.

*5 Hahn v. Penney, 60-487, 62+1129; Id.,

62-116, 63+843.

49 Baker v. Wyman, 47-177, 49+649.

50 Macdonald v. First Nat. Bank, 47-67,

49+395; In re Kuhn, 55-509, 57+154.

51 Thompson v. Johnson, 55-515, 57-)-223.

"-2 Id.

58Cl1ickerin,e', v. White, 42-457, 44+98B.

See Weston v. Sumner, 31-456, 18+149.

M Beardslee v. Bcaupre, 44-1, 46+137.

55 Grant v. Mpls. B. Co., 68-86, 70-P868.

See Williams v. Clark, 47-53, 49-P398.

5" Smith v. Deirlrick, 30-60, 14+262;

Berry v. O'Connor, 33-29, 21-l-840; Ban

non v. Bowler, 34-416, 26+237; Moore v.

Hayes, 35-205, 28+238; Smith v. Brainerd,
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mere filing of a petition for a receiver.“ The receiver of an insolvent debtor.

under the statute, may maintain an action, without first obtaining leave from

the court, to avoid a disposition of

An assignee or receiver may, on the

property whereby a creditor is preferred.58

ground that it is a fraudulent preference.

test the validity of a mortgage given to a creditor by an insolvent debtor, in

any action brought against him in which the creditor’s rights as a mortgagee

are involved.ml

4605. Who may avoid-A preference is avoidable in an action by a re

ceiver 6° or assignee M in insolvency, and without first obtammg leave of court

to sue.“2 It is not avoidable by any other person.“3

sary party to an action.M

4606. Pleading-—A complaint in intervention has been held insnfiicient for

the purpose of avoiding a note as a preference.“ _

4607. Remedies-Upon a preferential conveyance of land the remedy is a

recovery of the land.

recover its value.66

An assignee cannot refuse to take it back and elect to

4608. Reiundment by creditor—-A creditor cannot be required to refund.

as an unlawful preference, money which he has not received but which a

purchaser from the insolvent had promised to pay him.“7 _

4609. Damages—]udgment—-A judgment declaring a transfer void relates

back to its date, so that the transferee may be charged with the value of the

use of the property, and for the damages to it while in his possession; andwhen, pursuant to the judgment, the property is delivered to the assignce, it

appears to have been damaged, the court may then ascertain the amount there

of, and modify the judgment accordingly.“

PROOF AND ALLOWANCE OF CLAIMS

4610. What provable—A claim for rent accruing after an assignment by

the lessee is not provable.“ A debt is allowable though not yet due and though

secured by the liability of a third party as surety.’lo A judgment in an action

begun after an assignment is not prova.ble.71 In the case of an assignment by

a firm of both individual and firm proper-ty either an individual or firm debt is

provable.T2 Contingent claims are not provable.73

4611. Statute of limitations-—Insolvency proceedings stop the running of

the statute of limitations.H

4612. Bona fides of debt-The validity and bone. fides of a debt has been

held not affected by conduct of the debtor toward other creditors.“

The debtor is not a neces

37-479. 35+271; In re Church, 40-39, 41+

241; Mackcllar v. Pillsbury, 48-396, 51+

222; Haugan v. Sunwall, 60-367, 62+398;

Fisher v. Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29; Dy

son v. St. Paul Nat. Bank, 74-439, 77+

236; Davis v. Cobb, 81-167, 83+505; Aretz

v. Kloos, 89-432, 954-216, 769.

-'»'I Williamson v. Hatch, 55-344, 57+56.

-'--‘i Moore v. Hayes, 35-205, 28+238.

-'-0 Dow v. Sutphin, 47-479, 50+604.

M Weston v. Loyhed, 30-221. 14+892;

Moore v. Hayes, 35-205, 28+238; Parsons

v. George, 44-151, 46+325; Bliss v. Doty,

36-168, 301-465; Beardslee v. Beaupre, 44

éb446+l37; Dow v. Sntphin, 47-479, 50+

M In re Church, 40-39. 41+241; Dow v.

Sutphin, 47-479, 504-604; Thompson v.

Johnson, 55-515. 57+223.

62 Moore v. lluycs, 35-205, 28+238.

"3 Smith v. Brainerd, 37-479, 35+271;

Haugan v. Snnwall, 60-367, 62+398; Fish

er v. Utendorfer, 68-226, 71+29.

"4 Williamson v. Selden, 53-73, 54+1055.

65 Reilly v. Badcr, 46-212, 48+909.

6" Clcrihew v. West Side Bank, 50-538,

5‘2+967.

"7 Grant v. Mpls. B. Co., 68-86, 70-+868.

“S Thompson v. Johnson, 55-515, 57-;-223;

Cnmbey v. Ueland, 72-453, 75+727.

0" Wilder v. Peabody, 37-248. 33+852;

In re Shotwell, 49-170. 51+909, 52+107&

7° Oitizens’ Nat. Bank v. Minge, 49-454.

52+44.

11 Clark v. Richards, 72-397, 75+605.

'12 Clark v. I/indeke, 43-463, 45+863.

73 Markell v. Ray, 75-138, 77+788.

74 In re St. Paul etc. Co., 58-163, 594-996.

"Y Townsend v. Johnson, 34-414, 26+395
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4613. Waiver—A contract between a claimant and the assignor has been

held to preclude the allowance of a. claim." A creditor may prove his claim

though he has previously contested an assignment.71

4614. Creditors with a security or lien—Creditors with a security or a

lien may prove their claims the same as other creditors, without surrendering

or exhausting their securities.”

4615. Benefits from act of creditor—If a' creditor takes proceedings that

result in a saving to the estate he is sometimes entitled to reimbursement out

of the estate for his expenses.79

4616. Claim against assignee— person having a claim against an as

signee, incurred by the latter While administering the trust, may present the

same, by petition, complaint, or motion to the court in which the insolvency

proceedings are pending, for allowance, and for payment by such assignee

under order of court.*‘°

4617. Attorney’s fees-—An attorney, requested by an as.-signee to complete

foreclosure proceedings, but later directed by the assignee to discontinue them,

has been held not entitled to be paid in full out of the trust estate, but en

titled to prove his claim as a general creditor."1

condition that he restore to the assignee what he has received. And this is so

whether the preference is on the claim he presents for allowance or upon some

other. Such a creditor cannot, by transferring his claim, put his transferee in

any better position in this respect than himself.82

4619. A1lowance—Powers of assignee or receiver—-Claims are presented

in the first instance to the assignee or receiver for allowance and his decision

thereon is final if acquiesced in.“ He cannot reconsider a claim. After he

has allowed or disallowed a claim his power is functus ofiicio.84

4620. Leave to file out of time—The matter of allowing a creditor to file

his claim after the time limited is largely discretionary with the trial court."5

4621. Appeal to district court—An appeal under Laws 1881 c. 148 § 8

from the disallowance of a claim is to be tried in the district court without

reference to the proof ofiered to the assignee.‘16 The debtor or other party

mterested in the assets is entitled to a review by the district court.’51 7 An ob

jection that no issues were framed has been held too late."

RELEASES—DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR

4622. Sufficiency—A reservation in a release of all rights of the creditor as

against other debtors than the insolvent is harmless.”

7° Clark v. Lindeke, 44-112, 46+326; Id., B8 In re Minnehaha etc. Assn., 53—423,

44-179, 46+339. 55+598_

Z7111 re_ Van Norman, 41-494, 43+334. 8* Robitshek v. Swedish etc. Bank, 68

'sSWed.lSl1 etc. Bank v. Davis, 64-250, 206, 71+'7; I(l., 72-319, 75+231.

66+986;_ Mead v. Randall, 68—233. 71+31. 8-5 Richter v. Merchants Nat. Bank, 65

306 South v. Brainerd, 37-479, 35+271; In 237, 67+995; Clark v. Squier, 62-364, 64+

re Ch]-lmh, 40—39, 41+241; Mercantile Nut. 908; Ncfi v. Clark, 95-], 103-+562.

Bank v. Macfarlane, 71-497. 74-+287. H6 Crane v. Wheeler, 48-207, 501-1033.

_"'Swedish etc. Bank v. Davis, 71-508, "T In re Minnehaha etc. Assn., 53-423,

“+286; Lane v. Hale, 78—421, s1+21s; 55+59s; Robitshek v. Swedish etc. Bank,

Mer_n_ek v. Bonness, 66-135, ss+sso. 68-206, 71+7.

"" F‘tte_1'1ll1g v. Welch, 76-441, 79+50o. 88 Swedish m. Bank v. Davis, 69.-181,

*1 Mernck v. Putnam, rs-240, 75+1047. 72+62.

"In re Kahn, 55-509, 57+1s4. so Nat. G. A. Bank v. Wilder, 35-94, 27+

 

201.
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4623. Assign

ment not requiring releases-—When an assignment is by its

terms made for the benefit of all creditors, and not merely those who execute

releases, no release can be exacted as a condition of shar1n_g_1n the estate.” _

4624. Acceptance of dividend-—-The acceptance of a. dividend does not dis

charge the debtor.91
4625. By whom—The release may be executed by the original holder of the

demand or any subsequent owner thereof."2

4626. Effect of release—A release

provided that the release of a debtor

does not discharge the insolvent.” It is

shall not operate to discharge any other

party liable as surety, guarantor, or otherwise, for the same debt.“ This in

cludes stockholders.“ A release does no
t limit the judgment of discharge.“

4627. Distribution without re1eases—Fraud—Provision is made for a dis

tribution of the assets without releases where the debtor has been guilty of

certain forms of fraud or failure to keep suificient books of account.“

4628. Judgment of discharg

discharges the debtor. The judgment

from the act of the creditor.“ It disc

e-—It is the judgment, not the release, which

derives its force from the law and not

barges the debtor from all claims on

debts, whether filed or not, held by a creditor who files a claim and receives

a dividend,” but it does not release a security given for a claim not filed.‘ The

judgment is not limited by the release.2
It was held that a judgment under

a former statute was void unless it appeared that the required notice to

creditors had been given.3

4629. Discharge under Laws 1895 c. 67—Pr0visi0n was made by Laws

1895 c. 67 for special proceedings to recover an absolute discharge whether

creditors filed releases or not.‘

0. 264.

The act of 1895 was repealed by Laws 1897

DISTRIBUTION

4630. Deed of assignment controls—Distribution must be made in accord

ance with the terms of the trust as declared in the deed of assignment.5

46-331, 48+1132 (appcalability of order

dismissing petition—requisites of petition

—fraud committed out of state or in re

lation to property out of state within stat

ute); Ekberg v. Schloss, 62-427, 64+922

(suflicieney of books of account); Work

v. Holmboe, 64-383, 67+205 (id.); Dun

ham v. Messing, 68-257, 70+1128 (id.);

Farwell v. Dickinson, 60-528, 63-l-109

(fraud in contracting debt—suEciency of

books of account); Merrick v. Bonness,

66-135, 68+850 (attorney held not entitled

to compensation for securing order dis

pensing with releases).

"9 Nat. G. A. Bank v. Wilder, 35-94, 27+

201; In re Walker, 37-243, 33+852, 34+

591; Kimball v. Coon, 45-45, 47+315; Me

gins v. Pary, 72-113, 751-120.

99 Kimball v. Coon, 45-45, 47+315.

1Nicolay v. Mallory, 62-119, 641-108.

2;; First Nat. Bank v. Pope, 85-433, 89+

2Kimball v. Coon, 45-45, 47+315.

3 Ullman v. Lion, s-3s1(33s).

W In re Bird, 39-520, 40+827.

91 Megins v. Pary, 72-113, 75%-120.

92 R. L. 1905 § 4631. See, prior to Laws

1895 e. 66, Adamson v. Cheney, 35-474,

29+71; Kimball v. Coon, 45-45, 47+315.

W Nat. G. A. Bank v. Wilder, 35-94, 27+

201; In re Walker, 37-243, 331-852, 34+

591; Megins v. Pary, 72-113, 75+120.

H R. L. 1905 § 4621. See Ames v. Wil

kinson, 47-148, 49+696.

"5 Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 41-400, 43+

60; Willis v. Mabon, 48-140, 50+1110.

See, prior to statute, Mohr v. Minn. El.

('10., 40-343, 41+1074.

‘"3 Kimball v. Coon, 45-45, 47-+315.

M R. L. 1905 § 4631; In re Gazett, 35

532, 29+347 (:1 mere preference insuli

cient-complaint held suflicient); In re

Rees, 39-401, 40+370 (dishonest disclosure

of debtor); In re Lyons, 42-19, 43+568

‘(evidence held not to show fraud); In re

Miller, 42-96, 43+840 (dealing in options

after msolvency held not to show fraud);

In re Welch, 43-7, 44+667 (inability to ac

count for expenditures—purchase of home

stead 1n wife ‘s narne-—estoppel—sta.te

mcnts to creditors-—-application of stat

ute) ;‘ In re Shotwell, 43-389, 45+842 (ac

tual intent to cheat and defraud necessary

—d1sh0nest disclosure); In re Harrison,

4Lambert v. Scand. etc. Bank, 66-185,

68+834; Union Bank v. Rugg, 78-256, 80+

1121; Davis v. Swedish etc. Bank, 78-408,

80+9-53, 81+210.

-‘In re Bird, 39-520, 40+827; In re Ful

ler, 42-22, 43+486.
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4631. Equity rules applieable—-The distribution is governed by the rules

of equity, except as otherwise provided by statute.“

4632. Equality-Where a receiver was held accountable for the full value of

property fraudulently sold by him, it was held that all the creditors were en

titled to share in the increased assets, though all did not object to the sale.’

4633. Preferred claims-—The state is a preferred creditor.8 Cases are cited

below holding various claims not preferred.D

4634. Liens-—Priorities—'1‘he insolvency law does not authorize the re

ceiver or assignee to sell the property free from incumbrances, and distribute

the proceeds to those entitled, first to lienholders according to their priorities,

and then to the general creditors. Nor does it authorize the lienholder to

foreclose his lien in the insolvency proceedings.“

4635. Compromise--Termination of proceedings—Where, in pursuance

of a compromise between the parties interested in an insolvent estate, the court

ordered the assignee to turn over the estate to a trustee, it was held that the

insolvency proceedings were thereby terminated and the trust not a proceeding

in court.11 ‘

4636. As between firm and individual creditors-—Where there are both

firm and individual assets for distribution, the firm assets will be first applied

to the payment of the firm debts; and the individual assets to the payment of

the individual debts of the partners. If there is a surplus in either fund, after

paying in full the creditors to whom it primarily belongs, it will be carried to

the other fund, and distributed as a part thereot‘.I2

4637. Surrender or exhaustion of securities—A creditor cannot share in

the distribution unless he exhausts or surrenders his securities.la
If a creditor

files a release and accepts a dividend without disclosing a security he will or

dinarily he held to have waived it.H .

4638. Surplus-—Any surplus remaining after the distribution and the pay

ment of the expenses of the administration reverts to the insolvent.15

INSPECTION

Cross-References

See Animals, 278; Discovery; Evidence. 3262 (physical examination of plaintifi‘).

4639. Inspection of illuminating oi1s—-Statute—Provision is made by

statute for the inspection of illuminating oils.13 The validity of the statute

t‘I-{awkins v. Mahoney, 71-155, 73+720;

Plymouth C. 00. v. Seymour, 67-311, 69+

1079. See Maekellar v. Anchor Mfg. Co.,

48-549, 51+616.

1 In re Shea, 57-415, 59+-494.

‘ R. L. 1905 § 4633. See State v. North

ern '1‘. Co., 70-393, 73+15l; In re Western

Implement Co., 166 Fed. 576.

0In re Seven Corners Bank, 58-5, 59+

633; Bishop v. Mahoney, 70-238. 73+6;

ht. Paul v. Seymour, 71-303, 74+136;

Brusegaard v. Ueland. 72-283, 75+228.

1° In re Church, 40-39, 41+241.

11 State _v. Young. 44-76, 46+204.

I2Havvlrms v. Mahoney, 71-155, 73+720.

See Davis v. Cobb. 81-167, 83+-505.

1.-3Swed1sh etc. Bank v. Davis, 64-250,

6o+986; Id., 69-181, 72+62; First Nat.

Bank v. Pope, 85-433, 89+-318.

H First Nat. Bank v. Pope, 85-433, 89+

318.

1-'1 Donohue v. Ladd, 31-244, 17+381; In

re Mann, 32-60, 19+347; Simon v. Mann,

32-65, 19+347; King v. Remington, 36

15. 32, 29+-352; First Nat. Bank v. Ran

dall, 38-382, 37+799; Atwater v. Manches

ter S. Bank, 45-341, 48+187; Smith v.

Bean, 46-138, 48+687; Kinney v. Sharvey,

48-93, 504-1025; State V. Nelson, 79-373,

82-+674; Joswich v. Faber, 93-387, 101+

6]4; N. W. etc. Co. v. Murphy, 103-104,

11-H360.

16 R. L. 1905 §§ 1724-1733. See State v.

Barrows, 71-178. 73+704 (term of office

of inspectors—discharge of <_leputy—.rein

statement—preference for Union soldiers).
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has been sustained against various objections." The original statute did not

include in its prohibitions the sale of oil after it had been properly inspected

and branded, though it had been subsequently removed to an unbranded re

ceptacle, from which it was sold.18 The statute contemplates an inspection of

oils in tank railroad cars without reference to the will of the owner. If the

owner removes the oil from such tank cars without inspection, the inspector

may follow and inspect it in the place to which it is taken, and charge the

same fees as for inspecting in the tank car. Such oils, when subject to the

inspection laws of this state, and held and designed for sale in this state, may

be inspected, though not yet put upon the market for sale."

INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS—See Discovery.

INSPECTORS OF BOILERS-—See Steam, 9003.

INSTITUTION—See note 20.

INSTRUCTIONS—See Appeal and Error; Criminal Law, 2479; New

Trial, 7165; Trial, 9781-9800.

(:2Willis v. Standard Oil Co., 50-290, 52+ W Willis v. Standard Oil Co., 50-290, 52+

1-’) . 652.

H‘State v..Finch, 37-433, 34+904. 2° Nobles County v. Hemline University,

46-316, 317, 48+1119.
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Acceptance of premiums, etc., 4684.

Secret intent of insurer, 4685.

Conduct after forfeiture, 4686.

Extent, 4687.

By agent, 4688.

SURRENDER OF POLICY

Fraud, 4689.

RENEWALS

Presumption, 4690.

Custom, 4691.

' ASSIGNMENT or POLICY

Fire policy, 4692.

Life policy, 4693.

CA NCELATION AND RESOISSION

When cancelation authorized, 4694.

Return of premiums on cancelation, 4695.

Rescission for fraud, 4696.

REINSURANCE

Nature, 4697.

INSURANCE AGENTS AND BROKERS

Definition, 4698.

Local and general, 4699.

General insurance agency, 4700.

Brokers, 4701.

License, 4702.

Bonds, 4703.

Authority in general, 4704.

Authority depends on policy, 4705.

Limitations on authority of agent in pol

icy, 4706.

General principles of agency, 4707.

Fact of agency—Sufiiciency of evidence,

4708.

Notice to agent notice to company, 4709.

Declarations, 4710.

Liability to company,

Commissions, 4712.

Misrepresentations, 4713.

Duty to deliver policy, 4714.

Agency contract—Sale of company-Ac

tion for damages, 4715.

Liability for unauthorized contract, 4716.

Preparing applications, 4717.

INSURANCE COMPANIES

What constitutes, 4718.

Application of insurance code, 4719.

Deposit of securities, 4720.

Ultra vires contracts, 4721.

Boards of fire underwriters, 4722.

FOREIGN INSURANCE COMPANIES

IN GENERAL

Nature, 4640.

Tnsurable interest, 4641.

Contract to insure - Breach — Damages,

4642.

Insurance against loss from negligence,

4643.

Credit insurance, 4644.

Recovery of premiums paid, 4645.

THE CONTRACT

The policy the contract—Attaching papers,

4646.

Oral contract, 4647.

Executory contract to insure, 4648.

Parties, 4649.

Underwriters, 4650.

When entire and indivisible, 4651.

Meeting of minds—Acceptance of appli

cation, 4652.

Acceptance of policy, 4653.

Delivery of policy, 4654.

When takes effect, 4655.

Ordinance as part of contract, 4656.

Antedating policy—Fraud, 4657.

Notice of contents of policy, 4658.

Construction, 4659.

APPLICATION

What constitutes, 4660.

Nature, 4661.

Act of applicant, 4662.

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTA

TIONS

Definitions and distinctions, 4663.

Representations basis of contract, 4664.

Statutory regulation, 4665.

Test of materiality, 4666.

Warranty of truth of answers, 4667.

Warranties disfavored, 4668.

Representations as to health, 4669.

Concea1ment—Inc_omplete answers, 4670.

WAIVER, ESTOPPEL, AND ELECTION

Definitions and distinctions, 4675.

WflIVEI'—What constitutes—In general,

lcnce or non-action, 4680.

Facts known when issuing policy, 4681.

Failure to mvestigatc, 4682.

Failure to return premiums, etc... 4633. Statutory prerequisites, 4723.

Certificate, 4724.

4711.
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Stipulation for service of process, 4725.

Retaliatory statute, 4726.

INSOLVENT COMPANIES

Effect of insolvency—Rights of policy

holders, 4727.

Liability on subscription to guaranty fund,

4728.

Remedies against, 4729.

Mutual companies-—Assessment of mem

bers, 4730.

Action for assessment—Complaint, 4731.

ACTIONS

Limitation of actions, 4732.

Time before an action may be brought

after a loss, 4733.

Part-ies plaintifi, 4734.

Complaint, 4735.

Answer-—New matter, 4736.

Issues-—Variance, 4737.

Burden of proof, 4738.

Evidence of valne—Necessity, 4739.

Law and fact, 4740.

Evidence-Admissibility, 4741.

MUTUAL INSURANCE

Nature, 4742.

The contract—-Construction, 4743.

Premium nnte—Considera.tion, 4744.

Duration of policy-—Parol evidence, 4745.

All-cash policies, 4746.

Capital or guaranty fund, 4747.

Membership, 4748.

Notice of constitution, etc., 4749.

Amendment of by-laws-Notice, 4750.

Notice of annual meetings, 4751.

Lapsing of policy—Dividend, 4752.

Assessments, 4753.

Change of rate of assessments, 4754.

Classification of members for assessment.

4755. '

Wrongful cancelation of policy—Damages,

4756.

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

Definition, 4757.

Endowment p0licy—Construction, 4758.

FIRE INSURANCE

IN GENERAL

The standard policy, 4759.

Rider—I1ightning clause, 4760.

THE INSURED PROPERTY

Description, 4761.

CONDITIONS

Exertions to save property, 4762.

Clear space, 4763.

Storing goods, 4764.

Incumbrances, 4765.

Other insurance, 4766.

Removal of property. 4767.

Vacancy, 4768.

Increased risk. 4769.

Payment of premiums, 4770.

Alterations, 4771.

Gunpowder, gasoline, etc., 4772.

Limitations on use, 4773.

Transfer of interest, 4774.

Title of insured, 4775.

Effect of conditions, 4776.

Etfect of breach of conditions, 4777.

. Fraud and false swearing. 4778.

LOSS

Cause of fire, 4779.

Total loss-Fire limits, 4780.

When loss “direct result” of fire, 4781.

NOTICE AND PROOF OF LOSS

Condition precedeut—Substaut'ial compli

ance, 4782.

By whom, 4783.

Sufficiency of statement. 4784.

Inventory, 4785.

Certificate of magistrate, 4786.

Time of furnishing. 4787.

Service by mail, 4788.

Waiver, 4789.

ADJUSTMENT OF LOSS

Adjusters, 4790.

Effect, 4791.

Accord and satisfaction, 4792.

ARBITRATION

Condition precedent—Waiver, 4793.

Board of referees-—Practice, 4794.

Refusal to accept award—Practice, 4795.

Effect of award, 4796.

Setting aside award, 4797.

Compensation of referees, 4798.

Refusal of referee to act, 4799.

PAYMENT OF LOSS

Time, 4800.

To whom, 4801. _

Apportionment between insurer and m

sured, 4802.

Amount, 4803.

Interest, 4804.

Pro rata liability—Subrogation, 4805.

LIFE INSURANCE

What constitutes, 4806.

Nature of contract, 4807.

Participating policy, 4808.

Condition as to health-—-Sound health, 4809.

Death in violating law, 4810.

Suicide of insured, 4811.

To whom payable, 4812.

Right of beneficiaries, 4813.

Reinstutement—Health certificate, 4814.

Proof of death, 481.3.

Payment of premiurns—-Notes, 4816.

Amount recoverable, 4817.
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MUTUAL BENEFIT INSURANCE

Constitution and by-laws of insurer, 4818.

Organization of insurer,

Reorganization, 4820.

Members charged with notice, 4821.

Memborship—Conditions—By-laws, 4822.

Designation of beneficiaries, 4823.

Change of beneficiaries, 4824.

Substitution of certificates, 4825.

Rights of beneficiaries—When vested, 4826.

Disposal of proceeds of certificate by will,

4827.

Assignment of benefit, 4828.

Representations of applicant, 4829.

Construction, 4830.

Prohibited employments—Forfeiture, 4831.

Disability, 4832.

Notice of illness, 4833.

Provisions against resort to courts, 4834.

Surrender of policy on disability, 4835.

Payment of assessments and dues, 4836.

Levying assessments, 4837.

Notice of assessment, 4838.

Forfeiture for non-payment of dues or as

sessments, 4839.

Return of assessments when certificate

void, 4840.

Waiver and cstoppel, 4841.

Waiver of forfeiture, 4842.

Reinstatement, 4843.

Proof of claim, 4844.

Interest, 4845.

Amount recoverable, 4846.

Payment out of particular funds, 4847.

Sale of endowments, 4848.

Appeal to convention, 4849.

Arbitration, 4850.

Damages, 4851.

Burden of proof, 4852.

Pleading, 4853.

TITLE INSURANCE

Representations—Waiver, 4854.

Provisions of policies construed, 4855.

Suhrogation, 4856.

MARINE INSURANCE

What constitutes, 4857.

Who may write, 4858.

Guaranty fund, 4859.

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE

Authority to insure, 4860.

Title—Notice of sickness,

Action—Pleading, 4862.

MUTUAL HAIL INSURANCE

Assessments, 4863.

Sctotf, 4864.

Attorney ’s fees, 4865.

EMPLOYERS ’ LIABILITY INSUR

ANCE

Not contrary to public policy, 4866.

Construction of particular policies, 4867.

Estoppel, 4868.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

Definition, 4869.

Classification of occupations, 4870.

Representations —- Waiver — Construction,

4871.

What constitutes an

treatment, 4871a. _

Various provisions of policies construed,

4872.

Disease concurrent cause, 4873.

Negligence, 4874.

Proof of death, 4875.

4861.

accident—Medical

Cross-References

See Exemptions, 3689; Mortgages, 6275; Taxation, 9568.

IN GENERAL

4640. Nature—Insurance is defined
‘lpolicyl,

S0nal.“

are generally used synonymously."2 _ _ 25

Indemnity is the basis of fire insurance,24 but not of life insurance.

by statute.21 The words “contract” and

The contract is always per

The ordinary forms of insurance are not contrary to public policy as gambling

contracts."

4641. Insurable interest—It is a

general rule, based on considerations of
public policy, that the beneficiary of a policy of insurance should_ have an

insurable interest. This rule, however, does not prevent one hold mg insurance

21 R. L. 1905 § 1596; State v. Beardsley,

88-20, Physicians ’
O'Brien, 100-490,

100-490, 496, 111+396.

22 Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177, 45+1.

21* Culbertson v. Cox, 29-309, 13+177.

24 N. W. etc. Co. v. Rochester etc. Co.,

85-48 52 88+265.

25 Ndte/128 Am. St. Rep. 303. See,

contra, State v. Federal I. Co., 48-110, 50+

1028; Taylor v. Grand Lodge, 96-441,

447 105+40B.

Wétate v. U. s. Ex. Co., 95-442, 443,

104+5-'36.
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from disposing of the benefit by will.” It is probably unnecessary that'an

assignee of a life policy should have an insurable interest.28 The following

have been held to have an insurable interest: a carrier in goods shipped ;” a

creditor in the life of his debtor; 8° and a vendee in possession under a condi

tional sale.31 _
4642. Contract to insure—Breach—Darnages--A person may maintain

an action to recover damages for the breach of a contract to insure his property

against loss by fire, and the measure of damages, in case of the destruction of

the same, is the value thereof, up to the amount for which it was agreed that

insurance and indemnity should be procured. The relationship established by

such an agreement seems to be that of principal and agent.“2

4643. Insurance against loss from negligence—A contract of insurance

against loss by fire occasioned by the negligence of the insured is not contrary

to public policy.“

4644. Credit insurance—Laws 1881 c. 123 authorizes the business of in

surance against losses resulting from the insolvency of those to whom goods

are sold on credit.“

4645. Recovery of premiums paid-When a policy of insurance never at

taches, and no risk is assumed, the insured may recover back the premiums.

unless he has been guilty of fraud, or the contract is illegal and he is in pari

delicto. But the insurer is not obliged to return, or offer to return, the pre

miums which have been paid voluntarily before notice of the fact that the

policy is not in force, as a condition precedent to availing itself of its defence

to an action on the policy.“5

THE CONTRACT

4646. The policy the contract—Attaching papers—By statute all the

terms ofthe contract must be incorporated in the policy or attached thereto.

The application is no part of the policy unless it is so incorporated or at

tached.“ Formerly the application,31 or any other document;“*3 might be made

a part of the contract or policy by apt words of reference. Attaching a copy

of an application to a policy with mucilege has been held an “indorsement” ol"

the application, within the meaning of a policy.”

_ 4647. Oral contract—;\ tontract to insure, the insurance to commence with

in a year, is not within the statute of frauds.“0 Where there is an oral con

tract, a policy to be subsequently issued, and there is nothing said about con

ditions, it is presumed that the parties intended to have inserted in it the

conditions usual in such cases, or such as have been before used by the parties.

2'!Middelsl'.:1dt v. Grand Lodge, 107-228,

120+37. See Cash v. Concordia etc. Co.,

126+524; 23 Harv. L. Rev. 57.

25 Hogue v. Minn. etc. Co., 59-39, 43, 60+

812; Brown v. Equitable etc. Soc., 75-412,

419,M78l+103, 671, 79+968.'9 s. etc. R . v. Horn —66+13r2>. y e Ins. Co., 64 61,

5l°8,I-l6ager1;.2'Life Indemnity etc. Co., 65

S1I1H12ll])11-ook v. St. Paul etc. Co., 25-229.

ee esv.N.VV.t.C.,'~l- 7215,71+5. cc 0 o 390, 61+

82 Everett v. O’Leary, 90-154. 9'+901.See MacDonell v. Keller, so-321, 's6+o7s5.

7:82Qu1rk v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 98-22, 107+

9::;Hayns v. Met. Trust Co., 67-245, 69+

35 Parsons v. Lane, 97 98, l06t485.

3” R. L. 1905 § 1616; Coleman v. Retail

etc. Assn., 77-31, 79+588; Kollitz v.

Equitable etc. Co., 92-234, 99+892; Dwin

nell v. Kramer, 87-392, 92+227; Wild Rice

L. Co. v. Royal Ins. Co.. 99-190, 108+871;

Flakne V. Minn. etc. CO., 105-479, 117+

785. See Louden v. Modern B. of A., 107

12, 119+425 (benevolent fraternal asso

ciations not within statute).

3" See Price v. Phoenix etc. 00., 17-497

(473).

38 Aetna Ins. Co. v. Grubs, 6-82(32, 37)

8;l‘1Reynolds v. Atlas etc. Co., 69-93, 71+

4° Wiebelcr v. Milwaukee etc. 00., 30-464:

16+363.

——

___-.__
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ment, it is not conclusive as to the terms of the insurance, but may be con

tradicted by proof of the oral agreement.“ lases are cited below involving the

sufliciency of evidence to prove the making of oral contracts.42

4648. Executory contract to insure—An executory contract to insure held

not void for uncertainty or want of mutuality.43

4649. Parties—A fire policy insuring the “estate” of a deceased person is

valid.“

4650. Underwriters—An underwriter is one who insures another, on life or

property, in a policy of insurance.‘6

4651. When entire and indivisible—Where the consideration is single and

entire and the amount of insurance is for a gross sum distributed upon several

1s entire and indivisible, the sole effect
of the distribution being to limit the risk as to each item to the amount speci

proposal has been accepted.“
proposal. There is no contract until the

A mere proposal cannot be converted into a. con
tract by delay on the part of the company or its agent in rejecting or accept

ing it.“

4. Delivery of policy-It Wlll be presumed that a policy purporting to

be signed by the insurer and found among the papers of the insured after his

Evidence held not to show a de

4655. When takes ef¥ect_—A policy does not ordinarily take effect until the

premium is paid, though it IS delivered.“

Where an applicant pays the firstpremium to the agent, the contract is consummated when the company accepts

the application, executes a policy, and deposits it in the

agent for delivery to the applicant.:4 mail directed to its

provision in a life policy that it shallnot take effect until the payment of the initial premium and the delivery of

the pohcy to the insured is valid.65 A policy has been held not to have taken

effect until after a loss.“

_41 Salisbury v. Hekla etc. Co., 32-458, 21+

552; Ganser v. Fireman ’s etc. Co., 34-372,

25+943.

"Ganser v. Fireman’s etc. 00., 38-74.

35+584; Scanlon v. Continental Ins. Co.,

101-537, 111+-1134.

43An1es v. Aetna Ins. Co., 83-346, 86+

H Magoun v. Fireman’s etc. Co., 86-486,

91+5. See Walter v. Hensel, 42-204, 207,

44+57.

33-";_’C:i1;l;l1s41\:. Firemen ‘s Ins. Co., 66-393,

*0 Plath v. Minn. etc. Assn.,

Parsons v. Lane, 97-98, 106+-485.

J; Guernsey v. Am. Ins. Co., 17-104 (83,

33l3,227Vales v. New York etc. Co., 37-106,

4*! Heiman v. Phoenix etc. Go. 17-153

(127); Schwartz v. Germania etc.'Co., 18

23-479;

44S(404); Kilborn v. Prudential Ins. (“o.,

99-176, 108+861.

49 Hciman v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-153

(127).

-'-° Adams v. Eidam, 42-53, 43+690.

51 Gardner v. United Surety Co., 125+264.

5'-’ Heiman v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-153

(127); Schwartz v. Germania etc. 00.,

]8—448(404).

“ Union etc. Co. v. Taggart, 55-95, 56+

579. See Kollitz v. Equitable etc. Co., 92

234, 99+892; Stramback v. Fidelity etc.

Co., 94-281, 102+731.

54 Kilborn v. Prudential Ins. Co., 99-176.

108+861.

55 Stramback v. Fidelity etc. Co., 94-281,

102+731.

5“ Wales v. New York etc. 00., 37-106,

3:l+-322.
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4656. Ordinance as part of contract-—An ordinance relating to the repair

of buildings within the fire limits of a city has been held a part of a contract

of insurance.“

4657. Antedating policy—Fraud—A policy antedated as of a date prior

to a loss is void if the insured knew of the loss at the time and failed to notify

the insurer.“

4658. Notice of contents of policy-The insured is charged with notice

of the contents of a policy which he accepts, and he is bound by its conditions,

if he retains it without objection, unless he is misled by the insurer.”

4659. Construction—The language of a policy, being that selected by the

insurer and for its benefit, must be clear and unambiguous, and any reasonable

doubt as to its meaning must be resolved in favor of the insured. Especially

is this true as to conditions involving a forfeiture.60 The language used is to

be construed with reference to the nature of the property to which it is applied,

the purposes for which it is ordinarily used, and the manner in which it is

usually kept.M If the written and printed portions of a policy cannot be rec

onciled by any reasonable construction the former control."2 A policy is to

be construed as a whole, and so as to harmonize and give effect to all its pro

visions.“ It is to be taken by its four corners to ascertain its meaning.“ The

standard policy is to be construed as similar contracts voluntarily entered into.“

Clear and unambiguous language cannot be disregarded in the interest of the in

sured.“ A policy issued in lieu of the policy of another company, pursuant to

a. contract between the two companies, is to be construed with reference to such

contract." The rule of “noscitur a sociis” is applicable to insurance policies."

“'1 Larkin v. Glens Falls Ins. 00., 80-527,

83+409.

-'-8 Wales v. New York etc. Co., 37-106,

3-'-H322; Nippolt v. Firemen’s Ins. Co.,

57-275, 59+191.

50 Mc1<‘arland v. St. Paul etc. 00., 46-519,

49+253; Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177,~

45+1; Goldin v. Northern A. 00., 46-471,

49+-246; Parsons v. Lane, 97-98, 106+485.

60 Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-497 (473,

494); Chandler v. St. Paul etc. Co., 21

85; Symonds v. N. W. etc. Co., 23-491,

501; Loy v. Home Ins. Co., 24-315; Car

gill v. Millers’ etc. Co., 33-90, 22+6; Bo

right v. Springfield etc. Co., 34-352, 25+

796; Olson v. St. Paul etc. 00., 35-432,

29+125; De Graft v. Queen Ins. Co., 38

501, 38+696; Kerr v. Minn. etc. Assn., 39

174, 39+312; Pettit v. State Ins. Co., 41

299, 303, 43+378; Schreiber v. German etc.

Co., 43-367, 372, 45+708; St. Paul etc.

CO. V. Parsons, 47-352, 356, 50+240; Soli

v. Farmers’ etc. Co., 51-24, 28, 52+979;

Mpls. '1‘. M. Co. v. Firemen ’s Ins. Co., 57

35, 58+819; First Nat. Bank v. Am. etc.

Co., 58-492, 499, 60+345; Mareck v. Mu

tual etc. Assn., 62-39, 64+68; Anoka L.

Co. v. Fidelity etc. Co., 63-286, 2.91, 65+

353; Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co.. 63

305, 307, 65+635; McCarvel v. Phenix Ins.

Co., 64-193, 198, 664-367; Gcare v. U. S.

etc. Co., 66-91, 94, 68+731; Reilly v. Chi

cago etc. Soc., 75-377, 382, 77+982; Cook

v. Benefit League, 76-382, 79+320; Cen

tral etc. Co. 1. Fireman ’s etc. Co., 92-223,

99+-1120, 100-+3; Robson v. United Order.

93-24, 100+381; Stramback v. Fidelity etc.

Co., 94-281, 102+731; White v. Standard

etc. Co., 95-77, 103+735, 884; Bader v.

New Amsterdam C. Co., 102-186, 112+

1065.

"1 Holbrook v. St. Paul etc. Co., 25-229;

Boright v. Springfield etc. Co., 34-352, 25+

796; De Grad‘ v. Queen Ins. Co., 38-501,

38-+696; Mpls. T. M. Co. v. Firemcn's Ins.

Co., 57-35, 37, 58+819.

62 Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492

(393); Broadwater v. Lion etc. Co., 34

465, 26+-155; Frost ’s Detroit etc. Works v.

Millers’ etc. Co., 37-300, 3-H35; McFar

land v. St. Paul etc. Co., 46-519, 521I 49+

253; Russell v. Manufacturers’ etc. Co.,

50-409, 52+906; Lamberton v. Bogart, 46

409, 49+230. See Mareck v. Mutual etc.

Assn., 62-39, 64+68.

"8 Andrus v. Maryland etc. Co., 91-358,

362, 98+-200; Lamberton v. Bogart, 46

409, 49+230.

M Boright v. Springfield etc. Co., 34-352.

25+796.

"5 Kollitz v. Equitable etc. Co., 92-234.

99+892.

6“ White v. Standard etc. Co., 95-77, 103+

735; Bader v. New Amsterdam C. Co., 102

186, 112+1065.

"1 Seymour v. Chicago etc. Soc., 54-147.

55+907.

"8 Bader v. New Amsterdam C. (‘o.. 102

186, 112+1065.
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APPLICATION

4660. What constitutes—A letter has been held to be the application on

which a life policy was issued." 4

4661. Nature—An application for insurance is a mere proposal on the part

of the applicant.70 It is collateral to the contract of insurance.’1 It is not :1

part of the contract unless actually attached to the policy or incorporated

cant, though made out by the agent of the insurer,78 but the insurer is respon

sible for the acts of the agent in such connection.“ A finding that certain an

swers in an application were not the answers of the applicant has been sus

A representation is a statement in regard to a material fact, made by the ap

plicant for insurance to the insurer, with reference to a proposed contract of

insurance. Warranties are a part of the contract; representations are not,

being merely collateral thereto. It is sufficient if a representation is substan

tially true, while a warranty must be strictly true or strictly performed. A

4665. Statutory regulation—.—The law as to warranties and representations

has been radically changed in this state by statute. A stipulation cannot be a

luisrepresented increases the risk of loss."0 Prior to the statute the parties

mlght iuake any representation material, and if a stipulation was declared in

the policy to be a “warranty” or “material,” he courts were bound to treat it

8“ $0hefl‘er v. Nat. etc. 00., 25-534. 78 Taylor v. Grand Lodge, 96—441, 105+

"°He1man v. Phoenix etc. 00., 17-153 408; O’Connor v. Modern Woodmen, 124+

(127); Schwartz v. Germania etc. 00., 18- i 454.

8( . - 1» R. L. 1905 § 1616; Coleman v. Retail7‘ Pnce v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17—497(473, etc. Assn, 77-31, 79+588; Kollitz v.

483)- ' 1 . 0. 92-234 99 892. S

:2 See 5 4646. fittié? e m 0’ ’ + 96

‘-“Aetna Ins. Co. v. Grube, 6—82(32). 80 R. L. 1905 § 1623; Price v. Standard

Zzse? § 4717- _ etc. 00., 90-264, 95+111s. See, for rule
09 P1106 v. Waslnngton etc. (,'o., 92-251. prior to statute, Newman v. Springfield

‘,f“°- etc. 00., 17—123(98).
P _Aetna Ins. ‘Co. v. Grube, 6—82(32); 81 Stensgaard v. St. Paul etc. Co., 50

PM? v- Phoemx etc. 00., 17-497(473); 429, 52+91o; Price v. Phoenix etc. Co.,17—

finne v- Grand Lodge, 51—224, 53+-367. 497(473); Aetna Ins. Co. v. Grube, 6—82

367Cl1ambei-s v. N. W. etc. 00., 64-495, 67+ (32). Some recent cases, apparently over

' looking the statute, lay down this old rule.
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4666. Test of materiality-—'].‘he statute fixes the test of materiality.“ Dis

regarding the statute it has been held that the test for determining whether

questions contained in an application for insurance are material ls, would the

knowledge or ignorance of the facts song

fluence the action of the insurer."

ht to be elicited thereby materially in

4667. Warranty of truth of answers-—If an applicant warrants the truth

of his answers in an application, the warranty does not extend beyond the an

swers actually given. lf a question is not answered there is no warranty.“ A

warranty as to matters “so far as the same are known to the applicant and ma

terial to the risk,” has been held to have only the effect of a representation.“

4668. Warranties disfavored--If there is any reasonable doubt as to

whether a statement is a representation or a warranty, it will be construed to

be a representation.“
4669. Representations as to health-Where questions propounded to an

applicant as to his physical condition are in such terms as to include trivial

ailments or injuries, they should be construed as referring only to such ail

ments or injuries as affect the risk assumed. Answers which are mere expres

sions of opinion are not warranties of the correctness of the opinion, but only

of its good faith. A representation that the applicant is in “good health,” or

“sound physical condition," does not require that he be ahsolutel_v free from dis

ease. It is sufficient if such a representation is made in good faith and the ap

plicant is free from serious disorders, so far as he knows.“

4670. Concea1ment—Incomplete answers-—A failure of the insured to

disclose the fact that his lease of the ground on which the insured building

stood had been assigned to him without the consent of the landlord, has been

held not a breach of a condition against concealment of material facts.‘“1 An

incomplete answer to a question in an application will not vitiate a policy, in

the absence of fraud or intentional concealment."

4671. Irresponsive and immaterial
answers-The answer to a material

question may be so irresponsive and immaterial as not to avoid the policy,

though untrue, in the absence of fraud.90

4672. Effect of breach of warranty—Fornierly a breach of warranty as to

any fact, however immaterial the fact, avoided the policy, in the absence of spe

cial provision to the contrary. By statute the rule is now otherwise.‘u

4673. Effect of misrepresentation—A misrepresentation of a material fact

avoids the policy whether it was made innocently or not,02 and though the pol

1cy contams no provision that it should have that efi'ect.“3 If the applicant

knew that his statements in his application were false it is immaterial whether

he knew their materiality or not.M

Cerys v. State Ins. Co., 71-338, 73+8-19;

Etupert v. Supreme Court, 94-293, 102+

Ranta v. Supreme Tent, 97-454, 107+

82 R. L. 1905 § 1623. See § 4665.

4;-l.\lsgttgpp(i) vS Modern Samaritans, 91

. + . ee T l . G d L96-441, 105+40s. fly or V ran edge’

90-264, 95-+1118; Price v. Phoenix etc. _

Co., 17-491(473).

8-1 Hale v. Life Indemni . -548, <ss+1s2. W etc Go" 65

B5 Aetna Ins. Co. v. Grube, 6-82(32).

86 Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17—497(473).

"81 Rupert v. Supreme Court, 94-293, 102+

I15; Ranta v. Supreme Tent. 97-454, 107+

156; Murphy v. Met. etc. Co., 106-112,

118-+355. See Price v. Standard etc. Co.,

*9 Caplis v. Am. etc. Co., 60-376, 62+440.

41:‘-;O’Connor v. Modern Woodmen, 124+

0 .

"0 Perine v. Grand Lodge, 51-224, 53+367.

"1 See § 4665.

"2 Perine v. Grand Lodge, 51-224, 53+

367; Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90-264,

95-+1118; Rupert v. Supreme Court U. 0.

F., 94-293, 102+-715; Taylor v. Grand

Lodge, 96-441, 105+-408.

"3 Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-497 (473,

484).
"4 Mattson v. Modern Samaritans, 91-434:

98+-330.
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4674. Effect of various representations considered—A representation a.-:

to the amount of mcumbrance on property; ‘"’ as to the use of intoxicating

liquors; W as to the disease of which a parent died; °' as to past freedom from

disease and present physical condition or freedom from disease; "8 as to the re

fusal of other companies to insure the applicant; ‘“ as to the situation, condi

tion, and value of property; 1 as to the name of the family physician; 2 as to

where a threshing machine was located; 8 as to freedom of the property from

incumbrances;‘ as to the “last price paid” for property; 5 as to consulting

physicians; B as to occupation; '’ and as to age.8

technical cstoppel.° The distinction between a waiver and an election in this

connection is not well defined.10

4676. Waiver-—What constitutes—ln genera1—-A waiver of the terms of

a contract of insurance may consist in the doing of some act which is inconsist

ent with an intention to insist on a strict performance, or a course of conduct

inconsistent with and in disregard of the terms of the contract.“

ditions therein unless such waiver is indorsed thereon, is not binding.12 A

stipulation that no condition can be waived or altered “except in writing signed

by the secretary of the company” is binding.“ A stipulation “nor shall notice

to any agent, nor shall knowledge possessed by any agent, or by any other per

son, he held to effect a waiver or change of this contract, or any part of it,” is

67+36Z; O’(‘onnor v. Modern Woodmen, "Parsons v. Lane, 9'7-98, 106+-185; Mee

_~ v. Bankers’ etc. Assn., 69-210, 72+-74.""Per1ne v. Grand Lodge, 51-224, 53+ 1" See Schreiber v. German etc. 00., 43

367- , 367, 45+708; 1s Harv. L. Rev. 364.
99 Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90-264, 95+ 11 Elder v. Grand Lodge, 79-468, 472, 82+

1118; Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-497 987.

(473); Rupert v. Supreme Court, 94-293, 1'-’Lamberton v. Conn. etc. Co., 39-129,

102+7;g; Ranta v. Supreme Tent, 97-454, 39+76; Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177,

9” Bruce v. Conn. etc. Co., T4-310, 77+ 352. 50+240; Anderson v. Manchester etc.

2 0- Co., 59-182, 60+1095, 63+241. See Note.‘Astra Ins. Co. v. Grube, 6-82(32); 107 Am. St. Rep. 99.

Newman \'- Springfield etc. Co., 17-123 13 Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177, 45+

‘. 1; Andrus v. Maryland etc. Co., 91-358,
2Pnce v. Phoenix etc. 00., 17-497(473). 363, 98+200.

3Everett: v. Continental Ins. Co., 21-76. H Andrus v. Maryland etc. Co., 91-358,

4(‘)]W1lson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 36-112, 30+ 9B+200.

,, ' 15 Schreiber \'. German etc. Ins. Co., 43
5 stensgaard V. St. Paul etc. Co., 50-429, 367, 45+708; St. Paul etc. Co. v. Parsons,

2+91°' , 47-352, 50+240; First Nat. Bank v. Man
R6Ha1e v. Life etc. Co., 65-548. 68+182; chester etc. Co., 64-96, 66+l36; Parsons

71“5Pe" v- Supreme Court, 94_29s, 102+ v. Lane, 97-9s, 106+-ms; Kelly v. Liver

pool etc. Co., 102-178. 111+395.
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4679. Intent-Waiver is a voluntary act. Intent to waive is essential. '§he

intent may be expressed directly, or it may be mferred from conduct or ec

larations." _ ' _

4680. Silence or non-action—A waiver is not to be inferred from mere

silence or non-action." .

4681. Facts known when issuing po1icy—A company waives any breach

of conditions resulting from facts known to it, directly or through its agents.

at the time it issued the policy and accepted the premium.1 A stipulation in

a policy contrary to this rule has been held meifectual." ‘ ‘ _ t.

4682. Failure to investigate—Failure of an insurer to make 1nyest1ga mps

before issuing a policy, without written application or representations by ltzhe

applicant, does not constitute a. waiver. It is not, generally, obhgatory on (2

insurer to make inquiry or investigations.2° By statute it is made the duty 0t

an insurer to investigate the value of buildinggnto be msured, but this does no

re uire an investi ation as to their occupancy. _ _
(4683. Failure tgo return premiums, etc.—-If a policy is obtamed by actual

fraud on the part of the insured, the failure of the company _to return pre

miums or assessments will not constitute a waiver. Whether, in the absence

of such fraud, the retention, after knowledge of a breach of condition, of pre

miums voluntarily paid prior to such knowledge, constitutes a waiver of the

breach, is an open question.22 Where a company recovered a premium by ac

tion, it was held that its failure to return_it, after learning of a breach of con

dition, was a waiver of the breach.""‘ A failure to return salvage or its pro

ceeds, after learning of a breach, has been held a waiver.“ _

4684. Acceptance of premiums, etc.—The acceptance of_ a premiumuor

assessment, after knowledge of a breach of a condition, is a waiver thereof.

4685. Secret intent of insurer--A secret intention of the insurer _not to

waive a forfeiture cannot defeat the legal effect of unequivocal and deliberate

acts of its officers.“ ' _

4686. Conduct after forfeiture—If, in negotiations or transactions wlth

the insured, after knowledge of a. forfeiture, the insurer recognizes the con

tinued validity of the policy, or does acts based thereon, the forfeiture is, as a

matter of law, waived, and such a waiver need not be based on any new agree

ment or estoppel."

4687. Extent—A permit to store fireworks for a limited period has been

held to waive a forfeiture from a prior storage, but not to waive a forfeiture

from storage after the time limited. An objection to proof of loss, coupled with

"Parsvnsv-Lane,97—98.106+4s5. nnooo; Me-Farlaml v. St. Paul etc. Co..

"Johnson v. Am. Ins. Co., 41-396, ~13+ 46-519. 49+253; Parsons v. Lane. 97-93

59; Goldin v. Northern A. Co., 46-471, 106+485.

49+246- 2: Aiple v. Boston Ins. Co.’ 92-337. 100+8.

18 Brandup v. St. Paul etc. Co., 27-393,

7+735; Wilson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 36-112,

30-+401; First Nat. Bank v. Am. etc. Co.,

558-492, 604-345; Anderson v. Manchester

etc. Co., 59-182, 195, 60+1095, 63+241;

Quigley v. St. Paul etc. Co., 60-275, 62+

287; Kells v. N. W. etc. 00., 64-390, 67+

215, 71+5; Otto v. Hartford etc. Co., 88

423, 93+608; Andrus v. Maryland etc. Co.,

91-358, 98+200; Hartley v. Penn. etc. 00.,

91-382, 98+198; Kelly v. Citizens’ etc.

Assn., 96-477, 105+675; Parsons v. Lane,

97-98, 106+485.

W Andrus v. Maryland etc. Co., 91-358,

98+200.

2° Collins v. St. Paul etc. 00.. 44-440,

22 Taylor v. Grand Lodge, 96--141, 105+

408.

'13 Schreiber v. German etc. Co., 43-367,.

-}5+708.

24 First Nat. Bank v. Manchester etc. Co.,

64-96, 661-136; First Nat. Bank v. Lan

cashire Ins. Co., 65-462, os+1.

'-’5 Wiberg v. Minn. etc. Assn., 73-297, 76+

37. See Riehwine v. La Crosse etc. Assn.,

76-417, 79+504; Moe v. Bankers’ etc

Assn., 69-210, 72-l-74; Perine v. Grand

Lodge, 48-82, 5o+1022; Abel] v. Modern

Woodmen, 96-494, 105+65.

26 Mes v. Bankers’ etc. Assn., 69-210,.

27 Id.

72+74.
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a denial of liability on account of a breach of condition, has been held not a

waiver of a breach.’8

4688. By agent—A local agent has no authority to waive notice and proof

of loss.” An agent without knowledge of a breach of a condition is not to be

deemed to have waived it by statements not intended to have that effect, in the

absence of facts constituting an estoppel.3° The authority of an agent to waive

conditions may be limited by the policy.‘31 An ordinary soliciting agent has

no authority to waive a condition against other insurance." An adjuster has

been held to have authority to waive a condition against incumbrances.” Evi

dence held to show authority of an agent to adjust a loss and waive breaches

of conditions.“

SURRENDER OF POLICY

4689. Fraud—Where the insured was induced to surrender a policy and ac

cept a duplicate with more onerous conditions through the fraudulent repre

sentations of the officer of the company, it was held that the duplicate was not

em'orceab1e.35

RENEWALS

4690. Presumption—In the absence of evidence to the contrary it is pre

sumed that a renewal is for the same length of time and at the same rate of

premium, as in the original policy.“

4691. Custorn—A custom of insurance agents to renew expiring policies has

been held not provec .""

ASSIGNMENT OF POLICY

4692. Fire policy-—In the absence of special agreement a fire policy is not

assignable. The effect of a sale, by the insured, of the property insured, is to

put an end to the contract of insurance.88 Where an agent of the company, at

the request of the insured, indorsed a policy making it payable to a creditor

“to the extent of his claim,” it was held that the creditor might maintain an

action on the policy in his own name without alleging any other assignment."

An indorscment on the back of a policy, assigning “the interest of” the insured

“as owner of property covered by this policy,” has been held a sufficient assign

ment. The owner of a lot and building conveyed the premises to plaintiff, and

at the same time, by mistake, assigned to pla.intifl”s husband the insurance pol

icy on the building, to which the insurer consented. Subsequently, and before

the fire, the husband assigned the policy to plaintiff, to which the insurer con

sented. It was held that, conceding that the policy was void while so held by

the husband, the latter assignment and the insurer’s consent to the same vali

dated the policy, and plaintiff was entitled to recover.‘0

' 4693. Life policy—If a fire policy contains no provision to the contrary it

is assignable like any other thing in action.‘1 No one but the insurer can ob

” Betcher v. Capital etc. Co., 78-240, 80+9,1 85 Wyman v. Gillett, 54-536, 56-i-167.

I . 3flWieba1er v. Milwaukee etc. Co., 30-46-1,

2° See § 4789.

Paul etc. Co. v. Parsons, 47-352,

31 See § 4677.

2:26Gold-in v. Northern A. Co., 46—471, 49+

83 First Nat. Bank v. Manchester etc. Co.,

64-9.6. 66+136; First Nat. Bank v. Lan

caslnre Ins. Co., 65-462. 68+1

3‘ Swain \'. Agr. Ins. Co., 37-390, 34-+738.

16-+363.

31 Nipp

59+191.

38 White v. Robbins, 21-370.

Olt v. Firemen ’s Ins. Co.. 57-275,

8“ Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-}

123(98).

*0 Rines v. German Ins. Co., 78-46, 80+

839.

41 Hogue v. Minn. etc. Co., 59-39, 60+-812;

Brown v. Equitable etc. Soc., 754-112, 78+
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ject to non-compliance with a provision in a. policy requiring an assignment to

be indorsed in writing on the policy, and a copy delivered to the company. An

assignment without compliance with such provisions is valid as between the

parties to the assigximent.‘2 If a policy is payable to named beneficiaries, it

cannot be assigned except by them or their consent‘3 Where a wife joined

with her husband in the assignment of a policy to secure his debt, she being

the beneficiary named in the policy, it was held that she was a surety and was

released by an extension of the debt without her consent.“ A assigned a pol

icy on his life to B by a written assignment absolute in form but in fact as se

curity for a loan. B assigned it to C who took it as security for a loan in

good faith believing that the prior assignment was absolute. B did not repay

the loan to C but paid the premiums until the policy matured. At maturity

the company paid the policy to C. It was held that C took subject to the

equities of A but that A was estopped by his laches from asserting any claims

against B or C.‘5 If a company pays a policy to the named beneficiary without

knowledge of an assignment it is not liable to the assignee.“ An assignee of a

policy has been held not to have forfeited his rights thereunder by attempting

to have a new policy issued."

CANCELATION AND RESCISSION

4694. When ca'ncelation authorized—A policy can be canceled by one of

the parties only by a strict compliance with its terms as to cancelation, unless

such compliance is waived. A finding that a policy was duly canceled by the

msurer pursuant to its terms has been held not jnstified by the evidence.‘'8 The

words “subject to result of investigation” written across the face of a policy

has been held to authorize a cancelation by the company on further investiga

tion.49 The insured may waive the formalities of cancelation:"0 Whether a

contract for the procurement by plaintiff of a policy of insurance for defend

ant was canceled by the mutual consent of the parties has been held a question

of fact.51 A finding in an action for a premium, wherein the defendant claimed

that the policy had been canceled, held justified by the evidence.52

4§95. Return of premiums on cancelation—Cases are cited below in which

findings as to the return of premiums on cancelation have been sustained.'“"

4696. Rescission for fraud—In an action to rescind a policv it has been

held that oral fraudulent representations by an agent. were a ground for rescis

s1_on though the policy provided that no statements of such an agent Should

bind the company unless reduced to writing and presented to the officers of the

company at its home ottice; that the negligence of the insured in relving on the

representations without examining the application and policy was no defence;

that the fact that the parties could not be placed in statu qn-o was no defence:

and that the questions whether the agent made the alleged representations, and

Iel:)§,S(io11', 679€iw;£;;65Ef>;72l:Ii1fpman v. Equitable ~11 Maceman v. Equitable etc. $06., 69

¢}; . . _ 285. 72+111.
812 °*="‘° ‘- M"‘"- eta 00-, 09-39, 60+ *8 Bradshaw v. Fire Ins. 00., 89-334, 94+

H Ricker \'. Charter Oak etc. Co.. 27

193, @771; Allis v. Ware, 28-166, a+ass.

-14 $1113 v. Ware, 28-166, 9+666.

-15 rown v. E uitabl t. S . "5--1127s+103, 671, 792968. e e C De’ I ’

Q1“ Linder \-'. Fidelity etc. Co., 52-304, 54+

J.

See MacDonell v. Keller, 90-321, 96+

I o.

49 Hall V. U. S. etc. Co., 77-2-1, 79+590.

5° Bradshaw v. Fire Ins. Co., 100-545.

110+1132.

-"1 MacDonell v. Keller, 90-321, 96+785.

52 Empire S. S. Co. v. Cameron, 124+14Z

“ Peterson v. Herber, 75-133, 77+418;

Aekerson v. Svea A. Co., 75-135, 77-1419
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if so, whether the insured had lost his ri

reasonable delay in not sooner discoveri

ght of rescission by negligence and un

ng the fraud were for the jury.“

REINSURANCE

4697. Nature—A simple contract of reinsurance between insurance compa

nies is a contract of indemnity, in which the insurer reinsures risks in another

company, and is solely for the benefit of the latter, and not of the policy

holders.“

INSURANCE AGENTS AND BROKERS

4698. Definition—-Insurance agents and brokers have been defined by stat

ute.“

4699. Local and general—The distinction between “special,” “local,” “so

liciting,” and “general” agents is not decisive of the extent of their authority.57

4700. General insurance agency—A general insurance agency has been.

held authorized to act as the agent of the insured in waiving notice of cancels

tion and in accepting a delivery of a new policy. The act of a clerk of the

agency has been held the act of the agency."

4701. Brokers—An insurance broker,

of the insured, and not the agent of the i

pose of collecting or securing the premi

inferred from acts and conduct entir

broker. Section 1642 of Revised Laws

with section 1716, which declares the

broker. It does not enlarge the authorit

under the statute, is the representative

nsurance company, except for the pur

urns, and an agency in fact cannot be

ely consistent with his position as a

1905 must be construed in connection

extent of the agency of an insurance

y of a broker to represent the insurance

company as defined in section 1716. Evidence held to show that a broker was

not the agent of the insurance company for the purpose of making a contract

of insurance or an agreement to insure, and that there was therefore no mutual

mistake which would authorize the reformation of a contract of insurance.“9

Evidence held to show a person a broker rather than an agent."0 In an action

against a broker for failure to replace policies, it has been held that the burden

of proving negligence was on the plaintiff; that evidence tending to show the

hazardous nature of the risk and the difficulty of securing insurance was ad

missible; and that a verdict for the defendant was justified by the evidence.

It is the duty of a broker to notify his principal, within a reasonable time, of

his inability to place insurance.tn

4702. License-—All agents of foreign companies, except fraternal benefici

ary associations, are required to be licensed by the insurance commissioner.”2

In a prosecution for acting without a license, it has been held immaterial

whether the company had complied with the statute; “3 that the state was not

required to elect under which section of the statute it would proceed, and that

_“ McCarty v. New York etc. Co., 74-530,

|7+426.

t-‘-5 Barnes v. Hekla etc. Co., 56-38, 570

314. See N. W. etc. Co. v. Conn. etc. Co.,

105-483, 117-+825 (contract of one com
pany to “cede” to another its first sur

' 213

58 Hamm v. N. H. etc. Co., 80-139, 83+

41; Id., 84-336. 87+933.

5° Fredman v. Consolidated etc. Co., 104

76, 116+221.

'50 Gude v. Exchange etc. Co., 53-220, 54+

1117.

'31 Backus v. Ames, 79-145, 81+766.

62 R. L. 1905 § 1710; State v. Beardsley,

88-20, 25, 92+472; Webster v. Ferguson,

94-86. 91, 102+213.

$3 State v. Johnson, 43-350, 451-711.
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W a ers tendin to show the accused was acting as agent of the cornpanylvireerjppilhperly admgitted.“ A city charter has been held not to authorize the

' sin of a ents.“]lc('.;;703.gBonds~—(‘ases are cited below involving liability on bonds of agents.“

4704. Authority in general—An agent is presumed to be acting w1thm the

scope of his authority.‘" A mere soliciting agent has no authority to make a

contract of insurance,“ or to cancel a policy, or to receive notice of cancela;

tion.““ A local agent has authority to consent to the relnoval of‘property.n

He has no authority to cancel a policy after the termination of his agency.

The express authority conferred upon an agentat a certain place -and VlC111

ity,” has been held to embrace risks in the vicinity of the place specified wlnch

had previously been taken by another agent, who had power to act at a neigh

boring place “and vicinity.” 12 Cases are cited below mvolvmg the authority of

agents to collect the first premium; “‘ to accept notes for the firt prem11_1m;

to adjust losses and waive conditions; "5 to employ an assistant ; "° and to insure

property in which they are interested." _ ' _ _

4705. Authority depends on po1icy—The msured is charged with notice

of the authority of an agent as defined in the policy as regards matters ar1s1ng

after the issuance of the policy." _ _ _ '

4706. Limitations on authority of agent in policy-—Prov1s1ons in a pohcy

restricting the authority of agents are not binding on the insured as to matte:

occurring before the policy was issued, if he had no actual knowledge of them.

4707. General principles of agency—'l‘he general principles of agency are

applicable to insurance agents.80 _

4708. Fact of agency—Sufl-iciency of evidence—Cases ‘are cited below

holding evidence sufficient ‘*1 or insuflicient 8’ to justify a find1ng of agency

4709. Notice to agent notice to company—Notice to an agent of facts

within the scope of the agency is notice to the company; as otherwise as to facts

6* State v. Beardsley, 88-20, 92+472. Tfi Trehby v. Western Ins. Co., 83-4521

65 Prince v. St. Paul, 19-267(226); Moss S6+407.

v. St. Paul, 21-421. 1‘! Magoun v. Fireman’s etc. Co., 86-486,

"Royal Ins. Co. v. Clark, 61-476, 63+ 91+5.

1029; Traders’ Ins. Co. v. Herber, 67- T8 Gohlin v. Northern A. Co., 46-471, 49+

106, 69+701; Lancashire Ins. Co. v. Calla- 246; Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177, 40+

han, 68-277, 71+261; Manchester etc. Go. 1. See § 4658.

v. Redfield, 69-10, 71+-709; Capital etc. Co.

v. Watson, 76-387, 79+601; Farragut etc.

Co. v. Shepley, 78-284, 8()+976.

1" Kilborn v. Prud. Ins. Co., 99-176, 108+

861.

W Morse v. St. Paul etc. Co., '21-407.

"9 Broadwater v. Lion etc. Co., 34-465,

26+455. See Gardner v. Fidelity etc. Assn.,

67-207, 69+895.

1" Cooper v. German etc. Co., 96-81, 104+

687.

71 Merchants’ Ins. Co. v. Prince, 50-53,

52+l31.

72 St. Paul etc. Co. v. Parsons, 47-352,

50+240. See Royal Ins. Co. v. Clark, 61

476, 63+102-9.

T3 Kilborn v. Prnd. Ins. Co., 99-176, 109+

861.

"4 Godfrey v. New York etc. Co., 70-224,

73+-1; Jackson v. Mutual etc. Co., 79-43,

81+545, 82+366; Kilborn v. Prud. Ins. Co.,

99-176, 108+861.

7-" Swain v. Agr. Ins. Co., 37-390, 34+

738. See § 4688.

1flKausal v. Minn. etc. Assn., 31-17, 16+

430; Kilborn v. Prudential Ins. Co., 99

176. 108+86l.

50 See Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177,

178, 45+1; Jackson v. Mutual etc. Co., 79

43, 81+545, 82+366; Ermentrout v. Guard

etc. Co., 63-305, 65+635; Kilborn V. Pru

dential Ins. Co., 99-176, 108+861.

B1 Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98); Guernsey v. Am. Ins. Co., 17-104

(83); Frost ’s Detroit etc. Works v. M11

lers’ etc. Co., 37-300, 34+35; Ganser _V

Fireman ’s etc. Co., 38-74, 35+5B4; Whit

ney v. Nat. etc. Assn., 57-472, 594-943;

Ames v. Aetna Ins. Co., 83-346, 86*-344;

Otte v. Hartford etc. Co., 88-423, 93+608.

5'1 Gude v. Exchange etc. Co., 53-220, 54+

1117; Mitchell v. Minn. Fire Assn., 48

278, 51+603.

88 Jackson v. Mutual etc. Co., 79-43, 81+

545, S2+366; Soli v. Farmers’ etc. Co., 51

24, 52+979; Kelly v. Citizens’ etc. Assn.,

96-477, l05+675.
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without the scope of the agency.“ Notice acquired by an agent when not act

ing as such, if actually in mind when subsequently acting for the company, will

charge the company.“

4710. Declarations-—Declarations of an agent not within the scope of his

agency or concerning past transactions are inadmissible against his principal.“

4711. Liability to c0mpany—An agent ha.s been held liable to his company

for loss resulting from his failure to obey instructions to cancel a policy; ’" and

not to take risks on a certain building.$8

4712. Commissions-—A contract relating to renewal commissions has been

held not to entitle an agent to commissions on renewal premiums paid after the

termination of his agency by his discharge for cause." '

4713. Misrepresentations—The company is liable for the misrepresenta

tions of its agent in relation to an application which he prepares.90 A misrepre

sentation to the eifect that a provision in a policy was not found in the policies

of a rival company has been held not a defence to an action for a premium.‘1

Evidence of misrepresentations as to the value of policies has been held inad

missible without evidence that they were within the scope of the agent’s au

thority.82

4714. Duty to deliver po1icy—It has been held to be the duty of an agent

to deliver a life policy though the insured had become dangerously ill.93

4715. Agency contract—Sa1e of compa.ny—Action for darnages—Cases

are cited below involving the liability of an insurance company to agents of an

other company_ whose business it had purchased.“

4716. Liability for unauthorized contract—Under certain circumstances

an insurance agent, who acts in this state, for a foreign company not authorized

to do business here, renders himself personally liable. But he is not liable on

a contract in respect to which he assumes to act, by request, unless the insured

was deceived by his conduct, having reasonable grounds for believing that the

company involved in the transaction was duly authorized by the state.95

4717. Preparing applications-—In preparing applications an agent repre

sents the company, and not the insured. Any representations that he makes to

the insured respecting the character or efiect of statements in an application

bind the company. If the insured states the facts correctly any error in making

out the application is chargeable to the company and not to the insured."

This rule is not affected by a stipulation in the policy subsequently issued that

the acts of the agent in making out the application shall be deemed the acts of

the insured.M Parol evidence is admissible to show that an application was

_“ Jackson v. Mutual etc. Co., 79-43, 81+

045, 82+366; St. Paul etc. Co. v. Parsons.

4|-352, 50%-240; Linder v. Fidelity etc.

Co., 52-304, 54+95.

4‘(;51Wilson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 36-112, 30+

9° Colby v. Life etc. Go, 57-510. 59+539;

Jackson v. Mut. etc. Co., 79-43, 81+545,

S2+366.

4;'!41:'hoenix Ins. Co. v. Pratt, 36-409, 31+

3g:)}Iarit)ver etc. Co. v. Ames, 39-150, 39+

;fi)Jacobson v. Conn. etc. Co., 61-330, 63+

9° See § 4717.

"Am. etc. Go.

252.

6;’-;’g;51'.<lner v. Fidelity etc. Assn., 67-207,

v. \‘Vilder, 39-350. 40+

” Schwartz v. Germania etc. Co., 18-448

(404); Id., 21-215.

94 Crowell v. N. W. etc. Co., 99-214, 108+

962; Wilson v. N. W. etc. Co., 103-35, 114+

251; Israel v. N. W. etc. Co., 127+18T.

‘J5 Webster v. Ferguson. 94-86, 102+213.

M Brandup v. St. Paul etc. Co.. 27-393,

7+73.'; Kausal v. Minn. etc. Assn., 31-17.

16+-130; Lamberton v. Conn. etc. Co., 39

129, 39+76; Pettit v. State Ins. Co., 41

299, 43+378; Whitney v. Nat. etc. Assn..

57-472, 59+943; Otte v. Hartford etc. Co..

88-423, 93+608; White v. Standard etc.

Co., 95-77, 103+735; Kelly v. Citizens’ etc.

Assn., 96-477, 105+675. See Aetna Ins.

Co. v. Grube, 6-82(32).

01‘Kausa.l v. Minn. etc. Assn., 31-17, 16+

430.
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made out by the agent and that the facts were correctly stated to him.” If the

applicant knew that his application as prepared by the agent contained false

statements, the policy is void though the agent knew all the facts.” A finding

that certain answers in an application filled out by the medical examiner of the

insured were not the answers of the insured has been sustained.‘

INSURANCE COMPANIES

4718. What constitutes—A corporation has been held not a life endowment

or casualty company, and hence not subject to the provisions of Laws 188-’:

c. 184.2

4719. Application of insurance code—The insurance code is applicable to

all insurers, whether corporations, associations, partnerships, or individuals.3

4720. Deposit of securities—-A surrender and exchange of securities by

the insurance commissioner has been held unauthorized.‘ The interest of

policyholders and creditors in a fund has been determined.“ Intervention of

stockholders in an action by the insurance commissioner to administer and

distribute a fund deposited by an insolvent company has been denied.“

4721. Ultra vires contracts—A company organized for the purpose of in

suring against fire cannot insure live stock against deathf A company \i'l1i0l1

issues an ultra vires policy is ordinarily estopped from asserting that it was

unauthorized, in an action thereon by the beneficiary.8 A mutual hail etc. in

surance company, organized under G. S. 1878 e. 34 §§ 338, 347, hasbeen

held not authorized to insure the standing or growing grain of its members

against loss by liail.9

4722. Boards of fire underwriters—The Minneapolis Board of Fire Under- .

writers and the Merchants’ Board of Fire Underwriters haw been held not

“boards of underwriters” within the meaning of Laws 1895 cc. 175, 178, re

latmg to salvage corps and fire patrols.10

FOREIGN INSURANCE COMPANIES

4723._ Statutory prerequisites—_-\ foreign insurer. whether a corporation.

association, partnership, or individual, cannot do business in this state without

complying with the statutory prerequisites.u If a foreign company does not

comply with such prerequisites it cannot collect premiums or assessments,12

though it is liable on any policies it may issue." A foreign company comply

l15Kausal v. Minn. etc. Assn., 31-17 16+ 55+907 ‘ Langworthy v. Washburn 77

$32; Otte v. Hartford etc. 00., as-423’, 93+ 256, 791974; Gruber v. Grand Lodge, 7.9—

. 59. 81%-'43.

"0 Mnttson r. Modern Samaritans, 91-434, “Delaware etc. Co. v. Wagner, 56-240.

98-+330. 5" f_-(-. D 1 . . 1 56.1Price v. Washington etc. 00., 92-251, -ii.i,n.5)7‘+c5%_a“a'e em CO' v' Kn“ppe'

99+810. (~] ‘] 4’ _3932St:1te v. Federal I. 00., 48-110, 50+ si)0+1'4]i.ds v' Iluemem 1“ Co" 66 '

1025- 11 State v Beardsle 88-20 92+472;
asmc v. Beardsley, as-20, 92+412; Sea- Seamans v. Christian elk. 00., 66-205, 68+

Y1Tl036l:_,S \-. Christian etc. Co., 66-205, 68+ 1065; Webster v. Ferguson, 94—86.- 911

. 102+2l3.

f§Iayne v. lidet. etc. Co., 67-245, 69+916. 12 Seamans v. Christian etc. Co., 66-205

}; m1th v. hat. etc. Co._, §5—283, 68+2S; 68+-1065; Langworthy v. Garding, 74-325.

ayne v. Met. etc. Co., 61-245, 69+916; 329, 77+207; Swing v. Red River L. C0-

Smltl_1 V. Nat. etc. C0., 72-364. 754-596; 105-336. 117~i-442.

.T;l., |_8—214, S0+966; Id., 79-486, 82-+976. 13Ganser v. Fireman’s etc. Co.. 134-373

7Snnth v. Nat. etc. Co.. 72-364, 75+596. 25+943; Strampe v. Minn. etc. Co., 109

Rochester Ins. Co. v. Martin. 13-59(54). 364, 1234-1083.

8Seymour v. Chicago etc. Soc., 54-147,
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‘ canceling all

curred are not debts or fixed liabilities

ring after insolvency cannot be allow

standing policies at the date of insol

policyholders are entitled only to tl

ing with the statutes is entitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities of

domestic companies, unless otherwise provided by law.H

In an action by aforeign company it is unnecessary to allege a compliance with tile statutes.15

4724. Certii-icate—In issuing a certificate to a foreign company the in

insurance commissioner."
The stipulation is irrevocable for any cause as to

all outstanding liabilities growing out of any policies made in this state while

it is in force.“ It does not
give the company a domicil in this state for all

purposes, or bring into this state the situs of a debt which it owes elsewhere

‘by reason of business transacted elsewhere.‘D

clusiive.20
The mode of service is not ex

4726. Retaliatory statute—A foreign company is not to be excluded from

doing business in this state under the retaliatory statute upon a doubtful con

struction of a foreign law.21

INSOLVENT COMPANIES

4727. Effect of insolvency—Rights of policyholders—An adjudication

of insolvency, or an assignment for the benefit of creditors, has the effect of

outstanding policies]-'2

Where a mutual

policyholders to share in the assets of

have been determined?’5 The holder 0

estate title insurance company is, up

Policies on which losses have not oc

of a mutual company, and losses occur

ed as claims by a receiver. All out

vency stand on the same footing

1e surrender-value of their policies.“

company was authorized to issue “all-cash”

and

policies to a

policy to a

was not inferior. to the claims of other

fire.“ The respective rights of several

an insolvent credit insurance company

f a policy of insurance issued by a real

on a cancelation or annulment of the
policy by a judicial decree declaring the company insolvent and appointing

a receiver to wind up its afiairs, entitled to a return of a proportionate part

of the premium paid therefor, measured by the time elapsing between the

date of the policy and the date on which the com

pany was so adjudged in
solvent. The policyholder is not entitled to the return of that part of the

premium which the application for insurance stipulated might be retained by

the company for its services in investigating the title

insured.“ Where amutual endowment association, whose policies are to be paid from a fund

 
 

1* Eickhofi v. Fidelity & C. Co., 74-139,

142, 76+1030.

:5 Fidelity & 0. Co. v. Eickhofif, 63-170,

6o+351; Langworthy v. Garding, 74-325,

Langworthy v. Washburn, 77-256,

.+ .

1(1)';;St_ate v. Fidelity etc. Co.. 39--538, 41+

" R. L. 1905 § 1705. See State v. Brother

hood, American Yeomen, 126+4O4.

1* Magoflin v. Mutual etc. Assn., 87-260,

_19 Swedish etc. Bank v. Bleecker, 72-383,

m+740.

1° Baldinger v. Rockford Ins. Co., 80-147,

82+-1083; Horn v. Grand Rapids etc. Co.,

80-146, S3+1118.

'-'1 State v. Fidelity etc. C0., 39-538, 41+

108.

I-'2 Taylor v. North Star etc. Co.. 46-198,

48+772; In re Mp1s. etc. '30., 49-291, 296,

51+921; Smith v. Nat. etc. Co.. 65-283,

289, 68%-28; State v. Minn. etc. C0., 104

447, 116+944.

'13 Taylor v. North Star etc-. Co., 46-198,

48+772.

H In re Mpls. etc. Co., 49-291, 51+92l.

25 Smith v. Nat. etc. Co., 65-283, 6S+2B.

20 State v. Minn. etc. 00., 104-447, 116+

944.
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raised by assessments on the holders of policies, is dissolved under G. S. 1878

c. 34 § 415, the maturing of its immatured policies is arrested, and the right

of holders thereof is to share, as members of the association, in its assets.

after its liabilities are discharged. Where the policies are payable in the event

that the beneficiaries arrive at a specified age, they do not mature, so as to be

debts of the association, until the beneficiaries reach that age, even though,

before then, all dues and assessments that can be required of the holders have

been paid.27

4728. Liability on subscription to guaranty fund—Cases are cited below

involving the liability of subscribers to a guaranty fund.“

4729. Remedies against—The remedy against an insolvent insurance com

pany afforded by Laws 1885 c. 184 was not exclusive of the remedy afforded

by G. S. 1878 c. 76§ 12.”

4730. Mutual companies—Assessment of members—Where a mutual

company was authorized to issue all-cash policies to a limited extent, it was

held that the premium notes of members were assessable to pay the holder

of an all-cash policy for unearned premiums.8° An assessment upon mem

‘bers. made in insolvency proceedings in another state, has been held con

clusive on members in this state, though without personal notice of the pro

ceed1ngs.“1 An assessment on premium notes may include the expenses of

winding up the alfairs of the company." An assessment has been held not

barred by the statute of limitations." An assessment, on premium notes ‘[0

a mutual insurance company, made after the company has become insolvent.

and a receiver has been appointed, may properly include the expenses of wind

ing up its affairs.“ In an action by a receiver of an insolvent mutual insur

ance company to recover an assessment from a policyholder, it has been held

that the policy stated upon its face that it was a mutual company, and that

the insured was subject to pay the additional premium, and the contract was

not_changed by the fact that it was represented to be a stock policy; that

having kept the policy and received the benefit of the insurance, the insured

was estopped from setting up as a defence fraudulent representations as to its

character; that the insured was not entitled to notice of intention to make an

assessment for such additional premium; that the policy was not void because

it_ did not contain a notice of the annual meetings, nor because the insured

did not receive such notice; that the answer did not state a defence; and that

the complaint stated a good cause of action." Where a fire policy was sub

stantially in the standard form, except that at the end thereof the words fol

lowmgwere added: “This policy is issued in accordance with the provisions

of sections _41, 48, 49, and 40, (’hapter 175. General Insurance Laws of H19

State of Minnesota. Reference is hereby made to said acts, and the same.

together with the by-laws and the application of the assured on file with this

company, are hereby declared to be a part of this contract.” it Was held

construmg certain_ provisions of Laws 1895, c. 175, relating’to mutual fire

insurance companies. that policyholders were not thereby made liable for 35

1;"1’II;7L\;6;:l(lucational Endow. Assn., 56— §(1);i4§;'illg \'. Red River L. Co., 105-336,.

2* Dwinnell v. Mpls. etc. Co. 87-59 91+ PL ' hr ' "' ’ ’

266‘ 1098; Id‘ 90_383 97 11, I , 2 _- angnort _v \. Washburn. 11—2o6, 19+

340‘ 106+312. J , + O, I1l., 9: 9/4.

,_, , _ _ 33 Langworthy v. Washburu, 7 -256. 79+
sligggte v. Educational etc. Assn, 49—1oS_. Langworthy v. Garding, 74-325, 77+

$0111 re Mp1s. etc. Co., 49»-291, 51+921. as Laugwol-thy v_ washburm 77_-356' 79+

31Langworthy v. Garding, 74-325, 77+ 974.

35 Dwinnel] v. Felt, 90-9, 95+5T9.
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sessments for the losses of the company.“ In an action by the receivers of

an insolvent mutual insurance company to recover of the directors thereof the

amounts of their respective subscriptions to a fund which the company with

their knowledge, actual or imputed, represented to be its paid-up capital, it

was held thahthe directors were estopped from denymg their liability to the

policies were issued to and accepted by them in reliance upon such repre

sentations. Creditors whose claims are based upon policies which were cash

or stock policies containing no express reference to any mutual liability are

presumed to have relied upon such representations, but such presumption does

not extend to creditors who accepted policies which by their terms expressly

provided for a mutual liability.“ When a receiver exercises the powers of the

board of directors in assessing the members of a mutual insurance company

under an order of court, he must comply with the conditions precedent pre

scribed by the statute, before the members can be held liable to pay the assess

ment." In an action by a receiver of an insolvent company to recover an

assessment, it has been held that the evidence was sufiicient to justify the court

in finding that the defendants were induced to surrender certain policies of

Insurance, and accept others in lieu thereof, through fraudulent representa

them and the surrendered policies.39 In an action to recover an assessment

made by a court, the assessment is not conclusive upon any policyholder as to

the question whether his relation to the company was such as to subject him

to liability for an assessment. The judgment making the assessment is, how

ever, conclusive as to matters relating to the necessity for, and the amount of,

the assessment.‘0

4731. Action for a.ssessment—Comp1aint—A complaint, in an action to

recover an assessment of a policyholder in a mutual insurance company of

Ohio, has been sustained.“

A CTIONS

5° Dwinnell v. Kramer, 87-392, 92+227. 272 (an arljus-tment of the amount of dam

“ Dwinnell v. Mp1s. etc. 00., 97-340, 106+ age held not to interrupt the running of a

312- limitation); Rottier \'. German Ins. 00..38 Swing v. Wurst, 76-198, 79-+94. 84-116. 86+888 (insurer held not to have

‘"1 Wymau v. Gillett. 54-536, 56+167. misled the insured as to the time of a fire

"Swing \'. Humbird, 94-1, 101+938; so as to be estoppcrl from claiming the

Swing "- Red River L. Co., 105-336, 117+ benefit of a limitation); .\lc(‘nllum \'. l\':1t.

442- etc. 00., 84-134, smsss (limitation held“Swing V. Red River L. Co., 101-428, inapplicable to an nct.im1 on :1 settlement

112+393. See Swing v. Red River L. Co., and adjustment of claims for l0ss—lim1[a

1053361 “H44 - tion hclrl inapplicable to an action to rc

" Rottier v. German Ins. Co., 84-116, 86+ cover premiums paid on a policy subsc

888' quently canceled); Strampe v. Minn. etc.4_**(lhand1er v. St. Paul etc. Co., 21-85 Co., 109-364, 123+1083 (where a loss un

(llmitation held to run from the time of dcr an insurance policy is adjusted, and

furnishing I"'°0f$Y if not from the time the the insuring company agrees to pay a fixed

loss became payable); In re St. Paul etc. sum on or before a day certam, a com

Co" 58‘163, 59+996 (limitation held not plaint alleging those facts bases the action

bal‘ 8 claim in insolvency not filed until upon the adjustment, and the limitation of

after the running of the limitation); Wil- time for bringing actions contained in the

loughby v. St. Paul etc. 00., 68-373, 71+ policy does not apply).
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4733. Time before an action may be brought after a loss-—Policies often

contain a provision against bringing an action within a specified time after a

loss.“

4734. Parties p1aintiff—The following persons have been held entltlsdfito

sue: one to whom a policy was made payable “to_the extent of his clann; a

husband and Wife, the policy running to them jomtly, though the property be-‘

longed to the husband ; " an assignee of a mortgagee, to whom the pohcy was

payable “as his interest may appear ;” ‘T the owner and the assignee of a morlt:

gagee ; *8 children, by their guardian ad htem." A mortgagor hasmbeen he (1

not to show a right to recover on a policy payable to 1118 mortgagee. _ _

4735. Complaint—It has been held unnecessary to allege that an arbitration

was or was not had or was waived; 5‘ to allege that representations or war

ranties were true; 52 to negative excepted risks; ‘a to negat1v_e an increase of

risk;“ to allege the amount of other insurance: ~"~" to negat1_ve the existence

or breach of a condition against incumbrances;-"° to negative a change of

beneficiary; “ to allege a demand; 58 to allege a compliance with state laws by

a foreign company; 5" or to allege due exertion to save property.” The P“;

formance of conditions precedent may be alleged generally under the statute.

In an action on an oral contract it is unnecessary to set forth the terms of

a policy issued after the loss."
If the insured relies on a waiver or excuse for

non-performance he must allege the facts in his complaint.“ After a loss

under a standard form of fire insur

total loss, and allege in addition tl

If the evidence fails to establish a t

*4 Hand v. Nat. etc. Co., 57-519, 59+538

(denial of liability by the insurer held a

waiver of provision); La Plant v. Fire

men’s Ins. Co., 68-82, 70+856 (denial of

liability by the insurer held not a waiver

of provision); Gallenbeck v. N. W. etc.

Assn., 84-184, 87+6l4 (complaint held de~

fective in not showing that the prescribed

period had expired).

ance policy, the insured may sue as for a

1ereto the actual amount of the damage.

otal loss, there may in the same action be

a 1'ecove1'_v for the actual damages as proved.“1

the sufiiciency of particular co1nplaints.°"’
Cases are cited below involving

szma. See Guerin v‘. St. Paul etc. Co.,

44-20. 46+13S.

-I5 Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98).

+"Kausnl v. Minn. etc. Assn., 31-17, 16+

430. '

4T Maxcy v. N. H. etc. Co., 54-272, 55+

1130.

48 Ermentrout v. Am. etc. Co., 60-418, 62+

543.

49 Price v. Phoenix etc. Co.. 17-497(473).

5° Graves v. Am. etc. Co., 46-130, 48+684.

5'1 Kelly v. Liverpool etc. Co., 94-141,

102+380; Fcgelson v. Niagara etc. Co.. 94

486, l03+495. See Fletcher v. German etc.

Co., 79-337, 82+647; Mossness v. German

ctc. Co., 50-341, 52+932.

52 Chambers v. N. W. etc. Co., 64-495.

67-+367; Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-497

(473).

-13 Schrepfer v. Rockford Ins. Co., 77-291,

79+1005.

;)\'ewman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

<'--'1 Ermentrout v. Am. etc. Co., 60-418,

56 Mistilski v. German Ins. Co., 64-366,

67+80.

51 Laudenschlager v. N. W. etc. Assn., 36

131. 30+447.

-'18 Ganser v. Fireman’s etc. Co., 34-372,

25+9-'13. _

-W Fidelity etc. Co. v. Eickhoif, 63-140,

65+351; Langworthy .v. Garding, 74-320.

77+207; Ganser v. Fireman ’s etc. Co.. 34

372. 25+943.

8° Fletcher v. German etc. Co., 79-337,

82+6-17.

“I R. L. 1905 § 4150; Mosness v. German

etc. Co.. 50-341. 52+932. See Hand v- NM

etc. Co., 57-519, 59+538.

6'2 (ianser v. Piremx-1n’s etc. Co., 34-372,

25+-943.

"3 Hand v. Nat. etc. Co., 57-519, 59+538.

See Boon v. State Ins. Co.. 37-426, 34+

902.

“ Moore v. Sun Tns. Oflice, 100-374, 111+

260; Moore v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 100-393.

111+263.

M Ganser v. Fireman's etc. Co.. 134-372

25+943 (complaint held not to show that

an action was prematurely brought);

Bonn v. State Ins. Co., 37-426, Z‘l+t?02

(necessity of excnsing delay in brmgmg

action); Guerin v. St. Paul etc. Co., 44

20, 46+138 (complaint held defective 'm

not alleging that the insurer had notice of
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4736. Answer—New matter—Matters in the nature of confession and

avoidance must be specially pleaded by the defendant.“ In pleading mis

representations the particular statements claimed to be false must be specified."7

By denying in an answer any liability for loss the insurer does not waive the

right to plead that the action is prematurely brought.“ A vacancy has been

held sufficiently pleaded without alleging that it increased the risk.no

4737. Issues—Variance—After a loss under a standard form of fire insur

ance policy, the insured may sue as for a total loss, and allege in addition

thereto the actual amount of the damage. If the evidence fails to establish a

total loss, there may in the same action be a recovery for the actual damages

as proved.’U Under an allegation of performance of conditions precedent

evidence of a waiver or excuse for non-performance is inadmissible.H Cases

are cited below involving questions as to the issues in particular actions.T2

4738. Burden of proof—'1‘he burden of proof has been held on the insurer,

as to the falsity of warranties and representations ;"" as to concealment ;" as

to suicide; " as to breach of condition against incumbrances; T“ as to breach

of condition against increased risk; " as to excepted risks; " as to compliance

with state laws by foreign company; 79 as to arbitration; 8° as to exertions to

or consented to other insurance); Maxcy

v. N. H. etc. 00., 54-272, 55+1130 (an al

legation of loss by a mortgagee held saili

cient): Ermentrout v. Am. etc. Co., 60

418, 62+543 (complaint in an action by an

nssignee of an assignee of a mortgagee

sustained); Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Home Ins.

Co.. 64-61, 66+132 (complaint in action

by a common carrier sustained); Morley

v. Liverpool etc. Co., 76-285, 79+-103 (an

allegation of an assignment of a claim for

loss sustained); Gallenbeck v. N. W. etc.

Assn., 84-184, 87+614 (complaint held to

show action prematurely brought—com

plamt held not to state a cause of action

against the defendant, the policy issued by

the defendant to the plaintiff having been

surrendered and a new policy issued by an

other company); Knutzen v. Nat. etc. Co.,

108-163, 121-+632 (policy conditioned to

indemnify insured for loss by death from

disease or accident of animals insured

cornplaint held bad on demurrer in not al

leging that the death of the animal sued

for was caused either by disease or acci

dent); Cash v. Concordia etc. Co., 12G+52-1

(complaint on fire policy sustained).

6° Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98) (increase of risk); Ganser v. Fire

man’s_etc. 00., 38-74, 35+584 (misrepre

sentations); Brigham v. Wood, 48-3-14,

51+228 (change of ownership); Caplis v.

Am. etc. Co., 60-376, 62+-140 (misrepre

sentatwns——concealment); Cruikshank v.

St. Paul etc. Co., 75-266, 77-+958 (breach

of warranty of title); Fletcher v. German

etc. 00., 79-337, 82+6-17 (failure to make

requisite exertions to prevent loss).

6;7+‘gél;imbse2rs N. etc. Co., 64-495,.

. ee ervs v. tate Ins. . 71ass, 340, 7a+a49.' Co’

7:)!+§i5a6-Plant v. Firemen ’s Ins. Co., 68-82,

“" Doten v. Aetna Ins. Co., 77-474, 80+

630.

70 Moore v. Sun Ins. Office, 100-374, 111+

260; Moore v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 100-393,

l1l+263.

Tl Hand v. Nat. etc. Co.. 57-519, 59+538.

T2 Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98) (under an allegation of defects in

the roof of a building evidence of the con

dition of the building as a whole held in

admissible); Ganser v. Fireman ’s etc. Co.,

38-74, 35+584 (question of fraudulent rep

resentations held not within the issues);

Gnerin v. St. Paul etc. Co., 44-20, 46+-138

(evidence to show that the insurer con

sented to other insurance held inadmissible

under the pleadings); Brombcrg v. Minn.

Fire Assn., 45-318, 47-+975 (evidence of a

mistake in the description of the property

insured held inadmissible under the plead

ings).

73 Chambers v. N. W. etc. Co., 64-495,

67+367; Perine v. Grand Lodge, 51-224,

53+367; Caplis v. Am. etc. Co.. 60-376, 62+

440; Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90-264,

95+1l18; Murphy v. Met. etc. Co., 106

112, 118+3-55.

H Caplis \'. Am. etc. Co., 60-376, 624-440.

T5 Hale v. Life etc. Co., 61-516, 63+1108;

Id., 65-548, 68+182; Beckett v. N. W. etc.

Assn., 67-298, 69+923; Sartell \'. Royal

Neighbors, 85-369. 88+985.

7" Mistilski v. German Ins. Co., 64-366,

67+80.

71‘ Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98); Taylor v. Security etc. Co., 88-231,

92+952.

T8 Schrepfer v. Rockford Ins. Co., 77-291,

79+1005.

W Fidelity

65+351.

8° Kelly v. Liverpool etc. Co., 94-141,

102+-380.

etc. Co. v. Eickhotf, 63-170,
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prevent loss; 8‘ as to non-payment of dues and assessments; ‘*2 and as to the

invalidity of a policy." It has been held on the insured, as to whether ea

person was the agent of the insurer with authonty to waive a condition;

and as to whether a dead body was that of the insured.“ It has been held on

a mortgagee to show his interest.“ '

4739. Evidence of va1ue~—Necessity—Where it was assumed on the trial

that the policy was a valued one, it was held that the insured could not ob

ject on appeal to the want of evidence of value." _ _

4740. Law and fact—Except where the evidence is conclusive the tollowmg

questions are for the jury: whether representations were material or mcreased

the risk:88 whether the insured committed suicide; 5“ whether proofs of loss

were furnished within a reasonable time;”° whether the risk had been in

creased; “ whether there had been a total loss; 92 whether the insurer was 1n

formed of prior insurance; "5 whether representations had been made, and if

so, with actual intent to deceive;‘“ and whether a delay in sendmg blanks

was unreasonable.‘"'

4741. Evidence—Admissibi1ity—Parol evidence is inadmissible to vary the

terms of the written contract W and this extends to bills of ladmg fixmg the

liability of the insured as a carrier."T

admissible.ml or inadmissible.“

S1 Fletcher v. German etc. Co., 79-337,

S2+647; Morris v. Farmers etc. Co., 63

420, 65+655.

-‘*2 Seheufler v. Grand Lodge, 45-256, 47+

799.

83 Hale v. Life etc. Co., 65-548, 68+182.

H Gude v. Exchange etc. Co., 53-220, 54+

1117.

SB Baxter \'. Covenant etc. Assn., 77-80.

79+596.

R6 Wilcox v. Mutual etc. Co., 81-478, 84+

334.

81 Hand v. Nat. etc. Co., 57-519, 59+538.

W Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90-264, 95+

1118; Rupert v. Supreme Court, 94-293,

102+715.

as Hale v. Life etc. Co., 61-516, e3+11os;

Sartell v. Royal Neighbors, B5-369, 88+

985.

W Fletcher v.

82+647.

91 Taylor v. Security etc. Co., 88-231, 92+

952.

92 Poppitz v. German Ins.

88+438.

"3 Magoun v. Fireman ’s etc. Co., 86-486

91+5.

94 Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90-264, 95+

1118.

M Robinson v.

10O+226.

Gerrnau etc. Co., 79-337,

Co., as-us
I

I

N. W. etc. Co., 92-379
|

Cases are cited below holding evidence

tions of other adjusters. made in the pres

ence of the defendant ‘s adjuster m con

nection with an adjustment); Pfeufer v.

Nat. etc. Co., 62-536, 64+1018 (parol evi

dence as to which of two horses a pohcy

was canceled); Chambers v. N. W. etc. (_J0..

64-495, 67+367 (business habits. pursuits,

and associations of insured); Levme \'.

Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138. 68+8-55 (books

of account of the insured to show the

amount and the value of property dc

stroycd); Coleman v. Retail etc. :Assn.,

77-31, 79+588 (inventory prepared 1mmc

diately after a loss); Boak v. Manchester

etc. Co., 84-419, 87+932 (facts relevant to

the question whether plaintitf made due

exertions to save property); Taylor v. Se

curity etc. Co., 88-231. 92+952 (custom of

insurance companies to charge a higher

rate of premium under certain cond1l_;1ons,.

the issue being as to an increase of risk);

Tozer v. Ocean A. & G. Corp., 99-290, 109+

410 (understanding of a party as $0

whether a claim for damages came within

the terms of an indemnity contract); TB)‘

lor v. Grand Lodge, 101-72, 111+919 (dec

larations of a person. since deceased, r9>

specting the date of his hirth—pnor ap

plication for life insurance in another com

puny); K0l‘Hig v. Western L. I. Co., 102

31. 1121-1039 (circumstantial evidence rele

vant to an issue of suicide).

‘ PT Mp1s. etc. Ry.

9" Frost ’s etc. Works v. Millers’ etc. 00..

37-300, 34+35; Calmenson v. Equitable

etc. Co., 92-390. 100%-88. See § 3368.

v. Home Ins. Co., 55

236, 561-815.

98 Ganser v. Fireman’s etc. Co., 38-74,

35+584 (an expired contract of insurance,

in connection with a subsequent parol

agreement for reinsurance) ; Powers v. Im~

penal etc. Co., 48-380, 5l+123 (declara

W Price v. Phoenix etc. Co., 17-497(473)

(evidence tending to show a. representation

immaterial which the parties had agreed

should be deemed material); Per1ne_\'

Grand Lodge. 48-82. 50+1022 (reputation

of the cause of a parent ’s death, to charge

a young child with notice) ; Dade v. Aetna

Ins. Co., 54-336, 56+48 (testimony of the

insured that he had complied with all the
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MUTUAL INSURANCE

4742. Nature—The feature distinguishing a mutual insurance company

from all others is that in a mutual company the policyholders are at once

the insurers and the insured; in all others the policyholder is the insured and

the company the insurer.1 There is no stock or stockholders and ordinarily no

other fund from which to pay claims than that arising from premium notes or

cash premiums.2

4743. The contract—Construction—The contract of a member with a for

eign company has been held to include, and to be construed with reference to,

the policy, application, constitution, by-laws, and enabling act.‘ Where the

policy stated on its face that the company was a mutual one, and the insured

subject to pay an additional premium, it was held that the contract was not

changed by the fact that it was represented to be a stock policy; that after keep

ing the policy and receiving the benefit of an insurance the insured was

estopped from setting up as a defence to an action for an additional premium

fraudulent representations as to its character.‘

4744. Premium note—-Consideration—An unpaid portion of a premium

note held to be without consideration.5

4745. Duration of policy-—Parol evidence—Where it did not appear from

the application, policy, or constitution of the company, for what period a

policy was issued, it was held that parol evidence was admissible to prove its

duration.“

4746. All-cash policies—-A company has been held authorized by special

statutory provisions to issue “all-cash” policies, to a limited extent.’

4747. Capital or guaranty fund—A mutual fire insurance company is not

authorized to create a capital or guaranty fund. A mutual fire and marine

msurance company may do so.8

4748. Membership—A policyholder becomes a member of the company by

the mere issuance of a policy to him.9 The holder of an “all-cash” policyr

issued by a mutual company has been held not a member thereof.10

4749. Notice of constitution, etc.—Every member is charged with notice

Of, and is bound by, the constitution and by-laws of the company, including

amendments duly made.11

4750. Amendment of by-laws—Notice-—Where the by-laws of a mutual

firernsurance company provide for the manner in which members shall be

notified of amendments or additions to such by-laws, and that when such no

t1ce 1s so given it shall become a part of the member’s policy, a member who

has not been notified in the manner prescribed, and who has no knowledge

conditions of a policy not in evidence, no

sufl-lment foundation having been laid for

secondary evidence of the policy); Hale

v_. Life etc. Co., 65-548, 68+182 (declara

trons of an intention to commit suicide

made two years before the death of the

declarant); Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90

264, 95_+1118 (register of patients kept at

3 hospital); Schornak v. St. Paul etc. Co.,

6-299, 104+10_87 (fact that the insured

had scattered 011 on the walls of his living

room fifty feet distant from the building

burned).

IDV\' ll . ' _
266,1'10n9n8e v Mpls. etc. Co., 84-59, 91+

2Dwinnell v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 87-59, 91+

266, 1098; Taylor v. North Star etc. Co.,

46-198, 4S+772.

3 Ebert v. Mutual etc. Assn., 81-116, 83+

506, 84+457. See R. L. 1905 § 1616.

4Dwinnell v. Felt, 90-9, 95+579.

fiBa.nkers’ etc. Co. v. Rogers, 73-12, 75+

747.

flBankers’ etc. Co. v. Rogers, 73-12, 75+

747.

7 In re Mpls. etc. Co., 49-291, 51+921.

8Dwinnell v. Mpls. etc. Co., 87-59, 91+

266. 1098. See § 4859.

9Morris v. Farmers etc. Co., 63-420, 65+

655.

10 In re Mp1s. etc. Co., 49-291, 51+921.

11 Morris v. Farmers etc. 00., 63-420, 65+

655.
II—7
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of the amendment or addition, is not bound by it.“ An amendment of by

laws, removing an uncertainty as to the time when policies expired, has been

held reasonable and valid." _
4751. Notice of annual meetings——A policy has been held not void because

it did not contain a notice of the annual meetings or because the msurcd did

not receive such notice.H

4752. Lapsing of po1icy—Dividend-—A provisional dividend has been held

not applicable to the indebtedness of the insured to the company, so as to

prevent his policy from lapsing prior to his death.15 _
4753. Assessment»-Losses are payable by assessments on the policyhold

ers.m The essential principle upon which mutual insurance compames are

based is that each member will pay his proportionate share of the losses_1n

curred during the time of his membership and that he shall not be required

to pay any greater amount thereof than his pro rata share; and any assessment

which violates this principle cannot be enforced against him. If a member is

assessed for losses incurred when he was not a member, or if other members

liable to be assessed with him are knowingly omitted from the assessment It

is, as to him, voidable." In fixing the amount of an assessment reasonable

allowances may be made for probable failures in collections and the expense Of

making collections. An assessment has been held fraudulent on its face, and

a complaint in an action to have it declared void, sustained.“ Where a policy

holder contracts to pay a certain sum, by such instalments as the directors of

the company shall assess and order for losses and expenses of the company,

the statute of limitations does not begin to run in his favor until an assessment

is made.“
4754. Change of rate of assessments-—The board of directors of a com

pany has been held to have authority to change the rates of assessment from

time to time to meet death losses and expenses, provided the apportionment

is equitable.2°
4755. Classification of members for assessment-In the absence of express

authority directors cannot arbitrarily place all members who joined prior to

a certain year into a class by themselves, and advance their ages each year as

assessments are made, while all members joining after that date are assessed

as of the age of entry. Such discrimination against the old and in favor Of

the new members is not an equitable distribution of the increasing 00St Qf

carrying the older members, and was not contemplated by the terms of their

contracts.21
4756. Wrongful cancelation of po1icy—Damages-—The measure of dam

ages for the wrongful ca-ncclation of a member’s policy for refusal to pay illegal

assessments is not the amount of the premiums paid by the member, but the

damage resulting at the date of cancelation, allowance being made for in‘

surance already had.22

6;;Morris v. Farmers etc. 00., 63420, 65+ 11 Swing v. Akeley, 62-169. 64+”

. 19 Pencille v. State etc. Co., 74~67, 76+

71835Fla.kne v. Minn. etc. Co., 105-479, 117+ 1026. '

H1Langvvorthy v. Garding, 74-325, 77+

14Dwinnell v. Flt 90-9 95 579. s Q ' hb "-256R.L.19O5§11626f3 ’ ’ + ee 7;3I.;,4P““g“°““Y V‘ was um’ I '

2§EPetrie v. Mutual etc. 00., 92489, 100+ 2oEbe1-t v_ Mutual etc, Assn” 81-116, 83+

‘ 506, 84+457.

1°Dw1nnell v. Mpls. etc. Co., 87-59, 62, '11 Id.

91+266, 1098. 22 Id.
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ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

4757. Dcfinition—An endowment policy is one that is to be paid at the

expiration of a fixed term of years or at prior death.’-’3

4758. Endowment policy—Construction-—The provisions of an endow

ment policy, as to the payment of premiums and the application of dividends

to the payment of premium notes, have been construed.“

FIRE INSURANCE

IN GENERAL

4759. The standard policy—' ‘he standard form is exclusive and cannot be

modified by the parties except as expressly authorized." It is to be construed

as similar contracts voluntarily entered into." Its provisions are considered

elsewhere under appropriate headings.27

4760. Rider—Lightning clause-—The words “and in no case to include loss

or damage by cyclone, tornado, or windstorm,” in a “lightning clause,” at

tached as a rider to a policy, are limited to the rider, and do not apply to or

vary the contract as contained in the policy.28

THE INSURED PROPERTY

4761. Description—Tl1e description in a standard policy cannot be affected

by a description in the application not incorporated in the policy or attached

thereto.20 A description must be construed with reference to the nature of the

property, its ordinary use, and the manner in which it is ordinarily kept.‘o

Any reasonable doubt as to whether property was covered by a policy must be

resolved in favor of the insured."11 Parol evidence is inadmissible to prove

what property was intended by the parties to be covered—to vary the written

description,"2 but it is admissible to show of what a building consisted.“ A

description of live stock, or other insurable property, as in a particular place,

is not a condition or warranty that it will remain there.“ The phrase “stock

111 trade” covers not only all the goods usually carried in the particular trade,

but also everything necessary for carrying on the business." If a policy is

issued for a period of years on a building in course of construction, it covers

the completed building.‘m Where a mistake was made in the number of the

2-‘! Nat. P. Legion v. O’Brien, 102-15,

112+1050.

_“ Van Norman v. N. W. etc. Co., 51-57,

o2+988.

9“ Qwinnell v. Kramer, 87-392, 92+227;

Kolhtz v. Equitable etc. Co., 92-234, 99+

892; Wild Rice L. Co. v. Royal Ins. Co.,

99-190, 108+871. See Moore v. Sun Ins.

31 De Graff v. Queen Ins. Co., 38-501, 38+

696; Pettit v. State Ins. 00., 41-299, 43+

378. This is especially true when the

agent of the company writes the descrip

tion. Pettit v. State Ins. Co., 41-299, 43+

378; Soli v. Farmers’ etc. Co., 51-24, 52+

979.

32 Collins v. St. Paul etc. Co., 44-440, 46+

Oflice, 1004-374, 111+-260; Russell v. Ger

mzan etc_. Co., 100-528, 1l1+400.

991%?-11tz v. Equitable etc. Co., 92-234,

2" See §§ 4762-4778.

lishlllzlsosell v. German etc. Co., 100-528,

52898Coleman v. Retail etc. Assn., 77-31, 79+

3" De Grafi‘ v. Queen Ins. Co., 38-501, 38+

696' B0 ' ht . ' -352; 25+1;9g6. v Spnngfield etc. Co., 34

906; Brornberg v. Minn. Fire Assn., 45

318, 47+975; Boak v. Manchester etc. Co.,

84-419, 87+932.

M Carg-ill v. Millers’ etc. 00., 33-90, 22+

6; Pettit v. State Ins. Co., 41-299, 43+

37B; Boak v. Manchester etc. Co., 84-419,

87+932.

84 See § 4767.

85 Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492(393).

-W Frost '5 etc. Works v. Millers’ etc. Co.,

37-300, 34-+35.
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section on which the buildings insured were situated it was held that there

could be no recovery without a reformation_ of the policy."1 1) here’morei{:1hi:)i;

one description is given and there is a discrepancy, that description wld be

adhered to as to which there is the least likelihood that a mistake cou t to

committed, and that be rejected in regard to which mistakes are more ap _

be made.“ A rider to the standard policies which is unauthorized as 1001:»

dition may operate to restrict the general descriptive language of the potzcyile

Cases are cited below involving the construction of particular policies as

property covered."

CONDITIONS _ _ Y

4762. Exertions to save property—A finding that the plaintifi_made all

reasonable exertions to save the property after the fire has been sustained. 1

4763. Clear space-—A rider to the standard pohcy stipulating for a c ear

space about the insured premises has been held unauthorized. S 1 t d bv

4764. Storing goods—A condition against storing goods is not no a e ,

keeping them for sale in a store.“ 7 ‘ _ _ _

4765. Incumbrances—If a policy contains a condition agamst mortgla_gl'I1§

the property, a mortgage of a portion of the property avoids the whole lpg 15),)

A condition against mortgaging the property has been held not qua :1 e t Z

a subsequent clause in the policy."5 A lien ot a lessor has been hel no “

chattel mortgage within the meaning of a condition against chattel.mort.1gage:-h

Cases are cited below holding conditions against incunibrances waived, 01' 8

reverse.‘8 _ I _ I

4766. Other insurance—The object of the usual condition against other 111

surance is to keep the amount of insurance below the value of the prope1-tyhs€t>

that the insured will have an interest in its preservation.40 The mere fact t a

at the time of its contract an insurance company has knowledge of otherdiit1

surance upon the property does not justify the inference that it assente 0

3" Collins v. St. Paul etc. Co., 44-440, 46+

906.

8" Everett v. Cont. Ins. Co., 21-76.

8" Wild Rice L. Co. v. Royal Ins. Co., 99

190, 108+871.

4° See Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492

(393) (stock of goods); Everett v. Cont.

Ins. Co., 21-76 (threshing machine); Hol

brook v. St. Paul etc. Co., 25-229 (mules) ;

Cargill v. Millers’ etc. Co., 33-90, 22+6

(elevator and additions); Boright v.

Springfield etc. Co., 34-352, 25+796 (horses

on farm) ; Broadwater v. Lion etc. Co., 34

465, 26 +455 (buildings detached); Frost ’s

etc. Works v. Millers’ etc. Co., 37-300, 34+

35 (sawmill); De Graif v. Queen Ins. Co.,

38-501, 38+696 (farm buildings and live

stock); Pettit v. State Ins. Co., 41-299,

43+378 (elevator and annex); Schreiber v.

German etc. Co., 43-367, 45+70S (growing

crops); Collins v. St. Paul etc. Co., 44

440. 46-F906 (farm buildings—mistal-re in

section number); Soli v. Farmers’ etc. Co.,

51-24, 52+-979 (hay in stack); Bergstrom

v. Farmers’ etc. Co., 51-29, 52+980 (hay);

Mp1s. etc. By. v. Home Ins. Co., 55

236, 56LS15 (interest of carrier in goods

shipperl); Mpls. T. M. Co. v. Firemen ’s

Ins. Co.. 57-35, 58+819 (threshing machine

and separator “while not in use”); Boak

v. Manchester etc. Co., 84-419, h%Z11;:;32

( (is stored in annex to ware ,
CEzi(r)]('))enter v. Germania etc. Co., 86-371,

90+766 (lumber yard, coal sheds, etc.),

Central etc. Co. v. Fireman '5 etc. Co.,223, 99+1120, 100+3 (mining plant); W18

Rice L. Co. v. Royal Ins. Co., 99-190, 10 +

871 (lumber yards connected with saw

mill).

*1 Boak v. Manchester etc. Co., 84-419,

87+932; Schornak v. St. Paul etc. Ins. Co.,

96-299, 104+lO87. C

42 Wild Rice etc. Co. v. Royal Ins. 0-,

99-190 1()8+871.

*3 Phcienix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492(393).

44 Plath v. Minn. etc. Assn., 23-479.

45 First Nat. Bank v. ‘Am. etc. 00., 58

492. (iO+345. _

4“ Caplis v. Am. etc. Co., 60-3/6, 62+440

" Wilson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 36-112, 30+

401; First Nat. Bank v. Lancaslure Ins.

Co., 65-462, 68+1; First Nat. Bank v. Man

chester etc. Co., 64-96, 66+136. S598

Schreiber v. German etc. Co., 43-367, 4 +

708.

4'3 Gude v. Exchange etc. Co., 53-220, 54+

1117.

49 Funke v. Minn. etc. Assn., 29-347, 13+

164; Church of St. George v. Sun etc. Co.,

54-162, 55+909.
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additional insurarice subsequently taken out by the insured.50 The usual con

dition against other insurance is violated by other insurance which is void be

cause of misrepresentations by the insured.“ Other insurance renders the

policy void and not merely voidable. No afiirmative action is required by the

insurer."2 A written condition against other insurance cannot be varied by

parol.“ Other insurance procured by'a mortgagee of the insured has been

held not procured by the insured.M The failure of an agent of the insurer to

inform the latter of other insurance on premises in which the agent had an

interest has been held not to avoid a policy.“ Cases are cited below holding

a condition against other insurance waived,68 or the reverse.“

4767. Removal of pr0perty—A removal may be authorized by the insurer

through a local agent.“ A description in a policy of the property insured, as

being in a certain place, is not a condition or warranty that it will remain

there."° A removal has been held to invalidate a policy.°° The duly author

ized agent of a fire insurance company, having power to consent to the removal

of the location of insured property and to transfer the policy, may by oral

agreement consent to such removal and make such transfer, and if such agree

ment is made the policy does not become void but continues in force.

that the rate of insurance is greater at the new location does not relieve the

obligations of the company under the policy, provided the insured agrees and

holds himself in readiness to pay the additional premium. The duty is upon

the agent to ascertain what the increased rate is and make demand upon the

insured therefor.61

4768. Vacancy-—The object of the usual condition against vacancy is that

the building insured shall be under the care and supervision of some one actual

ly occupying and using it."2 The condition in the standard policy against

vacancy is unaffected by statutory provisions relating to increase of risk.“ A

condition against vacancy has been held not qualified by a subsequent clause in

a policy.“ A partial vacancy is not fatal.“ The phrase “occupied as a dwell

ing” in a policy is to be construed as a warranty, if the insurer did not know

that the building was vacant when issuing the policy." A condition against

vacancy may be waived.“ Whether premises were vacant at the time of the

loss is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive."

The fact '

W Kelly v. Liverpool etc. Co., 102-178, “B Cooper v. German etc. Co., 96-81, 104+

1l1+395.

1';i14Funke v. Minn. etc. Assn., 29-347, 13+

52 Johnson v. Am. Ins. Co., 41-396, 43+

59; Goidin v. Northern A. Co., 46-471, 49+

246._ See Lake Superior etc. Co. v. Con

cordm etc. Co., 95-492, 104+560.

‘*3 Calmenson v. Equitable etc. Co., 92

390, 100+88.

_54 Church of St. George v. Sun etc. Co.,

04-162, 55+909.

55 Magoun v. Fireman ’s Fund Ins. Co.

86-486, 91+5. '

F" Brandup v. St. Paul etc. Co., 27-393,

H7352 First Nat. Bank v. Am. etc. 00.,

58-492, 60+345; Anderson v. Manchester

etc. Co., 59-182, 195, 60-+1095, 63+24l;

Kelly v. Citizens’ etc. Assn., 96-477, 105+

675; Barrie v. Northern A. Co., 103-529,

1]5+1132.

1" Johnson v. Am. Ins. Co., 41-396, 43+

59; Goldm v. Northern A. Co., 46-471, 491

21:(ii3I9.{5e1ly v. Liverpool etc. Co., 102-178,

687. .

59 Everett v. Cont. Ins. 00., 21-76; Hol

brook v. St. Paul etc. Co., 25-229; De

Grail‘ v. Queen Ins. Co., 38-501, 38+696.

6° Brigham v. Wood, 48-344, 51+228.

01 Cooper v. German etc. Co., 96-81, 104+

687.

62 Stensg

30+468.

03 Doten v. Aetna Ins. Co., 77-474, 80+

630.

M Moriarty v. Home Ins. Co., 53-549, 55+

740.

W Haider v. St. Paul etc. Co., 67-514,

518, 70+805; Central Montana Mines Co.

v. Fireman 's Fund Ins. Co., 92-223, 99+

1120, 100+3.

M Aiple v. Boston Ins. Co., 92-337, 100+8.

"7 Swain v. Agr. Ins. Co., 37-390, 34+

738; Lamberton v. Conn. etc. Co., 39-129,

39+76.

85 Roach v. Aetna Ins. Co., 108-127, 121+

613.

aard v. Nat. etc. Co., 36-181,
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4769. Increased risk—What constitutes an increase of risk is a question of

fact for the jury "9 unless the increase is obvious.To A building has been held

not “contiguous” within the meaning of a condition agamst an 1_ncrease_of risk

from the erection of contiguous buildings.'“ A general cond1t1on_aga1nst in

crease of risk must be held to refer to the risk incident to the ordmary use of

the property insured. Unless the terms of a policy forbid, msurance must be

presumed to be made with reference to the character of the property msured

and to the owner’s use of it in the ordinary way.72 If a risk is increased it

is immaterial that the loss was not caused by it.’3 A policy provided that if

the insured building should be “altered, added to, or enlarged,” notice must be

given and consent indorsed on the policy. -The contract (a by-law) elsewhere

provided that if a building should be “altered, enlarged, or appropriated ts

any other purposes than those mentioned, or the risk be otherwise increased,

without the consent of the insurer, the policy should be void. These pl‘0V1S10118

were held to require notice and consent with respect to a material enlargement

of the building, even though the risk was not thereby increased.H A removal

involving an increase of risk has been held authorized by the insurer through

' its local agent.“5

4770. Payment of premiums—A fire insurance policy at a gross _pI'cml11l1'1

for the term of five years, the insured giving two notes for the premium, con

tained a clause that, in case of default to pay any note, the insurance should

be suspended, and the premium considered as earned, but that, on subsequent

full payment, the policy should be revived and in force as to losses happenlllg

thereafter. It was held that, upon a default to pay a premium note, the

insurer could recover the amount of it." An ultra vires policy held no con

sideration for a. premium note."7 A breach of a condition for the payment_0f

premiums held not waived.'la A local agent has been held not to have authority

to waive a condition for the payment of a premium before the policy should

become operative." By delivering a policy without requiring a prepaylm-‘:11t

of the premium a company may be held to have extended credit to the

insured.80

4771. Alterations—A policy has been construed as requiring notice and con

sent as respects a material enlargement of the building insured, even though

the risk was not increased. A provision in a policy authorizing “necessary

alterations and repairs,” has been held not to authorize a material enlargement

of the building.81

4772. Gunpowder, gasoline, etc.—-A policy has been construed to permit

the keeping of gunpowder in a general store for sale; 82 and to permit the keep

ing of benzine and gasoline in a paint factory." A condition against the use

'19 Taylor v. Security etc. Co., 88-231, 92+ 7° Minn. etc. Assn. v. Olson, 43-21, 44+

952. 672.

"0 Betcher v. Capital Fire Ins. Co., 78- ‘I1 Rochester Ins. Co. v. Martin; 1359

240, s0+971. (54).

1':215Olson v. St. Paul etc. Co., 85-432, 29+ ‘I8 McMartin v. Cont. Ins. Co., 41-193, 42+

. 934.

72H01bm0k V‘ St‘ Paul etc" 00-, 25-229; "9 Wilkins v. State Ins. Co., 43-177, 45+1

Minneapolis etc. Co. v. Firemen’s Ins. 00., 8° Kollitz v. Equitable etc. Co., 92-234,

57-35, 58+819. ‘ 99+892. See Union etc. Co. v. Taggflrt,

Q;;)I‘5a2_v1or v. Secunty ctc. Co., 88-231, 235, 55-95, 56+579.

- “F t’ t . W k. . M'llcrs’ etc. Co.,:4 Frost ’s etc. Works v. Millers’ etc. Co., ms 8 e c or q v I

_ 37-300 34+35.

33.7390’ 34+3O' 32 Phdenix Ins. Co. v, Taylor, 5-492(393)

6S_(,0opcr v. German etc. Co., 96-81, 104+ as Russel] v_ Manufacturers: etc_ Go“ 50_

409. 52+906.
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of gasoline held waived; 8‘ held not waived.85 The keeping of a small amount

of gasoline has been held not to invalidate a policy as a matter of law."

477_3. Limitations on use—A description of property as a “sawmill build

ing” has been held not to restrict the use to the purpose of a saw1nill.‘" A

policy has been construed to prohibit the carrying on of a hazardous trade in

a dwelling-house.“ .

4774. Transfer of interest—-A condition against a sale or transfer of title

has been held violated by a transfer by the insured to his wife."19 It has been

held not violated by a mortgage and foreclosure thereunder; °° or by an agree

ment to transfer to a mortgagee in full satisfaction of the mortgage debt."1 A

condition against a transfer of “interest” is violated by an executory contract

to convey. Where the condition is against a transfer of “title” there is no

breach unless there is a transfer of the “legal” title.02 A condition requiring

a mortgagee to give the insurer notice of any change of ownership applies to

a transfer to a third person and not to one from the mortgagor to the mortgagee

through foreclosure.” An unauthorized transfer may render a policy void as

to the insured, but not as to a mortgagee to whom it is payable.“ The effect of

a change of ownership due to the withdrawal of a partner from a firm is

undetermined.” Whether a sale had been completed before a fire by an ac

ceptance has been held a question for the jury.M A condition against a trans

fer held not waived.“

4775. Title of insured—A policy provided that “this policy * * “ shall be

void * * * if the interest of the insured be other than unconditional and sole

ownership, or if the subject of insurance be a building on ground not owned

by the insured in fee simple.” It was held that this referred to existing con

ditions, and not to future changes of title; that it was incumbent on the in

sured to disclose the nature of his title; that the insurer did not waive the

condition by issuing the policy without inquiry as to the title; and that a

breach of the condition invalidated the entire policy.” Under a similar con

dition it was held that no recovery could be had where the insured had only

a life tenancy.” A similar condition has been held not broken where some

part of the insured building stood on land owned in fee by the insured and

part on a public street.1 A condition requiring a fee in the insured has been

held qualified by a subsequent clause describing the property as at a United

States post or fort.2 A condition requiring unconditional and sole ownership

is not violated by an incumbrance.3 Where the company shows that at the

tune of the application the property had been conveyed to a third party at

a tax sale. the insured may show that the sale was void.‘

1;‘8Ha1'tley v. Penn. etc. Co., 91-382, 98+ 04 Sterling etc. Co. v. Befirey, 48-9, 50+

. 922. ‘

‘"1 M_cFarland v. St. Paul etc. Co., 46-519, 95 See Brigham v. \Vood, 48-34-4, 51+228.

49+2-'I3- M Chandler v. St. Paul etc. Co., 21-85.

lgiifielgaeglson v. Niagara etc. 00., 97-535, B‘-' St. Paul etc. Co. v. Parsons, 47-352,

50+240.

‘J8 Parsons v. Lane, 97-98. 106+485.

99 Collins v. St. Paul etc. 00., 44-440, 46+

906.

8" Frost ’s etc. Works v. Millers’ etc. Go,

37-300, 34+35.

8!‘ Gasner v. Met. Ins. Co.. 13-483(447).

5" Langdon v. Minn. ctc. Assn., 22-193. 1 Haider v. St. Paul etc. Co., 67-514, 70+

"0 Loy V. Home Ins. Co., 24-315. 805.

M Magoun V. Fireman ’s Fund Ins. Co., 2 Broadwater v. Lion etc. Co., 34-465, 26+

86-486, 911-5. 455'

"2 Gibb v. Philadelphia etc. Co., 59-267,

61+137. See 22 Harv. L. Rev. 602.

W Wasbburn v. Fire Assn.. 60-68, 61+

828; Pioneer etc. Co. v. St. Paul etc. Co.,

68-170. 70+9'i'9.

3 Caplis v. Am. etc. Co., 60-376, 378, 62+

440.

4New1nan v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98).
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4776. Effect of conditions—As a general rule, where there is no application

for insurance, the insured is bound by the conditions found in the pohcy Wl1lCl1

he has accepted, and retained without objection.“ _

4777. Effect of breach of conditions—The cases are not harmomous as to

the effect of a breach of a condition in a policy—some holding that the effect

is to render the policy void.6 and others merely voidable." A COI1dllIlOl1 that

in case any of the representations in the application are untrue_the pol1cy_ shal

be null and void does not mean that it shall be absolutely void, but voulable

only at the election of the insurer. If the insurer elects to avoid the policy it

is void in toto and from the beginning, so that the insurer cannot avoid 1t

and enforce the promise of the insured to pay the premium.8 If a pol1cy 18

made payable to a mortgagee of the property, no act or default of any person

other than such mortgagee or his agents, or those claiming under him affects

such mortgagee’s right to recover in case of loss.’ . _

4778. Fraud and false swearing—Wilful false swear1ng,'1n regard to any

material matter avoids the whole policy. A misrepresentation, to avoid the

- policy, must be material. A slight exaggeration of the value of the property

is not fatal.10 A provision that “any fraud or attempt at fraud or false swear:

ing on the part of the insured shall cause a forfeiture of all elaun under the

policy,” has been held to embrace the whole period from the making Of the

contract until the proofs of loss are furnished.11

LOSS

4779. Cause of fire—A finding that a fire was not caused by the Insured

has been sustained.12

4780. Total 1oss—Fire limit&—A building is a total loss though the walls

above the foundation remain standing, in whole or in part, if they could not

be safely and economically utilized in rebuilding. The question is one of_ fact

The test is, would a person of ordinary prudence utilize the remnants in re

building as they stand rather than tear them down to the f01lDd3.t10l1." In

applying the test it is proper to receive evidence of the value of the remnants.

the cost of repairing the same, and the total cost of reconstruction.“_ In an

action upon a policy covering a building located within the fire lim1ts_ of fl

city, and of a class the repair of which is, under certain conditions, prohibited

by the city ordinances, recovery may be had as for a total loss when the repalr

of the building insured and damaged is prevented under and by reason of Such

ordinances, the value of what remains of the building after the fire 0V9!‘ and

above the cost of removing it from the premises being deducted therefrom

Whether the determination of the building inspector of the city of St._Pi§1\l‘

or of the board of arbitration on appeal from his decision, that a building

within the fire limits of such city has been damaged to the extent of fifty p0!‘

fiMcFarland v. St. Paul etc. 00., 46-519, 486, Sl1+5; Sterling etc. Co. v. Beifrey, 43‘

49+-253; Parsons v. Lane, 97-98, 106+485. 9, 50+922.

“Taylor v- Grand Lodge, 96-441, 105+ 10 Hamberg v. St. Paul etc. 00.. 68-335.

408; Johnson v. Am. Ins. Co., 41-396, 43+ 71+388. See Hodge \'. Franklin Ins. C0-~

59; Goldin v. Northern A. Co., 46-471, 49+ 126+1098.

246; Betchor v. Capital etc. 00., 78-240, llGies v. Bechtner, 12~279(188)

8O+971- _ 1'-’Sehornak v. St. Paul etc. 'Co., 96-299.

1Schrexber v. German etc. Co., 43-367, 104+1087.

45+7OS; Brigham \'. Wood, 48-344, 51+

13 N. W. etc. Co. v. Rochester etc. 00., 8522S' . 4s, amass; N. W. etc. Co. v. Sun Ins. Of

4;S7c(l)i8re1ber v. German etc. Co., 43-367, fice, S5-65, 88-+272; Poppitz v. German

+ .

Ins. Co., 85-118, 88+4-38.

HN. W. etc. Co. v. Sun Ins. Oflice, 85

65. 88+272.

9Moore v. Sun Ins. Office, 100-374, 111+

260; Magoun v. Fireman ‘s etc. Co., 86

~’ .~_,_;-~_,f._~' .-l.
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cent. of its value, and therefore not subject to repair under the ordinance,

is final and conclusive, and not subject to judicial review by the courts, is an

open question. Even though not final and conclusive, such determination can

only be impeached by clear and convincing proof of fraud, collusion, or rnis~

take; and the burden of proof is upon the party who calls it in question.15

4781. When loss “direct result” of fire—'l‘o render a loss the direct result

of fire it is unnecessary that the property be ignited or consumed by fire.

Where a building, separated from the insured building by a partition wall,

caught fire, and as a direct result of the fire, fell, carrying down with it the

partition wall and a part of the insured building, it was held that the fall

of the insured building was the “direct result of fire” within the terms of the

policy though no part of it was ignited or consumed by fire." Where a build

ing was injured by the fall of a wall of an adjacent building which had been

partially destroyed by fire several days before, the fall of the wall being due

to a heavy wind, it was held that if, under all the circumstances, the parties

to the contract of insurance could have reasonably foreseen that a fire might

leave the adjacent wall unsupported, subject to the action of such wind, and

that it might be blown over and fall upon the insured building, such con

tingency was an element in the risk.17

NOTICE AND PROOF OF LOSS

4782. Condition precedcnt—Substantia1 compliance~—Provisions as to no

t-ice and proof of loss must be substantially complied with before the claim is

payable. They are conditions precedent to the right of the insured to maintain

an action unless they are waived.“

4783. By-wh0m—Objection that proof of loss was furnished by an assignee

of a policy, rather than by the insured, has been held waived.m

4784. Sufficiency of statement—A substantial compliance with the terms

of the standard policy, as respects proof of loss, is sufiiicient. It is not essential

Ithat the statement contain a specific demand or claim as to the amount of the

oss.’°

_ 4785. Inventory—A failure to furnish an inventory as required by a policy

is excgsed if it is not practicable to do so on account of damage to the goods

rom re.21

4786. Certificate of magistr-ate—A provision requiring the insured to fur- ‘

nish a certificate of the nearest magistrate or notary, as to the facts of a loss,

is a condition precedent, and the refusal of the officer for any reason to furnish

it. does not excuse the insured.'22

4787. Time of §urnishing—The term “forthwith” in the standard policy

means within a reasonable time.“ Under the standard policy a failure to

furnish the statement within a reasonable time does not work a forfeiture, but

merely postpones the time of payment.“ Prior to the standard policy a failure

15 Larkin v. Glens Falls lns. Co., 80-527. 21 Powers v. Imperial etc. Co., 48-380,

83+-409. 51-l-123.

1_“ Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co., 63-305, 22 Lane v. St. Paul etc. Co., 50-227, 52+

fi0+635. 649. See Potter v. Holmes, 72~153, 158,

"Russell v. German etc. Co., 100-528 75+591; Young v. Grand Council, 63'506,

1l1+400. 510. 65+933.

U1Gies v. Bechtner, 12—2T9(183).

(1998§\'ewman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

Qé-;‘l‘P2c5lRaiche v. Liverpool etc. Co., 83—398,

93 Fletcher v. German etc. Co., 79-337,

82+647; Rines v. German Ins. 00., 78-46,

B0+839.

‘-’4 Mason v. St. Paul etc. Co., 82-336, 85+

13. See Rottior v. German Ins. Co., 84

116, 119, so+sss.
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to furnish notice and proof of loss as prescribed in the policy worked a for

feiture,“ unless there was a waiver." The company may waive the prompt

furnishing of proof under the standard policy.“ _ _ _

4788. Service by mail-Proof of loss duly mailed to the msurer at its home

oilice is presumed to be received in due course of ma1ls.f8

4789. Wa.iver—If the company objects to the sufficiency of proof of loss

on one ground alone it waives all other objectionsff’ If the company retams

proof of loss without objection it waives all object1ons,"'° but the acceptance.

without objection, of proofs of loss in compliance with one condition cannot

construed as a waiver of compliance with another."1 ‘A local agent who is

simply authorized to fix rates and countersign and deliver po_l1c1es, subject tcfv

the approval of the company, has no authority to waive 110t1Ce'8.l]d proof 0

loss." If the company retains proofs, but objects to their sufiic1ency_, and do;

nies liability on the policy, it is not a waiver.38 A failure to furnish proo

within the prescribed time held waived." Where a company investigated the

cause of a fire, admitted its liability, and prepared proofs and presented them

to the insured for signature, which he refused to sign because of a st1pulat1on

of settlement therein, it was held to waive formal proof of loss."-‘I

ing agent has been held to have authori

in.“

An adjust

ty to waive proof of loss or defects there

A condition as to proof of loss held not waived.“7

ADJUSTMENT OF LOSS

4790. Adjusters—An adjuster has been held to have authority to agree WK};

the insured as to the disposal of salvage; 8'‘ to waive defects in proof of loss;

to waive a breach of a condition against incumbrances; 4° to waive a breach of

condition against vacancy; *1 and to employ an assistant.‘2 _ _

4791. Effect—-A mere adjustment of the amount of a loss 1s not an admis

sion of liability thereon, and does not raise an implied promise to pay it.“ If.

“ Bowlin v. Hekla etc. Co., 36-433, 31+

859; Shapiro v. Western etc. Co., 51-239,

53%-163; Shapiro v. St. Paul etc. Co., 61

135, 63+614, Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co.,

63-305, 65+635.

26 Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492

(393); McCarvel v. Phenix Ins. Co., 64

193, 66+367.

21 Lake Superior etc. Co. v. Concordia

etc. 00., 95-492, 104+560.

'18 Dade v. Aetna Ins. Co., 54-336, 56+48.

1'9 Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138,

68+855; Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 5-492

(393).

8° Newman v. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98); Bromberg v. Minn. Fire Assn., 45

318, 47+975; Powers v. Imperial etc. Co.,

48-380, 51+123; First Nat. Bank v. Am.

etc. Co., 58-492, 60+345; Mpls. etc. By. v.

Home Ins. 00., 64-61, 66+132.

31 Lane v. St. Paul etc. Co., 50-227, 52+

239; Dade v. Aetna. Ins. Co., 54-336, 56+

3'-’ Bowlin v. Hekla etc. Co., 36-433, 31+

859; Shapiro v. St. Paul etc. Co., 61-135,

63+614; Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co.,

63-305, 65+635. See Mpls. etc. Ry., v.

Home Ins. Co., 64-61, 66+-132; Guernsey

v. Am. Ins. Co., 17-104(83).

33 Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co., 63-305,

65+635.

34 McCarvel v. Phenix Ins. Co., 64-193»

66+367; Lake Superior etc. Co. v. Concor

dia etc. Co., 95-492, 104+560. See M}'Stl]'

ski v. German Ins. Co., 64-366, 61+80

(waiver held a question for the Jury)

“ Larkin v. Glens Falls Ins. Co., 80-527,

83~l409.

3° Swain v. Agr. Ins. Co., 37-390, 34-+738;

Mp1s. etc. By. v. Home Ins. Co., 64-61’

66+l32.

3" Mitchell v. Minn. Fire Assn., 48-278,

51+6OB.

3’! First Nat. Bank v. Manchester etc. Co.,

64-96, 661436; First Nat. Bank v. Lan

cashire Ins. Co., 65-462, 68+1.

39 Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Home Ins. Co., §4-61,

66+132; Swain v. Agr. Ins. Co., 31-390,

344-738.

‘° First Nat. Bank v. Manchester etc. Co.,

64-96, 66+136.

41 Swain v. Agr. Ins. Co., 37-390, 34+733

42 Trebby v. Western Ins. Co., 83-452, 86+

407.

48 Willoughby v. St. Paul etc. Co., 68-373,

71+272. See Lake Superior etc. Co. v

Concordia etc. Go, 95-492, 104-+560.
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upon an adjustment, the company promises to pay the loss the obligation rests

on the adjustment and not on the policy.‘H

4792. Accord and satisfaction-—An adjustment may amount to an accord

and satisfaction.45

ARBITRATION

4793. Condition precedent—-Waiver—A provision in a policy making an

Under the standard policy arbitration is not a condition precedent when there

is not an actual disagreement as to the amount of the loss,’7 or when a building

is destroyed by fire and the total insurance thereon, exclusive of foundation, is

less than its insurable value as fixed in the policy.“3 The right to insist on an

arbitration as a condition precedent may be waived.“

4794. Board of referees—Practice-—The referees provided for under the

standard policy are a quasi court, subject to the rules governing common-law

arbitration. They should sit in a body and receive evidence offered by the re

spective parties subject to cross-examination. But they are not limited to such

evidence and are not bound by the same strict rules as courts in their investiga

tion. They may examine the locus in quo and pursue their investigations with

out the aid of witnesses, but they should do so as a body and not individually."0

The parties must be given reasonable opportunity to be present in person or by

counsel and submit evidence.“1 The referees must be disinterested and impar

tial,“2 but it is no objection that they are acquainted with the facts of the case.“

A referee may render himself liable in damages for fraud or other misconduct.“

The pendency of negotiations for a compromise does not excuse a party from

compliance with a demand that arbitration proceedings go forward. Neither

party should interfere with the two referees in the selection of a third.“5 The

provision of the statute requiring referees to be residents of the state is manda

tory.“

4795. Refusal to accept award—Practice—If one of the parties refuses to

abide by an award on the ground of misconduct of the referees and notifies the

other party of that fact, stating the grounds of objection, and demanding a re

appraisement, the party so notified may stand by the award or submit to a re

appraisement. If he abides by the award and the same is adjudged illegal, for

“ Mcfinllurn v. Nat. etc. Co., 84-134, 86+ 293, 109+401; Moore v. Sun Ins. Oflice.

892; Strampe v. Minn. etc. Co., 109-364, 100-374, 111+260; Cash v. Concordia etc.

123+1083. C0.. 126+-524.45 See Lake Superior etc. Co. v. Concordia 50 Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138,

etc. Co., 95-492, 104+560. 68+855; Christianson v. Norwich etc. Soc.,

4" Gasser v. Sun Fire Ofiice, 42-315, 44+ 84-526, 88+-16; Produce etc. Co. v. Nor

252; Powers v. Imperial etc. Co., 48-380, wich etc. S0c., 91-210, 97+-S75, 98+100.

333» 51+123; Mosness v. German etc. Co., fi1Schrciber v. German etc. Co., 43-367.

50441. 52+932; Levine v. Lancashire Ins. 45+708; Mosuess v. German etc. Co., 50
Con 66-138, 148, 68-+855; Hamberg V. St. 341. 521-932; Redner v. New York etc. Co.,

Paul etc. Co., 68-335, 71+388. 92-306, 99+886; Schoenich v. Am. Ins. Co.,

4" Fletcher v. German etc. Co., 79-337, 109-388, 124+5. See Janney v. Goehringer,

82+647; Kelly v. Liverpool etc. Co., 94- 52-428. 54+-181, and cases above.

141, 145. 102+380. -1: Levine v. Lancashire Ins. 00., 66-138,45 Ohage v. Union Ins. Co., 82-426, 85+ 68+855; Christianson v. Norwich etc. Soc.,

212; Moore v. Sun Ins. Oflice, 100-374, 84-526, S84-16; Produce etc. Co. v. Nor

111+260. See N. W. etc. Co. v. Rochester wich etc. Soc., 91-210, 9T+875, 98+100.

em cow 8548, 63, 88+265. 55 Produce etc. Co., v. Norwich etc. Soc.,

" Powers v. Imperial etc. Co., 48-380, 91-210, 216, 97+875, 98%-100.

511423; Hamberg v. St. Paul etc. Co., 68- 54 Alden v. Christianson, 83-21, 85+324.

335: 711L338; scllrepfer v. Rockford Ins. 55 Powers v. Imperial etc. C0., 48-380,

Co’! 77-291, 79+1005; O'Rourke v. Ger- 51-I-123.

man 1118- 00.. 96-154, 104+90o; Id., 99_ -'-"Schoenich v. Am. Ins. 00., 109-388,

12-1+5.
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the cause assigned, there can be no resubmissio-n to other referees, but the dam

ages mav be determined in the action to set asnle the awards” _

4796..Effect of award-—An award has been held not to preclude the msurer

from subsequently contesting his liability on the policy.” _ d f

4797. Setting aside award—An action will he to set aside an awar or

fraud or partiality in the referees or for their refusal to rece1ve material on

dence,5° but an award is not to be lightly set as1de.°° _It is presumed that the

referees discharged their duty."1 If an award is ‘set aside a new apupralsement

is a condition precedent to an action on the policy unless waived. A com

plaint in an action to set aside an award held sufficient.“ In such an action 3

referee who refused to join in the award may testify as to acts of parhahty an

misconduct on the part of the other referees.M h

4798. Compensation of referees—In the absence of express agreement eacM

party is liable for one-half the reasonable value of the services of the referees.

4799. Refusal of referee to act—If a referee nominated by the insurer to

adjust a fire loss arbitrarily and unfairly refuses to co-operate with his asso

ciate in selecting a third referee, and refuses to further act as a referee, such

conduct will constitute a waiver by the insurer of its rightsto have the loss ad

justed by referees, if it authorizes or approves, directly or lndlrecly, the action

of its referee. If the insurer does not so authorize or approve the act1on_of its

referee, but, upon being advised thereof, it refuses to agree to the selection of

other referees, it thereby waives its right to an appraisal of the loss._°' 6The

fact that the insured in the meantime repaired the building is immaterial. "

PAYMENT OF LOSS

4800. Time-Under the standard policy a loss is not payable absolutely

within sixty days after the submission of proof of loss, but, in case of a refer

ence, it is not payable until the referees make their award.“8 A pohcy has been

construed as fixing the time of payment with reference to the written not1ce_of

loss, and not with reference to the formal proof of loss." An absolute demal

of any liability. on a policy, and a refusal to pay. are a waiver of the right to ll

stipulated time after proof of loss in which to pay."0

4801. To whom—A receiver is a “legal representative” within the meamng

of the standard policy."1 A personal representative, receiving payment Of a

policy on a homestead, holds the money in trust 1'or those interested in the land

and not as general assets."-’ The right of a mortgagee to insurance money 18

considered elsewhere.73 A carrier has been held entitled to recover on policies

covering grain of others in carriage.“

5'! Levine v. Lancnshire Ins. 00., 66-138, M Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138’

149, 68+855; Christianson v. Norwich etc. 68+855.

Soc., 84-526, 88+16; Produce etc. Co. v. 65 Alden v. Christianson, 83-21, 85+824'

Norwich etc. Soc., 91-210, 97+s75. 98+ “°O’Rourke v. German etc. 00-, 96-1541

100.
104+-900. See Powers v. Imperial etc. Co.,

58 Johnson v. Am. Ins. Co., 41-396, 43+59. 48-380, 51+123.

5" See cases under § 4794. in ()1Rou1-ke v_ Gamma etc, C0,, 99-293,

80 Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co.. 66-138, 109+401.

147, 68+855; Mosness v. German etc. Co., 6!‘ Sohrepfer v. Rockford Ins. CO-7 77‘

50-341, 52+932. 291, 79+1005.

M Mosness v. German etc. Co., 50-341. 52+ MI Cnrgill v. Millers’ etc. Co., 33-90, 22+6

932; Produce etc. Co. v. Norwich etc. Soc., 70 Hand v. Nat. etc. C0-, 57-5197 59+538'

91-210, 214, 97+875, 98+100. 11 Alford v. Consolidated etc. Go.’ 88'
M Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138, 478. 93+517.

149, 68+855- 7‘-' Culbertson v. Cox, 29-309, 13+177
B3 Redner \'. New York etc. Co.. 92-306, 76 See § 6275.

99+886- 74 Home Ins. Co. v. Mp1s. etc. Ry-, 71

296, 74+140.
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4802. Apportionment between insurer and insured-—Under a provision

in a policy for apportionment of damage between insurer and insured from the

removal of property from a building exposed to fire, it has been held that each

party must bear the loss in proportion 'to the risk which he carried.75

4803. Amount-—Where, on the trial, the insurer made no claim that it was

entitled to any reduction by reason of the fact that the insured did not take

reasonable steps to preserve the property after the fire started, it was held not

error for the court to instruct the jury that it they found for the insured it

should be for the entire amount of the policy."

4804. Interest—The insured has been held not entitled to interest on the

amount of a loss until he offered to submit to a reference.17

4805. Pro rata 1iability—Subrogation—-Where a carrier took out several

policies, on goods of different owners in carriage, it was held that there was

such identity of interest, person, and risk that it was a case of double insurance;

that all the policies must contribute ratably to the payment of the loss; and that

the carrier had no right of subrogation." A provision in a policy for propor

tionate liability construed."

LIFE INSURANCE

4806. What constitutes-—A contract of life insurance, or of insurance upon

a life, in the ordinary form, is a contract to pay a certain sum of money on the

death of the insured.“0

4807. Nature of contract—A contract, with provisions for the payment of

annual premiums, is not a contract of insurance for a single year, with the

privilege of renewal from year to year by paying the annual premium; but an

entire contract of insurance for life, subject to forfeiture for non-payment of

premiums.“

4808. Participating policy—A participating policy is one that is entitled

to dividends, whether such dividends are paid yearly or at stated distribution

periods."2

4809. Condition as to health—Sound health—The expression “sound

health” in a condition of a policy, has been held to mean not perfect health but

an absence of any disease that l1as a direct tendency to shorten life."

_ 4810. Death in violating law—A condition against liability for death in or

m consequence of the violation of any criminal law has been held not violated

by a suicide to escape arrest and trial for a crime.“

4811. Suicide of insured--In the event of suicide by the insured the in

surer is liable if the policy is silent on the subject.“ If the policy simply pro

vides against liability in the event of suicide, the insurer is not liable, if the in

sured commits suicide when sane, but is liable if the insured commits suicide

when insane.“ A provision in a policy against liability in case of suicide by the

75 Peoria etc. Co. v. Wilson, 5—53(37).

7“ Schornak v. St. Paul etc. 00., 96-299,

104»+1087.

T1 Schrepfer v. Rockford Ins. Co., 77-291,

79+1005.

"H0 I.C..Ml. . '."—296,74I::i40.nS o v ps etc R), 11

6;“ Hoffman v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 42-291, 44+

9° State v. Federal Invest. Co., 48-110,

50+1028. See Tennes v. N. W. etc. Co.,

26-271, 3+346 (contract held not one pure

ly of hfe insurance).

81 Stramback v. Fidelity etc. Co., 94-281,

102+731.

8‘~’Nat. P. Legion v. O’Brien, 102-15,

112+1O5O.

*3 Murphy v. Met. L. Ins. Co., 106-112,

118+355.

8‘ Kerr v. Minn. etc. Assn., 39-174, 39+

312.

B5 Mills v. Rebstock, 29—380, 13+162;

Kerr v. Minn. etc. Assn., 39-174. 39+312.

8° Scheffer v. Nat. Life Ins. Co., 25'534;

Robson v. United Order of Foresters, 93—

24, 100+381.

of Foresters, 97-361, 107+392.

See Bunker v. United Order
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insured, whether sane or insane, has been sustained." Theburden of proving

suicide is generally upon the insurer. The question of suicide is for the ]lll‘%’f,

unless the evidence is conclusive." The presumption is against suicide.

the known facts are consistent with the theory of natural or accidental death,

the presumption which the law raises from the ordinary‘ motives and principles

of human conduct requires a finding against suicide. W hen circumstantial evi

dence is relied on, the defendant must establish facts which exclude any rea;

sonable hypothesis of natural or accidental deatli.“ A_n “mcontest_able clause

in a policy has been held to render the insurer liable in_case of suicide after a

certain period."0 One who intentionally takes his own life by administering to

himself poisonous drug, being of suificient mental capacity to comprehend the

nature and consequences of the act, commits deliberate suicide.“ _ h

4812. To whom payable-—A policy has been held payable to a_wife of t e

insured only in the event of his dying within a certain period, leaving her sur—

viving.“2 An endowment policy has been held payable, in case of the death of

the insured, before its maturity, to his wife, only in case she survived him,

otherwise to his personal representatives or assigns.” APl‘O\{lSl0I1 for payincnt

to the brothers and sisters of the insured, “or to their living issue, according to

the right of representation,” has been held to refer to living lineal descendents

of deceased brothers and sisters.M The phrase “his children” has beenheld to

include the children of two marriages.“ An old-line life insurance policy con

tained a provision that the amount of the insurance should be payable to the

heirs at law of the insured (the husband) in case he should outlive the bene

ficiary (the wife). It was held that upon the death of the beneficiary the inter

est in the policy as such passed to her son, and upon his death to the heirs at

law of the insured.“ _ , .

4813. Right of beneficiaries—Unless a policy reserves the right of divesti

ture it confers immediately upon the beneficiary a vested right. W1thout the

consent of the beneficiary the insured cannot assign, pledge, or surrender the

policy, or in any way impair such vested right.97 If the insured reserves the

right to change the beneficiary the beneficiary originally named has no vested

right, but 8 lnere expectancy."S The vested interest of a wife under an endow‘

ment policy has been held not affected by an agreement between the liusbfllld

and wife as to the disposition of property on a divorce.99

4814. Reinstaternent—Health certifieate—"he insured has been held en

titled to have his policy reinstated after a default upon paying the pi'eni1111n-5

then due, without paying preniiiims not yet due.‘L Cases are cited below inv0l\';

ing the efiect of a reiiistatenient upon a waiver in the original application,~

8'1 Cotter v. Royal Neighbors, 76-518, 79+

542. See 23 Harv. L. Rev. 557.

88 Hale v. Life Indemnity etc. Co., 61

516, 63+-1108; Beckett v. N. W. etc. Assn.,

67-298, 69+923; Sartell v. Royal Neigh

bors, 85-369, 88+985; O’Connor v. Mod

ern ¥Voodmen, 124+454.

8|) Lindahl v. Supreme Court, 100-87, 110+

358; Kornig v. Western L. I. Co., 102-31,

112+1039; Zearfoss v. Switchm

9-7 Lamberton v. Bogart, 46-409, 49+23_0.

94 Hemenway v. Draper, 91-235, 97:814.

M Ricker v. Charter Oak etc. Co., 24-193,

6+771.

W Birge v. Franklin, 103-482, l15+278.

9" Ricker v. Charter Oak etc. Co., 27-193,

6+771; Allis v. Ware, 28-166, 9+666; W81

lace v. Mutual etc. Go, 97-27, 106+84;

Birge v. Franklin, 103-482, 115+278.,

en's Union, 98 Richmond v. Johnson, 28-4471 “H596;

102-56, 112+1044. Landenschlager v. N. W. etc. Assn.’ 36
9° Mareck v. Mut. Reserve etc. Assn., 62- 131, 30-H147.

39, ones. WVVallaee v. Mutual etc. 00., 97-27’ 106"“

91Zearfoss 7. Switchmen’s Union, 102- 84.

56, 112+1044.

92 Tennes v. N. W. etc fin

1 Coburn v. Life etc. Co., 52-424, 54+-973.

346.
26-271. 3+ 2Geare v. U. S. etc. Co., 66-91, 68+731.
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and the construction of a health certificate made to secure the reinstatement

of a policy 3

4815. Proof of death—Statements in the proof of death as to the manner

of death ‘may be contradicted.‘ Evidence held suflicient_to justify a finding

If it is the duty of the company to furnish such blanks, and it sends them by

mail, it assumes the risk of delivery.“ Evidence held insuflicient to justify a

finding that the insured died within a certain time after his disappearance,“ or

that a certain dead body was that of the insured.’ Evidence held sufiicient to

4816. Payment of premiums—Notes—Under a New York policy it has

been held that a failure to pay a premium note forfeited the policy; that no

statutory notice of forfeiture was necessary; that no declaration of forfeiture

was necessary; and that the evidence did not show a waiver of the forfeiture.”

A forfeiture clause in premium notes has been construed with reference to the

terms of a policy providing that it should become a paid-up policy, for a ratable

part of the amount insured, on payment of the annual premiums.10 The ac

ceptance of a premium note has been
held equivalent to a cash payment.‘1 A

policy does not ordinarily take effect until the premium is paid, though it is

delivered.12 A provision in a policy, that the insurance would continue for a

certain period after the due date of the annual premium, notwithstanding a

default in payment, construed." The provisions of an endowment policy, as

to the payment of premiums, construed.

A default in the payment of interest
amounting to four cents has been held too trifling to be noticed.“ A forfeiture

for the non-payment of a premium has been held not to affect the period of in

surance already paid for, but to affect a

the premium defaulted.1r
future period of insurance covered by

4817. Amount recoverab1e—_A creditor to whom a policy had been assigned

as security has been held entitled to recover the full face value thereof, though

a portion of his claim was not due.“

MUTUAL BENEFIT INSURANCE

_ 4818. Constitution and by-laws of insurer—If a society issues no policy,

Its constitution and by-laws stand in the place of a policy and constitute the

contract which determines the mutual rights and obligations of the parties.17

9;2Reilly v. Chicago etc. Soc., 75-377, 77+

Qégieckett v. N. W. etc. Assn., 67-298, 69+

2;6Robinson v. N. W. etc. Co., 92-379, 100+

“S})Bhr v. Mutual etc. Co., 98-471, 10S+4.

"Baxter v. Covenant etc. Assn., 77-80,

79+5_96; Id., 81-1, 83+-159.

3gslilndahl v. Supreme Court, 100-87, 110+

" Bsnholzer v. New York etc. Co., 74-387,

77+295, 78+244.

1° Symonds v. N. W. etc. Co., 23-491.

{Symonds v. N. W. etc. 00., 23-491;

Umon etc. Co. v. Taggart, 55-95, 56+579.

1'-‘ Union etc. Co. v. Taggart, 55-95, 56+

579. See § 4655.

13 Grattan v. Prud. Ins. 00., 98-491, 108:»

821.

H Van Norman v. N. lV. etc. Co., 51-57,

52+988.

15 Stramback v. Fidelity etc. Co., 94-281,

102+731.

18 Hale v. Life etc. Co., 65-548, 681-182.

1? Mills v. Rebstock, 29-380, 13+162 ,

Davidson v. Old People’s etc. Soc., 39

303, 39+803; Hesinger v. Home Ben. Assn.,

41-516, 43+4B1; Scheufler v. Grand Lodge,

45-256, 471-799; Hall v. Merrill, 47-260,

49+980; Finch v. Grand Grove, 60-308, 62+

384; Lake v. Minn. etc. Assn., 61-96, 63+

261; Schoenau v. Grand Lodge, 85-.349,
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it issues a olic the constitution and by-laws are a part of the contract.“
E a society 1SIS)11€Sy8. policy which is inconsistent_w1th one of its by-l8.W§,,b1Il¥

is authorized by its charter, it waives the by-law in favor of the msured.

there is a conflict between the articles of association and the by-laws the former

control.20 A by-law adopted after the insured took out his insurance is not

binding on him, if it is unreasonable.21 _ H

4819. Organization of insurer—If the msurer has assumed to _make re

contract on which the action is brought under the name by winch it is sued,

it is immaterial, so far as the plaintiffs right to recover is concerned, whether

it is a corporation duly organized, or a corporation de facto, or a mere voluntary

association.22 By accepting and retaining the dues or fees of an applicant for a

beneficiary certificate, with knowledge of the facts, the msurer waives all _1r

regularities in the organization of the subordinate lodge and in the admission

of the applicant to its membership.‘'8 An association whose purpose 1s to endow

the wife of each member with a sun1 of money equal to as many dollars as there

are members of the association, to he raised by assessment on_ them, has been

held not a “benevolent society” for the purpose of incorporation under G. S.

1878 c. 34 § 166.“ . .

4820. Reorganization—An association, upon reorganization. has been_ held

not liable on a certificate issued by a former association of the same name.“

4821. Members charged with notice-—l\[embers are presumed to know the

significance of their memhership—their rights and liabilities.20

4822. Membership—Conditions-—By-laws-Thc by-laws of mutual bene

fit soieties often prescribe conditions of membership.27 A me1nbcr may re

cover damages for a wrongful expulsion.‘"

4823. Designation of beneficiaries-The statute defines the persons who

may be made beneficiaries.28 Where the insured directed that his certificate

be payable according to his will and bequest and died intestate, it was held that

there was no designation and that payment should be made as provided by the

constitution.28 The term “representatives” has been held to mean any person

whom the member might designate, or, if he failed to designate any one. the

person whom the by-laws designate, as the person to whom payment shall be

made. A designaton as beneficiary of a person not a member of the family of

the insured has been sustained.80 A “lodge,” whether duly organized or not.

88+999; Bost v. Supreme Council, 87-417,

92+337; Monahan v. Supreme Lodge, 88

224, 92+972; Louden v. Modern Brother

hood, 107-12, 119-+425.

I8 Davidson v. Old People ’s etc. Soc., 39

303, 39+803; O’Connor v. Modern Wood

men, 124+-454. See Louden v. Modern

Brotherhood, 107-12, 119+425.

1° Davidson v. Old People ‘s etc. Soc., 39

303, 39+803.

:0 Walter v. Hensel, 42-204, 208, 44+57.

=1 Thibert v. Supreme Lodge, 78-448, 81+

220; Tcbo v. Supreme Council, 89-3, 93+

513; Olson v. Court of Honor, 100-117,

110+374. See 17 Harv. L. Rev. 127.

22 Foster v. Moulton, 35-458, 29+15-5;

Jewell v. Grand Lodge, 41-405, 43+88;

Scheufier v. Grand Lodge, 45-256, 47+799;

Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82, 50-+1022;

Cornfield v. Order Brith Abraham, 64-261,

66+-970.

21’-Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82. 50+

1022; Id., 51-224, 53+367.

2* State v. Critchett, 37-13, 32+787;

State v. Trubey, 37-97, 33+554. _

2-" Adams v. N. ‘V. etc. Assn., 63-184, 65+

360.

2° Foster v. Moulton, 35-458, 29+155.

27 Louden v. Modern Brotherhood, 107

12, 119+425 (app1ication—examinat1on_by

physician—acceptance by head ofl5ce—1m

tiation in a local lodgo—authority of 0111'

cers of local lodges—departure from by

laws—waiver) ; O ’Connor v. Modern Wood

men, 124+454 (provision of by-laws agamst

intemperate habits—memring of “intent

perate use of intoxicating liquors").

"1 Mnlmsted \'. Mpls. Aerie. 1264-486.

28 R. L. 1905 § 1703; Laws 1907 C. 382.

See Louden v. Modern Brotherhood, 107

12, 119+-125; Middelstadt v. Grand Lodge,

107-228, 120+37; Meyer v. Grand Lodge,

108-25, 121+235.

2“ Jewell v. Grand Lodge, 41-405, 43+8B.

3° Walter v. Hensel, 42-204, 44-+57.
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if

may be named as a beneficiary.81 The words “legal representatives” have been

held to mean heirs or next of km, and not executors or administrators.32 A

widow has been held to be an “heir.”

designation” and not a “change” of be

tion of a beneficiary may be waived by

An act has been held to be an “original

neficiaries. Informality in the designa

the society.“13 A designation of brothers
and sisters “or to their living issue,” has been held to include living lineal

descendents of deceased brothers and sisters." The word “orphans” has been

held to mean cl1ildren.“ The insurer has been held estopped from questioning

the competency of a person to be named as a beneficiary, after collecting as

sessments from the insured for a term of years.“ The designation of a bene

contrary intention is manifest they should be construed as speaking as of the

date of the death of the donor.“7 Where a member of a beneficial association

disposes of the proceeds of a beneficial certificate by will, it is unnecessary

whom he was not authorized by the constitution to name as beneficiary, and

thereafter by will bequeaths the proceeds of the certificate to the person thus

illegally designated, the fact that such person was illegally named as bene

ficiary is of no consequence, as the fund passes by testamentary disposition, and

not by virtue of the designation." A society is entitled to assume that a person

named in a certificate is within the limitations imposed by the constitution of

the society, and does not waive the provisions of the constitution, and is not

estopped from asserting the contrary, by the fact that the person claiming

to be entitled to the fund was named as the beneficiary upon a blank furnished

by the society, attested by the secretary,

paid for the period of six years.”
and that the dues and assessments were

4824. Change of beneficiar-ies—A right to change beneficiaries has been

held absolute.“ Regulations governing a change of beneficiaries may be waived

or varied by the society.‘1 Certain acts

constitute a change." In an action invol
of the insured have been held not to

ving a contest growing out of a change
of beneficiaries it was held that the findings did not justify the conclusions of

law.“ .A certain act has been held to be an “original designation,” and not a

“change” of beneficiaries.“ A change cannot be made after the death of the

insured.46 In the absence of regulations a. change may be made in any way

clearly evincing the intention of the insured.“ A change caused by undue in

fluence is voidable."

-11 Bacon v. Brotherhood, 46-303, 48+

£27; Fmch v. Grand Grove, 60-308, 62+

=*'-"Schultz v. Citizens’ etc. Co., 59-308,

61+331.

]f[anson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 59-123, 60+

f" Hemenway v. Draper, 91-235, 97+874.

3“ Fischer v. Mulchow, 93-396, 101+602.

-"5 Gruber v. Grand Lodge, 79-59, 81+’/'43.

3" Kottmann v. Gazett, 66-88, 68+732.

See N_ote, 128 Am. St. Rep. 302.

?M1ddelstadt v. Grand Lodge, 107-228,

Meyer v. Grand Lodge, 108-25,

0;*;Meyer v. Grand Lodge, 108-25, 121+

4° Finch v. Grand Grove, 60-308, 624-384.

41 Schoenau v. Grand Lodge, 85-349, 88+

999 ; Fischer v. Malchow, 93-396, 101+602.

See Hall v. Merrill, 47-260, 491-980.

-12 Hall v. N. W. etc. Assn., 47-85, 49+

524; Hall v. Merrill, 47-260, 49+980.

43 Becker v. Kuhl, 62-366, 64+895.

44 Hanson v. Minn. etc. Assn., 59-123, 60+

1091.

45 Hall v. Merrill, 47-260, 49+980; Kott

mann v. Gazett. 66-88. 68+732.

4“ Schoenau v. Grand Lodge, 85-349, 88+

999.

" Knauer v. Grand Lodge, 95-518, 103+

1132.

ll—8
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4825. Substitution of certificates-Where one certificate was ‘substigutedt

for another, it was held that the beneficiary was charged with notice an no

' l d t ‘ b th.“ _ _enl418t2e6. l(diI;?l(i(t)s:e<r>f0[bden(:rficiaries—When vested—The right of a beneiifilaiiy;

during the life of the insured is not a vested right, but ya) mere expectancy. feite

becomes a vested right after the death of the 1nsured.f If a gpem er or -

his rights, his beneficiary has no right to relief after his death. b T of

4827. Disposal of proceeds of certificate by w1ll—\\ lic1'e the niefzini ti bv

a beneficial association disposes of the proceeds of a beneficml certihca haa

will, it is not necessary that the party thus receiving the fund shall ave

' ' t t ' th l'f f the insured.“2 _an-i1d12Si‘31.mi21:sign'memreeSnt;n<1>f b(eenlei:it()—A by-law against the assignment to any one

person of more than one-half of a benefit held waived. A party takmg ansigmnent for the purpose of avoiding the b_v-law held not entitled to any p

t' f b ft.53I02839.“Rziiiwisentzitioris of app1icant—The rules as to the effect of repre

t t' f licant 5‘ are stated elsewhere.“5 _ _Sen4;3g,.nz‘,gnsa€r:£tP1on—Forfeiti1res are not favored. Conditions of the cop

tract of insurance are to be construed liberally in favor of the msured so tas 3

avoid a forfeiture.“’ The rules and regulations of a society should be cons rlue I

liberally to carry out the benevolent purposes of the S0Cl8t)'-M A_111b1g“°“sf ‘Kb

guage in the contract is to be construed against the society and in favor 0 1L

1nember:"8 Provisions calculated to delay the payment of benefits are to be

strictly construed against the society.“

4831. Prohibited emp1oyments—Forfciture-—A provision in the C0l(11St'lt}::

tion of a society that “no person who engages in the sale of intoxicating I 1111 ‘b

can be admitted or retained a member" has been held not self-executing, so

that its violation would ipso facto work a forfeiture.“° _131ngagement in :1 P50

hibited employment has been held not to avoid a certificate except as tothlet

hazards of such employment.01 \\‘here the by-laws of a society prov1ded_ R.

if the certificate holder entered into a prohibited employment after becomingmember he might by filing a written waiver of liability because of the lnC1‘e9\S1:3l(

hazard continue his certificate except as to injury or death d1rectly_ traceale‘

to the prohibited employment. it was held that if after notice and without tn

filing of the written waiver. the society continued to receive and l‘Gt&1]1Ma.SS8S>‘

ments, the certificate would be continued in force without amendment.

48 Wheeler v. Odd Fellows’ etc. Assn.,

44-513, 47+]-49.

W Richmond v. Johnson, 28-447, 10+596;

Laudenschlager v. N. W. etc. Assn., 36

131, 30+447; Gutterson v. Gutterson, 50

278, 52+530; Hanson v. Minn. etc. Assn.,

59-123, 129, 60+1091; Finch v. Grand

Grove, 60-308, 311, 62+384; Schoenau v.

Grand Lodge, 85-349. 88-+999; Fischer v.

Malcbow, 93-396, 399, 101+602.

I-°Kottmann v. Gazett, 66-88, 68+732;

Hall v. Merrill, 47-260, 49+980.

51Bost. v. Supreme Council, 87-417, 92+

337; Mueller v. Grand Grove, 69-236, 72+

48. '

-"-2 Middelstadt v. Grand Lodge, 107-228,

120+37.

-'1-'* Swedish etc. Soc. v. Lawrence, 79-124,

81+756.

5* Mattson v. Modern Samaritans, 91

434, 98+330; Wiberg v. Minn. etc. Assn.,

73-297, 76%-37; Perine v. Grand Lodge,

51-224, 53+367; Rupert v. Supreme Court;

94-293, 102-l-715; Taylor v. Grand Lodge,

96-441, 105+-408; Ranta v. Supreme Tent,

97-454, 107+156; O’Connor v. Modt-1!‘Tl

\Voodmen. 1244454.

55 See'§ 4663-4674.

F-8 Scheuller v. Grand Lodge, 45-256, 260v

47+799; Bridges v. Nat. Uni0n,_73-486.

497. 76+-270, 409, 'T7+411; Stemert V

United Brotherhood, 91-189, 97+663

57 Jewell v. Grand Lodge, 41-405’ 43+88'

5813311 v. N. W. etc. Assn., 5c414. 420.

57+1063; Finch v. Grand Grove, 60-303;

312, o2+3s4.

5" Carey v.

1()7+129.

“O Steinert v. United Brotherhood, 91-189,

97-+668.

"1Abcll v.

105+65.

“'-’ Johnson v. Modern Brotherhood, 109

288, 123+s19.

Switchmen’s Union, 98-28,

Modern Woodmen, 96-494.
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4832. Disability—-A provision in a by-law for a benefit in case a member

became “totally and permanently disabled, by reason of accident or disease,

from following any occupation whatever,” construed."

4833. Notice of illness—A notice of illness held to have been given in

time.“ A failure to give notice of illness held to deprive a member of the right.

to have his dues and assessments paid by the society.“

4834. Provisions against resort to c0urts—Provisions against a resort to

the courts for the enforcement of claims until after all remedies within the

order have been exhausted are void, if they are unreasonable.“

4835. Surrender of policy on disability—A provision in a life policy, that

if the insured became permanently disabled he might surrender the policy and

receive a certain sum in full discharge, construed.“

4836. Payment of assessments and dues—Cases are cited below involving

the construction of the constitution of a society as to the time allowed for pay

ment; “ as to a “guaranty deposit,” to secure the payment of assessments; “"

as tothe payment of “monthly dues ;” "° and as to the payment by a society of

the assessment of a sick men1ber.11

4837. Levying assessments—The conditions upon which assessments may

be levied and the mode of their levy vary so much under the constitutions and

by-laws of different societies that no general rules can be laid do\vn.7"’ An ac

tion will lie for the refusal to levy an assessment.“ Parol evidence held admis

sible to prove the fact of an assessment.H A notice to local councils held pre

sumptive evidence that the assessments therein required to be collected were

necessary to meet death claims."

4838. Notice of assessment—Provisions of the constitution of a society as

to the time of sending notice have been held directory. Notice sent by mail is

sufficient, if it is actually received; and it is presumed that a notice properly

sent by mail is-received.” Testimony of an odicer that he sent notices of an as

sessment to all the members of a-lodge, as was his custom and duty to do, has

been held sufficient evidence of the sending of a particular notice."7 A notice

specifying the wrong date upon which the right to pay an assessment would ter

mmate has been held invalid. The “date of the notice” is not the date stated on

the notice itself, but, when sent by mail, the date on which the notice is mailed.

or is or should be received by the member in due course of mail.18 A statute

of Ohio providing for the publication of an assessment list has been held to con

template a publication of the whole assessment list and not to authorize the

company to provide by its by-laws that publication be made by notifying a mem

61* Monahan v. Supreme Lodge, 88-224, 48+454; Schultz v. Citizens’ etc. Co., 59

92+972. 308, 61+331; Mee v. Bankers’ Life Assn..

M Grant v. North American etc. Co., 88

.397, 93+312. '

3;5_B0st v. Supreme Council, S7-417, 92+

1.

ii“ Lindah] v. Supreme Court, 100-87, 110+

See .\Ia]mstcd v. Mpls. Aerie, 126+

'_'_7_Thorensen v. Mass. Ben. Assn., 68

411. 7l+668.

3§"1l3enc1lict v. Grand Lodge, 48-471, 51+

I -

"°1lcc v. Bankers‘

72+74.

7° Mueller v. Grand Grove, 69-236, 72+48.

3;_Bost v. Supreme Council, 87-417, 921

I.

T? See Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61,

Life Assn., 69-210,

69-210, 72+74; Bridges v. Nat. Union, 73

486. 76+270, 409, 77+411; Swing v. Wurst,

76-198, 79+94.

73 Lake v. Minn. etc. Assn., 61-96, 63+

261; Bentz v. N. W. Aid Assn., 40-202,

41+1037.

74 Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+

454.

T5 Bridges v. Nat. Union, 73-486, 76+

270. 409, 77.-r411. _

"I Benedict v. Grand Lodge, 48-471, 01+

371.

T7 Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+

454.

7'1 Bridges v. Nat. Union, 73-486, 76+270,

409, 77+-411.
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her by mail of the amount of his own assessment." The statute providing that

notice of assessment shall state the cause and purpose thereof does not affect

notices where the assessment could be for one cause only and for one purpose

only. Whether it applies to foreign companies is an open question.“° A change

in the by-laws of a society, as to notice of assessments has been held unreason

able and void as to one becommg a member prior thereto.“

4839. Forfeiture for non-paym
ent of dues or assessments-—There can be

no forfeiture without a valid notice of the assessment,82 giving an opportunity

to pay it.88 A non-payment has been held, ipso facto, to work a forfeiture~84

A forfeiture for non-payment of dues has been held not to result from non

payment alone, but only after a formal suspension upon notice.“5 Evidence

held to show,“ or not to show,57 a forfeiture. ‘ _ I

4840. Return of assessments when certificate void-If a certificate is ob

tained by aetual fraud it may be repudiated without returmng the assessments

received from the holder.”
_ 4841. Waiver and estoppel—By a long course of conduct in allowing dues

and assessments to become delinquent without enforcing forfe1tnres a society

may be estopped from enforcing a forfeiture in a particular case.” Such a

course of conduct is not irrevocable and it may be so changed as to prevent 8

member from taking advantage of it.”
The habitual conduct of an officer of a

society in receiving assessments and dues after default will not bind the so

ciety, and constitute a waiver, if the society had no knowledge of the conduct

and the officer had no authority to waive a strict compliance.H1 A custom of a

society to reinstate members after suspension for non-pa_vn1ent of dues and as

sessments is not a waiver of prompt payment of future dues and assessnients.

A compliance with the terms of a contract of insurance on the
part of the insurer

cannot be construed as a waiver of the terms of the contract thus com})li_8d

with."2 Certain acts and representations of the insurer held to excuse the ru

sured in not paying premiums.“
If after knowledge of a ground of forfeiture

the society recognizes the continued validity of the certificate, or doesacts based

thereon, it waives the forfeiture.“ A misrepresentation in an application for

membership may be waivet .‘"‘ If the society receives and retains dues and_8S

sessments after a default, without objection, and unconditionally. it \\-'8lVE-5

the default." The fact that the clerk of a society sends to a member notice of

a current assessment is not a waiver of past delinquencies of the member.97 _ A

society has been held not estopped from denying its liability for death result1ng'

7“ Swing v. Wurst, 76-198, 79+94.

"" R. L. 1905 § 1700; Bridges v. Nat.

Union. 73--186. 76+270, 409, 77+/411.

2;1Thibert v. Supreme Lodge, 78-448. 81+

0.

W Scheufler v. Grand Lodge. 45-256, 47+

799; Bridges v. Nat. Union, 73-486, 76+

270. 409, 77+-411.~

83 Ball v. N. W. etc. Assn., 56-414, 419,

57+1063.

84 Scheufler v. Grand Lodge, 45-256, 47+

799; Benedict v. Grand Lodge, 48-471,

477. 51+371.

‘"5 Scheufler v. Grand Lodge. 45-256, 47+

Baekdabl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+

80 Benedict v. Grand Lodge, 48-471, 51+

Bost v. Supreme Council, 87-417, 92+

I.

87 Mills v. Rebstock, 29-380, 13+162; Ball

v. N. W. etc. Assn., 56-414, 57+]063

“-Q 'l‘a_vlor v. Grand Lodge, 96-441, 1011+

-10$.

5" Mueller v. Grand (‘|ro\'e, 69-236, Z21

-48; Richwine v. La (‘rosse etc. Assn.’ '6‘

417. 79+504; Elder v. Grand Lodge. 79‘

468. 473, 82+987', Leland v, Modern Sa

maritans, 126+72R; “illmont \'. GT9-lid

Grove, 126+730.

9° Bost v. Supreme Council. 87-417. 921

337.

91 Elder v. Grand Lodge. 79-468, 82+987;

Graves v. Modern Woodmen, 85-396, 89+§

M Elder v. Grand Lodge, 79-468, 82+98l

91’ Colby v. Life etc. Co., 57-510, 59+539

94Mee v. Bankers’ Life Assn., 69-210.»

72+74.

‘'5 Wiberg v. Minn. etc. Assn., 73-297, 76+

37.

“'1 Mee v. Bankers’ Life Assn., 69-210.

72+74.

91 Bowlin v. Sovereign Camp. 82-411, 85*

160.
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from a prohibited occupation by accepting the dues and assessments of a mem

ber with knowledge that he had entered upon such occupation.” A society has

been held not estopped to claim that a certificate was void by its request that the

benc.‘iciary name some one with whom it could negotiate with reference to the

claim.‘"’

4842. Waiver of forfeiture-—Cases are cited below holding various acts to

constitute a waiver of a forfeiture,‘ or the reverse.2

4843. Reinstatement—'l‘he rigl1t to reinstatement is generally regulated by

by-laws.8 If a policy gives the right to reinstatement upon compliance with

certain conditions the society cannot impose others.‘ An unauthorized demand

of an assessment which misled the insured has been held a ground for reinstate

ment.5 A custom of reinstating members after a forfeiture does not give a legal

right to reinstatement.“

4844. Proof of claim-—'.l‘he society cannot arbitrarily determine what shall

be suliicient proof; that is for the courts in case of disagreement. If a policy

requires satisfactory proof of death the circumstances of the death need not

be set forth in the proof. The statements of physicians as to the cause of death

in affidavits forming a part of the proof of death have been held not conclusive

on the beneficiary.7 Letters to a society announcing the death of a member and

asking for blanks for proof of death and demanding payment have been held a

sufficient proof of death.8 A failure to prove death in conformity to the by

laws of a society has been held excused by the refusal of the society to furnish

the requisite blanks for proof.9 The failure of a society’s medical examiner to

certify as to the condition of a member has been held not fatal.“ Proof of claim

must be made within a reasonable time after the death of the insured according

to the circumstances. and not necessarily within the statutory limitation from

the time of death. Where the insured disappeared, it was held that the bene

ficiary did not surrender his right to produce proof of death within a reason

able time after such proof was possible, by stopping payment of assessments

within a -year after the disappearance of the insured on the assumption that he

was dead.“

_ 4845. Interest-Interest has been held to run from the time of a denial of

hability, though no formal demand of payment was made.12

4846. Amount recoverable-—Cases are cited below involving the amount

recoverable by beneficiaries upon the death of members.“

4847. Payment out of particular £unds—Certificates are sometimes pay

able only out of a particular fund.“

"8Al\ell v. Modern Woodmen, 96-494.

l05+65.

;-(l)"8Ta}'lor v. Grand Lodge, 96-441, 105+

1Colby v. Life etc. Co., 57-510, 59+539;

l\{ee v. Bankers’ Life Assn., 69-210, 72+

:4; .\l1_|eller v. Grand Grove. 69-236, 72+

23; W1berg v. Minn. etc. Assn., 73-297,

:6-+37_; Richwine v. La Crosse etc. Assn.,

16-411. 79-504; Fischer v. Malchow, 93

396. 101+602.

'-‘Elder v. Grand Lodge, 79-468, 82+987;

Bowhn v. Sovereign Camp, 82-411, 85+

160: Graves v. Modern Woodmen, 85-396,

S9+6. See Louden v. Modern Brotherhood,

107-12, 119-+425.

3Sec Manson v.

16+-395.

4Davidson v. Old People ’s etc. Soc., 39

Grand Lodge, 30-509,

303, 39+803. See Coburn v. Life etc. Co.,

52-424, 54+373.

5Co|by v. Life etc. Co., 57-510, 59+539.

“Elder v. Grand Lodge, 79-468. 82+987.

7Bentz v. N. W. Aid Assn., 40-202, 41+

1037.

5Mueller v. Grand Grove. 69-236, 72+48.

9Ge1latly v. Minn. etc. Soc., 27-215, 6+

627.

10 Young v. Grand Council, 63-506, 65+

933.

11 Behlmcr v. Grand Lodge, 109-305, 123+

1071.

12 Perine v. Grand Lodge. 51-224, 53+367.

1-'1 Kerr v. Minn. etc. Assn., 39-174, 39+

3l2; Lake v. Minn. etc. Assn., 61-96, 63+

261.

14 Kerr v. Minn. etc. Assn., 39-174, 39+

3l2; Hesinger v. Home Ben. Assn., 41

516. 43+-181.
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4848. Sale of endowments-—Beneficiary associations are forbidden to sell

endowments.“'

4849. Appeal to convcntion—A provision for an appeal to the next con

vention of a society, from the disallowance of a claim, construed.m

4850. Arbitration-—A stipulation in a policy for arbitration has been held

invalid.17

4851. Damages—In an action for refusal to make an asscssiiieiit lllf meas

. . . . _ L
ure 01' damages is pnma tame the amount assessable upon all msmed.

4852. Burden of
p1'0of—Cases are cited below involving questions as to

the burden of proof in actions for the recovery of_ benefitedD _ _

4853. Plei1ding—Cases are cited below involvmg questions of pleadmg 1n

actions for the recovery of benefits.20

TITLE INSURANCE

4854. Representations—Waiver-—Title insurance is governed by the 25881110

rules as regards representations '~“ and waiver 2’ as life and fire insurance.

. . . . . H4855. Provisions of policies construed-—A provision as to tenancy of the

present occupants ;” a provision against
recovery unless the insured had con

tracted to sell the estate or interest covered by the policy and the title had been

declared defective by judgment of court; 2‘ a provision as to the limit of ha

bility ; 25 a provision as to notice of refusal by the insurer to defend proceed

ings.26

4856. Subrogat-.ion—An insurer paying certain liens for labor and material

has been held entitled to be subrogated to the rights of the insured on a bond

running to the insured for the payment of such liens.“

MARINE INSURANCE

4857. What constitutes—'l‘he business of issuing ordinary fire insurance

policies upon boats navigating the Great Lakes and the high seas is marine ill

surance within the meaning of Laws 1895 c. 175."

15 Laws 1907 c. 321; Nat. P. L

O'Brien, 162-15, 112+1050.

1" Carey v. Switchmen’s Union, 98-28,

107+129.

W Whitney v. Nat. etc. Assn., 52-378, 54+

184.

15130102 v. N. w. Aid Assn., 40-202, 41+

1037.

1" Neskcrn v. N. W. etc. Assn., 30-406,

15+683 (as to the number of members of a

society); Scheufler v. Grand Lodge, 45

256, 47+799 (as to default in payment of

dues and assessments); Lake v. Minn. etc.

Assn.. 61-96. 63+261 (as to the measure

of damages); Cornfield v. Order Brith

Abraham, 64-261, 66+970 (as to member

ship and good standing); Monahan v. Su

preme Lodge, 88-224, 92+972 (id.).

20 Neskern v. N. W. etc. Assn.. 30-406.

15+6S-3 (complaint in an action on a certi

ficate held sufiicient though it did not al

lege a failure to make an assessment or

the receipt of money on an assessment);

Laudenschlager v. N. W. etc. Assn., 36

1:31, 30+447 (in a complaint by the benefi

ciary named in a policy it is unnecessary

to negative a change of beneficiary) -, Back

dahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+-454 (dc

egion v.
fence of suspension for non-paym_ent of

assessments and defence of suspension for

non-payment of dues held not inconsist

ent); Lake v. Minn. etc. Assn., 61-96. 63+

261 (Objection to the form of a complamt

held waived by the issues tendered in the

answer and the course of the trial) ; Carey

V. SWitchmen’s Union, 98-28. 107+1_29‘

(complaint sustained against .0bJe0b10ll

first made on appeal that it fmled_to al

lege an appeal to the next convention Of

the society from a. disallowance of the

claim).

21Stciisgaard v. St. Paul etc. Co.. 50'

429, 52+910. _r
'~’= Quigley v. St. Paul etc. Co., 60-210,

62+287.

‘-’a See §§ 4663-4688.

24 Place v. St. Paul etc. Co.. 67-126, 69+

706.

“Qllialev v. St. P001 010. 00., 60-275.

62+287; 111., 64-149. 66+364.

"‘Q\1igley \'. St. Paul etc. Co., 64-149.

66+36-1.

27 St. Paul etc. Co. v. Johnson, 6-1-‘192r

67+543.

'-"*Dwinnel1 v. Mp1s. etc. 00., 90-383, 97+

110.
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4858. Who may write-—A mutual fire insurance company may be autl1or

ized to do a_ marine insurance business only upon compliance with Laws 1895

c. 175 §§ 27, 47.Zn

4859. Guaranty fund—A mutual fire and marine insurance company may

provide a guaranty fund as authorized by statute. A subscription to such a

fund is in the nature of a loan or an agreement on the part of the subscriber

to advance to the company from time to time money suflicient to enable it to

pay current losses and expenses, the same to be refunded to them subsequently,

with interest.“°

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE

4860. Authority to insure—A company authorized to insure property

against fire has been held not authorized to insure live stock against death.“1

4861. Tit1e—Notice of sickness-A contract for the purchase of a horse

on credit, notes being given for the purchase price, provided that if the horse

should die within a certain time thereafter, the vendor was to take the in

surance and give up the note. It was held that this did not constitute a breach

of a clause in the policy warranting that the vendee was the sole, absolute, and

unconditional owner, of the horse. The policy provided that in case of sick

ness the owner should notify the insurer thereof, at its home office, by telegram.

It was held that this did not require the owner to notify the insurer im1ne~

diately of a sickness which lasted only a few minutes and did not recur again

for several weeks.“2

4862. Action--Pleading—A complaint in an action to recover on a live

stock insurance policy conditioned to indemnify plaintiff for loss by death from

disease or accident of the animals insured, has been held defective on demurrer,

in not alleging that the death of the animal sued for was caused either by

disease or accident. 1n such a case the naked allegation that the animal died

does not show a liability under the contract."

MUTUAL HAIL INSURANCE

4863. Assessments—A policy in a mutual hail association, organized under

G. S. 1894 3333-3360, and acts amendatory thereto, which was issued in

1901, is subject to an annual assessment of five per cent. of its face at a date

subsequent to the amendment made by Laws 1903 c. 271 § 9.34

4864. Set0fl‘—A policyholder has been held not entitled to setotf against

an assessment of a particular year, in an action brought to enforce it, a

balance of a loss in a prior year remaining unpaid after the insured had re

ce1ved on that loss a proper proportion of funds available for that purpose

under his agreement with the association.“5

4865. Attorney’s tees-—An association has been held entitled to recover a

reasonable attorney's fee for collecting an assessment."

EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE

4866. Not contrary to public policy—'l‘his form of insurance is not con

trary 110 public policy, even though it insures an employer against loss due to

lllS own negligence.“T

2” Dwinnell v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 90-383, 97+ 33 Knntzen v. Nat. etc. Co., 108-163, 121+

110. See R. L. 1905 §§ 1597, 1679. 632.

3" R. L. 1905 § 1679; Dwinnell v. Mpls. =4 Farmers etc. Assn. v. Dally, 98-13,

ctc. Co., 87-59, 91+266, 1098. 107+555.

(:14§tochester Ins. Co. v. Martin, 13-59 35 Id.

.M , 36 Id.

---Kells v. N. W. etc. Co., 64-390, 67+ 1" Quirk \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 98-22, 107+

215, 71+5. 742.
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4867. Construction of particular policies-—Cases are cited below involving

t' f t' l olic-ies." _ p _ _ _ H I ‘thi§§§itE1;:§.§_p§r§§iic§rIiiovned against liability for'in]uries_ to a Ehtild

employed by the insured contrary to law. Ifn app p}<1:tiofn 8£g8.1i1:]o5:ktl(1:l}51a1I;1gB('l;lT(t:f flog

' ' ' tl ' , fter notice 0 a e ‘ac s, _d1(1ei'i;ncae:lilii‘JtliiI.eytri]:i5l liiliitlirfilppzllate courts. was held that the insurer was

estopped from subsequently denying his liability.M

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

4869. Dcfinition—Casualty insurance is insurance against loss through ac

cidents or casualties resulting in bodily injury,‘ or death. _As applied) to in

juries resulting in death it is life insurance hnnted to specified risks. t n‘

4870. Classification of occupations—If a trade or occupation is no me

tioned in a classification it is not classed as non-insurable.‘_1 _ _

4871. Representations-—Waiver—C0nstruction—-Accidenta policiestgoverned by the same rules as regards representations,‘2 waiver, and cons r

tion.“ as life and lire )OllCl0S. _

4871a. What constitutes an accident-—Medical trcatment—-When an I}!

jury is caused by means insured against, and the medical treatment adi1(111n1tS};

tered is rendered necessary and proper by the nature of the in]ury, the ea t

of the insured, if caused solely by the injury and the subsequent med_1ca tireatl

ment, is “accidental,” within the meaning of a policy insuring against ea 1

caused by “external, violent, and accidental means.” “‘ _ I ' t n

4872. Various provisions of policies consti:ued—_i°i_ Pl‘0V1SlOl1 aga.;ns e f

tering a moving steam vehicle ;“‘ a provision against i_'idii_ig_ on the plat otrm £1)‘

a moving railway coach; “ a provision as to total disability to prosecude papa

and every kind of business pertaining to the occupation of the insure1 > An

provision against intentional injuries inflicted by the insured or anot ier1 ,

a provision authorizing the insured to secure immediate surgical rehef (\iv1i:\

imperative;"° a provision limiting the amount of recovery in case of 5:

“due to unnecessary exposure to obvious risk of injury o_r_obvious danger,

a provision as to “conditions indorsed hereon ;” "-’ a provision exempting frfiflz

liability in case of death resulting in part from disease;53 a provision t it

88 Anoka L. 00. v. Fidelity etc. Co., 63

286Y 65+353 (notice of injury—contract

not one merely of indemnit_v—necessity of

judgment—assignment for benefit of cred

itors—garnishment); N. W. etc. Co. v.

l\‘l'ar_vland C. Co., 86-467, 90+1110 (notice

of accident); Andrus v. Maryland C. Co.,

91-358, 98+20O (exception of injuries in

connection with additions to or alterations

in a building) ; Despatch L. Co. v. Employ

ers’ etc. Corp., 105-384, 117+506, 118+

152 (stipulation requiring insured to guard

machinery).

3" Tozer v. Ocean etc. C0rp., 94-478, 103+

509; 1d., 99-290. 109+410.

14°28State v. Federal I. Co., 48-110, 50+

0 .

H Cook v. Benefit League, 76-332, 7F9_+

320; Wliite v. Standard etc. Co., 95-11.

l03+"35. 884. ’

4“ Gardner v. United Surety Co., 12o+26§

4“ Miller v. Travelers’ Ins. Co., 39—54 ,

4(l+839.

4" Hull v. Equitable etc. Assn., 41-2311

42+936.

45 Cook v. Benefit League, 76-382, 79+

320; Lobdill v. Laboring Men's etc. Assn"

69-14. 7l+696. _ _

40 Ging v. Travelers Ins. Co., 44-505. 71+

201. See Trudeau v. Aetna etc. Co., 33

217. 92+1l31. _

5°Kelly \'. Maryland etc. Co., 89,331.

9-i~+SS9.

51 Price v. Standard etc. Co., 92-238. 99+

ssr. F

r-= Reynolds v. Atlas etc. 00., 69-93, 11+

831.

H ‘Wilson v. N. VV. etc. Assn.‘ 53-470. 55+

626.

42 Price v. Standard etc. Co., 90—264, 95+

1118; White v. Standard etc. Co., 95-77,

103+735, 884. Sec §§ 4663-4674.

~13 Reynolds v. Atlas etc. Co., 69-93 '1+831. See § 4675. ’ I

M White v. Standard etc. Co., 95-77, 103+

735, 834; Id., 100541, i10+1134.
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“no action shall lie against the company as respects any loss under this p

unless it shall be brought by the assured himself to reimburse him for loss

actually sustained and
paid by him in satisfaction of a judgment within sixty

days from date of such judgment and after trial of the issue ;” 5‘ and a pro

vision relating to accidents caused by shooting.“5

4873. Disease concurrent cause

operated with an injury in causing the

4874. Negligence—Mere negligence

feat recovery unless the policy so provides.

Evidence held to show that diabetes co

death of the insured.“

on the part of the insured does not de

Recovery is not defeated by a
voluntary exposure to the dangers incident to the occupation of the insured.

“Pointing” has been held to be within the occup

ation of a brick mason."

4875. Proof of death—Proof of death filed by a third party. and adopted by

an administrator, has been held suificient.“

 

INSURANCE COMPANIES—See Insurance, 4718; Taxation, 9568.

INTENT—See Criminal Law, 2409, and note 59.

INTENTION—See Evidence, 3231, 3293; Pleading, 7523.

INTEREST

Cross-References

See Conflict of Laws, 1540; Damages, 2524; Trusts, 9941; Usury.

4876. Application of statute—Th

plies only to a “legal indebtedness.” '30

4877. Necessity

e statute fixing the rate of interest ap

of agreement—Inte1-est in the strict sense of the term, as

distinguished from interest as damages, is the creature of contract.61 As a

general rule a party is not chargeable with interest unless there is a

on his part, express or implied, to pay it. pr01nise

An implied contract to pay interest
arises where the circumstances of a transaction justify the inference that the

parties contracted with reference to interest.“2

4878. Necessity of writing—An oral contract for interest in excess of six

per cent. is void as to the excess.“
Under an early statute the parties might

agree upon any rate of interest, if their agreement was in writing.“

4879. Incident of debt—lt is sometimes said that interest is a mere incident

of the principal debt.“

 
 

5‘Kennedy v. Fidelity & 0. Co., 100-1.

110+97.

55 Bade: v. New Amsterdam C. 00., 102

186, 112+1065.

f°Wh1te v. Standard etc. 00., 95-77, 103+

(35, 884. See Smith v. Standard etc. Co.,

so-29_1, ss+342.

5" Wilson v. _N. W. etc. Assn., 53-470, 55+

fi26. See Price v. Standard etc. Co., 92

638, 9'9-+887.

6;’;Wilson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 53-470, 55+

. Hair, 31-351, 34+s9s; In re
Shotwell, 43-389, 393, 45+842.

°° R. L. 1905 § 2733; McCutchen v. Free

dom, l5-217(l69) (applicable to scrip is

sued by town to pay bounties to soldiers);

Evans v. Rhode Island H. T. Co., 67-160,

161. 69+'T1-5 (applicable to money paid on

redemption from foreclosure sale); Lake

side Ry. v. Duluth St. R32, 78-129, 80+831

(inapplicable to contract to pay “a fair

proportion of the interest of investment”

in a power house, etc.).

61 Mason v. Callender, 2—350(302); Coop

er v. Reancy, 4—528(4l3). See Brown v.

Gurney, 20-5270173).

'12 Fallon v. Fallon, 124-#994.

63 R. L. 1905 § 2733; Swank v. G. N. Ry.,

63-258, 65+452; Staughton v. Simpson,

T2—536. 75+744.

'54 Mason v. Callender, 2-350(302, 324);

Allen v. Jones, 8-202(172).

M Cushman v. Carver County, 19-295
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. n crest u n interest—Interest coupons—As a general rule a contra4§8t0o dad interesixiipon interest. is unenforceable,“ though 1t 1s lplot (iifeeiipeiil)

usm.i0“s_a1“ A contract to pay interlest _u}t)on ltnutserest IS enforcea e,

' . f r 0\‘0l'( ue 1n eres . . 'm4fl8]§1f.0X]it(¢):i' (i!(i;ii)\(i1;itI]}'o if: d:bt—A contract for an_ increase of mterest atfteaill

maturity is illegal. except as to contracts bearin,11.r no mterest before mtatippA stipulation for such an increase does not invalidate the entire }on race;tain

simply works a forfeiture of the entire interest.70 stipulation _or afivalent

rate of interest until paid, and for a less rate if paid ghen due. is eq5 man“

to a stipulation for an increase of rate after maturity. Iliterestpls a f ihép

after the maturity of a debt is recoverable at the legal rate. regmr ess 0

. l th arties.T2 ’ _
ratZ8f8i;?dO)d, aciopunts-—An account for goods sold and delnered draws mteri

est. as damages, from the time when it is payable." Where there are rectlplrocgP

claims and demands, riot constituting an open account, interest on the a_ inn“;

is allowable as damages from the plaintifi”s last item.".‘ An account cons1s 1 at

of items of debit and credit is an unliquidated. runnmg account. and doeslnp1

carrV interest, in the absence of an agreement therefor. express or imptle -
Butifrom the time of the last item on the debit side of such an accoun mi

terest runs on the balance due." When an open account becomes hqu1datec

' s runs thereon.76 _ _‘mtg§3t. On verdicts—-It is provided by statute that “when the ]udgment its

for the recovery of money, interest from the time of the \'9I'(llCt or regard.

until judgment" is finally entered. shall be computed by the clerk and a 9"

thereto.” " The statute applies to unliquidated. as well as liquidated claims.

4884. When begins to run—Demand—A contract to pay money. no time

Of payment being specified, is payable immediately, and 1nterest_runs frorg

its date. A promise to pay upon demand requires at least a Judicial demand

to set interest running." Where one receives the money of another a deman ’

is sometimes necessary to set interest running‘.so No demand is necessaq

where a party denies liability so that a demand would be futile.'31 _ _ t

4885. Computation—Partial payments—The rule for casting interest.

when partial payments have been made. is to apply the payment. in the fir;

place. to the discharge of the interest then due. If the payment exceeds t 1;

interest, the surplus goes toward discharging the principal, and the subsequen

interest is to be computed on the balance of principal remammg due. If the

(252); Moran v. St. Paul, 65-300, 304-,
GU4-5); Newell v. Houlton. 22-19; White

67J»10flO. See McCuteheri v. Freedom. 15

217(169).

M Mason v. Callender. 2-350(302); Tal

cott v. Marston. 3—339(238); Culbertson

v. Lennon. 4—51(26); Martin v. Lennon.

19-67(45); Dyar v. Slingerland. 2-1-267;

Lee v. Melby, 93~4. 100+379.

M R. L. 1905 § 2733; Lee v. Melby, 93-4,

100+379.

M Welsh v. First Div. etc. Ry.. 25-314;

Winona v. Minn. etc. Co.. 29-68. 77. 11+

228; Holbrook v. Sims. 39-122. 39+74;

Lee v. Melby. 93-4. 100+379.

“P R. L. 1905 § 2733; Chase v. Whitten,

51-485. 53+767; Id., 62-498. 65%-84. See.

under former statutes, Mason v. Callender.

2-3-’i0(302); Taleott v. Marston. 3-339

(238); Kent v. Bown, 3—347(246); Cul

bertson v. Lennon, 4—51(26); Bidwell v.

Whitney, 4-76 (45); Martin v. Lennon. 19

’. Tlt'.. 24-43; Smith v. Crane. 33-144.

l‘Z2+(i3;; Holbrook v. Sims. 39-122, 39+74.

140.

7° Chase v. Whitten. 51-485. 53+767; Id-..

62-493. 65+8-1.

71 Smith v. Franc. 33-144, 22+633.

71' See § 2524.

73 (‘ooper v. Reaney. 4—528(413).

7* Leyde v. Martin. 16-38(24). See T5)"

lor v. Parker. 17—469(447).

75 Bell v. Mendenhall. 78-57. 80+843.

T" Mason v. Callender. 2—350(302, 317).

77 R. L. 1905 § 4344; Martin Co. Bank v.

Bird. 90-336. 96+915.

7-3 Palmer v. Bank of Zumbrota, 72-266.

281. 75+380.

"‘ Horn v. Hansen, 56-43,’ 57+315.

M See § 6137.

B1Perine v. Grand Lodge, 51-224, 53+

367.
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payment is less than the interest, the surplus of interest must not be taken to

augment the principal; but interest continues on the former principal until

the period when the payments, taken together, exceed the interest due, and then

the surplus is to be applied toward discharging the principal; and interest is

to be c0mp1_1ted on the balance. as aforesaid.82

4886. Effect of tender—.\ sutticient tender of payment, if kept good, stops

the running of interest.“3

4887. Payment of debt prevented by 1aw—lnterest due by agreement is

reco\'crahle though payment of the debt is prevented by law.“

INTEREST (IN PROPERTY)-—See note 85.

INTERFERENCE WITH BUSINESS—See Conspiracy, 1566.

INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACTS—See Torts, 9637.

INTERLINEATIONS—Sce Alteration of lnstruments, 263.

INTERLOCUTORY—Sec note 86. I

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT LANDS—-See Public Lands, 7969.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS—See State, 8830.

lNTERNAL REVENUE

4888. Revenue starnps—'l‘he revenue act of 1862 did not require a stamp

on a writ of eertiorari.‘57 or on appeal papers,88 or on arbitration papers," or

on a deed correcting a description in a former deed."° lt required a stamp on

the probate of a will or the letters of administration, but not on both.M A

pledge of unstamped cigars does not fall within the provisions of sections

3387, 3406, U. S. Revised Statutes, which require cigars manufactured and

sold or removed for consumption and use to be stamped. It seems that a sale

of unstamped cigars will not be invalid if, as a part of the transaction, it was

contemplated that they should be stamped before removal.°2 The want of a

required stamp on an instrument does not always invalidate it.“ It does not

render an instrument inadmissible in the state courts, unless the omission was

fraudulent.‘H In pleading it is unnecessary to allege that an instrument was

s 3.l]1I)€'( .°"’ In the absence of evidence to the contrary it will be presumed that

an instrument required to be stamped was in fact stamped.‘"‘ A stamp is no

part of the instrument stan1ped.‘"

:2 Beteher v. Hodgman. 63-30. 65+96. 9°(1reve v. Cofl-in, 14-3-'l5(263).

P>i3B.'1lme v.‘ Wambaugh, 16—l}6(106); M Dayton v. Mintzer, 22-393.

nney \. Jmgenson, 27-26. 6+3i6; Lam- 92 Combs v. Tuchelt. 24-423.

I"'e.V v. St. P. & C. Ry., 89-187, 94+-555. "3 Cabbott v. Radford, 17—320(296),

*4 Lash v. Lambert, 15—416(336) (effect Sanborn v. Xockin, 20—178(163).

°f war). 04 Spoon v. Frambach, sa-301. sauce.

*5 S:\nfor<l v. Johnson, 24-172, 173; -"5 Smith v. Jordan, 13—264(246); Cab

Raldmn v. Canfield. 26-43. 56. 1+261; bott v. Radford. 17—320(296).

Donohue v. Ladd, 31-244. 17-+381; Gibb 95- Thayer v. Barney, 12—502(406); Smith

v. Philadelphia etc. Co., 59-267. 61+137; v. Jordan, 13-264(246); Cabbott v. Rad

Dehsha v. Mpls. etc. (‘o.. 126+276. ford. lT—320(296); Owsley v. Greenwood,

5" (‘houteau v. Rice, 1—24(8). 18-429(386); Kiefer v. Rogers, 19-32(14).

8’ Pierce v. Huddleston. 10-131(105). "7 Owsley \'. Greenwood. 18-429(3S6);

‘“" Dormfln v. Bayley, 10-3-S3(306). Kiefer \'. Rogers, 19-32(14).

$9 Lovell \'. Wheaton, 11-92(57).



INTERNATIONAL LAW

4889. Definition-—International law consists of those rules which civilized

independent states observe, or are generally thought bound to observe, 1n thelr

dealings with one another and with one another’s sulnects."

4390. Territorial sovereignty—-Modern international law rests _upon the

conception of territorial sovereignty. The territory of a nation consists of the

land and waters within its geographical boundaries and the waters winch wash

its shores to the extent of a marine league, or other distance_deter_1n1ned by

custom or treaty, from the shore. Over this territory the jurisdiction ot the

nation is exclusive and absolute." I

4891. International waters-—The use of international waters is often reg

ulated by treaty. Independent of treaty, the use and control of waters lymg

within the geographical boundaries of the United States is not restrained by

international comity.‘

INTERPLEADER

Cross-References

See Deposits in Court; Intervention.

4892. Under statute-The statute provides for interpleader in an actloll

for the recovery of money upon contract or of specific real or personal prop

erty.2 It is the proper practice for the court, in its order of interpleader, IU

direct that the summons and complaint amended, with a copy of the 01‘_de1'

be served by the plairitifi upon the substituted defendant within a specified

time thereafter, or, in default thereof, that the action be dismissed. _ S}1C_l1

party may voluntarily appear and move for such dismissal, upon pla1nt1if_S

default in making such service, and the court may order the property 01‘ fund

in controversy, and in its custody, to be delivered over to him. Its right to

make such disposition of the property is not affected by a voluntary dismissal

of the action by plaintiff.8

4893. In equity—The statute providing for interpleader on motion is not

~ exclusive.‘ An action in the nature of a bill of interpleader in equil7}' will

lie in this state. To maintain such an action a party must stand in a position

of indifference between rival claimants and must, have no interest in or claim

to the subject-matter.5 He must be without adequate remedy at law.” It has

been said that there must be privity between the claimants,7 but this is doubt

ful.8 Upon the trial of such an action it is the better practice to determine

9! Pollock, Jurisprudence, 13; Gray, Na- 4Smith v. St. Paul, 65-295, 68+32. see

ture and Sources of Law, c. 6._ Note, 91 Am. St. Rep. 593.

'“>Mmn. C. & P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197, -'-St. Louis etc. Co. v. Alliance etc. C0-Y

228, 11‘.2+395. 23-7; Cullen v. Dawson, 24-66; Newman

1 Id- \'. Home Ins. Co.. 20-422(378); Austin "

2F- L- 1905 § 4138; Rohrer \'. Turrill, 4- March. S('r232, 90+384. See Maxcy \'- N

40:(309, 314); Cassidy v. First Nat. H. F. Ins. Co., 54-272, 55+1130.

Exankl 30-835, 144-363; Schuler v. McCord_. 6Blair v. Hilgedick. 45-23, 47+310.

'9-3?; SW47; Schuler v. Wood, 81-372, TNewman v. Home Ins. 00.. 20-4~22(378)

84’-L1-L SSee Crane v. McDonald. 118 N. Y. 645

3Ho0per v. Belch, 31-276, 17+617. '
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doing business here.H

first whether the interpleader will lie.” After it has been determined that

interpleader will lie and the money or property has been deposited in court,

the plaintiff is out of the action altogether, the defendants being left to contest

their conflicting claims without any aid or interference on his part. Costs may

be awarded against a party who brings an action of interpleader in bad faith.“

INTERPRETATION—See Contracts ; Statutes; Wills; and other specific

heads. ‘

INTERPRETER-—See Evidence, 3289.

INTERROGATORIES TO _]URY—See Trial, 9801-9810.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE

Cross-References

See Carriers, 1301; Taxation, 9121, 9159.

4894. What constitutes—It is conceded that sales of goods by a foreign cor

poration, even through a traveling salesman sent into the state, to a resident

of the state, to be shipped to him in the state, belong to the operations of in

terstate commerce. But the interstate commerce clause does not apply when

the foreign corporation maintains a resident agent in the state whose business

it is to solicit orders for and deliver the goods of the corporation to the pur

chaser. A distinction must also be made between the acts of a foreign cor

poration in shipping its goods to a commission merchant or other agent within

a state, to be sold by him and the proceeds accounted for to the corporation.

the title of the goods to remain in the corporation until paid for, and the case

where a local commission merchant solicits orders for the goods of a foreign

corporation and forwards them directly to the corporation. In the latter case

the orders are filled by the corporation with the same effect as though they

were received direct from the customer. But, if the commission merchant or

other agent to whom the goods are consigned acts as the agent of a foreign

corporation under an agreement that all the goods, so long as unsold, remain

the property of the corporation, and the proceeds of the sales belong also to

the corporation, the corporation has established an agency in the state for

the sale of its goods and is doing business within the state.11 After goods im

ported into the state have been disposed of here to citizens of the state, they

are to be taken as intermingled with and as part of the general property of the

state, free from the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress." The transportation

Of property by a common carrier, including the rates to be charged therefor,

is commerce. Transportation between two points in this state over a route

extending across a neighboring state is interstate commerce.“

4895. Exclusive jurisdiction of Congress-—'l‘he state cannot exclude for

eign corporations engaged in interstate commerce or place restrictions on their

A law is not deemed a regulation of interstate com

" Cullen v. Dawson, 24-66.

W St. Louis etc. Co. v. Alliance etc. Co.,

23-7.

11 Thomas v. Knapp, 101—432, 112+989;

Rock Island P. Co. v. Peterson. 93-356,

l0]+6l6. See State v. Deering, 56-24, 57+

313; State v. Franklin, '79-127. 81+752.

12 Willis v. Standard Oil Co., 50-290, 299,

52+652.

13 State v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-267, 41+104T.

See Connery v. Quincy etc. Ry., 92-20, 99+

365; Jacobson v. Wis. etc. Ry., 71-519,

528, 74-+893.

14 State v. Canda C. C. Co.. 85-457, -160,

S9+66; Rock Tsland P. Co. v. Peterson. 93

356, 101+616.
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' ' ' ' ' ' - ' "’ '1‘he state can' 1 b se it incidentally or lndirectl} affects 1t. . i .iiljtlifiiyiiiltieristaltgadlomnierce, but the property of persons engaged in 1nte1_s3ate

commerce may be taxed, if it has a fixed situs here.‘“ The exclusne ]ur1s 1c

tion of Congress over interstate commerce does not restrict the pohce power of

the several states."

4896. What constitutes a regulation—A law is I10t.to_be_dcc1n(i(llva reg1::

lation of interstate commerce merely because it affects 1t incidenta _\, or 11

' 18 '

dn;:8c917)i' Held not to interfere with interstate commerce-A_lan: liégllllfltglfllg

commission merchants dealing in farm products; “‘_ :1 law fO1‘b](](l1I]1g :10:

of intoxicating liquors; 2" a law prohibiting the shipment out of‘ t re -ttlqtiori

fish caught here ; 2‘ a law regulating the saleand redemption of l£lla1I1s1)0‘I‘ (“wet

tickets;22 a law requiring railway companies to stop all regu ar1 111::-€ 1.-,1“

trains at county seats; 23 a law for the inspection ot 1llununatmg 01 s.“ atéed

regulating the sale of oleomargarine; '-'5 a law forlnddlng any one to >0 1‘

" ' ' ' ' ' - ' - into thegrouse:-° a law providing f0r‘the inspection ofqsanlmals 11npo1ted

state; "7 a law providing for reciprocal demurrage:

INTERVENTION

Cross-References

See Trial, 9763.

4897a. Definition—Intervention is an act by which one voluntarily becomes

a party to an action pending between others.29 _ _ t I

4898. As of right—It a party brings himself within the terms of the s a] -

ute 3° he has an absolute right to intervene. It is unnecessary to apply to tie

court for leave to intervene.“1 I ' f

4899. Nature of interest entitling party to intervene—T0 entitle a pafl)

to intervene under the statute he must have an interest in the matter in ht1ga—

tion in the action of such a direct and immediate character that he \\'0lll(l

either gain or lose by the direct legal operation and eifect of the Judgment

therein.M lt is not essential to his right to intervene that he would eithel

1-“ State v. Wagoner, 77-483, 500, 80+633,

778; Hardwick v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+819.

W State v. Canda C. C. Co., 85-457, 89+

66; State v. Union T. L. Co., 94-320, 102+

721.

11 Hardwick v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+8l9.

‘See cases under § 4897.

1-‘ State v. Wngener, 77-483, 500. 80+633.

19 State v. Edwards, 94-225, 102+697;

State v. Wagener, 77-483, 80+633, 778.

1" State v. Johnson, 86-121. 126, 90+161.

‘-‘l State v. N. P. Ex. Co., 58-403, 59+1100.

12 State v. Corbett, 57-345, 59-+317; State

v. Manford, 97-173, 106+907.

23 State v. Gladson, 57-385, 59+487.

2* Willis v. Standard Oil Co., 50-290, 52+

652.

‘-'5 Butler v. Chambers, 36-69, 30+3()8.

2“ State v. Shattuck, 96-45, 104+719.

S2T6Evans v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109-64, 122+

1 .

23 Hardwick v. Chi. etc. Ry., I24+819.

62“ Faricy v. St. Paul I. & S. Soc., 125+

- 76.

3° R. L. 1905 § 4140.

31 Bennett v. Whitcomb. 25-148. See,

upon the subject generally. 123 Am. St.

Rép. 280.

-"-'-‘ Bennett v. Whitcomb, 25-148; Mann

v. Flower, 26-479, 5+-365; Lewis v. 1:181‘

wnud_ 28--L28. l0+586; Wohl\\'end v. (1158.

42-500. 44+517; Becker v. Northyvny, 4}"

61. 46+210; Dennis v. Spencer, 51-209.

51-H631; Steenerson v. G. N. R_v.. 60-461.

62+-S26; Larsen v. Nichols, 62-256, §4+

553; Masterman v. Lu1nl)ermen’s 1\?1t

Bank, 61-299. 63+723; Smith v. St. Paul.

65-295, 68+32; Id., 69-276, 721-104; 16-.

111 Fed. 308; Am. Exch. Bank v. David ‘

son, 69-319, "2+129; Holcomb v. Stretch,

74-234. 76+1132; Johnson v. White. 78

-18, 80+R38; Schuler v. Me(‘ord. 79-39, 81+

547; Gone v. Wold. 85-302. ss+977; Walk‘

er v. Sanders. 103-124. 114+649. 366

Hunter v. Clewland etc. Co.. 31-505, 18+

645; Maxcy v. N. H. F. Ins. (.70.. 54-272'

5;-)+1130.
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gain or lose by the judgment if he did not become a party to the action.33 Un

der the statute as it read prior to the revision of 1905 it was held that he need

not have a property or pecuniary interest.‘H The statute is to be liberally con

strued. A person may intervene though he has another remedy. The statute

applies alike to legal and equitable actions and to controversies involving either

real or personal property.‘"'

4900. Origin of statute—Our statute derives from the code of Louisiana,

through the statutes of California and Iowa.Ru

4901. In equity——In an equitable action the court may allow a party inter

ested in the subject-matter of an action to intervene without reference to the

statute.“7

4902. Intervener cannot delay or terminate action—A party cannot in

tervene in an action to object to a trial thereof or to move for a disn1issal:"8

4903. Pleading—The ordinary rules of pleading apply.” There may be a

demurrer to the complaint in inter\‘ention»for its failure to state a cause of

action or ground of intervention.‘0

4904. Remedy for wrong intervention—The objection that the intervener

has no right to intervene may be raised by demurrer; “ by motion for dis

missal on the trial; “ and by motion to strike out the complaint in interven

tion.‘3

trial.“

INTIMIDATION-—See note 45.

Objection to an intervention cannot. be made for the first time after

6?%Fariey v. St. Paul I. & S. Soc., 125+

4 .

M McAllen v. Hodge, 92-68, 99+424.

35 Walker v. Sanders. 103-124, 114-+649;

Fariey v. St. Paul I. 80 S. Soe., 125-H576.

36 Bennett v. Whiteomb, 25—l48; Lewis

v. Harwood, 28-128, 10+586; Me.-\11en v.

Hodge, 92-68, 99+424.

37 Winslow v. Minn. etc. Ry., 4—313(230);

State v. Merchants’ Bank, 67-506, 70+

803; Smith v. Nat. C. Ins. Co., 72-364,

754-596. See Smith v. St. Paul, 65-295,

68+32. .

39 Hunt v. O'Leary, 84-200, 874-611;

Mann v. Flower, 26-479, 5+365.

1"‘ R. L. 1905 § 4140. See. as to necessity

of reply to answer. Pierce v. Wagner, 64

265. 66+9T7, 67+53T.

4"She[>m'd v. Murray County, 33-519,

24+29].

4‘ Shepard v. Murray County, 33-519, 24+

291; Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-148, 53+

1134.

'2 Lewis v. Hanvood, 28-428, 10+-586.

43 Dennis v. Spencer, 51-259, 53+631.

4* Boxell V. Robinson. 82-26, 84-+635;

Holcomb v. Stretch, 74-23-1, 76+1132;

Lougee v. Bray, 42—323, 4-H194.

'5 Gray v. Building Trades Council, 91

171, 181, 9T+663.
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In general, 4905.
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Who required to be licensed, 4908.

Sales by social clubs, 4909.

When becomes operative, 4910.

Granting a matter of discretion-—Man

damus, 4911.

Nature and scope of licensing power, 4912.

Delegation of power to municipalities, 4913.

Conflict between general laws and munici

pal charters and ordinances, 4914.

‘Ordinances held valid, 4915.
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License fees. 4-917.

Bonds, 4918.

Revocation, 4919.
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Sales without a license, 4920.

Soliciting sales without a license, 4921.

Gifts, 4922.

Sales to Indians, 4923.

Sales to minors, 4924.

Sales to habitual drunkards, 4925.

Sales on Snnday—Keeping open on Sun

day, 4926.

Keeping open after eleven o ‘clock. 4927.

Blind pigs, 4928. '

CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS

Jurisdiction of district, municipal, and

justice courts, 4929.

(‘omplnints by public oflicers, 4930.

Indictment or complaint under general

statutes for selling liquor without a h

ccnse, 4931.

Complaint under ordinance for

liquor without a. license, 4932.

Indictment or complaint for keeping saloon

open on Sunday, 4933.
lndictment or complaint for keeping saloon

open after eleven o’clock, 4934.

Indictment under Laws 1895 c. 259 for

selling liquor without a license, 4935.

Complaint for selling liquor to habitual

drunkard, 4936.
Indictment for selling liquor to minor,

4937.
lndictmcut. for selling to husband after

notice. 4938. _
Duplicity in indictments or complamts,

4939.

Election, -.1940.

Variance, 4941.
Burden of proving license on accused,

4942.

Proof of kind of liquor unnecessary, 4943.

What are intoxicating liquors——Presnmp

tion-—Judicial notice, 4944.

Evidence——Admissibility. 4945.

Evidencr&Sufliciency, 4946.

Punishment, 4947.

selling

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES

Search warrant, 4948.

Cross-References

See Municipal Corporations, 6566.

CONS'lTI'l‘U'I‘IONALITY OF STATUTES

4905. In genera1—To require a license for the sale of liquors is not 130 taka

private property_for 21. public use without compensation, or to impose an unequal

-tax."l To require saloons to close on Sunday is not an infraction of the con

stitutional right to liberty of conscience.H An act authorizing the voters of a

inunicipality to dete_rminc ivhether licenses shall be issued or not is validi and

if the voters deternnne agamst granting licenses, it operates as a revocation 0'F

all outstanding licenses.“
An act requiring saloonkeepers to pay a license fee

for the maintenance of a state inebriate asylum has been held cor1stitutional-49

G. S. 1894 § 2002 (R. L. 1905 § 1560), prohibiting the sale of liquor to In-.

dians, is constitutional.”
Laws 1895, c. 259, authorizing manufacturers Ot

liquor in towns and villages which have voted no license, to sell liquor outside

such towns and villages, is constitutional.51
Laws 1895 c. 346 is consistent in

46 Rochester v. Uptnau, 19—l0S(78).

47 State v. Ludwig. 21-202.

*8 State v. Cooke, 24-247.

49 State v. Cassidy, 22—312.

5“ State v. Wise, 70-99, 72-+843.

-31 State v. Johnson, 86-121, 904161.
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all its parts, and does not violate section 1 of article 3 of the constitution.“2

Laws 1901 c. 101, limiting the number of licenses to be issued for the sale of

malt or spirituous liquors in places bordering on the patrol limits in all cities

of the state of Minnesota, now or hereafter having over fifty thousand inhabi

tants, is unconstitutional, being in violation of section 36 of article 4 of the

constitution, in that it does not apply equally to all the cities of the class.Ea

R. L. 1905 § 1519, declaring the sale of intoxicating liquors without a license

a misdemeanor, is not unconstitutional because no maximum penalty is pre

scribed for its violation.“

LOCAL OPTION

4906.'App1ication of statutes-It. L. 1905 § 1528, granting the right of

local option to “towns and incorporated villages,” does not apply to the “cities”

of the state.“ls

LICENSES

4907. Nature-—A license is a mere privilege to pursue a business, subject to

police regulation and control.“

4908. Who required to be licensed—All persons, regardless of the nature

of their business, are required to take out a license for sales of a less quantity

than five gallons.‘1 It is immaterial that such sales are in the original package,

or in corked bottles, or the liquor is not to be drank on the premises.” Man

ufacturers, wholesalers, or others, are not required to obtain a license for the

sale of liquor in quantities of tire gallons or more.“ But they cannot sell in

quantities in municipalities where no license has been voted.°° A city or

dinance requiring a license has been held inapplicable to manufacturers.61

Such an ordinance has been held applicable to druggistsf‘2 The payment of

a federal tax on the business of retail liquor dealers does not relieve a party

from the necessity of obtaining a license." G. S. 1866 c. 16 § 4 made no ex

ceptions as to the necessity of obtaining a license.“

4909. Sales by social clubs—A social organization,’ or club, incorporated

under the laws of this state, is a “person,” within the meaning of R. L. 1905

§ 1519. The distribution of intoxicating liquors in less quantities than five

gallons by such a club to its members, for a consideration, though without

profit, constitutes a “sale” within the meaning of that section, and is prohibited.

unless protected by license as provided by law."5

4910. When becomes operative—-A license does not becon1e operative until

del1:;ered to the licensee.M It cannot be given retroactive effect by anteda.t

1ng.

4911. Granting a matter of discretion—Mandamus—Wl1etber a license

shall be granted or refused is a matter of discretion which cannot be controlled

by mandamus.“S

52 State v. Bates. 96-110, 104-+709. 03 State v. Funk, 27-318, 7+359.

" State v. Schraps, 97-62, l06+l06. 04 State v. Cron, 23-140.

54 State v. Kight, 106-371. 119+56. 65 State v. Minn. Club, 106-515, 119+

55 Kleppe v. Gard, 109-251, 123+665. 494.

56 State v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387. 0" State v. Bach, 36-234, 30+764; Jordan

5" State v. Schroeder, 43-231, 45+149; v. Bespalcc, 86-441, 90+1052; State V.

Id-, 45-44, 47+308: State v. Benz, 41-30, Carver County, 60-510, 62+113-3.

42+-547; State v. Brackett, 41-33, 42+54s. 01 sum v. Carver County, 60-510, 62+

-“ Id. 1135; Zeglin v. Carver County, 72-17. 744'

" State V. Ortll, 38-150, 36+l03. 901.

°“ State v. Johnson, 86-121, 90+161. "8 State v. Carver County, 60-5101 62+

51 St. Paul v. Troyer, 3-291(200). 1135; State v. Northfielrl, 94-81, 101+1063.

"2 ‘Rochester v. Upman, 19-108(78). See Jordan v. Bespalec, 86-441, 90+1052.

II—9
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4912. Nature and scope of licensing power—To license and regulate the

sale of intoxicating liquors is an exercise of the ordinary police power of the

state." It is not an exercise of the taxing power,70 or of the power of eminent

domain.71 The power of regulation extends not only to the acts of the person

licensed, but to the times and places when and where sales are made.’2 The

power to license involves the power to refuse to license,"3 and to limit the num

ber of licenses to be granted.H It is a reasonable re
gulation of the liquor

trafiic to limit it not only by the amount of the license fee, but also with regard

to the character of the persons permitted to engage in it_, the character of the

buildings in which it shall be conducted, and the location with reference to

other lines of business, all for the

likely to flow therefrom.T5

purpose of restraining any evil influences

It is the legislative policy of the state to localize

the traflic and give it the greatest publicity possible."

clude the trafiic from the resident and suburban portions of a city.”

It is permissible to ex

The con

trol of the traffic calls for legislative discretion." The expediency or necessity

of the regulation is a legislative and not a judicial question." Regulations

must be reasonable and courts must judge of their reasonableness, but in d0iI1_g

so they will not look closely into mere matters of judgment and set up thelr

ground for a difference of opinion.80

own judgment against that of municipal authorities when there is reasonable

' The
power of a city council to regulate

and license includes the power to fix the amount of the license fee, Within the

limits prescribed by law.“
Fixtures in a saloon are subject to the police

power.“12 The legislature may prohibit the sale of liquor to Indians alto

gether.83 The power to license involves the power to prohibit sales by persons

not licensed.“

4913. Delegation of power to municipa1ities—The legislative power to

regulate the sale of intoxicating liquors may be de

including the supervisors of a township.“

legated to municipalities,“

When the legislature delegates the

power to a municipality it may prescribe by whom the power shall be exercised,

by a particular ofiicer or set of oflicers, or by the electors at large; and 1t may

transfer the power from a city council to the electors at large.“
The power

of a city to license and collect license charges is a delegated police power and

therefore completely within the control of the legislature.“8
The legislature

may authorize a municipality to impose new and additional penalities for

acts already penal by the laws of the state."

to county commissioners cannot be delegated by them .”°

4914. Conflict between general laws and munici

The power to license delegated

pal charters and 0!

dinances-—The general statutes of the state regulating the sale of intoxicating

liquors operate and have force uniformly throughout the state, anything con

“ State v. Ludwig, 21-202; Rochester v.

Upman, 19-10S(78); State v. Cassidy, 22

312; State v. Wise, 70-99, 72+S-13; State

v. Robinson, 101-277, 287, 112+269-, Claus

sen v. Luverne, 103-491, 115+643.

'10 Rochester v. Upman, 19-108(7S) ; State

v. Cassidy, 22-312.

'11 Rochester v. Upma

72 State v. Ludwig,

Bprge, 1§2—2-‘J6, 84+911.

8 t. an v. Trc er, 3-291 20 -v. Northfield, 94-81):1'01+1063(. 0)’ State

'14 State v. Northfiehl, 94-81, 101+1063.

'15 State v. Scatena, 84-281, 87+764.

‘'6 State v. Barge, 82-256, 84+911.

7" In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723; State v.

Kantler, 33-69, 21+856.

n, 19—108(78).

21-202; State v.

78 In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723.
7” St. Paul v. Troyer, 3-291(200); State

v. Cassidy, 22-312.

8° In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723.

91 Kelly v. Faribault, 83-9, 85+720.

52 State v. Barge, 82-256, 84+?-J11.

'33 State v. Wise, 70-99, 72+843.

5* State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449.

*5 State v. Ludwig, 21-202.

36 State v. Dvryer, 21-512.

5" State v. Cooke, 24-247.

‘*8 Winona v. Whipple, 24-61.

69 State v. Ludwig, 21-202.

9° Hennepin County v. Robinson, 16-381

(340).
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tained in municipal charters or ordinances to the contrary notwitlistanding.91

R. L. 1905 §§ 1519-1566 provide a general system for the regulation of the

business of selling intoxicating liquors, which is operative throughout the

state, and imposes a standard of regulation below which no municipality may

fall. It does not deprive municipalities of their existing charter powers to

provide for such supplementary and additional regulations, not inconsistent

with the general statutes as are required by local conditions."2 The pro

visions of Laws 1887 cc. 5, 6, 81, superseded all inconsistent charter pro

visions as to the terms and conditions on which licenses might be issued.

They were complete in themselves and did not require any additional local

legislation by city councils to render them operative and elicctual.n3 But

they were not exclusive, and they did not have the effect of repealing by

implication existing municipal ordinances upon the subject, or the charter

power to enact ordinances not inconsistent with them.“ Prior to the legis

lation of 1887 the charters of some cities and villages gave to the municipal

ity exclusive control over the regulation of the sale of liquor, so that

the general laws were not operative within the municipality.“ An indictment

will lie under the general law, for selling liquor without a license within a

municipality which has voted against any license." Acts which are punishable

under the general law may also be made punishable by ordinance and the

punishment need not be the same.D7

4915. Ordinances held valid—An ordinance for the closing of saloons on

Sunday and election days; "5 an ordinance prohibiting the sale of liquor with

out a license, and not limiting the quantity; ‘'9 an ordinance requiring every

saloon and the bar of every tavern, inn, etc., to close on Sunday; 1 an ordinance

prohibiting stalls, booths, or inclosures of any kind, in saloons; 2 an ordinance

providing that one who applies for a liquor license must make an afiidavit desig

nating the place where the business is to be conducted, that the applicant will

carry it on personally, and that the rooms in which it shall be conducted are

not adjacent to any building wherein theatrical or variety entertainments are

conducted; 8 an ordinance limiting the sale of liquor to certain parts of a city; '

an ordinance prohibiting the sale of “malt” liquor without a license,“ an

ordinance prohibiting the keeping of a saloon open on Sunday.“

N State v. Robinson, 101-277, 112+269.

2;: Evans v. Redwood Falls, 103-314, 115+

0.

"3 State v. Peterson, 38-143, 36+-443;

State v. Olson, 38-150, 36+446; State v.

Sanncrud, 38-229, 36+447; State v. Harris.

50-128, 52+387; Minneapolis v. Olson, 76

1. 78+877; Kelly v. Faribanlt, 83-9, 85+

720; State v. Scatena, 84-281, 87+76-1;

State v. Swanson, 85-112, 88+416; State

v. Robinson, 101-277, 112-1269; Evans v.

Redwood Falls, 103-314, 115+200.

“ State v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387; State

v. Inndquist, 77-540, 80+701; State v.

Scatena, 84-281, 87+764. See State v.

Pnester, 43-373, 45+712.

"5 See State v. Hanley, 25-429; State v.

Wheeler, 27-76, 6+423; State v. Nolan,

37-16, 33+36; State v. Langdon, 29-393,

13+187'; 1d., 31-316, 17+859; State v.

Schmml, 25-370; State v. Pfeifer. 26

175. 2+474; State v. Fleckenstein, 26-177.

2+-175; State v. Arbes, 70-462, 73+403;

State v. Robinson, 101-277. 112+269;

Evans v. Redwood Falls, 103-314, 115+200.

9“ State v. Holt, 69-423, 72+700; State

v. Arbes, 70-462, 73+-103; State v. Swan

son, 85-112, 88+-116. To same efi‘ect under

G. S. 1878 c. 16 §§ 1, 4, State v. Funk,

27-318, 7+359.

1" State v. Ludwig, 21-202; State v. Har

ris, 50-128, 52+387; Jordan v. Nicolin, 8-1

367, 87+916; State v. Marciniak, 97-355.

105+965; State v. Collins, 107-500, 120+

1081.

98 State v. Ludwig, 21-202.

99 State v. Priester, 43-373, 45-+712.

1 State v. Harris, 50-128, 52-H387.

2State v. Barge. 82-256, 84+9l1.

State v. McGregor, 88-74, 92+509.

8State v. Scatena, 84-281, 87+764.

4In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723; State v.

Kantler, 33-69, 21+856.

-"State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449.

°Duluth v. Abrahamson, 96-39, 104+682

(ordinance of Duluth—title held suifi~

cient).

See
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4916. Ordinances construed—The so-called wineroom ordinance of Minne

apolis is designed to do away entirely with separate rooms, booths, stalls, or

compartments, of whatever size, which may be used for the pufrpose of con

cealing or protecting persons while drinking intoxicating liquor. A licenseg

saloonkeeper cannot evade the ordinance by letting a part of the room covere

by his license to a third party, so arranged that it may be used as a wmeroom

in connection with his bar.“ _ _
4917. License fees-—G. S. 1894 § 2023 (R. L. 1905 § 1027) forbids the

granting of licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors for a less sum than five

hundred dollars, and authorizes the council of any city of the class designated

to exact a license fee in excess of such sum.” If the county board refuses to

issue any but an unlawful license to a person who has paid the regular fee

for a license, the latter may recover the amount so paid.lo Cases are cited be

low involving the construction of special laws relating to the disposition of

license fees.11
4918. Bonds—'1‘he filing of a sufficient bond is a necessary part of the ap

plication for a liquor license, and where such bond, after its approval and the

granting of the application by the city council, has been withdrawn, the mu

nicipal ofticers have no authority to issue the license.12 The bond must run

to the state and not to a municipality.“ It is one of indemnity; given to

protect the state as well as such private parties as are authorized to maintain

actions under G. S. 1894 § 1992 (R. L. 1905 § 1540). The amount of the

bond is a penalty, and not in the nature of liquidated damages, to be recovered

as an entire sum in case any of the conditions of the bond are violated. A

private party can recover only the amount of his damages.“ The bond may

be prosecuted in the name of the state by the county attorney in his olficml

capacity. Where a bond was erroneously executed to a village in its corporate

name, it was held that the county attorney was not authorized on his own mo

tion, and without the consent of the village, to prosecute.15 ‘

4919. Revocation-—A license may be revoked without judicial proceedings-“’

Under an act authorizing local option a vote against granting licenses may

operate to revoke all outstanding licenses.“ A provision that no license shall

be granted for a less term than one -year has been held not to withhold power

to revoke a license before the expiration of the year for which it was granted."3

In proceedings for the revocation of a license, under G. S. 1878, c. 16 28, a

refusal of the council to postpone the hearing has been held not improper.W

The revocation of a license upon conviction for the violation of an ordinance

is not a punishment within the meaning of the constitution limiting the juris

diction of justices of the peace.20 A city is not liable in tort for mistaken

action of its council in attempting to revoke a license.“

"State v. Barge, 82-256, S4+911; State 12 State v. Schreiner, 86-253, 901401‘

v. McGregor, S8-74, 92+509; State v.
_ 18 St. James v. Hingtgen, 47-521, 50+700;

Klein, 107-184, 119+656; State v. Brown, Minneapolis v. Olson, 76-1, 7S+877

107-175, 1191-657; State v. Lally, 108-264, 14 state v, 1‘,m-t-muY 83-124! 86+3.

122+13. 15 St. James v. Hingtgen, 47-521, 50+7°°‘
9State v. Brown, 107-175, 1191-657. 16 State v, Harris, 50-128, 52+3S7; State

9KeIly v. Faribault, 83-9, 85+720._ See v. Larson, 83-124, 128, 861-3; Claussen V

Gillen vZ South St. Paul, 126-+624. Luverne, 103-491, 115+643

9;)°1Zeglin v. Carver County, 72-17, 74+ 11 State v. Cooke, 24-247.

_ _ 18 State v. Dwyer, 2]-512.

11_ Winona v. Whipple, 24-61 (charter of W State v. Northfield, 41-211, 42+1053

Winona); State v. Bailer, 91-186, 97+670 s . ' - 2 52 3s-'- sum(Sp. Laws 1889 c. 443 relatin 20 me V Hams’ 50 1 8’ + I’

_ I g to license v. O’Connor, 58-193, 59+999.

fees in the village of Alma City held not ‘-‘I Claussen v. Luverne, 103-491, 115+643

repealed by Laws 1903 c. 201).
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CRIMINAL OFFENCES

4920. Sales without a license—The sale and want of a license constitute the

crime.22 It is no defence that the accused was entitled to a license, if one had

not been issued and delivered to him; 23 that a license could not be obtained

for sales at the place where the sale charged was made; 2‘ that the county board

refused to issue any licenses; 2“ that the town had voted against license; that

the accused had paid a federal tax on retail liquor dealers;26 or that the

accused honestly believed that the liquor sold was not intoxicating.’-’1 An in

dictment will lie under the general law for selling liquor without a license

within a. municipality which has voted against any license." G. S. 1894 §

202.‘), prohibiting the sale of liquor without a license, was not repealed by

Laws 1901 c. 252 prohibiting “blind pigs.” 2“

4921. Soliciting sales without a license—An indictment under Laws 1905

c. 346, charging the solicitation of a contract for the sale of spirituous liquors

for future delivery in a less quantity than five gallons without a license. com

mitted by the defendant at a time and place mentioned by soliciting a person

named without a license, but not stating whether the crime was committed by

defendant in his own behalf or as an agent of another, sufiiciently specifies a

public offence.30

4922. Gifts—A gift of liquor to a prospective purchaser by a traveling sales

man of a licensed liquor dealer has been held unlawful under G. S. 1894 §

2029.“1 A gift of liquor has been held unlawful under an ordinance making

it unlawful to “dispose” of liquor without a license.32

4923. Sales to Indians—G. S. 1894 § 2002 (R. L. 1905 §§ 1534, 1560), pro

hibiting the sale of liquor to Indians, is a valid exercise of the police power and

constitutional. It is applicable to Indians who have severed their tribal rela

tions and become citizens of the United States.“ '

4924. Sales to minors-—Under G. S. 1878 c. 16 § 10 it was held immaterial

whether the accused had a license or not, or was engaged in any of the occupa

tions mcniioned in the third sentence of that section.“ To constitute the

offence prescribed in the first and second sentences of that section no written

notice was necessary.35 It is immaterial that the accused was ignorant of the

minority of the person to whom the sale was made or honestly believed in his

maturity.30 No change in the law was made by the revision of 1905."

4925. Sales to habitual drunkards—It is immaterial whether the accused

had a license,38 or whether he knew that the person to whom the sale was made

was an habitual drunkard." The offence prescribed by the first and second

sentences of G. S. 1878 c. 16 § 10, is distinct from that prescribed in the third

sentence of that section, and to make out the former offence no written notice

is necessary.‘° A single sale by a servant has been held insufficient to raise

52 State \'. Funk, 27-318, 7+-359. 33 State v. \Vise. 70-99. 72+843.

'33 State v. Bach, 36-234. 30+764; Jordan 84 State v. McGinnis, 30-48. 14+256.

v. Bespalec. 86-441_ 90+1052. -’"- State v. Hyde, 27-153. 6+5-'35. See. un

34 State v. Kantler. 33-69, 21+856. der G. S. 1866 c. 16 § 10. State v. Richter,

1“ State v. Cron. 23-140. 23-81.

'-’° State v. Funk, 27-318, 7+359. all State v. Austin, 74-463, 77+301; State

2" State V. Gill, 89-502, 95+449. v. Larson, 83-124, 86-P3. See State V.

2“ State v. Holt, 69-423, 72+700; State Heck. 23-549; State v. Mueller, 38-497,

v. Arhes. 70--462. 73+403; State v. Swan- 38+691.

80"‘ 35-112, 83+416- 37 State v. Stroschein. 99-248, 1(]9+235.

'—’" State v. McCoy, 86-149. 90+305. 38 State v. McG-innis, 30-52, 14+258.

3° State v. Braun, 96-521, 105+975. 39 State v. Heck, 23-549

“ State v. Jones, 88-27. 92+468. 4° State v. Hyde, 27-153, 6+-555.

31’ State v. Deusting, 33-102, 22+-442.
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a presumption that the servant was authorized by the defendant to make the

sale.‘1 Upon a charge of furnishing “one glass of spmtuous liquor, to wit,

whisky,” it was held unnecessary to prove that the liquor furmshed was

whisky.“

4926. Sales on Sunday—Keeping open on Sunday-—Penal Code § 229

does not authorize the sale of beer on Sunday.“ The accused must own the

saloon or have charge or ,control of it.“ Possibly an owner is not responsible for

an opening by his servant contrary to his instructions and without his knowl

edge or wishes. The fact that a license does not particularly describe the room"

in which the bar is to be kept is no defence.“ The provisions of Laws 188:

c. 81 § 1 supersede all inconsistent charter provisions, are complete 1n them

selves, and do not require any additional legislation by city councils to render

them operative and eflectual.“ The revocation of a license for keeping a saloon

open on Sunday in violation of a city ordinance does not bar a cr1_m1nal prose

cution for such violation.“ Under an ordinance of Minneapohs, requmng

saloons and places where intoxicating liquors are sold to be closed and kept

closed on Sundays, the owner is prima facie responsible for such place bemg

- open on Sunday, whether he is present or not."

4927. Keeping open after eleven o’c1ock-—'1‘he hours of'cornpulsory clos

ing are to be determined by standard time." Under G. S. 1894 § 2012, h_°t_91s

were excepted. from the provision requiring closing. but not from the provision

prohibiting sales.50 The purpose of the statute is to require all dealers in 111

toxicating liquors not only to shut their doors at the hour of eleven at mght.

but to cease the transaction of business. The mere fact that the door of a sa

loon may be open for a short time after that hour for some legitimate P111‘P°_5e,

unaccompanied by evidence of a continuance of the saloon business, or an in

tention or purpose to do so if customers present themselves, would not constr

tute an offence, or violation of the statute.“1 _ _

4928. Blind pigs-Laws 1901 c. 252, prohibiting and punishing the_ 1118:111

taining of blind pigs, or places or devices for the unlawful sale of intoxicating

liquors, does not repeal any part of G. S. 1894 § 2029, providing for the punish

ment of the sale of such liquors without a license.“2 Laws 1901 c. 252 is not

unconstitutional as authorizing unreasonable searches and seizures.“

CR[MIN.-XL PROSECUTIONS

4929. Jurisdiction of district, municipal, and justice courts—Both the

constitution and the statute authorize the district court to try indictments for

selling liquor without a license.“ Under Laws 1887 c. 6, a justice of the pcm-‘_e

has no jurisdiction to hear and determine a criminal charge for selling into.\_'l

catmg liquors without a license, or for an attempt to evade the statute prohibit

1ng such sales.“ The municipal court of Minneapolis has jurisdiction of such a

charge under an ordinance of that city.“ Laws 190] c. 252, which authorizes

41State v. Mahoney, 23-181.

4'-{State v. Heck, 23-549.

Qumlan, 40-55, 41+299.

5" State v. Eckert, 74-385, 77%-294.

See State v. 51 State v. Clemmensen, 92-191. 99+6-10.

- -. ; . as-'39, 104+a State v. Baden, 37-212, 34+24. Duiuth ‘ Abnimmson’

ifstate v. Gluqk, 41-553, 4s+4s3. M State v. McCoy. S6-149, comes.

4-) State v. Sod1n1, 84-444, 87+1130. 53 State v_ St°ffé1S_ 89_2O5’ 94+6-l-5_

?§§“§" "' Petm°“' 38'143' 36+443- -“State v. Bach. ac-234, so+re4; sum
I 51 G V . Harris 50-12s. *2'+3s7- Stv. O’C0nnor, as-19’3, 59+999.0 ’ ate

1! State v. O’Connor, 58-193, 594-999.

See State v. Sodini. 84-444, S7+1130.

4" State v. Johnson, 74-381, 77+293.

v. Kobe. 26-148, 1+1054; State v. Russelb

as-499, 72+ss2.

55 State v. Anderson, 47-270, 50+226

See State v. Larson, 40-63, 41+363.

5“ State v. llnrris. 50-128, 52+387; State
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the trial of a person charged with keeping a. “blind pig” before any magistrate

in the county where the offence is committed, is valid "

of any city therein. Such statute is of general application, and relates to cities

organized under special charters, as well as the general laws of the state."

4931. Indictment or complaint under general statutes for selling liquor

without a license—A11 indictment or complaint must negative a license; 5°

must allege the name of the person to whom the sale is made, or if that is un

known, give a description of him‘; 5" must allege the quantity, so as to show that

it was less than five gallons,‘H but it is suflicient to allege a sale in quantities

less than five gallons; "2 and it must describe the liquor, but it is sufiicient to

describe it as an into.\'icati11g liquor.“ It is unnecessary to negative the pro

viso with reference to druggists,“ or the exceptions and conditions of Laws

1895 c. 259." It is not indispensable that the indictment should be certain

as to the date of the sale. As to the mode of disposing of the liquor it is sulfi

cient to allege that the accused “sold”
it. An allegation as to the place of sale

as “in said county of Lincoln” held sufficient.“

4932. Complaint under ordmance for selling liquor without a license

A complaint which substantially follows the language of the ordinance is sutfi

cient.67 A complaint held to negative a license sufficiently.“H In a complaint

for selling malt liquor without a license contrary to a city ordinance, held un

necessary to allege that the liquor was intoxicating or to plead the ordinance.“

essary to allege whether the defendant was or was not a licensed liquor dealer,

for a sale by any person on Sunday is a violation of law.78

4934. Indictment or complaint for

o’clock—The exception as to hotels

allege a license." A complaint in a

cient."

keeping saloon open after eleven

must be negatived.H It is necessary to

prosecution before a justice held sufl5

4935. Indictment under Laws 1895 c. 259 for selling liquor without a

license-—An indictment held suflicient

allege that the liquor was sold for consm

4936. Complaint for selling liquor

substantially following the language of

against the objection that it failed to

nption in the village.77

to habitual drunkard—A complaint

r. S. 1866 c. 16 § 11, as amended by

v. Lindqnist, 77-540, 80+701. See State v.

Mareiniak, 97-355, 105+965; State v. Nu

gent. 108-267, 121+898.

5'' State v. Dreger, 97-221, 106+90-1.

55 State v. Enger, 81-399. 84+218.

'59 State v. Nerbovig, 33-480, 24-+321. See

Elbow Lake v. Holt, 69-349, 72+564.

9° State v. Sehmuil, 25-368.

"1 State v. Lavake, 26-526, (H339; State

v. Bach, 36-234, 30%-764; State v. Lung

don, 29-393. 13+1S7; State v. Wylllfln, 42

182, 43+1l16.

"2 State v. Budworth. 104,-257. ll6+~l86.

"3 State v. l\IeGinnis. 30-52. 14+258;

State v. Feldman, 80-314, 83+-182; State v.

Quinlan, 40-55, 41-+299.

"4 State v. Cort-ornn, T0-12. T2}?-'12.

‘"5 State \'. Holt, 69-423, 72+700.

P-6 State v. Lnvake, 26-526, 6+339.

"7 l\l'anknto v. Arnold, 36-62, 30+-305;

State \'. Gill. R9-502, 95+449.

‘"3 Elbow Lake V. Holt. 69-349. 72+-56-1.

MIState \'. (till. R9-502, 95+4-19; State v.

Evans. S9-506, 95+1]Zl3.

7“ State v. (Huck, -11-553, 43-M83.

71 State \". Peterson. 38-143, 36%-443.

T1St.Me~e. l\Iar(-ini:1k, 97-355, 105+965.

73St:1tc \'. Vollins. l0T-500, .]20+108].

7* State v. -T:u~vis_. 67-10. 69+-17-1-; State

V. Russell. G9-499. T:Z+S.'l2.

7-'1 See Jor:I:1n \'. Xicolin. 84-370. S7+915.

'1'“ State \: (‘lennnrmscn. 92-191. 99+64Q.

‘'7 State \ .Tnln|.<m1, .§(l-l2l. 90+161.
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Laws 1872 c. 61 and Laws 1875 c. 112, bald Sl1{)l1Cl0I1é.T8 _Iot is enough to charge

“' -' ' ' u rs” without cscri in rem.‘ _a sZi1)l13'7().f z‘iro11i(;e(l)ling liquor to minori-In an indictment for selling

liquor to a minor it is unnecessary to allege that the accused did not 1nak:allthe0

sale as a licensed pharmacist.01 It need not allege a notice forbidding a s e.d

Under G. S. 1878 c. 16 § 10, it was held unnecessary to allege that the accusle

was a person licensed to sell intoxicating liquors or_engaged in any particu 12:;

occupation.B1 It is unnecessary to allege that the liquor was sold to be dra

n the remises."

0 4938? Indictment for selling to husband after notice_--Under G. S. 1878

c. 16 § 10, before its amendment by Laws 1887 c. 81 § 1, it was held necessary

to allege that the accused was one of the persons enumerated in that section as

a tavern or hotel keeper, merchant, etc., at the time written notice was serve

on him.“3 ‘ _ _

4939. Duplicity in indictments or complaints—Cases are rated below in

volving questions as to duplicity in indictments and complaints. _ f

4940. Election—A motion to compel the state to elect whether to ask or a

conviction for a sale of “spirituous,” or for a sale of “malt” liquors, held prop

erly denied.“ _ _ I ‘ th

4941. Variance—A variance as to the quantity of liquor sold, within 8

statutory limit, is iminatcrial.“ A variance as to the time of the sale is imma

terial.87 A variance as to the kind of liquor sold held fatal." A variance as to

the person paying for liquor held immaterial.“" _ tl

4942. Burden of proving license on accused—In prosecutions underrmie

general law it is unnecessary for the state to prove the want of license. _ 9

burden of proving license is on the accused.90 In a prosecution for l_<eep1I1g_i;

licensed saloon open after eleven 0’clock at night, contrary to an ordinance}, 1(1

has been held necessary to show that the person charged with such offence la

a license for the sale of intoxicating liquors at such place.“ I 1

4943. Proof of kind of liquor unnecessar-y—-In prosecutions under tie

general law it is unnecessary to prove the particular kind of intoxicating l1q1101

sold.92 ‘

4944. What are intoxicating liquors—Presumption—-Judicia-1 110l'.lC&-1

Courts and juries may take judicial notice of the fact that brandy, whisky, an‘

lager beer, are intoxicating liquors."3 By statute intoxicating liquor is defined

as including distilled, fermented, spirituous, vinous. and malt liquor.“ It 18

provided by statute that in prosecutions under the general law it shall be un

necessary to allege or prove the name or kind of intoxicating liquor Sold, and

79 State v. Heck, 23-549.

"9 State v. McGinnis, 30-52, 14+258. See

State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+299.

01 State

Ginnis. 30-52. 1-H258; State v. Fel(lJ!13lh

30-314, S3+132.

3" State v. Collins, 107-500, 120+108L

‘-. Schmidt, 126+487. w R. L. 1905 § 1566; State v. Scliinail‘,

‘°StM-Q \’- 1-Me. 27-153, 6+555- 25-370; sum v. Bach, as-234, 3°+764;

8‘ State \'- M"-Giunis. 80-18. 14.-+256. State v. Ahern, 54-195, 55+959; State v

82-State v. Stroschein, 99-248, 109+235.

*3 State v. Heitsch, 29-134, 12+353.

8* State v. Kobe. 26-148. 1+1054; State

v. McGinnis, 30-52, l4+258; Jordan \'.

Nicolin, 84-367, 87+916.

Tisdalc, 5-i-105. 55+9c3. _

91 Jordan v. Nicolin, 84-370, S7+91c_- I

9-' R. L. 1905 § 1566; State v. McGinnis,

30-52, 14+25s; sum v. Feldman. so-314.

83+182. See State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+
35 State v. Fcldman, 80-314. S3+182.

8” State v. Tisdale, 54-105, 55+903; State

v. Ahern, 54-195, 55+959.

57 State v. Lavake, 26-526, 6+339.

State v. Kobe, 26-148, 1+1054.

*8 State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+299. But

see, State v. Heck. 23-549; State v. Mc

See

299; State V. Neck, 23-549.

93 State v. Tisdale, 54-105, 55+903; State

v. Lewis, so-174. 9o+31s; State v. Haw‘

kins, 96-140, 104+898.

‘HR. L. 1905 § 1564; State v. Qllinlaur

40-55, 4i+299.
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proof of the sale of what appeared to be intoxicating liquor shall be prima facie

proof of the sale of such liquor."5 Ordinary fermented malt beer, such as is

sold in saloons, has been held not to be a spirituous liquor,” but it is an intoxi

cating liquor." The intoxicating quality of “malturn” has been held a ques

tion for the jury.“ Ale, porter, stout, and lager, are all varieties of beer.”

Malt liquor is an alcoholic liquor, such as beer, ale or porter, prepared by fer

menting an infusion of malt. It is a fermented liquor.1 The word “beer,” as

used by witnesses in a case has been held to mean ordinary fermented malt

liquor.2 Where there is reasonable doubt as to the intoxicating quality of liquor

the question is for the jury.8

4945. Evidence—Admissibi1ity—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.‘

4946. Evidence—Sufliciency—Cases are cited below involving the sulfi

ciency of evidence to justify a conviction for selling liquor to a minor; ‘ for

selling liquor without a license; “ for selling liquor on Sunday; 7 for keeping a

M R. L. 1905 § 1566; State v. Dick, 47

375. 50+362; State v. Tisdale, 54-105, 55+

903.

"6 State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+299.

"1 R. L. 1905 § 1564; State v. Quinlan,

40-55. 41+299; State v. Dick, 47-375, 50+

362: State v. Tisdale, 54-105, 55+903.

1"‘ State v. Story. 87-5, 9l+26. See State

v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449.

9-" State v. Quinlan, 40-55, 41+299; State

v. Gill, 89-502, 95+-449.

lState v. Gill. 89-502, 95+449.

1'State v. Gibbs, 109-247, 123+810.

-{State v. Story, 87-5. 91+26; State v.

Gill, 89-502, 95+449; State v. Schagel,

102-401, 113+10l4.

4State v. Peterson, 38-143, 36+-443 (ofli

rial records as to issuance of license);

State v. Sannerud, 38-229, 36+447 (id.)';

State v. Mueller, 38-497, 38+691 (sale of

hquor to n1inor—evidence of other sales

to same minor held admissible-—evidence

of previous general instructions by ac

cused to his servants not to furnish liquor

to . minors held immaterial); State v.

Pnester, 43-373. 45+712 (sale of liquor

without a license—proof of sale by evi

dence of order sent by purchaser through

telephone); State v. Austin, 74-463, 77+

301 (sale of liquor to minor—sules to

0the_r_minors held inadmissible); State v.

Sodim. 84-444, 87+1l30 (keeping saloon

open. on Suuday—evidence of sales held ad

missible-evidence that saloon had been

open on previous Sundays held admissi

ble); State v. Lewis. 86-174, 90+318 (sale

of. hquor by druggist without a license—

evidence of quantity of liquor kept in stock

and sold and the instructions under which

clerk making sales acted held admissible);

State v.‘ Stotfels, 89-205, 94+675 (keeping

blind _p1g-'-liquors and appliances usually

used in the sale thereof found on prem

lses and seized under a search warrant

held admissible) ; State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+

449 (sale of liquor without a license—evi

dence that accused believed the liquors

sold by him not intoxicating held inadmis

sible); State v. Evans, 89—506, 951-1133

(id.); State v. Olson, 95-104, 103+727

(bottle of “tanto” purchased by a police

oflicer at a restaurant held admissible and

oflicer allowed to testify as to its stimu

lating qualities); State v. Hawkins, 96

140. 104-+898 (issue as to intoxicating

qualities of liquor-held proper to show

that liquor made people drunk or the re

verse); State v. Peterson, 98-210, 108+6

(sale of liquor without license-evidence

of other sales by accused held admissible) ;

State v. Bollenbach. 98-410, 108+3 (sale

of liquor without a license—record of town

meeting relatirig to vote as to granting

licenses held admissible); State v. Seder

strom, 99-234, 109-+113 (sale of liquor

without a license—evidence of other sales

by accused held admissible); State v.

Schagel, 102-401, 113+1014 (held proper

to show that liquor made people drunk or

the reverse); State v. Gibbs, 109-247,

123+810 (evidence of officers engaged in

ascertaining whether an unlawful business

was being carried on held admissible);

State v. Lindquist, 124+215 (sale of liquor

without a license—evi<1ence of discovery

of jugs of liquor concealed in bathroom

on second floor of building held admissible

—-held proper to allow jury to take jugs

to jury room).

5Stntc v. Waterstradt. 74-292. 77-+48;

State v. Hawkins. 96-140. 104+898; State

v. Nugent. 108-267, 121+S98.

‘1 State v. Johnson, 86-121. 90+161; State

v. Story, S7-5, 91+26; State v. Tisdale,

54-105, 55+903; State v. Gill. 89-502. 95+

449; State v. Bryant, 97-S, 105+97-4; State

v. V\'orthingham, 101-544, 112+-1142; State

v. Budworth, 104-257, 116+486; State v.

Gibbs, 109-247, 123+810; State v. Lind

quist, 124%-215.

7 State v. Dick, 47-375, 50+362.
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saloon open on Sunday; 8 for selling liquor to an habitual drnnkard ; ° and for

keeping a licensed saloon open after eleven o’cloek.‘°

4947. Punishment—Acts which are punishable under the general law may

also be made punishable by ordinance and the punishment need not be the

same.11 The amount of punishment which may be inflicted under the charter

of Minneapolis (Sp. Laws 1881 c. 76 subd. 4 § 5) cannot exceed one hundred

dollars for each breach of an ordinance.12 A commitment to the county jail to

await the payment of a fine has been held proper.13 The municipal court of the

city of Minneapolis has, under the ordinances oi that city regulating the sac

of intoxicating liquor, authority to impose impnsonment as a punishment for

an unlawful sale of such' liquor, without giving defendant an option to 1115

charge his violation of the law by the payment of a fine.H The municipal court

of Duluth has been held to have the power to impose a fine of_ one hundred dol

lars and costs, and upon default of payment thereof to commit a convict to the

county jail for a period not to exceed ninety days.“

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES

4948. Search warrant—Laws 1901 e. 252 is not invalid as authorizing un

reasonable searches and seizures. The warrant of arrest and search \vaI‘r8-Ht

authorized by it may be in the same instrument.“

 

INTOXICATION—See Criminal Law, 2447.

IN USE—See note 17.

INVOLUNTARY NONSUIT—See Trial, 9750-9763.

INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE-—See note 18.

IRREGULARITY—See note 19.

IRRELEVANT_ PLEADINGS—See Pleading, 7252,

ISLANDS-See Navigable Waters, 6953.

ISSUE—See note 20.

ISSUES TO JURY-—See Trial, 9837.

]AILS—See Prisons.

]EOPARDY—See Criminal Law, 2425.

JOINDER OF ACTIONS—Sce Pleading, 7500.

JOINDER OF PARTIES—See Parties.

JOINT ADVENTURE

4949. Quasi partnership--Obligations of members—Though a joint afi

venture is not in a strict legal sense a partnership, the rules and principles 0f

law applicable to partnerships govern the rights, duties, and obligations of per‘

sons engaged in a joint adventure. The relation between them is of a fi(11lC181'y

nature. They owe to each other the utmost good faith, and one cannot secure

8State v. O'Connor, 58-193, 59+999; Du 1" Mpls. T. M. Co. v. Firemen’s Ins. Co.,

luth v. Abrahamson, 96_39_ 104+682.
57-35, 36, 58+-S19.

9State v. Mahoney, 23-18]. is Smm v_ Wegt, 42-147, 43+845.

1° Jordan v. Nieolin, 84-370, 87+915. 10 Sache v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386'

H Se? § 4914; 20 Davidson v. Farrell, 8—258_(225) _(s“b'

12 Mmneapohs v. Olson, 76-1, 78%-877. ject of diiference between the P”-rifles as

1: State v. Peterson, 38-143, 36+443. settled by the pleadings); Whitwg "

14 State v. Collins, 107-500, 120+10s1. Whiting, 42-548, 44+10s0 (a word of P‘“'

1" State v. Bates, 108-55, ‘l21+225.
h. , 1' ‘ ' .N State V‘ stoflels, 89_205, 94+675' c use and not of imitation)
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a secret advantage over the others.21 Where, in a joint enterprise for the pur

chase of property, the active party overstates the price paid, his associates may

recover from him an amount sutlicient to equalize between them the cost of the

property.01

JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITIES—See Contracts, 1899.

JOINT LIABILITY—See Contracts, 1899.

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES—See Corporations, 1969(93); Partner

ship, 7346.

' JOINT TENANCY

Cross-References

Sec Husband and Wife, 4253; Tenancy in Common.

4950. Definition—-At common law joint tenants are such as hold property

jointly between them in equal shares by purchase.’2 In this state, by virtue of

statute, such tenants are deemed tenants in common unless they are expressly

declared in the deed or will creating the estate to be joint tenants.28 As a prac

tical result joint tenancy rarely exists in this state.

4951. Survivorship—-The doctrine of survivorship, whereby, upon the death

of one joint tenant the survivors succeed to the entire estate, is a distinctive

incident of joint tenancy." -

4952. Sale by cotenant—One joint tenant may sell his individual interest

in the common property.25

 

JOINT TORTFEASORS—See Contribution, 1924 ; Damages, 2592',

Torts, 9643.

JOURNALS—See State, 8841; Statutes, 8897.

JUDGES

Cross-References

0 See District Court; Justices of the Peace; Municipal Courts; Probate Court; Supreme

‘ourt.

4953. Election—Extendi.ng term—The legislature may make reasonable

challgcs, by amendments to existing laws, in respect to the time for holding the

election of judges; and in such case incumbents previously elected for an exist

ing term, and until their successors are elected and qualified, may hold over

during the interval. Such change will not be deemed unreasonable, or the not

making it unconstitutional, unless so great as to raise the presumption of a

design substantially to deprive the office of its elective character.20

4954. Vacancies-Appointment and election to fil1—'1‘he constitution

provides that “in case the ofiice of any judge shall become vacant before the ex

piration of the regular term for which he was elected, the vacancy shall be filled

21 Church v. Odell, 100-98, 110+346. 25 Wilson v. Wilson, 43-393. 4-W710;

°1 Gasser v. Wall, 126-+284. Schlag v. Gooding, 98-261, 264. 108+11.

23 B°‘"‘lel', L-'1W Di¢t- Sce, as to sale of cotenant’s interest. St.

“Sea § 9597. John v. Sinclair, 108—274, 122+1o'4.

24 See Wilson v. Wilson, 43-398, 45+710; 2" Jordan V. Bailey, 37-174, 33*?“

Semper v. Coutes, 93-76, 100+662.
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by appointment by the governor, until a successor is elected and quahfied. And

such successor shall be elected at the first annual election that occurs nloretllan

thirty days after the vacancy shall have happened.” 2' A person electedljudge

to fill a vacancy holds for the full term of the oihce, and not merely for tie un

expired portion of his predecessor’s term.28 In cornputmg the tlnrty days 1n

the constitutional provision, neither the day o11 winch the ‘vacancy happens, or

the day on which the election occurs, can be ('0ll11iL‘(l.2n '1 here is no provision

in the constitution for filling by appointment a vaczlllcy caused by the expira

tion of the regular term of a judge.30 The constitutional provision has no ap;

plication to an election which would have been held had no vacancy occurred.

4955. De facto—There may be a de facto judge." The rules apphcable to

de facto oiiicers are stated elsewhere.” _ _

4956. Cannot hold other ofiices—Judges of the supreme and district courts

can hold no other oilices either under the state or federal government.“

4957. Salaries cannot be decreased—'1‘he salaries of judges of_ the supyemc

and district courts cannot be decreased during their continuance 1n oifice. “ _

4958. Acts after expiration of term-—It has been held proper to set aspde

a judgment entered on an order made by a judge after the expiration of 1s

term in a cause tried by him during his tc1-1n.“ . _ _ _ 1

4969. Not civilly liable for judicial acts—A judge is not liable in a clvl

action to any one for his judicial acts, however erroneous, or by whatever mo

tives prompted.“7 _ ‘

4960- Powflrs at chambers—The power and jurisdiction of a judge 83

chambers are precisely those of a judge in vacation._ The term_“chambers

means the private room or office of a judge, where, for the convenience of pal

ties, he hears such matters and transacts such business as a judge in va(‘:&i2}0ll

is authorized to l1ear, and which do not require a hearing by the Judge Slttlng

as a court. The chambers of a judge are not an element of jurisdiction, but

of convenience. For the purposes of jurisdiction, the chambers of 8 judge me

wherever he is found within his district, and any business he is authorized ‘[0

do as a judge in vacation is chamber business. The powers of a judge in vaca

tion are often confounded with those of a court in vacation. under our statute

which declares the district courts of the state to be always open for all busmess

except the trial of issues of fact. A judge in vacation has no power to hear and

determine any matter which the court only can hear. When, under the statute,

he hears such matters in vacation, he sits as a court, and not as a judge in vaca

tion or at chambers.as The power of the judge at chambers is confined to such

matters as granting orders to show cause, extending time to plead, lettmg to

bail, granting injunctions, and otherwise putting the process of the court in

motion, and ge11e1'=111..v Such preliminary or intermediate matters as are allowed

of course, by a judge on a prima facie showing, and which might be allowed bl’

a single judge of a court composed of several judges.”

21 Const. art. 6 § 10. as (tonst art, 6 § (5; Steiner v. Sullivan,

15 Crowell v. Lambert, 9—283(267).

'-‘B State v. Brown. 22-482.

30 State v. Frizzcll. 31-460, 465, 18+316.

1'1 State v. Black, 22-336.

31’ State v. Brown, 12-5380148); Carli v.

Rhener, 27-292, 7+139.

33 See § 8012.

34 Const. art. 6 § 11

27-466, 468, 81-375;

45-309, 312, 47+S02;

147, 151, 65+262.

; Barnum v. Gilman,

Taylor v. Sullivan,

State v. Sutton, 63

74-498. 503, 77-P386.

-'“‘(‘ain v. Libby, 32-491. 21+739. ‘S99

Sthate v. Brown. 113;-538(-148); Carh V.

R ener, 27-292, 7+ ... _

37 Stewart v. Cooley. 23-347; Stc;wart_6\_~

(‘M9, 53-62, 54-+938; Murray v. M1115, 3

'75, 57+324.

" Hoskins v. Baxter, 64-226. 66+969.

pa“ Gere 3Y\;,ee;],2;i-3,;vI2(§,>t49) ; §}l11llve5r11-oovcs. — 5 (-5 ' ary v. . -— ‘

(14); State v. Hill,’ 10-63(45); Yale ~

Edserton, 11—271(1s4); Hoffman v. Mann,
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4961. Sickness or absence—In the case of sickness or absence of a judge

for any cause our statutes provide that another judge of the same district may

act,“I or the governor may appoint a judge of another district to act,‘1 or the

sheriff or clerk may adjourn the term.‘2 But if a judge becomes sick during

the course of a trial another judge cannot take up the trial; the jury must be

discharged.“1

4962. Disqua1ification—-It is provided by statute that “no judge shall sit in

any cause, except to hear a motion to change the venue, if he be interested in its

determination, or if he might be excluded for bias from acting therein as a

juror.” “ In districts having three or more judges a party may disqualify a

judge to sit in a cause by filing an afiidavit of prejudice or bias.45 But under

this provision of the statute a party is entitled to but one change of judges.46

A guardian ad litem is not a party to the action, so that relationship to him will

disqualify a judge.‘7

JUDGMENT BOOK—See Judgments, 5052.

JUDGMENT NON OBSTANTE—See Judgments, 5075-5087.

JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT—See Judg

ments, 5075-5087. '

JUDGMENT ON PLEADINGS—See Pleading, 7689.

JUDGMENT ROLL—See Judgments, 5053-5058.

11-364(262); McNamara v. Minn. C. Ry., (fact that judge is related to attorney of

one of the12-388(269); Rogers v. Greenwood, 14

333(256); Johnston v. Higgins, 15-486

(400); Ives v. Phelps, 16-451(407);

State v. Macdonald, 26-445, 4-+1107; State

v. Duluth St. R-y., 47-369, 50+-332; State

v. Dist. Ct.. 52-283, 53+1157; Hoskins v.

Baxter. 64-226, 66+969.

40 R. L. 1905 § 98.

H R. L. 1905 § 94.

42 R. L. 1905 § 100.

43 Rossman v. Mofiett, 75-289, 77+960.

“ R. L. 1905 § 4098; Sjoberg v. Nordin,

26-501, 5+677 (only a pecuniary interest

dmqualifies); State v. Ledbcter, 126-1-477

parties within ninth degree does

not disqualify him). See Mower County v.

Smith, 22-97 (judge disqualified by hav

ing been an attorney in a cause); Jordan

v. Henry, 22-245 (justice of peace cannot

issue search warrant for his own prop

erty); State v. Macdonald, 26-445, 4+1107 .

(fact that judge was a taxpayer held not

to disqualify him to act in road proceed

ings).

4“ R. L. 1905 § 4101; State v. Webber,

96-348, 105+68; State v. Hoist, 126+1090.

4° State v. Gardner, 88-130, 92+529.

4" Bryant v. Lrivermore, 20-313(271).
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JUDGMENTS

IN GENERAL

Definition, 4963.

Nature—Contract-—Thing in action, 4964.

Formal sutficiency-—Certainty, 4965.

Only one judgment in action, 4966.

In rem and in personam, 4967.

As notice to parties, 4968. _

Court cannot order judgment on the evi

dence, 4969.

Cannot rest on evidence alone, 4970.

Validating on motion, 4971.

Enforcement, 4972.

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT

Sufliciency of the statement, 4973.

Signing statement, 4974.

Duty of clerk to enter, 4975.

Effect of insutlicient statement, 4976.

Who may attack judgment, 4977.

Mode of attack, 4978.

Amendment nunc pro tune, 4979.

Vacating judgment in part, 4980.

OFFER OF JUDGMENT

Statute———Application, 4981.

Object of statute—Construction, 4982.

Requisites of offer, 4983.

Must include costs, 4984.

4985.

Time within which to accept otter, 4986.

Effect of refusal, 4987.

ARREST OF JUDGMENT

In general, 4988.

ON DEFAULT

Act of clerk act of court, 4989.

Aflidavit of no answer—Filing, 4990.

. Notice, 4991.

Security, 4992.

Diligence in entering, 4993.

Premature entry, 4994.

Necessity of proving cause of action, 4995.

Relief which may be awarded, 4996.

Irregularity in entering judgment, 4997.

Remedy for irregular or erroneous judg

ment by default, 4998. '

Presumptions in favor of default judg

ment, 4999.

Variance between summons and complaint

%(l)il0f.t'ect of failure to apply to court.

Misnomer of plaintiif, 5001.

Effect of attachment, 5002.

OPENING DEFAULT ON PUBLICA

TION OF SUMMONS

A matter of right, 5003.

Rehef allowed liberal'ly, 5004.

A good defence suficient cause, 5005.

Diligence in making application, 5006.

When year begin to run, 5007.

The question on appeal, 5008.

OPENING DEFAULT JUDGMENTS—

IN GENERAL

Statute-—How far exc1usive—-Action, 5009.

Statute not a grant of power, 5010.

Application of statute, 5011.

A matter of discretion, 5012.

Relief to be granted liberally, 5013.

Who may move, 5014.

Time of application—Diligence—Laches,

5015.

Notice of judgment, 5016.

Notice of motion, 5017.

Moving aflidavits-—Sufficiency, 5018.

Applicant must have a meritonous de

fence, 5019.

Atfidavit of merits, 5020.

Proposed answer—Sufiiciency, 5021.

Counter afiidavits, 5022.

Terms, 5023.

Costs, 5024.

Excusable neglect, 5025.

Surprise, 5026.

Mistake, 5027.

Fraud, 5028

Judgment in action to'quiet title, 5029._

Application by municipal corporation,

5030.

Renewal of motion, 5031.

\Va.iver, 5032.

Bona fide purchasers, 5033.

Appeal, 5034.

The question on appeal, 5035.

ENTRY

By the clerk, 5036.

Notice, 5037.

Signing by clerk, 5038. _
Either party may cause entry——T1m9 Of

entry, 5039.

Necessity of an order of court, 504°

Relief allowable, 5041.

Judgment between several parties, 5042.

Judgment against one or more of several

defendants—Joint obligations, 5043

Judgment in favor of defendant for Bf

firmative relief, 5044. _

Judgment in actions for tort agamst 56“

eral, 5045.

Judgment after death of party, 5045'

Judgment upon stipulations, 5047._

Must be authorized by verdict, findings, 0'

order, 5048.

Construction, 5049.

Remedy for erroneous entry, 5050

Rendition of judgment, 5051.

Judgment book, 5052.
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JUDGMENT ROLL

Necessity, 5053.

Contents, 5054.

Making and filing—Clerical duty of clerk,

5055.

Time of making and filing, 5056.

Presumptions, 5057.

As evidence, 5058.

DOCKETING

Necessity and object, 5059.

A duty of the clerk, 5060.

'l‘ime—Necessity of prior judgment, 5061.

Mistakes in name of debtor, 5062.

As evidence, 5063.

Docket entries unirnpeachable collaterally,

5064.

Effect of appeal, 5065,

LIEN
Nature, 5066.

Duration, 5067.

To what estates

5068.

Limited to interest of judgment debtor,

5069.

Priority of liens, 5070.

Debtor cannot defeat, 5071.

and interests attaches,

' Death of debtor, 5072.

SATISFACTION

In general—Statute, 5073.

PROGEEDINGS SUPPLEMENTARY TO

JUDGMENT

Enforcing judgment against joint obligors

—Statnte, 5074.

JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING

VERDICT—AT COMMON LAW

In general, 5075.

JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING

VERDICT—UNDER STATUTE

Must not infringe right to jury trial, 5078.

Motion for directed verdict necessary, 5079.

Motion for judgment, 5080.

When there are several parties, 5081.

When judgment may be ordered, 5082.

Dismissal of action, 5083.

Appealability of order on motion, 5084.

Scgggg->f review on appeal from judgment,

Disposition of case on appeal, 5086.

Wa1ver of right to new tnal, 5087.

SETTING OFF‘ JUDGMENTS

In general, 5088.

ASSIGNMENT

In general, 5089.

Flhllg and entering—Statute, 5090.

143

AMENDMENT 0F JUDGMENTS AND

JUDICIAL RECORDS

To be made with caution, 5091.

A matter of discretion, 5092.

Notice of motion, 5093.

Order, 5094.

May be made after term, 5095.

Who may oppose motion, 5096.

Extrinsic evidence admissible, 5097.

Clerical mistakes of judge, 5098.

Clerical mistakes of clerk, 5099.

Judgment not authorized by order, 5100.

Modification of judgment, 5101.

Judgment not authorized by verdict, 5102.

Judgment not authorized by report of ref

eree, 5103.

Amendment of names of parties, 5104.

Supplying omissions in the record, 5105.

Replacing lost records, 5106.

Rights of third parties, 5107.

VACATION

Distinction between opening default and

vacating judgment, 5108.

Inherent power, 5109.

Notice, 5110.

Application by

5111.

Application by stranger, 5112.

Application by assignee, 5113.

Laches, 5114.

Merits need not be. shown, 5115.

Motion to vacate defeated by amendment,

5116.

Void judgments, 5117.

Want of jurisdiction, 5118.

Unauthorized action, 5119.

Erroueous judgment, 5120.

Vacation because of facts arising after

judgment, 5121.

Fraud, 5122.

Surprise, 5123.

Appeal, 5124.

EQUITABLE ACTION TO VACATE

FOR FRAUD

When lies, 5125.

STATUTORY ACTION TO VAOATE

FOR FRAUD

Nature of action, 5126.

Validity and construction of statute, 5127.

For perjury, 5128.

For fraudulent practices, 5129.

To enable a party to plead a defence, 5130

Judgment of divorce, 5131.

Who may maintain action, 5132.

After death of party, 5133.

Laches, 5134.

Pleading, 5135.

Relief allowable, 5136.

COLLATERAL ATTACK

In general, 5137.

What constitutes, 5138.

For want of jurisdiction over the subject

matter, 5139. _

For want of jurisdiction of particular ms

sues, 5140.

non-resident—Attachment,
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For want of jurisdiction over the person,

514].

For want of jurisdiction to award the re

lief granted, 5142.

For fraud, 5143.

For illegality in organization of court,

5144.

For error and irregularity, 5145.

Presumption of validity, 5146.

HOW PROVED

Domestic judgments, 5147.

ACTIONS ON JUDGMENTS

Nature, 5148.

Action will lie on domestic judgment, 5149.

Limitation of actions, 5150.

Leave of court—Costs, 5151.

Pleading, 5152. '

Counterclaim-—-Equitable defence——Caiicela<

tion of judgment, 5153.

AS EVIDENCE

Evidence of rendition and legal conse

quences, 5154.

Between parties and privies, 5155.

Not evidence against strangers of facts on

which based, 5156.

As a link in a chain of title, 5157.

Evidence of debt and relation of debtor

and creditor, 5158.

AS A BAR OR ESTOPPEL-—R]:1S JUDI

CATA

Basis of doctrine, 5159.

Doctrine to be applied cautiously, 5160.

Distinction between estoppel by judgment

and estoppel by verdict, 5161.

Estoppel by verdict—-Difi‘erent cause of ac

tion, 5162.

Estoppel by judgment—Former judgment

as a bar—General rule, 5163.

Verdict or findings must pass into judg

ment, 5164.

Flstoppel must be mutual, 5165.

No5t1g6bar_ to ubsequently accruing rights,

Indivisible

5167.

Independent causes of action, 5168.

causes of action—Splitting,

Cross-References

Sec Criminal Law, 2487;
Actions, 5625’ 5638; P1eaEvidence. 3360, 3388; Justices of the Peace; Limitation of

actions and proceedings.

4963. Definition.—A judgme

the parties to an action.

upon the matter contained in the rec

dl11g- 7689; Recording Act, 8307; Taxation; and specific

IN GENERAL

' nt is the final determination of the rights of

It is the sentence of the law pronounced by the court

ord.“ It is the final determination and

Test of distinct causes of action, 5169.

.\lerger of original cause of action, 5170.

lnoperative against strangers, 5171.

Vi/'ho may nssert——One not a party defend

ing, 5172.

Who are privics, 5173.

Parties must have been adversary, 5174.

Parties bound must be certain, 5175.

Persons answerable over—Sureties-—1n

dcmnitors, 5176. _

Parties bound by representation—Contm

gent interests, 5177. _

Parties must appear in same capacity, 5178.

Judgment must be on the rnents, 5179.

Judgment of dismissal—;\'onsuit, 5180.

Judgment by default, 5181.

Judgment on the pleadings. 5182.

Judgment on demurrer, 5183.

Judgment on directed verdict, 5184.

Judgment on joint obligation, 5185.

Judgment against one of several tort

feasors. 5186.

Vacated judgment, 5187. _

Judgment unenforceable by execution, 5188.

Judgment in action for divorce, 5189.

Mandamus. 5190.

Judgment in ejectment. 5191.

Foreign judgment, 5192.

Criminal and civil actions, 5193.

Erroneous decision, 5194. '

Equitable relief not obtainable in former

action, 5195.

Necessity of asserting equities, 5196. _

Necessity of asserting counterclaim,_519l

Time when judgment was rendered imma

terial. 5198.

Applicable in equity, 5199.

Effect of granting new trial. 5200.

Eifect of appeal, 5201.

Estoppel in pais, 5202.

Stipulation of parties, 5203.

How asserted — Pleading —- Motion——Stay.

5204.

Held a bar, 5205.

Held not a bar, 5206.

FOREIGN JUDGM l<lN'[‘S

Full faith and credit, 5207.

Collateral attack, 5208.

How proved, 5209.

Actions on, 5210.

*8 D_cuol v. Hawke, 2—50(37); Sanborn

v. Rice County, 9—273(258, 264); Aetna

Tns. Co. v. Swift, 12—437(326); Williams

v. McGrade. 13-46(39).

Weber, 96-422, 105+490.

See State \'\
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adjudication of a controversy or proceeding.“ A “decree” is the same as a

judgment in our practice.50

4964. Nature-—Contract—Thing in action—A judgment is deemed a con

tract within the statute relating to c0unterclaims.“ It is not a contract within

the meaning of the constitutional provision prohibiting legislation impairing

the obligation of contracts, or within the rule by which statutes of limitation

are tolled by a new promise or part payment.“2 It is a thing in action.“

4965. Formal sufficiency—Certainty—-A judgment must be reasonably

certain as to the facts adjudicated and the relief awarded.“ Mere formal de

fects will be disregarded.55 A judgment is neither a writ nor a process, and

need not have the seal of the court attachec 9"“

4966. Only one judgment in action—-Regularly only one judgment should

be entered in an action, unless a different practice is expressly authorized, and

it should determine the rights of all the parties.57

4967. In rem and in personam—Strictly a judgment in rem is one against

a thing, as distinguished from one against a person or in personam. The term

is often applied to judgments determining the status of persons and the right to

property, or a lien thereon.”

4968. As notice to parties—A judgment is notice to the parties from the

time of its entry.M

4969. Court cannot order judgment on the cvidence—While a court may

order judgment on the pleadings, it cannot order judgment on the evidence or

on the pleadings and the evidence!“J

4970. Cannot rest on evidence a1one—A judgment cannot rest on the evi

dence alone, without any verdict or finding.“

_ 4971. Validating on motion—-A void judgment cannot be validated by cit

mg the party against whom it is entered to show cause why it should not be

declared valid."

4972. Enforcement—The regular mode of enforcing a judgment is by exe

cution.“ A judgment is enforced when its terms are made effectual by legal

process. Several proceedings or steps are necessary to accomplish this result. A

party proceeds to enforce it when he takes either of the steps prescribed for that

purpose. He enforces it when he takes all the steps necessary to satisfy his

Judgment. To proceed to enforce it, and to enforce it. therefore, are materially

d1fi’erent things. The issuing of the execution on a judgment for money only

is the first step to enforce the judgment, and when this is done the party has

proceeded to enforce his judgment.“ '

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT

_ 4973. Sufficiency of the statement—'1‘he purpose of the statute in requir

ing the statement of facts out of which the indebtedness arose is to protect cred

1t0I‘S, and to prevent fraud by facilitating its detection by enabling creditors to

'4" State v. Probate Ct., 83-58, 60, 85+

J17; State v. Weber, 96-422, 427, 1051-490.

13'; See Thompson v. Bickford, 19—17(1,

-“1 Mirlland Co. v. Broat, 50—562, 52+972;

\rYay v. Colyer, 54—14, 55+744.

f2 Olson v. Dahl, 99-433, 109+1001; State

t\;.54Dist. Ct., 102-482, 490, 113+697, 114+

M Thompson v. Sutton, 23-50.

"4 Tidd v. Rines, 26-201, 209, 2+-197; Nor

ton v. Bockman, 53-456, 55+603.

]T—10

55 Actna Ins. Co. v. Swift, 12—437(326).

-56 Miller \'. Natwick, 125+1022.

"7 Arlamson v. Sundby, 51—-160, 53+761.

59 See In Rem.

5" Holmes v. Campbell. 13-66(58).

'10 Chickering v. White, 42-457, 44+988.

"1 Miller v. Chatterton. 46-338, 342, 48+

1109.

“2Jewett \'. lnwn L. Co., 64-531. 67+639.

"3 Holmes v. Campbell, 10—401(32O).

'14 Davidson \'. Gaston, 16—230(202, 212).
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investigate the transaction out of which the debt might be alleged to have

arisen. It is apparent that, in view of this purpose, a distinction must be taken

between the transaction—-the facts out of which the debt arose——and the mere

evidence of it which the parties to the confession have made. If only that evi

dence is stated, creditors will be no better directed in their inquiries than by the

judgment confessed. lt is therefore uniformly agreed that stating such evi

dence as the note, bond, or other writing will not answer the purpose of tire

statute, and that the facts which furnish the consideration for the note, bond,

or other writing must be stated far enough to put creditors on inquiry as to

the existence of such facts, and to direct them so that they can make such in

quiry.“ Formerly some courts were inclined to hold with exceeding strictness

against statements for confessions of judgments, when attacked by creditors;

but the general doctrine of the later cases is to the effect that the requirement

that the facts be stated out of which the indebtedness arose is intended to enable

other creditors to test the bona fides of the transaction by which a particular

debt is preferred: that it is not the object of the statute to compel the debtor to

state suflicient of the transaction to enable other creditors to form an opinion,

from the facts stated, as to the mtegrity of the debtor in confessmg Judgment,

but that all that is required is to state facts sufficient to enable them to investi

gate the transaction, and form their opinion of the honesty of the judgment

from the facts thus ascertained.““4974. Signing statement—-The statute requires the statement to be signed

and verified by the defendant, but it has been held sufficient if he signs the

verification.M
4975. Duty of clerk to enter—\\'hen a statement which appears on its face

to authorize a judgment by confession is presented to the clerk, with a request

to enter and docket a judgment thereon, he is bound to do so promptly, and is

hable for damages resulting from his neglect. He has no authority t0 P853 0“

the sufficiency of the statement, as against creditors.“8
4976. Effect of insufiicient statement-A judgment by confession, entered

upon _a statement of facts insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the statute.

is rahd as between the parties. The judgment debtor cannot avoid it on that

ground alone; nor can one do so who claims rights of property under him, but

whose mterests are not prejudiced thereby.‘W

. 4977' who may attack jl1dgm6nt——Such a judgment may be uttflflked

either for insufficiency in the statement or for fraud, by judgment or attaching

creditors who are prejudiced.70 It may also be attacked by a purchaser fol‘

value who received his deed before, but did not record it until after, the judg

ment was confessed.‘l Whether a subsequent purchaser for value without actual

notlce my do 80 _IS an Open question in t.his state.72 The judgment debtor mm

“Ot avold Such a ]\{l1gme11t for iusufliciency of the statement." An assignee for

the benefit of creditors may attack a judgment confessed bv his assignor.“

H5 Kern \'. Chalfant, T—48T(393 ' Cl ' -lflfltl 0. s. _Co. v. Douglas, 27-17i,’c+se-2?

“ells \'. Greseke. 27-478. s+sso-, Hflcklley,

\-. Wollaston, 73-114. 7s+m37.

v. Manchester S. Bank3 45_

W Kern v. Chalfant. T--lST(393).

1‘: Whelnu v. Reynolds. 101-290, 112+223.

"Coolbaugh v. Roemer. 30-424, 15+869;

Whelan v Reynolds 101 290 11.7 — 2 2
See also, Wells r. Gieseke, 27-4778, 8++382(iJ,-.

Hackney \'. Wollaston, 73-114. 75+10a7. ’

10Wells \'. Gieseke. 27-478. 8+380; AMT‘

bach v. Gieseke, 40-253. 41%-9-16; Atwat_er

V. Manchester S. Bunk. 45-341, 48+18I;

Hackney v. Wollastoii, 73-114, 75+1037- F
T1 Hackney v. Wollaston. 73-114, 75+103I

T1 Id. See Marshall v. Hart. 4»-4 '
Kern v. Chalfant. 7-4s7(a93); Coolbaflsh

Y. Roemer, 30-424, 15+869.‘'3 Coolbangh \'. Roemer, 30-424. 15+859i

Whelan v. Reynolds. 10l—290, 112+223. _

T4 (‘lcveland (‘. S. Co. v. Douglas, 21-171,

(H628.
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4978. Mode of attack—In New York it is held that a judgment by confes

sion may be set aside either by motion 75 or action.“ A similar practice pre

vails in this state.H

4979. Amendment nunc pro tunc—As between the parties the court has

power to amend the proceedings as justice may require. An amendment nunc

pro tune of an insutlicient statement for judgment by confession will not be

allowed to the prejudice of subsequent judgment creditors whose executions

have been levied, and who have begun proceedings to avoid the prior judgment.

An order allowing such amendment, without notice to such subsequent judg

ment creditors, is of no effect as to them."

4980. Vacating judgment in part—Where the statement is for two or more

liabilities the judgment may be vacated as to those insufiiciently stated and

allowed to stand as to the others, if not vitiated by fraud.79

OFFER OF JUDGMENT

4981. Statute—Application—-The statute authorizes an offer of judgment.”

The right to ofier judgment is purely statutory and can only be exercised as

expressly authorized. The statute is inapplicable to municipal courts organ

ized under Laws 1895 c. 229.81 Whether an offer can be made under the

statute on appeal from a justice court is an open question.82

4982. Object of statute—Construction—The object of the statute is to en

able a defendant to avoid further expenses of litigation. Being of a remedial

nature it should be liberally construed to further this object.”

4983. Requisites of oFfer—-The offer must be full and responsive to the

complaint. Where, in an action to recover personal property, the defendant

returned the property to the plaintiff before trial and offered to allow judg

ment to be taken against him for eight dollars damages and costs, the offer was

held insufiicient because it did not offer to allow judgment to be entered deter

mining the title.“

4984. Must include costs—An offer of judgment for a specified sum and

“accrued costs” is sufficient as regards costs.ms The term “costs” as used in

this connection includes disbursements." .

4985. Time of 0ffer—The offer must be made at least ten days before the

ierm at which the action stands for trial."'r

I 4986. Time within which to accept offer—The plaintiff is entitled to the

llll period of ten days in which to accept or reject the offer, and, in case of

cceptance, to give notice thereof. In ascertaining this period, the day of

er-vice of the offer must be excluded and the trial must be regarded as a single

omt of time identical with its commencement.”8

4987. Efiect of refusal—-A defendant may offer to permit judgment to be

ll(-(‘I1 against him for a specified sum and eosts—that is, all the allowances to

‘bu-h the plaintiff is entitled up to the time his offer is accepted or deemed

  

5 Chappel \'. Chappcl, 12 N. Y. 215; Dun

m v. Waterman, 17 N. Y. 9; Norris v.

mton. 30 Barb (N. Y.§ 357.

IDu_nl|:1m v. Waterman, 6 Abb. Pr. (N.

) 307; Miller \'. Earle, 24 N. Y. 110.

_S(-Ic (‘-leveland C. S. Co. v. Douglas, 27

‘, @628 (motion); Hackney v. Wollas

, 13-11-l, 75+l037 (action).

Wells \-. Gicseke, 27-478, 8+380; Auer

h’v. Giescke. 40-258. 414-946.

‘]_\ern \-. (Thalfant. 7—487(393); Wells

neseke, 27-478, 3+3§0.

<““ R. L. 1905 § 4196.

81 Thompson v. Ferch, 78-520, Sl+520.

91 Flaherty v. Rafl‘erty, 51-341. 53+64-L

1‘3\Voo‘sc_\' v. O'Brien, 23-71.

M Oleson \‘. .\'cwell. 1f2—1Sfi(l1-1).

M Petrosky v. I<‘lanngan. 3H»26. 35+6fi5.i

3" “'o0lsc_v \'. O'Brien. 23-71; Ilcnnepm

County v. \Vright (‘ounty. 84-267. 8T+S46.

R7 Mansfield \'. Fleck, 251-61.

53 Id.
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withdrawn; and, to enable plaintiff, in case of such an ofier, to secure those

allowanc-es, he must either accept the offer, or secure, upon the trial, a larger

sum than that ofiered. If he chooses to take the risk of recovering less, he

must take the risk of losing his right to such allowances, and of paying them

to defendant.“

ARREST OF JUDGMENT

4988. In general-After verdict and any time before judgment is entered

an unsuccessful defendant may move in arrest of judgment on the ground that

there is some error appearing on the face of the record and not waived on the

trial which vitiates the proceedings. r1‘he evidence is no part of the record

for this purpose. Probably the onl ' objections that can be raised on such a

motion in this state are want of jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the

action and failure of the complaint to state a cause of action."0 Upon such

a motion the complaint is liberally construed. and every reasonable doubt re

solved in favor of its sufficiency. Defects that would be fatal on demurrer are

not necessarily so on a. motion in arrest of judgment.‘n A good cause of action

may have been made out by the evidence and in such a case, if the evidence was

admitted without objection that it was inadmissible under the pleadings, the

court will allow an amendment to conform to the proof.92 Again. the com

plaint may have been aided by the answer °*‘ or verdict?‘

ON DEFAULT

_ 49§9._ Act of clerk act of court—'l‘he rendition of a judgment in any case

15 a judicial act which, according to the letter of the law. can only be performed

by the court; and in the early days of the common law it was true in fact and

in theory that all judgments were rendered by the courts. This feature of

the C_0mmon law has long since been greatly modified, and while the theory

sun 15 that all jlldgments are rendered by the court, yet the fact is that they

are entered by the prothonotary or clerk out of court, and in some cases with

out the actual direction of the court or any judge.“ The judgment entered

by the clerk 1s the judgment of the court in all cases whether entered upon

{111 order, W/rd1Ct,_or default. The clerk acts for the court. When a plaintiii

In °Tde1'_ t° take Judgment for want of an answer, otters to the clerk proof of

the servtce of sflmmons and that no answer has been received, the clerk m115t

M-cessflrlly (190168 upon the sufficiency of such proof and to that extent he

acts on. behalf of the court in a judicial capacitv_ His decision ‘is a judicial

deterlnlhatlon Of the facts essential to the entry bf a judgment hv default and

22 €;)1m‘11\1S1Vc_upon the parties as if it had been made by the judge hhuself.°"

th ,e(;3 erk> 11} enie1'lI1g up 11 default judgment, commits error or irregularity,

- e4%191ogIZ€1'1l',1S not void and cannot be collaterally attacked.07
b H ._ffidav1t °£ no answer-—Fi1ing-The affidavit of no answer should

9 19 “_'1th the Clerk before entry of judgment. But a judgment without

S\l(l§9p]l‘el;\IInlIla1‘y fihng would probably not be absolutely void.ml 4

onl -1 0t111ce—I_n an 2_10t10Il arising on contract forvthe payment of money

y’ W ‘en t 9 Phllntlfi is entitled to judgment as a matter of course on (18

% Woolsey v. O’Brien, 23_71_

M Wentworth v. Wentworth, 2—277(238);

Lee v. Emery, 10487 15 - 'Dennett, 15-81(59). ( 1)’ Smith v'

"1 Lee v. Emery, 10—187(151); Smith v.

M See § 7729.

M Skillrnan v. Greenwood, 15—102(77)

we Kipp v. Fullerton, 4-473(366)
M Kipp v. Fullerton, 4-473(366); Di“°"

D:2n:ett§15_81(59). Zbggorter, as-341, 31+56. See §§ 4997

\('lE 7713. '
as See § 7727' "" Cunningham v. Water-Power 3- 00-

74—282. T7+137.
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fault of an answer, the appearance of defendant does not entitle him to notivc

of the entry of judgment, any more than in case of entry of judgment upon a

verdict, finding, or report. But where, upon default,“ judgment cannot be

entered except on application to the court a defendant who has appeared is

entitled to notice of such application.‘

4992. Security—When the summons is served by publication in actions aris

ing on contract for the recovery of money only, the plaintiff is entitled to judg

ment as of course upon filing with the clerk proof of such service and that no

answer has been received within the time allowed by law, together with the

statutory security in certain cases, in the same manner as if the summons had

been personally served upon the defendant. So far as the formal entry of

judgment is concerned, the proceeding against a non-resident who has been

served by publication solely, is, with the exception as to security, the same as

it is against a defendant who has been personally served.2 Where judgment

is entered without personal service of the summons it is not essential that the

judgment roll should show that security was filed.’

4993. Diligence in entering—A default judgment not entered within a

reasonable time after the default may be vacated on motion.‘

4994. Premature entry—A defendant against whom a judgment as by de

fault is entered before the time for answering has expired, has an absolute

right to have it set aside on motion.“

4995. Necessity of proving cause of action—-In an action on contract for

the payment of money only, the clerk is authorized to enter judgment for the

amount stated in the summons without proof of the cause of action and with

out any order of court.“ In other actions for the recovery of money, while

it is unnecessary to prove the cause of action, it is necessary to prove the

amount to which the plaintiff is entitled, and the clerk cannot enter judgment

without an order of court.'r Where a cause of action in tort is joined with

one on contract it is error for the clerk to enter judgment, including the

amount claimed for the tort, without an order of court.8 If other relief than

for money is demanded, the court may require such proof as may be necessary

to enable it to give judgment.D In an action of ejectment it is unnecessary for

the plaintiff to prove title.“ In an action to avoid a mortgage and a statutory

foreclosure thereof for usury, the relief may be awarded on default without

proof. The practice is similar to the chancery practice of taking a bill pro

confesso.‘1 A divorce cannot be granted on default without proof.12 It will

be presumed that whatever proof was necessary was made.“

4996. Relief which may be awarded—On default the relief which may be

awarded the plaintiff is strictly limited in nature and degree to the relief

specifically demanded in the complaint and it matters not that the allegations

and proof would justify different or greater relief.“ A judgment awarding

9" Heinrich v. England. 34-395, 26+122.

}Banmn,r__* v. Sabin. 41-477. 43+329; Da

vis v. Red River L. Co.. 61-534. 63+-1111.

'-'(Tou.=rins \'. Alworth, 44-505, 47+169._

3Shanbhnt v. Hilton. 7—506(412); Brown

v. Brown. 28401. 11+64.

4Coleman \'. Akcrs. 87-492. 92+408.

-"l?rllette \'. Ashton, 5545, 56+576. See

Swift r. Fletcher. 6—550(386).

"-R. L. 1905 § 4133(1); Heinrich v. Eng

lund. 34-395, 26+122.

-R. L. 190-’) § 4133(2); Doud v. Duluth

M. 00., 5.153. "6.4 3- -as--521. :m1e13.O * 6 ' Hersey vi Walsh,

Hteynolds v. La Crosse etc. Co., 10-178

(144).

'-‘R. L. 1905 § 4133(3). See Deuel v.

Hawke. 2—50(37); Fowler v. Jeuks. 90-74,

95+887, 96+914, 97+127.

1° Doyle v. Hallarn, 21-515.

11 Exley v. Berryhil]. 37-182, 33+567.

12 True v. True, 6~458(315); Young v.

Young, 17—181(153).

1“ Hotchkiss v. Cutting. 14-537(408).

H Minn. L. 0. Co. v. Maginnis, 32-193,

20+85; Prince v. Farrell, 32-293, 20+234;

Heinrich v. England. 34-395, 26+122; Ex

ley v. Berryhill, 37-182, 33+567; Spoons:
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relief in violation of this restriction is not merely irregular, but is extra

judicial and void, and subject to collateral attack, the excessive rehef appear

ing on the face of the record.15

4997. I1-regularity in entering judgm
ent-—If the proper judgment is en

tered it is immaterial that it was entered by the clerk without an order “here

regularly an application should have been made to the court.“

against four defendants jointly indebted n

In an action

pon a contract. a judgment upon

default entered by the clerk against the three only who were served with sum

mons is not roid but only irregular or erroneous.17
Where a cause of action

in tort is joined with others on contract it is error for the clerk upon default

to enter judgment including the amount claimed for the tort.18

4998. Remedy for irregular or erroneous judgment by
default-—If the

clerk commits an error or irregularity in entering a default judgment the rem

edy is a motion to set aside," a motion to correct,20 or possibly an appeal from

the jud

gment. In the earliest cases it was held that such objections could not

be raised for the first time on appeal."
Later these earlier cases were over

ruled.22 But in all cases it is practically advisable to apply to the trial court

in the first instance.

If the court commits an error or irregularity in ordering

judgment on default and the clerk enters judgment in strict accordance with

the order the objection may be raised for the first time on appeal.28 Of course

a motion to amend or modify the judgment is proper in such cases and should

ordinarily be resorted to in the first instance.
4999. Presumptions in favor of default judgment—\\'he1-e judgment is

entered by default it will be presumed that whatever

were taken.“ In the absence of anything in the record to the contrary it Will

proofs were necessary

be presumed that the court had jurisdiction over the person of the defen_dant.f"

But if the record shows that jurisdiction over the defendant was acquired, If

acquired at all, by publication of summons, the record must af’firmatirely show

compliance with the statutory requirements as to service of summons by Pub

lication F“

5000. Variance between summons and complaint—Effect of fai1ure_t0

apply to court--In an action wherein the complaint stated a cause of action

arising on contract for the payment of money only and demanded juclgment

for a specified sum, the summons notified the defendant that in case of default

the plaintiff would “have the amount he is entitled to recover ascerifiilled bl’

the court, or under its direction. and take judgment for the amount so ascer

tained.” The summons and complaint were served together on defenda_nt

Upon default of answer judgment was entered by the clerk without application

to the court.
The supreme court held the variance no ground for a i'eve1‘Sfll

saying: “Inasmuch as both summons and complaint were served together, ‘V9

v. Bay St. Louis Syndicate, 47-464. 50+

601; Doud \'. Duluth M. Co.. 55-53, 56+

463; Northern T. Co. v. Albert Lea Col

lege. 68-112. 71+9; I-Ialvorsen v. Orinoco

M. Co., 89~470. 95+-320; Sacha v. Wallace,

101-169. 112+386.

15 Sacha v. Wallace. 101-169. 112+386.

18 Libby \-'. Mikelborg. 28-38. 8+903;

Heinrich v. Englund. 34-395. 26+122; Her

sey v. Walsh. 38—521. 38+613; Hencke v.

Twomey. 58-550. 60+66T; Slater v. Olson

83—35. s5+s25. '

11' Dillon v. Porter. 36-341. 31+56.

(111182-‘\'nolds v. La Crosse etc. Co., 10-178

‘°IIeinrich v. Englund. 34-395, 26+12‘3;

Dillon v. Porter. 36-341. 31+56; Hersey "'

‘Walsh. 38-521. 3S+613.

2° Babcock v. Sanborn. 3—141(86) ; Hawk?

v. Banning. 3—6T(-W): Milwain v. San

ford. 3-147(92).

21 Id. P

22 Reynolds v. La Prosse etc. Co.. 10-118

(144).
23 Whitri v. Iltis. 24-43: .\'ort-hern T. CO’

v. Albert Lea College. 68-112. 71+9.

'-’4 Hotchkiss v. (‘ntting. 14--">37(408)‘,

Slrillman v. Greenwood. 15—102('7T).

25 Skillman xx Greenwood, 153-102(77).

'-’° See § 7834.
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think the variance between the two was immaterial. The defendant could not

have been misled by the form of the notice, as the complaint informed him of

the nature of the cause of action and the amount for which judgment was

asked. He could not have taken advantage of the variance, under the circum

stances, even on motion. The form of notice in the summons will confer no

right upon a plaintiff to enter judgment without application to the court, when

application is necessary by the form of the complaint; and, by analogy of

reasoning, we think that when both summons and complaint are served, a plain

tiff is entitled to judgment, without application to the court, notwithstanding

the form of notice in the summons, when such application is unnecessary under

the form of the complaint. But even if the plaintiffs in this case should reg

ularly have applied to the court for judgment, their failure to do so was an

irregularity which did not prejudice defendant, for the reason that, under the

complaint, plaintiffs would have been entitled to the order for judgment as a

matter of course.”27

5001. Misnomer of plaintifi—A judgment by default against the defendants

in an action is valid notwithstanding a mistake in the summons in the Christian

name of one of the plaintiffs.25

5002. Effect of attachment—If an attachment has been issued it is un

necessary to refer to the fact in the order for judgment or in the judgment.

In this state the practice is to enter a general money judgment and issue a

general execution without referring to the attachment.2n

OPENING DEFAULT ON PUBLTCATION OF SUMMONS

5003. A matter of right-—1n actions where default judgment is rendered on

a service of the summons by publication, the defendant is entitled, as a matter

of right, under R. L. 1905 § 4113, to an order vacating the judgment and

allowing him to come in and defend the action, upon an application seasonably

made to the court, accompanied by an answer setting up a good defence. Such

an application is not addressed to the discretion of the court and in this par

ticular is to be distinguished from an application under R. L. 1905 § 4160.

If the proposed answer contains a good defence to the action and the defendant

is not guilty of laches in making his application sufficient cause is shown for

opening the judgment and the relief must be granted as a matter of right.‘0

5004_ Relief allowed 1ibera1ly—Where a judgment has been taken by dc

fault against a non-resident, upon whom there was no personal service of the

summons, courts ought to be liberal in granting leave to answer.31 The legis

lature intended to give one not personally served more opportunity to obtain

relief and make a defence than one personally served.82

5005. A good defence sufiicient cause—The statute provides that sufficient

cause must be shown. It is held that a good defence is a sufficient cause within

the meaning of the statute.“ It is indispensable that the applicant should

show a good defence in his moving papers,“ but he need do no more than

propose an answer setting up a good defence.M

f’ Heinrich v. England, 34-395, 26+122. Kipp v. Clinger. 97-135. 106-+108; Fink v.

bee Libby v. Mikelborg_ 28-38, 8+903; \Vo0ds,102-374, 113+909.

Hersey V- Walsh. 38- 521, 38+6]3. 3'1 Frankoviz V. Smith, 35-278, 28+508:

2‘ Bradley v. Sandilands, 66-40, 68+!-521. Lord v. Hawkins. 39-73, 38+689.

1"-1 Hencke v. Twomey, 58-550. 6()+667. 8'-’ Lord v. Hawkins. 39-73. 33+639

“° Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 38+689; Nye 33 Lord v. Hawkins. 39-73, 38+689; .N-W

"' Swflny 42-243, 4449; Boeing v. MeKin- v. Swan, 42-243, 44+9; Bausman v. T1lley_.

ley. 44-392. 4e+7ee; Bausman v. Tilley, 46—66,48+-159.

46-66, 48+459; Fifield v. Norton. 79-264, 84 Holcomb v. Stretch, 74-234. 76+1132

82+581; Bogart v. Kiene, S5-261,’ ss+74s; 35FifiCl[l v. Norton. 79-264, s2+5s1.
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5006. Dili ence in making application—The applicant need not show in

his moving pgapers that he has been diligent. He need not showfthat lac fdlti

not have actual notice of the action in time to mterpose his de ence1 eprfi

judgment.“ But he is bound to meet any charge of laches made by the phalilm1 1to

on proper aflidavitsf" There is, of course, no hard and fast rule by \V1.1Cti n

determine the diligence required of the defendant in making his appitca 0

after actual notice of the action. Each case must be determined upon i_ s1 tzwtn

facts.“ But inasmuch as the legislature has grven the defendant the rtig i ht;

apply any time within one year from the rendition of Judgment a cour dougtes

not to deny relief within that time except where the want of diligence in k:ca d

bad faith.‘ But if a party receives the summons through the mail he IS 01111

to act with eat rom tness." _ _
5007. Wliin y£ar bpegins to run—'l‘he year within which the defendant

must move begins to run with the entry of judgment. ‘If the proceedmgsdzgz

begun before the expiration of the year it is immateigial that the cour

not pass upon it until after the expiration of the year.‘ ‘ _n t be re‘

5008. The question on appeal-—The action of the trial court wi no

versed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.‘1

OPENING DEFAULT JUDGMENTS-—lN GENERAL

5009. Statute—How far exclusive-—Action—The statute authorizes1 I if!

court to open a default judgment and allow a party to answer.‘2 Wl'ieI(1i1‘f8 “it

can be had by motion under the statute an action will not lie to open a 9 3“

and allow a art to answer.“5010. Staltuteynot a grant of power—This statute is not a grant of powez.

All courts of superior jurisdiction have inherent powertoiopein their judgglen :

and grant relief from default.“ The statute is a limitation rather 1; anti

grant of power.“ It simply regulates the inherent power of the court over 1 3

own judgments and proceedings in execution thereol:'.“_’ f C‘

5011. Application of statute—The statute is applicable to all forms 0 ad

tions or proceedings. Thus it has been held applicable to foreclosure procee Q

ings 3 " ‘[0 tax proceedings; “ to condemnation proceedings; " Ito habeas corpu

proceedings; 5° to garnishment proceedings; 5‘ to actions in which the su!_l1m<;’]1:5

is served by publication; 5’ -to actions to determine adverse claims in which 9

summons is served on parties as unknown persons or heirs; ” to partition p1‘0

“ Frankoviz v. Smith, 35-278, 28+508.

11TMneller v. McCulloch, 59-409, 61+45-5;

Bogart v. Kiene, 85-261, 88+748.

4'Gerish v. Johnson, 5—23(10); Waller

v. Waller, 102-405,

45 Gcrish v. Johnson — .

w Russell v. Blakeinan, 40-463, 42+391

See Holmes v. Campbell, 13-66(58).

38 Nye v. Swan, 42-243, 4-l+9; Bausman

v. Tilley, 46-66. 48+459; Cutler v. Button,

51-550, 53+-S72; Carlson v. Phinney, 56

476, 5S+38; Mueller v. McCullocl1, 59409,

61+455; Fink v. Woods, 102-374, 113+909.

39 Bogart v. Kiene, 85-261, 88+748.

*0 Washburn v. Sharpe. 15-63(43).

H Whitcomb v. Shafer. 11—232(153);

Washburn \'. Sharpe. 15-63(43); Franke

viz v. Smith, 35-278. 28+508; Lord v.

Hawkins, 39-73, 38+6R9-. Bausman \‘.

Tilley, 46-66, 48+459; (‘utler v. Button,

51-550, 53+872.

42 R. L. 1905 § 4160.

wWie1and v. Shillock. 23-227; Sargeant

v. Bigelow, 24-370; Phelps v. Western R.

Co., 89-319, 9441035, 1135.

*7 Russell v. Blakeman, 40-463, 42+391. I

43 See Duluth v. Dibblee, 63+1117,

Martin v. Curle . 70-489, 7 '
49 In re Mpls.yR. T. Co.. 38-157, 36+105'

50 State v. Bechdel, 38-278, 37+338.

mGoodrich Y. Hopkins, 10-162(130)- I

-"'-’ Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 38+689.

“'t‘.lch v. Marks. 39-48]. 40+611; 1':tuSS€ll

v. Blakcmau, 40-463. 42+391;_ Boemg M

McKinley. 44-392. 46+766; Waite v. Coar

acyv 45-159, 47+-537; Nauer_v. Benhallf

45-252, 47+796; Bogart v. Kiene, R5-261,

88+748; Hoyt v. Lightbody, 93-249. 10 +

304; Kipp v. Clinger, 97-135, 106+108.

53 Boeing v. McKinley, 44-392, 46+766
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ceedings; 5‘ to an action of ejectment; ‘"5 and to actions for the annulment of

the marriage relation.G8 Actions for divorce are expressly excepted.“'r

5012. A matter of discretion—Except when the summons is served by pub

lication "8 the matter of opening a default lies in the discretion of the trial

court.“ It is in the very nature of discretionary power that no rules can be

laid down for its government.‘‘'’ It must be exercised judicially, with close re

gard to the facts of the particular case and in furtherance of justice.81 It is

ordinarily in furtherance of justice that an action should be tried on the

merits.“2 The discretion contemplated by the statute is not the arbitrary and

uncontrolled pleasure or caprice of the judge, but a sound legal discretion; a

discretion in the exercise of which it is the duty of the judge to grant the

desired relief in a meritorious case." The discretion should not be exercised

in a way to encourage loose practice or a lax administration of the law.M Still,

it should be remembered that the object to be attained by the exercise of the

discretion of the court is the administration of justice. Orderly procedure is

a means to that end, but not the end itself.’35 If a defendant pleads in time,

the court has no discretion in opening a judgment taken against him as by de

fault.“

5013. Relief to be granted 1iberally—Courts are naturally and very proper

ly inclined to relieve a party from a default if he furnishes any reasonable ex

cuse for his neglect and makes any fair showing of merits." Indeed, in such

a case a default should ordinarily be opened as a matter of course, if it is

apparent that the plaintiff has not been substantially prejudiced by a brief de

lay.“ The statute is in the interest of justice, and should be liberally con

strued, in order that causes may be tried on the merits.” Different considera

tions apply when the application is made by n “prowling assignee,” or specula

live purchaser.70

5014. Who may move—In an early case it was held that the statute applies

only to parties; " but an heir, grantee, or personal representative may move

under the statute, at least if he is first substituted as defendant.” The right

of a successor in interest to relief depends upon whether the defendant, to whose

rights he succeeds, would, on the facts disclosed, be entitled to it." Whatever

nghts a trustee in bankruptcy has to have a judgment vacated depend upon

his position as trustee.H A minor heir, upon good cause shown, may be al

lowed to defend his interest in realty involved in an action to determine ad

-" Welch v. Marks, 39-481, 40+611. "5 Barrie v. Northern A. Co., 99-272, 109!

~'-5 Hallarn v. Doyle, 35-337, 29+130. 248.

-7“ Waller v. Waller. 102-405, 113+1013.

-'-T Scnbncr v. Scribner, 93-195, 101+-163;

La Fond v. La Fond, 102-344, 1l3+896.

5‘ See § 5003.

5" See § 5035.

8° Russell v. Blskeman. 40-463, 42+391.

“1 Merritt v. Putnam. 7-493(399); Mc

(llure v. Clarke, 94-37, 10l+951.

"2 Whitcomb v. Shafer, 11-232(153);

Potter v. Holmes, 74-508, 77+416; Walsh

Y, Boyle, 94-437, 103+506; Barrie v.

Northern A. Co., 99-272, 109+248; Waller

v. Waller, 102-405, 113+-1013.

M Merritt v. Putnam. 7-493(399); Wie

land V. Shillock, 24-345; Forin v. Duluth.

66-54. 68+515; Potter v. Holmes, 74-508.

l7+41(i.

\ M .\/lcrritt v. Putnam, 7-493(399); Nove

1‘. \\'heaton R. M. Co., 60-117, 6l+910. '

‘"1 Swift v. Fletcher, 6—550(386).

“T Pcop]c’s Ice Co. v. Schlenker, 50-1, 52+

2l9; Martin v. Curley, 70-489, 73+405;

.\lilwnukeo H. Co. v. Schroeder, 72-393.

T5+606; Hull v. Chapel, 77-159, 79+669;

l\[cI\[urran v. Bourne, 81-515, 8-H338.

M Walsh v. Boyle. 94-437, 103+506;

Barrie v. Northern A. Co., 99-272, 109+

248. See Potter v. I-Iolmes. 74-508, 77+

416.

“ll Waller v. Waller, 102-405, 113+1013.

1° McClymond v. Noble, 84-329, 87+838.

Tl Kern v. Chalfant, 7-487(393).

72 Boeing v. McKinley, 44-392, 46l766:

\Vaitc v. Coaracy, 45-159, 47+537; Kipp

v. Clinger, 97-135, 106+108. See McCly

mond v. Noble, 84-329, B7+838.

71* Kipp v. Clinger, 97-135. l06+108.

‘H Peru P. & l. Co. v. King. 90-517, 97+

373.
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verse claims, within two years of becoming of age, where jurisdiction was ob

tained by publication, and he was without actual notice of the pendency thereot

before entry of judgment."'5105. Time of application—Diligence—Laches-—A party must make his

application within a reasonable time after notice of the Judgment and_at all

events within one year of such notice." He must proceed With due diligence

regardless of the one year limitation. Because the court is authorized to enter

tain such an application within one year of notice it does not _follo1w that the

party may always take one year in which to make his application.‘ What is

due diligence depends upon the facts of the particular case and shght attention

should be paid to precedents. I I I f

5016. Notice of judgment—The year withm which a party may have rehe

from a default judgment begins to run from the time when he has actual notice

of the judgment. Personal service of the summons m the action is not

notice of the judgment within the meaning of the statute.‘8

5017. Notice of motion—'1‘he motion should be brought on by a written no

tice of eight days.

ists which would cause injury to the m

inefiectual it he were required to give t

It a restraining order is necessary, or if some exigency ex

oving party, or render the relief sought

he regular notice of eight days, an order

to show cause, including a restraining clause, may be secured from the judge.”

The attorney of a judgment creditor is, while his authority to enforce and col

lect the judgment continues, that is, for two years after the entry of ]udgu1e_I1I

or until it is satisfied, authorized to act for his client in protectmg and retain

ing the judgment against any proceeding in the same action to avoid it. and

notice of such proceeding should be served on him."0 Notice of a motion to

vacate a judgment in favor of a non
resident plaintiff may be served on his

attorney of record, though more than two years have elapsed since the entr}l'

thereof.51 Purchasers of property atiected by the judgment must be serve(

with notice.82
5018. Moving aflidavits—Sufiiciency—The rule excluding hear-say evi

dence applies to aflidavits used on motions to open default judgments. Afl

afiidavit by a grantee stating in general terms that the defendant, his gl'flI1_t°1‘

had no actual notice or knowledge of the judgment, is hearsay, and 1I1Sl1fl'lCl€‘nt

to establish the fact of want of notice.“

5019. Applicant must have a meritorious de£ence—The applicant _nl\liE

have a good defence on the merits and exhibit it to the court on the motion

mond v. Noble, 84-329, 87+838; Quefll ‘

Bulen. so-477. 95+.no; McClure v. (;'ark@

94-3T, l0l+951; Hoffman v. Frenuuth

101-48, 111+-732. _

'15 Hoyt v. Lightbody, 93-249, 101+304.

7“ Gerish v. Johnson, 5—23(10); Groh v.

Bassett, 7-325(25-1); Jorgenseu v. Bosh

mcr. 9-181(166); Holmes v. Campbell, 13

66(58): Altmann v. Gabriel, 28-132. 9+

633; Sheflield \‘. Mullin, 28-251, 9+7-"16;

Frear v. Heichert. 34-96, 24+319; Dillon

v. Porter. 36-3-11, 31+56; Van Acrnnm v.

Winslow, 37-514, 35+:-181; St. Paul L. Co.

v. Dayton, 39-315. 40+66; Weyrnouth v.

Gregg, 40-45, 41-+243; Kipp v. Cook, 46

535; 49+257: McMurran v. Meek. 47-245,

49-+983; Stickney v. Jordain, 50-258, 52+

861; Carlson v. Phiuney, 56-476, 5-8+38;

Seibert v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 58-72, 59+828;

Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake 0. Assn.,

67-131, 69+70S; First Nat. Bank v. North

ern T. Co., 69-176. 71+928; Hinekley v.

Kettle River Ry., 70-105, 72+835; McMur~

ran v. Bourne, 81-515, 84+338; McCly

T7 Gerish v. Johnson, 5-23(10); GI0l1_\

BHSSM. 7-s25(254); Altrnann r. Ggbrw}

28-132, 9+633; Kipp v. Clinger, 91-13%

1oe+1os. '
78 Vi/'ieland v. Shillock. 23-227; D1ll01{ "'

Porter. 36-341, I-“+56; Lord v. Hawkins

39-73. sawsa. _
11> Marty v. Ah]_ 5-27(14); Goodmh v

Hopkins. 10—162(130); Gillette v. Ashton

55-75, 56+-576.

-‘° Sheldon v. Risedorph. 23-518.

51 Phelps v. Heaton_ 79-476, 82+990. '

M Aldrich v. Chase, 70-243. 734-161

White v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+8S9.

B3 Kipp v. Clinger, 97-135, 106+108. q

5* Frasier v. Williams, 15-2B8(219); Lt
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The proper practice is to exhibit a proposed answer setting forth a good de

fence.“' Of course he need not set forth the evidence of l1is defence and its

truth or falsity cannot be tried on ai‘fidavits." A verified general denial shows

a good defence and is ordinarily sufficient.“ But the court need not be content

with a formal compliance in the answer with the rules of pleading which a

party may follow when answering as a matter of right, but may require that

in its denials the answers show the actual extent of the controversy upon the

matters denied, as where the denials are of amounts stated in the complaint,

and the exact amounts stated are not material.“ The court may perhaps take

into consideration the justice of the proposed defence in exercising its dis

cretion."

5020. Aflidavit of merits-—As a general rule an affidavit of merits is re

quired on a motion to open a default.90 But where the proposed answer is

\'c1'iiicd on personal knowledge and discloses fully the nature of the defence,

and it is meritorious, no affidavit of merits should be required."1 In all cases

it is purely discretionary with the trial court to require an aflidavit of merits.“2

An afiidavit should be made by the party personally, or by some one having

personal knowledge of the facts." Any informality in an affidavit may be

waived by the court.“ Neither the formal affidavit of merits provided for in

the rules of the district court, nor the tender of a proposed answer, is indis

pens-able, when the court does not require the same as a prerequisite to such

relief, and when facts authorizing the exercise of the court’s discretion are

made to appear by the afiidavit of the moving party.“

5021. Proposed answer—Sufliciency—C0rrect practice requires an appli

cant to serve on the adverse party a proposed answer, showing the nature of

his defence.uu An application should not be denied on account of the insutfi

ciency of a proposed answer. unless such insufiiciency is so glaring that the

answer would have been stricken out as sham or frivolous. if it had been

served in time.M

5022. Counter affidavits-—(.‘.ounter affidavits are not permissible to show

want of merits, or to controvert the allegations of the proposed answer or

aflidavit of merits. The court cannot try the merits of the cause on afiidavits.”

Paul L. Co. v. Dayton, 39-315, 40+66;

t‘lanigan v. Sable. 44-417, 46+854; Peo

ple's Ice (‘o. v. Schlenker, 50-1, 52+219;

Jones v. Swain, 57-251, 59+297; Hinckley

v. Kettle River Ry.. 70-105. 72+835; Os

man v. \Visted. 78-295, 80+1127.

‘-'- McMurran v. Bourne, 81-515, 84+338.

"“Lathrop v. O’Brien, 47-428. 50+530;

.\lc.\lurran v. Bourne. 81-515. 84+338.

1" J_nnes \'. Swain, 57-251. 59+297; Fitz

patnck v. Campbell. 58-20, 59-+629. See

Rhodes v. Walsh, 58-196, 59+1000.

"5 St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Blackmar. 44-514,

3:172. See Jones v. Swain. 57-25]. 59+

¢ 1.

*" See Washburn v. Sharpe. 15-63(43);

tILlS. etc. By. v. Firemen ’s Ins. (‘o.. 62

11-"a_316, 64+902; Nefi‘ v. Clark, 95-1, 4,

0-"lfn62. Sec, as to opening a default to

{t m the defence of the statute of limita

l0nS. 61 L. R. A. 746; and the defence

f usury. 12 L. R. A. (N. S.) 659.

"° Rule 17. District Court; People's Ice

0. v. Schlenker, 50-1. 52+219; Crane v.

auntry, 90-301, 96+794.

"1 People ‘s Tcc Co. v. Schlenker, 50-1, 52+

219.

9? Crane v. Sauntry, 90-301. 96+794;

Stevens v. Parker, 98-529, 106+113-1; Fish

strom \'. Bankers M. C. 1. Co.. 102-228,

113+267; Fink \'. Woods, 102-374. 113+

909.

"3 People’s Ice Co. v. Schlenker. 50-1. 52+

219; Forin v. Duluth, 66-54, 68+515.

'-"Sheldon v. Risedorph, 23-518; Russell

\'. Blakeman, 40-463. -l2+391; Rhodes \'.

V\’alsh, 58-196, 59+1000; Crane v. Sauutry,

90-301, 96+794.

"5 .\lc.\[urran \'. Bourne. 81-515. 844339;

Wood v. Schoenauer, 85-138. 88+-111.

M1‘1’uh-3 17. District (Iourt; .\'[(h\l\11‘l‘fl11 v.

Bonrnc. 81-515, 84+338; Wood v. Schoen

auer. 85-138, 88+-411.

"7 Woods v. Woods. 16-81(69); Sheldon

v. Riscdorph, 23-518; Lathrop v. O'Brien,

47-428, 50-H330; Rhodes v. Walsh. 58-196,

59+10(l0; Forin \'. Duluth. 66-54. 68615.

See Lynn v. Schunk. 101-22. 111+729.

"8 Lathrop v. O'Brien. 47-428. 50+530;

McMurran v. Bourne, 81-515, 84+338;

Qucal v. Bulen, 89-477, 480, 954-310.
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wlerson \'. Lange, 71-468, 74+173.

5023. Terms-—lt is within the discretion of the court to impose reasonable

terms as a condition of granting relief under the statute." Thus it has been

' dition thatl ld t n a default and grant leave to answer upon con _

tlie dl:i:ii)d1ani)s(hl:)(iisent to the appointment of a rece1ver_of the pro(peti)‘tyt:]i;

controversy, pending the trial and determination of the issues raise f 3 H,

answer.‘ Under the peculiar facts of the particular case the payment 0 seve

ty-five dollars has been held not an improper condition.2
Where a meritorious

‘ lief was resented b non-resident defendants, it was held not a

izdgoiilhlblzeexercise of the discrefion of the court to require, as a C01‘l;l1t_10I: :23

they file a bond, with resident sureties, to be approved by the _c0(pi' , iiit as the

sufficient to secure the payment of the amount of such money jii gmeql W the

plaintiffs might recover in the action.‘ It is common practice 0 a 0

judgment to stand as security.‘
5024. Costs--The im osition of costs on a motion to open a judgiiieiit 1>

wholly discretionary witli the court.‘ They are commonly coverettih l))icel’,1l’1B

terms, the distinction between terms and costs not being observed wi t iif t

Ordinarily the defendant ought to be required to pay the disburseipsu s 0

plaintifi.‘ in making proof on the default and entering up Judgmen . f In de

5025. Excusable neg1ect—The discretion of a court in relieving r0 vino

faults is not confined to cases involving no fault or negligence in the ii1i_0 its,

party. To the end that justice may be done, relief may, within proper im U

be granted from the consequences of positive negligence.7
A party may be re

‘ ' ' 5 d in iilieved from a. default occasioned by the negligence of his attorney, an _

recent case it has been said that trial courts are often too strict inrefusing

relief in such cases where the party is personally free from fault.“ Where the

defendant was apprised of the suit, appeared in it, answered the complaint :33

offered no excuse for not appearing at the trial except that his atto{(I11eyS er

not inform him that the action had been noticed for trial, it was he Pl‘0P

not to open the default.lo Where the defendant knew that the case was to be

t-i d at a articular time but left home and traveled from place to place sq

thtft he could not be notified of the trial it was held that the default ought not

to be opened.“
In an action against a city the summons and complaint were

served on the mayor who neglected to turn them over to the corporation counsel,

It was held proper to open the default.H Where a sheriff signed what he S11130

posed was an answer to the complaint but which was, in fact, an answerf 5

an order to show cause, it was held proper to open the defaiilflfI Two suretlie1

were told by their Principal that they need not pay any attention to an M; l0l

against them and that he would have his attorney put in an answer for tieiu

“ Washburn v. Sharpe, 15-63(43); Hen

See St.

Mary ‘s Hospital v. Nat. B. Co., 60-61, 61+

324.

1 Exlcy v. Bcrryhill, 36-117, 30-\-436.

2Ueland r. Johnson, 77-543, 80+700.

3Brown v. Brown, 37-128, 33+546.

-‘Barman v. Miller. 23-458; Brown \'.

Brown, 37-128 33+-546.

5Brown v. Brown, 37-128. 33+546.

“ See Henderson v. Lange, 71-468. 74+

173.

7 Winona v. Minn. Ry. C. Co., 29-68. 11+

228.

man \'. Dambly, 41-526, 43+482; Lathrop

V. O’Brien. 47-428. 50+530_; StewartCannon, 6i‘-64. es+oo4; White v. G12l1'g(1?_2

92"271, 99+339; Dion v. Bassett, 10 —- Y

11 1133.

oililhite v, G\1i‘rmy_ 92-271, 991,899.Merritt \'. Putnam. 7-493(399.) it is saitn

that “where a plaintiff. who is i‘eg;'iilai‘fli‘e

“My respect. obtains a judgment by t

ilefault ‘of the attorney for the defcndau .

it will not he rlistiirlwvl. iililessnijion tl;e

most cogent reasons." A more liberal ru 0

now prevails.

‘“Merritt v. Putnam, 7-493(.199).
8-Torgensen v. Boehmer, 9—18l(1fi6);

Hildebrandt v. Robbecke, 20-100(83):

Duprics \'. Mil. etc. Ry., 20-156039);

Sandbcrg v. Berg. 35-‘Z12. 28+2-55; Bridg

" Bates v. Bates, 66-131, 68+S4_5.

1'-’G1aeser v. St. Paul. 67-369. 4:5i-_l101.

15‘ Whitney’ v. Sher-in. 74-4. T6-N1.
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but none was put in. An order opening the default was sustained on appeal.“

A corporation may be relieved from a default occasioned by the neglect of an

otficer.“ Where the attorney for defendant was suddenly called away from

home by telegram announcing the death of his father it was held proper to

extend the time to answer.“ When a party is personally served with sum

mons he must show a good excuse for his neglect to answer.17 Mere preoccupa

tion with business is not a sufficient excuse." Neglect to answer cannot be ex

cused upon equivocal and evasive affidavits.“ An order overruling a demurrer

to an answer was sustained on appeal. The plaintiff moved for leare to file a

reply. The motion was denied on the ground that the proper practice under

the circumstances was to file a supplemental complaint. No stay of proceed

ings was ordered. On the same day on which the order was made the de

fendant entered up judgment. It was held proper to open the judgment.20

It is proper to consider the ignorance of the defendant in determining whether

his negligence was excusalfle.21 Negligence. in failing to answer may properly

be excused if it was the natural consequence of the conduct and assurances of

the adverse party or his attorney.22 That a party did not expect that the cause

would be reached for trial is not ordinarily a good ground for opening a de

fault.” A party upon whom summons is served at his house of usual abode

in which his family resides ought not to be relieved from default after a long

lapse of time when “ordinary diligence on his part and attention to his busine.-s

and family would have led to a knowledge of the pendcncy of the action." 2‘

A party who sufiers a default in reliance on a decision of the supreme court

which is subsequently overruled, is not chargeable with negligence on an ap

plication to open the default for the purpose of taking advantage of the sub

sequent decision.“ Where an attorney failed to be present when a case was

called for trial, because of assurances made to him by the attorney of the ad

verse party to the effect that the case was not likely to be reached until later

and that it would be “all right” for him if he was there by a certain time, it

was held proper to open a default.“ A party cannot be permitted to close his

eyes, and refuse to read papers served upon him, and then say that he had no

knowledge of their contents.27

5026. Surprise—Where all arrangements had been made for putting in an

answer by one of three attorneys who failed to do so because suddenly and

unexpectedly called away from home, but who sent the necessary facts for

drafting an answer to the other attorneys who also happened to be away from

home, it was held proper to open the default on the ground of surprise.28 Be

fore the time for answering had expired the defendants had served notice on

the plaintiff of a motion to have the sheriff substituted in their place and it

was stipulated by the attorneys of both parties that the motion should be sub

mitted to the judge of another district. Before the determination on the mo

H1l'ull v. Chapel, 77-159, 79’/669.

15 Bray v. Church of St. Brandon, 39

40+51S; Queal v. Bulen, 39-477, 95+

1° Bridgman v. Darnbly, 41-526, 43+-482.

17 Pine Mountain I. & (‘. Co. v. Tabour,

55-287, 56+995; Noye v. Wheaten R. M.

Co., so-117, e1+910.

"Noye v. V\'heaton R. M. Co.. 60-117,

61+910; Bates v. Bates, 66-131, 68+845.

1? Osman v. Wisted, 78-295, 80+1127;

Missouri etc. Co. v. Norris. 61-256, 63+63-'1.

2° Schuler v. Wood, 81-372, 84+121.

'-‘1 Martm v. Curley, 70-489, 73+-105; Mil

waukee H. Co. v. Schroeder, 72-393. 75+

606; Wood v. Sehoenaucr, 85-138, SFH-411.

22Hull v. Chapel. 77-159. 79#669; Mc

Murran v. Bourne, 81-515. SH-338.

23 Foote v. Branch, 42-62, 43+782; Barrie

v. Northern A. Co., 99-272, l09+2-48.

2* Missouri etc. Co. \'. Norris, 61-256, 63+

634.

25 Hollinshead v. Von Glahn, 4—l90(l31).

26 Barrie v. Northern A. Co., 99-272, 109+

248.

27 Hoffman v.

732.

'-‘B Duprics v. Mil. etc. Ry., 20—156(139).

101-48, 111‘Freimuth,
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tion judgment was entered without notice, to the surprise of the defendants(i

Held proper to open the judgment.” A default may beopened on Elie groun

of surprise where a party is misled and deceived by hrs attorney. '1hat a

party did not expect that a cause would come on for trral so early in the term

is not ordinarily a ground for opening a default.M _ _

5027. MiStake—Relief may be had from default occasroned by the nustaken

advice of an attorney on a question of law.82 A default may be opened on the

ground that the attorney for defendant made a mistake as to the exprratlon of

the time for answering.“ The attorneys for the defendants were non-resrdcnts,

but were notified by plaintiffs’ attorney of the service of an amended complaint,

the reason assigned for not serving it upon the attorneys being that the court

had ordered personal service on the defendants. Wrthrn twenty days there

after the sanre attorneys appeared for defendants and served their ar’rswers_.

which plaintiffs’ attorney immediately returned. because the defendants attor

neys were non-residents. It was held proper to open the default.“ \\ here

a judgment was entered in accordance with a stipulatron shown to have been

entered into under a mistake of fact it was held that the judgment was properly

opened.85 Where, in an action against a city, the mayor turned the summons

over to the city attorney, giving him the' date of service, and the attorney by

mistake noted on the summons the wrong date on which the perrod for

answering would expire and in consequence inadvertently allowed a default to

be taken, it was held proper to open the judgment.‘“‘ It has been held_pr0pcr

to open a default where a party was mistaken as to the date on whrch the

summons was server 3"

5028. Fraud—A judgment may be opened on the ground of fraudulent_p1‘M‘

ticcs in obtaining it.“ but the usual practice is to set it aside surnmarrly on

motion or by action as authorized by statute.”

5029- Judgment in action to quiet tit1e—In an application by a defendant

to set aside a judgment quieting title in the plaintiff, rendered after service Of

summons by publication. the discretion of the court. may be influenced by the

long continued neglect of the defendant, both subsequent and prior to_the Judg

ment. to interfere with the adverse occupancy of the land by plaintiff. to WY

taxes thereon, 01' to assert any rights respecting it.‘0 In an action to de

termine adverse claims in which the plaintilf relied on a tax title it was held

proper on an application of the owner to open a default to consider the gl“_3“t

disparity between the value of the property and the amount of taxes and 1n

terest paid by the plaintifi.“

5030' Application by municipal c0rporation—\Vhile municipal corporal

tions are subject to the same rules as other litigants, yet, in the applicatron Of

these rules, regard must be had to the fact that such corporations are not

natural Persons, but have to act through the agency of public otficcrs.‘2

”W°°‘ls \‘- ‘Vwls, 16-81(69). 3°Forin v. Duluth 66-54, 68+-515.

30 Hiklebramlt v' Robllecke! 20‘100(83). 37 Walsh v. Boyle. 94-437. l03+50ti; Fish‘

-'11 Fpote v. Branch. 42-62, 43+782. See strorn \-'. Bankers M. (‘. I. (‘o.. 102-228,

Barrre v. Northern A. Co., 99-272, 109+ l13+267.

Knoblauch v. Baer, 102-506, 112+ :ssT1-ue \-_ True, 6-458(315); Young v.

Young. 17—181(153); Bray v. Clnrrcll Of

St. Brandon. 39-390. 40+-518; Sturm \'

School Dist, 45-88. 47+4(i2.

3“ See 5122. 5125, 51‘ .

4° Naucr v. Bcnharn. 4.) 2, 47+796

‘" Martin v. Curley, 70-49. 73+405. _

42 Glaeser \'. St. Paul. 67-368, 69+110l_:

Queal v. Bulen. 89-477. 954310. See Form

v. Duluth, 66-54, 68+-515.

R2 Jorgensen v. Boehmer, 9—l8l(166);

Brown v. Brown. 37-128. 33+546-. Baxter

v. Chute, 50-164, 52+379. See Northern

T. Co. v. Crystal Lake C. Assn., 67-131,

~69l-708; Martin v. Curley, 70-489, 73+-405.

33 Lathrop v. O'Brien, 47-428, 50*-330.

3+ Brown v. Brown, 37-128, 33+546.

3-" Gerdtzen v. Cockrell, 52-501. 55+-58.
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5031. Renewal of rnotion—\\'here a motion has been fully l1eard and deter

mined it cannot be renewed, and the same questions again raised, except on

leave of court first had. A second application founded on facts which were

known or ought to have been known to the party when making the first should

not be entertained.‘3 An order to show cause why an application shall not

be granted, is sufficient leave to renew the application, if it has been previously

heard and denied.“ _

5032. Waiver—A stipulation extending the time to answer, and providing

that plaintiff may take judgment if the answer is not sewed within the ex

tended time, will not ordinarily estop the defendant from moving to open the

default.“

5033. Bona fide purchasers—It is the general rule that the setting aside of

a judgment, regular upon its face, had in a court of competent jurisdiction,

and not afi'et-ting the title of real _property. does not avoid a judicial sale of

real property, under an execution issued thereon, made to a stranger who has

purchased in good faith for a valuable consideration.“ In the absence of stat

ute the same rule applies to a judicial sale under a judgment affecting the title

to real property. But a purchaser from the successful party to a judgment

affecting the title of real property takes it subject to the judgment being set

aside, except as otherwise provided by statute.‘7 This rule, however, is sub

ject to the qualification, that the purchaser, to be thus affected, must have been

served with notice of the application to set aside or in some way made a

party to the proceeding.‘8 Our statute protects a bona fide purchaser from the

successful party to a judgment which has been of record in the proper county

lfor a period of three years next preceding the date of the application for re

ief.“

5034. Appeal—An order granting or denying a motion to open a default is

appealable."U An appeal from an order vacating a judgment does not have the

effect of reinstating the judgment so as to give it operation as an estoppel.51

5035. The question on appea1—The matter of opening a default lies almost

wholly in the discretion of the trial court and its action will not be reversed

on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.”2 Particularly is this true

43 Swanstrom v. Marvin, 38-359, 37+-455;

Weller v. Hammer, 43-195, 45+42T; Carl

son v. Carlson, 49-555, 52+214.

“Goodrich v. Hopkins. 10-162(130).

4-“ Barker v. Keith. 11-65(37); Dupries

v. Mil. etc. Ry.. 20-156(139).

“ Gowen v. Conlow, 51-213, 53+365;

Branley v. Dambly, 69-282, 71+l026.

"Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 3S+689;

Berryhill v. Gasquoine. 88-281. 92+1121;.

White v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+SR9.

*8 Aldrich v. Chase. 70-243. 73r16l;

White v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+S89. See

Welch v. Marks, 39-481, 40+6l1.

49 _Drew v. St. Paul, 44-501, 47+158;

Wlntaere v. Martin, 51-421. 53+806.

5° Holmes v. Campbell, 13-66(58); Chi

sa_go County v. St. P. & D. R_v.. 27-109. 6+

4o4; People's Ice Co. v. Schlenkcr. 50-1,

o2+219: Barrie v. Northern A. Co., 99

272, 109-+248.

51 Hershey v. Meeker ('0. Bank. 71-255,

73+967.

-’-2 P_errin v. Oliver, 1-202(176); Myrick

v. Pierce, 5_-65(47); True v. True, 6-458

(315); Swift v. Fletcher, 6—550(-386);

(‘-roh v. Bassett, 7—325(254); Merritt v.

Putnam. 7-493(399); Jorgcusen v. Beeh

mcr_. 9—181(166); Goodrich v. Hopkins, 10

162(l30); Barker v. Keith, 11-65(37);

Whitcomh v. Shafer, 11—232(153); Woods

v. Woods, 16-81(69); Reagan v. Madden,

17-402(378); Sheldon v. Risedorph, 23

518; Libby v. Mikelborg. 28-38, 8-F903;

Moran v. Mackey, 32-266. 20+159; Smith

V. Harmon, 2-312. 20+238; Frcar v.

Heichert. 34-96, 24+319; Sandberg v.

Berg. 35-212, 281-255; Ilallam v. Doyle,

35-337. 29+130; Exley v. Berryhill, 36

117. 30+436; St. Paul L. (‘o. v. Dayton,

39-315y 40+66; Bray v. Church of St.

Brandon, 39-390. 40+-518; Russell v. Blake

man, 40-463, 42+391; Bridgman v. Dam

hly, 41-526, 43+482; Foote v. Branch, 42

62. 43+782; Weller v. Hammer, 43-195,

45+-427; Boeing v. McKinley, 44-392, 46+

766; Flanigan v. Sable, 4-1-417, 46+854;

Sturm v. School Dist., 45-88, 47+-162;

Nnuer v. Benham, 45-252, 47+796; Granse

\-. Frings. 46-352. 49+60: Kipp Y. Cook,

46-535. 49+257; Mel\Iurran v. Meek, 47

245, 49+98-3; Lathrop v. O’Bricn, 47-428,
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he determination of the trial court is made on conflicting affidavits.53 It
ithiznolivious that the trial court has acted wilfully, arbitrarily, capriciously, or

under a misapprehension of the law, and in denial of justice, its action will

be reversed on appeal, for its power in this regard is not absolute but judieia.

and must be judicially exercised."4 The supreme court will affirm the action

of the trial court as a matter of course if the record on appeal does not contain

all the papers upon which the order was based.“

ENTRY

5036. By the clerk—In all actions, whether of a legal _or cqmtable nature.

and whether the trial was by jury, court, or referee, the judgment is entered

by the clerk.“ In thus entering judgment the clerk acts in a ministerial rather

than judicial capacity.‘7 He is the arm of the court. His act 1; the act of

the court and the judgment entered is the judgment of the court. While It

is the duty of the clerk to enter judgment he does not ordinarily act except

upon the application of one of the parties. _

5037. Notice—'l‘he prevailing party may cause judgment to be entered on

a verdict, report, or decision without notice to the opposite party.“9

ing default judgments notice is sometimes neccssai'y,"° and the same rules

In enter

50+530; People’s Ice Co. v. Schlenker, 50

1, 52+219; Stickney v. Jordain, 50-258.

52+861_: Gerdtzen v. Cockrell, 52-501, 55l

58; Pine Mountain I. & C. Co. v. Tabour.

55-287, 56+895; Wolford v. Bowen. 57

267, 59+195; Fitzpatrick v. Campbell, 58

20, 59+629; Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58

72, 59+828; Rhodes v. Walsh, 58-196, 59+

1.000; St. Mary’s Hospital v. Nat. B. Co..

60-61, 61+824; Missouri etc. Co. v. Norris,

61-256, 63+63-1; Northern T. Co. v.

Markel], 61-271, 63+735; Duluth v. Dib

blee, 62-18, 63+1117; Forin v. Duluth, 66

54, (S9+515; Bates v. Bates, 66-131, 68L

845; Stewart v. Cannon, 66-64, 68+604;

Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake 0. Assn.,

67-131, 69+708; Glaeser v. St. Paul, 67

368, 69+1101; First Nat. Bank v. Northern

T. Co., 69-176, 71+928; Hinckley v. Kettle

River Ry., 70-105, 72+835; Martin v. Cur

lcy, T0-489, 73+405; Milwaukee H. Co. v.

Schroeder, 72-393, 75+606-, Whitney v.

Sherin, 74-4, 76+787; Ueland v. Johnson,

77-543, 801-700; Hull v. Chapel, 77-159,

79+669; Schuler v. Wood, 81-372, 84+121;

McMurran v. Bourne, 81-515, 844-338;

Deering v. Donovan. 82-162, 84-+745; Mc

Clymond v. Noble, 84-329, S7+838; Wood

v. Schoonanor, 85-138, 88+411; Kasson v.

Lloyd, 86-286, 90-+1133; Queal v. Bulen,

89-477, 95+-310; Crane v. Sanntry, 90-301,

96+79-'1; Peru P. & I. Co. v. King, 90-517,

97-.373; White v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+ss9;'

Hoyt v. Lightbocly, 93-249, 101+304; Ste

vens v, Parker, 98-529, 106+1134; Lynn v.

Schunk, 101-22, 111+'729; Fishstrom v.

Bankers etc. Co., 102-228, 113+267; Wal

ler v. Waller, 102-405, 113t1013; Knob

lauch v. Baer, 102-506, l12+1141; Dion v.

Bnssett, 102-512, 113-r1133; Hendricks v.

Conner, 104-399, 116+751: Dnnii v. Law

rence, 106-541. 118+111S; Perkins \'.

Gibbs, 108-151. l2l+605. \ _

53Libby v. Mikelborg. 28-38, M90-5;

“oran v. Mackey. 32-266, 20H-59; Swan

strom v. Marvin, 38-359, 37+-455; Flanigau

\-. Duncan, 47-250, 49+981; Perkms \'.

Gibbs, 108-151, 121+605.

=1 Hilclehrandt \~. Robbecke, 20-100(83);

Altmann v. Gabriel, 28-132, 9+633; Welcll

v. Marks, 39-481, 40+611; Weymouth \‘.

Gregg, 40-45, 4]+243; People's Ice Co. v

Sclilenker, 50-1, 52+2l9; Baxter V- ghute»

50-164, 521-379; Jones v. Swam, 51-251,

594-297; Noye v. Wheaton R. M. Co.. 60

117, 61+910; Potter v. Holmes, 74-508,

77-1416; Osman v. Wisted, 78-295, SOP

1127; McClure v. Clarke, 94-37, 101+951_;

‘Valsh v. Boyle. 94-437, 103+-506; Barne

Y. Northern A. Co., 99-272, 1091-248; H0“

mnn v. Freimuth, 101-48, 111+732.

"5 Downs v. Nourse, 30-552, 16+412.

W R. L. 1905 § 4266; Piper v. Johnston,

12-60(27); Skillman v. Greenwood, 15-102

(77).

M Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39); Ra

maley v. Ramaley, 69-491, 72+694. 5"!

§ 4989. _

“3 Hawke v. Banning, 3—67(30); Kipp V

Fullerton, 4-473(366); Reynolds v. La

Crosse etc. Co., 10—178(144); Skihman v.

Greenwood, 153-102(77); Dillon v. Porten

36-341, 31+5o. _
5“ Piper v. Johnston, 12-60(27); Whit

alter v. McClung, 14-—170(131); Leyde V

Martin, 16-38(24); Berthold v. FOX» 21

51; Heinrich v. Englnnd, 34-395, 26+l22

‘*0 See § 4991.
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'31 R. L. 1905 § 4186. See Schuler V. 74 R. L. 1905 § 4186.

Voorl, 81-372, S4+l2l. 75 Sec § 4975.

"2 See Herrick \-'. Butler, 30-156, 14+794. ‘"1 R. L. 1905 § 4195.

"3 R. L. 1905 § 4266; Rule 39, District 71 R. L. 1905 § 4264' Thompson v. Bic]:

1

Ourt. See Hawke v. Banning, 3-67(30); ford, 19-17(1); Waslzburn v. Mendenhall,

athcart v. Peck, 11-45(24). 21-332; Griffin v. Jorgenson, 22-92; Mor

“J0rgensen v. Grifiin. 14-464(346); ish v. Mountain, 22-564; Howard v. Bar

0t(!l1k1ss v. Cutting, 14-537(408). ton, 28-116, 9+584; Hardin v. Palmerlee,

5300 Hawke v. Banning. 3-67'(30). 28-450, 10+7'/'3; Mpls. H. Works v. Smith,
uWmmer v, Lockerby, 28-28. 8-+879. 30-399. 16+462; Hatch v. Coddington, 32

7Rl1'e 40, District Court. See Deuel v. 92. 191-393; Abbott v. Nash, 35-451, 29+

1Wl(e. 2-50(37 ; Furlong v. Griflin. 3- 65; Smith V. Gill, 37-455, 354-178; Mykle

7038); Sherrerd v. Frazer, 6-572(406). by v. cm. etc. Ry., 39-54, ss+7ss; Al
‘Uhe v. Chi. etc. Ry.Y 4 S. D. 505. See worth v. Seymour, 42-526, 44+1030;

lmcr v. Cupehart, 41-294, 42+1062. Farmer v. ()'ro.~;b_vY 43-459, 45+866; Wilson

898 Harvey v. McAdmns, 32 Mich. 473. v. Fairchild. 45-203. 47+642; Triggs v.

309 § 2220. Jones, 46-277, 48+1113; Henry v. Meighen,

R. L. 1905 § 4187; Grant v. Schmidt, 46-548, 49+323, 646; Spooner v. Bay St.

'1' Louis Syndicate, 47-464, 5o+eo1; Seiberl:R L 1905 §§ 4185, 4193, 4266; Piper v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 5s-39, 59+s22; Wilson

Johnston. 12-60(27). v. Fuller, 58-149, 59+988; Brown v. Doyle,

See § 4995. 69-543, 72-+814; Aultmzm v. O’Dowd, 73

II—11
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consent or without objection full relief
is to be granted as if the issues had

' ' ' lief eitherf -l d .73 The reva1l1ng party must be given such re ,

l:;:l o(i‘rial(11€iiit)iilil1ea, sfs he provels) himself entitled to, without regard to the prayer

for relief.

A plaintiff cannot be thrown out of court because he has mistaken

. . . . he hash l t f h of action and remedial right, but only when I
iaileillatbacslidvi) ll1111:S((-;‘lafui§eI1lZltled to any relief on the facts proved within the

allegations of his complaint.

The court, disregarding plaintiff’s theory of the

case and prayer for relief, should consider the facts
proved within the allega

. . . . d' f th 1 ' t, in connection with the whole body of the substantive an .

i-ia(ih1:rl)ial liiiirodiptliianstate, and grant relief accordmgly-—either legal or equit

able,'m or both.“0

Equitable relief may be granted in a legal action and legal

relief in an equitable action, whenever the facts proved within the allegations

of the complaint warrant it.“

When the plaintiff is clothed with primary

rights, both legal and equitable, growing out of the same cause of action or

the same transaction, and is entitled to an equitable remedy,
and also to a

further le al remed , based u on the supposition that the equitable rehefgranted, aid he se'tsyforth in liis complaint the facts wluch support each dclgss

of rights, and which show that he is entitled to each kmd_ of remedy, a1; I at;

mands a judgment awarding both species of relief, the action w1ll‘be sus ame11

to its full extent in the form thus adopted. He may, on the trial, prove ill] )

the facts averred, and the court will in its judgment formally grant both t L

equitable and the legal relief.82

Where a right to have an instrument reformed

is shown, the instrument may be treated as if reformed, and further relief be

granted as if the instrument had been formally reformed.”
When a court of

equity once takes jurisdiction of a case it is its duty to determme all rightsfand

Obligations pertaining to the subject-matter and to grant full measureho fril

lief_'M Though a party fails to prove some fact alleged, necessary to t efmeasure of the relief demanded, if he proves facts withm the allegations 0 18

complaint entitling him to some relief it must be awarded to him.’15
In actions

for damages, greater damages than prayed cannot be recovered, though there

is an answer, but this limitation may always be avoided by amendment.80

relief which may be awarded on default is considered elsewhere.“" h k

5042. Judgment between several parties—It is provided by statute t af

“judgment may be given for or against one or more of several plaintiffs, 01' 01

several defendants, and, when justice so requires, it shall determme the 11 -

58, 75+756; Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co.,

74-484-, 77+539; Piper v. Sawyer, 78-221,

S0+970; (lcrmania Bank v. Osborne, 81

272, 83+1084. ‘

7“ See § 7675.

'10 Greenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+254;

Canty v. Latte-rner, 31-239, 17+385; Mer

rill v. Dearing, 47-137, 140, 49+693; Stitt

v. Rat Portage L. Co., 96-“7, 37, 104+-561.

80 Little v. Willford, 31-173, 17+282;

Slingerland v. Sherer, 46-422. 49l-237;

Erickson v. Fisher, 51-300, 53+(i38; Bell

v. Mendenhall, 71-331. 73+10S6; Whiting

v. Clugston, 73-6, 75+759; Gilbert v. Boak,

86-365, 90-.L767; Disbrow v. Creamery P.

M. Co., 104-17, 115+751.

81Sanborn v. Nockin, 20—178(163); Lit

tle v. Willford, 31-173, 17+282; Crump v.

Ingersoll, 47-179, 49+739; Marshall v. Gil

man, 47-131, 49+0S8; Erickson v. Fisher,

51-300, 53+638.

-“2 llisln-ow v. Creamery P. M. Co., 104‘

17. 115+751.

*3 Scofielrl v. Quinn, 54-9, 13, 55+745
“Nichols v. Randall, 5-304(240); Bo

lote v. Morrison, S—87(62, 70); Sewa1lRV

St. Paul, 20—511(4-59); Wmona etc. 8g’.

V. St. P. etc. Ry., 26-179, 182, 2+4 2:

Coolbaugh v. Rocmer, 3?r445, 21+47 »
Thwing v. Hall, 40-1s4, 41+815_; Crumr

V. Ingcrsoll, 47-179. 49+739; Enckson :

Fisher, 51-300, 53+638; Sprag\leN '

Sprague, 73-474, 76+26S; Redner v- °“'

York etc. Co., 92-306, 99-+886. F
M Wilson v. Fairchild, 45-203, 41+642
B0 Elfelt V. Smith, 1-125(101); E_3-t°n ‘

Caldwell, 3-134(80) ; Amort v. Cl1r1st0_fig1"

son, 57-234, 59+304; Nichols v. W16 4%‘

mann, 72-344, 75+208.

8" See § 4996.
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timate rights of the parties on each side as between themselves.” 5‘ The object

of this statutory provision was to abolish the common-law rules relating to

judgments between several parties, and to make the rules of equity upon the

subject applicable to all actions,"n but it did not abolish the rule that the

judgment must follow the complaint and that in an action against several

defendants upon a joint contract the plaintiff must recover against all or

none.no This rule, however, has been abolished by another statute.“ Though

the court is authorized “to determine the ultimate rights of the parties on

each side,”"2 this determination must be confined to the issues presented by

the complaint. The relief which the defendants may have, as against each

other, must be framed upon the facts involved in the litigation of the plaintifi’s

claim, and as a part of the adjustment of that claim, and not upon claims with

which the plaintiff has nothing to do, and which are properly the subject of

an independent litigation.08 If new issues are to be formed it must be by

means of a cross-complaint and even then the new issues must have relation to

the subject of the original action.“ It is every day practice to render judg

ment against part of several defendants.“ Whether a judgment may be en

tered in favor of a joint plaintiff, after amendment of the complaint so as to

allege a cause of action in his favor, but without striking out the name of

the other party, is an open question.96

5043. Judgment against one or more of several defendants—]oint ob

ligations—' ‘he statutes "1 of this state have abolished the common-law rules

relating to judgments against one or more parties on a joint obligation." A

plaintifi‘ may allege a joint contract and recover upon proof of a joint and sev

eral contract, or a joint contract, as to a part of the defendants.” Since Laws

1897 c. 303, a judgment may be recovered against one or more of several de

fendants on a joint obligation, as if upon a several obligation.1 It is provided

by statute that “when a several judgment is proper, the court in its discretion

may give judgment for or against one or more of the defendants, leaving the

action to proceed against the others.” '-’ Prior to Laws 1897 c. 303 this provi

sion was held inapplicable to an action on a joint obligation.8 In an_ action

against the maker, and the guarantors of payment, of a note, the plaintiff may

enter a several judgment on a verdict against the maker without waiting until

  

'18 R. L. 1905 § 4265. 7-217 159 ; Whitney V. Reese, 11-138
(

39 Fetz v. Clark, 7-217(159); Howe v.

Spalding, 50-157, 52+527.

9“ Carlton v. Chouteau, 1-102(B1); Fetz

v. Clark, 7-217(159); Whitney v. Reese,

11-138(87); Davison v. Harmon, 65-402,

67+1015.

"1 See § 5043.

“Z Goldschmidt v. Nobles County, 37-49.

33+544; Ermentrout v. American F. I. 00.,

60-418, 624-543. See Grunt v. Schmidt,

22-1.

”_B Howe v. Spalding, 50-157, 52+527;

Richardson v. McLaughlin, 55-489, 57+

Jewett v. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 67+

M American Exch. Bank v. Davidson, 69

319, 72+129.

"5 Harper v. Carroll, 66-487, 691-610,

1069; Hanson v. Davison, 73-454, 76+254.

W I-‘orman v. Saunders, 92-369, 100+93.

9" R. L. 1905 §§ 4265, 4282.

" See, us to the connnon-law rules, Carl

ton v. Chouteau, 1-102(81); Fetz v. Clark,

(S7) ; Beatty v. Ambs, 11—331(234) ; John

son v. Lough, 22-203; Whittaker v. Col

lins, 34-299, 25+632; Little v. Lee, 53-511,

55+737; Davison v. Harmon, 65-402, 67+

1015; Pfel’t'erkorn v. Haywood, 65429,

68+68; Harper v. Carroll, 66-487, 69+610,

1069; Ingwaldson v. Olson, 79-252, 82+

579; Sundherg v. Gear, 92-143, 99+638.

9" Rccd v. Pixley, 22-540; Miles v. Wann,

27-56, 6+4l7; Keighcr v. Dowlan, 47-574,

50+S23; Bunce v. Pratt, 50-8, 57+-160;

Bardwell v. Brown, 57-140, 58+872; Sox

ton v. Steele, 60-336, 62+392; Ermentrout

v. American F. I. Co.. 60-418, 62+5-43.

1R. L. 1905 § 4282; Hollister v. U. S.

ctc. Co., 84-251, 87+776; Hoatson v. Mc

Donald, 97-201, ]06+31l; Fryklund v. G.

N. Ry., 101-37, 111-+727; Morgan v. Brach,

104-247, 116+490; Kettle River v. Bruno,

106-5S, 1]8+63.

2R. L. 1905 § 4265.

3Duvison v. Harmon, 65-402, 67+1015.
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the trial of the issues with the other defendants.4 _

' cretion of the court and judgment therefore cannot regularly be entered with

out an order.5

5044. Judg

Il‘he matter rests in the dis

ment in favor of defendant for affirmative relief——It is pro

vided by G. S. 1894 § 5419 that “if a counterclaim, established at the trial, ex

ceeds the plaintitf’s demand so established, judgment for the defendant shall

be given for the excess, or, if it app

ears that the defendant is entitled to any

other aflirmative relief, judgment shall be given accordingly.” ‘‘ The object

of this statute was to abrogate the common-law rule that judgment for affirma

tive relief cannot be rendered in favor

matter is pleaded as a counterclaim,

of the defendant.7 I

the defendant must have such relief,

When in an answer

though not specifically demanded in the answer, as the facts proved within its

allegations show him entitled to.8

It is immaterial whether the defendant

labels his new matter as a defence or a counterclaim.
If he de1nands afiirmative

relief he will be awarded such relief as the facts proved within the allegations

of his answer entitle him to though not specifically prayed.9 A party may 9“

thorize a judgment for aflirmative relief against him by voluntarily lltlgfltlllg

a counterclaim.10

in his answer.11

r[he defendant cannot recover greater damages than prayed

5045. Judgment in actions for tort against several-In an action against

several for a tort alleged to have been committed by them jointly a recovery

may be had against one or more of them proved to be guilty, though the action

fails as to the others.12 All persons whose property is atfected by a nuisance.

tllollgh they own the property in severalty and not jointly, may join in an ac

tion to abate the nuisance. But in such case the relief granted must be such

as is common to all of the plaintiffs.
. Several judgments in favor of each for

his separate damages cannot be rendered.“

action ex delicto against several defendants, jointly

At common law a judgment in an

and severally liable at the

ele@t_i°I1 91' Plaintiff, though void as to one of the defendants for want of juris

d1ct10n, 15 not necessarily, because so void as to one, void as to the other de

fendants.H

5046. Judgment after death of

I party-A judgment ought not to be ren

dered _for_ or against a party after his death.

jurisdiction of the subject-matter and the

But a court which has acquired

parties possesses the power to pro‘

ceed to the final determination of the action; and while the court ought to cease

to exercise its jurisdiction over a party at his dea
th, the neglect to do so is an

em“ to be °°_Tr@cted by some proceeding in the action in which the error 00

‘furs, and the Judgment, though erroneous, is not on that account to be attacked

m a.couateral act‘°P- In Other Words, the judgment is voidable when properly

assailed, but not void.15 It is provided by statute that an action does not abate

by the death of *1 party and provision is made for the substitution of his per

sonal 1'el)1‘e5eI1tal1\’e-‘° It is held that the term “representative” as used in the

1: Hm v. \Vise, 27-es, 6+425. See Fry‘!

lund v. G. N. Ry., 101-37, 111+727.

4 Bank of Com. v. Smith 57~374 59+311 -

Igggst Nat. Bank v. Burkliardt, 71’-1s5, 731

5Wolford v. Bowen, 57-267 59 1 "

HS}. s. 1894 § 5419. ’ + 90'

'1 ee Smith v. Dukes 5-373 301 ' T -sendrv. Mpls. etc. Co.,, 46—12(1, 4si+'es2°.wn

:Vhlson y. Fairchild, 45-203, 47+642.

1O§::X'IIl21Ill8. Bank v. Osborne, 81-272, 83+

1° Phelps v. Compton 72409 "5 10

11 Nichols v. Wiedemimn, 72-§/i4,+75i20s_

13 Grant v. Schmidt, 22-1.

M Engstrand v. Klefiman,

1054.
15 Hayes v. Shaw, 20-405(355); Stock

ing v. Hanson, 22-542; Berkey v. Judd

27-475, 8+383.

10 R. L. 1905 § 4064; Landis v. om. 9

90(79); Stocking v. Hanson, 22-542.?

Lanier v. Irvine, 24-116; Jordan v. Se’

combe, 33-220, 22+383; Brown v. Browm

35-191, 28+238.

swoa, 90+
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statute is not confined to executors and administrators, but includes all per

sons who occupy the position held by the deceased

It is provided by statute that “judgment may be en
rights and obligations.11 party, succeeding to his

tered after the death of a party upon a verdict, or decision upon an issue of

fact, rendered in his lifetime.
Such judgment shall not be a lien on real prop

erty of the decedent, but shall be payable, in the course of administration of his

estate, as if allowed by the probate court against his estate.” “‘

5047. Judgment upon stipu1ations—Judgments are

Whether the clerk may enter such judgments
upon stipulations therefor.“

without an order of court is an open question in this state.

frequently entered

The practice is notuncommon and where it is followed the parties ought to be estopped from rais

ing objection.20 Under R. L. 1905 § 2283, an attorney has, in an action pend

ing, authority to stipulate for judgment against his client_; but, eventhough

powers which it has over its ownmprocecdings, may, in a proper case, set aside

not in equity or good conscience to stan
ame was improvidently made, or ought

.21 Where all the parties to an action
but one entered into a stipulation for Judgment which ignored the rights of

5048. Must be authorized by verdict, findings, or order—The judgment

entered must be such as is authorized by the verdict,“ findmgs,24 or conclusions

he judgment, as entered in the jud

nection with the judgment roll.26

not inconsistent with the record.27

gment book, it is to be construed in con

Resort may also be had to extrinsic evidence

Judgments cannot be explained by experts,

A domestic judgmentmust speak for itself, and the court must be able, by reading it, to determine

what it means, without other aid than a knowledge of the ordinary and usual

meaning of the words and characters employed, as the same are used in judicial

proceedings.“
If, after considering the judgment roll and permissible ex

1" Willonghby V.

432, 83+377.

1" R. L. 1905 § 4270; Berkey v. Judd, 27

475. 8+383; Id., 31-271, 17+618; Fowler v.

Mickley, 39-28, 38+634; Fern v. Leuthold,

39-212, 39+399; Berkey v. St. Paul Nat.
Bank, 54-448, 56+-53; Oswald v. Pillsbury,

61-520, 63-+1072.

1" Chisholm v. Clitherall, 12-375(251);

Hcrncklv. Butler, 30-156, 14+794; Rolfe

\'. Burhngton etc. Ry., 39-398, 40+267;

Oldenberg v. Devine. 40-409, 42+88; Cam

eron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-153, 53-1-199;

. Adams, 55-46, 56+241;

St. Paul etc. Co., 80

90+11,’ 793.

8;“ See Oldenherg v. Devine, 40-409, 42+

21 Wells v. Penfield, 70-66, 72+816. See

Rates v. Bates, 66-131, 68+845.

'-'Z State v. Merchants Bank, 74-175, 77+

31.

23 Eaton v. Caldwell, 3-134 (80); Meighen

v. Strong, 6-177(111); Wilson v. McCor

mick, 10-216(l74).

'-"l See § 9857.

-15 Ramaley v. Ramaley, 69-491, 72+694.

Sec § 9848.

2'1 Flint v. Webb, 25-93, 97; Boom v. St.

Paul F. & M. Co., 33-253, 22+538; An

drews v. School Dist., 35-70, 2'I'+303; Ban

ning v. Sabin, 41-477, 43+329; Daly v.

Bradbury, 46-396, 49+190; City Nat. Bank

V. Huger, 52-18, 53+867; Engstrand v.

Keltfman, 86-403, 406, 90+-1054; Hanlon

V. Hennessy, 87-353, 92+1.

2" Drea v. Cariveau, 28-280, 9+802;

Irish-Am. Bank v. Ludlnm, 56-317, 57+

927,- Augir v. Ryan, 63-373, 65+640; Neil

snn v. Penn. C. & 0. Co., 78-113, 80l-859.

25 Keith v. Hayden, 26-212, 2+495.
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trinsic evidence, there is any reasonable doubt as to the facts actually litigated,

the jud
gment does not operate as an estoppel by verdict.”

5050. Remedy for erroneous entry-If the clerk enters a judgment not

authorized by the verdict, or the conclusions of law or order for judgment, the

remedy is a motion in the trial court for an amendment. The objection cannot

be raised for the first time on appeal.30 If a judgment entered in strict accord

ance with the order of the court for judgment departs from or exceeds the re

lief demanded in the complaint, the proper remedy is by appeal from the judg

ment, not by a motion to wholly vacate and set it aside.“

5051. Rendition of judgment—At common law and in the practice of most

of the states the rendition of judgment is distinct from its entry. The entry

in the judgment book is regarded as a mere memorial or record of a pre-existing

judgment.“2 The judgment may be in the form of an entry in a judgment

book kept by the clerk, or it may be orally announced by the court and reported

in the minutes of the clerk, or it may be in the form of an order-signed by the

presiding judge finally disposing of the case.$5
In our practice there is no

judgment prior to the entry in the judgment book and the rendition and entry

are one and the same thing.M In an action tried by the court without a jury

the findings, conclusions, and order for judgment, do not constitute the judg

ment.“

judgment. They are basis of the ju

judgment itself.“

When filed they constitute the “decision” of the court, but not its

dgment, like a verdict, rather than the

5052. Judgment book—The statutes provide that the clerk shall keep “ii

judgment book, in which every judgment shall be entered,” 8" and that “the

judgment in all cases shall be entered and signed by the clerk in the judgment

book. A copy thereof, also signed by the clerk, shall be attached to the judg

ment roll. It shall conform to the verdict or decision, and clearly specify the

relief granted, or other determination of the case.” “ The writing out Of the

Jud_gr_nent in full by the clerk in the judgment book constitutes the entry

of judgment.“ Regularly the judgment in the judgment roll is a copy Of the

judgment in the judgment book,‘0 but if the clerk irregularly
enters the original

judgment in the judgment roll instead of in the judgment book the judgment

is not void. If the court has jurisdiction, a departure from the statute in the

manner of entermg the judgment is a mere irregularity, and does not render

void the judgment or the proceedings under it. The validit
y of the judgment

cannot depend on whether it is written in one part of the clerk’s record or an

other; whether it is written in the judgment book or in the judgment roll. If,

before entering a judgment in the judgment book, the judgment roll is n111flL‘

up with a judgment entered therein such that it would be a proper judgment If

'-‘9 See § 5162.

30 See §§ 5100. 5102, 5103.

§;irner v. Bank of Zumbrota, 65-90,

32 Black, Judgments. § 106; Freeman

Judgments (3 ed.) § as. '

58 State v. Weber, 96-422, 105+490.

34. See Brown v. Hathaway, 10-303(238) '

Wrlhams v. McGrade. 13-46(39); Jorgeni

sen v. Griffin, 14—464(346); Hodgins v.

Heaney. 15—185(142); Thompson v. Bick

ford. 19-17(1); Rockwood v. Davenport

.31-533, a5+37r; Maurin v. Carnes, 71-308’,

But see Clark v. Butts, 73-361,

35 Child v. Morgan, 51-116, 521-1127.

3" Sec § 9848.
-'" R. L. 1905 § 110; Brown v. Hathaway.

10-303(238); Jorgensen v. Grifiin, 145464

(346); Thompson v. Bickford, 19-17(1)

“ R. L. 1905 § 4266; Williams v. Mc

Grade, 13-46(39); Rockwood v. Daven

port, 37-533, 35+377; Ramaley v. Rama’ey.

69-491, 72+694.

39 Brown \-'. I-Iathavvay, 10-303(238li

Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39); Wash

burn v. Sharpe. 15-63(43); Smith v. Val

cntine, 19-452(393); Rockwood v. Daven

port, 37-533, 35+377. See Jorgensen V

Grifiin, 14-46-M346).

-"J Rockwood v. Davenport, 37-533, 35+377
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entered in the judgment book, and the judgment is docketed, or an execution

issued, or a transcript of the judgment is taken out, before entering judgment

in the judgment book, this amounts to treating the judgment entered in the

judgment roll as the judgment in fact. And though it is irregular to enter

the judgment in the judgment roll, instead of entering it in the judgment book,

yet the judgment entered in the roll will support the docketing, execution, etc.,

and will not be vitiated or destroyed by subsequently entering a copy or dupli

cate of it in the judgment book.‘1

J UDGMENT ROLL

5053. Necessity—'1‘he filing of a judgment roll is not essential to the valid

ity of the judgment. Execution may issue as soon as the judgment is entered

in the judgment book and before the filing of the roll. Neither is a judgment

roll essential to a valid docketing of the judgment.‘2

5054. Contents—The roll properly includes proof of the service of sum

mons.48 A bond for costs need not be included.“ A settled case is properly

a part of the roll.“

5055. Making and fi1ing—Clerical duty of c1erk—In our practice the mak

ing and filing the judgment roll is a mere clerical duty imposed on the clerk of

the court to be performed immediately after entering the judgment, for which

neither the party nor his attorney is responsible.‘8

5056. Time of making and fi1ing—I{egularly the making and filing of the

judgment roll immediately follows the entry of judgment in the judgment book

and the judgment in the roll is a copy of the judgment in the judgment book.“

But this order of entry is not jurisdictional. The entry of the original judg

ment in the roll prior to its entry in the judgment book does not render the

subsequent proceedings void.“

5057. Presumptions—Want of jurisdiction not affirmatively appearing, a

judgment of a court of general jurisdiction is presumed valid. It is not enough

to overcome this presumption merely to show that the judgment roll is irreg

ularly and defectively made up, or that papers, which should properly constitute

a part of it, are missing from it." But it will not be presumed that there was

other proof of service of summons than that shown in the judgment roll; nor,

in an action against a non-resident who is shown to have been personally beyond

the jurisdiction of the court, will it be presumed, the question being directly

presented, that the court acquired jurisdiction by substituted service, unless

that is affirmatively shown.50 The docket of a judgment being shown it will be

presumed that a judgment roll l1as been regularly filed.“ It will be presumed

that an affidavit for publication of summons attached to the judgment roll was

filed at the proper time.52

5058. As evidence-—The judgment roll or an authenticated copy of it is evi

deuce of all that is properly contained in it, including the judgment, and is

pnma facie evidence that the judgment was properly rendered and entered, so

{if tpfljave effect.as The judgment roll is not exclusive evidence of the judgment

1 se . 4

“Cl-'"k v- Butts, 73-361, 76+199. See -w Clark v. Butts. 73-361, 76+199; Scimi

Schelbel "- Alldfisou, 77-54, 79+594. bcl v. Anderson, 77-54, 79+594.

4'-‘Sec Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39). “Herrick v. Butler, 30-156, 14-1794. See

“Godfrey v. Valentine, 39-336, 40+1e3. § 2347.

“Slm“bh“t "- Hilton, 7—506(412). “Sec §§ 2347. 7834.

“_State v. Fellows, 9s-179, 107+542, 108+ -'-lWilliams v. l\IcGrade, 13-46(39).

82°‘ . . “Bogart v. Kiene, 85-261, 88+748.
“'“'!'1}"m-= v. McGrade. 13-46(39). mm re Ellis, 55401, sonose.

"W1ll1:11ns v. McGrade, 13-46(39); 54 Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39).

Rockwood v. Davenport, 37-533, 35+377.
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DOCKETING

5059. Necessity and object—The primary object of the statute to create

a lien on the realty ot the judgment debtor.‘S5 The docketing of a judgment

and the lien thereby acquired performs the office and takes the place of an

actual levy on the land.“ An execution issued to a county other than the one

in which the judgment was rendered is valid though taken from the clerk’s

office before the judgment is docketcd in the county to which it runs, but not

delivered to the sheriff for service until after the judgment is so docketed.“1

5060. A duty of the c1erk—The statute provides that the clerk shall keep

“a docket, in which he shall enter alphabetically tl1c 11ame of each judgment

debtor, the amount of the judgment, and the-precise time of its entry.” "'8 The

duty is a ministerial rather than judicial one."

5061. Time-—Necessity of prior judgment—Rcgularly the docketing of a

judgment follows immediately upon the filing of the judgmentroll. These

three acts follow in regular sequence: (1) the entry of judgment in the judg

ment book; (2) making up and filing the judgment roll; (3) docketing the

]udgn1ent.“° Until there is a judgment there can be no valid docketing.‘u The

docketing must follow the entry of judgment. Formerly it was held that there

could be no valid docketing until after the entry of judgment in the judgment

book.“2 It is now held that a prior entry of the judgment in the judgment roll

alone will sustain a docketing.‘“" On the other handthere may be a valid dock

etmg without a judgment roll if there is a prior entry of the judgment in the

]udgment book.‘H A judgment may be docketed before the taxation of costs.“

5062. Mistakes in name of debtor—-The docketing of a judgment in favor

of S11rnner W. Farnharn is proved by a transcript of the docket, in which the

name 1s given Samuel W. Farnham, the description corresponding in every

other respect with the judgment rendered.“ A judgment duly rendered against

one whose name is misspelled in the proceedings, is, when docketed, a lien 0“

his real estate, unless as against those who can claim that by reason of the mis

spelling the docket is no notice to them. A fraudulent grantee cannot object to

1t.“ A ‘record of a judgment against one whose Christian name is indicated

°n1y_b.V 1T11h&lS is effectual to put upon inquiry a subsequent purchaser of lands

the title of which appears of record in a person of the same family name as such

- ludglllent debtor, and whose Christian name has the same initial letters.as The

omission of “Jr.” from the dehtor’s name does not aflcct the validity of a judg

ment hen.uu

§063. As evidence‘—A transcript of the docket of a judgment is prima facie

evidence of the docket1ng,’° but not of the judgmentF1 Docket entries which

are rtn7e2rely mmutes of proceedings are not admissible as evidence of a j\1dg'

men .

as '_1‘0dd v. Johnson, 50——310 52+864- 153 (‘I-n-k . B H -‘L361 F-6+199. Sakai.

B:“a,‘g1 V‘ Gllmany 93-234, 104+S97. ’ hel Antlcrsoii. '?7—‘54, 79i5‘94. ,
MC Oimpsoll v- Dfll9,_ 58-365. 59+l086. 64\’Villin1ns v. VMcGrade, 13-46(39).

‘°“““ ‘- Fountain, -‘W264, 52+sea H5 Richardson v. Rogers, 37-461, 35+2'/0

see Dodge V‘ Chanmer- 9_97(87)- M Thompson 1:. Bickford, 19-17(1).

§ 110‘ Brady \'-("i1mm1,96— 111 Fuller v. Nelson. as-213. 2S+511.
- - r-SP1 I. R - 11. r24143, -'4+484' Ny

Z:;§"“k‘““‘s "- MCGW1<‘~ 13~16(39)- stromI‘vn.ezQiiinbjil,ss1J'ie8—'4070+777? '

377_",{;ogg"‘1 }’-hDfl\'@I\n0rt. 31-533. 25+ “'~‘Bi(1\\'Qll \'. Colcnmri. 11-78(45).

Wyfiunter v- -C? neon, 50-310, 52+864. 10 Williaiits v. MeGrade, 13-46(39);

“+645; Ro‘;:'kwo?('1e1‘:’ndD(‘J;-veS~ Crot-, g%—50i 'l"h0mpson v. Bickford, 19-17(1).
. - 11 0 - 1 ' 1 _ 1 .

as+37/; Clark v. Butts, 73-sih, '76+19g_33’ I B'°‘‘“ ‘‘ Hathaway, 10 303(2.58)

3u7.'27R0<:k\\'ood v. Darer\1>ort. 37-533. 35+ 72 Todd vi Johnsom 50-310’ 52+864
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5064. Docket entries unimpeachable collaterally-—The entries in the

judgment docket import absolute verity. If they are erroneous the error must

be corrected on an application for that purpose to the court of which they are

records. They cannot be impeached collaterally by the parties or their privies.“

5065. Effect of appeal-—When a judgment which is docketed in the district

court is a.fl‘irmed by the supreme court, it remains, without re-docketing, a lien

upon real estate, by virtue of the original doeketing, for the amount of the orig

inal judgment with cumulative interest. But to make it a lien for the damages

and costs in the supreme court, it must he re-docketed.H

LIEN

5066. Nature—A judgment lien is not an estate or interest in the land. It

only confers a right to levy on the same to the exclusion of other adverse inter

ests, subsequent to the judgment. In short, a judgment creditor has no jus

in re, but a mere power to make his general lien effectual by following up the

steps of the law and consummating his judgment by an execution and levy on

the land.“ The docketing of a judgment, and the lien thereby acquired, per

forms the ofiice and takes the place of an actual levy on land. A lien by judg

ment does not exist except in consequence of the right to an execution for its

cnforceme11t.“" It is purely a creature of statute.'" The nature of the lien is

not changed by the levy of an execution."

5067. Duration-—'I‘he ten-year limitation is absolute and cannot be ex

tended by means of a levy or action.” In calculating the ten years the first

day should be excluded and the last day included.°° '.I‘l1e death of a judgment

debtor does not operate to extend the life of a lien.81 Cases are cited below in

volving the construction and application of obsolete statutes.“2

5068. To what estates and interests attaches-—Under the existing law the

lien does not attach to the homestead of the judgment debtor.“ Formerly the

rule was otherwise.sl When the owner of land executes a bond for the convey

ance of the same he continues to be the legal owner as long as any part of the

purchase money remains unpaid, and his interest, which is the fee subject to

the equitable right of the obligce, is bound by the lieu of a judgment duly

docketed against him in the county where the land is situated.“ After the

docketing. the obligee cannot acquire new rights in the land free from the lien."

73 Ferguson \'. Knmler-_ 25-183. See

Hunter v. Cleveland (‘. S. Co., 31-505, 18+

81 Erickson v. Johnson, 22-380.

82 Marshall v. Hart. 4-450(352); Entrop

G45.

14 Daniels v. Winslow, -1-318(235): Mes

serschmidt v. Baker, 22-81.

75 Steele v. Taylor. 1-274(210); Burwcll

v. Tullis. 12-572(48G); Brackctt v. Gil

more. 15-245(190); Ashton v. Slater. 19

347(300); Lebanon S. Bank v. Hollenbeck,

29-322. 13+-145; State v. Dist. Ct., 85

283. S8-t-755.

‘-'6 'l‘hompson v. Dale. 58-365. 59+1086.

"Ashton v. Slater, 19—34T(-300).

‘"3 State v. Dist. Ct., 85-283, 88+755.

"9 Ashton v. Slater, 19-347(300); Newcll

Iv. Dart, 28-248, 9+732; Dole v. Wilson, 39

-j30, 40+161; Spencer v. Hang, 45-231, 47+

194; Reed v. Siddall. 94-216. 102+-153;

Brown v. Dooley. 95-140. 103+89-1; O'son

Y. Dahl. 99-433, 109+100l; Gaines v.

firunewald, 102-245. 113+-450. See § 5150.

“"1 Davidson v. Gaston, 16-230(202):

hpencer v. Hang. 45-231, 47+794.

v. Williams, 11-381(276); Burwell v. Tul

lis. 12-572(486); Grace v. Donovan, 12

580(503); Dana v. Porter, 14-478(35-5);

Lamprey v. Davidson, 16—480(-435); Da

vidson v. Gaston. 16-230(202); Davidson

\'. Barnes. 17-69(47); Erickson v. John

son. 22-380; State v. Probate Ct., 25-22;

Sherburne v. Rippe, 35-540, 29+322.

5-'1 R. L. 1905 § 3452; Kaser v. Haas, 27

406, 7+824; Kipp v. Ballard. 30-84. 14+

364; Neumaier v. Vincent, 41-481, 43+376.

84 Folsom v. Carli. 5—333(264); Tillotson

V. Millard, '1'-:':13(-£19) ; Licbctrau \‘. Good

sell. 26-417, 4+8l3.

85- “pls. ctc. Ry. v. Wilson, 25-382;

Welles v. Baldwin, 28-408, 10+-127; Cool

baugh v. Roemcr. 30-424, l5+869; Baker

\'. Thompson. 36-314. 31+51; Berryhill v.

Potter. 42-279. 44+2:'i1; Fleming v. Wil

son, 92-303, 100+-4.

9° Coolbaugh v. Roemer, 30-424, 15+S69.
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The interest of a vendee under a subsisting contract for the sale of land, under

which he has entered and paid part of the purchase price, is subject to a judg

ment lien against him.“7 Where a deed of land, absolute in terms, and a simul

taneous bond for reconveyance, duly recorded, constitute a mortgage, the mort

gagee, that is, the grantee in the deed, has no interest subject to levy or to the

lien of a judgment against him.88 A trustee who. without the knowledge of

his cestui que trust, purchases real estate, taking title in his own name, and

pays part of the consideration with trust funds in his hands and gives his own

note and mortgage for the remainder, has an interest subject to a judgment

lien against him." It is provided by statute that “judgment may be entered

after the death of a party upon a verdict, or decision upon an issue of fact, ren

dered iu his lifetime. Such judgment shall not be a lien on real property of

the decedent, but shall be payable in the course of administration of his estate,

as if allowed by the probate court against his estate.” °° A lien attaches to the

realty of the judgment debtor in the hands of a fraudulent grantee.“1 It does

not attach to realty held by a judgment debtor when it clearly appears that he

holds a bare legal title unaccompanied by any beneficial interest therein."2 A

creditor of the party selected as the medium through whom a conveyance of

land is made by a husband to his wife acquires no right, title, or interest 111

the land by virtue of a judgment existing against such medium, and it is im

material that such conveyance was made pursuant to a purpose by the husband

to defraud his creditors.“ Judgments properly docketed against a mortgagor,

the mortgage being in the form of an absolute deed, are liens upon his equity

of redemption in the premises, and an action to have them so declared may he

mamtained against a subsequent purchaser having knowledge of the facts, and

holding the land under a deed direct from the mortgagee.M A judgment has

been held not alien on the interest of a wife under the statute, resulting from

a divorce from her husband on account of his adultery.“ The lien attaches t0

any surplus remaining after a sale in administration proceedings.“

I 5069. Limited to interest of judgment debtor—In all cases the lien of the

Judgment is limited to the actual interest of the judgment debtor in the land-M

5070. Priority of liens-Successive judgment liens take effect in the Order

of the docketing and a junior judgment creditor cannot secure a preference

merely by virtue of superior diligence in taking steps to enforce his lien.‘Js

Where one conveys land, and at the same time takes back a mortgage for a

PP“ Of the Pllrclmse money, the lien of the mortgage takes precedence of the

lien of a prior judgment against the mortgagor.°”
5071. Debtor cannot defeat—\\'hcn a judgment lien has attached it cannot

be defeated by the act of the judgment debtor without the consent of the j11dg'

ment creditor.1 '

57 Reynolds v. Fleming, 43-513, 45+1099;
_ _ 29.Hook v. N. W. '1‘. 00., 91-482, 9s+4s3. MKOIMS " Brown’ 108 60' 121+2

M B ' . Ed 6—402(270). See
:‘,;}i“t“1_’*'1v- James; 34-547. 27+e<s. Stccldm:.m%ay‘lor, 1-eE2"74(210); Martin v.

D“i?ai':tl1119iB5B§al‘ii2v;‘1(;1, 3S0—5§;75014%+449. Baldwin, 30-537, 16+449. 32 852

'. ' ~ 99 . . . . - 4.' + -or Wadsworth v. Sohisselbauer, 32-84. 19+ M hckgon L Holbrooki 3M9

S a. ,' 9"-286 104+7390; Jackson v. Holbrook, 36-494, 32+B52; ee Pqgle} V‘ McCarthy’ 0 i
I . . 1 d t1Lane v. Innes, 43-137, 45+4. See F - s(di-r:idlst:ird1Iet)S. from mumcmal court fie a

3555?; v._ Berven,_88-311, 92+1125. 00 Banning v. Edes, 6-402(270); Stewart

,, so‘,’(':)‘,‘(‘]‘§s,‘;i “[V11€yflrd92£0i°>, 7100+-1. v. Smith, as-s2, s0+430. See Barker" ' . ar _ ’ , 1 , _ _ - . ._

°* Marston v. William;7 45_-[I167 Kelderhouse, 8 20, (178) , Peaslee \ H1" 7

~ _ 71-319 "3-+976, 1 . nder § 6209.n5Ke1th v. Mellenthm, 92-527, 100+366. 1 Camypilon v_ ‘V?Jti1tfnec;:S‘3s()-“I77, 141”-:06’
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5072. Death of debtor—A judgment lion cannot be acquired on the land of

the judgment debtor after his death.2 The death of a judgment debtor does

not operate to extend the life of a lien.3

SA TISFACTION

5073. In genera.l—Statute-—'l‘he satisfaction of judgments is regulated by

statute.‘ Whenever a judgment is satisfied in fact otherwise than upon execu

tion it is the duty of the party or attorney to give an acknowledgment of

satisfaction, and, upon motion, the court may compel it, or may order the

entry of satisfaction to be made without it. If the facts are in dispute the

court may deny the motion and relegate the parties to an action.5 A party may

be compelled to accept a lawful tender and satisfy the judgment.” Judgments

may be satisfied by being set oif either on motion or by action.’ An unfiled

order of the court declaring a judgment to be satisfied is of no more effect than

an order for judgment and is inadmissible as evidence of a satisfaction.8 On

an application to l1ave a judgment satisfied of record it is immaterial that the

consideration for the satisfaction did not move from the judgment debtor.“

A satisfaction may be set aside for cause.10 A judgment cannot be collaterally

attacked by proof of its satisfaction subsequent to the acquirement of the

grantee’s rights under it.11

PROCEEDINGS SUPPLEMENTARY TO JUDGMENT

5074. Enforcing judgment against joint obligors—-Statute—It was for

merly provided by statute that “when a judgment is recovered against one or

more of several persons jointly indebted upon an obligation, by proceeding as

provided by statute, those who were not originally summoned to answer the

complaint may be summoned to show cause why they should not be bound by

the judgment, in the same manner as if they had been originally summoned.” "~’

JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT—AT COMMON LAW

5075. In general—When the answer distinctly admits the facts set up in

the complaint, but pleads matters in avoidance which are found true by the

J'1ll'y, and a verdict accordingly rendered for the defendant, the court on motion

will order a judgment for the plaintiff non obstante veredicto if such matters

in avoidance are insufficient in law to defeat plaintiffs cause of action. The

answer, being bad in law, cannot be rendered effectual by a verdict which

merely finds it to be true in point of fact. In this state the strict common-law

rule prevails and the motion can only be made by the plaintiff.la Judgment

2Byrnes v. Sexton, 62-135, 64+155; New

Hampshire Sav. Bank v. Barrows, 77-138,

79+660.

I‘ lves v. Phelps, 16-451(407).

1" First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22-224;

Northrup v. Hayward, 102-307, l13+701.
R Erickson v. Johnson. 22-380.

*R. L. 1905 § 4278. '

-"_Ives v. Phelps, 16—451(407); Lough V.

P1tman, 26-345, 4+229; Woodford v. Reyn

olds, 36-155, 30+757; Warren v. Ward,

91-254. 97+886. Sec, as to evidence of

sat_1sf_action, Shelley v. Lash. 14-498(373);

Bnslnn v. Farmer, 16-215(187); Presley

v. Lowry, 26-158, 2+61; Walker v. Crosby,

38—R34, 35+475.'1 other v. Monahan, 60-186 62+263;

Roberts v. Meighen, 74-273. 7711139.

1 See 5 5082. '

sHall v. Sauntry, 80-348. 83+}-56.

  

11 Hall v. Sauntry, 80-348, 83+156.

12 G. S. 1894 § 5436; Johnson v. Lough,

22-203; First Nat. Bank v. Ames, 39-179.

Ii9+3U8; Ingwaldson v. Olson, 79-252, 82+

579; Brown v. Dooley, 95-146, 103+894.

13 Wentworth v. Wentworth, 2—2T7(238);

Williams v. Anderson. 9—50(39); Lough v.

Thornton, 17-253(230); Lough v. Bragg,

18-121(106); Gaffney v. St. P. ctc. R_v..

38-111, 35+728; Cruikshank v. St. Paul

etc. Co., 75-266, 77+958; Plano Mfg. Co.

v. Richards, 86-94, 90+]20. See Dunnell,

Minn. Pr. § 945.
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is granted only on the merits, and for defects of substance appearing on the

face of the record, without reference to the evidence.H In this state, in ad

dition to the common-law judgment non obstante, we have such a judgment

by statute when special findings are inconsistent with the general verd1ct,"'

and when a motion on the trial for a directed verdict is erroneously denied.“

JUDGl\IEN'l‘ NOTWITl{S'l‘ANDlNG THE VERDICT-—UNDER STATUTE

5076. Enlargement of common-law remedy—' ‘he statute does not create

a new remedy, but merely enlarges the common-law remedy of judgment non

obstante vcrcdicto."

5077. Inapplicable to trial by court—'l‘he statute is inapplicable to an ac

tion tried by the court without a jury.“

5078. Must not infringe right to jury trial—'l‘he statute is not an uncon

stitutional infringement of the right of trial by jury.“ But it must becau

strued and applied so as not to invade that right.20

5079. Motion for directed verdict necessary—A party is not entitled to a

judgment under the statute unless, at the close of the testimony, he made a

motion to direct a verdict in his favor.“ On appeal it must be made to appear

affirmatively in the settled case that such a motion was made on the trial;

it cannot be made to appear by atfidavit or a recital in the order for judgment.’2

5080. Motion for judgment—A party is not entitled to a judgment under

the statute unless, after verdict, he specifically moves for it. The court cannot

grant such relief on a mere motion for a new trial.23 A party may make his

motion in the alternative; that is, for judgment notwithstanding the verdict.

or, in case that is denied, for a new trial.“ A party must state in his notice

of motion that he will ask for a judgment in his favor and this notice must

appear in the record on appeal. A mere recital in the order for judgment IS

insufficient.“

5081. When there are several parties—A motion for judgment for defend

ants notwithstanding the verdict, when made with reference to all the de

fendants, is properly denied when it appears that it may have been granted as

to some of the defendants only.20

5082. When judgment may be ordered—Judgment should not be ordered

under the statute 2’ unless it clearly appears from the whole evidence that the

cause of action or defence sought to be established does not, in point of sub

stance, constitute a legal cause of action or a legal defence.“ It is not alone

H Cruikshank v. St. Paul etc. Co., 75

266, 77+958.

15 See ,5 9808.

16 See §§ 5076-5087.

1'1 Cruikshank v. St. Paul etc. Co., 75-266,

77-i-958; Fischer v. Sperl, 94-421, 103+-502.

18 Hughes v. Mcehan, 84-226, 87+768;

Noble v. G. N. 'Ry., 89-147, 94+434; Cable

v. Hoolihan, 98-143, lt)7+967; Meshbesher

:é8Channellene O. & M. Co., 107-104, 1191

10 Kernan v. St. P. (.‘. Ry., 64-312. 67+71.

'-'01Ma.rengo v.dG. N. Ry., 84-397, 87+1l17

am cases cite - Fi ‘ ‘’
]03+502. , scher v. Sperl, J4-4..1,

21 Hcmstad v. Hull, 64-136, 66+366; Net

zer v. Crookston, 66-355. 6R+1099; Saver

v. Harris. 84-216, swan. ' '

'12 Hemstad v. Hall, 64-136, 66+-366.

23 Kcrnan v. St. P. (3. Ry., 64-312, 67+

71; Crane \'. Knauf. 65-447. 6S+79; Net

zer v. Crookston, 66-355, 68+1099.

34 Xetzer v. Crookston. 66-355, 6S+1099;

St. .~\nthony Falls Bank v. Graham, 67

318. 69+1077.

‘-‘5 Netzer v. Crookston, 66-355, 68+1099~

2“ Bank of Glencoc v. Cain. 89-473, 95+

308.

27 R. L. 1905 § 4362.

1“ Cruikshank v. St. Paul etc. Co., 75-266,

77+958; Greengard \‘. St. P. (,‘. R_v., 72-'

131. 75+22l; Marquardt. v. Hnbner, 77

-142. so+on; McKibbin v. G. N. Ry.’ 78

232, SOHO-52; Kreatz v. St. (‘loud School

Dist., 79-14, s1+533; Fohl v. Sleepy Eye

Lake, 80-67, 82+1097; Brennan v. G. N.

R_v.. 80-205, 83+137; Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

80-488, 83-P146; Baxter v. Covenant M. L
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suflicient to authorize such a judgment that the evidence was such that the

trial court, in its discretion, ought to have granted a new trial.28 If t-here'is

some evidence reasonably tending to prove a good cause of action or defence

judgment should not be ordcred.“" \l'here it appears probable that a party has

a good cause of action or defence. and that deficiencies of proof might be

remedied on another trial, judgment should not be ordered.31 Where it is

clear that deficiencies of proof could not be remedied on another trial judg

ment should be ordered.32 Judgment should not be ordered where there is a

clear conflict in the evidence upon n1atcrial issues.88 It should not he ordered

unless the evidence is practically conclusive against the vardict.“ It has been

said that if a party is entitled to a directed verdict on the trial, he is entitled

to a judgment notwithstanding the verdict.“ If a party is not entitled to

a directed verdict on the trial he is not entitled to a judgment notwithstanding

the verdict.“ The objection that an answer does not state a defence may be

raised on a motion under the statute after a verdict for the defendant.31

5083. Dismissal of action—Whether, on a motion for judgment notwith

standing the verdict, the court may dismiss the action, is an open question."

5084. Appealability of order on motion—An order granting or denying a

motion under the statute for judgment is not, standing alone, appealable,“ It

the party moving for judgment notwithstanding the verdict does not desire a

new trial, but to stand upon the record, he should move for judgment without

asking for the alternative relief of a new trial. Then, if either party wishes

to review the order made on such motion, he can have judgment entered in

accordance with the order,-—that is, on the verdict or notwithstanding it,—and

appeal from the judgment, and have the order reviewed as an intermediate one

affecting the merits. But if the defeated party is unwilling to stand or fall

on his claim to a. judgment in his favor upon the record as a matter of strict

legal right, he may blend his motion for judgment with one for a new trial.

If his motion is wholly denied, he may appeal from the order, and review the

action of the trial court upon either or both of the alternative motions so

Assn., 81-], 83+459; Bragg v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 81-130, 83+511; Sours v. G. N. Ry.,

81-337. 84+114; Martin v. Courtcney, 81

112, 83+503; Levine v. Barrett, S3-145,

85+-942, 87+847; Kreuzer v. G. N. Ry., 83

385, B6+413; Fohl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 84-314,

87+919; Marengo v. G. N. Ry., 84--397, 87+

1117; Kurstelska v. Jackson, 84-415, 87+

1015; Linden v. N. P. Ry., 85-391, 89+-64;

Olson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 89-280, 9-H871;

Johnson v. Peterson, 90-503, 97+384;

Fischer v. Sperl, 94-421, 103+502; White

v. Standard etc. Co., 95-77, 84, 103+735,

884; Hess v. G. N. Ry., 98-198. 108+7;

Mohr v. Williams, 98-494. 108+S18; Segal

v. Fred. 105-126, 117+225; Omodt \‘. Chi.

etc. Ry., 106-205, 118+798; Weasel v. Gig

nah, 106-467, 119+242.

1° Marqnardt v. Hubner, 77-442, 80+61T.

-"°Bl'11gg v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-130, s3+511=

Hess v. G. N. Ry., 98-198, 108+7.

31 Cruikshank v. St. Paul etc. Co.. 75

266, 77+95S; Kreatz v. St. Cloud School

D1st., 79-14, 81+533; Fohl v. Sleepy Eye

Lake, 80-67, 82+1097; Brennan v. G. N.

Ry-1 30-205, 83+137; Baxter v. Covenant

M. L. Assn., 81-1, 83+459; Marengo v. G.

united.‘0 If any part of his motion is granted, the adverse party may appeal

N. Ry., 84-397, 87+-1117; Kurstelska v.

Jackson, 84-415, 87+1015; Roe v. Winston,

86-77, 90+]22; Glover v. Sage, 87-526, 92+

471; Weasel v. Gigrich, 106-467, 119+242.

82 Brennan v. G. N. Ry., 80-205. 83+137;

Baxter v. Covenant M. L. Assn., 81-1, 83+

459; Swenson v. Erlandson. 86-263, 90+

534; Weasel v. Gigrich. 106-467, 119+242.

33 Hess v. G. N. Ry., 98-198, 108+7.

3Mlones v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 91-229, 234,

97+893; Peck \'. Ostrom, 107-488, 120+

1084.

35 Begin v. Begin, 98-122, 107+1-19. See.

however, Biek v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 107-78,

119-l-505.

36 Ritko \'. Grove, 102-312. 316. 113+629.

8'! Plano Mfg. Co. v. Richards. 86-94, 90+

120. '

35 Weleh v. N. P. R_v.. 96-211. 1041804.

39 St. Anthony Falls Bank v. (lraluun.

67-313. 69+1077: Oclschlegel \'. Chi. ctr.

Ry., 71-50, 731-631; Savings Bank v. St.

Paul P. Co.. 76-7. 78+873; Sanderson v.

N. P. Ry., S8-162, 92+542; Gay v. Kelley.

109-101, 123+29-5; Hostnger v. Northwest

P. Co., 109-509. 124+2l.'1.

4° Kernan v. St. P. C. Ry., 64-312. 67-.71
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from the order disposing of the motion.“ Where, however, the trial court

grants the alternative request of the moving party for a new trial and demes

the balance of the motion, he cannot, after securing a new trial, appeal only

from so much of the order as denied his alternative motion for judgment,

leaving the order for a new trial in full force.‘2 But in such a case he may

appeal from the order as a whole and have reviewed that part of the order

denying his motion for judgment.“ Where the defendant made a_blended mo

tion for judgment notwithstanding the findings or for a new trial 1n a case

tried by the court without a jury, and appealed from the whole of the order

denying both motions, it was held that the order was appealable as_one In

effect denying a motion for a new trial, the motion for judgment bemg un

authorized.“
5085. Scope of review on appeal from judgment—'1‘he scope of review on

an appeal from a judgment entered under the statute is considered elsewhere.“S

5086. Disposition of case on ap
pea1—Where the motion is made in the al

ternative, that is, for a judgment notwithstanding the verdict or for a new trial

and the trial court orders judgment improperly, the supreme court on appeal

may remand the case with leave to the defeated party to renew his motion for

a new trial if his first motion was not passed upon.“ Where a party makes 8

motion for a judgment notwithstanding the verdict but does not also move for

a new trial he waives his right to the latter remedy. Consequently the supreme

court on appeal in such cases either orders judgment for the opposite party "

or sustains the judgment.Us It does not grant a new trial.

5087.'Waiver of right to new trial—Where a party moves for judgment

under the statute without asking the alternative relief of a new trial he wawes

his right to a new trial at least for the purposes of the motion.‘9

SETTING OFF JUDGMENTS

5088. In genera1—The district court has full power to adjust adverse claims

existing between its suitors by setting ofi judgments recovered between the

same parties. The power is not statutory, but is an incident of the general

jurisdiction of the court over its suitors and is of an equitable nature.“ It is

a discretionary power, to be exercised only in the furtherance of justice.‘51 It

may be exercised on motion "'2 or in an action.“ That there is an appeal pend

ing from one of the judgments is cause for retaining the motion to set off, Until

a decision on the appeal. but not for denying the motion.M It has been held

*1 St. Anthony Falls Bank v. Graham, 67

318, 69+1077; Peterson v. Mpls. St. Rv..

90-52, 95+751; Steidl v. Mefllymonds, 9l)—

205, 95+906.

4'-’ St. Anthony Falls Bank v. Graham. 67

318, 69+1077. See Hodge v. Franklin Ins.

Co., 126+109S.

43 Knlz v. Winona etc. Ry., 76~351. 79+

gg; Westaeott v. Handle;/, 109-452,124+

44 Noble v. G. N. Ry., as-147, 944434.

Krumdiek v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-260, 95+

1122. .

50 Temple v. Scott, 3—4l9(306); Lind

holm v. ltasea L. Co., 6446, 65+931; Mar

tin Co. Nat. Bank v. Bird, 92-110, 99+

780; Lundberg v. Davidson, 68-323, 71+

395, 72+71. See ‘Vyvell v. Barwise, 43

171, 4s+n; Note, 109 Am. St. Rep. 137.

fi1Liudholm v. Itasca L. Co., 64-46: 65+

931; Lundberg v. Davidson, 68-328» 71+

395, 72+71; Martin Co. Nat. Bank v. I_B1rd,

92-110, 99+780. See, contra, Brisbm V

Newhall, 5-273(217). _
5'1 Temple v. Scott, 3-419(306); I"’"1e

v. Myers, 6—562(398); Lindholm V. Itasca

L. Co., 64-46, 65+93l.

45 See § 393.

w Kreatz v. St. Cloud School D' t. 79

j;;, s81O+51.e039;7 F031 v. Sleepy Eye Ldd, so

-+ ; ll.Ch'. . .3],‘, 87+919' or v 1 etc Ry, 84

4'! Marqiiardt v. Hubner, 77~442, 80+617;

ligagg y. ClJ‘l. etc. Ry., 81-130, 83+511.

77-+9;gl.1l(Slla1.lk v. St. Paul etc. Co., 75-266,

41! Bragg v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-130, 83+511;

53 Martin Co. Nat. Bank v. Bird, 92-1101

99+7Sfl.

5-1 Irvine v. Myers, 6—562(39S); Lindholm

v. Itasca L. Co., 64-46, 65+931.
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that a judgment may be set off though it was recovered for the conversion of

exempt property.“ A judgment may be set ofi pro tanto against a judgment

in favor of an administrator, without being proved and allowed in the probate

court.“ Judgments may be set off though the claims on which they were

recovered could not be set off or counterclaimed.“ One of several defendants

against whom a judgment for a personal tort is recovered may have set off

against such judgment another judgment which he has recovered against the

plaintifl’, the latter being insolvent.“ A judgment is a contract and as such

may be countcr('luiIncd as of right in an action on c0nt1'act.5“ A setotf may be

denied where it would defeat an attorney’s lien,°° but the right of setoff is

not subordinate to an attorney’s lien.“

ASSIGNMENT

5089. In general-A joint owner of a judgment may assign his undivided

interest therein, and his assignee has the right to redeem from a prior lien to

the same extent and for the same purposes as the assignor.uz If the debtor.

before notice of an assignment, pays the judgment in good faith, an execution

issued will be set aside and the judgment satisfied of record.“8 Where in the

same action, there are judgments against and in favor of each party, the as

signee of one of the judgments is charged with notice of the judgment against

his assignor.“ An action may be maintained against the assignee of a judg

ment to set it aside for want of jurisdiction.“ An assignment is valid though

it contains an error as to the date of the rendition and docketing of the judg

ment, if the identity of the judgment plainly appears.“ An assignee of a

judgment takes subject to all equities existing at the time between the judgment

debtor and the assigmr." If an assignment is n1ade to two persons and one

of them bids otf the property at a sale on execution under it he will hold it

in trust." A charge relating to the amount which the assignee paid for the

assignment and the solvency or insolvency of the assignor and judgment debtor,

has been held not erroneous.“° An assignee of a judgment on which the at

torneys who recovered it for the judgment creditor issued execution, having

recognized and acquiesced in their acts in the matter, is bound by the sheril’r"s

payment to such attorneys the money collected on the execution. When at

torneys recovering a judgment have a lien on it, and the judgment has been

collected by the sherifi, the latter may, if the attorneys give him notice of the

lien, and require him so to do, retain the amount of the lien out of the money _

so collected, when the money is demanded by an assignee of the judgment.70

5090. Filing and entering—Statute—It is provided by statute that no

assignment of a judgment “shall be valid, as against a subsequent purchaser

of the judgment in good faith for value, or against a creditor levying upon or

attaching the same, unless it is filed with the clerk and an entry thereof made

in the docket.” ‘‘ This provision is applicable to an assignment of a part of

55 Temple v. Scott, 3-419(306).

5“ Martin Co. Nat. Bank v. Bird, 92-110,

99+7SO.

“T Temple v. Scott, 3—419(306).

58 Hunt v. Conrad, 47-557, 50+614.

M M_id]and Co. v. Broat, 50-562, 52+972.

0°" Lmrlholm v. Itasca L. Co., 64-46, 65+

;31; Lundberg v. Davidson, 68-328, 71+

U95, 72+71. See 19 Harv. L. Rev. 211.

‘*1 Morton v. Urquhart, 79-390, 82+653.

" Hunter v. Mauseau, 91-124, 97+651.

See Wheaton v. Spooner, 52-417, 54+372.

63 Dodd v. Brott, 1—270(205).

M Irvine v. Myers, 6—562(398) (decided

prior to statute).

$5 Magin v. Lamb, 43-80, 44+675.

68 Willis v. Jelineck. 27-18, 64-373.

67 Brisbin v. Ncwhnll. 5—2T3(217); Wy

vell v. Barwisc, 43-171, 45+11.

65 Holmes v. Campbell, 10—401(320).

0" Dalby v. Lauritzen, 98-75, 107+826.

7° Gill v. Truelsen, 39-373, 40+254.

71 R. L. 1905 § 4276.
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a judgment.12 As between the parties

and entered.”

an assignment is valid though not filed

!\i\iENDMENT OF JUDG.\’lF;\"l‘S AND JUDICIAL RECORDS

5091. To be made with caution-—Obvious considerations of public policy

require that the records of a court sho

an enlightened administration of justice will permit.
The modern tendency is to relax more and

ords were regarded as sacrosanct.

more the common-law rules upon this subject.

uld he as permanent and inviolable as

Anciently, judicial rec

Yet even now it is held that

the power of amending records should be sparingly and cautiously exercised.

No general rule can be laid down.

The discretion of the court should be

exercised with reference to the facts of the particular case, the time of the

application, the nature of the amendment sought, and the probability of third

parties being affected.

“ere clerical mistakes ought to be freely corrected.

But in no case should the court allow an amendment unless it is persuaded be

yond a reasonable doubt of the truth of the facts on which the amendment is

sought."5092. A matter of discretion——'l‘he matter of amending the record in an

action lies almost wholly

in the discrction of the trial court and its action will

not be reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.“
Each case

should be determined with reference to its own '1' acts and in furtherance of j118

tice.'“‘5093. Notice of motion-—-Except where the amendment is merely formal.

notice should be

jud

given to the adverse party " and purchasers affected by the

gment." The notice should he served on the adverse art' ersonally
P 1 P

rather than on his attorney, if the. authority of the latter has terminated."

5094. Order-—'l‘he clerk has no au

without a written order of the court.80

thority to make a nunc pro tunc entry

5095. May made after term—1n this state a record may be amended as

well after us in term. The rule limiting the amendment of records to the

term in which they were made up, which was fixed by the old practice, W115

adopted on the

ground alone that the court and parties interested would be

{MTG capable of safely arriving at the truth while the transaction was fresh

in their nunds, than at a more remote period, and the wisdom of such limita

tion is nran1i'estwhcrever the facts of the particular case fall within the reason

upon which it stands: but when the facts stand undisputed, and the objection

is based upon the technical point. alone that the term has passed at which the

record was made up, it would be doing violence to the spirit which pervades

the administration of justice in the present age to sustain it.“1
An amendment

cannot be made after an appeal and return to the supreme court so as to afiect

the rights of the parties on appeal.82

'12 Wheaten v. Spooner, 52-417. 5-H372.

v. Realization etc. (‘orp.. 70

" Bihinsky . St ‘L 3-4" ‘ ' '\'l'ri]ght,134 s. 2’(313)' In W

75 erthold v. F , 21—:'1- 1 ‘ ‘mou]g,]43—401,45+?i5. ) ’ Bun " 59}

''° iansky v. State, 3—427(313 - B -

thold v. Fox, 21-51; Burr v. Sevminir. £2‘

go1é245+715; Mitchell v. Overrrian, 103 U.

" See Berthold . F 2 —' H Aldrich v. V ox’ 1 51'

Chase, 70-243. 731-161;

Louisville B. (‘o. v. Blake. 70-252, 73*

155. See V\'hite v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+889.
7° Bcrthold v. Fox. 21-51. See Phelps

v. Heaton, 79-476, 82+990.

8" Rockwood v. Davenport, 37—533- 35‘

377.81 Bilansky \'. Statc, 3—427(313); in re

Wright, 134 U. S. 136. See Gerisb \'

Johnson, 5—23(10); neiniola v. Fox. 21'

51: McClure v. Bruck, 43-305, 454433;
Noll v. Dayton, 47-257, 49+981; Chase ‘v’

\\'hitten, 62498. 65+S4 and § 510]

“ Floberg \'. Joslin. T;'i—75_ 77-P557.
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5096. Who may oppose moti0n—A person not a party to the action has no

right to be heard in opposition to such a motion or to appeal from the order

allowing the amendment.83

5097. Extrinsic evidence admissible-—-It is held i11 many jurisdictions that

the record cannot be amended, at least after term, by reference to evidence de

hors the record—tl1at there must be something in the record to amend by.“

In this state the rule is otherwise. The court may consider any competent

evidence or act on its own 1ne1nory.B5 The minutes of the judge are com

petent but not conclusive evidence.“

5098. Clerical mistakes of judge-—The district court may at any time after

final judgn1ent—at least where no rights of third parties are alTected—correct

its own clerical mistakes or misprisions so as to make its judgments conform to

what it intended they should be.87 It may make such corrections upon its own

motion.“

5099. Clerical mistakes of clerk—-The district court, as a superior court

with general jurisdiction, has full power, by the common-law and by statute.

tp amend its records by correcting the clerical errors and misprisions of its

0 erk."

5100. Judgment not authorized by order—W11en the clerk enters a judg

ment not authorized by the order therefor the court will correct it on motion.

The objection cannot be raised for the first time on appeal."0

5101. Modification of judgment—It was formerly held in this state that

after entry of judgment pursuant to ordér a court had no authority to correct

its judicial errors on motion, the only remedy being a new trial or an appeal.01

It is now held that the court may modify its judgments on motion at any time

within the period for taking an appeal."? It has been held error for a court

to amend a judgment of dismissal, against objection, so as to make it a judg

ment on the merits.“ There is a sharp distinction between amending a judg

ment so that it may conform to the original intention of the court and amend

mg it to correct judicial error. If a judgment entered without application

to the court is erroneous, it is an irregularity which may be corrected on mo

hon, and the court may either modify or vacate it. But if such a judgment

ls_ entered upon application to the court, and pursuant to its order, the case is

different. The court is presumed to l1ave decided the plaintiff’s right to recover

to the full extent justified by its order. There may be error in the decision

M Berthold v. Fox, 21-51. W Lnndbcrg v. Single Men’s E. Assn.,

8'1 B‘ 1‘ J <1 t 165- 17 E . 11-503 43 394- H 11 . M '11 47_260_PL & Praa°c_192'é1_gmen 8, § , ncy , + , a v ern ,

" Lundberg v. Single Mcn’s E. Assn.,

41-508, 43+394.

"6 See C1-ich v. Williamsbur Cit etc. 00.
45-141, 48+198. g y ’

5" Hodgins v. Heaney, 15-185(142); Mc

Clure v. Bruck, 43-305, 45+438; Knappen

V. _Freeman, 47-491, 50+533; Chase v.

Wh1tte_n, 62-498, 65+84; U. S. Invest. Co.

v. Ulnckson, 84-14, 86+613, 1004; Wright

v._Krabbcnhoft, 104-460, 116+940. See

Satt v. Rat Portage L. 00., 102-337, 113+

88 Chase v. Whitten, 62-498, 65+84.

8° Cmt v. Waples, 1—134(110); Thomp

son v. Bickford, 19-17(1); Berthold v.

Fox, 21-51; State v. Macdonald, 24-48;

Lundberg v. Single Men ’s E. Assn., 41

508, 4s+:191= St t P I ' ‘63-205, 65+268.a e K Josey Park LI (inn

II—12

49+980; Nell v. Dayton, 47-257, 49+981;

Harper v. Carroll, 66-487, 691-610, 1069;

Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138, 68+

855; Parker v. Bradford, 68-437, 71+619;

McLaughlin v. Nicholson, 70-71, 724827,

T3+1; Bishop v. Hyde, 72-16. 74-+1016;

Keenan v. Johnson. 126+523. See Olden

berg v. Dcvine, 40-409, 42+88 (judgment

entered irregularly on stipulation).

91Grant v. Schmidt, 22-1; Semrow v.

Somrow, 23-214; White v. Iltis, 24-43;

\Veld v. VVeld. 28-33, 8+900.

9'-' Gallagher v. Irish-Am. Bank, 79-226,

S1+1057. See Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co.,

30-477, 16+269; U. S. Invest. Corp. v. Ul

rickson, S4-14, 86+613; Tomlinson v.

Phelps, 93-350, 101+496.

"3 Day v. Mountin. 89-297. 94+887.
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of the court; but if the judgment follows the order, there is no irregularity in

its entry. At common law the court might, at any time during the same

term, correct any error in its judgment, even after it was in fact entered, but

had no right to do so after the close of the term. Under common-law practice

all causes came on to be disposed of at some term, and all judgments were en

tered as of the term at which the cause was heard, and the court was supposed

to retain control over causes during the entire term at which they came on

to be heard, and not to have finally disposed of them until the term closed.

This theory_is not retained in our practice. The summons is not returnable

at any term. The cause need not be brought on at a term unless there is an

issue to be tried. The judgment, whether in fact entered during a term or

in vacation, is not entered as of any term. In chancery, after the decree was

enrolled, errors apparent on the face of the decree could be reheard on bill

of review; those not apparent only by appeal. Before enrolment a rehearing

might be obtained by petition. The bill of review and rehearing are not re

tained in our practice and both legal and equitable actions are governed by the

same rules as to amendment on motion.“
5102. Judgment not authorized by verdict-—When the clerk enters a judg

ment not authorized by the verdict the court will correct it on motion. The

objection cannot be raised for the first time on appea .°5
5103. Judgment not authorized by report Of referee-—\Vhen the clerk en

ters a judgment not authorized by the report of a referee the court will correct

it on motion. The objection cannot be urged for the first time on appeal."

5104. Amendment of names of parties—Where an action was brought in

the name of a guardian it was held that the court had authority, either before

01' %_1ft§1‘ jlldgment, to amend the record by inserting the name of the ward as

pl8lT1t1i‘l.'7 It is in the discretion of the trial court to amend the record in

respect to the name of the plaintiff and if there is no suggestion that the

defendant was misled the supreme court will affirm its action as a matter Of

course." I The court may also amend the nameof a defendant. If a party

who was in fact intended to be sued is personally served with process in which

he is incorrectly designated he must appear and object to the misnomer and if

he_fa1ls to do so any judgment rendered in the action will bind him until set

aside or arnended.”
5105. Supplying omissions in the record—The court has full authority 't_0

supply omissions in the record on motion and its discretion in this regard 15 ‘

freely exerc1sed_t° P1'eVeI1t the reversal of judgments on merely technical

grounds.‘ If 3 Jury is Sworn according to law, or anv other of the ordinary

procecdlligs takes place in the progress of the trial oi": a cause, and the clerk

omits to record the fact, the record may be made to conform to the truth, even

after the term, When there exists no doubt about what the truth is.1 Thus it

was held allowable for the court in a capital case to amend the record so thilt

1t}would show that when the jury retired they were put in charge of an Officef

\_v1o_ was duly sworn to keep them as prescribed by law; that after each ad.

jouinment ot the trial, and before the charge of the court, the jury were Per.

04 Grant v. Schmidt, 22_1_ _ _ 8
as Eaton \._ Caldwell‘ 3_134(80); Henne_ égigéaldeckett v. N. W. etc. Assn., 67 29 ,

pin County v. Jones, 1S—199(182) ' Scott “M. - cE . B k, 3"-402 34+740'v. Mpls. etc. It_v., 42-119, 43+966; ,Hall v. Westernvolyi. Xssn. oi. Tbolmpsoyu» 79423,’

Merrill 47-260 49+980. . ‘ ' I ' L ' 6’
J°P1per v. Johnston, 12-60(27); Hall v. id:-66787+:32TS.ee Bradley V‘ samhlands’ 6

Merrill, 47-260 4Q+-980 M. 1 I‘ - Cas r _ Kl‘ 61-353 634-737-'°1Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82, 50+ Uelandpii. .T‘obnsoriE)p7e7u—,543v BOHLOO‘ ,

1 Bilansky v. State, 3—427(313).
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mitted to separate with the consent of the defendant; that the jury were polled

at the request of the defendant on the coming in of the verdict, and each

assented to it and that it was then entered and read over to the jury and by

them again assented to.2 Findings of fact and conclusions of law may be

filed by the court after judgment nunc pro tune.B Proof of service of sum

mons either personally or by publication may be supplied by anwndmcnt.‘

After a judgment by default the court may allow a defect in the affidavit of

no answer to be corrected.6

5106. Replacing lost records-—A court has the power to replace its own

records when lost or destroyed. This power extends to supplying any plead

ings or other papers in civil cases before as well as after judgment.“

5107. Rights of third parties-—An amendment of a record should in all

cases be made with a saving of the rights of third persons, not parties or privies

to the judgment. In any event the law protects their rights; but it is proper

that such saving clause should be inserted in the order for amendment.’ The

amendment of a judgment by confession stands on distinct grounds. An

amendment nunc pro tune of an insufiicient statement for judgment by con

fession will not be allowed to the prejudice of subsequent judgment creditors

whose executions have been levied and who have begun proceedings to avoid

the prior judgment. An order allowing such amendment, without notice to

such subsequent judgment creditors. is of no efl’ect as to them.8

VACATION

5108. Distinction between opening default and vacating judgment-
rl‘here is an obvious distinction between opening and vacating a judgment. A

motion to vacate a judgment and nothing more is usually made on the ground

of some irregularity or jurisdictional defect appearing on the face of the rec

0rd.” It is a direct attack on the validity of the judgment.10 The opening of

a judgment is merely a mode of allowing a defendant who is in default to in

terpose a defence, and it does not necessarily involve the vacation of the judg

ment. It is not an attack on the judgment, but proceeds on the assumption

that there is a valid judgment.“ A motion to vacate a judgment is a matter

of right; but a motion to open a judgment is directed to the discretion of the

court. On a motion to vacate it is immaterial whether the moving party has

a meritorious defence or has moved with diligence. On a motion to open the

moving party must show merits and due diligence. When a judgment is open

ed it is commonly vacated by the same order, but the court may allow it to

stand as security.

5109. Inherent power—All superior courts of connnon-law jurisdiction

have inherent power to vacate their judgments when improvidently entered.12

Our statute regulates and greatly extends this power. At common-law the

power could be fully exercised only at the term in which the judgment was

rendered,18 and was limited to a few well defined grounds."

2Bilanaky v. State. 3--12T(313).

1‘See § 9867.

4See § 7820.

always so in this state. See §§ 5119-5123.

10 Stocking v. Hanson, 22-542; Jensen v.

Crevier, 33-372, 23+5-ll; Magin v. Lamb,

5 Dumvell v. Warden, 6-287(194).

2;§ed River etc. Ry. v. Stnre, 32-95, 20+

"Berthold v. Fox, 21-51.

v. Seymour, 43-401, 45+715.

8Wells if. Gieseke, 28-478, 8+380; Auer

bach v. Gmseke, 40-258. 41+946.

9O’H:1ra v. Baum, 82 Pa. St. 416. Not

See also Burr

43—80, 44+675; Duluth v. Dibblee, 62-18.

63+11]7; Rcinhart v. Lngo, 36 Cal. 395.

11 Durham v. Moore. 48 Kans. 135. See

Ueland v. Johnson, 77-543, 80+700.

H Crosby v. Farmer, 39-305, 40+Tl.

13A1bers v. Whitney, 1 St'0ry (U. S.)

310; Grant v. Schmidt, 22-].

H See 15 Ency. Pl. & Pr. 234.
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5110. Notice—Notice of a motion to vacate a judgment in favor of a non

resident plaintiff may be served on his attorney of record, though more than

two years have elapsed since the entry thereof.“" _ I _ _

5111. Application by non-residcnt—At_tachment--Where jurisdiction

over a non-resident was acquired by publication of summons and the attach

ment of property alleged to be his, it was held that he could not have the

judgment entered on default set aside and the attachment defeated on afiidav1t

denying any interest in the property attached.“ _ ‘ . _ i

5112. Application by stranger—A judgment, void for want of jurisdiction

appearing on its face, may be set aside on motion of one not a party tothe

action who has an interest in the property upon which the judgment is a

cloud, but he is not entitled to such relief as a matter of right.17 _ . _

5113. Application by assignee-—In an action where the original parties,

the defendant having no notice of the assignment of the cause of action, com

promised the suit and stipulated for a. judgment to be entered, and judgment

was accordingly entered, it was held that the assignee could not have the

judgment set aside.“ _ _

5114. Laches—When the judgment is absolutely void and not merely void

able the moving party need not show diligence." A void judgment never be

comes good by lapse of time.20 When the judgment to be set aside is merely

voidable the applicant must show due diligence.“ _

5115. Merits need not be shown—Upon an application to va_catc a judg

ment for irregularity of the court or plaintiff or for want of jurisdiction the

applicant need not show merits, for he is demanding a right and not_cravmg

a favor. Every defendant may insist that legal proceedings against him shall

be conducted regularly ‘and according to law and the practice of the courts,

whether he has a good defence on the merits or not.22 _

5116. Motion to vacate defeated by amendment—When a motion to va

cate a judgment is made for a defect which is remediable by amendment the

court may deny the motion and order an amendment.“

5117- Void judgments-—A person against whom a void judgment has beep

entered has an absolute right, at any time, and without showing diligence

or a meritorious defence,25 to have it vacated on motion.“ An appearance to

set aside a void judgment does not validate it.27 A stranger to the action may

sometimes have a void judgment vacated, but his application. unlike that of

1-’I Phelps \‘. Heaton, 79-476, 82+990.

10 Whitney v. Sherin, 74-4, 70+787.

"Mueller v. Reimer, 46-314, 48+1120.

See Hunter v. Cleveland (I. S. Co., 31-505,

é8+645; Stewart v. Duncan, -'10-410, 42+

9.

13 Chisholm v. Clitherall. 12-375(251).

">Lee v. O’Shaughness_v, 20-173(l57);

Helfncr v. Gnnz, 29-108, 12J-342; Feikert

v. Wilson, 38-341. 37+585; Phelps v.

fleaton, 79-476, 82+990. But see, Stock

ing v. Hanson, 35-207, 28+507.

2°1\10N&Hl{lf8. v. Casscrly, 61-335, 63+

880.

!1Jo_rgensen v. Grifi"in, 14-464(346);

Stockmg v. Hanson, 22-542; Covert v.

Clark, 23-539; Dillon v. Porter, 36-341,

31_+56; Feikert v. Wilson, 38-341, 37+585;

Eisenmenger v. Murphy, 42-84, 43+-784;

Seibert v. l_\Ipls. etc. Ry., 58-72, 59+S28.

'-’E Mackuhm v. Smith, 5-367 (296) ; Lee v.

O’Shaughncssy, 20-173(157); Heffner v.

Gunz, 29-108, 121-342; Savings Bank V

Anthier. 52-98, 53+812.

'13 Burr v. Seymour, 43-401. 45+715.

1" Sce § 5114.

25 See § 5115.

‘-‘°Macknbin v. Smith, 5-367(296); Le?

v. 0'Shaughncssy, 20-173(157); Covert ‘

Clark, 23—539; Heffner v. Gunz, 29-108,

l2+342; Cain v. Libby, 32-491, 21+739_;

Chauncey v. Wass, 35-1, 35, 25+-157; Fei

kert v. Wilson, 38-341, 37-(-585; Godfrey

v. Valentine, 39-336, 40+163; Mngm V

Lamb, 43-80, 44+675; Wistar v. Foster,

46-484, 49-+247; Strong v. Comer, 48-66

50+936; Roberts v. Chi. etc. Ry., 48'-5211

51+478; Savings Bank v. Authier, 52-98,

53+812; Gillette v. Ashton, 55-75, 56+576;

Duluth v. Dihhlee, 62-18, 63+1117; H01‘

comb v._ Stretch, 74-234, 76+1132; Phelps

v. Heaton, 79-476, 82+990.

27 See § 478.
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a party, is addressed to the discretion of the court.“ The remedy by motion

is so simple and expeditious that it is almost always resorted to, but an action

may be maintained in this state to set aside a void judgment.29

5118. Want of jurisdiction—The following jurisdictional defects have been

held grounds for vacating judgments: defective or untrue affidavits for pub

lication of summons; 3° defective publication of summons; 3‘ improper personal

service of summons; “ service of summons on wrong person; ‘*3 service by pub

lication on resident of state; “ failure to substitute proper parties after death

of defendant; 5‘ rendition of judgment in state court after removal to federal

court ;““ improper service at house of usual abode; ‘" unauthorized appear

ance;“ no service of summons; 3° departure from the requirements of the

statute in regard to the service of a summons in any substantial matter affecting

the rights of the defendant; ‘° improper service of summons on ofiicer of a

foreign corporation:"“ service of summons on agent of natural person under

unconstitutional law.‘2

5119. Unauthorized action—A judgment in an action begun by an attorney

without authority is void and may be set aside." But in such cases the plain

tiff cannot have the judgment set aside unless he returns or offers to return

the fruits of the action.“

5120. En-oneous judgment—If a judgment entered in strict accordance

with the order of the court for judgment departs from or exceeds the relief de

manded in the complaint, the proper remedy is not a motion to wholly vacate

and set it aside, but an appeal from the judgment 4“ or a motion to correct.“

5121. Vacation because of facts arising after judgment—Where facts

have arisen after final judgment of such a nature that it ought not to be

executed relief by the vacation or modification of the judgment may be granted

on motion if the facts are undisputed.H

5122. Fraud—A judgment may be set aside summarily on motion for fraud

ulent practices in obtaining it.‘8 In this state, however, it is the usual practice

to seek relief in such cases by means of an action as authorized by statute.“

5123. Surprise—A judgment may be vacated on the ground of surprise.50

Thus, in an action against a resident, in which the summons was improperly

28 Mueller v. Reimer, 46-314, 48+1120.

Sea ‘Lee v. O’Shaughnessy, 20—173(157);

Magm v. Lamb, 43-80, 44-+675; Holcomb

v. Stretch, 74-234, 76+1132.

2° Magin v. Lamb, 43-80, 44+675; Vaulc

v. Miller, 69-440. 445, 72+452. See Allen

v._ McIntyre, 56-351, 57+1060; State v.

Dist. (‘t.. R5-283, 884-755.

3° Mackuhin v. Smith, 5—367(296);

Chauncey v. Wass, 35-1, 35, 25+457, 30+

5‘26; Feikert v. Wilson, 38-341, 37+585.

31 Godfrey v. Valentine, 39-336, 40+163;

Stai v. Selden, 87-271, 9246.

11 Savings Bank v. Authier, 52-98, 53+812.

_“ Magin v. Lamb, 43-80, 44+675; Sav

ings Bank v. Authier, 52-98. 53+812.

M (_Jovert v. Clark, 23-539; Bardwell v.

Colhns, 44-97. 46+315. See Shepherd V.

Ware, 46-174, 48+773; Mt-.Clymond v. No

ble, 84-329, 87+838.

3“ Lee v. 0'Shaughnessy_. 20-173(157).

4;°8R0bcrts v. Phi. etc. R_v.. 48-521. 51+

:11 Cmshy \'. Farmer, 39-305, 40+71.

-"Stockmg v. Hanson. 35-207, 28+507.

See Deering v. Donovan, 82-162, 84-+745.

~10 Flanigan v. Duncan, 47-250, 49+981;

Knutson v. Davies, 51-363, 53+646; Allen

v. McIntyre, 56-351, 57+1060; Phelps v.

Heaton, 79-476, 82+990; Glauber v. Wal

lace, 104-128, 116+107.

40 Lee v. Clark, 53-315, 55+].27.

41 State v. Dist. Ct., 26-233. 2+698.

42 Cabanne v. Graf, 87-510, 92-1461.

"3 Stocking v. Hanson, 35-207. 28+507.

H Deering v. Donovan, 82-162. 84+745.

‘I5 Palmer v. Bank of Zumbrota. 65-90,

67+893.

4" See § 5100.

4'' Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co., 30-477, 16+

269; Colstrnm v. Mpls. etc. R32, 33-516,

24-+255. See Semrow v. Semrow, 23-214.

45-Tohnston v. Paul, 23-46; Wieland v.

Shillock. 23-227: Id., 24-345; Olmstcad v.

Olmstead, 41-297, 43+67; Cornish v. Coates,

91-108, 97+579; Scribner v. Scribner, 93

195, 101+163.

4" See § 5126.

M Wieland v. Shillock. 23-227. Soc Sci

bcrt v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 58-72. 59+828.
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served upon him by publication, it was held that the judgment might be

d f ie."'1 _va(5B1t;2. ogqiflizagiiixln a(;)p:1zi.i‘}ii‘e: from an order vacating or refusing to vacate

a judgment.“ A determination of the trial court, based on conflicting atfidtaé

vits will rarely be disturbed on appeal.“ The record on appeal must

certified to contain all the moving papers.“

EQUITABLE ACTION TO VACATE FOR. FRAUD

5125. When lies—Independent of R. L. 1905 § 4277, arreqliitable action

to vacate a judgment for fraud or false testimony .W1ll not _l1e where there is

an adequate remedy by motion in the same act-1011.“ Where there 1; no

adequate remedy at law an equitable action will he.“8 A complamt 111 sue uzlltn

action must show not only the commission of a fraud, but also damage rest i

ing therefrom to the plaintiff. An action will not l1e_a.gamst one mn3cen_toH

the fraud, 11ot a party to the judgment, and claumng nothing un er 1,)

Where a defeated party has been prevented from fully exh1b1tmg his casehis adversary, as by keeping him away from court through a false pr-on11lse_0nr

a compromise, or where a defendant never had knowledge of ‘an action, 1211111..

kept in ignorance by the acts of the plaintiff, these and similar cases, w 101

show that there has never been a real contest in the trial or hearing, are reasons

for which a new action may be sustained to set aside and annul the former

judgment and open the case for a new and fair trial.M

STATUTORY AC'1‘1ON TO "ACATE FOR FRAFD

5126. Nature of action—The action afforded by the ‘statute "’° is goyern;d

by the rules applicable to similar actions in equity.“0 It is concurrent with t e

remedy by motion.‘“

5127. Validity and construction of statute-—'l‘he statute has _bcen“helI(1

constitutional against various objections.“2 It is tobe construed strictly. It _fi

is not designed to afford a remedy in place of a motion for a new trial. I

unwise to attempt to lay down a general rule by which to determine what eases

fall within the statute. Each case must necessarily be determined_ largely Wiith

reference to its own facts.“ The right to have a judgment set aside under t 1c

M Covert v. Clark, 23-539.

52 Barker v. Keith, 11-65(37); Piper v.

Johnston, 12-60(27); Young v. Young,

17-18l(153); Stocking v. Hanson, 22-542.

53 Olrnstead v. Olmstead, 41-297, 43+67;

Flanigan v. Duncan, 47-250, 49+981;

Knutson v. Davies, 51-363, 53+646; Scrib

ner v. Seribner, 93-195, 101+l63.

-'14 Gerish v. Johnson, 5-23(10).

“'5 State v. Bachelder, 5-223(178); John

ston v. Paul, 23-46; Wieland v. Shillock,

23-227; Td., 24-345; Stewart v. Duncan,

40-410, 411, 42+89; Geisberg v. O’Laugh

lin, 88-431. 435. 93+310. See Johnson v.

Vaule. 61-401, 63+1039.

59 R. L. 1905 § 4277. _ _

"0 Spooncr v. Spooner. 26-137. 1+838,

Schweinfurter v. Schmahl, 69-418. 72+702v

Geisberg v. O’Laugl1lin, 88-431. 93+310.

01Gleisberg v. O'Laughlin, 88-431, 93%:

310: Cornish v. Coates. 91-108, 97+579,

Scribner v. Scribner. 93-195. 10l+163.

“2 Spooner v. Spooner, 26-137, 1+838. It

was unconstitutional as respects judgments

obtained prior to its enactment. Wwlaml

v. Shillock 24-345.

03 Stewart v. Duncan, 40-110, 42+89;

Hass v. Billings, 42-63, 43+797; W_atkms

V. Landon, 67-136, 69+7ll; O'Brien \

Larson, 71-371. 74+148; Moudry v. Witzka,

M Bomsta v. Johnson, 38-230, 233, 36+ 89-300, 94+885; Hayward v. Larrabee,

341; Street v. Alden, 62-160, 64+157; 106-210,118+795. _

Geisberg v. O’Laughl'iu, 88-431, 435, 93+ 6* Hnlett v. Hamilton. 60-EL 611672’

310. See State v. Bacbeldcr, 5-223(178). Bisseberg v. Ree, 99-481, 109+1115. '

‘"1 Hass v. Billings, 42-63, 43+791; Gers

berg v. O’Laughlin. S8-431, 93+310; Hay‘

ward v. Larrnbee. 106-210, 118+-795.

57 McNair v. Toler, 21-175.

"Street v. Alden, 62-160. 64+157;

ilinckley v. Kettle River Ry., 80-32, 82+

OS8. '
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statute is not of an absolute nature.‘“‘ The statute was not designed to excuse

a. party from exercising due diligence in preparing for trial, or in moving for a

new trial on the ground of surprise or newly discovered evidence.”

5128. For perjury—Where issues are squarely made by the pleadings in an

action, so that each party knows what the other will attempt to prove, and is

not dependent on the other to prove the facts as he claims them to be, an action

will not lie under the statute to set aside a judgment procured by perjury in

proving such facts."

5129. For fraudulent practices-An action will lie under the statute where

the prevailing party has been guilty of fraudulent practices toward the ad

verse party," or the court.70

5130. To enable a party to plead a defence—A judgment will not be va

cated under the statute, and a new trial granted, to enable a party to make a

defence which, in the exercise of due diligence, ought to have been asserted in

the original action.“ 7

5131. Judgment of divorce—A judgment of divorce may be set aside under

the statute, but where there has been a remarriage it should not be done except

on very clear proof.72

5132. Who may maintain action—-One not a party to the action, though

directly interested in the result, cannot maintain an action under the statute.”

5133. After death of party—An action to set aside a judgment of divorce

may be maintained after the death of the party who obtained it by fraud. In

such an action all the persons interested in the estate of the decedent should be

made parties.“

5134. Laches—A delay of one year and seven months has been held not such

laches as to defeat an action.75

5135. Pleading—A complaint under the statute must specifically point out

the act of perjury, or subornation thereof, or the fraudulent acts or practices

relied on, and show on its face that the action is brought within the statutory

period.To Where the plaintiff claims that he was prevented from defending by

the fraud of the prevailing party, he must show in his complaint that he was

entirely free from contributory negligence in suffering the judgment to be

taken against him.77 A complaint has been held to state but a single cause of

action."

72Bomsta v. Johnson. 38-230. 36+3-41;W“-ei-sherg v. O’Laugh]in, as-431, 93+

Colby v. Colby. 59-432, 61+460; 1a., 64310.

93-195.‘*1 Hass v. Billings, 42-63, 43+797.

‘_“Hass v. Billings, 42-63, 4s+797; Wil

kms v. Sherwood, 55-154, 56+591; Colby

v. Colby, 59-432, 61+460; Watkins v. Lan

don, 67-136, 69+711; Moudry v. Witzka,

39-300, 94-l-885; Bisseberg v. Ree, 99-481,

109i-1115; Hayward v. Larrabee, 106-210,

118+-795. See Dart v. Richardson, 96-249,

104-1094; Boring v. Ott, 119+865 (Wis.);

22 Harv. L. Rev. 600.

‘"1 Geisberg v. O’Laughlin, 88-431, 93+

310; Moudry v. Witzka. 89-300, 94+885.

See Colby v. Colby, 59-432, 61+460; Street

V. Alden, 62-160. 64-t-157; Hinckley v. Ket

tie River Ry., so-32, sznoss; Dart v.

Richardson, 96-249, 104+1094.

7° Scnbner v. Scribner, 93-195, 101+-163.

"1 Clark v. Lee, 58-410. 59+970; Watkins

V. Landon, 67-136, 69+7l1; Schweinfurter

\‘. Schmahl, 69-418, 72+702; O’Brien v.

Larson, 71-371, 74+l48.

540, 67+663; Scribner v. Scribner,

101+163. See True v. True, 6-458(315);

Young V. Young. 17-181(153); Olmstead

v. Olmstead, 41-297. 43+67; Bartean \'.

Barteau. 45-132. 434-645.

13 Stewart v. Duncan. 40-410, 424-S9. See

Street v. Alden. 62-160. 64+1-57.

74 Bomsta v. Johnson, 38-230, 36+341.

15 Colby v. Colby. 59-432. 61+460.

'"¥Bomsta v. Johnson, 38-230, 36+341;

Haas v. Billings. 42-63, 43+797; Wilkins

v. Sherwood. 55-154, 56+591; Colby v.

Colby, 59-432. 61+-460 (complaint held to

state a cause of action for fraudulent prac

tices by husband to prevent wife from

defending an action for divorce).

77 Schweinfurter v. Schmahl, 69-418, 72+

702; O'Brien v. Larson, 71-371, 74-H48.

‘I8 Baker v. Sheehan. 29-235, l2+70-t.
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5136. Relief allowable—-The court is authorized to award such relief as the

' ' 1 r . ' , . 'd' to the ractice of _facts of the particular case require accordgligent for plivorce it should not oral

parties do not ask it.“0

in similar cases." In setting aside a ju

narily grant a new trial, at least if the

courts of equity

COLLATERAL ATTACK

5137. In general—lt is the general rule thata judgment of a court of su

perior jurisdiction, rendered in an action in Wl11Cl'l the court has jurisdiction

both of the person and subject-matter,
is not subject to collateral attack by

parties or their privies,“ but it has been held in this state that in addition to

jurisdiction of the

parties and subject-matter of the action, it is necessary to the

validity of a judgment that the court should have had jurisdiction of_ the pre

cise question the judgment assumes to determine, or the particular rel1ef Wll10ll

it assumes to grant.M Collateral attacks on judgments are not favored."

5138. What constitutes—An action to set aside a judgment on the grounad

of jurisdictional defects is a direct, rather than a collater_al,_attack upon it.

Where, in an action to determine adverse claims, the plaintiff showed a title

resting on a judgment, an attack on the judgment by the defendant was held a

collateral attack.85
5139. For want of jurisdiction over the subject-matter--The judgment

of a domestic court of superior jurisdiction may be attacked collaterally by

parties or strangers for want of jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the ac

tion.“ Though want of jurisdiction over the subject-matter_ may always be

shown collaterally, the presumption is in favor of the jurisdiction of the court

‘The want of jurisdiction must be shown atlirmatively.
Nothing is presumed to

be without the jurisdiction of a court of superior jurisdiction.f" Where a court

has jurisdiction over a general class of cases and it is required to de_t€_rII11I1_e

whether the facts of a particular case bring it within the class, its decision,wrong, is mere error, and cannot be attacked collaterally even by strangers

Jurisdiction of the subject-matter means not only authority
to hear and deter

mine a particular class of actions, but also authority to hear and determine the

particular questions the court assumes to decide."

5140. For want of jurisdiction of
particular issues——A judgment of a

domestic court of superior jurisdiction may be attacked collaterally by parties

or strangers on the ground that the court had no jurisdiction of the preflse

question which the judgment assumes to determine.90

Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390, 57+9§8; Hill] ‘I'

Sauntry, 72-420, 75-l-720; Sclmntt v. Dahl,

88-506, 514, 93+665.

W R. L. 1905 § 4277; Spooner v. Spooner,

26—137. H838 (powers of a court of equity

in similar cases); Baker v. Sheehan, 29

235, 124-704 (restitution of property re

ceived under judgment—darnages for at

tempted or successful enforcement of judg

ment); Henry v. Meighen, -16-548, 49+323

(prayer for relief in alternative-—not en

titled to vacation of jurlgment—recovcr_v

of amount collected in excess of judg

ment); Colby v. Colby. 64—549, 67+663

(action for divorce—held error to allow

plaintiff to answer in another action);

(‘veisberg \'. O’Laughlin, 88-431, 93+310

(court may direct satisfaction of judg

ment, compcl restitution. or make such

other or further order as may be just un

der the circumstances—conditiona1 vaca

tnon on terms protecting interests of both

parties). 7

R0 Colby \'. Colby. 64-549, 67+663.

81 State v. Macdonald. 21-48; Sandwich

'32 Sacha v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386.

33 -Iewctt v. Iowa L. Co., 64—531, 67+639

.84‘ Vaule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+-152.

55 Hall v. Sauntry, 80-348, 83+156.
8" State v. West, 42-147, 43-l-845; Jewett

\'. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 538, 67+639; Sache

v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386.

*1 Holmes v. Campbell. 12—221(1:11);

Gemmell v. Rice, 13—400(371); Davis v.

Hudson, 29-27, 34, 11+136; Pierro v.’ St.

P. etc. Ry., 37—31-'1, BH38; Stahl v. Mitch

ell, 41-325, 4-3+385. F

55 Chauncey v. Wass. 35-1, 31, 25+45h

amaze; Logenfiel v. Richter, so-49, 61+

826.

3° Sache v. Wallace, 101-169, 1124-386

9°Sacl1e v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+385

See In re Mousseau, 30-202, 1-H887.
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5141. For want of jurisdiction over the person—A judgment may be col

laterally attacked by any person against whom it is asserted, on the ground

that the court rendering it did not have jurisdiction of the person against whom

it was rendered, it such fact affirmatively appears on the face of the record.M

But the judgment of a domestic court of superior jurisdiction cannot be at

tacked collaterally by parties or privies for want of jurisdiction over the person

not alfirmatively appearing on the face of the record.M Jurisdiction is pre

sumed. To rebut the presumption of jurisdiction want of jurisdiction must

affirmatively appear on the face of the record. Extrinsic evidence is inadmis

sible.93 Absence from the record of the necessary jurisdictional facts will not

overcome the presumption.“ But where the record discloses the manner in

which summons was served, and this was ineffectual to confer jurisdiction, it

will not be presumed that a valid service was made in some other way.05 A

domestic judgment in personam, rendered in an action to enforce a pecuniary

liability against a non-resident, upon service of summons by publication, is a

nullity and may be attacked collaterally by the defendant, if no property was

attached and he did not voluntarily appear and was not personally served

within the state.M But a domestic judgment in rem, rendered against a non

resident, upon service of summons by publication cannot be attacked collaterally

by parties or privies for want of due service of summons not affirmatively ap

pearing on the face of the record.07 A judgment of the circuit court of the

United States for the district of Minnesota stands on the same footing as a

domestic judgment, as respects presumption of jurisdiction and susceptibility

to collateral attack.”

5142. For want of jurisdiction to award the relief granted—A judgment

of a domestic court of superior jurisdiction may be attacked collaterally by par

ties or strangers on the ground that the court had no jurisdiction to award the

particular relief anted.”

5143. For fraud—A judgment of a domestic court of superior jurisdiction

cannot be attacked collaterally by parties or privies for fraud.1 But a stranger

may attack such a judgment collaterally, if it was created and kept in force by

collusion of the parties for the purpose of defrauding him. It is not enough

that fraud was practiced in procuring the judgment. It must have been di

rected against the stranger and collusively designed to affect injuriously his

pecuniary interests.2

-"1 Kanne v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-419, 23+

554; Barber v. Morris, 37-194, 33+559;

Mueller v. Reimer, 46-314, 48+1120; Jew

ett v. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 67+639.

3’ Kipp v. Fullerton, 4—473(366); H0teh

lnss v. Cutting, 14—537(408); Turrell- v.

\\'a.rren, 25-9; Weld v. Weld, 27-330, 7+

267; Davis v. Hudson, 29-27, 37, 11+136;

Herrick v. Morrill, 37-250. 33+849; Sand

wrch Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390, 57+938;

Sodini v. Sodini, 94-301, 102-L861.

‘*3 Turrell v. Warren. 25-9; McNamara

Y. Casserly, 61-335, 340, 63+S80.

"4 Herrick v. Butler, 30-156, 14+794; Nye

v. Swan, 42-243, 44+9; Sandwich Mfg. Co.

v. Earl, 56-390, 57+938; McNamara v.

Casserly, 61-335, 340, 63+880; State v. Kil

bournc, 68-320, 71+396; Gulickson v. Bod

lflll, 78-33. S0+783; Bogart v. Kiene, 85

251, 88+74S; Hadley v. Bourdeaux, 90-177,

95+1109.

“5 Barber v. Morris, 37-194, 33+559;

Morey v. .\l'ore_v. 27-265. 6+783; Godfrey

v. Valentine, 39-336, 40+l63; Hempsted

\'. Cargill, 46-141, 48+686; Jewett v. Iowa

L. Co., 64-531, 67+639; Brattland v. Calh

ins, 67-119, 69+699.

M Hefi‘ner v. Gunz, 29-108, 12-+342; Ken

ney v. (loergen, 36-190, 31+210 (overruling

Stone v. Myers, 9-303, 287; Cleland v.

'l‘avernicr. 11-194, 126); Lydiard v. Chute,

45-277. -17+967; Plummer v. Hatton, 51

1s1, sa+4oo.

“T Turrell v. Warren, 25-9.

98 Turrell v. Warren. 25-9; Pierro v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 37-314, 34+38; Sandwich Mfg.

Co. v. Earl, 56-390, 57+93S. See Miller v.

Natwick. 125+1022.

W Sache v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386.

See, however, Weld v. Weld, 28-33, 8+900.

1 Oswald v. Mpls. T. Co., 65-249, 68+15;

Hall v. Sauntry. 72-420, 75+720; Id., 80

348, S3+156. See Sandwich Mfg. Co. v.

Earl. 56-390. 57+938; Hinckley v. Kettle

River Ry., 80-32, 82+108§l.

fillnnter v. Cleveland t‘. S. (‘o.. 31-505,
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5144. F '11:: ali in organization of c0urt—._A judgment of a domestic

court of S11(;‘i?1llO1‘g:i111“i:g,(llCtlOI1 has been held not subject to collateral attack on

the ground that the court rendering it had no legal existence,3 or that the judge

was disqualified.4
5145. For error and irregularity—-A judgment of a domestic court of su

perior jurisdiction cannot be attaclred by parties or strangers for error orregularity.“ Mere irregularity in practice does not render a judgment vp_1 .

though it appears on the face of the record.“‘ Irregulanty in this conqec ion

may be defined as a failure to follow appropriate and necessary rules 0 praci?

tice or procedure, omitting some act essential to the due and_ orderly conduct;

the action or proceeding, or doing it in an improper manner.‘ Defects in pleings, or in findings of the court do not render a judgment subject to collatera

attack.8 In a collateral proceeding it is (‘OI1('l\lS1\‘0l_Y presumed that every entlg1

made in the records of the court is a statement of the act1on of the court, an

was made by its direction and authority.9 The general rule apphes to Judg

ments of federal courts sitting in this state.‘° to judgments of the probate

court,11 to judgments for taxes 12 and special assessments,“ and to judgmentst

of justices of the peace.“ A judgment cannot beumpeached, either in or 0111'

of the state, by showing that it was based on a mistake of. la.w.‘_" In an erg‘),

case of questionable authority it was said that wl_ie_1-e jurisdictionus specl y

conferred by statute, and the court expressly prohibited from exercising 1t, un-_

less certain conditions have been complied with, its judgment is not valid, 11I\l€S.~

it appears atfirmatively that the conditions were complied w1th.“‘

lS+645; Frost \'. St. Paul B. 8: 1. Co., 57

325. 59+308. See Ferguson v. Kumler, 11

104(62); Pabst v. Jensen, 68-293, 71+384;

Nolan v. Dyer, 75-231, 77+786; Schmitt

v. Dahl, 88-506, 93+665; Irish v. Daniels,

100-189, l10+068.

3Burt v. Winona etc. Ry., 31-472, 18+

285, 289.

4 State v. Brown, 12—538(448).

-'- Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14—537(408) (fail

ure of clerk to sign judgment); Robertson

v. Davidson, 14—554(422) (judgment in

roplevin not in alternative); Wood v. My

rick, 16—494(447) (error in probate decree

of distribution); Smith v. Valentine, 19

452(393) (omission to enter rule to plead

and order for publication); Newman v.

Home Ins. Co., 20-422(378) (error in

judgment determining title); Hayes v.

Shaw, 20-405(355) (rendering judgment

in favor of party after his death); Stock

ing v.‘Hanson. 22-542 (rendering judg

ment against party after his death) ; State

v. Macdonald, 24-48 (judgment of nat

uralization); Brown \'. Atwater, 25-520

(want of proof of service of summons,

want of findings of fact, and want of

clerk’s signature); Weld _v. Weld, 28-33,

81-900 (order for support of wife though

no divorce granted); Dillon v. Porter, 36

341, 31+-56 (error in entering judgment

against three instead of four defendants) ;

Hersey v. Walsh, 38-521, 38+613 (entrv

of default judgment by clerk without as

sessment of damages) ; In re Williams, 39

172, 39+65 (prisoner sentenced for less

than the prescribed term); Lane v. Innes,

43-137. 4-")+4 (sufliciency of finding to

su v vort 'ud ment—defect in form of sum

indlis) ; dials? \'. Townsend, 45-357, 47+1064

(action against partners by firm name—per:

sonal judgment against partners served),

('rombie v. Little, 47-581, 50+823 (fll'1lllfE‘

to file complaint); In re Ellis, 55-401, 56?

1056 (trial in wrong county); Carlson \

Phinney, 56-476, 58+38 (judgment on

tcred on stale claim); Mahoney _v- 14$

honey, 59-347, 61+334 (error m adjudgiug

alimony a specific lien on homestead) .

Kicwert v. Anderson, 65-491, _67+1031

(proceedings to vacate plat—fa1lu1'e to

record in office of register of deeds) ; Brad

Icy \-. Sandilands, se4o, 68+321 (11118;

nomer of plaintiff in summons); State \

Wolfer, 68-465, 71+681 (f8.'ll11l'6 to sen:

tence prisoner to hard labor); State \-_

Jamison, 69-427, 72+451 (judgment £01

alimony); West Duluth L. Co. v. Bradley

75-275, 77+964 (judgment by default

failure to file note with clerk); liubesh V

Hanson. 93-259, 101+73 (defective plead

m s .
GgV?1ule v. Miller. 64-485, 488, 67+540.

TSache v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386

6 Lane v. Innes, 43-137, 45+4; Kubeflh "

lianson, 93-259, 101+73.

9 Hennessy v. St. Paul, 54-219, 55+1125_’

1°Amcs v. Slater, 27-70. 6+418; Plum

view v. Winona etc. Ry., 36-505, 32+745.

11 See §§ 3660, 7774.

11‘ See § 9361.

13 See § 6885.

H See § 5317.

1“ Fauntleroy v. Lum, 210 U. S. 230.

1" Ullman v. Lion, 8-381(338).

_..v_____{1.
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5146. Presumption of validity—A judgment of a court of superior juris

diction is presumed valid until the contrary is shown.17

HOW PROVED

5147. Domestic judgments—A domestic judgment is proved by the judg

ment record or an authenticated copy thereof.18 It cannot be proved by the

docket entries or copies thereof.“‘ It may be proved by the judgment roll or an

authenticated copy thereof.’‘’ After the filing of a transcript of a justice’s

judgment in the ofiice of the clerk of the district court, and the entry of such

judgment in the docket of district court judgments, exemplifications of such

transcript and docket entry, attested by the clerk, with the seal of the court an

nexed. are competent evidence to prove the judgment.21

ACTIONS ON JUDGMENTS

5148. Nature—An action on a judgment is a collateral proceeding.“2 It is

an action on contract.“

5149. Action will lie on domestic judgment—An action will lie on :1

domestic judgment, even though execution might issue thereon.“

5150. Limitation of actions-—'l‘he statute provides that “no action shall be

maintained upon a judgment or decree of a court of the United States, or of

any state or territory thereof. unless begun within ten years after the entry

of such judgment.” 2“ An action in the courts of this state upon any judgment,

whether domestic or foreign, must be brought within ten years from the entry

thereof, regardless of the residence of the judgment debtor during that time."

A judgment is not a contract within the statute of limitations and is an excep

tion to the ‘general rule that a part payment, acknowledgment, or new promise,

tolls the statute.’7 A judgment is a nullity after the running of the statute

and no action or proceeding can be had thereon.“ But an action on a judgment,

if commenced within the ten years, may proceed to trial and judgment there

after." Equity follows the statute and will not enforce by its peculiar reme

dies a judgment against which the statute has run.” The day on which the

judgment is entered is to be excluded in computing the time.”1 Prior to Laws

1902 c. 2 § 83, the statute governed judgments for taxes.32 _

5151. Leave of court—Costs—Costs are not recoverable by the plaintifi in

an action on a domestic judgment between the same parties. unless such action

was brought with previous leave of court for cause shown.“

5152. Pleading—(?ases are cited below involving questions of pleading.“

‘iGemmell v. Rice, 1'3—400(371); Hutch

lusa v. Cutting, 14—537(40B); Cone v.

Hooper, 18—531(476, 479); Smith v. Val

entme. I9-452(393); Herrick v. Butler,

30-156. 1-H794; Hersey v. \Valsh, 38-521,

:-mars. See § 2347.

W Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39); Todd

v. Johnson. 50-310. 52+S64.

*9 Brown v. Hathaway, 10-303(238);

Todd v. Johnson, 50-310, 52+864.

2"In re Ellis, 55-401. 56+1056.

*1 Herrick v. Ammerman, 32-544, 21-+836.

Sec ifodd v. Johnson. 50-310. 52+864.

H aule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+452.

2" R. L. 1905 § 4075.

N Gaines v. Grunewald. 102-245, 113+450.

21' Olson v. Dab], 99-433. 109+1001 (over

ruling Osborne \'. Hcuer. 62-507, 64+1151).

2“ Brown \'. Dooley. 95-146, 103+.‘494.

2“ Sandwich Mfg. (‘o. v. Earl. 56-390. 57+

938; Gaines \'. Gruuewald, 102-245. 113+

450. See .\'e\vcll v. Dart. 28-2-18, 9-732.

3° Newel] \'. Dart. ‘.28-248, 9+732; Dole v.

\Vi]son, 39-330. -t0+10l; Reed \'. Siddall,

94-216, 102+-453.

31 Spencer \'. Hang. -15-231, 47+T94.

3? See § 9526.

33 R. L. 1905 § 4343; Merchants’ Nat.

Bank v. Gaslin, 41-552, 43+483.*3 :\l11llaud Co. v. Broat, 50-562, 52+972.

HDole v. Wilson, 39-330, 40+161; Mer

chants’ Nat. Bank v. Gaslin, 41-552, 43+

ggilgass-andwich Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390,

3-1 Lawrence v. Willoughby, 1-87(65)

(requisite particularity -in averments—

variance in the amount and in the names

of the parties held fatal); Holcombe v.
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5153. Counterclairn—Equitable defence~—Cancelation of Judgment

By way of counterclaim or equitable defence,‘the defendant may plead facts

which would justify a court of equity in canceling the Judgment on the‘gr_ou1id

of want of jurisdiction in tlie court rendering 1t. A general denial of ]l11‘1SdlC

tion, or of service of summons is insufficient. The facts must be pleaded as

fully as in an original action for the eancelation of the Judgment.“

AS EVIDENCE

5154. Evidence of rendition and legal consequences-All judgments are

conclusive evidence against all persons of the fact of their l‘B[1(l1tlO!1 and_of

the legal consequences thereof-of the existence of that state of things winch

they actually efiect.”

5155. Between parties and privies—-Whenever a judgment would operate

between the parties or their privies as a bar or estoppel by verdict, they may

use it as evidence of the facts upon whl
eh it is based, of the fact of its rendition,

and of all the legal consequences resulting from its rendition, and as such it

is conclusive.“

5156. Not evidence against strangers of facts on which based—]udg;

1nents are not evidence against strangers of the facts on which they are based.

Tracy, 2-241(201) (answer alleging that

jutlgment is not owned by plaintiff, but by

another person, naming him, presents a

good defence, though the particulars of

the assignment are not stated); Holmes

v. Campbell, 12-221(14l) (defective com

plaint sustained as against objection first

made after order for judgment); Gunn v.

Peakes, 36-177, 30+466 (overruling Karns

\'. Kunkle, 2-313, 268; Smith v. Mulliken,

2-319, 273) (complaint on foreign judg

ment need not allege that court had juris

diction of parties or subject-matter).

35 Vaule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+452; Deer

ing v. Postou, 78-29, 80+783; Stevenson

v. Murphy, 106-243, 119+47.

M Williams v. McGrade, 13-46(39, 45)

(existence of judgment as a fact); New

man v. Home Ins. Co., 20-422(378) (fact

that party was a mortgagee of the pram

ises); State v. Macdonald, 24-48 (fact of

naturalization); Olmsted County v. Bar

ber, 31-256, 261, 17+473 (existence of

judgment as a fact); Hunter v. Cleveland

ctc. Co., 31-505, 512, 18+645 (fact of the

rendition of the judgment and of all the

legal consequences resulting from that

fact); Corser v. Kindred, 40-467, 42-+297

(existence of mechanic's lien); Charles v.

Charles, 41-201, 204, 42+935 (fact of di

vorce); Frost v. St. Paul B. & 1. Co., 57

325, 59+308 (evidence of.its rendition and

of all the legal consequences resulting from

its rendition-transfer of title); Thurston

v. Thurston, 58-279, 59+1017 (fact of di

vorce); Kurtz v. St. P. St D. Ry., 61-18,

24, 63+1 (all judgments whatever are con

clusive proof, against all the world, of the

existence of that state of things which

they actually ei1'ect—probate proceedings—

link in chain of title); Farrell v. St. Paul.

62-271, 276, 64+809 (evidence of all legal

consequences of judg-n1ent—fact of di

vorce); Pabst v. Jensen, G8-"93, I1+384

(conclusive evidence of the fact of the

rendition of the judgment and of all legal

consequences resulting from that fact);

Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102+381

(link in chain of title). See §§ 5157»

5158. _

8" Knox v. Randall, 24-479, 494; Marvm

v Dutcher, 26-391, 4+685; McCl_ung v.

Condit, 27-45, 6+399; Bowe v. Mmn. M.

Co., 44-460, 47+151.

38 Mower \'. Hanford, 6—535(372); Brug

german v. Hoerr, 7—337(264); State V

llogard, 12-293(191); Marsh v. Arm

strong, 20—81(66); Braley v. Byrnes, 20-

435(339); Gage v. Stinson, 26-64, 1+806_,

Schroeder v. Lahrman, 26-87, 1+8_01; WP

nona v. Minn. By. C. Co., 27-41:), 6+795-Y

8+148; Wahl v. Walton, 30-506, 36+397,

Casey v. Sevatson, 30-516, 16+401; Olm:

sted County v. Barber, 31-256, 17+4=73Z

Morin v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-176, 22+251,

Chadbourn v. Rahilly, 34-346, 25+633§

Hartman v. Weiland, 36-223, 30+81_5,

Talbot v. Barager, 37-208, 34+23; Wmi

dom v. Schuppel, 39-35, 38+757; §t. P811

etc. Ry. v. Robinson, 40-360, 42+v9; M8‘

loney v. Finnegan, 40-281, 41+979; Harper

v. East Side Syndicate, 40-381, 42+_86,
Corser v. Kindred, 40-467; 42+297; N].Cl1'

0's v. Wadsworth, 40-547, 42+541; Ban

ning \'. Snlyin, 41-477. 43+329; Cannon

River M. Assn. v. Rogers, 42-123, 43+792,

Bloom v. Moy, 43-397, 45+715; Nowak Y.

Knight, 44-241, 46+348; ]_3urbank ‘V

lvrlgllt, 44-544. 47+162; Bannmg v. Sabra,

45-43], 48+8; Backdahl v. Grand Lodge,

45-61, 48+454; Pioneer S. 8: L. CO. V

Bm-tsch, 51-474, 478, 53+76-l; Bradshaw

v. Duluth I. M. 00., 52-50, ssnocc: Am

B- & L. Assn. v. Stoneman. 53-2_12,F54+

1115; O’Riley v. Clampet, 53-530. :_)o+|40;

Thompson v. Johnson. 55-515. ;n+223,
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There is -a single exception to this general rule in the case

189

of judgments ofcourts of admiralty condemning ships as prize.39 The general rule applies to

judgments in rem as well as judgments in personam.‘°

judgments.“

facie evidence a ainst a stran er.‘2
-g s g

apply to all judgments. It applies more

proceedings, probate decrees, actions to

It applies to probate
It is competent for the legislature to make a judgment prima

particularly to judgments in partition

foreclose mortgages or liens, and to
all judgments which operate proprio vigore to transfer title, or such as render

valid a disclosed link, which,

5158. Evidence of debt and relation of ‘debtor and creditor—All judg

ments for the recovery of money

are based.45

are conclusive evidence against all persons of
the existence of the debt and relation of debtor and

judgment,H but they are not evidence,

isteuce of a debt between the parties 0

creditor created by the

as against strangers, of the prior ex

r of any other facts upon which they

-

AS A BAR OR ESTOPPEL—RES JUDICATA

5159. Basis of doctrine—'l‘he doctrine of res judicata is founded on con

siderations of public policy which find expression in the two maxims, “a man

should not be twice vexed for the same cause” and “it is for the public good

that there be an end of litigation." ‘6

5160. Doctrine to be applied cautious1y—The doctrine of res judicata is to

be applied cautiously. Especially is this true as regards estoppel by verdict.‘1

5161. Distinction between estoppel by judgment and estoppel by ver

dict—There is a material diflt'erence between the effect of a judgment as a bar

to a second action on the same cause of action and its effect as an estoppel in

Kurtz v. St. P. & D. Ry., 65-60, 67-+808;

Falconer v. Cochran, 68-405, 71+.’-386;

S_mith v. St. Paul, 69-276, 72+104; Ald

rich v. Chase, 70-243, 247, 73+161; Thomp

son r. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-89, 73+707; Smith

V. Nat. C. Ins. Co., 78-214, 801-966; Hibbs

v. Marpe, 84-10, 86+612; Schmitt v. Dahl,

38-506, 93+665; Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson,

94-150, 102+3S1; Freeborn County v.

Hello, 105_s2, 117+15s.

3*? Farrell v. St. Paul, 62-271, 274, 64+

309; Brigham v. Fayerweather, 140 Mass.

See Whalley v. Eldridge, 24-358,

4° Farrell v. St. Paul, 62-271, 64+809.

*1 Morin v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-176, 22+

251; Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+

454; Kosmcrl v. Snively, 85-228, sense.

A probate judgment may have the effect

of proving the facts upon which they are

based, as against strangers, because they

cannot be collaterally attacked by disprov

lng such facts. See Pick v. Strong, 26

303. a+e91; Minn. L. & T. 00. v. Beebe,

40-7, 41+232; Lyon v. Gleason, 40-434,

42+-286; Dunnell, Minn. Trial Book §§ 1112

1116.

42 Brown v. Markham, 60-233, 62+123.

4“ Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102+

381. See Newman v. Home Ins. Co., 20

422(-378); Goldschmidt v. Nobles County.

37-49, 33+544; Frost v. St. Paul B. & 1.

Co., 57-325, 59+308; Kurtz v. St. P. & D.

Ry., 61-18, 24, 63+1.

+4 Newman v. Home Ins. Co., 20-422

(378); Nichols v. Wadsworth, 40-547, 42+

541; Erickson v. Paterson, 47-525, 50+

699; Frost v. St. Paul B. & I. Co., 57-325,

59+308; Pabst v. Jensen, 68-293, 71+384;

Smith v. Nat. C. Ins. Co., 78-214, 80-+966.

See Gage v. Stimson, 26-64, 1+806.

*5 Schmitt v. Dahl, 88-506, 93+665 and

cases cited; Irish v. Daniels, 100-189, 110+

968.

46 State of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 180.

91-725; Washburn v. Van Steenwyk, 32

336, 335, 20+324; Jordahl v. Berry, 72

119, 122, 75+10.

"State of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 180.

9+725; Bengtsson v. Johnson, 75-321, 325.

78+3. See § 5162.
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another action on a different cause of action. In the former case the judgment

is an absolute bar to the second action.
In the latter case, though not an ab

solute bar to the second action, it operates as an estoppel or conclusive evidence

of all matters in issue and actually determined in the former action.“

5162. Estoppel by verdict—DiHerent cause of ac_tion-Where the second

action between the same parties is upon a diflerent claim or demand—-a differ

ent cause of action, the judgment in the prior action operates as an cstoppel

only as to those matters in issue or points of controversy upon the determina

tion of which the finding or verdict was rendered.“ In other words. the

estoppel extends to all matters actually litigated, but not to matters_wliich

might have been litigated.M This is true though the former judgment was in

rem.“ All matters directly in issue and actually litigated in the former action

are res judicata in the subsequent action.
As to such matters the former judg

ment operates, not as a bar to the subsequent action, but as an estoppel by

verdict or conclusive evidence:"-’ Extrinsic evidcnce._ when not inconsistent

with the record and not impugning its verity, is admissible to show the facts

actually litigated in the former action.
To the same end the entire record may

that a fact was litigated extrinsic evi
be exaniined.“3 When the record shows

45 West v. Hcnnessey, 58-133, 137, 59+

984; Swank v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-423. 63+

1088; N. P. Ry. v. Slaght, 205 U. S. 122.

4° Cromwell v. Sac County, 94 U. S. 351;

Adams v. Adams, 25-72; State v. Cooley,

58-514, 525, 60+338; West v. Hennessey,

58-133, 137. 59+984; Swank v. St. P. C.

Ry., 61-423, ssuoss.

50 State v. Cooley, 58-514, 525, 60+338.

~'-1 Farrell v. St. Paul, 62-271, 64+809.

{-2 Dixon v. Merritt 21-196 (issue as to

satisfaction of a mortgage) ; Adams v. Ad

ams, 25-72 (issue as to illegal consideration

for a note); Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391,

4+685 (issue as to fitness of person to act

as administrator); McClung v. Condit, 27

45, (‘M399 (issue as to liability under a

lease); Chadbourn v. Rahilly, 28-394, 10+

420 (issue as to mortgage—arnount of debt

secured—subrogation); Boom v. St. Paul

F. & M. Co., 33-253, 22+538 (issue of title

to personalty); Goldschmidt v. Nobles

County, 37-49, 33+5-14 (issue as to title

to realty); Byrne v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38

212, 36+339 (issue as to title to realty—

issue as to whether a railway had been so

constructed as to obstruct the natural flow

of a stream); Ebert v. Long, 43-235, 45+

226 (issue as to allowance of credits in

adjusting an account); Gnilford v. W. U.

Tel. Co.. 43-434, 464-70 (issue as to right

to membership in a corporation and to

have a certificate of stock issued); Bowe

v. Minn. M. Co., 44-460, 47+151 (issue as

to execution of a contract and its breach) ;

Mp1s._'1‘. Co. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+82,

930 (issue as to title to realty); Nash v.

fidams, 55-46, 56+-241 (issue as to prior

i_ty between mortgage and nicchanic"s

hen);_Johnson v. Johnson, 57-100, 58+

824 (issues in an action for divorce);

Mitchell v. Chisholm, 57-148, 5s+s73 (is

sue as to title to realty and consideration

for a note); West v. Hennessey, 58-133,

137, 59+984 (issues as to building contract

and mechanics’ liens); Johnson v. Vaule.

61-401, 63+-1039 (issue as to value of

property in replevin); Swank v. St. P. C.

Ry., 61-423, 63+-1088 (issues as to lease

and rent); Thompson v. Crosby, 62-324,

64+823 (issue as to partnership); .f.ugir v.

Ryan, 63-373, 65+640 (issue as to issuance

of corporate stock and illegal purposes of

corporation); E-ide v. Clarke. 65-466, 68+

98 (issue as to title to realty); Breault_ v.

Merrill. 72-143, 75+122 (issue as to hen

on logs); Lytle v. Chi. etc. Ry., 75-330,

77+975 (issue as to execution and validity

of assigninent); O’Brien v. Manwaring,

79-86, 81+746 (issue as to good faith in

the payment of money); Prendergast v.

Sear-le. S1-291, 84+107 (issue as to rela

tion of landlord and tenant); Wagener v.

St. Paul, 82-148, 84+734 (issue as top M35

to realty); Clark v. Gaar, 84-270, 8t+7ll

(issues as to fraud and payment); Keene

v. Lobdell, S5-110, 88+251 (issues as to a

lease and the amount of rent due);

Phelps v. VVestern R. Co., 89-319, 94+1085.
1135 (issue as to certain contracts between

an assignee of the purchaser at a mort~

gage sale and the mortgagor); Skordtll V

Stanton, 89-511, 95+449 (issue as to con

sideration for a note) ; McLean v. Pirighcsf,

102-174, 112;-1013 (issue as to liability 0

holder of deed in escrow for refusal to (18

liver it); Dohs v. Holbert, 103-28_3, 11%+
961 (issue as to fraud on. creditors in

transfer of an insurance policy).

5“ Boom v. St. Paul F. & M- (_/'0~, 3?“

253, 22+53s; Andrews v. School Dist.» 30

70, 27+303; Irish Am. Bank v. Ludlum.

56-317, 57+927; Augir v. Ryan, 63-373,

65+640. See Estes v. Farnham, 11-423

(312, 322).
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dence is inadmissible to prove that it was not.“ A judgment containing a

clear, precise, and certain adjudication of title, cannot be controlled by any

admission or disclaimer in the answer contrary to the judgment.“ When re

sort is had to extrinsic evidence, it must be made to appear that the issues

claimed to have been litigated were necessarily involved in the former verdict

or finding.“ A former judgment is conclusive, by way of estoppel, only as to

facts without the existence and proof or admission of which it could not have

been rendered.57 Where a material fact, which is decisive of the cause, is

tendered as an issue, and not withdrawn, a determination adversely to the

party tendering such issue is conclusive against him in a subsequent action

involving the same fact, whether he introduced evidence to support such issue

or not.“ If there is reasonable doubt as to whether a. fact was actually litigated

in a former action there is no cstoppel."0 Matters which are passed upon only

incidentally are not res judicata in a subsequent action."0 If a matter was

not in issue in the former action there is of course no estoppel."1

5163. Estoppel by judgment—Former judgment as a bar—Genera1 rule

-A final judgment on the merits is an absolute bar to another action between

the same parties on the same cause of action. It is a finality as to the claim or

demand in controversy, concluding the parties and their privies, not only as to

every matter which was offered and received to sustain or defeat the claim or

demand, but as to any other admissible matter which might have been offered

for that purpose. In other words, it is conclusive upon the parties and their

privies not only as to every matter which was actually litigated, but also as to

every matter either of claim or defence, which might have been litigated."

Where the cause of action is entire and indivisible, the judgment determines

all the rights of the parties upon it, though it may be but partially presented

to the court. And all claim for relief, special or general, upon the cause of

action or defence, is disposed of and determined by the judgment, when the

particular circumstances justifying such relief are not pleaded, as effectually as

When they are full-y set out.“ That the remedy sought, or the mere form of

action, may be different, does not prevent the cstoppcl of the former adjudica

tion. If, upon the facts in issue in the former action, the plaintiff was entitled

in that action to a remedy such as the law awards as compensation or redress

for the alleged wrong, or if, upon those facts, he was entitled to no remedy,

an adjudication of his right to recover in that action bars his right to afterwards

seek a different remedy, upon the same facts or cause of action.“ As a general

rule a party asserting a right by action is barred by a judgment on the ments

-74 Long v. Webb, 24-380;

Schmitt, 32-130, 19+649.

-"5 Mpls. T. Co. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+

82, 930.

5“Irish Am. Bank v. Ludlum, 56-317,

211927; Macomb v. Hanley, 61-350, 63+

5"‘Macomb v. Hanley, 61-350, 63+744;

%§jeq1lson v. Penn. C. & 0. Co., 78-113, 80+

-"O'Brien v. Manwaring, 79-86, 81+74l3.

5" Augir v. Ryan, 63-373, 65+640.

°° Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391. 4+685.

"1 Smith v. Buse, 35-234, 28+220; Weth

Schmitt v.

erell v. Stewart, 35-496, 29+196; Fuller \'.

Roller, 45-152, 47+651; Tykeson v. Bow

man, 00-108, 61+909; Alexander V. Thomp

son, 101—5, 111+3S5. 4

6: Cromwell v. Sac County, 94- U. S. 351;

N. P. Ry. v. Slaght, 205 U. S. 122; Thomp

son v. Myrick, 24-4; Adams v. Adams,

25-72, 76; Hardin v. Pnlmcrlcc, 28-450.

10+773; Thomas v. Joslin, 36-1, 29+34§;

Bazille v. Murray, 40-48, 41+238; Guil

ford v. W. U. Tel. Co., 43-434, 46+70;

Swank v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-423, 63+108S;

Veline v. Dahlquist, 64-119, 121, 66+141;

Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake C. Assn.,

67-131, 69+708; Kaufcr v. Ford, 100-49,

53, 110+364.

"3 Thompson v. Myrick, 24-4.

'14 Hardin v. Palmerlee, 28-450, 452, 10+

773; Hatch v. Ooddington, 32-92, 19+393.
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as to al

the action was brough .65

l media concludendi or grounds for asserting the right known when

5164. Verdict or findings must pass into judgment-—A verdict,“ or find

ing of the court,M must ordinarily pass into judgment before it can8 operate

as a bar or estoppel. This seems like sacrificing substance to form.6

5165. Estoppel must be mutual—-The estoppel must be mutual. Unless

both parties are bound by the judgment it

in favor of either.°° It is no objection

action not bound.70

will not operate as a bar or estoppel

that there are other parties to the

5166. Not a bar to subsequently accruing rights.-—A judgment 18 never a

bar to the assertion of rights accruing subsequent to its rendit1on.“_ . _ _

5167. Indivisible causes of action—Splitting-—A single and indivisible

cause of action, either ex eontractu or ex delieto, cannot be divided and made

the subjeet of several actions. When one brings an action on a contract, he is

bound to submit to the court all claim that he then has to its rehef upon that

contract. If there are several grounds for relief, they constitute but one cause

of action, and the judgment determines them all. He cannot recover a part of

his damages from the breach of the contract in one action and the remainder

in another. And in an action ex dclieto all the damages to which a_party is

entitled at the time, present or prospective, must be recovered in a single ac

tion.12 Injuries to the person and injuries to the property of the person in

jured, both resulting from the same tortious act, are separate items of damage

constituting one cause of action within this rule.“ The rule apphes to a claim

asserted by the defendant in his answer, as well as to a claim asserted by the

plaintiff in his complaint.“ There is no constitutional objection to sphttmg

causes of action. It may be done when authorized by statute.” ' _

5168. Independent causes of action—-A party is not bound to unite 111 a

single action several independent causes of action though they relate to the

same subject-matter and might be joine

d. A judgment on one cause of ac

tion is never a bar to an action on another distinct cause of action. Whlle

a party is bound to litigate every question pertaining to a single cause of action

in one action, he is not bound to litigate therein every question pertaining to

the subject-matter thereof. Causes of action may be distinct though they re

0511. S. v. California etc. Co., 152 U. S.

355; Fauntleroy v. Lurn, 210 U. S. 230.

M Sehurmeier v. Johnson, 10—319(250).

See Craig v. Dunn, 47-59, 62, 49+396.

6" Child v. Morgan, 51-116, 52+1127.

08 See Downer v. Cripps, 170 Mass. 345.

6" Nowak v. Kliight, 44-241, 46+348;

Connolly v. Connolly, 26-350, 4+233; State

v. Linton, 42-32, 43-+571; Whitcomb v.

Hardy, 68-265, 71+263; Thompson v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 71-89, 97, 73+707.

7" Whitcomb v. Hardy, 68-265, 71+263.

'11 State of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 9+

725; Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-425,

21+414; MeEvoy v. Book, 37-402, 34+740;

Ogden v. Ball, 40-94, 41+453; Ramsey

County B. Soc. v. Lawton, 49-362, 51+

1163; Woodcock v. Carlson, 49-536, 52+

142; Guilfnrd v. W. U. Tel. Co., 59-332,

61+324; McMulla.n v. Dickinson, 60-156,

624-120; Docscher v. Spratt, 61-326, 63+

736; Wheelock v. Svensgsard, 63-486. 65+

937. See Eide v. Clarke, 65-466, 68+98.

72 Davis v. Sutton, 23-307; Thompson v.

Myrick, 24-4, 14; Geiser v. Farmer, 27

428, 8+-141; American etc. Co. v. Thornton,

28—418, 104-425; Memmer v. Carey, 30-458.

]5+877; Pierro v. St. P. etc. Ry_., 37-314.

34+38; Id., 39-451, 40+520; Z1ebartl1_ v

Nye, 42-541, 544, 44+1027; Bowe v. Mum.

M. Co., 44-460, 47+151; Thurston V

Thurston, 53-279, 286, 59+1017; Staten‘.

Weyerhauser, 68-353, 368, 71+265; O_’Br1cu

v. Manwaring, 79-86, 814-746; Kmg "

Chi. etc. Ry., 80-83. 82+1113; Gilbert v.

Boak, 86-365, 90+767; Burgraf v. Byrneps,

94-418, 103+215; Wilson v. Farnharn, 91

153, 106+342. See McPherson v. Ru1‘ly°"i

41-524, 43+392.

79* King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 80-83, 82+1113

See 15 Harv. L. Rev. 752.‘

'14 Geiser v. Farmer, 27-428, 8+141.

'15 State v. Weyerhauser, 68-353, 368, 71+

265.
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late to the same subject-matter and the relief sought is the same.Tu The con

clusive character of a judgment extends only to identical issues, and they

u1ust be such not merely in name, but in fact and in substance. If the vital

issue of the later litigation has been in truth already determined by an earlier

judgment, it may not again be contested, but if it has not—if it is intrinsically

and substantially an entirely different issue, even though capable of being

described in similar language, or by a common form of expression—then the

truth is not excluded, and the judgment is no answer to the different issue.”

While a judgment on one cause of action is not a bar to an action on another

distinct cause of action, it may operate as an estoppel by verdict or as conclusive

evidence of particular issues in the later action.18

5169. Test of distinct causes of action—A proper test, in determining

whether a prior judgment between the same parties in relation to the same

subject-matter, is a bar to a subsequent action, is to inquire whether the same

evidence would sustain both actions." The fact that much of the evidence

in the two actions is the same is not decisive. where it clearly appears that the

two causes of action are distinct.“

5170. Merger of original cause of acti0n—Whenever a cause of action

passes into judgment—transit in rem adjudicat-am—it is merged in the judg

ment and cannot be made the basis of another action.“1

5171. Inoperative against strangers—A judgment does not operate as a

bar or estoppel against strangers."

5172. Who may assert—One not a party defending—One not a party to

an action, or in privity with a party, cannot avail himself of the judgment

therein as a bar or estoppel,'*3 though he may use it as evidence for certain pur

poses.“ One not a party to an action, or in privity with a party, cannot claim

the benefit of the judgment therein as a bar or estoppel or be bound thereby, on

the ground that he was the real defendant in interest and conducted the de

fence, unless he did so openly, and to the knowledge of the plaintiff, and for the

defence of his own interests.”

5173. Who are privies—A tenant is in privity with his landlord; 8° a wife

with her husband, as regards her contingent interest in his realty; 8' a creditor.

with a receiver appointed in supplementary proceedings at his instance; "_a

stockholder, with the corporation; 8“ the voters of a county, with a relator in

"Stark v. Starr, 94 U. S. 485; First

Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22-224; State of

Wis. v. Torinus. 28-175, 9+-725; Linnc v.

Stout, 44-110. 46+319; Skoglund v. Mpls.

St. Ry., 45-330, 47+1071; West v. Heunes

-“°)U 58-133, 59-+984; State \~. Cooley, 58

5141 60+-338; Wheelock v. Svensgaard, 63

486, 65+937; Wayzata v. G. N. Ry., 67

385, 69-F1073; Jordahl v. Berry, 72-119,

75+10; Rossmuu v. Tilleny. 80-160. 83+

42; Wilson v. Faruham, 97-153, 106+3-12;

Stitt v. R-at Portage L. Co.. 101-93, 111+

948 and cases under §§ 5205, 5206.

"" Wayzata v. G. N. Ry.. 67-385. 69+

1073.

"8 See § 5162.

79 West v. Hennessey, 58-133, 1.36. 59+

954; Wheelock v. Svcnsgaard. 63-486, 65+

937; Wayzata v. G. N. R_v., 67-385, 390,

69+lOT3; Rossman v. Tilleny, 80-160, 83+

42; Kaaterud v. Gilbertson, 96-66. 104+

763; Woodman v. Blue Grass L. Co., 93

87, 107+1052.

W Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 101-93, 96,

111+948.

811-Iarlev v. Davis, 16-487(441); State

of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 9+725; Davi

son v. Harmon, 65-402, 67+1015; State v.

Ward, 79-362, 368, 82+686; McKittrick v.

Cahoon, 89-383, 95+223; Loomis v. Wall

blom, 94-392, 395, 102+1114; Olson v.

Dahl, 99-433, 109+1001. See Temple v.

Scott, 3-419(306); Washington L. 1. Co.

v. Marshall, 56-250, 255, 57+658.

“2 Sec cases under § 5156.

sawhitcomb v. Hardy, 68-265, 71+263.

H See § 5154.

"5 Schroeder v. Lahrman, 26-87, 1+801;

Cannon River M. Assn. v. Rogers, 42-123,

4-'1+792; Hendricks v. Dean, 105-162, 117+

426.

W Blew v. Ritz, 82-530, 85+548.

*7 Stitt v. Smith, 102-253, 1l3+632.

5'8 Dohs v. Holbert, 103-283, 114+9(i1.

W Willius v. Mann, 91-494, 98+341.

11-13
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mandamus proceedings concerning the removal of a county seat; °° persons in

terested in the estate of a decedent, with tl1e executor or administrator there

of; *1 and railway bondholders, with a trustee under a mortgage.92 To con

.stitute one the privy by estate of another, it must appear that he succeeded,

after the bringing of the action by which he is sought to be concluded, to an

estate or interest held by a party to the judgment."3

5174. Parties must have been adversary—A judgment will not operate as

a bar or estoppel between parties unless they were adversary parties in the

action in which it was rendered.H It has been held, however, that where con

flicting claims to the ownership of property are afiirmatively made and set up

in their answers by several defendants in an action, the court may by its judg

ment determine the rights of such defendants among themselves; and such

judgment will be evidence of title in subsequent actions where the same is called

in question."

5175. Parties bound must be certain—A judgment will not operate as a

bar or estoppel against a party unless it is clear from the record that it was

rendered against him. A court will examine the entire record to ascertain the

fact.“

5176. Persons answerable over—Sureties—Indemnitors—Where A is

answerable over to B on account of a judgment recovered against B the judg

ment is conclusive against A, if he actually defended the action in which the

judgment was rendered, or if he had due notice of the pendency of the action

and an opportunity to defend it.“1 The notice need not be in writing, but it

must clearly apprise the person to whom it is given of the pendency of the

action and that the defendant expects him to defend it." Sureties on official

bonds are bound prima facie by judgments against their principals for official

misconduct.‘m rl‘he order of a probate court on the final settlement of the ac

count of a guardian has been held conclusive upon his sureties.1 Whether

sureties are bound by a judgment against their principal may depend on their

contract." A grantor of realty who, though not a party thereto, but to pro

tect himself from liability under the covenants of his conveyance, defends an

action brought by a third person against his grantee to recover the property

and damages for its wrongful detention, is not personally liable to the plaintiff

therein for the payment of the judgment. Having conducted the litigation,

though not a party, he is bound by the judgment, but his personal obligation

to pay and discharge it extends only to his grantee.3 -

5177. Parties bound by representation—Comingent interests-—One not

personally a party to an action may be bound by a judgment therein on the

W Kaufer v. Ford, 100-49, 110+364.

"1 Connolly v. Connolly, 26-350, 4+233.

632 Grant v. Winona etc. Ry., 85-422, 89+

"3 Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102+

381; 1a., 9e91, 10-1+1149, 107+740. See

Rogers v. Holyoke, 14-220(158); Fulton

v. Andrea, 70-445, 452, 73+256.

04 Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Bartsch, 51-474

53+764. '

"5 Goldschmidt v. No l33+544' bes County, 37-49,

13° Banning v. Sabin 41-477 43+329'

City Nat. Bank v. Hagler, 52-1s,’5s+ss7. '

9'! Hersey v. Long, 30-114, 14+508 (seller

of personalty warranting title); Mpls. M.

Co._ v. Wheeler, 31-121, 16+69S (responsi

b1hty for negligence); Mackey v. Fisher

36-347, snsen (contractor—liability ml

negligence-promise to “take care” of I

action); Reed v. McGregor, 62-94, 64-+88

(surety on bond against mechanics’ liens);

Fleckton v. Spicer, 63-454, 65+926 (vendor

of land agreeing to convey by a “good

and sufficient deed”); Olson v. Schultz,

67-494, 701-779 (landlord-—-liability for

negligence-unsafe premises); G. N. I_iy

v. Akeley, 88-237, 92+959 (surety on m

dcmnity bond against mechanics’ liens).

‘*8 Hersey v. Long, 30-114, 14+508.

"9 Bcauchaine v. McKinnon, 55-318, 56+

1065; Hursey v. Marty, 61-430, 63+1090.

‘Jacobson v. Anderson, 72-426, 75+607;

Cross v. White, 80-413, S3+393.

2 Pioneer S. 8: L. Co. v. Bartseh, 51-474,

53+764.

3 Hendricks v. Dean, 105-162, 117+426.
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principle of representation. A contingent interest in realty is bound by a judg

ment in_ an action to quiet the title thereto where the court has before it all

the same capacity.5

5179. Judgment must be on the merits—To operate as an estoppel or bar

a judgment must be on the merits.0 The record of the action may be examined

to determine wlietller the judgment was rendered on the merits.7

court on the trial before final submission, for failure of the plaintiff to prove

a cause of action, is not a final determination on the merits, and the judgment

entered thereon does not operate as a bar or estoppel.s This is also true of

a dismissal entered by the plaintifl before trial,“ or ordered by the court on

the trial upon motion of the plaintifi.‘° A judgment that an action for a

given cause “be dismissed without prejudice to another action,” is, by its terms,

no bar to another action for the same cause.“ A written stipulation, before

the same cause.12 Though a judgment is in form one of dismissal, it will

operate as a bar or estoppel if, in fact, it is on the merits.“ It will so operate

Where it is entered in pursuance of a stipulation of the parties that the action

be dismissed “on its merits.” “ A dismissal of an action under R. S. (Wis.)

1898 § 3072, has been held not a judgment on the merits.“

there are no findings, then the facts set up in the complaint and essential to

the judgment are binding upon the parties in subsequent litigation whether

upon the same or a dilferent cause of action."

4Ma_vall v. Mayall, 63-511, 65+9-12; 116+205. See Day v. Mountin, 89-297,

_ lllathews \'. Lightner, 85-333, 88+992. 9~l+887.

-’~Bumka v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-549, 63+ 1" Spurr v. Home Ins. Co., 40-424, 42+

1116. See Whitney v. Pinne , 51-146, 206. See Mulcahy v. Dieudonne, 103-352,

53+198. 115-+636.

°C-errish v. Pratt, 6-53(1-1); Terryll v. 11 Gunn v. Peakes, 36-177, 30+466.

Bailey, 27-304, 7+261; State of Wis. v. 12 Rolfe v. Burlington etc. Ry., 39-398,

Torinus, 28-175, 94-725; Andrews v. School 40-+267.

Dist. 35-70, 27+303; Cl-aver v. Christian, 13 State v. Hard, 25-460; Boom v. St.

34-397, 26+8; Daley v. Mead, 40-382, 42+ Paul F. 8; M. Co., 33-253, 22+538; An

85- tlrews v. School Dist., 35-70, 27+303;7Anllrews v. School Dist., 35-70, 27+303. Thomas v. Joslin, 36-1, 29-+344; Wagner

8Graver v. Christian, 34-397, 26-+8; An- v. Wagner, 36-239, 30+’/'66; Winnebago

drews v. School Dist., as-70, 27+30s; P. Mills v. N. W. etc. 00., 61-373, 63+

Woolsey v. Bohn, 41-235, 42+-1022; Mc- 1024; Johnson v. Vaule, 61-401, 63-+1039;

Gl1_I18 V. Eaton, 77-404, 80+355; Cart- Nielsen v. Albert Lea, 87-285, 9l+1113;

W_flgbt v- Hall, ss-349, ea.-117; Woods v. Day v. Mountin, so-297, 94-.ss1.

Lmdvall, 48 Fed. 62. 14 Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-153, 53+

"Phelps v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-485, 35+ 199.

273; Rolfe v. Burlington etc. Ry., 39-398, 15 Kerrigan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407, 90+

40+267; Walker v. St. P. C. Ry., 52-127, 976.

531-1068; Mulcahy v. Dieudonnc, 103-352, 10 Last Chance M. Co. v. Tyler M. Co.,
l15+6-$6; Holmgren v. Isaacson, 104-84, 157 U. s. ass; Doyle v. Hallam, 21-515;

Adams v. Adams, 25-72; Holland v. Du
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5182. Judgment on the pleadings—A judgment on the pleadings is not a

bar to a subsequent action based on materially different allegations of fact."

5183. Judgment on demurrer—A judgment upon the facts of an action, as

presented in the complaint and confessed by a general demurrer, is upon the

merits, and is as effectual as a bar or estoppel as if there had been a verdict

on the same facts.Us This is so, as regards the facts so admitted, though the

second action is on a different cause of action.“ But a judgment sustaining a

general demurrer is not a bar to a subsequent action based on a good complaint

for the same cause of action.20

5184. Judgment on directed verdict-If, upon final submission of a case.

the court directs a verdict, it is a disposition of the case on the merits.21 But

if the judgment roll shows that the court directed the verdict as a mode of

dismissing the action, it will not operate as an estoppel.22

5185. Judgment on joint obligation—At common law a judgment against

one or more of several joint obligors was a bar to a subsequent action against

the other obligors.“ This rule has been abrogated by statute in this state.“

5186. Judgment against one of several tortfeasors—A judgment against

one or more of several tortfeasors is not a bar to an action against the otl1ers.”

5187. Vacated judgment—A judgment which has been vacated has no force

as a bar or estoppel.“

5188. Judgment unenforceable by execution—The mere fact that a judg

ment is unenforceable by execution because of lapse of time, does not affect

its operation as a bar or estoppel.27

5189. Judgment in action for div0rce—The doctrine of res judieata is ap

plicable to actions for divorce.’-’8

5190. Mandamus—The doctrine of res judicata. is applicable to nfandamus.2n

5191. Judgment in ejectI'nent—'l‘he doctrine of res judicata now applies to

a judgment in ejectment, but it did not at common law.“10

5192. Foreign judgments-—By virtue of the federal constitution a judgment

of atsaister state has the same effect as a bar or estoppel as a domestic judg

men . 1 -

5193. Criminai and civil actions—A judgment in a civil action does not

operate as a bar or estoppel against the parties in a criminal action.“

5194. Erroneous decision—' ‘he fact that a judgment is erroneous in point

of law does not affect its force as a bar or estoppel in a subsequent action on

luth etc. Co., 65-324, 68+50; Northern T. %Engstrand v. Kletfman, 36-4031 90*

Co. v. Crystal Lake C. Assn., 67-131, 69+

708; Sodini v. Sodini. 94-301, 102+861.

1'! Gerrish v. Pratt, 6—53(14); Woodcock

v. Carlson, 49-536. 52+142. See White v.

Behrens, 60-495. 62+1127.

18 Carlin v. Braekett. 38-307, 37+342

Dohs v. Holbert, 103-283, 1l4+961; N. P’.

Ry. v. Slaght, 205 U. S. 122.

19 Bissell v. Spring Valley, 124 U. S. 225.

20Gerrish v. Pratt, 6-53(14); West v.

Hennessey, 58-133, 59+984; Swanson v.

G. N. Ry. 73-103 75+1033; w t . s
P. 0. Ry.,’ 7s_s5sf 79+30s. a 80“ V L

33;.Andrews v. School Dist., 35-70, 27+

22 Converse v. Siekles, 146 N. Y. 200.

'-’3 Dawson v. Harmon, 65-402, 67+101-5.

?(()e5e4.Engstraii<l v. Kletiman, 86-403, 90+

24 R. L. 1905 § 4282.

1054.

2° Winona v. Minn. Ry. C. Co., 27-4151

6+795, 8+148; Hershey ". Meeker Co.

Bank, 71-255, 73+967.

3? Bazille v. Murray, 40-48, 41+238.

2BWagner v. Wagner, 36-239, 30+766;

Evans v. Evans, 43-31, 44+524; Thurston

v. Thurston, 58-279, 59+1017; Peterson

v. Peterson, 68-71, 70+865; Sprague v

Sprague, 73-474, 76+26S.

9" State v. Hard, 25-460; Kaufer v. Ford,

100-49, 110+364. See State v. Cooley, 58

514. 60+338; Id., 65-406, same.

-“Doyle v. Hallam, 21-515; Bazille V.

Murray, 40-48, 41+238; Lewis v. Hogan,

51-221, 53+367.

31Cone v. Hooper, 18—531(476); Wash

burn v. Van Steenwyk, 32-336, 357, 20+

324. See § 5207.

52 State v. Wenz, 41-196, 42{933. See

Statc v. Hogard, 12-293(191).
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the same cause of action.“ An erroneous decision does not bind the parties

in a subsequent action on a diilerent cause of action."N

5195. Equitable relief not obtainable in former action—_Where it is im

possible to obtain equitable relief in an action, it may be sought in a subsequent

action.“

5196. Necessity of asserting equities-A defendant is not ordinarily bound

to assert equities entitling him to affirmative relief. He may reserve them for

a separate action.“ Under a former statute the rule was otherwise.M

5197. Necessity of asserting counterclaim-—A judgment in an action in

which a counterclaim might have been asserted is not a bar to a subsequent

action on the counterclaim.as

5198. Time when judgment was rendered irnmaterial—It is immaterial

whether a judgment was rendered before or after the commencement of the

action in which it is interposed as a bar or estoppel.”9

5199. Applicable in equity-—The doctrine of res judicata is applicable in

equity as well as at law. A judgment at law may be pleaded as a bar to a

suit in equity.m

5200. Effect of granting new tria1—'l‘he granting of a new trial defeats the

operation of a judgment as a bar or estoppel,‘1 but the pendency of a motion

for a new trial does not.‘2

5201. Effect of appea1—It is an open question in this state whether an ap—

peal from a judgment suspends its operation as a bar or estoppel. It has been

held that an appeal from an order vacating a judgment does not reinstate the

judgment so as to give it operation as a bar or estoppel.“

5202. Estoppel in pais--A person may be bound by a judgment by virtue of

conduct creating an estoppel in pals.“

5203. Stipulation of parties—Pending an appeal in an action. the parties

stipulated that certain rights then in controversy between them should be de

termined by the decision of a certain question by the supreme court on that

appeal, and the opinion on such decision afterwards given purported to decide

that question. After such decision, another action was brought to determme

those 1‘i,Q,'lliI.\‘. and on the trial the stipulation and the opinion were given in evi

dence by the a,r_vremncnt of the parties. it was held that the parties, by their

stipulation and agreement, made the decision of the question conclusive on

the trial, even though it was not a material question on the appeal.45

5204. How asserted-—P1eading—Motion—-Stay-—The defence of a bar by

former judgment is in the nature of confession and avoidance and must be

specially pleaded as new matter.“ In leading the defenceut is sufficient to

allege in general terms that the facts :1 leged in the complaint 1n the former

action were the same facts alleged in the complaint in the pendmg HCtl0Il." A

3-1 Bradshaw v. Duluth I. M. Co., 52-59,

66. 53+1066; Mitchell v. Chisholm. 57

148, 58+873.

-“Swank v. St. P. C. Ry.. 61-423, 427,

63+108S.

1" First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22-224.

3" See First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22

224; McCreary v. Casey, 45 Cal. 128.

*7 Fowler v. Atkinson. 6—503(350).

3" Douglas v. First Nat. Bank. 17-35(18) ;

Thoreson v. Mpls. H. Works. 29-341. 13+

156; Osborne v. VVilliams, 39-353. 40+165.

39 Allis v. Davidson, 23-442.

4" Gerrish v. Pratt, 6-53(14). -

*1 Winona v. Minn. Ry. C. Co.. 27-415, 6+

795, 8+l48.

*2 Young v. Brehe, 19 Nev. 379.

43 Hershey v. Meeker Co. Bank, 71-255,

73+967. See State v. Flint, 61-539, 541,

63+1l13. F

N St. Paul Nat. Bank v. Cannon, 46-95,

48+526.

45 Abbott v. Anhcuser, 60-266. 62+286.

M Bowe v. Minn. M. (‘o., 44-460, 47+15l

See Sehurmeier v. Johnson, 10-3l9(250)

(defence insuificiently pleaded)’; Terryll

v. Bailey, 27-304, 7+26l (necessity of al

leging that former judgment was on the

merits); Andrc\vs v. School Disl:.. 35-40,

27+303 (iii). I

47 \\'hitcon1b \'. Hardy, 68-265. 71+263.
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former judgment on a different cause of action need not be pleaded in order to

take advantage of it as an estoppel by verdict." When a judgment is sought

to be used as evidence, rather than a bar or estoppel, it stands on the same

footing as any other evidence and need not be pleaded.“ If it appears on the

face of a complaint that the cause of action is res judicata a general demurrer

will lie.‘° A former judgment cannot be set up by motion after trial and

verdict."1 A former judgment may be a ground for a stay of proceedings.“2

5205. Held a bar-—A judgment in ejectment, a bar to an action to determine

adverse claims; 53 a judgment in an action to foreclose a mortgage, :1 bar to an

action to impeach the note and mortgage and secure their cancelation;"" a

judgment in an action for specific performance, a bar to an action for dam

ages; “ a judgment for damages, a bar to an action for specific performance; “

a. judgment in an action for breach of a contract to sell certain goods and for

breach of a warranty of quality, a bar to an action for the price of certain of

the goods delivered; " a dismissal of an alternative writ of mandamus, a bar

to a subsequent application for a writ; " a judgment in 1-eplevin, a bar to an

action for conversion; 5“ a judgment in an action on a. running account with

a retail merchant, a bar to a subsequent action for another part of the same

account; °° a judgment in an action for conversion, a bar to an action of re

plevin ; ‘*1 a judgment in an action for specific performance, a bar to an action

to reform the contract; ‘*2 a judgment in an action for absolute divorce on the

ground of cruel and inhuman treatment, a bar to an action for limited divorce

on the same grounds;“ a judgment in ejectment including recovery for use

and occupation, a. bar to an action for injury to the estate during the same

period of occupation; “‘ a judgment in an action by a parent for an injury '00

a child, a. bar to an action by the child on reaching majority; °"’ a judgment

in replevin, a bar to an action for the value of the goods detained and dam

ages; “ a judgment in ejectment with damages for withholding, a bar to an

action for damages for withholding;“1 a judgment of divorce including ali

mony, a bar to an action for alimony;" a judgment for rent, a bar to an

action for the same rent;“ a judgment in an action to abate a. nuisance, a

bar to an action to recover damages for the same nuisance; 1° a judgment in

an action to determine boundary lines, a bar to an action of ejectrnen’c;'H *1

judgment in an action to reform a deed, a bar to the assertion of title by a child

of the grantor of the deed.12
5206. Held not a bar-—A judgment for plaintifi in unlawful detainer pr0

eeedmgs to recover possession of lands after the time for redemption from

lsgwank v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-423, 63+ “0 Memmer v. Carey, 30-458, 15+-877.

M I/gnu‘ I Ra d _ F . I_ M _Hatch v. Coddmgton, 32-92, 19+393;

v n all, 24 419, 494, Marvm Vehne v. Dahlqmst, 64-119, 664-141.

"- D\1t¢‘_1er.- 26-391, 403, 4-685; McChmg 6: Thomas v. Joslin, 36-1, 29+3-14.

vkocofldlt, 21-45, (H392. 08 Wagner v. Wagner, 36-239, 30+766.

Manet“ 1" Cram "‘234(176)- "4 Pierre v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 37-314 34+:l1,1(3eill_y v. Bader. 50-199, 52+522. 38; Id.. 39-451, 4o+52o. ' I

_,; ,‘;:'v',‘:hvv- 5:322} 6-2513(51145): _ M Lathrop y. S(SlI\'lttE, 61-196. o3+493;

Mm.,,,,_5, 40_'48‘ 41+2ég ‘ , Bilrllle v. Bamka_v. Chi. etc. R_y., 61-549, 63+1116.

Y - M Vehne v. Dahlqmst, 64-119. 66+141.

54 Allis v. Davidson 23-442- N th ~ '
v. Crystal Lalie C. Asiin., g7—1%r1n, Gliliifxbrahamson M Lambersonl 68454, ‘H

- _ 68 Spraguc v. Sprague. 73-474 7ti+26&

$l;:;:p:on v. 11\\1[yr1_ck, 24-4. a9 Keene v_ Lobdeny 85410’ 'g8+251.

52 %me V. HaTdv,25_4é6‘. 4;11Krabbenhoft v. Wright. 101-356. 112*

5 - ardin v. Pahne l 28—4F0 T" I " "

Se-evwoodcock v. Carlsfih, 49-53:6,’ “Lucy vi Lucy’ 10l_432, 120H54.

VGIIDG \-. Dahlquist, 64-119, 66+141. ’
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not put in issue, not a bar to an action by the mortgagor against the mortgagee

to redeem from him as a mortgagee in possession, on the ground that the fore

closure was void; 78 a judgment by default in an action for the purchase price

of goods, not a bar to an action for breach of warranty; “ a judgment in an

action for the purchase price of goods, not a bar to an action for a rescission

of the sale for fraud; 7“ a judgment for damages resulting from a nuisance, not

a. bar to an action for subsequently accruing damages from the same nuisance ;"

a judgment in an action against A and B to recover from A the price of

ment of salary, not a bar to an action for a subsequently accruing instalment; ”‘

a judgment for a breach of a covenant of seizin, not a bar to an action for

the breach of a covenant of quiet enjoyment; "9 a judgment for damages in

a judgment for an instalment of money due, not a bar to an action for a

subsequently accruing instalment; 85 a judgment on the pleadings in replevin,

not a bar to an action for conversion; " a judgment in an action to rescind

a contract for the sale of realty on the ground of fraud, not a bar to an action

for damages for a breach of the contract; 8’ a judgment in an action for breach

of warranty on the sale of goods, not a bar to an action on a note given for

the purchase price ;" a judgment foreclosing a mortgage, not a bar to an

7-1 Gosnen v. Schroeder, 18-66(51). 85 Ramsey County B. Soc. v. _La_wt0n, 49

'“ Thoreson v. Mpls. H. Works, 29-841, 362, 51+1163; McMulla,n v. Dl0k1DS0l1 Co.,

13+156. 60-156, 62+-120; Doescher V. Spratt, 6175Kraus v. Thompson, 30-64, 14+266. 326. 63+736.

7“13!‘11l'Kken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-425, 21+ 86 Woodcock v. Carlson, 49-536, 52+142.

414; Byme v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-212, 36+ 8'! Marshal] v. Gilman, 52-88, 53+811.

339; Bowers v. Miss. etc. 00., 78-398, 81+ 38 Trautweiu v. Twin City I. Works, 55

2°8- 264, 56+750.

77 Richardson v. Richards, 36-111, 30+ 8' \Vasl1'ington L. I. Co. v. Marshall, 56

457 250, 57+658; McRae v. Sullivan, 56-266,15 McEv0y v. Bock, 37-402, 34+740. 57+659.

7° Ogden v. Ball, 40-94, 41+ 453. 9° Thurston v. Thurston, 58-279, 59+

3° McPherson v. Runyon, 41-524, 43+392. 1017. See Sprague v. Sprague, 73-474,

8* Evans v. Evans, 43-31, 44-+524. 7s+2ss.

"Linne v. Stout, 44-110, 461-319. »1 Wright v. Tileston, 60-34, <s1+s23.

88Blwglumi v. Mpls. St. Ry., 45-330, 41+ fl2JordahI v. Berry, 72419, 75+10.

1071- fl3Lindgren v. Lindgren, 73-90, 75+1o34.8* Reynolds v. Franklin, 47-145, 49+648.
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recover a stipulated amount for services, not a bar to an action for the

reasonable value of the services ; ‘“ a judgment in an action to have a transaction

declared a mortgage and to redeem, not a bar to an action for spee1_fic per

formance;‘’“ a judgment in an action. to recover earnest money paid on a

contract for the purchase of land, not a bar to an action for damages for

fraud in connection with the contract; "“ a judgment in an action to foreclose

a mortgage, not a bar to an action to

foreclose another distinct mortgage;M ‘-1.

judgment for services, not a bar to an action for the same services but on a

different contract.“

FOREIGN JU1)GMEN'1‘S

5207. Full faith and credit—-A judgment of a court of a sister state must

be given full faith and credit in this state by virtue of the federal constitution.

If the court had jurisdiction of the person and subject-matter, the judgment

is as conclusive here as a bar, or as an estoppel, or as evidence, as in the state

of its rendition." The same rule applies to judgments of territorial courts.1

5208. Collateral attack-A judgment of a court of a sister state may be at-_

tacked collaterally by parties or strangers for want of jurisdiction either_ov_er

the person or subject-matter, and this may be done notwithstanding jurisdic

tional averments in the record.2 But

jurisdiction in a superior court will

be presumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary.3 Such a judgment

cannot be attacked collaterally by a party on the ground that it was obtained

by fraud.4 It cannot be collaterally attacked for error or irregularity.5 The

judgments of the courts of a territory stand on the same footing, as regards

impeachment, as those of a state.“
5209. How proved—A foreign judgment may be proved by a copy thereof,

duly authenticated by the duly-authenticated certificate of an officer properly

authorized by law to give a copy.1
5210. Actions on—An action will lie in this state on a judgment of a court

of a sister state.8

 

]UDICIAL—See note 9.

JUDICIAL NOTICE-—See Evidence, 3448; Pleading, 7520.

‘H Rossman v. Tilleny, 80-160, 83+42.

9“ Kaaterud v. Gilbertson, 96-66, 104+

T63.

9" Woodman v. Blue Grass L. Co., 98-87,

107+1052.

1:;,K0ppang v. Steenerson. 100-239, 111+

91‘ Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 101-93,

1l1+948.

1"‘ Cone v. Hooper, 18-531(476); Wash

burn v. Van Stccnwyk, 32-336. 357, 20%

3'24; Alden \-. Dyer, 92-134, 99+7S4; Til

hnghast v. U. S. etc. Co., 99-62, 108+47‘2;

Fauntleroy v. Llllll, 210 U. S. 230. Sec,

as to their effect as evidence, Morin v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 33-176. 22+?.51.

1Suesenbach v. Wagner, 41-108. 42+925.

‘1’~State v. Armington, 25-29, 37; Morey

v. Morey, 27-265, 6+783; In re Ellis, 55

401, 564-1056; Thelen v. 'l‘helen, 75-433,

78+108: Boyle v. Musser. 88-456, 93+520;

Mel-Ienr_v v. Bracken. 93-510. 101+960;

Summons \'. Pike. 108-291, 120+540. See

Cone v. Hooper, 13-531(~l7G).

3Stahl v. Mitchell. 41-325. 43+3S5; MG

Henry v. Bracken. 93-510, 10l+960; State

v. \\'eher. 96-422, 105+490. See Cone V.

Hooper, 18-531 (476).
4111 re Ellis, 55-401, 56+]0-56; Thurston

v. Thurston, 58-279, 59+1017; Kern v.

Field, GS-317, 71+393. See Tillinghast v

U. 9. etc. Co.. 99-62, 67, 1(l8+472.

-’-Cone v. Hooper. 18-531(476); In re

Ellis, 55-401, 56+1056; Fauntleroy v. Lnm.

210 U. S. ‘2?0. Sec Washbnrn v. Van

Stecnwyk. 32-336, 357, 20-+324.

°Suesenbach v. Wagner. 41-108, 42+925.

7Gnnn v. Peakes. 36-177, 30+466; BOW

man v. Hekln etc. Co.. 58-173, 59+943. 388

§ 3360.
gThomas v. Hale. 82-423, 85+156; Eng

strnnd v. Klcffman, 86-403, 90+1054.

9Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13-244(228.

230).
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JUDICIAL POWERS—See Certiorari, 1397--1399; Constitutional Law,

1589, and note 10.

JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS—See note 11.

JUDICIAL SALES

Cross-References

See Execution, 3531; Mortgages, 6338, 6447.

5211. What constitutes—A judicial sale is one made by a court as vendor.

through an oflicer acting as its agent.12 An execution sale is not a judicial

sale,“ nor is a foreclosure sale under a '

sales. The time, place, notice, and manner of sale should be specified in the

order or judg1nent.“’

5213. Disposition of proceeds b
y oHicer—An oflicer disposing of the pro—

ceeds of a sale in accord
ance with the judgment is protected thereby.17

jurisdiction of the court.18

5215. Title of purchaser—Caveat ernptor—The rule of caveat emptor ap

plies to judicial sales; not only as to the title, but also as to the condition of

the property.“' The purchaser may sometimes have the benefit of covenants

of title.20 The owner may be estopped as against the purchaser.21

5216. Irregularities—More irregularities in judicial sales do not affect their

Validity, unless they operate to prejudice some interested party.22 A sale of

separate tracts in gross does not render the sale void and subject to collateral

attack.2s

5217. Presumption of regularity—A presum

thority is entertained in favor of judicial sales.“

5218. Redempt-ion—A right of redemption is sometimes given by statute.“

rmation—'l‘l1e confirmation of a sale has the effect of a judgment

and cannot be attacked collaterally for mere error or irregularity.26 It is open

to direct attack by creditors.27

ption of regularity and au—

1” Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13-244(22S, 18 Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 76, 38+689;

230)- , ' Welch v. Marks, 39-481, 40+611; Branley11112Nixon v. Dispatch P. 00., 101-309, 313. v. Dambly, 69-282, 71+1026.

+258.

10 Barron v. Mullin, 21-374; First Nat."Sec First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22

Bank v. Rogers, 22-224; Johnson v. Lay
224, 230; Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 76, 38+ bourn, 56-332, 57+935.

639 (“11 Bille made pursuant to a judg- 20 Security Bank v. Holmes, 65-531, 536,

ment or to enforce a judgment”). 68+113.

13 First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22-224; 21 Brown v. Union Depot etc. Co., 65-508,

Willard v. Finnegan, 42-476, 478, 44+985; 684-107.

Ohnson v. Laybourn, 56-332, 57+93-5. 22 Bottineau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 31

“ Willard v.

985

See Stone v. Bassett, 4-29S(215).

Finnegan, 42-476, 478, 44+

wsmne v. Bassett, 4-29s(215).

I°Mfiki v. Maki, 10s_a57, 119+51.

" H111 v. Rasicot, 34-270, 25+604.

125, 128, 16+849.

23 Merrill v. Nelson. 18—366(335, 340).

34 Clossen v. Whitney, 39-50, 38+759.

1'5 Stone v. Bassett, 4—298(215).

=0 Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14—537(408).

27 In re Shea, 57-415, 59+494.
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5220. Inadequate price—The court may refuse to confirm a sale for an in

adequate price and order a resale.28

JUNK SHOP—See note 29.

]URAT—See Afi-ldavits, 133.

JURISDICTION—See Courts, 2345; Criminal Law, 2420 ; Judgments,

5137-5142; Justices of the Peace; Municipal Courts; Probate Court; Process,

7834, 7836; Supreme Court.

2BJohnson v. Avery, 56-12, 57+217;

Johnson v. Avery, 60—262, 62+283; Mer

chants’ Bank v. Moore, 68468, 71+671.

2' Duluth v. Bloom, 55-97, 101, 56+580.



JURY

IN GENERAL

Definition, 5221.

Struck jury, 5222.

Knowledge of English, 5223.

Jury fee, 5224.

Oath, 5225.

Sickness of juror, 5226.

RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL IN CIVIL

mrrons

Constitutional provision, 5227.

Statutory provision, 5228.

Right determined by complaint, 5229.

Legal actious—In general, 5230.

Equitable actions, 5231.

Actions including both legal and equitable

causes of action, 5232.

Missgglaneous actions and proceedings,

Waiver of trial by jury in civil cases, 5234.

RTGHT TO JURY TRIAL IN CRIMINAL

ACTIONS

Constitutional right, 5235.

Waiver of right, 5236.

SUMMONING AND DRAVVING

Statutes directory—VVaiver, 5237.

Presumption of regularity, 5238.

Piling jury list. 5239.

Special venire, 5240.

Talesmen, 5241.

SherifE’s return, 5242.

Drawing—J'ury box, 5243.

Elisor, 5244.

Local acts, 5245.

IMPANELING

General method of calling jurors, 5246.

Challenging a matter of nght, 5247.

Challenge to the panel, 5248.

Mode of stating challenge, 5249.

Order of challenging as between parties,

5250.

Time of challenge, 5251.

Examination of juror, 5252.

Challenge for implied bias, 5253.

Peremptory challenges, 5254.

l<lfl“ect of admission of challenge, 5255.

Withdrawal of challenges, 5256.

Waiver, 5257.

Trial of challenge, 5258.

Cross-Rcferen ces

See Criminal Law, 2476 (sickness of jurors), 2480 (discharge for inability to agree),

2481 (separation), 2482 (polling); Evidence, 3224 (juror as witness); Grand Jury;

Justices of the Peace, 5300, 5346; New Trial, 7104 (misconduct of jury); Trial, 9811

(taking pleadings to jury room), 9312 (keeping jury out-urging to agree), 9813-9829

(Verdict), 9830-9833 (special verdict), 9837 (issues to jury in equitable actions).

IN GENERAL

5221. Del-inition——A petit jury is a body of twelve men, impaneled and

sworn in the district. court to try and determine, by a true and unanimous ver

dict, any question or issue of fact in a civil or criminal action or proceeding.

according to law and the evidence as given them in court.“

‘ 5222. Struck jury—' ‘here is now no provision in our statutes for a struck

Jllr)’. Cases are cited below involving the construction of former statutes au

thorizing such a jury.“1

5223. Knowledge of English—A court may exclude from a jury a person

Who is shown not to have a sufficient knowledge of English to enable him to try

the cause intelligently, though no challenge is interposed on that ground.-“2

5224. Jury fee—'l‘he statute provides that “before the jury is sworn the

plaintiff shall pay to the clerk a jury fee of three dollars, which the clerk shall

pay forthwith to the county treasurer.” " This provision is constitutional.“

It applies to new trials.85

  

3° R. L. 1905 § 4326; Lommen V. Mpls.

G. Co., 65-196, 68+53.

5" O’Brien v. Minneapolis, 22-378; Mark

V. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208, 20+131; Branch

V. Dawson, 36-193, 30+545: Watson v. St.

P_. C. Ry., 42-46, 43+904; Bennett v. Syn

dicate Ins. Co.. 43-45. 44+794; Lommen v.

Mpls. G. Co., 65-196, 68+53; Riley r. Chi.

ctc. Ry., 67-165, 69+7l8.

31 State v. R/ing, 29-78, 11+233.

53 R. L. 1905 § 4170.

84 Adams v. Corriston, 7—456(365); Mc

Geagh v. Nordberg, 53-235, 55+117.

55 Schultz v. Bower, 66-281, 68+1080.

.-m__7-——
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5225. Oath—-The statute prescribes a form of oath to be administered to the

jury.36 Formerly there was a special form of
oath in capital cases.37 It is

proper practice in criminal cases to swear each juror separately when ac

cepted.~‘S

5226. Sickness of juror-—If, after
the impaneling of a jury and before a

verdict in a criminal case, a juror becomes so sick that he is unable to perform

his duties, it is proper practice for the court to discharge the entire panel,

and to summon a new jury at the same or a succeeding term, unless the accused

consents to the substitution of another juror.‘ A judicial determination by the

court that a juror is sick may be reached

juror in connection with the statemen

justify action in excusing the sick juror

from personal observation of the

ts of counsel, and such knowledge will

from further service on the panel.“9

RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL IN CIVIL ACTIONS

5227. Constitutional provision—-Our state constitution
provides that “the

right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate and shall extend to all cases at

law without regard to tl1e amount in controversy,
but a jury trial may be

waived by the parties in all cases in the manner prescribed by law.” 4“ The

effect of this provision is, first, to recognize the right of trial by jury as it

existed in the territory of Minnesota at the time of the adoption of the state

constitution; and, secondly, to continue such right unimpaired and inviolate.

It neither takes from nor adds to the right as it previously existed, but adopts

it unchanged except that the constitutional right 1s broader now than in ter

ritorial days. Then the only constitutional right was under the‘ federal con

stitution and was limited to suits at common law when the amount in c0ntr0—

versy exceeded twenty dollars.

But a territorial statute gave the right in all

cases at law without regard to the amount in controversy so that the constitu

tion did not enlarge old rights or create new ones, but simply conserved rights‘

already existing and
_ placed them beyond legislative impairment.‘1

sent1al elements of a trial by jury are number,

The es—

impartiality, and unanimity.

The jury 1nust consist of twelve men; they must be impartial and indifierent

between the parties; and their verdict must be unanimous. The method Of

selecting the jury is subject to legislative

mustbe reasonably adapted to secure an impartial jury.‘2

a divided court that our legislature may provide for a struck jury.48

control, but the method provided

It has been held by

It is to be

observed that the constitutional right, as distinguished from the statutory right»

is limited to “cases at law.”

That is, it does not extend to special proceedings,

but is limited to the trial of issues of 1'act in ordinary common-law actions for

the recovery of money only or of specific real or personal property, and actions

for divorce on the ground of adultery.

-16 R. L. 1905 § 2679; Knauft v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 22-173 (applicable to condemna

tion proceedings); State \'. Worthinghnm,

23—528 (form in civil cases applicable to

bastardy proceedings).

57 See Mahcr v. State, 3~444(329).

35 State v. Brown. 12—538(-448).

39 State v. Ronk, 91-419, 98+334.

R-. L. 1905 § 4173.

See

“ The right depends on the nature of

292; Mille Lacs County v. Morrison, 22"

178; Bruggcrman v. True, 25-123; In re

Howes, 38-403, 38+104; State v. Mum.

Threshcr Mfg. Co., 40e2l3, 41/+1020;

Schmidt v. Schmidt, 47-451, 50+-598; Lom

men v. Minneapolis G. Co., 65-196, 68+53;

State v. Kingsley, 85-215. 88+742; Lau

ritscn v. Seward. 99-313, 323, 109+404.
42Lnrnmcn v. Minneapolis G. Co.,

196, ss+5s.40 Const. art. 1 § 4. See Judson v. Rear

don, 16-431 (387, 392).

4-1W'hallon v. Bancroft, 4-1()9(70); St.

Paul & S. C. Ry. v. Gardner, 19—132(99);

Arnes v. Lake Superior 8; M. Ry., 21-241,

43 Td.

44 State v. Minn. Thresher Ufg. Co.Y 4-0

213, 41+1020 and cases under § 5228

65
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the rights to be adjudicated and not on the form of the action or proceed

ing.“ The right is not impaired by the statute which makes a resident of a

municipality a competent juror in cases to which the municipality is a party,“

or by tile statute which authorizes judgment notwithstanding the verdict."

5228. Statutory provision—'1‘he statute provides that “issues of law, unless

referred as provided by the statutes relating to referees, shall be tried by the

court. In actions for the recovery of money only, or of specific real or personal

property, or for a divorce on the ground of adultery, the issues of fact shall

be tried by a jury, unless a jury trial be waived or a reference be ordered. All

other issues of fact shall be tried by the court, subject to the right of the

parties to consent, or of the court to order, that the whole issue, or any specific

question of fact involved therein, be tried by a jury or referred.” *8 This statu

tory provision was in force at the time of the adoption of the constitution.“

Its effect is to preserve in substance the common-law distinction between actions

at law and suits in equity. The distinction in the forms of actions—that is,

in the modes of commencing them, in the number, names, and forms of plead

ings, and in those matters of practice necessary for presenting causes to the

court for its determination, and for enforcing such determination—ean be and

has been abolished. But the distinction in the mode of trial, or rather in

the tribunal which may try causes, which prevailed at common law, is preserved

in code procedure, by this statute.50

5229. Right determined by complaint—Whether a plaintiff is entitled as

of right to a jury trial is to be determined by his complaint.“

5230. Legal actions—In genera1—A party is entitled to a jury trial in an

action of replevin though it involves an issue as to a secret trust;“2 in an

action by an assignee in insolvency to recover money paid by the insolvent to

a creditor as an unlawful preference; “3 in an action on a policy of insurance for

the recovery of a loss; “‘ in an action for conversion, though it involves an ac

count; ” in an action by a contractor for labor and materials, though a long

account is involved; 5“ in an action for trespass upon land ; 5’ in an action for

money had and received; 5“ in an action for the recovery of rent; 5° in an ac

tion for the recovery of money only; M in an action on a stated account be

tween partners; ‘“ and in an action to recover for labor and materials furmshed

in the repair of a homestead.” _ _

5231. Equitable acti0ns—In equitable actions pure and simple, that is, 111

actions based on an equitable cause of action or to obtain equitable relief solely,

there is no right to demand a jury trial of any of the issues.03

  

4° Mille Lacs County v. Morrison, 22-178. (99). See Greenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+

4" McClure v. Red Wing, 28-186, 9+767. 254.

4'' Kernan v. St. P. C. Ry., 64-312, 67+71.

45 R. L. 1905 § 4164.

*9 State v. Minn. Thresher Mfg. Co., 40

213, 41+-1020.

“° Berkey v. Judd, 14—394(300); Slripley

v. Bolduc, 93-414, 101+952.

“Greenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+254;

Bond v. Welcome, 61-43, 63+3; Nordeen

v. Buck, 19-352, 82+644; Shipley v. Bol

due, 93-414, 101-+952.

" Blackman v. Wheaton, 13—326(299);

Tanere v. Reynolds. 35-476, 29+171.

“Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 45-3S3.

48+4.

54 Crieh v. Williamsburg City Fire l'I1S~

00-, 45-441, 4s+19s. See Levine v. Lan

Mshire Ins. Co., 66-138, 6S+855.

55 St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Gardner, 19-132

-'1" Nordeen v. Buck, 79-352, 82+644.

-"1 Chadbourne v. Zilsdorf, 34-43,

308.

58 Lace v. Fixen, 39-46, 38+762.

5" Peterson v. Ruhnke, 46-115. 48+768.

'10 Martin v. N. P. B. Assn., 68-521, 52:1

71+701; State v. Kingsley, 85-215, 217,

88+742.

‘*1 Shipley v. Bolduc, 93-414, 416, 1014

952.

"2 Hasey v. Mch-Iullen, 109-332. 123+1078.

"3 Jordan v. ‘Vhite, 20-91(77); Garner

". Rois, 25-475; Judd v. Dike, 30-330, 1?»

672; Fair v. Stickney, 35-380, 29+-19;

Roussain v. Patten, 46-308, 48+l122;

Bond v. Welconie, 61-43, 63+3; Shipleyw.

Bolduc, 93-414, 101+9-52; Farmer v. Still

water ‘V. Co., 108-41, 121+-418.

24+
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5232. Actions including both legal and equitable causes of action—~In

mixed actions based on both a legal and an equitable cause of action a party

has a constitutional right to have the legal cause submitted to a jury. But he

is not entitled to a jury trial of both causes, and a demand for such a trial

is properly denied unless it is strictly limited to tl1e legal cause.“ Under our

system of pleading, equitable defences and counterclaims may be interposed in

actions at law. 1n such cases the legal issues are triable by a jury, the equitable

ones by the court, and the order of the trial is a matter of discretion with

the court, to be determined by the exigencies of the particular case.“ In an

action not of a strictly legal nature where the plaintiii seeks both legal and

equitable relief there is no right to a jury trial.“

5233. Miscellaneous actions and proceedings—In the following actions

and proceedings there is no constitutional right of trial by jury: proceedings on

information in the nature of quo warranto; ‘" mandamus proceedings; “S pro

ceedings under the right of eminent domain; °° proceedings for the assessment

and collection of taxes; 7° proceedings in laying out highways; " proceedings

to enforce a mechanic’s lien; '‘2 proceedings under the state insolvency law of

1881; " in garnishment proceedings where issues are formed by supplemental

complaint; “ proceedings for contempt; 1“ in election contests; 7“ in proceed

ings for the recommitment of a pardoned convict except on the question

whether he is the same person who was convicted; " on appeal to the district

court in proceedings to test the validity of a will; 1‘ proceedings for the com

mitment of infants to the reform school;"0 an action to determine adverse

claims; 8° an action to remove a cloud; 8‘ an action in the nature of a bill of

peace or to prevent multiplicity of suits; ‘*2 an action in the nature of a cred

itors’ bill; 3“ an action to foreclose a mortgage; 5‘ an action to have land dis

charged from the lien of a mortgage; 8“ an action for the adjustment and set

tlement of mutual accounts; "“ an action for an accounting of a trustee, a par

tition and the appointment of a receiver; ‘" an action to abate a dam and for

damages; as an action against an agent by his principal for an accounting; “'

MGreenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 151-254;

Judd v. Dike, 30-380, 15+672; Herber v.

Ghristopherson, 30-395, 15-)-676; Chad

bourne v. Zilsdorf, 34-43, 24+308; But

man v. James, 34-5-17, 27+-66; Lace v.

Fnrcn, 39-46, 3S+762; Peterson v. Ruhnke,

46-115, ~l8+768; Spalti v. Blumcr, 63-269,

65+454; Levine v. Lancasbire Ins. Co., 66

138, <ss+s55; Crosby v. Scott, 93-475, 101+

610; Stein v. Berrisford, 108-177, 121+

879; Koeper v. Louisville, 109-519, 124+

See Marshall v. Gilman, 47-131, 49+

05 Crosby v. Scott, 93--175, 1O1+610.

"0 Finch v. Green, 16—355(3l5); Keeper

>v. Louisville, 109-519, 12-H218.

lflOT20S-tate v. Minn. '1‘. M. Co., 40-213, 41+

"K State v. Sherwood 15-221(172) ' State

v. Lake City 2r-404.’ s s '
28-40’ 8+899, 0 es tate v. Burr,

"9 Weir v. St. P. etc. Ry. 18-1'5 139 -

Amos v. Lake Superior & Ry.,"2(l-2-41;

Mnnneapolis v. Wilkin, 30-140, 14+581; St.

Paul y. Nicki, 42-262, 44+59.

1'" Mille Lacs County v. Morrison, 22-178

Viade v. Drexel, 60-164, 62+261. ’

"1 Bruggerman v. True, 25-123.

"3 Wendell v. Lebon, 30-234, 15+109; In

re Howes, 38-403, 38+-104. But see Tripp

v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 45-383, 48+4.

74 Weibclet v. Ford, 61-398, 63+1075.

‘'5 State v. Bccht, 23-411.

'10 Whallon v. Bancroft, 4—109(70); Ford

v. Wright, 13-5180180); Newton v. New

ell. 26-529, 6+3-16.

"State v. Wolfer, 53-135, 54+1065.

"3 Schmidt v. Schmidt, 47-451, 50+598.

See Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391, 4+685.

1" State v. Brown, 50-353, 52+935.

8° Roussain v. Patten, 46-308, 48+11_22;

Johnson v. Peterson, 90-503, 97-+384.

91 Butman v. James, 34-547, 27-+66; Yan

ish v. Pioneer F. Co., 64-175, 66+198; Mc

Alpine v. Resch, 82-523, 85+545.

S'-’ State v. Kingsley, 85-215, 88+-742.

S3 Wcibeler v. Ford, 61-398, 63+1075.

34 Sumner v. Jones, 27-312, 7+265; Her

ber v. Christopherson, 30-395, 15+676.

5-" Jordan v. White, 20-91(77).

8" Garner v. Rois, 25-475; Fair v. Stick

ney, 35-380, 29+49; Bond v. Welcome, 61

63+-3; Shipley v. Bolduc, 93-414, 101+

o .

"2 Sumner v. Jones, 27-312, 7+265.

3'1 Judd v. Dike, 30-380, 15+-672.

E8 Finch v. Green, 16-355(315).

” Greenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+254.
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an action for an injunction to restrain a trespass upon land and to determine

that the defendant has no interest or easement therein; °° an action for an ac

counting between partners; ‘“ an action to reform a written lease; 9’ an action

to set aside an award and recover on an insurance policy; "8 an action to reform

a policy of insurance ;“ an action for divorce on the ground of cruelty ;“

an action to compel specific performance; 9“ an action for the cancelation of

instruments; "' an action to restrain the foreclosure of a mortgage; ‘'8 an action

for an accounting in a case where a deed absolute in form was in fact a mort

gage; 9" an action for the correction of a stated account; ‘ an action to restrain

a trespass whereby the flow of a river is obstructed; 2 an action to have a deed

absolute in form declared a mortgage; 3 an action to compel a party to close

an opening made by him in the bank of a lake whereby the land of the plaintiff

was flooded, to restrain him from maintaining such flooding, and for incidental

damages.‘

5234. Waiver of trial by jury in civil cases—Provision is made by statute

for the waiver of a jury trial.“ A party waives a jury trial by failing to appear

at the trial; ° by consenting, upon the call of the calendar, that the case be

set down as a court case ; 7 by proceeding to trial by the court without objec

tion; 8 or by consenting to a reference.“ In a mixed action, that is, in an action

including both a legal and an equitable cause, if a party proceeds to trial with

out specifically demanding a jury trial for the legal cause he will be deemed

to have waived his right to such a trial.“ A motion for a directed verdict is

not a waiver of a jury trial.11 Bringing an action for rescission on the

ground of fraud is not a waiver of the right to bring a separate action for

damages and have them assessed by a jury.12 The waiver of a jury when a

cause is called for trial is a. waiver only as to issues then formed and not as to

new and different issues thereafter formed under amended pleadings.la At

the close of the evidence offered by plaintiff, each party moved that the jury be

instructed to return a verdict in his favor. Without waiting for a decision on

the motions, the following proceedings and agreement took place: “The jury

are excused from the case, and it is agreed that it be submitted to the court

for determination.” This was held a submissionof the case to the court on the

merits.“ A waiver of a jury trial on the first trial of an action in ejectment

is not a waiver of a second trial under the statute.“ The court may, in its

discretion, in actions other than on contract, disregard a waiver of a jury by

the parties. A waiver not yet acted upon may be withdrawn with the consent

9° Chadbourne v. Zilsdorf, 34-43, 24+308

‘'1 Lace v. Fixen, 39-46, 3B+762.

"2 Peterson v. Ruhnke, 46-115, 48+768.

"3 Levine v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 66-138

68+855.

M Guernsey v. Am. Ins. Co., 17—104(83).

"5 Schmitt v. Schmitt, 31-106, 16+543.

W Piper v. Packer, 20-274(245).

Z" Russell v. Reed, 32-45, 19+86; Ban

ning v. Hall, 70-89, 72+817.

" Russell v. Reed, 32-45, 19+86.

"9 Sloan v. Becker, 31-414, 18+143.

1Cobb v. Cole, 44-278, 46+364.

2P1_ni: v. Bauer, 31-4, 16+425.

!N1ggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369.

‘Keeper v. Louisville, 109-519, 124-+218.

‘ R. L. 1905 § 4184.

°R. L. 1905 § 4184(2); Newman v. New

man, 68-1, 70+776.

1 St. Paul Distilling Co. v. Pratt, 45-215,

47+789.

BDnvis v. Smith, 7—414(328); Gibbens v.

Thompson, 21-398; Smith v. Barclay, 54

47, 55+827; Banning v. Hall, 70-89, 72+

817.

"St. Paul etc. By. v. Gardner, 19-132

(99); Deering v. McCarthy, 36-302, 30+

813.

10 See § 5232.

11StaufE v. Bingenheimer, 94-309, 102+

694. See Chczick v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 66

300, 68+1093; Poppitz v. German Ins. Co.,

85-118, 88+438.

12 Marshall v. Gilman, 47-131, 49+688.

13 McGeagh v. Nordberg, 53-235, 55+117.

1‘ Chezick v. Mpls. etc. Co., 66-300, 68l

1093. See Poppitz v. German Ins. Co.,

85-118, 88+~l38.

I5 Cochran v. Stewart, 66-152, 68+972.
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of the court. A waiver agreed to with reference to the exigencies of a particular

term will not be extended to a subsequent term.“ In an action of a legal nature

the parties may agree, the court consenting, that a part of the issues be tried

by the court and a part by the jury.17 The modes of waiving a jury prescribed

by the statute are not exclusive. But when it is sought to base a waiver on im

plication from the conduct of the parties every reasonable presumption is to

be indulged against a waiver. Even written stipulations of waiver are to be

strictly construed. The law zealously guards the right of trial by jury and

waivers are not to be lightly inferred.“

RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL IN CRIMINAL ACTIONS

5235. Constitutional right—“In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall

enjoy the right to a speedy, public trial, by an impartial jury of the county or

district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which county or district

shall have been previously ascertained by law.” ‘” A jury impaneled under a

statute providing for the selection of jurors exclusively from the qualified elect

ors of a city is a “jury of the county.” 2° An accused person has a constitutional

right to trial by jury in all prosecutions for the commission of offences against

the state regardless of the grade of the oifence, the extent of the punishment or

the court in which the trial is l1fi( .2‘ But the violation of a municipal ordi

nance, at least if the punishment is not excessive, may be punished summarily

without trial by jury.22 A member of the national guard may be punished by

court-martial without trial by jury, even in time of peace.“ A convict condi

tionally pardoned may be re-committed without trial by jury unless an issue is

raised as to his identity.“ There is no right to trial by jury in proceedings for

the prevention of crime.'*"‘ The constitutional provision for trial by jury is not

violated by the statute for the commitment of incorrigible children to the state

reform school; 2“ or by the statute for a change of venue; 2’ or by the statute fix

ing the place of trial when an ofience is committed within one hundred rods

of the dividing line between two counties; “ or by the statute for commitment

in supplementary proceedings."

5236. Waiver of right—In a criminal prosecution for an offence cognizable

by a justice of the peace the accused may waive a jury and consent to trial by

the court.“0 A jury under the constitution means a jury of twelve men;81 but

an accused person may, when permitted by the court, the state not objecting,

consent to a trial by eleven jurors.32 A waiver once made cannot be recalled

at will."

  

W Wittenberg v. Onsgard, 78-342, 81+14.

1" Lane v. Lenfest, 40-375, 42+84.

18 St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Gardner, 19-132

(99); Wittenberg v. Onsgard, 78-342, 81+

14; Poppitz v. German Ins. Co., 85-118,

§%;§38; Hasey v. McMullen, 109-332, 123+

19 Const. art. 1 § 6. See Lauritscn v.

Seward, 99-313, 323, 109+4o4.

:0 State v. Kemp, 34-61, 24+349.

2‘ State v. Everett, 14-439(330)‘; Man

kato v. Arnold, 36-62, 30+305; State v.

West, 42-147, 434-845.

21’ Mankato v. Arnold, 36-62, 30+305;

State v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387, 531;

State v. Robitshek, 60-123, 61+1023'

sum; v_. Grimes, sa4e0, 86+449; sum v’.

Marcunak, 97-355, 105+965; State v. Col

lins, 107-500, 120+-1081; State v. Nugellt,

108-267, 121+898; Madison v. Martin:

109-292, 123+809.

28 State v. Wagoner, 74-518, 77+424. -

24 State V. Wolfer, 53-135, 5-H1065.

25 State v. Sargent, 74-242, 76+1129.

2° State v. Brown, 50-353, 52+935.

2'' State v. Miller, 15-344(277).

28 State v. Robinson, 14-4-17(333).

‘-'° State v. Bocht, 23-411.

3° State v. Green. 32-433, 21-+547 (find

ings by the court) ; State v. Woodling, 53

142, 541-1068; State v. Bannock, 53-419

55+558. See 21 Harv. L. Rev. 212.

31 State v. Everett, 14-439(330).

82 State v. Sackctt. 39-69, 38+773.

State v. R/onk, 91-419, 984-334.

88 State v. Bannock, 53-419, 55+558.

See
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SUMMONING AND DRAWING

5237. Statutes directory—Waiver—The statutes regulating the selection

and summoning of jurors are generally held to be directory merely. A defend

ant in a criminal action may waive a compliance with them.“

5238. Presumption of regu1arity—From the certificate of the clerk to the

list of petit jurors, that the persons were selected by the county board at a reg

ular meeting in January, it will be presumed that it was done at the annual

meeting in ‘January, as required by law.“

5239. Filing jury list—The failure to file forthwith, in the office of the clerk

of the court, the list of petit jurors selected by the commissioners, is not ground

of challenge to the panel.86

5240. Special venire—'l‘he statute provides that “whenever at any term

there is an entire absence or a deficiency of jurors, wl1etl1er from an omission

to draw or to summon such jurors, or because of a challenge to the panel, or

from any other cause, the court may order a special venire to issue to the sheriff

of the county, commanding him to summon from the county at large a specified

number of competent persons to serve as jurors for the term, or for any speci

fied number of days.” 8’ Under the statute jurors are not “drawn” but simply

“summoned,” that is, selected by the sheriff from the county at large.an The

venire does not state the names of the jurors to be summoned but leaves the

selection to the sl1erifi.“ In making the selection it is improper for the sheriff

to inquire as to the opinions of the jurors in regard to the case and to make the

selection with reference thereto.40 The deficiency may be due to any cause, as,

for example, sickness, death, or challenges to the panel or to individual jurors.“

A special venire may be ordered when the whole of the original panel has been

discharged; 4’ when a challenge to the original panel has been sustained; ‘3 or

when a portion of the original jurors do not appear.“ The court may summon

a grand as well as a petit jury by special venire.“ The grounds of challenge

to the panel of a special venire are the same as to the original panel.“ A sec

ond special venire may be issued upon the exhaustion of the first," or talesmen

may be summoned.“1 It is unnecessary that there should be an entire absence

of jurors before a special venire can be issued. The additional jurors may be

summoned in anticipation of the exhaustion of the regular panel."

5241. Talesmen—Tl1e statute authorizes a court to summon talesmen when.

“by reason of challenge or other cause a suflicient number of jurors, drawn and

summoned, cannot be obtained for the trial of any cause.” "’° It is discretionary

with the court to discharge talesmen, if, before they are impaneled in a particu

lar case, the jurors on the regular panel become available.“ _

5242. Sheriff's return-—A mere verbal error in the return of a sheriff upon

a venire will be disregarded. '1‘he fact that a sheriff returns a venire to the

clerk the day before the court meets, instead of at the opening of court, is im

material.”

3-1 State v. Quirk, 101-334, 112+409. See v. Gut. 13—341(315); State v. Grimes, 50

State v. Nerbovig, 33-480, 24+321.

M sum v. Gut, 13-:-141(315).

3" Id.

M R. L. 1905 § 103; Jeremy v. Matsch,

106-543, 11S+100S.

" State v. Peterson, 61-73, 63+171.

39 State v. Stokely, 16—282(249).

*0 State v. McCartey, 17-76(54).

41 State v. Froiseth, 16-313(277).

, 123, 52-+275.

44 State v. Brown, 12-538(448).

45 State v. Grimes, 50-123, 52+275.

4" State v. Gut, 13-341(315).

4'' State v. Stokely, 16—282(249).

48 State v. Brown, 12-538(448).

W State v. Quirk, 101-334, 112+409.

50 R. L. 1905 § 4335; State v. Brown, 12

538(-148). F
41’ Steele v. Maloney, l—347(257); State

v. McCartey, 17-76(54).

4-3 Dayton v. Warren, 10—233(1S5); State

51Leystrom v. Ada, 125+50|.

52 State v. Gut, 13-341(315).

11-1-1
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5243. Drawing—]ury box—\\'herc the jurors on the regular panel, who

are in attendance at the court, have been called, it is proper for the court to

direct the clerk to place in the jury box and draw the names of jurors on :1

special venire, without calling for or sending for those on the regular panel not

in attendance at the court. Where all the names of the jurors on a special

venire were drawn and called without completing the jury, the court directed

the clerk to replace in the box and draw and recall the names of those who on

the first call did not answer. This was held not error.“3 The jury law would

seem to require that the names of all the jurors not serving should be in the

jury box, but this is not alway possible in populous counties. Under the system

of procedure in I-lennepin county, where six judges and as many courts must

be kept going, it is customary, when a case is called for trial, to draw the names

of eighteen jurors from the box and send the jurors whose names are thus

drawn to a courtroom where the case is to be tried. The jury is then drawn

from this list of eighteen names. The next jury is then drawn from the names

which remain in the box.“ When a special venire issues the new names should

not be placed in the box until all the original names are withdrawn.“

5244. E1isor—Courts of record having common-law jurisdiction may ap

point a disinterested person as elisor to act in the selection and drawing of a

jury, when the ofiieers designated by the statute for the discharge of such duty

are either absent or disqualified. The character and form of the evidence to

show such disqualification rests in the discretion of the trial court.“

5245. Local acts—-Cases are cited below involving the construction of local

acts regulating the summoning of jurors.57

IMPANELING

5246. General method of calling jurors-In criminal cases a full panel is

not called in the first instance. Jurors are called one at a time and challenged

when called, the jury box being filled gradually as each juror is accepted." It

IS proper practice to swear each juror separately when accepted and not wait

utntil th: jury box is filled." In civil cases a full panel is called in the first in

s ance.

_5247. Challenging a matter of right—The right to challenge jurors is one

given and secured by law, and cannot be taken away by the court. Until the

challenges to which a party is entitled under the statutes are exhausted, the

right extends to every juror called.M

5246. Challenge to the panel—'l‘he statute provides that “a challenge to the

panel is an objection made to all the petit jurors returned, and may be taken

by either party. It can be founded only on a material departure from the forms

prescribed by law in respect to the drawing and return of the jury, and shall

be taken before a jury is sworn, and be in writing, specifying plainly and dis

tlnctly the facts constituting the ground of challenge.” ‘*2 This provision is

-'13 State v. Brown, 12-538(448).

Z; %(§ate v. Quirk, 101-334, 112+409.

5° Welleomc v.

882.

51 State v._ Owens, 22-238 (Laws 1870

c. 88 relatmg to Ramsey county—when

:l%J;!l0i: of petit jurors are exhausted court

11 y sue spccm venire ; State v. Ma

45-56, 47+306 (act rehitiug to mnnicifidl

court of Minneapolis-—crimiual trial—

specml venire); State v. Goodrich, 67-176.

b9+815 (act relating to VVashington coun

Bcrkner, 108-189, 121+

W); Marr v. Sherry, 94-131, 102+220

(act of 1903 relating to Benton county

discretion to summon jury embracing the

April term 1904 as well as subsequent

April terms); State v. Quirk, 101-334,

112+-109 (act applicable to Hennepin

county).

55 State v. Armington, 25-29.

W State v. Brown, 12—538(448).

6° R. L. 1905 § 4170.

80-56, 82+"1 Swanson v. Mendenhall,

1093.

62 R. L. 1905 § 5383.
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exclusive.“ Objections to a petit jury must be made by challenge to the panel

and not by motion to quash the indictment or by plea in abatement.“ The

failure of the chairman of the county board to sign or certify the petit jury list

is a material departure from the requirements of the law and ground of chal

lenge to the panel.“ Putting fewer names in the box from which the jurors for

the term are taken than the law requires is a material departure.“ The law

is watchful, and properly so, of the manner in which jurors are selected.“r The

following objections have been held not good grounds of challenge to the panel:

the failure to file forthwith, in the office of the clerk of the court, the list of

petit jurors selected by the commissioners; "8 the fact that the sheriff, while

serving a special venire endeavored to ascertain the opinions of the jurors and

selected them with reference thereto; “” that the venire describes the action as

a “civil” instead of a “criminal” action, the jurors all appearing pursuant to

it; 1“ that the jurors were taken from among jurors summoned on two previous

special venires.71 In the absence of fraud or collusion in the selection of a

jury, objection to the panel after verdict is too late.72

5249. Mode of stating challenge—A challenge for “actual bias” is suffi

cient; it is unnecessary to state the nature of the bias or to recite the statute.78

5250. Order of challenging as between parties——The statute provides that

“every challenge to an individual juror shall be taken first by the defendant.

and then by the state; and each party shall exhaust all his challenges of such

juror before the other shall begin. The challenges of either party need not all

be taken at once, but may be taken separately in the following order, including

in each challenge all the causes of challenge belonging to the same class: (1) To

the panel; (2) To an individual juror for a general disqualification; (3) To an

individual juror for implied bias; (4) To an individual juror for actual bias.” 7‘

In civil cases the statute provides that “unless the court shall otherwise direct.

challenges shall be made alternately, beginning with the defendant.” "' It is

proper practice in civil cases to require the parties to exercise their right of

peremptory challenge alternately, one challenge at a time, beginning with the

defenclant.To

5251. Time of challenge-—The defendant, in a criminal trial, who waives

his right to challenge a juror peremptorily when the juror is called, has not the

right to do so after the panel is completed, though the jury has not been sworn."

When a party challenges a juror for actual bias, but subsequently withdraws the

challenge, it is discretionary with the court to allow him to renew it at any time.

before the jury is complete.”1 It is discretionary with the court to permit a

challenge after a juror is sworn and before the jury is complete.”

5252. Examination of juror—It is now provided by statute that “before

challenging a juror, either party may examine him in reference to his qualifica

tions to sit as a juror in the cause.” 8° Prior to the revision of 1905 the matter

‘I3 State v. Gut, 13—341(315). ‘HR. L. 1905 § 5399; saw v. Smith, 20

°‘ State v. Thomas, 19-484(418). 376(328); State v. Armington, 25-29,

75 R. L. 1905 § 4170. See, as to discre“ State v. Greenman, 23-209 ; State V.

Schumm, 47-373, 50+362.

" State v. Brecht, 41—50, 424-602.

also, State v. Greemnan, 23-209.

67 State v. Greenman, 23-209.

<1! saw v. Gut, 13-341(s1s).

See

tion of court under a former statute, St.

Anthony Falls etc. Co. v. Eastman, 20

277(249).

"Swanson v. Mendcnhall, 80-56. 82+

1093.

"9 State v. McCartey, 17-76(54).

1'°Statc v. Nerbovig, 33-480, 24+321.

71 Dayton v. Warren, ]0~233(185).

"2 Steele v. Maloney, 1-347 (257); State

v. Quirk, 101-334, 112+409.

73 State V. Durnam, 78-150, 75+1127.

17 State v. Armington, 25129; State v.

Scott. 41-36-3. -i3+62.

‘"1 State v. Dumphcy, 4-~l3S(340).

W State v. Amcs, 91-365. 98+190.

80 R. L. 1905 § 5386.
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rested in the discretion of the court.“1 A party has a rigl1t to put any question

to the juror properly tending to disclose his bias, prejudice, leanings, or general

qualifications. The range of such inquiry is almost wholly in the discretion of

the trial court. A party has a right, in good faith, to challenge a juror for cause

and upon the examination to elicit information to be used in determining

whether to interpose a peremptory challenge.“ A juror may be asked whether

he is a stockholder or interested in an insurance company that has insured the

defendant against the liability involved in the action.“ And to lay a foundation

for such an inquiry counsel has been permitted to examine a representative of an

insurance company, in the presence of the jury, to show the fact of insurance.“

When a juror is challenged on the ground that he is not a citizen of the United

States, his own testimony is competent evidence of the fact of naturalization,

without other evidence; but his testimony may be disputed by the challenger.M

The questions propounded, after a challenge, must be pertinent to the particular

ground of challenge specified." The court has discretionary power to prevent

useless iteration of questions.87 Whether a court will delay the trial to bring

in other witnesses is purely discretionary."

5253. Challenge for implied bias—The statute defines the ground of chal

lenge for implied bias,“ and makes the grounds therein specified exclusive.”

5254. Peremptory challenges-—In a criminal action a peremptory challenge

can be taken either by the state or the defendant, and may be oral. It is an ob

jection to a juror for which no reason need be given, but upon which the court

shall exclude him. If the ofience charged be punishable with death, or with

imprisonment in the state prison for life, the state shall be entitled to ten, and

the defendant to twenty, peremptory challenges. On a trial for any other of

fence the state shall be entitled to three, and the defendant to five, peremptory

challenges.91 In a civil action but three peremptory challenges are allowed on

either side.M In a criminal action a party waives the right to challenge per

emptorily by failing to exercise the right when the juror appears.” Either

party may at any time indicate to the court that he is satisfied with the jury,

and, when he does so, cannot thereafter, without leave of court, challenge per

emptor1ly one of the jurors so accepted.“ But if the adverse party thereafter

makes a further challenge, and a new juror is called, the right to challenge such

91 State v. Lautenschla er 2- - ' ‘ ' ' _ 'v. Smith, 56-78, snaastg éfe s5p1:<>’11iE1t¢ai1e. all:1t1~isdi1c)e; c1guryr:'intcl\il‘r1g1iave‘1)'fIlOli"t3a:.J21(1)-Z

313(271) (consanguinity); Wells v. Bow

 

_Backus, 89-354, 94+1079.

82 State v. Bresland, 59-281, 61-0450; man, 59-364, 61+135 (relationship between'

Spoonick v. Backus, 89-354, 94+1079;

Antletz v. Smith, 97-217, 106+517; Viou

v. Brooks, 99-97. 104, 108+891.

83 Spoonick v. Backus, 89-354, 94+1079;

~ Antlctz v. Smith, 97-217, 106+517; Viou

v. Brooks, 99-97, 108+891.

84 Viou v. Brooks, 99-97, 108+891; Gran

rus -v. Croxton, 102-325, 113+693.

1:: R2.8Lé11i90g+g9g39% See State v. Law

65,,41+459‘, , tate v. Barrett, 40

“ State v. Hanley, 34-430, 26+-397.

4g"2Sta.te v. Frelinghuysen, 43-265, 45+

88 State v. Barrett, 40-65, 41+459.

8" R. L. 1905 § 5391; Williams v. Mc

Grade, 18-82(65) (juror on prior trial of

same cause); State v. Thomas, 19-484

(418) (fact that juror was member of

juror and general manager and stockholder

of plaintiil.’ corporation); Spoonick V

Backus, 89-354, 94+l079 (juror a stock

holder in an accident insurance company

which has insured the defendant); Sor

seleil v. Red Lake Falls M. Co., 126+903

(that a juror is a client of one of the at

torneys is not a ground for challenging for

implied bias).

"0 State v. Thomas, 19-48-1(418); State

v. Hanley, 34-430, 26+-397. See, how

ever, Wells v. Bowman, 59-364, 61+l35;

Spoonick v. Backus, 89-354, 94+-1079.

91 R. L. 1905 § 5387.

W R. L. 1905 § 4170.

W State ‘v. Armington, 25-29; State V

Scott, 41-365, 43+62.

" Swanson “. Mendenhall. 80-56, 82t

1093; State v. Bonk, 91-419, 98-+334.

_—_-—-
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juror remains and may be exercised unless the party has previously exhausted

his peremptory challenges.‘)5

5255. Effect of admission of cha1lenge—Whenever a challenge is inter

posed by one party and admitted by the other, there is nothing to try, and the

juror must stand aside, unless the court, in its discretion, allows the challenge

to be withdrawn. The challenging party has no rigl1t to examine the juror.M

5256. Withdrawal of challenges—It is purely discretionary with the court

to allow a party to withdraw a challenge.“ A challenge for actual bias which

has been withdrawn may be renewed, with permission of the court, at any time

before the jury is complete.” _

5257. Waiver—A defendant in a criminal action may waive the right to

challenge jurors.°°

5258. Trial of challenge-—The two modes of trying a challenge prescribed

by the statute 1 are distinct.2 The triers need not be resworn for every chal

lenge.3 A defendant in a criminal action has been held to have consented to a

trial by the court.‘ The decision of the court upon a question of actual bias

submitted to it for determination by consent is final.5

JURY FEE—See Jury, 5224.

JURY TRIAL-See Jury.

JUSTICE-—All general rules touching the administration of justice must

be so understood as to be made consistent with the fundamental principles of

justice, and consequently all cases where a strict adherence to the rule would

clash with those fundamental principles are to be considered as so many ex

ceptions to it.6 More mischief will always result from attempting to mould the

law to what seems natural justice in a particular case than from a steady ad

herence to general principles.1

"5 Swanson v. Mendenhall, 80-56, 82+

1093; Lerum v. Geving, 97-269, 105+967.

‘"3 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6—319(224);

State v. Lautenschlager, 22-514; State v.

Smith, 56-78, 57+325.

9" State v. Dumphey, 4—438(340); Morri

son v. Lovejoy, 6—319(224); State v. Lau

tenschlager, 22-514; State v. Smith, 56

78, 57+325.

"8 State v. Dumphey, 4—438(340).

9“ State v. Rouk, 91-419, 98+334.

1 R. L. 1905 § 5395.

2State v. Hanley, 34-430, 26+397.

3State v. Brown, 12-538(4-18).

4State v. Smith, 78-362, 81+17.

5 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319 (224) ; _State

v. Mims, 26-183, 21-494, 683; Hawkuns v.

Manston, 57-323, 59-F309; Perry v. Miller,

61-412, 63+1040; State v. Durnam, 73

150, 75+1127; Bennett v. Backus, 77-198,

79+682; State v. Feldmau, 80-314, 83+

182; State v. Evans, 88-262, 92t976.

0 State v. Sommers, 60-90, 61+907.

"Erkens v. Nicolins, 39-461, 40+567.



 

]USTlCE.S OF THE PEACE

APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATION,

AND TENURE

Election and term of office, 5259.

Disqualification from interest, 5260.

Oath of ofiice, 5261.

De facto justice, 5262.

JURISDICTION AND POWERS

Limited to county—Denied in certain cities,

5263.

Limited by amount in controversy, 5264.

Actions involving title to realty, 5265.

Actions of an equitable nature. 5266.

Place of bringing actions, 5267.

Place of holding court and of return of

process, 5268.

Record must show jurisdiction, 5269.

Powers statutory, 5270.

State oflicers, 5271.

RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES

Fees-—Action to recover, 5272.

Liability for oflicial acts, 5273.

Liability on ofiicial bond, 5274.

Criminal liability, 5275.

DOCKET

In general—EfEect of informality or omis~

sion, 5276.

Facts required to be entered, 5277.

Entries as evidence, 5278.

PLEADING

Construed liberally——Aider by verdict,

5279.

Objections to pleadings—Amendment, 5280.

Time to plead, 5281.

Oral or in writing, 5282.

Equitable defences, 5283.

Countcrclaims, 5284.

Reply—Admission by failure to reply, 5285.

Variance, 5286.

Verification, 5287.

Filing, 5288.

Actions on accounts or instruments for

payment of money, 5289.

PROCEDURE

st2lé\l9tb0I'_,V provisions to be followed strictly,

Expiration of term of justice—Efl’ect on

pending action. 5291.

Transfer of action—Change of venue, 5292.

Actwns how commenced—Voluntary gen

eral appearance, 5293.

Special appearance, 5294.

Summons, 5295.

l\‘[1snorner of <lefenclant—Correction, 5296.

Time to appear—One hour after return

time. 5297.

Adjournrnents, 5298.

Certifying case when title to realty in

volved, 5299.

Jury, 5300.

Reducing evidence to writing, 5301.

Exceptions, 5302.

Findings of fact, 5303.

Ofier of judgment, 5304.

Security for costs, 5305.

Replevin, 5306.

Attachment, 5307.

Garnishment, 5308.

JUDGMENTS

Form and entry, 5309.

Proof on default, 5310.

By confession, 5311.

Costs and disbursements, 5312.

Transcript——Docketing in district court

Execution. 5313.

Execution—Sale, 5314.

Bond for restitution, 5315.

Amendment, 5316.

Presumptions in favor of judgments—Col

lateral attack. 5317.

Opening default, 5318.

Action to vacate, 5319.

APPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT

Who may appeal and in what cases, 5320.

City in two counties. 5321.

Notice of appeal, 5322.

Affidavit, 5323.

Bond—-Defect or omission not fatal, 5324.

Return, 5325.

Payment of fees for return. 5326.

Entry of appeal on district court calen

dar-—Judgment for failure, 5327.

Time of trial, 5323.

Place of trial, 5329.

Appeals on questions of law alone-—Eflect

—— Scope of review — Trial —Judgme11t,

5330.

Appeals on questions of law and fact——

EtTect—Trial dc novo, 5331.

Status of case after appeal, 5332.

Dismissal of action, 5333.

llnauthorized appeal—\\’aiver, 5334.

Presumptions, 5335.

Acts of justice sustained if possible, 5336.

Judgment of afiirmance on dismissal or dc‘

fault, 5337.

Judgment against appellant and his sure

ties, 5338.

APPEAL TO MUNICIPAL COURT

Under special acts. 5339.

CRIMINAL JL'RISI)I(‘TIOX AND PRO

CEDURE

Jurisdiction, 53-10.

Offences near county lines, 5341.
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Death of justice pending action, 5342. Judgment on conviction — Commitment,

Complaint-—Warrant, 5343. 5347.

Dismissa1—Reinstatement, 5344. Judgment against complainant on acquittal,

Entries in docket, 5345. 5348.

Jury trial, 5346. ~Appeal—Bond—Return—Trial—J'udgmen1:,

5349.

Cross-References

See Courts; Judges.

APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATION, AND TENURE

5259. Election and term of ofl-ice-—The election and term of oflice of jus

tices in cities and villages is generally fixed by provisions in the charter or by

special act.B

5260. Disqualification from interest—A justice cannot sit in a cause in

which he is interested. A warrant issued by a justice for the search of his own

property is void and affords no protection to the officer acting under it.”

5261. Oath of ofiice——A justice is not qualified to act ofiicially until he has

taken his oath of oifice. He is not a justice to whom a case may be properly

transferred.‘°

5262. De facto justice—-Where a person was appointed a justice to a court

legally established he was held a justice de facto, though his appointment might

have been illegal. The acts of a de facto justice are as valid as if he were a jus

tice de jure. In fact, as to everybody except the state in proceedings by quo

Warranto to test his right to oflice, he is, in effect, a justice de jure.11

JURISDICTION AND POWERS

5263. Limited to county—Denied in certain cities—'1‘he jurisdiction of

justices of the peace is coextensive only with the limits of the county in which

they reside, except that writs of attachment and garnishee summons may issue

to any county of the state.12 A justice cannot acquire jurisdiction over the per

son of a defendant by issuing a writ of attachment to another county. Such

a writ can only be used for the ancillary purpose of attaching property." The

statute makes an exception where the city or village in which the justice resides

is in two or more counties.“ Justices are denied jurisdiction in certain cities.“

5264. Limited by amount in controversy—The constitution provides that

“[10 justice of the peace shall have jurisdiction of any civil cause where the

amount in controversy shall exceed one hundred dollars,” 1“ and the same rule

is embodied in the statute.‘1 The “sum claimed” in the statute means the same

as the “amount in controversy” in the constitution.18 In determining the

8See Kane v. Arneson, 94-451, 103+218 15 R. L. 1905 § 3894. See Marsh v.

(term of office of justice in East Grand

Forks).

“R. L. 1905 4098- Jordan v. Hen22-245. § ’ Ty’

1° In re Arctandcr, 26-25, H43.

11 State v. l\IcMartin, 42-30, 43+572.

1'-'R. L. 1905 § 3882; Bunker v. Hanson,

99-426, 109+827. See Tyrrell v. Jones, 18

3]2(281) (under Laws 1870 c. 79 sum

mons might be served in an adjoining

county though neither party resided in the

county where it issued).

13 Perkins v. Meilicke, 66-409, 69+220.

“_R. L. 1905 § 3882; Mpls. T. M. Co. v.

Voigt, 63-145, 65+261.

Smith, 22-46 (denied jurisdiction til] St.

Paul under Sp. Laws 1875 c. 2); Burke. v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 35-172, 28+190 (domed

jurisdiction in Minneapolis under . Sp.

Laws 1885 c. 74); Higgins v. Bevendge,

35-285, 28+506 (id.); Smith v. Victonn,

54-338, 56+47 (id.).

1'1 Const. art. 6 § 8.

17 R. L. 1905 § 3886.

18 Turner v. Holleran. 8-451(401); Bar

ber v. Kennedy, 18-216(196); Greenman

v. Smith, 20—418(370); Wagner v. Nagel,

33-348, 23%-308; Crawford v. Hurd, 57

187, 58+985; Parker v. Bradford, 68-437,

T1+619.
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amount in controversy costs are to be disre,garded.19 The amount in contro

versy is to be determined as of the comniencement of the action. Interest accru

ing thereafter is not to be considered.” In actions for the recovery of money

only, a party may waive part of his clainrso as to bring the case within the ju

risdiction of the justice.21 Where a complaint originally claimed 1nore than one

hundred dollars, but was amended so as to claim only one hundred dollars, and

the trial proceeded without objection, it was held that the justice had jurisdic

tion.22 The amount in controversy is not affected by a coiinterclaim.’3 In re

plevin, where the value of the property and the damages claimed together ex

ceed one hundred dollars, a justice is without jurisdiction.“ The defendant

may plead that the value of the property exceeds one hundred dollars, but the

mere pleading of the fact does not affect the jurisdiction. The fact must be

proved and determined in favor of the defendant. If this is done the justice

loses jurisdiction except to enter a judgment of dismissal.’5 Where the value

of the property, as alleged in the affidavit and complaint, does not exceed one

hundred dollars, but the evidence shows that it exceeds that amount, the juris

diction of the justice is not affected, if the defendant made no issue in his an

swer as to the value.='° Where the claim alleged exceeded one hundred dollars,

but the demand for judgment was for only one hundred dollars, it was held that

the justice had no jurisdiction, it appearing that the plaintifi did not intend to

waive the balance.27 In an action for conversion, if the damages claimed do

not exceed one hundred dollars, a justice has jurisdiction, though the real value

of the property converted exceeds that amount." Objection that the amount

in controversy exceeds the jurisdiction of a justice is waived by appealing on

questions of law and fact, and proceeding in the district court without objec

tion.” A single cause of action without the jurisdiction of a justice cannot be

split so as to make two causes of action within his jurisdiction.“

_ 5265. Actions involving title to realty-—Justices of the peace have no ju

risdiction of actions involving title to realty.“ They have jurisdiction of ac

tions for damages to realty where the amount claimed does not exceed one hun

dred dollars. “
_5266. Actions of an equitable nature—Justices of the peace have no juris

diction of actions of an equitable nature, and cannot grant equitable relief."

5267. Place of bringing actions—The statutory requirement as to the place

where civil actions shall be brought is jurisdictional.“

_5268. Place of holding court and of return of process—The statute pro

vides that “every justice of the peace shall keep his office in the town, village.

city, or ward for which he is elected; but he may issue process in any place in

thecounty, and, in his discretion, for the convenience of parties, may make any

ClV1l or criminal process issued by him returnable, and may hold his court, at

19 VVatson v. Ward, 27-29, 6+-L07.

3° Ormond v. Sage, 69-523, 72%-810. 3° Bunker v. Hanson, 99-426, 109+327

-1 Lamberton v. Raymond, 22-129; Wag- 31 Const. art. 6 § 8; R. L. 1905 § 3887;

ner v. Nagel, 33-348, 23+308; Parker v. Tordsen v. Gummer, 37-211, 34+20; State

Bradford, 68-437, 71+619. See Poirier v. v. Hays, 38-475, 477, 384-365; Simmonsen

ldartm, 89-346, 94+86o. \'. Curtis, 43-539, 45+1135.
:2 Lamberton v. Raymond, 22-129. 31 R. L. 1905 § 3886; Turner v. Holleralh

-8 Barber v. Kennedy, 18-216(196); 8-451(401).
Pp:-ker v. Bradford, 68-437, 439, 71+619. "3 Fowler v. Atkinson, 6—503(350); FOX

05 %tet;:rs v. Gunz, 23-520. v. Ellison, 43-41, 44+671 (action as for

go at er v. Bradford, 68-437, 71+619. money had and received on sale of log8

- Heclrhn v. Ess, 16-51(38); Parker v. held not equitable).

Bradford, 68-437, 7_1+619. “R. L. 1905 § 3888; Union S. C0. V

;'8g015k181' v. Martxn, 89-346, 94+865. Lang. 103-466, 115+271; Stevenson V

ar er v. Bradford. 68-437, 71+619. Murphy, 106-243, 119+4T.

2" Lee v. Parrett, 25-128.
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any place which he shall appoint in the town, village, or ward within his county

adjoining the town or ward in which he resides, or in any village located within

his town.” M’ A judgment of a justice of the peace, rendered after a trial of the

action outside the territorial limits of his jurisdiction, is not void, wl1ere it ap

pears that the trial and proceedings outside his territory were there had for the

convenience of the parties or with their consent. Where no objection to such

a trial appears from the record it will be presumed to have been with the con

sent of the parties.M

5269. Record must show jurisdiction-—A justice court is a court of special

and limited jurisdiction,“ and the record of an action therein must alfirmatively

show jurisdiction both of the person and of the subject-matter. Neither the

nature of the action or the jurisdiction can be shown by the judgment.“ But

where the record shows that jurisdiction has once attached, silence in respect

to subsequent jurisdictional steps is not fatal.“ Nothing is presumed in favor

of the jurisdiction of a justice court.‘0

5270. Powers statut0ry—The powers of a justice are such only as are con

ferred by statute.41

5271. State oflicers—Justices of the peace are state rather than municipal

or local officers, and their courts are state courts."

RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES

5272. Fees—Action to recover—A justice of the peace is not a salaried offi

cer, his compensation being his costs and fees.‘3 After a justice has rendered

judgment in a case he may recover his unpaid fees in an action upon an im

plied contract. Where a judgment against the plaintifi was atfirmed on appeal

to the district court and no judgment was in fact entered because the plaintiff

in the original suit settled with the defendant in that suit, and retained the fees

of the justice in the sum fixed by the order of the district court, it was heldthat

the justice could recover such amount from the plaintifi in the original suit in

an action on implied contract.H Where a party on appeal pays the just1ce’s fees

in full as taxed, he cannot object to them on the appeal.“

5273. Liability for ofiicial acts-—A justice cannot be called to an account

in a civil action for his acts and decisions in his judicial capacity, however er

roneous, or by whatever motives prompted.“ but he is liable on his bond for a

failure to discharge mere ministerial duties, such as entering a judgment in

his docket." Moneys improperly received by a justice as security for the ap

pearance of a prisoner may be recovered from him.“ A justice is not liable for

neglecting to pay over money received by him till a demand, or for withholding

information till it is askc< .“’

40 Clark v. Norton, 6-412(277).3-" R. L. 1905 § 3883; State v. Marvin,

26-323, 3+991; State v. Bowen, 45-145,

;g;§50; Beseman v. Weber, 53-174, 54+

36 Holmes v. Igo, 124+974.

3'' Holgate v. Broome, 8-243(209). Sec,

as to whether it is a court of record, Petrie

V. Hubbard County, 96-64, 104-+680.

33 Barnes v. Holton, 14—357(275); Bid

well v. Coleman, 11-78(45); McGinty v.

Warner, 17-41(23). See Clark v. Norton,

6-4l2(277) (pleading process of justice

court).

"9 Ellcgaard v. Hauknas, 72-246, 75+128.

41 Holgate v. Broome, 8-243(209); State

v. Micsen, 96-466, 105+555.

4‘-’ State v. Dreger, 97-221, 225, 106+904.

*8 Lucck v. St. P. 8: D. Ry., 57-30, 58+

821.

-H Conlon v. Holste, 99-493, 110+2.

45 Clague v. Hodgson, 16—329(291).

*5 Murray v. Mills, 56-75, 57+5_‘24 (not

liable for improper entry of Judgment

after time limit). -

1" Larson v. Kelly, 64-51, 66+130.

48 Cressy v. Gierman, 7-398(3l6).

W State v. Coon, 14-456(340).
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5274. Liability on ofiicial bond-—Cases are cited below involving the liabil

ity of a justice and his sureties on his oiticial bond."'“‘

5275. Criminal liability-A justice
has been held not criminally liable for a

neglect to pay over certain moneys without a demand therefor, or for neglecting

to advise a party concerning a judgment, or for giving certam advice as to sell

ing a judgment.“1

DOCKET

5276. In genera1—EFfect of informality or omission—A failure of a jus

tice to make the entries in his docket required by the statute does not render the

judgment erroneous."2 Mere informalitics and inaccuracies of expression in

a docket will be disregarded. Technical accuracy is not required. It 1s_enough

if the meaning is ascertainable and conformable to law.Ba Unauthorized en

tries are to be disregarded as surplusagc.M It is proper, but not indispensable,

that the justice sign his docket.“

5277. Facts required to be entered
—-The statute 5“ requires a justice to en

ter in his docket, the title of all causes co1nmenced before him ; 5" the time when

the process issued, the nature thereof,
when returnable, and the return of the

oificer; "" the time when the parties appeared before him; ‘'9 a brief statement

of the nature of the plaintiff’s demand 5°” every adjournment, stating at whose

request, and to what time and place 3'“ the verdict of the jury, and when ren

dered;02 exceptions ;‘‘s and any material matter, such as a transfer of the

action.“ It is unnecessary to enter the evidence in a cause,“ the reasons for

judgments or findings of fact,“ the veri

for a transfer of a cause.“

fication of pleadings,M or an atlidavit

5278. Entries as evidence—-The entries of a justice in his docket relating

to ofiicial matters before him are prima. facie evidence of the facts recited. It

is not essential that the docket be signed by the justice. It may be authen

ticated by him or by any other competent evidence.“ An entry, relating to

costs on execution, has been held insutfieient to establish, prima facie, a right to

recover the costs in an action on the judgment.To

50 Cressey v. Gierman, 7-398(316) (re

fusal of justice to return money received

as security for appearance of a. prisoner

held not a breach of ofiicial duty for which

action would lie on bond) ; Larson v. Kelly,

64-51, 66+130 (the words “judicial du

ties” in a bond construed as meaning

“oflicial duties”——1iability on bond for

neglect to enter judgment).

51 State v. Coon, 14—456(340).

-'-2 Psyson v. Everett, 12—216(137); Tvr

rell v. Jones, 18—312(281); Steinharlfv.

P1tc_her, 20—102(86); Meister v. Russell,

53-54, 54+935; Smith v. Victorin, 54-338,

.('3)g:t7; Wheeler v. Paterson, 64-231, 66+

FY3 McGrinty v. Warner, 17-41(23); State

v. Myers, 70-179, 72+969.

M Ncuhauser v. Banish, 84-286, 87+774.

-'h'i Chapman v. Dodd, 10—350(277).

W R. L. 1905 § 3889.

5? _Stats v. Graffmuller, 26-6, 46+-145;

Fanbault V. Wilson, 34-254, 25+449.

-‘-8 Bidwell v. Coleman, 11-78(45).

5" Tyrrell v. Jones, 18—312(281).

0° Payson v. Everett, 12-216(137);

Barnes v. Holton, 14—357(275); Tyrrell

v. Jones, 18-312(281) ; Burt v. Bailey, 21

403.
61 Steinhart v. Pitcher, 20-102(86); An

derson v. Southern Minn. Ry., 21-30;

Wheeler v. Paterson, 64-231, 66+964.

“2 State v. Myers, 70-179, 72+969.

"3 Witherspoon v. Price, 17—337(Z-113);

Craighead v. Martin. 25-41; Franek v

Vaughan, 81-236, 83+982.

I‘-* See § 5292.

"5 Kloss v. Sanford, 77-510, 80+628;
State v. McGinnis, 30-48, 14-+256; Barber

v. Kennedy, 18-2l6(196).

M Neuhauser v. Banish, 84-286, 289, 87+

774.
“T Tyrrell v. Jones, l8—312(281); Burl

v. Bailey, 21-403, 406.

M1McGinty v. Warner, 17-41(23).

M Chapman v. Dodd, 10—350(277); C018

V. Curtis, 16-182(161); State v. Bliss, 21

458, 462. See Baumgartner v. Hodgdon.

105-22, 116+1030 (as best evidence of

facts recited).

To Vaule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+452

,3.-Q."‘Ju‘
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PLEADING

5279 Construed liberal1y—Aider by verdict—Pleadings in justice courts,

whether oral or written, are to be construed with great liberality.71 A defect

ive complaint is cured by intendment after verdict or judgment, when the de

fendant has answered and gone to trial upon the merits without making any

objection to the defective pleading, if the defects arise wholly out of an omission

to plead expressly such facts as may be fairly implied from the allegations of

the complaint.72

5280. Objections to pleadings—Amendment—A justice cannot dismiss an

action for the insulficiency of a complaint without first ordering an amend

ment.’3 If a party refuses to amend a defective pleading it may be disregard

ed.“ A delivery of a note to the court has been held to constitute an amend

ment of a defective complaint thereon."

5281. Time to plead—The pleadings must take place at the time mentioned

in the summons for the appearance of the parties, or at such time thereafter,

not exceeding one week, as the justice may appoint for the convenience of the

parties and by their consent.“ A justice has no power in the matter except

as prescribed by the statute. Pleadings cannot take place before the time men

tioned in the summons for the appearance of the parties.77 Without the consent

of the parties pleadings can only take place at the time mentioned in the sum

mons for the appearance of the parties. Without the consent of all the parties

and the justice, pleadings cannot be received after one week from the return

day. Mere consent to an adjournment over a week is not a consent that

pleadings may be filed at such time.78 When the parties to an action in a jus

tice court appear on the return day named in the summons, and 011 motion

of the plaintiff the hearing is adjourned for one week, the answer may be filed

on the day to which the hearing is adjourned. By implication the justice desig

nates that day for the pleading and by moving the adjournment the plaintiff

consents thereto." Loss of jurisdiction by an adjournment for more than a

week without pleadings may be waived by the parties. They do so when they

take or consent to any step in the cause which assumes that the jurisdiction

exists or continues. A stipulation for an adjournment has been held to have

that efl‘ect.“° With the consent of the justice, parties are at full liberty to

agree to adjournments for any length of time, and to agree as to the time when

pleadings shall be filed.81 Where a complaint is filed on the return day and

71_J0hnson v. Knoblauch, 14-16(4) (com- 71 Chesterson v. Munson, 27-498, 8-+593;

plmnt for sale of lumber); Royce v. Gray, Thompson v. Killian, 25-111. See H0]

21-329 (complaint on note); Guthrie v.

Qlson, 32-465, 21+557 (complaint for serv

-MBH); Raueu v. Burg, 38-389, 37+946

(¢la1i_n for bill of groceries); McGrath v.

O’Brien, 42-13, 43+486 (answer pleading

statute of limitations); Polk v. Arn. M. L.

00-. es-160, 70+101a; Continental Ins. Co.

\'. lhchardson, 69-433, 72-+458 (oral com

pla1nt_on note); Harm v. Davies, 79-311,

82+58o (action on note—answer pleading

extension of note to damage of defendant

sustamed); State v. Brathovde, 81-501,

ll-1+340 (complaint in bastardy proceed

}:lgs sustained); Kubesh v. Hanson, 93

-59. 101+73 (action to charge wife on
Judgment against her husband by virtue

nf_ special agreement—<!ozrr1)laint sus

H1“-fled); Black v. Berg, 101-9, 111-+386

(Pfl!'t1lership—account stated on settle

ment—complaint held insuflicient).

gate v. Broome, 8-243(209).

73 R. L. 1905 § 3914; Middelstadt \'. Mc

Intyre, 55-69, 56-+464.

74 R. L. 1905 § 3914; Rauen v. Burg. 38

389, 37+946.

75 Royce r. Gray. 21-329.

70 R. L. 1905 § 3904; Nohre v. Wright,

98-477, 108+865.

77 Taylor v. Vi/alther, 97-490, 107+162.

TS Holgate v. Broome. 8-2-l3(209); hint

tice v. Iritcherding, 1~i—142(1lO); O'Brien

v. Pomroy, 22-130; Johnson v. Hagberg,

48-221, 50+1037. See West v. Berg, 66

287. 290, 6S+1077. _

19 Nohre Y. Wright. 9S-477. 10S+86o.

80 Johnson v. Hagberg, 48-221, 50+1037.

M West v. Berg, 66-287, 6S+1077; Caley

v. Rogers, 72-100, 75+114.
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the defendant, omitting to plead, consents to an adjournment beyond a week.

the pleadings are closed and his right to answer is gone, in the absence of

agreement to the contrary.""

the time to plead.“

5282. Oral or in writing.-Pleading

5283. Equitable defences-—Equitable

Fractions of a day are disregarded in computing

s may be either oral or in writing.“

defences cannot be interposed.85

5284. Counterclairns-Provision is made by statute for the pleading of set

olis or counterclaims.“
5285. Reply—-Admission by failure to rep1y—A counterclaim is admitted

by a failure to reply, but nothing else.

answer is not an admission.“

is pleaded, may

the action is not a counterclaim.”

A failure to reply to an unverified

An unauthorized reply, where no counterclaim

be taken as an admission.”

fendant for damages for the detention o

In replevin a claim of the de

f the property during the pendency of

5286. Variance-—A variance must be disregarded unless the court is satisfied

that the adverse party was prejudiced thereby."
5287. Verification—Every complaint, answer, or reply must be verified."

An unverified pleading is a nullity and may be disregarded,” but a verification

may be waived.“

verified.95

It will be presumed on appeal that an oral pleading was

A verification need not be entered in the docket."
Objection to

the want of a verification cannot ordinarily be made for the first time on ap

peal.M
5288. Filing—The failure of a justice to file pleadings is not a jurisdic

tional defect.“5289. Actions on accounts or instruments for payment of money—It is

provided by statute that “when a cause of action or counterclaim arises upon

an account. or instrument for the payment of money only, it shall be sutfimenl

for the party to deliver the account or instrument to the court, and to statfi

that there is due to him thereon, from the adverse party, a specified sum, wh1_C1I

he claims to recover or set off. The court may at the time of pleading requlro

that such writing or account be exhibited to the adverse party for inspection.

if not so exhibited, may prohibit its
with liberty to copy the same, and,

afterward being given in evidence.” “

HO’Brien v. Pomroy, 22-130.

88 Rauen v. Burg, 38-389, 37+946.

84 R. L. 1905 § 3906; Davidson v. Far

rell, 8-258(225).

$5 Fowler v. Atkinson, 6-503(350).

_%'R. L. 1905 §§ 3920-3922; Folsom v.

tfarli, 6-420(284) (statute embodies gen

eral features of English statutes-—not as

broad as statute regulating subject in dis

trict court); La Due v. First Nat. Bank,

31-31:}, 16+426 (setoffs against assignees

of bills and notes); Ward v. Anderberg.

36-300, 30+890 (in replcvin a claim of the

defendant for damages for the detention

of the property during the pendency of

the action is not a counterclaim).

8‘I R. L. 1905 § 3913; Taylor v. Bissell.

1-225(186); Walker v. McDonald, 5-455

(368).

88 Thompson v. Killian, 25-111.

89 Warder v. Willyard, 46—531, 49+300.

9° Ward v. Anderberg, 36-300, 30+890.

‘"1 R. L. 1905 § 3915; Johnston v. Clark.

30-308, 15+252; Olson v. M-inn. etc. By.

89-280, 94+871.

"2 R. L. 1905 § 3912.

98 Thompson v. Killian, 25-111.
94 Taylor v. Bissell, 1-225(186); Burt V

Bailey. 21-403. See Thompson v. Killian.

25-111.

95 Burt v. Bailey, 21-403.

W Tyrrell v. Jones, 18-312(281).

M Taylor v. Parker, 17-4690147).

‘J5 Barber v. Kennedy, 18-210(196).
9° R. L. 1905 § 3911; Taylor v. Parlrer

]7—469(-147) (an account held a sufficient

complaint); Royce v. Gray, 21-329 (de

fcctive complaint on note remedied by de

livery of note to justice); Tune V

Swecney_ 34-295, 25+62S (failure to file

note not a ground for reversal of J“dg'

ment); Continental Ins. Co. v. Richardsom

69-433. 72+458 (complaint on note sus

tained).
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PROCEDURE

5290. Statutory provisions to be followed strict1y—It is generally held

that statutory provisions governing procedure in justice courts must be fol

lowed strictly.1 Some of our cases adopt a more liberal rule.2

5291. Expiration of term of justice—Effect on pending action—An ac

tion pending before a justice at the time of his retirement from office at the

end of his term, is not transferred by operation of law to his successor, so as to

invest the latter with jurisdiction therein.8

5292. Transfer of action—Change of venue—Change of venue is regulated

by statute." In transferring an action to another justice, a justice of the

peace should make an entry in his docket stating the name of the justice

to whom the case is transferred, and the time and place when and where the

parties are to appear before him; and if the justice to whom the case is

transferred, in the absence and without the consent of one of the parties, tries

the case at some other place, the judgment is void as to such party.5 A failure

to make the requisite entries is waived by a voluntary general appearance before

the justice to whom the action is transferred.“ It cannot be cured by entries

111 the docket of the justice to whom the action is transferred.1 An order trans

ferring a criminal case, without specifying the time for appearance before the

justice to whom the action was transferred, has been held to require an ap

pearance forthwith.8 If a party obtains a transfer upon an insufiicient afiidavit

he cannot question the transfer on that ground.9 An application for a transfer

after demanding a jury trial has been held too late.10 An application may be

1nade after preliminary motions have been made and determined. A party

does not waive his right to a transfer by going to trial after his application

is denied.“ If a justice, upon an application for a change of venue, transfers

the action to a person not in fact a justice, and adjourns the trial of the action

to a future time, to be had before such supposed justice, and adjourns his own

court as to such action, he has no jurisdiction thereafter, upon learning that

such person is not a justice, to make a further order transferring the action to

another justice.12 A certificate of transfer to the effect “that I have compared

the foregoing with the docket entries made in the above-entitled cause, and

that the same is a correct transcript therefrom, and that herein inclosed are

all the papers appertaining to said cause, which are numbered from 1 to 14, in

clusive,” has been held suflicient.13 An affidavit for transfer need not be

entered in the docket.“- The statute is inapplicable to a proceeding before a

justice acting as a committing magistrate.15 A change of venue in an action

brought before a village justice should, under Laws 1897 c. 151, be made to

a justice of the same village, 01' to a justice of a town adjoining the village;

not to a justice of a town adjoining the town in which the village is located.

The town within which the village is located is an adjoining town within the

,1M3Y V. Grawert, 86-210, 90+-383; Wa- Larson v. Dukletb, 74-402. 77+220. See

tier v. Buth, 87-205, 208, 91+756, 92+331. Oltman v. Yost, 62-261, 64+564.

ZSorenson v. Swensen, 55-58, 56+350. 1Rahilly v. Lane, 15—447(360).

aAnderson v. Hanson, 28-400, 10+429. 8State v. Bliss, 21-458.

‘R. L. 1905 § 3901. See, under a. former 9 Oltman v. Yost, 62-261, 64-+564. '

statute, Cooper v. Brewster, 1-94(73). 1°Lucck v- St P- & 13- Ryw 57-30: 38+

“.L*"B°n v. Dukleth, 74-402, 71+220; Mc- 821.

“my v- Warner, 11-41(23); Rahilly v. 11Curt'is v. Moore, 3-29(7).
Lane, 15—447(360); Barber v. Kennedy, 12 State etc. Co. v. Gran, 76-32, 78+862.

18_216(196)' 13 Lyons v. Rafferty, 30-526, 16+420. See

°Ande1:5°l1 V- Hanson, 28-400, 10+429 State v. Bliss, 21-458.

(°ve"“]m8 Rahilly v. Lane, 15-447, 360); HMeGiuty v. Warner, 17-41(23).

15 State v. Bergman, 37-407, 34+737.
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meaning of the statute." A justice is not required to transfer an action until

all his costs are paid.17

5293. Actions how commenced—Vo1untary general appearance—The

statute provides that “actions may be instituted before a justice of the peace,

either by the voluntary appearance and agreement of the parties, or by the usual

process.” “" The two modes specified are exclusive.“ Jurisdiction of the per

son is conferred by a voluntary general appearance.” Litigating issues without

objection has been held equivalent to “voluntary appearance and agreement"

within tl1e statute.21

5294. Special appearance—A special appearance merely denying the juris

diction oi the justice will not confer jurisdiction.22 Where a party appears

specially and objects to the jurisdiction of the court, he does not waive his

objection by proceeding to trial after his objection is overruled.”3

5295. Summons-—a. Requisites—In all cases not otherwise provided for, the

first process in an action is a summons issued by the justice, the requisites of

which are specifically prescribed by statute.“ Among the essential things which

the summons must contain, is a statement of the time and place, when and

where the defendant is required to appear, to answer in the action. The desig

nation of this time, within the statutory limits, is a matter solely for the

determination of the justice, in the exercise of his judicial discretion. No one

else can do it.25 Blanks in a summons, when issued, render it void.“ But a

blank in the copy of a summons served on the defendant has been held not to

invalidate the service.27

b. Service and return—Service on the eleventh of the mouth returnable on

the seventeenth is sufficient.28 It is presumed that officers do their duty in

serving a summons and that they make service as the circumstances require.

Where a return certified that the summons was served “by reading, handing to,

and leaving a true copy at his usual place of abode, with a person of suitable

age and discretion. who was residing therein,” it was held that the return was

not vitiated by a failure to state that the defendant could not be found, or

by the omission of the word “last” before the words “usual place of abode.”

The “last usual place of abode” means the defendant’s actual abode at the time

the summons is served. The return need not state the name of the person with

whom the copy of the summons is left." A blank in the copy of a summons

served on the defendant has been held not to invalidate the service.”0 Service

by publication must be in strict conformity to the statute." Irregularities in

the service are waived by a voluntary general appearance.82 It is the fact of

16 Wadena 0. Co. v. Gaylord, 93-199,

 

101+-72.

8;;Lucck v. St. P. & D. R_v., 57-30, 58+

15 R. L. 1905 § 3891.

W Craighoad v. Martin, 25-41, 43.

‘-‘° Anderson v. Hanson, 23-400. 10+429

(overruhng Rahilly v. Lane, 15-447, 360) '

Johnson v. Knoblauch, 14-16(4); Tyrrell

v. Jones. 18—312(281); Steinhart v. Pitch

er. 220-102(86); Anderson v. Southern

Minn. R, .. 21-30. S
74402 ‘_:_7+220‘ ce Larson v. Dukleth,

’-"Lau1berton v. Raymond, 22-129.

22 Higgins v. Beveridge, 35-285, 28+506

“Perkins v. Meilieke. es-409 s9+22o-'

May v. Grawert, so-210, amass.’ '

HR. L. 1905 §§ 3393, 3894; (‘raighead

  

v. Martin, 25-41; Beseman v. Weber, 53

174. 175, 54-+1053.

'-’-'i Craighead v. Martin, 25-41.

26 R. L. 1905 § 3893; Craighead v. Mar

3811, 25-41; Seurer v. Horst, 31-479, 13*

3.

21 Martin v. Lindstrom, 73-121, 75+1038

28 Smith v. Force, 31-119. 16+704.

29 Vaule v. Miller, 64-485, 67+-540; G09;

net v. Woll, 26-154, 2+163.

3° Martin v. Lindstrom, 73-121, 75+1038.

81 Bird v. Norquist, 46-318, 4S+1132 @9

turn day less than six days after expira

tio1)1 of period of publication vitiates serv

we .

32 Tyrrell v. Jones, 18—312(281). S66

Higgins v. Beveridge, 35-285, 2s+5os

_(special appearance held not to confer

Jurisdiction).
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service and not the proof thereof that gives jurisdiction. In an action com

menced by attaching the personal property of the defendant, the defendant re

siding in another county in the state, the summons may be served upon him

personally in the county of his residence, and such service gives the justice juris

diction to render a judgment which will be valid, at least to the extent of the

property attached.“ Evidence has been held to show that a defendant was duly

served.“

5296. Misnomer of defendant—Correction-—In an action com1nenced by

attachment, the justice, may, upon a plea in abatement for misnomer of the

defendant, order the process and proceedings corrected by inserting the true

name. To justify this, it is unnecessary that the process should state that

the defendant’s true name is unknown.“5

5297. Time to appear-—One hour after return time-It is provided by

statute that parties are entitled to one hour after the time mentioned in the

summons in which to appear.“ This provision is inapplicable to forcible entry

and unlawful detainer proceedings.“T It will be presumed on appeal that the

justice waited the hour.”

5298. Adj0urnments—a. On 1'etu1'n dag/—-With the consent of the justice

parties are at full liberty to agree to adjournments for any length of time."

An adjournment may be had by consent on the return day, though no issue is

joined and no answer interposed.4° Loss of jurisdiction by an adjournment for

more than a week without pleadings may be waived by the parties.‘1 When the

defendant does not appear on the return day, the justice may adjourn the case '

for the convenience of the plaintiif in proving his claim.42

Z1. As of right after pleadings cZosed—When the pleadings are closed, whether

on the return day or on an adjourned day, either party is entitled as of right

to an adjournment not exceeding one week, and no showing therefor is neces

sary. An improper denial of an application for such an adjournment deprives

the justice of jurisdiction to proceed further in the cause, without the consent

of the parties.‘3 There must be some issue to be tried before a party is en

tilled to an adjournment as of right. A sham plea does not make an issue with

in this rule.“ After ordering an adjournment a justice cannot change the date

to which the adjournment is made, in the absence of the parties.“ Whether a

justice has any discretion in fixing the date, within a week, to which adjourn

ment shall be made is an open question.“

0. After the first—It is provided by statute that “every adjournment after the

first shall be for such reasonable time as will enable the party to procure such

absent testimony or witness as is necessary and material, which the party apply

ing for the adjournment has not been able to procure by the use of proper

diligence.” "

d. During iM'al—Whetl1er, after the commencement of a trial before a jury,

it is error or abuse of discretion for the justice to adjourn court for six days,

-13 Flohrs v. Forsyth, 78-87, S0+852.

“Kubesh v. Hanson, 93-259, 101+73.

35 Morse v. Barrows, 37-239, 33+706.

-1" R. L. 1905 § 3902.

37 Spooner v. French, 22-37.

3*! Elleganrd v. Haukaas. 72-246, 75+128.

anWest v. Berg, 66-287, 290, 6S+1077;

Caley v. Rogers, 72-100, 75+114.

mO’Brien v. Pomroy, 22-130; Thomp

son v. Killian, 25-111.

41 Johnson v. Hagberg, 48-221, 50+-1037.

42 Gillitt v. Truax, 27-528, 8+767.

41* R. L. 1905 § 3917; O’Brien v. Pomroy,

22-130; Wheeler v. Paterson, 64-231, 66+

964; Franck v. Vaughan, 81-236, 83+-982;

Johnson v. Little, 82-69, 84+648; Kennedy

\'. Kcllum, 90-325, 96+792. See, under

former statute, as to showing necessary,

School Dist. v. Thompson, 5—280(221).

44 Larson v. Shook, 68-30, 70+775.

4-'» Wnrdlow v. Bcsser, 3-317(223).

4“ Larson v. Shook, 68-30, 70+775.

47 R. L. 1905 § 3919. See, us to the

showing of diligence, Washington County

v. McCoy, 1—100(78); School Dist. v.

Thompson, 5—280(221).
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without the consent of a party, is an open question. If error, it is waived by

the party failing to except and appearing and proceeding with tl1e trial at

the time to which it is adjourned.“

e. Entries in docket—A justice is required to enter in his docket the fact of

an adjournment, stating at whose request and to what time and place it is had.‘9

A failure to state at whose request an adjournment is made is not fatal.“0

5299. Certifying case when title to realty involved—The statute requires

a justice to certify a case to the district court when it appears on the trial that

title to realty is involved.“ He is not authorized to certify a case merely be

cause such an issue is made by the pleadings. He cannot certify a case unless

it appears, on the trial, from the evidence adduced, that the title to realty is in

volved and disputed by the adverse party.M Title is not involved if it is not

disputed.“ To justify certification there must be a real issue necessarily in

volved in the determination of the action.“ Title is not ordinarily involved in

unlawful detainer proceedings by a landlord against his ten_ant, so as to justify

a certification.“ An improper certification ousts both courts of jurisdiction,

and the district court has no authority to remand the case to the justice for

trial. The only order the district court can make in such a case is one of

dismissal.“ In an action in which, upon the pleadings, title to realty may be

involved, and in which the justice has jurisdiction of the subject-matter and of

the parties, the effect of the making of an entry in his docket, and of the mak

_ ing of a certificate and return in accordance with the statute is prima facie to

invest the district court with complete jurisdiction of the case. If it did not

in fact appear on the trial before the justice, from the evidence of either‘party.

that the title to realty was involved in the action, this should be taken ad

vantage of by seasonably bringing it to the notice of the district court upon

affidavit, and upon a motion for a further return from the justice showing what

the evidence, if any, upon the matter of title was.“ The statute is inapplicable

to criminal actions.“

. 5300. Jury—A party calling for a jury must pay the jurors’ fees into court

lI1' advance, and if he refuses to do so, the justice may proceed to try the case

without a jury. If there is a mistrial because of the disagreement of a jury.

and a party calls for a second one, he must also pay its fees. Where a jury had

been out fourteen hours, including a night, it was held that the justice was 111$

tified in discharging them for inability to agree on a verdict.59 The justice

should not enter the jury-room while the jury is deliberating.Go Objection that:

the officer in charge of a jury was not sworn is waived unless seasonably taken.“

A presumption will be entertained in favor of the regularity of the proceedings

of the jury and of the conduct of the justice in relation thereto.“2 Authority

 

48 geitl v. Sanders, 57-108, 581-683.

-10 . . 1905 § 3889- Steinhart v. P'tch

20-1o2(se); Andersdn v. Southern ‘Midi

6241-30; Wheeler v. Paterson, 64-231,

50 Wheeler v. Paterson 64-23151 R. L. 1905 § 3918. ’ ’ ‘W964’

W-’ Sorenson v. Torvestad, 94-410, 103+15;

G_oenen v. Schroeder, 8—3S7(344); Mer

nam v. Baker, 9—40(28); Goenen v.

Schroeder, 18-66(51); Ferguson v. Kum

leg, 25-183; Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+

712; State v. Cotton, 29-187, 12+529;

Radley v. O’Leary, 36-173, 30+457; Tord

sen v. Gummer, 37-211, 34+20; Herrick

v. Newell, 49-I98, 51+819. See Bassett v.

Fortin, 30-27, 14+56; Petsch v. Biggs, 31

392, 18+101.

53 Radley v. O’Leary, 36-173, 30+457- _

54 Merriam V. Baker, 9—40(28); Hemck

V. Newell, 49-198, 51+819.

W Judd v. Arnold, 31-430, 433, 18+1-51;

Suchaneck v. Smith, 45-26, 47+397. _

M Sorenson v. Torvestad, 94-410, 103+10

57 Lindekugel v. Angelhofer, 24-324.

59 State v. Sweeney, 33-23, 21+847.

59 Rollins v. Nolting, 53-232, 54+1113

"° Helmbrecht v. Helmbrecht, 31-504, 18"

449. See Snow v. Hardy, 3—77(35)l

°1 Robert v. Brooks, 23-138.

61’ Clague v. Hodgson, 16-329(291).
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Where the plaintiff recovers, but has not obtained possession of the property,

the judgment should be in the alternative, for a return of the property to him,

or for its value if a return cannot be had. A judgment which is defective in

this regard may be corrected on appeal.“0

5307. Attachment—An attachment may issue, in actions on contract in

which the damages are unliquidated. It cannot issue in actions ex delicto.M

A writ of attachment is sufficient in form if it conforms substantially to the

statutory form." An affidavit for an attachment is sufficient if it is in the

_ language of the statute,“ or conforms to the statute substantially.“ An affi

davit which shows by recital merely, that the person procuring it is the agent

of the plaintiff, is to be deemed to be made on behalf of the plaintiff, and is

sufficient." The fact of agency need not appear from the affidavit, if it appears

from the files and records in the action.“ The fact that the affidavit is false

justifies a dismissal, but the objection may be waived by a general appearance

or appeal upon questions of both law and fact.“7 If an afiidavit states facts

authorizing a writ returnable in three days, and also facts authorizing one re

turnable in six days, and one returnable in six days is issued, the justice has

jurisdiction." The statute provides for the service of a certified inventory of

the property attached," but a failure to make such service does not invalidate

the levy.°° The defendant may recover possession of attached property by ex

ecuting a forthcoming bond." The obligors on the bond cannot question the

levy or the want of sureties.°2 Provision is made by statute for the dissolution

of an attachment on motion and a bond by the defendant to pay any judgment

rendered against him and costs." A justice is authorized by R. L. 1905 § 3882

to issue writs of attachment, directed to the proper officer of any county in the

state, for the purpose of causing an attachment of property in said county. But

such justice cannot obtain jurisdiction over the person of a party by issuing such

a writ, in the form prescribed in R. L. 1905 § 3998, causing property to be at

tached, and the writ to be read to such party, in the county to which it is sent

for service, and a return of such service made and filed in his ofiice.“

5308. Gamishment—It is provided by statute that “no judgment shall be

rendered against a garnishee in a justice court where the judgment against the

defendant is less than ten dollars, exclusive of costs, nor where the indebtedness

of the garnishee to the defendant, or the value of the property or money Of the

defendant in the hands of the garnishee or under his control, as proved, is less

than ten dollars.” "5 A payment by garnishees of a judgment against them

without execution discharges them, though the judgment against the defendant

was upon default, upon service of the summons by publication, and subsequent

to.the payment, within the year it was set aside, and the defendant was p81‘

mitted to defend and succeeded in his defence.90 Garnishment proceedings ill

advertently commenced in a justice court, but subsequently dismissed, have

8° R. L. 1905 § 3967; Larson v. Johnson, ‘17 McCubrey v. Lankis, 74-302, 77+144.

83-351, S64-350. See McKee v. Metraw,

3:1-‘gs, 1s+1(;1s (statute cited).

aum ar ner v. D '50-381, 5%+964. owagm Mfg’ Co"

82 Hines v. Chambers, 29-7. 11+-129;

Beseman v. Weber, 53-174, 54+1053.

88 Curtis v. Moore, 21-29(7).

H Baum_gardner v. Dowagiac Mfg. Co.,

ggg.:38516,Ha72.+964; Smith v. Victoria, 54

95 Smith v. Victorin, 54-338. 56+47.

86 West v. Berg, 66-287, 68+1077.

ss‘Curtis v. Moore, 3--29(7).

8" R. L. 1905 § 3972.

"0 West v. Berg, 66-287, 63+-1077.

M R. L. 1905 § 3975.

"2 Scanlan v. O’Brien, 21-434.

% R. L. 1905 § 3979; Rossiter v. Minn.

etc. Co., 37—296, 33+855.

“‘ Perkins v. Meilicke, 66-409, 69+220.

95 R. L. 1905 § 4253; Sheehan v. New

pick. 77-426, 80+356.

"6 Troyer v. Schweizer, 15—241(187).
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5311. By confesswn—Prov1s1on is made by statute for the en
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‘*7 Hopkins v. 7 Rucker v. Miller, 50-360, 52+958.

468. 8 R. L. 1905 § 3935.e v. Gerhch, 91-282, 98+94.

9Murrs.y \'. Mills, 56-75, 57+324; MayMyers, 70-179, 72+969; Smith
V. Petrie, 70-433, 73-+155.

v. Grawert, 86-210, 90+383. See, as to

liability of justice and his sureties on his11306 v. Irish, 69-493, 72+842; Hanlon bond for n neglect to enter judgment,

V. Hennessy, 87-353, 92-+1. Larson v. Kelly, 64-51, 66+130.

2Hanlou v. Hennessy, 87-353, 921-1. 1° Nohre v. Wright, 98-477, 108+865.

3State v. Bliss, 21-458; Chapman v. 11 Larson v. Kelly, 72-116, 75+13.

Dvdd, 10-350(277). 1'-‘Taylor v. Walther, 91-490, 1o7+1e2.

4Neu auser v. Banish. 84-286, 289, 87+

774. See Chapman v. Dodd, 10
13 R. L. 1905 § 3933.

350(277)(the reason
H Larson v. Kelly, 72-116, 751-13.5 of a justice for his judgment 15 R. L. 1905 § 2703.

are immaterial). 1flTrigg v. Larson, 10-220(175); PH:/~

5R. L. 1905 § 3935. son v. Everett, 12-2l6(137).

"S01-enson v. Swensen, 55-58, 56+350.
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5313. Transcript—Docketing in district court—Execution—Provision 15

made by statute for docketing transcripts of judgments of justices in the district

court and for execution thereon." A transcript must be a literal copy of the

judgment and not a mere abstract thereof. But a defect in this regard renders

a judgment only voidable and not void.18 'An exemplified copy of a transcript

and docket entry is competent to prove the judgment,‘0 but a mere certified

copy of the docketing is insuliicient.20 An execution out of the district court on

such transcript and docketing is presumptively valid. It is unnecessary for one

claiming thercu.nder to prove that execution had been previously issued by the

justice.21

5314. Execution—Sa1e-—An irregularity in reissuing an old execution and

a. misrecital of the date of the judgment therein, has been held not to invalidate

a sale thcreunder."’2

5315. Bond for restitution—Provision is made by statute for the execution

of a bond for restitution before judgment, where the summons is served by pub

lication or by leaving a copy thereof at the last usual place of abode of the

defendant.“ A failure to require the bond renders a judgment irregular, but

not void.“ A judgment or docket need not_show that a bond was given.25

5316. Amendment—An amendment of a judgment made on motion after

an appeal to the district court has been held a nullity.’-'“

5317. Presumptions in favor of judgments—Collateral attack—It is pro

vided by statute that “whenever a judgment rendered by a justice of the peace

has remained undisturbed for a period of not less than two years, the jurisdic

tion of the justice over the parties and subject-matter of the action at the

time of rendering the same shall be presumed, when it appears from the docket

or a transcript thereof on file in the office of the clerk of the district court of

the proper county that at the time of rendering such judgment he had acquired

such jurisdiction.” 2’ The statutory presumption is conclusive on collateral at

tack. _It is inapplicable to a direct attack.“ It has been said that the statute

prescribes a mere rule of evidence." Where a justice has jurisdiction his judg

ment is entitled to the same presumptions of validity as the judgments of a

court of record. It is not subject to collateral attack for mere error or ir

regul_ar1ty.“° The judgment of a justice cannot be collaterally attacked by

showing his reasons therefor."

_ 5318. Opening default—Provision is made by statute for opening a default

Judgment and allowing the defendant to appear and defend.“2

5319. Action to vacate—A complaint, in an action to vacate a judgment

upon the ground that the summons was issued by one not a justice of the

peace de _jure or de_t'acto, l1as been held defective in not sufficiently alleging

that the justice issuing the summons had not been elected at the general elec

tron preceding and had not duly qualified." An action to vacate a jlldgmellt

Wlll not he on the ground that the complaint does not state a cause of action.“

17 R. L. 1905 § 3942-3944. 27 R L 1905 3945

1: ice v. Irish, 69-493, 72+842. 28 Vaule v. Mi§l'er, 69-440, 72+452

ernck v. Ammerman, 32-544, 21+ 2" Plummer v. Hatton, 51-181, 53+460

836. so Cla H d 16-329 291 - Gil20To:ld v. Johnson, so-310, 52+ss4. mo v,gu'Frii1ix, 027g-sgilé, 8+767(; Shite v.

21Hc1‘l'ic_k v. Ammerman, 32-544, 21+ Bowen, 45-145, 47+650; Smith v. Victorin,

836. " '

a _ _ 04-333, 56947‘ Val . M ‘ler 64-435‘
:; MllllS v. Lombard, 32-259, 20+187. 67+540; Elleghard “vi llauliaas,’ 72-246,

“teR'.-FL. 1905 gI;940. S68, prior to stat- 75+-128.

0 , royer v. _ c weizer 15-241(187). 31Ch . D ld 1 —3"0 2"7 -
;;\Zaule v. l\‘[i‘ler, 69-4'40, 72+-152. 32 R.[lllnl:S1)]i)5v§ 3841-’ Tgoyzr IS(?hwe'ize1',

2°Marlo v. Miller, 64-485. 67+540. 15-24l(187) (bond).’

L11l'80u V. Johnson, 83-351, 86+350. 33 Kane v. Arneson, 94-451, 103+218

1“ Kubesh v. Hanson, 93-259, 101+73.
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Where the rights of third parties have not intervened, an action will lie to set

aside the judgment of a justice, rendered by default, upon a constable’s cer

tificate of service of the summons, if in fact such summons was not served; and

in such action the return of the oificer may be impeached.“5 An action may be

maintained to set aside a judgment valid on its face on the ground that the

summons was never served on the defendant. Such an action is not a collateral,

but a direct, attack upon the judgment."

APPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT

5320. Who may appeal and in what cases—In determining whether a

judgment exceeds fifteen dollars, for the purposes of an appeal, costs are dis

regarded.“ The right of a plaintiff to appeal is unaffected by a counterclaim.“

The defendant may appeal on questions of law and fact where the amount

claimed exceeds thirty dollars, though the recovery against him is less than

fifteen dollars.an

5321. City in two counties—Where a city lies in two counties appeal lies to

the district court in either county.40

5322. Notice of appeal-It is a jurisdictional prerequisite to the allowance

of an appeal that the original notice of appeal and proof of service thereof be

filed with the justice within the prescribed time and the return must include

these papers to give the district court jurisdiction. An omission to file the

notice, or a defect in the notice or proof of service, cannot be remedied by an

amendment after the time to appeal has expired.“ Notice may no doubt be

waived,42 but an early ease held the contrary.‘3 A notice signed by a party’s

attorney as such is good, though neither the party or his attorney appeared in

the justice court.“ 'l‘he notice must be in writing and properly signed.‘5 A

notice which wholly fails to show by what justice, or in what county, the judg

ment was rendered, is a nullity.“ An error in the date of the judgment is

immaterial.‘7 The notice must state specifically the grounds upon which the

appeal is taken, whether upon questions of law or upon questions of law and

fact.“ Docket entries certified to the district court are not conclusive as

against jurisdictional facts contained in the notice itself.“ An afiidavit of serv

ice of notice is to be liberally construed.” Proof of service on the “wife” of

a party, without showing that it was at his residence, is insuflicient.51 Proof

of service of notice by the admission of an agent who did not act or appear

for the party on the trial, and whose authority is not shown, is insufiicient.“2

3“ Knutson v. Davies, 51-363, 53+646.

3" Vaule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+452.

3'' Dodd v. Cady, 1-289(223).

*8 Ross v. Evans, 30-206, 14+897.

3" Shunk v. Hellmiller, 11-164(104);

Koetke v. Ringer, 46-259, 48+917.

2(4i"1Mpls. T. M. Co. v. Voigt, 63-145, 65+

41 Larrabee v. Morrison, 15—196(151);

Marsile v. Mil. etc. Ry., 23-4; Pettingill

V. Donnelly, 27-332, 7+360; Cremer v.

Hartmann, 34-97, 24-+341; Stolt v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 49-353, 5l+1‘l03; Graham v. Con

rad, 66-471, 69+334; Looney v. Drometer.

69-505, 72+797; Smith v. Kistler, 84-102,

86+876; Treat v. Court Minn., 109—1l0,

123+62.

*1 Sec Wrolson v. Anderson, 53-508, 55+

597; McCubrey v. Lankis, 74-302, 77+

144.

48 Larmbee v. Morrison, 15—196(151).

H Conrad v. Swanke, 80-438, 83+383.

"5 Larrahce v. Morrison, 15-196(151).

46 Pettingill v. Donnelly, 27-332, 7+360.

"Rahil1y v. Lane, 15-447(360).

*8 Smith v. Kistler, 84-102, 864-876; Buie

v. G. N. Ry., 94-405, 103+11.

4" Smith v. Kistler, 84-102, 86+876.

5° Toner v. Advance T. Co., 45-293, 47+

810 (aflidavit to efiect that service was

made “by delivering to and leaving with

him, personally, a copy thereof, at his res1~

dence in said township, by delivering to

and leaving with his father, James Toner,

a true copy thereof,” held suflicient).

51 Stolt v. Chi. etc. Ry., 49-353, 51+1103.

"-2 Cremer v. Hartmann, 34-97, 2-H341.
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An admission of service may be a sufiicicnt proof of service.53 Proof of service

on “Empey & Empey,” is not proof of service on “E. E. Empey.”“4 Proof of

admission of service by an attorney who did not act or appear for the party

and whose authority or agency was not shown has been held insuf'rlcient:"5 At

tempted service on an adverse party which does not purport to show that the

notice was served personally or by leaving a copy at the residence is ineffectual.“

Objection to the want of due service of a notice cannot be made for the first

time in the supreme court.“

5323. Affidavit—'l‘he statutory aflidavit to the effect that the appeal is made

in good faith, and not for the purpose of delay,“ is jurisdictional.“ All ap

pellants in a joint judgment must join in the affidavit, or make separate affi

davits.“0 An afiidavit purporting to be made before a notary public is a nullity

without the notarial seal. A defective atfidavit cannot be amended after the

statutory time for appealing has expired.“ The affidavit must appear on its

face to have been made before a proper ofiicer; M but if it appears on its face

that the person subscribing the jurat was a proper officcr to take the affidavit

it is suflicient, though his otiicial designation is not atlixed." It need not be

made before the justice who tried the case. It is not vitiated by a mistake in

the date of the judgment.“

5324. Bond—Defect or omission not fata1—The statute provides for an

appeal bond conditioned that the appellant shall prosecute his appeal with

effect, and abide the order of the court therein.“ It is also provided that “no

appeal allowed by a justice shall be dismissed on account of there being no

bond, or of the bond given being defective or insufiieient, if the appellant. be

fore the motion to dismiss is determined, shall execute a sufficient bond, ap

proved by the judge of the district court, and pay all costs incurred by reason

of such default or omission.” 6“ This provision is applicable to forcible entry

and unlawful detainer proceedings,"1 but inapplicable to criminal actions.as

Provision was made by Laws 1897 c. 46 for excepting to the sufficiency of

sureties to the bond.“

5325. Return—The return must show affirmatively compliance with every

jurisdictional prerequisite to an appeal; otherwise the district court will not

acquire jurisdiction and must dismiss the appeal unless the defect is remedied

by a supplementary return.To A supplementary or amended return may be

ordered.71 The return cannot be controverted or supplemented by affidavits."

“3 Ralrmy ‘7- Lane, 15-447(360)- Schwerle v. Burnstown, 35-468, 29+72;

M Graham v. Conrad, 66-471, 69+334.

55 'I1‘(;'eat v. Court Minn., 109-110, 123+62.

no _

9(fi)'f)Corclello v. Deponte, 107-573, 120+

wit. L. 1905 § 3982.

W'MeFarland. v. Butler, 11-72(42);

Kmght v. Elhott, 22-551; Stolt v. Chi.

etc. I't7g.,3;19-353, 51+1103; Ham v. Da

vies — 1 S2+585' G' . —
225,, 831L835-, , runes v Fall, 81

"0 Harm v. Davies, 79-311, 82+585.

:1 (]}{r1me]s v. Fall, 81-225, 83+835.

2 nigt v. Elliott 22—551- '
Fall],3 s1-225, s3+s35.’ ’ Gnmes I

53 andy v. Chi. etc. Ry. 33-380 23 547

fl4Rahilly \'. Lane, 15-4i7(360).’ + '

fl-'5 R. L. 1905 § 3982. See, as to suiti

meney of bond. State v. Fitch, 30-532,

16+41]; State v. Austin, 35-51, 26+906;

Anderson v. Meeker County, 46-237, 48+

1022.

M R. L. 1905 § 3989; Rahilly v. Lane,

15--447(360, 368); Marsile v. Mil. etc. Ry,

23-4; Eidam v. Johnson, 79-249, 82+578.

M Mills v. Wilson, 59-107, 60+1083.

“8 State v. Mattson, 105-63, 117+22T.

"9 Eidam v. Johnson, 69-249, 82+578;

Betts v. Newman, 91-5. 97+371; Peterson

v. Kjellin, 93-422, 101+948.

7° McFarland v. Butler, 11-72(42) ; Loon

ey v. Drometer, 69-505, 72+797.

"1 R. L. 1905 § 3988; McFarland \'. But

ler, 11-72(42); Rahilly v. Lane, 15-447

(360, 368); State v. Christensen, 21-500;

Plymat v. Brush, 46-23, 48+443; Cour v.

Uowdery, 53-51, 5-H935; Smith v. Vic

torin, 54-338, 56+47; Looney v. Drometer,

69-505, 72+797; Smith v. Kistler, 84-102,

86+876.

 



with Iiberality.m If the return contains only a part of the evidence a supple

mentary return may be ordered." A return is to be construed as a whole."

It must show jurisdiction both of the person and of the subject-matter." It

need not show the county of the justice court.80 Docket entries of a justice,

certified to the district court by the justice on appeal, are not conclusive as

against jurisdictional facts contained in the notice itself. A certificate of a

justice, on appeal, that all papers have been returned, will be presumed to refer

to the only notice found in the files so returned. and, if its identity is ques

tioned, the burden is upon the party who denies it to secure an amended return,

if necessary to determine that question.81 In dismissing an appeal for want of

T2 Plymat v. Brush, 46-23, 48+-443. See 78 Larrabee v. Morrison, 15-196(151).

Larson v. Dukleth, 74-402, 77+220. '19 Barnes v. Holton, 14—357(275); Lar

''3 R. L. 1905 § 3984; Lehmicke v. St. P. rabee v. Morrison, 15-196(151). See Bar

ctc. Ry., 19-464(406, 412); Chesterson v. ber v. Kennedy, 18—216(196).

Munsou, 27-498, 501, 8+5!-)3; Christian v. 80 Barber v. Kennedy, 18-216(196).

Dorsey, 69-346, 'l'2+568. 51 Smith V. Kistler, 84-102, 86+876.

7* Hinds v. Am. Ex. 00., 24-95; Warner 81’ Rowell v. Zier, 66-432, 69+222.

V. Fischbach. 9-262, l3+47; Tune \-. R-‘I Barber v. Kennedy, 18-216(196).

Sweeney, 34-295, 25-+628; Continental Ins. 34 Larrabee v. Morrison, 15-196(151).

CO. V. Richardson, 69-433, 72+458. -85 Barber v. Kennedy, 18-216(196);

'5 Smith v. Force, 31-119, 16+704. Palmer v. St. P. & D. Ry., 38-415, 38+

16 Payson v. Everett, 12-216(137); Smith 100.

l'- F0106, 31-119, 16+’/'04; Plymat v. 86 R. L. 1905 § 3982. See, under former

Bnlsh, 46-23, 484-443; Dean v. St. P. & statutes, Trigg v. Larson, 10-220(175);

~ R7-, 53-504, 55+628; Continental Ins. Rahilly v. Lane, 15—447(360).

Co. v. Richardson, 69-433, 72+-158; Kloss 8" R. L. 1905 § 3986.

V- Sanford, 77-510, 80+628; Davies v. " Snndet v. Steenerson, 69-351, 7_2+569..

Von Berg, 79-233, 82+311. 8" Christian v. Dorsey, 69-346, l2+568,

7" Plymat V. Brush, 46-23, 48-+443; Cour Sundet v. Stcenerson, 69-351, '?_2+569;

"- Cowderv. 53-51, 54+935; Davies v. Von Wentworth v. Nat. etc. Co., 124+917.

Berg, 79-233, s2+sn.
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subsequently vacate its order and restore the appellcc to the right to enter

the judgment of the justice against the appellant.90 'l‘he setting aside of a

judgment entered on motion of appellee for failure to place an appeal on the

calendar is largely discretionary with the district court and its action will

not be reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.“ An appeal

may be placed on the calendar and brought on for argument at the next term

of court after the return of the justice is made and filed, unless continued for

cause, though thirty days have not elapsed since its allowance."

5328. Time of trial-—All appeals allowed thirty days before the first day of

the term of the district court held next after the appeal is allowed must be

determined at such term, unless continued for cause.” Such appeal may be

placed upon the calendar and brought on for argument at the next term of

the district court after the return of the justice is 'made and filed, unless con

tinued for cause, though thirty days may not have elapsed since the allowance

of the appea .‘" An appeal on questions of law alone may be brought on for

hearing at any time."
5329. Place of trial—-An appeal upon questions of law alone, from a jus

tice’s judgment to the district court, may, with the consent of the parties, be

heard and determined by the court in any county within its judicial district.

Appearing ,and arguing such appeal before the court i11 another county than

the one wherein the appeal is pending, without objecting to the jurisdiction of

the court to try the same in such other county, is a waiver of all objections

of that eharacter.°"

5330. Appeals on questions of law alone-Efl’ect—Scope of review

Trial--Judg-ment—On an appeal upon questions of law alone the district court

does_ not act strictly as an appellate court to “review” the determination of the

justice court; it tries the issues presented by the record and renders the proper

judgment. The statute does not say that the judgment appealed from shall

be reversed, affirmed, or modified, but that the appeal shall be tried." Such an

appeal brings before the district court for review all errors of law, jurisdic

tional _or otherwise, apparent on the return and properly excepted to, when an

exception is necessary.“ The appeal is to be determined solely upon the re

turn and the district court cannot relieve a party from an admission made 01'

record upon the trial in the justice court.” The district court may afiirm,

reverse, or modify the judgment of the justice; and, in case of a reversal, it

may, in a proper case, determine the merits, and render judgment thereon

for the appellant.1 Where a justice in his decision excludes a material issue

under the pleadmgs from his consideration, the district court, on appeal, is au

l',ll0l'l7:O(_l to pass upon the question so excluded upon the evidence, as if it was

an original issue in the district court.2 A simple reversal, not determining the

ments, has the same effect as a judgment of dismissal. It annuls all the pro

”°S““d°t v- Steeuerson, 69-351, 72+569. v. Bliss 21-458 a criminal case but the

2; llgcke V‘ Osborne’ 80-221 82f-1084a rule is’ the samfa in criminal and Civil

MR eISJte1iZ0n_ "' Munsonv 274981 8+593. eases); Hinds v. Am. Ex. Co., 24-95;

94 (1j,e5§e',. 00 § 35490‘ Craighead v. Martin, 25-41; Watson v.

M Iéolr song. I unson, 27-498, 8+-593. Ward, 27-29, 6+407; Terryll v. Bailey, 27

M C] ‘:5 "- Pltlng, 53-232, 54+111S. 304. 7%-26]; Johnston V. Clark, 30-308,

u'rI{1etseTs0l}[\}‘,' Munson’ 27_498- 8+593-_ 1-5+2-52; Meister v. Russell, 53-54, 54+

head 8E1§~[:'.t’ or2n5as‘, ]4—460(343); Cra.1g- 935; Thorson v. Sauby, 68-166, 70-P1083?

on Cm} he;.1m‘, ,& 1'. _ Larson v. Johnson, 83-351, 861-350; HM

V Litchgl-d_r \i4_:1art1n, 25-41; Mattme denburg v. Roesner, B3-7, 85+719; Neu

hn M,.,,.,_i mg‘ 42010). hauser v. Banish, 84-286, S7+774. 89"

1125 man v. Anselment, 86-6, 89+ under former statute, St. Martin v. Dre

1 Kin Th "aver. 1-41(25).

es v. omas, 14—460(343); State 2Neuhauser v. Banish, 84-286, 87-+774.
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ceedings before the justice and leaves the parties to proceed de novo as though

no action had been commenced; and in rendering such a judgment tl1e court

may and ought to restore the parties to the situation they were in before the

action was commenced. Upon such a judgment, in an action of replevin, where

the property has been delivered to the plaintifl on the writ, the defendant is en

titled to a judgment in the district court for a return of the property, or its

value." A case is never remanded to the justice for a retrial. An appeal, prop

erly perfected, operates to supersede the judgment of the justice, whether it is

upon questions of law alone or upon questions of law and fact, and the judg

ment on appeal is to be entered in the district court as if the action originated

there.‘ When all the evidence is returned the appellant may raise, as a ques

tion of law, the point that there is no evidence to justify the judgment; but in

such a case the district court can go no further than to determine whether there

is any evidence reasonably tending to support the judgment and cannot con

sider the question of the preponderance of the evidence.5 The district court

will consider the sufficiency of the evidence, if all the evidence is returned,

though it was returned without request.“ If the return does not contain all the

evidence, or any request for its return, the sufiiciency of the evidence will not be

considered, but it will be presumed that sufficient competent evidence was in

troduced under the issues to support the judgment.’ A judgment should not

be reversed merely because the justice, having been requested to do so, has not

returned all the evidence. The remedy is a motion for an order to compel the

justice to make a supplementary return.8 By appealing on questions of law

alone a party does not waive objections to the jurisdiction of the justice.’ After

the district court has rendered its decision it may reconsider and modify it.‘°

Where the return fails to specify the items of the costs taxed, the judgment will

not be reversed or modified on‘ that account, unless it appears that items not

taxable l1ave been erroneously included. The remedy is an amended return.11

A judgment will not be reversed for any mere defect in the return.12 Dismiss

ing an appeal instead of afiirming the judgment, Where the respondent is en

titled to aftirmance, is harmless error.ls Failure to file a note sued on is not a

ground for reversal.“ Admissions in an unauthorized reply in the justice court

may be treated in the district court as formal admissions on the trial.“ Under

the present statutes the scope of review in the district court is not limited to

objections raised and passed upon in the justice court.“ Formerly the rule was

otherwise.17 But it is still necessary to except to rulings of a justice as to_ the

admission of evidence, the competency of witnesses, and to all other ruhngs

made during the course of the trial, in order to review them on appeal on ques

3"|‘erryll v. Bailey. 27-304, 7+261; Daley v. Pischbach, 29-262, 13+47; Tune v.

v. Mead, aaasz, 42+s5. Sweeney, 34-295, 25+628; Continental lns.

Co. v. Richardson. 69-433, 72+458; Daren

berger v. Peck, 1254-121.

‘State v. Bliss, 21-458 (a criminal case.

but the rule is the same in criminal and

civil cases); Terryll v. Bailey, 27-304, 7+

261; Daley v. Mead, 40-382, 42+85.

~'*Palmer v. St. P. & D. Ry.. 38-415, 38+

100; Croonquist v. Flatner, 41-291. 43r9;

Franek v. Vaughan, 81-236. 83+982; Lar

son v. Johnson. 83-351, 86+350; Neu

hauser v. Banish, 84-286, 87+774; Ralim

v. _Newton. 87-415, 92+408; Trace v.

Vorght, 94-527, 103+1134; Egbert v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 106-23, 117+99s.

"Smith v. Force, 31-119. 16+704; Dean

\'. St. P. & D. Ry., 53-504. 554-628.

7Hinds v. Am. Ex. Co., 24-95; Warner

BCour v. Cowdery. 53-51, 54+935.

"Mattias v. Litcherding, 14-142(110);

Craighead v. Martin, 25-4]; McCuhrey v.

Lankis. 74-302, 305, 774-144.

1" Meister v. Russell, 53-54, 54+935.

11 Smith v. Victorin, 54-338, 56+47.

12Rahilly v. Lane, 15-447(360).

13 Schroeder v. Harris, 43-160. 45+-4.

H Tune v. Sweeney, 34-295. 25+628.

‘-5 Warfler v. Willyard, 46-531, 49+300.

1" Franck v. Vaughan, 81-236. 83+9S2;

Neuhauser v. Banish, 84-286. 87+774.

"Bennett v. Phelps. 12—326(216).
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have no jurisdiction where the punishment may be for both a fine and imprison

ment.‘2 In determining the amount of a

garded.“ The jurisdiction of a justice is not aifected by such incidental con

sequences of a conviction as sentence to a workhouse or hard labor,“ or the

revocation of a liquor license,"
' or the suspension of the right to procure such

a license.“ The legislature cannot invest justices of the peace with jurisdic

tion of oflences punishable by imprisonment in the state prison." The com

mitment of children to the state reform school is not “punishment” within the

constitutional limitation on the jurisdiction of justices of the peace.48 A justice

has no jurisdiction to try a case in which the title to realty is involved."

5341. Offences near county 1ines—O iienccs committed within one hundred

rods of the line dividing two counties may be prosecuted before a justice of

either county.“°

5342. Death of justice pending acti0n—-A criminal prosecution, pending

and undetermined before a justice of the peace at the time of his death, ter

minates and ends upon the death of the justice, and is not a bar to further ac

tion on the same charge before another justice or court of competent jurisdic

tion.“

5343. Comp1aint—Warrant—When a written complaint showing an of

fence is presented to a justice and sworn to before him, it is a suflicient examina

tion of the complainant under the statute."2 The complaint is the first step in

the proceedings, and if it charges the commission of an offence it confers juris

diction, and irregular subsequent proceedings are not ordinarily fatal.“ Juris—

diction to issue a warrant, acquired by a duly verified complaint in writing,

charging an offence in direct and positive terms, is not lost by proof upon the

trial that the complainant had no knowledge of the commission of the offence.

except upon information and belief.“ Any person may make complaint.ms
The

punishment costs are to be disre- '

statute provides for the examination of others than the cornplainant.“ Cases

are cited below involving the sufficiency of particular warrants.“

5344. Dismissai—Reinstaternent—Where a justice dismisses a criminal

case and discharges the accused, however erroneous his decision may be, he can

not reinstate the case, or bring the accused before him for trial, without com

mencmg anew.M '

5345. Entries in docket—A justice is not required to enter the evidence in

troduced_ on a criminal trial in his docket or to keep a record thereof.“ Error

1n entitling an action has been held immateria .°° Entries are presumptively

true.all _A justice is required to make substantially the same entries in a crim

mal as 1n a Civil action."2 Where there is a conflict between docket entries and

statements in the papers returned on appeal, the justice may be required to make

  

an amended or supplementary return in relation thereto.“

*2 State v. West, 42-147. 43+845; State

v. Anderson, 47-270, 50+226.

43 State v. Larson, 40-63. 41+363.

HStnte v. West, 42-147, 43+845; State

v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387.

45 State v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387.

"1 State v. Larson, 40-63. 41+363.

4" State v. Charles, 16—474(426).

~18 State v. Brown, 50-353, 52+935.

_" State v. Cotton, 29-187. 12+529.

2%°_gé'L. 1905 § 0316; State v. Anderson,

51 State v. Miesen, 96-466, 10-‘H555.

-'i'~’ State v. Nerbovig, 33-480, 24+321.

53 State v. Bates, 96-150, 104+890; State

v. Graffmuller, 26-6, 46+-445.

M State v. Grafimuller, 26-6, 46+445.

55 State v. Galvin, 27-16, 6+380.

5° Shafer v. Hcrtzig, 92-171, 174, 99+796

51 Rochester v. Upman, 19-108(78) ; State

v, Reckards, 21-47.

55 State v. Seerest. 33-381, 23+545.

59 State \'. McGinnis, 30-48, 14+256.

G°Stz1te v. Graffmuller, 26-6, 46+445;

Faribault v, Wilson, 34-254, 254-449.

"1 State v. Christensen, 21-500.

02 R. L. 1905 § 4002. See §§ 5276-5278.

68 State v. Christensen, 21-500.
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5346. Jury trial-—The accused may waive a jury trial.M The statute pro

vides that the evidence shall be given in the presence of the accused, but this

provision may be waived by him, at least when his counsel is present for him."5

It will be presumed that the verdict was rendered publicly as required by the

statute.“

5347. Judgment on conviction--Commitment—A judgment on conviction

may include costs." A commitment may be issued at any time while the judg

ment stands unexecuted, except during the pendency of an appeal.“

5348. Judgment against complainant on acquitta1—It is provided by stat

ute, that on the acquittal of the accused, if the justice shall certify in his docket

that the complaint was wilful and malicious, and without probable cause, he

shall enter judgment against the complainant for all costs that shall have ac

crued in the proceedings had upon the complaint.‘lo

5349. Appeal—Bond—Return—Tria1-—]udgment—An appeal bond or re

cognizance must be conditioned as prescribed by the statute."0 A failure to re

turn evidence which the justice was not seasonably requested to reduce to writ

ing is not a ground for reversal.71 Prior to Laws 1883, c. 61, there was no pro

vision for returning the evidence.72 If the appeal is on questions of law and

fact the trial proceeds de novo, as if commenced in the district court." Irreg

ularity in delivering the return of the justice to the jury is waived by failure to

make proper objection.“ If the evidence is not returned, alleged errors in the

admission or exclusion of evidence cannot be considered." The appeal super

sedesthe judgment of the justice and the district court may render such judg

ment as the law of the case requires." If the judgment of the justice is at’

firmed, or upon trial in the district court defendant is convicted and a fine

assessed, judgment for said fine and costs in both courts may be rendered against

defendant and his sureties." Notice of appeal served on a county attorney need

not designate him as such."

 

KEROSENE OIL—-See Adulteration, 101.

KLEPTOMANIA-See note 79.

KNOWINGLY—See note 80.

KNOWLEDGE—Sec Evidence, 3231.

LABORER, LABORING MAN—See note 81.

LABOR UNIONS—Sec Parties, 7320; Trade Unions.

MState v. \V0odling, 53-142, 54+1068.

"5 State v. Reckards, 21-47.

W State v. Sehmail, 25-370.

6" R. L. 1905 § 4031; State v. Schmail,

25-370, 372. See Elbow Lake v. Holt, 69

349, 72+564 (etfect of failure to include

costs in judgment).

as R. L. 1905 § 4031; In re Shaw, 31-44,

16+461; State v. Long, 103-29, 114+248.

'19 R. L. 1905 § 4017; Casey v. Sevatson,

30-516, ]6+407 (entry that complaint was

wilful and malicious inadmissible in ac

tion for malicious prosecution); Dean v.

If/enville County, 50-232, 52+650 (entry of

Jlldgment against complainant for costs

does not defeat ofiicer’s right to fees).

"0 R. L. 1905 § 4018; State V. Mattson,

105-63, 117+227; Id., 105-164. 117+-503.

See Elbow Lake v. Holt, 69-349, 72+564.

71 State v. Clemmensen, 92-191, 99+640.

‘'2 State v. McGinnis, 30-48, 14-+256.

1-3 State v. Tiner, 13—520(488).

74 State v. Nichols, 29-357, 13+153.

'15 State v. Clemmcnsen, 92-191, 99+640.

‘'6 State v. Bliss, 21-458; State v. Dist.

Ct., 77-405, 80+355; Elbow Lake v. Holt,

69-349, 72+564.

‘'1 R. L. 1905 § 4023; Baker v. U. S., 1

207 (18l); State v. Bliss. 21-458, 461;

State v. Schmail, 25-370, 372; Fairmont

v. Meyer, 83-456, 86+-457.

" State v. Jones, 55-329. 561-1068.

"Lewis v. Lewis, 44-124, 125, 46+323.

8° State v. Stein, 48-466, 470, 51-l-474..

81 Knight v. Norris, 13—473(438); King

v. Kelly, 25-522; Wildner v. Ferguson, 42

112. 43+794-; Boyle v. Vanderhoof, 45-31,

47-+396.



LACHES

Cross-References

See Judgments, 5114, 5134; Limitation of Actions, 5596; Specific Performance, 8798

5350. Definiti0n—Laches is unreasonable delay. The term is usually em

ployed to denote unreasonable delay

otherwise seeking

in bringing an equitable action, or in

relief or asserting one’s rights in equity." It is a strictly

equitable defence as distinguished from the absolute defence of the statute of

limitations."
5351. General principles-Statutes of limitation govern equitable as well

as legal actions.“ Where there is no s
tatute of limitations courts of equity

refuse to grant equitable relief to a party who has failed to exercise reasonable

diligence in the assertion of his rights——in other words they refuse to enforce

stale demands.“

vigilant and not the negligent."

The principle is embodied in the maxim that equity aids the

Nothing

activity but conscience, good faith, and reasonable diligence."

can call a court of equity into

The doctrine

of laches is based on grounds of public policy, which require, for the peace of

society, the discouragement of stale demands.88

the facts of the

Its application depends upon

particular case and rests largely in the discretion of the trial

court." Whether a right to equitable relief has been lost by laches depends

on a variety of considerations of which the mere lapse of time is only one."0

Delay does not constitute laehes unless it is culpable under the circumstances.

Whether delay is culpable depends on such considerations as knowledge of the

facts, infancy or other personal disability,

and the consequences to others. The

mistake, undisturbed possession,

practical question in each case is whether

there has been such unreasonable delay
in asserting a known right. resulting

in prejudice to others, as would make it inequitable to grant the relief sought."1

It is essential that the party should have knowledge of the facts requiring ac

tion, or should have failed to acquire obtainable knowledge after notice, or

that there should be circumstances which would put a person of ordinary

prudence upon inquiry leading to knowledge." Though the doctrine may be

applied where there is no evidence of actual prejudice,"3 the presence or ab

sence of prejudice, and the probability of prejudice, are considerations affect

ing the application of the doctrine.‘H There is a growing tendency to extend

H Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388. 71+402;

Lloyd v. Simons, 97-315, 105+902.

B3 Schmitt v. Huger, 88-413, 93+110.

8* See § 5596.

B5 Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68); State v.

Torinus, 28-175. 185, 9+72-5; Taylor v.

Whitney, 56-386, 57+937; Brandes v. Car

penter, 68-388, 71+402.

8" Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388. 71+402.

8*(1)'l6Sullivan v. Portland etc. Ry., ‘94 U. S.

5*‘ Taylor v. Whitney, 56-386, 57+937;

Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388, 71+402; St.

P. etc. Ry. v. Eckel, 82-278, 84-+1008;

Schmitt v. Huger, 88-413, 93+110; Han

son v. Sommers. 105-434, 117+842.

B9 Parsons v. Noggle, 23-328, 332; Tay

lor v. Whitney, 56-386, 57+937; Berryhill

v. Peabody, 77-59, 63, 79+651; St. P. etc.

Ry. v. Eckel, s2~27s, s4+100s; Schmitt v.

Huger, 88-413, 93+110; Shevlin v. Shev

lin, 96-398, 105+257; Lloyd v. Simone, 97

315, 105+902; Shefiield v. Sheflield, 105

315, 117-+447; Hanson \'. Sommers, 105

434, 117+842.

9" Burke v. Backus, 51-174,

Schmitt v. Hager, 88-413, 93+110.

n1Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 208, 36+

333; Sanborn v. Eads, 38-211, 36+338;

Lloyd v. Simons, 97-315, lO5+902. See.

as to the effect of poverty and ignorance,

Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24-+369.

"2 Myrick v. Edmundson, 2—259(221);

Stocking v. Hanson, 35-207, 28+507; Bans

man v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333; Mareotte

\'. Hartman, 46-202, 48+767; Wall v

Meilke, 89-232, 94+688.

93l\1cQueen v. Burhans, 77-382, 801-201

B4 See Plummet v. Whitney, 33-427, 23+

841; Burke v. Backus, 51-174, 53+458;

531-458;
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the application of the doctrine.“ The doctrines of estoppel, laches, and ac

quiescence are akin.96

sonable diligence in the prosecution, the action may be dismissed or other ap

propriate relief awarded.5

5358. Waiver—Invoking on appeal—The doctrine of laches cannot be

invoked for the first time on appeal.“

5360. Cases—Cases are cited below involving an application of the doc

trine of laches.10

State v. Murphy, 81-254, 83+991; Lloyd v. 9Schmitt v. Hager, 88-413, 93+110.

Simona, 97-315, 105+-902. 1°Myrick v. Edmundson, 2-259(221) (ac

”5 Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388, 71+402. tion to restrain sherifl? from paying re

" See Bice v. Walcott, 64-459, 67+360; demption money to judgment creditor),

Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388, 71+402; Johnson v. Williams, 4—260(183) (actron

Barton v. Pioneer 8. & L. 00.. 69-85, 71+ to set aside foreclosure sale under power) ;

906; Shevlin v. Shevlin, 96-398, 105+257,- Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68) (action to re

Hanson v. Sommers, 105-434, 117+-842. cover surplus at foreclosure sale); Knox

I"'13randes v. Carpenter, 68-388, 71+402; v. Randall, 24-479 (purchase by part of

Hanson v. Swanson, 77-70, 79+-598; Cole- several cestuis que trust—delay of others

man v. Akcrs, S7-492, 92+40S. in claiming share); Dickerson v. Hayes,

98 Neibuhr v. Gage, 99-149, 108-+884. 26-100, l+834 (action to redeem from

9" Hunt v. O'Leary, 84-200, 87+611. foreclosure sale); Dutton v. McReynolds,

11\-Torris v. McClary, 43-346, 46+238; 31-66, 16+468 (action to setnside sale on

0’Mulcahey v. Gragg, 45-112, 47+543; execution); Plummer_v. Whrtney, 33-42_7,

Neibuhr v. Gage, 99-149, l08+884. 23+S41 (id.); Stockrng v. Hansen, 30

2Hayes v. Carroll, 74-134, 761-1017; 207, 28+507 (action to vacate Judgment);

Mp1s. etc. Ry. v. Chisholm, 55-374, 57+63. Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+194 (action to

599 Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-100, 61+ set aside foreclosure sale)_; Holterhoff v.

814- Mead, 36-42, 291-675 (action by one co3Hanson v. Sommers. 105-434, 11'/‘+842. tenant against another to establish title);

‘Hennepin County v. Dicke , 86-331, 90+ Bausman v. Kelley, 38-19’/'_, 36+333 (ac

775. See Bice v. Walcott, 64-459, 67+360; tion to remove a cloud on title); Sanborn

State v. Du] tl St. R ., 88-158, 921-516. v. Earls, 3S-211. 36+338 (id.); Dole v.

5C0leman Alters, 377-492, 92+-408. See Wilson, 39-330, 401-161 (actaon to enforce

Hunt v. O’Lear-y, 84-200, 8’/‘+611. judgment-relmnce of Judgment creditor

°B1!1"ke v. Backus, 51-174, 53+458. on statements of Judgment debtor); Mar

"M=1rcotte v. Hartman. 46-202, 48+767. cotte v. 1:fartman, 46-202, 48+767 (action

8Sunburn v. Eads, 38-211, 36+-338. See to set aside foreclosure under power),

Mowry v. McQueen, 80-385, 83+348. Lewis v. Welch, 47-193, 48+608, 49+665
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LAKES—See Boundaries, 1067; Drains, 2822; Maritime Liens; Navigable

Waters.

LAND GRANTS—-See Public Lands.

LAND OFFICE—See Public Lands.

(action by heirs to charge administrator as

trustee); Holingren v. Piete, 50-27, 52+

266 (cancelation of contract for sale of

realty); Burke v. Backus, 51-174, 53-H58

(action to determine adverse claims--at

tacking foreclosure sale); Berkey v. St. P.

Nat. Bank, 54-448, 56+-53 (action by

judgment creditor of estate of decedent to

subject property to his judgment); Taylor

v. Whitney, 56-386, 57+937 (action for

damages for non-performance of contract

to purchase realty); Dunn v. State Bank,

59-221, 61+27 (action for cancelation of

bank stock); Colby v. Colby, 59-432, 61+

460 (action to vacate judgment of di

vorce); Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-100,

614.-814 (ejectment) ; Bice v. Walcott, 64

459, 67+360 (highway—true line—laches

or acquiescence of public); Brandes v.

Carpenter, 68-388, 71+-402 (action on

guardian ’s bond); Berryhill v. Peabody,

77-59, 79+651 (action on bond of assignee

in insolvency); Hanson v. Swenson, 77

70, 79+598 (claim of ward against guard

ian); Langworthy v. Washburn, 77-256,

79+974 (action by receiver to recover as

sessment made on insurance premium

notes); McQueen v. Burhans, 77-382, 80+

201 (rescission of contract for fraud);

Gilbert v. Hewetson, 79-326, 82+655 (ac

tion to enforce constructive trust); Mowry

v. McQueen, 80-385, 83+348 (action for

fraud and conspiracy of widow and heirs

in preventing sale of lands for the benefit

of creditors) ; St. P. etc. Ry. v. Eckel, 82

278, 84+1008 (ejectment—claim against

heirs); Lamberton v. Youmans, 84-109,

86+894 (action to enforce express trust);

Coleman v. Akers, 87-492, 92+-108 (failure

to prosecute action begun); Wall v.

Meilke, 89-232, 94-+688 (action to reform

instrument for mistake); Dickman v. Dry

den. 90-244, 95+1120 (action to cancel

deed); Shevlin v. Shevlin, 96-398, 105+

257 (abuse of confidence-—action to set

aside contract); Lloyd v. Simons, 97-315,

105+902 (action to establish lost deed and

to cancel other deeds); Sheflield v. Shef

field, 105-315, 117-4-447 (unfair competi

tion-—infringement of tradems.rk-—-injunc

tion); Fallon v. Fallon, 124+994 (money

payable on demand—money deposited with

defendant to be kept for plaintifl’); Rob

erts v. Herzog, 124+997 (action by minor

ity stockholder to set aside a sale of the

assets of the corporation to a stockholder).
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5401.

Covenants as to improvements, 5402.

Covenants as to cutting timber, 5403.

Privilege of lessee to purchase, 5404.
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Subletting, 5406.
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Modification—Consideration, 5409.
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Termination, 5412.

Renewals, 5413.

Rights of third parties, 5414.

Liability of third parties, 5415.

Erasurcs, 5416.
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RENT

Amount, 5420.

Certainty, 5421.

Valuation by appraisers, 5422.

Time of payment, 5423.

Destruction, etc., of buildings—Statute,

5424.

Building nntenantable, etc.-Constructive

eviction, 5425.

Breach of covenants by lessor, 5426.

Effect of void covenants, 5426a.

Eflect of re-entry, 5427.

Attornment to third party, 5428.

Assignment of lease, 5429.

Liability of assignees, 5430.

Assignment of claim, 5431.

Elfect of surrender, 5432.

Tenant holding over, 5433.

Demand, 5434.

Distress, 5435.

Satisfaction, 5436.

FORFEITURE AND RE-ENTRY

In general, 5437.

Peaceable re-entry, 5438.

Waiver—Rec-eipt of rent, 5439.

NOTICE TO QUIT

Necessity, 5440.

Reciprocal duty, 5441.

Formal sufiiciency, 5442.

Length, 5443.
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Mode of service, 5445.

By agent, 5446.

Waiver, 5447.

UNLAWFUL DETAINER

Nature and object of action, 5448.

When action will lie, 5449.

Election of remedies, 5450.
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Jurisdiction, 5451.

Limitation of actions, 5452.

Demand—Notiee to quit, 5453.

Parties plaintiff, 5454.

Parties defendant, 5455.

Summons-—Substitutcd service, 5456.

Complaint, 5457.

Answer-Plea. of not guilty, 5458.

Counterclaim unauthorized, 5459.

Defences, 5460.

Payment of rent and costs—Restitution,

5461.

Variance, 5462.

Construction of pleadings, 5463.

Burden of proof, 5464.

Waiver of jury, 5465.

Unnecessary to wait an hour, 5466.

Adjournment, 5467.

Dismissa1,, 5468.

Findings, 5469.

Judgment on pleadings, 5470.

Damages—Rent, 5471.

Judgment—Proof on default, 5472.

Writ of restitution, 5473.

Restitution—Appeal—Stay, 5474.

Appeal, 5475.

ACTIONS FOR RENT

Parties, 5476.

Pleading, 5477.

Counterclaim—Recoupment, 5478.

Consistency of defences, 5479.

Variance, 5480.

Burden of proof, 5481.

Evidence—Admissibility, 5482.

Relief allowable, 5483.

RENTING ON SHARES—FARM CON

TRACTS

Rights of parties-In general, 5484.

As chattel mortgages, 5485.

Cross-References

See Adverse Possession, 114; Estates; Ground Rent; Nuisance, 2259; Use and Occu

pation.

IN GENERAL

5361. When relation exists—The relation of landlord and tenant exists

where one person occupies the premises of another in subordination to that

other’s title and with his consent.H The relation may exist between cotenants."

A tenant may be defined as one who has the occupation or temporary possession

of lands or tenements whose title is in another.18 The interest of a lessee is

commonly termed a leasehold interest.“

5362. Attornment-—The common-law doctrine of attornrnent by tenants is

not in force in this state,15 An attornment to another without the consent of

the landlord does not affect his possession.“

5363. Tenant cannot deny 1and1ord’s title-—It is a general rule, founded

upon considerations of public policy and good faith, that a tenant in possession

is cstopped from denying the title of his landlord." The relation of landlord

and tenant must exist before any estoppel therefrom can arise. The estoppel

does not arise from the lease, but from the relation established by it, and you

cannot make use of the lease to estop the parties from denying the relation, and

then make use of the relation to estop them from attacking the lease. The

grounds usually stated for this doctrine of estoppel are that the tenant has ad

mitted_the laudlord’s title, and has obtained the possession from the landlord

upon his agreement to pay rent, and to restore the possession j, therefore, that he

11Lighthn-ly v. Truelsen, 39-310, 40+-67;

Place v. St. Paul etc. Co., 67-126, 129,

69+706. See Steele v. Bond, 32-14, 18+

830; East Norway Lake etc. Church v.

Froislic, 37-447, 35+260; Bowe v. Hyland,

44-ss. 4G+142; Crosby v. Horne, 45-249,

47+717; Rochester Lodge v. Graham, 65

457, 68+79; Melby v. Gjesdahl, 99‘-526,

109+1134.

12 Schmidt \‘. Constans, 82-347, 85+173.

7;]$;iPlace v. St. Paul etc. Co., 67-126. 69+

H Sanford \'. Johnson. 24-172.

15Jones v. Rigby, 41-530, 43+390.

1“ Trimble v. Lake Superior etc. Co., 99

11. 10S+867; Hanson v. Somrners, 105

434, 117-’.-842.
"R. L. 1905 § 3329; Allen v. Chatfield,

8—435(386); St. Anthony etc. Co. v. Mor

rison, 12-249(162); Cole v. Maxfield, 13

‘Z35(220); Morrison v. Bassett, 26-235,

2+851; Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+772. See

Prciner v. Meyer, 67-197, 69+-887; M0

Laughlin v. Beteher, 87-1, 91+14; Hanson

v. Summers, 105-434, 117+S42; Note. 89

.-\m. St. Rep. 62.
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ought not to be allowed to set up any claim of right to the land, or to the pos

session, not derived under the lease, until he has first put the landlord in as

good position as he was before the lease, by restoring the possession. The doc

trine is not latterly regarded with special favor, and should not be extended to

any case to which its reasons do not apply.18 A tenant cannot assert against his

landlord that the title is in the government.19 By statute an exception to the

general rule is made where, at the time of the lease, the tenant was in possession

under a claim of title adverse to the landlord.20 The tenant may deny his land

lord’s title as against a stranger,21 and he 1nay always show that since his lease

the title of his landlord has terminated.’2 A parol promise by one in possession

to pay rent to one out of possession who has neither title or right of possession,

is void for want of consideration, and is not a basis for an estoppel.“ The gen

eral rule applies to one who goes into possession under a tenant.“ The estoppel

may be avoided by fraud or mistake.25

5364. Right of landlord to enter—As a general rule, unless a landlord re

serves in the lease a right to enter upon the land, an entry by him is unauthor

ized and amounts to a trespass, whether injury results or not.26 Unless other

wise agreed he has no right to enter to make repairs?7 By statute he may enter

to post a notice under the n1echanic’s lien law.28

5365. Entry for repairs-—In the absence of agreement a landlord has no

right of entry to make repairs. An agreement allowing him to enter for that

purpose at certain times gives him no right to enter at other times.” An agree

ment requiring the landlord to repair gives him a right of entry for that purpose

by implication.“0

5366. Eviction of tenant by landlord—Where a landlord unlawfully evicts

a tenant, takes possession of the premises, and deprives the tenant of the bene

ficial use and enjoyment of the same, a cause of action arises in favor of the

tenant.‘H Where a tenant or under-tenant is wrongfully and forcibly ejected

from the leased premises, he may recover treble damages under the statute, or

may proceed, as in an ordinary action of trespass, for the recovery of damages

actually sufiered by him, including special damages to his property.“

5367. Refusal to accept premises-—A1terations-—It is suflicient ground for

a refusal on the part of the lessee to accept the premises when tendered, that

material changes have been made in the arrangement and condition of the build

ing between the time of the execution of the lease and the time of dehvery.

This rule is not changed by the fact that the outgoing tenants caused the change

in the condition of the premises without the knowledge or consent of the lessor.“

5368. Duty to make repairs—In the absence of express agreement a land

lord owes his tenant no duty to make repairs,34 or improvements.35 This rule

1" Steele v. Bond, 28-267. 9+772.

W St. Anthony etc. (.‘o. v. Morrison, 12

249062).

'-'° F. L. 1905 § 3329. See, prior to stat

ute, Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+772; Sage

V. Halverson, 72-294, 75+229; Clary V

O’Shea, 72-105, 75+115.

21 Cole v. Maxfield, 13-235(220).

22 Tilleny v. Knoblaueh, 73-108, 75-l-1039.

23 Clary v. O’Shea, 72-105, 75+115. See

Sage v. Halvcrson, 72-294, 75+229.

24 Dickinson v. Fitterling, 69-162, 71+

lgiilo; Weide v. St. Paul B. Co., 92-76, 99*

25-Sage v. Halverson, 72-294, 75+229.

MWacholz v. Griesgraber. 70-220, 73+7.

2" Goebel v. Hough, 26-252, 2+84-7.

2“ Congdon v. Cook, 55-1, 56+253.

2" Gocbel v. Hough, 26-252, 2+8-17.

30 Barron v. Liedloff, 95-474, 104+289.

31 Wacholz v. Griesgraber, 70-220, 73+7;

Aldrich v. Shoo Mart Co., 108-15, 121+

422.

39 Bagley v. Sternberg, 34470, 26+602.

33 Roscnstein v. Cohen, 96-336. 104+965.

3* Kruegcr v. Ferrant, 29-385, 13+158;

Harris v. C'or'ies, 40-106, 41+940; Harpel

v. Fall, 63-520, 65+9l3; Eggensperger v.

Lnupher, 92-503, ]0O+372; Barron v. Inad

loff, 95-474, 10-H289; Myhre v. Sehleuder,

98-234, 108+2/'6.

35 Harris v. Corlics, 40-106, 41+9-£0; Eg

gensperger v. Lanphcr, 92-503, 100-+372.
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has been applied to a common roof over several tenants.“ Where it is expressly

stipulated that the landlord shall not be required to make repairs, he is not lia

ble for injury to the goods of l1is tenant resulting from the disrepair of the

premises.“7 The measure of damages, for a breach of a covenant to repair, is

the ditlerence between the agreed rent and the rental value without the repairs.“

Where a lessor agrees by the terms of his lease to make certain specific repairs

upon the leased premises within a time extending beyond the comrnenccment of

the tenancy, the lessee does not waive the agreement to repair by entering into

possession before they are made. The rights and liabilities of the parties to a

written lease are measured by their engagements therein expressed. A violation

of the agreement by the lessor to make certain repairs upon the premises is none

the less a breach of the contract because his failure to repair did not materially

lessen the enjoyment of the premises by the lessee.39

5369. Unsafe premises—Liability of landlord and tenant—If a landlord

has not agreed to keep the premises in repair, he is not liable to his tenant or

others for injuries from obvious defects in the premises when he is not guilty of

fraud or concealment. He is not bound to keep the premises in a reasonably

safe condition.40 If he agrees to keep the premises in repair he is liable to his

tenant, and others rightfully upon the premises, for injuries resulting from his

negligence in making or failing to make repairs.‘1 Where a porch or stairway

is used in common by the different occupants of a tenement house or flat build

ing, the landlord will be presumed to have reserved possession thereof for the

benefit of all the tenants, and he is under obligation to all parties having occa

sion to use the premises to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep the same

in repair.‘2 If he retains control over a portion of a building he is liable to his

tenant, and others rightfully upon the premises, for injuries resulting from his

negligence in failing to keep such portion in a reasonably safe condition, even

in the absence of an agreement to keep in repair.“ But a landlord has been held

not liable for the disrepair of a common roof over several tenants.“ If a land

lord makes repairs or improvements he is liable for his negligence in making

them, though he was under no obligation to make them. A landlord who au

thorizes his tenant on the second floor of a building to reconstruct a porch and

stamvay suitable for such tenant’s purposes, at his own cost, the same to be

under the tenant’s exclusive control, is liable to another tenant, or servants,

occupying the first floor, for a failure to exercise ordinary care in seeing that the

improvement is made reasonably safe. The landlord does not escape such obli

gahon by turning the whole matter over to the upper tenant with full authority

to act; himself remaining in ignorance of the plan and manner of executing

the work. In such case he stands in the same relation to his lower tenant as

though he had himself made the improvement.“ A landlord has been held lia

ble for mjuries to a child of a tenant resulting from a defective railing about

the porch of an apartment house, the porch being used in common by the chil

-‘I510-uegcr v. Ferrant, 29-385. 134-158.

8"_Benetcnu v. Stubler, 79-259. 82+583;

Enkson v. P1-opp, 106-238. 119t390.

8* Barron v. Lied'ofl', 95-474, 10-H289.

(defective floor of porch); Olson v.

Schultz, 67-494, 70+779 (defective freight

elerat.or). See Note, 92 Am. St. Rep. 499.

8“ (‘raven v. Skobba. 108-165, 121+625.

4° Harnel v. I“a.‘l, 63-520, 65*913; Karr

ser v. Linde'l, 73-122, 125, 75+103s; Bir

ron _v. Liedloff, 95-474. 104#239. Ree

Wnlvra v. Penn. M. L. Ins. Co., 95-279,

1041239 (defective railing about porch of

apartment house).

41 Barron v. hiedloff, 95-474, 104+289

42 Parley v. Byers, 106-260, 118+1023.

49 Rosenfie‘d v. Newman, 59-156, 60+1085

(closet with sink and faucet—evidenc-e

he'd not to show want of due care). 5%

Willing v. Penn. M. L. Ins. Co., 95-279.

1041239 (defective railing about porch of

apartrrent house).

44 Ki-ueger v. Ferrant, 29-385, 13+158.

4-" Myhre v. Schleuder, 98-234, 108+276
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,

canal in front of leased premises,“ and entitled to indemnity from his tenant.‘9

sequently injured thereby. The fact that his tenant agrees to repair does not

relieve him of liability.52 He is not liable for a nuisance arising subsequent to

the demise and without his fault.53

has been held liable to a tenant of a lower floor for negligence in allowing water

to flow from a faucet.“ '

5372. Duty to remove property—A tenant has been held liable under his

lease to remove from the demised premises certain property of his rendered

worthless by a fire.55

vasion and infrmgernent were the acts of another tenant, when they have been

performed with the landlord’s consent and active concurrence.“

TENANCIES FROM MONTH TO MONTH

5375. What constitutes-—Tenancies from month to month are tenancies at

will, with the rent payable monthly.as They arise whenever a tenant under any

kind of a lease, with the rent payable monthly, holds over.59 The mere payment

of one month’s rent, with nothing further said or done, does not create a tenancy

from mouth to month.“° Where one

any agreement as to the length of the

tenancy from month to month."1

4" Widing v. Penn. M. L. Ins. Co., 95

279, 104-1239.

4'' Tvcdt v. Wheeler, 70-161, 72+1062.

,-7See Welker v. Anheuser, 103-189, 114+

45.

“Nash v. Mpls. Mill Co., 24-501.

6"’ Mpls. Mill Co. v. Wheeler, 31-121, 16+

98.

5nF1"9de!1bLlI‘gl1 V. Baer, 89-241, 944-683.

1'" Welker v. Anhcuser, 103-189, 114+745.

-12 Tsharn v. Broderick, 89-397, 95+224; >

Harpel v, Fall, 63-520, 65+913; Hannem

v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657; 0311111 v. East

man, 18-324(,292).

 
 

goes into possession as a tenant without

term and pays rent monthly there IS a

56 Boardman v. Howard, 90-273, 96+84.

W City Power Co. v. Fergus Falls W. 00..

55-172, 56+685.

-57 Budds v. Frey, 104-481, 1174-158.

58 Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327; Thomp

son v. Baxter, 107-122, 119+797.

5" See § 5380.

B0 Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445, 84+454.

61 Johnson v. Albertson, 51-333, 53-1642;

Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384; Rogers

v. Brown, 57-223, 58+981; Thompson v.

Baxter, 107-122, 119+797.

253 Korte v. St. Paul T. 00., 54-530, 56+

46.

5' Rosenfield v. Arrol, 44-395, 46+768.

61'Bonvier L. Diet. See Gould 17. Sub

Dist. No. 3, 8—427(382),- Engels v. Mitch

ell, 30-122, 14+510; In re Emerson, 58

450, 60-123; Quade v. Fitzlofl’, 93-115,

100+-660.
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TENANCIES FOR YEARS

5376. What constitutes-—-A tenancy for years is a tenancy for a fixed pe

riod, as for a year, quarter, or mont .“

TENANCIES AT WILL

5377. What constitutes—Strictly a tenancy at will is one which may be ter

minated at any time by either
party without notice. In this strict sense they

do not exist in this state, because of the statute requiring notice to quit. And

they ceased to exist at common law at an early date. A tenancy at will is equally

at the will of both parties. Tenancies from year to year are a species of tern

ancies at will.“ Where no term is fixed in a lease the tenancy is at will.°‘

Where a person en

ters into possession and pays rent under a lease void as within

the statute of frauds, or because of the incapacity of the parties, the tenancy is

at will,°"’ but no tenancy at will or of any other character is created by going

into possession under a lease for an unl

over pending negotiations for a new leas

awful purpose.““ \\'here a tenant holds

e the tenancy is at will.M Tenancies at

will may be created by express words, or they may arise by implication of law.

Where created by express contract, the writing necessarily so indicates, and re-

serves the right of termination to either party, as where the lease provides that

the tenant shall occupy the premises so long as agreeable to both parties. Such

tenancies arise by implication of law where no definite time is stated in the con

tract, or where the tenant enters into possession under an agreement to execute

a contract for a specific term and he subsequently refuses to do so, or where he

enters under a void lease, or where he holds over pending negotiations for a new

lease. The chief characteristics of this form of tenancy are uncertainty respect

ing the term, and the right of either party to terminate it by proper notice; and

these features must exist-, whether the tenancy is created by the express language

of the contract or by implication of law.“

TENANCIES FROM YEAR TO YEAR

5378. What constitutes—Tenancies from year to year are a species of ten

ancies at will. They exist in this state as at common law, except that the length

of notice to terminate them has been shortened by statute. A tenancy from

year to year, though indeterminate as to duration until notice given, has most

of the qualities and incidents of a term for years. A tenant from year to year

has a lease for a year certain, with a growing interest during every year there

after. springing out of the original contract, and parcel of it. rl‘he tenancy is not

determined by the death of either lessor or lessee; it is assignable and demisablc.

and may he pleaded as a term.‘‘0 In the case of urban propertv, occupation

thereof. and monthly payments of rent, as from mouth to month, are insut’fi

c1e_nt, standing alone, to create a tenancy from year to year. An entry under a

void lease for years, or under a void lease for one or more years, to conimence in

tuturo. followed by payment of rent, may create a tenaricv from year to year.

if the tenant holds over upon the expiration of the first year."n
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“-3 Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327; Thomp

son v. Baxter, 107-122, 119+797.

64 Sanford v. Johnson, 24-172; Pagct v.

Electrical E. Co., 82-244, 84+800; Rogers '

v. Brown, 57-223, 58%-981.

"5 G_0odwin v. Clover. 91-438, 98+322;

Ber-n1 v. Boyer, 90-469, 97+121; Van

Brunt v. Wallace, 88-116, 9%-521; John

son v. Albertson, 51-333. 53+6-1-2.

M Berni v. Boyer, 90-469, 97+121.

“'1 Fall v. Moore, 45-515, 4S+404.

$Th0mpson v. Baxter, 107-122, 119+

7. .
6" Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327. Sec

Gardner v. Dakota County, 21-33; Smith

v. Bell, 44-524, 47+263; Thompson V.

Baxter, 107-122, 119+797.

7°-Tohnson v. Albertson, 51-333, 53+642;

Backus v. Sternberg. 59-403, 61+335.

~'¥.'*'Ha;
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the tenant, before his term expires, that he does not wish the premises for ari

other term will not change the eflect of his holdin0 over." if, before the ter

will be required to pay an additional amount as rent, he will be bound by the

terms of the notification, and this is true though he objects to the new terms.75

A notice of this nature was sent by registered letter addressed to the tenant at

his usual place of business, on the leased premises. In the absence of the tenant,

who was confined to his house by sickness, it was received and opened by his

bookkeeper in the customary discharge of his duties. It was held that the notice

was properly served.76 If a tenant holds over for a time, with the consent of the

landlord, he will not be liable for a new term." Where a landlord notified his

tenant, whose term was about expiring, that it would not be extended or the

5381. Statute—Urban rea1ty—By statute, upon the holding,r over of urban

realty without express contract with the owner, “no tenancy for any other period

than the shortest interval between the times of payment of rent under the terms

Of the expired lease shall be implied.” 8° The statute has been held constitu

t1'0nal,‘“ and inapplicable to leases executed before its passage.82 Under the

71 Smith V. Bell, 44-524, 47+-263; Thoinp- 7* Smith v. B0-ll, 44-524, 4'/+263

8011 V. Baxter, 107-122, 119+797. 15 Gardner v. _ Dakota County, 21-33;

72 Thompson v. Baxter, 107-122, 119+797. Stees v. Bergmewr, 91-513, 98+648.

73 Gardner v. Dakota County, 21-33; 1“ Stees \'. Bergmelel‘, 91-513, 98+648- _

Smith v. Bel], 44-524, 47+263; Flint v. 11 Dobbin v- McDonald, 60-3801 62+“/;

Sweeney, 49-509, 52+136; Shirk V. H011" Fall v. Moore, 45—515._48i-104; Black

mml, 57-230, 58+990; Quade v. Fitzlofi, wood v. Tanner, 54-349. o6+45.

9-3-115, ]OO+660; Slafter v. Siddall, 97- 18 Fall v. Moore, 45-515. 48+404

291, 1064.-308; O’Cunn0r v. Delaney, 53- 19 Johnson v. Johnson, 62-302, 64-+905.

247, 54+1108,- Johnson V. Albertson, 51- 80 R. L. 1905 § 3363- 48

333. 53+642. See Backus v. Sternberg, 59- 81 Stees v. Bergmeier, 91-513, 98+6 -

403, 611.335. 82 Caley v. Thornqmst. 89-348, 94-l-105*
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statute a tenant in possession under a written lease for a year, which contains

no provision for renewal, but provides for monthly payment of rent, by holding

over without any new agreement becomes a. tenant from month to month, but

in other respects the covenants and obligations of the original lease are pre

sumed to be in force." The statute is inapplicable to leases providing for re—

newal.“ A holding over by a tenant after notice from the landlord that if he

held over he would be required to pay additional rent has been held an “express

contract” within the statute.“

LEASES

5382. Definition--A lease is a conveyance of lands or tenements, for a term

less than the party conveying has in the premises, in consideration of rent or

other recompense. It is essential that some reversionary interest be left in

the lessor. Generally a lease is something more than a mere conveyance of an

estate—it is a contract for the possession and profits of lands or tenements for

a certain period."

5383. What constitutes—No particular form of words is necessary to create

a tenancy. Any words that show an intention of the lessor to divest himself of

possession, and confer it upon another in subordination to his title is sufficient."7

The usual words of conveyance are “demise” or “let.” 8“

5384. What passes by—A lease of a building eo nomine is a lease of the

land on which the building stands.Ba

5385. Meeting of minds—Whcre a party offered a lease to another, but be

fore the olier was accepted it was withdrawn, it was held that there was no

lease, the minds of the parties not having met."0

5386. Execution—Attestati0n—A lease for a term not exceeding three

years need not be attested by witnesses.m

5387. Property covered—Evidence held not to show that the property con

veyed by a new lease was the same as that conveyed by a prior lease." It has

been1 held inadmissible to enlarge the description of the property covered by

paro ."

5388. Construction—In general—Here, as elsewhere in the construction of

written instruments,“ the object is to ascertain and enforce the intention of

the parties as expressed in the language used.“ Any ambiguity in the language

used is to be resolved against the lessor.“ The practical construction of the

parties is controlling in case of doubt."

5389. Parol evidence~—The general rule excluding parol evidence to vary

the terms of written instruments applies to leases." A verbal agreement to

make certain improvements in the premises, in consideration of which a

"8 Slufter v. Slddall, 97-291, 106+308.

"4 Quade v. Fitzloflr‘, 93-115, 100+-660.

$5 Stees v. Bergmeier, 91-513, 98+648.

"0 Craig v. Summers, 47-189, 49+742;

i\igrnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 63-75, 79, 65+

81Lig_btbody v. Truelseu, 39-310, 40+67.

See Dickinson v. Fitterling, 69-162, 71+

1030; Id., 72-483, 75+731 (a contract held

a lease and not merely a contract for a

lease).

'38 Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29-91, 12+1-47.

8" Lanpher v. Glenn, 37-4, 33+10.

9° Schumacher v. Pabst, 78-50, 80+838.

M Chandler v. Kent, 8-524(467).

9'-' Day v. Mpls. Mill Co., 23-334.

"3 Haycock v. Johnston, 81-49, 831494.

1118.

94 See § 1866.

W Leppla v. Mackey, 31-75, 16%-470;

Lightbody v. Truelsen, 39-310, 40+67;

Thompson v. Baxter, 107-122, 119+797.

5;¢;Swank v. St. P. C. Ry., 72-380, 75+

"7 Hall v. Smith, 16-58(46).

95 Stewart v. Murray, 13-426(393); Mc

Lean v. Nicol, 43-169, 45+15; Haycock \'.

Johnston, 81-49, 83+494, 1118; Erikson

v. Propp, 106-238, 119+390. See Trainor

v. Schutz, 98-213, 107+812.
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written lease is executed, remains obligatory upon the lessor during the term

of the lease, and if, after that period, the lessee remains in possession and be

comes a tenant from month to month, such agreement is presumed to remain

in force.” The fact of a tenancy may be proved by oral evidence though there

is a written lease.1

5390. Reservations and exceptions-—Whether a clause reserving the right

to construct and maintain a tunnel was a “reservation” or an “exception” has

been held immaterial.2

5391. Restrictions on use—-The purpose for which property is leased must

be observed. To accept a lease of premises for a certain purpose, amounts to

a covenant on the part of the lessee that he will so use them, and an inconsistent

use may be enjoined.3 A covenant that the lessee, “his heirs, administrators,

or assigns,” will not put the premises to a specified use—sale of liquors—may

be enforced by injunction to restrain its breach, against a subtenant of the

lessee.‘ A breach of a covenant to keep the premises “open, clean, and free from

rubbish,” held not waived by accepting rent after prior breaches.5 A covenant

to keep the premises “clean,” held broken by the keeping of decomposed bodies

at a morgue.” A stipulation in a contract against leasing premises as a drug

store construed.1 The measure of damages for the breach of a covenant to

destroy weeds on a farm, has been held to be what it would reasonably cost

the landlord to remove them after the default of the tenant.8

5392. Continuing condition—Waiver—Conditions of a continuing nature

are waived, by the acceptance of rent. only as to past breaches.n

5393. Implied covena.nts—The words “demise or let,” or their equivalent,

in a lease, imply a covenant for title and quiet enjoyment.m There is no im

plied covenant in a lease that the premises are or will continue to be fit for the

purposes for which they are let,11 or that they are supplied with proper drain

age,12 or that the landlord will make repairs." There may be an implied

covenant on the part of the lessor to put the lessee into possession at the be

ginning of his term.H

5394. Covenants running with land—When a covenant relates to or is to

operate upon a thing in being, parcel of the demise, the thing to be done by

force of the covenant is, as it were, annexed to the thing demised, and goes

with the land, binding the assignee to the performance, though not named;

and the assignee, by accepting possession of the land, subjects himself to all

the covenants that run with the land. The foundation of this liability is the

privity of estate that exists between the assignee and the lessor.15 A covenant

for a renewal,lo and a covenant to pay rent and taxes,‘7 have been held to run

with the land.

  

10 Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29-91, 12+147."9 Slafter v. Siddall. 97-291, 106+308.

11 Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29-91, 12+147;
lMinn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 96-91, 104+

1149, 107+740.

2Knapheide v. Eastman, 20-478(432).

1Spalding v. Emerson. 69-292, 72 +119.

‘Stces v. Kranz, 32-313. 20+241.

’‘ Gluck v. Elkan, 36-80, 30+446.

"Clementson v. Gleason. 36-102, 30+400.

‘Cook v. Finch, 19—407(350).

“Prudoehl v. Randall, 108-185, 121+913.

“Gluck v. Elkan, 36-80, 30+446. See

Douglas v. Herms, 53-204, 54+1112; Ken

".V V- Sen Si Lnn. 101-253, ]12+220; 23

llarv. L. Rev. 630.

Krueger v. Ferrant. 29-385, 13+158; Har

pcl v. Fall, 63-520, 65+913.

12 Wilkinson v. Clausou, 29-91, 12+147.

I-‘See § 5368.

14 Davis v. Jacoby, 54-144, 55+908.

15 Trask v. Graham, 47-571, 50+917. See

Rochester Lodge v. Graham, 65-457, 68+

79.

16 Leppla v. Mackey, 31-75, 16+470.

"Trask v. Graham, 47-571, 50+917;

Wills v. Summers, 45-90, 47+463.
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5395. Covenant for quiet enjoyment—An answer held to show a breach of

a covenant for quiet enjoyment."‘ The words “demise” or “let” imply a cov

enant for quiet enjoyment.19

5396. Covenants as to destruction, etc. of buildings—Leases frequently

make provision for a termination of the lease, and the liability of the tenant

for rent, in the event of the buildings being destroyed, or injured by the ele

ments, or rendered untenantable by any cause.'’‘’

5397. Covenants as to repairs, etc.—Leases often contain express covenants

for repairs by the lessor,21 but such covenants are never implied.22 It is some

times expressly covenanted that the lessor shall not be liable to make altera

tions, improvements, or repairs of any kind.“

5398. Covenants to surrender in good condition—Leases generally include

a covenant on the part of the lessee to surrender the premises at the expiration

of his term in as good condition as when he took them, usual wear and tear and

damages from fire and the elements excepted.“

5399. Covenant to pay taxes—Where a lease contains a covenant to pay the

taxes assessed upon the premises during the continuance of the lease, an as

signee thereof in possession is bound by the covenant to pay them, and if paid

by the lessor he may recover the same, after they become due, of such assignee.

But, if such lessor has parted with all his interest in the land, his right to re

cover of the assignee taxes paid after that date cannot be sustained, unless, by

reason of his covenant with his grantee, he is bound to indemnify the latter

against the same. And where the lessor conveyed away the leased premises,

after taxes llflll become a lien thereon as between grantor and grantee, by deed,

with covenants of warranty and against incumbrances, it was held that he was

entitled to pay the same in performance of his covenant, and to recover the

amount thereof ultimately of the tenant in possession under the lease. A gen

eral covenant to pay taxes is satisfied if paid at any time before they become

delinquent.“ Where, by the terms of a lease, the lessee assumed to pay “all

taxes, levies, or assessments on the premises during the continuance of the

lease,” he is liable for taxes and assessments which have been “duly levied,

charged, and confirmed” upon the leased property during the term, though they

may be payable tliereafter.“ Covenants in a lease to pay rent and taxes upon

the demised premises run with the land, and an assignee of a lease is in privity

of estate with the lessor, and, by accepting possession under an assignment, in

the absence of stipulations to the contrary, assumes the liability for obligations

maturing by virtue of such covenants while he holds the estate.“ A claim

against an assignee of :1 lease for taxes has been held extinguished by a judg

ment agamst him terminating his interest under the lease for his failure to

pay the taxes as covenanted.28 A breach of a covenant to pay taxes has been

held to give the lessor a right to re-enter without any demand.“ A fore

closure of a mortgage has been held to extinguish a claim against a tenant for

wc0_11i1_.5 v. Lewis, 53-78. 54+1056. '-“See Harris v. Corlies. 40-106. 41+940;
1°9W1lk1_nson v. Clapson, 29-91, 12+147. Wright v. Tileston, 60-34, 61+823; Board

-°Harr1s v. Corhes. 40—106_ 41+-940; man v. Howard, 90-273, 96+84; R863 V

Weeber v. Hawes, 80-476, 83+-447; Rosen- Bernstein, 103-66, 114-+261.

stem v. Cohen, 96-336, 10-H965; Viehman 25 Vllills v. Summers, 45-90, 47+463

vnlBoelter, 105-60, 116+1O23. 21‘ Craig v. Summers, 47-189, 49+742

~ Olson v. Schultz, 67-494, 70+779; Wee- =7 Trask v. Graham, 47-571, 50+917

bet v. Hawes, 80-476, 83+447; Peterson =5 Cook v. Parker, 67-374, 69+1099.

\. Kreuger, 67-449, 70+567. 2" Byrane v. Rogers. 8—281(247); Chand

22 See § 5368. 1 K -2-‘*Rosenstein v. Cohen, 96-336, 104+%5. H v' ent’ 8 536(479)'
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failure to pay taxes as covenanted.so

non-payment of taxes, construed.“

5400. Covenant to ins-ure—-'l‘hat the lessor might have procured insurance

is no defence to an action for breach of a covenant by the lessee to keep the

buildings insured.“

5401. Covenants as to heat and elevator service-—Leases sometimes pro

vide that the lessor shall furnish heat and elevator service.‘8

5402. Covenants as to improvements-—Leases frequently contain covenants

relating to hnprovements.“

5403. Covenants as to cutting timber—Leases of farm lands often contain

covenants relating to the cutting of timber for domestic or other purposes."

5404. Privilege of lessee to purchase—Leases frequently give the lessee an

option to purchase the property upon specified terms.~‘° The absolute part of

the lease is a suificient consideration for the option." Payment of the stipu

labed sum or tender thereof within the time limited is an essential condition to

the consummation of any binding contract of sale. Equity cannot vary the

terms of the offer by an extention of the privilege or require an accounting of

moneys paid to secure the option, in the absence of fraud or mistake."

5405. Agreement as to other premises-—An agreement in a lease not to let

other premises of the lessor for the same purpose does not entitle the lessee

to an injunction against subsequent lessees of such other premises, restraining

them from the enjoyment of their lease; they being neither parties nor privies

in respect to the former contract.B9

5406. Subletting—Subletting is a leasing by the lessee of a whole or part

of the premises for a portion of the unexpired balance of his term. A transfer

is not a subletting unless the lessor retains a reversionary interest.‘0 Unless

restrained by agreement any tenant for years may sublet.‘1 A license to a rail

way company to run its tracks across the premises has been held not a sub

letting.42 A condition against using the premises for the sale of liquor has

been held enforceable against a subtenant.“ A lease from a lessee, without the

written consent of the lessor indorsed thereon, has been held prima facie evi

dence that no consent had been given, the original lease requiring such an in

dorsement.“ A condition in a lease reserving the right to re-enter in case of

subletting without the lessor’s consent has been held not defeated by the

erasure, before execution of the lease, of a covenant against subletting.“ Leases

frequently contain covenants against subletting.“ Such a covenant may be

waived by the landlord.‘1

Certain stipulations as to a forfeiture, for

Q1 Staples v. O’Neal, 64-27, ssnoss; '*0 Stewart v. Pareher, 91-517, 98+650.

-11 Douglas v. Herms, 53-204, 54+1112.

M Rhone v. Gale, 12-54(25).

_~"ltlpls. Co-op. Co. v. Williamson, 51

03, 52+986; Bass v. Rollins, 63-226, 65+

348. See Sargent v. Mason, 101-319, 112+

255 (separate agreement as to heating

hreach—action for damages).

-“See Cahill v. Eastman, 18—324(292)

(lease held not to terminate until pay

ment by the lessor for improvements as

§‘hpula.ted); Slafter v. Siddall, 97-291,

l06+308 (oral agreement to make improve

ments—holding over—continuance of agree

ment).

3“ Prudoehl v. Randall, 108-155, 12l+913.

3" Stewart v. Murray, 13—426(-393).

Steele v. Bond. 32-14, 22, 18+830.

18 Steele v. Bond, 32-14, 18+830.

39 Napa Valley W. Co. v. Boston B. Co..

44-130, 46+239.

4° Craig v. Summers, 47-189, 49-‘r742;

Gould v. Sub-Dist. No. 3, 8-427(382);

Cameron v. Tobin, 104-333. 116+838.

41 Gould v. Sub-Dist. No. 3. 8-427(382).

H Pence v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-488. l1+80.

4-'1 Stees v. Kranz, 32-313, 20+241.

H Berryhill v. Healey, 89-444, 95+3l4.

45 Pond v. Holbrook, 32-291, 20+232.

4“ State v. Burr, 29-432, 13+676.

41 Aldrich v. Shoe Mart Co., 108-15, l2lt

422.
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5407. Surrender--A surrender is a yielding up of an estate for life, or for

years, to him who has the immediate rev

ticular estate becomes extinct by a mutua

ersion or remainder. wherein the par

l agreement between the parties.“ A

surrender takes place by agreement of the parties, express or implied, or by

operation of law."
A surrender by operation of law takes place where the

owner of a particular estate has been a party to some act, the validity of which

he is by law afterwards estopped from disputing, and which would not be valid

if his particular estate had continued to exist.”
In other words, it arises from

a condition of facts, voluntarily assumed, incompatible with the existence of the

relation of landlord and tenant between the parties.51

equivalent to an agreement, express or implied, on the

part of the landlord to resume possession of the
surrender and on the

Any acts which are

part of the tenant to

premises,

constitute a surrender.“2 If the tenant accepts a new lease from the landlord

there is a surrender of the old one."8

tenants may be shown by parol.“

It the landlord accepts a third party

as a tenant in place of a prior tenant there is a surrender.

But a surrender by operation of law is not

to be implied from the mere fact that the landlord assents to the assignment

of a lease and accepts rent from the assignee in possession,-""’

abandons possession and the landlord re-enters a11d relets the premises there

will be a surrender if the evidence shows unequivocally an intention on the

part of the landlord to terminate the old lease.“

be inferred from the fact that the landlord enters temporarily for the purpose

of caring for the property, as for example, to see that the water is turned off.57

The acceptance of a surrender is a question for the jury, unless the evidence

is conclusive.“ A surrender may be made to the duly authorized agent of

the landlord.‘"7

The effect of a surrender is to termmate the relation of land

lord and tenant and relieve the tenant of the obligation to pay rent.“

landlord takes unqualified possession and deals with the premises in a way

wholly inconsistent with the continuance of an already existing and unexpired

term there is a surrender by operation of law.“

parties.surrender by agreement of the

proof of a surrender by operation of law as well as by agreement of the parties."

Whether an agreement for a surrender is within the statute of frauds is con

The substitution of

If the tenant

Such an intention is not to

If the

Evidence held to show a

An answer held sufiicient to admit

48 Dayton v. Craik, 26-133, 1+813.

49 Dayton v. Craik, 26-133, 1+813; Nel

son v. Thompson, 23-508; Lafl:'erty v.

Hawes, 63-13, 65+87; Trimble v. Lake

Superior etc. Co., 99-11, 108+867.

-50 Nelson v. Thompson, 23-508; Smith v.

Pendergast, 26-318, 3+978; Stern v.

Thayer, 56-93, 57+329; Haycock v. John

ston, 97—289, ]06+304; Millis v. Ellis, 109

81, 122+1119.

51 Levering v. Langley, 8—107(82) ; Bowen

v. Haskell, 53-480, 55+629; Stern v.

Thayer, 56-93, 57+329; Rees v. Lowy. 57

381, 59+31o, '

52 Dayton v. Oraik, 26-133, 1+813; Stern

v. Thayer, 56-93, 57l-329; Buckingham v.

Dnfoe, 78-268, 80+974; Peterson v. Ruhnke,

46—115_, 48+768. Sec, as to the effect of

ncceptmg keys from the tenant: Nelson \'.

Phompson, 23-508; Lucy v. Wilkins, 33

141, 23+861; Stern v. Thayer, 56-93 571

329; Buclringham v. Dafoe, 78-268,’ am

974; Finch v. Moore. 50-116, 52+384;

Paget v. Electrical E. Co., 85-311, 88+

844.

W Smith v. Pendergast, 26-318, 3+978.

54 Levering v. Langley, 8-107(82) ; Bowen

v. Haskell, 53-480, 55+629.
55 Levering v. Langley, 8-107(82); Rees

v. Lowy, 57-381, 59+310.
5" Stern v. Thayer; 56-93, 57+?-29; Hay

cock v. Johnston, 97-289, 106+304. See

14 Harv. L. Rev. 158.

57 Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384.

53 Van Brunt v. Wallace, 88-116, 92+521.

59 Buckingham v. Dafoe, 78-268, 80<l-974;

Puget v. Electrical E. 00., 85-311, 88+844.

°° Stern v. Thayer, 56-93, 96, 57+329;

Mpls. Co-op. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53, 52+

986; Bowen v. Haskell, 53-480, 55+629;

Baker v. Anglim, 74-246. 77+45.

"1 Nelson v. Thompson, 23-508; Stern V

Thaycr, 56-93, 57+329.

M Lafferty v. Hawes, 63-13, 65+87.
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sidered elsewhere.“ Evidence held not to show a right of action for tort in

connection with the surrender of tlie lease of a hote .“ A finding that there

was no surrender by agreement has been sustained.°"’

5408. Assignrnent—Wherever a lessee grants or transfers the whole term

for which the premises were leased to him, leaving no reversionary interest in

himself, it amounts to an assignment, and is not a sublease. This results by

operation of law, without regard to the form of the instrument. A mere

reservation of rent, or of a right of re-entry for a breach of any of the con

ditions of the lease, will not change the legal relations of the parties; and the

introduction of covenants into the instrument, whatever may be their effect

between the immediate parties thereto, does not change the legal effect of giv

ing up the reversion.“8 Unless restrained by agreement any tenant for years

may assign his interest.M A covenant of warranty in an assignment and

transfer of a building and ground lease, which is limited to the right, title,

and interest of the assignor in the premises, does not include a liability for

accruing rent and taxes." An assignee is liable on covenants running with the

land,on but being liable solely in privity of estate, he is liable only for obliga

tions maturing or breaches occurring while he holds the estate as assignee.

and not for those which occurred before he became assignee or after he ceased

to be such.70 When a third person is in possession of leased premises under

the lessee, the law presumes that the lease has been assigned to l1im.H An as

signment does not affect the liability of the lessee for rent."2 An indorsement

on a lease by the lessor approving an assignment, has been held to show a

renewal of the lease and an assignment."

5409. M0dification—Consideration-—A modification of a lease reducing the

amount of rent is enforceable as based on a sufiicient consideration.H So is an

agreement changing a tenancy at will to a tenancy for a fixed term." Evidence

held not to show a modification of a lease."0

5410. Repudiation—Where the lessee repudiates the lease the lessor has an

immediate right of action for all his damages present and prospective. This

general rule has been applied where the receiver of an insolvent corporation re

fused to adopt a lease held by the insolvent."

5411. Duration--A statement in the habendum of alease repugnant to the

term granted is void.78 Cases are cited below involving the duration of par

ticular leases."

5412. Termination—The stipulations of a lease, as to the right of the land

lord, at his election, to declare the lease terminated for non-payment of rent

and taxes, construed.80 The termination of a lease by surrender,81 and by

" See § 8877.

M Baker v. Anglim, 74-246, 77+45.

"1 Forman v. Saunders, 89-306, 94+1134.

‘'0 Craig v. Summers, 47-189, 49+742;

Ohio Tron Co. v. Auburn Iron Co., 64-404,

$522]; Cameron v. Tobin, 104-333, 116+

"7 Gould v. Sub-Dist. No. 3, 8-427(382).

‘"1 Trask v. Graham, 47-571, 50+917.

"9 See § 5394.

7° Trask v. Graham, 47-571, 50+917.

T1 Dickinson v. Fitterling, 69-162, 71,

131:0; Weide v. St. Paul B. Co., 92-76, 99+

"Oswald v. F1-atenburgh. 36-270, 31+

17:-x; Rees v. Lowy, 57-3s1, 59+s10.

13 Cutler v. Whitcher, 21-373.

74 Wharton v. Anderson, 28-301, 9+860;

Ten Eyck v. Sleeper, 65-413, 67+1026.

15 Engels v. Mitchell, 30-122, 14+510.

76 Rees v. Storms, 105-303, 117+498;

Trunk v. Malm, 109-268, 123+663.

71 Kalkhofl? v. Nelson, 60-284, 62+332:

Mpls. B. Co. v. City Bank, 74-98, 76+-1024.

75 Munzer v. Parker, 108-50!’, 122+3T5.

‘IR Cahill v. Eastman, 18-324(292); Ely

v. Randall, 68-177, 70+980; Mittwer v.

Stremel, 69-19, 71+698; Kirschbaum v.

Sonnenberg, 96-533, 104+11-19; Budds \-.

Frey, 104-481, l17+158; Munzer v. Parker

108-505, 122+375.

1° Douglas v. Herms, 53-204, 54+1112.

81 See § 5407.
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notice to quit,"2 is considered elsewhere. A lease can be terminated only by

mutual agreement between the lessor and lessee, or by some act of the party

against whom it is claimed inconsistent with the continuance of the term and

the validity of which he is estopped to deny.M

5413. Renewals—'1‘he effect of provisions for renewals depends upon the

language of the particular lease.“ A covenant for a renewal ordinarily runs

with the land in favor of an assignee of the lessee and against a grantee of the

lessor.85 The absolute parts of a lease are a sufiieient consideration for an

option for renewal.““ Where a lease gives the lessee an option to renew the

lease for a certain time, and he holds over and pays rent without objection,

there is a renewal.In Under the ordinary form of lease there is a distinction

between a stipulation to renew the lease for an additional term, and a stipula

tion to extend the lease for an additional term. The former requires the mak

ing of a new lease, the latter does not."18 In the ease of an option of renewal in

a lease to two joint tenants both tenants must exercise the option.“

5414. Rights of third parties——A new lease taken by a tenant under an old

lease is subject to the rights of a party entitled to the benefits of the old one.“0

5415. Liability of third parties—A mortgagee in possession has not an

estate which brings him in privity with the lessee under a lease executed by the

mortgagor, so as to make him liable to the lessee upon the covenants of the

lease. Neither has an assignee of rents growing out of a lease, assigned to him

as security, such an estate.81

5416. Erasures—An erasure, before execution, of a covenant against sub

letting, held not to defeat a condition reserving the right to re-enter in case

of subletting without the consent of the lessor.D2

5417. Fraud—('-ases are cited below involving fraud in connection with

leases.D3

5418. Pleading—A general allegation that a person took possession of land

as a lessee has been held a sutficient allegation that it was leased to him. as

against an objection first raised on appeal.“

-“2 See § 5440.

R3 'l‘r~imble v. Lake Superior etc. Co., 99

11, 108+867.

54 (‘ntler v. Whitcher, 21-373 (renewal at

option of lessor—-indorsement by lessor

approving assignment of lease held a re

newal); Leppla v. Mackey, 31-75, 16+470

(covenant for renewal conditional on

lessor not wanting land for building pur

poses); Barge v. Schick, 57-155. 58+-S74

(option held to cover whole premises);

Swank v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-423, 63+1088

(covenant conditional on land not being

sold or lea.aed—covenant held conditional

and executory); Id., 72-380, 75+59-l

(same covenant held not mutual); Tilleny

vi. Knoblanch, 73-108, 75+1039 (stipula

hon for notice by lessee and valuation bv

npprmsers); 'l‘rainor v. Schntz, 98-213,

107+-812 (option of lessor to continue

lease if lessee failed to give notice to

qu1t—op_tion exercised by allowing lessee

to remain in possession). See Note, 123

Am. St. Rep. 460.

85 Leppla. v. Mackey, 31-75, 16+~170.

80 Staples v. O’Neal, 64-27, 65+1083.

"7 Caley v. Thornquist, 89-348, 94+108-4;

Quade v. Fitzlofi’, 93-115, 100+660.

98 Tilleny v. Knoblauch, 73-108, 75+1039.

3“ Tweedic v. Olson, 96-238, 104+895.

1085); Id., 98-11. 107+557.

W See Day v. Mpls. M. Co., 23-334.

"1 Carg-il_l v. Thompson, 57-534, 59+638.

M Pond v. Holbrook, 32-291, 20+232.

"3 Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29-91, 12+1-L7

(representations as to sewer held mere ex~

pressions of opinion); Bell v. Baker, 43

86, 44+676 (disaflirmanee for fraud must

be prompt); Hayeock v. Johnston, 81-49,

83+494, 1118 (evidence held insuflicient to

show fraud); Van Brunt v. Wallace, 88

116, 92+521 (misrepi-esentations of lins

band as to heating plant held inadmissible

in action by wife for rent); Trainor v.

Sehutz, 98-213, 107+812 (facts constitut

ing fraud must be pleaded); Ahern v.

Hindman. 101-34, l11+734 (evidence held

not to show fraudulent representation as

to a road).

M Bendikson v. G. N. Ry., 80-332, 33+

194.
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25554.19 Contracts to ]ease—A contract for the construction of a building and

its easing construed and held suflfi '

a lease and not merel

RENT

5420. Amount—'l‘

5421. Ce:-tainty—R

tain by computation.’

y rent. He is put

al,” unless the con

payment of rent monthly
Fitterling, 12-483, 75+ and not at the end of the term); Hall v

731. Smith, 16-58(46) (stipulations as to re
“ Knowles v Steele, 59—452, 61+5-57. pairs held not to aifect time of payment).

"8 Pillsbury v Mon-15, 54_492_ 56+1'/'0, 5-Tobanson v. Hoff, 63-296, 65+464.
n"LeiI1ing¢2r \ Clarke Nat. Bank, 97-364, "Wilder v. Peabody, 37-248, 33+852.

107+396. See Chapman v. Fabian, 104-176, 1l6+207.
lSee Bradley v. Met. Music Co., 89-516I 7Lnnpl1er v. Glenn. 37—4, 33+10.

?5+458 (contract for construction and 1eas- 8 R- L 1905 § 3331
lllg Of building construed as to amount of 9 Roac v. Peterson, 47-291, 50+80; Id.,

rent to be P;u'd)_ 47-462, 50+601; Flmt v. s

Dutcher v. lver, 24-584.

Weeney, 49-509,
52+136. See Fink v. Wein

-"Gnrldarrl v. King. 40-164, 41+6-59.

holzer, 109-381,123+931. ‘
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ditions become worse.‘° The statute is inapplicable to a failure to furnish

steam heat and elevator service.11 lf a building becomes untenantable and the

tenant moves out to allow repairs to be made and after the repairs are made he

resumes possession, he is liable for future rent.12 Evidence held not to show

that premises were rendered “untenantable and unfit for occupancy” by fire.13

It is not well settled what “the elements” are within the meaning of the stat

ute.H The fact that the lessee was not at fault may be inferred from the fact

that the lessor made repairs. A finding that a building was “untenantable and

unfit for occupancy” sustained.“

5425. Building untenantable, etc.—Constructive ev'iction—'l‘enants may

sometimes relieve themselves from liability for rent by surrendering possession

of premises that l1ave become untenantable.“ Where the failure of a landlord

to make agreed repairs amounts to a constructive eviction, the tenant is jus

tified in abandoning the premises, and his liability for rent will thereupon ter

minate.l7 The subject is partially regulated by statute.18 Evidence held not

to show a. constructive eviction."

5426. Breach of covenants by 1essor—The breach of an independent cov

enant in a lease to recover the stipulated rent that the lease contains void

but merely gives him a cause of action or counterclaim for damages.20 If the

breach renders the premises untenantable the rule is otherwise, provided the

lessee surrenders possession.21

5426a. Effect of void covenants—It is no defence to an action upon a cov

enant in a lease to recover the stipulated rent that the lease contains void

stipulations for extraordinary remedies for enforcing payment of rent, which

are independent of the lessee’s covenant to pay rent in consideration of the

demise of the premises.22

5427. Eflect of re-entry—A re-entry by the lessor may have the effect of an

acceptance of a surrender and so terminate the liability of the lessee for rent.23

But a re-entry does not necessarily have that effect on such liability. If, after

re-entry, the lessor exacts rent from the lessee he may have to account for the

value of the possession." Where a lessor wrongfully evicted a tenant, it was

10 Darnkroger v. Pearson, 74-77, 76+960.

See Bass v. Rollins, 63-226, 65+348; Mpls.

Co-op. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53, 52+986.

11 Mpls. Co-op. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53,

52+986.

12 Boston B. Co. v. Bufiington, 39-385,

40+361.

19-Wanipler v. Weinmann, 56-1, 57+l57.

H See Harris v. Corlies, 40-106, 41+940;

Mpls. C0-op. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53, 52+

Rosenstein v. Cohen, 96-336, 104+

1r»Wceber v. Hawes, 80-476, 83+447;

Schrvitt v. Standard B. Co., 127+]S9.

1“See Harris v. Corlies, 40-106, 41+940

(damages from the percolation of water

through side walls held not caused by the

“elements” within the covenants of a

lease); Mpls. Co-op. Co. v. Williamson,

o1—-'33, 52l9S6 (failure to furnish heat

and elevator service—when tenant bound

to surrender possession to avoid liability

for rent held a question for the jury);

Bass v. Rollins, 63-226I 65+348 (failure

to heat); Weeber v. I-Iawes, 80-476, 83+

447 (partial destruction by fire-finding

that premises were untenantable when the

lessee vacated sustained—fact that tenant

was not at fault inferable from repairs

by landlord); Rosenstein v. Cohen, 96

336, 104+965 (building becoming untenant

able from decay and faulty construction);

Rea v. Algren, 104-316, 116+580 (failure

of landlord to make agreed repairs—de

fective plumbing and leaky roof-—const1'uc'

tive eviction); Viehman v. Boelter, 105

60, 116+1023 (leaky roof—constructive

eviction—-necessity of surrendering prem

ises within reasonable time).

1'' Rea v. Algren, 104-316, 116+5B0; Vich

man v. Boclter, 105-60, 116+1023.

18 See § 5424.

1" Cohen v. Conrad. 124+992.

2° McLean v. Nicol, 43-169, 45+15;

Peterson v. Kreuger, 67-449, 70+567; Hall

V. Smith, 16-58(46); Long v. Gieriet, 57

278, 59+194; Pioneer P. Co. v. Hutchinson,

63-481, 65+938. See Cohen v. Conrad,

124-+992.

=1 See §§ 5424, 5425.

Z‘-’ Cohen v. Conrad, 124+992.

23 See § 5407.

24 Stces v. Kranz, 32-313, 20+241.



257recover for rent for .1 part of a month prior to theeviction.”

5428. Attonlment to third arty—To be vahd an atto

with the pr1v1ty or consent 1'' the ori '

sent of thes possession 2’9. ssignment of ease_’l‘h assignment of a lease does not reheve the

lessor from hability on a covenant for rent.28

5430. 1ab1ity of assig ees_‘

bility for rent 11

. Distress—The remedy of distress for ren

Prior to Laws 1877 c. 140 it

t is abolished by statute.“existed in this state.“
543 . Satisfacti0n—A c '

or express agreement, the
condition does not work a forfeiture or give a

-payment of rent gives the landlord a

ecovery of possession, Whether the lease-enhy clause or not.‘0 but it does not give a right of re-entry or
Work a forfeiture of the lease.“ ’l‘l lessor, having the Jus disponendi, ma

annex to the grant whatever conditions he pleases in respect to re-entry or the

rmination of the lease, and upon the reach of such conditions subject to

35 Chapman v. Fabian, 104-176, l16+207. -H Smith v Pendergast, 26—3l8 +978.

"Johnson v. Sackrison, 78-107, 80+858. ce Haycock Johnston, 97-289 1 6+304

ee Pace v. Chedderdon, 4499(390). 38 Johnson v. Joh

27'1‘!'ilnl)le Lake Superior etc. Co., 99

, 108+867
nson, 62-302, 64+905.

See § 5380.; Hanson v. Sommers, 105434,
117+842.

84 Byrane v. Rogers, 8-281 (247).

35 See § 5453.

, , 31+ 36 R. L. 1905 § 3327.
V. Lowy, 5'/'—3B1, 59+310.

2" Dickinson v '

1" Dutehor v. Culver, 24-584. See Roches~- F1tt l' , 72~483 "5+73l. tor Lodge v. Graham 65-457, 68+79.“Pom v. Newell, ggjggl. ' I as Cook v. Parker, 6%-314, 69+1099.

3‘ M918. Co~op. Co. v. Williamson, 51453, 3" Bauer v. Knobl

ggg-986; Bowen v. Haskell, 3480 55+

e, 51-358, 53-+805;
Woodeock v. Carlson, 41-542, 43+479.

4" See § 5449.

7

I. 6- 3 9 57 329‘Swahk v.mSt‘,_ IT ayeri 9 f’ . + H Woodcock v. Carlson. 41

. , 33-441, 23+86l. 'lI~17 -542, 43+4 79.
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statutory provisions, may avoid the lease.“ Whenever a lessee transfers and as

signs the whole term for which he has leased premises, reserving no reversionary

interest whatsoever to himself, the right of re-entry for a breach of a condition

subsequent is not reserved or retained. The right of re~entry cannot exist as

an independent condition, but only as an incident to an estate or interest for

the protection of which it is reserved. The right of re-entry is not an estate

or interest in land, nor does it imply the reservation of a reversion. It is a

mere thing in action, and, when enforced, the grantor is in through the breach

of the condition, and not by reverter. Conceding that the statute 32 Hen.

VIII. c. 34, is part of the common law of this country, it has no application in

a case where there is simply a reservation of rent out of an estate for years,

without reversion. The right of re-entry for a breach of a condition subsequent

is not assignable before the breach.“ A right of re-entry may not afford an

adequate remedy so as to bar resort to injunction.“ A forfeiture clause in

cludes the right of re-entry. The violation of a lease may be enjoined though

the lease contains no forfeiture or re-entry clause.“

5438. Peaceable re-entry—A landlord from whom his tenant wrongfully

withholds possession may as a general rule re-enter peaceably and retain the

possession thus gained against the tenant, but he cannot do so during the

pendency of litigation.“

5439. Waiver-—Receipt of rent—A right of re-entry for condition broken

may be waived.‘1 The receipt of rent by that name, accruing after the occur

rence of causes of forl'eiture under the terms of a lease for a definite term, to

the knowledge of the lessor, bars his right of entry for condition broken.‘8

NOTICE TO QUIT

5440. Necessity—A notice is necessary to terminate all tenancies at will,

such as tenancies from year to year,“1 or from month to month,“ or where no

term is agreed upon.“ It is unnecessary where the tenancy is for a fixed term.62

It is not a condition precedent to an action for the recovery of possession on

the ground of non-payment of rent.“ It is sometimes required by a covenant

in the lease.“

5441. Reciprocal duty—The duty to serve a notice to terminate a tenancy

at will is reciprocal, resting on the landlord and tenant alike.“5

*2 Bauer \'. Knoble. 51-358, 53+805. See
ton, 83-336, S6+335; Fall v. Moore, 45

Byrane v. Rogers, 8-281(247); Stees v.
515, 48+404. See Prendergast v. Searle,

Kranz, 32-313, 20+241; Douglas v. Herms,

"Z.'ig€04, 54+1112; Hall v. Smith, 16-58

48 Ohio Iron Co. v. Auburn Iron Co., 64

-104, 67+221; Craig v. Summers, 47-189,

225742; Cameron v._Tobin, 104-333, 116+

44 Stces v. Kranz, 32-313, 201-241.

*5 Spalding v. Emerson, 69-292, 72+119.

N Mere-il v. Broulette, 66-416, 69+218;

L0brle'l v. Keene, 85-90, 88+426.

47 Douglas v. Herms, 53-204, 54+1112.

"1 Kenny v. Sou Si Lun, 101-253, 112+220.

49 Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327; Ingalls

v. Oberg. 70-102, 72+-841. See Smith v.

Bell, 44-524, 47+263.

W Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384; Shirk

v. 'Hnfl‘man, 57-230, 58l>990; Eastman v.

Vctter, 57-164, 5Q+989; Waggoner v. Pres

74-333, 77+231.

F-1 Sanford v. Johnson, 24-172; Rogers v.

Brown, 57-223, 58%-981; Grace v. Michaud,

50-139, 52+390; Paget v. Electrical E. Co.,

132-244, 84-+800; Van Brunt v. Wallace,

88-116, 924-521; Goodwin v. Clover, 91

438, 9S+322. See Prendergast v. Searle,

74-333, 77+231.

M Engels v. Mitchell, 30-122, 14+510.

51‘ Hadley v. O’Leary, 36-173, 30+457;

Caley v. Rogers, 72-100, 75+114; Seeger

v. Smith, 74-279, 77+3.

M Trainor v. Schntz, 98-213, 107+B12.

55 Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384; Grace

v. Michaud. 50-139, 52+390; Shirk V. HOE

man, 57-230, 58+990; Eastman v. Vetter,

57-164, 58+989; Paget v. Electrical E. Co.,

82-244, 84-+800; Van Brunt v. Wallace.

FR-116, 92+521.
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5442. Formal sufliciency—Substantia1, not technical, accuracy is required

in a notice.“ A notice to quit only a part of the demised premises, where the

whole thereof is held under one lease, is insufiicient.M A notice is a distinct

act which must be sutticient in itself, without reference to subsequent events

or proceedings.“ Where service is on an agent, it is not fatal that the notice is

not addressed to the agent as such."9

5443. Length-A tenancy at will from month to month, rent payable month

ly, can only be terminated by one month’s notice.no Where, in a tenancy from

month to month, the month commences on the first day, a notice served a

month before the day named in it, requiring the tenant to quit on the last day

of the month, is sufficient.M

5444. When to terminate—The notice must terminate with the month,

quarter, or year, according to the nature of the tenancy. A present demand or

notice to quit is insuliicient.M It is proper to notify a tenant from month to

month to remove on the day his monthly term expires, but a notice is not in

sufficient which notifies him to move the following day.“

5445. Mode of service—Any mode of service is sufficient if the notice ac

tually reaches the proper party. When practicable personal service should be

made. If the tenant is absent the mode of service best calculated to reach him

should be adopted. Service by mail is sufficient if it actually reaches the party

within the required time, but the risk is on the party giving the notice.“

Service on an agent having charge of his principal’s business relating to the

tenancy is suflicient.“

5446. By agent-—Notice may be given by the duly authorized agent of the

landlord.“

5447. Waiver—A notice to quit given to a tenant by a landlord may be

waived by agreeing to allow the tenant to remain despite the notice; by giving

a second notice; or by accepting rent." An agreement that a tenant may quit

at any time is not a waiver of the right to notice.“ A mere tender of the keys

of the house by a third party is not equivalent to such notice, nor does the

landlord waive his right to the notice, nor does he accept the premises, by enter

ing the house with a person who has been sent by the tenant to remove articles

left there by the latter, nor by entering the house to see that the water is

properly turned off."

SUMMARY .-\("l‘I()N BY LANDLORD FOR POSSESSION—UNLAVVFUL DE

TAINER

5448. Nature and object of action—The action is summary in its nature

and the mode of proceeding is of the essence of it,“ Its sole object is to

restore the landlord to possession summarily in the cases specified by the

5° Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445, 844-154;

Waggoner v. Preston, 83-336, 86+335.

5'! Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445, 84+454.

58 Eastman v. Vetter, 57-164, 58+989.

W Prendergast v. Sear'e, 81-291, 84+-107.

6° Eastman v. Vetter, 57-164, 58-+989.

Arcade I. Co. v. Gieriet, 99-277, 109+250;

Prendergast v. Searle, 81-291, 841-107.

See Stees v. Bergmeier, 91-513, 98+648.

"5 Prendergast v. Searle, 81-291, 84+107.

"6 Arcade I. Co. v. Gieriet, 99-277, 109+

250.

6'! Arcade I. Co. v. Gieriet, 99-277, 109+"1 Petsch v. Biggs, 31-392, 18+101;

Budds v. Frey, 104-481, 117+158.

62 Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327; Grace

v. Mich:-ind, 50-139, 52+390; Eastman \'.

Vetter, 57-164, 58+989; Alworth v. Gor

don, 81-445, 452, 84+454; Waggoner v

Preston, 83-336, 86+335.

69 Searle v. Powell, 89-278, 94+868.

M Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445, 84+454;

250.

68 Paget v. Electrical E. Co., 82-244, 84+

800.

0" Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384.

7° Gray v. Hurley, 28-388, 10+417; State

v. Dist. Ct., 53-483, 55+630; Whitakerw.

McClung, 14—170(13l). See Van Vlissrn

gen v. Oliver, 102-237, 113+383.
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statute.71 It is not designed for the trial of title ;" or as a substitute for eject

ment ;“ or to enforce agreements for the surrender of realty, when the relation

of landlord and tenant does not exist."

5449. When action will lie—It will lie only where there is or has been a

conventional relation of landlord and tenant." It will lie though the detainer

is not forcible.“ It will lie where the tenant withholds possession after the

expiration of a fixed term; 77 or after termination of his term by notice to

quit," or contrary to the conditions or covenants of the lease or agreement un

der which he l1olds ;" or after any rent becomes due according to the terms

of his lease or agreement, whether the lease contains a re-entry clause or not.“0

Where a lease contains no provision for the termination thereof, or for re-entry

upon the breach of the covenants therein, a mere breach of covenant or the

commission of waste does not work a forfeiture or give a right of re-entry, so as

to authorize an action.“

5450. Election of remedies-—A landlord from whom his tenant wrongfully

withholds possession may bring ejectment in the district court, and recover

possession and damages for withholding possession, or he may bring unlawful

detainer proceedings in a justice or municipal court and recover possession sum

marily, but without damages.82

5451. Jurisdiction—The district court has not original jurisdiction of the

action. Such jurisdiction is confined to justice and municipal courts."3

5452. Limitation of actions—The action may be maintained at any time

during the pendency of the lease, or within three years after the termination

of the leasehold estate.S4

5453. Demand—Notice to quit-If the action is based on the ground of

non-payment of rent no notice to quit," or demand of rent,“ is necessary be

fore suit, whether the tenancy is for a fixed term or at will. If the action is

based on the ground of the expiration of a fixed term no notice to quit is

necessary before suit; 8’ otherwise if the tenancy is at will."

5454. Parties p1aintifi‘—A subsequent lessee from the owner may maintain

an action against a prior lessee.‘JD The statute gives the remedy to any party

entitled to the possession of the demised premises, whether he is the lessor or

'11 Chandler v. Kent, 8—524(467); Fergu

son v. Kumler, 25-183; Peterson v. Kreu

ger, 67-449, 70+567; George v. Mahoney,

62-370, 64+911.

T’-’ Ferguson v. Kumler, 25-183.

'13 Ferguson v. Knmler, 25-183; Steele v.

Bond, 28-267, 9+772; Alworth v. Gordon,

81-445, 84+454.

‘'4 Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+772.

'15 Steele v. Bond. 28-267, 9+772; Pioneer

S. & L. Co. v. Powers, 47-269, 50+227;

Judd v. Arnold, 31-430, 18+-151. See

Chandler v. Kent, 8—524(467); Burton v.

Rohrbeck. 30-393, 15+678; Tilleny v.

Knob'auch, 73-108, 75+1039; Alworth v.

Gordon, 81-445, 84+454.

51-358, 53+-805; Berryhill v. Healey, 89

444, 95+314.

8° Snchaneck v. Smith, 45-26, 47+397;

Woodcock v. Carlson, 41-542, 546, 43+479;

Ca'ey v. Rogers, 72-100, 75+114; Seeger

v. Smith, 74-279, 77+3; Wright v. Gribble,

26-99. H820; Gibbens v. Thompson, 21

398; Spooner v. French, 22-37.

S1Bauer v. Knoble, 51-358, 53+805.

usmw v. Dist. ca, 53-483, 55+630.

7“ Gluck v. Elkan, 36-80, 30+446.

7" Engels v. Mitchell, 30-122, 14+510'

smm v. Burr, 29-432, 13+676. '

7" Hunter v. Frost, 47-1, 49+327.

79 Gluck v. Elkan, 36-80, 30t446; Clem

entson v. Gleason, 36-102, 30+400; State

V. Burr, 29-432, 13+676; Pond v. Hol

brook, 32-29], 20+232; Bauer v. Knoble,

53 Id.

34 R. L. 1905 § 4039; Suchaneck v. Smith,

45-26, 47+397; Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445.

84+454. See, under former statute.

Brown v. Brackctt, 26-292, 3+705.

85 See § 5440.

86 Gibbens v. Thompson, 21-398; Spoons!‘

v. French, 22-37. See Chandler v. Kent,

8-536(479); Byrane v. Rogers, 8-281

(247).

5'' Engels V. Mitchell, 30-122, 14+510.

"8 See § 5440.

F9 Burton v. Rohrbeck, 30-393, 15+678.
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his grantee, or some one claiming under him, against a party in possession who

is or has been a lessee thereof, or who claims under such lessee."0 A lessee, who

has, by means of an instrument in form a sublease, parted with his whole term

as to a portion of the premises leased by him, cannot maintain an action against

the person with whom he has so contracted by virtue of the attempted reserva

tion of a right of entry for breach of the covenant contained in that instru

ment.01

5455. Parties defendant—All who are in possession under the tenant may

be joined as defendants with him.D2 A subtenant cannot be ousted unless he

is made a defendant, either with or without the principal tenant, Servants, or

agents of the tenant, or members of his family, should not be made de

fendants.03

5456. Summons-—Substituted service~—Under the statute, jurisdiction of

the court does not depend upon its being made to appear at the time of filing

the complaint that the defendant is absent from the county, so as to justify sub

stituted service of the summons, but jurisdiction depends upon the fact of such

absence : and, if the summons is duly issued and served, it is not error to permit

the complaint to be amended at the time of the trial to show the fact of such

absence.M A summons in the municipal court of St. Paul is returnable on the

first day of a regular weekly term, being not less than three nor more than ten

days from the date of its issuance.M

5457. Complaint—It need not state that the plaintiff is the owner, or that

he is entitled to the possession, of the demised premises, if it shows a leasing

by him to defendant, and an entry and possession by the latter under such

leasing.“ The premises must be described,‘" including the place where they

are located."8 It has been held on appeal fairly inferable from a complaint

that while the original letting was for only a month, the defendant continued

in the occupancy of the premises as tenant from month to month.” (‘ertain al

legations as to service of notice to quit held sufficient.1

5458. Answer-—Plea of not gui1ty—The answer must be made, if at all, at

the opening of the court upon the day the summons is made returnable, or at

such other time, as may be designated by the court.2 An oral plea of “not

guilty” is sufiicient to put in issue the allegations of the complaint, and is

equivalent to a general denial. Matters in excuse, justification, or avoidance.

must be alleged by a written answer.‘ They are such as are termed “new mat

ter” under the general practice act.‘

5459. Counterclaim unauthorized-—A counterclaim is not authorized.”

5460. Defences—-Facts calling for affirmative equitable relief cannot be

pleaded in defence, and do not justify the certification of the case to the district

W Alworth v. Gordon, 81-445, 84+-454. 91 Lewis v. Steele, 1—88(67) (statute

1See Tilleny v. Knoblauch, 73-108, 75+

039.

"1 Cameron v. Tobin, 104-333, 116+838.

92 Judd v. Arnold, 31-430, 18+151; Bag

ley v. Sternberg, 34-470, 26+602.

"3 Bagley v. Sternberg, 34-470, 26+602;

QI)-laodgson v. St. Paul P. Co., 78-172, 80+

.6.

“ Berryhill v. Henley, 89-444, 95+314.

2;50Kenny v. Sen Si Lun, 101-253, 112+

W-Engels v. Mitchell, 30-122, 14+51o.

See Pinney v. Fridley, 9—34(23).

since changed as to particularity of de

scription).

"9 See Gibbens v. Thompson, 21-398.

M Dorr v. McDonald, 43-458, 45+864.

1 Prendergast v. Searle, 81-291. 84+l07.

2 Universalist G. Convention v. Bottineau,

42-35, 43+687.

3Berryhill v. Healey, 89-444, 95+314;

Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962; Bar

tlcson v. Manson, 105-348. 117+5]2.

‘Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962.

-“See Peterson v. Kreuger, 67-449, 70+

567; Barker v. Walbridge, 14—469(351).
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court.“ Matters which control the legal effect of the lease, and show that the

relation of landlord and tenant was not created by it and does not exist be

tween the parties, may be pleaded in defence.7 It has been held no defence

that the defendant owned and occupied a building on the premises as a home

stead;“ that the plaintiff had broken his covenant to keep the premises in

good repair ;° or that the plaintiff had waived prior defaults of the tenant.10

The defendant may assert as a defence that the plaintiff has executed to him

a lease for a further term not yet expired.11

5461. Payment of rent and costs—Restitution—In an action on the

ground of non-payment of rent the tenant has a right by statute to defeat

the action and to be restored to possession‘ by paying or tendering the rent,

costs, etc., at any time before the plaintiff is put into possession.12 Prior to

Laws 1901 c. 72 payment might be made at any time within six months.11

If the landlord thereafter wrongfully evicts the tenant the latter has a cause of

action for damages.“

5462. Variance-A variance as to the time a notice to quit was served has

been held fatal.‘5

5463. Construction of pleadings-—The pleadings are to be construed as in

an ordinary civil action.“ _

5464. Burden of proof--The burden is ordinarily upon the plaintiff to prove

that he leased the premises to the defendant.‘7

5465. Waiver of jury—Trial by jury is waived unless demanded upon the

return and before the justice proceeds to hear the case.‘8 V

5466. Unnecessary to wait an hour—The justice may proceed to hear the

case at the time appointed in the summons, without waiting an hour for the

appearance of the defendant."

5467. Adjournment-—A justice has been held not to lose jurisdiction by an

adjournment.20

5468. Dismissal—lf the complaint is insufiicient the defendant may move

for a dismissal on that ground without answering.21

5469. Findings—There must be findings.22 When the complaint is in the

ordinary form it is sufficient to find “that the allegations of the complaint are

true.” 23 A justice has a reasonable time in which to make his findings.“

5470. Judgment on pleadings—If the answer admits the material allega

tions of the complaint, and alleges no defence, judgment on the pleadings may

be rendered as in ordinary civil actions.“

flSt_eele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+772; Petsch 13 Cook v. Parker, 67-374, 69+1099:

v. B1ggs, 31-392, 18+101; Norton v. Beek- Wacholz V. Griesgraber, 70-220. 73+7- ‘

man, 5p3-456, 55_+603; Tilleny v. Knob- 14Wacho1z v. Griesgraber, 70-220, 73-+7.

laueh, I3-108, 7o+1039; Lundberg v. Da- 15 Waggoner v. Preston, 83-336, 86+335.

vldson, 68-328, 71+395, 72+71. See Barker‘ "1 Norton v. Beekman, 53-456. 55+603

v. Walbndge, 14-469(351); Stewart v. 1"‘ Chandler v. Kent, 8—524(467). See

Murray, 13—426(393). Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962.

1Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+7"i2. See IqGibbens V. Thompson, 21-398.

Sodini v. Gaber 101-155 111+962. 1nS e F b 22-3’8Lloyd v. Seedrd, 61-448, <ss+1099. "-’°Ciil)e:yP vR0g:;l;,c is-100:'75+114.

9Peterson v. Krenger, 67-449, 70+567. 21 Gray v. Hurley, 28-388, 10+417.

1° Douglas v. Herzns, 53-204, 54+1112. 22 Hennessey V. Pederson, 28-461, 11;

ll Judd v. Arnold, 31-430, 18+151. 63.

12 R. L. 1905 § 3328; George v. Mahoney, '-‘3 See Wright v. Gribble, 26-99, 1+-820.

62-370, 64+911 (pleading tender—payment 2* Gibbens v Th 21-398:7nt§mcitol1l1rt';<i2i;argpis’sal of action); Seeger 2-5 Norton v.‘ Be(d$nliTi1I,l’ 53-456,’ 55+603;

h-lg costs, iInefi.(I2ct,ua'l7)+-3 (tender not 1nelud- Lloyd v. Seeord, 61-448, 63+1099.
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5472. Judgrnent—Proof on defau1t—The justice hasva reasonable time in

which to enter judgment.28 The judgment may allow the tenant a reasonable

time in which to remove fixtures.” To entitle the plaintiff to restitution he

must prove his case unless it is admitted. The default of the defendant to

appear does not authorize a judgment of restitution without proof.80 An in

An appeal by defendant (a proper supersedeas bond being filed) from a judg

ment in an action not founded on a written lease, the terms of which have

expired, awarding possession of the‘ premises involved to the plaintiff therein,

stays all proceedings in the action, preserves all rights of the parties, and

secures to defendant, by force of statutory provisions, the right to remain in

the possession of the premises pending the appeal. Pending such appeal the

owner of the property, plaintifi in that proceeding, has no right, during the

defendant’s mere temporary absence from the property, to take possession

thereof and forcibly resist his return thereto.M A defect in a bond may be

remedied by a new bond.38 ‘

26 State V. Dist. Ct., 53-483, 55+63O. 3“ State v. Dist. Ct., 53483, 55+63O.

-17 See Keene v. Lobdell, 85-110, 88+251. 3" Lobdell v. Keene, 85-90, 88+426.

2*‘ Gibbens v. Thompson, 21-398. ' -38 Mills v. Wilson, 59-107, 60+1083.

2° Kenny v. Sen Si Lun, 101-253, 112+ 39 Gray v. Hurley, 28-388, 10+4l7.

220- -"1 Van Vlissingen v. Oliver, 102-237,3° Hennessey v. Pederson, 28-461, 11+63. 113+383.

31 Norton v. Beckman, 53-456, 55+603. 41 Woodcock v. Carlson, 41-542, 43+-179.

3"’Ra111rn1 v. Bailey, 80-336, 83+191. 42 Lucy v. Wilkins, 33-21, 21+849.

3“ H0dgs0n v. St. Paul P. Co., 78-172, 48 Dickinson v. Fitterling, 72-483, 75+

80+956. 731.

3* Suchaneck v. Smith, 53-96, 54+932. H Hoatson v. McDonald, 97-201, 106+311.

35 R. L. 1905 § 4046; Laws 1909 c. 496; See Minn. S. A. Soc. v. Swanson, 48-231,

State v. Burr, 29-432, 13+676. 51+117.
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5477. Pleading—Cases are cited below involving the sufficiency of particular

complaints,‘5 answers,“ and replies.47

5478. Counterc1aim—-Recoupment-—A cause of action for interference

with the enjoyment of possession by the tenant or for an eviction may be set

up as a counterclaim.“ So may

defendant under agreement with the plaintiff."

a cause of action for repairs made by the

When lessees enter into

and retain possession of the rented premises under a covenant in the lease

that the landlord will make improvements, which he fails to do, the lessees,

when sued for the rent, may recoup the damages resulting from such breach

of the covenant, or set up the resulting damages as a counterclaim. Such

counterclaim arises out of the contract sued upon as the foundation of the

landlord’s claim, and is connected with the subject of the action.“0 A failure

to furnish certain material for repairs held not a ground for counterclaim.M

A claim for damages resulting from the suspension of certain railway privileges

held not a ground for counterclaim.52

5479. Consistency of defences-—'I‘he defence of a surrender is not incon

sistent with the defence that the premises have become untenantable.“ An

admission of indebtedness for rent is not inconsistent with a counterclaim for

repairs made by the defendant under agreement with the plaintiff.“ A gen

eral denial, and a subsequent oral agreement inconsistent with plaintit'r"s right

to recover, held not inconsistent:'’5

5480. Variance—When the
plaintiff declares on a written lease it seems that

he may recover upon proof of possession by the defendant as tenant, though

Various cases are cited below involving questions of
the lease is void.“

variance.57

H Dean v. Leonard, 9—190(176) (where

the plaintifi pleads double by declaring

upon a lease and also for use and occupa

tion he may recover upon proof of either

a lease or a tenancy by permission, if the

defendant fails to make seasonable objec

tinn to the double pleading); Rhone v.

Gale, 12-54(25) (upon an allegation of

ownership by the lessor at the date of the

lease such ownership is presumed to con

tinue till the contrary appears-a com

plaint which alleges that a lease was exe

cuted with a certain date, the term to

commence on that date, and that the lessee

took possession under the lease, sufliciently

avers possession by the lessee from the

date of the lease); Lucy v. Wilkins, 33

441. 23+861 (complaint held not to admit

a surrender and acceptance).

4°-Roach v. Peterson, 47-291, 50+80 (an

swer held insufficient in not showing that

a building was destroyed or injured with

out _the fault of the tenant); Collins v.

Lewis, 53-78, 54+1056 (answer held to al

lege a breach of a covenant for quiet en

Joymcnt); Lafferty v. Hawes, 63-13, 65+

87 (answer held sufiicient to admit proof

of a surrender by operation of law as well

as by agreement of the parties); Pioneer

P. Co. v. Hutchinson, 63-481, 65+-938 (an

swer held suflicient to admit proof of dam

ages arising from the lessor’s failure to

make iluprovenients); Hausman v. Mul

heran, 68-48, 70+866 (answer setting up

a counterclaim for repairs held suflicient

though it did not allege that the repairs

were necessary); Fegelson v. Dickerman,

70-471, 73+144 (answer held to put in is

sue the material allegations of the com

plaint); Trainor v. Schutz, 98-213, 107‘

812 (necessity of alleging facts constitu

‘ ting fraud); Viehman v. Boelter, 105-60.

116+1023 (constructive eviction—held un

necessary to allege surrender of building).

41 Johnson v. Sackrison, 78-107, 80+

858 (attornment held sufliciently pleaded).

45‘ Goebcl v. Hough, 26-252, 2+847; Col

lins \'. Lewis, 53-78, 54+1056. See City

Power Co. v. Fergus Falls W. Co., 55-172.

56+685; Chapman v. Fabian, 104-176, 116i

207.

*9 Hausman v. Mulheran, 68-48, 70+866.

50 Pioneer P. Co. v. Hutchinson, 63-481.

65+938; Long v. Gieriet, 57-278, 59+194.

51 Hall v. Smith, 16-58(46).

52 McCormick v. Milburn, 57-6, 58+600.

5-'1 Mpls. Co~op. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53,

52+9S6.

5'4 Hausman v. Mulheran, 68-48, 70l-866.

-'>5 Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 112+419.

-'-6 Finch v. Moore, 50-116, 52+384; Pren

dergast v. Searle, 74-333, 77+231; Buck

lingham v. Dafoe, 78-268, 80+-974; Van

Brunt v. Wallace, 88-116, 92+521.

5'' Nelson v. Thompson. 23-508 (variance

disrcgarded—objection first made on ap
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and tenant between the parties, but generally in this state they do not.03

Under a form of contract in common use in this state the parties are tenants

in common of the crops until a division. But the title to all the crops remains

in the owner of the land until a division as security for the performance of the

rnav sell, mortgage, or otherwise dispose of subject to the rights of the owner

terms of the contract on his part, and is entitled to his share of the crop, the

landowner is liable to him for a conversion." In order to divest the legal

peel); Erickson v. Schuster, 44-441, 46+ year or from mouth to month); Opera

914 (variance as to t1me _of com!nence- House Co. v. Baxter, 90-334_, 96+1133 (evi

(burden of proving that premises were parol evidence that a covenant was in~

untenantable held on the defendant); Mitt- serted in a lease fraudulently).

wer v. Strernel, 6 -19, 71+698 (burden of fl1Hal1 v. Smith, 16-58(46).

proving that a reletting was for a year 62 Forman v. Saunders, 92-369, l00+93.

held on the landlord); Weide v. St. Paul M Strangeway v. Eisenman, 68-395, 71+

Co., 92-76, 99+421 (one in possession 617; Porter v. Chandler, 27-301, 7+142;

under a lease held to have the burden of Schmitt v. Cassilius, 31-7, 16+453,- Gould

proving that he had not taken an assign- v. Sub~Dist. No. 3, 8-427(382); Strong

ment of the lease and assumed its obliga- v. Colter, 13-82(77); Prouty v. Barlow,

tions); Montgomery v. Leuwcr, 94-133, 74-130, 76+946; McNeal v. Rider, 79-153,

l02+367 (burden of proving payment held 81+S30; Agne v. Skewis, 98-32, 107+415;

on tenant). See Yale \'. Olney, 126+625. Prudoehl v. Randall, 108-185, 121+913.

5° Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29-91, 12+-147 64 Strangeway v. Eisenrnan, 68-395, 71+

(evidence as to due care in constructing 617; Anderson v. Liston, 69-82, 72+52;

a sewer); Egan v. Gordon, 68-505, 68+ Avery v. Stewart, 75-106, 77+560, 78+

103 (acts and reputation tending to show 244; McNeal v. Rider, 79-153, S1+830_;

the character of an alleged brothel); Graves v. Walter, 93-307, 101+297; Dem

liausman v. Mulheran, 68-48, 70+866 (tes- son v. Sawyer, 95-417, 104+305 ; Rector v.

timony of defendant as to what he paid Anderson, 96-123. 104-+884; Johnson‘ v.

for repairs and that the prices paid were Stone, 126+720.

fair and reasonable). '15 Denison v. Sawyer, 95-417, 104+305;

' ‘*0 Paget v. Electrical E. & S. Co., 67-31, McNeal v. Rider, 79-153, 81+830; Potts

69+475 (declarations of a third party as v. Newell, 22-561.

to the time of the execution and accept- 8*! Graves v. Walter, 93-307, 101+297;

nnce of a lease); Mittwer v. Stremel, 69- Theme v. Allen, 72-461, 75+706.

19, 71-+698 (evidence of collateral matters 61 Northness v. Hillestad, 87-304, 91+

-issue as to whether a lease wa for a
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title of the landowner to the crops the

A lease givingraised on the farm.“

cropper must account for all the crops

the tenant a right to cut and haul off

wood and requiring him to destroy weeds has been construed.” Cases are

cited below in which farm contracts are involved incidentally."'

5485. As chattel mortgages—The contract may
be so far a chattel mort

gage as to require its filing as such," or as to be void within the statute against

mortgaging future crops."2

 

LAND WARRANT—See Public Lands, 7865.

LAPSED DEVISES—See Wills, 10291, 10292.

LAPSED LEGACIES—-See Wills, 10291, 10292.

LARCENY

Cross-References

See Embezzlement; False Prctcnces.

5486. Different forms-—The Penal Code abolished all prior forms of larceny

and enacted one general provision for all forms including embezzlement. ob—

taining property by false pretenses, and
felonious breach of trust-ofiences

which had hitherto been treated separately and required different forms of

indictment and different proof on the trial."
These distinctions remain.

There being, under R. L. 1905 § 5078, several distinct acts or ways by which

a person may commit or be guilty of larceny, some of which were not larceny

at common law, an indictment under that section should charge the act con

stituting the larceny so as to inform the accused in which one of these difierent

ways he is charged with having committed the offence. An indictment for

larceny in the common form is insuflicient to charge embezzlement or obtaining

money under false pretences,“ but an indictment which is sufiicient to charge

the latter offences is not vitiated by unnecessary allegations appropriate to an

indictment for larceny."5
The word “defraud” as used in this section applies

to the second subdivision as well as the first."6
The effect of the Code is to

do away with the necessity of a trespass, which was an essential element of

every larceny at common law.’1

5487. Simple larceny—Nature and elements of offence-—An intent to de

prive or defraud the true
owner of his property, or of the use and benefit

thereof,_or to appropriate the same to the use of the taker or of some other

person, is-an essential element of the crime of larceny." It is unnecessary that

See Robina v. Little, 88-122, 92+

2Zl_Avery v. Stewart, 75-106, 77+560, 78+

9fl1!:;'Pru(lochl v. Randall, 108-185, 121+

‘'0 Smith v. Roberts, 43-342, 46+336;

Cummings v. Newell, 86-130, 90+311;

Mueller v. Olson, 90-416, 97+115; Flour

C1ty Nat. Bank v. Bayer, 89-180, 94+557;

Somerdorf v. Schliep, 43-150, 44+1084;

Engler v. Schneider, 66-388, 69+-139;

Bowe v. Hyland, 44-88, 46+142; Chad

bourn v. Rahilly, 34-346, 25+633.

Neal \'. Rider, 79-153, 81+830; Agne v.

Skewis, 98-32, 107+415.

T2 Ward v. Rippe, 93-36, 100+386.

13 State v. Kortgaard, 62-7, 64+51; State

v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692. See State v.

Rieger, 59-151, 60+1087.

'14 State v. Henn, 39-464, 40+564; State

v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692; State v. Com

rings, 54-359, 56+50; State v. Farrington,

59-147, 60+1088.

"5 State v. Comings, 54-359, 56+50.

16 State v. Southall, 77-296, 79+1O07.

"1 Wriglit v. Larson, 51-321, 53+712; Mc

‘'7 State v. Rieger, 59-151, 60+-1087.

§ 5490.

7“ State v. Miller, 103-24, 114+88.

See
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the property be taken with intent to convert it to the use of the party taking

it. It is sufficient that it is taken with the felonious intent to convert it to the

use of a person other than the owner." It must be taken from the possession,

actual or constructive, of the owner and without his consent."0 A taking from

a servant may be larceny though fire servant consents to the taking, the

servant having the custody as distinguished from the possession of the property.

A person may be guilty of simple larceny by obtaining property through one

whose relations to the owner are such as to make him guilty of embezzling.‘31

A larceny at common law necessarily involves a trespass."2 The taking must

always be animo furandi.as It is the general rule that the intent to steal and

the act of taking and carrying away must concur, but it is suflicient if the

intent is ‘formed at the time of carrying away.“

5488. What may be the subject of 1arceny—Lost proper-ty—Illurnjnating

gas,“ money given in change,“ or a receipted voucher," may be the subject

of larceny. Unsigned railway passes are not subjects of larceny under G. S.

1694 § 6718 (R. L. 1905 § 5084) ." One who finds lost property under circum

stances which give him knowledge or means of inquiry as to the true owner

and who appropriates it to his own use, or to the use of another not entitled

thereto, without first making reasonable efforts to find the owner and restore

it to him is guilty of larceny."9

5489. Attempt to commit—What constitutes—An attempt to commit

the crime of larceny is an overt act or acts done with intent to deprive the

true owner of his property, or of the use and benefit thereof, or to appropriate

the same to the use of the taker, and tending to effect the commission of the

crime, but failing to accomplish it.”°

5490. Indictment for simple 1arceny—Since, under the Penal Code, there

are several distinct acts or ways by which a person may commit, or be guilty

of larceny, an indictment must charge the act constituting the alleged larceny

so as to advise the accused in which one of these different ways he is charged

with having committed the crime.‘H It must state the name of the owner

of the property and from whom it was taken."2 It is unnecessary to give the

name of the owner of the building from which the property is taken, if the

building is fully described.‘13 It is unnecessary to allege that the taking was

in the daytime.“ The intent to deprive the true owner of the property must

be alleged, but when it is explicitly charged that the accused feloniously took,

stole, and carried away personalty from another person alleged to be the owner.

the intent to deprive the true owner thereof is sut'ficicntly alleged.95 The tak

ing from the possession of the true owner must be alleged, but it may be done

by the use of the word “take.” This word has a definite and well understood

signification in connection with the offence of larceny and implies a trespass :

and the averment, “did wrongfully and feloniously take, steal, and carry away,"

"State v. Wellman, 34-221, 25+395. 8" State v. Scanlan, 89-244, 94+686.

8" State v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692. “E State 1'. Musgang, 51-556, 53+874.

81State v. McCartey, 17-76(54). F") R. L. 1905 § 5086; State v. Hoshaw,

32 State v. McCartey, 17-76(54); State 89-307, 944873; State v. Boyd, 36-538.

v. Anderson, 25-66; State v. Friend, 47- 32+780; State v. Levy, 23-104. I

449, 501-692; State v. Farrington, 59-147, 90 State v. Miller, 103-24, 114-+88 (111

60+1088. See State v. Rieger, 59-151, 60+ dictment held sulfiment).

1087. 91 State v. Henn, 39-464, 40+564; State

88 State v. Weleh, 21-22; State v. Ander- v. Farrington, 59-147, 604-1088. F

5011, 25-66; State v. Fisher, 38-378, 37+ 92 State v. Nelson, 79-373, 82+67-1; State

943- v. Blakeley, 83-432, 86+419.

5‘ State v. Anderson, 25-66. W State v. Minck, 94-50, 102+207.

*5 State v. Wcllman, 34-22], 25+395. 94 State v. Scanlan, 89-244, 94+686.

3“ State v. Anderson. 25-66. 95 State v. Hackett, 47-425, 50|»472.
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involves the possession, and the wrongful taking of the property from the

actual or constructive possession, of the owner, general or special, and without

his consent.M The property stolen must be described with sulticient oer-taint),r

to enable the court to determine that it is subject to larceny as charged and to

pronounce judgment on conviction, to enable the accused to prepare for trial,

and to render the judgment an etfective bar to a subsequent prosecution for the

same otlence.M But when it is impossible for the jury to ascertain a particular

description, it is sufficient to give a general description and add “that a more

particular description of the articles is unknown to the grand jury.” Such an

allegation is not traversable."8 A description which is well known and in

common use is sufiieient.°” Cases are cited below involving the snfliciency of

the description of various forms of property.1 Whether it is necessary to state

the value of the property is an open question.2 An indictment for petit larceny

is not vitiated by the use of the word “feloniously.”3 An indictment good at

common law for larceny is good under the statute for simple larceny.‘ An

indictment charging the accused “of the crime of burglary, committed as fol

lows,” but stating facts constituting the crime of simple larceny, has been

held sufiicient for the latter offence.“ An indictment has been held sutficiently

direct and specific.“

5491. Indictment for larceny by trustee under R. L. 1905 § 5088—A com

mon-law form of indictment is insuiiieient under this section. It must be

special and allege all the facts necessaryy to constitute the offence.7

5492. Indictment for stealing railway tickets-—An indictment under G. S.

1878 c. 95 § 26, for stealing railway tickets, has been held sufficiently definite

as to the description of the tickets. The statute was framed to meet, inter alia.

the case of an appropriation of tickets which had been sold by a railway

company to a passenger and taken up by a conductor, so as again to become

the property of the company by which they were issued, but which, instead of

being returned to the proper depositary, were otherwise disposed of by the

conductor or some other person with a larcenons intent.lg

5493. Indictment for stealing warehouse receipts-An indictment has

been held sulticient though it did not allege that the company had legal

authority under its charter to issue the receipts."

5494. Claim of title—It is provided by statute that "upon an indictment for

larceny it shall be a sutlicient defence that the property was appropriated openly

and avowedly, under a claim of title preferred in good faith, even though the

claim be untenable, But this shall not excuse the retention of the property of

another to offset or pay demands held against him.” 1"

9" State v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692.

97 State v. Hinckley, 4—345(261); State

v. Anderson, 25-66; State v. O'Connor.

38-243, 36+462; State v. Qnackenbnsh,

98-515, 108+953.

‘*8 State v. Hinckloy, 4-345(261); State

v. Taunt, 16-109(99); State v. Beebe.

17-2-41(218); State v. Quackenbnsh, 98

515, 108-+953.

462 (contracts-—evidcnees of debt); State

v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692 (mare); State

v. Scanlan, 89-244, 94+686 (receipted

voucher); State v. Quackenbush, 98-515,

108-+953 (money).

1 See State v. Anderson, 25-66; State v.

Friend, 47-449, 50+692.

-“State v. Hogard, 12-293(191).

99 State v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692.

‘State v. Hinckley, 4—345(261) (coin—

hank bills); State v. Taunt, 16-109(99)

(treasury and bank notes) ; State v. Beebe,

17-241 (218) (id.); State v. Anderson, 25

66 (lawfnl money of the United States);

State v. Brin, 30-522, 16+-106 (railway

hckets); State v. O’Connor, 38-243, 361

4 State v. Friend, 47-449, 50+692.

5State V. Coon, 18—518(464),

“ State v. King, 88-175, 92+965.

7 State v. Farrington, 59-147, 604-1088.

8State v. Brin, 30-522, 16+406.

"State v. Loomis, 27-521, 8-l-758.

1° R. L. 1905 § 5091; State v. Colwell, 43

378, 45+847; State v. Brame, 61-101, 63+

250.
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5495. Variance—(‘/ascs are cited below involving the effect of variances.ll

5496. Possession of stolen

accused is evidence of his guilt.

case.

go0ds—Possession of the stolen goods by the

Its force depends on the facts of the particular

It does not raise a legal presumption of guilt, but is simply an item of

evidence from which the jury may infer guilt.12

5497. Evidence--Admissibi1ity—-Guses are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.13

5498. Evidence-—Sufficiency—Cases are cited below holding evidence suf

ficient “ or insutficient 1“ to warrant a conviction.

5499. Verdict—Where an indictment alleges the value of the several articles

stolen, a verdict of “guilty” is a finding

them and that their several values were as alleged."

that the accused stole every one of

A verdict of “guilty of

grand larceny” without specifying the value of the articles stolen has been

held insuflicient.1T

5500. Conviction of lesser offence-—Upon a charge of larceny from the per

son a conviction may be had for simple larceny.“

LARD—See Food, 3779.

LATENT AND PATENT AMBIGUITIES-—See Evidence, 3406; Wills,

10262.

LATENT EQUITIES—Sec Assignments, 572.

LATERAL SUPPORT—See Adjoining Landowners, 96; Eminent Do

main, 3042; Highways, 4187 ; Municipal Corporations, 6637.

LAW-—Law is the sum of the rules administered by courts of justice.“

The main sources of law are statutes, judicial precedents, opinions of experts.

ll State v. Beebe, 17-241 (218) (held not

a variance as to the character of money

stolen); State v. Blakeley, 83-432, 86+419

(variance in name of prosecuting witness

held not fatal on a motion in arrest of

judgment); State v. Whitman, 103-92,

114-H363 (accessory before the fact-held

not a material variance as to ownership

of the property stolen or of the building

from which it was taken).

12 State v. Miller, 10—313(246); State v.

Hogard, 12-293(191); State v. Johnson,

33-34. 21+843; State v. Miller, 45-521,

48+-101; State v. Hoshaw, 89-307, 94+873.

13 Hoberg v. State, 3-262(181) (evidence

that accused had committed another dis

tinct larceny held inadmissible); State v.

Hogard, 12—293(191) (evidence of the

finding of 9. jury in a civil action as to the

ownership of the property held inadmis

sib'e-evidence of admissions of the ac

cused as to the ownership of the property

held admissible); State v. Palmer, 79-428,

82+685 (on a charge of stealing a pocket

book evidence that a person who had re

turned the pocketbook to the owner was

the attorney of the defendant and had

withdrawn his defence held inadmissible);

State v. King, 88-175, 92=965 (on a charge

of being an accessory after the fact to the

stealing of a diamond circumstantial evi

dence held admissible).

14 State v. Johnson, 33-34, 21+S43; State

v. Wellman, 3-1-221, 25+395; State v. Sum

mers, 38-324, 37+-151; State v. Colwell,

43-378, 454847; State v. Miller, 45-521,

48+-101; State v. Floyd, 61-467, 63-+1096;

State v. Berndgen, 75-38, 77+408; State

v. Brooks, 84-276, 87+779; State v. King,

88-175, 92{-965; State v. Minck, 94-50,

102+207.

16 State v. Miller, 10—313(2-46).

16 State v. Colwell, 43-378, 45-+847.

"State v. Coon, 18—518(464).

18 State v. Eno, 8—220(190).

19 Pollock and Maitland, History of Eng

lish Law, Introduction; Thayer, Ev. 192

(thosc ru'es which courts of justice apply

and enforce); Gray, Nature and Sources

of Law, § 191 (the rules which the courts

lay down for the determination of legal

rights and duties); Holland, Jurispru

dence (10 ed.), c. 3 (a general rule of ex

ternal human action enforced by a sover

eign political authority); Pollock, Juris

prudence (2 ed.). c. 1; Snlmond, Juris

prudence, 9 (the law consists of the rules

recognized and acted on in courts of jus

tice); Dillon, Laws and Jurisprudence of

England and America, c. 1; 21 Harv. L.

Rev. 120. See Mason v. Callender, 2-350

(302, 306) (a rule of law is, from the

very nature of the case, exclusive and in

dependent of agreements); Sanhoru v.

Rice County, 9-273(258, 263) (a law is :1

rule of conduct); Blake v. Winona etc.

Ry., 19—4]8(3fi2, 372) (id.); Walter v.

Greenwood, 29-87, 12+145 (law includes

both statute and common law); Citizens‘

State Bank v. Bonnes, S3-1, 85+71S (l:l\\'
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custom, reason, and considerations of ju
stice, convenience, and public policy.20

Courts must find a solution, with or without authority, for every case that

comes before them, and general considerations of justice and convenience must

be relied on in default of positive authority.
There is no reason why they

should not be openly invoked, for the alternative method of pretending to fol

low authority where there is really none is now discredited.21

make law in the sense of formulating and declaring it,22 but they make it

incidentally in the process of deciding cases.

the courts.a result of the decision of cases by

is also true of so-called statutory law.

but sources of law.
The idea of law as an entity

existing independent of judicial decisions-that judicial decisions are not law,

but merely evidence of the law—still finds expression in the cases, but it is

no longer entertained by competent legal scholars.“

 

LAW AND FACT—See (‘riminal Law, 2477; Trial, 9707.

LAW BOOKS—See Trial, 9799.

LAWFUL MONEY—-See note 24.

and Notes.LAW MERCHANT——See Bills

LAW OF CASE—See Appeal and Error, 398, 404, 454; Trial. 9792.

LAW OF NATIONS-—See International Law.

LAW OF NATURE-—See Law.

LAW OF ROAD—-See Highways, 4163.

LAW OF THE LAND—See Constitutional Law, 1637.

LEADING
QUESTIONS-—See Appeal and Error, 399 ; Witnesses, 10317.

LEASEHOLD ESTATES-—See Landlord and Tenant.

LEASES—See Landlord and Tenant, 5382; Navigable Waters, 6967;

Tenancy in Common, 9606, 9608.

LEGACIES—See Wills, 10275.

LEGAL AND EQUITABLE ACTIONS-—See Action, 95.

LEGAL TENDER—See Tender.

LEGISLATIVE ]OURNALS—See Evidence, 3454; State, 8841; Stal

utes, 8897, 8963.

LEGISLATIVE POWER-—See Constitutional Law, 1602.

LEGISLATURE—Scc New Trial, 7072; State, 8832.

LEGITIMACY—Scc Bastardy, 844; Marriage, 5793.

LEGITIMATION—Sce Bastardy.

LETTERPRESS COPIES—-Sec Evidence, 3279.

LETTERS—See Evidence, 3363.

Courts do not

Law, at least the common law, is

And in a very real sense this

In a strict sense statutes are not law

or metaphysical abstraction

distinguished from an administrative rule

or order); Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86

140, 148, 90+378 (law includes both stat

ute and common law).

20 Gray, Nature and Sources of Law,

§ 274; Markby, Elements of Law, c. 2;

Salmond, Jurisprudence, 117; 21 Harv. L.

Rev. 120. See, as to reason and the law of

nature or natural law as sources of law,

Pollock, Expansion of Common Law, 107;

Bryce, Studies in History and Jurispru

dence, 556. Sec, as to public po‘icy as a

source of law, Holmes, Common Law, 35.

1;1)Pollock, Expansion of Common Law,

2'-’ Johnson v. Harrison, 47-575, 579, 50+

923; Salmond, Jurisprudence, 175. Judges

are indeed bound to find some rule for de

ciding every case that comes before them,

but they must do it without contradicting

established principles, and in conformity

with the reasons on which previous de

cisions were founded. They may supple

ment and enlarge the law as they find it,

or rather they must do so from time to

time, as the novelty of questions coming

before them may require; but they must

not reverse what has been settled. Only

express legislation can do that. Pollock,

Expansion of Common Law, 49.

23 Gray, Nature and Sources of Law.

24 State v. Quackenbush, 98-515, 520, 103+

953.
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LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION—See Executors and Administra

tors, 3561. _

LETTERS PATENT—-See Evidence, 3356.

LETTERS TESTAMENTARY—See Execntors and Administrators,

3564.

LEVEE-See note 25.

LEVY—See Attachment; Execution.

LIABILITY—See note 26.

25 St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 63+ 2'1 Crowell v. N. W. etc. Co., 99-214, 219,

267, 65+649, 68+458; Sanborn V. Van 108+962.

Duyne, 90-215, 96+41; Betcher v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 124-+1096.



LIBEL AND SLANDER

IN GENERAL

Definitions, 5501.

Distinction between libel and slander, 5502.

Who liable, 5503.

Application of words to plaintiff, 5504.

Intcntion——Good faith, 5505.

Malice, 5506.

Publication, 5507.

Damage essential, 5508.

WHAT ACTIONABLE

Classification of words, 5509.

Construction of language, 5510.‘

Actionable words not used in actionable

sense, 5511.

Words apparently innocent actionable by

averment, 5512.

Pecuniary damage, 5513.

Spoken words imputing a crime, 5514.

Words held actionable per so as charging a

crime, 5515.

Words held not actionable per so as charg

ing a crime, 5516.

Words tending to bring one into hatred,

contempt, or ridicule, 5517.

Defamation in relation to business—In

general, 5518.

Defamation of business men, 5519.

Defamation of professional men, 5520.

Defamation of public oflicer, 5521.

Republication after verdict, 5522.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

Legislative proceedings, 5523.

Judicial proceedings, 5524.

Criticism of candidates for oflice and public

and public olficers, 5525.

Statements made in the discharge of duty,

5526.

Reports to commercial agency, 5527.

Publication of news by newspaper, 5528.

Matter held privileged, 5529. '

Matter held not privileged, 5530.

JUSTIFICATION AND MITIGATION

Just_ification—‘The truth as a defence, 5531.

Mitigation of damages, 5532.

Cross -References

Sec (‘riminnl Low, 2477; Limitation of Actions, 5655.

IN GENERAL

5501. Definitions--A libel is a malicious publication, expressed in print,

writing, or by signs, tendmg to injure the reputation of another, and expose

him to public hatred, contempt, or 1-idicule.” A defamatory publication is

RETRACTION BY NEWSPAPER

Constitutionality of act, 5533.

Requisites of retraction, 5534.

Service of notice, 5535.

What constitutes good faith, 5536.

Damages, 5537.

SLANDER OF PROPERTY OR TITLE

in general, 5538.

ACTIONS

Inducement—Colloquium——Innuendo, 5539.

Alleging good reputation of plaintifi, 5540.

Alleging jurisdiction of oflicer, 5541.

Setting out defamatory matter, 5542.

Uniting several libels, 5543.

Alleging a charge of crime, 5544.

Application of words to plaintilf, 5545.

Alleging publication, 5546.

Allcging publication by defendant, 5547.

Alleging falsity and malice, 5548.

Alleging service of notice, 5549.

Al'eging damages, 5550.

Alleging matter in mitigation, 5551.

Alleging privilege, 5552.

Alleging justification, 5553.

Variance, 5554.
Evidence——Admissibili'ty—In general, 5555.

Evidence to prove application to plaintifi,

5556.

Evidence to prove publication, 5557.

Evidence as to the meaning of the lan

guage used, 5558.

Burden of proof, 5559.

Law and fact in actions for libel, 5560.

Law and fact in actions for slander, 5561.

Evidenccbsufiiciency, 5562.

Exemplary damages—Evidenee to justify,

5563.

Excessive damages, 5564.

CRIMINAL LIABILITY

What constitutes criminal libel, 5565.

Libel of two or more one oifence, 5566.

Justification, 5567.

Law and fact, 5568.

Burden of proof, 5569.

Evidence-—Sufliciency, 5570.

'-"I Smith v. Coe, 22-276. See also, Wilkes

v. Slnclrls, 62-426, 64+921. Bentham sar

cashcally defined a libel as anything of

which any one thinks proper to complain.

McDermott v. Union Credit Co., 76-84, 78+

967, 79+673.
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one which is false, and calculated to bring the person dcfamed into disrepute,

but it is not necessarily malicious.28 Slander is defamation without legal

excuse published orally by words spoken, being the object of the sense of hear

ing.29 The term “actionable per se” means actionable without allegation or

proof of damages.so The word “character” in this connection means reputa

tion.”1

5502. Distinction between libel and slander—Publications calculated to

expose one to public contempt, hatred, or ridicule, are actionable without an

allegation of special damages; while spoken words of the same import are not.82

5503. Who 1iab1e—A corporation may be liable even where actual malice

is essential.‘m Prior to Laws 1897 c. 10, it was held that a husband was lia

ble for slanderous words uttered by his wife, though he was not present and

did not participate therein in any way.“ One partner in a firm of furniture

dealers has been held not liable for a libel published by another partner, or a

servant of the firm, by placing a placard on a piece of furniture, the property

of the firm, offering it for sale.35 Where one authorizes an item to be in

serted in a newspaper without directing in what part of it, he is responsible

for the insertion in any part in which the publisher of the paper may place it.

Where one publishes a libel in a newspaper, and without his knowledge, a

third person cuts the libel from the paper and sends it to another person, the

first is responsible for its being so sent, if the sending it was a natural c011

sequence of its publication in the newspaper, of which the jury are to judge.an

Where a libel is published in the name of a person, but without his authority,

or previous knowledge, his subsequent neglect to disavow it, his mere silence.

will not render him liable.“ A principal is liable for defamation committed

by his agent in the line of his duty.“

5504. Application of words to plaintiPf—The application of the words to

the plaintiff is an essential element of the wrong.“ Where the language of

an alleged libel is in itself so vague and uncertain that it could not be intended

to have been used in reference to any particular person or persons it is not

actionable. Where the words amount to a libelous charge against some per

son, but it is left uncertain as to the application thereof to the plaintiff, such

application may be shown by proof of extrinsic facts.“0 It is suflicient if the

article contains a reference to matters of description or to facts and circum

stances from which the readers may infer that the plaintifi was intended.

though he is not mentioned by name.“

5505. Intention—Good faith—It is immaterial what meaning the defend

ant intended to convey. The language must speak for itself in the light of

the circumstances. It is no defence that the defendant did not intend to

convey a defamatory meaning,‘2 or that he was speaking in jest," or that he

28 Marks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678. M Woodling v. Knickerbocker, 31-268,

3;98Fl'€(1l'lcl{S0l1 v. Johnson, 60-337, 62+

73%-Pratt v. Pioneer P. 00., 35-251, 28+

i1'Lydim-d v. Daily News Co.. 124+9s5.

32 Holston v. Boyle, 46-432. 49+203;

Byram v. Aiken, 65-87, 67+807; Richmond

v. _Post, 69-457, 72-P704: McDerznott v.

Umon c. Co., 76-84, 78+967, 79+673.

83 Aldnch v. Press P. Co., 9—133(123);

!1”8e5terson v. W. U. Tel. 00., 75—368, 77+

Qfi142Pett-Morgan v. Kennedy, 62-348, 64+

17+387.

N Zier v. Hofflin, 33-66, 21+862.

5’! Simmons v. Holster, 13—249(232).

9QEPetcrson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 75-368, 77+

59 Sec § 5545.

~10 Pctsch v. Dispatch P. 00., 40-291, 41+

1034.

*1 Drcsscl v. Shipman, 57-23, 58+684.

4'1 Shull v. Raymond, 23-66; Gribble v.

Pioneer P. Co., 37-277, 34-+30; Davis v.

Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512; Quist v. Kiichli,

92-160, 99+642; Harms V. Proehl, 104-303,

116+5B7.

41"$hull v. Raymond, 23-66.

ll-1S
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in good faith believed the charge to be true.“ The fact that other charges

against the plaintiff by the defendant were allowed to go unchallenged is no

defence.45 The fact that a third party had libeled the defendant is no de

fence.“ It is a defence that the words were not spoken and understood in a

defamatory sense, though in their natural significance they are actionable

er so."
P 5506. Malice—When words are actionable per se, and are not privileged,

a recovery may be had without proof of malice, that is, malice is not an ele

ment of the wrong.“ It is commonly said in such cases that malice is im

plied.“ Proof of actual malice, however, is admissible in such cases to jus

tify exemplary damages; 5" and proof of the want of actual malice is admis

sible in mitigation of damages.51 When communications are privileged there

can be no recovery except on proof of actual malice."2 Actual malice con

sists of improper or unjustifiable motives.58

5507. Publication—A transmission of a written message by telegraph has

been held to constitute a publication.“ Words uttered to the plaintiff at his

request and heard by no one else have been held not published."5 It is not a

publication when the words used are only communicated to the person de

famed.“ Defendant wrote a libelous letter of and concerning plaintiff, and

mailed it, properly addressed, to the p'laintifi’s wife. Plaintiff received the

letter from the postal authorities, opened and read a few lines on the back

thereof written to himself personally, and then handed it to his wife. Plain

tiff and his wife then read the letter together, or practically at the same time.

This was held a publication by defendant.57

5508. Damage essentia1—It is not every false charge against an indi

vidual, though reduced to writing and maliciously published, that will sustain

an action for damages. It must appear that the plaintiff has sustained some

special loss or damage, following as the necessary or natural and proximate

consequence of the publication, or the nature of the charge itself must be such

that the court can legally presume that the party has been injured in his

reputation or business, or in his social relations, or has been subjected to pub

lic scandal, scorn, or ridicule, in consequence of the publication.“ The gist

of an action for libel is the damage occasioned to the reputation or general

character of the party defamed.“

VVIIAT ACTIONABLE

5509. Classification of words—Words may be divided into three classes:

( 1) those that cannot possibly bear a defamatory meaning; (2) those that are

+1 Shall v. Raymond, 23-66; Allen v. Pio

necr P. Co., 40-117, 41+936.

*5 Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512.

4° Dressel v. Shipman, 57-23, 58+684.

'-1 McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(398).

*8 Sharpe v. Larson, 67-428, ‘70+1, 554;

Marks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678. Malice is

sometimes said to be of the gist of the ac

Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 41+

4" McCarty \'. Barrett, 12—494(398);

Simmons v. Holster, 13-249(232); Moore

v: Dispatch P. Co., S7-450, 92+396; Ald

nch v. Press P. 00., 9-133(123) ; Jacobs

v. Cater, 87-448, 92+397 ; Pratt v. Pioneer

P. Co., 32-217, 18+836, 20+87; Burch v.

Bernard, 107-210, 120+33.

5° See § 5563.

-"1 See § 5532.

5'-' Vlarks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678; Heb~

ner v. G. N. Ry., 78-289, 80+1128; Sim

mons v. Holster, 13-249(232) ; Aldrich v.

Press I’. Co., 9—133(123).

9:3-‘Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 41+

M Peterson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 72-41, 74+

1022.

3g-Zglrish-Am. Bank v. Bader, 59-329, 61+

3{-:gFredrickson v. Johnson, 60-337, 62+

5'! Kramer v. Perkins, 102-455, 11314062.

58 Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 40-101, 41+

457; McDermott v. Union G. Co., 76-84,

88, 78+967, 79+673; Herringer v. Ingberg,

91-71, 974460.

~’-1‘ Lydiard v. Daily News Co., 124-I-985.
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language?“ The head-lines to an article are to be considered.“a Where

only a portion of an article referred to the plaintiff, it was held proper to

consider the whole.M It is immaterial what meaning the defendant intended

to convey. The language must speak for itself in the light of the circum

stances.“ dtnesses cannot testify as to the meaning which they understood

In determining whether part of_ an article is libelous it is proper to read the

5514. Spoken words imputing a crime—Spoken words are not actionable

per se unless they charge the commission of a crime." It has been laid down

broadly that words imputing the commission of any indictable offence are

actionable per se.'“ But it has been suggested that this rule may need quali

are actionable per se,’6 whether indictable or not,77 and whether the offence

constitutes a felony or a mere n1isdemean0r.” It is unnecessary that the

punishment should be by imprisonment or “infamous ;” it is sufficient if it

‘_‘° Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 80-41, 14+62; ‘"1 McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(398). '

Zlr-r V. Hofliin, 33-66, 214-862. 71 Glatz V. Thein. 47-278, 50+127;

"1 Stewart v. Wilson, 23-449; Herringer Schmidt v. Witherick, 29-156, l2+4-18;

V; Ingberg, 91-71, 97+460; Tawney v Zicr v. Hofliin, 33-66, 21+862. Sec cases

Svnonson, 109-341 124+229,- Sweaas v. under § 5539.

Evenson, 125+272. , 72 Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 35-251, 28+

"2 §tr0ebel v. Whitney, 31-384, 18+98,' 708. .

Dans v. Hamilton, 85-209, 88+744. "1 Schaefer v. Schoenborn, 101-67, 111+

"3 Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615; 843.

Pratt V. Pioneer P. Co., 30-41, 141-62; 7-‘St. Martin v. Desnoycr. 1—156(131),'

Craig v- Warren, 99-246. 1o9+2a1. ‘Vest v. Ham-ahan, 2s-ass, 10+-115; Pett

'" State v. Shinnman, 83-441, 86+43l. Morgan v. Kennedy, 62-348, 64+912.

“Quiet v. Kiichli, 92-160, 99+642. 15 Pett~M0rgfln v. I<vun@d.v. 62—348, 64+

M Gribble v. Pioneer P. Co., 37-277, 341- 912.

30- "lRcitan \'. Goebel, 33-151, 22+291;
" Blethen v. Stewart, 41-205, 42+932. Burch \'. Bernard, 107-210. 120+33.

"5 Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 30-41, 14+62; 17 Reitnu V. Goebel, 33-151. 22+291.

Tawney V. Simonson, 109-341, 124+229. TB Earle \'. Johnson. BI-472, 84+382.

2;;Tawney v. Simonson, 109-341, 124+
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is by fine or irnprisonment.” It is unnecessary that the language used, in

order to be slanderous, should be so spoken as, if true, to expose the person

concerning whom it is uttered to a criminal prosecution. That is one of the

tests by which to determine whether it constitutes a good cause of action, but

it is not the only one. The other is that it imputes to a person a species of

misconduct to which the law attaches a criminal punishment, and that thereby

he is subjected to obloquy and social degradation and disrepute.“ It is un

necessary that the words should carry upon their face an open and direct im

putation of crime. They need not necessarily bear a criminal import. If, in

their ordinary acceptation, they would naturally and presumably be under

stood, in the connection and under' the circumstances in which they were

used, as imputing a charge of crime, they are actionable per se.'31 This rule

does not preclude proof that in the connection and under the circumstances

in which they were used the words did not convey the meaning which they

presumptively bear on their face.“2 It is unnecessary that the words should

cover all the legal elements of a crime,83 or that a crime should actually l1ave

been committed.“ It is wholly immaterial that, according to the lexi

cographers, the words used, when taken by themselves and independently, do

not impute crime. All that was said, and the connection and circumstances,

are to be considered.“5

5515. Words held actionable per se as charging a crime—-“You have

stolen my belt ;” 86 a publication stating that certain property has been stolen

and that “the thief is believed to be one W. H. S. ;” '" charging fornication; “8

charging an unmarried female with incontinence; 8“ a publication stating that

a person had “disappeared with some of his employer’s funds, and the police

have been notified ;” °° a publication charging the counterfeiting a patent

medicine ;“1 charging drunkenness;" charging the burning of property to

obtain insurance;"3 charging an appraiser of i'raud;‘“ "You get out of here.

You came in here to see what you could find to steal ;” 9“ charging the foreman

of a grand jury of demanding a bribe; 9° charging a servant with obtaining a

“rake-off” on purchases made by him for his master; “" charging a person with

being a “robber” and a “thief ;” ‘*8 charging a person with having stolen or

embezzled money; 9‘ charging a woman with having “worked” a man; 1 charg

ing a woman with running a brothel.2

"9 Reitan v. Goebel, 33-151, 22+291.

W Laury v. Evans, 87-396, 92+224.

81Stroebel v. Whitney, 31-384, 18+98;

Richmond v. Post, 69-457, 72+-704; Martin

v. Paine, 69-482, 72+-150; Schmidt v.

Witherick, 29-156, 12+4-18; Radke v.

Kolbc. 79-440, B2+977; Nord v. Gray, 80

143. 82+1082; Johnson v. Force, 80-315,

83+182; State v. Shippman, 83-441, 86+

431; Laury v. Evans, 87-396. 92+224;

Reitan v. Goebel, 33-151, 22+291; Quist

v. Kizichli, 92-160, 99+642; Mallory v.

Pioneer P. 00., 34-521, 26+904; Simmons

v. Holster, 13-249(232); Landon v. Wat

kins, 61-137, 63+615; Earle v. Johnson,

81-472, 84-+332; Schaefer v. Sehoenborn,

101-67, 111+s-13.

B2 Stroebel v. Whitney, 31-384, 18+98;

McCarty v. Barrett. 12-494(398).

5" State v. Shippman, 83-441, 86+431;

West v. Hanrahan, 28-385, 10+415.

84 West v. Hanrahan, 28-385, 10+415.

'15 Johnson v. Force, 80-315, 83+182.

8“ St. Martin v. Desnoyer, 1-156(131).

1" Simmons v. Holster, 13-249(232).

88 Stroebel v. Whitney, 31-384, 18+98.

9° Reitan v. Goebel, 33-151, 22+291; John

son v. Force, 80-315, 83+182; Jacobs v.

Cater, s7-44s, 92+397.

9° Mallory v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+

904.

91 Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615.

"2 Pett-Morgan v. Kennedy, 62-348, 64+

912.

"3 West v. Hanrahan, 28-385, 10+415;

Larson v. Krostue, 125+262.

94 Earle v. Johnson, 81-472, 84+332.

M Laury v. Evans, 87-396, 92+224.

M Quist v. Kiichli, 92-160, 99+642.

n‘I Nord v. Gray, 80-143, 82+1082.

99 Fredrickson v. Johnson, 60-337, 62+

388.

90 Glatz v. Thein, 47-278, 50+127.

1Schaefer v. Sehoenborn, 101-67, 111*

S43.

2Burch v. Bernard, 107-210, 120+33.
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5516. Words held not actionable per se as charging a crime—Words

charging the plaintiff with having “robbed” a city; 3 charging the stealing of

‘otters and using them for purposes of extortion; ‘ the publication of an an—

swer in an action, with comments thereon; 5 “he has sworn falsely in the case

with my brother ;” 6 charging the keeping of a house of prostitution; 7 “Mr.

R. had to work awful hard on the section every day, and his woman went some

nights with other men folks ;” ‘‘ charging a candidate for the position of county

auditor with having pledged himself to give his support to certain persons in

a contest for a change of county seat.9

5517. Words tending to bring one into hatred, contempt, or ridicule

Written or printed words are actionable per se when they tend to blacken the

memory of one who is dead, or to injure the reputation of one who is alive,

and thereby expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule, degrade him

in society. lessen him in public esteem, or lower him in the confidence of the

community, even though the words do not impute to him criminality or im

morality.1° In this regard the law of libel differs from the law of slander.u

All disconnnendator_v written or printed language is not actionable per se,

but only such as would naturally cause appreciable injury.12 The law of libel

cannot be invoked to redress every breach of good morals or good manners.“

It is impossible to mark out the exact line of cleavage between what is and

what is not actionable per se. The courts have, for practical reasons and con

siderations of public policy, to draw the line somewhere, and this has often

to be done by a gradual process of exclusion and inclusion, depending upon

the particular facts of each case as it arises.“ It has been held actionable

per se to publish that a person is a dead-beat; 1“ that a person used indecent

language in the presence of women; 1° that persons “will burn their old log

houses and gull the insurance companies out of enough to build palatial man

.~=ions;” " that a person is “a dangerous, able and seditious agitator ;” ‘B that

“one of the B. M. U.’s occupied a pulpit in a local church on Sunday night.

Saturday he was engaged in the endeavor to rob his neighbor, and Monday

returned to his regular avocation of doing the Meehans up, as well as their

friends and sympathizers. This religious hypocrite was the first man to cry

‘boycott ;’ "’ " that a person is “slippery ;” 2° that a candidate for ofliee used

dishonorable means in his campaign; 2‘ that a person is “disreputable” and

maliciously published in a newspaper a false report tending to injure the

credit of the city in which he lived; ‘'2 that a person “wrecked his business and

expended his means in defending himself from prosecutions brought for his

open and persistent violations of the laws of the state ;” 25 that a person has

3 McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(398).

4 Smith v. Coe, 22-276.

5 Stewart v. Wilson, 23-449.

"Schmidt v. Witherick, 29-156, 12+448.

1 Richmond v. Post. 69-457, 72+704.

8Radke v. Kolbe. 79-H0. 82+977.

‘' Sweaas v. Evenson. 125+-272.

1° McDermott 17. Union C. Co., 76-84, 78+

967, 79+673; Byram v. Aiken, 65-87, 67r

307; State v. Shippman, 83-441, 86+431;

Davis v. Hnniilton, 85-209. SS+744; Alwin

v. Liesch, 86-281, 90+404; Herringer v.

lngberg, 91-71, 9'/'+460; Craig v. Warren,

332246, 1(l9+231; Cole \'. Millspaugh, 126+

)_ I

ll See § 5502.

11-’ Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 40-101, 41+

457; McDermott v. Union C. Co., 76-84,

T8+967, 79+673; Herringer v. Ingberg, 91

71, 9T+460.

13 Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 40-101, 41+

457.

14 McDermott v. Union C. Co., 76-84, 78+

967, 79+673.

I5 Woodling v. Knickerbocker, 31-268,

17+387. See Zier v. Hofilin, 33-66, 21+

862.

1" Holston v. Boyle, 46-432, 49+203.

1'! Dressel v. Shipman, 57-23, 58+684.

18 Wilkes v. Shields. 62-426, 64+921.

1" Knox v. Meehan. 64-280, 66+1149.

2° Peterson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 65-18, 67+

646.

'11 Byram v. Aiken, 65-87, 67+807.

21’ Trebby v. Transcript P. Co., 74-84,

76+961.

23 Davis v. Hamilton. 85-209. 88+744; Id.,

88-64, 92+512.
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been guilty of dishonest and disreputable conduct of so gross and disgraceful

a character that, if made public, would subject him to public disgrace and

infamy, tl1at he defrauded his partner and caused his failure, and that in con

sequence the wife of his partner was driven insane; 2‘ that an alderman was a

member of a. “city hall ring” conspiring to defeat a city comptroller who stood

in the way of their corrupt schemes; 2‘ that a prosecutrix at the trial of a

criminal charge carried a cocked revolver with the intention of killing the de

fendant, that many expressed doubts of her sanity, that her actions were sus

picious, and that a charge of threatening to kill would probably be placed

against her; 2“ that a person fabricated the story of an assault and robbery for

the purpose of accounting for his wounds received in a row over a woman; 2’

that a person was a “dishonest swindler” and “an irresponsible, unadulterated,

first-class hurnbug and fraud ;” 2“ that the plaintiff was an absconding‘debt

or; 2” that the plaintiff was a “grafter.” 3° ,

5518. Defamation in relation to business-In general—Words are ac

tionable per se which directly tend to the prejudice or injury of any one in his

oflice. profession, trade or business. The injury consists in falsely and mali

ciously charging another with any matter in relation to his particular trade or

vocation which, if true, would render him un\vortlr\' of employment.31

5519. Defamation of business men—It has been held actionable per se

to charge a merchant with using false scales; 8"’ to charge a merchant, banker.

or other person engaged in a pursuit in which credit is essential to success,

with want of credit or responsibility, or insolvency, past, present, or future; 3"

to charge a business man with endeavoring to rob his neighbor and “doing”

people; 3‘ to charge a merchant with imitating a patent medicine and being

engaged in base and dishonest efforts to palm it off on the public as the genuine

article.35

5520. Defamation of professional men--It has been held actionable per se

to charge a lawyer with being a “shyster;” 3° to charge a la\v_\'er with falsely

claiming in court that he had never received a notice of appeal; 3’ to charge a

doctor with negligence in the care of a patient; as to charge an architect with

unfaithfulness and dishonesty; 3” to charge an actor with ungmtlemanly and

discourteous co!1duct.‘° It has been held not actionable per se to charge a

lawyer with removing his ofiice to his house to save expense; “ with being

habitually “slow” in the payment of his personal debts.‘2

5521. Defamation of public ofiicer—Defamation of a person in an ofiice

of profit and relating to him in such ofiice, importing a charge of unfitness.

either in respect of morals or capacity, for the duties of such office. or a want

of integrity, or corruption, culpable neglect or other misconduct therein, is

88-64, 92+-512; Lowry \'. Vezlder, 40-475,

42+542.

‘-14 Alwin v. Liesch, 86-281, 904-404.

lggfetsch \'. Dispatch P. Co., 40-291, 41+

332Moore v. Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+

'17 Gray v. Times N. Co., 74-452, 77+204.

28 Smith v. Stewart, 41-7, 42+595.

1'0 Zier v. lloffiin, 33-66, 21+862.

3° Craig v. Warren, 99-246, 109+231.

31 Williams v. Davenport, 42-393, 44+311;

Knox v. Meehan, 64-280, 66+1149.

4;;Ses State v. Shippman, 83-441, 86+

33 Nowell v. How, 31-235, 17+383; Svend

sen v. State Bank. 64-40, 65+1086; Mar

tin ‘C0. Bank v. Day, 73-195, 754-1115;

Davis v. Hamilton, 85-209, 88+744; I(l.,

-H Knox v. Meehan, 64-280, 66+1149.

37- Landon v. Watkins. 61-137, 63+6l5.

3“ Gribble \'. Pioneer P. Co., 34-342, 25+

710.

R’-‘ Sharpe v. Larson,

ld.. 70-209, 72+961.

1"‘ Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 30-41, 14+6‘-Z:

I(l.. 32-217, 18+836, 20+87; Id., 35-251,

28+708.

311 Dennis v. Johnson, 42-301. 44+68.

4° \\"il1iams v. Davenport. 42-393, 44-+31'L

41 Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 40-101, 41+

457.

4'-’ MeDermott \-. Union C. (‘o.. 76-84, 78+

967, 79+673.

67-428, 70+1, 554;
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It is unnecessary that the person should still hold the

A citizen has the legal right to comment fairly and _with an honest purpose upon the conduct of public officers;

, fair and temperate in tone, will not

A criticism may reasonably beapplied to a public oflicer which would be libelous if applied to a private in

y of a chshonorable act in connection

_It has been held actio
nable

person “purely out

ty attorney with falsely claiming in

f appeal; 5” to charge a countyauditor with dropping railway lands from the tax list; 5‘ to charge an alder

man with being a member of a “city hall ring” conspiring to defeat a city

has been held not privileged.“

responsibility for words used on a proper occasion Wl11('ll are pertinent to any

proper inquiry

privilege to wander from the subject and wantonly assail the character of an

privi

“disappeared with some of his e1nployee’s funds, and the police have been noti

fied,” has been held not privileged.61

de in the course of judicial or legal
It is the general rule that statements

proceedings are privileged.M

48 Gove v. Blethen, 21-80; Sharpe v. Lar

son, 67-428, 70+], 554; '

69-482, 72+450;

36-141, 30+-462; T
341, 124+229.

-H Sharpe v. Larson, 67-428, 70+1. 554.

4“ Wilcox v. Moore. 69-49, 71+917; Her

ringer v. Ingberg, 91-71, 9T+460.

1'“ Wilcox v. Moore, 69-49, 71+-917.

" Gore v. Blethen, 21-80. See also.

Quinn v. Scott, 22-456.

'1-§St0ll v. Houde. 34-193. 25-!-63.

4(45;Lar1-abee v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 36-141. 30+

5° Sharpe v. Larson, 67-428, 70+], 554:

I(l., 70-209, 72-+961.

51 Martin v. Paine, 69-482, 72+-150,

A com

-’-‘-‘ Petsch v. Dispatch P. Co., 40-291, 41+

1034.

W State v. Norton, 109-99, 123+59.

5* Tawney v. Simonson_ 109-341, 124+229.

5-7 Sharpe v. Larson, 70-209, 72+961.

5" Aldrich v. Press P. Co., 9-133(123).

57 Trebby v. Transcript P. Co., 74-84.

T6+961; Wilcox \'. Moore, 69-49, 71+917.

-'-3 Burch v. Bernard, 107-210. 120+33.

-W Sherwood v. Powell, 61-479, 63+1103

(statement in answer held not privileged)‘

Ii" Moore v. Dispatch P. 00., 87-450, 92+

396.

“1 Mallory \'. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+

904.

\‘-3Aldrieb \'. Press P. Co., 9—133(123).

279.
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plaintor otl1er pleading in a civil action, which has never been presented to

the court for its action, is not a judicial proceeding within the rule, anduts

publication, if it contains libelous matter, can only be justified by showmg

that it is true.“

5525. Criticism of candidates for office and public ofticers—Defamator_v

charges made in good faith against a candidate for office relating to_his conduct

of the oflice are prima facie privileged, at least, if made by a resident of the

district and to the people of the district.“ But defamatory charges }1g8.lllSt _a

candidate relating to his private character and conduct are not pnma fac1e

privileged.“ Every one has a right to comment fairly and ‘With an honest

purpose on the conduct of public officials.“ but a publication falsely and

maliciously charging a public otlicer with misconduct in officc is not privi

le ed.“7
g5526. Statements made in the discharge of duty—Statements made in

good faith in regard to any subject in which the party making them has an

interest, or in reference to which he has a duty, public or private, legal, moral,

or social, made to a person having a corresponding interest or duty, are prima

facie privileged.“8 That the subject of the statement is one of public interest

in the community of which the parties are members is sufiicient, as respects

interest, to confer the privilege."0 To render a statement privileged it must

be relevant and proper in the connection in which it is made.” It must be

made without actual malice,"1 in good faith, and in an honest belief that it is

true." A publication which goes beyond the occasion exceeds the privilege.'m

It must be based on a reasonable and probable necessity in the premises?‘ It

must be made on a proper occasion, from a proper motive, and must be based on

reasonable or probable cause.“ When a statement is privileged there can be

no recovery except on proof of actual malice." The burden of proving all the

essential elements of privilege rests on the party claiming it.‘H The question

of privilege is for the jury unless the evidence is conclusive."

5527. Reports to commercial agency—Reports to and by a commercial

agency rnay be privileged if made confidentially, in good faith. and not vol

unteered.'m

5528. Publication of news by newspaper-The publication in a news

paper of false and defamatory matter is not privileged merely because 1nadc

"3 Nixon v. Dispatch P. Co.. 101-309. 71 Lowry v. Vedder. 40-475, 42+542;

112+258.

“-4 Marks v. Baker, 28-162. 9+678.

"5 Byram v. Aiken, 65-87, 67+807; Ald

rich v. Press P. 00., 9-133(123).

M Wilcox v. Moore, 69-49. 71+917; Her

ringer v. Ingberg, 91-71, 97+460.

'11 Martin v. Paine, 69-482, 72+450;

Tawney v. Simonson, 109-341. 124+229.

See State v. Ford, 82-452, R5+217.

as Marks v. Baker. 28-162, 9+678; Quinn

\'. Scott. 22-456; Aldrich v. Press P. Co.,

9-133(123); Nord v. Gray. S0-143, 82+

1082; Trebby v. Transciipt P. Co., 74-84.

76+961; Brown \'. Radcbaugh. 84-347, 87+

937; State v. Ford, 82-452. 85+217;

Burch v. Bernard, 107-210. 120+33. See

R. L. 1905 § 4922.

'19 Marks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678. See in

general as to freedom of public discussion.

23 Harv. L. Rev. 413.

7“ Quinn v. Scott, 22-456; Traynor v.

Sielaff, 62-420, 64+915.

Hebner v. G. N. Ry.. 78-289, 80+1128.

‘'2 Quinn v. Scott. 22-456; State v. Ford,

R2-452, S-">+217; Burch v. Bernard, 107

210. 120+33.

Til Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615.

TI Traynor v. Sriclafi‘. 62-420. 64+915.

T5 Hebner v. G. N. Ry., 78-289, 80+1128.

"1 Marks v. Baker. 28-162, 9+678; Heb

ner v. G. N. Ry., 78-289. 80+1128.

" Quinn v. Scott, 22-456; Mallory v. Pio—

neer P. Co.. 34-521, 26+904; State v.

Shippman. S3-441. 86+-431; Moore v. Dis

patch P. Co., 87-450, 92+396.

1*‘ Landon v. Watkins. 61-137, 63+615.

Nord v. Gray, 80-143. 82+1082; Brown v.

Radebaugh, 84-347, S7+937. See State \'.

Shippman, 83-441. 86+431.

79 See Lowry v. Vedder, 40-475, 42+542;

Traynor v. Sielafl’, 62-420. 64-+915; 22

Harv. L. Rev. 62.
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in good faith as a matter of news."0 Except as provided by statute 8‘ the

press does not possess any immunities 110t shared by every individual.82

5529. Matter held privileged—A charge of official misconduct against a

public officer, who was a candidate for re-election made in good faith; ‘*3 fair

comment on the official conduct of a public officer made with an honest pur

pose; 8‘ the record of a servant’s service, including the reasons for his dis

charge, kept by a corporation for the guidance of its officers.“

5530. Matter held not privi1eged—A defamatory charge against a can

didate for office by a newspaper; 8° a charge of corruption and misconduct in

ofiice against a justice of the peace; 5" a charge of embezzlement by a servant

made by a newspaper; as a report of a person’s financial standing made to a

-commercial agency; 5” a circular sent by a manufacturer to his customers warn

ing them against imitations of his goods; 9” a charge of insolvency and dis

honesty in business made in a circular of a commercial agency; 9‘ defamatory

matter in a pleading irrelevant to the issues involved in the action; 9’ a tele

gram defamatory on its face; 93 a defamatory charge against the private char

acter of a, candidate for office made by a newspaper; ‘“ a defamatory charge

against a county attorney;”" a defamatory charge made by members of a

city council outside the line of their ofiicial duty; M a publication charging a

public oflicer with misconduct in ofiice; 9’ a resolution of a city council, not

within the scope of its duties, defaming a private citizen; "8 an account in a

newspaper of the conduct of a prosecutrix in connection with the trial of a

criminal charge; 99 an article in a newspaper charging the plaintiff with fabri

cating a story of assault and robbery to account for his wounds received in a

row over a woman; 1 a statement made by a member of a city council charging

a woman with keeping a brothel; 2 an article in a newspaper charging a mem

ber of Congress with falsifying public documents in a speech on the floor of

(‘ongress.3

JUSTIl"I(‘ATTON .-\.\'D MITIGATION

5531. ]ustification—The truth as a defence-The truth. when relied

upon in justification of a libel, must, to constitute a complete defence, be as

bread as the defamatory accusation.4 A justification must be complete; that

is to say, it must justify the publication of the entire libelous matter constitut

ing the substance of a distinct and indivisihle charge, save so far as the pub

lication of the same is denied.5 When a person is charged in a publication

with the commission of a specific offence, the publisher may, when sued for

damages. allege and prove that the offence was committed; but it is not per

‘° Mallory v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+

904; Trchby v. Transcript P. Co., 74-84,

T6+961; Gray \'. Times X. 00.. 74-452.

T7+204. See State v. Ford. 82-452, 85+

217.

81 See § 5533.

"Aldrich v. Press P. Co., 9—133(123);

Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 30-41, 14+62.

53 Marks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678.

94 Wilcox v. Moore. 69-49, 71+917; Her

ringer v. Ingberg, 91-71, 97+460.

3-" Hebner v. G. N. Ry.. 78-289, 80+112S.

9“ Aldrich v. Press P. Co., 9-133(123).

8'' Quinn v. Scott, 22-456. _

9" Mallory \'. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+

04.

B9 L0wry' v. Vedder, 40-475. 42+542.

9° Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615.

M Traynor v. Sielaff. 62-420, 64+915.

"'-‘ Sherwood v. Powell. 61-479, 63+-1103.

"3 Peterson v. W. U. Tel. 00., 65-18, 67+

646.

M Byrarn \'. Aiken, 65-87, 67+807.

"5 Sharpe v. Larson, 67-428, 70+1, 554.

"6 Wilcox v. Moore, 69-49, 71+917.

9'' Martin v. Paine, 69-482. 72+450.

95 Trebby v. Transcript P. Co., 74-84, 76+

96].

W Moore v. Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+

396.

1 Gray v. Times N. 00., 74-452, 77+204.

2Burch v. Bernard, 107-210, 120+33.

3 Tawney v. Simonson, 109-341, 124+229.

‘Thompson v. Pioneer P. Co., 37-285.

33+856; Trebby v. Transcript P. Co., 74

84. 76+961; Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 30

41. 14-+62. .

5Palmer v. Smith. 21-419.
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missible to establish the fact by alleging and proving other acts of wrong;

doing.“ The burden rests on the defendant to prove the truth of the charge:

Where an article contains distinct and independent libels, proof of the truth of

either may be shown, though the truth of one would not bar a recovery for

those not shown to be true.8 Mere “belief” in the truth of the charge is no

defence.“ Matters alleged in justification, if not shown to be true, may be

considered by the jury in aggravation of plaintiff’s damages, if on the whole

case he is entitled to recover. But the failure to establish all the allegations

of the justification cannot be made an independent basis of recovery.10 Cases

are cited below involving the sufliciency of evidence to prove justification.H

5532. Mitigation of damages-It may be shown in mitigation of dam

ages that the defendant received the information from trustworth_v sources:

that he believed it to be true; and that he made the publication in good faith.12

Any fact tending to show that at the time of publishing the defamatory mat

ter the defendant reasonably believed it to be true may be proved.“ Any fact

tending to show a want of malice is admissible.“ It may be shown that prior

to the publication by the defendant he had seen the same matter published in

other newspapers; 1‘ that the words were spoken in the heat of passion aroused

by the abusive language of the plaintiff ; 1" that the defendant made a retrac

tion; 1’ and that the plaintiff has a bad general reputation, but not particular

wrongful acts of the plaintiff.“ It is not permissible to prove a prior libel

of the defendant without connectin;_Ir the plaintiff with its publication : 1” or to

prove common talk sustaining the charge unless it is shown that such talk had

come to the knowledge of and was believed in and relied on by the defendant

in making the publication; 2“ or to prove information on which the defendant

did not rely; 2‘ or to prove facts and circumstances sufiicient to create a be

lief in the truth of the alleged defamatory matter, if neither known or relied

on by the defendant; 2’ or to prove‘ a provocation in the form of a libel of the

defendant by the plaintiff, where cooling time intervened; "3 or to prove acts

of the plaintiif’s agent of which the defendant was ignorant at the time of the

libel; 2‘ or to prove prior similar libels of the plaintiff by the defendant, un

questioned by the plaintiff; or to prove dismissed indictments in an action on

a charge that the plaintifl’ was a persistent law-breaker; '-'5 or to prove that

"Lydiard v. Daily News Co.. 124+98:'i.

7Wilcox v. Moore, 69-49, 71+917.

RDavis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512.

q;6See Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 41+

10 Olson v. Aubolee. 92-312, 99+1128.

11 Mallory v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+

904; Trebby v. Transcript P. Co.. 74-84.

76+961; Thompson v. Pioneer P. Co.. 37

285, 33+856; Dennis v. Johnson, 42-301.

44+68.

12 Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 35-251, 28+

708; Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64. 92+512;

Harms v. Proehl, 104-303. 116+587.

13 Hewitt v. Pioneer P. Co.. 23-178:

Marks v. Baker, 28-162, 9+678; Moore v.

Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+396. See

Gray v. Times N. Co., 74-452. 77+204.

H Hewitt v. Pioneer P. Co.. 23-178;

Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117. 41+936:

Marks v. Baker, 28-162. 9+678; Sharpe v.

Larson, 74-323, 77+233; Davis v. Hamil

ton, 88-64, 92+512; Brown v. Radebaugh,

34-347, s7+9:-:7. See Quist v. Kiichli. 92

160, 991-642.

15 Hewitt v. Pioneer P. Co., 23-178; Lar

rabee v. Minn. T. Co., 36-141, 30+-462;

Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512.

1° Warner v. Lockerby, 31-421, 18+1-45,

821. See Quinby v. Minn. T. Co., 38-528.

38+623; Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 41-71,

42+787.

Q; Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117. 41%

. - 6.

13 Davis \'. Hamilton. 88-64, 92+5l2;

\\'arner v. Lockerby, 31-421, 18+145. 821;

Lydiard v. Daily News Co., 124+985. See

Dcnnis v. Johnson. 47-56, 49-+383.

1" Dresscl v. Shimnan, 57-23, 58+684.

2" Larrabec v. Minn. T. Co., 36-141. 30+

462.

'-'1 Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 35-251. 28+

708.

'-'2 Quinn v. Scott, 22-456.

'-’3 Quinby v. Minn. T. 00., 38-528, 38+

623. See Stewart v. Minn. T. Co.. 41-71.

42%-787.

34 Landon \'. Watkins, 61-137, 63+6l5.

25 Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92-+512.
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after the publication of a libel charging a crime the plaintiff was reputed to be

guilty of the crime.26

RETRAGTION BY NEWSPAPER

5533. Constitutionality of act—Laws 1887 c. 191 has been held constitu

tional against the objection that its subject is not expressed in its title; that it

is partial or class legislation; and that it deprives a person of “a certain rem

edy in the laws.” 2’ Other constitutional objections have been urged but not

 

ular form. It must, however, clearly refer to and admit the publication, and

directly, fully and fairly, without any uncertainty, evasion or subterfuge, re

the complaint the service of notice; but to recover general damage such an al

legation is necessary."2 The statute does not affect the general rule requiring

special damages to be pleaded."8

5536. What constitutes good faith—Mere belief in the truth of the pub

lication is not necessarily enough to constitute “good faith” on the part of the

publisher; there must have been an absence of negligence as well as improper

motives in making the publication. It must have been honestly made in the

belief of its truth, and on reasonable grounds for the belief, after the exercise

of such means to verify its truth as would be taken by a man of ordinary pru

dence under like circumstances. The question of good faith is for the jury,

unless the evidence is conclusive.“

5537. Damages—The statute does not modify the general rule that special

damages must he pleaded.“5 The retraction, if made, does not affect in the

least the recovery of actual damages, but only the recovery of general dam

ages." Under the statute damages may be recovered for all pecuniary in

juries if they are properly pleaded.B7 If general damages are sought the

service of notice as provided by statute must be alleged.“

SLANDER OF PROPERTY OR TITLE

5538. In general—False and malicious statements disparaging an article

of property, when followed, as a natural, reasonable, and proximate result, by

Special damage to the owner, are actionable. Special damage is of the gist of

the action; and, where the special damage relied on is loss of a sale of the

‘-’B Simmons v. Holster, 13—249(232). 936; Gray v. Times N. Co., T-1—452_Y 77*

2" Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 4l+93fi. 204. See, further, as to what const1tu_t_es

25 Gray v. Times N. Co., 74-452, 77+204; good faith, Marks v. Bakcr. 28-162. 9+64E.

Gray V. Minn. T. Co., 81-333, 844-113. 35 Holston V. Boyle, 46-432, 49+-203.

29Id. , 3“ Clemcntaon‘ v. Minn. T. Co., 45-303,

30 Craig v. Warren, 99-246. 109+231. 47+781.

31Holstou v. Boyle, 46-432, 49+203. 31' Allen v. Pioneer P. ('o.. -10-117. Ur

3'-' Clementson v. Minn. T. 00., 45-303, 936.

47+73l- BB Clementson v. Minn. T. Co., 45-303.

3-’ Holston v. Boyle, 46-432, 494-203. 47+731

-'=-1 Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 41+
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thing disparaged, it is indispensable to allege and show loss of sale to some

particular person.39 A complaint in an action to remove a_cloud insufficient

for that purpose has been held not sustainable as a complaint for slander of

title because not showing that defendant’s claim was made in bad faith.‘"

Whether a notice constituted a slander on the plaintiff’s right to manufacture

and sell a patent medicine has been held a question for the j11i'§'.“

ACTIONS

5539. Inducement—C01loquium—Innuendo-—If the words alleged are not

actionable per se, but owe their defamatory significance to extraneous facts.

such facts must be alleged by way of inducement and connected with the words

alleged by a colloquium. that is, an averment that the words were spoken or

publishcd with reference to such facts.‘2 And, generally, in addition, the

complaint must also contain an innuendo, that is, an avenncnt that the de

fendant spoke or published the words alleged with a specified dcfa|uator_\'

meaning or application and was so understood by the persons hearing or rcad—

ing them.‘13 But where the_ words, read in connection with the inducement arc

obviousl)' defamatory, no innuendo is necessary.H An innuendo cannot take

the place of an inducement and colloquium. It cannot change the ordinary

meaning of words.“ If an innuendo is inserted unnecessarily, it does not viti

ate the complaint, but may be treated as surplusage.‘6

5540. Alleging good reputation of p1aintiff—It is unnecessary to allege

the good reputation of the plaintiff, but if such an allegation is made an issue

thereon may be made by a denial in the answer.‘1

5541. Alleging jurisdiction of ofiicer-A complaint in an action for slan—

der charging a justice of the peace with rendering a corrupt decision has been

held to allege sufficiently the jurisdiction of the justice.“

5542. Setting out defamatory matter—The defamatory matter must be

set out in haec verba. It is not sufficient merely to state the effect of the lan

guage, or that the publication was of a certain defamatory tenor or import.“

But where a libelous charge is contained in an article published in a news

paper, the complaint need set out only so much of the article as contains the

libel. The defendant, in his answer, may set up the remainder, if it in any

way qualifies the part set up in the complaint or rcnders it less libelous.50 If

the defamatory words were spoken or written in a foreign language, they must

be alleged in haec verba in such language, coupled with a literal translation

30 Wilson v. Dubois, 35-471, 29+68. See

Landon \'. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615.

4° Walton \'. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424.

H Sharpe v. Larson, 70-209, 72+961.

*5 Richmond v. Post, 69-457, 72+704:

Radke \'. Kolbc. 79-440. F<2+977; State \'.

41 Landon v. Watkins. 61-137. 63+615.

4‘-‘ Riclnnond v. Post, 69-457. 72+704:

Smith \'. Coc, 22-276; Stewart v. Wilson,

:23-449; Newell v. How, 31-235, 17+383;

Radke v. Kolbe, 79-440, 82+977; Quist \'.

Kiichli, 92-160, 99+642. Complaints held

sufiicient in this regard: Knox \'. Mechan,

04-280. 66+1149; Traynor v. Sielalf, 62

64+9l5; Glatz \'. Thein. 4T—:.78, 50+

43 Schmidt v. Witherick. 29—156.'12+44R;

Petsch v. Dispatch P. Co.. 40-201. 41+

1034; Glatz v. Thcin, 47-278, 50+1‘lT.

Complaints held sufficient in this regard:

Traynor v. Sielalf, 62-420, 64-+915; Knox

v. Meehan. 64-280, 66+1l-£9; Glatz \‘.

Thein, 47-278, 50+12T.

Shippman, 83-441. 86+431; Herringer \-.

Tnghcrg. 91-71, 97+460; Fredrickson v.

Johnson, 60-337, 62+388. The term innu

cndo is sometimes improperly used as

synonymous with inducement and collo

quium. See, for example, State \'. Shipp

man, 83-441, S6-H31.

4" Frc(lricks0r1 \'. Johnson. 60-337, 62L

1386: State v. Shippman, 83-441, 86%-431.

" Dennis v. Johnson, 47-56, 49+-383.

Sec Lotto v. Davenport. 50-99, 52+130.

‘"1 Govc \'. Blethen. 21-Ell.

"American B. Co. V. Kingdom P. Go.

71-363, 73+l089; Warner \'. Lockerby, 28

28, 8+879.

50Blethen v. Stewart, 41-205. 42+932;

Olcsnn v. Journal P. Co., 47-300, 50+80.
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thereof and an averment that the words were understood by the persons who

heard or read them.“

5543. Uniting several 1ibe1s—Whether, in an action for libel based on a

defamatory publication containing several independent libels, plaintiff should

plead them as separate causes of action, is an open question. The failure to

do so is waived by answering to the merits.H When the entire publication is

set out, the plaintiff may indicate by his allegations an intention to rely ex

clusively on a particular portion thereof, and if he does, his damages must be

restricted accordingly.“

5544. Alleging a charge of crime-In a co1nplaint for a charge of crime

it is unnecessary to allege the actual commission of a crime, or aver any fact

to exist, the existence of which would be a necessary element in the crime.“

5545. Application of words to p1aintiif—It is provided by statute that in

actions for libel or slander, it shall be sufficient instead of stating extrinsic

facts showing the application to plaintiff of the defamatory matter complained

of, to allege, generally, that the same was published or spoken concerning the

plaintiff; and if such allegation is controverted, the plaintiff is bound to es

tablish on the trial that it was so published or spoken.“ But this statute does

not obviate the necessity of alleging that the defamatory words were spoken

or published of and concerning the plaintiff.“ The actionable quality of the

words, as respects the plaintiff, must he made to appear.57 Where the words

amount to a libelous charge against some person, but it is left uncertain as to

the application thereof to the plaintiff, such application may be shown by proof

of extrinsic facts, and under this statute it is unnecessary to allege them in the

complaint.58 The statute merely dispenses with an inducement to show the

application of the language to the plaintiff. It does not dispense with the

necessity of averments of extrinsic facts to show the meaning of ambiguous

language, and what it was understood to mean.59 While a party is not re

quired to plead extrinsic facts to show the application to the plaintiff, yet if

he does so, and the facts thus pleaded show that it applied to so1ne one else.

and not to him, the special allegation would control the general and the com

plaint would be bad.“ Where the language of a libel as pleaded shows on its

face that it was used of and concerning the plaintiff in an ofiicial capacity or

special character, an express averrnent that it was so used is unnecessary.“

Though a defamatory article appears on its face to refer to the managing agent

of a corporation individually, it may be shown by extrinsic facts that it was

published of and concerning the corporation."2

5546. Alleging publication—In an action for slander it is necessary to

allege that the words were spoken in the presence and hearing of others, but it

is unnecessary to allege the names of such third parties.“ In an action for

51 See Glatz v. Thein, 47-278, 50+127; 229; Smith v. Coe, 22-276; Gove v. Ble

Blakeman v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18+103. then, 21-80; Petsch v. Dispatch P. Co., 40

" Davis v. Hamilton, 85-209, 88+744. 291, 4l+1034.

See Realty R. G. Co. v. Farm etc. Co., 79- 68 Petsch v. Dispatch P. Co., 40-291, 41+

465, 82+857. 1034.

53 Davis v. Hamilton, 85-209, 88+744. 5" Richmond v. Post, 69-457, 72+704.

-54 West v. Hanrahan, 28-385, 10+415. 6° Martin Co. Bank v. Day, 73-195, 75+

55 R. L. 1905 § 4152; Martin Co. Bank v. 1115.

Day, 73-195, 75+1115. '11 Stoll v. Houde, 34-193, 25+63- S69

56 Carlson v. Minn. T. Co., 47-337, 50+ Gove v. Blethen, 21-80.

229; Warner v. Lockerby, 28-28, 8+879.

Complaints held sufficient in this regard:

Knox v. Meehan, 64-280. 66%-1149; Cady

v. Mpls. '1‘. Co., 58-329, 59+-1040; Martin

Co. Bank v. Day. 73-195, 75+1115.

-'17 Carlson v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 47-337, 50+

62 Martin Co. Bank v, Day, 73-195, 75+

1115; Realty R. G. Co. v. Farm etc. 00.,

79-465, 82+-857.

“B “'arncr v. Lockerby, 28-28, 8+879. See

Weichcrrling v. Krueger, 109-461, 124+225

(objection that complaint for slander (l’1ll
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libel an allegation of publication has been held snfiicient and the defendant

estoppe

d by his answer from questioning its sufli
5547. Alleging publication by deiendan -—It is necessary to allege that

the words were spoken or published by
5548. Alleging falsity and malice-It is necessary to allege

It is customary to allege that they were

It is necessary to allege malice when thethe words spoken or published.“

spoken or pub1'shed maliciously.“

words are privileged.68

the defendan .“
the falsity of

5549. Alleging service of notice-In an action for libel against a news

paper, where

R. L. 1905 § 4269 must be allege .“

general damages are sought, the service of notice as provided by

5550. Alleging damages-—When the words are actionable per se no special

damages need be alleged to constitute

a cause of action,70 but if the words are

not actionable per se special damages must be alleged to constitute a cause of

action.’u In no case can special damages be recovered unless they are pleaded.12

A general allegation of loss of trade is ordinarily suii‘icient.Ts When words

are actionable per se such general facts as the vocation and position in life of

the plaintiff are admissible on the question of general damages without being

specially pleaded.’H5551. Alleging matter in mitigation-The statute provides that the de

fendant “may” allege in his answer any matter in mitigation."
Prior to the

statute there was much uncertainty as to when a defendant might prove miti

gating circumstances.'m

mitigating circumstances in order to

not inconsistent with a general denia .

Under the statute it is apparently necessary to plead

prove them." A plea in mitigation held

" Matter in mitigation held improp

erly stricken out on motion before trial."9
5552. Alleging privilege-—Though never explicitly decided it is probable

that the defence of privilege cannot be

proved unless pleaded.” A- plea of

privilege on the ground that the article related to a public trial held sufficient.81

5553. Alleging justification—Though never explicitly decided it is_prob

able that the truth of the charge is not admissible as a defence unless specially

pleaded.82

as irrelevant.”5554. Variance—In actions for slander, it is enough that the words proved

are the same in substance as those set out in the complaint.

Matter pleaded in justification has been held properly stricken out

A verbal differ

ercnce, not changing the meaning of the slanderous words, is immaterial.“

not name the person to whom the words

were addressed and the other circumstances

he1d_ waived when not raised until after

‘H liemphill v. Holley, 4--233(166).

‘*5 Warner v. Lockerby, 28-28, 8+879;

Hemphilll v. Holley, 4-233 (166).

"6 Warner v. Lockerby, 28-28, 8+879;

Wilcox v. Moore, 69-49, 71+917.

0'! See Warner v. Lockerby, 28-28, 8+879.

'15 Aldrich v. Press 1?. Co., 9-133(123).

W Clementson v. Minn. T. Co., 45-303,

47+781.

7°1Iolston v. Boyle, 46-432, 49+203;

\Vest v. Hanrahan, 28-385, 10+415; Pratt

v. Pioneer P. Co., 35-251, 28+708.

4;iSl:ewari; v. Minn. T. Co., 40-101, 41+

1 .

"2 Holston v. Boyle, 46-432, 49+203 (loss

of appomtmcnt to an ofiice); Metcalf v.

Collinson, 95-238, 103+1022 (subsequent

discharge of employee).

78 Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615.

Q31Mallory v. Pioneer 1?. Co., 34-521, 26+

T5 R. L. 1905 § 4152.

1" Hewitt v. Pioneer P. Co., 23-178.

7? Hewitt v. Pioneer P. Co., 23-178; Den

nis v. Johnson, 47-56, 49+383.

87281Warner v. Lockerby, 31-421, 18+145,

79 Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 41-71, 42+787.

50 See Quinn ". Scott, 22-456; Brown v.

Radebaugh, 84-347, 87+937; Realty R. G.

Co. v. Farm etc. 00., 79-465, 82+857; Ald

rich v. Press P. Co., 9-133(123).

3Zlfilllfoore v. Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+

8'-’ See R. L. 1905 § 4152; Trebby v.

Transcript P. Co., 74-84, 76+961.

Fssifzstewart v. Minn. T. Co., 41-71, 42+

I .

84 Wischstadt v. Wischstadt, 47-358, 50+

225; Blakeman v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18+
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must be substantially the same. Proof of different words, though conveying

the same general idea, is not sufiicient.“ An allegation of words in the sec

ond person is not proved by evidence of words spoken in the third person.86

Evidence pertinent to the issues made by the pleadings cannot be considered

upon an issue not made therein.87

 

cle was true. Where a defamatory article is actionable per se, evidence that

defendant did not intend to charge plaintiff with a crime, or to impute to him

that _which the language of the article fairly imports is inadmissible. Dec

fecting compensatory damages.90 Cases are cited below involving various

quetions of evidence.91

5556. Evidence. to prove application to plaintiff—Though a defamatory

defendant therewith.“ In an action for slander, in order to prove the utter

ing of the words, plaintiff may prove defendant’s plea of guilty in a criminal

103; Earle v. Johnson, 81-472, 84+332; name held proper); Davis v. Hamilton,

Traynor v. Sielafl’, 62-420, 64-+915. 88-64, 92+512 (plaintifi charged with be

“ Irish-Am. Bank v. Bader, 59-329, 61+ ing an open and persistent law-breaker—

328. indictments against plaintifi dismissed on*6 McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(398). demurrer held inadmissible); Olson v. Au

" Payette v. Day, 37-866. 34+592. bolee, 92-312, 99+1128 (evidence to prove

88 Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512; justification held immaterial); Metcalf v.

Harms v. Proehl, 104-303, 116+587. Collinson, 95-238, 1037-1022 (under a gen~

3° Mallory v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+ eral issue in an action for slander by an

904. employee against his employer, evidence of
n"Burch v. Bernard, 107-210, 120+33. a subsequent discharge of the employee

91 Zier v. Hofllin, 33-66, 21+862 (copy of held inadmissible); Harms v. Proehl 104

newspaper to show circumstances of pub- 303, l16+587 (action for slander—record

lication); Stewart v. Minn. T. Co., 41-71, of church trial at which same matter was

42+787 (a verdict for A, in an action for investigated and determined held inadmis

libel against B, he'd inadmissible in an sible); Burch v. Bernard, 107-210, 120+

action for libel by B against 0); Dennis 33 (other statements of defendant bearing

v. Johnson, 47-56, 49+383 (specific acts on his good faith—evidence as to transfers

of dishonesty not pleaded inadmissible to of realty).

prove a general reputation for dishonesty); "2 Martin Co. Bank v. Day, 73-195, 75+

Traynor v. Siclafl’, 62-420, 64+915 (ques- 1115; Realty R. G. Co. v. Farm etc. Co.,

tions to a defendant on cross-examination 79-465. 827 857.

under the statute relating to his undcr- "-1 Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+51.2.

standing of an alleged libelous commercial M Simmons v. Holster, 13-249(232).. See

list in which he had inserted pluintitf’s Zier v. Hofilin, 33-66, 21+862.
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proceeding in the warrant in which the slanderous words were, in substance,

set forth as the basis of the criminal charge.“ I

5558. Evidence as to the meaning of the language used-In an action

for libel expressed in ordinary language, witnesses cannot testify as to the

meaning which they understood the libel to convey or that they understood 1t

to apply to the plaintiff an offensive term found in the article.“ In an ac

tion for slander, where the charge is not made in direct terms, but by equivocal

expressions, insinuations, and gestures, it is competent for witnesses who heard

and saw them to state what they understood by them, and to whom they under

stood them to be applied. Where the slanderous words contain a phrase or

word in a foreign language, which, in common parlance among the people who

speak that language has a meaning somewhat different from its definition by

lexicographers, it is competent to prove that it is commonly used and under

stood by them in that sense.91 The defendant may testify as to whom he in

tended the language to apply.”

5559. Burden of prO0f—Where words are privileged, the burden of prov

ing actual malice is on the plaintiff."9 The burden of proving all the elements

of privilege is on the defendant,1 and the same is true of justification.2 Where

the good reputation of the plaintiff is alleged in the complaint and denied in

the answer, the plaintiff need not introduce evidence of good reputation in

the first instance.8 In an action for a newspaper libel, where the defence is

that the article was published in good faith and that the defendant published

a full and fair retraction, the burden is on the defendant to establish the de

fence.‘ Where words are innocent on their face, it is incumbent on the plain

tiff to prove that they were used in a defamator_v sense.-" '

5560. Law and fact in actions for libel—If the language used is reason

ably susceptible of either a defamatory or an innocent meaning. according to

the occasion and circumstances, the question of libel is for the jury.6 If the

language used is not reasonably susceptible of an innocent meaning, but is

manifestly defamatory, it is the duty of the court to direct the jury, as a mat

ter of law, that it constitutes a libel and that they must find for the plaintiff

in the absence ofjustification, or privilege.’ But the failure to so instruct is

not error in the absence of a request from counsel.8 If the language used is

not reasonably susceptible of a defamatory meaning the court should direct a

verdict for the defendant.9 Whether the language was used with reference to

the plaintiff is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.‘° The

same is true of the questions of privilege 1‘ and malice.12 In an action for a

M Wischstadt v. Wischstadt, 47-358, 50+ 387 ; Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 30-41, 14!

225. _ _ 62; Zier v. Homin, 33-66, 21+862; Landon

9“Gribble v. Pioneer P. Co., 37-277, 34+ v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615; Traynor v.

30. Sielafl’, 62-420, 64-+915; Sharpe v. Lar

01 Blakeman v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18+

103. See McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494

(398).

W Davis v. Hamilton, 88-64, 92+512.

"9 Simmons v. Holster, 13-249(232);

Aldrich v. Press P. Co., 9-133(123).

1 Quinn v. Scott, 22-456; Mallory v. Pio

neer P. Co., 34-521, 26+904; Moore v.

Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+:-396; State v.

Shippman, 83-441, 86+431.

2Wilcox v. Moore,

v. Dispatch P. Co., 87-450. 92+396.

8Lotto v. Davenport, 50-99, 521-130.

4 Gray v. Times N. Co., 74-452, 77+-204.

-‘McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(398).

flWoo<lling v. Knickerbocker, 31-268, 17+

69-49, 71+917; Moore I

son, 67-428, 70+1, 554; Peterson v. W. U.

Tel. Co., 65-18, 67+646.

7Smith v. Stewart, 41-7, 42+595; Sharpe

v. Larson, 67-423, 70+1, 554; Trebby v.

Transcript P. Co., 74-84, 76+961; Alwiu

v. Liesch, 86-281, 90+404.

8Olson v. Aubolee, 92-312, 99+-1128.

"See § 5562.

1° Dressel v. Shipman, 57-23, 58+684;

Traynor v. Sielafi-‘, 62-420, 64+915; Grib~

ble v. Pioneer P. Co., 37-277, 34-+30.

11Landon v. Watkins, 61-137, 63+615;

Brown v. Radebaugh, 84-347, 87+937 ;

Nerd v. Gray, 80-143, 82+1082. See State

v. Shippman, 83-441, 86+431.

12 Simmons v. Holster, 13—249(232);



 

for the court unless resort must be had to extrinsic evidence.la Whether a

fact is a natural consequence of the publication of a libel is for the jury, unless

determine, upon all the circumstances, whether they were applied to the plain

tiff, and whether used in the defamatory sense alleged.15 It is for the court to

determine whether a given state of facts in any case will constitute a cause of

action, but the speaking of the words, the intention of the defendant in speak

ing them, and the existence of the facts in each case, are questions for the

jury.“

sufficient to justify a verdict for the plaintiff; " to justify a verdict for the

defendant; 1" to require a submission of the case to the jury; 1° insufficient to

show malice.28 Matters alleged in justification, if not shown to be true, mav

be considered by the jury in aggravation of damages.29

. . . . . 6

13 Allen v. Pioneer P. Co., 40-117, 41+ 985; Burch v. Bernard, 107-210. l20+,33.

936; Gray v. Times N Co., 74-452, 77+ 22 Traynor v. Sielatf, 62-420, 64+915

; Moore v. Dispatch P. Co., 87-450, 92+ 1’~'*Poterson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 75-368, 77+

. 985.
14 Zicr v. Hofllin, 33-66, 21+862. 2* Peterson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 72-41, 74+

15 Blakeman v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18+ 1022.

1.03; St. Martin v. Desnoyer, 1—156(131 ; 1'5 Reitan v. Goebel, 33-151, 221-291;

McCarty v. Barrett, 12-494(39B); Nord Fredrickson v. Johnson, 60-337, 621-388;

V. Gray, 80-143, 82+1082. Sevcrns v. Brninard, 61-265, 63+477; Wei~

1° McCarty v. Barrett, 12—494(398). cherding v. Krueger, 109-461, 124+225.

"Mallory v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-521, 26+ 1'" Gribble v. Pioneer P. Co., 34-342. 25

904; Traynor v Sielafi, 62-420, 64+915; 710; Larrabee v. Minn. T. 00., 36-141,

L0wry v. Vedder, 40-475, 42-I-542. 30+462; Sevcrns v. Brainard, 61-265, 63+

18 McCarty v. Barrett. 12-494(398); 01- 477.

son v. Aubolee, 92-312, 99+1]28. 2? Jacobs v. Cater, 87-448, 92+397.

ll*L1}ury v. Evans, 87-396, 92+224. '-'9 Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co., 35-251, 28+

'~’°Ir1sh-Am. Bank v. Bader, 59-329, 61+ 708.

328- 2n Olson v. Aubolee, 92-312, 99+112s.]'I—19
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5564. Excessive damages-—C-ases are cited below involving the excessive

ness of damages awarded in particular actions.“

CRIMINAL LIABILITY

5565. What constitutes criminal libel-A letter for publication contain

mg language that exposes one to obloquy, hatred, or contempt, is libelous, _un

der G. S. 1894 § 6496 (R. L. 1905 § 4916), even though the person against

whom it is directed is not charged with a criminal act or conduct that would

subject him to prosecution.31 .5566. Libel of two or more one offence-A hbel on two or mor

though not associated in business, contained in a single writing, and pub

lished by a single act, constitutes but one offence.32
5567. Justification-Suspicious and rumors of improper and_un1mvful con

duct by a citizen in a public place will not, as a matter of law, justify a news

paper in giving the same circulation.“5568. Law and fact-By statute the jury are judges of both the law and

the facts.“
5569. Burden of proof-—Upon proof of the publication of the libel, the

burden is on the defendant to show that it was published on justifiable grounds

of belief in its truth, and for good motives to justify the sam_e, which is a ques

tion ot fact for the jury, rather than the court.“
5570. Evidence-Sufiiciency-Evidence held sufiicient to justify a con

viction.30

8 PQYSODS,

/

LIBERTY-See Constitutional Law, 1652.
LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE-—See Intoxicating Liquors, 4905.

LIBERTY OF CONTRACT--See Constitutional Law, 1652: Contracts,

1870.LIBERTY OF THE PRESS-—See Constitutional ‘Law, 1654.

LIBRARIES-—See Municipal Corporations, 6684.

LICENSEE--See note 37.

*0 St. Martin v. Desnoyer, 1—156(131) Times N. Co., 78-323, 81+7 (libel-ver

‘slunder—verdict for $212.50 sustained); diet for $1,800 held excessive and new

Blakeman v. Blakeinan, 31-396, 18+103 trial granted); Gray v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 81

(slandcr of woman-verdict for $4,000 333, 84+113 (libel-verdict for $1,000

sustained); Pratt v. Pioneer P. Co.. 35- held excessive and new trial granted);

251, 28+70S (libel-—verdict for $4,275 re- Earle v. Johnson, 81-472, 84-+332 (slander

duced to $2.000); Pratt v. Pioneer P. 00.. —vcrdict for $1,500 sustained); Blume v

?-2-217, 180336, 20+87 (libel-verdict for Sclwer. S3-409, 86l-446 (s'ander—-verdict

$5,000 hell excessive and new trial for $550 held excessive by trial court and

granted); Zwr v. Hofilin, 33-66, 21+862 reduced to $100-—-held not excessive On

(l_ibel—verdict for $1,500 sustained); Den- appeal); Burch v. Bernard, 107-210, 120+

rn_s v. Johnson, 42—301,441-68 (libel-—ver- 33 (slander—charg-ing woman with run

diet for $5.000 held excessive and new ning a brothel—-verdict for $1,875 held

tnal granted); Dennis v. Johnson, 47-56, not excessive),

-l9t383 (libel-verdict for $8,500-reduced 31 State v, Shippman, 83-441, 86+431.

to $3,000); Fredrickson v. Johnson, 60- 32 State v. Hoskins, 60-168 62+270.

337, 62t3SS (slandcr—verdict for $5,000-— 38 State v. Ford, 82-452, 8’5+217.
reduced to $3,000 on appeal); Peterson v. 84 State v. Ford, 82-452, 85+217; State

W. Tel. _Co., 65-18, 67+646 (libel- v. Shipprnan, 83-441. 86+431. See Smith

verdict for $5,200 held excessive and new v. Stewart, 41-7, 42J}595.

trial granted on appeal); Sharpe v. Lar- 35 State v. Ford. 82-452, 85+217; State

son, 14-323, 77+233 (libel-verdict for v. Shipprnan 83-441 86+431.$750 held excessive on appeal); Peterson aflld. I ,

V. \V_. U. Tel. Co., 75-368, 77+985 (libel-—- 1" Klugherz v. Ch-i. etc. Ry. 90-17 19,

verdict for $2,000 held excessive on ap- 95+586. , ,

pea] and reduced to $1,000); Gray v.
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Cross-References

See Constitutional Law, 1608; Easements, 2851; Intoxicating Liquors; Municipal

Corporations, 6794; Physicians and Surgeons.

5571. Nature-—A license is a mere power, authority, or personal privilege.

It does not create an estate or interest in land. It may be created by parol.“

5572. What constitutes—Where it is sought to couple with a license a

parol grant of an interest in the realty, the attempted grant being void, the

transaction remains a mere license.“ Cases are cited below holding various

deeds or transactions licenses or the reverse.‘ll ’

5573. Protection for acts—A license is a protection for acts done under it

and before revocation.‘1 A person in possession under a hcense cannot be

treated as a trespasser or a tenant.“2

5574. To cut timber—Construction—An instrument has been held to

grant a license to cut and remove only such trees on the land described as were

owned by the licensor, the licensor being held not liable for unauthorized

cuttings under such license.“

5575. Not assignable—A license is a personal privilege and not assignable

or transferable,“ but the licensor may acquiesce in a transfer and thereby con

firm it.45

5576. Revocation—It is the general rule that a license is revocable at the

pleasure of the licensor.“ It is revoked, without notice, by the death of the

licensor," or a conveyance.‘8 In other cases it seems that notice is essential.“

3'‘ Johnson v. Skillman, 29-95, 12+149;

Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-128,

59+983.

-19 Johnson v. Skillman, 29-95, 12+149.

40 Knapheide v. Eastman, 20-478(432)

(a lease held not to grant a license to

build a tunnel); Johnson v. Skillman, 29

95, 12+149 (an agreement relating to the

erection of a mill and the flowage of land

held not to create an easement but to take

effect as a license); Little v. Willford,

31-173, 17+282 (a void deed of trust held

to operate as a license); Olson v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 38-479, 482, 38+490 (a trans

action held not a contract but a license to

excavate a ditch); Didgerding v. Zignego.

77-421, 80+360 (a deed without words of

inheritance held to grant an easement in

the nature of a private way and not a

mere license); Bolland v. O’Neal, 81-15,

83+471 (a deed granting a right to cut

and remove timber held to grant an in

terest in the land and not merely :1 license) ;

Caughie v. Brown, 88-469. 93l»656 (an in

strument held to grant a license to cut

and remove timber); Mackay v. Minn. S.

A. Soc., 88-154, 92539 (a contract held

to grant a mere license to conduct a vaude

ville show on the state fair grounds); St.

John v. Sinclair, 108-274, 122+164 (per

mit to enter land and to cut and remove

timber).

41 Johnson v. Skillman, 29-95, 98, 12+

149; Krerner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-15, 52+

977; Wilson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-56, 42+

600; St. John v. Sinclair, 108-274, 122+

164.

42 Reed v. Lammel, 40-397, 42+202;

Krcmer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-15, 52+977.

48 Caughie v. Brown, 88-469, 93+656.

44 Johnson v. Skillman, 29-95, 12+149;

Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-100, 103, 61+

814.

45 Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-100, 103,

61+814.

40Johnson v. Skillman, 29-95, 12+149;

Ellsworth v. Southern etc. Co., 31-543, 18+

822; Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-479, 482,

38+490; lngalls v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-479,

481, 40+-524; Wilson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41

50. 427-600; (‘ameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42

75, 43+785; Mpls. M. Co. v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

51-304, 53+639; Mpls. etc. By. v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 58-128, 59+983; St. John v. Sin

clair, 108-27-1, 1‘l2+164.

*1 Little v. Willford, 31-173, 180, 17+

282; Vl’atson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-321, 330,

48+1l29; St. John v. Sinclair, 108-274,

122+164.

45 Little v. Willford, 31-173, 180, 17+

282; Wi'son v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-56, 42+

600; Watson v. Chi. etc. R_v., 46-321, 330.

48+1129; Kremcr v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-15,

2], 52+977; Mpls. etc. Ry., v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 58-128, 132. 59%-953; St. John v. Sin

clair, 108-274, 122+164.

4" Wilson v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 41-56, 58, 42+

600.
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292A license is not revocable at will if it is coupled with a valid grant, or if exe

cuted under such circumstances as to w _ 50
it operates as an abandonment or waiver of a negatwe easement.

arrant the interposition of equity; or if

A license

is revocable though in writing and upon a consideration.‘1 The mere fact

that the licensor without objection permits the hcensee to expend money on

the land upon faith of the license, Will not operate as an estoppeld‘2 _ If a li

censee builds on the land he has a reasonable time to remove the building after

a revocation of the license.‘53

If one sells a chattel situated on the land of the

seller, the purchaser to take it away, there arises by implication a license to the

purchaser to enter upon the land for the purpose of removing the chattel and

this cannot be revoke
d until he has ha

A right to revoke a license and recover

the running of the statute of limitations.

right to conduct a show on the state fair g

d a reasonable opportunity to do so.“

the land is not lost by delay short of

55 A contract granting a person a

rounds has been held to grant a mere

license upon the conditions named, subject to revocation by a violation of such

conditions.M

/LICENSING EMPLOYMENTS——See Municipal Corporations, 6794.

LlE.NS

Cross-References

See Agency, 204; Agriculture, 246, 247; Assignments, 568; Attorney and Client, 703;

Brokers, 1133; Carriers, 1322; Chattel Mortgages; Conflict of Laws, 1556; Corporations,

2038; Exchanges, 3487;

Keeper; Logs and Logging, 5693;

Pledge; Sal

Factors. 3727; Innkeepers, 4514; Judgments;

Maritime Liens;

es, 8583; Vendor and Purchaser, 10051; Warehousemen, 10147.

Livery Stable

Mechanics ’ Liens; Mortgages;

5577. Definition-A lien is a hold or claim which one person has upon the

property of another as security for a debt or charge; '" a charge upon property

for the payment of a debt or duty.“
9. charge upon a thing by withholding possession from the

A lien upon realty is not an estate or interest therein.“

charge is satisfied.“

A common-law lien is a right to enforce

owner until the

5578. For wages-—Every mechanic, salesman, clerk, operative, or other

employee of a manufacturer, merchant, or dealer in merchandise is given a lien

by statute upon all the property of his employer, as security for wages earned

during

dollars.tn

6° Johnson v. Skillman,

See 22 Harv. L. Rev. 384.

51 Johnson v. Skillmsn, 29—95, 12+149;

giggle. M. Co. v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 51-304, 53+

flMpls. M. Co. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 51-304,

fi+639; Munsch v. Stelter, 109»403, 124+

M3 Wilson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-56, 42+

600.

29-95, 12+149,

54 Id.
9fj7Kremer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-15, 52+

I .

5° Mackay v. Minn. S. A. Soc., 88-154,

92+539.
M Atwater v. Manchester S. Bank, 45

341, 346, 48+187.

the preceding six months, to an amount not exceeding two hundred

8l;B8l\1Iinn. D. Co. v. Dean, 85-473, 476, 89+

W Century Diet.

M‘ Bidwell v. Webb, 10—59(41, 44).
61 R. L. 1905 §§ 3541-3543. See Kruse

v..'I‘hornpson, 26-424, 4+814 (necessity of

fi_lmg cla'im‘under former statute); Schil~

ling v. Carter, 35-287, 28+658 (statute

does not give farm laborers a lien on farm

products); Olson v. Pennington, 37-298,

33+791 (requisites of lien statement under

former statute——time of filing—sufliciency

1n msolvency proceedings); Liljengren v.

Ege, 46-488, 49+250 (execution sale——pr0p‘

erty subject to liens for wages—-rights of

l1enors——duty and liability of sherifi).
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5579. For labor on articles—The statute gives a possessory lien for 1nak

ing, altering, or repairing any article, or expending any labor, skill, or ma

terial thereon.’12

5580. On rights of acti0n—Independent of statute a lien cannot be created

upon a mere right of action for a personal tort.“

5581. On fund--A promise by a debtor to pay his creditor out of a desig

nated fund, of which the debtor retains control, when the same is received by

him, is a personal agreement only, and not a lien on the fund.“

5582. Sale by lienor at common 1aw—If a lienor of personalty sells not

merely the lien, but the property, the sale is tortious and works a forfeiture of

the lien. The purchaser is not liable in an action for trespass, or replevin in

the cepit, by the owner, if the property is actually delivered to him.“

5583. Detention on unfounded claim—A detention of property under an

unfounded claim to a lien thereon is wrongful, though the claim is made in

good faith.“6

5584. Waiver—A lien may be lost or waived if the lienable claim is so

mingled with non-lienable claims that it is impossible to distinguish between

the two.“7 A lienor may lose his lien by standing by and allowing the prop

erty to be sold without asserting his claim.“

 

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR—See State, 8844.

LIFE ESTATE-See Adverse Possession, 114; Estates, 3164.

LIFE INSURANCE—See Insurance, 4806.

34’gd0IFE TABLES—See Death by Wrongful Act, 2619; Evidence, 3353,

"2 Paws 1907 c. 114; Itasca C. & T. Co. v. 6* Hale v. Dressen, 76-183, 78+1045.

Bramerd L. & M. Co., 109-120, 123+58 1" Coit v. Waples, 1—134(110).

(statute aflords a cumulative remedy for 6“ Fargusson v. Winslow, 34-384, 25+942.

a lien on 1ogs—taking timber out of water, 6'' Akeley v. Miss. etc. Co., 64-108, 67+

piling, trimming, sorting, and preparing 208.

at for the market gives a right to a lien). 08 Wilson v. Sherffbillich, 30-422, 15+

13);-Ilammons v. G. N. Ry., 53-249, 54+ 876.



  

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS

IN GENERAL

Statutory origin, 5585.

General policy of statute, 5586.

Generally affects remedy alone, 5587. _

Cannot compel party to bring actmn

against a.-lverse claimants, 5588.

Constitutional questions-—-Legislative dis

cretion-——Vested rights, 5589.

Courts cannot modify, 5590.

A statute of repose, 5591.
Where party has alternative rights of ac

tion, 5592.
Joint obligation, 5593.

Not applicable to defences, 5594.

Construction of statutes, 5595.

In equity, 5596.
Applicable to legal proceedings generally,

5597. ,
Enforcement—-Option of parties, 5598.

Exceptions must be express, 5599.

Limitation by contract, 5600.
Applicable to the state and municipali

ties, 5601.

RUNNING OF STATUTE

In general, 5602.

Computation of time, 5603.

When action is begun~—Statute, 5604.

In particular cases, 5605.

Performance of condition precedent, 5606.

Payment of money into court, 5607.

Fraudulent concealment of cause of action,

5608.

Ignorance of cause of action, 5609.

Absence from state——Statute, 5610.

Actions against non-residents—In general,

5611.
Causes of action arising out of state

Statute, 5612.
Disabilities——Statute-—Time of disability,

5613.

Insanity, 5614.
Pendency of an action——-Dismissal, 5615.

Infancy, 5616. '

Stay by paramount authority, 5617.

Injunction, 5618.
Pemlency of contest in General Land Oflice,

5619.

Insolvency proceedings, 5620.

Sequestration proceedings. 5621.

Amendment of pleading, 5622.

NEW PROMISE AND ACKNOWLEDG

MENT

Necessity of writing—Statute, 5623.

Sufiiciency of promise or acknowledgment,

5624.

Judgments, 5625.

Rule limited to contracts—Torts and spe

cialities, 5626.

Acknowledgment

5627.
Acknowledgment of corporation, 5628.

Conditional promise, 5629.

Parol evidence inadmissible, 5630.

Account stated, 5631.

cannotI be withdrawn,

PART PAYMENT

In general, 5632.

Theory of rule, 5633.

Comment on rule, 5634.

Several dcbts—-General payment, 5635.

Note and mortgage, 5636.

Series of notes, 5637.

Judgments, 5638.
Rule limited to contracts—-Torts and spe

cialities, 5639.

Application of collnterals, 5640.

Indorsemcnt of payment on notes, 5641.

Part payment not conclusive, 5642.

By whom made—-Joint and several debt

ors-—-Principal and surety, 5643.

Must clearly apply to debt in action, 5644.

Part payment need not be in money, 5645.

Entry of credits in account, 5646.

Time of part payment, 5647.

PARTICULAR ACTIONS

Actions on contracts and obligations gen

erally, 5648.

Actions on mutual accounts, 5649.

Actions on running accounts not mutual,

5650.

Actions on accounts stated, 5651.

Actions for relief on the ground of fraud,

5652.

Actions involving trusts, 5653.
Actions for personal injury——Negligence,

5654.

Actions for various torts, 5655.

Actions on statutory liabilities. 5656.

Actions for penalties and forfeitures, 5657.

Actions against wreties on oflicial bonds,

5658.

PLEADING

Demurrcr, 5659.
Anticipating defence in c0n\pIaint——Neg£l

tiving exceptions—-Fraud, 5660.

Waiver by not pleading, 5661.

Negativing exceptions, 5662.

Part payment, 5663.

Amendment of complaint, 5664.

Reply, 5665.
Defence of statute “new matter," 5666.

Foreign statutes, 5667.

Cross-References

See Adverse Possession; (‘onfiict of Laws, 1546; Lathes; nml specific actions.
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IN GENERAL

5585. Statutory origin—At common law there was no limitation as to the

time within which an action could be brought aside from that resulting from

the presumption of payment and the adverse possession of real property.“"

The first general statute was 21 James I. c. 16."

5586. General policy of statute—Statutes of limitation prescribe a period

within which a right may be enforced, afterwards withholding a remedy for

reasons of private justice and public policy. It would encourage fraud, op

pression, and interminable litigation, to permit a party to delay a contest until

it is probable that papers may be lost, facts forgotten, or witnesses dear .11

The law respecting adverse possession rests upon considerations of public

policy peculiar to itself."2

5587. Generally affects remedy alone—It is a frequent expression in the

books that the statute of limitations affects the remedy alone and not the

right.” This is generally true, but the effect of adverse possession for the

statutory period is to destroy old rights and create new ones.‘H

5588. Cannot compel party to bring action against adverse claimants

Limitation laws necessarily operate to compel a party to enforce or prosecute

his claim within a reasonable time, but a party who is in the enjoyment of

his rights cannot be compelled to take measures against an adverse claimant,

and a law taking away the rights of a party in such cases is an unlawful eon

fiscation, and in no sense a limitation law."

5589. Constitutional questions—Legislative discretion—Vested rights

—The legislature has full authority to enlarge or lessen the time limited for

the commencement of actions except that it cannot withhold a reasonable op

portunity to appeal to the courts or impair the obligation of contracts or

vested rights. The legislature cannot deny a person a reasonable time within

which to bring an action.76 What is a reasonable time is generally a matter

for legislative and not judicial determination. Statutes must. allow a reason

able time after they are passed for the commencement of suits upon existing

no Hoyt v. McNeil, 13—390(362) ,‘ Hauen

stein v. Lynham, 100 U. S. 488.

'10 Whitaker v. Rice, 9-13(1); Olson v.

Dab], 99-433, 109+1O01.

'11 Baker v. Kelley, 11—480(358); Brasie

v. Mpls. B. Co., 87-456, 92+340; Nebola

\'. Minn. I. Co., 102-89, 112+880.

'-‘Z See § 109.

T8 Holcombe v. Tracy, 2-241(201);

Fletcher v. Spaukling, 9-64(54); Baker

v. KelleyI 11-480(358); Burwell v. Tullis,

12-572(486); Cook v. Kendall, 13-324

(297); Brisbin v. Farmer, 16-215(187);

Arcbambau v. Green, 21-520; Bradley v.

Norris, 63-156. 168, 651-357; Brasie v.

Mpls. B. Co., 87-456, 92+340.

7-I See § 120.

75 Baker v. Kelley, 11-480(358); Hill v.

Lnnd, 13-451 (419); Kipp v. Johnson, 31

360, 17+957; Sanborn \'. Potter, 35-449,

29+64; Feller v. Clark, 36-338, 340, 31+

175; Burk v. Western L. Assn., 40-506,

42+479; Taylor v. Winona etc. Ry., 45

66, 47+453; Russell v. Akeley, 45-376, 48+

3; Whitney v. Wegler, 54-235, 55+927;

Vaule v. Miller, 69-440, 72+452; Hayes v.

Carroll, 74-134, 76+1017; London etc. Co.

v. Gibson, 77-394, 80+205, 777; Henning

sen v. Stillwater, 81-215. 83+983; State

v. Westfall, 85-437, 89+-175; Rise]: v. Jen

sen, 92-107, 99+628; Holmes v. Loughren,

97-83. 105+558; Willard v. Hodapp, 98

269, 107-+954; Priebe v. Ames, 104-419,

422, 116+829.

"*1-[olcombe v. Tracy, 2-241(201); Hey

“-ard v. Judd, 4-483(375); Thornton v.

Turner, 11—336(237); Baker v. Kelley,

11—480(358); Burwell v. Tullis, 12-572

(486); Wetherill v. Stone, 12-579(499);

Stine \'. Bennett, 13—153(138); Cook V.

Kendall, 13—324(297); Brisbin v. Fanner,

16-215(187); Archambau v. Green, 21

520; Streeter v. Wilkinson, 24-288; State

v. Messenger, 27-119, 125, 61457; State v.

Waholz, 28-114, 9+578; Duncan v. Cobb,

32-460, 21+714; In re Ackerman, 33-54,

21+852; Powers v. St. Paul, 36-87, 30+

433; Burk v. Western L. Assn., 40-506,

42+479; Hill v. Townley, 45-167, 47+653;

Russell v. Akeley. 45-376, 48+3;'Rice v.

Diekerman, 47-527, 50+698; Bradley v.

Morris, 63-156, 65+357; Kelley v. Gallup,

67-169. 69+812; State v. Foster, 104-408,

116+826; Priebe v. Ames, 104-419, 116+

829; Gray v. St. Paul, 105-19, 116+1111;

State v. Krahmer, 105-422, 117+780.
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causes of action, but what is a reasonable time must depend upon the sound

discretion of the legislature, considering the nature of the subject and the pur

poses of the enactment; and the courts will not inquire into the wisdom of the

exercise of this discretion by the legislature in fixing the period of legal bar, un

less the time allowed is manifestly so short as to amount to a practical denial of

justice."'I No one has a vested right to a mere remedy, or in an exemption from

it." The legislature may therefore revive a cause of action on a personal claim

against which a statute of limitations has run by a repeal of the statute." The

rule is otherwise where the running of the statute gives a vested interest in real

or personal property. When the period prescribed by statute has once run, so

as to cut off the remedy which one might have had for the recovery of property

in the possession of another, the title of the property, irrespective of the origi

nal right, is regarded in the law as vested in the possessor, who is entitled to

the same protection in respect to it which the owner is entitled to in other

cases. A subsequent repeal of the limitation law could not be given a retro

active effect, so as to disturb this title. It is vested as completely and per

fectly, and is as safe from legislative interference, as it would have been if it

had been perfected in the owner by grant, or by any species of assurance. But

what are often indiscriminately called statutes of limitation consist of two

distinct classes. The first class are those where the prescription operates as

the foundation of title to property in possession. The lapse of time limited by

such statutes not only bars the remedy, but extinguishes the right, and vests a

perfect title in the adverse holder. The second class are those which merely

take away or suspend certain remedies or forms of action, but leave the prop

erty rights of the parties unaffected. This last class is rather an exemption

from the servitude of certain forms of action than a means of the acquisition

of title. In such a case the legislature would have a perfect right to restore

the remedy already barred, because it would not take away any vested rights

of property.80

5590. Courts cannot modify—The courts have no power to extend or

modify the periods of limitation prescribed by statute."1 They have no dis

peusing power in favor of parties who do not discover their rights until their

remedy is gone.‘32

5591. A statute of repose—The statute of limitations is to be upheld and

enforced, not as resting only on a presumption of payment from lapse of time,

but according to its intent and object, as a statute of repose.”

5592. Where party has alternative rights of action—Where a party has

alternative rights of action on the same state of facts one is not necessarily

barred because the other is.“

‘'7 Streeter v. Wilkinson, 24-288; State v. 436. 29+168; Sanborn v. Patter, 35-449.

Messenger. 27-119, 6+457; Miller v. Cor

inna, 42-391. 44+127; Hill v. Townley, 45

167. 474-653; Russell v. Akeley, 45-376,

48+3; Rice v. Diekerman, '47-527, 50+698;

State v. Westfall, 85-437, 89-1-175; State

v. Krahmer, 105-422. 117+780.

18 Kipp v. Johnson, 31-360, 17+957; State

v. Foster, 104-408, 116+826. See Gray v.

St. Paul, 105-19. 116+1111.

79 Campbell v. Holt, 115 U. S. 620; Hul

bert v. Clark, 128 U. S. 295. See Kipp v.

.1Iggnson, 31-360, l7+957; 16 Harv. L. Rev.

3° Streeter v. Wilkiiison. 24-288; Kipp v.

Johnson, 31-360, 17+957; Gates v. Shu

grue, 35-392, 29+57; Morrison v. Rice, 35

29+64; Feller v. Clark, 36-338, 31+175;

Flynn v. Lemieux, 46-458, 49+238; Whit

ney v. Wegler, 54-235, 55+927; Pine

County v. Lambert, 57-203, 58+990;

O’Connor v. Finnegan, 60-455, 62+618;

Kipp v. Elwell, 65-525, 68+105.

6;l Humphrey v. Carpenter, 39-115, 39+

'12 Cock v. Van Etten, 12-522(431); Mast

\'. Easton, 33-161, 22+-253.

88 McNab v. Stewart, 12-407(291); Den

ny v. Marrctt, 29-361, 13+148; Willoughby

v. Irish, 35-63, 27+379; Shepherd \'.

Thompson, 122 U. S. 231.

R‘Jackson v. Holbrook, 36-494, 32+852.
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5593. Joint obligation—In an action against two persons, on a joint con

tract, judgment may be recovered agai1_1stone of them, though as to the other

 

liberally construed." Formerly a strict construction prevailed.“ They will

not be construed as retroactive if any other construction is possible.” Ex

ce tions must be clear,"0 but express exceptions are to be liberally construed."

5596. In equity—Statutes of limitation apply to equitable as well as legal

actions. Courts of equity have no power to modify them or relieve parties

from their operation. They operate absolutely and without regard to the

equities of the particular case."2 A court of equity cannot read an exception

into a statute of limitations, but it may sometimes restrain a debtor from

pleading the statute.“ There are many equitable actions which are not cov

ered by any statute of limitations. In such cases equity either determines

what is a reasonable time by reference to analogous cases governed by stat

though in terms applicable only to “actions” are to be applied as a rule to all

proceedings that are analogous in their nature to actions, so as to make the

right sought to be enforced, and not a_ form of procedure, the test as to whether

claims which may be the subject of actions, however presented; also that they

furnish a rule for cases analogous in their subject-matter, but for which a

remedy unknown to the common law has been provided.96

5598. Enforcement—Option of parties—-Courts do not volunteer the en

forcement of statutes of limitation, but they do not refuse to enforce them

When they are invoked by parties. They will not aid or encourage parties in

their attempts, by “mere strategy in judicial proceedings,” or by circuitous

route of action, to avoid them. They are to be applied alike to all.91 Courts

may assume that parties will invoke the statutes when they are sued."

5599. Exceptions must be express—'I‘here are no exceptions to statutes

of limitation except as expressly provided." A court of equity cannot read

5600. Limitation by contract-The parties to a contract may, by the terms

-55 Town v. Washburn, 14-—268(199); Fos- 93+110; Lagerman v. Casserly, 107-491,

ter v. Johnson, 44-290, 46+350. 120+1086

M Aultman v. Torrey, 55-492, 57+2l1; W Lager-man v. Casserly, 107-491, 120+

Hayes v. Carroll, 74-134, 76+1017. 1086.

87 Redwood County v. Winona etc. Co., 1" Parsons v. Noggle. 23-328; 0’Mul

~10-512, 4.1+-165, 42+473; St. Paul v. Chi. cahey v. Gregg, 45-112, 47+-543; Mowry
etc. Ry., 45-387, 484-17; Brasie v. Mpls. B. r. McQueen, 80-385, 83+348.

Co., 87-456, 464, 924-340. "5 See § 5350.

"See Baker v. Kelley, 11-480(358); W Redwood County v. Winona etc. Co.,

TOWn V. Washburn, 14-268(199). 40-512, 41+465, 42+473.

5" Powers v. St. Paul, 36-87, 30+433. PT Brasie v. Mpls. B. Co., 87}-456, 92+340.

9° Erickson v. Johnson, 22-380. 118 Sundberg v. Goar, 92-143, 99+638.

"1 Nebola v. Minn. I. Co., 102-89, 112+ 9" Cock v. Van Etten, 12-522(431)

880' 1 Lagerman v. Casserly, 107-491, 120+°'-’ Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11-459(341): 1086.

Cook V. Van Etten, 12-522(431); McClung '1 Willoughby v. St. Paul etc. Co., 68-373,

v. Capehart, 24-17; Humphrey v. Carpeu- 71+272. See In re St. Paul etc. 00., 58

tor, 39-115, 39+67; Lewis v. Welch, 47- 163, 59+996.

193, 43+-608; Schmitt v. Hager, 88-413,
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5601. Applicable to the state and m

unicipalities-The legislature having

adopted the policy of making the statutes of limitation applicable to the state “

they are to be given as liberal a construction against the state as against citi

zens.‘ They were formerly applicable to proceedings _ _ _
They are applicable to actions brought by municipal corporations

taxes.5whether suing in a soverei n or proprietary capacity.6

for the collection of

Statutes of limitation

do not operate against the state or federal government unless there is an ex

press provision or necessary implication to that etlcct and title to public lands

cannot be acquired by adverse possession.7

RUNNING OF STATUTE

5602. In general-—The statute of limitations commences to run against a

cause of action from the time it accrues-in other words, from the time an

action thereon can be commenced.8

An action can be maintained on a promise

to pay a sum of money “on demand” or “when requested” immediately and

without any previous demand .9

Where it appears from a contract that it was

the intention of the parties thereto that the money or claim which is the sub

ject-matter thereof was to be paid upon

a demand in fact, the statute of limi

ations does not begin to run until an actual demand for payment is made.10

The demand, however, must be made within a reasonable time, which is ordi

narily the period of the statute of limitations; but, where the parties con

templated a delay in making the demand to some indefinite time in the future,

the statutory period for bringing the action is not controlling as to the ques

When a right depends upon some condition or

es and_ the statute runs upon the fulfil
tion of reasonable time.n

contingency, the cause of action accru

ment of the condition or the happening of the contingency.‘2
But where the

condition precedent to bringing suit is not a part of the right or cause of ac

tion, but merely a part of or one step in the remedy it does not delay the run

mng of the statute.“ The necessity of taking an account to ascertain how much

the vendee must pay for a. conveyance

statute against a cause of action for specific performance.“

does not prevent the running of the

A cause of action

for breach of contract accrues immediately on a breach, though actual dam

ages resulting therefrom do not occur until aftcrwards.“‘

5603. Computation of time—-In determining whether a cause of action is

barred the day on which it accrues is excluded.“

- 4Redwood County v.

3R. L. 1905 § 4072.
Winona etc. Co.,

40-512, 41-.465, 42+-173; St. Paul v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 45-387, 48+17. See Brown County

v. Wmona etc. Co., 38-397, 37+949.

5 See § 9525.

0 St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-387, 48+17.

1 See § 110.
8 Thornton v. Turner, 11—336(237); Ayer

v. Stewart, 14-97(68) ; Lambert v. Slinger

land, 25-457; Mast v. Easton, 33-161, 22+

253; Sloggy v. Dilworth, 38-179, 361-451;

In re Hess, 57-282, 59%-193; Heinbokel v.

Nat. Sav. etc. Assn.. 58-340, 59+1050;

Pmch v. Moflnlloch, 72-71, 74+897; Lum

bem1en’s Ins. Co. v. St. Paul, 82-497. 85+

525; Ganser v. Ganser, 83-199, 864-18;

Ev_er_ett v. O’Leary, 90-154, 95+901;

Willius v. Albrecht, 100-436, 111-+387;

Nebola v. Minn. 1. Co., 102-89, 112+880.

°MeArdle v. McArdle, 12-98(53) ; Brown

v. Brown, 28-501, 11+64; Branch v. Daw

son. 33-399, 23+552; Mitchell v. Easton,

37-335, 33+910.
10 Brown v. Brown, 28-501, 11+64; Branch

v. Dawson, 33-399, 23+552; Mitchell v.

Easton. 37-335. 33+910; Easton v. Seren

son. 53-309, 55+128; Horton v. Seymoun

82-535. B5+551; Portner v. Wilfahrt, B5

73. 88-1418.

11 Fallon v. Fallon. 124-+994.
12 Johnson v. Gilfillan, 8-395(352); In

re Hess, 57-282, 59+193.

13I1itchfield v. McDonald, 35-167, 28+

191; Easton v. Sorenson, 53-309, 55+128;
State v. Norton, 59-424, 61+458; Hantzclr

v. Massolt, 61-361, 63+1069; Stillwater &

St. P. Ry. v. Stillwater, 66-176, 68+836;

McCo1lister V. Bishop, 78-228, S0+1118.

“ Short v. Van Dyke, 50-286, 52+643.

15 Everett v. O’Leary. 90-154, 95+901.

1'1 Spencer v. Hang, 45-231, 47+-794; N8
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5604. When action is begun—Statute—It is provided by statute that an

action shall be deemed begun, for the purposes of statutes of limitation,

“against each defendant when the summons is served on him, or on a code

fendant who is a joint contractor or otherwise united in interest with him, or

is delivered to the proper officer for such service; but, as against any defendant

not served within the period of limitation, such delivery shall be ineffectual,

unless within sixty days thereafter the summons be actually served on him or

the first publication thereof be made.” '"

5605. In particular cases—Action for surplus at foreclosure sale;H3 on

account for goods sold and delivered; 1“ for specific performance; 2° on a cer

tificate of deposit in the ordinary form issued by a bank; 2‘ for an accounting

and balance due in a partnership; *2 on the official bond of a constable; 2“ for

money collected by an agent and not accounted for; '-'4 on a general deposit in

a bank; 25 on a loan of money payable whenever the party making the loan

should demand it;“ to enforce stockholdefs liability; 2' against county for

money paid at a void tax sale; 2’ for breach of covenant of warranty in a

deed ;“ on a guardian’s bond; 3° action against city for amount held in trust

by city for owner in condemnation proceedings; ‘“ on bond of assignee; *2 in

relation to tax proceedings ;“ against a grantee in a deed on an assumption

and agreement to pay a mortgage; 3* on an assessment in a mutual insurance

company; 3“ to abate a nuisance; “° for services rendered by one party to an

other under an agreement that the former shall be compensated out of the

estate of the latter after his death; 3’ to compel holders of bonus stock to pay

for the same for the benefit of creditors; *8 against reversioners; ‘*9 for instal

ment of salary; 4° on interest coupons; '“ on a guaranty of land warrants; "

by surety against principal for amount paid by surety on account of princi

pal; '3 on the official bond of an executor where the statute authorized an ac

tion only upon leave of court; “ on a Minnesota standard insurance policy; '5

on an insurance policy when there is an adjustment of the loss and a promise

bola v. Minn. I. Co., 102-89, 112+880.

1" R. L. 1905 § 4081. In the following

cases reference is made to the statutory

rule: Hooper v. Farwell, 3-106(58) (serv~

ice on joint contractor); Blackman v.

Wheaten, 13-326(299); Auerbach v. May

nard, 26-421, ‘H816; Steinmetz v. St. P.

T. Co., 50-445, 52+915; Smith v. Hurd,

50-503, 52+922; Carlson v. Phinney, 56

476, 5S+38; Foot v. Ofstie, 70-212, 73+-4;

State v. Kipp, 70-286, 73+164; Spencer

v. Koell, 91-226, 97-+974; Webster v. Pen

rod, 103-69, 114+257.

18 Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68).

412:)Cousins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-219, 45+

2° Thompson v. Myrick, 20—205(184);

Lewis v. Prendergast, 39-301, 39+S02;

Short v. Van Dyke, 50-286, 52+643.

21 Mitchell v. Easton, 37-335, 33+910.

‘-92 McClung v. Capehart, 24-17; Broderick

v. Beaupre, 40-379, 42+-83; Thompson v.

Crosby, 62-324, 64+823.

'-'3 Litchfield v. McDonald, 35-167, 28+191.

24 Mast v. Easton, 33-161, 22+253.

25 Branch v. Dawson, 33-399, 23+552;

Mitchell v. Enston, 37-335, 33+910; Easton

v. Sorenson, 53-309, 55+128.

M Brown v. Brown, 28-501, 1l+64.

'-"' Harper v. Carroll, 62-152, 64+145.

'18 Easton v. Sorenson, 53-309, 55+12B.

2" VVagner v. Finnegan, 65-115, 67+795:

Brooks v. Mohl, 104-404, 116+931.

"0 Hantzch v. Massolt, 61-361, 63+1069.

B1 Stillwater etc. By. v. Stillwater, 66-176,

68+836.

32 McCollister v. Bishop, 78-228, 80+1118.

3-1 See § 9525.

R4 Pinch v. McCulloch, 72-71, 74+897.

3“ Langworthy v. Garding, 74-325, 77+

207 ; Langworthy v. Washburn, 77-256,

79+!-174.

3" Mueller v. Fruen. 36-273, 30+886.

3" In re Hess, 57-282, 59+l93.

8* llospes v. N. W. etc. Co., 48-174, 50'

1117.

-“ Lindley v. Grofl’, 37-338, 34+26.

W Wood v. Cullen, 13—394(365).

*1 Cushman v. Carver County, 19-295

(252).

42 Johnson v. Gilfillan, 8—395(352).

48 Barnsback v. Reiner, 8-59(37).

44 Ganser v. Ganser, 83-199, 86+18 (over

ruling Wood v. Myrick, 16-494, 447;

Lanier v. Irvine, 24-116).

45 Rottier v. German Ins. Co., 84-116. 86+

888.
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"5 for damages resulting from the erection of a mill-darn ; " for dam

to pay; _

*5 for breach of a contract to 1nsurc;‘° to set

ages resulting from a nuisance;
aside a fraudulent con\'eyance.“° ' I .

5606. Performance of condition precedent-Where there is a condition

precedent to the accruing of a cause of action, and it is in the power of the

plaintiff to perform that condition, the statute of limitations, by analogy, ap

plies and will commence to run as soon as the proper time to perform the con

iarred it will prevent the

dition arrives, and when performance is thereby l

cause of action from ever accruing.“5607. Payment of money into court-—Payment of money into court in an

action» on a debt takes the debt out of the statute as to the money so paid."

5608. Fraudulent concealment of cause of acti0n—-A fraudulent con

cealment of a cause of action will prevent the runnmg ot the statute of limi

tations.53

5609. Ignorance of cause of action-Except in the case of fraud ignorance

of a cause of action will not prevent the running of the statute.“

5610. Absence from state-—Statute—-It is provided by statute that “if,

when a cause of action accrues against a person, he is out of the state, an action

may be commenced within the times herein limited after his return to the

state; and if, after a cause of action accrues, he departs from and resides out

of the state, the time of his absence is not part of the time limited for the

commencement of the action.” 55 The statute is applicable only to actions

the subject-matter of which arises or originates in this state, and the debtor is

out of the state when the cause of action accrues, or afterwards departs there

from.“ The mere fact that a note is made payable in this state does not

make the statute applicable.M It is inapplicable to an action of ejectment,“

to an action to foreclose a mortgage; " to an action on a judgment; °° or to

foreign corporations with offices in this state.61 If when a cause of action

accrues against a person he is out of the state, the action mav be commenced

within the statutory time after his return to the state.62 Ifafter a cause of

action accr_ues against a person, he leaves the state and resides elsewhere his

foreign residence must, in order to toll the statute, be not merely temporary or

occasional, but of such character and with such intent as to constitute a new

domicil.“-°'5611. Actions against non-residents—In general-Out statutes of limi

ta_t1on do not run in favor of a non-resident until he comes within the juris

d1ct1on.°‘5612. Causes of action arising out of state—Statute-—It is provided bv

statute that “when a cause of action has arisen outside of this state, and, bv

MMc(1allum v. Nat. Credit Ins. Co., 84- 5" Drake v. Brigelow, 93-112, l00+664.

134, 86%-892. “St Pa l (‘h' t R 4
-* - . , . . . 5-387 43‘1'; Thornton v.‘ Turner, 11-336(237). 17; Ramsdly :. Gle]r1n;,c45-Z61 48+32’2- ‘L

Wiéloggy v. D1lworth, 38-179, 36+451. 5" R. L. 1905 § 4074. See § £3431.

verett v. O'Leary, 90-154, 95+901. M Gaines v. Grunewald, 102-245, 113+450.

5°Br-asie v. Mpls. B Co 87-456 92+s4o M St Pal Ch‘ 1;.. . . . ...R.45~74.P5; S]tate v. Norton, 59_-42'4, s1+45s; Lake -w Town izvooiibrfni, 1¢i;’2ss(i),ii9’) -siivlii

97: en etc. Co. v. Lmdeke, 66-209, 68+ kinson v. Estate of Winue, 15-1596123);

- Duke v. Balme 16-306(270)- Gill v Brad

M111 re sr. Paul etc. Co., 58-163 59+9aa 1 cu - ' ’ '
8;)Wellner v. Eeksteiu, 105-444, 460, 111+ 4e7y+'54a.15' Omulcahey v' Gmgg' 45-my

. n-Web] .Pld'. -4 H
“ (])§ock v. Van Etten, 12-5220131) ; Mast Keri\'iiiav.eSal'oin, 5?)‘-1—321ilg52+1t£i)4288(429) ,

2/).,Le:otoI§,0_?1,g;1e1, 22+25a; Everett v. M Hoyt v. McNeil, 13-‘390(362-Y Smith

“R lg, 1905 , a5+9o1. \-. Glover, 44-260 46+406- Wa v'0o1vo1
. . § 4082. 54-14 55+744 ’ ’ Y ' ' ’

:6 Powers v. Blethen, 91-339, 97+1056. ' '
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the laws of the place where it arose, an action thereon is there barred by lapse

of time, no such action shall be maintained in this state unless the plaintiff be

a citizen of the state who has owned the cause _of action ever since it accrued.” ‘"5

The statute is applicable only to actions the subject-matter of which arises or

originates out of this state.“ If a cause of action not arising in this state or

accruing to a citizen thereof is barred by the law of another state it is barred

here." The statute of limitations in this state controls in actions brought

here, except that in an action against a person by one not a citizen of this

state, or a citizen who has not had the cause of action ever since it accrued, the

£.n,uuoo .10 sgeqs sq; yo suogetuurtl ;o .\\e[ sq; ;o Jlesunq [rem Ksm quupusyap

in which the cause of action arose, if it is more favorable to him than our

own.“

5613. Disabilities-Statute—Time of disability—It is provided by stat

ute that certain disabilities shall suspend the running of the period of limita

tion.“ Under the statute the disability must exist at the time the cause of

action accrues. If the statute begins to run against a party no subsequent

disability, not even insanity, will arrest it.70 The period is extended in no

case for more than one year after the disability ceases.11

5614. Insanity—Insanity arising subsequent to the accrual of a cause of

action does not arrest the running of the statute.72 Insanity arising on -the

same day as the accrual of a cause of action exists at the time the cause of ac

tion accrues within the meaning of the statute. Fractions of a day will not be

considered in this connection." The period is not extended for more than

one year after the insanity ceases.’H

5615. Pendency of an action--Dismissal—The commencement of an ac

tion arrests the running. of the statute during its pendency, if the action is

prosecuted to final judgment; but if the action is dismissed, without a deter

;ninat7i!on on the merits, it is otherwise, in the absence of a statute to the con

rary.

5616. Infancy—Infancy of the plaintiff is one of the statutory disabilities

arresting the running of the statute."

5617; Stay by paramount authority—Whenever a person is prevented

from exercising his legal remedy by some paramount authority, the time dur

ing which he is thus prevented is not to be counted against him in determin

ing whether the statute of limitations has barred his right.” This rule ap

phes only when the paramount authority is invoked and the restraint induced

by the debtor."

5618. Injunction—The statutory provision, suspending the running of the

period of limitation during the time the beginning of an action is stayed by an

1n]unction or other statutory prohibition, applies only between parties to an

action, and not where the injunction is granted in an action to which the

debtor is not a party."

65 R. L. 1905 § 4083.

"6 Powers v. Blethen, 91-339, 97+1056.

6" Luce v. Clarke, 49-356, 51+1162; Pow

ers v. Blethen, 91-339, 97+1056; Drake v.

Bigelow, 93-112, 100+664. See 22 Harv.

L. Rev. 62.

6*‘ Fletcher v. Spauld-ing, 9—64(54).

"9 R. L. 1905 § 4084.

7° Kelley v. Gallup, 67-169, 69+812. See

Nebola v. Minn. I. Co., 102-89, 112+880.

"1 Lauger v. Newmann, 100-27, 110+68.

"Kelley v. Gallup, 67-169, 69+812.

8;‘(*]Nebola v. Minn. I. Co., 102-89, 112+

‘H Langer v. Newmann, 100-27, 110+68.

'15 Holmgren v. Isaacson, 104-84, 116+

205. See Backus v. Burke, 63-272, 65+

459; Downer v. Union L. Co., 103-392.

115+207.

‘'6 R. L. 1905 § 4084(1); Backus v. Burke,

63-272, 65+459. See Minn. D. Co. v. Dean,

85-473, 89+848.

7" St. Paul ctc. Ry. v. Olson, 87-117, 91+

294. See Holmgren v. Isaacson, 104-84.

116+205.

"Lagerrnan v. Casserly, 107-491, 120A

1086.

1° Id.
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statute.M

5619. Pendency of contest in General Land Ofiice-The pendency of a

contest in the General Land Oflice has b

een held to arrest the running of the

5620. Insolvency proceedings—Insolvency or bankruptcy proceedings are

generally held to arrest the running of

5621.
solvent corporations arrest the running

nal pleading.“a

the statute.“ _ _
Sequestration proceedings-Sequestration proceedings agamst in

of the statute.82
Unless the amendment introduces a new

s is arrested by the service of the origi

If the amendment introduces a new cause of action the plead

ing is to be construed as of its own date and the statute of limitations runs

against it to the date of service.“

NEW PROMISE AND ACKNO\\'LE1)GMEN'1‘

5623. Necessity of writing-—Statut

e-—-It is provided by statute that no

acknowledgment or promise shall be evidence of a new or continuing contract

suffieient to take the case out of the statute unless the same is contained in

some writing signed by the party to

lows Lord Tenterden’s Act.“

he charged thereby.“5
Our statute fol

5624. Sufficiency of promise or acknowledgment-—'I‘here must be either

an express promise, or an acknowledgment expressed in such words, and

tended by such circumstances, as give

force and effect, of a new promise.

at

to it the meaning, and therefore the

In the case of an acknowledgment or im

plied promise, there should be a direct recognition of the indebtedness sued on,

from which a willingness to pay the same may reasonably be implied.
If there

be no express promise, but a promise is to be raised by implication of law

from the acknowledgment of the party,

such acknowledgment ought to contain

an unqualified and direct admission of a previous subsisting debt which the

party is liable and willing to pay.

If there be accompanying circumstances

Which repel the presumption of a promise or intention to pay, if the expression

be equivocal, vague and indeterminate, leading to no certain conclusion, but at

best to probable inferences which may affect difierent minds in difierent ways

they ought not to go to the jury as evidence of a new promise to revive the

cause of action.M

from the unqualified and uneondition

acknowledgment must he an admission,

but that it continues due at the time of the acknowledgment.“

The willingness to pay need not be express but is implied

al acknowledgment of the debt. The

not that the debt was just originally

The statute of

limitations does not operate to raise a presumption of payment, but is a statute

of repose; hence. to revive a legal obligation once terminated by the eifect of

168. See Been v. Evans, 72-169, 75+

B_-'- R. L. 1905 § 4086; Erpelding v. Lud

wig. 39-518, 40+S29; Pfenninger v. Ko~

ke_sch. 68-81, 70+867; McManaman v.

Hmchley, 82-296, 84+l018; Atwood V.

Lanmrers, 97-214, 106+310.

M 0150“ v. nmu, 99-433, 109+1001.

80 St. P. etc. Ry. v. Olson. 87-117, 91+

294: Sage v. Rudnick. 91-325, 98+89.

81 Davidson v. Fisher, 4-1-363, 43+79; In

re St. Paul etc. Co., 58-163, 59+-996.

52 London etc. Co. v. St. P. etc. Co., 84

144. 86+S72: Potts v. St. P. etc. Assn.,

84-217. 87-1604. See Downer v. Union L.

Co.. 103-392, 115+207.

89- Bruns v. Schreiber, 48-366. 51%-120;

Markell v. Ray, 75-138, 77+788; Case v.

Blood, 71 Iowa, 632; McKeighen v. Hop

kins. 19 Neb. 33.
1" Schulze v. Fox, 53 Md. 37; Atkinson v.

Amador etc. Co., 53 Cal. 102; Hester v.

Mul‘en. 107 N. C. 724; Hil's v. Ludwig.

46 Ohio, 374; Monticello v. Grant, 104

B7 Whitney v. Reese, 11-13S(87); Smith

v. Moulton, 12-352(229); Mt-.Nab v. Stew

art, 12-407(291); Brishin v. Farmer, 16

215037); Denny v. Marrett, 29-361, 13+

148; Wflloughby v. Irish, 35-63, 27+379;

Drake v. Sigafoos, 39-367, 40+257; Ru?

sc‘l v. Davis, 51-482. 534-766; Osborne V

Heuer, 62-507. 644-1151.

88 Russell v. Davis, 51-482, 51-H766.
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the statute, requires something more than a more acknowledgment that a past

debt is still unpaid.” The acknowledgment must be on the one hand broad

enough to include the specific debt in question, and on the other sufl'ic1ently

precise and definite in its terms to show that this debt was the subject-matter of

the acknowledgment. It ought clearly to appear in all cases that it relates to

the identical debt which is sought to be recovered on the strength of it; and

where there are more debts than one due from the defendant to the plaintiff, it

must a pear to which it applies?"

562 . Judgments-A judgment is not a contract, and an acknowledgment

or new promise does not have the eifect of reviving the cause of action merged

in the judgment or of extending the life of the judgrnent.“

5626. Rule limited to contracts—-Torts and specia1ties—The doctrine of

a new promise or acknowledgment is limited to contracts, express or implied.

and does not extent to obligations ex delicto or to specialties.“

5627. Acknowledgment cannot be wit.hdrawn—An acknowledgment tak

ing a debt out of the statute cannot be withdrawn so as to restore the bar.B3

5628. Acknowledgment of corporation-—When the action of a corpora

tion, as, for example, a school district, constitutes in substance an acknowl

edgment or promise suflicient to take a debt out of the statute, and such action

is made a matter of record, the record is a writing which satisfies the statute.“

5629. Conditional promise—A conditional promise to pay a debt will not

take it out of the statute unless the condition is performed.B5

5630. Parol evidence inadmissib1e—The written acknowledgment or

promise must itself describe or furnish the means of identifying the debt or

debts to which it refers and cannot be supplemented by parol evidence.“

5631. Account stated—An account stated, which is not supported by evi

dence of some writing signed by the party to be charged, will not prevent the

running of the statute against previously existing liabilities included therein.

An action on an account stated rnay, of course, be established by oral promises

or acknowledgments; but such proof will not operate to take the case out of the

general rule of limitation. rl‘he stating of the account does not. either with

an express oral promise or an implied promise to pay it, fix a new period from

Whicl1 the statute starts to run.‘"

PART PAYMENT

5632. In general-It is the general rule that part payment of a subsisting

debt sets the statute of limitations running afresh as to the balance.” But to

have such effect the payment must he a voluntary one. made as pa1t of a larger

indebtedness, and under such circumstances as will warrant the court or jury

ID. finding an implied promise to pay the balance.” As to what will justify a

court or jury in finding an implied promise to pay the balance our cases are

not entirely harmonious. ]t has been held that mere part payment of a debt.

without words or acts to indicate its character, is not evidence from which a

new prom1se may be inferred.1 On the other hand it has been held that a

"Denny v. Marrett, 29-361, 13+148; Stewart, 24-97; Gordon v. Ven, 55-105,

Wllloyughby V. Irish, 35-63, 27+379. 56;-581; Clarkin v. Brown, 80-361, S3+351.

"°“lntney v. Reese, 11-138(87). W Brisbin v. Farmer. 16—2l5(18T); Chad

"1 Olson v. Dahl, 99-433, 109+1001. wick v. Cornish, 26-28, 1+55; Wihoughby

9216- \~. Irish. 35-63. 27+379; Erpelding v. Lud
n1iSanborn v. School Dist., 12-17(1). wig. 39-518, 40+829; Clarkin v. Brown,

": Id. 80-361. 83+35l.

W McNab v. Stewart, 12-407(291). IBrisbin v. Fanner, 16-215(187); Chad

” Russell v. Davis, 51-482, 53+766. wick v. Cornish, 26-28, 1+5-5; Young v.

9' Erpelding v. Ludwig, 39-518, 40+-829. Perkins, 29-173, 12+515; Smith v. St. P.

W Downer v. Read, 17—493(470); Fisk v. etc. Co., 56-202, 57+-175.
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voluntary payment in part of a larger indebtedness, without reservation, quali

fication, protest, or other act negativiug the inference that the debtor regarded

the balance as a subsisting obligation, justifies a court or Jury in finding, an

implied promise to pay the balance.2 To infer a new pi'omise the debt or o_b

ligation must be definitely pointed out by the debtor and an intention to dis

charge it in part made manifest.3 The original consideration is suflicient to

sustain the new promise.‘ _
5633. Theory of rule--It is sometimes said that the rule that the partial

payment of a debt takes is out of the operation of the statute_of limitations is

founded upon the theory that a payment of a part of a subsisting debt is an

acknowledgment that the debt exists, from Wliich the law implies a new prom

ise to pay the balance.‘ It must appear that the debtor intended to recognize

the obligation of an entire debt of which he has paid a part so as to imply a

promise. Part payment is only evidence of a promise or a fact from which a

promise may be implied. It is the new promise or contract, upheld by the

original consideration, which must be relied on to support an action otherwise

barred by lapse of time, though the declaration in form pursues the old con

tract or cause of action. It matters not whether the payment was made before

or after the running of the statute. There must be a new promise, express or

implied, to keep a debt alive as well as to revive it.“
5634. Comment on rule-The doctrine of part payment, and of a new

promise or acknowledgment, originated at an early day when the statute of

limitations was looked upon with disfavor by the courts and was regarded as

simply raising a presumption of payment. It is opposed to the modern view

that statutes of limitation are statutes of repose, based on considerations of

public policy, and favored by the courts.7 ‘he doctrine of part payment

ought to be abolished or restricted by statute. If it is a good rule why should

it not apply to obligations ex delicto, to specialties, and to judgments? Why

should not the same principle apply to a debt as to land? When the statute

has run in favor of a disseizor his subsequent acknowledgment of the title of

disseizee will not restore the rights of the latter. Since the doctrine of part

performance is opposed to the modern conception of statutes of limitation it

ought to be restricted so far as possible, and the present tendency is that wa_v.8

5635. Several debts-General payment-In order to infer a new promise

from part payment of an obligation already barred by the statute of limita

tions, the debt must be definitely and specifically pointed out, and an intention

to discharge it in part made manifest. This must appear from the act of the

debtor, as no new promise can be inferred from the conduct of the creditor in

applying the payment upon one of several obligations. Where the creditor

holds several separate claims, and the debtor makes a general pay‘-irieut upon

his indebtedness, without directing or authorizing the application thereof upon

any one of the claims, all of which are then barred bv the statute the bar of

the statute is not removed as to any of them.“ J ,

5636. _Note and mortgage-A part payment of a note secured by mort

gage which tolls the statute as to the note tolls it also as to the mortgage.‘°

2 Oevermann v. Loehertmann, 68-162, 70+ Oever L b -]084;_ Wolford v. Cook, 71-77, 73+706-, 1OS4;m€‘VIhYllfo‘;.d v.°e(}:dlt<mE!l.11]—1"77f§873:l1L672(l6-70+

Clarkm v. Brown. 80-361, 83+351. “Willoughby v. Irish,y35—63 27+379.

7Z;inderson v. Nystrom, 103-168, 114 r 7Whitaker v. Rice, 9—13(1)’

. 5See 015011 . 1) lil 99-41; 0 -‘Mason v. Campbell, 27-54, e+405; Will- Anderson v. iliysti-lam’ 103-bids liiiiggil

oAug(:1by v. I!'}1ISl1,t35—631,366, 27+379. Sec 16 Harv. L. Rev 517’ I Y

rn.erson_v. ys rom 0 -168, 114+742. 9 A d , '
"Erpeldang v. Ludwig, asams, 40+s29; 1L‘(';a\'eSl0sY(lm‘7v. 15023-—dii,8'
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5637. Series of notes—The payment of one of a series of notes does not

toll the statute as to the others.11 .

5638. ]udgments—The part payment of a judgment does not have the

effect of reviving the cause of action merged in the judgment or of extending

the life of the judgment.12

5639. Rule limited to c0ntracts—Torts and specialties—'l‘he doctrine

of part payment is limited to contracts, express or implied, and does not ex

tend to obligations ex delicto or to specialties.18

5640. Application of col1aterals—An application of the proceeds of the

sale of collaterals has been held not a part payment within the rule.H

5641. Indorsement of payment on notes—To make an indorsement on a

note of a partial payment thereon evidence to prevent the bar of the statute of

limitations it must appear by evidence dehors tl1e indorsement that it was

made at a time when it was against the interest of the holder of the note to

make it.In An indorsement on a note of the proceeds of the sale of collateral

securities which were deposited with the note at the time it was given does

not constitute a part payment which will interrupt the running of the statute.16

5642. Part payment not conc1usive—Part payment is not of itself cor.

clusive evidence to take a case out of the statute. The circumstances that at

tend such a payment may wholly‘ disprove a promise to pay more. A payment

in full settlement and satisfaction does not operate to take a cause of action

out of the operation of the statute.17

5643. By whom made—]oint and several debtors—Principal and sur

ety—In order to prevent the running of the statute a partial payment must

have been made by the debtor himself, or for him by his authority, or subse

quontly ratified if made in his name without his authority.18 It is the law

of this state that a partial payment by one of several joint and several debtors

is inoperative to prevent the running of the statute as to the others.“ A par

tial payment of a partnership debt, made by one partner after a dissolution of

the firm will prevent the running of the statute as to the other partners, in

favor of a creditor who has had dealings with the partnership and has had no

notice of its dissolution.2° Where one of two joint and several debtors makes

a payment in his own behalf, the mere fact that the other debtor, after knowl

edge of such payment, verbally promises to pay the balance, will not constitute

a ratification of the payments as having been made for him or in his behalf.21

A partial payment by the principal debtor will not toll the statute as to the

guarantor of a note unless the contract of guaranty expressly so provides.‘-‘2

Where an attorney makes collections for a client and applies the amounts col

lected in payment of previous services due him, an entry of such credits on

Kenaston v. Lorig, 81-454, 84+323; Mc— mars, 97—214, 106+310; Woodcock v. Put

Manaman v. Hinchley, 82-296, 84+1018.

1(l)11g\lcManaman v. Hinehley, 82-296, 84+

1'-' Olson v. Dahl, 99-433, l09+1001.

20 Harv. L. Rev. 421.

See

nam, 101—1, 111+639; Northwest T. Co. v.

Dahltorp, 104-130, 116+106.

19Willoughby v. Irish, 35-63, 27+379

(overruling Whitaker v. Rice, 9—13, 1);

Davison v. Sherburne, 57-355, 59+316;

Pfcnninger v. Kokeseh, 68-81, 70+867;13 Olson v. Dahl, 99—433, l09+1001.

14 Wolford v. Cook, 71-77, 73+706; At

wood v. Lammers, 97-214, 106+310.

15 R. L. 1905 § 4731; Young v. Perkins,

29-173, l2+515.

1" Atwood \'. Lammers, 97-214, 106+310.

11' Conway v. Wharton, 13—158(1-£5);

Bnsbin v. Farmer, 16—215(187).

18 Pfenninger v. Kokesch, 68-81, 70%-867;

Wolford v. Cook, 71-77, 73+706; Clarkin

v. Brown. 80-361, 83+351; Atwood v. Lam

IT——20

Ahvood v. Lammers, 97-214, 106+310;

Northwest T. Co. v. Dahltorp, 104-130,

116+l06.

'-"'Davison v. Sherburne. 57-355, 59+316;

Robertson v. Anderson. 96-527, 105+972;

l1l., 100-137, ]10+623.

1| Pfenninger v. Kokeseh, 68-81, 70+867.

1"-’ Northwest '1‘. Co. v. Dahltorp, 104-130,

]l6+106.
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his account books will not suspend the operation of the statute of limitations

as to portions of the account previously barred.28 A partial payment made by

a trustee or assignee of an insolvent debtor does not interrupt the running of

the statute.“
5644. Must clearly apply to debt in action-—lt must unequivocally ap

pear that the payment was made on the specific debt involved in the action.25

But it will be presumed to have made on the debt proved by the creditor unless

another is shown to exist by his evidence or that of the debtor."

5645. Part payment need not be in money-—It is unnecessary, for the

purpose of interrupting the statute, that the part payment should be in actual

money. A payment in goods may be sufiieient for that purpose. So, the in

dorsement and delivery by the debtor of the note of a third party as collateral

security for his indebtedness to another, the proceeds when collected to be ap

plied on the debt, may operate as a payment suificient to take it out of the

statute. But if collateral securities which were given contemporaneously with

the original obligation are subsequently realized upon and the proceeds ap

plied to the part payment of the debt the debtor’s passive acquiescence in such

application does not interrupt the running of the statute. If a debtor volun

tarily, and in the absence of any circinnstniices repelling the inference of an

implied promise to pay the whole debt, transfers to his creditor new and ad

ditional collateral sccurities for the payment of his debt, the proceeds of which.

when realized on, to be applied towards its pa_vment, it will constitute a “part

payment,” which will interrupt the running of the statute. as ot the date of

the transfer of the securities.215646. Entry of credits in account-—'1‘he entry of a credit on an account,

for an amount which the debtor claims to have paid on it at some former time,

does not amount to a part payment on the date of the credit which will pre

vent the statute from running.“ Where an attorney makes collections for a

client and applies the amounts collected in payment of previous services due

him, an entry of such credits on his account books will not suspend the opera

tion of the statute of limitations as to portions of the account reviouslv
barred.” P '

5647. Time of part payment-—A distinction is sornetinies made, in the de

gree of proof required, between a rt ' t l l l' ' ' lthe statute and one made after it liiias l'\i)na..;'{nen mar-0 ‘e Ole the “mnmg 0

PARTICULAR ACT IONS

I Actions op contracts and obligations genera1ly—'l.‘he statute PTO

? es iat actions upon a contract or other obligation, express or implied, 9-5

o_t§'_ 1cl_1 no other limitation is expressly prescribed” shall be commeilced

w_it_ in six years, Under Laws 1895 c. 8 § 347, actions ex contractu againfit

ii ms were required to be commenced within two years.82 The following 80

1ons must be commenced within six years, under the veneral statute: an action

on the implied contract of a ferry company to carry S§f8l\" 33 an action to 00TH‘

pel specific pertorniance of a contract tor the sale bi realpropertv; “ an action

28 Reeves v. Sa 88-218 2 “ ' '

24Smitl1 v. st.w7i’e.r’eic. Co.,’ 57+ -mrpekhng V‘ Ludwlgy 39—518' 401L829.

475' 2" Reeves v. Sawyer, 88-218, 92+962.

2 Y . 3° Sec Clurkin v. B 80-361 83+351.Toiilggfrmann \. Locbertmann, 68-162, xi R L_ 1905 § 4071’é>'r\'n, 1

20 Whitcomb v. Whiting, 1 Smith, Lead 32 Thornton vi East Grand Forks, 106

. 233. 1]8+S34

mg Ca . 1016, . wir - 'Reese, iif13s(s7).991 see ““‘*-" ‘- “"B‘=1k@1er "- Le Due. 22-476.
-;1\‘Volford Y. Cook, 71-T7. 73+7oc. “Lewis V' Prendergast’ 39-301’ 39+802'
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by a mortgagor against a 'mortgagee to recover a surplus at a sale under a

power; ” an action on an account for goods sold and delivered at different

dates; 3“ an action to foreclose a mortgage, so far as the right to a deficiency

judgment is concerned; ‘" an action for an accounting; 55 an action on a bond to

secure distribution of estate of decedent; 3“ an action on the ofiicial bond of a

constable; ‘° an action against a municipality for damages set apart for the

owner in condemnation proceedings; “ an action to enforce an implied trust; ‘*2

an action for the recovery of part payments on a contract for the sale of land; ‘3

an action on a guardian’s bond; “ an action on a promissory note; “ an action

on instalments of salary; “ an action to secure refundment of money paid at

a void tax sale; " and an action on implied contract in relation to corporate

stock.‘8

5649. Actions on mutual accounts-The statute provides that “it the ac

tion be to recover a balance due upon a mutual, open, and current account,

and there have been reciprocal demands between the parties, the limitation

shall begin to run from the date of the last item proved on either side.” ‘° If

credit is given for an article of personal property delivered by the debtor to

his creditor at a valuation agreed upon the account is within the statute.“

An account showing on one side items for goods sold and delivered at differ

ent dates and payments made by the purchaser on the other side does not co1ne

within the statute, for the credit is all on one side and there is nothing to olf

set.‘51

5650. Actions on running accounts not mutual—In the case of an ordi

nary open running account, as distinguished fron1 an open, running, mutual

account, the statute runs on each item from it own date, in the absence of any

part payment.“2 A part payment or acknowledgment of such an account takes

all the items out of the statute, up to that time.“1 When such an account be

comes a stated account the statute begins to run afresh, if the accounting is in

writing and signed by the party sought to be charged.“

5651. Actions on accounts stated—An action on an account stated must

be brought within six years from the time the cause of action accrues. When

the statement of the account is in writing, signed by the party sought to be

charged, the statute begins to mm from the time of the settlement. If the

statement is not in writing the statute runs from the dates of the various pre

viously existing liabilities included therein.“5 The statute does not begin to

run against a cause of action on an account stated from the date of the last

item of the debit account therein but only from the date when the account bc- .

came an account stated.“

3“ Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68).

4;;Cousins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-219, 45+

1" Slingerland v. Sharer, 46-422, 49+237.

$8 l\IcClung v. Capehart, 24-17; Muus v.

Muus. 29-115, 12+-343; Thompson v. Cros

by. 62-324, 64+823.

M Olson v. Fish, 75-228, 77+B18.

1;iLitchfield v. McDonald, 35-167, 28+

41StilIwater etc. Ry. v. Stillwater, 66

176, 68+836.

4'2 Id. But see Burk v. Western L. Assn.,

40-506, 42+479.

2;-'I1Jorgenson v. Jorgenson, 81-428, 84+

44 Brandcs v. Carpenter, 68-388, 71+402.

45 Fletcher v. Spaulding, 9—64(54).

46 Wood v. Cullen, 13—394(365).

47 State v. Olson, 58-1, 59+634.

43 Woodworth v. Carroll, 104-65, 112+

1054, 115+946.

4“ R. L. 1905 § 4079.

50 Taylor v. Parker, 17-'469(447).

M Cousins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-219, 45+

429.

52 Id.

53 Gordon v. Ven, 55-105, 56+581; Clark

in v. Brown, 80-361, S3+351; Day v. Mayo.

154 Mass. 472.

54 Erpelding v. Ludwig, 39-518, 40+829;

Chace v. Trafford, 116 Mass. 529.

55 Erpclding v. Ludwig, 39-518, 40-r829;

Chnce v. Trafford, 116 Mass. 529.

M King v. Davis, 168 Mass. 133.
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5652. Actions for relief on the gr

that an action for relief on the ground

years, but that the cause of action shal

the discovery by the aggrieved party

The statute is applicable alike to lega

ound of ffaud-—The statute provides

of fraud shall be commenced within six

1 not be deemed to have accrued until

of the facts constituting the fraud.“

1 and equitable actions.“ The statute

runs only from the discovery of the fraud or from the time it ought to have

been discovered. Actual discovery is not always necessary. The means of

knowledge are equivalent to actual knowledge, that is, a knowledge of facts

which would put a man of ordinary prudence upon inquiry which, if followed

up, would result in a discovery of the fraud, is equivalent to actual discovery.~"°

Mere constructive notice of the record of a deed is insufficient to set the stat

ute running."0 The title of a fraudul

When an action for relief on the groun

than‘ six years after the commission 0

ent grantee is protected by the statute.“1

d of fraud is not commenced until more

f the acts constituting the fraud, the

burden is on the plaintiff to allege and prove that he did not discover the facts

constituting the fraud until within SIX years before the commencement of the

action.62 The following actions fall under this statute: an action by a county

against its treasurer for fraudulent conversion of county funds; ‘*3 an action by

a principal against an agent for the fraudulent conversion of funds of the

principal;‘H an action by stockholders to have a deed of a corporation set

aside for fraud; “ an action by heirs to charge an administrator as trustee;‘‘‘‘

an action to set aside a fraudulent conveyance ; M an action to set aside a deed

obtained by “threats, intimidation, and undue influence,” and to recover pos

session of the land," an action based on the legal fraud involved in the re

fusal of a person who has been invested with the legal title to lands to convey

the same to the real owner, or to account to him for the proceeds in case the

land has been sold," and an action to set aside a partnership accounting on

the round of fraud."°5 53. Actions involving trusts-The statute provides -that an action “to

enforce a trust or compel a trustee to account, where he has neglected to dis

charge the_trust, or claims to have fully performed it, or has repudiated the

trust relation,” shall be commenced within six years."1 The statute com

mences to run against an action for the recovery of trust funds upon the per

formance of the trust, or when the trustee repudiates the trust, and the cestui

que trust is notified thereof. ' The mere lapse of time, without inquiry into the

trusteeship, does not of itself constitu

te such laches as to preclude recovery.H

This statute does not change the previous rule of equity that actions to enforce

an express and contmumg trust, or to compel an accounting, do not accrue

5'' R. L. 1905 § 4076(6).

58 Cock v. Van Etten, 12—522(431);

Humphrey v. Carpenter, 39-115, 39¥67;

Levns v. Welch, 47-193, 4S+608. See Bans

man v. Kelley, 38-197, 36i-333.

-'19 Cock v. Van Etten, 12-522('431) '

Mower County v. Smith, 22-97; Ber-key v’.

Judd, 22-287; Humphrey v. Carpenter

ss-115, ss+s7; Lewis v. Welch, 47-193’

4s+eos; Morrill v. Little Falls Mfg. Co.’

521-371, 55+547; Duxbury v. Boice, 70-113’

7_2+838; First Nat. Bank v. Strait. 71-69’

m+rs45; 1a., 75-396, 7s+101; Johnston vi

Johnston, 107-109, 119+652. See Sage v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 44 Fed. 817; St. P. etc.

iage, 49JFed. 315.

_ er ey v. udd, 22—287- Duxbury v

Boice. 70-113, 72+sas. ' _Ry. v. Sage, 49 Fed. 315.See St Paul (M

<‘»1Bi-asie v. Mpls. B. ($0.. 87-456. 924

340. See § 3890.

'$'-‘ See § 5660.

68 Mower County v. Smith, 22-97.

M Cook v. Van Etten, 12-522(431).

'15 Merrill v. Little Falls ‘Mfg. Co., 53*

371, 55+547.

M Lewis v. Weleh. 47-193, 48+608.

6”’ D'uxbnry v. Boice, 70-113, 72+838;

Brasne v.‘Mpls. B, ‘Co., 87-456, 92+340.

‘"1 McMillan v. Cheeney, 30-519, 16+404

8" St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Sage, 49 Fed. 315.

6"5°2Johnston v. Johnston, 07-109, 119*

11 R. L. 1905 § 4076(7); Woorlworth v.

Carroll, 104-65, 70, ]1~2+1054.

6'22)-Toluuston v. Johnston, 107-109, 119!
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until the trustee has neglected to discharge the trust, or has repudiated his

trust, or has fully performed the same. It simply recognizes the equity rule,

and fixes definitely the time within which such actions must be brought after

they accrue. Like the equity rule which it follows, the statute applies only to

express, technical, and continuing trusts. It has no application to cases of

implied trusts and those which the law forces on a party. In such cases the

statute of limitations runs from the time the act was done by which the party

became chargeable as trustee by implication; that is from the time when the

cestui que trust could have enforced his right by action. If the statute was

not permitted tooperate where an implied trust exists, the exceptions would be

endless. as in fact every case of deposit or bailment, in certain sense, creates a

trust, and the instances in which an implied trust may be raised are almost in

numerable.73 The mere fact that a contract creates a relation in the nature of

a trust, or that the action to enforce the obligations growing out of such con

tract is of an equitable nature, does not bring the action within this section of

the statute.14 In the case of express trusts, unless repudiated, the statute does

not run. The equitable doctrine of diligence applies. Where there is fraud

of which the plaintifi is ignorant, or a trust is shown to have been entered on

and kept on foot, or acknowledged and acted on, so that a denial of it would

work a fraud, the statute will not be set in motion until notice of the facts

constituting the fraud or a denial of the trust." Express trusts are created

by contracts and agreements which directly and expressly point out the per

sons, property and purposes of the trust. Implied trusts are those which the

law implies from the language of the contract and the evident intent and pur

pose of the parties.’m

5654. Actions for personal injury\—Neg1igence-—Actions for personal in

jury resulting from negligence may generally be brought within six years."

If they are against a municipality they must be brought within one year.’8

5655. Actions for various torts—The statute provides that actions “for

libel, slander, assault, battery, false imprisonment, or other tort resulting in

personal injury,” shall be brought within two years.70 An action for false im

prisonment falls within this provision,” and so does an action for wrongfully

securing a person to be placed in the state insane asylum.“1 An action for

personal injury resulting from negligence does not.82 The actions for battery

which fall within this provision are those founded on an intentionally ad

ministered injury to the person—such an injury as could be made the basis

of a criminal prosecution.”

5656. Actions on statutory liabilities-—The statute provides that an action

“upon a liability created by statute, other than those arising upon a penalty

or for-1'eiturc,” shall be commenced within six years.“ The statute is inapplic

able to an action by the state under Laws 1895 c. 163 to recover for timber cut

13 Dole v. Wilson, 39-330, 40+161; Still

water etc. By. v. Stillwater, 66-176, 68+

836. See Burk v. Western L. A‘ssn., 40

506, 42+479 (an action to enforce an im

phed trust improperly held to come with

in this section), and Naddo v. Bardon, 47

Fed. 782.

14 McCIung v. Capehart, 24-17.

7fi'Randall v. Constans, 33-329, 23+530;

Smith v. Glover, 44-260, 46+406; Donahue

v. Quackenbush, 62-132, 6-1+1-11; Thomp

son v. Crosby, 62-324, 64+823; Wilson v.

Welles. 79-53, S14-549; Lamberton v.

Youmans, 84-109, 861-894; Johnston v.

Johnston, 107-109, 119+652.

16 Wilson v. Welles, 79-53, 81+549.

'17 R. L. 1905 § 4076(5); Brown v. Heron

Lake, 67-146, 69+710; Ackerman v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 70-35, 72+1134; Ott v. G. N. Ry.,

70-50, 72+833.

"8 R. L. 1905 § 768.

10 R. L. 1905 § 4078(1).

80 Bryant v. Am. S. Co., 69-30, 71-+826.

51 Langer v. Newmann, 100-27, 110+68.

8: See § 5654.

83 Ott v. G. N. Ry., 70-50, 72+S33.

84 R. L. 1905 § 4076(2).
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by trespassers on state lands.“

Prior to Laws 1902 c. 2 § 82, it was applicable

to liability for taxes," and prior to Laws 1902 c. 2 § 61, it was applicable to an

action for the recovery of money paid at a void tax sale.87

to the liability of stockholders and direc

gmms

It is applicable

tors of corporations under R. L. 1905

It is inapplicable to curative statutes legalizing municipal obliga

tions which the municipality had attempted to create, but did not by reason

of inforrnalities not affecting substantial rights.“
Various actions have been

suggested as probably falling under this statute."0
5657. Actions for penalties and forfeitures-An action under a statute

for a penalty or forfeiture to the party

years."1 An action for a penalty or

within two years.02

brought within one year."

5658. Actions against sureties on

aggrieved must be brought within three

forfeiture to the state must be brought

An action for a penalty given to a prosecutor must be

official bonds-The statute provides

that actions against sureties upon the official bond of any public oflicer, whether

of the state or of any county, town,

school district, or municipality therein,

shall be commenced within six years; and that the limitation shall not begin

to run until the term of the officer has expired.“

PLEADING

5659. Dernurrer--It seems still to be the law in this state that if it con—

clusively appears on the face of a complaint that the cause of action therein

alleged is barred by the statute of limitations a general demurrer will lie.M

But inasmuch as it is unnecessary

to negative in a complaint all the exceptions

which prevent the running of the statute it is rare indeed that a complaint is

demurrable on this ground,“ except in actions for fraud.97 To hold that a de

murrer will lie is wrong on principle.08

defence in complaint-—Ne-gativing
5660. Anticipating

exceptions

Fraud-We have an absurd rule in this state that in an action for fraud

55 State v. Buckman, 95-272, 104+-240;

State v. Bonness, 99-392, 109+703.

56 See § 9525.

8" See § 9500.

98 Flowers v. Bartlett, 66-213, 68+976

(overruling Merchants’ Nat. Bank v. N.

W. etc. Co., 48-349, 51+117).

8“ Thornton v. East Grand Forks, 106

233, 118+834.

M Merchants’ Nat. Bank v. N. W. etc.

00., 48-349, 51+117 ; Stillwater etc. Ry. v.

Stillwatcr, 66-176, oa+sas.

_\11R. L. 1905 § 4077(2). This provision

is not applicable to an action to enforce

the liability of stockholders and directors

of corporations under R-. L. 1905 § 2865.

Nat. New Haven Bank v. N. W. etc. 00.,

61-375, 63+1079 (overruling Merchants’

Nat. Bank v. N. W. etc. Co., 48-349, 51+

117); Flowers v. Bartlett, 66-213, 68+976;

Rice v. l\Iadelin etc. Co., 78-124, 80+853.

An action by the state to recover for the

value of timber cut by trespassers on

state lands brought under Laws 1895

c. 163 falls within this provision. State

v. Buckman, 95-272, 104+240, 289; State

v. Bonness, 99-392, 109+703. See State v.

Rat Portage L. Co., 106-1, 115+l62, 117+

922. An action in conversion brought by

the state to recover the value of timber

cut on state lands contrary to a permit

does not fall within this provision. State

v. Rat Portage L. Co., 106-1, 115+162,

117+922.
92 R. L. 1905 § 4078(2). An action by

the state to recover for the value of tim

ber cut by trespassers on state lands

brought under Laws 1895 c. 163 does not

fall within this provision. State v. Buck

man, 95-272, 104+240; State v. Bonness,

99-392, 109+703. An action in conversion

brought by the state to recover the value

of timber cut on state lands contrary to

a permit does not fall within this pm

vision. State v. R-at Portage L. Co., 106

1, 115+162, 117+922.
91* R. L. 1905 § 4080; State v. Buckmau,

95-272, 104+240.
B-1 R. L. 1905 § 4076(8); Adams v. Over

boe, 105-295, 117+496. See Itasca County

v. Miller, 101-294, 112+276.
0-" Thornton v. East Grand Forks, 106-

233, 118+834.

9° Trebby v. Simmons. 38-508, 38+693;

Henkel v. Pioneer S. &. L. 00., 61-35, 63+
Itasca County v. Miller, 101-294, 112i

M See § 5660.

9*‘ See 12 Harv. L. Rev. 355; 14 Id. 623
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brought more than six years after the fraudulent acts it is necessary for the

plaintiff to allege in his complaint that he did not discover the fraud until

within six years before the commencement of the action, and if he fails to

do so the complaint is subject to a general demurrer.°° This rule is opposed

to the general principle. that a complaint need not anticipate and negative per

missible defences,1 and to a recent holding by the supreme court that the

statute of limitations is an affirmative defence and the plaintiff is not re

quired to negative all exceptions which prevent the running of the statute.2 It

is rmissible to allege in a complaint facts taking the case out of the statute.-“

661. Waiver by not p1eading—' ‘he statute of limitations is an affirmative

defence and is ordinarily waived unless asserted by answer.‘ If a party

answers and does not plead the statute, and goes to trial without invoking it,

he waives it, even though it conclusively appears on the face of the complaint

that the cause of action is barred.“ If a party does not answer or demur he

may, perhaps, on an appeal from a default judgment, raise the objection that

it conclusively appears on the face of the complaint that the cause of action

is barred.” These rules apply to equitable as well as legal actions.7

5662. Negativing exceptions-In pleading the statute of limitations it is

unnecessary to negative exceptions thereto.8 It is unnecessary for the plaintiff

to negative exceptions in his complaint.0

5663. Part payrnent—An allegation in a complaint is sufficient which al

leges an indebtedness and part payments thereon at such times as would pre

vent the statute from operating as a bar to the cause of action. Words or acts

indicating that the debtor acknowledged that more was due and would be paid

need not be alleged. The rule that part payment of a debt will not take the

case out of the statute unless the payment be made under circumstances which

will warrant the jury in inferring therefrom a promise to pay the residue is

one of evidence and not of pleading. It is unnecessary to plead implied prom

ises.‘°

5664. Amendment of complaint-—An amended complaint has been held not

to allege a new cause of action which would be barred by the running of the

statute subsequent to the filing of the original complaint.11

5665. Rep1y—Where the complaint alleges the date when a cause of action

accrued, showing that it was within the time within which, under the statute

of limitations, an action may be brought, and the answer alleges that the

cause of action did not accrue within that time, a reply is unnecessary.12 A

reply to a plea of the statute simply alleging that the cause of action did

arise within six years from the commencement of the action has been held

sufficient.la

9° Humphrey v. Carpenter, 39-115, 39+ '-‘Sec Trcbby \'. Simmons, 38-508, 38+

67; Burk v. Western L. Assn., 40-506, 42+

479; Morrill v. Little Falls Mfg. Co., 53

371, 55+547; Id., 60-405, 62+548; Dux

bury v. Boice, 70-113, 72+838; Brasie v.

Mpls. B. Co., 87-456, 92+340; Mpls. T. M.

Co. v. Jones, 89-184, 94+551.

ISee § 7535.

‘-’Itasco. County v. Miller, 101-294, 112+

276. See 14 Harv. L. Rev. 623.

RHoyt v. McNeil, 13—390(362).

Jflétasca County v. Miller, 101-294, 112+

al .

5 Hardwick v. Ickler, 71-25, 73+519; Gil

bert v. Hewetson, 79-326, 82+655; Schmitt

v. Huger, 88-413, 93+110. See Savage v

Madelia etc. Co., 98-343, 108+296.

693 and cases cited; Hardwick v. Ickler,

71-25, 73+519. It might well be held that

a party waives the defence by failing to

move to open the default.

7Scbmitt v. Hager, 88-413, 93+110.

8 McMillan v. Cheeney, 30-519, 16+404.

“Itasca County v. Miller, 101-294, 112.‘

276.

1° Oeverm'ann v. Loebertmann, 68-161.’.

T0+1084. See Kennedy v. Williams, 11

314(219) ; Davenport v. sum, 17-24(3).

11 Bruns v. Schreiber, 48-366, 51+120.

1'-’ West v. Hennessey, 58-133, 59+984.

I-“Bar-nsback v. Rainer, 8—59(37).
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5666. Defence of statute “new matter"—The statute of limitations is an

atfirmative defence to be pleaded in the
answer as “new matter.” “

5667. Foreign statutes-—Foreign statutes of limitation must be pleaded

and proved as fact.=."'
 

LIMITED PARTNERSFIPS-See Partnership.

LINSEED OIL-—See Adulteration,

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES-—See

101.

Damages, 2536-2538.

LIS PENDENS

Cross-References

See Abatement and Revival (pcndcncy of another action); Mechanics’ Liens, 6103.

5668. General doctrine at common
law-At common law purchasers and

incumbra11cers pendente lite took subject to the judgment finally entered in the

action, regardless of good faith, notice, or valuable considerat1on.“‘ _

5669. Statutory notice of lis pendens-—The statute provides for the fihng

of a notice of lis pendens in certain actions relating to realty.17 Purchasers

and incumbrancers pendente lite are not charged with notice of the action un

less the statutory notice is filed.“ The
notice operates only from the date of

its filing; it does not operate retroactively. It is notice only to persons acquir

ing rights pendente lite, or after judgment.

anees made prior to the filing of the no

Persons claiming under convey

tice, but not recorded until thereafter,

are unaffected by it.10 A subsequent judgment does not give a notice retro

active force.“

cermng the premises described in it, of

A notice advises parties to an uncompleted transaction con

the pendency of the controversy.21 It

was held, prior to Laws 1907 c. 332, that a notice filed before the service of

summons or before the commencement

A notice filed in an improper action is

of publication thereof was a nullity.22

a nullity. A notice filed in a proper

action cannot be canceled by order of court, on motion or otherwise, so long

as the action is pending and undetermined. But a notice filed in an improper

action, or an insuificient notice filed in a proper action, may be canceled by

the court on motion in the action.“ The ofiice of a notice of lis pendens is

merely to charge subsequent purchasers
and incumbranccrs with notice of the

pendency of the action.“ It has the efiect of preserving the rights and

equities of the party filing it to the premises.25

HDavenport v. Short, 17-24(8); Hard

wick v. Iekler, 71-25, 73+519; ltasca

(‘ounty v. Miller, 101-294, 112+276.

15 Hoyt v. McNeil, 13—390(362); Way v.

(tolyer, 54-14, 55+744; Mowry v. McQueen,

so-ass, 83+348. '

10 Steele v. Taylor, 1—274(210); Hart v.

Marshall, 4-294(211) ; Conkey v. Dike, 17

457(434, 440); Jorgenson v. Mpls. etc.

}ty., 25-206; Banning v. Sabin, 51-129

;gZl15_i+1;Sh1(>R1;lton v. Kolodzik, 97-4231

I 0 . ce out ome ' v. -1o3(s3, 97). g Q MCEWED’ 9

17 R. L. 1905 § 4389; Laws 1907 c. 332.

18 Jorgensou v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 25-206,

Eégst Missabe L. Co. v. Berg, 92-2, 99+

W Bennett \'. Hotchkiss, 20—165(148);

It has no greater effect than

Johnson v. Robinson, 20-170(153); JOY’

gcnson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 25-206; Windom

v. Sehuppel, 39-35, 38+757; Shepherd \‘

Ware, 46-174, 48+773; West Missabe L

Co. v. Berg, 92-2, 99+209; Moulton v. Ko

lodzik, 97-423, 107-+154.

2'3‘;West Missabe L. 00. v. Berg, 92-2, 99+

'-’l Moulton v. Kolodzik, 97-423, 107+154

QZ Spencer v. Koell, 91-226, 97+974. SP8

Hokanson v. Gunderson, 54-499, 56+172;

Joslyn v. Schwend, 89-71, 74, 93+705.

'-‘B Joslyn v. Schwend. 89-71, 93+'705

2* Jewett v. Iowa L. 00., 64-531, 67+639;

J0slyn v. Schwend, 89-71, 74, 93+“/05.
25 Lebanon S. Bank v. Hollenbeck, 29

322, 13+145. See Hill v. Rasicot, 34-270,

25+-604.

_-.

._.____-—

..
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the pendency of the action would have had prior to the statute.20 Certain proof

of the publication of a notice of lis pendens has been held sutlicient.’7 The

statute applies to an action in a federal court.”

5670. Duration—It is generally held that an appeal continues the lis pen

dens until final judgment on the appeal. The rule at common law. as well as

in chancery, was that the lis pendens tenninated with the final judgment or

decree. A writ of error or a bill of review, which were new actions, con

stituted a new lis pendens which, however, would not affect purchasers between

the date of the final judgment or decree and the date of serving out the writ

or of filing the bill. Under R. L. 1905 § -1160 an action is, after final judg

ment, still under the control of the court for the purposes of that section, yet

the action is not pending (at least after the time for appealing has expired),

so as to render a purchaser from a party to the action of property the title

of which is affected by the judgment a purchaser pendente lite." One who

takes a conveyance of the premises from the party in whom title is adjudged

in ejectment holds his title subject to the rights and equities of the party filing

the notice of lis pendens, from the time of filing until the final determination

of the second trial.30

5671. Purchaser with actual notice—A purchaser or iucumbrancer pen

dente lite, with actual notice of the pendency of the action, takes subject to

the final judgment in the action, regardless of a statutory notice.81

LITERARY PROPERTY

5672. Title—Publication—The author of unpublished literary work has a

property right in it which the law protects. Others cannot copy or publish it

without his consent.82 This right is not lost by a limited, private circulation.“

LITIGATION-—See not<a—34.

Ll\/ERY STABLE KEEPER

5673. Lien for services-—At common law a livery stable keeper has no lien

on horses or vehicles left with him for care.“ In this state he is given a lien by

statute,“ and the statute has been held constitutional though it gives the lien

precedence over a pre-existing chattel mortgage," and is applicable to exempt

property." Possession is essential to the lien. If the keeper voluntarily sur

renders possession of the property his lien is gone.” The statute has been held

not to give alien to a groom hired by the owner.40

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE—See Insurance, 4860.

LIVING ISSUE-—See note 4].

2" Conkey v. Dike, 17-457(434, 441). $5 Skinner v. Caughey. 64-375. 67+203.

2" Tnglee v. Welles, 53-197, 55+117. Ii“ R. L. 1905 §§ 3521-3523; Laws 1905

'18 U. S. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 172 Fed. 271. c. 328.

2" Aldrich v. Chase, 70-243, 73+161. -"'T Smith v. Stevens. 36—3"3- 31+55- 399

3" Voight v. Woll, 124+446. I as to precedence over elmttcl mortgage,

31Dorr v. Steichen, lS—26(10, 16). Petzenka v. Dal'imorc. 6-1--172. 67+365.

32 Banker v. Caldwell, 3-94(46). Sec 4 RS l-‘lint v. Luhrs, 66-57. 63+514

Harv. L. Rev. 198; 12 Id. 553; 20 Id. 14:1. 4-=0 I-‘erriss v. schreiner, 43-148‘ “+1083

as Chamber of Com. v. Wells, 100-205, 4"Skiuuer v-Ca1uzl"*.v-‘l4-7‘7-"- ("+203

111+157. See 17 Harv. L. Rev. 266. *1IIonrenwa.r v- T‘1'=\1'<“\'- 9l'2“"’- 97+874=~

*4 Manuel r. Pabyanski, 44-71,.-16+208.
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LOAN BROKERS-—Sec Brokers. 1129.

LOBBYING—See Contracts, 1871.

LOCAL—See note 42.

LOCAL ACTIONS-—See Venue.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT—See (‘onstitutonal Law, 1601.

LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS—See Municipal Corporations, 6850.

LOCAL OPTION—S0e Intoxicating Liquors, 4906.

LOCUS PENITENTIAE—See note 43.

LOGGING DAMS—See Logs and Logging, 5697.

LOG ROLLING—See Constitutional Law, 1676.

42 State v. Dist. cu, 33-295, 310, 2a+222. 43 Graham v. Burch, 53-17, 22, 55M}.



LOGS AND LOGGING

CONTRACTS AND CONVEYANCES

Sale of logs, 5674.

Sale of standing timber—Conveyance of

timbered land—License to out timber,

5675.

Contracts for cutting, hauling, and bank

ing logs, 5676.

Contracts for sawing logs, 5677.

Contract for cutting timber on government

land—Deposit, 5678.

Grants of boomage and shore rights, 5679.

LOG MARKS

Recording —- Evidence of title — Statute,

5680.

’l‘ransfer—Necessity of recording, 5681.

Unmarked logs—Floating-—Title, 5681a.

Necessity of ofiicial scaling, 5682.

Scale bills as evidence, 5683.

Impeachment of scale bills, 5684.

Private scaler—Scale bill as evidence, 5685.

Secondary evidence, 5686.

Rescaling, 5687.

Contracts relating to scaling, 5688.

Fees of surveyor general, 5689.

DRIVING, FLOATING, RAFTING, AND

BOOMING LOGS

Definition of boom, 5690.

Boom companies—Powers and liabilities

Booms and piers, 5691.

Charges for boomage—Lien, 5692.

Intermingling of logs, 5693.

Driving intermingled or obstructive logs

Statute, 5694.

Contracts for driving, floating, and sorting

logs, 5695.

Contracts for towage, 5696.

LOGGING DAMS AND SLUICEWAYS

In general, 5697. -

LIENS

Lien for 1abor—Validity, application, and

construction of statute, 5698.

Compliance with statute, 5699.

Labor performed on logs of different

marks, 5700.

Assignment of lien, 5701.

Lien statement, 5702.

Enforcement—Attachment, 5703.

Judgment, 5704.

Intervention by owner, 5705.

Wrongful deprivation of lien—Action for

damages, 5706.

Lien for driving intermingled logs, 5707.

Lien for boom charges, 5708.

Lien of surveyor general for his fees, 5709.

Release, 5710.

Cross-References

See Navigable Waters, 6943; Woods and Forests.

cumbrance of any logs or timber cut in ‘this state shall be bmding on persons

not parties thereto.

the proper surveyor general.H

rules applicable to sales of personalty in general.

writing and duly filed for record with

The sale of logs is governed by the general

volvmg the construction of particular contracts of sale.“Cases are cited below in

44 R. L. 1905 § 2578.

4-‘i Brewster v. Leith, 1—56(40) (sym

bolieal delivery); Martin v. Hurlbut, 9

l42(132) (cxecutory contract); Gaslin v.

Pinney, 24-322 (statute of frauds—con

tract for designated sealer); Jesmer v.

R/ines, 37-477, 351-180 (executory contract

~stipulation as to scaling at particular

place); Clarke v. Hall, 41-105, 42+785

(effect of custom); Haven v. Neal, 43

315, 45+612; Id., 51-94, 52+l069 (fraud);

Ostrander v. Everest, 44-419, 47+54 (pri

ority between two buyers); Douglas v.

Leighton, 53-176, 54+-1053 (stipulated

mode of performance waived); Gasper v.

Heimbach, 53-414, 55+559 (logs to be

“l_)o0rned and delivered to tug”-parol

endence inadmissible to vary contract);

1d., 59-102, 60+1080 (verdict for plaintifi

not justified by the evidence) ; St. Anthony

L. Co. v. Bardwell, 60-199, 62+274 (ac

ceptance held question for jury—quality

of logs—measure of damage for inferior

quality): Staples v. O’Neal, 64-27, 65+

1083 (stipulation as to time of arrival of

logs in a boom—-contract held not lacking

in mutuality); Matthews v. Hershey, 65

372. 67+l008 (delivery) ; Graves v. Backus,

69-532, 72+811 (modification of contract

as to place of delivery); Watts v. How

ard, 70-122, 72+8-10 (authority of agent);

Day v. Gravel, 72-159, 75+l (executory

contract); Beatty v. Howe, 77-272, 79+

1013 (payment in instalments—breach);

State v. Meehan, 92-283, 1001-6 (executory

contract); Mead v. Rat Portage L. Co.,
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5675. Sale of standing timber-Conveyance of tirnbered land—License

to cut tirnber—An instrument which grants the right to enter upon land and

cut timber standing thereon at any time within a specified period is a con

veyance of an interest in the land, and not a license revocable at will.‘6 Stand

ing timber is as 1nuch a part of the realty as the soil itself or stone in a quarry.

A purchaser of standing timber for a valuable consideration from the owner‘ of

the land acquires a vested interest in such land when the transfer is evidenced

by a duly executed instrument transferring the same, and authorizing said

purchaser to cut and remove the timber within a fixed -time. The same rules

as to recording such instruments apply as in other conveyances of realty. A

person purchasing land after the execution by the owner of an instrument con

veying the timber thereon to a third person, and who enters into possession

prior to the cutting of the timber, wit
hout actual or constructive notice of

such sale, acquires a paramount interest in such timber." Under the terms

of a contract whereby defendant was to have until a certain time to cut and

remove logs from plaintiffs land, a portion thereof were cut before the limita

tion provided for in the contract expired, but were not removed until six

months afterwards. It was held that upon the failure to remove the logs be

fore the time limited. the title thereof did not revert to and become reinvested

in the own.er of the land; that the title to the logs cut after the time limited

was in the owner of the land, who might recover the same; and that the extent

of the remedy in favor of the landowner for the logs cut within the limitation

were such damages as he might have sustained by reason of the trespass and

occupation of his land.“ The grant of all of the pine on a tract of land,

which is inaccessible except over other land of the grantor or that of strangers.

with the right to enter and remove the timber, carries by implication a right of

way for that purpose over such other land of the grantor." Cases are cited

below involving the construction of various contracts and licenses relating to

the cutting of timber.“°
5676. Contracts for cutting, hauling, and banking logs-—Cases are cited

below involving the construction of particular contracts for cutting. hauling.

and banking logs.51

03-343, 10l+299 (partial delivery—dam

ages); Graves v. Bonness, 97-278, 107+

163 (action for balance due on sa1e—ver

dict for plaintiff justified by the evi

dence); Id., 104-135, 116+209 (new trial

granted).

*6 Pine County v. Tozer, 56-238, 57+796;

Clark v. Richards, 68-282, 71+389; Bolland

(£)_)(’)I;,Iez;l0,1i%:1)5, g3+-iS71; Neils v. Hines,

..- . o . e . ' '108_274’ 122+164- e t John v. Smclanr,

-17 Neils v. Hines, 93-505, 101+959.

4*‘ Alexander v. Bauer, 94-174, 102+387.

s46:E]i2.e Tree L. Co. v. McKinley, 83-419.

~"° Schefifer v. Tozier, 25-478 r ’not entitled to recover for ldg: tciithedii

land which he did not own—application

of payments); King v. Merriman, 38-47,

35+570 (nght, privilege, and permission

:pv°c1I1:;r_aud (ll1l2—1;igl1§-[ to cut limited to

gmg seasons - athews v. 'as-3_42_. 37+794 (exeehted sale of tilifiblrjii-Y

condition subsequent—taxes to be paid by

purchaser—attemptcd purchase from the

state held a payment); Clark v. Richards.

68-282, Tl+389 (sale of standing timber

—-retaining title—recording agreement)?

Caughie v. Brown, 88-469, 93+656 (li0e119P

to cut trees—ownership of land); Grand

Forks L. 00. v. McClure, 103-471. 115+
406 (statute of fra.uds—hreach of con

tract); St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Blackmar, 44—

514, 4T+172 (contract for sale of timberell

land) : Holmes v. Park Rapids L. Co., 108'

196, 1‘21+8T7 (land acquired by mixed

blood Indians as an additional allotment

—timber deed——time to cut and remove

timber); St. John v. Sinclair. 108-274

122+16-1- (license to cut and remove timber

—revocation). See Stitt v. Rat Portage

L. Co., 96-27, 104-l-561; Id., 104-347, 116‘.

643 (mortgage).
51 Leighton v. Grant, 20-345(298) (stipu

lation for sealing by surveyor general);

Elmier v. Brant, 48-258, 5l+284 (contro

versy as to number of feet); Shepard V

Cernenter, 54-153, 55+90c (negotiations

for a contraet—material terms left for

future agreement—no contract); Revor V‘

Bflsley, 76-326, mm (action for sch‘

1ccs—verdict for plaintiff justified by the
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5677. Contracts for sawing 1ogs—C-ases are cited below involving the con

struction of particular contracts for sawing logs.“

5678. Contract for cutting timber on government land-Deposit—Plain

tiifs deposited with the Treasury Department of the United States a sum of

money as security for the performance of a contract given them for cutting

certain standing pine timber upon government land. They assigned the con

tract to defendant, in consideration of which defendant agreed to repay them

the amount of such deposit whenever the government should permit the same

to be applied in payment for timber out under the contract. The proper de

partment of the government adopted a rule that money so deposited might be

applied annually, in proportion to the amount of timber cut upon procuring

the consent of the contractor’s surety. It was held that the contract imposed

upon defendant the obligation of repayment to plaintiffs so soon as the deposit

could, by rule of the government, he resorted to in whole or in part for the pur

pose stated; and that it was defendant’s duty to obtain the consent of the surety

to such application.53

5679. Grants of boornage and shore rights—Cases are cited below involv

ing the construction of grants of boornage and shore rights.“

LOG MARKS

5680. Recording—Evidence of title-—Statut.e-—'1‘he statute provides for

the recording of log marks and makes a recorded mark on logs prima facie

evidence of title to the logs in the owner of the mark.55 It is not conclusive

evidence of title.“ A former statute, making the recording of log marks

compulsory, was held inapplicable to logs on land in the actual possession of

the owner.“

5681. Transfer—Necessity of recording—The statute provides that no

transfer of a log mark shall be binding on persons not parties thereto, unless

the same is in writing and duly filed for record with the proper surveyor gen

eral.“ The statute is not intended to protect a mere stranger or trespasser,

who has no show of right beyond what arises from his unlawful appropriation

or possession."

5681a. Unmarked logs—F1oating—Title—Under R. L. l905 § 2580, un

marked logs floating in the St. Croix river, though within the jurisdiction of

the St. Croix Boom Company, become the property of the person who picks

them up and causes them to be properly marked with his own mark before they

reach the boom or sorting works of the company. No title to unmarked logs

vests in the boom company under the provisions of its charter until they are

driven or float into its booms or works.“

evidence); Boyle v. Musser, 77-206, 79+ -'-2 Minneapolis M. Co. v. Goodnow, 40

6179 (scale of surveyor general conclusive) ;

Beatty v. Howe, 77-272, 79+1013 (pay

ment in -instalments-—effect of breach);

Porteous v. Com. L. Co., 80-234. 83+143

(agreement for rescale-—consideration);

Boyle v. Musser, 86-160, 90+319 (option

as to scalc—annual settlement); Stitt v.

Rat Portage L. Co., 92-365, 100+1125 (ver

dict for plaintifl’ sustained); Nelson v.

Mashelr, 95-217, 108+1027 (modification

of contract as to place of delivery——efiect

on place of sca]iug—conspiracy between

logging contractor and deputy sealer);

Blake v. Bonness, 103~532. 115+1133 (ac

tion for breach of contract——verdiet for

plaintiff sustained).

497, 42+356 (contract held not invalid for

want of mutuality); Berglofi v. Mille Lacs

L. Co., 47-564, 50+829 (issue as to capac

ity of mill).

-'-3 Ynnish v. Neils, 101-78, 111+921.

H Furrand v. Clarke, 63-181, 65+361;

Rasicot v. Little Falls 1. & N. Co., 65-543,.

68+212.

-"5 R. L. 1905 § 2579.

5" Fox v. Ellison, 43-41, 44+671.

5'' Plummer v. Mold. 14-532 (403) ; Stanch->

field v. Sartell, 35-429, 29+145.

55 R. L. 1905 § 2578.

51> Gaslin v. Bridgman, 26-442, 4+1l11.

'"' Astcll \'. l\Ic(‘uish. l‘Z-H458.
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SCALING

5 82. Necessi of official scaling—The law does not_requ1re an oflicml
scaling of logs utgon a private sale thereof.“ The provisions of G. £818

c. 32 “tit. 3 § 25, providing for compulsory ofiicml scahng of logs 1n a c

. J ‘x, were constitutiona ." _ .St5g81g.l Scale bills as evide-nce—Ofiicial scale lJ1llS of the surveyor general or

his deputy, and the record and certified copies_thereof, are by statute 1made

prima facie evidence of the facts recited there1n.‘?* They are’not exc uswc

evidence of the survey; ‘“ and they are not conclusive evidence,_in the absencfi

of express agreement to that effect.“ Where a witness producmg a scale _b1 J

testifies that it is the original scale bill of the surveyor general, this is sufiiclenr

to render it admissible as prima facie evidence of the facts recited therelnl,

though it has not the official seal of the surveyor general attachcd_to 1t, am

does not show on its face that the sealer was his deputy.“ A scale bill showing

on its face that part of the logs were “averaged,” instead of bemg scaled on

the bank,” as provided by the agreement of the parties, has been held 111

admissible.M A scale bill made at a point far down the driving stream from

the agreed destination, has been held inadmissible to prove a failure to dnve

the logs to the agreed destination."8 t

5684. Impeachment of scale bills-In the absence of a_contrary agreemsnd

a scale bill may be impeached for mistake without a showmg of fraud or a

faith.“9

5685. Private sca1er—Scale bill as evidence-—The person appointed by a

-corporation organized under Laws 1883 c. 138, to examine weights, scales, and

measures, and to weigh, gauge, or inspect flour, produce, etc., may be aut_ho1‘1z<1%)(i

by the corporation to measure or scale logs afloat, and his cerhiicate (If he 9

so authorized) of the measurement. or scale of logs Wlll be evidence betwellin

the members of the corporation, and between others assent1ng thereto, 111 he

manner prescribed in the act.“J

5686. Secondary evidence-—It has been held competent to prove by thetimony of a deputy surveyor general that he made a survey, and the resu

thereof.71

5687. Rescaling—An agreement for a rescaling has been sustained against

an objection that it was without consideration.""’ '

5688. Contracts relating to sca1ing—Cases are cited below involving the

construction of particular contracts relating to the scaling of logs.73

01 Leighton v. Grant, 20-345(298). 6° Nelson v. Betcher, 88-517, 93+661. S06

M Ilospes v. O’Brien, 24 Fed. 145_
Boyle ". Musser, 77-206, 79+659.

63 R. L. 1905 §§ 2567, 2571, 2576; Leigh

ton v. Grant, 20-345(298); Clark v. Nel

son, 34-289, 25+628; Libby v. Johnson,

37-220, 33+783; Porteous v. Com. L. 00.,

80-234. Sill-143; Glaspie v. Keator, 56

203; Lindsay v. Mullen, 176 U. S.

6* Antill v. Potter, 69-192, 71+935.

"5 Leighton v. Grant, 20-345(298); Jes

mer v. Rines, 37-477, 35+180; Boyle v.

Musser, 77-206, 79+659; Nelson v. Betcher,

88-517, 93+66l; Id., 96-76, 104+S33; Nel

son v. Mashck L. Co., 95-217, 103+1027.

M Glaspic \'. Keator, 56 Fed. 203.

HT Pratt v. Ducey, 39-517, 38+6l1. See

Douglas v. Leighton, 53-176. 54+1053.

BS ltasca L. Co. v. Gale, 62-356, 6-l+916.

7" State v. Lumbermen’s Board of EX

change, 33-471, 23+838. _

'11 Antill \'. Potter, 69-192, 71+93o.

T2 Porteous v. Com. L. Co., 80-234, 83+

143. I
73 Leighton v. Grant, 20-3-45(298) (stiplli

lation making scale of surveyor genera9

conclusive); Gaslin v. Pinney, 24-62-I

(sale of logs with stipulation for sealmg

by a particular person-—duty of buyer to

secure scaling by such person); Jesmer V;

Rines, 37-477, 35+1S0 (stipulation for

scaling in :1 certain boom); Pratt V

Ducey, 38-517, 38+6]1 (sale of logs--logS

to be “scaled on the bank” by the sur

Veyor general); Douglas v. Leighton, 53‘

176, 5-H1053 (sale of logs—logs to be

--‘r_——__
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5689. Fees of surveyor genera1—The fees of the surveyor general for scal

ing are prescribed by statute."

DRIVING, FLOATING, RAFTING, AND BOOMING LOGS

5690. Definition of boom--The word “boomage” is a term of rather in

definite meaning. The usual definition of a boom is an inclosure formed upon

the surface of a stream or other body of water by means of spars, for the pur

pose of collecting or storing logs or timber. They are usually formed by ex

tending a series of spars for some distance at right angles to the shore, and

then continuing them up stream parallel to the shore, leaving the upper end

open. As the logs float down stream, they are guided into the boom, and

there arrested and held." '

5691. Boom companies-—Powers and liabilities—Booms and piers—The

legislature may authorize a corporation to construct and maintain booms in

a stream within certain limits, and to receive and take entire control of all

logs coming within such limits, to boom, scale, and deliver them to the owners

and to collect boomage charges therefor. Such corporations are of a quasi

public nature.” Their incorporation is authorized by general statute." Their

duties are prescribed by their charters or the general statute.T8 The degree of

care over logs of others in its possession required of a boom company is that

. degree of care which an ordinarily prudent man, in charge of his own property,

would exercise. Its liability is not as extensive as that of a common earner.

When a plaintiff, suing for loss, by negligence, of his logs, has shown them

to have come into the charge of a boom company, and that on demand they.

were not redclivered to him, the defendant, to discharge itself, must prove that

scaled on the bank—duty of seller to bank

logs for scaling—certain logs “averaged”

instead of scaled—conclusiveness of “aver

aged” scale bill—waiver of objection to

averaging instead of scaling); Watts v.

Howard, 70-122, 72+840 (authority of

agent to buy logs to agree as to scaling);

Boyle v. Musser, 77-206, 79+659 (stipula

tion that surveyor general’s scale be con

clusive); Porteous v. Com. L. Co., 80-234,

S3+143 (stipulation for sealing by sealer

agreeable to both parties—resealing);

Carver pv. Crookston L. Co., 84-79, 86+871

(agreement for sealing by deputy surveyor

general not of the district in which the

logs were cut and banked); Boyle v. Mus

ser. S6-160, 901-319 (logging contract

option as to scale—annual settlement);

Nelson v. Betcher, 88-517, 93+661; Id.,

96-76, 104+S33 (sale of logs -in river at

MinneapoIis—agreement for sealing by

surveyor general at St. Paul-—scale sub

ject to impeachment for mistake without

a showing of fraud or bad faith); Nelson

v. Mashek L. Co., 95-217, 103+1027 (agree

ment for sealing at time of loading logs

on ears—moditication of contract without

mentioning scaling).

74 R. L. 1905 § 2574.- See Merritt v.

Knife Falls B. Corp., 34-245, 25+-103 (Sp.

Laws 1872 c. 106 § 3, providing a special

scale of fees for a particular boom com

pany, held not unconstitutional as partial

and unequal); Lovejoy v. Itasca L. Co.,

46-216, 48+91'1 (double recovery of fees

dcnied—efl‘ect of usage to exact and pay

illegal fees); 0’Brien v. St. Croix B.

Corp., 75-343, 77+991 (title of Sp. Laws

1870 c. 116, relating to fees to be paid by

the defendant for sealing, held sufiicient);

Brown v. Potter, 81-4, 83+457 (action by

surveyor for fees—counterclaim for dam

ages caused by failure to complete scaling

—evidence held not to justify verdict);

Lindsay v. Mullen, 176 U. S. 126.

T5 Farrand v. Clarke, 63-181, 65+361.

TB Osborne v. Knife Falls B. Corp., 32

412, 21+704; Miss. etc. Co. v. Prince, 34

79, 24+361; St. Louis Dalles I. Co. v. Nel

son, 43-130, 44+1080; Lindsay v. Mullen,

176 U. S. 126.

11 R. L. 1905 §§ 2933, 2934. See North

western I. & B. Co. v. O’Brien, 75-335,

77+989; International B. Co. v. Rainy

Lake River B. Corp., 97-513, 107+735;

Rainy Lake River B. Corp. v. Rainy River

L. Co., 162 Fed. 287 (effect of extending

booms into Canadian waters).

'15 See Miss. etc. Co. v. Prince, 34-79, 24+

361 (the plaintiif’s charter imposed no

other or further duty upon it, in respect

to logs destined below the Falls of St.

Anthony, than to separate and turn them

loose in the Mississippi river, and conduct

them, by means of a sheer-boom, west of

the pier at the head of the dam above the

falls, and below the suspension bridge, as’

directed by section 14 of the charter).
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' he de ee of care re uired of it." A boom company is liable 1f‘1tiinilsziforiably dgbrstruc-ts the niivigation of the stream.’30 It has 11:) rieg1l'1St,a1nri(1

dependent of contract or condemnation, to construct permaneg1 pi tof a

booms opposite the land of a riparian owner in the non-nawgq tle patr am 81

stream and thereby cut him ofi from access to the navlgableipart 0 re sflreW til"

It has no right, independent of contract or co_ndemna_t1on, .to_ov1erbp em;

property of riparian owners, and if it does so without right, it is 1afl evs or

though it acted with due care.82 It is hable if it ne_ghgently_ ogebr 0; tutu

otherwise injures such property." A corporation Wh1Cl1 1s authorazet y s alows

to construct booms upon a river for the purpose of holdmg an s oipnbg tie

acquires thereby no right to appropriate and use the banks, excep yThis

consent of the owners or in the exercise of the power of emment d0i‘I1:.}1]11£b0Om_

property cannot be taken for a purely private purpose ; and the fac _ q_ n are

ing companies and companies for the improvement of the _nav1gad1o not

quasi public corporations, and hold their franclnses for a pubhc use}, oels me

give them the privileges of a riparian owner, or enable them, by -egisttlz out

authority, to devote the river banks to the purposes of_ their char te1, W1 .l|]ere

compensation to the riparian owners. Compensation is also nccesfsaryzhw 001.

the banks are flooded by public improvements, or by dams erected 018" e

lection and storage of logs, or by a collection of logs in great numbers. t de“

5692. Charges for boomage—Lien—The right to charge tolls doeslnp the

pend upon the improvement or service havmg been actually bencficm lo for

owner in the particular instance.85 Charges may be authorized not ony d

particular services, but also to compensate the_company for its outlays and

expenses in maintaining booms, and for its services in recewmg, driving, and

assorting logs as required by its cl1a1-tor-3*“ To e-nt1tle a company Orgisllzlic

under the general statute,“ to collect tells, it is unnecessary that 1 dab’

possession of or improve the whole stream, or all thereof not lD’lPI‘0V6rt_ 21

some one else; it is only necessary to take possession of a considerable pot M;

thereof. A company attempted to be organized under the generahstat; eteq

improve a stream for driving logs, but which is not empowered by its ctatr as

to drive or handle logs, cannot collect the tolls provided for ‘by_the”sta u e. 1

Under an act authorizing the exaction of tolls on all logs ‘_dr1ven dowlzh-\

river, it has been held that tolls might be collected on logs driven only by dunaided action of the strea1n—logs retained in booms above, and not lntell 9

to he floated down the stream, but which accidentally escaped from the uppgr

boom, and were carried down in a great freshet.“ Usage has been held a -

missible upon an issue as to which one of two parties was bound to pay for

1" Chesley v. Miss. etc. 00., 39-83, 38+769. 95-149, 103+879. See Ramgren v-Chg;

8° Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co., 42-532, 44+ Dermott, 73-368, 76+47 ; A.k1n v. St. r

986.
L. Co., 88-119, 92+537.

81 Reeves v. Backus, 83-339, 86+337.

M Weaver v. Miss. etc. 00., 28-534, 11+

114; Rasicot v. Little Falls I. & N. 00.,

65-543, 6S+212; Hueston v. Miss. etc. Co.,

76-251, 79+92; Gravel v. Little Falls I. &

N. Co., 74-416, 77+217; Nelson v. Miss.

etc. Co., 99-484, 109+1118; Casey v. Miss.

etc. Co., 108-497, 122+376; Funk v. Miss.

etc. 00., 108-529, 121-+1134. See Cotton

v. Miss. etc. Co., 19-497(429); Rungren

\'. McDermott, 73-368, 76+47.

*3 Doucette v. Little Falls I. & N. Co.,

71-206, 73+S47; Coyne v. Mi. etc. Co.,

72-533, 75+7~18; Kretzschmar v. Meehan,

81-482. 84+220; Bowers v. Miss. etc. Co.,

' 78-398, 81+208; Osborn v. Miss. etc. Co..

84 Carlson v. St. Louis etc. Co., 73-125,

75+1044.

8“ Osborne v. Knife Falls B. Corp.,9325‘

412, 21-l-704; Osborne v. Nelson, 32- 3Q.

22+540; Chesley v. De Grafl’, as-41.» 2;:

167; st. Louis Dalles I. 00. v. Nelson, ‘kg

130, 134, 44+-1080; Lindsay V. Mullen, ll

U. S. 126.

8" Miss. etc. Co. v. Prince, 34-79, 24+36L

57 G. S. 1894 § 2633; R. L. 1905 §§ 2933,

2934. _

38 Northwestern I. & B. 00. v. O'Brien,

754135, 77+9s9.

-“St. Louis Dulles I. Co. v. Nelson, 43

]30. 4-H-1080.

l l
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The right to collect tolls depends on the continued existence ofboomage.‘“’

Such eom—the improvements which the company was organized to n1akc.‘"

panies are generally given a lien for their boomage charges.""’

5693. Intermingling of logs--Whoever undertakes to float logs in the Mis

sissippi river, or its tributaries, does so subject to the common right of other leg

owners to a like use of the stream, and to the risk of their being intermingled

with the logs of other owners, and also subject to the risk of their being trans-

ported beyond the intended place of destination, unless suitable precautions

are taken, or there exist suitable facilities, natural or artificial, for separating

and stopping them.03

5694. Driving intermingled or obstructive logs—Statute-—It is provided

by statute that “any person desiring to float logs or other timber in any of the

streams or waters of this state, and being hindered or obstructed in so doing by

the logs or timber of another, or any person whose logs or timber shall become

so intermingled therein with those of another as to make it difiicult to separate

his own without floating all to other waters, may drive all such obstructing or

mingled logs or timber, with his own, to some point where the same can con

veniently be assorted and his own separated from the mass.“ This statute is

of a remedial nature and to be liberally construed.M It is applicable where

an artificial supply of water is necessary,‘’‘‘ and where logs are intermingled by

consent, or under a contract for driving the perf_ormance of which has been

abandoned."7 If the logs of A are in the way of the logs of B, so that B

cannot drive his until A’s are got out of the way, B is hindered or obstructed,

within the meaning of the statute. ’l‘o constitute such hindrance or obstruc

tion, it is unnecessary that the logs of B should come in actual contact with

those of A." Notice to the person to be charged is unnecessary A custom

Cannot a.1Teet the statutory liability."9 The driver must exercise good faith,

and ordinary or reasonable care and skill, in the ‘manner and time of making

the drive,‘ and he must actually drive the logs. It is not enough for him mere

ly to get them out of his own way, without .further efi'ort to keep them afloat

in the stream."’ Where logs belonging to one person are so intermingled with

those of other owners that they cannot be conveniently separated till they

reach a particular place, such other owners may drive them, in connection with

their own logs, to such place, and recover reasonable compensation therefor,

under the statute. notwithstanding such logs were required by the owner thereof

to be left at an intermediate point.3 In an action under the statute to recover

compensation for driving the logs of A, which had become intermingled with

‘the logs of B, it appeared that B did not drive the intermingled logs to a place

where they could be conveniently separated, because, before arriving at such a

place, they reached the limits in the river beyond which a boom company was

exercising exclusive control in driving all logs floating down the river. The

Wtllarke v. Hall, 41-105, 42H'85.

"1 St. Louis River etc. Co. v. Nelson, 51

10, 52+976.

"2 Clough v. Miss. etc. Co., 64-87, 66+200

(release of lien by extension of time of

payment); Akeley v. Miss. etc. Co., 64

108, 67+208 (lien on legs in possession

held valid as against bona tide purchasers

though not recorded in the oflice of the

surveyor genera]—-etfeet on iien of partial

delivery of logs—-waiver); International

B. Co. v. Rainy Lake River B. Corp., 97

513, 107+735 (lieu under Laws 1889 c. 221

—partial delivery—waiver).

"3 (‘hcsley v. De Grafi, 35-415, 29+-167.

"4 R. L. 1905 § 3535. ,

9“ Merrirnan v. Bowen, 33-455, 23+843;

Backus v. Scanlon, 78-438, 81+216.

M1Mcrriman v. Bowen, 33-455, 23+S43;

Beard v. Clarke, 35-32-l, 29+142.

0? Walker v. Bean, 34-427,

Beard v. Clarke, 35-324, 29+1-l2.

"8 Anderson v. Maloy, 32-76, 19+387.

"9 Osborne v. Nelson, 33-285. 22+540.

1 Beard v. Clarke, 35-324, 291-142; Boyle

v Musser, 77-153, 79+664. See Itasca L.

Co. v. Gale, 62-356, 64+916.

2Miller v. Cllattorton, 46-338, 4S+1109.

3 Chesley v. De Grail’, 35-415, 29+167.

26+232;

II~21
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' in led lo s then assed into the control of the boom company, and were

lllitiilelrlil bygit to its boomdj where they were separated. It was held that Bddrovg

and caused the logs to be driven to a place wherethey could be separate , an

was entitled to recover.‘ Where the logs of various owners have beco1ne 1n

termingled in a drivin<T stream, so that they cannot ‘be separated, andlan

owner fails and neglects to furnish enough men to drive his own, and tins

compels another owner, also engaged in driving, to furnish more than Es

share of lnen and to perform more than his sharelof the work. of driving tmass of logs to market, the latter may file a hen, mamtam an action, and recovela

reasonable compensation for his services of the former, under the statute. ‘t

is immaterial that the owner in fault is also engaged 1n dnvmg the mass.

When logs are intermingled in a driving stream, so that they cannot be

separated, one owner cannot arbitrarily and un-reasonably put an unnecessary

force of men upon the work, simply because he 1s in haste to float his own ogs

to market, and recover under the statute. Nor can another_log owner ‘l1I1]11St y

hinder and obstruct the stream with his own drive, by putting on too few men

for his own work, and thus prevent a recovery. _Good faith and reasonable

prudence are demanded of all who have an equal right to use the water. The

person liable under the statute is the person in whose name the logs are re;

corded.“ The driver is entitled to recover the reasonable value of his services.

The compensation is to be measured by the value of the labor performed 111

driving the logs of the defendant, and not by the value or extent of the benefit

thereby conferred.B It is proper to estimate the entire expense of driving the

logs and to charge the defendant for his pro rata share thereof.‘ The statute

gives the driver a lien on the logs for his chargcs.‘° It does not take awaythe

common-law right of action for injuries resulting from wrongfully causing,

or neglecting to remove, an obstruction in the stream. as by logs negligently a -

lowed to become or to remain jammed therein.11 Certain evidence has been

held sufficient to justify a finding that logs were driven to a point where they

could be conveniently separated.12 _

5695. Contracts for driving, floating, and sorting 10gs—_-Cases are cited

below involving the construction of contracts for driving, fioatmg, and sortmg

logs.13

5696. Contracts for towage~—Cases are cited below involving the construc

tion of contracts for the towage of rafts of logs.H

LOGGING DAMS AND SLUICEWAYS

5697. In general—Provision is made by statute for logging dams and sluiC€- ‘

ways.“ The statute is intended for the benefit and protection of the pubhc

and does not limit the easement to logging operations, as to the owners of the

submerged land.‘° The right of the public ‘to the use of streams for dr1v1l1.‘-.\’

logs is not paramount and unqualified, but subject to the incidental delays and

hindrances occasioned by dams, if the means of passage through 01' around them

4Boyle v. Musser, 77-153, 79+664,

5Ba.ckus v. Seanlon, 78-438, 81+216.

°O’Brien v. Glasow, 72-135, 75+7; Boyle

v. Mnsser, 77-153, 79+664.

1 Anderson v. Maloy, 32-T6, 19+387;

Chesley v. De Grafi, 35-415, 29+167.

Q Osborne v. Nelson, 33-285, 22+540. 15 R. L. 1905 §§ 2933, 2934, 254M551;

"Backus v. Seanlon, 78-438, 81+216. International B. Co, v. Rainy Lake Rlver

10 Se; § 5701 B. Corp., 97-513, 107+'/35; Mi“ 0' 8‘ P‘

1iM1ller v. Chatterton, 46-338, 4s+u09. Co. v. Pratt, 101~197, 219, 112+395

1~ Osborne v. Nelson, 33-285, 22+540. 1“ Simons v. Munch. 107-370: 12o+373'

|3l\I1SS. R. Co. v. Ankeny, 18~17(l); I

Glaspie v. Glassow, 28-158, 9+699; Ins?”

L. Co. v. Gale, 62-356, 64+916; McGu11'8

v. Neils, 97_293, 107+1a0.
14 Miss. R. Co. v. Ankeny, l8—17(1)i

Pcvey v. Schulenburg, 33—45, 21+344i Ma‘

gee v. Scott, 78-11, 80+781.

__________________——_.—-—p—_—_

._
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is reasonably sufiicient for the purpose. What constitutes a sufficient means of

passage must depend upon the conditions of each particular case. A dam con

structed with suiiicicnt sluiceways to permit the free passage of logs, but which

is not equipped with piling or piers to which sheer booms may be attached, or

some other means provided by which the logs may be directed to the sluiceways,

does not meet the requirements of the statute, and creates an unreasonable

hindrance to the passage of logs at periods of high water, when it is difficult

and impracticable to attach sheer booms, and guide the logs into the sluiceways,

and keep them from running over the crest of the dam.17 The owner of a

sluicing dam operated under a license from the county board is not required

to conduct or drive logs, timber, or lumber through the sluiceway. This is no

part of the “operation” of the dam within the meaning of the statute. The

statute gives the county board no authority to take a bond from the licensee

requiring him to conduct or drive logs, timber, or lumber through the sluice

way; and if it should take a bond containing such a condition, it would not be

a statutory condition, and hence would be void, and would not inure to the hen

efit of third persons, or give them any right of action for its non-performance.ls

A’ license to maintain a sluicing dam has been held not assignable." The

statute provides for notice prior to the granting of a license for a logging dam

by a county board.’-'° The statute providing for a license does not make it

unlawful for the owner, without license, to construct across a stream a dam

which does not obstruct the free passage of logs, timber, or lumber down such

stream, and a contract between the owner of such a dam and the owner of

logs for sluicing them over it is valid.21 If riparian lands are unlawfully

flooded by logging dams, damages are recoverable.22 An owner of a logging

dam is liable for negligence in its management resulting in injury to persons

driving logs down the stream.23 ‘

LIENS

5698. Lien for 1abor—Va1idity, application, and construction of statute

——The statute gives a lien to one performing manual labor or other personal

service for hire, in, or in aid of, the cutting, hauling, banking, driving, rafting.

towing, cribbing, or booming any logs, cross-ties, poles, or other timber.“ It

has been held constitutional against various objections.25 It is to be liberally

construed.“ It has been held to give a lien to one furnishing a team and serv

ants.“ to a camp cook and blaclcsmith,“ and to contractors and subcontrac

tors.29 A former statute was limited to laborers and did not include con

tractors.“‘° Government property is exempt.31 Under a former statute pos

session of the property by the party claiming a lien was essential.32 The lien

is purely statutory.“" _\ lien may also be acquired under the general statute.“

17 Crookston etc. Co. v. Sprague, 91-461,

9s+347, 99+420.

18 Anderson v. Munch, 29-414, 13+192.

1° Mille Lacs I. Co. v. Bassett, 32-375,

20+363.

2° R. L. 1905 § 2548; Lamprey v. Nelson,

24-304.

21Lamprey v. Nelson, 24-304;

schmar v. Meehan, 74-211, 77+41.

22 Gniadck v. N. W. etc. Co., 73-87, 75+

894; Ramgren v. McDermott, 73-368, 76+

47; Carlson v. St. Louis River etc. Co.,

73-128, 75-+1044.

;P5O’Brien v. N. W. etc. Co., 82-136, 84+

7. .

24 R. L. 1905 § 3524. See § 5579.

Kretz

25 Brown v. Markham, 60-233, 62+123;

Foley v. Markham, 60-216, 62+125.

2" Wartin v. Wakefield, 42-176, 43+966;

Breault v. Arehambault, 64-420, 67+348;

Carver v. Bagley, 79-114, 81+757.

2'! Martin v. Wakefield, 42-176, 43+966;

Breault v. Archambault, 64-420, 67+348.

28 Breault v. Archambault, 64-420. 67+

348.

=9 Carver v. Bagley, 79-114, 81+757.

3° King v. Kelly, 25-522; Breault v. Ar

eharnbanlt, 64-420, 424, 67+348.

31 Rowley v. Conklin, 89-172, 94+548.

32 Walsh v. Knttenburgh, 8-127 (99);

Davis v. Mendenhall, 19—l49(113).

33 Grifiin v. Chadbourne, 32-126, 19+647.

3* See § 5579.
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5699. Compliance with statute-—The statutory provisions for securing and

enforcing the lien must be complied with in all essential particulars.55 A sub

stantial compliance is sufiicient.““

5700. Labor performed on logs of different marks-—\\'here the whole of

the services are performed under one contract of employment in getting out a

single lot of logs, two different marks, however, being put on different portions

.of them, according to their grade or quality, the laborer may claim and enforce

his lien for his entire services upon that part bearing one of these marks.’11

5701. Assignment of 1ien—'1‘he lien is assignable and enforceable by the

assignee,“ if the assignment is properly recorded.“D

5702. Lien statement—'l‘he statute provides for the filing of a lien state

ment,‘0 and this is essential to the creation of a lien.“ Inaccuracies in the

particulars of the statement are not fatal.42 If the statement is not made by

the claimant personally, it must be made by some one with authority from him

to make it, and the verification should show such authority.“ The provisions

of the statute for filing in the surveyor general’s oflice a statement of a claim

for driving the logs of another intermingled with those of the plaintiff, have

reference only to the continuance and enforcement of a specific lien on the

logs. The filing of such a statement is unnecessary for the purpose of main

taining an action for personal judgment against the owner.H A lien claimant

is entitled to a foreclosure of his lien only to the extent of the indebtedness

specified in his lien statement.“ The statement must contain a description of

the logs or timber on which the lien is claimed.“

' 5703. Enforcernent—Attachrnent—The statutory mode of enforcing the

hen by attachment is exclusive." The attachment proceedings are governed by

R. L. 1905 § 4215, as to the time of issuing the writ, except as modified by

R. L. 1905 § 3526. The remedy is provisional, and the issuance of the writ is

not jurisdictional. It may issue at the time of issuing the summons, or at any

tune thereafter, within ninety days fron1 the time of filing the lien.‘8 It is not

essential that the writ contain a description of the logs to be attached." The

return sl1ould show everything necessary to constitute a valid levy. A return

failing to show that a copy of the writ was filed in the office of the surveyor

general, has been held insufficient.M Where a writ and return contained all

that the statute requires, but the sheriff improperly certified that he had “at

tached all of the right, title, and interest of the defendant in the described

logs,” it was held that the irregularity should be disregarded.“ The return

should specify the quantity of logs attached."2 Where an action to f01‘€C1050

a hen was comu1cnce<1 111 one county, and the logs were in another county and

j“‘li@i1l1 di-<t1‘i('t. a service of the writ and a return thereto in the latter was

held proper."3

5704. ]udgment—lt is error to include in a judgment an item of indebted

ness not mentioned in the lien statement.“ The judgment is prima facie evi

35 Griffin v. Chadbo 32-126 19 'M Carver v. Bag'ey'l.“-5%-114, 81'+75';.647' See Carve‘ V‘ Bagl°Y' 79 114’ 81+

-‘" Martin v. Wakefield 42-176 43+966 41R L q . imn C]; b“ R. L. 1905 §§ 3525, E548. ’ bonnie, 1§9§;‘127T’ G’ V‘ B

3°(‘r1'tfin v. on db 24°1i.L.1905 §a352°5u_m°’3 126’19*647- 1;’;P91:f;kke v. Duluth L. Co., 101-110,

41 Griffin v. Chadbourne, 32—126, 19+647. 4" Carver v. Bagley, 79-114, 81-1-757

M R. L. 1905 § 3549 ,0
, - . - Se tt . Sh e2_r2s. o4+11a2. Sec“("‘m" "' W““’°“"“‘~ 32-126, 19+e47. Bren11ll; v.v1\Ier:'i.1‘l?”72—1‘f3, 75+122.

“O'Brien v. Glasow 72-135 75+? -1
_ ,'_ 1 - =- Bro . M kh 60-233 62+123R‘-“I(‘3%11]'\9K?)f5\I§- gasziéley, 49-114, 8l+757. See 52 R, yZl:n1;05 §mg52a5:];]’B1-ea_ult'vr Merrill.

.' ‘ ‘ ‘ 72-143 75+122.
40 Caner v. Crookston L. Co., 84-79, 86+ 5: 1i‘0':3y v_ Markham, 60.216, 62+125.

54 Carver v. Bagley, 79—114, B1+757
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dence of the lien against the owner of the logs though he is not made a party.M

A judgment for the plaintilf does not preclude the owner of the logs from deny

ing the right of the plaintiff to a lien upon them in an action brought to

recover the logs, or their value in case recovery cannot be had. But in such

action the judgment in the original proceedings to establish the lien, regular

on its face, must be held valid, unless the contrary affirmatively appears, and

all reasonable presumptions consistent with the record must be made to sustain

it.M Parties to an action to foreclose a lien cannot impeach the judgment

therein collaterally for error or irregularity.57

5705. Intervention by owner-—In an-action to foreclose a lien the owner is

entitled to intervene for the purpose of asserting his rights and contest the claim

for a lien."8

5706. Wrongful deprivation of lien—Action for damages-—Where, pend

ing an action to foreclose a log lien, the logs were wrongfully taken from the

sheriff, who had seized and held them under the writ of attachment issued in

the action. it was held that he might maintain against the persons who took and

sawed them up an action for damages for depriving him of his statutory lien

though the log-lien claimant was not entitled to the possession of the logs.59

5707. Lien for driving intermingled logs--The statute gives a special lien

for driving intermingled logs. This lien is enforced substantially in the same

man.ner as the lien of laborers.“0

5708. Lien for boom charges—Boom companies are sometimes given a lien -

to secure payment of their charges for booming logs.61

5709. Lien of surveyor general for his fees-—The statute gives the sur

veyor general a lien to secure the payment of his official fees.”-'

5710. Release-A lien may be released by granting an extension of time t‘or

payment.63

 

LOOK AND LISTEN RULE-—See Carriers. 1214; Railroads, 8170.

8188; Street Railways, 9026.

LOST CORNERS--See Boundaries, 1081.

LOST INSTRUMENTS

Cross-References

See Evidence. 3273; Judgments, 5106.

5711. Lost bill or note--Indemnity bond—Provision is made by statute

for the execution of an indemnity bond before recovery may be had on a lost

bill or note.“ The owner of a bank check, which is lost without his fault

before presentment to the bank upon which it was drawn. may recover thereon

5“ Brown v. Markham, 60-233, 62+123; judgment); Backus v. Scanlon, 78-438,

Scott v. Sharvy, 62-528, 64+1132.

5" Brown v. Markham, 60-233, 62+-123.

5"13reault v. MerrillY 72-143, 75+-122.

"R Brown v. Markham, 60-233, 62+123.

1'-°Breanlt r. Merrill, 72-143, 75+122.

8° R. L. 1905 §§ 3535-3538; Chesley v.

De Gratf, 35-415, 29+167 (right to en

_force lien limited to the amount claimed

In the account therefor filed with the sur

vcyor general); O’Bricn v. Glasow, 72

165. 75+7 (filing lien statement not a con

dition precedent to action for a personal

81+216 (duty of several owners to supply

men for driving mass of comming'ed logs

—lien where one of several owners is com

pelled to furnish more than his share).

"1 Clough v. Miss. etc. Co.. 64-87, 66+200;

Akeley v. Miss. etc. Co., 64-108, 67+208.

"2 R. L. 1905 §§ 3539, 3540; Lindsay v.

Mullen, 176 U. S. 126.

"8 Clough v. Miss. etc. Co., 64-87, 66+2O0.

6* R. L. 1905 § 4718; Armstrong v. Lewis,

14—406(30R); First Nat. Bank v. McCon

nell, 103-340, 114+1129.
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against the drawer of the same upon filing a proper mdemmty bond undera utef‘5 ‘ -

th?-,-%gl Instrument destroyed by third party—'l he payee ofdabnoliedlézirxgil I

held entitled to recover thereon againsé; the m3k;r,t;l;o;§}ly1e;t°ha ee

' ' h (1 been e were y . -by5a7t1l23lr(l3l):;dli.r1b;i}dol:1oi1t1plaaint, in an action to estabhsh an unrezprdfit 13$

deed, has been sustained, as against an objection, first madfelonhapgg ,

plaintiff had an adequate remedy at law and was gmlty o _ ac es. aterial that

5714. Defences—In an action to estabhsh a lost deed, 1t 1s ontmct at

the deed was made in pursuance of an illegal or non-enforceaue c r t

least unless the deed was voidable even if it had not been lostbl; h a deed ah i

5715. Burden of proof—In an action to prove and to esta hlS 6 Ti hts are

leved to have been unrecorded and lost, as agamst a defendant w (()1sdee,:,'1 of the

as°serted under a recorded, but subsequently executed and dehveret bush prim

premises. the burden of proof is first upon the pla1nt1i‘E_ to esfaR L 1905

facie such deed and its loss, and then, under the provisions :01‘ :-is a-mort

§ 3357, is upon the defendant to show, e1ther as an alleged own: and also that I

gagee, his own good faith, or that of a predecessor In mterelzs , Siderationp

the property was purchased or the mortgage taken for a valuab e am f a lost or I

5716 Evidence—Admissibi1ity--The existence and conteg cf; obtainable

destroyed instrument of great age may be shown by the best evi1 en orded and

under the circums'tances."° Where a deed has been mcorrect yéhrerccompetent

the original has been lost, it is competent to prove, by parol or o e corded.“

evidence, the contents of the original, and that 1t was 1ncorrect ydre Ce must be

5717. Evidence—Sufliciency—'l‘o establish a lost deed the ev1te;,1e shown to

clear and certain, and, besides proper proof of loss, the deed,2111115

have been duly executed, and its contents clearly established

l
I

I

1

 

LOST PROPERTY—See Larceny, 5488.

LOST RECORDS—See Evidence, 3352.

LOT—See Homestead, 4204, and note 73.

LOTTERIES

Cross-References

See Contracts, 1878.

. . - - l ’
5718. Definiti0n—A lottery is a scheme for the d1str1but1on Of PI;Ql(;ee11_l;);i0?l

chance, among persons who have paid or agreed to pay a valuable con.1

for the chance.H

5719. What constitutes—l

of property by chance among

consideration for th

devices in the natur

lnder the statute, any scheme for the d1.<str1li1l:t11l;)I'01

persons who have paid or agreed to P‘Ly a valh all

e chance is a lottery. The statute is intended to reap rate

e of lotteries, in whatever form, and the Courts Wm to e
V 71‘

as First Nat. Bank v. McConnell, 103-340, 12Wakefield v. Day, 41-3441 43* ’

11‘1+1129.

. dTowle v. Sherer, 70-312. 73+1§°;m{jl,°y,.fl°H0mberg v. Kikhafier, 43-205, 45+154. v. Simone, 97-315, 105+9°2; D“

6’! Lloyd v. Simone, 97-315, 105+902.

Dennison 102-302, 113+696. . Ias Towle v. Sherer, 70-312, 7a+1s0. =3 Lax v’. Peterson, 42-214: 44+?’Sll§§:z:.

an Lloyd v. Simone, 90-237, 95+903; Id., \-'. Tubbs, 51-364, 53+653, 1017,

97-315, 105+902. Lewis. 72-87, 75+1°8- S rry,10 Rogers v. Clark, 104-193, 116+739. H R. L. 1905 § 4959. See State v. Pe
‘ll Gaston v. Merriam, 33-271, 22+614.

126+120; 21 Harv. L. Rev. 148.
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no evasions for the continuance of the mischief which it is intended to remedy."

A company which invests no funds, but distributes money collected from its

patrons, less a percentage retained as a commission, in accordance with priority

in the number of certificate given each so-called investor, is engaged in a

lottery business, or in a business which is in the nature of a lottery, and is

in result a legal fraud, when it appears that the priority of such number is

determined by chance, and that the redemption of such certificate is also de

pendent upon the chance of solvency of the company, based upon writing of

new and lapsation of old co11t1-acts."

5720. Contracts relating to lottery tickets-—An otter of a reward, printed

upon the back of a lottery ticket, to any person producing any ticket which

has not been promptly cashed according to agreement, has been held illegal and

void."

 

LOW-WATER MARK—See Boundaries; Navigable Waters.

LUGGAGE—Sec Carriers, 1240. .

LUNATICS—See Insane Persons.

MAIL—See Evidence, 3445; Service of Notices and Papers, 873].

MAIMING

5721. What c0nstitutes—Under R. L. 1905 § 4896 the injury must be wil

fully infiicted, with the intent to injure, disfigure, or disable; but the “intent”

is to be presumed from the act of maiming, unless the contrary appears. The

“intent” may be defined to be the purpose at the time to do, without lawful

authority or necessity, that which the statute forbids; and the words “intent

to injure” refer to injuries of the same class specified in the statute, or such

as might reasonably be expected to be dangerous, or result in serious bodily

harm. The 'otfence may be committed in the heat of passion or in sudden

combat. Premeditation is unnecessary."1

5722. Evidence—Sufficiency—Evidence held sufilcient to warrant the sub

mission of a case to the jury."

MAINTENANCE—See Deeds, 2677; Mortgages, 6199.

MAJORITY—See note 80.

MALA IN SE—See Contracts, 1868.

MALA PROHIBITA—See Contracts, 1868.

MALICE, MALICIOUS, MALICIOUSLY—These words have no fixed,

inflexible meaning in the law. The word “malice” is sometimes used in the

law in its popular sense of ill will or desire or intention to harm another. It

generally means an intention to do a wrongful act injurious to another, without

legal excuse or j ustification. Whatever is done wilfully and purposely, if it

be at the same time wrong and unlawful, and that known to the party, is _1n

legal contemplation malicious. That which is done contrary to one’s own con

" State v. Moren, 48-555, 51+618 (scheme 78 State v. Hair, 37-351, 34/+893.

for the distribution of clothing by tailor). 79 Id.

See State v. Sperry, 126+120 (business of 8° Taylor v. Taylor, 10—107(81); Bayard

issuing and redeeming trading stamps held v. Klinge, 16-249(221); Board of Ed. v.

11°" 1°ttery)- Moore, 17-412(391); Everett v. Smith,

7° State \'. U. S. Ex. Co., 95-442, 104+ 22-53; Dayton v. St. Paul, 22-400; Mower

556- \'. Staples, 32-284, 20+225; Shngerland v.

11 Dieckhoff v. Fox, 56-438, 57+93o. Norton, 59-351, 357, 61+.’-322.
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viction of duty, or with a wilful disregard of the rights of others, whether

it be to compass some unlawful end or some lawful end by unlawful means,

or, to do a wrong or unlawful act, knowing it to be such, constitutes legal

malice.Bl

MALICIOUS ATTACI-IMENT—See Malicious Prosecution, 5751.

MALlClOUS MlSCHlE.F

5723. Severing growing crops—A person who in good faith, and without

malice, and in the honest belief of a legal right to do so, severs growmgcrops

from the land of another, the same being ripe and suitable for ha_1-vest, without

destroying, injuring, or concealing the same, is not guilty of a criminal otfence

under G. S. 1894 § 6781 subd. 3 (R. L. 1905 § 5133 subd. 3). Pic W011]

“wilfully” as used in the statute involves an element of n1a1l1c1ousness."

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION

Cross-References

See Attachment, 663; Process, 7838.

5724. Basis of action—The action lies because of the disgraceful imputat10ll

put upon the accused, the injury caused by his arrest, and the trouble and ex~

pegsp) {re is put to in defending himself.83 It is akin to an action for slander

or i e .8‘

5725. Public policy to protect prosecutor—'l‘hc policy of the law is to favor

prosecutions for crimes, and it will afford such protection to the citizen prose

cuting as is essential to public justice.” If every man were bound, under the

penalty of heavy damages, to ascertain before he commences a prosecution that

he has such evidence as will secure conviction, few prosecutions Would be set 0n

foot. The law, therefore, protects the prosecutor, if he has reasonable and

probable ground for the prosecution, that is, has such ground as would mduce

a man of ordinary prudence and discretion to believe in the guilt, and to expect

the conviction, 0

belief and expectation.86 Actions for malicious prosecutions are not to ll"

encourzlgcrl. as the)’ tend to Prevent prosecutions for crimes, and the law looks

upon them with a jealous eve.“

5726. Who ma

cution.“ A

his agent in t

never author

_ y be 1iable—A corporation may be liable for malicious Pros“:

principal may be liable for a malicious prosecution 1nst1t11_ted_blI

he course and within the scope of the agency, though the Prmclpa

1zed, participated in, or ratified the prosecution." An lnstructlon

‘qt Century Diet-' Lynd v. Picket 7-184 general] as to malicious mischief Note,

3t,‘;‘*));SJud,s0n v. Real-don, '16-431 12s Am.ySt. Rep. 163. y

1, . ; eenmn v-I‘‘@eI1@y,19-79(54); *3 Potter v. Gjertsen, 37-ass, a4+146.
Bartlett v. Hawley 38-308 37+58O. R -_ B t C . 6-9_30 71+

son \‘. Mott, 42-49351, 43+d91; Benton evl. 8325. Want vi Am. Sm-e y 0’ ,

MP15- eta 00-, 73-498 506 7s+2e5- Jo - . H; bek v.
we “C 1 . 0 t 16-182(161) u _v. G. N. Ry., 100-2251 1101975; Ahderson Pinsl:)ee8v4—3(l;-‘i 1ii'7+9ss>; Shaferyv. Her-mg,

v. Internntmnal H. Co., 10449, 11e+101. ' '

Q . 92471, asmse.
1565; Damages, 2540; B8 Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19

- - . Libel and Slander. 5506; M011 D ld 10-s50(217).
Mahmous Mischief; Malicious Prosecu- 53148253133. l7:"idel)i(ty, M. L. Assn» 71-101’

3211, 5734; '1‘0rts,9634; 18 Harv. L. Rev. 73ml; Mundal v_ MP1, em Ry., 92-26,

' - 99+-2'3 100 363.32 Pnee v. Demson, 95-106. 103+728, See 80 Ill]: smith v_ Munch, 65-256, 68+19.

f the person prosecuted, and if he acts in good faith on such
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as to the joint liability of partners for a prosecution instituted by one of them

has been held erroneous."°

5727. Termination of proceeding-It is the general rule that an action for

malicious prosecution will not lie until the prosecution has terminated in favor

of the accused.01 But this rule is not applicable where the prosecution has

terminated under such circumstances that the accused had no opportunity to

controvert the facts alleged against him, and to secure a determination thereon

in his favor.02 In an action for maliciously and without probable cause pro

curing the issuance and execution of a search warrant for goods alleged to

have been stolen, proof that upon search the property was not found, has been

held to show a termination of the proceeding." Where a magistrate has au

thority only to bind over or discharge a person accused a discharge is equivalent

to an acquittal.“ The reasons of a justice of the peace for the discharge are

immaterial.“ Where the termination of a prosecution has been brought about

by the procurement of the defendant, or by compromise or agreement of the

parties, an action for malicious prosecution cannot be maintained.M

5728. Conviction of p1aintifl’—Reversa.l on appeal—A conviction of the

plaintiff, which is reversed on appeal and the plaintiff discharged, is not con

clusive but strong prima facie evidence of probable cause, which may be re

butted, not only by evidence tending to show that the conviction was procured

by fraud or perjury, but also by any competent evidence which satisfies the

jury that the prosecutor did not have probable cause for instituting the prosecu

tion.M

5729. Institution or instigation of proceeding—It is an essential element

of the wrong that the prosecution was instituted or instigated by the defendant.

Merely laying the facts before a county attorney, committing magistrate, or

grand jury, does not render a party liable.” But a party renders himself liable

by requesting the county attorney to commence proceedings.W A principal may

be liable for the acts of his agent in instituting proceedings.‘

5730. What constitutes probable cause—Probable cause for instituting a

prosecution for crime is “a reasonable ground of suspicion, supported by cir

cumstances sufilciently strong in themselves to warrant a cautious man in the

belief that the person is guilty of the offence.” 2 It ma_v also he defined as

“the existence of such facts and circumstances as would excite the belief in a

reasonable mind. acting on the facts within the-knowledge of the prosecutor,

that the person charged was guilty of the offence for which he was prosecuted."’ 3

It is not reqgired that the prosecutor should act impartially, reasonably, and

without prejudice. It is enough if he acts with such a degree of impartiality,

reasonableness, and freedom fro1n prejudice, as can fairly be expected of a man

of ordinary prudence and caution, acting without malice.‘ It is unnecessary

-"° Cole v. Curtis, 16-l82(161). 91‘ Cole v. Andrews, 74-93, 76+962. See

"1 Pixley v. Reed, 26-80, 1+800; Rossiter

V. Minn. etc. Co., 37-296, 33+855; Me

Phcrson v. Runyon, 41-524, 43+392; Chap

man v. Dodd. 10—350(277).

°'-' Swensgaard v. Davis, 33-368. 23+543;

Rossiter v. Minn. etc. Co., 37-296. 33+S55.

"3 Olson v. Tvete, 46-225. 4S+914.

"4 Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277).

"5 Id.

9“ Wickstrom v. Swanson, 107-482, 120+

1090.

6‘l;';;Skeflington v. Eylward, 97-244. 105+

Potter v. Gjertsen, 37-386, 34+746.

"9 Cole v. Andrews, 70-230, 73+3.

1Larson v. Fidelity M. L. Assn., 71-101.

73+711; Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19;

Mundal v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273,

1004-363.

'-‘Cole v. Curtis, 16—1S2(161); Burton v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 33-199, 22+300; Gilbert

son v. Fuller. 40-413, 42+203; Boyd v.

Menrlenhall, 53-274, 55+45; Mundal v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 100+363;

Price v. Denison, 95-106, 103+728.

8Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19.

4Cole v. Curtis, 16—182(l6l); Casey v.
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that the facts on which the )1-osecutor acts shall be true. It 1s_en_ough if he

believed them to be true, and had reasonable grounds for so behe\u'1ng." The

innocence of the accused is not the test of want of probable cause. Probab e

cause does not depend on the actual state of the case in point of fact, but upon

the honest and reasonable belief of the party _commenc1ng the prosecution.

In determining whether the prosecutor acted without probable cause, 1118 con

duct is to be weighed in view of what appeared to hnn when he made the cong

plaint, and not in the light of facts appearing SI1bSQQUQIItl}'.‘ \\ ant of pro —

able cause is not inferable from malice alone.9 _ _ _

5731. Advice of counsel—It is a defence to an action for :1 malicious prosc

cution that it was instituted, in reliance in good faith, on the advice _of corn:

petent legal counsel, based on a full statement to him of all the 1nater1a_l fart:

of the case known to the prosecutor, or which he had reason to suppose eznste .t

Strictly, the reliance on the advice of counsel is not a defence, but operates 0

defeat the action because the honest belief in the guilt of the plaintiff after

such advice is probable cause.11 It is not a defence in the nature of confession

and avoidance requiring a reply.‘2 Every material fact must be disclosed to

counsel.13 The defendant must have acted in good faith on _the advice. In

formation obtained subsequent to the advice may show the innocence of the

plaintiff.H Such advice is not a defence if the prosecutor knew -or had reason

to believe that the advice was not given in good faith. But 1t_1s unnecessaril

for the defendant to prove that the advice was given by counsel in good faith. E

It is immaterial that the counsel giving the advice was the general counsel 0

the defendant.16 When the advice is given by the county attorney," or theat

torney general,13 it is accorded even greater force than in the case of private

counsel. Statements made to the county attorney are not privileged.“ Wheth

er a full and fair disclosure of the facts was made to counsel,20 whether hls

advice WES sought and relied on in good faith,‘-’1 and whether he gave the adY10e

in\good faith,22 are questions for the jury, unless the evidence is concluslvei.

A pefson is not bound to consult the county attorney, and he may act 12181 g00

faith in following the advice of other counsel in opposition to his own. '

5732. Duty to make inquiry—The prosecutor is chargeable, on the question

of Probable cause, with knowledge of all facts which would have been d1sc1oseo

Sevatson, 30-516, 16+407; Shafer v. Hert

zig, 92-171, 99+796.

5 Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68-+19.

6Genevey v. Edwards, 55-88, 56+578;

Mundal v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273,

100+363; Shafer v. Hertzig, 92-171, 99+

796.

1Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277); Cole

v. Curtis, 16—182(161); Bartlett v. Haw

ley. 38-308, an 580.

8Tabert v. Cooley, 46-366, 49+124.

flEickhoff v. Fidelity 80 0. Co., 74-139,

76+1030.

13Norre1l v. Vogel, 39-107, 38+705i

Jeremy v. St. Paul B. Co., 84-516, 88+13,

Boyd v. Mendenhall, 53-274, 55+45

14 Cole v. Curtis, 16—182(161); Bartlett

\'. Hawle 38-308 37+580.15 Shea yi-. Cloquiat L. Co., 92-343, 100+

111.

W Moore v. N. P. Ry., 37-147, 33+334;

Gilbertson v. Fuller, 40-413, 42+203; Shea

v. Cloquet L. Co., 92-348, 100+111; Gen

evey v. Edwards, 55-88, 56+578 (advice

of assistant county attorney and city at

torney); Baldwin 11. Capitol S. L. Co.,

109538, 122+460 (advice of county attor

ney .

11 Genevey v. Edwards, 55-88, 56+578;

Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580.

12 Olson v. Tvete, 46-225, 48+914.

1° Shea v. Cloquet L. Co., 92-348, 1040+

111; Moore v. N. P. Ry., 37-147, 33+33 -

17 Moore v. N. P. R-y., 37-147, 33+33‘;,

Baldwin v. Capitol s. L. 00., 109-38, 12 +

-160.

1@Gi1bertson v. Fuller, 40-413, 42+203

1" Cole V. Andrews, 74-93, 76+962. 9

'~’° Mundal v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 92-26, 92*

273, 100+363; Shea v. Cloquet L. Co., 9 “

348, 10o+111.
21 Cole v. Curtis, 16-182(161); Cole V

Andrews, 70-230, 73+s; Mundal v. MP“

etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273. 100+363; Bflftlett

v. Hawley, as-30s, a7+5s0. 0

22 Shea v. Cloquet L. 00., 92-343; 10 +

111.

23Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580
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by such an investigation as would l1ave been made by a man of ordinary pru

dence and caution. and with honest motives, before instituting the prosecution.“

5733. Reliance on statements of third parties-The prosecutor may act on

statements made to him by others, if he has reasonable ground for believing.

and does believe, that they are true 5.“ but he cannot rely on the belief of others

as to the guilt of the accused.26

5734. Malice essential—Malicc is an essential element of the wrong?‘

Actual malice, in the sense of ill-will or desire to harm, may be shown,“ but it

is not essential.29 It is enough to prove that the prosecutor instituted a

groundless prosecution knowingly and wilfully. To do an unlawful act wilfully

and purposely, knowing it to be unlawful, is to do it maliciously, in contempla

tion of law.80 Malice is a distinct issue to be found as a question of fact by

the jury.31 Actual malice implies a wrongful purpose or intent in the mind

of the person whose conduct is in question."2 When a person is acting in ac

cordance with what he believes his legal right he cannot be regarded in law as

acting with a malicious intent.“

5735. Malice inferable from want of probable cause—The jury may in

fer malice from the want of probable cause, but they are not required to do so.“

5736 Imputing malice to principal—Malice is not to be imputed to a prin

cipal merely because of facts known only to his agent.“5

5737. Sufiicicncy of indictment or complaint-—It is not essential that the

indictment should be sufficient. A complaint for a criminal offence. if a war

rant is procured upon it, and the party accused is arrested, may be a basis

for an action for malicious prosecution, though the specific facts stated in such

complaint do not show the offence to have been committed.“ The fact that

a. complaint is not signed by the prosecutor is not fatal.M

5738. Jurisdiction of court—Whether an action will lie for instituting a

prosecution before a court or magistrate having no jurisdiction to entertain it,

is an open question."8

5739. Guilt of the accused-—The guilt of the accused is a complete defence

to the action.89

5740. Limitation of actions—An action for malicious prosecution must be

brought within two years.40 _

5741. Pleading—It is suflicient to allege that the action or prosecution was

instituted “maliciously and without probable cause.” ‘1 An inferential allega

tion of malice and want of probable cause has been held sufiicient, where ob

jection was first made on the trial.‘2 A termination of the proceeding favor

able to the plaintiff must be alleged.“ The defence of advice of counsel is not

new matter requiring a reply.H Special damages must he pleaded.“

‘-'4 Tabert v. Cooley, 46-366, 49+124;

Boyd v. Mendenhall, 53-274, 55+45; Jer

emy v. St. Paul B. Co., 84-516, 88+13;

Price v. Denison, 95-106, 103+728.

15 Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+l9; Shafcr

v. Hertzig, 92-171, 99+796.

2" Norrell v. Vogel, 39-107, 38+705.

2‘! Garrett v. Mannheimer, 24-193.

9“ Chapman v. Dodd. 10—350(277); Bart

lett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580.

2“ Price v. Denison, 95-106, 103+728.

-10 Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580.

31 Smith v. Maben, 42-516, 44+792; Mun

dal v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 100+

363.

32 Reisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691.

33 Garrett v. Mannbeimer, 24-193.

54 Eickhoif v. Fidelity & C. Co., 74-139,

76+1030; Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+

550; Smith v. Maben, 42-516, 44-+792;

Olson v. Tvete, 46-225, 48+914; Chapman

v. Dodd, 10—350(277); Price v. Denison.

95-106, 103+728.

35 Reisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691.

‘*6 Potter v. Gjertsen, 37-386, 34+746.

1" Chapman v. Dodd, 10—350(277).

38 See Potter v. Gjertsen, 37-386, 34-+746;

Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277).

89 See Jeremy v. St. Paul B. Co., 84-516

88+13.

4° Bryant v. Am. Surety Co., 69-30. 71+

826.

41 O’Neill v'. Johnson, 53-439, 55+601.

42 Beyersdorf v. Sump, 39-495, 41+101.

48 Pixley v. Reed, 26-80, 1-+800.

M Olson v. Tvete, 46-225, 48+914.

45 Rcisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691.
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' Cases are cited below involving questions as to variance.“
eo_f_proof—The burden is on the plaintiff to prove thdatprosecution was instituted by the defendant without probable causp1 anI _\\:jfi

malice.‘11 But it is often the case that the only proof possible from t is p l:11nWl_

is of a negative character and relating to matters peculiarly within tief no re

edge of the defendant. Hence less satisfactory and convincing propd liher‘

quired of the plaintifi to shift the burden on the defendant than wou _ o the

wise be necessary.“ The burden ahzo rest: on the plaintitf of proving

' ' h rosecution in his avor. _ter5I$14I:.mi[(:Ia1vi)Ifatn(d }iact—What facts, and whether particular facts, constitute

probable cause is a question exclusively for the court. What facts exist Ia

particular case, where there is a dispute in reference to them, is a questof

exclusively for the jury. When the facts are _in controversy, the 3llb]6(% “(:1

probable cause should be submitted to the jury, either for specific findings o be

facts, or with instructions from the court as to what facts will conshtutefpfrot

able cause.“ What constitutes probable cause is essentially a_ question‘ 0but it is withheld from the jury from considerations of pubhp policy foun 9f

in the necessity of not discouraging public prosecutions.M The question o

malice is ordinarily for the jury,‘2 but the evidence of want of pI‘0l)B.bledC8.;]1§(t€

and of intentional wrong may be so clear as to authorize the court to hol_ t a

certain undisputed facts establish a prima facie case, warrantmg a verdict un;

less rebutted." Whether the defendant sought and acted upon_the“advice oi

counsel in good faith ;“ whether counsel gave advice in good faith; whether

the defendant instigated the prosecution ;“" and whether the defendant 1111-_

stigated the prosecution in good faith “ are all questions for the Jury, un ess

the evidence is conclusive. _

5745. Damages—'l‘he plaintiff may recover as part of his damages the neces

sary cot of defending the malicious suit, including the proper fees of his a -

torney.“ If special damages are sought they must be pleaded. The coniiadltip:

of plaintif’t’s family cannot be shown to affect the amount of damages. Imote and speculative damages cannot be recovered.°° The bad reputation of :1it

plaintiff may be shown in mitigation of damages.“1 The wealth of the e

" Chapman v. Dodd, 10—350(277) (vari

ance as to termination of the prosecution

before a justice held immaterial); Cole v.

Curtis, 16—182(161) (variance as to the

complaint and proceedings before a justice

of the peace); Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

33-189, 22+:-300 (in an action for malicious

proecution and attachment plaintiff can

not recover as for the conversion of the

goods attached).

4" Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189, 22+

300; Tabert v. Cooley, 46-366, 49+-124;

Olson v. Tvetc, 46-225, 48+914; Mundal

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 100+363.

48 Olson v. Tvete, 46-225, 48+914; Chap

man v. Dodd, 10-350(277).

W Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277); Pix

ley v. Reed, 26-80, 1+800. See § 5727.

~'i° Cole v. Curtis. 16-1B2(161); Burton v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189, 22+300; Moore v.

N. P. Ry., 37-147, 33+334; Bartlett v.

Hawley, 38-308, 37+580; Gilbertson v.

Fuller, 40-413, 42+203; Smith v. Munch,

65-256, 68+19; Eickhoif v. Fidelity & C.

Co., 74-139, 76+-1030; Jeremy v. St. Paul

13. Co., 84-516, 8S+l3; 1-‘iola. v. McDonald,

R5-147, 88+-431: Shafcr v. Hertzig. 92

171, 99*-796; Blazek v. McCartin, 106-461,

ll9+215; Baldwin v. Capitol S. L. C0-v

109-38 1224-460.

51 Bui-ton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189, 22+

300. See Thayer, Ev., 221-232; Keener.

uasi Contracts, 110.Q52 Shafer v. Hertzig, 92-171, 994-800;

Reisun v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691; Bartlett

v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580; Mundal v

Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+213, 100+363.

59- Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+-580.

“Cole v. Curtis, 16-182(161); ColesV

Andrews, 70-230, 73+3; Jeremy V. $

Paul B. Co., 84-516, 88+13; Mundal V

Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 100+363. O

M Shea v. O-loquet L. 00., 92-348, 10 +

111.

M Cole v. Andrews, 74-93, 761-962;

-*1 saw» v. Hertzig, 92-111, 99+,9e. _

-'»BMitclie1] V. Davies, 51-168, 53+-363,

lilubek v. Pinske, 84-363, 87+939; Blazek

v. l\lcCartin, 106-461, 119+215.

-59 Reisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691

fluO’Ncill V. Johnson, 53-439, 55+60_1i

Cochrane v. Quackenbush, 29-376, 13+1-'14

M1-Ilubek v. Pinske, 84-363, 87+939.
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fendant, but not his “influence,” may be shown to affect exemplary damages."

The amount of damages is largely discretionary with the jury and their verdict

will not be set aside unless it is obvious that they were influenced by passion,

prejudice, or other improper n1otive.‘“‘ Evidence that the plaintiff invited the

prosecution has been held admissible, apparently in mitigation of damages.“

5746. Evidence—Admissibility in general—On the examination of a

criminal charge before an examining magistrate, where the complainant is the

only witness for the prosecution, and he testifies positively to the offence, a

discharge of the defendant is prima facie evidence of want of probable

cause.“ But where witnesses are examined for the defence and the facts on

which the prosecution is based are not within the personal knowledge of the

prosecutor, the discharge of the defendant is not evidence of want of probable

cause.M Proof of acquittal from the criminal charge complained of is prima

facie evidence of want of probable cause.87 Evidence of the good reputation

of ‘the plaintiff for honesty and integrity has been held admissible where the

charge was larceny or concealing stolen goods.“ Evidence of the general good

reputation of the plaintiff as a peaceable citizen has been held admissible where

the prosecution was for an assault.‘“' Evidence of the bad reputation of the

accused, when limited to the issue involved, is admissible to show probable cause

and to repel malice." Evidence of facts which the prosecutor would have

learned, if‘ he had made proper investigation before instituting the prosecution,

is admissible.H An entry in the docket of a justice to the effect that the

complaint was malicious and without probable cause is inadmissible.12 An en

try in the docket of a justice to the effect that the justice found no evidence

in the case sufiicient to justify a conviction of the plaintiff of the offence

charged has been held admissible.73 Statements made by the defendant to

the county attorney in connection with the charge are not privileged and are

admissible," a proper foundation being laid.75 The declarations of the officer

in making an arrest under the charge are not admissible against the prosecu

tor.“ In an action for maliciously suing out a writ of attachment, it has

been held admissible for the plaintiff to prove that at the time the writ was

issued he was indebted to no one but the defendant; that the sheriff, after the

levy, turned tl1c property over to the attaching creditor, and the conduct of

such crcditor in connection tl1e1'c\\'ith; and thut immediately after the attach

ment was dissolved, the altar-|1ing 1-reditor brought rcplevin for the property

thereby released." \\'hcrc thc 1-l1m',¢_ve was for fraudulently disposing of mort

gaged chattcls, evidence that the accused had a large amount of property was

held admissihlc."‘ l)epositions of witnesses on an examination hcforc a justice

on a criminal cl1111'_'._rc-an-11nt admissih|e.'“'. The docket of a justice is ad missihle

to prove the proceedings before him, though not signed by l1i1n;“,D 'l‘l1e testi

mony of the defendant on the trial of the charge is admissiblc."‘ 'l‘l1c delay of

the defendant in 1naking thc clmrgc is admissible.82 'l‘hc docket of’ a justice

‘*2 Peek v. Small, 35-465, 29-+69.

"-'4 Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277); Peck

v. Small, 35-465, 29+-69; Tykeson v. Bow

man, 60-108, 611-909; Fiola v. McDonald,

85-147, 884-431; Shea v. Cloquct L. Co.,

92-348, 100+111; Id., 97-41, 105+5;')2.

‘H Smith v. Mahen. 42-516, 44+792.

5-'1 Chapman v. Dodd, 10—350(277).

M Cole v. Curtis, 16-182(161); Fiola v.

McDonald, 85-147, 88+-431; Shafer v.

lfertvig, 92-171, 99+796.

'"Fiola v. McDonald, S."—147. 8S+431;

lllazok v. l\-fcflnrtin. 106-461, 119+215.

"-‘ Olson v. Tvctc, 46-225, -1S+9l4.

"B Shea v. Cloquet L. Co., 97-41, 105-1552.

‘"1 lflnbek v. Pinske, 84-363, B7-+939.

71 See § 5732.

12 Casey v. Scvatson, 30-516, 1(-H407.

73 Price v. Dcnison, 95-106, 1031728.

74 Cole v. Andrews, 7-1-93, 76+962.

15 Olson v. Berg, 87-277, 9l+110-'1.

10Rcisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691.

7" Tykcson v. Bowman, 60-108, 611-909.

7* Reisan v. Mott. 42-49, 431691.

10 Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277).

*0 Id.

’" Id.

82 [(1.
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may be identified by the justice or any other competent proof.“ It is perm1s~

sible to ask the defendant, being a witness in his own behalf, whether, at the

time when he instituted the prosecution complained of. he behcved that the

claim upon which the same was founded was a vahd and legal claim against the

person prosecuted."“ ‘ I

5747. Evidence admissible to prove or disprove mahce-—Mahce may be

proved by evidence of an intention to use criminal process as a means of com

pelling the settlement of a disputed claim ;‘15 by evidence of defendants cor;

duct, admissions, and declarations, showing ill-will, passion, or vindictiveness,

and his forwardness or activity in exposing the plaintiff, by a publication

of the proceedings against him ;“ by the institution of a secondmacti‘on for

the same offence;am or by the circumstances attending the arrest. '1lleoot1l)

sence of malice may be proved by the direct testnnony of the defendant; by

the advice of counsel ;“1 by the bad reputation of the accused ;‘" by_ev1dence

that at the time of instituting the prosecution the defendant bcheved the

claim on which it was founded to be a valid legal claim ;" or by any evidence

which tends to show that the mind of the prosecutor was free from actual

malice.“ _ _

5748. Evidence—Sufficiency-—Cases are cited below holdmg 0V1(le]]C0.S11ll"l';

cient,M or insufiicient M to justify a verdict for the plaintiif, and sufiiment,

or insuflicientfi‘ to require a submission of the case to the jury.

5749. Question of probable cause on appeal—0n appeal the_ supreme court

will consider the question of probable cause as one of law, as 1f_present/etilato

them originally, and without regard to the determination of the tr_1al court.

5750. Malicious prosecution of a civil action—An action will he for the

prosecution of a civil action maliciously and without probable cause, even though

there is no interference with the person or property of the defendant.1 But t0

sustain such an action the want of probable cause must be very palpable. A

greater latitude in the doctrine of reasonable cause must be exercised in such

cases than in an action for maliciously prosecuting a criminal case. To compel

“-3 Cole v. Curtis, 16—182(161).

$4 Garrett v. Mannheimer, 24-193.

*5 Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580.

$6 Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277); Bart

lett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580.

H Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+580;

Smith v. Maben, 42-516, 44+792.

8-‘ Severus v. Brainard, 61-265, 63+477.

8" Jeremy v. St. Paul B. Co., 84-516, 88.L

13. See Reisan v. Mott, 42-49, 43+691.

"0 Garrett v. Mannheimcr, 24-193.

1» Bartlett v. Hawley, 38-308. ansso.

"2 Hlubek v. Pinske. 84-363, 87+939.

93 Garrett v. Mannheimer, 24-193.

94 Garrett v. Mannheimer, 24-193; Bart

lett v. Hawley, 38-308, 37+-580; Mundal v.

Mp1s. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 100+363;

Price v. Denison, 95-106, l03+72S.

95 Norrell v. Vogel, 39-107, 38+705;

Mitchell v. Davies, 51-168, 53+363; Flikkie

v. Oberson, S2-82, 84+65l; Jeremy v. St.

Paul B. Co., 84-516, 88+13; Fiola v. Mc

Donald, 85-147, 8B+431; Jenkinson v.

Koester, 86-155, 90-l-382; Price v. Denison,

95-106, 103+728; Shea v. Cloquet L. Co.,

97-41, l05+552; Skeffington v. Eylward,

97-244, 105+638.

W Moore v. N. P. Ry., 37-147, 33+334;

Gencvey v. Edwards, 55-88, 56+578; smith »

v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19; Eickhoif V

Fidelity & G. Co., 74-139, 76+-1030; Mn!!

dal V. Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-26, 99+273, 109+

363. See Miller v. Scovell, 93-258, 101+r'.4

(new trial granted for insuflimency of en

dance). on

"7 Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189; -‘“+

300; Olson v. Tvete, 46-225, 48+914_; Nor

rell v. Vogel, 39-107, 38+705; F1ola V

l\icDonald, 85-147, 88+431; Chapman ‘2

Dodd, 10-350(277); Cole V. CI.!!'l;lS. 16-18.:

(161); Colo v. Andrews, 70-230, 73+3. I

98 Potter v. Gjertsen, 37-386, 34+7fl6’

Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19; “wk

strom v. Swanson. 107-482, 120+1090. 0

*9 Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189: 2-'+

300; Moore v. N. P. Ry., 37-147, 33834;

Eickhoff V. Fidelity & C. Co., 74-139, 761'

1030.

1McPhe1-son \'. Runyon, 41-524, 43+-3.92;

O’NeiIl v. Johnson, 53-439, 55+601; Ewk"

hofl’ v. Fidelity &- 0. Co., 74-139, 76+l030i

Garrett v. Mannheimer, 24-193; Severus

v. Brainard, 61-265, 63+477. See also.

Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-189, 22+30O§

Cochrane V. Qnackenbush, 29-376, 134-154;

Note, 93 Am. St. Rep. 454.
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a party who brings a civil action and fails to maintain it to pay the costs is, as a

rule, all that a practical administration of justice requires, and is usually suffi

cient to make him cautious about bringing such suits. Any other rule would

make litigation interminable.2 Probable cause, as applicable to the prosecution

of a civil action, is such reason, supported by facts and circumstances as will

warrant a cautious man in the belief that his action, and the means taken in

prosecuting it, are legally just and proper.‘ An action will lie for the malicious

prosecution of an action of replevin though the plaintiff (defendant in replevin)

recovered in that action the damages sufiered from the taking and detention of

the goods.‘

5751. Malicious attachment—An action for malicious attachment is in the

main governed by the same rules as an ordinary action for malicious prosecu

tion. The plaintiff must allege and show that the attachment was vacated in

the action in which it issued, or that he had no opportunity to make a motion to

vacate it."'

 

MALPRACTICE—See Physicians and Surgeons, 7488.

MANDAMUS

Cross-References

See Constitutional Law, 1593; Intoxicating Liquors, 4911; Judgments, 5190.

IN GENERAL

5752. Definition and nature-.\landamus is a writ issued by a superior

court in the name of the state, to an inferior tribunal, corporation, board, or

person, commanding the performance of an act which the law specifically en

joins as a duty resulting from an office, trust, or station.6 The writ has had a

long and interesting history, which is summarized in one of our cases.1 It is

not a mere writ of right. It is a legal remedy granted on equitable princi

ples. In ordinary cases parties are left to their ordinary remedies. They are

entitled to mandamus only because of such conditions of necessity or of ex

ceptional circumstances as would result in a failure of justice if the extraordi

nary relief were refused, and then only in the exercise of judicial discretion.“3

It is not a creative remedy. It does not call into existence any new liability

or duty, and cannot command the performance of an act which was not an

thorized prior to its issuance. The present existence of a legal right or ob

ligation is the foundation of o\-cry writ. It is not a law or the source of law.9

It is a special proceeding.10

2Eickhoff v. Fidelity & 0. Co., 74-139,

76+1030.

3Eickhofl' v. Fidelity & C. Co., 74-139,

76+1030; Burton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33

189, 22+300.

‘McPherson ". Runyon, 41-524, 43+392.

5Pixley v. Reed, 26-80, 11800 (nature

of action); Cochrans v. Quackenbush, 29

376, 13+154 (parties—joint injury—spe

cial damages—complaint sustained—grava

men of action—damages held too remote);

Rossiter v. Minn. etc. Co., 37-296, 33+855

(requisites of complaint—no opportunity

to vacate attachment); Beysrsdorf v.

Sump. 39-495, 41+101(requisites of com

plaint); Grimestad v. Lofgren, 105-286,

117+515 (distinguished from action for

abuse of process); Hansen v. Wyman,

105-491, 1171-926 (malicious attachment

of corporate property is not a personal

tort. but gives rise to a cause of action

for injury to property, which passes to the

trustee in bankruptcy of the corporation).

6State v. Arnes, 31-440, 18+277; State

v. Krahmer, 92-397, 100+105.

TLauritsen v. Seward, 99-313, 109+404.

5Stnte v. U. S. Ex. Co., 95-442, 104!

556; State v. Foot, 98-467, 108+932. See

State v. Minneapolis, 32-501, 21+722.

llLauritsen v. Seward, 99-313, 109+404.

1° Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(IRS. 202).
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5753. Matters of discretion—Handarnus will pot 1lie tr:_cop§rol discre

.' “ I t 't ‘ll 1‘ \ t - m .701 an otlir-er to OX0l'(‘lS0 rrs r lscre lon. ‘ I
n05l'7li4.)uOth¢:.‘i'I adiiquoatg riemedy—Mandamus will he only where therle8 1sIno

other plain, speedy, and adequate remedy in the ordmary course of law. n

junction is a remedy “in the ordinary course of law.” “ The other legal rem

' ' ~ ' ' '" ' lv etficient andd l h 111 d f t andamu must be one uhich is reasonab _eadye(ilY1;.lt)‘ie t‘d1‘eac‘Vl1ei;1lren(lend intcdded, and actually compel the performance of

the duty refused.‘ 5 '

5755. Control of executive department—'I‘o what extent the executive

de artment may be controlled by mandamus is considered elsewhere-16

756. Right and duty must be clear and COI’I'IPl.CtC—‘.\IflTI(l8.II1IIS W151 tllre

only for the enforcement of legal rights which are clear and completelau re

reciprocal obligation must be a complete and perlect legal obhgat1on._ ‘

5757. Technical rights—Mandarnus will not he to compel a technrcal corn

pliance with the letter of a law, when such compliance would vrolate the spmt

of the law.18

5758. Misconduct of applicant-An applicant for a writ of mandamus

must come into court with clean hands. Where the conduct of the applicant

has been tainted with fraud or corruption, the writ will be denied. however

meritorious the application may be on other grounds.H7 _

5759. When it would be futile—Mandamns will not be granted where rt

is obvious that it would prove futile or practically nnavailing.”“

5760. Unauthorized or illegal acts—Mandamus will not lie to compel an

oi-licer to do what the law does not authorize him-to do. In other words, man

damus cannot create a duty and compel its per-l'ormancc.2‘ _

5761. Equitable rights—Mandamus will not lie to enforce eqmtable

rights.22

W State v. Dist. Ct., 77-302, 307, 79+

960.

16 See § 1593.

17 Warner \~'. Hennepin County, 9-139

(130); State v. Sherwood, 15-22](172);

State v. Davis, 17-429(406); Allen V.

Robinson, 17—113(90, 97); State v. South

ern Minn. Ry., 18-40(21); State v. H1gl1

land. 25-355; State v. Roscoe, 25-445;

State v. Reed, 27-458. 8+768; State \'

l\linneapolis, 32-501, 21+722; State V

Cooley, 58-514, 521, 60+33S; State v. U. S.

EX. Co., 95-442, 104+556.

"State v. U. s. Ex. 00.. 95-442, 104+

556.

11Choute:1u v. Rice, 1-121(97, 100);

State v. State M. E. Board, 32-324, 20+

238; Brown County v. Winona etc. Co.,

38-397, 37!-949; State v. Somerset, 44

549, 47%-163; State v. Carver County, 60

510, 62+1135; State v. Geib, 66-266, 68+

1081; State \'. Powers, 69-429, 72+705;

State v. Teal, 72-37, 74+1024; State v.

Copeland, 74-371, 77+221; State v. Dist.

Ct., 77-302, 307, 79+960; State v. Kings

ley, 85-215, 88+742; St. Paul v. Freedy,

86-350, 90+781; State v. Northficld, 94

81, 101+1063; State v. Powers, 102-509,

1]3+1l35; Gleason v. University of Minn.,

104-359, 116+650.

12 State v. Otis, 58-275, 59+1015; State

v. Tcal, 72-37, 74+1024; St. Paul v.

Freedy, 86-350, 90+78l; Gleason v. Uni

versity of Minn., 10'-l-359, ]16+6-50.

13 R. L. 1905 § 4557; Baker \'. Marshall.

]5—177(136); State \'. Sherwood. 15-221

(172); State v. Churchill, 15-455(:ro9);

Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 17-215(l38.

202); State v. 1-Villian1s, 25-340; State

v. Ames, 3]-440, l8+277; State v. Ne‘son.

41-25, 42+5-IS; Lee v. Thief River Falls,

82-88. 84-+654; State v. Krahmer, 92-397,

lO0+l0-5; State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 95-442,

104+556; Lauritsen v. Seward, 99-313.

1224404; State v. Dist. Ct., 108-535, 122+

14 Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188, 202).

19 State v. U. S. Ex. Co.. 95-442, 104+

556. See State v. Minneapolis, 32—5o]'

21-l-722.

'~’° State \'. Secrest, 33-381, 234545; State

v. Archibald, 43-328, 45-+606; State v

Copeland, 74-371, 77+221.

21 Clark v. Buchanan, 2-346(298); Stflte

V. Register of Deeds, 26-521, (H337; State

\'. McLeod County, 27-90. 6+421; Sl?€_ll-0

\'. Webber, 31-211, 17+339; State v. Hill,

32-275, 20+196; State v. Secrest, 33-381,

23+5-1-5; State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 95-442,

104+-556; Lanritsen v. Seward, 99-313,

1U9+404.

22State v. Southern Minn. Ry., 1840

(21).
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5762. Duties resulting from an office—.\Iandamus is a proper remedy to

compel the performance of an act which the law enjoins as a duty resultin,gr

from an ofiice. It is no objection to the issuance of the writ against a public

officer that the respondent’s predecessor in office, and not the respondent, was

the one who failed in the performance of the duty sought to be enforced.“

ACTS \VHlCH MAY BE COMPELLED

5763. Right to ofl-ice-Election contests—.\[andamus will not ‘lie to de

termine an election contest, or the title to a public oflice. It will lie to com

pel a. certificate of election to issue upon the returns, in accordance with a

decision made by the proper body; but when it becomes necessary to go be

yond the returns, and consider questions touching the legality of elections, or

of fraud, illegal voting, or the like, mandamus is not the proper remedy, and

it is necessary to resort to quo warranto, or statutory proceedings.“ But man

damus will lie to put into physical possession of an office, its records, furni

ture, etc., one who is prima facie entitled thereto by virtue of a certificate of

election, if it may be done without necessarily determining the title to the

office.25 Where, however, the title to the office is necessarily involved, man

damus will not lie though in form the proceeding is merely to obtain posses

sion of the office and its records.26 While a court cannot determine the right

of a party to hold a seat in the legislature, it can determine his right to a cer

tificate of election to the legislature, and will, by mandamus, compel its is

suance to the party entitled to it.”

5764. Orders of railroad and warehouse commission-Mandamus will

lie to enforce the orders of the railroad and warehouse connnission.'~’“

5765. Mandates of supreme court on remand—'1‘he supreme court may

employ the writ of mandamus to compel compliance with its orders and direc

tions upon remanding a cause to a lower court?"

5766. Mandamus granted—Miscellaneous cases—Mandamus has been

granted to compel the issuance of a certificate of election to the legislature; 3“

to compel a register of deeds to deliver certain hooks and papers relating to

taxes to a board of supervisors; 8‘ to compel the attorney general to bring an

action against a corporation;*'2 to compel a judge to settle and certify a

case ; as to compel a mayor of a city to sign an order for the payment of a claim

duly audited by the comptroller and allowed by the council ;"“ to compel a city

comptroller to countersign a contract; 3“ to compel a railway company to bridge

its tracks, or build a viaduct under them : M to compel county offieers to re

“ State v. Holgate, 107-71, 119+792; .\‘[pls. etc. Ry., 87-195, 91+465; State v.

State v. Johnson. 126+479.

‘-’4 Lauritsen v. Seward, 99-313, 109-I404;

Burke v. Leland. 51-355, 53-l-716; State v.

Williams, 25-340; State v. Sherwood, 15

22l(l72); State v. Churchill, 15-455(369).

2“ Crowell v. Lambert, 10-369(295);

State v. Sherwood, 15—221(172); State v.

(.‘hurchill, 15—455(369); Allen v. Robin

son, l7—113(90); State v. Stratte, 83-194,

~‘36+20.

‘-‘° State v. Williams, 25-340.

27O’Ferra1l v. Colby, 2-180(148).

23 State v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 38-281, 37'+7S2

(reversed. 134 U. S. 418); State v. Mpls.

E. Ry., 40-156, 414465; State v. Adams,

66-271, 6B+1085; State v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.,

76-469, 19+510; 1a., so-191, ss+so; State

v. U. S. Ex. Co., 81-87, 83+-165; State v.

Wilhnar etc. Ry., 88-448, 934-112; State

v. N. P. Ry., 89-363, 95-+297; State v. N.

P. Ry.. 90-277, 96+8].

'-‘B State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 97+581.

See Benz v. St. Paul, 77-375, 79+1024.

82+]118.

3°O’Ferrall v. Colby. 2-180(148).

31 Ramsey County v. Heenan, 2—330(281).

3'-’ State v. Berry, 3——(190). .

33 State v. Cox, 26-214, 2+494; State v.

Macdonald, 30-98, 14+459; State v. Bax

ter, 38-137, 36+108; State v. Egan, 62

280, 644-813.

3' State v. Ames. 31-440, 181-277; State

v. Vasaly, 98-46, 107+818.

35 State v. Dist. Ct.. 32-181, 19+732.

3“ State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131, 281-3;

ld., 38-246, 36+870; State v. Mpls. etc.

11-22
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move their offices to the county seat;37 to compel county commissioners to

' tl 't'fi ate for the rel'undm(znt of money paid at a void tax
:52; "‘s1et;opIc(di)11e;‘)el:ezi. judge to exercise his discretion as to the allowance of a

writ of quo warranto; 3” to compel a county auditor to allow a redemption 4

from a tax sale and to execute a certificate of rede1nption; ‘° to compel a city

comptroller to audit and adjust a claim and report 1t to the council for payé

u1ent ; 4‘ to compel a county surveyor to turn over to lus successor ofii_cral fie '

notes;42 .to compel county commissioners to restore names to a petition for

the removal of a'county seat; “ to compel a justice of the_ peace to 1ssue an

execution; “ to compel a county auditor to place _certa1n railway lands on the

tax lists;45 to compel the transfer of the files m a case up_on_a change of

venue; 4° to compel the transfer of a certificate of_ membership in a corpora

tion; “ to compel a judge of probate to proceed with the settlement of an es

tate without requiring payment of an inheritance tax; ‘‘ to compel a mayor

to sign an order for the services of the relator as city attorney;_“’ to compel

the county boards of two counties to rebuild a bridge across a ri\'.er'fo1-m1ng

a boundary between the two counties: 5° to compel county commissioners_ to

provide for the payment of the county’s sl1are of indebtedness upon a_d1v1s1on

of a county; 51 to compel a commissioner of public works to take action as to

the location of telephone poles and wires; "2 to compel a mayor to.s1gn certs-In

bonds of the city; 53 to compel a city comptroller to audit a certam resolution

of the city council; 5‘ to compel a street railway company to construct its hne

on a certain street; 55 to compel the president of a board of education to sign

certain warrants on the treasurer of his district to pay the salary of a teacher 3“

to compel a county auditor to issue his warrant to a school district for money

paid as liquor license fees , “T to compel the ofiicers of a school district to ad

mit children of the relator into the schools of the district; " to compel county

commissioners to take the necessary action to provide for the payment of 21

county warrant; 5” to compela clerk of the district court to search his records

for judgments at the request of an abstracter ; M to compel a city comptroller

to join in the execution of certain armory bonds; 61 to compel the trustees of

a school district to remove a schoolhouse to a new location; 62 to compel a city

recorder to execute an order on the city treasurer;63 to compel compliance

with the orders and directions of the supreme court on the remand of a case

to the trial court; 6‘ to compel the delivery of the seal, books, and papers of a

corporation by a secretary who refused to deliver them to his successor in of

Ry., 39-219, 39-+153; State v. St. P. etc. " State v. Chamber of Com., 77-308, 79-1L

Ry.. TD-473. 781-87; Id., 79-57, 81+544; 1026.

State v. Minn. T. Ry.. 80-108, 83+32;

State v. Chi. etc. Ry., S5-416, 89+1.

-‘T State v. Weld, 39-426. 40+56l.

1"‘ State v. Olson, 58-1, 59+634.

-"-T‘ State v. Otis, 58-275. 59+1015.

40 State v. Halden, 62-246, 64+568; State

v. Nord, 73-1, 75+760; State v. Johnson,

$3-496. S6+6l0; State v. Butler. 89-220.

tl4+GS8; State v. Scott. 92-210, 99+799.

*1 State v. MeCardy, 62-509, 6-H1133.

  

48 Drew v. Tifft, 79-175, 81+839; State

V. Bazille. 87-500, 92+415.

*9 State v. Nichols, 83-3, 85+’/'17. _

-'>“ State \‘. Renrille County, 83-65, SM“

830.

51 State v. Demann, 83-331, 86+352

-*9 St. Paul v. Freedy, 86-350, 90+781

-'-3 State v. Ames, 87-23, 91+18.

-"4 State v. McCardy. S7-88, 91+263.

State v. Duluth se Ry., ss-158, 92+

5 6.42 State \-'. Patton, 62-388, 64+922.

‘I3 State v. Geib, 66-266, 6S+1081.

H State v. Myers, 70-179. 72-+969.

*~'- State V. Stearns, 72-200. 75+210.

46 State v. Dist. (‘t.. 77-302, 79+960'

ems v. Dist. ca. F-283. 8R+755- smnl

:1 Dlgr‘; (gs, ooms, ' 591; State ir. Dist‘

‘1-.. ~- 05 99+soo- . - ' "H4_3TO,1O2‘,‘Lg69. , State v. Dist. Ct.,

_,_

5“ Snell v. Glasgow. 90-111, 95+881

-'-7 State v. Bailer, 91-186, 974-670. _

W State v. Board of Edn, 91-268, 97+33‘)

-'"* State v. Gunn, 92-436, 100+97.

"'0 State v. Scow, 93-11. 1O0+382.

"1 State v. Rogers, 93-55, 100+659.

‘*2 State v. Giddings, 98-102, lO7+104$

“3 State v. Hodapp, 104-309, 116+5B9

"4 State Y. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 974-581.
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fiee, it appearing that he did not hold them under any color of right to the

office; “ to compel a county treasurer to pay a draft properly drawn by the

state auditor for taxes collected for the state;°“ to compel a chairman of a

county board and a county auditor to issue a warrant for the payment of a

claim allowed by the county board and afterwards improperly disallowed;‘"

to compel a county auditor to issue a warrant for the amount of money paid in

for the redemption of lands from a tax sale; °‘ to compel the secretary of a

domestic corporation to call a stockholders’ meeting pursuant to a by-law of

the corporation; 6° to enforce the liability of a new county for its proportionate

share of the debts of the parent county; "° to enforce the right of a stockholder

to inspect the books of the corporation; "‘ to compel a county auditor to make

and file a lien statement in drainage proceedings after the time limited in or

der to perfect the lieu of a county for money expended on a drainage improve

ment.“1

5767. Mandamus denied—Miscel1aneous cases—Mandamus has been de

nied to compel a board of election canvassers to act after they had adjourned

sine die; 72 to compel county commissioners to open a road; 7’ to compel the

issuance of stock in a corporation; '“ to compel a railway company to institute

condemnation proceedings; "5 to compel a railway company to construct its

road to a certain point; 7“ to compel a town to issue its bonds in aid of a rail

way; " to compel a register of deeds to record a deed without a certificate as

to payment of taxes: 75 to compel county commissioners to issue county orders

in connection with a state road; 7'’ to compel the warden and inspectors of the

state prison to execute a certain lease; 8° to compel a judge of a district court

to enforce a prior writ stayed by an appeal with a supersedeas bond; 81 to corn

pel a city comptroller to eountersign an order; 52 to compel the state medical

examining board to issue a certificate; 8“ to compel a justice of the peace to pro

ceed with a criminal action which he had dismissed; ’“ to compel a district

court to certify a case to the supreme court in tax proceedings; “ to compel a

county treasurer to certify that all taxes are paid when taxes remain unpaid,

though the unpaid taxes are illegal; 8“ to compel a city to pay damages under

ab_andoned condemnation proceedings;“" to compel an assessor to assess cer

tain property not legally within his territory;“ to compel town supervisors

to rebuild a bridge forming part of a town highway; 8“ to compel the issuance

of a liquor license: 9° to compel a county auditor to certify on a deed, “taxes

paid and transl'er enter-ed;” °‘ to compel a judge to settle and allow a case

after the time limited by statute; "'-’ to compel the reinstatement of a deputy

"5 State v. Guertin. 106-248, 119+43. 78 State v. Register of Deeds, 26-521. 6%

"" State \'. Holgate, 107-71, 119+792. 337.

'1" State v. Peter, 107-460, 120+896. W State v. McLeod County, 27-90, 6+4‘.Zl.

as State v. Brasie, 96-209. 104+962. 3" State v. Reed, 27-458. 8+76S.

'19 State v. De Groat, 109-168, 123+4l7. ll State v. Webber, 31-211, 17+339.

7° Beltranri County v. Clearwater County, 92 State v. Hill, 32-275, 20+196.

109-179, 12-H372. W State v. State M. E. Board. 32-324,

71 State V. Mouida etc. Co., 124+971. 20+238.

"1 State v. Johnson, 126+479. 54 State v. Seerest, 33-381. 23+545.

‘'2 Clark v_ Buchanan, 2-346(298). 85 Brown County v. Winona etc. Co., 38

9-139‘'8 Warner \'. Henuepin County,

(130).

H Baker v. Marshall, 15-177(136).

T5 Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188).

7" State v. Southern Minn. Ry., 18-40

(21).

'" State v. Ilighland. 25-355. See State

v. Lake City, 25-404; State v. Roscoe, 25

Statc \'. Minneapolis, 32-501, 21+

397, 37+949.

86 State v. Nelson, 41-25, 42+548.

1" State v. Minneapolis, 40-483, 42+355.

85 State v. Archibald, 43-328, 45+606.

-‘"1 State v. Somerset, 44-549, 47+163.

"0 State v. Carver County, 60-510, 62+

1135; State v. Sehreiner, 86-253, 90+401;

State v. Nor-thfield, 94-81, 101+1063.

01 State v. Weld, 66-219, 68+1068; Stats

\‘. Kralnncr, 92-397, 100+105.

"'-’ State v. Powers, 69-429, 72+705; State
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oil inspector after the expiration of hisb te3in;f";l’teo tcr1;1;l11J1ei3rtl1;\* (2)1ec(-(2:P€:!1lI1(ilt

clerk of a school district to approve a. on o 11 t ~t_ ‘ch;015 with a cer;

board of education to furnish a county supermtem en 0 s 1 ’ flaming

' ' lhouse for the urpose of holding a teac iers . ,
tildfijgotld c1(l>11n{I1)e€lctl;li)e0 president and s£cretary of a political conv(;1nt1ona;t)(1> isgiuse

a certificate of nomination; 9" to compel the employment of an ‘prior takye the

charged union soldier; ’" to compel a judge of the district c(;uit_ (1)1 of testi

deposition of a person under the statute relatmg to the perpe ua loner to re

mom" " to compel a county auditor and treasurer to allow ag pa f the su

deeni trom a tax sale; ‘*9 to compel a comphance with the 1man ‘a e 01 Omit"

preme court upon remanding a. case to the lower court; to c}ompe gval 0_f

commissioners and county auditor to reconsider a petition for (p e gemake re

a county seat ; 2 to compel a judge of probate to approve 3a hon an1 in County

turn in proceedings for the appointment of a guardian; to c01r_1pet a 1.4 60

auditor and county treasurer to enforce the collection of certa1n1::ires,r Si-_

compel a citv to pay a judgment against its predecessor: ° to compe 1 13 p lead

dent of a village to sign an order for the salary of a village marshs; 1;)cti0n

failed to qualify by taking oath; ‘‘ to compel a ]udge of probate to a te' b “rd

after a final decree of distribution; 1 to compel the chairman of a coun 3 '0 T

to sign and execute certain county orders for the benefit ot the count} lsuve

veyor; ‘’ to compel a clerk of the district court to allow an ahstrac_ter to rltato

access to the records of his office ; 9 to compel a Judge ot the district con

submit certain issues of fact to a jury; 1° to compel action in the inal\i11gt};ip

of an oificial election ballot; “ to compel a county auditor to issue hrs (-er 11

cate of the amount required to redeem certain land from the forfeited ta;\ 1sa e

of 1900; 1’ to compel a board of school inspectors to admit a child to $01:_oo

without vaccination; 1‘ to compel a city comptroller to sign a warrant re a mg

to a so-called teachers’ retirement fund;“ to compel a city council to ap

propriate money for a contingent fund for the mayor; ‘5 to compel the transé

fer of the files of an action from one county to another upon a change 0

venue; ‘° to compel an express company to take a parcel from a person con;

ducting a lottery; 1" to compel a county treasurer to pay :1 Judgment ugams

the county; 15 to cancel a tax judgment; 1° to compel the secretary of a tormgn

corporation to call a meeting of its stockholders for the purpose of takmg ac

tion necessary to bring about a change in the articles of incorporation of two

other foreign corporations.20

v. Searle. 81-467. 84+324; State v. Kelly, 7 State v. Probate Ct.. 84-289, 87+733

94-407. 103+15; State v. Powers, 102-509, SState v. Smith. 84-295. 87+775.

113-H135. See State v. Quinn, 107-503, "State v. McCubrcy. 84--139. S7+1_126.

l20+103SI State v. Qvale, 109-530, 124+ 10 State v. Kingsley. 85-215. 8S+142

22.
"State v. Jensen. 86-19, 39l»11267

Brown v. Jensen, 86-138. 90+155; Stan’

v. Johnson, 87-221, 91+604. 840; StateMoore. 87-308, 92+4; State v. Scott, 84"

313, 91+1101.

12 State v. Peltier, 86-181. 90+375.

13 State v. Zimmerman, 86-353, 90+783
"9 State v. Halden. 75-512, 78+16.

14 State v. Rogers, 87-130. 91+430.
lllzenz v. St. Paul, 77-375, 79+1024, 82+ 15 State v. Minneapolis, 87-156, 91+298

11 .. H1 sum: v. Dist. ca. 90-427, 9"/+112:
isms \’- Butler, 81-103. &3+4s3.

"3 State v. Barrows. 71-178. 73+704.

Y" State v. Tcal, 72-37, 74+1024.

"5 State v. Board of Ed., 73-375, 76-P43.

M Phillips \'. Gallagher, 73-528. 76+285.

97 State v. Copeland. 74-371, 77+221.

#8 State v. Elliott, 75-391. 77+952.

-" State v. Bazillc, 81-370. 84+-120.

-‘State v. Hynes. 82-34, 84+636.

-'-lwe \". Thief River Falls, 82-88, 84+

65 .

6 State v. Schram, 82-420, 85+-155.

State v. Dist. Ct., 92-402, 100+2.

"State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 95-442. 104+‘

556.

18 State v. Foot, 98-467, 108+932.

19 State V. Dist. CL. 108-535, 122+314

2“ State v. De Gr-oat, 109-168, 123+417
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PROCEDURE

5768. Jurisdiction of supreme and district courts—-The district court

has exclusive original jurisdiction in all cases of mandamus, except where such

writ is to be directed to a district court or a judge thereof in his official capac

ity, in which case the supreme court l1as exclusive original jurisdiction.21 In

such case the supreme court, or a judge thereof, shall first make an order, re

turnable in term, that such district court or judge show cause before the court

why a peremptory writ of mandamus should not issue, and upon the return

day of such order the district court or judge may show cause by atfidavit or

record evidence; and, upon the hearing, the supreme court shall award a

peremptory writ or dismiss the order?’

5769. Parties defendant—All persons who have a special interest in the sub

ject matter of the proceeding and whose rights will be collaterally determined

or substantially affected by the judgment are proper parties defendant. and may

be heard for the protection of their rights.01 Mandamus will lie against a cor

poration to compel it to perform a specific duty, imposed by its charter or the

general law, when the right to have it performed is a complete and perfect legal

right, and there is no other specific adequate remedy.2a A railway company is

a quasi public corporation, and all its rights and powers are conferred upon it,

not merely for the benefit of the corporation itself, but also in trust for the

benefit of the public; and, whenever it neglects or fails to perform any of its

corporate duties. it may generally be compelled to perform the same by man

damusf“ 1n proceedings for a refundment on an invalid tax sale the county

must be made a defendant.25 The board of regents of the state university may

be proceeded against by mandamus.20 New parties may be brought in as in

ordinary civil actions.27

5770. On whose information issued—1t is provided by statute that the writ

shall issue on the information of the party beneficially interested.“ When the

writ is sought for the purpose of enforcing a private right the person directly

interested in having the right enforced must be the relator.“ Where the ob

ject is to enforce a public duty not due to the government as such, any private

citizen may move to enforce it, and it is unnecessary that he should have any

greater interest than other citizens.“ Public wrongs are.to be redressed by

public authority.at

5771. Successive app1ications—Resi judicata—A denial on the merits of

a petition for a writ of mandamus is a bar to another application on the same

state of facts. The doctrine of res judicata applies to mandamus proceedings.

as to an ordinary civil action. Parties and their privies are concluded in all

the issues that were. or might have been, litigated in the proceeding.32 The

‘-’l R. L. 1905 § 4566; State v. Burr, 28- 23 State v. Southern Minn. Ry., 18-40

40, 8+899; State v. Whitcomb, 28-50, 8+

902; State v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-281, 293,

I-)T+782; State v. Dist. Ct., 77-302. 79+960;

State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 974-581; Law

ritsen V. Seward, 99-313, 109+404. See.

under former statutes and prior to adop

non of constitution, Harkins v. Scott

(‘ounty, 2-342(294); Crowell \'. Lambert,

10—369(295).

12 State v. Macdonald, 30-98, 14-+459.

“State v. Johnson, 126+479 (mandamus

to compel county auditor to make and file

a lien statement under drainage statute

after time 1imited—owners of land af

fected proper parties defendant).

(21 .

24 State v. Minn. '1‘. Ry., 80-108, 83+32.

25 R. L. 1905 § 965; State v. Whitney.

101-539, 111+1134.

2“ Gleason v. University of l\Iinn., 104

359, 116+65O.

2'' State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-219, 39+153.

28 R. L. 1905 § 4557.

'-'9 State v. Weld, 39--126, 40+561.

8° State v. Weld, 39-426, 40-+561; State

v. Archibald, 43-328. 45+606. See State v.

Williams, 25-340.

31 State v. Williams, 25-3-10.

32 State v. Hard, 25-460;

Ford. 100-49, 110+364.

Kaufer v.
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doctrine. does not apply where the second application is on a chtlerent claim or

demand.33 _ ‘ _ _ Qtances a
5772. Notice of application—Except under extra_ordmary ciic(i]iinst Show

peremptory writ should not be allowed without notice, or an ort -ci toowht M

cause, or a voluntary appearance of the party aga1nst_whom the \1\ll isb Difiéer

5773. Demand before suit—Mandamus will not lie to compe a pu'f 1c 0 _t as

to perform an official duty without a prior demand on liiiii 1to‘pei oriiiSs:n:Y

Where the duty is owing to the publicdgsemerally a prior dcmant is unnece _ .

' itself is a continuin deman . i _ ITh5e7'17€2l Peremptory writ E1 first instance-—It is provided l1)y statu(t1e iihaé

“when the right to require the performance of the act is‘ ceai, an tor

apparent that no valid excuse for non-performance can be gu-en,}:1 pe.1i;eni};tiv_ye'

writ may be allowed in the first instance. In all other cases t e ii ern

' issue.” 8’ ‘wrt1'iE7'§llililllAfli1r<::G)vance of writ—Service—It is provided by statute that ‘_‘wnt}s1 05

mandamus shall be issued upon the order of the court. or Judge, whach 5 ft‘

designate the return day, and direct the manner of service thereof, an S(€t‘:_1C;

of the same shall be by copies of the writ, order allowing same, and }pe i i0

upon which the writ is granted.” as The provision of the statute aut onzmg

the judge to direct the manner of the service is constiti_1t1onal._ At rgommo _

law the courts have always possessed the right and authority to_ direct t e mat;

ner of service of writs of inandamus, and with respect to service upon pnva

corporations the rule has been that service should be made on the head oflicer

or upon the select body or person within the corporation whose provincedi tip

to put in motion the machinery necessary to secure performance of the u

No reason exists why this rule should not be applicable when service tofle

made upon a joint-stock association.zm An order directing service. in fie

manner provided for by law” has been held sufiiment."1 The provisions 0 11

former statute for allowance and indorsement did not apply to a peremptory

writ.40 1

5776. P1eading—No pleading or written allegation, other than the writ.

answer, or demurrer, is allowed.41 Allegations in an answer may be on in

formation and belief.‘2 Cases are cited below involving the sufiiciency of P111‘

ticular pleadings.“ . . . i Y

5777. Jury trial—ln the district court both parties have a right to a ]_111‘§

trial, as in an ordinary civil action.44 In the supreme court there is no right

33 State v. Cooley, 58-514, 60+338; Id.,

65-406, es+oo.

84 Clark v. Buchanan, 2-346(298); Har

kins v. Scott County, 2—342(294); Home

Ins. Co. v. Schetfer, 12-382(261); State

v. Scott County, 42-284, 44+64.

85 State v. Davis, 17—429(406); State v.

Schaack. 2S—358, 10+22. See State v. Mac

donald, 29-440. 13+6T1; State v. Olson,

55-118, 56+585.

36 State v. Weld, 39-426, 40+561.

8'' R. L. 1905 § 4559; Clark v. Buchanan,

2-346(29S); Ha:-kins v. Scott County, 2

3-12(294); Harkins v. Sencerbox, 2-344

(297); Home Ins. Co. v. Scheifer, 12-382

(261); State v. Scott County, 42-284,

44-+64.

35 Laws 1909 c. 408.

3" State v. Adams, 66-271, 68+1085.

°1 State v. Brotherhood of American Yeo

men, 126+-'10-4. _

40 State v. Giddings. 98-102, 10l+104&

-11 R. L. 1905 § 4563.

4'-’ State v. Cooley, 58-514, 60+338. S_%

State v. Sherwood, 15-221(1.72) (depml

of any knowledge or information suffiment

to form a belief sustained).

43 Clark v. Buchanan, 2—346(:Z9S) (com

plaint held insiifiicicnt); State v._Sher:

wood, 15-221(172) (answer sustained),

State v. Lake City, 25-404, 421 (irrelevant

and redundant matter in answer); State

v. Macdonald, 29-440, 13+671_(a.flidawt

on application insuifieieiit—\'ariance be

tween aflidavit and writ); State v. Ames,

31-440, ]8+277 (allegation of incorpora

tion—-‘ ‘ duly authorized ’ ’—nnnceessary to

plead charter); State v. Somerset, 44-549,

47+163 (petition for writ to compel im

___‘_______’______v"—__—_—_=_‘__
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to a jury trial,“ but provision is made by statute for the transmission of the

record in a case from the supreme court to a district court for the trial of

issues of fact.“ The record to be transmitted consists of the original papers

in the proceedings, together with copies or transcripts of such proceedings in

the supreme court as are not evidenced by original papers. The “proper

county” to which to transmit the record is to be determined by the general

statute regulating the place of trial of civil actions."

5778. ]udgment—-Form of peremptory writ—The statute contemplates the

entry of a formal judgment as in an ordinary civil action.“ The peremptory

writ need not precisely follow the alternative writ in matters of detail. Upon

the hearing the court may grant the relief in any form consistent with the

case made by the complaint and embraced within the issues. The manner of

performing the duty may be specifically directed. The proceeding is more

elastic under the statute than at common law.“ In mandamus proceedings to

compel a railway corporation to bridge its tracks where they cross a public

street, the trial court, upon the hearing of a return to an alternative writ may

determine from the evidence what plan ought to be adopted to best accomplish

the desired object, and may entirely disregard plans and specifications for such

a bridge, made a part of said writ, and may order the bridge to be constructed

in accordance with new plans and specifications; and, for tire purpose of deter

mining the kind of a bridge to be built, may have expert evidence on the sub

ject. The court has the right to direct that plans and specifications for such a

bridge be prepared by an expert for its use when making its findings of fact,

and may adopt as its own such plans and specifications, and may direct that

the bridge be built in accordance therewith. That such plans and specifications

are prepared by an expert in the employ of the municipality, which, through

its council, institutes proceedings to compel the construction of the bridge.

is not a valid objection to their adoption by the court. But it has been held

error to incorporate new plans in a peremptory writ upon an ex parte order,

without giving the railway company a hearing."0 It is unnecessary that a

pe(r1en1pt0ry -writ should be specially allowed or indorsed by the presiding

ju ge.El

5779. Vacation and amendment of orders—Orders in mandamus proceed

ings may be amended or vacated as in ordinary civil actions.“

5780. Violation—Contempt-—Co1lateral attack—-A judgment directing

the issuance of a peremptory writ of mandamus commanding the doing of some

act, which is within the authority and jurisdiction of the court to command,

cannot be collaterally impeached or avoided in proceedings to punish a dis

obedience of the writ. If facts arise subsequent to the judgment rendering

its modification proper, the exclusive remedy is by motion in the original ac

tion. Such new facts cannot be interposed as a det'e11cc in the contempt pro

ceedings.“ >

provement of highway held insnflicient);

State v. Olson, 55-118, 56+585 (petition

for writ to compel refundment on invalid

tax sale held insufiicient) ; State v. Dist.

Ct., 77-302, 79+960 (petition for writ to

compel transfer of papers on change of

venue sustained).

-H R. L. 1905 § 4567; State v. Burr, 28

40, 8+899.

45 State v. Lake City, 25-404. See Clark

v. Buchanan, 2—346(298).

*6 R. L. 1905 § 4567.

4? State v. Lake, 28-362, 10+17.

43 State v. Copeland, 74-371, 77+221;

State v. McKellar, 92-242, 99+807.

49 State v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 39-219, 39+

153; State v. Weld. 39-426, 40+561; State

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 75-473, 78+87.

5° State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 75-473, 78+87.

l51 State v. Giddings, 98-102, 107+1048.

52 State v. Krahrner, 98-507, 108+1119.

"8 State v. Giddings, 98-102, 107+10-18.
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5781. Appeal—An order denying a motion for a peremptory writ of man

damus is not appealable.“ It has been held that an order granting a per

emptory writ is appealable,“ but the proper practice is to have a judgment

entered on the order and appeal there’t'r0m.‘NJ A superscdeas bond on an appeal

from an order granting a peremptory writ stays all proceedings upon the

order and saves all rights affected thereby.='T

MANDATORY IN]UNCTIONS—See Injunctions.

MANDATORY PROVISIONS—Scc (‘-onstitutional Law, 1580 ; Statutes,

5954 ; rJ.‘a>;ation, 91%.

MANSLAUGHTER—Sec Homicide.

MANUAL LABOR—-See note 58.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS—See Corporations, 2080.

MAPS—See Boundaries, 1062; Evidence. 3259.

MARGINS-—5ee Wagers, 10133.

MARINE INSURANCE-—See Insurance, 4857.

MARITIME LIENS

5782. State and federal jurisdiction—Inland lakes lying within the limits

of the state are not navigable waters of the United States, and suits to enforce

a hen against boats or vessels thereon are not within the admiralty jurisdiction

of the United States. It is competent for the legislature of the state to create

hens upon boats and vessels navigating such inland waters for supplies, etc-.

and to enact reasonable rules and regulations prescribing the mode of their

enforcement.r9

_ 5783. Statutory 1iens—Our statute gives a lien on vessels for certain obliga

tlons.“0 I'I_‘he statute is not limited to such liens as are recognized by the gen

eral maritime law of the United States. It has been held to give a lien for

materials furnished and services rendered in raising a steamer froin the waters

of Lake Mmnetonka and transporting it to the Minnesota river.01

MARKETABLE TITLE—See Vendor and Purchaser, 10022.

MARKET QUOTATIONS—S c t‘ tt 174’-Ewh 3488MARKETS OVERT—See sa1ese,es5(s);I5l,.m Q’ ‘’ kc anges’ I

MARKET VALUE——Sec Eminent Domain, 3050; Evidence, 3247, 3322

M State v. McKellar 92-2-12 99+80" 77 ‘it t ' “' ll ‘ 31-911 1' 339
g(g;e>arrnling State v. ,Chnrchill,] 15-455, -18 l\[:i\rtpin\ \‘i;zil<)i;iie]d, 4J2—].'T6,‘f13+9.66

-1 - -'1°St:ipp v. St. Clyde, 43-192, 45+430.

55 State v. \Vebber, 31-211, 17+339; 6" R. L. 1905 § 4603. See § 8763‘
sum v. Teal P2-as F4 1 ' *
\1_ Copeland, ’74I-371',’ 7‘7++22012.4' See State si1l9.Lmng "' St “rest Queen’ 69437’ 72+

-’-G State v. Mc-Kellar, 92-242. 99+8OT.



MARRIAGE

Cross-References

See Conflict of Laws, 1557; Divorce; Husband and Wife.

5784. A civil contract—By statute marriage is a civil contract so far as its

validity in law is concerned.62 The essence of the contract is the consent of

the parties. If the contract is made per verba dc praesenti and remains with

out cohabitation, or if made per verba de future and is followed by consumma

tion, it is a valid marriage. To render competent parties husband and wife

it is only necessary that they agree in the present tense to be such. If cohabita

tion follows it adds nothing in law, though it may be evidence of marriage.“

It differs from all other contracts in that it cannot be dissolved by the parties

themselves but only by the judgment of a competent court.“

5785. Ceremony unnecessary-—No formal solemnization or ceremony is

necessary.W

5786. License—A marriage may be valid without a license.M A clerk of the

district court, in administering an oath to an applicant for a marriage license,

is not required to allix the seal of the court to the jurat ; and the application,

if duly signed by the applicant and attested by the clerk, constitutes prima facie

evidence that the oath was duly administered.“T

5787. Unauthorized solemnization—\l'ant of authority in the person sol

emnizing a marriage will not affect its validity if it is consummated in good

faith.“8

5788. Competency of parties—By statute a female is competent to marry

at fifteen and a 1nale at eighteen.“0 The marriage of a person who has not

reached the age of statutory competency, but who is competent at common law.

is not void, but voidable only by a judicial decree of nullity at the election of

the party at any time before reaching the statutory age, or afterwards if there

has been no voluntary cohabitation after reaching such age. Such a marriage

is to be treated as valid for all civil purposes until so set aside.70

5789. Consanguinjty-—A marriage between persons within prohibited de

grees of consanguinity is void without any judgment of court.’1

5790. Secrecy—A marriage may be valid though it is kept secret, but the

fact of secrecy is evidence of no marriage."2 Marriage will not be presumed

from a secret colmbitation."

5791. When former spouse supposed dead—By statute a marriage by one

whose former spouse has not been heard from for five years is not void though

such spouse is living. It is valid until set aside by a competent court and can

not be assailed collaterally.H

5792. Indian marriages—A marriage of Indians according to the customs of

their tribe is to be sustained in the state courts, and the children of such a mar

riuge cannot be deemed illegitimate.T5

"9 R. L. 1905 § 3552; State v. Worthing- 7" State v. Lowell, 78—166, 80+877. See

ham, 23-528, 533.

"3 Hulett v. Carey, 66-327, 69+31.

"4 True v. True, 6-4-58(315, 318).

“-'- State v. Worthingham, 23-528.

“" Trl.

'17 State \'. Day. 108-121, 121+611.

'“ R. L. 1905 § 3566; State v. Brecht. 41

50, 42+602.

'19 R. L. 1905 § 3-353; State v. Lowell, 78

166, 804-377; State v. Rollins. 90-216. 83+

141; State \'. Sager. 99-54. 108+Rl2.

R. L. 1905 §§ 3570-3573.

71 R. L. 1905 §§ 3554, 3569; Charles v.

Charles, 41-201, 42+935; State v. Herges.

55-464, 57+205.

72 Hulett v. Carey, 66-327, 337, 69+3].

See Heminway v. Miller, 87-123, 91+42S.

T3 Heminway v. Miller, 87-123, 914-428.

H R. L. 1905 § 3569; Charles v. Charles,

-11-201, 42+935.

75 Earl v. Godley. 42-361, 44+254.
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5793. Presumptions—Erery reasonable presumption is to be indulged in

favor of marriage as against concubinagc." Persons who cohab1t as husband

and wile and hold themselves out as such in the community in which they live

are presumed to be married, but such presumption does not arise unless the co

habitation is matrimonial. Marriage will not be presumed from occasional ad

missions, declarations, and secret cohabitation." A cohabitation illicit in 1ts

origin is presumed to remain such during its continuance," but this presump

tion is one of fact and the weight to be given to it is for the jury.'“’

5794. Mode of proving-—-By statute the fact of marriage may be proved by

admissions, general repute, cohabitation, or other circumstantial evidence.”

Prior to statute it could only be proved by direct evidence in pros_ecut1ons for

adultery, bigamy, etc.81 By statute the original certificate of marnage and the

record thereof is prima facie evidence of the marriage.82 Marriage may be

proved by the direct testimony of the parties.” Documents executed by the

parties in which they declare themselves single are admissible.“ A letter writ

ten by an alleged wife with the knowledge and consent of the alleged husband

in which she described the latter as her husband has been held admissible.“

.Ma1-riage may be proved by inscriptions on grave stones and entries in family

Bibles.“

5795. Degree of proof-A common-la\v marriage is not to be proved by

slight and ambiguous evitlencef"

5796. Evidence~—Sufficiency—C‘ases are cited below l1olding evidence suffi

cient," or insufficient," to establish a common-law marriage.

5797. Annuhnent for fraud or incompetency—Provision is made by statute

for the annulment of marriages on various grounds.°° The courts are not all

thorized to decree a marriage contract void on the ground of the insanity Of 0119

of the parties, except for such want of understanding in such party as to render

him or her incapable of assenting thereto. And though such person may be

subject to some vice or uncontrollable impulse or propensity, yet, if otherwise

sane, and able to understand the nature and obligations of the marriage con

tract, a decree of nullity will not be granted. A contract of marriage may be

avoided when brought about by artifice or fraudulent practices, but, as a gen"

eral rule, concealment by one of the parties of personal traits or defects of char

acter, or habits, reputation, bodily health, or other peculiar infirmities, is not

sulficient ground for avoiding a marriage.“ A marriage by one under the stat"

utory age may be annulled by judgment of court."2 In an action for annul

ment the complainant must have resided in the state one year immediately pre

ceding the time of exhibiting the complaint.'“1

 

MARRIED WOMEN—See Homestead ; Husband and Wife.

76 State v. Worthingham, 23-528; Fox V. H lleminway v. Miller, 87-123, 914-123.

Burke, 31-319, 17+861. See Hcminway v. See Hulett v. Carey, 66-327, 694-31

Mfller, 91-123, 128,_9l+-128. H51-Iulett v. Carev, 66-327, 69+31

77 Hemmway v. Miller, 87-123. 91+-128; 5° State v. Arnrstirorig. 4-33-5(251, 260)

Iu re Terry, 58-268, 274, 59+-1013. S7111 re Terry, 58-268, 275, 59+1013

79 State v. _Worthingham, 23-528, 536; $8 In re Terry, 58-263‘. 59+1013; Hemin

ln re Terry. 08-268, 270, 59-F1013. way v. Miller, 87-123, 91+428

W State \'. “lorthingham 23-528 53". 8 S t ' 3-528

S0 R. L. 1905 § 4740; State v. yJohi1son, 9 ta 8 vi Worthmghamy 2

12—476(37S); Leighton v. Sheldon, 16

243(214); State v. Armington, 25-29; In

reuTerry, 58-268, 59+1013. 91 Lewis v. Lewis, 44-124. 46+323- See

; State v. Armstrong, 4-335(251); State Wilson v. Wilson, 95-464, l04+300; R L'

\. Johnson, 12~4l6(378); State v. Worth- 1905 § 3573.

-ingham, 23_52s 534. as " — _ 5
BER. L. 1905,§ 4739; State v. Brecht, §0578t§.te V‘ Lowell, 18 166, 80+8I7‘ W

41-50, 42+so2. _ .» . - - F
szLeighton v. Sheldon, 16-2-i3(214). Mmlson " Wllm‘ 9"_464’ 104+300'

vWaller, 102-405, ll-‘H1013 (opening judg

ment).

90 R. L. 1905 §§ 3570-3573; Waller "

 



MARSHALING ASSETS AND SECURITIES

Cross-References

See Chattel Mortgages, 1473; Mortgages, 6466.

5798. In general—It is a general rule that if one creditor has, by virtue of

alien or interest, a right to resort to two funds for his debt,mnd another creditor

can resort to only one of them for his debt, equity will compel the former cred

itor to resort in the first instance to the fund to which the latter creditor can

not resort, where such a course is necessary to satisfy the claims of both cred

itors and would not operate to the prejudice of the creditor having the two

funds.“ The rule ordinarily applies only to creditors of a common debtor, to

whom both funds or securities belong. To this general rule there are some ap

parent exceptions, which. howe\‘er, arexvithin its spirit. For example, it will

be allowed between creditors of different persons where it appears that the

debtor whose estate is sought to be charged is primarily liable, and this for the

same reason that subrogation may be admitted where the two securities belong

to different persons if the fund not taken be one which in equity is primarily

liable.”

5799. Primary and secondary liabi1ity—It is a general rule of equity that

Where a creditor has a remedy against two funds for the payment of his debt,

the one primarily and the other secondarily liable, he may be compelled to resort

to the fund first liable for its payment, and to exhaust his remedy against it be

fore resorting to the other.M

 

MARSHES—See Waters, ].—0l71.

1" Franklin v. Warden, 9-124(114); Mi1- W Willius v. Mann. 91-494, 502, 98+.’-H1.

ier v. McCarty, 47-321, 50+235. See N. ‘V. etc. Go. \'. Allis, 23-337, 342

"5 Merchants’ Nat Bank v. Stanton, 55

211, 222, 56+821.



MASTER AND SERVANT

THE CONTRACT

A contract relation, 5800.

When relation exists, 5801.

Mutuality——Period of service, 5802.

Consideration, 5803.

Oral contract-——Subsequent written con

tract, 5804.

Performance, 5805.

Substantial performance, 5806.

Breach—Disabling one’s self, 5807.

Duration—P:u-ticular contracts construed,

5808.

ABANDONMENT OF CONTRACT BY

SERVANT

Grounds, 5809.

For cause—Recovery, 5810.

Without cause—Recovery, 5811.

WAGES

Particular contracts construed, 5812.

In absence of agreement, 5813.

To be determined by master, 5814.

When payable, 5815.

Computation of time of service, 5816.

Extra services, 5817.

Sickness, 5818.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Reasonableness, 5819.

DISCHARGE OF SERVANT

What constitutes, 5820.

“otive—Assignment of reasons, 5821.

Master acts at his peril, 5822.

After substantial performance, 5823.

Grounds, 5824.

Dissatisfaction with services, 5825.

Waiver, 5826.

X0 duty to return, 5827.

.\'o duty to offer performance, 5828.

Duty to seek other employment, 5829.

Duty of servant to quit master ’s premises,

5830.

Discharge for cause—Recovery, 5831.

Remedies of servant for wrongful dis

charge, 5832.

MASTER ’S LIABILITY FOR SERV

ANT’S TORTS

General rule, 5833.

VVho are servants—Volunteers, 5834.

Independent contractors. 5835.

Liability of partners, 5836.

Ratification, 5837.

Pleading. 5838.

Burden of proof, 5839.

Suiiiciency of evidence—F'ires set by sec

twnmeu, 5840.

H

Law and fact, 5841.

Master held liable, 5842.

Master held not liable, 5843.

SERVANT ’S LIABILITY FOR NEGLI

GENCE

To master, 5844.

To fellow servants, 5845.

ACTIONS FOR BREACH OF CON

TRACT AND FOR WAGES

Action for breach of contract—Comp1aint,

5846.

Recoupment—Negligence of servant, 5847.

Other employment, 5848.

Defeuces—Dishonesty of servant, 5849.

Damages, 5850.

Burden of proof, 5851.

Evidence—Admissibility, 5852.

Evidence-—-Sul’ficiency, 5853.

INDEMNIFYING SERVANT

In general, 5854.

MASTER ‘S LIABILITY TO SERVANT

FOR NEGLIGENCE

IN GENERAL

Duty of master——In general, 5855.

Statute, 5856.

Volunteers, 5857.

Servants oif duty—Acting outside scope of

employment. 5858. _

Employing children without a certificate.

5859.

Failure to give customary signals, 5860..

Failure to conform to customary practn-0.

5861.

Duty to care for injured, 5862.

Drunken servants, 5863.

Conditions at time of accident control’

5864.

Assumption by engineer as to conduct of

servants, 5865.

Notice, 5866.

Proximate cause, 5867.

PERSONAL OR ABSOLUTE DUTIES

OF MASTER

In general, 5868.

DUTY TO FURNISH SAFE PLACE

IN WHICH TO WORK

General rule, 5869.

A personal or absolute duty, 5870. _

A continuing duty—Inspection and repairs,

5871.

Duty of railway companies as to tracks!

etc.—In general, 5872.
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Evidence—Admissibilit_v, 5921.

Contributory negligence, 5922.

DUTY TO EMPLOY SUFFICIENT

SERVANTS

In general, 5923.

DUTY TO ADOPT RULES

In general, 5924.

Rules must be reasonable, 5925.

Effect of rules in relieving master, 5926.

Proof of rules, 5927.

Violation of rules evidence of negligence,

5928.

DUTY TO \VARN AND INSTRUCT

General rule, 5929.

Duty absolute—Vice-principal, 5930.

Instructions must be plain, 5931.

Obvious dangers, 5932.

Servants with knowledge, 5933.

Immature servants, 5934.

Instructions and warnings as to machinery,

etc., 5935.

Duty to warn sectionmen, 5936.

Servant ordered to dangerous place with

out warnings, 5937.

Duty to give warnings of impending dan

gers, 5938.

Explosions—Dynnuzite. 5939.

Change of conditions unknown to servant,

5940.

Danger from wrongdoer, 5941.

Law and fact, 5942.

DUTY TO SUPERVISE WORK

In general, 5943.

DUTY TO ISSUE ORDERS

In general, 5944.

FELLOW SERVANTS

Snow and ice in railway yards, 5873.

Duty to cover railway culverts, 5874.

Duty to block frogs, 5875.

Place unsafe from nature of work, 5876.

Servant in improper place, 5877.

Place rendered unsafe by fellow servant,

5878.

Place made unsafe by independent con

tractor, 5879.

Safe place rendered unsafe by superior

Doctrine of Barrett v. Reardon, 5880.

Assumption that place is safe, 5881.

Leased premises, 5882.

Cases classified, 5853.

DUTY TO FURNISH SAFE INSTRU

MENTALITIES

General rule, 5884.

Duty absolute or personal, 5885.

Negligence of fellow servant, 5886.

Concurrent negligence of fellow servant,

5887.

Duty continuing—-Inspection and repair,

5888.

Notice to master of defects, 5889.

‘Master ’s knowledge of defects, 5890.

Reliance on opinion of expert, 5891.

lnstrumentalities not owned by master,

5892.

Best and safest machinery not required,

5893. '

Latest inventions and improvements not

required, 5894.

Guards or fences for dangerous machinery

—Statute, 5895.

Barriers for elevator shafts—Statute, 5896.

Belt shifters—Statute, 5897.

Automatic couplers—Grab irons, 5898.

Loose pulle_vs—Exhanst fans, 5899.

Safe appliances becoming unsafe, 5900.

Unsafe use of safe appliances, 5901.

Selection of tools by servant, 5902.

Servant making repairs, 5903.

Defects that servant might repair, 5904.

Adjustment of machinery, 5905.

Instrumentalities constructed by servant,

5906.

Temporary instrumentality selected by serv

ant, 5907.

Latent defects, 5908.

No other instrumentality available, 5909.

Seafl’olds. 5910.

Duty to foreman or superintendent, 5911.

Assumption that instrumentalities are safe,

5912.

Law and fact, 5913.

Connecting carriers, 5914.

Cases classified, 5915.

DUTY TO EMPLOY FIT SERVANTS

General rule. 5916.

Concurring negligence of fellow servant,

5917.

Assumption of risk, 5918.

_Promise of master to dismiss, 5919.

Burden of proof, 5920.

Fellow-servant rule stated, 5945.

Basis of~ rule, 5946.

Who are fellow servants, 5947.

Necessity of same master, 5948.

Vice-principals, 5949. _

Superintendents, foremen, etc.—Supenor—

servant doctrine, 5950.

Minors, 5951.

Negligence of master and fellow servant

concurring, 5952.

Law and fact, 5953.

Persons held fellow servants, 5954.

STATUTE AS TO RA.[LWAY FELLOW‘

SERVANTS

Statute constitutional, 5955.

Proviso as to new roads. 5956.

Construction of statute, 5957.

Who liable under statute, 5958.

Statute held applicable, 5959.

Statute held not applicable, 5960.
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Servants of union depot company, 5961.

Contributory negligence, 5962.

Law and fact, 5963.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK

In gencral—Ordinary risks, 5964.

Basis of doctrine, 5965.

Not a form of contributory negligence,

5966.

To be applied cautiously, 5967.

At what stage of trial question arises,

5963.

Violations of statutes, 5969.

Servant must appreciate risk, 5970.

Age and intelligence of servant, 5971.

Unsafe methods of business, 5972.

Hazardous employments, 5973.

Obvious dangers, 5974.

Law of gravitation, 5975.

Gravel-pit cases—Ca.ving in of earth, etc.,

5976.

Extraordinary risks, 5977.

Risk of unsafe place in which to work,

5978.

Risk of defective instrumentalities, 5979.

Snow and ice, 5980.

Negligence of master, 5981.

Refusal of master to repair defect, 5982.

Promise of master to remedy defects, 5983.

Assurance that repairs have been made,

5934.

Repairs—Assumption as to sufiicieney,

5985.

Assurance of no danger by superior, 5986.

Assurance of protection, 5987.

Acting under orders, 5988.

Failure to use safety devices, 5989.

In making repairs, 5990.

Overtaxing one ’s strength, 5991.

Emergencies in railway service, 5992.

Working outside scope of employment,

5993.

Negligence of fellow servants, 5994.

Minors, 5995.

To whom defence available, 5996.

Burden of proof, 5997.

Law and fact, 5998.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

Degree of care required nf servants. 5999.

Effect of statutes, 6000.

Sudden emergency—Distracting circum

stances, 6001.

Wilful or wanton injury, 6002.

Drunkenness, 6003.

Assumption as to conduct of others, 6004.

Assumption of compliance with rules, 6005.

Express promise to warn, 6006.

Obeying orders of superior, 6007.

Taking position of danger unnecessarily,

6008.

Failure to give notice of dangerous posi

tion, 6009.

Failure to make repairs, 6010.

Disregarding warnings, 6011.

Disregarding instructions as to appliances.

6012.

Failure to use safety appliances, 6013.

Failure to observe rules or orders of mas

ter, 6014.

Coupling cars, 6015.

Miscellaneous cases involving contributory

negligence, 6016.

CASES CLASSIFIED

Injuries to railway employees, 6017.

Injuries to street railway employees, 6018.

Injuries to workmen in factories, mills, and

workshops, 6019. _

Injuries to servants in mines and quarnes,

6020.

injuries to servants in elevators, 6021.

Miscellaneous cases, 6022.

ACTIONS

Parties defendant, 6023.

Pleading, 6024.

Evidence—Admissibility, 6025.

Variance and issues, 6026.

Burden of proof, 6027.

Verdict—Naming fellow servant, 6027a.

Cross-References

Scc (.‘onspirac_\‘. 1565; Negligence; Trade Unions; Work and Labor.

THE CONTRACT

5800. A contract relation—The relation of master and servant rests upon

contract, express or in1plied.M

5801. When relation exists—'l‘he relation of master and servant has been

held to ex1st, under the circumstances, between a railway company and the serv

ants of a union depot company.“

58_02..Mutualit_y—Period of service—A contract for employment is not

1ack1n_g 1n mutuahty because the party employed does not bind himself to con

t1nne 1n the employment for a definite period.”0

5803. Cousideration—The general rule requiring a consideration for (‘On

tracts 1 apphes to contracts of employment.2

-91 Caron v. Powers, 96-192, 104+889.

13-‘!8:1E:looIly v. G. N. Ry., 102-81, 112+875,
8» Newhall v. Journal P. .00., 105-44, 117+

228.

1 See § 1750.

'-’ Starkey v. Minneapolis, 19—203(166);

____ = __I
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5804. Oral contract-Subsequent written contract—Aftcr a contract for

service, made orally, had been partly performed, a written agreement was exe

cuted, specifying the term of service, including the past as well as the future

time, and stating the compensation. It was held that the written agreement

should be deemed to embody the contract relating to the past as Well as to the

future service.3

5805. Performance—Under a contract to serve as an actress for a period of

several months, at a stated weekly salary, it was unnecessary, in order to con

stitute a performance of tl1e contract for a particular week, that the actress ap

pear upon the stage, she not being called upon to do so.‘

5806. Substantial performance-—The general rule that substantial perform

ance of a contract is sufiicient “ applies to contracts of employment.“

5807. Breach--Disabling one’s self—One who voluntarily disables him

self from performing specifically his contract becomes at once liable in damages.’

A contract employing one as manager of a sales department in a retail store is

violated by reducing the rank of the servant to that of a sales clerk.01

5808. Duration—Particu1ar contracts construed-—Cases are cited below

involving the construction of particular contracts as to their duration.‘

AB.-\NDONMEN'I‘ OF CONTRACT BY SERVANT

5809. Grounds-—As a general rule a wrongful and unlawful assault and bat

tery committed by the master upon his servant will justify the latter in aban

doning the service, though engaged for a fixed time, and without working a for

feiture of compensation for the time actually engaged under the contract.” The

sl('kI1ESSS of a servant justifies him in abandoning a contract.10

5810. For cause—Recovery—Where a servant abandons the contract for

cause, as for sickness, he is entitled to his pro rata wages, or the value of his

services, not exceeding the compensation fixed by the contract.11

5811. Without cause—Recovery—\\'here a contract of employment is for

a definite term and entire and the servant abandons the service without cause

before the completion of the term he is not entitled to recover anything for the

partial performance of his contract.12 The rule is otherwise when the contract

is severable.18

\".-KGES

5812. Particular contracts construed—Cases are cited below involving the

construction of particular contracts as regards compensation.“

Belles v. Sachs, 37-315, 33-+862; McMul- 509, 67+366 (promise that log drive should

Jan v. Dickinson Co., 63-405, 65+661.

3Blonde1 v. Le Vesconte, 41-35, 42+5-14.

4S_terling v. Bock, 37-29, 32+865.

1‘ See § 1781.

'1 Peterson v. Mayer, 46-468, 49+2-15;

Potter v. Barton, 86-288, 90+529.

TBolles v. Sachs, 37-315, 33+862.

"1 Cooper v. Stronge, 126+5-11.

‘Horn v. \\"estern L. Assn., 22-233 (8.

contract at so much “per year” held a.

contract for at least a year); Frary v.

Am. R. Co., 52-264, 53+1156 (for a speci

fied t-ime to the satisfaction of the mas

ter); Smith v. St. P. & D. Ry., 60-330,

65-392 (contract to give work as long as

servant is able to perform it); McMnllan

\‘. Dickinson Co., 63-405, 65-1661 (so long

as servant should hold certain stock in the

corporation); McCormick v. Louden, 6-1

Iast a certain tirne—master turning drive

over to another); Youngberg v. Lamber

ton, 91-100, 97+571 (terminable at will

by either party upon a settlement); Egan

V. \Vinnipeg B. Club, 96-345, 104+947

(base ball contract—stipulation not to

“release” player within specified time).

D Erickson v. Sorby, 90-327, 96-.L791;

Langgnth v. Burrneister, 101-14, 111+653.

10 La Du v. La Du, 36-473, 31+938.

1| Id.

12 Mason v. Heyward, 3—182(116); Ne

lichka v. Esterly, 29-146, 12+457; Kohu

v. Fandel, 29-470, 13+90-1; Peterson v.

Mayer, 46-468, 49+245.

1-1 See McGrath v. Cannon, 55-457, 57+

150.

H Horn v. Western L. Assn., 22-233 (em

ployment of attorney on an annual sal
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5813. In absence of agreement—In the absence of express agreement the

servant is entitled to recover what his services are reasonably \vorth,“'

5814. To be determined by master—\\"l1e1-e the contract prov1_des that the

master shall determine the amount of compensation after the services are per

formed his determination is conclusive in the absence of fraud or bad faith.“

5815. When payable——In the absence of a contrary agreement \\'ages are due

immediately upon the termination of the contract of serv1c_e._U _

5816. Computation of time of servi,ce—The day of hmng_and the day gt

discharge are to be computed as full days in the absence of special agreement.

5817. Extra services-—Extra services may be rendered under such (:1I‘CllI11

stances as to justify a recovery on the theory of an implied agreement to pay

for them.19 _ _
5818. Sickness-—If a servant is prevented by sickness from performing his

contract he cannot recover wages for the period othis incapacity.20

RULES AND REGULATIONS

5819. Reasonableness-A requirement by the proprietor of a business school

attended by minors and others that teachers therein shall not frequent saloons

in the vicinity of such school, where intoxicating liquors are sold, _1s, as a mat

ter of law, a reasonable regulation. The submission of such question to a ]\H‘_\‘

to determine is error.‘1

DTSCHARGE OF SERVANT

5820. What constitute&—No particular form of words is necessary to con

stitute a discharge. Any form of words which conveys to the servant the Idea

that his services are no longer required is sutiicient.22

5821. Motive—Assignment of reasons—'].‘he motives which actuate a_ mas

ter in discharging a servant are wholly immaterial, for the act is just1fied if any

legal ground therefor existed at the time j. and it is also immaterial whether or

not all of the grounds were known to the master when discharging the servant

Nor is it necessary for the master to assign a reason for the discharge, and

shonld he assign one, he is not bound by it; nor is he estopped to rely upon s0I'_ni'

other or different reason or cause, whether known to him at the time of the dis

charge or not.as

nry); Sease v. Gillette, 55-349, 57+58

(fixed monthly salary and percentage of

profits in business); Metzdorf v. Western

S. Co.. 60-365, 62+:-397 (salesman-—-month

ly salary-—-agremncnt as to increase);

O’Brien v. Colchester R. Co., 60-535, 63+

106 (commission on sale of goods—ac

ceptance of orders); Morrison v. Arons,

65-321, 68-+33 (share in profits of busi

ness); Crosby v. St. Paul etc. Co., 74-82,

76+958 (compensation conditional on suc

cess in procuring land for master); Citi

zens State Bank v. Bonnes, 76-45, 781-875

(wages of men in hauling logs); Wommer

v. Segelbaum, 78-182, 80+952 (monthly

salary and percentage of profits of busi

ness); Charron v. Pine T. L. Co., 79-425,

82+679 (services of man and tea.m——con

troversy as to whether father or son was

entitled to wages); Spinney v. Hill, 81

316, 84+116 (part of salary in cash and

part in corporate stock); Pearson v. G. N.

Ry., 90-227, 95+1113 (locating coal mines

—-fixed salary and additional amount if

successful); Smith v. Hunt, 90-255, 95+

907; (guaranty of stipulated slim);

Youngberg v. Lamberton, 91-100, 91+571

(fixed monthly salary and percentage of

profits of business).

15 McKee v. Vincent, 33-508, 24+353

See § 10368. _
10 Butler v. Winona M. Co., 28-200, 9+

697.

1" Thompson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 35-423,

29+148.

15 Olson v. Rushfeldt, 81-381, 84-+124.

1" Fravell v. Nett, 46-31, 48-H146.

'-’° Powell v. Newell, 59-406, 61+335;

Haley v. Victor Co., 86-438, 901-973.

=1Koons v. Langum, 93-332, 101+490.

22 Johnson v. Crookston L. Co., 92-393»

100+225; Bennett v. Morton, 46-113, 48+

678. See Smith v. Herz, 92-254, 99+1134.

23 Von Heyne v. Tompkins, 89-77, 93+

901. See Ham v. Wheaten, 61-212, 63+

495.
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5822. Master acts at his peril—hIasters assuming to be the final arbiters

in their own behalf of the propriety of dismissing their servants during their

terms of employment take tl1e responsibility which attaches to a dismissal with

out cause.“

5823. After substantial performance—Where a. contract for work and labor

_has been substantially performed as to time, and in its most material parts, a

master has no right to dismiss a servant and to refuse to carry out a contract

previously made for a term not yet expired.”5

5824. Grounds—A servant may be discharged for disobedience; 2“ dishon

esty ; =7 drunkenness; 2" or sickness." The fact that a servant owning stock in

the corporation by which he was employed pledged the stock as security for his

personal debt has been held not a ground for discharging him.“0

5825. Dissatisfaction with services—A stipulation in a contract of em

ployment for personal services to the “satisfaction” of the master gives him the

absolute right to discharge the servant whenever he is in good faith dissatisfied

with him.31

5826. Waiver-A master ordinarily waives the right to discharge a servant

for misconduct by keeping him after notice of the misconduct.82

5827. No duty to ret-um—A servant who is wrongfully discharged is not

bound to re-enter the service, upon the request of the master, in order to reduce

the damages caused by the discharge.“

5828. No duty to offer perf0rrnance—-Where a servant is wrongfully dis

charged he is not bound to present himself to the master and ofier to perform

before he can recover damages for the breach of the contract.“

5829. Duty to seek other emp1oyment—A servant who is wrongfully dis

charged before the expiration of his term of service is bound to make an honest

effort to obtain other similar employment and thereby diminish the loss result

ing from the breach of the contract.“

5830. Duty of servant to quit master's premises-—If a servant is dis

charged, he must, on request, quit the premises of the master; and if he refuses

to go, the master may eject him, and for that purpose use such force as is rea

sonably necessm-y.'"'”

5831. Discharge for cause—Recovery—-Where a servant employed for a

definite term under an entire <-ontract is discharged for cause he can recover

nothing for his services.37

5832. Remedies of servant for wrongful discharge-—A servant wrongfully

discharged may maintain an action in the nature of quantum meruitf’8 or an

H Potter \'. Barton, 86-288, 90+529.

25 I(l.

"Von Heyne v. Tompkins, 89-77, 93+

901; Koons v. Langum, 93-332, 101+490.

27 Peterson v. Mayer, 46-468, 49+245.

See Person v. McCargar, 92-294, 99+885;

Lahr v. Kraemer, 91-26, 97+418.

15' Smith v. St. P. & D. Ry., 60-330, 62+

392.

29 See Powell v. Newell, 59-406, 61+335;

Raley v. Victor Co., 86-438, 90+973; Egan

v. Winnipeg B. Club, 96-345, 104+941.

3° McMullan v. Dickinson Co., 63-405,

65+661.

31Frary v. Am. Rubber Co., 52-264, 53+

1156; Beissel v. Vermillion F. E. Co., 102

229, 113+575.

5'2 See Person v. McCargar, 92-294, 99+

885.

IL-23

88 Youngberg v. Lamberton, 91-100, 97+

571.

3* Mackubin v. Clarkson, 5-247 (193,

198); McMullan v. Dickinson Co., 63-405,

65+661, 663; Bennett v. Morton, 46-113,

48+678.

M Williams v. Anderson, 59-50(39); Horn

v. Western L. Assn., 22-233; McMullan

v. Dickinson Co., 60--156, 62+120; Id., 63

405, 65+661, 663; Beissel v. Vermilliou F.

E. Co., 102-229, 113+-575; Cooper v.

Stronge, 126-+541 (by “other employ

ment” is meant employment of a charac

ter such as that in which he was employed,

or not of a more menial kind).

31* Lightbody v. Truelsen, 39-310, 40+67.

87 Von Heyne v. Tompkins, 89-77, 93+

901. See Peterson v. Mayer, 46-468, 49+

245.

38 Mackubrin v. Clarkson, 5—247(193).
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action for the breach 01' the contract, or an action for wages already earned at

the time of the dismissal. He cannot maintain an action for wages subsequent

to the discharge on the theory of constructive service.an

MASTER’S LIABILITY FOR SERVANT ’S TORTS

5833. General rule—A master is liable for the torts of his servant committed

in the course of his employment and in furtherance of -his master’s business.

The liability of a master extends to wilful, wanton, or malicious acts as well as to

acts of negligence. It may exist though the act was expressly forbidden by the

master, or was contrary to his instructions, or was in excess of authority. The

master is not liable where the act was not done in connection with his business.

If a servant steps aside from his master’s business, for however short a time, to

do an act not connected with such business, the relation of master and servant

is for the time suspended and the master is not liable. The test in all cases is

whether the act was done by authority of the master, expressly conferred or fairly

implied from the nature of the employment and the duties incident to it. The

act must pertain to the duties which the servant is expressly or impliedly au

thorized to perform.“J An exception to the general rule is made where the mas

ter is serving the public under such circumstances that his servant’s acts must

of necessity be relied upon by the public.‘1 The expression “in the course of

his employment” means, “while engaged in the service of the master.” It is

not synonymous with “during the period covered by his employment.” “ Some

of our cases make it a condition of the master’s liability that the act of the

servant be done “with a view to the furtherance of his master’s business.” “

This seems objectionable as suggesting that the intention of the servant is mate

rm .

5834. Who are servants—Vo1unteers-—If a servant who is employed to

perform certain work for his master procures another person to assist him, the

master is liable for the negligence of the latter, only when the servant had au

thority to employ such assistant. But this authority may be implied from the

nature of the work to be performed, or from the general course of conducting

the business of the master by the servant; and it is unnecessary that there should

be an express employment of the person in behalf of the master, or that com

pensat1on_be paid or expected. It is enough to render the master liable if the

person guilty of the negligence was at the time in fact rendering service for him

by lns consent, express or implied.‘H One who has an interest in the Work to be

performed, and for his own convenience, or to facilitate or expedite his OWH

work or that of his employer, assists the servants of another, at their request or

with their consent, is not thereby deprived of his right to be protected against

the carelessness of the other’s servants.“

3“ McMullan v. Dickinson . —62+120_ Co, 60 156,

4° Walker v. Johnson, 28-147, 9+6!-12;

Moner v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+952;

Ellegard v. Ackland, 43-352. 45+715'

The1sen v. Porter, 56-555, same-5; Smitli

v._ Munch, 65-256, 68+19; Jobanson v.

Pioneer Fuel Co., 72-£105, 75+719; Peter

son v. W. U. Tel. 00., 75-ass, 374, 77+

985; Lesch v. G. N. Ry., 93-435, 101+

965; Crandall v. Boutell, 95-114, 103+

890; Slater v. Advance T. Co., 97-305

107+133; Merrill v. Coates, 101-43, 1111

836; Barrett v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-51,

117+1047; Kwiechen v. Holmes, 106-148,

118+668. See § 212.

*1 McCord \'. W. U. Tel. Co., 39-181, 39+

315. See 14 Harv. L. Rev. 297.

142 Slater v. Advance T. Co., 97-305, 107+

33.

-18 Barrett v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 106-51, 1170

g)%é7; Kwiechen v. Holmes, 106-148, 118+

44 Haluptzok v. G. N. Ry., 55-446, 57+

144; Sctterstrom v. Brainerd etc. Ry., 89

262, 94+S82.

45 Meyer v. Kenyo 95-329, 104+132;

Kelly v. Tyra, 103-176, 114+75o, 115+636.
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5835. Independent contractors—The relation of master and servant does

not exist between an employer and an independent contractor. As a general

rule an employer is not liable to third parties for the acts of an independent con

tractor or his servants?“ An independent contractor is one who, exercising an

independent employment or occupation, contracts to do a piece of work accord

ing to his own methods and without being subject to the control of his em

ployer except as to the result of the work.‘1 He represents the will of his eni

ployer only as to the result of his work and not as to the means by which it is

accomplished.‘8 If an employer has the right or duty to control a person work

ing for him as to the manner in which the work shall be done the doctrine of

respondeat superior applies; otherwise not." In other words, in determining

whether the doctrine of respondeat superior applies, the test is whether, with

reference to the matter out of which the alleged wrong sprung, the person

sought to be charged had the right under the contract of employment, to control,

in the given particular complained of, the action of the person doing the

wrong.no The fact that the employer has the right to employ and discharge the

person is not decisive.51 The fact that the employer has the right to supervise

the work to see that it conforms to the contract does not affect the independence

of the relation.“ The contract is not conclusive as to the relation of the par

ties, if, notwithstanding the contract, the employer assumes control of the

work.“ The foregoing principles apply as between an original contractor and

a subcontractor.“ Whether a. person is an independent contractor is a question

for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive."5 So it is for the jury to deter

mine whether a contract of employment was made with an independent con

tractor or with his employer.56

5836. Liability of partners—Where it appears that two persons are jointly

interested in the navigation and earnings of a steamboat, the presumption is

that those employed in managing the boat are the servants of both, though one

of them employed and controlled such servants, the presumption being thathe

did so by the authority of the other.“

4" Shutc v. Princeton, 58-337, 59+1050;

Schip v. Pabst, 64-22, 66+3. See, for ex

ceptions to the general rule, Bast v. Leon

ard, 15-304(235); Leber v. Mpls. ete. Ry.,

29-256, 13+31; Haluptzok v. G. N. Ry.,

55-446, 449, 57+144; Vosbeck v. Kellogg,

78-176, 80+957; Corrigan v. Elsinger, 81

42, 83+492; Ray v. Jones, 92-101, 99+

782.

*1 Waters v. Pioneer F. Co., 52-474, 55+

52; Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+45. It

is probably unnecessary that the con

tractor should be exercising a distinct

calling or occupation. See Shute v. Prince

ton, 58-837, 59+1050.

45 Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+-45; Vos

beck v. Kellogg, 78-176. 80+957.

49 St. Paul v. Seitz, 3-297(205); Bast \'.

Leonard, 15-304(235, 244); Sewall v. St.

Paul, 20—511(4-59); Bait v. New England

etc. Co., 66-76. 6S+729; Gahagan v. Aer

motor Co., 67-252, 69+914; \Vhitson v.

Ames, 68-23, 70+793; Vosbeck v. Kellogg,

78-176, 80+957; Corrigan v. Elsinger, 81

42, 83+-192; Aldritt v. Gillette, S5-206,

8R+741; Roe v. Winston, 86-77, 90+122;

Klages v. Gillette, 86-458, 901-1116; Pierce

v. Brennan, 88-50, 92+507; Johnson v.

Crookston L. Co., 95-142, 103+891; Jones

v. Minn. etc. Ry., 97-232, 106+1048;

Northrup v. Hayward, 99-299, l09+241.

See Smith v. Twin City R. T. Co., 102-4,

112+1001; Floody v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109

228, ]23+8l5; Anderson v. Foley, 124+

987.

5° Gahagan v. Aermotor Co., 67-252, 69+

914.

-‘ll Roe v. Winston, 86-77, 90+122; John

son v. Crookston L. Co., 95-142, 103+-891.

F-'~' Vosbeck v. Kellogg, 78-176, S0+957.

53 Rait v. New England etc. Co., 66-76,

68+729; Klages v. Gillette, 86-458, 90+

1116; Anderson v. Foley, 124+987.

B! Aldritt v. Gillette, 85-206, 88+741;

Klages v. Gillette, 86-458, 90+1116.

M Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+4-5; Rait

v. New England etc. Co., 66-76, 68+729;

Gahagan v. Aermotor Co., 67-252, 69+914;

Whitson v. Ames, 68-23, 70;-793; Johnson

v. Crookston L. Co., 95-142, 103+891;

Caron v. Powers, 100-341, 111+152.

M Caron v. Powers, 96-192, 10-H889.

W McMahon v. Davidson, 12—357(232).
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5837. Ratification—A promise to pay the damage, if it was not too much,

has been held not to constitute a ratification of the act of a servant, if it was

unauthorized." The retention of a servant with the knowledge that he has done

some negligent act for which the master is not liable, will not in itself render

the master liable.‘D

5838. Pleading—A complaint against a master for a tort of his servant must

show that it was committed while the servant was acting within the scope of his

employment.“0 -

5839. Burden of proof-—The burden is ordinarily on the plaintiff to prove

every fact necessary to establish the master’s liability.U1

5840. Sufficiency of evidence--Fires set by sectionmen—The fact that

railway seetionmen were engaged during the ordinary hours of labor in perform

ing work ordinarily done by them on the railway right of way at that time of

year (of which courts and juries may take notice, as matters of common knowl

edge) is suflicient, in the absence of any rebutting evidence, to justify a jury in

finding that the sectionmen were acting within the scope of their employment

with the railway company."2

5841. Law and fact—Whether a servant was acting within the scope of his

employment and whether he was negligent are questions for the jury, unless

the evidence is conclusive.“

5842. Master held liable—Where the servant, engaged in hauling supplies

to the master’s logging camp converted the wagon of another, his own wagon

havmg broken down; °‘ where a servant, intrusted with an express wagon to do

such business as he could secure, after delivering a trunk, on his return got a

load of poles for himself and while taking them home negligently drove over :1

child ; 8“ where a servant employed to drive a team took the hay of another and

fed it to the team; ‘"3 where a clerk in a drug store failed to label a poison which

he sold; '" where a farm hand built a fire in grubbing and the fire spread to ad-_

joining land and destroyed the plaintiff’s trees; “'1 where a bar-tender forcibly

and tortiously ejected a person from a saloon ; “" where a servant of a grain

elevator company started the machinery by which the elevator was run while a

cluld was sitting on the wheel, the machine being run by horse power, and then

left the premises with no one in charge; 7° where the servant of a fuel company

was negligent in replacing the cover to a coalhole in a sidewalk; "1 where the

superintendent of a factory caused the arrest of a person who entered the fac

toryand attempted to induce the employees to quit work;"2 where a servant

neghgently operated a hoisting apparatus in connection with the construction

of a budding; 1* where the servant of a coal company negligently opened a coal

hole in a sidewalk; 7’ where a servant of a threshing machine company negli

gently started a threshing machine engine while a purchaser of the machine had

  

5-8 Potulni v. Saunders, 37-517, 35+379.

6(~';;Kwiechen v. Holmes, 106-148, 118+

60 Campbell v. N. P. Ry., 51-488, 53+768;

Johanson v. Pioneer F.-Co., 72-405, 75+

719; Foran v. Levin, 76-178, 78+1047.

9ggltforier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+

62 Baxter v. G. N. Ry., 73-189, 75+1114.

See Gould v. N. P. Ry., 50-516, 521-924.

09 Waters v. Pioneer Fuel Co., 52-474,

55+52; Theisen v. Porter, 56-555, 58+265.

M Walker v. Johnson, 28-147, 9+632.

05 Mulvehill v. Bates, 31-364, 17+959.

This is a border case. See Slater v. Ad

vanee T. Co., 97-305, 313, 107+133.

W Potulni v. Saunders, 37-517, 35+379.

0'' Osborne \'. McMasters, 40-103, 41+543.

1"‘ E'legard v. Ackland, 43-352, 45+715.

'19 Brazil v. Peterson, 44-212. 46+331;

Merrill v. Coates, 101-48, 111+836. See

Cofield v. MeCabe, 58-218, 59+1005.

7°Gnnderson v. N. W. E1. Co., 47-161,

49+694.

5; Waters v. Pioneer F. Co., 52-474, 55+

72 Smith v. Munch, 65-256, 68+19.

1“ Eckman v. Lauer, 67-221, 69+893.

74 Ray v. Jones, 92-101, 99+7S2.
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his hand in the machinery; " where a servant of a stove company negligently

neglected to clean out a chimney when setting up a stove; "“ where a servant of a

railway company wrongfully entered a private house in search of property stolen

from the company; " where a servant of a street railway company assaulted a

person about to enter a car ; 7“ where sectioumen built :1 fire on a railway right

of way and it spread to adjoining land ; 7" where a bar-tender was negligent in

not protect-ing a person in a saloon from the assault of third parties; 8° where a

saleswoman in a department store threw a cord attached to a bundle-carrying

apparatus out into the aisle and into the face of a customer; “ where a servant

negligently allowed a plank to fall whereby a servant of another master was in

jured ; 82 where a servant of an ice company negligently drove one of its supply

wagons into the carriage of the plaintiff; " where a brakeman ordered a boy

stealing a ride on a freight train to get off while the train was in motion; 8*

where a servant assaulted a person rightfully upon the premises of the master

for the purpose of testing andinspecting certain materials to be furnished by

the master.“

5843. Master held not liable-—-Where sectionmen kindled a fire on a rail

way right of way to warm their coffee for dinner and the fire spread to an ad

joining field aud burned the plaintit’f’s hay; “ where a shipping clerk called to

a person wishing to use an elevator to reach the offices of the defendant “all

right,” and in consequence the person fell down the shaft of the elevator; "

where a bar-tender called a disorderly person into a. back room adjoining the

saloon and there assaulted him; as where a servant of a coal company assaulted

a customer of the company, a dispute having arisen between them as to the hon

esty of the customer; 8“ where sectionmen kindled a fire on a railway right of

way; “U where the servant of a threshing machine company, who was furnished

with an automobile to use in the company’s business, negligently operated the

automobile while using it for his private purposes, so as to cause a runaway.'“

Where a servant employed to deliver coal tied his own horse to the rear of a bo\'

sled used by him for delivering coal, and the horse kicked a person on a side

walk as the servant was driving the sled along a street on his way to deliver coal

before going home, the servant owning the team and sled.92

SERVANT 'S LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE

5844. To master—.\ servant is liable to his master for negligence in the dis

charge of his duties.”3

5845. To fellow serva.nts—Where several persons are engaged in the same

work, in which the negligent or unskilful performance of his part by one may

"5 Cressy v. Republic C. Co., 108-349, 122+1-5 Meyer v. Kenyon, 95-329, 104+132.

484.7° Crsndall v. Boutell, 95-114, 103+890.

" Leach v. G. N. Ry., 93-435, 101+965;

1d., 97-503, 106+955.

1" Ford v. Mpls. St. Ry., 98-96, 107+817

7*‘ Gould v. N. P. Ry., 50-516, 52+924.

' See Morier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+

952; Baxter v. G. N. R-y.. 73-189, 75+1114.

R" Curran v. Olson, 88-307, 92+1124.

"1 McQuade 1'. Golden Rule, 105-326,

1l7+484.

'2 Kelly v. Tyra, 103-176, 114+750, 115+

636. _

M Banker v. Peoplc’s Ice Co., 63-411, 65+

657.

'" Barrett v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-51, 117+

1047.

5" Morier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+

952. See Baxter v. G. N. Ry., 73-189, 75%

1114; Gould v. N. P. Ry., 50-516, 52+924.

81 Mouso v. Kellogg, 58-406, 59+941.

$5 (‘ofield v. McCabe, 58-218, 59+1005.

8" Johanson v. Pioneer F. Co., 72-405, 75+

719.

W Baxter v. G. N. Ry., 73-189, 75+1114.

"1 Slater v. Advance T. Co., 97-305, 107+

133.

"'1 Kwiechcn v.

668.

I13 Bidwell v. Madison, 10-13(1) (fail

ing to make demand on note whereby in

dorser was discharged).

Holmes, 106-148. 116+
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cause danger to the others, and in which each must necessarily depend for his

safety upon the good faith, skill, and prudence of each of the others in doing

his part of the work, it is the duty of each to the others engaged on the work_to

exercise the care and skill ordinarily employed by prudent men in similar on

cmnstances, and he is liable for any injury occurring to any one of the others

by reason of a neglect to use such care and skill.“ The duty is of a common-law

nature and does not rest on privity of contract.“

ACTIONS FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT AND FOR WAGES

5846. Action for breach of contract-Complaint-—It is unnecessary to al

lege that the plaintifi has always been ready and willing to perform or that he

has been unable to secure other employment.“ The essential allegations are,

that the parties mutually agreed, the one to do the work and the other to em

‘ ploy him; and that the plaintiff oflered and the defendant refused to permit

him to do it."

5847. Recoupment—Negligence of serva.nt—The master may plead, by

way of recoupment and setoif, damages sustained by him through the negligence

of the servant in the performance of the contract of employment." _

5848. Other employment—If a servant obtains other employment and com

pensation after his discharge that is affirmative matter in recoupment which

the defendant is bound to allege and prove.”

5849. Ddences—Dishonesty of servant—The fact that the servant em

bezzled from the master throughout the term of his service is a complete defence

to an action for wages.1

5850. Damages—Where a serva_nt engaged for a definite term is wrongfully

discharged before the expiration thereof he is presumptively entitled, in an ac

tion begnn or tried after the expiration of the term, to recover as damages the

amount of the wages agreed upon, subject to a reduction for compensation

earned, or which he had an opportunity to earn, in other employment during

the remainder of the term.“ Prospective damages beyond the time of trial are

too contingent and uncertain to be allowed. Where, under a contract for per

sonal serviee, the wages are payable in instalments, and, before the term of serv

ice expires, the master dismisses the servant without his fault, and the wages

are paid up to the time of dismissal, the liability of the master to the servant is

not an absolute liability for wages for constructive service during the balance

0? the term, but a contingent liability of indemnity for loss of wages. This lia

bility accrues by instalments on successive contingencies, each of which consists

in the failure of the servant without his fault to earn, during an instalment pe

riod, the amount of wages which he would have earned had the contract been

performed, and the deficiency is the measure of damages. The original breach

ls n_°t total, but the failure to pay the successive instalments constitutes suc

cessive breaches, and successive actions may be maintained for the recovery 05

M Gfimths "- Wolfram, 22-185; Brower v. Western L. Assn., 22-233; Bennett v.

";,,N‘ R RY-' 1°9‘385, 124+10- Morton, 46-113, 4s+ers; Beissel v. Ver

,, B’°"”‘" "- N: P- R-Y-1 109-385, 124+10. million F. E. 00., 102-229, 11s+5r5.

“Dm "' C"“‘.v"‘“P, 28-280, 9+so2. See lPeterson v.Maver,-16-46S,49+245. Sec
gtlzilt-{ullan v. Dickinson Co., 63-405, 65+ Lahr v. Kraemeri, 91-26, 97+418; Person

grlst k - . V- ,MCCI1rgar, 92-294, 99+885; Steele v

MHarl ey v. Minneapolis, 19—203(166). Crabtree (Iowa), 1O6+753_

147 at an v' st’ P‘ etc‘ Ry‘! 31-4271 18+ 2Horn v. Western L. Assn., 22-233;

. See Jordahl v. Ben-yI 72-119, 124, Bennett v. Morton, 46—113, 48+678; Bois

75+10_; _Lyford v. Martin, 79-243. s2+-179. sel v. Vs-rmillion 1-‘. Co., 102-229, 113+

9" Williams v. Anderson, 9—50(39); Horn 575.
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the instalments of damages as they accrue, if any.3 Where a contract for em

ployment of a person in a particular business, as long as he may elect to serve,

is broken by the master, if the servant has not fixed by his election the period of

service he cannot recover substantial damages.‘

5851. Burden of proof—ln an action for breach of a contract of employ

ment the plaintiff ordinarily has the burden of proving the contract and its

breach.“

5852. Evidence—-Adrnissibility—Cases are cited below holding evidence

admissible " or inadmissible.’

5853. Evidence-—Sufficiency-—Cases are cited below holding evidence suffi

cient 5 or insufficient ’’ to sustain the verdict or finding.

INDEMNIFYING SERVANT

5854. In general—A master has been held liable to indemnify a servant

where the latter acted in violation of an injunction in obedience to the orders

of his master.10

MASTER'S LIABILITY TO SERVANT FOR NEGLIGENCE

IN GENERAL

5855. Duty of master—In general—A master is bound to exercise ordi

nary or reasonable care to prevent injury to his servant in the course of his em

ployment.11 He is liable for injuries which might reasonably have been antici

pated as likely to result from his negligent acts or omissions.12 He is not an

insurer of the safety of his servants.18 It is generally sufficient if he conforms to

customary practice.“ The law fixes the duty of a master to his servant and a

violation of the duty is a tort and not a breach of contract.15

3 Mc.\lnllan v. Dickinson Co., 60-156, 62+

120; Smith v. St. P. & D. Ry., 60-330, 62+

392.

* Belles v. Sachs, 37-315, 33+862.

5Bennett v. Morton, 46-113, 48+678.

"Person v. Bowe, 79-238, 82+480 (otfer

of master to make payment if servant

would throw off five dollars admissible on

an issue as to the duration of the con

tract).

1Roles v. Mintzer, 27-31, 6+378 (price

at which plaintiff had offered to work for

another); Seurcr v. Horst, 31-479, 18+283

(opinions of witnesses without special

knowledge as to value of services—wages

paid another servant); Ham v. Wheaten,

61-212, 63+495 (term for which other serv

ants were hired); Healey v. Mannheimer,

74-240, 76+1126 (customary practice as to

term of hiring servants in the dry goods

business); Johnson v. Crookston L. Co.,

92-393, 100+225 (master ’s custom in hir

ing other servants).

8Mag0on v. Minn. T. P. Co., 34-434, 260

235; Metzdorf v. Western S. Co., 60-365,

62-+397; Ham v. Wheaten, 61-212, 63+495;

McCormick v. Louden, 64-509, 67+366;

Healey v. Mannheimer, 74-240, 76+1126;

Person v. Bowe. 79-238, 82+-480; Potter

v. Barton, 86-288, 90+529; Smith v. Herz,

92-254, 99+1134; Johnson V. Crookston L.

Co., 92-393, l00+225; Egan v. Winnipeg

B. Club, 96-345, 104+947; Greenberg v.

Millette, 124+824 (bookkeeper with au

thority to sell goods and pay bi1ls—short

age—aee0unting) .

B Smith v. St. P. & D. Ry., 60-330, 62+

392; Wommer v. Segelbaum, 78-182, 80+

952; Dart v. Russell, 99-364, 109+702.

1°Guirney v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-496, 46+

78.

11 Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+311;

Bennett v. Syndicate Ins. Co., 39-254, 39+

488; Myhre v. Tromanhauser, 64-541, 67+

660; Raasch v. Elite L. Co., 98-357, 108+

47?; Milton v. Biesanz S. 00., 99-439,

109+999; Lohman v. Swift, 105-148, 117+

418; Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co., 108

455. 122+794.

12 Milton v. Biesanz S. Co., 99-439, 109+

999.

1_3 Brown v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 6+

484; N. P. Ry. v. DixonI 194 U. S. 338.

H Krcmkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101-501, 112+

1025.

15 Schumakcr v. St. P. & D. Ry., -16-39,

42, 4B+559.
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5856. Statute—In 1895 a statute was enacted prescribing the duties of a

master and defining a vice-principal.“ The statute was held merely declaratory

of common law '7 and has since been repealed.

5857. Volunteers—A “volunteer” is one who introduces himself into mat

ters which do not concern him, and does, or undertakes to do, something which

he is not legally or morally bound to do, or which is not in pursuance or pro

tection of any interest. To such a person, in the absence of knowledge of peril.

no aflirmative duty to exercise care is due.13 A master owes no duty, as such, to

a mere volunteer. A person employed without authority by a servant to assist

in the work of a master generally occupies the position of a volunteer.“ One

who has an interest in the work to be performed, and for his own convenience.

or to facilitate or expedite his own work or that of his employer, assists the serv

ants of another, at their request or with their consent, is not thereby deprived

of his right to be protected against the carelessness of the other’s servants.20

If a servant voluntarily and without orders works outside the scope of his duties

he is deemed a volunteer while so working." If, after discovering that a volun

teer has placed himself in a position of danger, even through his own negligence.

the servants of a master fail to exercise reasonable care to avert the danger, the

master is liable. This liability does not rest on any contract obligation, but on

the general duty not to inflict a wanton or wilful injury on another. As re

spects this duty, a volunteer cannot occupy a less favorable position than a

trespasser.22

5858. Servants off duty—Acting outside scope of <:mp1oyment—A mas

ter owes no duty, as such, to his servants while they are off duty,“ or acting

without orders outside the scope of their employment.“ The relation of master

and servant, in so far as it involves the obligation of the master to protect his

servant while rightfully upon his premises, is not suspended during the noon

hour, when the master expects, and expressly or by fair implication invites, the

servant to remain upon the premises in the immediate vicinity of the work.25

The liability of a master does not cease while a servant is sitting down to rest

near his work."

5859. Employing children without a certifica_te—It is made unlawful by

statute to employ children under sixteen years of age in certain ernployments

without a school certilicate.'~‘1 If a child is employed about machinery contrary

to the statute and is injured by the machinery the master is prima facie liable.“

5860. Failure to give customary signals—Cases are cited below involving

the question of negligence in not giving customary signals?’0 The subject is

treated more fully elscwhere.3°

1“ Laws 1895 c. 173.

1'’ Hess v. Adamant Mfg. 00., 66-79, 68+

774; Soutar v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+

Luudberg v. Shevlin, 68-135, 70+

I .

T8+975; Benson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 78-303,

80+1050; VVallin v. Eastern Ry., 83-149,

86+76; Sodcrlund v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102

240, l13+449; Holden v. Gary, 109-59,

613E;5Kelly v. Tyra. 103-176, 114+750, 115+

‘"1 Church v. Chi. etc. Ry., 50-218, 52+647;

luvarts V. St. P. etc. Ry., 56-141, 57+-159;

Wagen v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 80-92, 82+1107.

See Olson v. G. N. Ry., 81-402, 84+219;

Haluptzok v. G. N. Ry., 55-446, 57+-144;

Rmkcrs v. Mission F. Co., 12-H641.

2° Meyer v. Kenyon, 95-329, 10-H132.

‘-'1 See § 5858.

4;)‘1:.\'z1rt.s v. St. P, etc. Ry., 56-141, 57+

'-’1* See Shiney v. Duluth ctc. R .. 46-384

49+1s7; Olson \». .\Tpls. etc. R5- 76-149:

122+101S; Burgett v. Wis. C. Ry., 109

216, 123-l-411.

24 See Soderlund v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102-240,

113+4-19; Bailey v. Grand Forks L. Co.,

107-207, ns+1s7; Nat. F. P. Co. v. An

drews, 158 Fed. 294.

25 Thomas v. ‘Vis. C. Ry., 108-485, 122+

456.

'36 Jacobson v. Merrill, 107-74, 1194-510.

27 R. L. 1905 § 1.809.

9" Perry \'. Tozer, 90-431. 9'/‘+137; Fitz

gerald v. International F. T. Co., 104-138.

116+-175; Jacobson v. Merrill, 107-74, 119+

510.

3” Sohieski v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-169,
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5861. Failure to conform to customary practice—Cases are cited below

involving the question of negligence in failing to conform to customary practice,

other than in the giving of signals.‘u The subject is treated more fully else

where.“2

5862. Duty to care for injured—\Vhere a servant was caught in machinery

it was held that the master was bound to use ordinary care to release and allevi

ate his sutferings.” Where a brakeman fell from a train and was injured it was

held that the evidence did not show any negligence on the part of the conductor

in caring for him.“

5863. Drunken servants—Where it was claimed that a railway company

was negligent in not taking active measures for the protection of a drunken

brakeman, it was held that the plaintiff could not recover in the absence of evi

dence that the other trainmen knew of the brakeman’s condition.85

5864. Conditions at time of accident control-The question of negligence

is to be determined with reference to the conditions as they existed at the time

and place of the accident, as then known by the parties."

5865. Assumption by engineer as to conduct of servants-—An engineer

may act, within reasonable limits, on the assumption that brakemen, and others

whose duty calls them to be about switching tracks, will exercise ordinary or

reasouable care to avoid being run over. It is much easier for such a person to

keep out of the way of an engine than it is for an engine to avoid being in his

way‘31

5866. Notice—Notice to a mine captain, who has charge of all underground

work, of previous accidents resulting from defects in the fuse in use, is notice

to the mining company, though the superintendent of the mine has control over

the matter of purchasing and supplying the fuse for the mine.“

5867. Proxirnate cause—Cases are cited below involving the question of

proximate cause.““’ The subject is treated more fully elsewhere.‘°

42+863; Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41

500, 43+332; Anderson v. Northern M. Co.,

42-424, 444-315; Rahman v. Minn. etc.

Ry., 43-42, 44+522; Stewart v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 43-268, 45+-431; Bengtson v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 47-486, 50+531; Britton v. N. P. Ry.,

47-340, 50+231; Moran v. Eastern Ry.,

48-46, 50+930; Lundquist v. Duluth St.

Ry., 65-387, 67-+1006; Moore v. G. N. Ry.,

67-394, 69+1]03; Hooper v. G. N. Ry.,

80-400, 83+440; Manwaring v. Drake, 93

497, 101+1134; Hjelm v. Western G. C.

Co., 94-169, 102+384; Id., 98-222, 108+

803; Doerr v. Daily News P. Co., 97-248.

l06+1044; Hartinan v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

100-43, 110+102; Floau v. Chi. etc. Ry..

101-113, 11l+957; Fitzgerald v. Inter

national F. T. Co., 104-138, 116+-175;

Raitila v. Consumers 0. Co., 107-91, 119+

490; Hawkins v. G. N. Ry.. 107-"45. 119+

1070; Glines \'. Oliver 1. M. Co., 108-278,

]22+16l; Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co..

108-455. 122.-794.

~10 See § 6982.

~11 Perras v. Booth, S2-191, 8-H739;

Schus v. Powers, 85-447. 89+68; Graham

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-19. 103+71-4; Bjork

lund v. Gray, 106-42, 118+59.

-‘(Z See § 6982.

-13 Raasch v. Elite L. Co., 98-357, 108+

477. See Shaw v. Clri. etc. Ry., 103-8,

l14+85; 56 Am. L. Reg. 217, 316.

34 Shaw v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 103-8, 114+85.

35 Parker v. Winona etc. Ry., 83-212,

S6+2. See § 7028.

3“ Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526, 71+662.

See § 6979.

37 McGil]is v. Duluth etc. Ry., 95-363,

104+231.

as Wiita v.

l15+169.

3“ Ransier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 204

332; Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79, 43+

787; Larson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-488,

45+1096; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48*

679; Schumaker v. St. P. 8.: D. Ry., 46-39,

4s+559; 01-1.11 v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384,

504-363; Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works,

48-99, 50+1026; Slette v. G. N. Ry., 53

341, 55+137; Mullin v. Northern Mill Co.,

53-29. 55+1l15; Truntle v. North Star

ctc. Co., 57-52, 58+832; McCaIlum v. Me

('z1llum, 58-288, 591-1019; Grofl‘ v. Duluth

etc. Co., 58-333, 59+1049; Wood v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 66-49, 68+462; Koslowski v.

Tlmyer, 66-150, 68+973; Christianson v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94, 69+6-10; Friedrich v.

St. Paul, 68-402, 71+387; Murphy v. G.

N. Ry., 68-526, 7l+662; Hugbley v. Wa

basha, 69-245, 249, 72+78; McGru.th v.

G. N. Ry., 76-146, 78+972; Weisel v. East

Iuterstate I. Co., 103-303,
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PERSONAL OR ABSOLUTE DUTIES OF MASTER

5868. In general-A master has at least six personal, absolute, or non-delega

ble duties. They are these: to provide the servant a reasonably safe placeun

which to work; “ to furnish the servant with reasonably safe and su1table1n

strumentalities for his work ; *2 to employ fit servants; “‘ to employ a sufficient

number of servants,“ to adopt and enforce rules and regulations; *5 and _to

warn and instruct his servants as to latent dangers and defects.40 These dutles

the law imposes on the master absolutely, as a. matter of public policy, for the

protection of human life.“7 They are not contractual obliga.tions.°1 The law rm

peratively requires that the master shall perform them either personally or by

a representative. He cannot avoid them by a delegation of authority. The

fellow-servant rule has no application. A servant to whom the master delegates

the performance of these duties is not a fellow servant while he is performmg

them, but a vice-principal. His acts are the acts of the master and the master

is responsible accordingly.‘8 1n addition to the above duties a master is bound.

under special circumstances to supervise the work,49 and to issue orders."'°

DUTY TO FURNISH SAFE PLACE 1N WHICH TO WORK

5869. General rule—A master is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable

care to furnish his servant with a reasonably safe place in which to work.‘51 The

master is not an insurer in this regard.“2 It is ordinarily sufiieient if he con

forms to customary practice.“ His duty is not limited to such risks as he

actually knows, but extends to such as he ought to know in the exercise of rea

sonable diligence.“

ern Ry., 79-245, 82+576; Wallin v. East

ern Ry., 83-149, 86+76; Baker v. G. N.

»Ry., 83-184, 86+82; Crandall v. G. N. Ry.,

83-190, 86+10; Schus v. Powers, 85-447,

89+6S; Green v. Brainerd etc. Ry., 85-318,

S8+974; Kerrigan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407,

90+976; Kurstelska. v. Jackson, 89-95, 93+

1054; Hermann v. Clark, 89-132, 94-+436;

Bender v. G. N. Ry., 89-163, 94+546; Set

terstrom v. Brainerd etc. Ry., 89-262, 94+

882; Bredeson v. Smith, 91-317, 97+977;

Le Duc v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+108;

Jensen v. Commodore M. Co., 94-53, 101+

944; Hebert v. Interstate Iron Co., 94

257, 102+451; Turrittin v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

95-408, 104+225; Kohout v. Newman, 96

61, 104+764; Hagglund v. St. Hilaire L.

Co., 97-94, 106+91; Vik v. Red Cliff L.

Co., 99-88, 108+469; Strand v. G. N. Ry.,

101-85, 111+958; Wolfe v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

100-306, 111+5; Anderson v. Smith, 104

40, 115+743; Fitzgerald v. International

F. T. Co., 104-138, 116+475; Freberg v.

Smith, 106-72, 11S+57; Carlson v. G. N.

Ry., 106-254, 118+832; Jacobson v. Mer

rill, 107-74, 119+510; Rase v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 107-260, 120+-360; Hoover v. Nichols,

108-69, ]21+416; Moores v. N. P. Ry.,

108-100, 121-r392; Musolf v. Duluth E.

E. Co., 108-369, 122+499; Koreis v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 108-449, 122+668; Anderson v.

Pittsburgh C. Co., 108-455, 122-+794.

4° See § 6999.

‘I See §§ 5869-5883.

42 See §§ 5884-5915.

-13 See §§ 5916-5922.

-14 See § 5923.

"I See §§ 5924-5928.

4" See §§ 5928-5942.

*7 16 Harv. L. Rev. 593.

"1 Schumaker v. St. P. & D. Ry., 46-39,

42, 4s+559.

4-‘ Jemming v. G. N. Ry., 96-302, 313,

ll)-H1079; N. P. Ry. v. Peterson, 162 U.

S. 349; Hufi"cut, Ag.(2 ed.) § 276, and

cases cited under § 5949.

‘"1 See § 5943.

50 See § 5944.

51 Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+311;

Bennett v. Synd. Ins. Co., 39-254, 39-)

48S; Britton v. N. P. Ry., 47-340, 50-+231;

Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387, 67+

]006; Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 844-739;

Lehman v. Swift, 105-148, 117-I418; Poc

zervvinski v. Smith, 105-305, 117+486:

\V:1ligora. v. St. Paul F. Co., 107-554, 119*.

395; Brough v. Baldwin, 108-239, 121+

1111.

52 See Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28

110, 9+579; Hughley v. Wabasha, 69-245.

248, 72+78; Barrett v. G. N. Ry., 75-113.

774-540; N. P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S.

338.

58 Manley v. Mpls. P. Co., 76-169, 78+

1050; Kremkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101-501,

l12+1025.

'14 Cook v. St. P. etc. 34-45, 24+311;

Bennett v. Synd. lns. Co.,'39-254, 39-P188:

Sneda v. Libera, 65-337, 68+36; Lohman

v. Swift, 105-148, 117+4]8.
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5870. A personal or absolute duty—This is one of the personal or absolute

duties of a master.“ It cannot be avoided by a delegation of authority. The

fellow-servant rule is not applicable.“

5871. A continuing duty—Inspection and repairs—The duty of a master

in this regard is a continuing one." He is bound to exercise ordinary or rea

sonable eare to keep the place of work safe by inspection and repairs." While

the duty is a continuing one the master is not bound to keep the place safe at

every moment, so far as such safety depends on the due performance of the

work by the servant and his fellow workmen.‘m

5872. Duty of railway companies as to tracks, etc.—In general—A rail

way company is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to so construct

and maintain its roadbed and tracks that they will be reasonably safe for its

servants.” While a railway company has a right to construct its own road and

to solve its own engineering problems in accordance with its own views and to

determine what structures it will erect and at what places, it may not, without

liability, thereby violate rules of law for the protection of passengers and em

ployees. It is the duty of a railway company to place its structures at a reason

ably safe distance from its tracks, so as not to be dangerous to brakemen and

other operatives upon the trains, or to warn them of such dangers if they exist.

Its employees are not presumed to assume the risk of such perils, in the absence

of notice."1 A railway track is sometimes regarded as a place in which to work

and sometimes as an instrumentality."2 >

5873. Snow and ice in railway yards—Reasonable care does not require

railway companies to remove all the snow from their yards, where cars are

switched and trains made up. If they keep the surface of the snow practically

level, and do not allow it to accumulate above the level of the rails, or in danger

ous ridges or hummocks, or to form dangerous holes, tl1ey cannot be charged

with negligence (at least, unless under very special and peculiar circumstancesl

for not removing the snow, or covering it with ashes or cinders.“

5874. Duty to cover railway cu1verts—It is the duty of a railway company

to cover culverts on the line of its road in its yards, and within a reasonable

distance of switches, wherever it would naturally be anticipated that brakemen,

in the proper discharge of their duties, would be apt to go in making couplings.‘H

5875. Duty to block frogs—Railway companies are required by statute to

block frogs in their tracks.“

55 See § 5868.

5° Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+31l;

Blomquist v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-426, 62+

818; Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

67+1006; Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 84+

739; Bjorklund v. Gray, 106-42, 118+-59;

Leionen v. Oliver I. M. Co., 108-337, 121+

1107; Thomas v. Wis. C. Ry., 108-485,

122+456.

57 Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110,

9+579; Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 84+739;

Tl!01I'lfl.S v. Wis. (.7. Ry., 108-485, 122+

456; Sante Fe etc. By. v. Hohncs, 202 U.

S. 438; Kreigh v. Vllestinghouse, 214 U.

S. 249.

55 Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375,

104+547. See cases under § 5883. See,

as to the frequency of inspection, 16 Harv.

L. Rev. 593.

5° Armour v. Hahn, 111 U. S. 313; Kreigh

v. 1Vestinghousc. 214 U. S. 249; Perry v.

Rogers, 157 N. Y. 251, and cases under

§ 5878.

6" Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110,

9+579 (duty to guard against washouts,

lanrlslides, etc.); Sweeney v. Mp1s. etc.

11y., 33-153, 22+289 (id.); Rosenbaum v.

St. P. & D. Ry., 38-173, 36+447 (id.);

Barrett v. G. N. Ry., 75-113, 77+540 (rail

slightly splintered-brakeman injured——

company held not liable). See Union Pac.

Ry. v. O’Brien, 161 U. S. 451 and cases

under § 6017.

"1 Johnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-53, 44%

884; Clay v. Chi. etc. By, 104-1, 115+9~t9.

62 See § 5915.

B3 Fay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-192, 75+l5.

See Rifley v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 72-469, 75+

704; Lawson v. Truesdale, 60-410, 62+

546.

04 Franklin v. Winona etc. Ry., 37--409,

34+R98.

65 See § 8129.
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5876. Place unsafe from nature of work—A master is not liable when a

place is unsafe because of the nature of the work and not from a want of reason

able care on his part.“

5877. Servant in improper place-When one employed to do a designated

kind of work, or to work at a particular place, voluntarily goes to a place dif

ferent from that assigned by the contract of employment, he cannot success

fully insist that he is within the protection of the rule that the master must

exercise reasonable care to protect him against injury.“7 The obligation of the

master extends to any part of his premises which he invites or permits lllS

servant to use.“

5878. Place rendered unsafe by fellow servant—Where the place of work

is rendered unsafe by the negligence of a fellow servant, and the master has

not failed to exercise reasonable care, he is not liable, in the absence of statute.'“'

But if the negligence of the master concurs with that of a fellow servant the

master is liable.70

5879. Place made unsafe by independent co¢ntrac'tor—-Where a master

places upon his premises in the immediate vicinity where his servants are en

gaged at work an independent contractor for a specific purpose, still retaining

the general control of his own premises and continuing the conduct of his own

business, his legal obligation to provide his servants with a safe place in which

to perform their duties requires of him the exercise of reasonable care to pro

tect them from the negligence of the independent contractor.Tl

5880. Safe place rendered unsafe by superior—Doctrine of Barrett v.

R¢3ardon—-In the case of Barrett v. Reardon our supreme court laid down the

rule that where a superintendent or foreman orders a servant to work in 11

certain place and thereafter negligently renders such place unsafe the master

is liable for resulting injury to the servant.72 If a superintendent or foreman

orders a servant to work about machinery and thereafter negligently starts the

machinery without warning the master is liable for resulting injury to the

servant."3 In the Barrett case the following language was used: “Although

not his duty to do so, yet the master may, for reasons of his own, assume per

sonal charge and direction of the movements of his men, and in such case he

is responsible to them for his own negligent acts; and if, instead of attending

to the business personally, the master sends another in his stead to represent

him and carry out his purposes. upon what theory may he raise the defence

of fellow servant, if in the conduct of the business such representative neg

ligently causes injury to an employee who is acting in obedience to the direc

fl6Olson v. McMullen, 34-94, 2-H318;

"Franklin v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-409,
Pederson v. Rushford, 41-289, 42+1063;

34+898.
Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428, 435,

65+914; Swanson v. G. N. Ry., 68-184, 186.

70+978. See Stab] v. Duluth, 71-341, 342,

T-H-143; Simone v. Kirk, 173 N. Y. 7; Am.

Bridge 00. v. Seeds, 144 Fed. 605; Am.

‘V. G. Co. v. Noe, 158 Fed. 777; Morgan

\'. Frank, 158 Fed. 964.

67 Green v. Brainerd etc. Ry., 85-318,

88+974.

;;ZThomas v. Wis. (.‘. Ry., 108-485. 122+

B"i§‘oster v. Minn. 0. Ry., 14-360(277);

(‘ollms v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-31, 14+60:

(‘onnelly v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 38-80, 35+582;

dquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387, 67+

5396; Am. Bridge Co. v. Seeds, 144 Fed.

~I .1.

71 Thomas v. Wis. C. Ry., 108-485, 122+

456.

T2 Barrett v. Reardon, 95-425, 104+309;

Dizonno v. G. N. Ry.. 103-120, 114+736;

Raitila v. Consumers 0. Co., 107-91, 119+

-190. Sec Am. W. G. Co. v. Noe, 158 Fed.

777. The Barrett case is distinguished

in Doerr v. Daily News P. Co., 97-248,

106+1044; Berneche v. Hilliard, 101-366.

112+-392.

T3 Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 68+

774; Cody v. Longyear, 103-116, 114+

735; Taubert v. Taubert, 103-247, 114+

763; Fitzgerald v. International F. '1‘. Co.,

104-138, 116+-175; Lohman v. Swift, 105

]-18, 117+-L18. See Anderson v. Pitts

burgh C. CO., 108-455, 122+79-l. '
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tions of his superior?

cerning the movements of the men, it follows that while engaged in so doing an

employee may rest assured that his superior will exercise reasonable care to

protect him, and will not render unsafe those conditions necessary to a com

pliance with directions given him.” This commends itself to our sense of

justice, but it is hardly consistent with the orthodox conception of the fellow

servant rule. The cases cited under this section are certainly border cases and

difficult to justify on principle. They illustrate the present tendency of the

courts to restrict or qualify the fellow-servant rule by enlarging the absolute

duties of the master. If they are sound, there is no good reason why the

court should not go a little further and hold that the master is liable in all

cases for the negligence of his superintendent, foreman, or boss. Such is the

rule by statute in England and some of our states.

5881. Assumption that place is safe—A servant has a right to act 6n the

assumption that a place in which he is ordered to work by his master is safe,

unless it is obviously unsafe.“ The test is not the exercise of due care to

discover dangers, but whether the defect is known or plainly observable."

5882. Leased premises-The duty of the master in this regard is not afiect

ed by the fact that the premises where the work is carried on is leased from an

other." A railway company, running its trains over the leased tracks of

another company, is not relieved of the duty it owes its servants to use reason

able care to provide for the safe operation of its trains while upon such leased

tracks.'”

5883. Cases c1assified—The general principles stated in the foregoing para

graphs _have been applied to the following places: second floor of a building; "

railway track; 7" remnants of a burned grain elevator; 8° basement of a building

into which a large tank was being lowered; ‘“ excavation containing holes filled

with unexploded dynamite; ‘2 bin in grain elevator; 8“ platform to warehouse; “‘

embankment; 8"’ steps to platform covered with ice; 5'‘ freight elevator; ‘" trap

If such representative has authority to issue orders cou- ‘

74 Johnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-53, 44+ N. Ry., 75-113, 77-+540 (splintered rail);

SS4; Dieters v. St. Paul G. Co., 86-474, Baker v. G. N. Ry., 83-184, 86+82 (soft

9l+l5; Hagerty v. Evans, 87-435, 92+399; and springy road bed); Flanders v. Chi.

\\'-iekham v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+639. etc. Ry., 51-193, 53+5-44 (section house

7-" (‘hoctaw etc. Ry. v. McDade, 191 U. S. near track—striking brakeman in descend

64; Kreigh v. Westinghouse, 214 U. S.

249; Johnson v. McLeod, 127+497.

'"'- Dieters v. St. Paul G. Co., 86-474, 91+

15. See Harding \'. Ry. Trans. Co., 80

504, 83+395.

T1 Floody v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109-228, 123-?

315.

‘IR Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+311.

7" Sherman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-259, 25+

593 (unprotected frog); Robe] v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 35-84. 27+305 (trestle near track);

Franklin v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-409, 34+

898 (uncovered culverts); Johnson v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 43-53. 44+884 (signal post

near track); Harding v. Ry. Trans. Co.,

80-504, 83+395 (steps to platform near

track-—ice on steps); Campbell v. Ry.

Trans. Co., 95-375. 104+547 (board pro

jecting from car so as to strike brakeman

descending from another car); Fay v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 72-192, 75+15 (snow and ice on

track in switchyards); Rifley v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 72-469, 75+704 (id.); Barrett v. G.

ing from car); Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

42-79, 43+787 (splintered rail); Ross v.

G. N. Ry., 101-122, 111+951 (culvert);

Whitehead v. Wis. C. Ry., 103-13, 114+

254, 467 (defective telltale); Clay v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 104-1, 115-+949 (platform too

near track); Dolge v. N. P. Ry., 107

242, 119+1(l66 (defective split switch);

Twitchell v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 107-383, 120+

531 (defective frog).

50 Bennett v. Synd. Ins. Co., 39-254, 39+

488.

81 Abel v. Butler, 66-16, 68+205.

82 Stahl v. Duluth, 71-341, 74+143; Carl

son v. Forrestal, 101-446, 112+626; B_jork

hind v. Gray, 106-42. 118+59.

83 Lund v. Woodworth, 75-50], 78+81.

8*1\Ianle_v v. Mpls. P. Co.. 76-169, 78+

1050.

85Nicholas v. Burlington etc. Ry., 78

43, 80+776.

8° Harding v. Ry. Trans. ('o., 80-504, 83+

395.
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door in sidewalk; “8 shaft in mine; 5° bridge in course of construction; 9° place

where tree was being removed; "1 fioor of building in course of construction; M

scaffold ;“ excavation;°* platform built on piling at edge of a lake in con

nection with logging operations; "5 space about rollers in sawmill; “ place to

stand in adjusting belts; "7 combustion chamber of stationary engine; "8 plat

form for derrick; °° trencl1 for gas mains; ‘ derrick; 2 elevator shaft; “ plat

form of windmill ; 4 place under cars propped up for repairs.5

DUTY TO FURNISH SAFE INSTRUMENTALITIES

5884. General rule—A master is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable

care to provide his servants with reasonably safe and suitable instrumentalihes

for their work.” The care must be commensurate with the risks involved.1

Reasonable care and ordinary care are synonymous.8 He is bound to exercise

the degree of care that an ordinarily prudent man exercises in providing him

self with the instrumeutalities of his occupation.”

safety of the instrumentalities furnished.‘°

He is not an insurer of the

This duty of the master, like his

other personal or absolute duties, is grounded in public policy.11

5885. Duty absolute or persona1—This duty of the master is personal or

absolute. It cannot be avoided by delegating the selection or inspection of the

instrumentalities to another. The fellow-servant rule is not applicable.12

5886. Negligence of fellow servant—If a master furnishes proper instru

rnentalities and they are rendered unsafe by the negligence of a servant, a

fellow servant who is injured thereby cannot recover of the master, in the

absence of statute.13

RT Perras v. Booth, S2-191, 84-+739, 85+

179 (elevator shifted without notice to

servant).

88 Dieters v. St. Paul G. Co., 86-474, 91+

15.

89 Rcnlund v. Commodore M. Co., 89-41,

93+1057; Leionen v. Oliver I. M. Co., 108

337, 121+1107.

""Mcl(enna v. Chi. etc. Ry., 92-508, 100+

373, 101+178.

91 Owens v. Savage, 93-468, 101+790.

"2 Merrill v. Pike, 94-186, 102+393.

"3 Carlson v. Haglin, 95-347, 104+297.

94 Kohout v. Newman, 96-61, 104+764.

"5 Bailey v. Swallow, 98-104, 1O7+727.

9“ Hendrickson v. Ash, 99-417, 109+830;

Vik v. Red Cliff L. Co., 99-88, 108+469;

Poczerwinski v. Smith, 105-305, 117+-486.

B1Sarnnelson v. Hennepin P. Co., 101

443, 112+537; Lee v. Wild Rice L. 00.,

102-74, 112+887; Seely v. Tennant, 104

354, 116+648.

"8 Kremkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101-501, 112+

1025.

8\;98Blomquist v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-426, 62+

8igolinson v. St. Paul G. Co., 98-512, 108+

2Berneche v. Hilliard, 101-366, 112+392.

3Larson v. Haglin, 103-257, 114%-958.

9‘:9l\Iiller v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-443, 1151r

5 Wickham v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+639.

B Sontar v. Mpls. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+796;

Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75-61, 77+541; Attix

v. Minn. S. Co., 85-142, 8S+436; Gray v.

Connnntator Co., 85-463, 89+322; Jacob

son v. Johnson, 87-185, 91+465; Anderson

v. Fielding, 92-42, 99+357; Wicita. v. In

terstate I. Co., 103-303, 115+-169; Rud

quist v.v Empire L. Co., 104-505, 116+1019;

Waligora v. St. Paul F. Co., 107-554, 119+

395; Koreis v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449,

122+6(iS.

1 Wiita v. Interstate 1. Co., 103-303, 115+
169. Y

9Rudqnist \'.

116+-1019.

DGates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110,

9+579; McDonough v. Lanpher, 55-501,

57+152.

1° Hughley v. Wubasha, 69-245, 72+7B;

Attix v. Minn. S. Co., 85-142, 88+436; N.

P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S. 338.

11 See § 5868.

12 Drymala v. Thompson, 26-40, 1+255;

Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110, 9+

579; Fay v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-231, 15+

241; Brown v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-553, 555,

18+834; Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54,

57, 19+-349; Kelly v. Erie etc. Co., 34

321, 25+706; Tierney v. Mpls. etc. Ry..

33-311, 23+229; Macy v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

35-200, 28+249; Krogstad v. N. P. Ry.,

46-18, 4B+409; Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75

61, 77+541; Costello v. Frankman, 97-522,

107+739; Peterson v. Van Dusen,' 101-50,

1l1+839; Bigum v. St. Paul etc. 00., 107

567, 119+4s1.

15 Collins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-31, 14+60;

Brown v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-553, 556, 18+

834; Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

Empire L. Co., 104-505.
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5887. Concurrent negligence of fellow servant—A master is not-relieved

of liability to a servant by the fact that a fellow servant is negligent in using

unsafe appliances.H

5888. Duty continuing—Inspection and repair—This duty is of a contin

uing nature. A master is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care and

diligence in keeping instrumentalities safe by inspection and repairs.“ He

cannot avoid this duty by issuing an order requiring his servants to make in

spection." An exception to the general rule is made in the case of simple and

common tools. A master is not bound to inspect them to discover defects aris

ing irom their ordinary use.‘7 The anterior negligence of one defendant does

not shield another defendant from responsibility for his own negligence in

failing to iiispect.“ The sufficiency of inspection is a question for the jury,

unless the evidence is C011Cl1lF1\"C.m

5889. Notice to master of defects—Proof of the‘ delivery of a written no

tice of a defect to a servant of the master, to be delivered to the master, the

servant having been appointed by him to carry such messages, is at least prima

facie proof of notice to the master.20 Notice to a railway company that cars

on passing over a certain place in its tracks had a “jumping” or “jarring” mo

tion would not tend to prove notice to it of a latent interna.l scam in a rail

at that place which subsequently caused the rail to split and break, there being

no evidence that the uneven motion of the cars was caused by, or even sug

gestive of, the latent defect in the rail.21

5890. Master's knowledge of defects-—A master’s liability in this regard is

not limited to defects of which he has actual knowledge, but extends to defects

of which he ought to have knowledge in the exercise of reasonable care.“

5891. Reliance on opinion of expert—Where a servant is required to work

upon and about dangerous instrumentalities, the master cannot shield himself

from liability for injury caused from a neglect of this duty by reliance upon

the opinion of an expert as to the safety of an appliance provided by him.

when it does not appear that the examination of such expert was thorough and

efiicient, which is a question of fact for the jury."

389, 67+-1006; Am. Bridge 00. v. Seeds,

144 Fed. 605.

HRansier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+

332; Gila Valley etc. By. v. Lyon, 203

U. S. 465.

1-'> Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110,

91-579; Fay v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 30-231, 15+

241; Tierney v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-311, 23+

229; Macy v. St. P. & D. Ry., 35-200,

28+249; Steen v. St. P. & D. Ry., 37-310,

34+113; Anderson v. M-inn. etc. Ry., 39

523, 41+104; McDonald v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

41-439, 43+380; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46

106, 48+679; Sheedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 55

357, 57+60; Kennedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57

227, 58+878; Closson v. Oakes, 69-67, 71+

915; Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75-61, 77+541;

Thompson v. G. N. Ry., 79-291, 82+637;

Thiel v. Kennedy, 82-142, 8-H657; Attix

v. Minn. S. Co., 85-142. 88+436; Miller v.

G. N. Ry., 85-272, 88+758; Kerrigan v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407, 90+976; Vant Hul

v. G. N. Ry., 90-329, 96+789; Le Due v.

N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+108; Fry v. G. N.

Ry., 95-87, 103i-733; Campbell v. Ry.

Trans. Co., 95-375, 10-H547; Gomuluk v.

Smith, 98-149, 107+5-12; De Maries v.

Jameson, 98-453, 10S+830; Cedarberg v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-100, 111+953; 'White

head v. Wis. C. Ry., 103-13, 114+254;

Engler v. La Crosse D. Co., 105-74, 117+

2-12; Jenkins v. St. 1?. C. Ry., 105-504,

117+928; Bigurn v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107

567, 119+-181; Holden v. Gary, 109-59,

122+1018. See Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68

526, 7l+662.

1" Le Due v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+108.

1" Koschman v. Ash, 98-312, 108+514;

Dcssceker v. Phoenix Mills Co., 98-439,

108+516; Meyer v. Ladewig (Wis.) 110+

419. But see Miller v. G. N. Ry., 85-272,

88+758 (erowbar).

18 Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375,

104+547.

W Thompson v. G. N. Ry., 79-291, 82+

637; Cedarberg v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 101-100.

111+953.

2" Newhart v. St. P. C. Ry., 51-42, 52+

983.

21 James v. N. P. Ry., 46-168, 48+783.

22 Gray v. Cornmutator Co., 85-463, 891»

322. See Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79,

43+787; Corbin v. Winona etc. Ry., 64-185,

06+271.

'-‘3-Tneobson v. Johnson, 87-185, 91+465.
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5892. Instrumentalities not owned by master—'I‘he duty of the master is

not affected by the fact that the instrumentality which he furnishes is owned

by another.“ As between the servant and master all appliances, owned or in

possession of another, of such a (-harac‘ter and use as to impose the duty of

inspection, which the master directs or authorizes his servant to use in the

business of the master. stand upon the same footing as those that actually be

long to him. If the master is not in a position to safeguard his servants by

an inspection of such appliances, he must refrain from giving them orders to

use them, whereby their safety will be imperiled." If a railway company uses

the cars of another company its duty is the same as in the case of its own cars."

5893. Best and safest machinery not required—A master is not bound to

furnish the best and safest machinery and appliances obtainable. It is suffi

cient if he furnishes such as are reasonably safe,27 or of the character in com

mon use." If a. master buys instruments of an approved pattern, in common

use, from a competent manufacturer, he is presumed to have discharged his

duty." But he is not excused by the 1nere fact that he bought the instrument

ality secondhand, supposing it to be of the standard type, complete in all its

parts, and suitable for the purpose for which it was sold.”0 It is for the jury

to determine whether the particular instrumentality is or is not reasonably safe,

and to aid them in determining this fact they may consider whether there are

well-known devices in general use wllich, if adopted, would have reduced the

danger to the servant.“ '

5894. Latest inventions and improvements not required—.-\ master is

not bound to provide the latest inventions and improvements in machinery.“"’

5895. Guards or fences for dangerous machinery—Statute—At common

law it is the duty of a master to guard or fence dangerous machinery when

ordinary or reasonable care for the safety of servants requires it.aa By statute

2* Harding v. Ry. Trans. Co., 80-504, 83+ l15+169; Williams v. Headrick, 159 Fed.

395; De Maries v. Jameson, 98-453, 108+

830; Monsen v. Crane, 99-186, 108+933;

Duehene v. Lefebvre, 101-473, 112+-865;

Holden v. Gary, 109-59, 122+1018. See

§ 5882.

8;-’;)De Maries v. Jameson, 98-453, 103+

2" Fay v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-231, 15+241;

Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48+679; Balti

more ctc. Ry v. Mackey, 157 U. S. 72;

Union etc. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 196 U. S.

217. See Sawyer v. Mpls. ctc. Ry., 38

103, s5+cn, and § 5ss2. '

2" Monsen v. Crane, 99-186, 108+933;

Stiller v. Bohn, 80-1, 82+981; Wiita v.

Interstate 1. Co., 103-303, 115+169.

1'8 Manley v. Mpls. Paint Co., 76-169, 78+

105o; Attix v. Minn. s. 00., 85-142, 88+

436; Jacobson v. Johnson, 87-185, 188,

9l+465; Wiita v. Interstate 1. Co., 103

303, 115+169.

29 Jacobson v. Johnson, 87-185, 188, 91+

465; Jenkins v. St. P. C. Ry., 105-504.

117+928. See Johnson v. Atwood L. Co.,

101-325, 11‘ZH-262.

3° Engler v. La Crosse D. Co., 105-74,

117+242.

31Moxnsen v. Crane, 99-186, 108+933.

-'42 L01-n_ner v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-391, 51+

125; Wnta v. Interstate I. Co., 103-303,

680. .

83 Craver v. Christian, 34-397, 26+8; Id.,

36-413, 311-457; Barbo v. Bassett, 35-485,

291-198; Wuotilla v. Duluth L. Co., 37-153,

33+551; Carroll v. Williston, 44-287, 46+

352; Mullin v. Northern M. Co., 53-29,

55+1115; Rothenberger v. N. W. etc. Co.,

57-461, 59+-531; Scharenbroich v. St. Cloud

etc. Co., 59-116, 60+1093; Koslowski v.

Thayer, 66-150, 68+-973; Blom v. Yellow

stone Park Assn., 86-237, 90+397; Slater

v. Advance T. Co., 97-305, 314, 107+133;

Rase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360.

“R. L. 1905 § 1813; Pruke v. South

Park etc. Co., 68-305, 71-+276; Peterson v.

Johnson, 70-538, 73-+510; Jaroszeski v. Os

good, 80-393, 83+389; Parker v. Pine Tree

L. Co., 85-13, 8S+261; Walker v. Grand

Forks L. Co., 86-328. 90+573; Spoonick v.

Backus, 89-354, 94+1079; Perry v. Tozer,

90-431, 97+137; Erickson v. Northwest P.

Co., 95-356, 10-H-291; Frazier v. Lloyd.

98-484, 108+819; Fitzgerald ". Inter

national F. T. Co., 104-138, 116+475; Cal

lopy v. Atwood, 105-80, 117+23S; Bigum

v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107-567, 119+481;

Davidson v. Flour City 0. 1. Works, 107

17, 119-+-183; Bean v. Keller, 107-162, 119+

801; Abel v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 107

214, 120+359; Rase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107

260, 120+360; Kerling v. Van Dusen, 108
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a master is required to guard or fence dangerous machinery and places in

factories, mills, and workshops.“ The object of the statute is to guard the

safety of workmen, whether actually engaged in operating machinery or work

ing about it, in the discharge of their duties, and it is to be liberally construed

A master may be liable under the stat

e anticipated injury in the precise way

es not change the common-law rules as
to contnbutory neghgence and assumption of risk.“ Where a servant, law

fully in the vicinity of dangerous and unguarded machinery, slips or, losing

his balance, falls into or against the machine, and is injured, the fact that he

knew the conditions does not of itself establish, as a matter of law, that he

assumed the risk or was guilty of contributory negligence. Whether unguarded

or dangerous machinery is so located as to menace servants in its vicinity, and

whether a servant having knowledge of the condition assumes the risk of

working in its vicinity, are generally questions of fact for the jury.“7 The duty

of the master under the statute is a continuing one, requiring the guard to be

kept in position while the machinery

charged by merely furnishing a suitabl
is in operation. The duty is not dis

e guard and exercising reasonable care
in the selection of an operator“5 Where a guard was kept off for a week or

more for the purpose of discovering

question for the jury whether it had be

duty is absolute. The master cannot

a defect in the machine, it was held 21

en kept off an unreasonable time.01 The

avoid liability by delegating the duty to
another. The fellow-servant rule does not apply?‘9 A failure to comply with

the statute constitutes negligence per se.“ Whether it is practicable to guard

machinery and the sufficiency of guards are questions of fact to be submitted to

the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.‘1 The burden of proving the prac

ticability of guarding machinery is ordinarily on the plaintiff.‘2 Any evidence

reasonably tending to show such practicability is admissible.‘3 Owners and

-74
-I

5], 121+227; Glocknsr v. Hardwood Mfg.

(.‘0., 109-30, 122+-165. See Seely v. Ten
nant, 104-354, 116+648.

4" Tvedt v. Wheeler, 70-161, 72+-1062;

Christianson v. N. W. etc. Co., 83-25, 85+

826; McGinty v. Waterman, 93-242, 101+

300; Callopy v. Atwood, 105-80, 117-+238;

Davidson v. Flour City 0. I. Works, 107

17, 119+483; Jacobson v. Merrill, 107-74,

119+510; Abel v. Hardwood Mfg. Co.,

107-214, 120+359; Ruse v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,
107-260, 120-+360.

S“ Anderson v. Nelson, 67-79, 69+630;

Lally v. Crookston L. Co., 82-407, 85+157;

Hermann v. Clark, 89-132, 94+436; Swen

son v. Osgood, 91-509, 98+645; McGinty

v. Waterman, 93-242, 101+300; Schutt v.

Adair, 99-7, 108+811; Davidson v. Flour

City 0. I. Works, 107-17, 119+483; Jacob

son v. Merrill, 107-74, 119+5l0; Bean v.

Keller, 107-102, 119+s01; Abel v. Hard

wood Mfg. Co., 107-214, 120+359; Snyder

v. Waldorf, 124+450; Peterson v. Mer

chants’ E]. Co., 126+534; Glenmont L. Co.

v. Roy, 126 Fed. 524; Am. Linseed Co. v.

Heins, 141 Fed. 45.

8" Snyder v. Waldorf, 124-7450.

88 McGinty v. Waterman, 93-242, 101+

300; Davidson v. Flour City 0. I. Works,

107-17, 119+483.

II-24

M Peterson v. Merchants’ El. 00., 126+

534.

8? Davidson v. Flour City 0. I. Works,

107-17, 119+483.

4° Christianson v. N. W. etc. Co., 83-25,

85+826; Perry v. Tozer, 90-431, 97+137;

Erickson v. Northwest P. 00., 95-356, 104+

291; Callopy v. Atwood, 105-80, 117+238;

Davidson v. Flour City 0. I. Works, 107

17, 119+483; Jacobson v. Merrill, 107-74,

119-+510; Bean v. Keller, 107-162, 119+

S01; Glockner v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 109

30, 122+465, 807.

“Peterson v. Johnson, 70-538, 73+5l0;

Abel v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 107-214,

120+359,- Kerling v. Van Dusen, 108-51,

121+227; Id., ]24+235.

42 Glockner v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 109

30, 122+465, 123+807; Rickers v. Mission
F. Co., 124+641. .

48 Poczerwinski v. Smith, 105-305, 117+

486 (question being as to whether a cer

tain saw was properly protected, evidence

that another saw of similar character, but

different size, situated in the same mill,

was dilferently and more securely protected

by different kind of covering, admissible);

Base v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360

(kinds of machinery or appliances used

elsewhere); Glockner v. Hardwood Mfg.

Co., 109-30, 122+465, 123+807 (evidence
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employers are not necessarily excused from supplying guards simply because

the manufacturers do not make such machines with guards; nor are they

necessarily justified in assuming such machines to be safe and suitable because

factory inspectors make no objection. If by observation and experience an

employer has reasonable ground to believe that such machines are dangerous

in the hands of inexperienced or ignorant workmen, then he is called upon to

use all reasonable means to protect them, if he continues to employ that class

of labor. That duty requires him to be alert and to make his machine reason

ably safe, and also to properly instruct the inexperienced in the use thereof.

and to warn them of danger. Whether a master does all that is required of

him under the circumstances is a question for the jury.“ The dangers of

operating a machine, and whether it can be guarded, so that it will be more

safe than as manufactured, can only be determined by experience. An em

ployer cannot be excused from operating a machine, though of standard type,

when a reasonable amount of experience and observation has developed the

fact that it is inherently dangerous, and can be 1nade reasonably safe by at

taching safeguard appliances.‘5 The owner of a building cannot avoid the

obligation of the statute by leasing the building.‘'3 The statute is limited to

the protection of employees.‘7 It is not merely declaratory of common law.“

It has been held applicable to a jointer," an emery wl1cel,"° a tetoning ma

chine,“ a bag-turning machine,M a revolving belt in an engine room,53 a shaft

to a wood-sawing nmchine.“

5896. Barriers for elevator shafts-Statute—The statute requires masters

to provide elevator shafts, etc., with barriers at each floor.“

5897. Belt shifters—Statute—’l‘he statute requires masters to provide belt

shifters.“

5898. Automatic couplers—Grab irons—By act of Congress railway cars

engaged in interstate commerce are required to be equipped with automatic

couplers." A statute of this state requires railway companies to equip their

freight cars with automatic couplers and grab irons.01

5899. Loose pulleys-—Exhaust fans—Masters are required by statute to

provide machinery with loose pulleys whenever practicable, and to provide

exhaust fans for carrying olf dust from emery wheels and grindstones.“s

5900. Safe appliances becoming unsafe—Appliances and implements may

be suitable and safe when used in the performance of certain work under

certain conditions, but utterly unsafe when employed in similar work under

that a guard was applied to a similar press

in a competing factory, seven months after

the accident, which tended to lessen the

hazard, held insuflicient alone to prove the

practicability of applying a sufficient

guard); Shaver v. Neils, 109-376, 123+

1076 (fact that before accident there was

no known practicable device whereby ma

chinery might have been guarded).

44 Carlin v. Kennedy, 97-141, 106+340.

"- Johnson v. Atwood, 101-325, 112+262.

46 Tvedt v. Wheeler, 70-161, 72+1062.

47 Hamilton v. Mpls. etc. Co., 78-3, 80+

693; Schutt v. Adair, 99-7. ]08+811.

-18 Glockncr v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 109

30, 122+-165, 123+807 (overruling dictum

!i)r'17_;3rerleson v. Smith, 91-317, 318, 97+

I .

4“ Bigum v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107-567,

119+-181.

5° Davidson v. Flour Gt 0. I. W ks107-17, 119+4s3. I y or ’

51 Bean v. Keller, 107-162, 119+801.

-'-‘1Al\cl v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 107-214,

120+359.

23 Ruse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+

3 0.

54 Kcrling v. Van Dusen, 108-51, 121+

227.

55 R. L. 1905 § 1815; Tvedt v. Wheeler,

70-161, 72+-1062; Hamilton v. Mpls. etc.

Co.. 78-3, 80+693; Schutt v. Adair, 99-7,

108+811; Welkcr v. Anheuser, 103-189,

ll-1+7-45; Hcaly v. lloy, 127+-482.

56 R. L. 1905 § 1814; Hahn v. Plymouth

I6]. Co., 101-58. l1l+841; Sorseleil v. Red

Lake Falls M. Co., 126+903 (applicable to

owners of grain elevators).

57 See Chittick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 88-11,

92+-162; Turrittin v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-408,

104+225.

"1 Laws 1909 c. 488.

55 R. L. 1905 § 1814.
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other conditions. If the master furnishes appliances -under conditions, when

from the nature of the work they are liable to become unfastened and thus

subject servants to injury, the master is open to the charge of having furnished

unsafe and unsuitable appliances. The rule has been held not changed by the

fact that the hooks and hinge gate in a pulley block might have been rendered

safe by proper tying or mousing.“

5901. Unsafe use of safe appliances-Where a master furnishes his servant

appliances to do the work in hand, and directs him how to use them, and

warns him of the danger of using them in a different manner, and the servant,

in disregard of such direction and warning, and without any necessity for so

doing, uses the appliances in the manner in which he was told not to use

them, and he is thereby injured, he cannot rccover.“°

5902. Selection of tools by servant—A master who provides and keeps prop

er tools for the use of his servants, whose duty it is to select such as they

require for their work, is not generally responsible if a servant voluntarily uses

a tool which has become obviously defective and unfit for use, and is injured

by reason of such defect.61 A master is not responsible to a servant for the

negligence of a fellow servant in selecting a defective instrument, such selection

being a proper detail of the work in which the servants are engaged.02

5903. Servant making repairs-The duty applies where the servant is en

gaged in making repairs.“

5904. Defects that servant might repair—A master’s duty to repair in

strumentalities when notified of defects by a servant is unaffected by the fact

that the servant might have made the repair.‘H

5905. Adjustment of machinery—-The duty of the master to see to it that

the machinery furnished for the use of his servants is reasonably safe does

not extend so far as to require him to attend to the proper regulation of those

parts which necessarily have to be adjusted in the course of the use, and with

regard to the particular work to be done, and the adjustment of which is

incident to the ordinary use of the machine.“

5906. Instrumentalities constructed by servant—Where an instrumental

ity is constructed by servants as a part of or incidental to their work, such as

a trestle, scaffold, or curb, out of materials furnished by the master, the latter

is not responsible for its safety. His duty is limited to furnishing proper

materials.“

5907. Temporary instrumentality selected by servant—A master is not

liable for a defect in a temporary instrumentality selected by a servant.87

5908. Latent defects-A master is not liable for latent defects not discov

erable by the exercise of reasonable care." He is not required to dismantle

~'-9 Costello v. Frankman, 57-522, 107+ Jennings v. Iron Bay Co., 47-111, 114,

739. See Jennings v. Iron Bay Co., 47- ~l9+685. See Frazier v. Lloyd, 98-484,

111, 49+685.

60 Carlson v. Marston, 68-400, 71+398;

Hostager v. Northwest P. Co., 125+902.

61Hefferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+1,

526. See Morris v. Eastern Ry., 88-112,

92+535; Vant Hul v. G. N. Ry., 90-329,

96+789; Wcxler v. Salisbury, 91-308, 98+

95.

6'-’ Ling v. St. P. etc. Ry., 50-160, 52+378.

*8 Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-303, 20‘

317.

6* Gibson v. Mpls. ctc. Ry., 55-177, 56(

686.

"5 Eicheler v. Hanggi, 40-263, 411-975;

]08+R19; Hamlin v. Lanquist, 127+490.

66 Lindvall v. Woods, 41-212, 42+1020;

Bergquist v. Minneapolis, 42-471, 44+530;

Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 45-235, 47

785; Marsh v. Herman, 47-537, 50+611;

Oelschlegel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 73-327, 76+

56, 409; Gittens v. Porten, 90-512, 97+373.

Sce Sims v. Am. S. B. 00., 56-68, 57+322;

Blomquist v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-426, 621

818.

67 Soutar v. Mpls. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+

796 (box to stand on); Bell v. Lang, 83

228, 86 L95 (tree selected as a tackle post).

68 Attix v. Minn. S. Co., 85-142, 88+436;
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complicated machinery for purposes of inspection.” It is a question of fact

whether a railway company exercises reasonable care in the examination and

repair of its engines, by inspecting the concealed portions of the piston rods

upon those occasions only when the engine is being generally overhauled, or

when some external defect in the rod is discovered. It has been held that it

did not conclusively appear from the evidence that a company was guilty of

negligence in not from time to time detaching the piston rod from the cross

head for the purpose of inspecting those portions not otherwise subject to

observation.To

5909. No other instrumentality available—A railway company is not re

lieved from the charge of negligence in sending out a defective engine simply

because it did not have time to repair it after notice of the defect and had no

other engine in proper condition to send out."

5910. Scaffo1ds—Scafiolds are sometimes treated as “instrumentalities” and

sometimes as “places to work.” Where the general work in which several

servants are engaged includes the construction or preparation of the appliances

with which they are to work, as where they are engaged in erecting a building.

and they construct the scafiold on which they are to stand in doing the work.

they are to be deemed fellow servants, as well in respect to the negligence of

one of them in constructing such appliances as in respect to negligence in do

ing any other of their work.72 But all servants who may be required to use a

scaflold in the construction of a building are not necessarily fellow servants of

those who constructed the scaffold, so as to relieve the master of liability.73 It

is not incumbent upon a master, who has caused a scaffold to be erected, on

which planks, suitable in quantity and quality, are laid to walk upon in the

customary manner, without being fastened, to see to it that these planks are

adjusted and in proper place at all times. The adjustment of such planks is

incident to the service required of a servant who uses the same.“ Where a

servant is required to work near a scaflold the master owes to him the duty

of exercising ordinary or reasonable care in the construction and maintenance

of the scaflold.75

5911. Duty to foreman or superintendent—A master owes this duty to a

foreman or superintendent the same as to an ordinary servant.m

5912. Assumption that instrurnentalities are safe-—A servant may gener

ally act on the assumption that instrumentalities are safe, when they are not

obviously unsafe, and he has no notice of defects.77

Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 80-488, 83+446;

James v.-N. P. Ry., 46-168, 4S+783.

9;;Jeukins v. St. P. C. Ry., 105-504, 117+

70 Cederber v. M 1. t. R . 101-100111+953. g PS 8 0 y’ ’

3Zl8Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

I .

"Marsh v. Herman, 47-537, 50+611;

Oelschlcgel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 73-327, 76+

56, 409.

'18 Sims v. Am. S. B. Co., 56-68, 57+322;

Hagerty v. Evans, 87-435, 92+399; Carl

son v. Haglin, 95-347, 104+297. See

Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 42-520, 44+

878; Blomquist v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-426,

62+818; Eckman v. Lauer, 67-221, 69!

893; Northrup v. Hayward, 99-299, 109+

241; Olson v. Pike, 107-411, 120+378.

14 Jennings v. Iron B. Co., 47-111, 49+

685.

‘I-'» Wyckoif v. Wunder, 107-119, 119+655.

7“ Attix v. Minn. S. Co., 85-142, 88+436;

Viou v. Brooks, 99-97, 10B+891.

"Russell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-230, 234,

20+147; Wuotilla v. Duluth L. Co., 37

153, 155, 33+551; Johnson v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 43-53, 44+884; 1-Iefl:‘eren v. N. P. Ry.,

45-471, 474, 4S+1; Delude v. St. P. C.

Ry., 55-63, 56+461; Anderson v. Nelson,

67-79, 69+630; Gray v. Commutator Co.,

85-463, 89+322; Costello v. Frankman, 97

522, 107+739; Kjosnes v. Gray, 102-410,

113+1009; Rudquist v. Empire L. Co., 104

505, 116+1019; Patterson v. Melchior, 106

437, 119+402; Musolf v. Duluth E. E. Co.,

103-369, 122+499; Holden v. Gary, 109

59, 122+1o1s.

-—-r—_—
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nation and

aiston m¢<

hauled, or

5913. Law and fact—Whether an instrumentality is reasonably safe is a

question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.”

5914. Connecting carriers—Where, as between connecting lines of railway,

the corporations controlling them are mutually bound to transport loaded

freight cars over their respective roads, such duty is necessarily subject to

proper rules and regulations, and involves mutual obligations, among which is

that of reasonable care to provide safe cars for delivery to the servants of the

poration receiving such cars is also subject to liabilities and duties to its ser

vants growing out of the acceptance, possession, and subsequent use thereof.

But the negligence of the latter does not relieve the former from liability for

injuries resulting from its own negligence.’m

5915. Cases classified—The general principles stated in the foregoing para

graphs have been applied in ‘cases involving the following instrumentalities:

railway tracks; 8” railway car couplings; “ railway engines; 52 railway cars ; “

railway brakes; “ railway switches; 8‘ railway handcars; 8“ railway turntable; ‘"

boiler of steamboat; ” telegraph and telephone poles; 8° pile driver; 9° frame

work of circular rip saw; "1 derrick; " straw-cutter ; “'1 steps in lumber pile; ‘“

sidc-set; 9“ chain attached to jack-screw; "8 electric motor of street car; ‘" iron

hook; "8 delivery wagon; °° jack-screw;1 trip hammer; 2 ice tongs; 3 lath ma

" Monsen v. Crane, 99-186, 108+933; Lee 122+668 (eccentric straps); Anderson v.

v. Wild Rice L. Co., 102-74, 112+887; Foley, 124+987 (footboard).

Wiita v. Interstate I. Co., 103-303, 115+ H Macy v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-200, 28+

169; King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-397, 116+ 249; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48+679

918; Rudqnist v. Empire L. 00., 104-505, (brakcstaif); Closson v. Oakes, 69-67, 71+

116+1019. 915 (door of freight car); Thompson v.79 Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106. 48+679. G. N. Ry., 79-291, 82+637 (grabiron—

E*°Dryma.1a. v. Thompson, 26-40, 1+255 round of ladder); Wagen v. Mpls. etc.

(mil taken up in repairing track—no sig- Ry., 80-92, 82+1107 (handheld); Scott v.

uals put out); Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., Eastern Ry., 90-135, 95+892 (step).

30-465. 16+358 (broken rail and defective 9‘ Ransier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+

switch); Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32- 332; Sheedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 55-357, 57+

303. 20+317 ’(track being repaired—de- 60; Kelley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-490, 29+

railment); Clapp v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 173; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48+679.

29+-340 (broken switch rail); James v. N. 85 Clapp v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 29-l-340;

P. Ry., 46-168, 48+783 (broken rail); Neitge v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-75, 114+-167.

-Harris v. Hewitt, 64-54, 65+l085 (split 80 Anderson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 39-523, 41+

ruil); Jelinek v. St. P. C. Ry., 104-249, 104; Wallin v. Eastern Ry., 83-149, 86+76.

1l6+480 (greasy and slippery street rail- 8‘! McDonald v. Chi. etc. Ry., 41-439, 43+

wny tracks). See §§ 5883, 6017. 380.

Y" See cases under §§ 6015, 6017. 88 McMahon v. Davidson, 12-357(232).

*2 Collins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-31, 14+ *9 Kelly v. Erie etc. Co., 34-321, 25+706;

60 (headlight); Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., Holden v. Gary, 109-59, 122+1018.

31-248, 17+378 (chafiing irons between en- W Stccn v. St. P. & D. Ry., 37-310, 34+

glue and tender); Gibson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 113; Swzmson v. Oakes, 93-404, 101+949.

55-177, 56+686 (platform in cab); Rogers M Eicheler v. Hanggi, 40-263, 41+975.
v. Chi. etc. Ry., 65-308, 67+1003 (rail- fl2Sather v. Ness, 42-379, 44+128; Id.,

in,e;); Kerrigan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407, 44-443, 46+909; Attix v. Minn. S. Co., 85

90+976 (step on pilot); Le Due v. N. P. 142, 88+-436; King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104

Ry., 92-287, 100+108 (footboard and tool 397. ll6+91S; Hamlin \'. Lanquist, 1274490.

chest on tender); Ellington v. G. N. Ry., B-1 Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 45+11.'l1.

92-470, 100+218 (running board); Fry v. "Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 42-520,
G. N. Ry., 95-87. 103-I-733 (defective step 44+878: Id., 45-235, 47+785.

between seat and deck of cab); Wolfe v. 96 Hefi"cren v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+1,

Mpls. etc. Ry., 100-306, 111+5 (toe-guard 526.

to foot board); Strand v. G. N. Ry., 101- 96 Krogstarl v. N. P. Ry., 46-18, 48+409.

85, 111+958 (boiler); Cederberg v. Mpls. 9'' Lorimer v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-391, 51+

- ' , 125; Beardsley \'. Mpls. St. Ry., 54-504,Rudquist v. Empare L. Co., 104-505, 116+ 56+176.

1019; K01-eis v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449, as Ling v. St. P. etc. Ry., 50-160, 52+a7s.
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chine; * bolting or cut-off saw; "' circular saw; ‘‘ railway transfer table; 7 swa1_np

chain; ‘’ rope; ° paper-box creasing and embossing press; 1° drawlnglmachine

for pressing metal bars; 1‘ crowbar;12 scaffold ; " 11‘OI1 crane; “ floggmg ham

mer: ‘5 steam shovel; 1“ hoist; “ rollers in sawmill; 1“ electrical apparatus in

electric light plant; 1° block or pulley; 2“ brace; 2‘ shavings baler ; 22 steam log

turner; 2“ jointer ; 2‘ log carriage; 2’ chain carrier in sawmill; 2‘ bridge for tram

cars in lumber yard;"' stationary engine;" pulley and belt ;“ mangle in

laundry; 3° sheathing for use in the construction of a sewer; ‘*1 elevator; 3’ dump

car; “ telltale; 3‘ fuse for the explosion of dynamite; “ chain; 3° ax to knock

at grab hooks in unloading logs; ~"’ plumber’s furnace; *8 derrick and engme

on a barge in a river used in the construction of a bridge; 8” brake attachments

on ditching machine;‘° controller of electric street car;‘1 hook to cham in

ditching outfit; *2 air hoist; “* glass water guage ; “ tongs of blacksmith; “‘ cut

ting machine in box factory.“

DUTY TO EMPLOY FIT SERVANTS

5916. General ru1e—If a master has failed to exercise ordinary or reason

able care in the selection of his servants, in consequence of which he has 111

"9 Schlitz v. Pabst, 57-303, 59+188.

1Kennedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-227, 58+

878.

2 Nelson v. St. Paul P. Works, 57-43, 58+

868.

3Neubauer v. N. P. Ry., 60-130, 61+912.

4Koalowski v. Thayer, 66-150, 68+973.

I-Olmscheid v. Nelson, 66-61, 68+605.

6Wnl1f v. Wood, 67-423, 70+156; Stiller

v. Bohn, 80-1, 82+981; Monsen v. Crane,

99-186, 108+933.

1 Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526, 71+662.

8Car1son v. Marston, 68-400, 71+398.

9 Hughley v. Wabasha, 69-245, 72+78;

Duchene v. Lefebvre, 101-473, 112+865;

King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-397, 116+91B;

Westin v. Anderson, 107-49, 119+486; Ol

son v. Pike, 107-411, 120+378.

1°0’Hn.ra v. Collins, 84-435, 87+1023.

112 Gray v. Commutator 00., 85-463, 89+

32 .

12 Miller v. G. N. Ry., 85-272, 88+758.

13 Hagerty v. Evans, 87-435, 92+399;

Carlson v. Haglin, 95-347, 1044-297; North

rup v. Hayward, 99-299, 109+241.

“Jacobson v. Johnson, 87-185, 91+465.

15 Morris v. Eastern Ry., 88-112, 92+535.;

Vant Hul v. G. N. Ry., 90-329, 96+789.

1B Bender v. G. N. Ry., 89-163, 94+546.

17 Gittens v. Porten, 90-512, 97+378.

I8 Hendricks v. Lesure L. Co., 92-318,

99+1125.

1BWendler v. Red Wing etc. Co., 92-122,

99+625.

'-’° Anderson \-. Fielding, 92-42, 99+357;

Costello v. Frankman. 97-522, 107+739;

Westin \'. Anderson, 107-49, 119+486.

21 Haiclt v. Swift, 94-146, 102-+388; Lee

v. Wilcl Rice L. Co., 102-74, 112+887;

Kjosnes v. Gray, 102-410, 113+1009.

22 Shalgren v. Red Clifi’ L. Co., 95-450,

' 1044-531.

2=‘1S(:arlott.'1 v. Ash. 95-240, ]03+1025.

24 Frazier v. Lloyd, 98-484, 108+819;

Bigum v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107-567, 119+

431.

25 Gomulak v. Smith, 98-149, 107+542.

N Hendrickson v. Ash, 99-417, 109-+830.

2'! Viou v. Brooks, 99-97, 108+891.

2*‘ Peterson v. Van Dusen, 101-50, 111+

839.

2° Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works, 48'

99, 50+1026; Thicl v. Kennedy, 82-142,

8-H657.

3° Blom v. Yellowstone Park Assn., 86

237, 90+397. ‘

31Kurstelska v. Jackson, 84-415, 87+

1015; Id., 89-95, 93+-1054; Id., 93-385,

101+606.

32 McDonough v. Lanpher, 55-501, 57+

152.

33 Kjosues v. Gray, 102-410, 113+1009.

M Wlritehead v. Wis. C. Ry., 103-13, 114+

254, 467.

3'‘ Laitinen \'. Shenango F. Co., 103-88,

114+264; Wiita v. Interstate I. Co., 103

303, 115+169; Nustrom v. Shemingo F. Co.,

105-140. 117+480; Pintar \'. Pitt, 107-256,

119+1053.

M Martin v. Gould, 103-467, 115+276.

3'! Brown v. Musser, 104-156, 116-+218.

$8 Lehman v. Dwyer, 104-190, 116+352.

39 King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-397, 116+

918.

4“ Engler \'. La Crosse D. Co., 105-74,

117+242.

41 Jenkins v. St. P. C. Ry., 105-504, 117+

928.

42 Patterson \'. Melchior, 106-437. 119+

402.

43 Waligora v. St. Paul F. Co., 107-554,

]19+395.

H Nicolas v. Albert Lea L. & P. 00., 107

101, 119+503.

45 Hoover v. Nichols, 108-69, 121-+416.

.m(}ruenberg \'. Heywood, 108-413, 122*

324.
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his employ a. servant who, by reason of habitual drunkenness, negligence, or

other vicious habits, or by reason of want of the requisite skill to discharge the

duties which he is employed to perform, or for any other cause, is unfit for the

service in which he is engaged, and if, in consequence of such unfitness, an

injury happens to another servant, the master must answer for the damages

suifered by such servant, unless the person injured had notice of the incom

petency, or had equal opportunities with the employer to obtain notice.‘T The

duty of a master to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to employ fit fellow

servants is a personal or absolute duty which cannot be avoided by delegating

the employment of servants to another." The master is not an insurer of the

fitness of fellow servants."

5917. Concurring negligence of fellow servant—When an injury is due

in part to the negligence of a master in employing or retaining an unfit ser

vant, and in part to the concurring negligence of a fellow servant, the master

is liable.‘m I

5918. Assumption of risk—1f a servant knows or ought to know of the un

fitness of a fellow servant he assumes the risk of working with him, if he makes

no complaint to the master.“ But while a servant assumes the risk of neg

ligence of fellow servants he does not assume any risk on account of the

negligence of the master which is unknown to him. There is no assumption

of risk where the servant is ignorant of the unfitness of his fellow servant.M

5919. Promise of master to dismiss-—If a master promises to remove an un

fit servant, upon the complaint of a fellow servant, the latter may ordinarily

remain in the service a reasonable time after the promise without assuming the

risk.‘S3 The same rules apply as where the master promises to remedy a

defective instrumentality.“ ‘

5920. Burden of proof—When the unfitness of a servant is shown to have

existed at the time of his employment a prima facie case of negligence is made

out against the master and the burden is on him to disprove negligence.“5 It

is incumbent on him to show affirmatively that his negligence was not an

elficient cause of the injury.M The burden of proving the unfitness of the

servant is ordinarily on the plaintiif.“1 In order to recover it is necessary for

the plaintiff to prove that the servant was incompetent, that the defendant

knew or ought to have known the fact, and yet retained him, and that the

accident was caused by the particular incompetency alleged."

41 Nutzmann v. Ger. L. Ins. Co., 78-504,

81+518; Id., 82-116, 84-+730; McMahon v.

Davidson, 12-357 (232); Crandall v. Mc

Ilrath, 24-127; Brown v. Winona etc. Ry.,

27-162, 164, 6+484; Bunnell v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 29-305, 13+129; Ransier v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 30-215, 14+883; Fraker v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 32-54, l9+349; Lyberg v. N. P. Ry.,

39-15, 38+632; Berger v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

39-78, 38-+814; Smith v. Backus, 64-447,

67+:-158; Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-326,

73+973; Jenson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+

3; Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 74-480, 77+

303; Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174, 83+533;

Gray v. Red Lake Falls L. Co., 85-24, 88+

24; Caron v. Powers. 100-341, 111+152;

Kundar v. Shenango F. Co., 102-162, 112+

1012; Pfudl v. Romer, 107-353, 120+302;

Kronzer v. Spencer, 109-392, 124+6.

*5 Brown v. Winona etc. Ry.. 27-162, 164,

6+484; Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54.

l9+349; Jenson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+

3; Kronzer v. Spencer, 109-392, 124+6.

4" Knndar v. Shenango F. Co., 102-162,

112+]012.

-“>McMah0n v. Davidson, 12-357(232);

Jenson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3.

51 Bunnell v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-305, 13+

129; Nutzmann v. Ger. L. Ins. Co., 78-504,

S1+518.

5-2 Jenson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3.

511 Lyberg v. N. P. Ry., 39-15, 38+632;

Smith v. Backus, 64-447, 67+358; Vogt v.

llonstain, 81-174, 83+533; Gray v. Red

Lake Falls L. Co., 85-24, 88+24.

5'4 See § 5983.

Y-5 Cramlall v. Mcllrath, 24-127; Morrow

v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-326, 73+973; Nutz

mann v. Ger. L. Ins. Co., 78-504, B1+518.

-10 McMahon v. Davidson, 12-357(232).

67 Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-326, 73+

973.

5* Pfurll \-. Romer, 107-353, 120+302.
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5921. Evidence—Admissibi1ity—Evidence of certain acts done in one part

of the work has been held admissible to show that a servant did not have

sufiicient judgment and presence of mind to be competent for the other part of

the work in which he was employed.‘W The fact that an engineer is operating

an engine without a license is evidence of negligence on the part of the master.“

Prior specific acts of negligence on the part of the servant, of which ‘the

master had notice or of which he would have had notice if he had exercised

ordinary or reasonable care, are admissible to prove the incompetency of the

servant.“1

5922. Contributory negligence-—Contributory negligence is a defence in

this class of cases as elsewhere.“2

DUTY TO EMPLOY SUFFICIENT SERVANTS

5923. In general—A master is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care

to provide a sufiicient number of servants to perform the work safely. This is

one of the personal or absolute duties of the master which he cannot avoid by

a delegation of authority. The fellow-servant rule does not apply." A breach

of this duty does not render the master liable unless it was the proximate cause

DUTY TO ADOPT RULES

5924. In genera1—A master who employs many servants in a complicated

and dangerous business is bound to adopt and enforce such rules as may be

reasonably necessary to protect them from the dangers incident to their work

Tl1is is one of the personal or absolute duties of the master which cannot be

avoided by a delegation of authority.‘5 There is no such duty where the

business is not complex or dangerous.‘36 A failure of a servant to observe 51

reasonable rule constitutes contributory negligencc.'" A servant who remains

in a service with knowledge that rules are habitually disregarded cannot recover

from a master for failure to enforce them.“

5925. Rules must be reasonabk—The rules adopted must be reasonable.

Whether a rule is reasonable is a question of law for tl1e court to determine.“n

But if a rule is of doubtful meaning or application the doubt presents an issue

of fact upon the evidence for the determination of the jury.'”‘

5926. Effect of rules in relieving master—A master cannot avoid his per

sonal or absolute duty to furnish safe instrumentalities by promulgating =1

rule requmng his servants to make inspection?1

59 Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 74-480, 77+ 349; Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-303

303. 306, 20+317; Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174,60 Kunrlar v. Shenango F. Co., 102—162. 179, 83+-533; Wallin v. Eastern Ry-, 83'

112+1012. 149. ss+ve; Reberk v. Ilorne, 85-326, 88+fllPfudl v. Romcr, 107-353, 120+302. 1003; Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87-367, 92+

"2 See Gray v. Red Lake Falls L. 00., 85— 326: Scott v. Eastern Ry., 90-135, 140»

24, 88+24; Caron \'. Powers, 100-341, 111+ 95+892; Johnson v. Smith, 99-343, 109+

152; Kundar v. Shcuango F. Co., 102-162, 810; Fitzgerald v. International F. T. 00-‘

112+1012.

63 Peterson v. Am. G. '1‘. Co., 90-343, 96+

913; Manore v. Kilgore. 107-347, 120+340;

Doughcrty v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 126+136.

See McKenna v. Chi. etc. Ry., 92-508, 100+

373. 101+178; Dell ‘Z McGrath, 92-187.

99+629.

64 Hngglund v. St. Hilaire L. 00.. 97~94.

106+91. ' '

5-'1 Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19(

104-138, 116+-475.

"6 Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87-367, 92+326.

(*7 See § 6014.

'13 Rchcrk v. Horne, 85~326, 88+1003.

flo Merritt v. G. N. Bv., 81-496, 84-+321:

Scott v. Eastern Ry., 90-135, 95+892; L0

Due v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+108; Burns

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-30, 103-F717.

7° Le Due v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 1001-105

71 Id.
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5927. Proof of rules—'l‘he mere supposition or “general understanding” of

the servants is not competent evidence of the existence of a rule.’2 Parol evi

dence of a rule has been held sufficient where it did not appear that there

was other evidence.“

5928. Violation of rules evidence of negligence—The violation of a rule

is admissible as evidence of negligence on the part of a master. But such rules

do not stand on the same footing as statutes or ordinances in the nature of

police regulations in fixing a legal standard of conduct. A violation of them

does not necessarily constitute negligence.“

DUTY TO WARN AND INSTRUCT

5929. General rule—A master is bound to warn his servants of latent de

fects and dangers of which he has knowledge, or of which he ought to have

knowledge in the exercise of ordinary or reasonable care, and of which they

have no knowledge.’5

5930. Duty abso1ute—-Vice-prim:ipal-—'l‘his duty to warn and instruct is

one of the personal or absolute duties of a master. He cannot avoid it by a dele

gation of authority. The fellow-servant rule does not apply. A superintendent

or foreman is a vice-principal in this regard."

5931. Instructions must be p1ain—A master must make his instructions or

warnings plain and intelligible to his servants.”

5932. Obvious dangers—A master owes no duty to warn or instruct his

servants of dangers obvious to a person of ordinary intelligence and judg

ment." Unless the contrary is apparent or known to the master he may as

sume that his servant has ordinary intelligence and judgment."

5933. Servants with knowledge-—A master is not liable for a failure to

warn or instruct a servant as to defects and dangers known to the servant from

his own observation or from information derived from others.“0

5934. Immature servants—'l‘he immaturity of a servant is an important

consideration in this connection,81 but it has been held that the age, knowledge,

73 James v. N. P. Ry., 46-168, 48+783.

T3 Sobieski v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-169, 42+

R63.

7* Smithson v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 71-216, 73+

853.

T5 Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-117, 121,

51-5+S66 (danger to sectionmen from irregu

lar trains); Lane Iv. Minn. S. A. Soc., 62

175, 64+-382 (track-bolting habit of race

horse); Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428,

65%-914 (danger from caving in of ditch);

Dell v. MeGrath, 92-187, 99+629 (danger

from piling logs on a skidway); Bernier

v. St. Paul G. Co., 92-214. 99+788 (dan

gers from electric wires); Fleming v. Cov

ington, 102-403, 113+l016 (vicious habit

of horse); Balder v. Zenith F. Co., 103

.“-45, 114+94S (crust of con] formed in bin

of coal); Putz v. St. Paul G. Co., 108

243, 121|>1109 (necessity of opening vent

to trap in gasworks); Dougherty v. Mpls.

S. & M. Co., 126+136 (danger in moving

scaffold).

T“Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-117, 121,

35+866; Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co.. 63-428.

65+914; Holman v. Kempe, 70-422, 73+

186; Borgerson v. Cook, 91-91, 97+73-1;

Hjelm v. Western G. 0. 00., 94-169, 102+

384; Jacobson v. Hobart I. Co., 103-319,

]14+951; Fitzgerald v. International )3‘. T.

Co., 104-138, 116+475; Anderson v. Pitts

burgh C. Co., 108-455, 122+794.

77 Small v. Brainerd L. Co., 95—95,- 103+

726; Fitzgerald v. International F. T. 00.,

104-138, 116+475.

78 Berger v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-78, 38+

814; Manley v. Mpls. P. Co., 76-169, 78+

1050; Boyer v. Eastern Ry., S7-367, 92+

326; Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492,

97+375; McKenna v. Chi. etc. Ry., 92-508,

l0O+373; Johnson v. Smith, 99-343, 109+

810; O'Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101--167, 112+

625; Mattson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-239,

114+759.

T9 Manley v. Mpls. P. Co., 76-169, 78

1050.

F0'1‘runtle v. North Star etc. Co.. 57-52,

58+832; Saxton v. N. W. etc. Co., 81-314.

8-H109: Wendler v. Red Wing etc. Co., 92

122, 99+625; Dell v. Meflrath, 92-187, 99+

629. See Hagerty v. St. Paul B. Co., 98

502, 108+278.

S1 Kaillen v. N. W. Bedding 00., 46-187,‘

4S+779; Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+45;
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Instructions and warnings as to machinery, etc.—It is the duty of

the master to warn and instruct inexperienced servants in the use of dangerous

machinery or other instrumentalities.84 His own ignorance of the machinery

will not excuse him."5 He is bound to warn servants of obscure c0D(11lJlOI1S or

peculiar attributes in the machinery furmshed which increase the hazards of

the service." If he makes a material change in machinery without the knowl

edge of an operator he is bound to inform him, if ignorance of the change might

result in injury."1

under no obligation to warn sectionmen, working upon or near its tracks, of the

pany is in the habit of giving them warning by sounding the whistle or rlng1l1§.'

the bell of the locomotive, or otherwise, it owes them the duty of active vigilance

in giving them such warning. Under such circumstances sectionmen are not

bound to be constantly on the lookout for trains, but they must nevertheless ex

ercise reasonable care for their own safety. They cannot remain entirely 05

' ' ' l ' ' ' It is not 0I‘d1

narily the duty of an engineer to stop his train or slaeken speed as he approaches

' I I ‘ He may assume that they will heed

the warning and get out- of the way. But if he sees that they do not l1ear 111$

Torske v. Com. L. Co., 86-276, 90+532;

Johnson v. Crookston L. Co., 95-142, 103+

891; Small v. Brainerd L. Co., 95-95, 103+

726; Hagerty v. St. Paul B. Co., 98-502,

' Mastey v. Villaume, 104-186, clune in box factory).

116+207 Fitzgerald v. International F. T. 1“ Raasch v. Elite L. Co., 98-357, 108+

Co., 104-138, l16+475. 477.

567, 119+4S1 (jointer); Arko v. Shenangv

F. Co.. 107-220, 119+789 (ore car in rnme

—stopping with pinch bar); Gruenberg v

Heywood, 108-413, 122+324 (cutting H18

82 Gray v. Commutator 00., 85-463, 89L 8“ Gray v. Commutator Co., 85-463, 89+

322; Peterson v. Am G Co, 90-343 322; Peterson v. Am. G. T. Co., 90-343

96+913.

97-141, 106+340 (roller in sawmill); Hag
erty v. St. Paul B. Co., 98-502, 108+278

(brick-pressing machine) ; Frazier v. Lloyd

830 (earner and rollers m sawnnll) ; John

tramways in sawmill); Vik v. Red Cliff

L. Co., 99-88, 108+469 (saw, rollers, etc.,

in sawmill); Granrus v. Croxton M. Co.,

102-325, 113+693 (operation of ore cars
on gravity track); Mastey v. Villaurne,

104-186, 116+207

saw); B

96+913; Dell v. McGrath, 92-187, 99+629;

Small v. Brainerd L. Co., 95-95, 103+726;

Granrus v. Croxton M. Co., 102-325, 113+

693.

87 Johnson \'. Crookston L. 00., 95-142.

103+891. See Waligora. v. St. Paul F. 00..

107-554, 119+395.

8" Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271, 273,

59+192; Connelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., 38-30,

35+582. See Olson v. St‘. P. etc. Ry., 38

117, 35+866; Larson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43

423, 45-l-722.

89 Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500

43+332; Britton v. N. P. Ry., 47-340, 50+

231; Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271, 59+

192; Joyce v. G. N. Ry., 100-225, 110+

975; Floan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 101-113, 111+

957,- Glines v. Oliver 1. M. Co., 108-273,

122+161. See Rutherford v. Chi. etc. R,v..

57-237, 59+302; Lundquist v. Duluth_ St.
Ry., 65-387, 390, 67+1006; Magliam v.

Minn. T. Ry., 108-148, 121+635.
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signals and are making no effort to get out of the way he must slow down, or

stop his train, if necessary to avoid an accident.90

yards a signal must be given of the movement of an engine.“ Though servants

of a railway company, while engaged in the performance of their duties in and

about the switching yards of. the company, may rely upon the custom, adopted

for their protection, of giving signals of the approach of trains or engines mov

ing about the yards, the same rule in all its force does not extend to them while

not absorbed in their duties and passing leisurely through the yards.92

5937. Servant ordered to dangerous place without warnings—The gen

eral rule stated in section 5929 is applicable where a master or his superintend

ent or foreman orders a servant to work in an unsafe place without warning him

of latent defects or dangers.”

5938. Duty to give warnings of impending dangers—-Where, from the

nature of the business, reasonable care for the safety of servants requires the

giving of warnings of impending danger, it is the absolute duty of the master

to give such warnings.‘H The mere fact that the master has ordered signals to

be given, or has customarily assumed to give them, or the practice of giving

them has been voluntarily adopted by servants, does not render it the absolute

duty of the master that they be given."5

to be given of impending danger from i

tomarily to give them, it is his absolute

Where a master has ordered warnings

ndependent work, or has assumed cus

duty to give them, at least it’ reasonable

care for the safety of his servants under the circumstances requires them.“I

5939. Explosions—Dynamite—-The dangerous character of dynamite, when

used for blasting or other like purposes, imposes upon the person so employing

it the duty to provide reasonably safe and suitable methods for its use, and the

duty to instruct and warn his inexperienced servants of its character and the

manner in which it may be handled and used with ‘safety.‘"

5940. Change of conditions unknown to servant—If a master changes the

conditions under which a servant is working in such a way that ignorance of

the change would endanger the servant the master is bound to acquaint the

0° Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500,

43+332; Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271,

59+192.

91 Sobieski v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-169, 42+

863.

91' Magliani v. Minn. T. Ry., 108-148,

1214-635.

M Carlson v. N. W. etc. 00., 63-428, 65+

914; Stab] v. Duluth, 71-341, 74-+143 (see

Minneapolis 'v. Lundin, 58 Fed. 525);

Lund v. Woodworth, 75-501, 78+81; Bor

gerson v. Cook, 91-91, 97+734; Owens v.

Savage, 93-468, 101+790; Abel v. Butler,

_66-16, 681-205; Johnson v. Mpls. etc. Co.,

67-141, 69+713; Renlund v. Commodore

M. Co., 89-41, 93+10-57; Carlson v. For

restal, 101-446, 112+626; Balder v. Zenith

F. Co., 103-345, 114+-948; Anderson v.

Pitt I. M. Co., 103-252, 114-+953; Tomazin

v. Shensngo F. Co., 103-334, 1141-1128;

McCoy v. Northern H. & E. Co., 104-234,

1l6+488; Bjorklund v. Gray, 106-42, 118+

59; Wickham v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+639.

See Gonsior v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-385, 31+

515; Hirsch v. Bayne, 127+389.

M Hjelm v. Western G. C. Co., 94-169,

102+384; Js.cobson v. Hobart, 103-319,

lH+951; Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co.,

108-455, 122+794; Dulf v. Bayne, 127-+385.

"5 Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

6'/+1006; Doerr v. Daily News P. Co., 97

2-18, 106+1044.

"0 Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co., 108

455, 122+-794. In this case the work was

not “independent” and the rule seems to

have been misapplied. The case is appar

ently inconsistent with Lundquist v. Du

luth St. Ry., 65-387, 67+1006 and Doerr

v. Daily News P. Co., 97-248, 106-F1044.

‘"Pinney v. King, 98-160, 107-+1127;

Pintar v. Pitt, 107-256, 119+1053. See

also Holman v. Kempe, 70-422, 73+186

blasting with powder); Hjelm v. Western

etc. Co., 94-169, 102+384 (blasting with

powder and dynamite—duty to give sig

nals); Corneilson v. Eastern Ry., 50

23, 52+224 (removing unexploded blast

ing charge—fellow-servant rule applied);

Stahl v. Duluth, 71-341, 74-+143 (explosion

of dynamite in excavating ditches for

watermains); Carlson v. Forrestal, 101

446, 112+626 (digging out unexploded

blasting holes).

In station or switching
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servant with the change, if it is not observable by the exercise of ordinary care

on the part of the servant.“8

5941. Danger from wrongdoer—A master is bound not to expose his ser

warn or instruct a servant is a question of fact for the jury,1 unless the evidence

is conclusive.2

95 Graver v. Christian, 34-397, 26+8 (Lli1- 97+375; Pasco v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 105

covering machinery); Cleary v. Dakota P. 132, l17+479. There is some slight fill

Co., 71-150, 73+’/'17 (change of signals); thority for the view that there is a general

Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 84+739 (shift of duty to supervise. See 1 Shearman & Red

elevator); Johnson v. Crookston L. Co., field, Neg. (5 ed.) § 203a. But no such

95-142, 103+891 (adjustment of saws); rule prevails generally in this country, and
Kohout v. Newman, 96-61, l04+764 (1oos- it apparently does not prevail here

emng of earth by blasting); Waligora v. 4Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492, 97+

1_St. Paul F. 00., 107-554, 119+395 (change 375.

in an air hoist). 5Carlson v. N. ‘V. etc. Co., 63-428, 65+

9" Guirney v. St. Paul etc. Ry., 43-496, 914. This case is cited in Abel v. Butler,

46478, 66-16, <;s+205; Hess v. Adamant Mfg- 00-,1Kail|on v. N. W. Bedding Co., 46-187, 66-79, 86+774; Johnson v. Mpls. etc. 00-,

48+779; Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 6S+45; 67-141, 144, 694-713; Swanson V. G- N

Torske v. Com. L. Co., 86-276, 90+-532; Ry., 68-184, 187, 70+978; Holman V

Kempe, 70-422, 429, 73+186; sum v. Du

, _ . luth, 71-341, 74+143; Hill v. Winston, 732Johnson v. Smith. 99-343, 109+810. 80, 75+1030; Kletschka v. Mpls. etc. Ry-,

_f_Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 65+ 80-238, 242, 83+133; Perras v. Booth, 82‘

:14; Soutar v. Mpls. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+ 191, 196, 84+739, 85+179; Bell v. Lang,

1'96; Lundberg v. Sbevlin, 68-135, 70+ 83-“28, 86+95; Hjelm v. Western G. C

1078. See also. Reulund v. Commodore M. Co., 94-169, 102+3.8-1; Barrett v. Reardon,

Co., 89-41, 43. 9-‘H1057; Doerr v. Daily 95-425, 104+-309; Carlson v. Forrestal.

News P. Co., 97-248, 106+10-14; Pinney v. 101-446, 112+-626; Jacobson v. Hobart I

Kiiig, 98-160, 162, 107+1127; Jacobson v. Co., 103-319, 114+951; Tomazin v. S119‘

Hobart IZ Co., 103-319, 114-+951. These nango F. Co., 103-334, 11-H1128; MGCOY

cases, which do not appear to have been v. Northern H. & E. Co., 104-234, 116+

very carefully considered, should be taken 488. See Renlund v. Commodore M. C0.’

as holding no.more than that there is a 89-41, 93+1057; Borgerson v. Cook, 91

duty to siipervise so far as may be neces- 91, 97+73-1; Pinnev v. King, 98—160, 107+

sary to discharge the absolute, non-assign~ 1127; Doerr v. Driily News Pill). C0-, 97'

able duties of the master-in other words, 248. 106+10-14; Johnson v. Smith, 99-3-13,

that the duty to supervise is not :1 pl'i- 1091-810. The result reached in the 0111']

lpary, but a secondary or subsidiary duty. son case was clearly right, for there was

-Pee Whittaker v. D_el. etc. Ry., 126 N. Y. a breach of the master’s duty to warn the

044; Dixon \'. Union Ironworks, 90-492, servant, but in laying down the general
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FELLOVV SERVANTS

5945. Fellow-servant rule stated-—A master who is guilty of no personal

negligence is not liable to a servant for the negligence of a fellow servant,“

except as provided by statute.7

5946. Basis of rule—There is great diversity of opinion as to the basis of

the fellow-servant rule.8 It is generally based on assumption of risk.“ It may

be considered as an exception to the doctrine of respondeat superior, grounded

in justice and public policy.lu It is sometimes based on an implied stipulation

of the contract of employment,11 but this view is not satisfactory.12 It has

been said, with questionable soundness, that “one of the substantial reasons

upon which the liability of a master for injuries of fellow servants has been

denied is that, where servants are working for the same employer, each has a

‘better opportunity to observe the conduct of the others than the master, and

likewise that it is the duty of the servant to warn the master of any such mis

conduct or negligent acts of his coemployees. This rule is founded upon con

siderations of public policy, whichimposes the duty of giving such information

by the servant for the benefit of his fellow servants as well as the master,

in which conduct not only the employer, but all servants employed in the com

mon service, are alike interested.” ‘3 The rule was originally adopted because

it was felt that a contrary rule would be unjust to employers and check busi

ness. At the present time the tendency of the courts is to restrict it so far

as possible by enlarging the absolute duties of masters.

5947. Who are fellow servants—Fellow servants are persons in the service ‘

of the same master and engaged in the sa1ne general business, though they

may not be in the same grade or department thereof.“ This is not an exact

definition and none is possible in the present uncertain state of the law upon

the subject. It is defective in not excluding vice-principals and in using such

a vague expression as “same general business.” What is the same general

business is the crux of the matter. It is settled in this state that fellow servants

may be engaged in difierent departments, but departments of a great business

like railroading, may be so disconnected that servants engaged in them could

not reasonably be held fellow servants. For example, soliciting freight agents

rule as to the giving of orders the lan

guage of the court was perhaps too broad.

The giving of orders is not generally con

sidered as one of the absolute, non-assign

able duties of the master, though it may

be necessary to give orders, under special

circumstances, in order to provide the serv

ant with a safe place to work, etc. In

other words the duty to give orders is not

general, but subsidiary to the absolute,

non-assignable duties. See comments on

the Carlson case in 2 Labatt, M. & S.

p. 1466. See, as bearing on the duty to

give orders, Santa Fe etc. By. v. Holmes,

202 U. S. 438 (orders of train dispatcher) ;

Haukins v. New York etc. Ry., 142 N. Y.

416 (id.); N. P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S.

338 (id.).

“Foster v. Minn. C. Ry., 14-360(277);

Ling v. St. P. etc. Ry., 50-160, 52+378;

N. P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S. 338 and

cases under § 5954.

7 See § 5955.

BSee Labatt, M. & S. § 472.

"Brown v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 8+

484; Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19+

349; Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+

311; Kelley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-490, 29+

173; liefferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+-1;

Marsh v. Herman, 47-537, 50+611; Mc

Laren v. Williston, 48-299, 51+373;

0’NieI v. G. N. Ry., 80-27, 82+1086;

Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87-367, 92-+326;

Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492, 97+375.

1° 17 Harv. L. Rev. 562. See Vogt v.

Houstain, 81-174, 181, 83+533.

11 Brown v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 6+

484; Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174, 181, 83+

533.

12 20 Harv. L. Rev. 30; Huficutt, Ag. (2

ed.) § 271; Burdick, Torts, p. 174.

13 Reberk v. Horne, 85-326, 88+1003.

14 Foster v. Minn. C. Ry., 14—360(277);

Brown v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-553, 18+834;

Lindvall v. Woods, 41-212, 215, 42+1o20;

Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 45-235, 47+

785; Neal v. N. P. Ry., 57-365, 591-312;

Floody v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109-228, 123+815;

New England Ry. v. Conroy, 175 U. S.

323; N. P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S. 338.

See Schoen v. Chi. etc. Ry., l27+433.
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and sectionmen could not reasonably be held fellow servants though employed

by tl1e same master and engaged in the same business of railroading. The

fellow-servant rule is generally based on assumption of risk. Hence the pre

vailing test here is, are the two departments of the business so related that

the servants engaged in them ordinarily come in contact in their work in such

a way that they may sufi'er from each other’s negligence? I s the risk one which

a servant of ordinary intelligence would understand that he was exposing him

self to when entering the service? 15

5948. Necessity of same master—As a general rule servants of different

masters do not come within the fellow-servant rule, even though engaged in

a common work." Servants in the hire of a general employer and servants

of his subcontractor, or of an independent contractor, are not fellow servants,

unless the circumstances show that the servant submitted himself to the control_

of another person than his proper master, and eitl1er expressly or impliedly

consented to accept that person as his master for the purpose of the common

employment.17

5949. Vice-principals—A servant who is authorized to discharge a personal

or absolute duty of the master is, to the extent of a discharge of such duty, 11

vice-principal or alter ego of the master, and not a mere fellow servant. The

test as to whether a servant is a fellow servant or vice-principal is not his rank

or title, but the character of his duties. A servant may occupy the dual posi

tion of a more fellow servant and a vice-principal—a vice-principal while he is

discharging the personal or absolute duties of the master, and a fellow servant

while _he discharging his other duties.18 The vice~principal doctrine is of

lessening importance, as the courts are coming to recognize that the question

of the master’s liability generally turns on the character of the act rather than

on the relation of the servants. The question is whether the negligence charged

is the neglect of one of the absolute duties of the master.“

5950. Superintendents, foremen, etc.-Superior-servant doctrine--Pen

sons may be fellow servants though one is subject to the orders of the other

The so-called superior-servant doctrine does not prevail in this state.20 A

superintendent or foreman is not necessarily a vice-principal simply because he

occupies that position. Title or rank is not decisive in this connection. He 1'5

a vice—principal only when he is in the discharge of one of the personal 0!‘

absolute duties of the n1aster. The rule requiring the master to exercise fl

general supervision over the work of his servants does. not make the person

111 Sec N. P. Ry. v. Hambly, 154 U s. 169, 102+3s4; Jemmin v. G N Ry-, 96

-39; N. P. Ry. v. Dixon, 194 U. S. 338; 302, 313, 104+1079; D%err v. Daily News

Bc_Andrews v. Ijurns, 39 N. J. L. 117; Pub. Co., 97-248, 106+l044; McCoy "

:=;1rrl v. Petht, 40 Pa. St. 482. Northern H. &1 E. Co., 104-234, 116+483;

C Car]roll v. Minn. V. Ry., 13-30(18); Pasco v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 105-132, 1171'

onnoly v. Dayulson, 15—519(<128); Kelly 479; Anderson v. Pitt, 108-261, 121+915;

v. '_1‘yra, 103-1l_6, 1141-750, 115+636. S89 Leionen V. Oliver, 108-337, 12l+1107;

Smithson v. Chi. etc_. Ry., 71-216, 73+S53 Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co., 108-455,

(two railway compames using same track) ; 122+794. -

Floody v. G. N. _Ry., 1o2_s1, 112+s7s, 1081 lflBjorklund v. Gray, 106-42, 118+59;

(servants of union depot company and of Peters v. George, 154 Fed. 634.

1't:.:lI¥;a]y] company). 1" Brown v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 6+

636 e y v. Tyra, 103-176, 11¢}-750, 115+ 484; Walsh v. St. P. etc. Ry., 27-367, 3+

18 .Br0 ' ' M I F 145; Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19+834. L_an '\. 1 p s. etc. Ry., 31-053, 18+ 349; Gonsior v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 336-385,

F , ll1(l\3.ll v. _Woods, 41-212, 42+1020; 311-515; Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-117,

78rz_1scro v.‘ Red River L. Co., 45-235, 47+ 35+866; Doerr v. Daily News P. C0-, 97

65a§14.;ar son v. N. W. etc. 00., 63-428, 248, 106+1044; Paseo v. Mpls. S. & M

+ , Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 196, 84+ Co., 105-132, 117+479. See, for a partial

739- Peterson v. Am. G. T. C . 90-343 ' I I

96+$l13 ; Hjelm v. Western G. ((l,.,Co., 94-’ gd5o§;i)(in of the superlorservant doctrine,
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exercising such supervision a vice-principal.21 The mere fact that a superin

tendent or foreman in the due exercise of his authority orders a servant to do

a particular thing whereby the servant is injured does not make the super

intendent or foreman a vice-principal ; and this is so though his order involves

an assurance of safety.22 A foreman of a switching crew is not a fellow servant

of the members of the crew in the performance of such duties as are peculiar

to his position. He is presumptively the representative of the master, to report

on the safety of the instrumentalitics with which the crew are obliged to work,

and a promise to a member of the crew that a defective footboard on an engine

would be repaired is binding on the company.“

5951. Minors-A servant. though a minor, assumes the risk of the negligence

of fellow servants.“

5952. Negligence of master and fellow servant concurring-If the neg

ligence of a master concurs with the negligence of a fellow servant in causing

injury the master is liable.“

5953. Law and fact--Whether a servant at the time of an accident was act

ing as a vice-principal or fellow servant is ordinarily a question for the jury.“

When the facts are undisputed it is for the court to determine whether the

servant was a vice-principal or fellow servant.21

5954. Persons held fellow serva.nts—Deck hand and engineer on steam

bo_at; 2*‘ sectionman and servant piling wood on a tender; 2° sectionman and

roadmaster; 8° sectionman and engineer or fireman of locomotive; "1 railway

station agent and engineer; 3*’ railway yard-master and workman under him; "

baggage-master on train and switch-tender; “ foreman of railway roundhouse

and workman under him; 3“ foreman of sectionmen and the sectionmen under

him; 3° boiler-maker in railway shop and his helper; 3' foreman of gang con

structing a railway trestle and the workmen under him; 3“ workmen digging

1'1 Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492, 97+

375; Pasco v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 105-132,

117+479 and cases under § 5949.

22 Pasco v. Mpls. S. 80 M. Co., 105-132,

117+-179; Gonsior v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 36

385, 31+515; Corneilson v. Eastern Ry.,

50-23, 52+224; Ling v. St. P. etc. Ry., 50

160, 524-378; Gittens v. Porten, 90-512,

97+378; Galland v. G. N. Ry., 101-540,

111+1133.

23 Bcrglund v. Illinois C. Ry., 109-317,

123+928.

2-1 Heifsrcn v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+1;

Glenmont L. CO. V. Roy, 126 Fed. 525.

See 17 Harv. L. Rev. 562.

2-3 McMahon v. Davidson, 12—357(232);

Ransier v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+332;

Franklin v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-409, 34+

898; Delude v. St. P. C. -Ry., 55-63, 56+

46].; Tvedt v. Wheeler, 70-161, 72+1062;

Jcnson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3; Thomas

v. Smith. 90-379, 97-!-141; Swanson v.

Oakes, 93-404, 101+949; Jensen v. Com

modore M. Co., 94-53, 101+944; Kohout

v. Newman, 96-61, 104+764. See McLaren

v. Wi'liston, 48-299, 51+373.

Washbnrn, 91-105, 97+733; Pinney v.

King. 98-160, 107+1127; Johnson v. St.

Paul G. Co., 98-512, 108+816; King v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 104-397, 116+918 ; Raitila v. Con

sumers O. Co., 107-91, 119+490; Olson v.

Pike, 107-411, 120+.’-$78; Kronzer v. Spen

cor, 109-392, 124+6.

27 Brown v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-553, 555,

18+834; Neal v. N. P. Ry., 57-365, 369,

59+312.

25 McMahon v. Davidson, 12-357(232).

1" Foster v. Minn. C. Ry., 14—360(277).

30 Brown v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 6+

484.

81 Collins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-31, 14+60;

C‘-onnelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., 38-80, 35+582;

-Swartz v. G. N. Ry., 93-339, 101+504.

2" Abel v. Butler, 66-16, 68+205; Hess v.

Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 68+774; John

son v. Mpls. G. E. 00., 67-141, 69+713;

Hill v. Winston, 73-80, 75+1030; Perraa

v. Booth, 82-191, 84+739; Renlund v. Corn

modore M. Co., 89-41, 93+1057; Borgerson

v. Cook, 91-91, 95, 97+734; Comcrs v.

32 Brown v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-553, 18+

siirraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19+

31ll;-Roberts v. Chi. etc. Ry., 33-218, 224

3&9-(Eonsior v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., as-ass, 31+

515.0150“ v. St. P. etc. Ry., as-117, 35+

82‘l5.Lavallee v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-249, 41+

974; Ling v. St. P. etc. Ry., 50-150, 52l

3288-Ijindvall v. Woods, 41-212, 42+1020.

See Woods v. Lindvall, 48 Fed. 62.
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a ditch and workmen putting curbing in the ditch;“ workmen engaged in

piling lumber and workmen engaged in sortmg and scaling lumber; mem

bers of a crew of section1nen;‘1 members of a crew of men constructing :1

scaffold; “ brakeman and engineer; “ person directing blastmg operations and

the men under him; “ a telegraph lineman and a blastmg crew of a railway

company; *5 workman on street-railway track and motorman; ‘“_workrnen en

gaged in unloading lumber from wagon; 4’ workmen engaged 1n building a

trench; ‘S foreman and member of his crew repa1r1ng cars; “‘ workmen putting

a hose on a locomotive tender; ~"° foreman of railway crew and men under h1m

engaged in tearing down a bridge; 5‘ foreman and workman loadmg heavy

machinery on a wagon; "2 foreman and workmen unloadmg logs; ‘S workmen

who made -a hoist and workmen who operated it; “ foreman unloadmg ma

chinery and servant working near; "5 engineer and pitman operatmg a steam

shovel;““ pressman and helper working on a printing press; ‘" workmen at

saws and rollers in sawmill; *8 foreman and crew operating a derrick; “° fore

man and excavating crew; W a helper or “straw boss” in a machine shop and

a workman."1

STATUTE AS TO RAILWAY FELLOW SERVANTS

5955. Statute constitutional—The statute has been sustained as against the

objection that it is class legislation and in conflict with the fourteenth amend

ment of the federal constitution.“2

5956. Proviso as to new r0ads—The statute is expressly inapplicable to new

roads not open to public travel or use,as and this exception is constitutional.“

5957. Construction of statute—-The statute ““ does not apply to all the ser

vants of a railway company, but only to those who are exposed to the peculiar

hazards incident to the use and operation of railways.““ It is unnecessary that

31* Berquist v. Minneapolis, 42-471, 44+ "0 McCoy v. Northern H. & E. Co., 104

530. 234. 1161-488.

-1° Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 45-235, 47+ 61 Pasco v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 105-132,

785. 117+479.

41 Pearson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-9, 49+302.

42 Marsh v. Herman, 47-537, 50+6l1;

Oelschlegel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 73-327, 76+56.

43 McLaren v. Williston, 48-299, 51+373.

5* Corneilson v. Eastern Ry., 50-23, 52+

2 4.

45 Neal v. N. P. Ry., 57-365, 59+312.

'16 Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

67+l0O6.

-17 Lundberg v. Shevlin, 68-135, 70+1078.

48 Friedrich v. St. Paul, 68-402, 71+387.

40 Holtz v. G. N. Ry., 69-524, 72+805. _

50 Weisal v. Eastern Ry., 79-245, 82+576.

51 O’Niel v. G. N. Ry., 80-27, 82+1086.

51’ Bell v. Lang, 83-228, 86+95.

62 Herrick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-11, 16+

413; Lavallee v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-249,

41+974; Kibbe v. Stevenson, 136 Fed. 147'

63 Schneider v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-68, 43+

783; Moran v. Eastern Ry., 48-46, 50+930;

Kline v. Minn. Iron Co., 93-63, 100+681

"4 Kline v. Minn. Iron Co., 93-63, 100+

681 (aifirmed, 199 U. s. 593). _

M R. L. 1905 § 2042. See Jemnumg_V

G. N. Ry., 96-302, 104-+1079 (rewewmg

all the prior cases).

W Lavallee v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-249, 41+

974; Johnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-222,

45+156; Stelfenson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45—355,

47+1068; Kline v. Minn. Iron Co., 93-'63!“Boyer v- Eastern Ry-, 87-367. 92+326. 100+681; Jemrning v. G. N. Ry., 96-302,

MGittens v. Portcn, 90-512, 97+37S. 104+1079; Kibbe v_ Stevenson, 136 Fed.

55 Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492, 97+ 147. See, for the construction of a, simi

375' lar statute of Iowa, Herrick v. Mpls. etc“uemming "- G- N- Ry-, 96-302, 104+ Ry., 31-11, 16+413; Njus v. cm. etc. Ry.,

47-92, 49+527; and of Wisconsin, Roe Y

Winston, 86-77, 90+122; Benson v. Cb}

etc. Ry., 75-163, 77+798; Benson v. Chm

etc. Ry., 78-303, 80+1050; Britton v. N

P. Ry., 47-340, 50+231; Pope v. G. N. Ry-,

9-1-429, 1031-331.

51 Doerr v. Daily News P. Co., 97-248,

106+1044.

4:;;)Vik v. Red Cliif L. Co., 99-88, 108+

" Berncehe v. Hilliard, 101-366, 112+392.
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the employment of the servant injured and of the servant causing the injury

should be of the. same kind.07 No hard and fast rule or academic definition

can be laid down as to what constitutes a railway hazard. The statute is a

remedial one in favor of railway employees and it is only in exceptional cases

that such an employee can be excluded from its benefits.“ As a general rule

a railroad hazard exists when the work is so intimately connected with the

movement of engines, cars, and trains, as to render it more dangerous for that

reason.“

5958. Who liable under statute—The statute has been held applicable to a

railway company operating a line composed of the lines or tracks of several

different companies; 7° to a private logging railway; " to contractors operating

a railway in repairing the road bed ; *2 to a private mining railway; "3 and to

a receiver.H It is inapplicable to street railways.15

5959. Statute held applicable—'l‘he statute has been held applicable in case

of injury to a sectionman run over by a passing train; 7° to sectionman pushed

off a handcar; " to laborer boarding a construction train;"‘ to sectionman

against whom a handcar was thrown by a passing train; '"’ to wiper in round

house hit by a wire cable; 8° to wiper in roundhouse injured by moving en

gine;“1 to laborer in stockyards required to step from platform to top of

moving freight cars; 5'" to sectionman injured by falling rail; " to brakeman

coupling cars; 8‘ to brakeman boarding train; 85 to sectionman removing hand

car from track ;" to locomotive engineer; " to sectionman hit by stone thrown

from moving engine; “ to fireman; 3” to car cleaner; 9“ to sectionman throwing

iron bars from a car; ‘“ to a wiper cleaning cinders from an engine ;" to a

bridge carpenter, working on a trestle, run into by a car, used in connection

with the work; "3 to sectionman thrown on a crowbar by having a tie on which

he was standing kicked from under him by a fellow servant; 9‘ to sectionman

removing merchandise from wrecked cars for the purpose of clearing tracks for

6" Smith v. St. P. etc. Ry., 44-17, 46+149. TT Steifenson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-355, 47+

68 Tay v. Willmar etc. Ry., 100-131, 110+ 1068.

433; Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107

341, 120+300.

°° Hanson v. N. P. Ry., 108-94, 121+607.

Sec Schocn v. Chi. etc. Ry., 127+433.

‘"1 Moran v. Eastern Ry., 48-46, 50+930.

‘'1 Schus v. Powers, 85-447, 89+68. See

McLaren v. Williston, 48-299, 51+373;

Vukelis v. Virginia L. Co., 107-68, 119+

509; Williams v. Northern L. Co., 113 Fed.

382.

‘I2 Roe v. Winston, 86-77, 90+122 (Wis

consin statute).

‘'3 Kline v. Minn. Iron Co., 93-63, 100+

681; Manwaring v. Drake. 93-497, 101+

1134. 102+1134; Glines v. Oliver, 108-278,

122+161; Papkovich v. Oliver, 109-294I

123+824; Kihbe v. Stevenson, 136 Fed.

147; Mahoniug O. & S. Co. v. Blomfelt,

163 Fed. 827.

‘'4 Mikkelson v. Truesdale, 63-137, 65+

260.

'I~'> Funk v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-435, 63+

1099; Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65

387, 67+-1006. See Lorimer v. St. P. C.

Ry., 48-391, 51+125.

7°9Srnith v. St. P. 80 D. Ry., 44-17, 46+

14 .

" Moran v. Eastern Ry., 48-46, 50+930.

1" Slette v. G. N. Ry., 53-341, 55+137.

8° Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-319, 62+386.

'11 Mikkelson v. Truesdale, 63-137, 65%

260.

51’ Leier v. Minn. etc. Co., 63-203, 65+269.

*3 Blomquist v. G. N. Ry., 65-69, 67+804.

S14Schus v. Powers, 85-447, 89+68; Man

waring '4. Drake, 93-497, 101+1134; Pope

v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+331.

-'45 Roe v. Winston, 86-77, 90+122 (Wis

consin statute).

80 Liudgren v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 86-152, 90+

381; N. P. Ry. v. Behling. 57 Fed. 1037.

B7 Kline v. Minn, Iron Co., 93-63, 100+

681.

5* Swartz v. G. N. Ry., 93-339, 1014-504.

-‘W Schneider v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-68, 43+

783.

90 Mitchell v. N. P. Ry., 70 Fed. 15.

111Njus v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-92, 49+527

(Iowa statute).

"2 Stauning v. G. N. Ry., 88-480, 93+518.

93 Johnson v. G. N. Ry., 104-444, 116+

936.

94 Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-341,

120+300.

II-25
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the movement of traius;‘“ to a laborer unloading rails from a fiat car;”

to an engine inspector in a roundl1ouse.M ‘

5960. Statute held not app1icable—'1‘he statute has been held not appheable

in case of injury to a helper of a boiler-maker _1n railway shops; ‘"3 to laborer

repairing railway bridge; 9“ to seetionman loadmg railway 1l‘OI1 from gropnd

to fiatcar; 1 to laborer in repair shops; 2 to laborer about a steam shovel‘; to

laborer removing lumber of trestle work; ' to laborers gomg to their dmner

on handcar." _ _

5961. Servants of union depot company—-A railway company is liable to

its servants for the negligence of the servants of a union depot company, whose

duty it is to operate the switches and direct the movement of the trams out

of the depot yards. For the occasion, the servants of the depot company be

come the servants of the railway company. A switclnnan, who in the per

formance of his duty is required to ride on his engine while assisting in pulling

a train out of the depot yards, is entitled to recover from his master, the rail

road company, for injuries received by reason of the neghgenee of the depot

company servants in operating a switch.‘

5962. Contributory neg1igence—'1‘he statute does not change the rule as to

the burden of proving contributory negligence.’ _ _

5963. Law and £act—Whether a person was exposed to a railway hazard is

a question of fact for the jury,8 unless the evidence is conclusive.n

ASSUMPTION OF RISK

5964. In general—Ordinary risks—A servant assumes the risks ordinarily

incident to the employment in which he is engaged.”

  

"5 Hanson v. N. P. Ry., 108-94, 121+607.

W Janssen v. G. N. Ry., 109-285, 123+

664.

"1 Hoveland v. Chi. etc. Ry., 125+266.

"8 Lavallee v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-249, 41+

974.

"9 Johnson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-222, 45+

l56. Sce Johnson v. G. N. Ry., 104-444.

1l6+936.

IPearson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-9, 49+302.

2 Holtz v. G. N. Ry., 69-524, 72+805.

BBirmingham v. Duluth etc. Ry., 70-474.

73+409; Weisel v. Eastern Ry., 79-245.

82+570; Jcmming v. G. N. Ry., 96-302,

104+1079.

4 O’Niel v. G. N. Ry., 80-27, 82+]0S6.

5Benson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 78-303, 80‘

l050 (Wisconsin statute).

l‘Flo0dy v. G. N. Ry., 102-81, 112+875,

1081; Floody v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109-228,

l23+815.

TLo1‘imer v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-39], 51+

125.

5Anrlerson v. G. N. Ry., 74-432, TT+240

(sectionman injured by release of track

jack without warning); Kreuzcr v. G. N.

Ry., 83-385, 86+-H3 (sectionman clearing

away a wrecl-1); Tay v. Willmar etc. Ry.,

100-131, l]0+~}33 (seetionmen injured by

fall of rail); Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

107-341, 120 L300 (sectionman repairing

track); Hanson v. N. P. Ry., 108-94, 121+

607 (scctionman removing merchandise

from wrecked cars); Jnnssen v. G. N. Ry..

109-285, 123+664 (laborer unloading rmls

from flat cars).

"See Stunning v. G. N. Ry., 88-480, 93+

518; Johnson v. G. N. Ry., 104-444, 116+

936.

1" Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-465, 16+

358 (bucking snow with two engmes);

Fraker V. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19+349

(removal of damaged cars); Madde_1rV

.\ipls. etc. Ry., 32-303, 20+317 (repanmg

road-bed of railway); Olson v. McM.ullel1.

34-94, 24+31S (excavating—caving 111 of

earth); Kelley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-490»

‘39+1T'.l (handling damaged cars); Ander

son v. Sowle. 37-539, 35+382 (couphng

cars); Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-117

35+?~'66 (running extra trains with snow

ploughs-assumption of risk of such trams

by scctionmcn); Woorls v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

39-435, 40+510 (coupling cars on tres_tle

cars kicked down an incline and weighed

while in motion—-coupled at foot of ID

clinc); Pederson v. Rushford, 41-289, 42+

1063 (excavating—eaving in of earth);

Larson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-423, 45+722

(running extra trains with snow ploughs-—

assumption of risk by sectionmon); Shney

v. Duluth etc. Ry., 46-384, 49+187 (sec

tionnu-n running handcar at night while

returning to their boarding car from neigh

boring village—not on duty—collisioncar standing on track) ; McLaren v. W1ll1s

t0I1. 48-299. 51+373 (coupling cars) ; Berg

quist \'. Chandler, 49-511, 52+136 (min
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5965. Basis of doctrine—The doctrine of assumption of risk is a particular

application of the general principle of the common law embodied in the maxim

volenti non lit injurla. 11; is a manifestation of the strong individualistic ten

dency ol’ the common law, which regards the freedom of individual action as

a basic principle. liach individual is left free to work out his own destinies.

While protecting him from external violence, from imposition and coercion, the

common law does 11ot assume to protect him from the eficcts of his ow11 volun

tary actions. In the common law the obligation to take care of others is not

general. but special. Every o11c is expected to take care of himself, exceptions

excepted. This is the spirit of the common law and of the English race. The

doctrines of assumption of risk and contributory negligence are particular man

ifestations of it.U If a person freely and voluntarily encounters a risk he has

only himself to thank if harm comes."-’ Economic considerations have no

doubt had much to do with shaping and maintaining the doctrine. It has been

felt that any other policy would unduly burden large industrial enterprises.“

The doctrine is sometimes based on the ground of waiver, and sometimes on

the ground of contributory negligence.“ It is often based on implied con

tract,“ but this theory is objectionable.16

5966. Not a form of contributory negligence—Assumption of risk is not

a form or species of contributory negligence. 'l‘he two defences are distinct.11

Assumption of risk negatives the idea of even prima facie liability, while con

tributory negligcnce is an aifirmative defence operating at a later stage to over

come a liability prima facie established. The one is based on deliberation, the

other on inadvertencc. One involves fault, while the other does not.18

5967. To be applied cauti0us1y—It has been said that the doctrine of as

sumption of risk is not i'uvorcd by the courts and ought to be very cautiously

applied.“ Special caution is. needed when the servant is dead and the wit

nesses of the accident uaturalty biased.”

ing); Rutherford v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-237,

59Hi02 (customary practice of running

trains at excessive speed—absence of sig

nals-ussmnption of risk by sectionman);

Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271, 59+192

(lll.); Puffer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 65-350, 68+

39 (switching and coupling cars); Siebor

v. G. N. Ry., 76.-269, 79+95 (bucking snow

with two engines); O’Niel v. G. N. Ry..

80-27, 82+1086 (sectionman removing tres

tlc work—c:mght by bolt in timber);

Klc-tschka. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-238, 83+

133 (sectionman repairing road-bed after

\vashout—ca\'ing in of earth); Kreuzer \'.

G. N. Ry., 83-385, 86+-113 (scctionman

clearing away a rvreck—t‘all of roof oi

car); Sours v. G. N. Ry., 84-230, 87+76li

(railway yardman standing near track to

deliver lantern to conductor of passing

train); Murran v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-470.

90+105(i (sectionrnan clearing snow from

tracks in switchyard-—no one to signal ap

proaching cars) ; Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87

367, 92+326 (unloading poles from fiat

car); \‘\'cxler v. Salisbury, 91-308. 98+!-)5

(hammering iron—dangcr of flying parti

cles); Wiita v. Interstate 1. Co., 103-303.

115+169 (use of fuse to explode dynamite

in mining operations).

11 Prof. Bohlen, 20 Harv. L. Rev. 14, 91;

ltasc v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360;

O’Malcy v. South Boston G. L. Co., 158

Mass. 135; Schlemmer v. Bufl'alo etc. Ry.,

205 U. S. 1; 8 Harv. L. Rev. 459.~

1: Schlemmer v. Buffalo etc. Ry., 205 U.

S. 1.

11! See Walsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-867,

370, 8+145.

H Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

378.

1“ Greene v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

378; Brown \’. Musser, 104-156, 116+218;

St. Louis Cordage Co. v. Miller, 126 Fed.

495.

1" Base v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+

3l(i0. See 5 Columbia L. Rev. 158.

ITRasc v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+

I260 (overru'ing Thompson v. G. N. Ry.,

70-219, 72+962); Choctaw etc. By. v. Mc

Dndc. 191 U. S. 64; Schlemmcr v. Buffalo

etc. Ry., 205 U. S. 1, 16; St. Louis Cord

age Co. v. Miller, 126 Fed. 495; Dempsey

v. Sawyer, 95 Me. 295; Miner \-. Conn.

River Ry., 153 Mass. 398; Bradburn v.

Wabash Ry., 134 Mich. 575; Crookston L.

(‘-0. v. Boutin, 149 Fed. 680; 20 Harv. L.

Rev. 94; 21 Id. 245; 1 Labntt, M. & S.

§ 305; Bigclow, Torts (8 ed.) p. 178.

1fiScc. for an elaboration of these dis

tinctions, 21 Harv. L. Rev. 245.

1" Scharenbroich v. St. Cloud etc. Co., 59

116, 60+1093. There seems no good reu
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5968. At what stage of trial question arises—'l.‘he question of assumption

of risk does not properly arise until the negligence of the master has been

roved.21P 5969. Violations of statutes—Siatutes and ordinances imposing duties on

a master do not abrogate the doctrine of assumption of risk unless expressly

so provided.22 I

5970. Servant must appreciate risk—'l‘he mere fact that a servant is aware

of the existence of a danger or defect does not charge him with assumption of

risk. He is not so chargeable unless he knew and appreciated, or in the exer

cise of ordinary common sense and prudence ought to have known and ap

preciated, the risks to which he was exposed.“ The fact that a seryant was

fearful of danger does not show. as a matter of law, that he apprecmtcd the

risk.24

5971. Age and intelligence of servant—Inasmuch as there is no assu1_nption

of risk unless the servant knows and appreciates the risk, his age, intelhgence.

and experience are determining factors.” In the absence of evidence to the

contrary a person will be presumed to have ordinary intelligence.26 If he has

expert knowledge his conduct is judged accordingly.’1 _

5972. Unsafe methods of business—A servant assumes the risks resultmg

from the unsafe methods of his master in conducting the business if such

methods are, or ought to be, known to him.28 '

 

son why the doctrine should be either fa

vored or disfavored. It should be applied

in a spirit of reasonableness. Since the

question is ordinarily left to the jury there

is no danger of its being harshly applied

against servants. On the contrary the dan

ger is that it will not be applied, when it

ought to be, in favor of masters—espeeially

when they happen to be corporations.

20 Johnson v. Atwood, 101-325, 112+262.

21O’Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 112+

625.

22 Fleming v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-111, 6+

448; Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

67+1006; Seely v. Tennant, 104-354, 116+

648. See § 6000.

21' Russell v. Mpls. ete. Ry., 32-230, 20+

147; Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 24+

311; Robe] v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-84, 27+305;

Craver v. Christian, 36-413, 31+457; Wuo

tilla. v. Duluth L. Co., 37-153, 33+551;

Steen v. St. P. & D. Ry., 37-310, 34+113;

Rolseth v. Smith, 38-14, 35+565; McDon

ald v. Chi. etc. Ry., 41-439, 43+380; Hun

gerford v. Chi. etc. Ry., 41-444, 43+324;

Doy'e v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79, 43+787;

Quick v. Minn. Iron Co., 47-361, 50+244;

Newhart v. St. P. C. Ry., 51-42, 52+983;

Seharenbroieh v. St. Cloud etc. 00., 59

116, 60+1093; Neubauer v. N. P. Ry., 60

130, 61+912; Sneda v. Libera, 65-337, 68+

36; Lund v. Woodworth, 75-501, 78+81;

Stiller v. Bohn, 80-1, 82+981; Christian

son v. N. ‘V. etc. Co., 83-25, 85+826; Gray

v. Comrnutator Co., 85-463, 89+322; Zieg

ler v. Gotzian, 86-290, 90+387; Blom v.

Yellowstone Park Assn., 86-237, 90+397;

Bender v. G. N. Ry., 89-163, 94|-546;

Krumdiek v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-260, 95+

1122; Beruier v. St. Paul G. Co., 92-214,

99+7S8; McGinty v. Waterman, 93-242,

101+300; Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95

375, 104-l-547; Carlin v. Kennedy, 97-141,

106l-340; Frazier v. Lloyd, 98-484, 108+

819; Johnson v. St. Paul G. Co., 98-512.

10S+816; Hendriekson v. Ash, 99-417,

109+830;°Atlas v. Nat. B. Co., 100-30,

l10+250; Hahn v. Plymouth E. Co., 101_—

58, 111+-841; Johnson v. Atwood, 101-320,

112-+262; Wiita v. Interstate 1. Co., 103

303, 115-+169; Balder v. Zenith F. Co.,

103-345, 114+948; Sundvall v. Interstate

I. Co., 104-499, 116+1113; Nustrom' V.

Shenango F. Co., 105-140, 117-l-480; Barley

v. Grand Forks L. Co., 107-192, 119+786;

Rase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360;

Bigum v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107-567, 119+

481; Manks v. Moore, 108-284, 122+5;

Dougherty v. Mpls. S. & M. Co., 126+136;

Peterson v. Merchants’ El. Co., 126+534.

Z4 Pinney v. King, 98-160, 107+1127.

25 \Valsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367, 8+

145; Smith v. VVinona. etc. Ry., 42-87, 90,

43+968; Atlas v. Nat. B. Co., 100-30, 110+

250; Mastey v. Villaume, 104-186, 116+

207; Sundvall v. Interstate I. Co., 104

499, 116+111S; Bigum v. St. Paul etc. C0-,

107-567, 119+481; Bailey v. Grand Forks

L. Co., 107-192, 119+7S6; Spencer v. A]

bert Lea B. & T. Co.. 107-403, 120+-370.

20 Walsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367, 8+

145; Olson v. McMullen. 34-94, 24+318;

Reiter v. Winona etc. Ry., 72-225, 75+

219.

27 Quick v. Minn. Iron Co., 47-361, 50+

244; Spencer v. Albert Lea B. & T. Co.,

107-403. 120+370.

25 Hughes v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-137, 6+

____—________'_——-——

'—"'_‘

_
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5973. Hazardous emp10yments—The doctrine of assumption of risk ap

plies to hazardous as well as to ordinarily safe employrnents.20

5974. Obvious dangers—A servant assumes the risk of dangers and defects

which are or ought to be obvious to one of his experience and intelligence. If

the servant can see and appreciate the danger as well as the master he assumes

the risk.“" ,

5975. Law of gravitation—ln several cases it has been said that a servant

is bound to take notice of the ordinary operation of the law of gravitation and

to govern himself accordingly.In

5976. Gravel-pit cases—Caving in of earth, etc.—In several cases a. servant

has been held to have assumed the risk of earth, sand, or gravel falling or caving

in when undern1ined:“'~’

5977. Extraordinary risks-A servant assumes not only the risks ordinarily

incident to the employment in which he is engaged, but also such extraordinary

risks as he may knowingly and voluntarily encountei-.3-“

5978. Risk of unsafe place in which to work—lt' a servant, before he en

ters a service,knows, or after he has entered it, discovers, that the place in

\\-hicl1 he is required to work is unsafe, and understands, or by the exercise of

ordinary observation ought to understand, the risks to which he is thereby

exposed, and if, notwithstanding such knowledge, he, without objection, and

without any promise on the part of the employer that such defects will be rem

edied, enters or continues in such service, he cannot recover for injuries re

553; Sherman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-259, 25+

593; Woods v. St. P. 8:, D. Ry., 39-435,

401-510; Bengtson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-486,

501531; Sieber v. G. N. Ry., 76-269, 79+

95. See Bergquist v. Chandler Iron Co.,

49-511, 52+136.

29 Woods v. St. P. 8: D. Ry., 39-435, 40+

510; Sours v. G. N. Ry., 84-230, 236, 87+

766; Wexler v. Salisbury, 91-308, 98+95.

-‘*0 Walsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367, 8+

145; Jorgenson v. Smith, 32-79, 19+388;

Olson v. 1\IcMullen, 34-94, 24+318; Ander

son v. Sowle, 37-539, 35+382; Berger v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 39-78, 38+814; Pederson

v. Rushford, 41-289, 42+1063; Larson v.

St. P. & D. Ry., 43-488, 45+1096; Quick

v. Minn. Iron Co., 47-361, 50+244; Mc

Laren v. Williston, 48-299, 51+373; Schlitz

v. Pabst. 57-303, 59+188; Scharenbroich

v. St. Cloud etc. Co., 59-116, 601-1093;

Smith v. Trmnanhauser, 63-98, 65+144;

Anderson v. Nelson, 67-79, fi9+630; Wulfi

v. Wood, 67-423, 70+]-56; Soutar v. Mpls.

etc. Co., 68-18, 7(l+796; Holtz v. G. N.

Ry., 69-524, 72+805; Fay v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

72-192, 75+15; Manley v. Mpls. P. Co.,

76-169, 7S+1050; Boyer v. Eastern Ry.,

87-367, 92+326; Hermann v. Clark. 89

132. 94-1436; Jensen v. Regan, 92-323, 99+

'll26; Hagglund v. St. Ililaire L. Co., 97

94, 106+91; Thorne \'. Mpls. etc. Co., 97

:-:29, 106+253; O’Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101

467, 112+625; Galland v. G. N. Ry., 101-

540, 111+1133; Mattson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

103-239, 114+7-59; De Greif v. N. W. K.

Co., 106-15, 118+55S; Rnse v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 107-260, 120+-360; Spencer v. Albert

Lea B. 8: T. Co., 107-403, 120+370; Eng

lund v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-380, 122+454;

Glenmont L. Co. v. Roy, 126 Fed. 524;

Am. Linseed Co. v. Henis, 141 Fed. 45;

Butler v. Frazee, 211 U. S. 459. See Ko

reis v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449, 122+668

(limitation of rulehrailway servants—

emergen eies) .

11 Walsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367, 8+

145; Olson v. Mehiullen, 34-94, 24+318;

Pedcrson v. Rushford, 41-289, 421-1063;

Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428, 65+914;

Swanson v. G. N. Ry., 68-184, 70+978;

Reiter v. Winona etc. Ry., 72-225, 75+

219; O’Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 112+

625; Tomczek v. Johnson, 125+268.

M Olson v. MeMullen, 34-94, 24-+318;

Pederson v. Rushford, 41-289, 42+1063;

Swanson v. G. N. Ry., 68-184, 70+978;

Reitcr v. Winona etc. Ry., 72-225, 75+2l9;

Klctschka v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 80-238, 83+

133; 0’Ncil v. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 112+

625. See Bergquist v. Minneapolis, 42

471, 44+530; Wolf v. G. N. Ry., 72-435,

75+702; Hill v. Winston, 73-80, 75+1030;

Nicholas v. Burlington etc. Ry., 78-43, 80+

776; Sneda v. Lihera, 65-337, 68+36;

Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428, 65+914.

33 Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-45, 2-H311;

Smith v. Winona etc. Ry., 42-87, 43+968;

Bergquist v. Chandler, 49-511, 52+136;

Snerla v. Libera, 65-337, 343, 68+-36;

O’Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 112+625.

See Johnson v. St. P. ctc. Ry., 43-53, 44+

884; Smith v. Twin City R. T. Co., 102

4. 112+-1001; Clay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-1,

115+949.
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sulting therefrom, but will be deemed to have assumed all the risks of the em—

ployment thus known."

5979. Risk of defective instmmenta1ities—If a servant,_b_efore he_ enters a

service, knows, or afterwards discovers, that the instrumental1t1es_furnished for

his use are defective, and understands, or by the e>_:ercise of ordmary observa

tion ought to understand, the risks to which he is thereby exposed, and If,

notwithstanding such knowledge, he, without objection, and without any prom

ise on the part of the master that such defects will be remedied, enters or con

tinues in such service, he cannot recover for injuries resulting therefrom,will be deemed to have assumed all the risks of the employment thus known.

If a servant is ignorant of defects, and justifiably so, there can be no assumption

of risk.M

5980. Snow and ice—Railway servants in this latitude assume such nsks

as are usually incident to the falling of snow, the forming of ice, and the

removal. of the same from tracks and places where servants are required to

work, when the removal or disposition thereof is done in a reasonable manner,

and with due care for their safety.31

5981. Negligence of master—A servant does not assume the risk of neg

ligence on the

remains in the service with notice.80

part of the master or his vice-principal," unless he enters or

He may generally assume that the master

has discharged or will discharge the duties which the law imposes upon h1In.‘°

But he cannot neglect to exercise ordinary care for his own safety agamst ob

vious dangers, upon the assumption that the master has done l1lS duty.“ _H6

is not bound, however. to exercise reasonable care to discover dangers which

are not obvious.‘2

34 Sherman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-259, 25+

593; Robel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-84, 27+305;

Clapp v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 29+-340;

Wilson v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-326, 33+

908; Woods v. St. P. & D. Ry., 39-435,

40+510; Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79,

43-+787; Quick v. Minn. Iron Co., 47-361,

50+244; Scharenbroich v. St. Cloud etc.

Co., 59-116, 60+1093; Manley v. Mpls. P.

Co., 76-169, 78+1050; Hermann v. Clark,

89-132, 94+436; Dixon v. Union Iron

works, 90-492, 97+375; Bernier v. St. Paul

G. Co., 92-214, 99+788; Hahn v. Plymouth

E. Co., 101-58, 111+841; Samuelson v.

Hcnnepin P. Co., 101-443, 112+537; Lee

v. Wild Rice L. Co., 102-74, 112+887;

Granrus v. Croxton M. Co., 102-325, 113+

693; Kjosnes v. Gray, 102-410, l13+1009;

Whitehead v. Wis. C. Ry., 103-13, 114+

254, 467: Larson v. Haglin, 103-257, 114+

958; Wiitn v. Interstate I. Co., 103-303,

115+169; Clay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-1, 115+

949; Mastey v. Villaume, 104-186, 116+

207; Seely v. Tennant, 104-354, 116+648.

See Borchardt v. People’s Ice Co., 106

134, 118+359.

8“ Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

378; Fleming v. St. P. 6': D. Ry., 27-111,

6+44S; Walsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367,

8+14-3; Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28

110, 9+-579; Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32

303, 20+317; Craver v. Christian, 36-413.

31+-157; Anderson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 39

523, 41+]04; Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42

79, 43+787; Anderson v. Akeley, 47-128,

49+664; McLarcn v. Williston, 48-299, 51+

373; Olmscheid v. Nelson, 66-61, 68+605;

Lally v. Crookston L. Co., 82-407, 85+157;

Bnrtley v. Howell, B2-382, 85+167; RB

herk v. Horne, 85-326, 88+1003; Gray Y.

(‘ommutator Co., 85-463, 89+322; Kern

gan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407, 90+976; Blom

v. Yellowstone Park Assn., 86-237, 901'

397; Swenson v. Osgood, 91-509, 98+645;

Nelson v. Kelso, 91-77, 97+459; Jensen V.

Regan. 92-323, 99+1l26; McGmty V

‘Vaterman, 93-242, 101+300; Dobslotf V

Niohols, 101-267, 112+-218; De Greif V. N.

W. etc. Co., 106-15, 118+55S; Butler V.

Frazee, 211 U. S. 459.

¢*"Dobsloi1‘ v. Nichols, 101-267, 112+218.

37 Lawson v. Truesdale, 60-410, 62+546:

Fay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-192, 75+15; Rifley

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 72-469, 75+704.

3-“ Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-303, 306,

2n+317; Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-489, 446,

49+239; Jensen v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3;

Bcrnier v. St. Paul G. Co., 02-214, 99%

788.

3" See §§ 5973, 5979.

4" See §§ 5881, 5912.

41 Anderson v. Nelson. 67-79, 69+630

*2 Base v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+

360; Norfolk etc. Ry. v. Beckett, 163 F60

~lT9; Johnson v. .\'lcLeml. 127-197.
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5982. Refusal of master to repair defect—If a servant complains to his

master of a defect in an instrumcntality or place of work and the 1naster

refuses to remedy it, tl1e servant assumes the risk if he continues in the service.“

5983. Promise of master to remedy defects—If a servant complains to his

master of a defect in an instrumentality, or place of work, or of the unfitness

of a fellow servant, and the master promises to remedy the defect, the servant

may remain in the service a reasonable time thereafter without assuming the

risk of the defect complained of, unless the danger is so imminent that an

ordinarily prudent man would not remain. Any time is reasonable which does

not preclude a reasonable expectation that the promise will be fulfilled. What

is a reasonable time is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive;

and so is the question whether the danger is so imminent that an ordinarily

prudent man would not remain.H A promise made by a vice‘-principal of the

master will bind the master.“ The promise must be sufiiciently definite and

positive to justify the servant in relying on it.“ When complaining of defec

tive instrumcntalities or machinery to the master, it is unnecessary that the

servant state in exact words that he apprehends danger to himself by reason

of the defects, nor need there be a formal notification that he will leave the

service unless the defects are repaired or remedied. It is sufficient if, from the

circumstances and the conversation, it can be fairly inferred that the servant

is complaining on his own account, and that he was induced to continue in the

service by reason of the promise." The servant may recover though he is aware

not only of the defects, but also of the risks to which they will naturally expose

him.“ He cannot recover if he fails to exercise ordinary care while he re

mains in reliance on the promise, and the degree of care which he is required

to exercise is enhanced by his knowledge of the defects of which he has com

plained." A promise to discontinue the use of an instrumentality has the

same effect as a promise to remedy a defect in it.“° An ordinary promise to

remedy a defect does not go to the extent that the fellow servants of the com

plaining servant will not be guilty of sporadic or occasional acts of negligence.

The liability of the master depends on his failure or neglect to perform one

43 Anderson v. Akeley, 47-128, 49+664; Mfg. Co., 108-413, 122+324; Crookston L.

Manore v. Kilgore, 107-347, l20+340;

Stcnvog v. Minn. T. Ry., 108-199, 121+

903.

“Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

373; Lyberg v. N. P. Ry., 39-15, 38+632;

Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 45+1131;

Ehmcke v. Porter, 45-338, 47+1066; Gib

son v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 55-177, 56+686;

Schlitz v. Pabst, 57-303, 59+18B; Rothen

berger v. N. W. etc. Co., 57-461, 594-531;

Smith v. Backus, 64-447, 67+358; Harris

v. Hewitt, 64-54, 6541085; Vogt v. Hon

stain, 81-174, 83+533; Gray v. Red Lake

Falls L. Co., 85-24, 88+24; Anderson v.

Fielding, 92-42, 99+357; Shalgren v. Red

Cliif L. Co., 95-450, 104+531; Thorne v.

Mpls. G. E. Co., 97-329, 106+253; Antletz

v. Smith, 97-217, 106+517; Bailey v.

Swallow, 98-104, 107+-727; Ludwig v.

Spicer, 99-400, 109+832; Viou v. Brooks,

99-97, 108-e891; Brown v. Musser, 104

156, 116+218; Nicolas v. Albert Lea L.

& P. Co., 107-101, l19+503; Olson v. Pike,

107-411, 120+378; Gruenberg v. Heywood

Co. v. Boutin, 149 Fed. 680; Note, 23 Am.

St. Rep. 385.

45 Ehmcke v. Porter, 45-338, 474-1066

(evidence held not to show that promisor

was a vice-principal) ; Bailey v. Swallow,

98-104. 107+727 (promisor held a vice

principal); Berglund v. Illinois C. Ry.,

109-317. 123+928 (foreman of switching

crew held a vice-principal).

"1 Wilson v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-326, 33+

908; '1‘horne v. Mpls. G. E. Co., 97-329,

106+253. Sco Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174,

83+533.

-" Rothcnberger v. N. W. etc. Co., 57-461,

59+531; Viou v. Brooks, 99-97, l08+891;

Ludwig v. Spicer, 99-400, 109+832.

4" Greene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

378.

"Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 454-1131;

Schlitz v. Pabst. 57-303, 59+188; Gray v.

Red Lake Falls L. Co., 85-24, B8+24;

Shalgren v. Red Cliff L. Co., 95-450. 104+

53]; Williams v. Hcadrick, 159 Fed. 680.

M Schlitz v. Pabst, 57-303, 59+]88.
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of his personal or absolute duties.“ The rule is generally based on an implied

agreement that if the servant remains the risk from the defect complained of

is on the master.‘52
5984. Assurance that repairs have been made——A servant may act without

assuming the risk on an assurance of the master or his vice-principal that a

defect pointed out by the servant has been remedied, when it is not obvious

that the defect has not been remedied.58

5985. Repairs—Assumption as to sufiiciency—Where a master repairs an

instrumentality the servant has a right, within reasonable limits, to act on the

assumption that it is safe:H

5986. Assurance of no danger by superior—A servant assumes the risk of

obvious danger though he is assured by his superior that there is no danger.“

A servant who is assured by the master that the place in which he is about

to do his Work is safe and is directed to proceed with his work, may, within

reasonable limits, defer to the judgment of the master, and rely thereon. The

order and an assurance of safety may properly be considered by the jury, in

connection with the other evidence in determining whether or not the servant

at the time knew and appreciated the risk.“

5987. Assurance of protection—Where a master, or his superintendent or

foreman, directs a servant to do a certain thing, and assures him that he will

protest him from all injury in doing it, the servant does not assume the

risk.

_ 5988. Acting under orders—A servant does not assume the risk of dangers

mmlved in acting in accordance with the direct and specific orders of his

superior, unless they are so great and obvious that a person of ordinary pru—

dence would not incur them under the circumstances.‘58 Where a servant is

subject to the general orders of a general manager or superintendent of the

master, and also subject to the direction of an immediate superior, he is not

necessarily required to disobey the orders of the latter, even though in conflict

with the general orders of the former.“ When we say that a man appreciates

a danger, we mean that he forms a judgment as to the future, and that his judg

ment is right. But if against this judgment is set the judgment of a superior.

one. too, who from the nature of the callings of the two men and of the

super1or’s duty seems likely to make the more accurate forecast, and if to

tlns is added a command to go on with the work and to run the risk, it becomes

a complex question, on the particular circumstances, whether the inferior is

not justified as a prudent man in surrendering his own opinion and obeying

the command. The nature and degree of the danger, the extent of the plain

-'11 Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174, 83+533.

5-2 Greene v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+

.378; Schlitz v. Pabst, 57-303, 59+188;

Brown v. Musser, 104-156, 116+218. See

20 Harv. L. Rev. 91.

J’-3 Nelson v. St. Paul P. Works, 57-43,

Rloigcrs \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 65-308,

4+ ; erri an v. Chi. . .407, 90+976. g etc Ry’ 86~

5* Kjosncs v. Gray, 102-410, 113+1009.

M Galland v. G. N. Ry., 101-540, 111+

1133. See, however, Nustrom v. Shenango

F. Co.. 105-140, 117+-480.

56 An_dcrson v. Pitt 1. M. Co., 103-252

114+9»3; 1a., 108-261, 121+915. Seei

Manks \'. Moore, 108-284, 1221-5.

-"1 Manks v. .\ioore. 108-284. 122+5.

5‘ Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428, 65+

914; Anderson v. G. N. Ry., 95-212, 103+

1021; Hagglnnd v. St. Hilaire L. Co., 97

94, 106+91; Galland v. G. N. Ry., 101-540.

111+1133; Kundar v. Shenango F. 00-‘

102-162, 112+1012; Anderson v. Pitt 1. M.

Co., 103-252, 114+953; Clay v. Chi. etc.

Ry.. 104-1. 115+949; McCoy v. Northern

H. & E. 00., 104-234, 11(s+4ss; Nustrom

V. Shenango F. Co., 105-140, 117+480

Sec Anderson \'. Akeley. 47-128, 49+664;

Manks \'. Moore, 108-284, 122+5.

5° Rndquist v. Empire L. Co., 104-505,

]]fi+]019.
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tiFr"'s appreciation of it, and the exigency of the work, all enter into considera

tion. and no universal rule can be laid down.“

5989. Failure to use safety devices—Where a servant is an expert work

man, and not only knows that a suitable device or shield has been furnished

by the master for the purpose of guarding or covering machinery, but also un

derstands the risks incident to its use in an unguarded condition, he assumes

all risk of injury if he neglects to attach the device so furnished.“

5990. In making repairs-—A servant cannot recover for an injury caused by

a defect he is employed to repair.“2

5991. Overtaxing one’s strength-If a servant overtaxes his strength in

his work the master is not liable for resulting injury.“

5992. Emergencies in railway service~—A railway engineer owes duties to

the public as well as to his master, and may take risks reasonably required by

the service in cases of emergency, without losing his right of action for re

sulting injuries.‘H

5993. Working outside scope of employment—If a servant is injured

while working, without orders, outside the scope of his employment, he cannot

recover from the master.“

5994. Negligence of fellow servants-—One of the risks which a servant as

sumes is the negligence of his fellow servants.“

5995. Minors——A servant who is a minor assumes the risk of the negligence

of his fellow servants.‘H

5996. To whom defence available-The defence of assumption of risk is

not available to a defendant who is not an employer of the person injured.us

5997. Burden of proof-Assumption of risk is a matter of defence and the

burden of proving it is on the defendant.°°

5998. Law and fact-—Whether a servant assumed the risk is a question for

the jury.To unless the evidence is conclusive.Tl
If the risk was clearly incident

to the employment it is error to submit the question to a jury."2

"0 Nustrom v. Shenango F. Co., 105-140,

117+480.

“1 l\‘1BGilIlb_V v. ‘Vaterman, 93-242, 101+

300. See Davidson v. Flour City 0. I.

Works, 107-17, 119+483.

‘$2 Broderick v. St. P. C. Ry., 74-163, 77+

28; Saxton v. N. W. etc. Co., 81-314, 84+

109. See Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32

303, 20+317; Holden v. Gary, 109-59, 122+

1013.

03 Stenvog v. Minn. T. Ry., 108-199, 121+

903.

64 Koreis v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449, 122+

668 (operating temporarily repaired en

gine until reaching next station).

65 Mnllin v. Northern M. Co., 53-29, 55-.

1l15; Voyer v. Dispatch P. Co., 62-393,

6/H1138; Nutzmanu \‘. Ger. L. Ins. Co.,

82-116, 84+730; Green v. Brainerd etc. Ry.,

85-318. 8S+974. See Olson v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 76-149. 7S+975; Holden v. Gary, 109

59. 12211018. See Note, S5 Am. St. Rep.

622.

M See § 5946.

‘*7 Hetferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+-1;

Glenmont L. Co. v. Boy, 126 Fed. 525.

See 17 Harv. L. Rev. 562.

"8 Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375,

104+547.

69 Thompson v. G. N. Ry., 70-219, 72+

962.

70 Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-303, 20+

317; Sherman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-259, 25+

593; Graver v. Christian, 34-397, 26+8;

Id., 36-413, 31+457; Robe] v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

35-84, 27+305: Mullin v. Northern M. Co.,

53-29. 55+1115; Neubauer v. N. P. Ry.,

60-130, 61+912; Rogers v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

e5_30s, 671-1003; Sneda v. Libera, 65-337,

68+36; Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66

79. 6S+774; Holman v. Kempe, 70-422,

73+1S6; Wolf v. G. N. Ry., 72-435, 75+

702; Hill v. Winston, 73-80, 75+1030;

Lund v. VVoodworth, 75-501, 78+81; Sie

bcr v. G. N. Ry.. 76-269, 79+95; Harding

v. Ry. Trans. Co., 80-504. 83+395; Gray

v. Commntator Co., 85-463, 89+322; Schns

v. Powers, 85-447, 89+68; Coonan v. Am.

H. F. Co.. 86-12, 89+1130; Ziegler v. Got

zian, 86-290, 90+387; Walker v. Grand

Forks L. Co., 86-328. 90+573; Kerrigan

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407, 90+976; Dieters

v. St. Paul G. Co., 86-474, 91+15; Lyons

v. Dee, 88-490, 93+899; Ready v. Peavy,

s9-154, 94+-142; Bender v. G. N. Ry., 89
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CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

5999. Degree of care required of servants—Servants are bound to exer

cise ordinary or reasonable care while at their work. If they act as an ordi

narily prudent man would act under the circumstances they cannot be charged

with contributory negligence.T3

upon entering his work. to ascertain the dangers and risks thereof.

It is not the absolute duty of the servant.

The

measure of his duty is ordinary or reasonable care.'H _

6000. Effect of statutes—Statutes imposing duties on masters do not ab

rogate the doctrine of contributory negligence unless they expressly so pro

vide.75

6001. Sudden emergency—Distracting circumstances-—('as_cs are cited

below involving the effect of a sudden emergency and distracting circumstances

upon the question of contributory negligence in this connect1on.'° The sub

ject is treated more fully elsewhere."

6002. Wilful or wanton injury—Cases are cited below involving wilful or

wanton injury.723 The subject is more fully treated elsewhere."

6003. Drunkenness—A drunken person receiving injuries by reason of the

negligence of another is not, for that reason, as a matter of law, precluded from

recovery, but his mental condition, so far as it affects the exercise of care

on his part, is a question of fact to be considered by the jury.“0

6004. Assumption as to conduct of others—It is not negligent for a ser

vant to act, within reasonable limits, on the assumption that others will exerc1se

ordinary care in the performance of their duties.”1

discharge of his duties, is required to occupy places of danger, he may, 01

163, 94+546; Spoonick v. Backus, 89-354,

94+1079; Vant Hul v. G. N. Ry., 90-329,

96+789; Bredeson‘v. Smith, 91-317, 97+

977; Bernier v. St. Paul G. Co., 92-214,

994-788; Hendricks v. Lesure L. Co., 92

318, 99+1125; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 92

470, 100+218; Jensen v. Commodore M.

Co., 94-53, 101+944; Merrill v. Pike, 94

186, 102+393; Fry v. G. N. Ry., 95-87,

103+7-33; Anderson \'. G. N. Ry., 95-212,

103+1021; Barrett v. Reardon, 95-425,

104+309; Carlin v. Kennedy, 97-141, 106+

340; Antletz v. Smith. 97-217, 106+517;

Pinney v. King, 98-100. 107+11‘-.17; Fra

zier v. Lloyd, 98-484, 108+819; Johnson

v. St. Paul G. Co., 98-512, 10>"-+816; Hen

drickson v. Ash, 99-417, 109+830; Atlas \'.

Nat. B. Co., 100-30, 110+250; Caron v.

Powers, 100-341, 111+152; Johnson v. At

wood, 101—325, 112+262; Lee v. Wild Rice

L. Co., 102-74, 112+887; Rudquist v. Em

pire L. Co., 104-505, 1161-1019; Snnrlvall

v. Interstate I. (‘o., 104-499, 1161-1118;

Nustrom v. Shenango F. Co., 105-140, 117+

480; Choctaw etc. Ry. v. .\lcDade. 191 U.

S. 64.

‘'1 O’Neil v. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 1121-625;

Mattson v. Chi. etc. 103-239. 114+

759; Mnnore \'. Kilgorc, 107-347. 120+

340; Spencer v. Albert Lea B. S; T. Co.,

107-403, 120+370; Englund \‘. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 108-380, 122+45-4; Butlcr v. Frazee,

211 U. S. 459.

7'-’ Morse v. Mpls. etc. R_v.. 30-465, 10+
358.

"3 Hefferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 474, 48+

1; Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-439, 49+239;

Britton v. N. P. Ry., 47-340, 50+231;

‘V1110’ v. \Vood, 67-423, 245, 70+156;

Sours v. G. N. Ry., 84-230, 87+766.

7* Holman v. Kempe, 70-422. 73+186.

1-5 Akers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540, 60+669;

Anderson v. Nelson, 67-79, 69-}-630; Soptar

\'. Mpls. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+796; Turrlttln

\'. (lhi. etc. Ry., 95-408, 104+225; Seely

v. Tennant, 104-354, 116+-648; Schlcrnmcr

\'. Buffalo etc. Ry., 205 U. S. 1, 15. _

7“ Delude v. St. P. (‘. Ry., 55-63, 56+

461; Corbin v. Winona etc. Ry., 64-185.

6(i+271; Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75-61, 77+

541; Winczcwski v. Winona & W. R)"; 30" .

245, S3+1-39; Dolson \'. Dunharn, 96-227,

l04+964; Raasch v. Elite L. Co., 98-357,

365, l08+477; Arko v. Shenuugo F. Co..

107—220, 119+-789; Spencer v. Albert Lea

B. & '1‘. Co., 107-403, 120+370. '

T? Sec § 7020. _

78 Evarts v. St. P. etc. Ry., 56-141. 51+

459; Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271, 59+

192; Guthrie v. G. N. Ry., 76-277, 79+107;

lVlcGillis \'. Duluth etc. Ry., 95-363, 104+

231; Hjelm v. Western G. (1. Co.. 954-222

1OS+803.

70 See § 7036.

-“I Lyons \'. Dee, SS-490.

§ 7028.

81Setterstron~. \'. Bruincrd etc. R,v.. 59

262, ees, a4+ss2.

931-899. See

When a yardmaster, in the.
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regulating his conduct, rely upon the custom of the railway company in the

movement of its trains and engines.“ It is not negligent for a railway ser

vant to rely, within reasonable limits, on warnings and signals, given in ac

cordance with the rules oi’ the company or custom, for the protection of those

working upon or about the tracks." In the operation of railway trains, where

the company’s rules charge both the conductor and engineer with the control

and management of their trains. if one assumes to attend to an act within

their common line of duties, which act may be performed by one, the other

may rely upon the presumption that such act was properl-y performed.“

6005. Assumption of compliance with rules-—It is not negligent for a

servant to act, within reasonable limits, on the assumption that fellow servants

have complied with the rules of the master, at least where a disregard of the

rules is not habitual.”

6006. Express promise to warn—A servant may act, within reasonable lim

its, on an express promise of his- superior to give him warning of a danger,

without being chargeable with contributory negligence.“

6007. Obeying orders of superior—A servant is not excused from exercis

ing ordinary or reasonable care by simply obeying the orders of his superior,87

but in determining whether a servant has been guilty of contributory negligence

it is permissible to take into consideration the orders and directions of those

in authority over him.“8

6008. Taking position of danger unnecessarily—A servant who voluntarily

takes a position of danger in his work, when a position of safety is reasonably

available, is generally chargeable with negligence.“

6009. Failure to give notice of dangerous position—If a servant places

himself in a dangerous position and fails to notify fellow servants who are

likely to injure him, if ignorant of his position, he is negligent.”

6010. Failure to make repairs-—Where by a rule of the master servants were

required either to report or repair defects and a servant had reported a defect

and been assured that it would be repaired, it was held that he was not

negligent in continuing to use the instrumentality though he might have re

paired it himself."1

6011. Disregarding warnings—If a servant disregards warnings a.nd un

necessarily remains in or assumes a position of danger he is negligent.Dz

6012. Disregarding instructions as to appliances—Where a master,fur

nishes his servant appliances to do the work in hand, and directs him how to use

them, and warns him of the danger of using them in a different manner, and

the servant. in disregard of such directions and warnings, and without any

"'-’(‘-rahnzn v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-49, 103k 766; 1d., 88-504, 93+517; Wilkinson v.

714.

F3 Glines v. Oliver, 108-278, 1221-161.

5* Merritt v. G. N. Ry., 81-496, 8-H321.

“5 Merritt v. G. N. R-y., 81-496. 8-H321;

Glines v. Oliver, 108-278. 122-l-161.

W Larson v. Hnglin, 103-257. ]l-i+95S.

-57 Smith v. St. P. & D. R-_v.. 51-86, 52+

1068; Kundar v. Shenango F. Co., 102-162,

112+1012; Haidukovich v. Shenango F. Co.,

106-230. 1l$+1017. See Slette v. G. N.

Ry., 53-341, 55-i137.

"9 Hnidukovich v. Shenango F. ('11.. 106

230, 118-+1017.

""Rutl1crford \'. (‘lri. etc. Ry., 57-237,

59+302; Roskoyek v. St. P. & D. Ry., 76

28, 781-872; Guthrie v. G. N. li_v.. 76-277,

79+l07; Sours V. (1. N. R_\’.. 84-230, 87+

Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-300, 117+611; Bean \'.

Keller, 107-162, 119+801; Spencer v. Al‘

bert Lee B. & T. Co., 107-403, ]20+370.

See McCarthy v. Lehigh Valley T. Co.. 48-

533. 51+480; Sunllvall v. Interstate I. Co.,

104-499, 1161-1118; Engler v. Ln Crosso

D. Co., 105-74. 117+242; Hawkins v. o.

N. R_v.. 107-245. l19+1l)T0.

9" Clenry \'. l)nkota P. Co., 71-150, 73»

717; Id., 76-495. 79+-1'11; Wilkinson \'.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-300, 117+611.

"1 Gibson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 55—l7T_ .-‘an

686.

112Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works. 48-99.

109, 50+]026: McCarthy v. Lehigh Valley

T. (‘o., 48-533, 511-180.
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necessity for so doing, uses the appliances in the manner in which he was told

not to use them, and’ he is thereby injured, he cannot recover.’”"‘ If a servant

is informed of a particular danger and of the proper precautions to avoid it,

it is no justification or excuse for a negligent exposure of himself to that dan

ger, or for a negligent omission of such proper precautions, that he may not

have realized the full magnitude of the injury to lnrnself which was liable to

result from such negligence.“ ‘

6013. Failure to use safety app1iances—A servant who fails to use proper

appliances furnished by the master for his protection and who is injured in

consequence is guilty of contributory negligence.” I

6014. Failure to observe rules or orders of master—A servant 1s generally

bound to obey implicitly all reasonable rules or orders of l1lS master of which

he has notice. If he is injured while acting in violation of such a rule or

order, and his disobedience is the proximate cause of his injury, he cannot, as

a general rule, recover from the master. His disobedience is held to constitute

contributory negligence as a matter of law.M If obedience to a general rule or

order is rendered impossible by other and inconsistent orders and duties up

posed by the master, the servant is not guilty of contributor-y negligenceiln

disobeying the general rule.“ A servant is not bound to obey a r11le_Wh1ch

has never been properly published or brought to his attention or which the

master has habitually neglected to enforce." No rule will justify an engineer

in rushing into imminent danger.09 It is not negligent to disobey 8 rule

which is impracticable under the circumstances.1 A rule of a railway company

to the effect that all trains must approach terminals, the ends of double tracks

junctions, railway crossings at grade, and drawbridges prepared to stop, and

n1ust not proceed until switches or signals are seen to be right or the tracks

seen to be clear, has been held not by its terms to require an engineer, in charge

of a switch engine upon a cross-over track, to stop his engine in the clear of

a main track until the switch light l1as been turned.2 I

6015. Coupling cars—It is not negligent as a matter of law, under all cu;

cumstances, for a brakeman to go between moving cars to uncouple them;

or to walk on the truck in front of a moving car to couple it to a stationary

“3 Carlson \'. Marston. 68-400, 71+39S;

\Vulfl:' v. Wood. 67-423. 70+156.

"4 Truntle v. North Star etc. Co., 57-52,

584832.

"5 MeGint.y v. \Vnternmn, 93-242, 101+

300; Wulfl‘ v. Wood, 67-423, 70+156. See

Johnson v. St, Paul G. Co., 08-512, 108+

S16; Chittick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 88-11, 92+

462.

1'6 McCarthy \'. Lehigh Valley T. Co., 48

533, 51+480; Merritt v. G. N. Ry., 81-496,

84+321; Green v. Brniuerd etc. By, 85

318, S8+97-1; Kcrrignn v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

S6-407, 90+97G (disobedience held not

proximate cause of injury); Nordquist. v.

G. N. Ry., S9-485, 95+322; Scott v. East

ern Ry., 90-135, 9-"H9192: Le Due v. N. P.

Ry., 92-287, l00+l08; Ellington v. G. N.

Ry., 92-470, l00+2l8; Burris v. l\lpls. etc.

Ry., 95-30. l03+7lT; 'l‘urrittin v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 95-40$. 104+225; Elmgren v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 102-41. 112+1067. Sec Christinnson

\'. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94, 96. 694-(£40; Willard

\'. Iowa C. Ry., 108-304, ]22+169 (evi~

deuce held to sustain finding that engineer

was not negligent in construing certam or

ders as giving him the right of way);

Dwyer Y. N. P. Ry., 106-281, 118+1020;

Steele \‘. G. N. Ry., 12-H978 (conductor

negligent in failing to place trammen on

leading car of train being pushed by 8"‘

gine).

9" Hall ‘v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 46-439, 49+239;

Macbren v. G. N. Ry., 98-375. 107+951;

Searfoss v. Chi. etc. Ry., 106-490, 119+6(j.

See Rudquist v. E1npire L. Co., 104-500,

116+1O19.

"5 Fir)’ v. Mp1s. etc. By. 30-231, 15+241:

Anderson v. G. N. Ry.. 102-355, 113+9l3i

Sprague v. \Vis. C. Ry._ 104-58, 1164-104;

Fitzgerald v. Tuternational F. '1‘._(‘-0-, 104'

138, 116+475; Berglund v. Illinois C. Ry.,

109-317, 12-‘H928. _

9" Sweeney v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-103, 22+

289.

1 Turrittin V. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-408, 104+

225.

'-‘Dwyer v. N. P. Ry., 106—"Sl, 1l8+1020.

3Turrittin v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-408, 104+

225.
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car; 4 or to open a coupler on a moving car instead of on a stationary one; ~"

or to stand with his back to an approaching car; “ or to stand in front of a

bumper; 7 or to go between moving cars to ascertain the trouble with a de

fective coupler.8 It is negligent for a brakeman to go between cars to un

couple them when a lever in good condition is available.” A disregard of a

reasonable rule of the company as to coupling charges the servant with con

tributory negligence unless the rule is customarily disregarded with the knowl

edge of the master or the circumstances render the rule impracticable.10

6016. Miscellaneous cases involving contributory negligence-—Cases are

cited below involving questions of contributory negligence under particular cir

cumstances.11

4 Rifley v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 72-469, 75+704;

Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75-61, 77+541. See

Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+;-"531.

5Clrittick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 88-11, 92+

462.

"Rahman v. Minn. etc. Ry., 43-42, 44+

522.

TI-looper v. G. N. Ry., 80-400, 831-440.

“Sprague v. Wis. C. Ry., 104-58, 116+

104.

°(!hittick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 88-11, 92+

462.

Hl'1‘urrittin v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-408, 104+

225; Sprague v. Wis. C. Ry., 104-58, 116+

104.

11 Sweeney v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-153, 22+

289 (engineer running at unsafe speed

with knowledge of washouts); Craver v.

Christian, 34-397, 26+8; Id., 36-413, 31+

457 (working about unguarded machin

ery); Robe] v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-84, 27+305

(brakeman descending from car hit by ob

ject near track); Ludwig v. Pillsbury, 35

256. 28+505 (boy thirteen years old ex

tending head outside of elevator); Barbo

\-. Bassett. 35-485, 29+198 (assistant to

edger in sawmill—hand caught in uncov

ered cogs of roller); Kelley v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 35-490, 25+173 (standing on a rail

way track and mounting an approaching

car by stepping on the brakebeam and

seizing the brake-staff); Wuotilla v. Du

luth L. Co., 37-153, 33+551 (off-bearer in

sawmill—clothes caught in gearing of

r0llers—working about uncovered machin

ery); Oleson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-412, 38+

353 (two workmen going under car when

one ought to have stood on guard);

Eichelcr v. 1-Ianggi, 40-263, 41+975 (skilled

mechanic failing to observe condition of

table connected with circular saw); So

bicski v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-169, 42+863

(switchman running upon track within

station grounds); McDonald v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 41-439, 43+380 (servant operating

railway turntable); Rahman v. Minn. etc.

Ry., 43-42. 44-+522 (wiper in roundhouse

coupling cars); James v. N. P. Ry., 46

168, 48+783 (switchman riding on front

foot board of engine); Britton v. N. P.

Ry., 47-340, 50-231 (seetionman remov

ing handear from track to avoid approach

ing train); Jennings v. Iron Bay Co., 47

111, 491-685 (carpenter failing to observe

projecting plank on scaffold); McCarthy

v. Lehigh Valley T. Co., 48-533, 514-180

(laborer standing under open hatchway of

vessel through which freight was being

lowered); Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works,

48-99, 50+1026 (attempting to adjust belt

to pulley with a stick); Smith v. St. P.

& D. Ry., 51-86, 52+1068 (sectionman re

moving handcar from track to avoid ap

proaching train); Flanders v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

51-193, 53+544 (brakeman while descend

ing from car struck by building near

track); Mullin v. Northern M. Co., 53-29,

55+1115 (repairer in sawmill working

near unguarded machinery—adjus1:ing

chain while machinery in motion); Slette

v. G. N. Ry., 53-341, 55+137 (sectionman

obeying orders of boss—failure to take

handcar from track to avoid approaching

train); Truntle v. North Star etc. Co., 57

52. 58-+832 (boy fifteen years old-arm

caught in rollers of carding machine);

Rutherford v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-237, 59+

302 (sectionman unnecessarily on track

run over by train); Grofl’ v. Duluth etc.

Co., 58-333, 59+1049 (oiler of machinery

using ladder placed by him in an unsafe

place); Lawson v. Truesdale, 60-410, 62+

546 (switchman boarding moving cars);

Moody v. Smith, 64-524, 67+633 (jointer

in sash factory); Barg v. Bousfield, 65

355, 68+45 (boy taking refuse from near

saw in factory); Sneda v. Libera, 65-337,

68+36 (removal of braces in excavation for

cistern); Olmscheid v. Nclsod, 66-61, 68+

605 (boy seventeen years old operating

bolting or cut-ofl‘ saw); Wultf v. Wood,

67-423, 70+156 (operator of circular saw) ;

Christianson v. (‘.hi. etc. Ry., 67-94, 69+

640 (scctionman falling from handcar);

Anderson v. Nelson, 67-79. 69+630 (knot

sawyer or shingle grader in sawmill in

jured while removing refuse from elevator

box); Carlson v. Marston, 68-400, 71+39S

(loading logs from skidways upon sleds—

grab hook improperly fastened into swamp

chain); Pruke v. South Park ctc. Co., 65

305, 71+276 (putting belt on overhead

pulley—sleeve caught in belt); Closson v.

Oakes, 69-67, 71-+915 (opcmng freight car
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door-—falling from car); Holtz v. G. N.

Ry., 69-524. 72+805 (working under car

through the floor of which bolts were be

ing drivcn—head struck by bolt); Cleary

v. Dakota P. Co., 71-150, 73+717 (enter

ing hog-scraping machine to dislodge hog

without notifying operators of machine—

ignorance of change of signals); Rosko

yok v. St. P. &- D. Ry., 76-28, 78+872 (sec

tionnmu run over by passing train while

he was unnecessarily in place of danger

with knowledge of frequently passing

trains); Guthrie v. G. N. Ry., 76-277, 79+

107 (brakeman after giving engineer sig

nal to back ran near track); Winczewski

v. Winona & W. Ry.. 80-245. 83+159 (col

lision between train and handear—-train

ahead of timc—sectionmau working hand

car with back to approaching train—at

tempt to get handcar off of track); Jams

zeski v. Osgood, 80-393, 83+389 (operator

of unguarded revolving cylinder with

knives); Hitchcock v. Ry. Trans. Co., 81

352, 84+42 (switchman mounting ladder on

freight car struck by object near track);

Merritt v. G. N. Ry., 81-496, 84+321 (en

gineer of extra train running into station

without having train under control—colli

sion with train standing at station-viola

tion of rules) ; Bischofl? v. St. Paul B. Assn.,

82-105, 84+731 (engineer of stationary en

gine taking off a pipe and allowing steam

to escape by which he was burned); Per

ras v. Booth, 82-191, 84+739 (removing

goods from car to freight elevator—ele

vator shifted without notice to workman) ;

Sours v. G. N. Ry., 84-230, 87+766; Id..

‘S8-504, 93+517 (yardman in railway grav

ity yard standing near track hit by pass

ing truin—duty to look); Parker v. Pine

Tree L. Co., 85-13, 88+261; Id., 89-500,

‘95+323 (working on trimmer in sawmill);

Attix \'. Minn. S. Co.. 85-142. 881-436

(raising stone by derrick in quarry);

Torske \'. (lom. L. (‘o., 86-276. 90+-532

(boy fifteen years old working about u

moldcr); Kerrigun v. (‘hi. vie. Ry., 86

407, 90+976 (fireznan using step on lOl‘u

motive); Roe v. Winston. 86-77. 90+122

(brakeman going between moving train

and stationary ears to climb upon his

train); Walker \'. Grund Forks l.. Co., 86

328, 90+573 (oiler in sawmill—ieg caught

in wheel in logchain gearing); .\1urran v.

Chi. etc. Ry.. 86-470, 9()+HI56 (section

man clearing trucks in switching yards of

snow while switching was going on—fail

ure to keep wutch—stooping with back to

approaching ear); Klages v. Gillette, 86

458, 90+1116 (pushing loose part of 21

derrick cable. charged with electricity.

from the open street into the gutter);

Dieters V. St. Paul G. (‘o._ 86-47-1, 91+-15

(Opening trap doors in sidewalk): Lyons

v. Dee, S8—490, 93+899 (falling down ele

vator shaft—clcvator shifted without no

tice to elevator boy); -“ltaunin;_r v. (1. \'

Ry.. 88-480, 93+518 (engine wiper remov

ing cinders from engine); Ready v. Pcavy

El. ('o.. 89-154, 94+442 (carpenter working

in grain elevator caught in revolving line

shaft); Setterstrom v. Brainerd etc. Ry..

$9-262. 94+882 (ear scrubber scrubbing

during switching operations); Krumdick v.

(Yhi. etc. Ry.. 90-260. 95+1122 (brakeman

thrown from freight car by violent colli

sion between two parts of train); Braailat

v. Mpls. etc. Co., 90-367, 96+920 (going

into grain elevator pit to clear cloggmg

elothes caught in revolving shaft); Brede~

son v. Smith, 91-317, 97+977 (boy eight

een years old working about saw in saw

mill); Swenson v. Osgood, 91-509, 98+

645 (operator of planer and matcher stoop

ing over machine to adjust it without

stopping it); Bernier v. St. Paul _G. _CO..

92-21-1. 99+7S8 (painter of electric hght

poles receiving shock from wires); ‘Le Duc

v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+108 (switcliman

falling from engine because of defective

footbonrd); Hendricks v. Lesure L._Co.,

92-318, 99+1l25 (tail sawyer in sawmill);

Jensen v. Regan, 92-323, 99+1126 (remov

ing tablecloth from rolls of laundry man

gle): Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 92-470, 100+

218 (fireman falling from engine because

of defective running board); Swartz V.

G. N. Ry.. 93-339, l01+504 (sectionman

hit by stone thrown by fireman from mov

ing engine); Haidt v. Swift, 94-146, 102+

388 (standing on ladder while cleaning

vat); .\lerrill v. Pike, 94-186. 1021393

(handling joist); Hebert v. Interstate

Iron (‘o., 94-257. 102+451 (falling 111110

ditch); Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+

331 (switchnnm crossing track in front of

moving ears to adjust switch beyond);

(‘lrahani v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-49, 103+-714

(yardmaster struck by passing engme

while walking on platform to switch shanty

near track); (‘1:nphell v. Ry. Trans. Co..

95-375, 1U4+547 (brakeman descendnn:

from freight car hit by board projecting

from top of car on phra1‘el track); B_flT'

rett \'. Reardon, 95-425, 104+309 (tearing

down building—throwing boards over Bide

—floor giving way); Hagerty v. St. Paul

B. Co., 98-502, 108+278 (boy sixteen yearS

old operating a brick pressing maclnne);

Johnson v. St. Paul (1. Co., 98-512, 1113+

816 (working in trench for gas mains

without proper guards about trench);

Hendriekson v. Ash, 99-417, 109+83(1

(working about rollers in sawmill); CIITOII

v. Powers, 100-341, 111+152 (fall of logs

from skids); llahn v. Plymouth E. (‘o..

101-53. 111+84l (attempting to throw 111'

hand a moving belt); Strand v. G. N. R.“

](]1—S5, l11+958 (using a defective loco

motive); l-‘loan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 101-113.

111+957 (working about railway tracks-—

failure to look and listen for trains):

Dobslofi‘ v. Nichols, 101-267, 112+21-9

(moving lath stock from a conveyor);
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6017. Injuries to railway emp1oyees—Injurics received in coupling or un

coupling cars; '2 injuries to scctionmen; *3 brukcmcn hit by obstacle near track

Johnson v. Atwood, 101-325, 112+262 (op

erating an edger in a suwnrill); Elmgrcn

v. l_.‘hi. ctc.. Ry., 102-41, 112+1067 (fireman

disregarding signals and not informing

cngiuccr); Lcc \'. VVild Rice L. Co., 102

74. 112+S87 (stopping on brace over ma

--hincry) ; l\'und:lr v. Shcnango F. Co.. 102

162, 112+1012 (descending mine in a buck

rt); Goss v. (loss, 102-346, 113+690 (foot

caught in corduroy road); Anderson v. G.

N. Ry., 102-355, 113+913 (repairing car

on “rip” track—failurc to post signal

flag); Kjosncs v. Gray, 102-410. 11,3+1009

(using defective dump car in stone quar

ry); Baldcr v. Zenith F. Co.. 103-345,

114-+948 (breaking crust of coal in a bin) ;

Larson v. Haglin. 103-257. 114+958 (plas

tering in elevator shaft); Mastey v. Vil

Inumc, 104-186. 116+'207 (cleaning out

sawdust basin under ripsuiv); Fitzgerald

v. International F. T. Co.. 104-138, 116+

475 (operating flax 1111-16111118); Jelinck v.

St. Paul C. Ry., 104-249. 116+-480 (greas

ing a street car from :1 pit underneath

it); Secly v. Tennant, 104-354, 116+648

(throwing bclt over pulley); (‘lay v. Chi.

ctc. Ry.. 104-1. 1l5+949 (brakcman riding

on side of freight car past station plat

form); Rudquist v. Empire L. Co., 104

505. 116+1019 (going between a car loaded

with logs and holding a pole against the

end of a log so that it might be pushed

into plncc by backing an engine against

the pole); Sundvall v. Interstate I. Co.,

104-409. 116+ll18 (standing on track of

tram railway in mine for the purpose of

mounting an approaching car by stepping

on its running board); Eng'cr v. La

(‘rossc D. (‘o.. 105-74, 117+242 (taking

unncccssnry position of danger under

buckcts in repairing a ditching machine);

Xustrom v. Shcnango 1". Co., 105-140, 117+

430 (blnsting—going back to place of

blasting too soon after explosion); \\'il

kinson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-300, 11.74-(ill

(cleaning out nsh pan under locomotive);

Rorchardt v. People’s Icc Co., 100-134.

llS+-359 (taking ice from car with knowl

edge of :1 hole in the floor of thc car);

.ll!111'llll(O\'l(‘ll v. Shcnango 1'‘. ($0.. 100-2510,

118+1017 (picking at wall of drift in iron

urine); Dwyer v. N. P. Ry.. 106-291. 11%

1020 (cnginccr obcying lantern signal of

hcnd switchman to advance toward :1 switch

on :1 main outgoing truck without waiting

for the switch light to be turned); Put

tcrson v. i\l'cl('hior. 106-437, 1101402 (pull

ing sideways with team on :1 ditching cu

blc); Miller v. Mpls. ctc. Ry., 106-499.

1194218 (running :1 vclocipcde on railway

trucks); Waligorn v. St. Paul F. Co.. 107

554. 119+395 (operating air hoist); Ja

cobson v. Merrill, 107-74, 119+510 (operat

ing lath machine—sitting on cradle attach

mcnt); Bailey v. Grand Forks L. Co.,

107-102, 119+7S6 (operator of jump saw

in sawmill going on platform); Arko

v. Shcnango F. Co., 107-220, 119+789

(attempting to stop loaded ore car

in iron mine with a pinch bar); Bean

v. Keller, 107-162, 119+801 (attempt

-ing to oil machine from wrong posi

tion); Hawkins v. G. N. Ry., 107-245,

1194-1070 (car repairer passing between

cars on repair tracks); Spencer v. Albert

Lea B. & '1‘. Co.. 107-403, 120+370 (taking

unsafe place to grease :1 revolving belt);

i\lcl)on:1ld v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 1.08-4, 120+

1023 (cnginccr failing to take his train

00‘ the main track at :1 station in time for

passing train); Murtinson v. N. P. Ry.,

107-495, 120+1086 (laborer riding on pilot

of cnginc—jumping oif and upon a paral

lel truck); -.\l:1gliani v. Minn. T. Ry., 108

149. 12l+635 (scctionmau ofl‘ duty walk

ing through switching yards without

watching for moving cars); Glines v.

()livcr T. M. Co.. 108-278, 122+161 (con

ductor stepping on adjoining track to see

whether there wcrc lights on his train).

1'-‘Le (‘lair v. l*‘irst Div. ctc. Ry., 20-9

(1) (coupling engine and car—car too low

to make adjustment); Hughes v. \Vin0nu

ctc. Ry., 27-137, (H553 (slipping on wet

ashes from fire box of locomotive); Fay

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-231, 15+241 (defect

ive car from another road); Fraker v. St.

nul ctc. Ry., 32-54. 19-L349 (unsafe coup

lcrs); Russell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-230,

20+1-47 (id.); Ticrncy v. Mpls. etc. Ry..

33-311. 23+229 (couplers of different

heights and p:ittcrns—:issumption of risk

—druwbar of box car in dcfcctivc condi

tion-—druwbur of flat car overriding draw

bur of box car); Sherman v. Chi. etc. R_v..

34-259, 254593 (foot caught in frog);

Wilson v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-326. 33+9()S

(foot caught in or under frog—attcmpt1ng

to nncouplc cars in motion); Franklin. v.

Winona ctc. Ry., 37-409, 344898 (stepping

into uncovcrcd culvert); Anderson v.

Sowlc. 37-539, 354382 (servant of clcvutor

compuny-—instructcd to couple with stick

—haud caught between bumpers); Woods

v. St. P. & I). Ry., 39-435. 40+-510 (coup

ling cars on :1 trcst!e—cars kicked ‘down

an inclinc and weighed while in motion);

Hungcrford v. (‘h'i. etc. R_\'.. 41-444. 43+

324 (tender with goose-ucck draft iron);

Dovlc v. St. P. ctc. Ry., 42-79, 43+7S_7

(foot caught under ruil—cluim that rad

was worn out and splintered); Rahman v.
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Minn. etc. Ry., 43-42, 44-+522 (wiper with

out experience or instructions—standing

with back to approaching locomotive-em

gineer backing without signal); Stewart

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-268, 45+431 (engineer

acting without signal); McKnight v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 44-141, 46+294 (defect in draught

iron or draw-he-ad—driving engine against

ear with sudden impulse); McLaren v.

Williston, 48-299, 51+373 (cars of unequal

height making adjustment of couplers

difiicult—a.ssumption of risk); Ellison v.

Truesdale, 49-240, 51+918 (uncoupling

moving cars in nighttime—theory that ac

cident was caused by stepping into a shal

low hole held mere conjecture); Bohan v.

St. P. & D. Ry., 49-488, 524-133 (foot

caught in frog); Delude v. St. P. C. Ry.,

55-63, 56+-161 (coupling street cars-—

couplers defective—lateral springs holding

rlrawbar in place missing or broken);

Leonard v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 63-489, 65+1084

(pilot coupling—-engine not properly

handled—signals—grade); Corbin v. Wi

nona etc. Ry., 64-185, 66+271 (flat car

loaded with rails projecting beyond end

of car—contributory negligence); Pufier

v. C‘-hi. etc. Ry., 65-350, 68+39 (brakeman

standing on footboard of engine-hand

caught between bumper of Janney coupler

and nigger head of engine-—sudden jerk

ing movement of engine threw brakeman

forward on coupler); Wood v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 66-49, 68+462 (attempting to un

couple engine and car while train in mo

tion——pin sticking-collision between two

parts of broken train—negligence of

swingman in not watching for signals from

rear of train); Fay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72

192. 75+15 (cutting ofl? car from moving

train—s1ipping on snow and ice); Rifley

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 72-469, 75+704 (walking

ahead of moving car to couple it to sta

tionary ca.r—slipping on ice and snow);

Munch v. G. N. Ry., 75-61, 77+541 (stand

ard coupler—going between moving cars

defective coupler); Barrett v. G. N. Ry.,

75-113, 77+540 (side track—trousers

caught on splintered rail); Guthrie v. G.

N. Ry., 76-277. 79+107 (brakeman signal

ling engineer to back and then running

beside track—suddenly stopped too near

track and was run over); Hooper v. G. N.

Ry., 80-400, 83+-440 (standing in front of

bumper—failnre of engineer to give sig

nal); Crandnll v. G. N. Ry., 83-190, 86+

10 (train broken in two—collisiou be

tween two cars while brakeman was un

coupling engine and first car); Dadorc v.

G. N. Ry., 84-115, S6+SS8 (foot caught in

frog—block in frog defective); Schus v.

Powers, 85-447, 89+6S (cars loaded with

logs projecting beyond end of cars—fail

ure of engineer to observe custom of stop

pipg train at the time of eoupling—con

tnbntory negligence); Chittick v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 88-11, 921-462 (adjusting Wash

  

burn and Trogan couplers-—-adjust_ing

coupler on moving car instead of station

ary car—failure to use lever); Mauwarmg

\~. Drake, 93-497, 101+1134 (uncouphng

two cngines—cngineer starting without

signals); Griffin v. Minn. Trans. Ry., 94

191, 102+391 (brakeman riding on gondola

cnr—making double cut—-practice of open

ing knuckles of automatic coupler with

stick); Turrittin v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-4-08v

l04+225 (attempting to uncouple movmg

cars—lcver out of order—going between

cars-defective split switch—foot caught

between rails); Rogers v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

99-34, 108+868 (uncoupling mail car and

engzine——engiue started and then improp

erly backed); Hartman v. Mpls. etc. 1?y.,

100-43, 110+-102 (between cars eouph_ng

air hose—failure of head brakeman to give

signals); Ross v. G. N. Ry., 101-122, 111+

951 (foot caught in culvert); Spraguc_v.

Wis. C. Ry., 104-58, 116+104 (defective

coupler—impossible to work lever—step

ping between cars to discover trouble with

coupler—slipping and falling over track);

McManu;s v. Nichols, 105-144, 117+223

(logging ca.rs—hand and arm caught be

tween coupling bar and the coupler and

framework of car); Dolge v. N. P. Ry_.,

107-242, 119+-1066 (foot caught in spilt

switch).

13 Foster v. Minn. C. Ry., 14—360(277)

(hit by wood thrown from tender); Brown

v. Winona etc. Ry., 27-162, 6+484 (rmsmg

wrecked cars—negligence of boss); Col

lins v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-31, 14+60 (colli

sion between train and handcar—headl1ght

of engine not lighted); Olson v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 38-117, 35+S66 (collision between an

gine with snow plow and handcar dnr_mg

snow storm—running special trains with

out notice); Connelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., Q58‘

80, 3-‘H582 (working on track in switching

_vards—stooping with back to cars stand

ing On track—-other cars switched mto

standing cars—no warning); Anderson'v

Minn. etc. Ry., 39-523, 4l+104 (defective

handle of handcar); Larson v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 43-423, 45-+722 (collision between en

gine with snow plow and handcar during

snow storm-running special trains with

out notice); Smith v. St. P. & D. By, 44'

17, 46+1-19; 171., 51-86, sznocs (remov

ing handcar from track—c0llisi0n W'I_tlI

train); Stcffcnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-3-'15.

47+1068; Id., 48-285, 51+610; Id., 51-031.

53+800 (pushed from handcar); Sline_y, "'

Duluth etc. Ry.. 46-384, 49+187 (coIl1S101I

at night between handcar and cars stand

inll on track at station—returning from

neighboring town on pleasure tnp);

Bengtson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-486, 50+5-'31

(working on track in station yards

stumbled and fell over logs near track

while attempting to get out of way of en

gine and tender-evidence as to ringing of

bell—excessive speed of engine); Britten
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while descending or mounting car; “ laborer on wood train—derail1nent-rail

taken from track and not replaced-no danger signals out; “' laborer in freight

house—hand.ling heavy stone—-insuflicient help; 1“ brakeman struck by awning

on roof projecting over cars; " derailment---washout—piles loaded on flat cars

v. N. P. Ry., 47-340, 50-+231 (removing

handcar from track—-struck by passing lo

comotive—measure of care required of

engineers and sectionmen—failure of en

gineer to signal approach); Njus v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 47-92, 49+527 (unloading iron

bars from flat car—bar negligently

dropped); Pearson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-9,

49+302 (loading rails upon flat car—rail

negligently dropped); Slette v. G. N. Ry.,

53-341. 55+'l37 (collision between handcar

and freight train—excessive speed of train

—obcying negligent boss); Rutherford v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 57-237, 59+302 (clearing out

trench near track-—unnecsssarily stepping

on track—rnn over by passing train);

Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271. 59+l92

(cleaning weeds from track—back to ap

proaching train-train passing on parallel

track—absence of signals); Blomquist v.

G. N. Ry., 65-69, 67+804 (repairing track

by putting in new rails—work done hastily

to avoid trains—rai| negligently dropped);

Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94, 69+

640 (falling from handcar and run over

by following handcar—cars run at exces

sive speed—men on rear car drunk and

forcing forward car to run at dangerous

speed); Anderson v. G. N. Ry., 74-432,

77+240 (repairing track after washout—

track jack released without warning—f0ot

caught between tie and timber used to

support track); Benson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

T5-163, 77+’/'98 (collision between two

handcars-—application of Wisconsin fellow

servant act); Roskoyek v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

76-28. 7S+S72 (run over by ears—ta.king

unnecessary position of danger on track);

Benson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 78-303, 80+1050

(collision between two handcars—men go

ing to dinner); Kletschka v. Mpls. ctc.

Ry.. 80-238, 83+133 (repairing track after

washnnt—hit by earth caving in); Win

czewski v. Winona etc. Ry., 80-245, 83+

159 (collision between train and handcar

—attempting to remove handcar from

track—hit by flying piece of handcar—

knowledge of approaching train—working

handcar with back to approaching tra1'n—

contributory negligence); Walliu v. East

ern Ry., 83-149, 86+76 (collision of hand

cars—defcctivc handle); Krenzer v. G. N.

Ry., 83-385, 86+-413: 1d., 87-33, 91-l-27

(clearing wreck—roof of car falling);

Koralewski v. G. N. Ry., 85-140, 88+410

(derailment of handcar due to st-ick lying

on trnck—-duty of boss to keep lookout

ahead); Murran v. Chi. etc. Ry.. S6-470,

90+10-56 (cleaning snow from tracks in

station yards during snow storm—rnn

over); Swartz v. G. N. Ry., 93-339, 101+

II—26

504 (bit by stone thrown by fireman from

passing engine); Anderson v. G. N. Ry.,

95-212, 103+-1021 (thrown from over

crowded handcar); Tay v. Willmar etc.

Ry., 100-13], 110+433 (repairing track by

putting in new rail—negl1gence of fellow

servant in allowing rail to drop) ; Joyce v.

G. N. Ry.. 100-225, 110+975 (repairing

track—strnck by switch engine-failure to

ring bell—running at excessive speed);

Mastcller v. G. N. Ry., 100-236, 110+869

(head on collision between handcars—

negligence of boss); Floan v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

101-113, 111+957 (repairing yard tracks-~

run over by switching engine—failure of

engineer to give customary signals); Gal

-land v. G. N. Ry., 101-540, 111+-1133

(loading rails on a flat car); Soderlund v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 102-240, 113+-149 (falling

from handcar—car run at excessive speed

"just for fun” against protest of plain

tifi‘ who was an old man); Dizonno v. G.

N. Ry., 103-120, 114+736 (crew removing

steel plates from overturned car—plaintift'

ordered to work at point requiring him

to pass over plates—injured by movement

of plate); Hostetter v. Illinois C. Ry.,

104-25, 115+748 (crew picking up rails

along track-—injnry from fall of rail);

Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-341, 120+

300 (thrown on crowbar by having tie on

which he was standing kicked from under

him); Hanson v. N. P. Ry., 108-94, 121+

607 (removing merchandise from wrecked

car—struck in leg by roll of carpet);

Magliani v. Minn. Tr. Ry., 108-148, 121+

635 (struck by engine while passing

through switching yards to boarding car—

failure to look); Jacobson v. G. N. Ry.,

108-517, 120+1089 (unloading rails from

flat car—rails rolled down and crushed

foot).

14 Robel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-84, 27+305;

Smith v. Winona etc. Ry., 42-87, 43-I-968;

Johnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-53, 44+884;

Flanders v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-193, 53+544;

Lawson v. Truesdale, 60-410. 62+546;

Hitchcock v. Ry. Trans. Co., 81-352, 84+

42; Mayberry v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+

356; Koepsel v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 100-202,

]10+974; Clay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-1,

115-F949; Baxter v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 104

230, 116+-474. See Olson v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

76-149, 78+975; Campbell v. Ry. Trans.

Co., 95-375, 104+547.

H$Drymala v. Thompson, 26-40, 1+255.

1flWalsh v. St. P. & D. Ry., 27-367, 8+

145.

17 Clark \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-128, 9+

581.
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thrown upon fireman; “ derailment—broken rail and defective switch—engmes

bucking snow—engineer killed; "’ collision between passenger trams and box

cars standing at stati0n—engineer injured; 2° collision—defect1ve chafing irons

caused engine to override tender—engineer caught between engme_and ten

der; 2‘ collision between two parts of broken freight train-—-conductor 1n caboose

killed——letting off of defective brake; ” derailment of gravel tram connected

with repairing of track—brakernan injured; *3 derailment——open sw1tch——bag

gage-master killed;“ laborer shoveling ashes on second floor of depot-—-fall

of floor;“ yard brakeman standing on track in front of approachmg car-

mounting car by stepping on brake-beam and seizing brake-stafi-—brake-stafi

was defective and gave way; 2“ helper in roundhousc adjustmg sprmg ot loco

motive with a spring-puller instead of a jack; 2" derailment——broken rail and

defective switch—engineer killed; 2“ laborer about pile-driver—-hand_ caught be

tween wire cable and drum—engine started while laborer was adjustmg cable ;"

car-repairer working under car—car struck by another car—partner working

with him under car instead of being on guard; 8° derailment—employee riding

on construction train injured; 3‘ brakernan injured using defective ladder on

freight car;82 operator of roller in shops—hand caught between rollers;“

boiler-maker-’s helper killed by smoke-stack of locomotive, which wasbelng re

moved, falling upon him; 5‘ turning engine on turntable with assistance of

engine on adjoining track—-stick between engines breaking—laborer injured by

collision of the two engines; “ switchman unnecessarily running upon track

in station yards overtaken and injured by locomotive moved without customs-ry

sig'!1al;” fireman on gravel train——thrown from engine while sweeping sand

from pilot of engine——engine started without warning; 3' workman rep:11I_‘1I1.9~'

drawbridge injured by draw being blown shut; “ laborer on a ditching

machine built on fiat car—hand caught in cogs; 3” derailment of switch-engllle

—broken rail—switchman riding on the front footboard injured; ‘_° brakemau

thrown from car in attempting to set a defective brake; “ car-repairer sent out

to repair wrecked cab0ose—injury from exposure to weather—proper trans

portation back not furnished; ‘2 injury to car-repairer from defective chain to

jack-screw; “‘ fireman injured by flames and gas coming through furnace doo1_'—

gas formed by negligent management of engine by engineer; “ laborer fallmg

W Gates v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-110. 31 Rosenbaum v. St. P. & D. Ry., 38-173;

9+579. 36+-147.

W Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30—465, 16+ 3'-’ Sawyer v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-1031 35*‘

358. P171.

20 Brown v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-553, 18+ 33 Berger v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-78, 381814‘

1234. -14 Lavullce v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-249, 41+

21Grcene v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 17+ 974.

378. 35 McDm1nld v. Chi. etc. Ry., 41-439. 43+

22 Ransier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32—331, 20+

332.

23 Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-303, 20+

317.

24 Roberts v. Chi. etc. R-y.. 33-218, 22+

389.

2-5 Cook v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34—4-'3, 24+311.

20 Kelley v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 35-490, 29+

173.

21'Gonsi0r v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-385, 31+

515.

25Cl:1.pp v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 291-340.

29 Steen v. St. P. & D. Ry., 37-310, 34+

113.

3" Oleson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-412. 38853.

380.

~WSobieski v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-169, 42+

863.

1" Schneider v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-68, 43+

783.

M Johnson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-222, 45+

156.

39 Larson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-4381 45+

_].096.

4" James V. N. P. Ry., 46-168, 48+783

H Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48+679.

4'-' Schumaker v. St. P. & D. Ry., 46-39»

4S+559.

*3 Krogstad v. N. P. Ry., 46-18, 48+409

-14 Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-334, 50+

363.
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while attempting to mount gravel train—train started without ringing bell; '5

brakeman thrown from car while attempting to set a defective brake-loose

eyebolt to brake; “‘ engineer thrown to floor of cab by defective foot-board or

platform ; " laborer repairing bridge—defective jack-screw; ‘8 switehman struck

by engine backing at unusual speed without ringing bell—l0ok and listen rule

not applicable to switchman;‘9 laborer in crew of stone masons injured by

fall of derrick: "° switchman attempting to mount car in motion—slipping on

snow and ice; ‘“ wiper in roundhouse injured by wire cable used on gravel train

—cable attached to engine; ""-’ laborer icing refrigerator car injured by defective

ice tongs; “3 laborer in stock yards—stepping from high platform to top of

moving car-s—thrown to ground; “ wiper in roundhouse injured by engine,

which he was cooling, being negligently moved; 5“ engineer falling from engine

—defeetive railing ;”° switchman in yards run over while unnecessarily on

track; “’ laborer in yards injured while pushing a transfer table; " laborer at

coal sheds injured while eoaling an engine at night-freight cars driven against

tender;” laborer shoveling coal from box car falling from car—defective

door; “° car—repairer working under car hit by bolt driven through floor of

car;‘’1 night-watchman about steam shovel-—machinery negligently started; "

collision of engines—engine stopped without putting out signals—fireman in

jured; °“‘ laborer tearing down wall-—-injured by fall of wall;‘“ machinist’s

_ helper in repair shops injured by defective scaflold ; “ bridge-builder—caving

in of earth;‘"’ laborer putting hose on tender—fa.ll of coal from tender;‘"

switchman falling on icy steps of platform; “ derailment—double header—

failure of one engineer to shut off steam in response to signal from other en

gineer; “ baggageman thrown from car—defective handhold; "° laborer tear

ing down bridge—caught by bolt in timber; '" brakeman thrown from top of

car—stopping train with jerk; "2 yard-agent in gravity yards run over while

taking dangerous position to hand lantern to conductor of a passing train; "

brakeman on logging train riding on rear footboard of engine—stepping from

footboard as train slowed down—killed by fall of binding log; “ bridge-builder

—turning jackscrew with defective crowbar; 7" fireman falling from pilot of

engine~—defective step on pilot; 7‘ bridge carpenter unloading logs from fiat

car;'” engine-wiper cleaning cinders from engine;" laborer about steam

*5 Moran v. Eastern Ry., 48-46, 50+930.

-"‘ Sheedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 55-357, 57+60.

" Gibson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 55-177, 56+

686. -

48 Kennedy v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-227, 58+

879.

“‘ Jordan v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 58-8, 59+633.

50 Blomquist v. C-bi.'etc. Ry., 60-426, 62+

818.

MLawson v. Truesdalc. 60-410, 62+546.

r’-'-' Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 60-319, 62+

386.

53 Neubauer v. N. P. Ry.. 60-130, 61+912.

5*Leier v. Minn. etc. Co., 63-203, 65+

269.

5“ Mikkelson v.

260.

5*‘ Rogers v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 65-308, 67+

1003.

M Moore v. G. N. Ry., 67-394, 69+11O3.

‘"3 Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526, 71+662.

59 Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5. '

6° Closson v. Oakes, 69-67, 71+915.

fil Holtz v. G. N. Ry., 69-524, 72+805.

Truesdale, 63-137, 65+

62 Birmingham v. Duluth etc. Ry., 70

474. 73+409.

"3 Smithson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216, 73+

853.

64 Wolf v. G. N. Ry., 72-435, 75+702.

'15 Oelschlegel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 73-327, 76+

56.

"0 Nicholas v. Burlington etc. Ry., 78-43,

sO+776.

n7 Weisel \'. Eastern Ry., 79-245, 82+576.

"8 Harding v. Ry. Trans. Co., 80-504, 83+

395.

"9 McGrath v. G. N. Ry., 80-450, 83+413.

‘"1 Wagen v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 80-92, 82+

1107.

‘I1 0’Niel v. G. N. Ry., 80-27, 82+1086.

‘'2 Crane v. Chi. etc. Ry., 83-278, 86+328.

‘I8 Sours v. G. N. Ry., 81-337, 84+114;

Id., 84-230, 87+766; Id., 88-504, 93+517.

"4 Green v. Brainerd etc. Ry., 85-318, 88+

974.

15 Miller v. G. N. Ry., 85-272, 88+758.

" Ken-igan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 86-407. 90+

976.

T1 Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87-367, 92+326.
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shovel—sudden fall of dipper;"’ derailment-—air brakes failing to work

train running down mountain side at high speed—engn1_eer injured ;"° car

cleaner cleaning car during switching operations——colhs1on;‘“ collision be

tween two sections of broken train—brakeman thrown from top of car, run

over, and killed; 5” conductor boarding car in motion thrown under wheels

defective step;“ fireman falling from engine—-defective running-boa.rd;':

switchman falling from engine-—defective footboard and tool box on tender; 8'

brakernan thrown from top of car—violent jerk of train; 8° brakernan hrt_b_v

board on car of train on parallel track; ‘" switchman boarding moving engine

thrown by sudden lurch or jerk forward by engine; *5 collision--fre1ght train

sta.lled—failure to send back iiagn1an—enginecr killed;" pitman of steam

shovel crew—negligent swinging of bucket into pit; °° rear end collision be

tween two freights following each other-—first train stopped by hot box-failure

to send back flagman or give signals—foggy weather-—engineer jurnped from

train and was injured; ‘" collision of cars in switching yards—grav1ty_track—

leaving cars without setting brakes or blocking—car upset and switchrnall

killed; "2 brakeman riding on step of engine knocked ofi by truck on station

platform; "3 switchman falling from engine-—defective toe-guard to foot

board;°‘ engineer killed by bursting of engine cylinders-defective piston

rod; M fireman injured by explosion of engine boiler; °“ laborer in gravel pit-—

caving in of gravel;‘'1 boy seventeen years old injured by defective fi0gg1!1g

hammer used in connection with a side-set in repair shops; ‘*8 bridge-builder hit‘

by ax let fall by workman above; °" boiler-rnaker’s helper in repair shops injured

in raising flue sheets to engine; 1 bridge-builder knocked from bridge by planks

swinging from pulley; 2 yardrnaster injured by defective car ; 8 collision of PBS

senger train and freight cars operated by switching crew contrary to rules

injury to engineer; 4 lineman following blasting crew to repair telegraph hne

when injured by blasting—-hit by stone negligently rolled down embankment ;f

freight conductor mounting car on side ladder-—-round of ladder giving way; "

brakeman riding in engine—eye struck by stone thrown by engine-track

springy and gravelly ; T brakeman knocked from car by car on another track

run over by cars negligenty backed upon him—failnre of engineer to obey signal

to go ahead; ‘ brakeman thrown down —breaking of stick in side of fiat 081'

TB Stauning v. G. N. Ry., 88-480, 93+518.

T9 Bender v. G. N. Ry., 89-163, 94+546.

5" Nordquist v. G. N. Ry., 89-485, 95+

322.

R1Setterstrom v. Brainerd etc. Ry., S9

262. 9-H882.

82 Krumdick v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-260, 95+

1122.

83 Scott v. Eastern Ry., 90-135, 95+892.

28148Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 92-470, 100+

85 Le Dnc v. N. P. Ry., 92-287, 100+10s.

8» Phillips v. G. N. Ry., 94-110, 102+37s.

9'! Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375,

104+547.

1;;Martyn v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-333, 104+

":8 Burris v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-30, 103+

r 7.

M-Temrning v. G. N. Ry., 96-302, 104+

1079.

9;11Maehren v. G. N. Ry., 98-375, 107+

92 Quinn v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 100-244, 110+

872.

"3 Koepsel v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 100-202,

110+974.

94 Wolfe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 100-306, 111+5.

95 Cederberg v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 101-100

111+953. '

W Strand v. G. N. Ry., 101-85, 111+95B

97 O’Nei1 V. G. N. Ry., 101-467, 112+625

98 Hefferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 43+1;

Morris v. Eastern Ry., 88-112, 92+535§

Vant H111 v. G. N. Ry., 90-329, 961-789.

09Jensen v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3.

lLing v. St. P. etc. Ry.Y 50-160, 52+37B

2McKenna \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 92-508, 100+

373.

3Macy v. St. P. & D. Ry., 35-200, 23+

249.

4 Hall \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-439, 49+239.

5 Neal V. N. P. Ry., 57-365, 59+312.

° Thompson V. G. N. Ry., 79-291, 82+637

7 Baker v. G. N. Ry., 83-184, 86+82

BMaybe:-1'y v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+

356.
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I:1!1"I.‘iT" loaded with cordwood-—-brakeman seized stick in descending to car floor to set

brake; " engine derailed and upset while bucking snow—fireman killed; 1° de

railment due to snow on track—double header—negligence in management of

second engine~engineer killed; “ derailment—washout—engineer injured; 1*

helper to blacksmith in shops struck in eye by metal thrown from anvil; 1’

brakeman jumping from moving caboose in switchyards-not acting in line of

duty; “ engineer jumping from engine in anticipation of a collision; 1“ drunken

brakeman falling from top of freight car ;‘“ brakeman injured in boarding

train—train negligently started without signal from plaintiff ; " engineer under

engine repairing it—collision—open switch; “‘ switchman attempting to cross

track in front of moving cars--obstacles on track—foot caught between ties—

defective air brakes-—failure of fellow servant to inspect air brakes and to use

hand brakes after seeing switchman lying on track; 1” yardmaster struck by

passing engine while walking on platform to switch shanty adjoining track; 2"

fireman falling in consequence of a defective step between his seat and the deck

of the cab; 2‘ brakeman crossing track run over by backing engine; *2 derail

ment-—defective switch—switchman riding on engine; 23 common laborer clean

ing out combustion chamber of stationary engine—explosion; 2* derailment—

disregard of signals-injury to fireman;" laborer repairing car on a “rip”

track-switching crew pushing other cars against car being repaired; 2“ brake

man falling from cars in the nighttime when in the act of going forward to

reach air brake; 2’ brakeman struck by low overhead bridge and knocked from

car—defective tell-tale ; 2” derailment due to obstructed switch—death of fire

man; "”’ laborer engaged in moving materials in yards by means of a small push

car—plaintiff fell from car either because he lost his balance or because his foot

was caught in the tr:1ck_:‘*° pump repairer injured while on platform of wind

mill to oil machinery—l0ss of balance due to defective platform—hand caught

in machinery; ‘*1 brakeman hanging to outside of car and attempting to raise

platform of vestibule struck by baggage truck on station platform; 3’ brakeman

thrown from top of car by violent jerk of train in switching operations; “

brakeman fallingr from ladder of freight car—c1aim that there was no stirrup

on car ; 3‘ switchman mounting engine by aid of handhold and stirrup—speed

of engine suddenly increased with a jerk—thrown down and run over; 35 car

inspector injured while inspecting car in switching yards—collision-duty of

inspectors to place lights at ends of cars or trains being inspe_cted—duty of

9Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 80-488, 83+446.

1" Sieber v. G. N. Ry., 76-269, 79+95.

" McGrath v. G. N. Ry., 76-146, 78+972.

D12 Sweeney v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 33-153, 22+

-89.

11’- Lyberg v. N. P. Ry., 39-15, 38+632.

M Olson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-149, 78+

975.

15 Merritt v. G. N. Ry., 81-496, 84+321.

1" Parker v. Winona etc. Ry., 83-212,

86+2.

17 Roe v. Winston, 86-77, 90+122; Id.,

89-160, 94+433.

"3 Kline v. Minn. Iron Co.. 93-63, 100+

631.

19 Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+331.

‘-‘" Graham v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.. 95-49, 103+

714.

'-‘I Fry v. G. N. Ry., 95-87, 103+733.

2'1 McGrillis v. Duluth etc. Ry., 95-363,

10-H-231.

1-1 Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-81, 112+875.

2-l Kremkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101-501, 112+

1025.

=5 Elmgren v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102-41, 112+

1067.

'-‘B Anderson v. G. N. Ry., 102-355, 113+

913.

=7 Shaw v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-S, 114+85.

'-'5 Whitehead v. Wis. C. Ry., 103-13, 114+

254, 467.

2° Neitge v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-75, 114+

467.

-10 Mattson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-239, 114+

759.

81 Miller v. Chi. etc. Ry., 103-443, 115+

269.

-'32 Baxter \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 104-230, 116+

474.

83 Holland v. G. N. Ry., 93-373. 101+608.

-“Carleton v. G. N. Ry., 93-378, 101+

501.

3-5 Martyn v. Minn. etc. Ry., 92-302, 99+

1133.
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switchmen to warn inspectors of switching operations; 5“ car-repairer working

in front of an en ine in a roundhouse run over b en ine wl11ch was insuffi
. g . . .y .

c1ently blocked; 3’ derailment due to neghgent failure of servants of a umou

depot company to operate a sw1tch~—switchman riding on engine of derailed

train injured; 3‘ laborer guiding derrick used in transferring timber from :1

barge in a river to a caisson struck by falling boom; 5” bridge carpenter working

on trestle struck by lead of pile driver;‘° brake1nan ordered to go between

engine and car loaded with logs and place a pole against the end of a log ex

tending over the car, so that it might be pushed into proper place by backing

the engine against the pole—defective engiue—failure of engineer to stop en

gine in response to signals; “ fireman cleaning out an ash pan under an engine

struck by piston rod; 4’ coal shoveler riding a velocipede on track to place of

work run over by train; *8 carpenter repairing bumper post struck by car moved

without signal—failure to put out signal flag ; “ engineer of switch engine in

jured in collision between his engine and rear of a freight train in switching

yards-—failure of freight train to put out proper signal lights; “‘ checking clerk

of freight at transfer platform struck in leg by sharp ring in nose of dressed

l1og—hog'rolling from truck—platform insufiiciently lighted;“‘ car-repairer

caught between drawbars while passing between cars——-failure to give customary

signals-.41 coal shoveler at elevator operating gasoline engine slipped and fell

while about to oil engine—-struck revolving belt; *8 pump-repairer using motor

tncycle on tracks—derailment in fog—defective frog-—improper alig'nI1‘1eI1il;'9

eng1_neer of freight train—collision between freight and passenger trains at

stat1on—failure to clear main track for passenger train within prescribed

tune; 5° laborer riding on pilot of engine from place of work jumped off When

engrne came to a stop in yards and was struck by an engine passing on an ad

]o1_n1ng track; 5‘ brakeman walking back of his train to place torpedoes on rails

inyured by explosion of torpedo; " sectionman off duty walking through switch

ing yards heedless of moving cars; ‘8 brakeman ordered to repair a hot b0x——

tram started without warning him; 5‘ foreman in charge of coal house-finger

struck by revolving crank of hoisting apparatus; 5‘ laborer working on a road

way 1n]ured by_explosion of boiler of independent contractor sinking a well

nearby; 5° collision between trains going in opposite directions—engineer killed

—construct1on of orders as to movement of trains; 5" arm of engineer broken by

3*‘ Goess v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-495, 116+ 41 Hawkins v_ G_ N. Ry_ 107.245 119+

1115. 1070‘ ’ ,

3" Halvorson v. N. P. Ry., 104-525, 116+ as Ruse v_ Mp]s_ ete_ Ry_ 107460 120+

1134. 360 ’ ’

38 Floorly v. G. N. Ry., 102—81. 112+S75, "T 't h ll 107-3831081; Floody v. on. etc. Ry.,‘ 109-228, 12:0+5‘§i.c E v' MPH etc’ By“ ‘

123+815. :10M D 1 1 8-4M King 1:. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-397, 116+ 120+1'02;i).m“il V‘ Mp1s' am By" 0 ’

918. .40 Johnson v. G. N. Ry., 104-444, 116+936. 10ise¥ammo“ " N' R Ry" 107495’ 120+

1;:H1?1‘:)d1(g'fist "' Empire L‘ Co-i 104_505, 52 Brown v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-1, 121*

féifirinson v, MP1s. etc. Ry., 105-300, 1§Z?'Mag1ia,,i .,_ Mim T_ Ry" 108448,

21“8_1"fi“" V- Mp18- eta Ry-, 106—-199, 119+ 1-§+1i§§;s v. N. P. Ry., 10s-100, 121L

141‘9:’5e?3i‘llanco11r v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 106-348, 1gg-Englnnd v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-380,

(pwyer v. N. P. Ry., 106-281, 118+ 4-;:r4115:s1ns v. Wis. (1. Ry., 108-485, 122+

8;“2.C‘"1s°“ "- 0- N- Ry., 106-254, 11s+ ~'".Wil1a1-11 v. Iowa C. Ry., 108-304, 122+

169.

_

___,_____.~_________—-—-——
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lever thrown back by breaking of left eccentric strap; “ derailment caused by

collision with cow on track—injury to fireman riding on engine while olf duty

but at the invitation and request of defendant; "'9 laborer in iron mine injured

while unloading ore car in m0tion—train moved too rapidly to permit unloading

with safety—unloading done by placing one end of iron bar against cross-tie

and other end against corner of approaching car; °° laborer injured in unloading

rails from a fiat car; ‘“ switchman in attempting to mount a switching engine

in motion slipped and fell on account of a defective footboard; "2 hoisting en

gineer injured as a result of an unsafe method of removing caps from bents in

piling; ‘*3 laborer repairing floor of shop under a car being repaired killed by

fall of sills of car; ‘“ laborer riding on engine fell on account of a defective

footboard;°" derailment—collision between train and handcar-—train being

pushed by engine without trainman on leading car—no signals—conductor in

caboose killed; ""’ switehman run over—evidence not disclosing cause of acci—

dent; “ engine inspector injured in removing a tender from a roundhouse—arm

caught between pilot beam and door jamb-—-engine started with a jerk and too

fast.“

6018. Injuries to street railway employees—Conductor’s foot caught in

couplings—motorman backed when signaled to go ahead—failure to provide

resistance coil; “” conductor injured in setting defective brake; 7° car bucking

motorman thrown to ground, run over, and killed—worn-out electric fields; "

conductor injured in coupling cars; 72 plasterer in conduit of cable killed; '’3

deraihuent—broken rail—motorman injured; “ laborer repairing tracks

struck by car—l:'ailure of motorman to give signals-—excessive speed; "5 collision

between electric and cable cars—conductor killed ; 1° laborer employedto replace

trolley poles-injured by fall of rotten pole; " servant of contractor painting

iron’ caps on poles of overhead trolley system—caps charged with electricity; "

greaser in pit under car injured by movement of car-track so greasy and slip

pery that car could not be stopped properly."

6019. Injuries to workmen in factories, mills, and workshops—Injuries

to workmen in sawmills;"0 operator of circular rip saw—fingers cut ofi; 5‘

58 Koreis v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449, 122+

668.

5" Burgett v. Wis. C. Ry., 109-216, 123+

411.

6° Pakovich v. Oliver, 109-294, 123+824.

"1 Janssen v. G. N. Ry., 109-285, 123+

664.

"2 Berglund v. Illinois C. Ry., 109-317,

123+928.

63 Johnson v. Oakes, 124+633.

"4 Wickham v. Chi. etc. Ry., 1244-639.

‘'5 Anderson v. Foley, 124-+987.

M Steele v. G. N. Ry., 124+978.

H1 Bruckman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 125+263.

"8 Hoveland v. Chi. etc. Ry., 125+266.

8" Lorimer V. St. P. C. Ry., 48-391, 51+

125.

T°Newl1art v. St. P. C. Ry., 51-42, 52+

983.

"1 Beardsley v. Mpls. St. Ry., 54-504, 56+

176.

72 Delnde v. St. P. C. Ry., 55-63, 56+461.

13Funk v_. St. P. C. Ry., 61-435, 631

1099.

74 Harris v. Hewitt, 64-54, 65+1085.

"5 Lundquist v. Duluth St. Ry., 65-387,

67+1006.

‘"1 Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 65-382, 67+

1002; Id., 71-326, 73+973; Id., 74-480,

77+303.

1'1 Broderick v. St. P. C. Ry., 74-163, 77+

28.

W Smith v. Twin City R. T. 00., 102-4,

1l2+100l.

W Jelinek v. St. P. C. Ry., 104-249, 116+

480.

$0 Barbo v. Bassett, 35-485, 29+198 (as

sistant to edger—hand caught in cogs);

Wuotilla v. Duluth L. 00., 37-153, 33+551

(off-bearer-—in straightening

ers clothes caught in gearing); Carroll v.

Williston, 44-287, 46+352 (laborer em

ployed to clear away rubbish under saw

hand caught by saw); Fraser v. Red River

L. Co., 45-235, 47+785 (defective steps in

lumber pile); Anderson v. Akeley, 47-128,

49+664 (operator of planing machine——

belt driving machine broke); Mullin v.

Northern Mill Co., 53-29, 55-+1115 (re

placing chain on sprocket wheel); Smith

v. Backus, 64-447, 67+358 (sawyer struck

in eye by piece of saw—saw struck iron

imberlded in log); Olmseheid v. Nelson,

66-61, 68+605 (operator of bolting or cut~

slab on roll- _
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operator of stra\v-cutter-hand caught in rolls; “ boy seventeen years old op

erating side-set—piece of steel striking eye;“ stepping into uncovered space

over conveyor in flour mill; 8‘ boy fourteen years old feeding a wool-machme

or picker in a mattress factory—haud drawn into machine; 8“ plow fitter m

0E saw—fingers cut 011'‘ by saw); Kos

lowski v. Thayer, 66-150, 68+973 (feeder

of lath machine struck by piece of lath

defective dust board); Anderson v. Nel

son, 67-79, 69+63O (knot sawyer or shingle

grader—cleaning out elevator—hand struck

saw); Luudberg v. Shevliu, 68-135, 70+

1078 (laborer injured by fall of pile of

lumber); Peterson v. Johnson, 70-538, 73+

510 (laborer cleaning rollway—knee

caught in gearing); Bennett v. Backus,

77-198, 79+682 (steadying log on rollers);

Lally v. Crookstou L. Co., 82-407, 85+-157

(operator of circular saw clipping shingles

—hit by shingles thrown by saw—ha.ud

struck by saw); Parker v. Pine Tree L.

00., 85-13, 88+261; Id., 89-500, 954-323

(operator of trimmer—stepping on table

to remove block—trousers caught in saw) ;

Gray v. Red Lake Falls L. Co., 85-24, 88+

24 (log decker-skidding logs-foot

crushed by log—chain carelessly adjusted

to log); Namyst v. Batz, 85-366, 88+991

(laborer oiling sawdust carrier boxes—

thrown from plank against machine);

Torske v. Com. L. Co., 86-276, 90+532

(boy fifteen years old assisting at a mold

ing machine——bra.cing foot against machine

to dislodge board—toes hit by knives);

Walker v. Grand Forks L. 00., 86-328, 90+

573 (oiler—foot caught in wheel of log

chain gearing); Spoonick v. Backus, 89

354, 94+1079 (sorter working on rollers

fell under bench-—hand and arm caught

in cogwheels); Perry v. Tozer, 90-431, 97+

137 (boy fourteen years old-working as

slab-conveyor—foot caught in gearing);

Nelson v. Kelso, 91-77, 97+459 (working

at slab-chute—clothes caught in machin

ery); Bredesou v. Smith, 91-317, 97+977

(boy eighteen years old taking boards from

edger and placing them on trimmer—step

ping into hole and falling backwards—

wrist caught upon saw); Hendricks v. Le

sure L. Co., 92-318, 99+1125 (tail sawyer

reversing rolls by putting his hand under

_ the table); Small v. Brainerd L. Co., 95

95, 103+726 (boy sixteen years old em

ployed as sweeper ordered to clean gearings

—unaccustomed work—caught in meshes

of connecting cogwheels); Johnson v.

Crookston L. Co., 95-142, 103+891 (boy

sixteen years old working as knot sawyer‘

—-saw adjusted while he was temporarily

absent-hand caught in saw); Scarlotta v.

Ash, 95-240, 103+1025 (injury from de

fective machinery connected with nigger);

Shalgren v. Red Cliff L. Co., 95-450, 104+

531 (operator of shavings baler—hand

crushed in machine); Dolson v.-Dunham,

96-227, 104+964 (adjusting belt on a

pulley attached to sawdust elevator);

Haggluud v. St. Hilaire L. Co., 97-94,

106+91 (sorter ordered to help in piling

lumbcr—:lnjured by fall of pile); Antletz

v. Smith, 97-217, 106+517 (operator of

saw lath—defective machine-hand injured

by bolt); Gomulak v. Smith, 98-149, 107i

542 (working on log carriage-break of

rod controlling carriage), Koschman v.

Ash, 98-312, 108+514 (blacksmith injured

by defective sledge hammer); Vik v. Red

Cliff L. Co., 99-88, 108+469 (taking lum

ber from rollers in rear of gang saw——leg

broken by boards on rollers striking it);

Viou v. Brooks, 99-97, 108+891 (tram car

fell from bridge and hit workman who was

removing another car that had fallen);

Johnson v. Smith, 99-343, 109+810 (work

man struck by car on tramway); Hen

drickson v. Ash, 99-417, 109+830 (operator

of chain carrier-arm caught by spikes of

chain and drawn between carrier and up

per roller planks); Dobslolf v. 'Nichols.

101-267, 112+218 (moving lath stock from

a c0nvey0r—fingers caught beneath one of

the cross-bars or links); Johnson v. At

wood, 101-325, 112-+262 (operator of edger

hit by timber thrown from machine);

Callopy v. Atwood, 105-80, 1174-238 (op

erator of lath bolting machine—struck on

arm by piece of board thrown by saw);

Poczerwinski v. Smith, 105-305. 117+486

(workman about resawing machine which

recut slabs—defective box over saw——burst

ing of box—hit by panel of box); Jacob

son v. Merrill, 107-74, 119+510 (boy work-'

ing about a lath mach~iue—in rising from

a cradle connected with the‘ machine

slipped and his arm struck the saw):

Bailey v. Grand Forks L. Co., 107-192.

119+786; Id., 107-207, 119+787 (operator

of jump saw used for cutting logs into

shingle lengths—stepped on a defective

plank near machine-—plank gave way—

lost his balanee—foot struck saw); Peek

v. Ostrom, 107-488, 1204-1084 (operator~

of splitting saw for shingles—hand thrown

against saw while cleaning out chute for

sawdust and spalts); Shaver v. Neils, 109-

376, 123+10'/'6 (operator of slab saw

struck in eye by piece of wood thrown by

saw—saw unguarded).

B1 Eicheler v. Hanggi, 40-263, 414-975.

M Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 45+113l.

B3 Heiferen v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+1.

B4 Ehmckc v. Porter, 45-338, 47+1066.

M Kaillen ". N. W. etc. 00., 46-187, 48+

779. '
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plow factory--atljilsting belt on pulley; 8“ boy fifteen years old acting as helper

on a carding machine in a woollen mill—arm caught between rollers; " opera

tor of trip-hammer in plow factory—finger caught in hammer ; 8‘ oiler of ma

chinery in flour mill—thrown from ladder—elothes caught by set-screw;" la

borer in paper mill slipping on floor while turning lever-—falling and coming

in contact with revolving pinion; “° operator of jointer in sash and blind fac

tory—haud struck by knives;‘" boy fifteen years old removing refuse from

under a saw in tub factory—-hand struck by saw; " boy cleaning out sand ele

vator in adamant plaster factor-y—elevator negligently started by foreman; "3

operator of circular saw in harvester factory-defective machinery for operating

saw—hand struck by saw; 9‘ adjusting a belt without a belt-shifter-—clothes

caught by set-screw; " engineer in pork-packing plant—entering hog scraper

to clear obstruction—machinery started without signals; 9“ unloading barrels

from car to platform of factory-—falling from platform; °" operator of double

surface planer in box factory-reaching across machine to turn bolt—sleeve

blown into cylinder between roller and blower—hand and arm drawn in and

cut ofi; "8 operator of crosscut saw machine in factory—hand struck by saw; ‘"’

operator of machine to force harrow teeth through strips of plank—hand caught

in wheel; ‘ operator of a paper-box creasing and embossing press-—press sud

denly starting after being thrown out of gear; ‘ missile thrown by fellow servant

in factory; 3 operator of mangle in laundry—hand caught in rollers; ‘ carpen

ter caught in revolving shaft in grain elevator; 5 mechanic in iron works set

ting up an edger-—edger hit by wheel being raised by a crane nearby fell on

mechanic and killed him ; ‘‘ boiler tube falling on workman; " workman in grain

elevator entering pit to clean away grain—clot.hes caught in revolving shaft; "

heavy moulding-press falling on workman moving it; 9 operator of planer and

matcher in lumber factory—reaching over to adjust machine without stopping

itr—clothes caught in cogs; 1° workman hammering metal in iron bed factory—

eye struck by piece of iron; “ laborer loading cars from flour mill—skid con

necting two cars slid—-leg caught; 1“ operator of jointer in woodworking plant

hand caught; 1“ adjusting belt to pulley in paper mill; 1‘ adjusting belt tightener

in planing mill; 1“ boy thirteen years old riding in an elevator in flour mill

sticking his head beyond line of elevator; 1“ boy sixteen years old falling while

‘*6 Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works, 48-99, aReberk v. Horne, 85-326, 88+1003.

50+1026.

81Truntle v. North Star etc. Co., 57-52,

58+832.

*8 Nelson v. St. Paul P. Works, 57-43,

58+868.

8° Grofl v. Duluth etc. Co., 58-333, 59+

1049.

9" Scharenbroich v. ‘St. Cloud etc. Co., 59

116, 60+1093.

'1 Moody v. Smith, 64-524. 67+633.

M Barg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+45.

95 Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 68+

774.

M Wulfl’ v. Wood, 67-423. 70+156.

"5 Pruke v. South Park etc. Co., 68-305,

71+276.

"6 Cleary \'. Dakota P. Co., 71-150, 73+717.

9'' Manley v. Mpls. P. Co., 76-169, 78+

1050.

"5 Jaroszeski v. Osgood. 80-393, 83+-389.

“Stiller v. Bohn, 80-1, S2+981.

1Bartley v. Howell, 82-382, 854-167.

'-‘O'Hara v. Collins, 84-435, 87+1023.

4Blom v. Yellowstone Park Assn., 86

237, 90+397 ; Jensen v. Regan, 92-323, 99+

1126; Carlin v. Kennedy, 97-141, 106+

340; Raasch v. Elite L. Co., 98-357, 108+

477; Ludwig v. Spicer, 99-400, 109+832.

5 Ready v. Peavy. 89-154, 94+442.

6Dixon v. Union Ironworks, 90-492, 97+

375.

7 Thomas v. Smith. 90-379, 97+141.

8Braaflat v. Mpls. etc. Co., 90-367, 96+

920.

9 Peterson v. Am. G. T. Co., 90-343, 96+

913.

1°Swenson v. Osgood. 91-509. 98+645.

11 Wexler v. Salisbury, 91-308, 98-+95.

12 Comers v. Washburn, 91-105. 97+733.

1-3 McGinty v. Waterman, 93-242, 101+

300.

H Samuelson v. Hennepin P. Co., 101

443, 112+537.

15 Lee v. Wild Rice L. Co., 102-74, 112+

887.

1° Ludwig v. Pillsbury, 35-256, 28+505.
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washing windows; 1’ laborer cleaning vat in packing h0use—stand1ng on ladder

and holding to brace—brace breaking; 1" boy sixteen years old operatmg a brick

pressing machine—hand caught in machine; 1” boy fourteen years old operatmg

picking machine in cotton rnill-—hand and arm caught in machine work

man striking clogged hopper in flour mill to clear 1t—sl1pp1ng—misstep—13

falling hand caught in gearing; 2‘ laborer employed to dust machmery an

sweep floors in flour mill-—han<1 can

of circular saw in board fact0ry—los

ght in unguarded cogwheels; 2’ operator

t balance while throwing waste in box
and his arm struck saw; 2-8 boy nineteen years old operating a machine for

pressing metal bars called a
drawing machine—hand crushed between pen

dulum and disc; 2‘ boy employed in pulp mill to clean screens at the bottom

of a vat—caught in detached belting; 2“ oiler in flour mill .111]11I‘e(1 by full

of ladder due to its slipping on an oily floor; 2° operator of ]o1nter—1mprope1

adjustment of machine; "
operator of centrifugal extractor or clothes-drier

in laundry—rnachine starting unexpectedly——arm torn off—defect1ve belt and

shifter ;28 helper in grain elevator—shifting belt by hand—arm drawntween belt and pulley; 2° boy eighteen years old—fingers caught between cham

and sprocket wheel of conveyor; 3° inexperienced boy eighteen years 0ld-—!'e

moving sawdust from a basin under a table to which a ripsaw was attached_—"

hand caught ;SH girl sixteen years old injured while working on a flax-spill‘

ning machine—machine started
without proper warning ;82 helper in flour

mill caught on a shaft while adjusting a belt on a pulley ;"Ia operator Of

flax break in flax 1nill—hand caught in cylindrical picker near breaker_; 3 boy

seventeen years old ordered by superintendent to tighten a screw whlch sus

tained a shaft/—machinery stopped for purpose and negligently started w1i:hf>l1t

notice; 3‘ mechanic ordered by his superior to repair machinery in a packlllg

plant injured by sudden starting of the machinery; 8° workman in machme shop

injured by fall of tubular casting which he was assisting in raising byn1e&11S

of a block and tackle—slipping of an S hook; 3’ laborer in foundry 1I1]H}‘ed

while using an air hoist ;““ operator of a jointer machine—board P3SSlI1;';

through machine kicked back and broke, throwing his hand into the kmves;

laborer in iron works struck by piece of bursting emery wheel operated byother; ‘° engineer in waterworks injured by explosion of a glass water gauge;

operator of a tenonin
g machine equipped with revolving knives and circular

saw—slipped and fell on saw while attempting to oil machine; 4’ operator of

bag-turning machine—-slipped 1168!‘ machine and hand struck plunger; “ en

" Zigler v. Gotzian, 86-290, 90+387.

13 Haidt V. Swift, 94-146, 102+388.

1“ Hagerty v. St. Paul B. Co.. 98-502,

108+278.

10 Anderson v. Morrison, 22-274.

21 Craver v. ChristianY 36-413, 31+457.

22 Rothenberger v. N. W. etc. Co., 57-461,

59+531.

28 Christianson v. N. W. etc. Co., 83-25, ‘

85+826.

2-1 Gray v. Commutator Co., 85-463, 89+

322.

25 Erickson v. Northwest P. Co.. 955-356.

104+291.

2“ Dessecker v.

108+516.

2'' Frazier v. Lloyd, 98-484, 108+8l9.

28'1‘hiel v. Kennedy, 82-142, 84+657.

31 Mastey v. Villaume, 104-186, 116+207

B2 Fitzgerald v. International F. T. Co..

104-138, 116-l-475.

33 Seely v. Tennaut, 104-354, 116+64B

3* Parson v. Lyman, 71-34, 73+634.

-‘"‘T11ubert v. Taubert. 103:-247Y 114+763

" Lehman v. Swift, 105-148, 117+418.

31 Pasco v. Mpls. S. & M. Co.. 105-132

117+479.

38 Waligora \'. St. Paul F. 00.. 107-554.

119+395.

3" Bigum v. St.

119+-481.

Paul etc. Co., 107-567,

  

8:” Hahn v. Plymouth E. Co., 101-58, 111+

1.

8° Atlas v. Nat. B. 00., 100-30, 110+250.

Phoenix M. Co., 98-439,
4° Davidson v.

107-17, 119+483. F-11 Nicolas v. Albert Lea L. & P. Co., 104

101. 119+503.

42 Bean v. Keller, 107-162. 119+801.

43 Abel v. Hardwood Mfg. Co.. 107-214

120+359, ]21+9]6

Flour City 0. I. Works.
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gineer in brick and tile factory injured while attempting to apply son1e belt

dressing to a belt-—protruding bolt heads caught his overalls and drew his leg

between a revolving coupling and a beam; “ laborer in stone-crushing plant

injured by falling to floor from the edge of a crusher which he was attempting

to clean out; *5 packer in flour mill struck in the eye by a small piece of iron

thrown from a defective machine ; 4“ operator of machine for cutting materials

for boxes injured by having his hand caught between the platen and the bed of

the press; “ feeder at printing press injured by hand being caught between

cylindcrs;“3 operator of circular saw—l0ss of part of right hand—saw un

guarded; “ laborer throwing blocks of wood from second story of paper factory

fell through opening in wall and was killed; “° laborer in grain elevator caught

in gearing of unguarded motor which he was oiling.cu

6020. Injuries to servants in mines and quarries—Laborer employed in

uncovering stone quarry—wheeling earth near perpendicular bank or wall of

earth-—struck by falling earth; 5‘ laborer in stone quarry killed by fall of mast

of derrick—defective guy rope; "2 cage coming down upon miner working in

shaft; ‘*8 miner working in well of mine struck by earth falling from roof over

well; “ laborer in stone quarry injured while withdrawing an unexploded

charge of powder; “ stone-cutter in quarry killed by fall of derrick boom; 5“

miner killed while crossing skip track, by skip car; " workman in quarry struck

by rock broken off by workman on a higher level; ‘*5 miner walking into uncov

ered ditch passing through a railway embankment; " workman in quarry hit

by rock thrown by blast—failure to pack and cover blasting holes-—failure to

give signals before exploding blast; “° miner descending shaft in bucket—bucket

falling through negligent management of engine; ‘*1 mechanic working on stair

way of shaft struck by timber falling down stairway; °'-’ boy sixteen years old

operating a derrick in a stone quarr-y—cable became loosened and caught upon

set-screw and was wound about shaft——boy drawn into air, fell on stone pile and

was killed; “ inexperienced. common laborer loading and operating ore cars

on a gravity track—fall from car; ‘'4 laborer employed in loading dump cars

injured by fall of a sideboard attached to a car; “ miner injured by use of un

safe fuse furnished to him by his shift boss; °° laborer working about a diamond

drill outfit-—fall from ladder—machinery started while plaintiif in position of

danger; '" laborer employed in pushing tramcars ordered to assist in preparing

an opening set of timbers to start a side-drift-—removal of post—-fall of ore; ‘*5

44 Spencer v. Albert Lee B. & T. Co., 107

403, 120+370, 687.

‘-5 Altvasser v. Duluth C. S. Co., 108-206,

121+906.

4Q Brough v. Baldwin, 108-239, 121+1111.

" Gruenberg \‘. Heywood, 108-413, 122+

324.

'~‘3Glockner v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 109

30, 122+465.

49 Rickcrs v. Mission F. Co., 124+641.

5° Hostager v. Northwest P. Co., 125+902.

M Peterson v. Merchants’ El. Co., 126+

534.

-"1 Olson v. McMnllen, 34-94. 24+318.

-52 Sather v. Ness, 42-379, 44+128; Id.,

44-443, 46+909.

53 Quick v. Minn. I. Co.. 47-361. 50+244.

54 Bergquist: v. (lhandler, 49-511, 52+136.

5-5 Corneilson v. Eastern Ry., 50-23, 52+

224.

5“ Attix v. Minn. S. (‘o., 35-142, FlS+436.

M Renlund v. Commodore M. 00., 89-41.

93+1O57.

"8 Borgerson v. Cook, 91-91, 97-1-734.

-'-9 Hebert v. Interstate I. Co., 94-257v

l02+45l.

W I-Ijelm v. Western G. C. Co., 94-169,

102+384; Id., 98-222, 108+803; Id., 103

514, 114+1131.

MKundar v. Shenango F. Co., 102-162.

112+1012.

6'-’Jcnsen v. Commodore M. Co., 94-53,

101+944.

"3 Milton v. Biesanz, 99-439, 109+999.

"4 Gram-us v. Croxton M. Co., 102-325,

113+693.

65 Kjosnes v. Gray, 102-410, 113+1009.

m1Laitinen v. Shenango F. 00., 103-88,

114+264; Nustrom v. Shenango F. Co.,

105-140, 117+48O.

"1 Cody v. Longyear, 103-116, 114+735.

68 Kostrezeba r. Hobart I. Co., 103-337,

1]-H949.
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miner injured by fall of ore due to blasting—bla.st set off wit_hout proper warn

ing to plaintiff; ““ plaintiff injured by fall of ore \_vl_iile putting in sets of tim

ber; 7° plaintiff injured by fall of earth while repairing timbers in a dnft—as

sured by shift boss that place was safe; " injury from premature explosion of

dynamite-uiisafe brand of fuse;'“' switchman on tram railway run over by

car—defect in back of running-board on tramcar;“‘ workman blastmg out

room for a stable-belated e.vplosion—fu.=e for use in dry places used in a wet

place; Hlaborer in stone quarry injured by explosion due to drilling in hole con

taining an old unexploded charge of dynamite; 7“ laborer in an iron mine in

jured by fall of dirt in a drift; 7“ hoisting engmeer m_quarry injured by fall

from derrick mast due to a defective rope; " pitman in iron mine struck in the

leg by chunk of frozen dirt in steam shovel; 1‘ laborer in iron mine injured while

attempting to stop a loaded ore car with a pinch bar; " laborer in iron mine in

jured by a belated explosion of dynamite due to a defective fuse; 8° laborer in

iron mine killed by fall from bucket while being lifted in shaft; ‘“_brakeman In

charge of train run in connection with an iron mine struck by train on parallel

track; ‘2 laborer injured while unloading ore car in motion—train moved too

rapidly to permit unloading with safety—unloading done by placing one end (:5

iron bar against cross-tie and other end against corner of approaching car;

laborer operating a push car killed by fall of stone from car.“ _ '

6021. Injuries to servants in elevators—Boy thirteen. years _old injured

while looking over top of elevator _: 8"" operator struck by falling weights of ele

vator; “ stepping through open door of shaft supposing elevator to be at the

floor—acting in reliance of call of “all right” from below; " passenger thrown

out of elevator by its negligent management; " unloading freight from car to

elevator—elevator shifted without notice; 8” elevator-boy falling down shaft

elevator shifted without his knowledge while he was temporarily absent;_“°

freight elevator used by servants as a passenger elevator—foot caught; ‘“ plain

tilt’ injured. while plastering shaft—failure to notify him of movement of_ B18

vator;" elevator in building in course of construetion—fall due to engineer

leaving engine without putting the dog in place; 9‘ operator injured by sudden

jumping of elevator.“ ‘

6022. Miscellaneous cases—Laborer clearing away grain from elevator

after fire killed by fall of wall; M laborer injured from fall of trestle which he

was helping construct; “ laborer standing under open hatchway of vesseliitruck

"9 Jacobson v. Hobart I. Co., 103-319.

114+951.

T°Anderson v. Pitt, 103-252,

Id., 108-261, 121+915.

'11 Tomazin v. Shenaugo F. Co., 103-334,

114+1128.

"2 Wiita v. Interstate I. Co., 103-303.

115+169.

78 Sundvall v. Interstate I. Co., 104-499,

116+1118.

H Nustrom v. Shenango F. Co., 105-140,

117+480.

‘'6 Bjorklund \'. Gray, 106-42, 118+59.

"1 Haidukovich v. Shenango F. Co., 106

230, 118+1017.

7" Westin v. Anderson. 107-49, 119+486.

TB Raitila v. Consumers 0. Co., 107-91,

119+490.

"gArko v. Shenango F. Co., 107-220, 119+

78 .

3° Pintar v. Pitt, 107-256, 119+1053.

114+953 ;

81Leionen v. Oliver 1. M. Co., 108-337,

121-+1107.

82 Glines v. Oliver I. M. Co., 108-278;

122+161.

57* Papkovich v. Oliver, 109-294, 123+824

84 Tomczek v. Johnson, 125+288.

5-5 Ludwig v. Pillsbury, 35-256, 28+505

" Davidson v. Davidson, 46-117, 48+560

87 Mouse v. Kellogg, 58-406, 59+94L

~“ Nutzmann v. Ger. L. Ins. Co., 78-504,

81+-518; Id., 82-116, 84-+730.

8° Perras v. Booth, 82-191, 84+-739.

9° Lyons v. Dee, 88-490, .93+899.

91McDonough v. Lanpher, 55-501, 57+

152. .

“'1 Larson v. Haglin, 103-257,'114+958.

93 Pfudl v. Romer. 107-353, 120+-302.

94 Dahleen v. N. Y. Life Ins. Co., 109

337. 123+926.

M Bennett v. Synd. Ins. Co., 39-254, 39+

488.

M Lindvall v. Woods, 41-212, 42+1020.
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by falling barrel; M workman engaged in putting steam plant in a brewery

killed by the bursting of a pipe; “8 driver of brewery wagon injured by upsetting

of wagon; "° engineer of stationary engine blown from platform by escaping

steam; 1 falling down elevator shaft; 2 laborer in ditch injured by caving in of

earth; 3 laborer killed by collapse of cistern wall; ‘ laborer killed in lowering

large iron tank into a basement on skids; ‘‘ laborer injured in loading heavy

iron boiler on a truck; 6 laborer in trench hit by splinter from plank being

driven in without an iron cap, for curbing; T laborer thrown down an elevator

shaft by breaking of box on which he was standing; 8 laborer struck by a ferry

cable—breaking of rope; ° laborer shoveling in bin of grain elevator—killed by

caving in of bran; 1° laborer injured by fall of telephone pole upon which he was

working; “ engineer scalded by steam while removing pipes from stationary

engine; 12 laborer injured in loading hammer of pile-driver upon a wagon; "

laborer injured by defective trap door in sidewalk; “ laborer killed by electric

shock in handling cable charged with electricity; “ deckhand on dredge boat

killed by fall of crane; “‘ deckhand on dredge boat caught by revolving winch

head and killed; 1’ painter falling from bridge—defective tackle; 1” laborer in

jured by tree falling upon him; 1” laborer struck by follower of pile-driver and

killed; '~’° laborer in sewer trench killed by caving in of trench—1naterial for

sheathing insufficient; 2‘ laborer falling from pile of logs on skidway; 22 team

ster using a spreader rig in logging injured by breaking of rig; 2“ laborer assist

ing in loading logs from skidwa-ys upon sleds—grab-hook broke and log rolled

back upon him; 2* operator of switchboard in electric light plant—taking hold

of two handles of plugs in switchboard at same time and receiving shock; 2“

laborer painting electric light poles receiving electric shock—failure to insulate

wires; 2“ injury from shock of electricity while uncoiling wires of lamp:"

laborer working in excavation injured by fall of earth which had been loosened

by a blast; *5 teamster injured from loose tire on wheel of wagon; 2° helper to

pressman injured by press being started without customary signal;"° laborer

in trench for gas main injured by horse falling into trench; 3‘ teamster injured

in unloading hay with block and tackle—breaking of guide rope;82 laborer

tearing down building—fall of floor; " workman about threshing macl1ine—

1" McCarthy v. Lehigh Valley T. Co., 48

51+480.

1'1‘ Thcisen v. Porter, 56-555, 58+265.

M Schlitz v. Pabst, 57-303, 59+188.

1 .\-lc(!allum v. McCallum, 58-288, 59+

1019.

2 Mouse v. Kellogg, 58-406, 59+941.

3Carlson v. N. W. etc. Co., 63-428, 65+

914.

4Sneda v. Libera, 65-337, 68+36.

-'» Abel v. Butler, 66-16, 68+-205.

“Johnson v. Mpls. etc. Co., 67-141, 69+

713.

1 Friedrich v. St. Paul, 68-402, 71+387.

§Soutar v. Mpls. etc. Co., 68-18, 70+796.

9 Hughley v. Wabasha, 69-245, 72+78.

H1Lun(l v. Woodworth, 75-501, 78+81.

H Saxton v. N. W. etc. Co., 81-314, 84+

109.

l'-' Bisehoff v. St. Paul B. Assn., 82-105,

84+731.

13 Bell v. Lang, 83-228, 86+95.

H Dieters v. St. Paul G. Co., 86-474, 91+

15.

15 Klages v. Gillette, 86-458, 90+1116.

1" Jacobson v. Johnson, 87-185, 91+465.

"Hermann v. Clark, 89-132, 94+-136.

18 Anderson v. Fielding, 92-42, 99+357.

19 Owens v. Savage, 93-468, 101+-790.

20 Swanson v. Oakes, 93-404, 101+949.

21Kurstelska. v. Jackson, 84-415, 87+

1015; I<l., 89-95, 93+1054.

E? Dell v. Mcfirath, 92-187, 99+629.

28 Sandahl v. Lammers, 85-162, 88+532.

24 Carlson v. Marston. 68-400, 7l+398.

'-‘5 Wendler v. Red Wing etc. Co., 92-122,

99+625. '

1° Bernier v. St. Paul G. Co., 92-214, 99+

788.

21Voyer v. Dispatch P. Co., 62-393, 6-H

1138.

=8 Kohout v. Newman, 96-61, 104+764.

2"'I‘horne v. Mpls. etc. ($0.. 97-329, 106+

253.

8° Doerr v. Daily News P. Co., 97-2-18,

106+1044.

31 Johnson v. St. Paul G. Co., 98-512,

108+816.

~'*'-’ De Maries v. Jameson, 98-453, 108+

830.

33 Barrett v. Reardon, 95-425, 104+309.
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machine negligently started while workman was adjusting turn-buckle; 3‘ un

loading logging cars—defective platform;“ pouring blasting powder into a

hot hole; 3° explosion of dynamite in excavating ditches for water1nains;“T ex

plosion of dynamite from overheating; 3" an assistant engineer burned by steam

escaping from a defective stationary engine; 3” falling from hanging scafEold—

defective rope; 4° explosion of dynamite—digging out unexploded blasting

holes; “ laborer hit by stone attached to derrick—start-ing machinery without

signal; *2 laborer falling through hole in floor of building in process of construc

tion; ‘3 laborer falling from building in process of construction—defective

hoist; “ laborer on building in process of construction hit by falling timber; *"'

carpenter working on scalfold~—scaf’fold broken by timber falling upon it—car

penter thrown to ground; ‘“ laborer injured by fall of telegraph pole on which

he was working; " laborer digging earth from a bank—caving in of earth ;“

laborer working in trench for watermains»—falling in of curbing; “ rider at

horse race thrown from horse known to the master to have a bolting habit; "'°

laborer working in excavation struck by falling earth; "'1 overturning of plat

form on bridge in course of construction—plaintiif hit by cable of derrick—

pulley-block not moused; ‘*2 laborer injured by circular saw used to saw cord

wood; “a laborer injured by fall of logs—-working at top of rollway of logs-

logs decked on two skids; 5‘ teamster in woods hauling logs—foot caught in hole

in corduroy road;“m teamster injured by a vicious h0rse:"“ laborer working

about building in course of construction struck by plank falling from floor

above; "'1 plaintiff smothered in coal bin—attempting to break crust of coal; "“

plaintiff employed about a building in course of construction as a shoveler or

dered to carry timbers from first to second story fell to basement; 5” teamster

working about a ditching machine struck by cable; 6° laborer employed in con

struction of telephone line—intersection of telephone line and power line-use

of tape that was a conductor of electricity; ‘*1 injury from explosion of dynamite

in camp of railway construction crew; “Z landing man in logging camp-—injuI')'

from fall of log; "3 plumber burned by a defective plnmber’s furnace; '“ injury

from caving in of treneh—servant not warned of latent danger; °"’ injury from

fall of buckets of ditching machine; "“ drayman injured by truck falling from

 

1" Meyer v. Kenyon, 95-329, 104-+132. 52 Costello v. Frankman, 97-522, 107*t

35 Bailey v. Swallow, 98-104, 107+727.

M Holman v. Kempe. 70-422, 73+186.

87 Sta-bl v. Duluth, 71-341, 74+143.

3'3 Pinney v. King, 98-160, 107+1127.

8:;!;I’:’,tersi)n v. Van Dnsen, 101-50, 111+

ségD11chene v. Lefebvre. 101-473, 112+

41 Carlson v. Forrestal, 101-446, 112+626.

3;;2Berneehe v. Hilliard. 101-366, 112+

43 Merrill v. Pike, 94-186, 102+393.

H Gittens v. Porten, 90-512, 97+378;

45 Vogt v. Honstain, 81-174, 83+533.

40 Smith v. Tromanhauser, 63-98, 65+144;

Myhre v. Tromanhauser, 64-541, 67+660.

R Kelly v. Erie etc. Co., 34-321, 25+706.

45 Pederson v. Rushford, 41-289, 42+1063.

5;BBergquist v. Minneapolis, 42-471, 44+

8-'é°2Lane v. Minn S. A. Soc., 62-175, 64+

M Hill v. Winston, 73-80, 75+1030.

739.

*3 Monsen v. Crane. 99-186, 108+933.

54 Caron v. Powers, 96-192, 104%-889; ld-.

100-341, 111+152.

5-5 Goss Y. Goss, 102-346, 113+690.

-“Fleming v. Covington, 102-403, 113+

1016_

6;T6Kelly \'. Tyra, 103-176, 114+750, 115+

Q:1’-*8B:r.l(ler v. Zenith Fe Co., 103-345, 114+

59 Binewiez v. Haglin, 103-297, 115+271.

"0 Martin v. Gould, 103-467, 115-+276.

61 Donahue v. N. W. etc. Co., 103-432,

1151-279.

62 Anderson v. Smith, 104-40, 115+743;

Froeberg v. Smith, 106-72, 118+57.

05 Brown v. Mnsser, 104-156, 116+218.

"4 Lehman v. Dwyer, 104-190, 116+352

65 McCoy v. Northern H. 85 E. Co., 104

234, l16+488.

6" Engler v. La Crosse D. Co., 105-"/'4,

117%-242.
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his dray—defective dray-horse reared and backed suddenly against curb; ‘"

laborer removing ice from a railway car—defective ice tongs slipped and he fell

back into a hole in the car ; “8 mason tender wheeling mortar and brick along a

plank passageway in a building in the course of construction fell from the pas

sageway and was killed; °° tearnster employed in ditching operations struck by

cable; 7° laborer injured by unexpected movement of log-loader or jammer used

on a railway in logging operations; " foreman injured in unloading timber

from a. flat car; ” laborer injured by fall of staging suspended fro1n ceiling—

defective rope—-use of ropes where chains should have been used;"‘ laborer

working near building in course of construction struck by a falling board; “

laborer in logging crew struck in the eye by a piece of iron which he was at

tempting to bend on an anvil; 7“ laborer loading rails on a car sprained back ; "‘

laborer in gas works injured while taking off a. length of a steam pipe attached

to a trap and putting on another-—failure to open vent—discharge of hot water

and steam; " operator of wood-sawing machine in reaching over the machine

to remove a piece of wood struck his head against a shaft and was killed; '“‘ line

man working on electric wires suspended between poles killed by contact with

heavily charged wire defectively insulated; 7° laborer working in hole of vessel

discharging coal—struck by coal bucket-failure of hatch tender to give cus

tomary signal before fall of bucket; 5° lineman injured by fall of rotten tele

phone pole which he had mounted; '“ carpenter working in a cooling or water

tower struck by board being lowered from top of towel-—board slipped from

noose; "2 laborer assisting in moving scaffold thrown to ground.“

ACTIONS

6023. Parties defendant—A joint action against a master and his servant

may be maintained, when based on the negligent or other act of the servant for

which the master is liable.“

6024. Pleading—Cases are cited below involving questions of pleading.“

The general subject of pleading in actions for negligence is treated elsewhere.“

M De Grcif r. N. W. etc. Co., 106-15, 118+ "1 Dougherty v. Mpls. S. 8: M. Co., 126+

558. 136.

"8 Borchardt v. People’s Ice Co., 106-134,

1l8+359.

*9 Johnson v.

1009.

‘'0 Patterson v. Melchior, 106-437, 119+

402.

11 Vukelis v. Virginia L. Co., 107-68.

119+509.

7'-’ Manorc v. Kilgore, 107-347, 120-+340.

"3 Olson v. Pike, 107-411, 120+378.

74 Brennan v. Butler, 107-430, 120+540.

‘'5 Hoover v. Nichols, 108-69, 121+416.

"1 Stenvog v. Minn. Tr. Ry., 108-199,

121+903.

" Putz v. St. Paul G. 00., 108-243, 121+

1109.

18 Kerling v. Van Dusen, 108-51, 121+

227.

T9 Musolf v. Duluth E. E. Co., 108-369,

122+499.

-80 Anderson v. Pittsburgh C. Co., 108

455, 122+794.

81 Holden v. Gary, 109-59, 122+1018.

W Kronzer v. Spencer, 109-392, 124+6.

Lindahl, 106-382, 118+

83Mayberry v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+

356.

1“ Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-103, 14+

366 (complaint charging negligence in not

keeping couplings in safe condition held

sufliciently definite); Madden v. Mp1s. etc.

Ry., 30-453, 16+263 (derailment—held

proper to require complaint to be made

more definite); Tierney v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.,

31-234, 17+377 (complaint charging neg

ligence in not providing safe couplings

held sufliciently definite); Jorgenson v.

Smith, 32-79, 19+388 (complaint for in

jury to servant in moving a house held

not to show any negligence on the part of

the master); Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34

477, 26+605 (general allegation of negli

gence suflicient—admits proof of negli

gence of master or vice-principal); Rol

seth v. Smith, 38-14, 35+565 (general al

legation of negligence suflicient-when

complaint bad as showing contributory

negligence or assumption of risk); Con

nelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., 38-80, 35+582 (a

charge of negligence in the movement of a
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6025. Evidence—Admissibility—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.86 The general subject of evidence In actions for negli

gence is treated elsewhere.QT

train does not involve a charge of negli

gence in not establishing regulations for

the conduct of its servants in such cases) ;

Fraser v. Red River L. Co., 42-520, 44+

878 (complaint for negligence in construct

ing steps in a lumber pile held suflic1ent);

Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 45+1131 (com

plaint for injury from machinery held in

definite but not to show assumption of risk

or contributory negligence); Orth v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 43-208, 45+151 (complaint for

injury from defective locomotive held

snfliciently definite); Schumaker v. St. P.

& D. Ry., 46-39, 48+559 (complaint for ex

posure of servant to elements held sulfi

cient): Rogers v. Truesdale, 57-126, 58+

688 (allegation that act was “negli

gently” done held snflicient); Thompson

r. G. N. "Ry., 70-219, 72+962 (complaint

need not negative contributory negligence

or assumption of risk); Birmingham v.

Duluth etc. Ry., 70-474, 73+409 (complaint

held not to show contributory negligence

or that injury was caused by fellow serv

ant); Jenson v. G. N. Ry., 72-175, 75+3

(complaint charging carelessness and in

competency of fellow servant held sufli

cient); Nicholas v. Burlington etc. Ry., 78-

43, 80+776 (complaint charging failure to

furnish safe place in which to work held

suflicient); Lindgreu \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 86

152, 90+381 (complaint for injury to see

tionmen from negligence of fellow servants

held sufficient); Boyer v. Eastern Ry., 87

367, 92+326 (allegations as to methods of

doing work construed); Morris v. Eastern

Ry., 88-112, 92+535 (complaint for injury

from defective flogging hammer held suiti

cient); Swartz v. G. N. Ry., 93-339, 101+

504 (complaint for injury to sectionman

hit by stone thrown from engine held sulfi

oient); Costello V. Frankman, 97-522,

]07+739 (complaint held sufliciently spe

cific as to defects in pulleys. etc.); Pesek

v. New Prague, 97-171, 106+305 (com

plaint charging neglect to guard machin

ery held suflicient); Mayberry v. N. P.

Ry., 100-79, 110+356 (joinder of causes of

action); Vukelis v. Virginia L. Co.. 107

68, 1l9+509 (complaint for injuries rc

cerved in logging operations sustained,

though it did not directly allege that the

plaintifl’ at the time was in the employ‘

of the defendant); Christiansen v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 107-341, 120+30() (general al

legation of negligence sufiicient—indefinite

complaint for injuries received by section

man through negligence of fellow servant

sustamed); Manks v. Moore. 108-284, 122+

5 (servant ordered to work in dangerous

place with assurance of protection for all

1n_jury—complaint sustained); Floody v.

G. N. Ry., 108-216, 121+s75 (injury due

to defective switch-complaint sustamed);

Koreis v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 108-449, 122+

668 (complaint charging a defect in the

eccentric of a locomotive sustained); Bur

gett v. Wis. C. Ry., 109-216, 123+41_1 (al

logations of ultimate facts suflic1ent

complaint by fireman riding on a locomo

tive by invitation of the defendant sus

tained).

*5 See § 7058.

*6 Ransier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-215, 14+

883 (charge of negligence in employmg

incompetent engineer in that he was old,

near-sighted and unacquainted with road

cv-ir1enc‘e that after accident engmeer ran

train several miles without a brakcman

and ran the engine oil‘ the track held in

admissible); Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30

465, 16+35S (other det'ects—similar acm

dents from same defective instrument);

Macy v. St. P. & D. Ry., 35-200, 2_8+249

(motive for remaining in service without

giving notice of injury); Clapp v. Mp1s

etc. Ry., 36-6, 29+340 (similar acc1dent_s

from same defective instrument); Sobr

eski v. St. P. 8; D. Ry., 41-169, 42+863

(parol evidence of rules); Doyle v, St. P.

etc. Ry., 42-79, 43+787 (declarations of

claim agent of railway company—cu_ston1

ary practice—fact that similar accidents

had not happened); Larson v St. P._ etc.

Ry., 43-423, 45+722 (customary practice

record of trains); Kaillen v. N. W. etc.

Co., 46-187, 48+779 (former negligence of

servant); Moran v. Eastern Ry., 43-46,

50+930 (negative evidence that bell was

not rung); Bcrgquist v. Chandler, 49-511,

52+136 (statements of fellow servants

customary practice-testimony of boss as

to conditions-in mine); Stetfenson v. Chi.

ctc. Ry., 51-531, 53+800 (fact that act W38

done in an unusual manner); Myhre V

Tromanhauser, 64-541, 67+660 (manner 01‘

temper in which master gave order); Burg

v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+/45 (policy of 111‘

snrance); Rifley v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 72-469,

75+704 (customary practice); Morrow v

St. P. C. Ry., 74-430. 77+303 (acts of

servant in other part of work to show his

incompetency); Manley v. Mpls. P. C0-

76-169, 78+105O (policy of insurance);

Namyst v. Batz, 85-366, 88+991 (declara

tions of plaintiff at time of accident—l'8B

gcstae); Stauning v. G. N. Ry., 88-480,

93+518 (customary practice) Flanders v

cm. etc. Ry., 51-193, 53+544 (id.);_An

derson v. Fielding, 92-42, 99+357 (1d.);

Lally v. Crookston L. Co., 82-407, 35+

157 (changes and repairs after accident);

Cederberg v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-100, 111+

953 (customary practice of other com
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6026. Variance and issues—Cases are cited below involving questions re

lating to variance and issues."

6027. Burden of proof—-Cases are cited below involving questions as to the

bnrden of proof.“0

6027a. Verdict-—Naming fellow scrvant—In actions involving the negli

gence of a fellow servant the jury may be required to name the fellow servant

whose negligence they find caused the injury."°

MASTERS OF VESSEI8—See Shipping, 8762.

MAXIMS

Cross-References

Sec Equity, 3142.

6028. Nature and value-Legal maxims are pithy expressions of general

principles. They are the proverbs of the law and have the same merits and

panics in the inspection of locomotives);

Binewicz v. Haglin, 103-297, 115+271 (ad

missions); Wiita v. Interstate I. Co., 103

303, 115+169 (other accidents from same

instrnmentality); Brown v. Mnsser, 104

156, ]16+218 (customary practice of oth

ers as to the kind of axes for knocking

loose grab hooks in logging); Mchianus

v. Nichols, 105-144, 117+223 (admissions);

Poczerwinski v. Smith, 105-305, 117+486

(the question being as to whether a cer

tain saw was properly protected evidence

that another saw of similar character, but

different size, situated in the same mill,

was differently and more securely pro

tected by a different kind of covering, held

admissible); Pfudl v. Romer, 107-353,

120+302 (prior specific acts of negligence

on the part of a servant held admissible

to prove his incompetency); Anderson v.

Pitt, 108-261, 121+915 (customary practice

as to timbering drifts in mines); Koreis v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-449, 122+668 (break of

appliance shortly after its inspection).

81 See § 7049.

*5 Connelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., 38-80, 35l

582; Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79, 43+

787; Moody v. Smith 64-524, 67+633;

Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 65-382, 67+1002;

Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5; Lund

v. Woodworth, 75-501, 78+81; Sours v.

G. N. Ry., 81-337, 84+11-4; Nutzmann v.

Ger. L. Ins. Co., 82-116, 841-730; Pierce v.

Brennan. 88-50, 92+507; Scarlotta v. Ash,

95-240, 103+1025; Jamming V. G. N. Ry.,

96-302, 104+1079; Donohue v. N. W. etc.

Co., 103-432. 115+279; Hostetter v. Illi

nois C. Ry., 104-25, 115+’?-18; Poczerwin

cki v. Smith, 105-305, 117+-186; Vaillan

conr v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-348, 119+53;

Bignm v. St. Paul etc. Co., 107-567. 119+

4B1; Raitila v. Consumers 0. Co., 107-91,

119+-490.

69 McMahon v. Davidson, 12-357(232)l

(injury due in part to master and in part

II—28

to fellow servant); Crandall v. Mcllrath,

24-127 (unfit fellow servant); Fraker v.

St. -P. etc. Ry., 32-54, 19+-349 (to show

breach of duty of master); Olson v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 38-117, 35).-866 (id.); David

son v. Davidson, 46-117, 48-+560 (id.);

Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526, 71+662 (id.);

Lorimer v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-391, 51+125

(burden of proving contributory negli

gence on defendant—rule not changed by

railway fellow-servant statute); Nelson

v. St. Paul P. Works, 57-43, 58+868 (as

to defective appliances-unnecessary to

prove precise nature of defect) ; Koslowski

v. Thaycr, 66-150, 68+973 (defective ma

chinery); Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384,

50-363 (degree of proof required); Olson

v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5 (id.); Larson

v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-488, 45+1096 (id.);

Kohont v. Newman, 96-61, 104+764 (id.);

Thompson v. G. N. Ry., 70-219, 72+962

(assumption of risk); Kletschka v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 80-238, 83-+133 (res ipsa loquitur

--presumption of negligence); Carleton v.

G. N. Ry., 93-378. 10l+501 (degree of

proof required); Ulseth v. Crookston L.

Co., 97-178, 106+-307 (degree of proof re

quirod—-res ipsa loquitur); Gomulak v.

Smith, 98-149, 1071-542 (res ipsa loquitur

-presumption of negligence); Cederberg

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-100, 111+953 (id.);

Bincwicz v. Haglin, 103-297, 1151'-271

(case not made out by proof of admis

sions of defendant); Lehman v. Dwyer,

104-190, 116+352 (degree of proof re

quired); Twitchell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107

383, 120+531 (negligence not inferable

from happening of accident); Brennan v.

Butler, 107-430, 1204-540 (res ipsa loquitur

held inapplicable); Jacobson v. G. N. Ry.,

108-517, 120+1089 (id.). See Looney v.

.\lct. Ry., 200 U. S. 480 (burden on servant

to show negligence in master—presumption

that master has performed his duty).

90 R. L. 1905 § 4179; Crane v. Chi. etc.
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defects as other roverbs. The are not trustworthy guides in the practical

administration 0? the law. Thdy rarely explain anytlung and are almost al

ways subject to implied exceptions and limitations.m t E

6029. English maxims-Where one of two 1n.nocent persons mus ‘S112:

from the act of another he must bear the loss who made such act possible,_

hard cases n1ust not be allowed to make bad law; 98 one may not profit; by h1S

own wrong; 9‘ one may not pursue a lawful end by unlawful means; a cor

rect 1'ule should not be overturned by an inconsistent exception; as what 15

necessary must be done; 9’ the law does not require impossibihtles; the law

is reasonable in all things; "9 a 1nan’s house is his castle.‘ I

6030. Latin maxims—Actio personalis n1oritur cum persona (a persona

action dies with the person) ;2 actus curiae ncminem gravab1t (an act oi the

court shall prejudice no one) ;8 ad questionem iact1 non respondent judices,

ad questionem legis non respondent juratores (judges do not answer a ques

tion of fact; jurors do not answer a question of law) ; ‘ allegans suarn turpi;

tudinem non est audiendus (one alleging his own mfamy 1S not to be heard) ,

aqua currit et debet currere ut currere solebat (water runs and ought to 11111

as it was wont to run) ;° bona judicis est ampliare jurlsdictionem (it is the

part of a. good judge to enlarge his jurisdiction) ; ' causa promma non remoti:

spectatur (the proximate and not the remote cause is to be considered),

caveat emptor (let the buyer beware) ; 9 cessante ratione leg1s_ cessat et 1psa lex

(when the reason of a law ceases the law itself ceases) ; 1° cujus est solum _e]u-l

est usque ad coelum (he who owns the soil owns up to the sky) ; 1‘ de_m1n1m1s

non curat lex (the law does not concern itself with trifles) ; 1’ express1o_eorum

quae tacite insunt nihil operatur (the expression of those things which are

tacitly implied adds nothing) ;" expressio unius est exclusio altenus (the

Ry., 83-278, 86+328 (if evidence does not

show negligence of servant named defend

ant is entitled to judgment notwithstand

ing the verdict); McManus v. Nichols,

109-355, 123+1080 (elfect of failure to

name—fe1low servant otherwise designated

--instructions disregarded); Wickham v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 124+639, 994 (statute held

inapplieable—negligence of fellow servant

not involved).

91Po‘lock, Jurisprudence (2 ed.), 231;

Salmond, Jurisprudence, 482; 9 Harv. L.

Rev. 13.

"2 Palmer v. Bates, 22-532; Burgers v.

Bragaw, 49-462, 52+45; Ratzer v. Bur

lington etc. Ry., 64-245, 249, 66+988;

Robbins v. Larson, 69-436, 440, 72+456;

Paulseu v. Koon, 85-240, 88+-760; Scanlon

v. Germania Bank, 90-478, 97+380; Wil

son v. Walrath, 103-412, 115+203.

93 Smith v. Fletcher, 75-189, 196, 77+

800. See Erkens v. Nicolin, 39-461, 40+

Heminway v. Miller, 87-123, 129, 91+

8;t)Wellner v. Eckstein, 105-444. 463, 117+

3"6B2Chubbuck v. Cleveland, 37-466, 35+

vflllaliebart v. Foster, 61-132, 63+257.

07 State v. Sommers, 60-90, 61+907.

"8 Faber v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 29-465, 469,

l3+902; Guiterman v. Sharvey, 46-183,

48+780; First Nat. Bank v. McConnell,

103-340, 114+1129.

W Guiterman v. Sbarvey, 46-183, 48+730

1State v. Touri, 101-370, 112+422.

'-’Boutiller v. St. Milwaukee, 23-97(72)

3Lo\-ejoy v. Stewart, 23-94, 101.

-I Fischer v. Sperl, 94-421, 428, 103+502.

-" Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 226, 116+739.

6Pinney v. Luce, 44-367, 46+561. _

7Br0rvn v. Maplewood C. Assn., 80-498:

515, 89+872.

"Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15-350

(283, 300); Ransier v. Mpls. & St. L. Ry-1

32-331. 20+332. ,
“Brooks v. Hamilton, 15-26(10); First

Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 22-224; McNaugh

ton v. Carleton College, 28—285, 9+805i

Coles v.‘ Washington County, 35-1241 27+

497.

1° Chapman v. Dodd, 10-350(277, 289);

Wilson v. Bell, 17-61(40); Pett-Morgan

v. Kennedy, 62-348, 352, 644-912; Thorpe

v. Hanscom, 64-201, 205, 66+1; Flenung

v. McCutcheon, 85-152. 154, 88+-433;

Kelly v. Stevenson, 85-247, 251. 88+-739;

sum v. Bonk, 91-419, 429, os+as4.

H Stillwater W. Co. v. Farmer, 89-58, 66,

93+9O7.

12 See §§ 417, 7074, 9175.

13Sce § 8981.
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expression of one thing is the exclusion of another) ; “ expressum facit cessare

tactium (where there are express provisions none can be implied) ;15 ex turpi

contractu actio non oritur (no action arises on an immoral contract) ; 1“ false

demonstratio non nocct (a false description does no harm) ; " id certum est

quod certum reddi potest (that is certain which may be rendered certain) ;18

ignorantia juris non excusat (ignorance of the law is no excuse) ; “’ impos

sibilium nulla obligatio est (there is no obligation to do impossible things) ;2°

in pari delicto melior est conditio possidentis (where parties are equally in the

wrong the condition of the possessor is the better) ;21 interest reipublicae ut

sit finis litium (it is to the interest of the state that there be an end to litiga

tion) ; “ lex neminem cogit ad vana seu inutilia peragenda (the law forces no

one to do rain or useless things) ; 2* lex neminem cogit impossibilia (the law

requires no one to do impossible things) ; “ mobilia sequuntur pcrsonam (mov

ables follow the person) ; '-"" nemo debet bis vexari pro una et eadem cause (no

one ought to be twice vexed for one and the same cause) ; 2“ nullu1n tompus

occurrit regi (time does not run against the king) ; 2’ nullus comrnodum capere

potest dc injuria sua propia (no one can take advantage of his own wrong) ; “

omnia presumuntur legitime facta doncc probetur in contrarium (all things

are presumed to be done legitimately until the contrary is proved) ; 2’ omnia

rite acta presumuntur (all things are presumed to have been rightly done) ; 3°

omnis ratihabitio retrotrahitur et mandato priori aequiparatur (every subse

quent ratification has a. retroactive effect, and is equivalent to a prior com

mand) ; 81 prior in tempore potior in jure (he who is first in time is first in

right) ; ” qui approbat, non reprobat (one who approves does not reject).88

qui facit per alium facit per se (one who acts through another acts himself) ; “

qui haeret in litera haeret in cortice (one who adheres to the letter adheres to

the bark) ; “ quilibet potest renunciare juri pro se inducto (one may waive a

right introduced for his benefit);M qui scntit commodum sentire debetet

onus (one who derives a benefit from a thing ought to bear the incidental

burdens) ; 3" respondeat superior (let the principal answer) ; as res inter alios

acta alteri nocere non debet (a stranger to a transaction ought‘ not to be af

14 Sec §§ 1838, 8980.

I-" See § 8982.

1"Anhcuser v. Mason, 44-318, 46+558.

11' Lovejoy v. Gaskill, 30-137, 144-583;

Adamson v. Petersen, 35-529, 29-l-321.

1*‘ St. Paul Div., S. of T. v. Brown, 9

l57(144, 152); Dutcher v. Culver, 24-584,

592; Bennett v. Blatz, 44-56, 46+319;

Fairchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 545, 49+

2125; Lumbermeu ’s Ins. Co. v. St. Paul. 85

234, 238, 88+749.

W Merritt v. St. Paul, 11-223(145, 152);

State v. Armiugton, 25-29, 38; Houston v.

N. P. Ry., 109-273, 123+922.

2"1\‘i1'st Nat. Bank v. McConnell, 103

340. 114-1-1129.

21 Bauer v. Sawyer, 90-536, 974428.

22 State of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 179,

9+-725; Washbnrn v. Van Steenwyk, 32-336,

355, 20+324; Sodini v. Sodini, 96-329,

104+976.

28 Humphrey v. Havens, 12-298(1.96,

214); State v. Galusha, 26-238, 2+939, 3+

350; Stewart v. G. N. Ry., 65-515, 523,

68+208.

'-’4 Rogers v. Clark. 104-198, 213, 116+739.

'15 Swedish etc. Bank v. First Nat. Bank,

89-98. 113, 94+218; State v. W. U. Tel.

Co., 96-13, 23, 104+567.

2“ State v. McGrorty, 2-224(187); State

of Wis. v. Torinus, 28-175, 179, 91-725;

Washburn v. Van Steenwyk, 32-336, 355,

20+32-1.

21 State v. Harris, 102-340, 113+887.

28 Wellner v. Eckstein, 105-444, 462, 117+

R30.

29 St. Paul v. Kuby, 8-154(125, 135).

-'10 State v. Smith, 22-218, 223.

31 Wilson v. Hayes, 40-531, 539, 42+467.

32 Winona & St. P. Ry. v. Randall, 29

283, 287, 13+127; Wilson v. Eigeubrodt,

30-4, 131-907; Snell v. Snell, 54-285, 55+

1131.

33 Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 226, 116+739.

“St. Paul v. Scitz, 3-297(205, 217);

Morier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+952.

-35 Taylor v. Taylor, 10-107(81, 91).

86 State v. Dike, 20-363(314); Whittier

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 24-394, 405.

31 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131, 28+3.

88 St. Paul v. Seitz, 3-297(205); Morier

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351, 17+952.
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feeted by it) ; 3° salus populi est suprema lex (the safety of the state is the

supreme law) ; 4° sic utere tuo ut alienum non lacdas (so use your own prop

erty as not to injure that of another) ; “ solutio pretii emptionis loco habe

tur (the payment of the price stands in the place of the sale) ; '2 ubi jus ibi

remedium (where there is a right there is a remedy) ; *3 unumquodque dis

solvitur eodem modo, quo ligatur (everything is dissolved by the same mode

in which it is bound together) ;“ ut res magis valcat quam pereat (that a

thing may rather have effect than come to nothing) ;“‘ vigilantibns et non

dormientibus jura subserviunt (the laws serve the vigilant and not the care

less) ; “’ volenti non fit injuria (one who consents sulfers no injury) ."’

MAY—See Statutes, 8979.

MAYHEM—See Maiming.

MAYOR—See Municipal Corporations, 6568.

MEANDER LINES-—See Boundaries, 1068, 1069.

MECHANICAL BUSINESS-See Corporations, 2080.

3" Morin v. St. P. etc. Ry. 33-176, 180 44 Stees v. Leonard 20-494(448 456 .

22+-251; Pioneer PS. & L. Cb. v. Bartschj 45 Greenleaf v. Edes, 2-264(226)’; Mu)sser

51-474, 478, 53+164; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. McRea, 44-343, 46+673.

v. Stoneman, 53-212, 54-+1115. W Bidwell v. Whitne 4-76 45 56 '

4° McDonald v. Red Wing, 13-38(25); Sargeant v. Bigelow, 24:370. ( ’ )’

Sfptqe v. Peterson, 50-239, 245, 52+655. 41 Lovell v. St. Paul, 10-290(229. 232);

p i,(l=.e_§,_6983.‘ _ Joannin v. Ogilvic, 49-564, 52+217; Gra

P1-5 3fl21!l';;E5W v. Wmona etc. Ry., 36-505, ham v. Burch, 53-17, 22, 55+64; Turner

J‘s,S t - v. Fryberger, 99-236, 107+1133, 109+-229;

ee § 1656. Base v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360.



MECHANICS’ LIENS

IN GENERAL

Nature, 6031.

Application of statutes-Effect of change

or repea1—Retroactive operation, 6032.

Construction of statutes, 6033.

Constitutionality of statutes, 6034.

Basis of lien is consent of owner, 6035.

Owner pledges credit of building, 6036.

Improvements by persons not owners

Consent of owners—Notice—Statute.

6037.

PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIEN

Exemptions, 6038.

Interests subject to lien-Who are owners,

6039.

Covers land and bnildings—Appurtenances,

6040.

Vendors—F0rfeiture of executory contracts

requiring improvements, 6041.

Vcndees—Interest under executory con

tract, 6042.

Follows proceeds of sale of building, 6043.

Railways, telegraph and telephone lines,

etc., 6044.

RIGHT TO LIEN

Adaptation to improvement, 6045.

When materials are “furnished,” 6046.

Product of labor not used in building,

6047.

Materials furnished for particular build

ing but not used therein, 6048.

Knowledge of intended use—Sales of mer

chandise, 6049.

Building erected on wrong lot by mistake,

6050.

Delivery of materials out of state, 6051.

Limitations on amount of lien, 6052.

Subcontractors, 6053.

Grading and excavating, 6054.

Charges for transportation, 6055.

Claim assignable—Enforcement, 6056.

Who may attack, 6057.

Fraud and misconduct of contractor, 6058.

Contracts made out of state, 6059.

Held entitled to a lien, 6060.

Held not entitled to a lien, 6061.

PRIORITIES

When lien attaches, 6062.

Delivery of materials at wrong place, 6063.

No priority as between mechanics’ liens,

6064.

Priority between

mortgages, 6065.

Priority between purchasers and lienors,

6066.

LOSS, WAIVER, AND SATISFACTION

Unlawful removal of buildings, 6067.

Work done by substitute, 6068.

mechanics’ liens and

Arrest or abandonment of work by owner,

6069.

Destruction of buildings, 6070.

Satisfaction of record, 6071.

Waiver, 6072.

Transfer of title-—Estoppel, 6073.

Including non-lienable items—-Adjustment

of account, 6074.

Payment of account, 6075.

Non-performance of contract, 6076.

LIEN STATEMENT

In general, 6077.

Name of owner, 6078.

Description of premises, 6079.

Dates of first and last items, 6080.

Reference to law, 6081.

One building on several

owners, 6082.

Two or more buildings, 6083.

Contract with owner or agent, 6084.

Claim of lien, 6085.

Verification, 6086.

Time of filing, 6087.

Who may file, 6088.

Recording, 6089.

Amendment, 6090.

Sufliciency under obsolete statutes, 6091.

INDEMNITY BONDS AGAINSTIJENS

Bonds in lieu of lien under G. S. 1878 c. 90

§ 3, 6092.

Indemnifying bonds of contractors, 6093.

I mlemnifying bonds of subcontractors,

6094.

Indemnifying bonds of mortgagors and

grantors, 6095.

Contracts for indemnifying bonds, 6096.

ACTION TO FORECLOSE

Nature, 6097.

Only one action allowab1e—Consolidation

of separate actions, 6098.

Statement to owner as condition precedent,

6099.

Limitation of actions, 6100.

Parties, 6101.

Summons, 6102.

Lis pendens, 6103.

Complaint, 6104.

Cross-complaint, 6105.

Bill of particulars, 6106.

Answer, 6107.

Reply unnecessary, 6108.

Variance. 6109.

Burden of proof, 6110.

Evidence—Admissibility, 6111.

Evidence—Sufficiency, 6112.

Judgment, 6113.

Costs-Attorney’s fees, 6114.

Sale-Distribution of proceeds, 6115.

Redemption from sale, 6116.

lots—Separate
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IN GENERAL

1. Nature—The lien is urely statutory; it had no existence at com

indii):1a\v or in equity.‘8 It is}; “statutory security ;” not a rerp,edy.“’_‘ Itf1s

not an estate or interest in realty within the statute of frauds. It is 0 ha

continuing nature and binds the whole estate or mterest of the debtor pg tlci

building and lot on which it stands.51 It is not of a contractual nature.

is cumulative, and does not exclude an action on the contract."3 _

6032. Application of statutes—Effect of change or repeal—Re_troactm;

o‘peration—Cases are cited below involving the operation and appllcatlqp 0

particular statutes relating to mechanics’ liens, and the etfect of repeals.

6033. Construction of statutcs—-The statute is of a remedial nature and

is to be construed liberally; at least, so far as the procecdmgs for the perfec

tion and enforcement of the lien are concerned.55 It rs not to be strictly

construed as to the parties :~ntitled to a lien.“ But it should not be extended

beyond its legitimate scope to the prejudice of third parties." It should _be

fairly and reasonably construed and applied so as to afford the security in

tended, upon a substantial compliance with its requirements, and at the same

time afi:'ord reasonable protection to the rights of other parties who may have

acquired an interest in the property.58 It must have a reasonable and prac

tical construction.59

“Bailey v. Mason, 4—546(430); Toledo

N. Works v. Bernheimer, 8—118(92);

Tuttle v. Howe, 14—145(113, 117); Free

man v. Carson, 27-516, 8+764; Rugg v.

Hoover, 28-404, 10+473; Emery v. Hertig,

60-54, 58, 61+830; Jewett v. Iowa L. Co.,

64-531, 535, 67+639.

49 Atkins v. Little, 17-342(320, 331).

5° Burns v. Carlson, 53-70, 54+-1055.

51 Colman v. Goodnow, 36-9, 29+338;

,Johnson v. Salter, 70-146, 72+974.

H2 Bailey v. Mason, 4-546(430); Coleman

v. Ballandi, 22-144, 146.

53 See R. L. 1905 § 3516.

M Bailey v. Mason, 4-546(430) (unper

fected lien falls with repeal of 1aw—un

der act of 1855 lien was not perfected by

merely filing notice or petition for a. lien) ;

Mason v. Heyward, 5-74(55) (act of

March 20, 1858, held to be retrospective

as between owner and contractor and to

give lien for work commenced before and

finished after its passage); Willim v.

Bernheimer.-5—288(229) (work done while

act of 1855 was in force—lien not per

fected until repeal of act of 1855 by act

of March 20, 1S58—application of act of

August 12, 1858); Dunwel] v. Bidwell, 8

34(18) (repeal of act of 1855 by act of

March 20, 1858, there being no saving

clause, destroyed all rights not perfected

under act of 1855—saving clause in net

of August 12, 1858 did not reach liens

under act of 1855 destroyed by act of

March 20, 1858); Toledo N. Works v.

Bcrnheimer, S-118(92) (repeal of act of

March 20. 1858 by act of August 12,

1858); O’Neil v. St. Ol:1f's School, 26

329, 4+47 (legislature cannot provide for

lien where none existed at time of con

tract with owner); Pond v. Robinson, 38

272, 37+99 (Laws 1887 c. 170, providing

for liens in certain cases, was prospective

in its operation—it repealed inconmstent

acts, but did not expressly repeal G. S.

1878 c. 90-—contracts previously made were

governed by the former statute); Nelson

v. Sykes, 44-68, 46+207 (Laws 1889 c. 200

was not retrospective and did not affect

time for recording statements for hens ac

cruing under prior law); Tell v. Wood

rufl‘. 45-10, 47+262 (lien statement, made

according to Laws 1889 c. 200 § 8, where

materials were in part furnished before

act went into effect, held proper); Bard

well v. Mann, 46-285. 48+1120 (applica

tion of Laws 1889 c. 200—lien statement

governed by law in force at time hen ac

crued); Hill v. Lovell, 47-293, 504-81

(id.); Nystrom v. London etc. Co., 47-31.

49+394 (application of Laws 1889 c. 200

as to time of bringing action to enforce

lien); Wheaten v. Berg, 50-525, 52+926

(application of Laws 1889 c. 200 where

materials were furnished under a contract

made before but not performed until after

act went into effect).

“Tattle v. Howe, 14-145(113, 117);

Rugg v. Hoover. 28-404, 10+473; Althea

v. Tarbox, 48-18, 24, 50+1018; Tulloch v.

Rogers. 52-114, 118, 53+1063; Coughlan V

Longini, 77-514, 80+695; Doyle v. Wag

ner. 100-380, 111+275.

5° Emery v. Hertig, 60-54, 61+830.

-'" Farmers’ Bank v. Wins‘ow. 3-86(43).

“5 Rugg v. Hoover, 28-404, 10+473. See
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6034. Constitutionality of statutes—The present statute has been held

constitutional as against various objections.“U The mechanic’s lien act of 1887

was unconstitutional for various reasons,“1 but its title was sutiicient.62 The

provisions of G. S. 1878 c. 90, providing a lien for subcontractors, was con

stitutional.“

6035. Basis of lien is consent of owner—The basis of the lien is the con

sent of the owner, expressed or irnplied.“ But under the present law the lien

does not necessarily rest on a contract with the owner.“ All who have con

tributed to increase the value of the property by consent of the owner, or in

pursuance of a contract with him for that purpose, should have an interest in

it for the satisfaction of their claims.“

6036. Owner pledges credit of building-—An owner who enters into a

contract with a contractor for the erection of a building is deemed to contract

with reference to the statute, which becomes a part of the contract, and in

legal efiect he thereby consents that the contractor may, subject to the condi

tions and limitations of the statute, pledge the credit of the building for the

necessary labor and materials for its construction in accordance with the con

tract.°"

6037. Improvements by persons not owners—Consent of owners—No

tice—Statute—By statute a presumption of consent to improvements is

raised against owners, and if they do not consent, they must serve a notice."

The statute is con.stitutional.°° The presumption raised by the statute is

only prima facie.10 It establishes a rule of evidence in the nature of an

equitable estoppel, where owners remain silent when improvements are being

made on their property without their consent.71 Lessors are required to give

notice except as to repairs. A peaceable entry to post a notice is not a tres

pass."2 Notice to an agent may be notice to the owner under the statute.“

The burden of proving the posting of notice is on the owner.‘H The improve

ments mentioned in this statute are those mentioned in R. L. 1905 § 3505.”

An exception is made in favor of bona fide incumbrancers.“ It was held,

prior to the revision of 1905, that Laws 1889 c. 200 § 5 was applicable to

vendors under an executory contract to conve_v.77 The posting must be in

conformity to the statute."

11 Harv. L. Rev. 467; Springer \‘. ‘Ford.

168 U. S. 513. .

5° Howes v. Reliance etc. Co., 46-44, 48+

448.

M Bardwell v. Mann, 46-285, 48+1120;

' Burns v. Sewell, 48-425, 51+224; Congdon

v. Cook, 55-], 561-253.

"1 Meyer v. Bcrlandi, 39-438. 40+513.

62 State v. Braehvogel, 38-265, 36+641.

68 Bohn v. McCarthy, 29-23, 11+127 ;

Laird v. Moonan, 32-358, 20+354.

“O'Neil v. St. Olaf ’s School, 26-329,

4+47; Laird v. Moonan, 32-358, 20+354;

Meyer v. Berlandi, 39-438, 40+513; Hill v.

Gill, 40-441, 42+294; King v. Smith, 42

286, 44-+65; Bardwell v. Mann, 46-285,

48+1120; Wheaton v.‘ Berg, 50-525, 535,

52+926.

"5 Althen v. Tarbox, 48-18, 23, 50+1018.

M Knight v. Norris, 13-473(438); Laird

v. Moonan, 32-358, 20+354; Hill \'. Gill,

40-441, 42+ 294.

“7 Berger v. Turnblad, 98-163, 167, 107+

543; Bar-dwell v. Mann, 46-285, 48+1120;

Laird v. Moonan, 32-358. 20+354; Bohn v.

McCarthy. 29-23. 11+127.

“S R. L. 1905 § 3509.

"9 Congdon v. Cook, 55-], 56+253.

7° Wheaton v. Berg, 50-525, 524-926.

71 Martin v. Howard, 49-404, 411, 52+34.

T2 Pongdon v. Cook. 55-1, 56+253. See

Ness v. Wood. 42-427, 44+313.

13 Jefferson v. Leithauser, 60-251, 62+277 ;

Sandberg v. Palm. 53-252, 54+1109.

‘H McCauslan¢l v. West Duluth L. Co., 51

246, 53+464.,

-'5 Co'vin \'. Weimer, 64-37, 65+1079.

7" Hill v. Aldrich, 48-73, 50+1020; Haupt

v. Westman_ 49-397, 52+33; Miller v. Stod

dard, 50-272. 276. 52-+895; Hewson v.

(‘ook, 52-534, 54+751.

77 Wheaten v. Berg. 50-525, 52+926. See

Nolander v. Burns, 48-13, 17, 50+1016.

1‘ Kraus \'. Murph_v, 38-422, 38+112.
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PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIEN

6038. Exernptions—Public property is exempt.” Homesteads are not now

exe1npt,‘*° but they were prior to the constitutional amendment of 1888.M

6039. Interests subject to lien-—Who are owners—The word “owner”

in the statute includes equitable owners, and those holding any estate or in

terest which the court may order sold.“2 One in possession will be presumed

to he riglitfillly in possession and to have an interest in the land sufiicient to

sustain a lien.83 The separate property of a married woman is chargeable,‘H

and so is the interest of an executor or derisee,” and of a rendee under an

executory contract to convey.M

6040. Covers land and buildings-—Appurtenances—The lien attaches to

the building and the land on which it is erected." Though a mechanic’s lien

act is silent as to the land, it must be construed to include, as subject to the

lien, that extent of ground, appurtenant to the building, which is reasonably

necessary for its enjoyment.“8 Properties are not appurtenant to each other

from the mere fact that they are used in different branches of the same busi

ness, which may be carried on separately, and derive the steam or power

necessary to carry them on from a common source.$9 Proof that there is an

other building on the lot not connected with that for which the material is

furnished, without showing the character of the former, or wlietlier one build

mg is or is not appurtenant to the other, is not sufficient to exclude any part

of the lot from the operation of the lien.90

6041. Vendors—Forfeiture of executory contracts requiring improve

ments—It is provided by statute that whenever land is sold under an execu

tory contract requiring the vendee to improve the same, and such contract is

forfeited or surrendered after liens have attached by reason of such improve

ments, the title of the vendor shall be subject thereto; but he shall not be per

sonally hable if the contract was made in good faith. When improvements

are made by one person upon the land of another, all persons interested therein

otherwise than as bona fide prior incumbrancers or lienors shall be deemed to

have authorized such improvements, in so far as to subject their interests to

liens therefor. But any person who has not authorized the same may protect

h1_s mterest from such liens by serving upon the persons doing work or other

wise contributing to such improvement, within fire davs after knowledge

thereof, wrutteu notice that the improvement is not being.r n-mde at his instance.

or by posting like notice, and keeping the same posted, in a conspicuous plate

on the premises: Provided, that as against a lessor no lien is given for repair‘

made by or at the mstance of his lessee.B1

1" Jordan v. Board of Ed., 39-298, 39+

80]. (schoolhouse); Burlington Mfg. Co. v.

Board Courthouse etc. Com ’rs. 67-327. 69+

1091 (courthouse). See Washington Coun

ty v. Clapp. 83-512. 519. 86+7T5- Rowley

v. (“onklin, so-172. 94+548. ’

-“° Eco § 4210. -

“I ogel v. Mickow. 11-475 354 - -

brccht v. Rickert. 1-t—l4l)(1il8);)‘(‘1ril)<:,]rrg1i:i1

". Ballandi. 22-1-H; Keller v. Struck 31

446. 1s+2s0; MP}'O1' \-. Bcrlandi. 39"-438

40+513:' Bergsmu \'. Dewey. 46-357 49+57.

‘-2 "_\tk1ns \*. Little, 17-342(320)'~ Ben:

]u_|u1n \'. Wils()u. 34-517. 26+725' darev \‘

ldgaelgiduer. 71‘-434, 79+541. ' ' '

.0 man v. Goodnow, 36-9. .

5-‘ Carpenter \'. Leonard. l_—l55—)(2l)l-g;}§.T\lt

tlc v. }I0\\’(', H-145(]l3); Smith v.‘ (‘-ill.

37-455. 35-L178; Althen \'. Tarbox, 48-15.

5(l+10]8.

*5 See Cummings v. Halsted, 26-151, 1+

1052; Ness v. Woorl. 42-427. 4-H313; Nos!

\'. Davidson, 45-424. 48+10; Id., 49-469, I

52+46.

-‘-‘° See § 6042.

RT R. L. 1905 § 3505; King v. Smith. 42

286. 44-+65.

_" Meyer v. Bcrlandi. 39-438, 443, 40+

H13. See Carpenter v. Leonard, 5-155

(119).

_'“f_McDonalrl v. Mpls. L. Co., 28-262, 9+

‘fin. See Carpenter v. Leonard. 5-155

(119) .

“° Bergsmn v. Dewey, 46-357. 4-9+57.

91 R. L. 1905 § 3509; Nolandel‘ V. Burns.

-18-13, 50+10l6; Althen v. Tarbox, 48-13.
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6042. Vendees—Interest under executory contract—'1‘he interest of a

vendee, under an executory contract for the conveyance of realty, is subject to

mechanics’ liens.M The lien attaches to the entire estate of the vendee upon

the completion of his contract.93 The vendor and vendee cannot, by any stipu

lations between themselves alone, deprive third parties of their statutory right

to a lien for labor or material subsequently furnished to the vendee for an

improvement of the premises.‘H Upon default of the vendee, his interest will

be treated as still outstanding for the purpose of enforcing liens established

against it.”

6043. Follows proceeds of sale of building—Where a building was sold

under a power paramount to a mechanic’s lien, it was held proper to treat

the lien as being transferred to the proceeds of the sale in the hands of the

person who had authorized the improvement giving rise to the lien.M

6044. Railways, telegraph and telephone lines, etC.—Special provision is

made by statute for a lien on railways, telegraph, telephone, and electric light

lines, conduits, subways, etc.“

RIGHT TO LIEN

6045. Adaptation to irnpr0vement—The labor or material must be rea

sonably adapted to, or suitable for, the character of the building or improve

ment contracted for by the owner.“8

6046. When materials are “furnished"—As a general rule, and at least

as against hona fide purchasers or incumbrancers, materials are not “fur

nished” within the statute until they are actually delivered on the premises."

But as elsewhere pointed out, a lien may sometimes be acquired for materials

that are never delivered on the premises or used in the building.1 A material

man is entitled to a lien for all materials furnished by him up to the filing of

the statement, though some of it is not actually put into the building at that

time.2 Materials may be “furnished” when originally delivered. though they

are taken away from the premises temporarily for alterations. And materials

may be “furnished” when they are originally delivered, though changes are

made in them after delivery.8

6047. Product of labor not used in building—Where a laborer performed

work at the shop of a contractor on certain ornamental plastering which the

contractor would not allow to be placed in the building because of a dispute

with the owner, it was held that he was entitled to a lien.‘

6048. Materials furnished for particular building but not used therein

—A lien may be had for materials furnished in good faith for a particular

50+1018; Hill r. Aldrich, 48-73, 77, 50+

1020; Haupt v. \Vestman, 49-397. 402, 52+

33; Wheaten v. Berg. 50-525, 52+926; Mc

Causlanrl v. West Duluth L. Co.. 51-246.

53+464; Brown v. Jones. 52-484. 55-+54;

Borman v. Baker, 68-213. 215. 704-1075.

See, under former statute, Hill v. Gill, 40

441, 42+294; MeGlauflin v. Bceden. 41-408,

4-‘H86; Boyd v. Blake, 42-1. 43+4S-5;

Hickey v. Collom. 47-565, 50 (-918.

"'1 Hill v. Gill. 40-441. 443, 42+294; King

v. Smith. 42-286_ 4-H65: Malmgren v.

Phinney. 50-457, 52%-91:’); Brown v. Jones.

52-484, 55+54.

"3 Brown v. Jones. 52-484. 55+54.

N Malmgrcn v. Phinney, 50-457. 52+915.

"5 Brown v. Jones. 52-484. 55+54.

9" Ness v. Davidson. 49-469, 52+46.

“'1 R. L. 1905 § 3507; Perry v. Duluth T.

Ry., 56-306, 57+792 (one letting his teams

and teamsters to a subcontractor to work

on a railway held entitled to lien); Bre

ault v. Archambault, 64-420, 424, 67+348.

See. under former statute. Thompson v.

St. P. C. Ry., 45-13. 47+259; Fleming v.

St. P. C. Ry., 47-124, 49+661; Spafford v.

Duluth etc. Ry., 48-515, 51+469; Fowlds

v. Evans. 52-551. 54+7-13; Id., 60-513, 63+

102.

"5 Laird v. Moonan. 32-358, 363, 20+35-4;

Bardwcll v. Mann. 46-285, 287. 48+1120.

See Wisconsin etc. ('0. v. Hood, 67-320

69+1091.

9“ \'Vcntworth v. Tubbs. 53-388, 55+-'i43.

1See §§ 6047, 6048.

'-'Milner v. Norris, 13—455(424).

8Johnson v. Gold, 32-535, 21+7]9.

‘Berger v. Turnblad, 98-163, 107+543.
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building actually constructed or in process of construction, though they are

not used therein.‘
6049. Knowledge of intended u5e—Sales of merchandise—Where, 1n

the sale of materials, it is the mutual understanding that _they are_ for the

purpose of erecting or repairing a building, though no particular building is

mentioned or understood, and no lien is contracted for, the matenalmau is

entitled to a lien.“ But a sale by a dealer on the personal credit of the pur

chaser, of a common article of merchandise, generally kept in the market, to

one who is not the owner of the buildin
g, or a contractor or subcontractor un

der the owner, does not give a lien merely because the article is_ bought by

the purchaser for the purpose of selling it again to the owner,_and it is in fact

bought by the owner and used in the building.‘ A mechan1_c has been held

entitled to a lien for labor on granite columns, though he did not know for

what particular building they were designed.'3 _ _
6050. Building erected on wrong lot by mistake—Where a bmldmg was

erected on a wrong lot owned by a third party, a materialman was held not

entitled to a lien as against a mortgagee."

6051. Delivery

of materials out of state-—The mere fact that materials

actually used in a building are delivered to the contractor out of the state will

not defeat a lien.10
6052. Limitations on amount of 1ien—If the labor is performed _or ma

terial furnished under a contract with the owner and for an agreed pr1Ce> the

lien is limited to such price. In other cases it is limited to the reasonable

value of the labor or materials.n It is limited to the premises improved, not

exceeding one acre, in cities and villages.‘2
6053. Subcontractors—One who merely furnishes material, but takes no

part in the construction of the work, is not a subcontractor.13 The lien of a

subcontractor may be enforced irrespective of the state of the accounts be

tween the principal contractor and the owner.“ Subcontractors of the second

degree are within the statute." To an extent not well defined, subcontractors

must conform to the contract between the owner and the principal contractor.”

Under the act of 1858 a subcontractor was not given a lien." Under the act

of 1855 a subcontractor was required first to prosecute his claim to judgmtllt

against his debtor and then proceed, by scire facias, against the owner. He

could not recover judgment against his debtor and have it declared a lien upon

the property in the same action."
_6054- Grading and ¢X¢8v8ting—Under a former statute a lien was not

given for filling in and grading earth about buildings already erected, the Work

5 Hickey v. Collom, 47-565, 50+918;

Burns v. Sewell, 48-425, 51+22-1; Combina

tinn S. & I. Co. v. St. P. C. Ry., 52-203,

208, 53+1l4-4; Wentworth v. Tubbs, 53-388,

55+543; Paul v. Hormel, 61-303, 306, 63+

718. See Howes v. Reliance etc. 00., 46

44, 48+-148.

289, 4s+n2n. See Leeds v. Little, 42-414’

44+309; Fergestad v. Gjertsen, 46-369, 49+

127.

12 R. L. 1905 § 3506; Tuttle v. Howe, 14

145(113); Egan v. Menard, 32-273, 20+

197.

BAtkins ". Little, 17-342(320).

‘I Ryan v. Rowe. 66-480, 69+468; Forman

v. St. Germain, S1-26, 83+-138. See Pitts

burg P. G. Co. v. Sisters, 83-29, S5+829.

8Emery v. Hcrtig, 60-54, 61+830.

ItSmith v. Barnes, 38-240. 36+346. See

Lmgren v, Nilsen, 50-448, 52+915.

2;;Thompson v. St. P. C. Ry.. 45-13, 47+

11 R. L. 1905 § 3506- Laird v. Moonan

32-358, 204-354; Bardwbll v. Mann. 46-235’,

19 Merriman v. Jones, 43-29, 44+526§ Jo‘

unnin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 52+217.

1-1 Laird v. Moonan, 32-358, 20+354

15 Spalford v. Duluth etc. Ry., 48-515,

51+469.

1“ Shaw v. First Baptist Church, 4-1-22.

46+146; Bardwell v. Mann, 46-285, 289'

4s+112o; Wisconsin etc. 00. v. Hood; 67'

329, 69-l-1091. ,

(;"2')l‘ole<lo N. Works v. Bernheimer, 3-118

"4 Emmet v. Rotary Mill Co., 2-2S6(248);

Lewis v. Williams, 3-151(95).
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being unconnected with the erection, alteration, or repair of any building or

structure on the premises.“ A hole drilled in the ground solely for the pur

pose of ascertaining whether there is ore underneath, is not an excavation

within the meaning of the present statute.2°

6055. Charges for transportation—A charge for the transportation of ma

chinery to be repaired has been held a proper part of an account for repairing,

and to be secured by a lien.21

6056. Claim assignable—Enf0rcement—A mechanic’s lien, whether in

choate or perfected, is assignable, and the assignee may enforce it in his own

name.22 The transfer of a claim enforceable under the mecl1anic’s lien law

operates as an assignment of the right to a lien, including the right of the

transferee to file the lien statement in his own name.” It has been said that

where an assignee files a statement the facts by which he becomes subrogatcd

to the rights of the contractor must appear.24

6057. Who may attack—One who has no interest in the premises cannot

attack a lien claimed thereon.25

6058. Fraud and misconduct of contractor—One who performs labor or

furnishes material at the request of a contractor has a right to a lien which

cannot be defeated by the misconduct or fraud of the contractor.“

6059. Contracts made out of state-The fact that a contract for materials

actually used in :1 building in this state was made out of the state is imma

teria .27

6060. Held entitled to a lien—A laborer polishing granite columns at a

quarry; 2" an architect; 29 one superintending the construction of a building; 3°

one furnishing material to a subcontractor; 3‘ one furnishing permanent sta

tionary machiner_\;’, in the nature of a fixture, for a shop; 32 one repairing ma

chinery; ‘*3 one furnishing material to a contractor for a particular building,

though it was not so used; 3‘ a non-resident; “ one letting his teams and team

sters to a subcontractor to do work on a railway; 8° one doing work at the

shop of a contractor on certain ornamental plastering which the contractor

would not allow to be placed in the building because of a dispute with the

owner; 3" one preparing or manufacturing materials at his shop.38

6061. Held not entitled to a lien—One selling a common article of mer

chandise to one who is neither the owner of the building nor an agent, trustee.

contractor or subcontractor of such owner; 3” one drilling in search of min

erals.‘°

1" Pratt v. Duncan, 36-545, 32+709. 3" Wanganstein v. Jones, 61-262, 63+717.

=0 Colvin v. Weimer, 64-37, 65+1079.

'-'1 ~l\fcKeen v. Haseltine, 46-426, 49+195.

22 R. L. 1905 § 3548; Tuttle v. Howe, 14

H5(113). See Sibley v. Pine County, 31

201, 17+337.

23 Kinney v. Duluth Ore Co., 58-455, 60+

23. See Davis v. Crookston etc. Co., 57

402, 591482.

M Dye v. Forbes, 34-13, 17, 24+309.

=5 Cogel v. Mickow, 11—475(354).

'34 I-Iowes v. Reliance etc. Co., 46-44, 48+

448; Burns V. Sewell, 4S-425. 5l+224;

Berger v. Tnrnblad, 98-163, 107+543.

2'' Atkins v. Little. 17—342(320, 331);

Thompson v. St. P. C. Ry., 45-13, 15, 47+

259.

28 Emery v. Hertig, 60-54, 6l+S3O.

1" Knight v. Norris, 13-473(438); Gard

ner v. Leek, 52-522, 54+746; Wangaustein

v. Jones, 61-262, 63+717.

31Pittsburg P. G.'Co. v. Sisters, 83-29,

' 85+829.

32 Pond v. Robinson, 38-272, 37+99.

~13 McKeen v. Haseltine, 46-426, 491-195.

3-1 Burns v. Sewel]. 48-425, 51+224. Sec

Combination S. & 1. Co. v. St. P. C. Ry.,

52-203, 53+] 144; Wentworth v. Tubbs, 53

388, 55+543; Paul \'. Hormel, 61-303, 63+

718.

~15 Atkins v. Little. 17-342(320, 331).

M Perry v. Duluth T. Ry., 56-306. 57+792.

5'' Berger v. Turnblad, 98-163, 107+543.

3* Howes v. Reliance etc. Co., 46-44, 48;

448.

3“ Ryan v. Rowe, 66-480, 69+46S: For-man

V. St. Germain, 81-26, S3+438. Soc Pitts

burg P. G. Co. v. Sisters, 83-29, 85+829.

4° Colvin v. Weimcr. 64-37, 65+1079.
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PRIORITIES

6062. When lien attaches—-The time when liens attach, as 4against the

owner and purchasers and incumbrancers, is prescribed by statute. Id t t

6063. Delivery of materials at wrong place-_—A hen has been he (1 (Q1 -

tach where materials were to be paid for on delivery at one placeian h ey

were delivered without payment at another place, the latter place being w ere

buildin was situated."-' _tM25064. Nd priority as between mechanics’ liens—'l‘he hens of all me;

vhanics and materialmen attach as of the date of the performance of the firs

work or the delivery of the first material on the ground. There is no pI‘lOl‘t1] y

among them in connection with the same building or lmprovenient, \\ here (118

work is of a continuous nature. All are co~o1-dinate and share shake regar -

less of the time the particular work is done or materials furnished. t

6065. Priority between mechanics’ liens and mortga_ges-—Mortgages ataehing during the course of an improvement are subordmate to the hens (Z

all who contribute labor or materials to the completion of the impr0veme_n,

whether before or after the attachment of the mortgage. \_Vhere the-erection

of a building is one continuous undertaking, with n0th1ng_ to suggest an

abandonment of the work at any time, a mortgage or other mcumbrance 01‘

distinct lien, originating subsequently to the commencement of the work upon

the ground, or the furnishing of materials at the same place, whether by Ollie

general contractor or by independent contractors, must be postponed and surirdinated to the lien claims of all who have contributed to the completion 0

the structure by their labor or materials.“ Laws 1895 c. 101 did not change

this rule.45 The law as to the priority between mortgages and mechamcs

liens was radically changed by Laws 1895 c. 101 and the PI‘OV]S1OIl for filmg

notice found in R. L. 1905 § 3508. Cases are cited below involving question:

as to priority between mortgages and mechanics’ liens under former statutes.

  

41 R. L. 1905 § 3508; Glass v. Freeburg,

50-886, 52+900; Wentworth v. Tubbs, 53

388, 55+543; Miller v. Stoddard, 5-1-486,

56+131. See, under the act of 1855, Farm

ers’ Bank v. \Vius‘ow, 3—86(-13); Knox v.

Starks, 4—20(7); Dunwell v. Bidwell, 8—

34(18).

'2 Atkins v. Little, ]7—342(320).

*5 Glass v. Freeburg, 50-386. 52+900;

Wentworth v. Tubbs, 53-388, 55+543; Mil

ler v. Stoddard. 54-486, 56+131.

H Glass v. Freeburg, 50-386, 52+900;

Gardner v. Leek. 52-522, 54+746; Orton

ville v. Geer, 93-501, 10l+963.

*5 Ortonville v. Gcer, 93-501, 10l+963.

W Knox v. Starks, =l—20(7) (mortgage re

corded before matcrials furnished on the

grouud—prio1-ity under act of 1855) ; Dun

well v. Bidwell, 8-3-l(1S) (effect of repeal

of act of 1855 by act of 1858 on priority

of mortgage executed in 1857); Milner v.

Norris, 13-45-5(424) (materials furnished

under a continuous contract before and

after execution of mortgage); Oliver v.

Davy, 34-292, 25+629 (deed and purchase

money mortgage both unrecordcd—mort

gage preferred to mechanic's lien); Smith

v. Barnes, 38-240. 36‘-3-16 (mistake as to

lot); McKee-n \'. Haseltine, 46-426, 49+

195 (acceptance of new for old mortgage

in ignorance of intervening liens—rem:

statement of original mortgage refused)’

Finlayson v. Crooks, 47-74, 49+:398, 6ft5

(mortgage intervening between hens~—-dlS_

tribution of proceeds of sale-—pr1or1t1es),

Reilly v. Williams, 47-590, 50+826 .(P\1!'_'

chase-money mortgage subject to 1181!):

Hill V. Aldrich, 48-73, 50+-1020 (mechan

ic's lien held subject to vendor’s mort

gage); Haupt v. Westman, 49-397, 52+33

(vendor holding purchase-money mortgage

held a bona fide prior mortgagee under

Laws 1889 c. 200 § 5-—p1-ionty over me

ehanic’s lien); Martin v. Howard, 49404:

52-+34 (mortgage to secure fictitious debt) ,

Miller v. Stodlilard, 50-272, 52+895 (me'

chanic’s lien held subject to unrecorded

mortgagkrecording act held not to 1'6

quire mortgagee to record his mortgage 88

against mechanics’ liens); Glass v. FIB?

burg, 50-386, 52+900 (mortgage subordi

nate to all mechanics’ liens attaclung dur

ing progress of work); Malmgren v. Phin

l1E_V. 50-457, 52+9l5 (several mortgages-—'

order of payment); Noerenberg v. John

SOIL 51-75, 52+10(i9 (priority of unre

corded mortgage); Mc(jausland v. West

Duluth L. Co., 51-246, 53+-164; Moody V

Tschabold, 52-51. 53+1023 (when mort

gage for purchase price is supenor to me
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6066. Priority between purchasers and 1ienors—The lien of one furnish

ing materials, attaches as against a person, who, in good faith and without no

tice, purchases the premises subsequently to the erection of the building in

which the materials are used, and prior to the filing and recording of the ac

count.‘1

LOSS, WAIVER, AND SATISFACTION

6067. Unlawful removal of buildings-The removal of a building from

land on which a mechanic’s lien exists is a criminal offence under certain con

ditions.‘8

6068. Work done by substitute—'1‘he fact that a part of the work for

which a lien was claimed was not done by the claimant personally, but by a

substitute employed by him, has been held not to defeat the lien, where objec

tion was not made until after trial.‘9

6069. Arrest or abandonment of work by owner—An arrest or abandon

ment of an improvement by the owner will not defeat a lien for labor or ma

terials already performed or furnisl1ed.50

6070. Destruction of buildings—The right to a lien is not defeated by a

destruction of the building on which labor has been performed, or for which

materials have been furnished. The lien may be enforced against the land

on which the building stands.51

6071. Satisfaction of record—By statute one who wrongfully refuses to

satisfy a lien of record is liable for resulting damages, and a penalty of twenty

five dollars."

6072. Waiver—It is provided by statute that the taking of a note or other

written obligation to pay any indebtedness for which a lien is given shall not

discharge such lien unless the obligation by its terms shall so provide, or the

time for payment be thereby extended beyond the date fixed by law for en

forcing such lien.” As between the parties the question of waiver is largely

one of intention.“ A rescission by mutual consent of a partly performed

building contract has been held not to constitute a waiver.“ A formal waiver

of a lien has been held ineffectual for a want of consideration.“ A lien is

waived or discharged where the parties enter into a special agreement incon

chanics’ liens); Bassett v. Menage, 52-

121, 5-‘H1064 (mortgage held subordinate

to mechanics’ liens); Gardner v. Leek, 52

522. 54+746 (mortgage subordinate to all

mechanics’ l-iens attaching during progress

of work); Hewson v. Cook. 52-534, 54+

751 (mortgage held subordinate to mechan

ics’ liens-—mortgagees excepted by Laws

1889 c. 200 § 5 must not only be bona fide,

but their mortgages must be prior in point

of time); Wentworth v. Tubbs, 53-388,

55+543 (mortgage subordinate to all me

chanics’ liens attaching during progress

of work—mortgagee held not entitled to be

subrogated to rights of holders of certain

lienable claims); Miller v. Stoddard, 54

486, 56+13l (effect of registry law—un

recorded mortgages-—mechanics’ liens held

superior to second mortgage—all mechan

ics’ liens co-ordinate) ; Nash v. Adams, 55

46. 56+241 (priority-res judicata); Wet

more v. Royal, 55-162, 56+594 (incorrect

lien statement not reformed to prejudice

of subsequent mortgagee); Borman v.

Baker, 68-213, 70+1075 (findings as to pri

ority sustained).

4'1 Cogel v. Mickow, 11—475(354); Atkins

v. Little, 17-342(320, 333).

48 R. L. 1905 § 5108. See Bean v. Coch

ran, 24—60 (proof requisite to maintain ac

tion under Laws 1869 c. 64).

*9 Egan v. Menard, 32-273. 20+197.

5° Howes v. Reliance etc. 00., 46-44, 48+

448; Knight v. Norris, 13—473(43S).

-*1 Freeman v. Carson, 27-516, 8+764.

52 R. L. 1905 § 3551; Houlihan v. Keller,

34-407, 26+227 (requisites of complaint

under statute).

53 R. L. 1905 § 3550; Milwain v. Sanford.

3-147(92); Howe v. Kindred, 42-433, 44+

311; McKeen v. Haseltine, 46-426, 49+l95;

Flenniken v. Liscoe, 64-269, 66+979; But

ler v. Silvey, 70-507, 734/406. 510.

M Howe v. Kindred, 42-433, 4-H311; Mc

Keen v. Haseltine, 46-426, 494-195. See

St. Paul L. E. Co. v. Eden. 48-5, 50+921.

55 Bruce v. Lennon, 52-547, 5-H739.

5“ Abbott v. Nash. 35-451, 29+65. Sec

St. Paul L. E. Co. v. Eden, 48-5, 50+-921.
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sistent with the existence of a lien ; as, for example, by the laborer or ina

terialman extending credit to the owner beyond the statutory period for bring

ing an action to enforce the lien." A lien may be waived by a written 1n

strument, supported by a money consideration therein expressed, the money

being paid by third parties, who have acquired property rights in the prem

ises, though a sum loss than the amount due is actually paid.“

6073. Transfer of title-Estoppe1—The right to a lien is not lost by a

mere transfer of the title to the premises. The doctrine of estoppel some

times prevents a transferee from defeating a lien.59
6074. Including non-lienable items-Adjustment of account-A me-v

chanic’s lien is not defeated by including in the account filed lienable and non

lienable items furnished under the same' contract, provided the lienable items,

and their prices, are separable from the others. The fact that the parties have

had an accounting,pand adjusted the amount due on the whole account, will

not destroy the lien, or prevent the court from eliminating the non-henable

items in a suit to enforce the lien.M

6075. Payment of account-—A payment of a claim defeats a lien therefor.“

An application, generally, upon an account, of a payment less than the amount

of the lienable items therein, will not extinguish the whole lien."

6076. Non-performance of contract—A contractor who has failed to per

form substantially his contract with the owner cannot have a lien.as A sub

stantial performance is sufficient.“

LIEN STATEMENT

6077. In genera1—The right to a lien is dependent on the filing of the

statutory statement.“ It l1as been said in some of our cases that the filing for

record of the verified statement operates as the creation of the lien."6 This IS

inaccurate. It is merely the means of preserving and perfecting it. It is the

performance of the work, or the furnishing of the material, which gives the

right to a lien. The provisions of the statute as to filing the statement are

merely remedial in their nature.G7 The statement need not contain all the

facts giving rise to the lien. It is sufficient if it conforms to the specific re

quirements of the statute. What the statute may specifically require in the

statement should not be confounded with the conditions of fact which may be

necessary to the existence of a lien.G8 Filing the statement is not a proceed

ing to enforce the lien, but to preserve and continue ir.“J It operates as no

tice to all interested parties of the existence of the lien.To Under a forlllél‘

statute it was held that the afiidavit or statement must conform in matters of

substance to the requirements of the statute,"1 but under the present statute

the existence of a lien is nnafl'ectcd by inaccuracies in the particulars of $1

57 Flenniken v. Liscoe. 64-269, 66+979;

‘Shaw v. Fjellinan, 72-465. 75+705; West

mghouse v. Kansas City etc. Ry., 137 Fed.

26. 37. See Butler v. Silvey, 70-507, 73+

406. 510; Cushing v. Hurley, 127+-441.

M Burns v. Carlson, 53-70, 54+1055.

5° Colman v. Goodnow, 36-9, 29+338;

King v. Smith, 42-286, 44+65; Wa.ngan

stein v. Jones, 61-262. 63+717. ‘See Howes

v. Reliance etc. Co., 46-44. 48+448.

8° Dennis v. Smith, 38-494, 38+695.

M Jamison v. Ray, 73-249, 75+1049.

8'2 Dennis v. Smith, 38-494, 38+695.

68 Uldrickson v. Samdahl, 92-297, 100+5.

8;42Hankee v. Arundel R. Co.. 98-219, 108+

65 Meyer v. Berlandi. 39-438, 448. 40+

513.

“ Rugg v. Hoover, 28-404, 407, 10+473:

Meyer v. Berlandi, 39-438; 448, 40+513

"7 Bardwcll v. Mann, 46-285, 48+1120.

‘*8 Hurlbert \'. New Ulm B. Works. 47-81

49+52l.

6° Hill v. Lovell, 47-293, 501-81.

7° Rugg v. Hoover. 28-404, 407, 10+473;

Meyer v. Berlandi, 39-438, 448, 40+-513.

'1 Clark v. Schatz, 24-300; Keller \'

Houlihan. 32-486, 21+729; Smith v. Head

ley, 33-384. 23+550; St. Paul etc. Co. v.

Stout, 45-327, 47+974; Fleming V. St. P.

C. Ry., 47-124, 49+661.
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_ cording to the best information then had."

regarded.”

statement.12 A statement is to be liberally construed. Technical objections

are disfavored.18 Surplusage does not vitiate.H The inclusion of non-lien

able items is not fatal, if they are separable from the lienable items.75 Several

claims may be included in one statement.'"’ Defects in a statement cannot be

remedied by averments in the complaint.71

6078. Name of owner-The statute requires the statement to give the

name of the owner of the premises at the time of making the statement, ac

This is not a matter of sub

stance, but is merely directory. ' In other words a failure to comply with this

provision exactly is not fatal.79

6079. Description of premises—-The description need not be as full and

precise as in a deed or judgment. It is sufficient if it describes the property

with reasonable certainty, so as to put interested parties on inquiry and enable

them to identify it.so This rule applies where third parties have acquired

intervening rights.“1 It is proper practice to describe the premises by refer

ence to a recorded plat or the government survey.“2 Where the tract exceeds

the statutory limit, it is unnecessary for the claimant to carve out the statu

tory quantity in his statement.83

scribed by its common name or otherwise.“ A false particular may be dis

A description giving the correct number of the lot, an erroneous

number of the block, and properly describing the addition, with the correct

number of the building on a street, has been held suflicient." A description

of the wrong lot has been held fatal.B1 When the building is described so as to

identify it, and the tract of land upon which it stands is described, the fact

that the claimant embraces in his claim for a lien other lands not included in

the tract and curtilage upon which the building is situated (no fraud being

suggested, and it not appearing that any person has been misled, or his rights

prejudiced), will not invalidate the lien, but it will be held good to the extent

it is recognized by the statute.88

6080. Dates of first and last items-—The statement must include the dates

when the first and last items of the claimant’s contribution to the improvement

were made.89 This is not a matter of substance. It is immaterial that the

dates are not correctly stated, if no one is prejudiced thereby and the state

The building on the land need not be de- ‘

ment is filed in due time."0

12 R. L. 1905 § 3549; Finlayson V. Bie

bighauser, 51-202, 206, 53+362; Tulloch v.

Rogers, 52-114, 119, 53+l063; Bassett v.

Menage, 52-121, 127, 53+1064; Evans v.

Sanford, 6F'r271, 272, 6S+21; Doyle v.

Wagner, 100-380, 111+275.

73 See § 6033 and R. L. 1905 § 3549.

14 Paul v. Hormel, 61-303, 63+718;

Barndt v. Parks, 103-360, 115+197.

"5 Dennis v. Smith, 38-494, 38+695.

"Benjamin v. Wilson, 34-517, 26+725;

Kinney v. Duluth Ore Co.. 58-455, 60+23.

'1 Olson v. Pennington, 37-298, 33+-791.

78 R. L. 1905 § 3511(6).

‘"1 Hurlbert v. New Ulm B. Works, 47-81,

49+521; Finlayson v. Biebighauser, 51

202, 53+362.

80 Russell v. Hayden, 40-88, 41+456; N.

W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Seminary,

43-449, 45+868; Nystrom v. London etc.

Co., 47-31, 49+394; Fleming v. St. P. C.

Ry., 47-124, 49-+661; Tulloch v. Rogers,

52-114, 53+1063; Bassett v. Menage, 52

121, 53+1064; Evans v. Sanford, 65-271,

08+21; Doyle \'. Wagner, 100-380, 111+275.

51 Tulloch \'. Rogers, 52-114, 53+1063.

82 N. W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Semi

nary, 43-449, 45+868.

*3 North Star etc. Co. v. Strong, 33-1.

21+740; Smith v. Headley, 33-384, 23+

550; Boyd v. Blake, 42-1, 43+485; Evans

v. Sanford, 65-271, 68+21.

84 N. W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Semi

nary, 43-449, 45+868; Johnson v. Salter,

70-146, 72+9'/'4.

85 N. W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Semi

nary, 48—449, 45+868; Evans v. Sanford,

65-271, 68+21.

BB Doyle v. Wagner, 100-380, 111+275.

8" Lingren v. Nilsen, 50-448, 52+915.

8" North Star etc. Co. v. Strong, 33-1, 21+

740.

89 R. L. 1905 § 3511(4).

9° Coughlan v. Longini, 77-514, 80+695;

Wctmore v. Royal, 55-162, 56+594; Lun

dell v. Ahlman, 53-57, 54+936; Miller v.

Condit, 52-455, 463, 55+47; Althen v. Tar

box, 48-18, 50+101B.
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6081. Reference to law-The statutes of this state do not require the

' statement of a mechanic-’s lien to designate the law under which it is claimed.

A reference in such a statement to the mechanic’s lien statute of 1889 as the

basis of a claim of lien under the present statute has been held immatenal.D1

6032. One building on several 10

eral owners of two contiguous lots uni

tion of one building, to be situated in

ts-—Separate owners—Where the ser

te in a joint contract for the construc

part on each, both lots may, for the

purposes of mechanics’ liens, be treated as one tract. and a single claim for a

lien for labor or material performed or furnished for the construction ot the

building may be filed against both lots.
But the lien claimant may neverthe

less, in enforcing his lien, sever his claim, and obtain judgment against each

lot separately, provided he proves what

material entered into the construction of the

each, and provided the rights of third

Two owners in severalty of contiguous city or

part or proportion of such labor or

part of the building situated on

parties are not thereby prejudiced.’2

platted lots may by their acts

connect them so as to constitute one lot, within the meaning of the lien law.

They do so connect them when they treat them as one tract for the purpose of

building, as where they join in the construction of a single building on both

lots, and in such case those doing w
ork on or furnishing material for the

building will have a right to claim a lien on the whole building and both lots._

S_uch will also be the case where the owner of one of the lots constructs such

s1ngle building on both lots, with the knowledge and consent of the owner of

the other lot.
In such case, one who does work or furnishes material upon a

part of the building situate on one of the lots may claim a lien on the whole

building and both lots.”

_ 6083. Two or more buildings—A lienor who has contributed to the erec

tion, alteration, removal, or repair of two or more buildings or other improve

ments situated upon or removed to one lot, or upon or to adjoining lots, under

or pursuant to the purposes of one general contract with the owner, may file

one statement for his entire claim, embracing the whole area so improved; or,

if he so elects, he may apportion his demand between the several improvements,

and assert a hen for a proportionate part upon each, and upon the ground sp

purtenant to each respectively.“

6084. Contract with owner or agent—Under a former statute it was

necessary that the statement should show that the work was performed or ma

termls furnished under a contract with the owner or his agent—that his con

sent, express or implied, should be made to appear.” Under the present stat

ute this is unnecessary.96

°1Barndt v. Parks, 103-360, 1l5+197.

9‘2M1ller v. Shepard, 50-268. 52+894;

Kmney v. Mathias, 81-64, 83+-197.

B3 Menzel v. Tubbs, 51-364, 53+653.

M R. L. 1905 § 3512. See Lax r. Peter

son, 42-214, 4-4+3 (meaning of “lot of

land”—entire contract for row of de

tached buildings on two contiguous lots

hen on entire tract—efi'cct of filing sepa

rate hens against each building); Glass v.

St._ Paul etc. Co., 43-228, 45+l50 (several

bll‘1l(lll1gS on one lot—preeeding case fol

lowed); Knauft v. Miller, 45-61, 47+3l3

(separate contracts for two houses on two

lots-subcontract for labor and material

for both houses); Reilly v. Williams. 47

590, 50+S26 (entire contract for two

houses—release of one-—enforcement of

hen against the other); Gardner v. Leek,

52-522, 54+‘/'46 (one lien on two houses on

same city lot—unnecessary for merchant to

keep separate accounts of goods furnished

for each house or to file separate lien

statements thereon); Johnson v. Salter.

70-146, 72+974 (three buildings on contigu

ous lot—-one on-ner——unnecessary to file

separate lien statements or to apportion

amount of lien).

"5 Clark v. Schatz, 24-300; Rugg V

Hoover. 28-404, 10+473; Keller v. Hauli

han, 32-486, 21+729; Anderson v. Knud

sen, 33-172, 22+302; Smith v. Headley.

33-384, 338, 2a+550; Dye v. Forbes, 34

13, 17, 24+309; Morrison v. Philippi, 35‘
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6085. Claim of lien—The statute requires the statement to contain a no

tice of intention to claim and hold a lien, and the amount thereof." This,

however, is not a matter of substance, and a failure to claim a lien expressly

is not fa.tal."*3 lt is unnecessary to claim a lien on buildings, in addition to a

claim on the land on which they rest.”

6086. Verification—The statute requires the statement to be verified by the

oath of some person shown by such verification to have knowledge of the facts

stated.1

6087. Time of filing—The statement must be filed within ninety days after

doing the last of the work, or furnishing the last item of skill, material, or

machinery.2 Cases are cited below involving questions as to the time of filing

the statement where materials are furnished for the same job at different times

as a continuous transaction;“ where labor is performed and materials fur

nished under a series of contracts, relating to a single building; ‘ where, after

the completion of a job, repairs or additions are made to supply omissions or

remedy defects; '5 where materials are changed; ° where “extras” are fur

nished; ’ where work is suspended for a time, with the consent of the owner; 8

and where new material is furnished in place of the original, in pursuance of

a warranty.‘ A statement which shows on its face that it was filed too late

is ineffectual, even though the fact may have been otherwise.10 A statement

which is filed prematurely is ineffectual. Under Laws 1899 c. 277, a contrac

tor was not authorized to file a statement until the expiration of the time

therein fixed, within which the owner might demand of the contractor a veri

fied statement of the amounts due from him to laborers or materialmen under

him.11

6088. Who may file-—A statement may be filed by an assignee of a claim,12

or by one who has assigned a claim as collateral security.la It cannot be filed

by one who has made an absolute assignment of his claim, at least for his own

benefit. Possibly he may file for the benefit of his assignee.H Mere guaran

tors of a contract are not entitled to file.15

192, 28+239; McGIaufiin v. Beeden, 41

408. 43+86; Conter v. Farrington, 46-336,

48+1-134.

9" Hurlbert v. New Ulm B. Works, 47-81,

49+521.

"7 R. L. 1905 § 3511. See, under act of

1855, McCarty r. Van Etten, 4—461(358).

"8 Smith v. Headley, 33-384. 23+550.

W Johnson v. Salter, 70-146, 72+974.

‘R. L. 1905 § 3511; Colman v. Goodnow,

36-9, 29+338 (before register of deeds-—

jurat without seal of register—not entitled

to record); Wood v. St. P. C. Ry., 42-411,

444-308 (before notary in another state);

Hickey v. Collom. 47-565, 50+918 (before

notary in another state—-authentication of

notary Ys authority); Nordine \'. Knutson,

62-264, 64+565 (verification to effect that

afiiant was the person named as claimant

in the foregoing claim for a lien, “that he

had knowledge of the facts therein stated

and that the same were true,” held sufli

cient).

2R. L. 1905 § 3511.

3Johnson v. Gold, 32-535, 21-P719; Fran

koviz v. Smith, 34-403, 26+225; State S.

& D. Mfg. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Seminary,

lI—28

45-254, 47+796; St. Paul etc. Co. v. Stout,

45-327, 47+974; Linne v. Stout, 41-483,

43+377; Paul v. Hormel, 61-303, 63+718.

See Dayton v. Mpls. R. & I. Co.. 63-48,

65+133; Fitzpatrick \'. Ernst, 102-195,

l13+4.

4Fitzpatriek v. Ernst, 102-195, 113+-1.

~'-Shaw v. Fjellman, 72-465, 75+705;

Mpls. T. Co. v. G. N. Ry., 74-30, 76+953;

Id., 81-28, 834-463. See Dayton v. Mpls.

R. & I. Co., 63-48, 65+133.

“Scheihle v. Schickler, 63-471. 65+920;

Coughlan v. Longini, 77-514, 80+695. See

Johnson v. Gold, 32-535, 2l+719.

"Lundell v. Ahlman, 53-57. 54+936;

Coughlan v. Longini, 77-514, 80+695.

5 McCarthy v. Groff, 48-325, 51+218. See

Knight v. Norris, 13-4T3(438).

"Scheible v. Schickler, 63-471, 65+920.

1° Olson v. Pennington, 37-298. 33+791.

H Clark v. Anderson, B8-200, 92+964.

12Sce § 6056.

13 Davis.v. Crookston etc. Co., 57-402, 59+

482.

H Id.

1-'- Dye v. Forbes, 34-13, 24+309.
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6089. Recording--The failure of a register to record a. statement filed with

him for record is not fatal." Where a new county was formed out of the

territory of an old county, it was held, under the circumstances oi the particu

lar case, that a lien statement should have been filed with the register of deeds

in the new county." A Statement may be withdrawn from the register s othce

after it is recorded.‘’'1 .

6090. Amendment—A mechanic’s lien statement cannot, as to third per

sons who have acquired rights and interests in tile land covered thereby ad

verse to the lien claimant, be amended to the prejudice of the rights of such

third ersons after it has been filed in the office of the register of deeds, and

after he expiration of the time limited by statute f0r_iiling__r of the same. The

general statute providing for amendments to proceedmgs in court, has no ap

plication to a n1echanic’s lien statement.“ ' ' _

6091. Sufficiency under obsolete statutes—Vanous cases are cited below

involving the suificiency of particular statements, accounts, or ai-lidawts of

claim, under obsolete statutes."

INDEMNITY BONDS AGAINST LIENS

6092. Bonds in lieu of lien under G. S. 1878 c. 90 § &—It was provided

by G. S. 1878 c. 90 § 3, that if the contractor should enter into _a bond with

the owner for the use of all persons who might do work or furnish matenals

pursuant to his contract with the owner, conditioned for the payment of all

just claims for such work or materials as they became due, no lien should at

tach in favor of such persons, provided a notice, setting forth the existence of

such bond, be kept conspicuously posted about the premises during the per

formance of such labor, and at the time of furnishing such material.21

"1 Smith v. Headley, 33-384, 23+550.

ITMeehan v. Zeh, 77-63, 79+655. See

Creamery etc. Co. v. Tagley, 91-79, 97+

412.

18 Paul v. Narnple, 44-453, 47+51.

1" Meehan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 83-187, 86+

19; See Wetmore v. Royal, 55-162, 56+

59 .

2“ Knight v. Norris, 13417-'5(438) (a de

scription of services as for “plans and

specifications and snperintendence of build

ing” the time and price, and particular

buildingr being specified, held snflicient);

Atkins v. Little, lT—342(320) (statement

for furnishing engine and appurtenances

hcld suificicnt); Clark v. Schatz, 24-300

(must show contract with owner or agent—

statutory form must be followed in sub

stance); Keller v. Houlihan, 32-486, 21+

729 (aflidavit by subcontractor—statutory

form must be followed in substancc—afli

davit omitting to state to whom materials

were furnished, or that the building was

erected under a contract with the owner,

or with his consent, held fatally defective)‘;

Smith v. Headley, 33-384, 23+550 (descrip

tion of materials—nse of abbreviations);

Anderson v. Knudsen, 33-172, 22+302

(must show contract with owner or his

consent); Merriman v. Bartlett, 34-524,

26+728 (aflidavit of suhcontractor—must

show that person with whom he dealt was

a contractor with the owner); Dve v.

Forbes, 34-13, 24+309 (affidavit showing

claimants not parties to contract with

owner, but were guarantors, held insufii

cient); Abbott v. Nash, 35-451, 291-65

(necessity of filing written contract under

G. S. 1878 c. 90 § 6); McGlaufiin v. Bee

den. 41-408, 43+86 (contract of sale re

quiring purchaser to build—1ien on vend

or’s cstate—statement held not to connect

claimant with owner sufiiciently); Lax v.

Pcterson, 42-214, 44+3 (statement of sub

contrnctor—sale by owner—statement that

materials were furnished to contractor of

grantee instead of grantor. held not fatal) ;

Leeds v. Little, 42-414, 44+309 (statement

of subcontractor—description in gross of

labor and material, according to annexed

contract between principal contractor and

subcontractor, held sufiicient); Johnson v.

Stout, 42-514, 44+534 (id.); St. Paul etc.

Co. v. Stout, 45-327, 47+974 (statutory

affidavit prescribed in G. S. 1878 c. 90

§ 18 n1ust be followed in substance);

Fleming v. St. P. C. Ry., 47-124, 49+661

(necessity of stating to and for whom la

bor or material is furnished and the con

tract relation of the claimant with such

person).

21 Bohn v. McCarthy, 29-23, 11+127

(bond as substitute for ]ien—-subcontractor

has right of action on bond without statu

tory steps to perfect lris 1ien—time for

bringing action on bond not limited by
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6093. Indemnifying bonds of contractors—Independent of statute, build

ing contractors often execute to the owner a bond to indemnify him against

the claims of mechanics and matc1ialmen. Such bonds are governed by the

general principles applicable to indemnifying bonds and suretyship.22 The

subject of indemnifying bonds by public contractors is considered elsewhere."

6094. Indemnifying bonds of subcontractors--\\'hcre a subcontractor

executed an i11dcn1nif_ring bond to the principal contractor, it was held that the

latter had a right of action on the bond as soon as he was compelled to pay for

materials furnishcd to the subcontractor.24

6095. Indemnifying bonds of mortgagors and grantors-(‘ascs are cited

below involving indemnifying bonds, against mechanics’ liens, executed by

mortgagor-s 2‘ and grantors.20

6096. Contracts for idemnifying bonds-A lessor has been held entitled

to recover for breach of a contract by his lessee to furnish an indemnifying

bond against mechanics’ liens arising out of certain iinprovenicnts made in the

premises by the lessee."

period prescribed for perfecting liens);

Price v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+14 (bond in

snfiicient under statute enforceable as a

common-law obligation); Kraus v. Mur

phy. 38-422, 38+112 (necessity of posting

notice); Stetfes v. Lemke, 40-27, 41+302

(immaterial what interest the nominal

obliges has, or that he has or has not any

interest, in the land on which the building

is to be constructed, if he is the person

who. as owner, has contracted to have the

building constructed—rights of mechanics

and mnterialman cannot be afiected,

against the sureties, by any agreement or

act of the principal obligor and nominal

obligce—extension of time for completing

building does not alfect obligation of

sureties) ; St. Paul F. Co. v. Wegmann, 40

419, 42+288 (requisites of complaint in ac

tion on bond—unnecessary that principal

contractor should have fully performed his

contract——measure of damages-contract

price); Burns v. Maltby, 43-161, 45+3

(admission—pleadings in former action);

.lcfl’erson v. Mc(‘-arthy, 44-26, 46+140 (con

rlusivcncss of recitals—recital that princi

pal is corporation); Abbott v. Morrissette.

46-10, 48+416 (bond as substitute for lien

—to be construed with reference to statute

—ell'ect of one contractor assigning his in

terest in contract to his co-contractor);

Holcombe v. Mattson, 50-324, 52+857

(abandonment of work by c0ntractor—com

pletion of work by owner—sureties not lia

ble for expenditures of owner in completing

work).

12 Price v. Doyle, 34--100, 26+14 (liability

on bond where owner voluntarily and un

necessarily pays a debt of the contractor

for materials); Simonson v. Grant. 36-439.

31+861 (discharge of surety by alteration

of contract—mere existence of unpaid

claims, for which no lien has been per

fected, is not a breach); Robinson v.

Hagenkamp, 52-101, 53+813 (sureties be

come principals by undertaking to com

plete work—not discharged by changes in

work—time of payments to contractor im

material—action by lienor no defence);

Erickson v. Brandt, 53-10, 55+62 (sureties

held released by change of contract in re

spect to plan and materials) ; McHenry v.

Brown, 66-123, 68+847 (rules stated in

Robinson v. Hagenkamp, 52-101, 53+-813

applied) ; Graves v. Merrill, 67-463, 704-562

(sureties held not released by certain pay

ments to the contractor by the owner);

Norwegian etc. Cong. v. U. S. etc. Co., 81

32, 83+487 (changes in plans and specifica

tions held not to release sureties—admissi

bility of evidence) ; Id., 83-269, 86+330 (in

crease in cost of building—release of sure

ties); Lakeside L. Co. v. Empire State S.

Co., 105-213, 117-+431 (delay in construc

tion—failurc to give notice to surety com

pany of delay—surety not released).

28 Sec § 6720.

“-’4 Cassan v. Maxwell, 39-391, 40+357.

2“ Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-23.

53+867 (bond held to be a mere contract of

indemnity—mortgagee held not to sustain

damage where debt was paid by foreclo

sure) ; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Stoneman, 53

212. 54+1l15 (id.); Am. B. & L. Assn. v.

Dahl, 54-355, 56+-47 (terms of bond held

not varied by proof of independent oral

agreement) ; Mechanics’ S. Bank v. Thomp

son, 58-346, 59+l054 (bond held to be a

mere contract of indemnity—mcasure of

damages—mortgagce held entitled to sub

stantial damages though debt secured by

mortgage was not yet due); Pioneer S. 8:

L. Co. v. Freeburg, 59-230. 6l+25 (first

case above followed).

20 Reed v. McGrcg0r_ 62-94, 6-1+88 (con

sideration hcld suflicient—sureties held not

released by payment of purchase price to

vendor—failure of another to sign bond as

surety——judgment in action to foreclose

lien binding on surety).

'-‘T Boston etc. ('0. v. Benz, 66-99, 68+602
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ACTION TO FORECLOSE

6097. Nature—An action to foreclose a mechanic’s lien is not_a special

statutory proceeding, but an ordinary civil action, proceedmg accordmg to the

usual course of the law, and governed by the same_rules of p1‘OCe(l1218I‘e as other

similar actions, except as otherwise expressly provided by statute. It is an

action in personam.2D

any mechanic’s lien claimant, it shall

The statute intends that, when an action is brought by

he a proceeding to enforce all such hens

on the same property, the holders of which choose to appear or who may be

required to appear therein.
When not named as plaintiffs, they appear and

make their claim by filing their answers, of which all parties to the action must

take notice. This being the nature of the action, the owner has notice by the

service of the summons that he may be called on to meet those claims, and

that he is brought into court for that purpose, for the summons must state

that the action is for the foreclosure of a mechanic’s lien.
The action, as the

owner is thus apprised, is one to marshal the liens upon the property, 811d,

being in court for that purpose, he has notice of each lien claim by the lihng

of the answer.“ The action is of an equitable nature and the flexible rules

of equitable procedure are to be followed.31 _

6098. Only one action allowable—Consolidation of separate actions

Only one action is allowable.

for consolidating separate actions.32

6099. Statement to owner as

All lienors not parties to the Original action

must intervene therein and assert their claims.

Provision is made by statute

condition precedent—By statute “the
owner. within fifteen days after the completion of the contract, may reql1_1"‘

any person having a lien hereunder, by written request therefor, to furmsh

to him an itemized and verified account of his lien claim, the amount thereof,

and his name and address; and no action or other proceeding shall be 00")‘

menced for the enforcement of such lien until ten days after such statement ls

so furnished.” 3“

6100. Limitation of acti0n5—No lien can be enforced in any case 111119,SS

the holder thereof shall assert the same, either by complaint or answer, within

one year after the date of the last item of his claim as set forth in the recorded

lien statement.“
The action must be commenced within one year from the

time of furnishing the last item of labor or material.

This means the last
item of material in fact furnished, though that time is not the date stated in

the affidavit for a lien.55
An action to enforce a mechanic’s lien is properli"

dismissed for want of prosecution on the application of the defendants other

than the owner where the '

within a year from the time the lien accrued, either by his appearance or by

service of the summons on him, 01' by delivery thereof for service withinthat

t1me, followed by service thereof, or by the first publication thereof, within

sixty days.“

28 Finlayson v. Crooks, 47-74, 49+398;

Bardwell v. Collins, 44-97, 101, 46+315;

gggvett v. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 535, 67+

29 Bardwell v. Collins, 44-97, 101, 46+315.

See Heidritter v. Elizabeth 0. 0. Co., 112

U. S. 204.

30 Mcnzel v. Tubbs, 51-364, 367, 53+653.

31Bardwell v. Mann, 46-285. 290, 481

1120; Ness v. Davidson, 49-469. 52+46.

ma. L. 1905 ‘g 3515- M'll . ~
52-455, 55+47. ' 1 er V Comm’

Service of summons on the owner within the statutory period

33 R. L. 1905 § 3510.

dcrson, 88-200, 92+964. .

3* R. L. 1905 § 3515. Note chsqge 1“

phraseology Of statute made by revision _of

1905. See, as to effect of asserting claim

bg answer, Reed v. Siddall, 94-216, 102+

4 3.

35 Doyle v. Wagner, 100-380, 1l1+275

M Steinmetz v. St. Paul T. 00., 50-445»

52+915; Malmgren v. Phinney, 50-457Y 521'

915.

See Clark v. A"
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does not preserve the lien as against other holders of liens named as defend

ants, but not served within the statutory time.37 The fact that an action is

not commenced within one year after the date of the plaintiffs last item,

will not defeat a recovery by a lien-claiming defendant whose answer is filed

within one year after the date of his last item.“ On the other hand, the fact

that an action is brought in time as regards the plaintift’s lien will not save the

lien of a defendant therein not asserted within the year." An action com

'menced within the year may be prosecuted to judgment after the year.“ If

credit is given extending beyond the year the lien is waived.“ Under a

former statute an action might be begun within two years.‘2 Any one who

may defend against a lien may object that it had expired, or the remedy upon

it lost, before the action was commenced against him.“

6101. Parties-The owner is a necessary party.H All other lienors of record

must be made parties.“ All incumbrancers should be made parties.“ Nec

essary or proper parties may be brought in by order of court during the prog

ress of the action." Under’ a former statute the principal contractor was a

necessary party in an action by a subcontractor.48 An assignee in insolvency

may maintain an action.“ An assignee of a lien claim may maintain an ac

tion in his own name.50

6102. Summons-—A special form of summons is provided by statute.51

There is no unity of interest between the owner and a lienor such as to make

eitl1er the representative of the other in an action, so as to make service of the

summons on one equivalent to service on the other.“2 An act authorizing

service of summons on residents by publication has been held unconstitu

tional." In an action by a subcontractor to enforce a mechanic’s lien, the

two original contractors, who were jointly liable, were impleaded as defend

ants, but service of the summons was made-on only one of them. It was held

that it was not error to deny the motion of the owner of the property, on which

the lien was claimed, to continue the action until service was made on the

other contractor.“ Service of summons by publication must be in strict ac—

cordance with the statute.“5

6103. Lis pendens—The statute requires the filing of a notice of lis pen

dens at the beginning of the action.“ The ofiice of the notice is merely to

charge a subsequent purchaser with notice of the pendency of the action."

It is not binding on one claiming an interest in the premises, unless he is a

party to the action. or claims under one who was made a party within the life of

3'' Smith v. Hurd, 50-503, 52+922; Fal

coner v. Cochran, 68-405, 71+386.

-18 Saudbcrg v. Palm, 53-252, 54+1109;

Burns v. Phinney, 53-431, 55+540.

3" Burns v. Phinney, 53-431, 55+540.

4" North Star T. W. Co. v. Strong, 33-],

21+7-10.

41 Flenniken v. Liscoe, 64-269, 66+979.

*2 Smith v. Hurd, 50-503, 52+922; Ny

atrom v. London etc. Co., 47-31, 49+394;

Burbank v. Vllright, 44-544, 47+162.

41* Hokanson v. Gunderson, 54-499, 56+

172.

44 Burbank v. Wright. 44-544, 47+162;

Steinmetz v. St. Paul '1‘. Co., 50-445, 52i

915; Hokauson v. Gunderson. 54-499, 56+

172; Jewett v. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 67+639.

See Carey v. Bierbauer, 76-434, 79+541.

“R. L. 1905 § 3514; Mcnzel v. Tubbs,

51-364, 53+653.

W l-‘inlayson v. Crooks, 47-74, 49+398;

Bassett v. Menage, 52-121, 53+1064. See

Corser v. Kindred, 40-467, 42+297; Moran

v. Clarke, 59-456, 61+556; Cornish v. West,

82-107. 84+750.

H N. W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Semi

nary, 43-449, 45+868; Wheaten v. Berg,

50-525, 52-L926. .

48 N. W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Semi

nary, 43-449, 45+868. See Julius v. Calla

han, 63-154, 65+267.

W Miller v. Condit, 52-455, 55+47.

W See § 6056.

51 R. L. 1905 § 3514; Menzel v. Tubbs.

51-364; 367, 53+653, 1017.

52 Smith v. Hurd, 50-503, 52+922.

-53 Bardwcll v. Collins, 44-97, 46+315;

Smith v. Hurd, 50-503, 52+922,

Ii‘Julius v. Callahan, 63-154. 65+267.

55 Gilmore v. Lampman, 86-493, 90+1113.

M R. L. 1905 § 3515.

5'' Jewett v. Iowa L. Co., 64-531, 67+639.
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the lien.“ Filing a notice of lis pendens is not jurisdictional. and is not a

condition precedent to a right of action.

be raised for the first time after t1-1:'il."’9

pleaded.”

Objection to a failure to file cannot

The fact of filing need not be

' ‘H ' ' 1 titlinU104. C 1 ' t—A lamt must allege all the esstntial facts £11 ,.th:5 plaintiiafnig ?a.“lien.“1 coIrilpmust allege the due filing of the hen statement

within the statutory

tainty.“

terials furnished by

tion was essential.M

time," and describe the premises with reasonable cer

It is perhaps unnecessary to allege that the work was done or ma

virtue of a contract with the owner or at his instance, but

the cautious pleader will make such fact appear.“
Formerly such an allega

It is unnecessary to allege the filing of a notice of lis

_ . . Mndens,“6 or that the land sou ht to be charged is within the statutory lumt.
lid pleading a claim of a subcongtractor it is unnecessary to allegeéshat the I);':]l;

cipal contractor has duly performed his contract with the owner: _ As agaa vendor in an executory contract for the sale of the premises. it is Sorgqéimlt

necessary to allege that the contract has been forfeited or surrendere .

1s proper to demand a lien on
the premises." An allegation that the lien

statement was filed on a certain date and within ninety days after the furd

nishing and delivery of the last item of materials and labor, is one of fact. an

sufficient as against a
general demurrer, though the exact date of furnishing

the last item is not alleged. The lien statement may be attached to the com

plaint and b

ment.’1

plaints.72

6105. Cross-com

codefendant upon a

issues and for new oh

y apt reference made a part thereof for purposes of essential aver:

Cases are cited below involving the sufficiency of particular com

plaint—One defendant cannot have a‘ judgment against *1

eross-eomplaint _demanding allirmatwe rehef upon 'I_19fv

jects, and not germane to the matter allcged 1n the origi

nal complaint, without notice to such codefendant."S

6106. Bill of

the claim involves only a sin

of the items stated i

6107. Answer—New

particula.rs—The statute requires a bill of particulars to be

attached to a complaint or answer assertin

gle item." _ , - 176

n a bill of particulars and the true dates. is lmmateria. V

matter in defence must he pleaded as in an ordinalry

laimant appears and answers, setting up his claim. 19

n for the purpose of enforcing his lien, and the failure

er from any cause, will not affect him." One who ”as

action.” When a lien c

makes the action his ow

of the plaintiff to recov

-W Hokanson v.

172.

-'1" Julius v. Callahan, 63-154, 654-267.

60 Paul v. Hormel, 61-303, 63+718.

3g;)Sec McCarty v. Van Etten, 4-461(358,

62 Price v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+-14; Franke

viz v. Smith, I34-403, 26+225; Glass v. St.

Paul Park C. & 8. Co., 43-228, 45+150;

Hurlbert v. New Ulm B. Works, 47-81, 49+

521; Moran v. Clarke, 59-456, 61+556.

6-5 Knox v. Starks, 4-20(7); McCarty v.

Van Etten, 4-461(35S); Boyd v. Blake,

42-1, 43+485.

"4 See Hurlbert v. New Ulm B. Works, 47

81, 49+521. Note the statement in this

case that what the statute requires in the

hen statement should not bc confounded

with the conditions of fact which may be

necessary to the existence of a lien.

Gunderson, 54-499, 56+

g a lien.'H None is required where

A variance, between the dates of some

"5 0’Neil v. St. Olaf ’s School, 26-329. 4+

47.

ml Paul v. Hormel, 61-303, 63+718

M Boyd v. Blake. 42-1, 43+4s5. 40_

'1“ See St. Paul F. Co. v. Wegmaflm

-U9. 42+-288.

'"> Nolander v. Burns, 43-13, 50+1016.

T" McCarty v. Van Etten, 4—461(3-5,8’); 2

71 Stewart v. Simmons, 101-375, 11--t28 -

"Keller v. Struck, 31-446, 1_8+280; Dz:

v. Forbes, 34-13, 2-H309; Cor_msh v. V5131:

82-107, S4-+750; Stewart v. Snnmons.

375, 112+2s2. _
714Jewett v. Iowa L. (‘o., 64-531. 6/+639

7* R. L. 1905 § 3516.

7“ Menzcl v. Tuhbs, 51-364, 53+653. gr

7“ Coughlan v. Longini, 77-514. 80+6 0-'

7" Bergsma v. Dewey, 46-357, 49+57 (""“‘

ter limiting extent of lien).

7” Burns v. Phiuney, 53-431. 55+540
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no interest in the property cannot interpose a defence to a lien claim." An

answer has been held properly stricken out as sha1n.°°

6108. Reply unnecessary—No reply is necessary. All avernients of the

answer are taken as denied without further pleading."1 This applies to the

answer of an intervener.~"'-’

6109. Variance—An immaterial variance between the pleading and proof

will be disregarded.“ The fact that the last item stated in a lien statement is

not proved is not fatal to the whole claim, if the statement was filed in due

time and the last item stated in it and proved.“ Additional findings upon

issues not formed by the pleadings have been held properly denied.85

6110. Burden of proof—The plaintifi has the burden of proving the facts

alleged in his complaint, if they are denied.“ Under the statute the owner

has the burden of proving the service or posting of notice of want of consent."

6111. Evidence-Admissibility—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence." 7

6112. Evidence-—SuH-iciency--Cases are cited below holding evidence suf

ficient 8” or insufiicient 9“ to justify findings.

6113. ]udgment—Judg1nent should be given for each lienor for the amount

demanded and proved by him.91 But this is not an ordinary personal judg

ment against the owner, so as to be a lien when docketed, on his other realty,

before the sale of the premises to satisfy the lien established by the judgment."

If the plaintilf establishes a cause of action for the recovery of money, but fails

to establish his right to a specific lien, he may have an ordinary personal

judgment.98 Under G. S. 1894 § 6238 a contractor was entitled to a judgment

only for the balance due him, after deducting the amount due his subcon

tractor.M Under a former statute it was held that the judgment should de

clare the claim a lien on the premises from the proper date,“ and this is no

7" Cogel v. 1-Iickow, 11—475(354).

8" Hertz v. Hartmann, 74-320, 77+232.

91R. L. 1905 § 3514; Bruce v. Lennon,

52-547, 54+739; Davis v. Crookston etc.

00., 57-402, 59+-182; Johnson v. Lau, 58

508, 60+3-12.

82 Davis v. Crookston etc. Co., 57-402, 59+

482.

"3 Linne v. Stout, 41-483, 43+377; Wis

consin etc. Co. v. St. Peter etc. Co., 46-231,

48-+1022; Althep v. Tarbox, 48-18, 50+

1018; Miller v. Condit, 52-455, 55+47;

Coughlan v. Longini, 77-514, 80+695.

M Lundell v. Ahlman, 53-57, 54+936.

B5 Fergestad v. Gjertsen, 46-369, 49+127.

" Lamb v. Benson, 90-403, 97+143.

5" Wheaton v. Berg, 50-525, 52+926; Mc

Causland v. West Duluth L. Co., 51-246,

53+-1:64.

88 Smith v. Gill, 37-455, 35+178 (action

to charge property of married woman

evidence of husband ‘s agency); Woolsey

v. Bohn, 41-235, 42+1022 (evidence that

amount of lumber claimed to have been

furnished was not “required” for the con

struction held inadmissible); McCarthy v.

Caldwell, 43-442, 45+’/'23 (action to charge

wife on certain plumbing—authority of

huband—evidsnce that wife saw plumb

ing going on and talked about it held ad

missible); Althen v. Tarbox, 48-18, 50+

1018 (action to charge wife—her invalid

contract for sale of realty without husband

joining held admissible to show knowledge

and consent); Justus v. Myers, 68-481, 71+

667 (parol evidence inadmissible to vary

contract under which materials were furv

nished and labor performed); Lamb v.

Benson, 90-403, 9T+l43 (receipted tickets

for lumber furnished held admissible-—sig

natures to tickets not proved with strict

ness).

9" Smith v. Headley, 33-384, 23+550;

Fergestad v. Gjertsen, 46-369, 49+127;

Reilly v. Williams, 47-590, 50+826; Menzel

v. Tubbs, 51-364. 53+653; Combination S.

& 1. Co. v. St. P. C. Ry., 52-203, 53+1144;

Fowlds v. Evans, 60-513, 63+102; Jamison

v. Ray, 73-249, 75+-1049; Mpls. '1‘. Co. v.

G. N. Ry., 81-28, 83+-163; Lamb v. Ben

son, 90—403, 97+143; Uldrickson v. San

rlahl, 92-297, ]00+5; Kuethc v. Buck, 126+

826.

"0 McDonald v. Ryan, 39--341, 40+158;

Sandberg v. Palm, 53-252, 54+1109; Burns

v. Phinney, 53-431, 55+540; Justus v.

Myers, 68-481, 71+667.

M B. L. 1905 § 3517.

M Thompson v. Dale, 58-365, 59+1086.

03 Abbott v. Nash, 35-451, 29+65; Smith

v. Gill, 37-455. 35+178; Thompson v. Dale,

58-365, 371, 59+1086.

"4 Wisconsin etc. Co. v. Hood, 67-329, 69+

1091.

0-5 McCarty v. Van Etten. 4—461(35B);

Mason v. Heyward, 5—74(55).
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doubt proper practice under the present statute.“ The judgment need not re

serve a right of redemption.“ An order for judgment, directing the partition

and apportionment of the property upon which liens were claimed between

the plaintiff, a vendor holding the legal title, and certain lienors, defendants,

according to their respective interests, as found and estimated by the court,

upon equitable terms imposed by such order, has been held unauthorized."8

In granting relief equitable principles are applicable.” Where there is due a

contractor a ce1tain amount for which, less the liens allowed his subcontrac

tors. laborers, and materialmen, he is entitled to a lien, and the court allows

the liens of such subcontractors, laborers, and materialmcn to an aggregate

less than the amount for which the contractor would otherwise be entitled to a

lien, and deducts that aggregate from such amount, allowing him a lien only

for the remainder, the owner is not prejudiced by error in determining the

amounts due the subcontractors, laborers, and materialmen, and cannot com

plain.‘

6114. Costs—Attorney’s fees—Under R. L. 1905 § 3517 the court is au

thorized to allow reasonable costs to the lienor, and in fixing the amount thereof

it may include therein, in its discretion, reasonable uttorney’s fees.2

6115. Sa1e—Distribution of proceeds—A sale of an equitable interest may

be ordered before the extent of such interest is judicially determined.‘ The

proceeds of the sale are to be distributed among the lienors equally, without

any priority among them.‘

6116. Redemption from sale—The right of redemption from a sale is in

general the same as on an execution sale.‘

MEDICAL PREPARATION-—See Trademarks and Tradenames, 9669.

MEETING—-See note 6.

103lgg3MORANDA—See Evidence, 3346; Statute of Frauds; Witnesses,

MEMORANDUM OF TRIAL COURT—See Appeal and Error, 338;

New Trial, 7208.

MENS REA—See Criminal Law,‘ 2409; N 1' 6969.
MENTAL SUFFERING—See Damages, gtéfllgfmce,

MERCHANTS—See Taxation, 9199.

"0 See King v. Smith, 42-286, 44+65;

Carey v. Bierbauer, 76-434, 438, 79+541.

W Milner v. Norris, 13-455(424).

M Brown v. Jones, 52—484, 55%-54.

W Ness v. Davidson, 49-469, 524-46.

lMenzel v. Tubbs, 51-364, 53+653.

2Schmoll v. Lucht, 106-188, 118+555.

3 Carey v. Bierbauer, 76-434, 79+541.

r1_s, l3—455(424) (right of redemption is

given by. the statute and is not dependent

on the Judgment); Bovey v. Tucker,‘ 48

223, 50+1038 (under G. S. 1878 e. 90 same

right of redemption as upon foreclosure of

mortgages—notice of intention to redeem

—wherc filed); State v. Kerr, 51-417, 53+

4 R. L. 1905 § 3518- Gardner v. Leek 52

522, 51H746 (over’ru1ing- Finlaysod v.

Crooks, 47-74, 49+398, 645); Ortonville v.

gleler, 93—55%1,4101+963. See Malmgren v.

mncy. - — 57. '2+91" M'l1 . -mm, 54-486, 56+1a3l. 0’ 1 er V stud

5R. L. 1905 § 3518. See Milner v. Nor

719 (court cannot enlarge time to redeem) ;

White v. Rathhone, 73-236, 75+1046 (ef

_fect of failure of junior lienor to redeem

in cutting ofi.‘ right to redeem from a sale

made on a first lien).

°Burkleo v. Washington County, 38-441

443, 38+108.
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Cross-References

See Attachment, 651; Chattel Mortgages, 1428; Contracts, 1778; Criminal Law, 2419;

Judgments, 5170; Mortgages, 6256, 6272.

6117. Of estates and interests in rea1ty—At law, where a greater and less

estate coincide and meet in one and the sa1ne person, in one and the same

right, without any intermediate estate, there is always a merger, the less es

tate being absorbed in the greater. In accordance with this rule an equitable

estate always merges in the legal estate. In equity the doctrine of merger is

a flexible, equitable doctrine, depending on the facts of the particular case.

There is no merger if it would be contrary to the legitimate intention or in

terest of the owner of the greater estate or interest. It is a question of inten

tion and in the absence of an express intention, an intention in accordance

with the interests of the owner will be presumed.1 The intention must be just

and injurious to no one.8 The legal rule of merger does not obtain in this

state, being superseded by the equitable rule, which is to be applied in all

cases, whether the action is legal or equitable in its nature.”

MERITS—See note 10.

MESNE PROFITS-—See Ejectment, 2873, 2898, 2899; Tenancy in Com

mon, 9600; Trespass, 9695.

MlLlTlA

6118. Governor commander-in-chief-Review of orders by courts—'l‘he

governor is commander-in-chief of the militia and the courts will not'review

his orders as such, when they are given in the ordinary conduct of purely

military a1‘l'airs.ll

6119. Not troops or standing army—The national guard 01' active militia

of the state, organized under the Military Code, the members of which, when

not engaged, at stated periods, in drilling and training for military duty, are

employed in their usual civil vocations, subject to call for military service

when public exigencies require, is neither “troops,” within the meaning of

article 1, section 10, of the federal constitution, nor a. “standing army,” within

the meaning of section 14 of the bill of rights of the state constitution.12

6120. Discip1ine—Punishment—A captain of a company of the national

guard of this state, when it is not acting as a military force, is not authorized

to punish summarily by imprisonment a member of his company for a refusal

to obey his orders.“

1Wilcox v. Davis, 4-197(139); Baker v.

Terrell, 8-195(165); Davis v. Pierce, 10

3'i:6(302) ; Horton V. Mafiitt, 14-2S9(216) ;

First DIV. etc. By. v. Parcher, 14-297(224,

230); McArthnr v. Martin. 23-74, 80;

Snnth v. Lytle, 27-184. 192, 6+-625; Hooper

v. Henry, 31-264, 17+476; Baker v. N. W.

etc. 00., 36-185, :;0+4s4; Boyd v. Blake,

42-1, 43+485; Flanigan v. Sable, 44-417,

464-854; Nat. Invest. Co. v. Nordin, 50

336, 521-899; Lowry v. Akers, 50-508, 514,

52+922; Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287,

75+376; Piper v. Sawyer, 73-332. 76+57;

Bloomer v. Burke, 94-15, 18, 101+974;

Bagley v. McCarthy, 95-286, l04+7. See

Note, 99 Am. St. Rep. 152.

B Davis v. Pierce, 10—376(302); Bagley v.

McCarthy. 95-286, 104+7.

9F]anigan v. Sable, 44-417, 46+854.

1° Chonteau v. Parker, 2-118(95) ; Holmes

v. Campbell, 13-66(58).

11 State v. Harrison, 34-526. 26+729.

13 State v. Wagoner, 74-518, 77+424.

13 Nixon v. Reeves, 65-159, 67+989.
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6121. Trial by court-martial in time of peace constitutional-—'l‘he rules

and regulations of the Military Code
are merely disciplinary in their nature.

designed to secure higher efiiciem-_\f in the military service, and a violation of

them does not constitute a “criminal offence,” within the 1ne-arung of sect1on_7

of the bill of rights. The provisions of the Code autho1uz1ng_the tnal, _1n

times of peace, of members of the national guard by a court-martial, for a y1o

lation of these rules and regulations, and their punishment,.1_f found guilty,

by a limited fine, or a limited imprisonment in case the fine is not paid, are

not nnconstitutiona .“

 

MILK—See Food, 3776.

MILLDAMS-—See Waters, 10186.

MINERALS—See Mines and Minerals.

MINES AND MINERALS

Cross-References

See (lorporatious. 2013; Partnership, 7411.

6122. Leases of public mineral lands-—Provision is made by statute ‘for

the lease of state mineral lands to individuals.“ The statute is constitu

tional.16

6123. Private mining leases and contracts—Cases are cited below in

volving the construction of private mining leases and contracts."

MINOR HEIRS—See note 18.

MINORITY STOCKHOLDERS—See Corporations. 2074.

MINORS—See Infants.

MISCARRIAGE—-See Damages, 2574.

MISCHIEF-—See lllalicious Mischief.

MISDEMEANORS—Sce Criminal Law, 2406.

MISJOINDER OF ACTIONS-—See Pleading, 7508.

MISJOINDER OF PARTIES—Sce Parties, 7326.

MISNOMER—See Indictment, 4399; Judgments, 5001; Names.

MISREPRESENTATIONS—Sce Fraud.

14 State v. Wagener, 74-518, 77+424.

15 R. L. 1905 §§ 2490, 2491; Whiteman v.

Severance, 46-495, 49+255 (statute con

strued—-duty of state land commissioner

to prescribe rules—several applications

rights of unsuccessful applicant-—success

ful applicant not chargeable as trustee);

Johnson v. Merritt, 50-303, 52+863 (com

putation of time); Baker v. Jamison, 54

17, 55+749 (statute authorizing leases ap

plicable only to lands belonging to the state

—inapplicable to lands which have been

merely selected by the state—indemnity

school lands—premature application—-com

petitive bidding—successfnl applicant not

a trnstee—action to cancel lease—miscon

duct of state officer) ; State v. Iverson, 92

355, 100+91 (refusal of state auditor to

grant a mineral lease of lands lying under

the bed of a meandered lake, constituting

public waters, not reviewable by certiorari).

16 State v. Evans, 99-220, 108+958.

17 Newton v. Van Dnsen, 47-437, 50+820;

Anderson v. Luther, 70-23, 72+820 (min

ing lease—specific performance-lashes-—

change of circumstances-—wa'lvcr by aban

donment); Diamond I. M. Co. v. Buckeye

I. M. Co., 70-500, 73+507 (mining lease—

covenant to mine certain quantity of ore

or pay royalty thereon—subject-matter-—

“merchantable shipping iron ore”-pay

ment for ore—non-existence of ore a de

t‘ence—-right to terminate-—failnre to ex

ercise right—efi‘ect as to defence); Land

quist v. Swanson, 78-444, 81+1 (mining

eontract—assessment work); Hollister v.

Sweeney, 88-100. 92+52-5 (contract for ex

ploring and testing land for iron ore con

strued); Wessel v. Gigrich, 106-467, 119+

242 (fraud in inducing purchase of a min

ing lease).

W Anderson v. Peterson. 30-547, 32+-861.



MISTAKE

Cross-References Y

6124. Equitable relief—Mistake of law or fact-—The power of equity to

afford relief from the consequences of the mistakes of parties to written in

struments is not strictly limited to mistakes of fact, but extends also to mis

takes of law. While, for a bare mistake of law alone, without other considera

tions affecting the case, relief will rarely, if ever, be afforded, yet equity will

interfere where it further appears that the defendant, availing himself of the

opportunities afforded by the mistake, will take an unconscionable advantage

of the plaintiif, without consideration; the plaintiff being blameless, and the

carrying into efi'ect their agreements are in legal effect or in terms contrary to

their intention. When property has been conveyed through mistake, by deed,

which the parties never intended should be conveyed, which the grantor was

Under no legal or moral obligation to convey, and which the grantee in good

conscience has no right to retain, a court of equity will interfere, and correct

legal operation of the deed." One may be ignorant or mistaken as to his

own antecedent legal rights or interests, while he clearly understands the

Scope of the transaction into which he enters. And when a person is ignorant

of facts upon which his rights depend, or erroneously assumes that he knows

his rights, and deals with his property accordingly, and not on the principle of

compromising doubts, a court of equity may properly interfere.20 Relief may

be granted where, under a mutual mistake, one party purchases from another

PTOP-erty which he already owns.21 Afiirmative or defensive relief, such as is

mistake, not only when it is expressly proved, but also when it may be inferred

from the nature of the tr-ansactio11."3

 

MITIGATION O.F DAMAGES—See Damages, 2532, 2533.

MIXED ACTIONS—See Ejectment, 2865.

MONEY—Soo note 2-1.

1" Benson v. Markoe. 37-30, 33+38; 22 Thwing v. Hall, 40-134, 41+315

Tmesdale v. Sidle, 65-315. 67+1004; E1-rett '-'3 Geib v. Reynolds, 35—331, 23+923

v. Wheeler, 109-157, 123+-114. See 23 '-’4Nops0n v. Horton, 20—268(239. 244);

Harv, L, Rev, 608, State v. Quackenbush, 98-515, 520, 108+

'-’° Gerdme v. Menage, 41-417, 43+-91. 953.

21 Houston v. N. P. Ry., 109-273, 123+922.
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MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED

Cross-References

Sec Statute of Frauds, 8856; Mortgages, 6475; Vendor and Purchaser, 10098.

6126.-Nature of action—While the action is one at law and triable by

jury,25 it is governed by equitable principles.“ It is in the nature of m

debitatus assumpsit for money had and received at common law.-"

6127. Fiction of a contract-Our decisions, following the language of the

common law, often speak of the obligation to deliver the money as an implied

contract." In reality, the obligation is imposed by law regardless of the in

tcntion of the parties and is not of a contractual nature.'‘’‘’ The fiction of_an

implied promise was resorted to at common law in order that the 0lJl1g9.lZ101'l

might be enforced by assumpsitf‘0 There seems to be no excuse for resortmg

to the fiction under our practice.31

6128. When action lies-In general—An action for money had_ and re

ceived will lie whenever one person has possession of money which _1n equity

and good conscience belongs to another and ought to be delivered to him. It is

unnecessary that there should be any privity between the parties or contract

to deliver the money. The law imposes an obligation to deliver the money re

gardless of privity or contract.‘2 In is unnecessary that the defendant should

have accepted the money under an agreement to hold it for the benefit of the

plaintiif, or that the person from whom he received it intended 1t for the plain

til't"s benefit,83 or that the money received be an exact and specific amount, be

longing exclusively to the plaintiff, and entirely distinct from other moneys.“

It is immaterial that the defendant has used the money,“ or how it came mto

his hands.“ The action is in the nature of an equitable remedy to compel one

unjustly enriched at the expense of another to disgorge, and it is not restricted

by technical rules.”7 '

6129. When action lies—Miscellane0us cases-An action for money had

and received will lie to recover money paid on a consideration which has

failed;" money received through a convcrsion;“'° money paid on a contract

'15 Merriam v. Johnson, 86-61, 90+116;

Todd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124+443.

Ell Brand v. Williams, 29-238, 13+-42.

‘-'7 See Taylor v. Read, 19-372(317).

25 Brand v. Williams. 29-238, 13+42.

2' 2 Harv. L. Rev. 63.

1° Keener, Quasi Contracts, 14; Prof.

Amos, 2 Harv. L. Rev. 63; Pomeroy, Code

Remedies (4 ed.) § 406.

81 See Keener, Quasi Contracts, 211.

32 Van Hoescn v. Minn. etc. Con., 16-96

(86); Taylor v. Read, 19-372(317); Dc

Gratf v. Thompson, 24-452, 456; Hender

son v. Sibley County, 28-515, 11+91; Brand

v. Williams, 29-238, 13+42; Sibley v. Pine

County, 31-201. 17+337; Valentine v. St.

Paul, 34-446, 264-457; Libby v. Johnson,

37-220, 33’-783; Milton v. Johnson, 79

170, 814-842; Merriam v. Johnson, 86-61.

65. 90+1l6; Johnson v. Ogren, 102-8, 13,

l12+894; Summons v. Pike, 105-106, 117+

244; Stoakes v. Larson. 108-234, 121+1112;

T-‘ink v. Weinholzer. 109-381, 123+931;

Peters v. Cannon River etc. Co., 124+826;

Robert v. Ely, 113 N. Y. 128; Chapman v.

Forbes, 123 N. Y. 532; 4 Wait, Actnons

& Defences, 469; Keener, Quasi Contracts.

83 Brand v. Williams, 29-238, 13+42.

M Brand v. Williams, 29-238, 13+42. See

Van Hoesen v. Minn. etc. Con., 16-96(86,

89) (holding that action will not lie in any

event unless the defendant received the

specific sum for plaintifi"s use).

85 See Henderson v. Sibley County, 28

515, 1l+91.

3° Stoakes v. Larson, 108-234, 121+1112.

31 Todd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124-0443.

38 Chamblin v. Schlichter, 12-276(181);

Bennett v. Phelps, 12—326(216); Taylor

v. Read, 19-372(317); Bedford v. Small,

31-1, 16+452; Valentine v. St. Paul, 34

446, 26+457; Scanlon v. Oliver, 42-538,

4-H1031; Herrick v. Newell, 49-198, 51+

319? Zeglin v. (‘arver County, 72-17, 74+

901; Dennis v. Pabst, 80-15, 82+978; Mc

Callnm v. Nat. C. Ins. Co., 84-134, 86+

- |
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void under the statute of frauds; ‘° money paid by mistake; “ money obtained

by fraud; *2 money received by an agent; ‘5 money deposited with stakeholder

on a bet;“ money received on a foreclosure of a mortgage in excess of the

amount due; ‘5 money paid on a special assessment for a local improvement

subsequently abandoned ; 4“ money paid on a contract which the other party to

the contract refuses to perform; 4’ money received by the wrong person on an

award in condemnation proceedings; *8 money illegally expended by officers of

municipalities; “ money paid on a contract rescinded by mutual consent ;‘°

money received in an action subsequently dismissed; 5‘ money paid on a judg

ment subsequently reversed or vacated.“2

6130. Property other than rnoney—An action will lie though the party

sought to be charged received property other than money.“ Where one of two

joint owners of a judgment caused execution to issue thereon, and bid in

certain realty sold thereunder, paying no part of the purchase price, it was

held that an action for money had and received would not lie by the other

joint owner for one-half the purchase money.“

6131. Waiving t0rt—A person may sometimes waive a‘ fraud, trespass, or

conversion, and recover as for money had and received.55 The subject is more

fully considered else\vhere.5“

6132. Parties p1aintiff—If an agent by mistake pays to a third party money

in his possession belonging to his principal, he may maintain in his own

name an action for money had and received to recover it back."7

6133. Parties defendant—An action for money had and received will lie

against a municipality."

6134. Demar1d—Where it is not the duty of the defendant to turn the money

over immediately upon its receipt, a demand is sometimes necessary before

bringing an action.“ If there is such a duty, or if, under the circumstances.

it is obvious that a demand would be unavailing, a demand is unnecessary.flu

It is unnecessary where the defendant sets up a claim or defence of such a‘

892; Payne v. Hackney, 84-195, 87+608;

Williams v. Peterson, 95-98, 103-)-722;

Todd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124+443. See

McClure v. Bradford, 39-118, 38+753;

Mackay v. Minn. S. A. Soc., 88-154, 92+

Fergus Falls v. Fergus Falls H. Co., 80

165, ss+54. ,

'1" Williams v. Peterson, 95-98, 103+722.

51 Sammons v. Pike, 105-106, 117+244.

B2 Berryhill v. Gasquoine, 88-281, 92+

539.

3° Brady v. Brennan, 25-210; Libby v.

Johnson, 37-220, 33+783.

4" See § 8856.

41 See § 7464.

4'-’ Lnnd v. Davies, 47-290, 50+79; Schul

ler v. Borger, 47-357, 50+247; Holland v.

Bishop, 60-23, 61+6B1.

"Jackson v. Kansas City P. Co., 42-382,

44+126; Milton v. Johnson, 79-170, 81+

842} Merriam v. Johnson, 86-61, 90+116;

Sclnclr v. Suttle, 94-135, 102+217.

*4 Wilkinson v. Tousley, 16-299(263);

Pabst v. Liston, 80-473, S34-448.

"5 See § 6475.

"1 Valentine v. St. Paul, 34-446, 26+457.

See § 6888.

4" Bennett v. Phelps, 12-326(216); Reyn

olds v. Franklin, 41-279. 43+53 ; Proctor v

Stevens, 94-181. 102-F395. See McClure v.

Bradford, 39-118, 38+753.

*8 Smith v. St. Paul, 65-295, 68+32.

4° Chaska v. Hedman, .53-525, 55+737;

1121; Sammons v. Pike, 105-106. 117+244.

58 Todd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124F443.

M Holmes v. Campbell, 10—401(320).

I-5 Brady v. Brennan, 25-210; Libby v.

Johnson, 37-220, 33+783; Downs v. RUDE

gan, 58-112, 59+981; Pabst v. Liston, 80

473, 8!-H448; Schick v. Suttle, 94-135, 102+

217. See Keener, Quasi Contracts, 159.

H See § 4308.

51 Parks v. Fogleman, 97-157, 105+560.

‘*5 Henderson v. Sibley County, 28-515,

l1+91; Sibley v. Pine County, 31-201, 17+

337; Valentine v. St. Paul, 34-446, 26+

457; Glencoe v. McLeod County. 40-44, 41+

239.

59 Ford v. Brownell. 13-184(174). See

Sibley v. Pine County, 31-201, 204, 17+337.

6° Bailey v. Merritt, 7—159(102); Hunts

man v. Fish, 36-148, 30+455; Auerbach v.

Gieseke, 40-258, 262, 41+946; Pabst v.

Liston, 80-473, 83+44S; Todd v. Bethngcn.

109-493, 1241443.
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nature that it is obvious that a demand would have been ui1a\'ailin,1.3,'.“1 Where

the receipt of the money was wrongful no demand is necessary.M

6135. Pleading—It is still unsettled whether a complaint in the form of

the common count in assmnpsit for money had and received to the use of

the plaintiff is sufficient under our practice.“3 Various complaints, not to be

commended, have been held "sutficient.” “‘ The general principles of pleading

as to new 1natter,“"‘ amendment,‘“‘ and the admissibility of evidence under a

denial,“ are applicable, The rule that where a general fact or result is pleaded.

and also the special facts by which such result is reached, and they do not

support the result, the special facts control, and the pleading is bad, applies.“

It has been held that a party seeking to recover as for money had and received

in the value of property other than money delivered by him to the party

sought to be charged must allege the return or tender of specific property deliv

ered to him by that party, or nmst allege excuse for his failure to do so.“ A

bill of particulars cannot be demanded.°°

6136. Defences—1t is no defence that the person from whom the defendant

received the money paid it to him in his own wrong and is liable therefor to

the plaintiff.10 The fact that the money was paid to the defendant by the

plaintiff as part of a conspiracy to defraud him is a good defence."1 The fact

that the defendant has paid over the money to another by mistake is no de

fence.72

6137. Interest-,—[uterest is recoverable from the time defendant is in de

fault.“ Where a party has received or acquired the money of another by

mistake merely, without fraud, the general rule is that interest does not run

upon it until the party, in whose possession it is, is put in default by a de

mand by the party to whom it is justly due, in which case, if the money is

not returned after demand. interest begins to run.“

MONEY LENT

6138. When action lies-—As a general rule an action for money lent, in

the nature of indebitatus assumpsit for money le11t at common law, will lie

where one loans or advances money at the request of another. The law implic<

a promise—imposcs an obligution—to repay the money. in the absence of agrec—

ment.“

 

"1 Davenport v. Ladd, 38-545, 38+622;

Jensen v. Weide, 42-59, 43+688.

2;‘;)Gleneoe v. McLeod County, 40-44, 41+

;;;See 'l‘odd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124+

_"4 Spottswood v. Herrick. 22-548; Whit

mg v. Clugston, 73-6, 75+T59; Slater v.

Olson, 83-35, 85+825; Conron v. Hoerr.

83-183, S5+1012; Merriam v. Johnson, 86

61, 90+116; Levering v. Webb, 106-62.

us+c1; Smith v. Bngham, 106-91, 11s+'

l-50; 1?roctor \'. Stevens, 94-181, 102+395.

See First Nat. Bank v. Stadden. 103-403.

406, 11_5+198; Remillard v. Robinson. 108

81, l21+217; Peters v. Cannon River etc.

Co., 124+826.

6" See Hall v. Skahen, 101-460, 112+865.

M Hall v. Skahen, 101-460, 112+865.

1" Jackson v. Kansas City P. Co., 42-382
44+126; Fort Dearhorn Nat. Bank v. Se-Y

curity Bank, 87-81, 91+257. See Hall v.

Skaben, 101-460, l12+865.

‘I-‘l Carlson v. Presbyterian Board of Re

lief, 67-436, 70+3.

01 Todd V. Bettingen, 109-493, 124+443.

The soundness of this deciion is question

able. The court might better have fol

lowed the rule laid down in Knappen v.

Freeman. 47-491, 50+-533.

“Jones v. Northern '1‘. Co., 67-410, 69*

1108.

7" Brand v. Williams, 29-238, 13+42; Sib

ley v. Pine County, 31-201, l7+337.

'-'1 Bauer v. Sawyer, 90-536, 97+428.

'12 Landin v. Moorhead Nat. Bank, 74-222,

77+35.

"Aue1'bach v. Gicseke, 40-258, 41+946;

Pabst v. Liston, 80-473, 83+448. See P0!‘

kins v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434.

'14 Sibley v. Pine County, 31-201, 17+337;

Corse v. Minn. G. Co., 94-331, 102+728.

7" 4 Wait ’s Actions & Defences, 444.
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6139. Pleading-—The general rule, stated elsewhere,m as to what is ad

missible under a denial, is applicable here."

6140. Variance—Under a complaint for money loaned a cause of action for

money paid out for the defendant, under circumstances not amounting to a

loan, cannot be proved." An immaterial variance will be disregarded."

6141. Defences—It is no defence that the plaintiff obtained the money un

der an illegal contract."u
The defendant may show that the money was loaned

in a representative capacity; not as a bar to the action, but for his future pro

tection.M

MONEY PAID

6142. When action 1ies—An action, in the nature of the common-law ac

tion of indebitatus assumpsit for money paid, lies where the plaintiff has paid

money to a third party, at the request, express or implied, of the defendant,

and with an undertaking, express or implied, on his part, to repay it."

not lie where the payment is made by a mere volunteer.

It does

There must be a prom

ise, express or implied, to repay the money.83

6143. Pleading--Cases are cited below involving questions of pleading.“

6144. Interest—Interest is recoverable on the money paid from the time of

payment, in the absence of a contrary agreement.“'

MONOPOLIES—Sec Re;raint of Trade, 8435.

MONUMENTS—See Boundaries.

MORAL CONSIDERATION—See Contracts, 1757.

MORAL OBLIGATION—See Contracts, 1757; Counties, 2242; and note

88.

MORE—b'ec note 86.

MORE OR LESS-See note 87.

MORGUES-—See Counties, 2268.

MORTALITY TABLES—See Death by Wrongful Act, 2619; Evidence,

3:52, 3450.

"3 Helm v. Smith, 76-328, 79+313. See

Rosemond v. N. W. etc. 00., 62-374, 641

925.

84 Dodge v. McMahan, 61-175, 63+487

(complaint for “money loaned to the de

fendant and paid for his use and bene

fit"); Foster v. Gordon, 96-142, 104+765

(informal pleading for money had and re

ceived changed by amendment to a com

plaint for money paid). See Spottswood

v. Herrick, 22-548.

55 Bull v. Rich, 92-481, 100+213.

86 State v. Brown, 22-482.

51 Austrian v. Davidson, 21-117;

trian v. Dean, 23-62.

MORTGAGE REGISTRY TAX—See Taxation, 9576.

7" See § 7574.

" Bond v. Corbett, 2-248(209); Dodge v.

MeMahan, 61-175, 63+487; Jenning v.

Rohde, 99-335, 109+597.

TB Cummings v. Long, 25-337.

1° Pravell v. Nett, 46-31, 48%-446; Dodge

v. McMahan, 61-175, 63+487.

5° Wintermute v. Stinson, 16-468(420).

‘*1 Bond v. Corbett, 2-24B(209).

*2 Harlev v. Davis, 16—487(441) ; Johnson

v. Krassin, 25-117; Freeman v. Etter, 21

3; Murphin v. Scovell, 41-262, 43+1; Rose

mend v. N. W. etc. Co., 62-374, 64+925;

Powers v. Blethen, 91-339, 97+1056; Fos

ter v. Gordon, 96-142, 104+765. See Keen

er, Quasi Contracts, 388; 4 Wait, Actions

& Defences, 449.

88 State v. Young, 29-474, 531, 9+737.
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Cross-References

See Adverse Possession, 114 ; Chattel Mortgages; Pledge; Recording Act; Subrogation,

9048, 9049; rPaxation, 9576.

IN GENERAL

6145. Definition and nature-—A mortgage is variously defined as a “con

veyance intended to be security for the payment of money or the performance

of some duty, or for both ;” 39 as a “conveyance of real estate, or some mterest

therein, defeasible upon the payment of money or the performance of some

other condition ;"’ “" as “in form a conveyance to be void on the performance

of certain conditions.” ‘“ in equity, when the real nature of a transaction

between the parties is confessedly that of a loan advanced upon the secur1ty_of

realty granted to the party making the loan, whatever the form of the 111

strument of conveyance taken as the security, it is treated as a mortgage. - By

a mortgage of realty the mortgaged property is pledged as security for‘ the pay

ment of a debt, or the performance of some other obligation.” rlhough a

mortgage is in form a conveyance of an estate or interest 111 land, in effect

it is a mere lien or security.M It is a chattel,” or thing in act1on,“° passing

to the administrator or executor and not to the heirs.97 Though it purports to

convey the legal title it does not in. reality.“ It remains executory until fore

closure.” The term “mortgage” is commonly used to include the mortgage

debt.1 Mortgages are not regarded as conveyances of land withm the statute

of frauds so as to require a reconveyance or release to divest the title of the

mortgagee.2 _

6146. Once a mortgage always a mortgage—The rule is inflexible, “once

a mortgage, always a mortgage.” The doctrine originated in equity to prevent

contracts between the mortgagor and mortgagee cutting off the right of re

demption. Where the relation of mortgagor and mortgagee is once established,

any transfer to, or arrangement for the acquisition of the equity of redemption

by the mortgagee without a foreclosure is regarded with jealousy and carefully

crutinized by the courts. Any additional conveyances exacted or secured_by

the mortgagee for his benefit will ordinarily be regarded as further security.

or a new form of security, for the same mortgage debt and will not extinguish

the equity of redemption.3 The rule has no application to a future contract

between the mortgagor and mortgagee for the purchase of the mortgagor’s

right of redemption.4

S9 Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539; Alli

son v. Armstrong, 28-276, 9+806.

9° Buse v. Page, 32-111, 19+736, 20+95.

91 Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11-459(341)-, Pace

v. Chadderdon, 4-499(390).

92 See § 6150.

Ins. Co., 24-315; Rogers v. Benton, 39-39,

38+765.

W Moulton v. Haskell, 50-367, 52+960.

07 Loy v. Home Ins. Co., 24-315.

‘J5 Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369;

Russell v. Reed. 36-376, 31+452; Cullen v.

93 Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34.

M Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Morrison

v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212); Huinphrey v.

Buisson, 19-221(182) ; Niggeler v. Maurin,

34-118, 24+369; G-ille v. Hunt, 35-357, 29+

2; Russell v. Reed, 36-376, 31+4-52; Rogers

v. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Cullen v. Minn.

L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+818; Bradley v.

Norris. 63-156, 65+357; Morey v. Duluth,

69-5, 71+694; Marshall & T. Bank v. Cady,

76-112, 78+978; First S. Bank v. Sibley

Co. Bank, 96-456, 105+4S5. '

M Johnson v. Williams, 4—260(183);

Baker v. Terrell, 8-195(165); Loy v. Home

Minn. L. & '1‘. Co., 60-6, 61+818; Bradley

v. Norris, 63-156, 65+3-57; Backus V.

Bnrke, 63-272, 65+459; Marshall & I. Bank

v. Cady, 76-112. 78+978; First S. Bank v.

Sibley Co. Bank, 96-456, 105+485.

9“ Russell v. Reed, 36-376, 31+-152.

1Wats0n v. Smith, 60-206, 62+265; Hine

v. Myrick, 60-518, 62+1125.

2Johnson v. Carpenter, 7-176(120);

Wlakefield v. Day, 41-344; 43+71.

-“Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Niggeler V.

Maurin, 34-118, 24+:-169; Marshall v.

Thompson, 39-137. 39-+309. A

4De Lancey v. Finnegan, 86-255, 90+387.
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6147. Must be a mortgage as to both parties-—A

mortgage on one side only; it must be mutual.“

6148. An incident of the debt—A mortgage is but an incident of the debt

which it secures and can have no separate or independent existence as a con

tract.6 If the debt is invalid for any reason the mortgage is invalid.’ If the

debt is discharged by any means the mortgage is discharged.8 If the debt is

assigned the mortgage passes to the assignee without special mention.‘‘

6149. Nature at common 1aw—-At common law a mortgage instantly vested

the legal title in the mortgagee, subject to be defeated by strict performance of

the condition of the mortgage. Unless otherwise stipulated in the mortgage,

it vested in the mortgagee the immediate right of possession. If the condition

was performed, the mortgagor was in as of his old estate. If the condition was

broken, the mortgagee’s estate was, at law, absolute and indefeasible. But

courts of equity at a very early day, under the influence of the civil law, came

to regard the mortgage asonly a security, and the mortgagee as holding the

title as security, with a right of redemption in the mortgagor even after con

dition broken, on payment of principal, interest, and costs. By gradual adop

tion of the doctrine of equity this finally became the rule at law. But the

mortgage, which in terms passed the title, was still held to be a conveyance,

so far as to entitle the mortgagee to the possession after condition broken; and

if he went into possession after breach of condition, the mortgagor’s only

rcmedy was by suit to redeem. Out of this grew the doctrine of a “mortgagee

in possession.” 1° Though a mortgage at common law vested both the legal

title and right to possession in the mortgagee, still he could not recover rent

from a tenant of the mortgagor, whose tenancy commenced after the making

of the mortgage, his only remedy being ejectment. Taking possession under a

common-law mortgage, or bringing ejectment for that purpose, was a process

of foreclosure, or at least a step in that process.11

mortgage cannot be a

EQUITABLE MORTGAGES

6150. In general—Tn equity, when the real nature of a transaction between

the parties is confessedly that of a loan, advanced upon the security of realty

granted to the party making the loan, whatever the form of the instrument

of conceyance taken as the security, it is treated as a mortgage. The court will

look through the form to the actual character of the transaction.12 An

equitable mortgage may be in the form of an absolute deed,“ or of an absolute

deed and a bond to reconvey,H or of an absolute deed with accompanying

writings showing it to be security; '5 or of a trust deed." The rights and

5Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65%-357.

"Johnson v. Carpenter, 7-176(120); Hill

it Edwards, 11-22(5); Humphrey v. Buis

son, 19-221(182); Martin v. Fridley, 23

13_; Blumenthal v. Jassoy, 29-177, 12+517;

Wilson v. Eigenbrodt, 30-4, 13+907; Bans

man v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333; White v.

M_1ller, 52-367, 54+736; McManaman v.

Hmchley, 82—"96, s4+101s; First Nat.

Bank v. Pope, 85-433. 89+318.

]:)11l/8IcManaman v. Hinchley, 82-296, 84+

5 Johnson v. Williams. 4-260(183); John

Sgu v. Carpenter, 7—176(120); Donnelly v.

S1monton, 13—301(278).

'1 See § 6276.

1° Pace v. Chadflerdon, 4—499(390); Rice

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 24-464; Rogers v. Ben

ton, 39-39, 38+765; Taylor v. Slingerland,

39470, 40+575; Bradley v. Norris, 63-156,

65+357; Morey v. Duluth, 69-5, 71+694.

11 Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+

818. '

12 Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Fisk v.

Stewart, 24-97; Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+

772; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. McDonald, 34-182,

189, 25+57; Marshall v. Thompson, 39-137,

39+309; Banning v. Sabin, 51-129, 53+1;

Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 96-27, 104+

561.

13 See § 6154.

14 See § 6156.

15 Holton v. Meighen, 15—69(50);'B_lake

ley v. LeDuc, 25-448; Marston v. Williams,
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' aobligations of the parties ilinder an e(1lt1l£91.blfnL!;(;gl;gDlgiafiI:‘e0;l1l; S§1e]11f(:n.8(.3S'c11(1)lSle(1(;-3Tbv

1’. ttiataneuiae Q _ Y.i1(i§ti}dnI.I1l§)rtgl‘al{ii:i’cori::;i:nce may prliceed from a third party at the instance of

10 Ith(61l)t£>)1.roX:;ignment of contract to; pugghasp off laI1?t-y—':i[i‘El!'1eSeBcS:!1-ig'tDyD1f(:)I11.l.t}’)l{

the vendor of an executory contract or e sa e 0. rq; assi nee a lien upon

payment of an indebtedness due the assignee vests in e 1gbt secured not

' in the ro ert to the extent of the (e _,ite]ir:e<le,((i¥iiiig()lt,‘rSie1II1)lii:ii‘<ilidse moneyi)u1i)paid on the contract, and makes the assignee

uitable mor ee.20 _ _a>n6e1ql‘i2. Held totgcaognstitute an equitable mortgage or 1:en—Where oggcgf

tenant redeemed the whole estate from a foreclosure sale; wherie1 atn otvylke an

an equity of redemption quitclaimed to another who promise1 0 M for

assignment of a sherii'f’s certificate on execution, advancing t go mqiory was

that purpose, and to hold it as security for the loan &l1(l,I1f no re emp em

made, to convey it as the owner of the equity might d1rect_ upon l‘(_%p8.y.1::d _

of the loan ; the whole transaction being designed to cut out interveli1iing_]ment liens; “ where a power of attorney was executed by A, aut Olézlltlg be

to sell and convey real and personal estate and pay the proceeds tob ,A0md

applied in payment of a debt fi-oin A to C, the power being_e.\'ecutedte(y d gen

accepted by C as security for such debt; 2“ where a corporation execu he av‘

tures with the following clause, “The company hereby charges with suc pfid

ment (of the debentures) its undertaking all its property WhGl'.SOGViBI‘ ta k

wheresoever both present and future ;” “ where a loan agent f_raudulent y qple

for his principal a straw mortgage and siibseqiiently acquired title 0t d

land; *5 where a mortgagor and a mortgagee holding several mortgages en erer

into an agreement, as a substitute for the mortgages, whereby the mortgagod

executed to the mortgagee an absolute deed of the mortgagecl premises as;1

promised to pay a specified amount in place of the amounts secured by H:

several mortgages and the mortgagee executed a deed of the premises to 1

wife of the mortgagor and placed it in escrow to be delivered upon full paymen

of the amount due under the contract; 2“ where a purchaser_at a foreclosure

sale agreed with the mortgagor to extend the time for redemption and leasethq

property to him with the privilege of purchasing on condition that the ongma

mortgage should stand as security for the new contract; 2' where a mortgaggr

and mortgagee entered into an agreement providing for a payment of t e

amount due and a deed from the mortgagee to the mortgagor; 2“ where A made

a loan to B for the purpose of enabling B to buy a home, with the understqagnd

ing that when B acquired title he should hold it as security for the loan,

6153. Held not to constitute an equitable mortgage-—A bond conditioned

to convey realty; 3° a lease with a privilege of purchase; 8‘ a mortgage in form

45-116, 47+644; Darling v. Harmon, 47- 23 American L. & T. Co. v. Billings: 58‘

166. 49+686.
187, 59+998.

1"1’nternational T. Co. v. Ufton Grove

etc. Co., 71-147, 73+716; St. Paul etc. By.

v. McDonald, 34-182, 189, 25+57.

17 Meighen v. King, 31-115, 16+702;

Jones v. Blake, 33-362, 23-+538; Wake

field v. Day, 41-344, 43+71.

18 See § 6324.

19 Fisk v. Stewart, 24-97.

2" Lanun v. Armstrong, 95-434, 104+304.

21 Buettcl v. Harmount. 46-481. 49+250.

'-‘2 Banning v. Sabin, 51-129, 53+l.

'-’4 Howard v. Tron 8:. L. Co., 62-298, 64+

896.

25 Robertson v. Rentz. 71-489, 74+133.

26 Piper v. Sawyer, 73-332, 76+57.

‘-'7 Steele v. Bond, 2S-267, 9+772. ‘

2*! Wenzel v. Weigand, 92-152, 99+633

'-’° Hughes v. Mullaney, 92-485, 100+217

3° Drew v. Smith, 7—301(231); Dahl_ V

Pross, 6—89(38); Yoss v. DeFreudenncb,

6-95(45).

31 Stewart v. Murray, 13-426(393).

lt

lll
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but a conveyance in substance and efiect; *2 payment of a mortgage by a party

claiming but not in fact having title; 3“ an absolute deed and a bond to recon

vey ; 8‘ an absolute deed ; 3“ a deposit of title deeds.“

ABSOLUTE DEED AS MORTGAGE

6154. In genera1—A deed absolute in form but originally intended by the

parties as security merely is regarded in equity as a mortgage.“7 The fraud

ulent possibilities inherent in such a transaction are the basis of the equity.38

It is unnecessary to prove fraud, mistake, or surprise, in tl1e execution of the

deed.“ Nor is it necessary to prove damage or threatened damage.‘o All

that it is necessary to prove is the intention of the parties.“ This intention

must have been mutual.“ It is not a fatal objection that the terms of the

agreement are indefinite. To carry out the intention of the parties an en

larged view of the facts constituting the transaction will be taken by the

court.‘3 Such a mortgage when established has the same effect as a formal

mortgage.“ An absolute deed may be shown to be a mortgage in a legal as

well as an equitable action,45 and when the question arises collaterally.“

6155. Intention how proved—Parol evidence—Pa1-ol evidence is admis

sible not to contradict the terms of the writing, but to show the grantor’s

equities in the case, or, as it is sometimes said, to establish an equity superior

to the terms of the deed, and because it would be a fraudulent act, which a

court of equity would not permit, for the holder of the deed to use it con

trary to the terms and understanding upon which he received it. As the equity

upon which the court acts arises from the real character of the transaction,

either parol or written evidence is admissible to establish it." The intention

is to be gathered from the written memorials of the transaction, from the

circumstances under which the deed was made and the relations subsisting be

tween the 'parties.“ All of the instruments executed by the parties at the same

32 St. Paul etc. Ry. v. McDonald, 34--195,

25-+453.

M Wadsworth v. Blake,

1“ See § 6156.

43-509, 45+1131.

v. Burke, 63-272, 65+459; Heston v. Dar

ling, 66-262, 68+1087; Tilleny v. Knob

lanch, 73-108, 75+1039; First Nat. Bank

v. Flynn. 75-279, 77+961; Weller v. Sum

mers, 82-307, 84+1022; Evans v. Thomp

son, 89-202, 94+692; Stitt v. Rat Portage

L. 00., 96-27, 104+561.

35 Merchants Nat. Bank v. Stanton, 62

204, 64-+390; Shultes v. Stivers, 66-517,

69+639; Philips v. Mo, 91-311, 97+969.

3" Gardner v. McClure, 6-250(167).

31McClane v. White, 5-178(139); Belote

\'. Morrison, 8—87(62); Hill v. Edwards,

11-22(5); Phoenix v. Gardner, 13-430

(396); Holton v. Me-ighen, 15-69(50);

W'e1de v. Gehl, 21-449; Archambau v.

Green, 21-520; Fisk v. Stewart, 24-97;

New v. Wheaten, 24-406; Blakeley v. Le

Duc, 25-448; Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+

772_; Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539;

Meighen v. King, 31-115, 16+702; Sloan

v. Becker, 31-414. 18+143; Buse v. Page,

32-111, 19+736, 20+95; Jones v. Blake,

33-362, 23+538; Niggeler v. Maurin, 34

118, 24+369; Sloan v. Becker, 34-49], 26+

I30; Butman v. James, 34-547, 27+66;

Livingston v. Ives, 35-55, 27+74; Marshall

v. Thompson, 39-137, 39+309; Wakefield

Y. Day, 41-344, 43+71; Marston v. Will

rams, 45-116, 47+644; Darling v. Harmon,

47-166, 49+686; Nye v. Swan, 49-431, 52+

39; King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+648;

Terry v. Wilson ’s Estate, 50-570, 52+973;

Spaltr v. Blumer. 63-269, 65+454; Backus

-18 Belote v. Morrison, 8—87(62) ; Madigan

\'. Mead, 31-94, 16+539.

3" Belote v. Morrison, 8-87(62) (overrul

ing McClane v. White, 5-178, 139). See

Sloan v. Becker, 34-491, 26+730.

4° Holton v. Meighen, 15-69(50).

41 Id.

42 McClanc v. White, 5-11s(139); Belote

v. Morrison, 8-87(62) ; Phoenix v. Gard

ner, 13-430(396).

43 Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539; Stitt

v. Rat Portage L. Co., 96-27, 104+561.

“ Meighen \'. King, 31-115, 16%-702;

Jones v. Blake. 33-362. 23+538; Wakefield

v. Day. 41-344, 43+71; Marston v. Will

iams, 45-116, 47+644.

4“ Wakefield v. Day, 41-344, 43+71; Terry

v. Wilson ’s Estate. 50-570, 52+973; Till

eny v. Knoblauch, 73-108. 75+1039.

4" Id.; Backus v. Burke, 63-272, 65+459_.

4'-' Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539; St1tt

v. Rat Portage L. Co., 96-27, 104+561.

48 Bnse v. Page, 32-111. 19+736, 20+95;

Phoenix v. Gardner. ]3—430(396).
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time and as art of one transaction are to be construed together, as 1f but one

instrument, in order to ascertain the real intention of the part1es.“’ Letters

forming a part of the res gestae are admissible, It 1s not allowable 5foor one

of the parties to testify what his intention was in executing the deed. The

existence of a debt between the grantor and grantee,51 the retention of pos

session by the grantor,'’2 the inadequacy of the consideration," the making of

' substantial improvements,M the payment of taxes,“ and the subsequent conduct

of the parties generally 5“ are all items of evidence.

6156. Deed and bond to reconvey—Conditiona1 sales-—Where A conveys

land to B by absolute deed, and B at the same time executes to A a bond or

agreement to reconvey to A upon payment of a certain sum of money at a

specified time, the transaction between the parties, upon this simple state (5)?

facts, purports to be, and prima facie is, a conditional sale and not a_ n1ortgage.

But a deed and a bond to reconvey may be a mortgage on their face,“ _or

they may be shown to be a mortgage by parol evidence.“ _In determmmg

whether a transaction is a mortgage or a conditional sale, the 1mportant_ques

tion is, what was the intention of the parties? Did they intend security or

sale? This intention is to be ascertained by looking at the written memormls

of the transaction, and its attendant facts and circumstances.°° The absence

of a personal covenant or promise to repay is a material circumstance in de

termining whether a mortgage or conditional sale is intended, but it is not

conclusive.01 In doubtful cases a contract will ordinarily be construed to be

a mortgage, rather than a conditional sale, because in the former case_ the

right of redemption remains, though the terms of the mortgage is not strictly

complied with, while in the latter strict compliance is required to save a for

feiture.“ The grantee in such a deed acquires only the interest of a mort

gagee.“ He has no leviable interest.“

6157. Degree of proof required—-To prove an absolute deed a mortgage

a mere preponderance of evidence is insnffieient. The proof must be clear.

strong, and convincing, though it need not be beyond a reasonable doubt.“

It would seem that the mere uncorroborated testimony of the plaintiff in in

terest is insufficient.‘m

4‘-1 Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Holton v.

Meighen, 15-69(50); Benton v. Nicoll, 24

221. See Blakeley v. LoDuc, 25-448.

50 Phoenix v. Gardner, 13-430(396).

5‘ King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52-+648;

Buse v. Page, 32-111, 19+736, 20+95.

52 Philips v. Mo, 91-311, 97+969.

53 Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Evan v.

Thompson, 89-202, 9-H692; King v. Mc

Carthy, 50—222, 52+64B.

54 Philips v. Mo, 91-311, 97+969.

55 See § 6154.

M King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+-648.

57 Bnse v. Page, 32-111, 19+736, 20+95;

Butman v. James. 34-547, 27+66; Marston

v. Williams, 45-116. 47+644.

55 Benton v. Nicol], 24-221; Hill v. Ed

wards, 11-22(5) ; Archambau v. Green, 21

520; Spalti v. Blumer, 63-269, 65+-454.

59 King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+648.

6? Buse v. Page, 32-111, l9+736, 20+95;

King v. McCarthy. 50-222, 52+648.

"_1 Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24-+369;

King \-'. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+648.

'32 Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369;

King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+648.

01* Benton v. Nicol], 24-221.

M Bntman v. James, 34-547, 27+66.

"5 Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 96-27, 104+

56] ; Mpls. '1‘. M. Co. v. Jones, 95-127, 103+

1017; Dwyer v. Whiteman, 92-55, 99+-362;

Wakefield v. Day. 41-344, 43+71; Sloan V

Becker, 31-414, 18+143; Id., 34-491, 26+

730. See Stanghton v. Simpson, 69-314»

72+126 (error to dismiss for insufiiciency

of evidence) ; Reider v. Walz, 93-399, 101+

601 (error to set aside special verdict find

ing :1 deed a mortgage); Ness v. March,

95-301, 104+242 (error to dismiss for in

sufiiciency of evidence). In the following

cases the evidence was held insuflicient:

Merchants Nat. Bank v. Stanton, 62-204,

64+390; Shnltes v. Stivers, 66-517, 69+

639; Philips v. Mo, 91-311, 97+969;

Dwyer v. Whitcman, 92-55. 99+362; Web

ster v. McDowell, 102-445, 113+1021.

M Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co.. 96-27. 104+

561.
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6158. A question of fact—Whether an absolute deed was intended by the

parties as a security is a question of fact and is frequently submitted to a jury

in an action tried by the court.“ It is error for the court to dismiss an action

if the jury might reasonably findeither way.‘is

6159. Burden of proof-—The presumption is that a deed absolute on its

face is an absolute conveyance. The burden of proving such a deed a mortgage

is on the party asserting it.“

6160. Recording act—N0tice-—A bond for the reconveyance of land made

at the same time and bearing the same date as an absolute deed thereof is,

if so intended, an instrument of defeasance within the statute, and, if duly

recorded, protects the right of defeasance, which it is intended to secure, against

all persons, without any notice to them except such as is given by the record.

Whoever takes title while such a defeasance is on record takes subject to the

right of the party claiming under the defeasance to show that, though the

transaction is prima facie a conditional sale, it is in legal effect a mortgage.“

Where an absolute deed and a bond to reconvey or other instrument of defeas

ance constitute a mortgage, the mortgagor’s equity of redemption is subject to

the rights of subsequent bona fide purchasers or incumbrancers, unless the de

tcasance is duly recorded."1 But the record of the deed alone in such a case

is sufficient to protect the rights of the mortgagee."2 The deed is properly re

corded as a deed and not as a mortgage, and the bond or other instrument of

defeasance is properly recorded in the book kept for miscellaneous records.73

Actual possession by the grantor in an absolute deed intended by the parties

as a mortgage is notice to subsequent purchasers and incumbrancers of the

grantor’s equity of redemption.“ The grantor of an absolute deed mtended

as security may be estopped by his conduct from asserting his equity agamst

an innocent party." _

6161. Recovery of loan on failure of security—Where an absolute deed is

given for the purpose of securing a loan to be repaid at a future time, such

conveyance is to be treated as a mortgage, and upon the failure of the secur1ty_.

which deprives the party who receives the conveyance of its benefit, without lns

fault, he may recover the money loaned, in an action for that purpose."

6162. Right to possession—-The mortgagee under a mortgage in the form

of an absolute deed cannot recover possession without foreclosure proceedings.

The fact that the mortgage debt is not paid and that the statute of‘lim1tat1ons

has run against the right to foreclose and redeem is immaterial.71

6163. Other remedies than foreclosure—Where a grantor parts with prop

erty on the faith of the promise of the grantee to hold it as securrty, equity

will not permit the grantee to retain the property in violation of his agreement,

but will compel him to restore it or its value, or the proceeds thereof, and

in proper cases enforce it if it is partly performed."

‘" Niggeler v. Maurin. 34-118, 24+369; 72 Marston v. Williams, 45-116, “+644.

Sloan v. Becker, 34—491, 26+730. 73 Benton v. Nicol]. 24~22l. See Daugh

" Sloan v. Becker, 31-414, 18+143; aday v. Paine, 6—443(30~1, 310).

Shwghton v. Simpson. 69-314. 72+126. "4 New v. Wlbeaton, 24-406. See Bar

" Merchants Nat. Bank v‘ Stanton, 62— chent v. Selleck. 89-513, 95+455 (party in

304, 64+390. possession estopped by conduct).

7° Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5); Butman v. 75 Esty v. Cummings, 80-516, 83+420;

James, 34-547, 27+66. Al-iter if the deed Barchent v. Selleck, 89-513, 95+455. -

and bond do not bear the same date. 7'1 Evans v. Thompson, 89-202, 94+692.

“'°ide v- Gehl, 21-449. 11 Meighen v. King, 31-115, 1s+7o2.

" C0gau v. Cook, 22-137; Blakeley v. Le- 78 Randall v. Constans, 33-329, 23+530.

,‘{?_?{‘l‘i£2g_5_448; Est? V. Cummings, 80_516,
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tee in a deed64. C b mortgagee—-Fra.ud——Where the gran
gifejii to sc(d:1Y:}tlii-Zclfayriient of a debt conveys the land m fraud of tlppand receives other land in exchange, the defrauded grantor (or I1;0thg8.%0l‘d

may at his election require the grantee to account for the value_o e an

conveyed, the value of the land received in exchange, or the specific property

I d-1° v '

th‘65l6g.cel;:incipa1 and agent—If a principal ratifies the act of his agent ifi

taking an absolute deed instead of a mortdgagdeséis secunty for a loan he WI

hdd t andnotasa ee. IhOl5(l6L6.e Aerhodfitarglgdiggdeto redeem—To secure a reconvcyance the grantzr;

can be required to pay only such debt or debts as the deed was given to secure._

6167. Pleading—Cases are cited below involvmg questions of pleadmg 111

relation to mortgages in the form of absolute deeds.M

PARTIES

6168. Who may take a mortgage—A city,83 a connty_,"‘ i18fore1gn_bgn 3;"

an agent,“ a person under an assumed name," a corporation, or the in 117111. -

uals of a partnership,59 may take a mortgage. mortgage to a partnersdlag

in the firm name will operate as a mortgage to the individual members name ’

and the fact that a mortgage runs to a firm is no defence to an action to forc

close.“ Foreclosures by advertisement of mortgages runnmg to a firm hme

__1__._.....-.--l-_=<>v!::>:*mM=

been legalized by curative acts.92

6169. Conveyance by third party—'I‘o constitute a mortgage it is notes»

sential that the conveyance be made by the debtor or by the party clannmg

the right of redemption."8

FORM, EXECUTION, AND DELIVERY

6170. What law governs—'l‘he validity of a mortgage depends on the law

in force at the time of its execution.“

7" Dybdal v. Fagerberg, 102-130, 112+

l018; Darling v. Harmon, 47-166, 49+686.

See Dietel v. Home S. 8» L. Assn., 59-211,

60+1100 (burden of proof).

8° Nye v. Swan, 49-431, 52+39.

81 Weller v. Summers, 82-307, 84%-1022.

"Nichols v. Randall, 5—304(240) (held

a misjoinder of parties or causes of action

in action to foreclose); Phoenix v. Gard

ner, 13-430(396) (complaint in action to

foreclose sustained); Holton v. Meighen,

15-69(50) (complaint 'in action to have an

absolute deed declared a mortgage and to

redeem sustained); Sloan v. Becker, 31

414, 18+143 (prior deed held admissible

without being specially pleaded); Living

ston v. Ives, 35-55, 27+74 (action to have

an absolute deed adjudged a mortgage and

to redeem therefrom—defence that deed

was in fraud of creditors must be specially

pleaded); Wakefield v. Day, 41-344, 43+71

(proof that an absolute deed was intended

as a mortgage held admissible under a

denial); Miller v. Smith, 44-127, 46+324

(complaint in action to have a deed ad

Judged a mortgage and for an accounting

held insufficient as showing laches); Nye

v. Swan, 49-431, 52+39 (tender before smt

or offer to pay in complaint unnecessary) ,v

Terry v. Wilson's Estate, 50-570, 52+973

(proof that an absolute deed was mtended

as a mortgage held admissible under a de

nial).

8-3 Fergus Falls v. Fergus Falls H. Co.,

80-165, 83+54.

84 See Swift v. Hennepin County, 76-1941

78+1107.

55 Lebanon S. Bank v. Hollenheck, 29-322,

13+145.

B0 Menard v. Crowe, 20—44S(402).

$7 Scanlan v. Grimmer, 71-351, 74+146.

85 Cases supra and Morrison v. Mendeli

hall, 18—232(212).

3" Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212)

9° Gille v. Hunt, 35-357, 29+2; Mfinage -

v. Burke, 43-211, 45+155.

"1 Foster v. Johnson, 39-378, 40+255

W See Laws 1881 e. 140.

"3 Fisk v. Stewart, 24-97 ; Marshall V

Thompson, 39-137, 39+309; Evans V

Thompson, 89-202, 94+692; Stitt v. Rat

Portage L. Co., 96-27, 33, 104+561.

"4 Olson v. Nelson, 3-53 (22).
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6171. Form—A legal mortgage, as distinguished from an equitable one.

must have all the formal requisites of a deed.” It may be in the form of a

warranty deed, with a mortgage clause added.”

6172. Description of the parties-The description of the mortgagee as

“agent” for a designated person is not improper." A mortgage must run to

so1ne “person,” a corporation being regarded as a person in law." A mortgage

to a partneship should run to the individual members “as partners under the

firm name of” etc.” The mortgagee need not be named if he is described with

suflicient definiteness and certainty, as where he is described by a title or an

otfice and there is but one such.1 A mortgage to a person under an assumed

name has been sustained.“

6173. Description of the premises—A mortgage duly executed, purporting

to convey a full section of land, transfers an integral fraction thereof owned

by the grantor. A mortgage describing land by government subdivisions in

the proper township and range is sufficient, though it is further designated as

situated in the wrong county.s A description according to a plat long in the

register of deeds’ oiiice, but not technically correct, has been upheld.‘ As be

tween the parties, the premises need not be described specifically. “All its

property, whatsoever and wheresoever, both present and future” is sufficient.5
To charge third parties with vnotice from the record greater certainty is re

quired.“ After the description a mortgage read, “this mortgage excepts from

the within description all that part already taken and graded for Dakota

Avenue.” At the ‘time, condemnation proceedings were in progress, but were

subsequently abandoned. It was held that a strip covered by the proceedings

was within the exception.1 Where, in a mortgage executed by a corporation,

there was a mistake in the description of the premises, it was held that a

director could not take advantage of the mistake.8

6174. Attestat-ion—A mortgage with but one witness is binding between the

parties, and as to third parties with actual notice,’ but its record has no force

as constructive notice.10 The defect may be remedied by a curative act.‘1

Mere formal defects are not fatal.12

6175. Acknow1edgment—-It requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt to

overcome an acknowledgment.13 Under Pub. Stat. (1849-1858) c. 35 § 8, a

seal was not required to a certificate of acknowledgment.H

6176. Seal-—Equity will reform and enforce an unsealed mortgage as against

the maker and subsequent assignees and lienors with notice.15

6177. Delivery—If a mortgage is so disposed of, or treated, as to evince

clearly the intention of the parties that it should take effect as such, it is a

suiiicient delivery.“‘ rI‘he presumption that a mortgage was delivered at its

date may be rebutted.‘7

9_5 Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212);

(‘ulle v. Hunt, 35-357, 29+2.

M Swedish etc. Bank v. Germania Bank,

76-409, 79+399.

9" Menard v. Crowe, 20-448 (402).

"Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212).

M See cases under § 6168.

1 Guile v. Hunt, 35-357, 29+2.

2Scanlan v. Grimmer, 71-351, 74+146.

3 R1sch v. Jensen, 92-107, 99+628.

fltochat v. Emmett, 35-420, 29+147.

8;)6Howard v. Iron & L. Co., 62-298, 64+

BSihnmona v. Fuller, 17—485(462).

"Lawrence v. London etc. Co., 71-535.

74+s92. '

BGi]l v. Russell, 23-362.

B Johnson v. Sandhbif, 30L197, 14-+889.

1° Parret v. Shaubhut, 5-323(258);

Thompson v. Morgan, 6-292(199).

ll Moreland v. Lawrence, 23-84. See

Thompson v. Morgan, 6—292(199); Ross v.

Worthington, 11—438(323).

12Upham v. Harris, 82-25, 84+496.

18 Goulet v. Dubreuille, B4-72, 86+779.

14 Thompson v. Morgan, 6—292(199).

15 Lebanon S. Bank v. Hollenbeck, 29

322. 13+145. A seal is no longer necewary.

See R. L. 1905 § 2652.

mNazro v. Ware, 38-443, 38+359; Lee Y.

Fletcher. 46-49, 48+456; Smith v. Gar

wood. 73-31], 76+54; Thielen v. Randall,
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RECORDING

61 8. Necessit -—An unrecorded mortgage is voul as to subsequent bona
fide '}Z>urchasers arid incumbrancers.“ A mortgage e.\'ecuted before, btut not

recorded until after an assigmncnt for the benefit of creditors by the mor gagor,

‘ ' ' to the assi‘ nee.ID
ls SSufii(:iencyt%—The record of a mortgage in which the mortgaged p_ren;;

ises are not described with reasonable certainty is not not1_ce to th1_rd parties.“1

A mortgage recorded as having but one witness is not notice to third parties’,

but a mortgage with one witness is bindmg on the _mortgagor and_h1s p1‘lVd1§S

and third parties with actual notice.22 A false and impossible particular, a d

ed to the description, by mistake of the register does not v1-t1ate the reco;No more is required of a record than that it give the same lI1€0I‘!I111tl0Il t a

would be furnished by an inspection of the instrument recorded.:“

6180. Effect as n0tice——In genera-1—The record of an unsatisfied mortgage

is constructive notice of all the rights and equities of _the mortgagee under 1t.

Hence, ‘thmlgh a person finds a note and mortgage 1n the possess1on_of the

mortgagor, he has no right to assume from tl1at fact alone, wrthout examination

of the records, that the mortgage has been satisfied; and if he does so, the

mortgage being undischarged of record, he talres subject to the equities of_t-he

mortgagee.“ A holder of a second mortgage 1s charged with notice of equ_1t1e_s

arising out of a prior mortgage as the same appear of recordF~‘ _An he1r_1s

chargeable with notice of a recorded mortgage upon property devised to him

and of all equities arising thereunder of record." The _record of a. subsequent

mortgage is not constructive notice to a prior mortgagee?‘ The record is notice

onlv of what itself discloses. If it does not disclose the rate_of 1nterest 1tnotice of only the legal rate of interest as to subsequent 1ncumbrancers:

Whether a covenant to insure runs with the land so that the record of the

mortgage is constructive notice to third parties of the equities of the mortgagee

is an open question?n

SUBJECT-MATTER -

6181. Equitable estates—The equitable estate of a vendee of land may be

mortgaged.”

6182. Pre-emption entry—A mortgage by a pre-emptor made after final

proof, but before the issuance of a patent, in pursuance of an agreement prior

to proof, is valid.81 ‘

6183. Homestead entry-—A person making an entry under the homestead.

laws of the United States may execute a valid mortgage on the land entered,

either before or after making final proof, and before the issuance of a patent.“

75-332, 77+992; Dodsworth v. Sullivan, 25 Miller v. Fasler, 42-366, 44+256. 566

95-39, 103-l-719.

1'! Banning v. Edes, 6-402(270).

18 Simmons v. Fuller, 17-485(462).

Recording Act, 8302.

See

Recording Act, 8291.

2'Ll'el]ison v. Halloran, 44-199, 46+332.

'11 Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co., 74-484,

77+29s, 77+5a9. See Abbott v. Peek, 35

499, 29+194; Anderson \'. Liston, 69-82,

72+52.

1" Kellogg v. Kelley, 69-124, 71+924;

Perkins v. Hanson, 71-487, 74-+135; Rob

ertson v. Rentz, 71-489, 744-133. See Wool

son v. Kelley, 73-513, 76+258.

2° Simmons v. Fuller, 17-485(462):

Bailey v. Galpin, 40-319, 41+1[)54; Bank

of Ada. v. Gullikson, 64.-91, 66+131.

Z1 Parret v. Shaubhut, 5—323(25S);

Thompson v. Morgan, 6—292(199).

2'2 Johnson v. Sandhoff, 30-197, LH889.

23Thor\v:1.rth v. Armstrong, 20—464(4l9).

‘H Geib v. Reynolds, 35-331, 2B+923.

'-’6 Whittacre v. Fuller, 5-508 (401).

2“ Ames v. Richardson, 29-330, 13+137.

3“ Randall v. Constans. 33-329, 23+530;

Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369.

31 Jones v. Tainter, 15—512(423) (over

ruling Woodbiiry v. Dorman, 15-338, 272;

MeCue v. Smith, 9-252, 237). See Camp

\'. Smith, 2-155(131)-, Sharon v. Wool

drick, 18-354(325).

32 See § 7900.
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6184. Interest of partner—-A partner may mortgage his interest in partner

ship property, and in an action to foreclose the mortgagee may have an

accounting.33

6185. Homestead-A homestead, as exempted by the laws of this state, may

be the subject of mortgage, and such a mortgage creates the same rights and

obligations as a mortgage of non-exempt land.“

6186. Fixtures—It is the general rule that fixtures pass by a mortgage of the

land without special mention.“ Fixtures annexed after the execution of a

mortgage may remain personalty by agreement between the mortgagor and the

party annexing them, without the concurrence of the mortgagee.“

6187. Undivided interest-An undivided interest in realty may be mort

gaged."

DEBT OR OBLIGATION SECURED

6188. Personal liability unnecessary—It is unnecessary that the mortgagor

enter into a personal obligation to pay the debt secured. The mortgagee may

rely solely on the security.“

6189. No bond or note necessary—It is unnecessary that there should be

any collateral bond or security." A mortgage is sufficient which refers to a

note which had been made out, but not signed, and which, by mistake or

fraud, never was signed, though it was agreed that it should be executed.‘0

6190. Money need not be paid to mortgagor—The money loaned may be

paid to a third party to pay a debt of the mortgagor, and it is unnecessary

that it should pass through the hands of the mortgagor.‘1

6191. Payment of money to loan agent—A mortgagee has been held jus

tified in paying to a loan agent, to whom the mortgagor made application for

the loan and through whom the loan was negotiated, the entire amount of the

loan without satisfying a prior mortgage on the land.‘2

6192. Descripti0n—'1‘he validity of a mortgage does not depend upon the

description of the debt, nor upon the form of the indebtedness; it depends

rather upon the existence of the debt it was given to secure. It may be valid

without a note or bond, though it purports to secure. and substantially describes,

a note or bond. The true state of the indebtedness need not be disclosed by

the instrument, b11t in cases free from fraud may be shown by parol.‘3

6193. Future advances-—A mortgage may be made to secure future optional

advances,N but a mortgagee cannot, as against a subsequent lien-claimant, have

the benefit of the security for optional advances made after actual notice of‘

33 Churchill v. Proctor, 31-129, 16+694.

“Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297. See

§ 4211.

85 Beaupre v. Dwyer, 43-485, 45+1094;

Woodham v. First Nat. Bank, 48-67, 50+

Maurin, 34-118, 24+:-369; Heaton v. Dar

ling, 66-262, 684-1087.

39 Nazro v. ‘Ware, 38-443, 381-359; Lee v.

Fletcher, 46-49. 4B+456.

40 Volmer v. Stagerman. 25-234.

1015; G-apehart v. Foster, 61-132, 63+257;

Shepard v. Blossom, 66-421, 69+221. See

Merchants Nat. Bank v. Stanton, 62-204,

64+39O.

3” Merchants Nat. Bank v. Stanton, 55

211, 5e+s21; Id., 59-532, 61+680; Id., 62

204, 64+390; Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Fuller.

57-60, 58+831; N. W. Mut. L. Ins. Co. v.

George, 77-319. 79+102S, 1064.

3"Darling v. Harmon, 47-166, 49+686;

ggusssell v. Merchants’ Bank, 47-286, 50+

38 Fisk v. Stewart, 24-97; Niggeler v.

41 Niggeler v. M:-turin. 34-118, 24+369;

Heaton v. Darling. 66-262, 68+1087.

42 Murphy v. Becker, 101-329. 112+264.

43 Nazro v. Ware, 38-443. 381359; Lee v.

Fletcher, 46-49, 48+456; (‘ab‘e v. Mpls.

etc. C0,, 47-417, 50+528. See Merhoff v.

Merhofl’, 84-263, 87+781; Volmer v. Stag

erman, 25-234.

44 Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 161539; Stitt

v. Rat Portage L. Co.. 96-27, 104+561. See

Berry v. O’Connor, 33-29, 21+840; Frisbee

v. Poole, 32-411, 21+470 (he'd not to be

for future advances).
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such lien.“ When a mortgage states that it was given to secure a specified

amount of indebtedness, or a note for a certain amount, it may be_ shown by

parol that no such indebtedness existed at the time of the execution of the

mortgage, and that the mortgage was given to secure i_u_ture advances not

exceeding the amount stated. But a mortgage for a specified amount cannot

be enlarged by parol evidence to secure future advanceSI“;

6194. Coupon notes-—Exchange-—A mortgage covenaniing to pay a definite

sum “according to the tenor and effect”
of certain notes, which provide for the

payment of that sum, with interest and exchange, creates a lien for the prin

cipal sum, interest, and exchange. That coupon notes for the amount of the

annual interest on a sum secured by a mortgage run in part to the mortgagee

and in part to a third person, or bearer, does not destroy the lieu of the mort

gage for the total interest secured.H

6195. For smaller sum than due~—
A mortgage securing a note stated to be

for a definite sum, when in fact the note is for a larger sum, is security only

for the smaller sum stated in the mortgage.“5 _
6196. Contingent 1iability—A mortgage may be made to secure a contingent

liability."
6197. For larger sum than due-A mortgage may be 1nade to secure a

larger amount than is actually due.rm

6198. One mortgage—Severa1 notes-—A mortgage may be made to secure

several notes payable at different times.“

6199. For maintenance-—A mortgage may be made to secure the main

tenance of the mortgagor during his life.‘52

6200. Attorney's fees-—A mortgage may include a stipulation to pay :1

reasonable amount for attorney’s fees on foreclosure.53

6201. Want or failure of consideration—It is competent, in defence of an

action or proceeding to foreclose, or in an action to restrain a foreclosure and

to have the apparent lieu of a mortgage canceled, to show that there is nothing

due on the mortgage though it is under seal, because there was no consideration

for the note or obligation it purports to secure.“ A mortgagor may enjoin the

foreclosure of a mortgage by the mortgagee on the ground that it was without

consideration, though it was executed for the purpose of hindering and delay

ing his creditors,“ but he is cstopped, as against a bona fide assignee, from

mterposing the defence of want of consideration.M In an action brought to

restrain the foreclosure of a mortgage under a power. on the ground that ii

part of the money for which the mortgage and the note secured thereby Wflb‘

given had not been paid over by the mortgagee to the mortgagors, and to compel

an accounting between the parties as to the amount actually due, it was hel(l

that the facts, as found by the trial court, were supported -by the evidence, and

that_they warranted the conclusion of law based thereon.W A purchaser as

suming a first mortgage has been held entitled to have a second m01‘tgfl‘-lib‘

G;55F“ll\l8.yB0D v. Crooks, 47-74, 49+398,

7;l3_f(;\S';?(1;S91l3gl;)(!-. Bank v. Germania Bank,

41' Kin sle v Anderson -

642, 11%+ii2. ’ 103 510' 115+

18 Id.

See' Doescher v. Spratt, 61-326, 63+736§

Childs v. Rue, S4-323, 87+918; Mpls. T. M

Co. v. Hanson, 101-260, 112+217.

53 Griswold \'. Taylor, 8-342(301).

5* Anderson v. Lee, 73-397, 76+24. See

Dart v. Minn. L. & '1‘. Co., 74-426, 77+288;

Dodsworth v. Sullivan, 95-39, 103+719;

First State Bank v. Sibley Co. Bank, 96

456, 105+485.

4" Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539.

5°_Nazr0 v. Ware, 38-443, 38+359. See

Hem _v. Chapel, 62-338, 64+825.

51 Wilson v. Eigenbrodt, 30-4, 13+907.

52 Bachmeier v. Baehmeier, 69-472, 72+

710; Merhoif v. Merhofl’, 84-263, 87+781.

5'5 Devlin v. Quigg, 44-534, 47+258. S68

Dodsworth v. Sullivan, 95-39, 103+7l9.

5" Moifett \'. Parker, 71-139, 73+850

5'' Gcrdes v. Burnham, 78-511, 81+516.
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canceled for want of consideration." It a purchaser who assumes a mortgage

obtains no title by his deed there is no consideration for his assumption of the

mortgage and he is not liable thereon:"" In an action to cancel a mortgage

on the ground that the loan was not delivered to the mortgagor, it was held

. error to exclude evidence that the agents to whom the loan was paid were

acting as agents for a third party in another transaction and that the mort

gagor directed the money to be applied by such agents for the benefit of the

third party in that transaction.“ Upon the failure of the security, which

deprives the party who receives the conveyance of its benefit, without his fault,

he may recover the money loaned.M Where a mortgagee, without proper ex

cuse, refuses to pay over to a mortgagor the full amount of the loan agreed

upon, an action can be maintained by the latter to cancel the note evidencing

the debt, and to satisfy and discharge the mortgage of record, proper terms

being imposed by the court in its decree as to a repayment of the part of the

loan received.” Certain notes and mortgages substituted for others have been

held not to be without consideration, but to have been given and received to

secure the original indebtedness." A partial failure of the mortgagee to carry

out his contract to erect and operate a steel plant, the mortgage being given

as a bonus, has been held a defence to an action to foreclose.“ A note, ac

companied by a mortgage has been held to be, in effect, an accommodation note

and to have a consideration from the time of its transfer, pursuant to the inten

tion with which it was made.as An answer held to show a partial failure of

consideration but not a counterclaim.“ A consideration held to have been

properly paid on an order of the mortgagor.“7

COVENANTS

6202. In general—A covenant of title runs with the land and may be sued

upon by the purchaser at a foreclosure sale.“8 -A wife may join in the cov

enants of her husband’s mortgage and be bound thereby.‘"’ Covenants against

incumbrances run with the landland an action will lie thereon by a remote

grantee who has discharged ‘theincumbrances, though such covenant is one

of the covenants in a mortgage through which he acquired his title by a

purchase at foreclosure sale". If it is recited in a mortgage that the land is

conveyed subject to a specified incumbrance the recital qualifies subsequent

covenants of seizin, quiet enjoyment, and of‘ general war1'anty.T“ _- It is no de

fence to the foreclosure of a purchase-money mortgage that there is an out

standing incumbrance _against which the mortgagee has covenanted in his

deed of conveyance.'’_2 If a mortgage contains no covenants of title, and the

title proves defective, a purchaser at a foreclosure sale has no remedy against

the mortgagor." A covenant for partial releases as lots are sold, runs with

58 Welbon v. Webster, 89-177, 94+550. 113; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-23,

W McLaughlin v. Betcher, 87-1, 91+14. ‘53+867.

6° Thielen v. Randall, 75-332, 77-+992. W Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Zellmer, 48-408,

“1 Evans v. Thompson, 89-202, 94+692. 51+379; Security Bank v. Holmes, 68-538,

'12 Payne v. Loan etc. Co., 54-255, 55+ 71+699; Von Hemert v. Taylor, 73-339,

1128- 76+42; Rooney v. Koenig, so-433, ss+399.

"Esau v. Fuller, 35-515, 291L313. 10 Security Bank v. Holmes, 65-531, 68+

H Ironton L. Co. v. Butchart, 73-39, 75+ 113; Id., 68-538, 71+699. See Randall v.

749- Macbeth, 81-376, s4+119; Stewart v.

‘5 Burgess v. Bragaw, 49-462, 52+45. Parcher, 91-517, 98+650.

M Lash v. McCormick, 17-403 (381). =1 Walther v. Briggs, 69-98, 7l+909.

2g"8Da.rt v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 74-426, 77+ 72 Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62-265, 64+

. B16.

"5 Security Bank v. Holmes, 65-531, 68+ -rs Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-23,

5.'l+S67.
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' " d none isd.H A onal covenant to pay the debt is unnecessary an
iiiiapl1i:21d." A nggbiiable note, due in the future, according to its terms, _cB1lIl111(€(l)

be brought to immediate maturity through a clause in a morlizgage giyee due

secure the same, authorizing the mortgagee to declare the dc t or no

upon default in any of the provisions found in the mortgage." Whether a .

covenant to insure runs with the land is an open question.‘7 A I]1O!'$:[gl?§eInC:I1;

tained covenants of seizin, against incumbrances, and of warranty. t a e It

gagor subsequently took an assignment of a prior outstanding mlpr g gsén of

was held that if there was no merger, the prior mortgage was, ydrea that

the covenants in the second, postponed to and sub]ect to, the_secon .i:hsO t e:

when the second was foreclosed, and the time to redeem expired wi on r

demption, it cut off all rights under the first, including a right to redeem from

a foreclosure thereof."8

PERSONAL LIABILITY TO PAY MORTGAGE DEBT '

6203. None essential to mortgage—A personal obligation to pay theilrnorgl

gage debt is not essential to a mortgage. _ The loan may be made onht e 11:2t

securitv alone.” A mortgage may be valid without a note or bond, t 011g

r‘ secure a note or bond."0 I _ _pu(r5g(04t.B i~?one unless note or covenant—By statute there is no implied cove:

nant to pay the mortgage debt. Hence if the mortgage contains no covevnaiit .

and there is no note or bond, there is no personal liability. A note is given 0

create a personal liability.81 ' _ t e

6205. Liabilty on note and mortgage distinct—_A note. and a mog gag_

securing the same are separate instruments, differing in their nature an (11111;

pose. The debt evidenced by the note is the principal thing and goveinethe law merchant, while the mortgage is simply an incident and not gove_1'Ig3

by the law merchant. The‘ note is enforceable according to its ‘terms and in e

pendently of the mortgage. A note due in the future, according to its terms,

cannot be brought to immediate maturity through a clause in a mortgage glsen

to secure the same, authorizing the mortgagee to declare the debt or note 110

upon default in any of the provisions found in_ the mortgage.“ A mortgagi

may be foreclosed though an action on the debt is barred,"3 and a part paymelnl

on the debt after its maturity does not extend the mortgage.“ A release of t it

personal liability of the mortgagor does not necessarily effect a release of the

mortgage,55 but a payment of the debt discharges the mortga.ge.“ _ I‘he person

entitled to enforce the personal liability may not be the person entitled to fore

close the mortgage.87 Where A and B jointly made a mortgage in which A

alone covenanted to pay the debt thereby secured, and B alone executed the

  

14Vawter ". Crafts, 41-14, 42+483.

'15 See § 6204 and Donnelly v. Simonton,

13-301 (278); Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11-459

(341).

16 White v. Miller, 52-367, 54+736.

T7 Amos v. Richardson, 29-330, 13+137.

1* Hooper v. Henry, 31-264, 17-+476.

"Fisk v. Stewart, 24-97; Madigan v.

Mead. 31-94. 16+539; Niggeler v. Maurin,

34-118, 24+369; Marshall v. Thompson, 39

137, 39-+309; Lee v. Fletcher, 46-49, 48+

456; Slingerland v. Sherer, 46-422, 49+

237; King v. McCarthy, 50-222, 52+648;

Heaton v. Darling, 66-262, 68+1087.

80 Lee v. Fletcher, 46-49, 48+456.

81 R. L. 1905 § 3342; Van Brunt v. Mis

nier, 8—232(202); Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11;

459(341); Donnelly v. Simonton, 13-30

273 . -

(82 Biumenthal v. Jassoy, 29-177, 12+51I;

White v. Miller, 52-367, 54+7.ae; Iianrller

v. Barnum, 57-172, 58+988; Burchard v

Hull, 71-430, 436, 74+l63.
51* Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11-459(341); Con‘

ner v. Howe, 35-518, 29+;-114.

84 Laws 1903 c. 15. See § 6311. _

55 Donnelly v. Simonton, 13-301(278):

Slingerland v. Sherer, 46-422, 49+237:

Nicolay v. Mallery, 62-119, 64+108; wal

ther v. Briggs, 69-98, 71+909.

56 Johnson v. Williams, 4-260083) _

B7 Slingerland v. Shercr, 46-422, 49+23I

2“.3E592
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note secured by the mortgage, it was held that separate actions might be main

tained on the two obligations.‘B A mortgage may be released without afiecting

the liability on the note." The personal liability on the loan is not affected by

the failure of the secu1-ity.°° A mortgagee may levy on property of the mort

gagor not covered by the mortgage without first exhausting the mortgaged prop

erty.91

6206. Exhausting security first—Under Laws 1860 c. 48 it was necessary

to exhaust the mortgage security before suing on the personal liability.92

LIEN

6207. In general—A mortgage is a specific lien on the mortgaged premises.”

The lien lasts as long as the debt.“ It passes to the purchaser at the foreclosure

sale,“ ‘and it is not extinguished until it merges in the legal estate when that

passes by lapse of time.M It is not aflected by an abortive foreclosure.°1 It fol

lows a building removed to a new lot, as against parties with notice, but it does

not attach to the new lot.“ The lien of a second niortgage attaches to the sur

plus on the foreclosure of a first mortgage.M Where property subject to a mort

gage is condemned, the lien of the mortgage attaches to the award.1

CONFLICT AND PRIORITY OF LIENS

6208. Purchase-money mortgages—A purchase-money mortgage is one

given to secure unpaid purchase money.2

6209. Priority of purchase-money mortgages—A purchase-money mort

gage executed at the same time as the deed of purchase, either to the vendor or to

a third party who advanced the purchase money paid to the vendor, takes prece

dence of the lieu of a prior judgment against the mortgagor or of any other

claim or lien arising through the mortgagor.3 It is unnecessary that the deed

and the mortgage should be executed at the same moment, or even on the same

day, provided the execution of the two instruments constitute part of one con

tinuous transaction and was so intended.‘ The basis of the rule is not the

transitory seizin of the mortgagor, but the superiority of the equity of the mort

gagee over all other claims.5 The doctrine is one of equity and not of statute,

and applies to any claim to, or lien upon, the property arising through the

mortgagor.“ Thus, a purchase-money mortgage is superior to the statutory in

89 Macomb v. Hanley, 61-350, 63-+744.

5? Blumenthal v. Jassoy, 29-177, 12+5l7;

Shngerland v. Sherer, 46-422, 49+237. \/

W Evans v. Thompson, 89-202, 94+692.

"1 Bean v. Heron, 65-64, 67+805.

"2 Schalck v. Harmon, 6-265(176) ; San

born‘ v. School Dist., 12-17(1) ; Johnson v.

Levns, 13-364(337).

9-'1 Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68).

“Whittacre v. Fuller, 5—508(401); Fol

som v. Lockwood, 6—186(119); Geib v.

Reynolds, 35-331, 28+923.

9“ See § 6364.

“Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11.

9" Folsom v. Lockwood, 6-186(119).

"8 Hamhn v. Parsons, 12—108(59).

W See § 6351.

1 Moritz v. St. Paul, 52-409, 54+370; Bou

tells v. Minneapolis, 59-493, 61+554.

~Bee Banning V. Edes, 6—402(270);

Barkerv. Kelderhouse, 8-207(178); Bolles

v. Carh, 12-113(62) ; Jones v. Tainter, 15

512 (423); _Smith v. Laekor, 23-454; Stew

art v. Smith, 36-82, 30+430; Jaeoby v.

II—30

Crown, 36-93, 30+441; Benson v. Markoe,

37-30, 33+38; Reilly \'. Williams, 47-590,

50+826; Schoch v. Birdsall, 48-441, 51+

382; McCa.usland v. West Duluth L. Co.,

51-246, 53+464; Resser v. Carney, 52-397,

54+89; Wright v. Nichols, 55-338, 56+

1118; Spalti v. Blumer, 56-523, 526, 58+

156; Doescher v. Spratt, 61-326, 63+736;

Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62-265, 64+

816; Peaslee v. Hart, 71-319, 73+976;

Wheadon v. Mead, 72-372, 75+598; Strick

land v. Minn. T. F. Co., 77-210, 79+674.

BBanning v. Edes, 6-402(270); Stewart

v. Smith, 36-82, 30+430; Spalti v. Blumer,

56-523, 526, 581-156; Jacoby v. Crowe, 36

93, 30+441. Rule held not affected by

agreement of mortgagee whereby his lien

was subordinated to that of another mort

gage, Peaslee v. Hart, 71-319, 73+976.

4Stewart v. Smith, 36-82, 30-+430.

5Stewart v. Smith, 36-82, 30+430. But

see Banning v. Edes, 6-402(270).

'1 Stewart v. Smith, 36-82, 30-+430; Schoch
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terest of the other spouse; ’ to another mortgage, though it is executed and re

corded first,8 or is executed and recorded before the mortgagor acquires title in

order to raise part of the purchase money; 9 and to an agreement between the

mortgagor and a third party.‘0 A purchase-money mortgagee 1S not charged

with notice of prior interests of record arising through the mortgagor. Its

not his duty to search the records for conveyances made by lns grantee while

the latter was a stranger to the title.n A purchaser at the foreclosiire of a pur

chase-money mortgage takes free from any claim or lien arising through the

mortgagor.‘2 _ . _6210. Priority among mortgages as affected by recordmg act-A ]11I1l01‘

mortgage is superior to a senior mortgage, if it is recorded first and was taken

without notice." Two mortgages on the same land, but each to a d1tferent mort

gagee, were dated the same day, executed and recorded at the sa1ne time, and

both mortgagees were represented by the same agent. It was held, that the

court did not err in finding that the mortgages were co-ordinate, and in refus

ing to find that one mortgagee, through such agent, promised the other that the

latter’s mortgage should be prior.“ Where several mortgages, executed on_the

same day on the same land, were recorded at the same hour, and each received

document numbers in the register’s office, it was held that presumptively they

took priority in the order of their numbers.“S The record of a subsequent mort

gage is not constructive notice to a prior mortgagee.“‘ Where the record showed

the discharge of a mortgage and the certificate of discharge contamed a (115

avowal of any other mortgage, it was held that a subsequent mortgagee “'85

justified in relying on the disavowal.“ _
6211. Priority among mortgages irrespective of recording act-In equity

mortgages are given priority so as to work out justice between all the parties by

an application of the doctrine of subrogation.’8 Possession by a grantee Of

mortgaged premises, who has executed a second mortgage, is not notice of the

second mortgage to the executors of the first mortgagee so as to affect the prior

ity of the first mortgage by reason of an extension of the time of payment.“ A

nlortgage contained covenants of seizin, against incumbrances, and of WIM

ranty. The mortgagor subsequently took an assignment of a prior outstandmg

mortgage. It was held that if there was no merger, the prior mortgage “'85, by

reason of the covenants in the second, postponed and subject to the second mott

gflgc.“ By a contract for the construction of a house for A it was agreed that

upon the completion of the house A would secure certain deferred payments 0f

the contract price by a mortgage on the premises to B. After B had become en

titled to such mortgage security A, without consideration, mortgaged the prem

ises to C. It was held that the security of B was superior to the mortgage of

C?‘ A mortgage executed to correct a mistake in a prior mortgage has been

held to operate as of the date of the original mortgage, and to be superior to

subsequent mortgages taken with notice.22

v. Birdsall, 48-441, 51+382;

Blumcr, 56-523, 58+156.

Hastings, 3—45(17, 20).

7 Laws 1909 c. 465; Jones v. Tainter, 15

Spalti v.
H Terry v. Moran, 75-249, 77+77T.

See Brainard v. 15 Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287, 75+376

11‘ Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co._, 74-484,

77+298, 539. See Anderson v. L1StOIh 69‘

512(423)- 82, 72+s2; Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+

8 Schoch v. Birdsall, 48-441, 51+382. 194.
1ild. _ 17 Lindauer v. Younglovey 47-62, 49+3s4'

1U Belles v. Carh, 12-113(62). 18 See cases under § 6209.

11 Schoch v. Birdsall, 48-441, 51+382. 19 Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co., 74484‘

12 Jacoby v. Crowe, 36-93, 30+-141. 77+298, 539.

13 Potter v. Marv-1n, 4-5250110); Lin- ‘=0 Hooper v. Henry, 31-264, 17+476

daner v. Younglove, 47-62, 49+3B-1' M'll '11 D . F b 34-13 2 309.v. Stoddard, 54-rec. 5G+131. ’ 1 er ye V or es" ’ 4+

2‘-‘ Brown v. Mornll, 45-483, 48+32&
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6212. Conflict between mortgage and judgment liens—A judgment cred

itor without actual notice is in the same position as a bona fide purchaser and

the lien of his docketed judgment takes precedence of the equity of a mortgagee

to have his mortgage reformed. If the land is not described with reasonable

certainty in a recorded mortgage, the record is not notice to a subsequent judg

ment creditor.’-'3 An unrecorded mortgage may be cut out by a subsequent

docketed judgment determining title.“ The equities of a judgment creditor

have been held to be superior to the equities of a mortgagee.“ In an action to

reform and foreclose a mortgage, notice of lis pendens duly filed prior to the

record of a deed from the mortgagor to a grantee against whom a judgment had

been recovered will save the prior mortgage lien against such judgment, because

such judgment, by the terms of the recording act, only takes precedence when

the judgment debtor’s title is of record.“ A judgment takes precedence of an

unrecorded mortgage, under Pub. Stat. (1849-1858) c. 35 § 54 and G. S. 1866

c. 40 § 21. only as to such titles as appear of record." A judgment may be a

lien on the equity of redemption of a grantor of a deed absolute in form, but

designed as a mortgage.” The recording act is not applicable to resulting

trusts.29

6213. Liens for taxes and assessments—The lieu of a mortgage is subordi

nate to a lien for taxes or special assessments.”

6214. Conflict between mortgage and mechanics’ liens—-The subject of

conflict between mortgages and mechanics’ liens is considered elsewhere.31

RIGHTS AND LTABILITIES OF MORTGAGOR

6215. Nature of estate-—Though a mortgage purports to be a conveyance "

it does not pass the title. Until foreclosure the mortgagor retains the full legal

title.“ -

6216. Right of possession—The mortgagor has the right to possession both

before and after condition broken and until foreclosure.“ This right, however,

is limited by the doctrine of “a mortgagee in possession.” 8‘ He may let into

possession a senior mortgagee as against a junior mortgagee.“ Under Laws

1858 c. 61 the mortgagor, to retain possession after foreclosure sale and during

the period of redemption, was required to pay in advance the interest on the

purchase money.31

6217. Right to sel1—The mortgagor may sell and convey the land subject

to the mortgage, and he may sell and convey anything which, though part of the

realty, is capable of being made personalty by severance, subject to the right

of the mortgagee to keep his security good." He may sell his equity of redemp

tion.“

13-11l3ank of Ada v. Gullikson, 64-91, 66+

24 See Berryhill v. Smith, 59-285, 61+14-1;

Hall v. Sauntry, 72-420, 75+720.

2'5 Whittaere v. Fuller, 5—5OS(401).

2"Lebanon S. Bank V. Hollenbeck, 29

322, 13+145.

2'‘ Golchcr v. Brisbin, 20—453(407).

=9 Marston'v. Williams, 45-116, 47+6-'14.

2° School Dist. v. Peterson, 74-122, 76+

1126.

3° Morey v. Duluth, 75-221, 77+829; State

v. Camp, 79-343, 82+645.

31 See § 6065.

32 See 5 6145. _

33 Adams v. Corriston, 7-456(365); Hill

V. Edwards, 11-22(5); Berthold v. Hol

man, 12-335(221); Niggeler \'. Maurin,

34-118, 2-H369; Rogers v. Benton, 39-39,

38+765; Jones v. Rigby, 41-530, 43+390;

Marshall 8: I. Bank v. Carly, 76-112, 78+

978.

1" Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Pio

neer S. & L. Co. v. Farnham, 50-315, 52+

897; Marshall & I. Bank v. Carly, 76-112,

7R+978.

35 See § 6237.

3" Jones v. Rigby, 41-530, 43+390.

37 Stone v. Bassett, 4-29S(215).

3* Berthold v. Holman, 12-335(22l).

39 See § 6396.
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6218. Right to lease-—'I‘he mortgagor may lease the land ‘° and the mort

gagee cannot collect the rent from the tenant to pay the mortgage debt.‘1 The

tenant is entitled to crops sown and harvested by him as against a purchaser at

a foreclosure sale, even though they are not harvested until after the expiration

of the period of redemption.“

6219. Right to rents and

and profits until foreclosure."

payment the mortgagor may assign

profits-The mortgagor is entitled to the rents

In consideration of an extension of the time of

the rents to the mortgagee, with an inci

dental right of possession for their collection.“ 'l‘he right of the mortgagor

to the rents and profits is limited by

sion.” 4“

the doctrine of “a mortgagee in posses

6220. Right to crops—Where a mortgagor or his tenant remains in posses

sion aiter the expiration of the redemption
period and harvests a crop sown

prior to the expiration of such period he is entitled to the crop, at least, if the

purchaser at the foreclosure sale remains inactive.“
A purchaser at a fore

closure sale has been held not entitled to an injunction to restrain a tenant of

the mortgagor from removing crops sown during the year of redemption, but

not matured until after such period.‘7

agreement with the purchaser at a foreel

A mortgagor has been held entitled, by

osure sale, to remain in possession after

the expiration of the redemption period for the purpose of harvesting a crop

sown during the year of redemption.‘8
6221. Right to purchase mortgage-—When a mortgagor sells the land, and

the mortgage is excepted from the coven
ants, he may purchase and take an as

s1gnment of the mortgage, and upon payment of a
prior incumbrance to the

holder thereof he is entitled to be subrogated to his rights." When land is con

veyed by warranty deed “subject” to a mortgage, or the grantee assumes the

mortgage as a part of the purchase price,

the grantor may purchase and enforce

the mortgage against the land.“0 But. where the only reference in the deed to

the mortgage is to except it from the covenant against incumbrances, the ex

ception does not extend to or modify the covenant of warranty and any title

thereafter acquired by the grantor under the mortgage inures to the benefit Of

the grantee.lu
6222. Lien of judgment-—The interest of a mortgagor is subject to the lien

of a judgment docketed against him, and this is true even when the mortgage 15

in the form of an absolute deed.‘S2

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF MORTGAGEE

6223. In general—What passes by mortgage-Every right and interest of

the mortgagor, together with all subse
quently acquired rights, easements, and

privileges which are necessary and essential to the full enjoyment tl1ere0f, pass

with the mortgage, though not specially mentioned in the description therein.Ea

40 Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Fuller, 57-60,

58+831.

8;18Cullen v. Minn. L. 8: '1‘. Co., 60-6, 61+

Q Aultman v. O’Dowd, 73-58, 75-1-756.

43 Pioneer S. 80 L. Co. v. Farnham, 50

315, 52+897; McDowell v. Hillman, 50

319, 52+897 ; Pioneer S. & L. 00. v. Fuller,

57-60, 58+831; Marshall & I. Bank v.

Cady, 76-112, 78+978. See Cullen v. Minn.

L. 8: T. Co., 60-6, 61+81S.

84847Farrners T. Co. v. Prudden, 84-126, 86+

45 Anderson v. Minn. L. 8: T. Co., 63

491, 'T1+B19.

4" Aultman v. O’Dowd, 73-58, 75+756

4" Marks v. Jones, 71-136, 73+719.

48 Mitchell v. Tschida, 71-133, 73+625.

4" Gerdine v. Menage, 41-417: 43+91.
W Merritt v. Byers, 46-74, 48+417; Wal

ther v. Briggs, 69-98, 7l+909; Rooney W

Koenig, 80-483, 83+399.

51 Rooney v. Koenig, 80-483, 831-399

" Marston v. Williams, 45-116, 47+644

58 Swedish etc. Bank v. Conn. etc. Co., 83

377, 861-420.

 



slnp debt have been held to pass.“

_which vests title in the mortgagor; 5“ or by the breach of a condition subsequent

1n the deed vesting title in the mortgagor.“

after foreclosure.‘15 The statute is apphcable to an equitable mortgage created

by an absolute deed.“ All contracts inconsistent with the statute are void,“1

but the mortgagor may give the mortgagee a right of possession before forc

closure by agreement subsequent to the mortgage." The statute does not im

pair the power of a court of equity to appoint a receiver of the property.°° It

has been held inapplicable to railway mortgages under special acts.To Parol evi

5* Chittenden v. German-Am. Bank, 27- 272, 65+459; Tuttlc v. Boshart, 88-284,

143, 6+773. 92+1117.

55 White v. Gurney, 92-271, 99+889. 03 R. L. 1905 § 4441. _

5“ Mpls. T. M. Co. v. Hanson, 101-260, G-'iA(larz1.s v. Corriston, 7-456(365); Rice

112+211. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 24-464, 475.51 Donnelly v. Simonton, 7—16T(110),' M Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+76-5; Rice

Adams v. Corriston, 7-456(365) ; Horton v. St. P. etc. Ry., 24-464, 475.

v. Matfitt, 14-289(216); Loy v. Home Ins. '15 I<l.,- Adams v. Corriston, 7-456(365):

Co., 24-315; Turrell v. Warren, 25-9; Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297; Cullen v.

Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369; Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+818,- Donnelly

Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+?‘65; Marshall v. Simonton, 7-167 (110); Berthold v. Fox,

& I. Bank v. Cady, 76-112, 78+978. 13-501(462); Loy v. Home Ins. Co., 24

" Loy v. Home Ins. Co., 24-"315; Johnson 315.

v. Williams, 4-260(183). aBMeighen v. King, 31-115, 161-702.

5”But1.nan v. James, 34-547, 271-66. M Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. 00., 60-6, 61+

'3" Johnson v. Williams, 4-260(l83). 313~

61 Hill v. Edwards, 11-22 (5); Gale v. "8 Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+

Battin, 12-287(188); Johnson v. Lewis, 818; Ferman v. Lombard I. 00.. 56-166,

13~364(337); Greve v. Coflin, 14-345 57+309,- Farmers T. Co. v. Pruclden, 84

(-963); Everest v. Ferris, 16-26(14); Ges- 126, 86+887. __

"°'_' "'- Bl-I1‘(l8ll, 18-497(444); Martin v. ‘"1 Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+29/; Mar

Frldley, 23-13; Benton v. Nicol], 24-221; shall & I. Bank v. Cacly, 75-241, 77+831;

Jones v. Blake, 33-362, 23+538; Gille v. I(l., 76-112, 78+978. _

Hunt, 35-357, 29+2; Backus v. Burke, 63- 70 Rice v. St. P. etc. Ry., 24-464; Seibert

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-246, 53+11-51.
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dence is inadmissible to prove a contemporaneous agreement that the mortgagee

v ssession.n ' __
sh(()512l2d8.h{12igl)i(t to purchase equity of redemption—-_The _mo1-tgagee 1112;) nplifie

chase the equity of redemption for flffglr constlderatronn, if no unconsc 0

‘ ' k n of the necessities 0 1e mor gagor.“ _ _adligggigillisgititt teo purchase paramount title-—Qne who has mnocentlly angolln

good faith taken a mortgage from a person holdmg the legal title up gr ama

vevance which is fraudulent and void as to the creditors of the ggzrlsor y,

upon learning of the fraud, buy a paramount title for his own benes . t fore

6230. No right to rents and profits before f01'eC1OS\.ll7'E'——I:1l0l‘ 0 Ion

closure the mortgagee has no right to the rents and profits. ‘ W 1:212 a;lIr:mce

gage provided that on default in the payment of interest, taxes, o1(1 13$ Inert:

the mortgagee might collect rents and apply them 1n payment, annr flu; could

gagor subsequently leased the prennses, it was held that the ’niort5,ag‘e t av

not collect the rents to pay the mortgage debt, but that he might o 30 0 p ti

taxes and insurance." Subsequent to the exec11t1o1rot a mortgage tic n5o{)t

gagor may assign rents to the mortgagee to be applied on the mortgage e 0%

and incidentally authorize the mortgagee to take possession for the purpose

leasing the property and collecting the rents."-0 _ _ flu not

6231. Right to prevent waste-Waste by a mortgagor 1n possess1on}u1 _

be enjoined unless the acts complained of may so nnpalr the value ot t 1; prglp

erty as to render it insufiicient, or of doubtful sulfic1ency,_ as security ord ll):

debt. But the value of the property should remam largely 1n excess of the e

secured by it.'” t in

6232. Right to protect lien by paying charges-:—The estate of a tenan

common is chargeable in favor of his cotenant for his shareiof the expense neo

essarilv incurred by the latter for the repair and prcscryahon of the p1‘0Pe1]“t.l

A mortgagee of an undivided interest, whose mortgage hen 1s subJec;t to sue 1 :1

charge, may protect his security by paying the claun of his mortgagor s cotetmag :

and hold the mortgaged estate for his reimbursement and he may do so no W1 1

standing pending litigation between the cotenants." _ .

6233. A trustee of the mortgagor—The mortgagee 1s regarded in many _rte1

spects as the trustee of the mortgagor, and must exerc1se the utmost good fal 1

in the enforcement of his security.70 . .

6234. General duty to other interests—-The mortgagee has no greater inter

est in the land than to make his debt out if it, and in enforcing lns r1_glrts8l;e 1s

bound to do as little damage as possible to others who are interested in 1t:

6235. No right to timber cut before foreclosure—A mo1'tgagee‘lS not

entitled to timber cut from the mortgaged premises before foreclosure.M

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF SUCCESSIVE MORTGAGEES

6236- In genera1—A prior mortgagee cannot be compelled to foreclose ‘at

the instance of a subsequent mortgagee.E2 He may acquire the rights of a

'I1Bertho1(l v. Fox, 13—501(462).

12 See § 6396.

"I8 Gjerness v. Mathews, 27-320, 7+355.

74 Spencer v. Levering, 8—461(410).

‘'5 Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+

818. See Pioneer S. 8; L. Co. v. Powers,

47-269, 50+227.

228; Cullen v. l\'[inn. L. 8; T. Co., 60-6,

61+818.

‘"3 Darling v. Harmon. 47-166, 49+686.

"Johnson v. Williams, 4—26Q(183);

Baldwin v. Allison, 4—25(11): Wilson Fv.

Bell, 17-61 (40); Darling v. Harmon, 4|

166 49+686.

B°iTohnson v. Williams, 4—260(183).W Farmers T. Co. v. Prudden, 84-126, 86+

887. 51 Adams v. Corristou, 7—456(365); Ber

'" Moriarty v. Ashworth, 43-1, 44+531.

See Berthold v. Holman, 12—335(221);

Russell v. Merchants’ Bank, 47-286, 50+

thold v. Holman. 12-335 (221) ; Bertholtl

v. Fox, 13-501 (462).

81’ Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-246, 53+

1151.
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mortgagee in possession” as against a subsequent mortgagee.S3 A subsequent

mortgagee is charged with notice of the equities of a prior mortgagee, as dis

closed by his own recorded title.“ .‘~\_second mortgagee, though he has fore

closed under the power of sale, he having become the purchaser, may, not

withstanding the time to redeem has not expired. bring an action to have a

prior mortgage adjudged paid."5 A senior mortgagee having neglected to

record his mortgage and a complication of rights resulting so that the property

could not be sold subject to the senior mortgage without interfering with the

rights of others, it was held that he was precluded from resisting a foreclosure

sale of the entire property to satisfy all the liens in their proper order, though

his mortgage was not yet mature.“ The holder of a second mortgage is not

bound to redeem from a first for the benefit of a grantee who has assumed

both mortgages.81 A subsequent bona fide mortgagee cannot be prejudiced by

an agreement between a prior mortgagee and the mortgagor.S“‘

MORTGAGEE IN POSSESSION

6237. Origin of doctrine—'1‘he modern doctrine of a “mortgagee in pos

session” is a survival of the common-law conception of a mortgage as a con

veyance with an immediate right of possession upon condition broken.so It is

logically inconsistent with the modern conception of a mortgage as a mere

lien, but it has been retained because it works justice.90

6238. Who is a mortgagee in possessi0n—A purchaser at an abortive

forecoslure sale or his assignee, who in good faith takes possession under the

sale after the right to redeem has expired, is entitled to the rights of a mort

gagee in possession, whether he enters with the consent of the mortgagor or

not.91 An entry by the mortgagee after the right to foreclose has expired does

not give him the rights of a mortgagee in possession.92 The mortgagor may

give the mortgagee the rights of “a mortgagee in possession” by special con

tract and may limit the duration of the possession.93 A senior mortgagee,

acquiring possession by consent of the mortgagor after a foreclosure sale under

a junior mortgage, but before the title and right of possession of the mort

gagor have been extinguished by the expiration of the year for redemption,

has the rights of a mortgagee in possession.“ When a mortgagor surrenders

possession to a mortgagee on account of a default in the conditions of the mort

gage, the latter is “a mortgagee in possession.” "5 The mere payrncnt of taxes

on wild, vacant land by a mortgagee will not entitle him to the rights of a

mortgagee in possession.“ A person in possession under the foreclosure of a

senior mortgage is “a mortgagee in possession” as against a purchaser at the

foreclosure of a junior mortgage.°"

6239. Consent of mortgagor necessary—It has been l1eld that “the as

sent, express or implied, of the mortgagor, that the mortgagee may take pos

session undcr or because of his mortgage, is of the essence of a mortgagee in

But this doctrine has been repudiated as to a purchaser at anpossession.” ‘'8

5-'4 Jones v. Rigby. 41-530. 43+390; Long

fellow v. Fisher, 69-307. 72+11S.

"4 Miller \'. Fasler, 42-366, 44+256.

85 Redin v. Branhan, 43-233, 45+-145.

"1 Miller v. Stoddard, 54-486, 56+131.

81 Pinch v. McCulloeh, 72-71. 7-H897.

“ See Whittacre v. Fuller, 5—50S(401).

‘'1 See Taylor v. Slingerland, 39-470, 40+

0:0.

°° Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65+357.

"1 Johnson v. Sandhoif, 30-197, 14-+889;

Holton v. Bowman, 32-191, 19+734; Jelli

son v. Halloran. 44-199, 46+332; Russell

V. Akeley, 45-376, -18+3; Bitzer v. Camp

bell, 47-221. 49+691; Lane v. Holmes, 55

379, 5'/‘+132; Backus v. Burke, 63-272, 65+

459.

"2 Banning \'. Sabin, 45-431, 48+8.

9-'4 Ferman v. Lombard 1. Co.. 56-166, 57+

309. See Farmers T. Co. v. Prudden, 84

126, 86+S87; Anderson v. Minn. L. & T.

Co.. 68-491, 71+665, 819.

94 Jones v. Rigby, 41-530. 43+390.

"5 Longfellow v. Fisher, 69-307, 72+118.

"6 Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65+-357.

M Martin v. Fridley, 23-13.

"8 Rogers \'. BentonI 39-39, 38+765; Ta.y_

lor v. Slingerland, 39-470, 40+575; Je1l1
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‘abortive foreclosure sale who in good faith takes possession under the sale

after the right to redeem has expired." .

6240. Nature of interest-Possession under the mortgage by the mort

gagee does not give him an estate in the land. It_doe_s not abridge or enlarge

his interest or convert what was previously a security into a seizin of the_ free

hold. It does not change the relation of creditor and debtor, or impair the

estate of the mortgagor, but leaves the rights and interests of the parties ex

actly as they existed previously._ The fact that the possession is added as 3

further security does not change the lien of the mortgage into an estate. A_

there is to it is that possession once rightfully acquired may be retained. unhl

the debt is paid; and this the mortgagee may do though the statute OLl1H11t?}

tions has run against his debt.2 The mortgagee has a possessory interest

which he may defend by an action for an injury to the freehold, an action of

trespass, or an action of ejeetment against third parties.8 He has a_ posses

sory interest which may ripen into a. perfect title.‘ His possession is a d1B_

tinct and additional security for the mortgage debt.“ His interest is termi

nated by a payment of the debt without any other act or cereriiony.6 _

6241. Possession as n0tice—The possession of a mortgagee is notice to

the world of his rights, if it is visible." _ _

6242. Rights and liabilities-A mortgagee lawfull_v in possession after

condition broken cannot be dispossessed by the mortgagor or persons in prlvity

with him until his mortgage is satisfied.S If he remains in possession until

the right of action to redeem is barred, and the mortgage is_not paid, he be

comes vested with an absolute legal title.” The statute of limitations _beg1_I1S

to run in his favor from the time he takes possession.‘° He is not ordinarily

entitled to compensation for improvements, but if he makes them in good faith

and with the knowledge of the mortgagor, the latter cannot redeem \VIt_hOI}lZ

paying for them.“ He is entitled to the crops which he plants in good _faith. '

He is not liable on covenants running with the land.15 He may be liable as

the continuer of a nuisance on the premises created by the mortgagor.H . He

is entitled to compensation for all necessary repairs on the tenement.15 He

must account upon the mortgage debt for the net receipts arising from the

possession.“ If he forecloses his mortgage while in possession, and the prop

erty sells for less than the amount due, he is entitled, as against a subsequent

mortgagee, to remain in possession during such part of the year of redemption

as may be necessary to satisfy the unpaid balance of his debt.17 He is entitled

to the rents and profits.18
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PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE

6243.. In genera1—A mortgage secures a debt and not the evidence of it.'

Hence no change in the form of the evidence of the debt, or in the mode or

time of payment will operate to discharge the mortgage. The lien lasts as

‘long as the debt. Nothing but performance of the condition or an express

release will operate as a discl1arge, in the absence of facts constituting an es

toppel. This is true as to subsequent purchasers as well as to the parties."

When the debt is paid, the mortgage is discharged, and the mortgagee has no

further interest in the land.20 When propeity is mortgaged by an owner to

-answer for the debt of another, sucl1 property occupies the position of a surety,

and anything which would discharge an individual surety personally liable

‘Will, under similar circumstances, discharge the property.21 Where a mort

gage ivas apportioned so as to be a specific lien on several lots for specified

sums, it was held that the mortgagor and his assigns might pay any one of

such sums and secure a discharge of the corresponding specific lien.22 Where

a mortgage of indemnitr is given to secure payment of another mortgage which

is subsequently satisfied by a foreclosure sale, the holder of the indemnifying

mortgage is entitled to have it discharged.“ Where an indemnifying mort

gage in the form of a deed and bond is given to secure the payment of another

mortgage which subsequently becomes barred by the statute of limitations, the

holder of the indeniiiifying mortgage is entitled to a reconveyance as pro

vided in the bond.’-'4 A note is given-or required for the purpose of binding

the mortgagor personally for the payment of the debt, and the mere act of

surrendering it does not necessarily release tl1e maker from any 11ab1l1ty ex

cept that which is created by its execution.25 A deed from the owner of the

equity of redemption to the agent of the mortgagee, has bee_n_held to have

been taken in further security of the mortgage deed and not 1n payment.“

A payment upon one of a series of notes secured by a single mortgage is not a

payment on the others.27 Payment of a negotiable note secured by mortgage

to the payee by the maker before maturity, and the formal sat1sfact1on of

the mortgage by the payee, will not defeat a right of recovery agamst the maker

upon the note by an indorsee bona fide and before 1natur1ty.28 A purchase of

the mortgaged premises by the mortgagee from a grantee of the inortgagor

'“subjeet” to the mortgage operates as a payment.” A mortgage 1s not dis

charged by a mere extension of the time of payment.3° . A mortgage has been

held not discharged by a settlement between the parties.“1 Cases are c1ted

‘below involving the sufficiency of evidence as to payment.“2 _ _

6244. By v0lunteer—A person loaning money on mortgage security, with

the understanding that it is to be used to pay off pr1or mortgages, B not a

volunteer.88 _

6245. By purchase of certificate of sale-A purchase of a cerhficnte of

:sale on foreclosure by a party who has assumed to pay the 1nortgage will

1° Wh'tt e . F ll . 5—:'0S 401’ : Fo‘- '-"‘-Lennar~l \'. Swanson. 58-231, 59+-1009.-som v.lLll)?3l(wr:od,ld—il‘36(11)9);( Allison T. '—’T UcMnnan1au v. Hmchley, 82-296, 84+

Arms" . 2‘?-2'6, 9+s0c- Cell) v. Re_vu- 1019. __OldsY 3."i)—n3g31, 28+i)23; Evarls Thompson. ’-’5Blume11tl1al Y. Jassoy, 2Q~11_1. 12+5170.

89402, 94+692. '-‘" Nat. Invest. Co. v. Nordm. o0—336, 5.1+

3° -T0l\l1S0 . ‘Will’ 5, 4—260(1S-'3); S99. _ _

-T0hnso11 V.“ Caipenter. 1'i'1ill7(i(120); Wake- -"~°“"l1ittncre v. Fuller, o—u0‘l(401)

field v. D . 41-344 43+']. 31 Becson v. Day, 78-88, S0+_S64. _ _ I

21 Finnet-211 v. Janbwari 8-"i-384, 89+-1. -"’-‘ I\Ic(‘afl‘cr_v v. 1_3urkl1ardt. 91-1, 10o+911,

*2 Barge r. Klausman: 42-281. 44+69. Erlruonston \'. Wilbur, 99-49:). 110+3.

23 Sergeant v. Ruble, 33-354, 23+535. ~"-=!F,1un1crt \'. Thompson. 49_—33§; 52i_'31

24A1-chavnbau v. Green. 21 020. See Heisler v. Aultman, 56-404, m+10o3.

25 Donnelly v. Svimontou. 13—301(2TS).
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operate as a payment as to the party to whom the promise of assumption was

EH

mag2e46. By release—In general—To operate against third part1es'a. release

must be recorded and possession of the mortgagor is not constructive notice

of a release as against a purchaser at a foreclosure sale.35 When prop_ertyfl:s

mortgaged by the owner to answer for the debt of another, it occupies e

position of a surety, and anything that would discharge a. surety will releasti

the property.“ A release has been held to be only partial, though it statet1

that the mortgage was fully paid.“ Evidence of the execution o_f_a. forma

release has been held insufficient.“ A release of the personal liability of the

mortgagor does not necessarily effect a release of the mortgage.39 A mortgage;

may be released without affecting the personal hab1hty_of_ the mortgagonf

Mortgages are not regarded as conveyances of land within the statute 0

frauds so as to require a reconveyance or release to divest the title of the

mortgagee; any act, even forgiving the debt by parol, will discharge the mort—

awe.‘1 _
& E247. By partial release—It is competent for the parties to release either

the personal liability or the real security, and the release of the one cannot af

fect the validity of the other.‘2 If the mortgagor conveys a portion of the

premises. and the mortgagee subsequently‘ releases the remainder, the latter’s

security is canceled to the extent of the value of the lands so released, and he

can collect only the balance of the debt out of the portion conveyed, and if the

land released would have been sufficient to pay the entire debt his security 18

entirely gene.43 A covenant for partial releases as lots are sold out of the

tract mortgaged, runs with the land and the right to a release is not terminated

by a default in the payment of the debt secured, but continues in force until

the mmtgagee has fully executed the power of sale.“ Where the holder of a

mortgage releases to a grantee of the mortgagor that part of the mortgagefl

premises which, as between the. mortgagor and his grantee, has become pn

marily liable for the payment of the debt, and another person, on the faith of

such release, purchases the premises and pays a valuable consideration there

for, the fact that such release may have affected injurionsly the hen of the

mortgage on the remaining security, in a way not known or anticipated at the

time by the holder of the mortgage. furnishes no ground for avoiding the 1'8

lease to the prejudice of the purchaser of the premises released. Where the

mortgagor conveys to another a part of the mortgaged premises, the deed con

taining a provision that the. grantee shall. as part of the purchase price, Pay

the entire lnorigage, the part thus conveyed becomes, as between the mortgagor

and his grantee. primarily liable for the payment of the debt; and if a. holder of

the mortgage, chargeable with actual notice of that fact, releases to the grantee

of the mortgagor that part of the premises thus conveyed, which in value ex

ceeds the amount of the mortgage. such release operates as a discharge 0E the

mortgage upon the remainder of the premises retained by the iuortg11g0¥

The fact that the holder of the mortgage executes a release to one who 1S

therein described as grantee of the mortgagor. conclusivcl_v charges him ivitll

3* Probstfield v. Czizck, 37-420. 3-H896. *“Sliugerland v. Shcrer, 46-422, 494-237;

35 Palmer v. Bates. 22--732-, Mei-elmm; v Blumeuthal v. Jassoy, 29-177, 12+517

Woods. 27~396, 7+826; Bansmau v. Eada, 41 Johnson v. Carpenter, 7—176(120)

4e_14_s, 48+769. "Donnelly v. Simonton, 13-301(278);

‘-W Fumegan v. Janeway, 85-384. S9+4. Nicolny v. Mallery. 62-119, 64?-108.

3" Scott y. Hay, 90-304, 9T+106. H Johnson v. Williams, 4—260(183); Ben‘

38Hendrickson v. Tracy, 53-404. 55+622. ton v. Nicol]. 24-221; Howard v. Burns,

80 Dormclly v. Simonton. 13~301(27S);_ 73-356, 76-+202.

Slmgerland v. Sher-er, 46-422. 49+237; H Vawter v. Crafts, 41-14. 42+4S3

Nmolay v. Mallory, 62-119, e4+10s. ‘ '
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notice of the fact that a conveyance has been made by the mortgagor‘ to such

releasee, and he is bound at his peril, before he executes a release, to

ascertain the terms of the deed, either by examination of it or by inquiry

of the nrortgagor.“' The holder of a mortgage, knowing that a third party

has acquired an interest subsequent to the mortgage in a portion of the

premises, is put upon inquir_v as to the equities of such third party before

gratuitously releasing the other portion. If he fails to make such inquiry

before he so releases, and the portion so released is suflicient in value to pay

the whole mortgage debt, and such third party was entitled to have that por

tion applied first to the payment of the debt, the mortgage is, in equity, satis

fied as to his portion. But where, for several years, portions of the mort

gaged premises, sufficient to pay the whole debt, were from time to time re

leased on payment of pro rata shares of the mortgage, and the third party hav

ing such equity failed to assert it, though he had dealings with the holder of

the mortgage, it was held that the latter was not negligent in failing to make

inquiry and that the mortgage was not satisfied.‘° Where a mortgage pro

vided for partial releases upon payment of specified amounts, it was held that

a payment without application should be first applied to the payment of in

terest due and that the mortgagor was consequently not entitled to a partial

release."

6248. Release of guarantor—A release of a guarantor of a note secured by

a mortgage held to be without consideration.“ '

6249. Release of equity of redemption—.-\ release by the mortgagor to

the mortgagee of the equity of redemption, after condition broken, is tanta

mount to foreclosure and operates as payment of the mortgage debt to the ex

tent of the value of the property.‘9

6250. By quitclaim deed—A quitclairn deed from the mortgagee to the

mortgagor operates to release the mortgages"0

6251. By assignment—.~\n assignment of a mortgage to the mortgagor

will not be held to operate as a satisfaction contrary to the intention of the

parties.In An assignment to a surety of the rnortgagor does not operate as a

satist'action.52

6252. By filing claim in insolvency—-When a mortgagee, proves his claim

in insolvency, without disclosing the existence of his mortgage security, ac

cepts a dividend, and gives a release, and a judgment is entered discharging

the insolvent from all debts and liabilities, the mortgage is extinguished.53

But a mortgage securing a claim not filed is not released.54

6253. By tender-'\\'here it is sought by tender to discharge a mortgage of

record, the tender must be of the exact amount due.55 .-\ tender has been

held insufficient because it was coupled with a demand for a surrender of the

note from a bank having no authority to receive payment c.\'(-cpt from the

terms of the note itself. the note being piryablc at the bank but at the tune of

payment in the possession of the payee.56 and because it did notrnclude the

amount of attorney’s and pr-intcr‘s fees.51 The maxim de mmrmrs non cur-at

51 Hall v. Soutbwick, 27-234. 6+799;4-'-G .1 k Y. l\I. ' , 43-?-1". 46+13". .roeswe \ attrson J 1 1: Baker v. N. “V. etc. 00" 36485‘ 30+464.

4" Howard v. Burns, 73-356. 7t'r+202.

8" Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62-265, 6%

16.

"1 Hale v. Dressen, 76-183. 7S+10-15.

4° Snrague v. Martin. 29-226. 13+3-1.

-'-°Gil1e v. Hunt. 35-357, 29+2; Benson v.

Markos. 37-30, 33+38; Id., 41-112. 42+

787. See Lankton v. Stewart, 27-3-16. 7+

360; Elmquist v. Mar-koe. 45-305. 4'/‘+970;

Leonard v. Swanson, 58-231, 59+1009.

~'-'-’ Fclton v. Bissel. 25-15.

53 First Nat. Bank v. Pope, S5-433, 89+

318.

5-1 Nieolay v. Mallory, 62-119. 64+10S.

55 Kingsley v. Anderson, 103-510, 115+

6-12. 116+112.

5" Balme v. Warnbaugh. 16—116(106).

5'' Mjones v. Yellow Medicine Co. Bank,

45-335, 47+1072.
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lex has been applied to a tender in con .59 A tender to one of two joint

mortgagees is sui’ficient:"°

6254. By new mortgage—.-\ mortga

of a new mo1tgagc.°°

ge may be satisfied by the acceptance

6255. By new note—A note may be accepted as an absolute payment of a

prior note secured by mortgage, but it requiresstrong evidenceG 1to overcome

the presumption that it is accepted only as conditional payment. I 62

6256. By merger-A mortgage may be extmgmshed by_ merger. _ f

6257. By judgment-—A judgment has been held to reinstate the hen_ o(1 a

mortgage and not to discharge the mortgage debt, or to merge it in the 111 g

ment.63
6258. B foreclosure sale—A foreclosure sale extinguishes the mortgage

debt to thg amount for which the property is sold, whether the purchaser 1s

the mortgagee or a stranger.“ But it may not have this effect as between

the mortgagor and a second mortgage

6259. Application of payments-—Where a mortgage and the record of it
e'65

disclosed that the mortgagor had stipulated to pay after maturity a _gregt:r

than the legal rate of interest, subsequent incumbrancers are not entitle _tO

have payments voluntarily made by the mortgagor as mterest after matur11_ )3

at the stipulated rate, applied in any other way than as the parties app 1ed

them.66 When a payment is not applied by the debtor the law apphcs 1t, tin

when the indebtedness consists of a principal and the mterest thereon the fl_W

applies the payment first to satisfy the interest. ‘When an mdebtedness 1tS_ 1fn

part secured and in part unsecured, the law apphes a payment first to sa lzhy

the unsecured part.87 The proper application of payments may depend on 8

contract between the parties.68
6260. Agreement of third party to pay—An agreement between a put;

chaser of mortgaged premises, and the holder of the mortgage, for payment 0
D

a less sum than stipulated in the mortgage, in instalments “from time to time”

has been specifically enforced.“
6261. Payment to foreign executor-—A foreign executor has implied au

thority to receive a payment voluntarily made.‘ro

6262. Payment to agent—A loan agent employed to make loans and ac

cept notes and mortgages has no implied authority to collect or recewe pay

ments which become due thereon. An agent to whom interest coupons if-Te

sent for collection has no implied authority to receive payment of the prin

cipal, if he does not have the note and mortgage in his possession. An ‘ °'9T}t

authorized to collect or receive payment of a debt in money cannot bmd his

principal by collecting or receiving in payment the note. mortgage, or 1)I‘0P

erty of the debtor.71 An agent may receive payment of the principal thougtll

M Mills v. Kellogg, 7-469(377). See

Whittacre v. Fuller, 5-50S(-401). _

“ l\[annheiru v. Carleton College, 68-531.

714-705.

51‘ Donnelly v. Simonton, 7-l67(110).

"0 See (leib v. Reynolds, 35-331, 2S+923;

l\lcKcen v. Haseltine, 46-426, 49+195;

Wclbon v. Webster, 89-177, 94+550; Dia

mond v. Dennison, 102-302, 113+696.

M Wiley v. Dean, 67-62, 69+629; Gcib \'.

Reynolds, 35-331, 28+923; Goenen v.

Schroeder, 18-66(51).

‘*1 Sec cases under § 6272.

G3 Elmquist v. Marko'e, 45-305, 47+970.

H See § 6313.

65 See Farmers’ Nat. Bank v. Backus, 67

43, 69+63S.

"'1 Lash v. Edgcrton. 13—210(19|); B31

"iew L. (‘-0. v. Myers. 62-265, 64+6l6

See Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+194.

“ See Milnor v. Home S. & L. Assn., 64

500, 67+346.

0" Lankton v. Stewart. 27-346, 7+360.

70 Dexter v. Berge, 76-216, 784-1111.

T1 Trull v. Hammond, 71-172, 73+642;

Schenk v. Dexter, 77-15, 79+526. See Gen

eral Convention v. Torkelson, 73-401, 76+

215; Thomas v. Swanke, 75-326, 77+9_81;

Budd v. Broen, 75-316, 77+979; Dmght

v. Lenz, 75-78, 77+546.

\
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he has not at the time the note or mortgage or a. release in his possession, if he

has actual authority, partly express and partly implied."2 A long course of

dealing between the parties may invest an agent with implied authority to re

ceive payment.T3 Where a loan agent had the money of two principals de

posited in his own name, and replaced a mortgage to one of them by a new

mortgage to the other, with the understanding that the old loan should be paid

out of the proceeds of the new, and accordingly made a debit and credit entry

in his books, but did not remit to his principal, it was held that the transac

tion amounted to a payment of the old mortgage.H The mere fact that an

agent is insolvent at the time does not deprive him of authority to receive

paymen ."

prove the agency."3 An unauthorized acceptance of payment by an agent may

be ratified by the inaction of the principal.’1 The n1ere fact that a note is

made payable at a certain place does not of itself confer any agency upon the

owner or occupant of that place to receive payment in behalf of the payee. In

order to make such owner or occupant the payee’s agent to receive the money

the paper must be indorsed to or lodged with him for collection. A debtor is

authorized to infer that a third party, having possession of his note and mort

gage at maturity, is, as the creditor’s agent, authorized to receive both prin

cipal and interest, there being no suspicious circumstances surrounding such

possession. The authority ceases upon a withdrawal of the securities." Au

thority in an agent to receive payment after maturity is not authority to re

ceive payment before maturity, though he has possession of the note and mort

gage." But such authority may be implied from a long course of practice

acquiesced in by the principal.80 A principal sent to his agent money to pay

a mortgage. The agent, who was also the agent of the mortgagee without the

lmowledge of the party making the payment, converted the money to his own

use. It was held not a payment of the mortgage.81 Cases are cited below

holding agents to have authority to receive payment,"2 or the reverse." A

finding of payment to an agent held justified by the evidence.“

6263. Who entitled to benefit of payments-—A second mortgagee may be

entitled to the benefit of payments made on the first mortgage.“_

6264. Fraud. accident, or mistake in payment or discharge-Equity will

grant relief where a holder of a mortgage takes a new mortgage as a substitute

for a former one and releases the latter in ignorance of the existence of an

The burden rests on a party asserting payment to an agent to

72 General Convention v. Torkelson, 73

401, 76+215; Hare v. Bailey, 73-409, 76+

213; Dexter v. Berge, 76-216, 78+111l.

See Thomas v. Swanke, 75-326, 77+981;

Budd v. Broen. 75-316, 77+979.

T3 Hare v. Bailey, 73-409, 76+213; Spring

field S. Bank v. Kjaer, 82-180, 84+752.

See Dexter v. Berge, 76-216, 78+1111.

"4 General Convention v. Torkelson, 73

401, 76+215; Hare v. Bailey, 73-409, 76+

213; Lynn v. Hanson, 75-346, 77+976;

Randall v. Eichhorn, 80-344, 83+-154;

Bailey v. Anderson, 75-49, 77+414.

‘"5 Hare v. Bailey, 73-409, 76+213.

7° Rand v. Perkins, 74-16, 76+950; Budd

v. Broen, 75-316, 77+979.

7" Smith v. Fletcher, 75-189, 77+800.

"3 Dwight v. Lenz. 75-78. 77+546.

'19 Park v. Cross, 76-187, 78+1107; Sehenk

V. Dexter. 77-15, 79+526.

s°sp1'ingfield S. Bank v. Kjaer, 82-180,

84+752.

81 Herrick v. Mosher, 71-270, 73+964.

See Hanson v. White, 75-523, 78+111.

82 Bristol v. Schultz, 68-106, 70+872;

‘Mannheim v. Carleton College. 68-531, 71+

705; General Convention v. Torkelson, 73

401, 76+215; Hare v. Bailey, 73-409, 76+

213: Dart v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 74-426,‘

77+288; Bailey v. Anderson, 75-49, 77+

414; Lynn v. Hanson, 75-346, 77+976;

Dexter v. Berge, 76-216. 78+1111; Randall

v. Eichhorn, 80-344. 83+154; Springfield S.

Bank v. Kjaer, 82-180, 84+-752.

B-‘> Trull v. Hammond. 71-172, 73+642;

Rand v. Perkins, 74-16, 76+950; Dwight

v. Lenz, 75-78. 77+546; Smith v. Fletcher.

75-189, 77+800; Budd v. Broen, 75-316,.

77+979; Thomas v. Swanke. 75-326. 77+

981; Park v. Cross, 76-187, 78+1107;

Schenk v. Dexter, 77-15, 79+526.

5* Bristol v. Schultz, 68-106. 70+872.

85 Johnson v. Carpenter, 7-176(l20).
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intervening lien;S6 where a quitclaim deed is given to perfect a title and

operates to release a mortgage contrary to the intention of the parties; ’" where

the holder of a mortgage files his claim in bankruptcy and through mistake or

inadvertence fails to disclose his mortgage and thereby releases it; 85 where a

satisfaction which was never delivered is duly recorded; 5” where a new mort

gage is taken in ignorance of a second mortgage. with the understanding that

the proceeds of the loan are to be used in satisfying an old first mortgage so

that the new mortgage would be a first ‘lien; 9" where a release is delivered to

a mortgagor by an agent of the mortgagee through fraud or mistake; 9‘ where

property is included in a satisfaction by mistake and contrary to an agreement

of the parties.92 Parol evidence is admissible to contradict a satisfaction.93

It is a common thing for courts of equity to relieve parties who have by mis

take discharged mortgages upon the record, and to fully protect them from the

consequences of their acts, when such relief will not result prejudicially to

third or innocent parties.°‘

6265. Satisfaction of record—\\'hen a mortgage has been paid it is the

duty of the owner of the equity of redemption, as between him and third par

ties having no noiice thereof, to procure evidence thereof to he put on record;

and if he fails to do so, and the mortgage is apparently regularly foreclosed

under the power, an innocent purchaser under such foreclosure, if his evidence

of title is first recorded, will be protected.‘G5 The assignee of a paid mortgage

takes it subject to the defence of payment though it has not been satisfied of

record.“‘‘ Where a paid mortgage has been assigned, the mortgagor can re

cover damages for a refusal to acknowledge satisfaction only from the assignee,

who alone has the power to satisfy it of record.97 A written satisfaction au

thorizing the rcgister to satisfy the mortgage of record may be contradicted by

parol.” A sntisi‘action of record has been held properly canceled for mis

take, after the owner of the equity of redemption had made an assignment for

the benefit of creditors.°"

6266. Extension of time for payment-Release of surety—Where a

mortgagor conveys laud subject to the mortgage the land becomes, as between

the mortgagor and his grantee, the primary fund for the paynient of the

mortgage, and the relation of principal and surety is created between the land

and the mortgagor. Hence, if the mortgagee, with knowledge of the con

veyance, grants an extension to the grantee without the consent of the mort

gagor, the latter is released to the extent of the value of the land.1 The bill'

den rests upon the surety to prove that the extension was without his consent.2

A mortgage made by A as surety for B to C is discharged bv an extension

granted to B by 0 without A's consent. The discharge is available in favor of

a ]udgment creditor of A whose judgment is a lien on the mortgaged prem

ises, and after the lien has attached it is not affected by A’s waiver of the dis

Rf Geib v. Reynolds, 35-331. 2S+923. See

Ligget v. Himle, 38-421, 38+201; MeKeen

v. Haseltine, 46-426, 49+195.

"7 Benson v. Markos, 37-30, 33+3S.

3'i88First Nat. Bank v. Pope, 85-433, 89+

F9 Woolson v. Kelley, 73-513, 76+258.

M Elliott v. Tainter, 88-377, 93+124.

“I See Bailey v. Anderson, 75-49, 77+-414.

TI‘-’ Qee Morrison v. Morse, 75-126, 77+561.

M Thompson v. Layman, 41-295, 42+1061.

9‘ Emmert v. Thompson, 49-386, 52+31;

London etc. Co. v. Tracy, 58-201, 59+1001.

See Elmquist v. Markoe, 45-305. 47+970§

Errett v. Wheeler, 109-157, 123-+414. ,

"5 Merclmnt v. Woods, 27-396, 7+8‘-)-6;

Bausmau v. Eads, 46-148, 48+769.

M Redin v. Branhan, 43-283, 45+445.

“7 Galloway v. Litchfield, 8—188(160).

"5 Thompson v. Laynw.nf41-295, 42+1061.

9“ Woolson \'. Kelley, 73-513, 76+258.

1Travers v. Dorr, 60-173, 62+269; Mal‘

shall & I. Bank v. Child, 76-173, 7s+104s.

2Washington S. Co. v. Burdick, 60-270,

62+285; Guderian v. Leland, 61-67, 63+

175; Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co., 74-484,

77+298, 539.
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charge.3 The relation of principal and surety must appear on tl1e face of the

contract or notice of it to the creditor must be proved. Notice will not be

presumed. The execution by the principal debtor, and the acceptance by the

creditor, of a note payable at a future day for and on account of the debt

would seem to be prima facie a contract to extend the time of payment. A

wife mortgaging her separate property for the debt of her husband is entitled

to all the rights and remedies of a personal surety.‘ An agreement between a

mortgagor and mortgagee extending the time for payment does not discharge

the lien of the mortgage as to subsequent ineumbrancers or purchasers though

without notice.5 After the execution of a mortgage a portion of the prem

ises was conveyed with a warranty against incumbrances and the grantee

executed a second mortgage on such portion. The holder of the first 1nort

gage died, having knowledge of such conveyance, and thereafter his executors

-extended the time of payment without having any actual knowledge of said

conveyance or of the second mortgage, It was held that such portion was not

released from the lien of the first mortgage; that knowledge of the testator

was not imputable to the executors; that the record of the subsequent deeds and

mortgage was not notice to the first mortgagee; and that possession by a sub

sequent grantee was not notice to such executors of the existence of the sec

ond mortgage.6 A consideration for an extension has been held sufiicient.’ A

written contract for an extension is unneeessar_v. Parties may be estopped

from denying an extension.8 An extension has been held a suilicient con

sideration for a note; 9 and for an assignment of rents.10 Where the title of

record is solely in the husband, but in fact the wife is the equitable owner of

an undivided interest therein, and both execute a mortgage to secure a debt of

the husband, she is not entitled to assert, as against the mortgagee, the rights

of a surety to the extent of her interest, unless the mortgagee had notice of

such interest when he extended the time of payment of the debt. The mere

fact that she joined in the covenant of seizin in the mortgage does not charge

the mortgagee with notice.11 Cases are cited below holding that evidence was

insufficient to show an extension; 12 that an agent had authority to grant an

cxtension; “‘ that a sale imposed by the creditor as a condition of an extension

was a usurious loan; 1* and that a certain contract did 11ot constitute an ex

tension.15

ESTOPPEL

6267. Mortgagor held estopped—From denying the validity of a fore

closure sale confirmed at his instance; 16 from asserting the invalidity of a

foreclosure on account of the death of the mortgagee, as against a bona fide

purchaser under the foreclosure; 1" from denying his own title in an action to

foreclose; ‘B from asserting a title superior to his own mortgage; 19 from as

3Campion v. Whitney, 30-177, 14-+806.

‘Agnew v. Merritt, 10—308(242).

5Whittacre v. Fuller, 5-508 (401).

“Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co., 74-484,

77+298, 539.

7 McKinnon v. Palen. 62-188, 64-+387.

5 Eubbard v. Fletcher, 61-148, 63+612.

D

8g?7Fai-mers T. Co. v. Prudden, 84-126, 86+

11 Von Hemert v. ‘Taylor, 73-339. 76+42.

12 Marshall & 1. Bank v. Child. 76-173,

1235048; Leonard v. Swanson, 58-231, 59+

13 Wheeler Y. Benton, 71-456, 74-l-154;

Id., 67-293, 69+927.

14 Kommer v. Harrington, 83-114, 85+939.

15 Phelps V. Western R. Co., 89-319, 94+

1085; Id., 89-319, 94+1135.

1“ Blake v. 1\IcKusiek, 10—251(195).

1? Bausman v. Faue, 45-412, 48+13; Bans

man v. Eads, 46-148, 48+769. See Welsh

v. Cooley, 44-446, 46+908.

18 Carson v. Cochran, 52-67, 531-1130.

18 Swedish etc. Bank v. Conn. etc. Co., 83

377, 86+420. See Preincr v. Meyer, 67

197, 69+887; Hooper v. Henry, 31-264, 17+

476; Hurlbert v. Weaver, 24-30.
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' invalidit ' of a foreclosure on account of a mistake of the register
gllrlllellaélstlih recording the names of assignees of the mortgage; 2° from as1sert

ing the invalidity of the mortgage on the ground _of usury, as agams’; a fggg

fide purchaser at a foreclosure sale; “ from assertmg the 'lD.V8l1d1t_Y ofida Ur

closure on the ground that the mortgage was paid, as ggainst a bona e p

-haser b ne lectin to lace a satis ac ion on recor ."_ _ _C 6266. lli/Ior&tgago§ held not estopped—From denymg the validity off a

mortgage without his wife’s signature; 2*‘ from assertingztbe 1nval1d1_y otha

foreclosure on the ground of the death of the mortgagee; from showgglgf 8

actual time of sale on foreclosure by statement in certificate of sale; r<-)1:

asserting want of consideration for a mortgage, in an action to foreclosbe, d

from asserting the invalidity of a mortgage on the ground that her hug ap

did not join; 2" from asserting the invalidity of an1_ortgage on the groun 0 ha

material alteration ;" from asserting the invalidity of a mortgage on e

ground of usury, as against a purchaser at a foreclosure sale; 2” from marg

taining an action for breach of a covenant of se1z1n in a deed to him by t 9

mortgagee; 3° from maintaining an action for a surplus on foreclgsure, by re

questing the mortgagee to assign the certificate of sale to another. _ f

6269. Mortgagee held estopped—From denying the extinguishnzient 0.

his lien when he induced by his silence a purchase at a rece1ver’s sale.8

6270. Mortgagee held not estopped—From attacking a fraudulent con

veyance by his mortgagor, by accepting payment of his mortgage from the

grantee of such conveyance; ‘*3 from applying for a modification of a Judgment

in an action to foreclose; 3‘ from denying authority of an agent to receive p8)’

ment of the mortgage; 3‘ from asserting his rights by a decree of distribu

tion; ” from purchasing a paramount outstanding title, on discovermg lihilt

his mortgage was fraudulent as to the creditors of the mortgagor; 5’ from as

serting the invalidity of a prior mortgage on the ground of usury”.

6271. Miscellaneous cases—Cases are cited below involving vanous ques

tions of estoppel.”

2" Dimond v. Manheim, 61-178. 63+495. not assert the legal title against her mort

21 Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 18+450.

22 Bausman v. Eads, 46-148, 48+769; Mer

chant v. Woods, 27-396, 7+826.

23 Alt v. Bauholzer, 39-511, 40+830.

2* Welsh v. Cooley, 44-446, 46+908. See

Bausman v. Faue, 45-412, 48+13.

2-5 Richards v. Finnegan, 45-208, 47+78-B.

28 Anderson v. Lee, 73-397, 76+24.

2" Blew v. Ritz, 82-530, 85+548.

2-5 Coles v. Yorke, 28-464, 101-775.

29 Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 18+450.

8° Resser v. Carney, 52-397, 54+89.

31 Johnson v. Stewart, 75-20, 77+435.

8: Brown v. Union etc. Co., 65-508, 68*

107.

8-3 Arnold v. Hoschildt, 69-101, 71+829.

34 Louisville B. Co. v. Blake, 70-252, 73%

155.

3!’ Dwight v. Lenz, 75-78, 'i7+546.

3" Hershey v. Meeker Co. Bank, 71-255,

73+967.

37 Gjerness v. Mathews, 27-320, 7+355.

BB Widell v. Nat. Citizens Bank, 104-510,

116+919.

3" Hurlbert v. Weaver, 24-30 (a husband

and wife mortgaged their equitable inter

est—subsequently the legal title was ac

quired by the wife—he1d that she could

gage); O’Mulcahy v. Holley, 28-31, 8+

906 (a senior assignee of a note and mort

gage whose assignment was not recorded

held not estopped from questioning the

validity of a subsequent assignment); Ban‘

ning v. Sabin, 45-431, 48-1-8 (a party as _to

whom an action of foreclosure was 6.15

rnissed held not estopped from clmmrng a

right of redemption); Casey v. McIntyre.

45-526, 48+402 (owner held not_ estopped

by an occupant ’s waiver of notice or at

tempted redemption); Merritt v. Byers,

46-74, 48+417 (a remote covenantornn a

deed held not estopped from pnrchasmg a

mortgage and enforcing it); Slflldwlcb

Mfg. Co. v. Zellmer, 4s-40s, 51+319 (11

wife held estopped from claiming her statu

tory interest by joining in a covenant of

seizin) ; Resser v. Carney, 52-397, 54-+89_ (8

grantee in a deed with a covenant of sewn!

from a grantor who had no title held not

estopped by a like covenant in a mortgage

given by him to his grantor for a part of

the purchase price from maintaimng_an ac

tion for breach of the covenant in the

deed); Knight v. Schwandt, 67-71; 69+

626 (a. married woman with an equity of

redemption, the holder of a quitclmm from
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MERGER

6272. Facts held to cause a merger—\\'hcre a mortgagee, a corporation,

acquired fro111 a grantee of the mortgagor the legal title to the mortgaged

premises “subject” to its own mortgage, the title being taken in the name of

its president to avoid a merger, it was held that the equitable title merged in

the legal title.“ A mortgage contained covenants of seizin, against incum

brances, and of warranty. The mortgagor subsequently took an assignment

of a prior outstanding mortgage. It was held that if there was no merger, the

prior mortgage was, by reason of the covenants in the second, postponed to and

subject to the second.“ A contract l1as been held to constitute an equitable

mortgage into which prior legal mortgages were merged.‘2 A merger has

been held to take place where a party seeking to redeem had two judgment

liens.“1

6273. Facts held not to cause a merger-A merger has been held not to

take place where a legal owner of premises took an assignment of a mortgage

thereon with the intention of keeping the mortgage alive;H where a mort

gagor after making an assignment for the benefit of creditors, purchased his

mortgage through a. third party and in the latter’s name and subsequently

sold it to another party; “ where a party acquired a certificate issued on a

foreclosure sale and subsequently acquired an undivided interest in the fee; 4°

where the holder of a certificate of sale on the foreclosure of a second mort

gage took an assignment of the first mortgage; “ where a lien creditor, with a

right of redemption, took a conveyance from the holder of a certificate of sale

on foreclosure two days after the year to redeem from such sale expired; “‘

where a deed and mortgage were executed contemporaneously; “’ where the

state foreclosed a mortgage.“0

FRAUD

6274. In genera1—Oases are cited below involving questions of fraud in

connection with mortgages.51

her, and a purchaser at a foreclosure sale,

held estopped from asserting that a re

demption by a. party who had taken a sole

deed from the woman did not constitute

an equitable assignment of the interest of

the purchaser at the foreclosure sale);

Preiner v. Meyer. 67-197. 69+887 (a gran

tee of a mortgagor held not estopped from

asserting a paramount title against the

mortgagee); Beede v. Pabody, 70-174, 72+

970 (a party held not estopped by his deed

from showing that he was in fact a mort

gagee); Von Hemert v. Taylor, 73-339,

76+42 (a wife held estopped from claim

ing her statutory interest by joining in a

covenant of seizin) ; Esty v. Cummings, B0

516, 83+-420 (an owner who had clothed an

other with the indicia of ownership held

estopped from questioning the authority of

such person to mortgage the property);

Blew v. Ritz, 82-530, 85+548 (a married

woman held not estopped from asserting

the invalidity of a mortgage executed by

her without her husband joining).

4° Nat. Invest. Co. v. Nordin, 50-336, 52+

See Leonard v. Swanson, 58-231, 59+

*1 Hooper \'. Henry, 31-264, 1T+476.

Il'—31

41' Piper v. Sawyer, 73-332, 76+57.

*3 Bagley v. McCarthy, 95-286, 104+7.

H Wilcox v. Davis, 4—197(139); Davis v.

Pierce, 10—376(302); Baker v. N. W. etc.

Co., 36-185, 30+464.

45 Baker v. Terrell, 8—195(165).

4“ Horton v. Mafiitt, 14-289(216).

4" Flanigan V. Sable, 44-417, 46+854.

48 Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287, 75+376.

‘"1 Bloomer v. Burke, 94-15, 101+974.

"0 First Div. etc. Ry. v. Parcher, 14-297

(224).

51Conkey v. Dike, 17—457(434) (C, D.

and G were partners, G having personal

charge of a bank in which the firm kept its

funds—C requested G to pay a. mortgage

on the land of C, obtain a discharge and

charge the amount on the firm books-—G

paid the mortgage and charged the amount

on the firm books, but, instead of procur

ing a discharge, secretly took an assign

ment of the mortgage to himself and D

and afterward assigned his interest to D

held a fraud for which the mortgage might

be canceled and the foreclosure enjoined);

Scmrow v. Semrow. 23-214 (mortgage ob

tained by duress in satisfaction of judg

ment for alimony) ; Coles v. Yorks, 28-464,
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INSURANCE

6275. In general—In the absenceloégnhagreeénlirglpyéoaargprigggplpalgie12%;‘?

fh' tvagee the a r as n .
ii-1-t}i‘i‘Oii‘l31n:fI‘lt121S111l:I1I(€:3Or11;0I1 the mortgaged property effected by the former

for his own benefit.
But an agreeme

nt by the mortgagor to insure for the

' ‘ d fbenefit of his mortgagee gives the latter an eqmtable hen upon the procee s o

a policy taken out by the former and embraced in the agreement.
And when

' ' ble in caset ' th t tle mortgagor shall procure msurance paya ‘

i)1feld§sTei:€i>ni;eliia iiiortgaaged, and the mortgagor, or some one for 111111, pmcures

insurance in the mortgagor’s or a third
party’s name, without making it pay

able to the mortgagee, though this is done without the_mort_gpgtee stkzilcgwjgglglii

or without any intent to perform tl1e agreement, eqmty will1 rgaan otherwise

ance as effected under the agreement unless the agreement ele re ardinn

fulfilled, and will give the mortgagee his eqmtable hen accor mg y, g L-.

that as done which ought to have been done.

keep” the premises insured it may

Where the agreement is “to

be held to embrace prior as well as subse

quent insurance. The assignment of the mortgagor’s interest in a certificate

after a loss is subject to the equities of the mortgagee.
Whether a covenant

to insure runs with the land, so that a record of the mortgage is constructive

notice of the mo1tgagee’s equities, is an open question.52
When a policy taken

' ' thereont b a mortgagor 1s made payable to his mortgagee the latter can sue

(1)1111 hisyown naine, without joining the former, and may recover the full amognt

of insurance, in case of loss, if such insurance does not exceed the amount ( no

upon and secured by the mortgage.

terpleaded."8

But the insured may _

In an action by a mortgagor on a policy made payable to 1115

mortgagee, where the latter is joined as a defendant, the court ma

rights of the mortgagor and the mortgagee an

intervene or be in

y adjust the

d the action is properly tnable

by jury.“ When a policy is made payable to a mortgagee “as his interest may

appear,” the burden of proof is upon him to show his r1ght, title, or mterest,

in case of loss and a controversy with the insurance company. He must show

that personal property destroyed was a part of the real property covered by

the policy.“ The clause in the standard Minnesota policy, “if tlns pohcy shall

be made payable to a mortgagee of the insured real estate, no act or default of

any person other than such mortgagee, or his agents, or those cla1mmg under

10+775 (mortgage by husband and wife—

material alteration without wife’s con

sent); Russell \'. Reed, 36-376, 31+452

(alteration of mortgage); Pineo v. Hef

felfinger, 29-183, 12+522 (fraud of hus

band on wife in obtaining her signature) -,

Carlton v. Hulett, 49-308, 51+1053 (find

ings of fraud sustained) ; Riggs v. Thorpe,

67-217, 69+891 (misrepresentations as to

existence of dwelling house on land);

Whiting v. Clugston, 73-6, 75+759 (com

plaint against loan agent and a eodefend

ant who had conspired with him to defraud

the mortgagee by means of a straw mort

gage sustained); Whitcomb v. Hardy, 73

285, 76+29 (laches—ratification); Nolan \'.

Dyer, 75-231, 77+786 (prevention of re

demption by fraud); First Nat. Bank v.

Flynn, 75-279, 77+961 (fraud of husband

in securing signature of wife—knowledge

81-242, 83+988 (fraud of husband in se

curing signature of wife) : Paulsen V

Koon, 85-240, 88+76O (fraud of mortgagee

in securing signature of wife—ass1g_n98 Of

mortgage held to take subject to nght of

wife to have it set aside); Gray v. Scout

ity T. 00., 89-166, 941-552, 95+588 (A, an

officer of a corporation, sold land to B, and

B deeded back to A, who fraudulently

mortgaged it to C—-finding that C took

with notice of fraud sustained).

52 Ames v. Richardson, 29-330, 13+137

See Hebert v. Turgeon, 84-34, 86+757- 9

53 Maxcy v. N. H. Fire Ins. Co., 54-27

55+1130; Ermentrout v. Am. etc. Co., 60

418,~62+543. See as to the nght of E

mortgagor of a chattel to sue upon 11 P01‘

icy made payable to his mortgagee, Graves

v. Am. etc. Co., 46-130, 4a+os4.

M Crieh v. Williamshurg etc. Co., 45-441,

4B+198.
of agent of mortgagee) ; Clifford v. Minor,

76-12, 78~.L861 (fraudulent insertion of as

sumption clause); Westphal v. Westphal.

55 Wilcox v. Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 81-478;

84+334.
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him, shall afi"ect such mortgagee’s right to recover in case of loss on such real

estate,” gives to the mortgagee independent insurance which cannot be de

stroyed by any act or default of the mortgagor, or of any person other than the

mortgagee or his agents.“ When, by reason of a sale and conveyance of the

insured premises, without the consent of the insurer, a fire insurance policy has

become void as to a mortgagor owner and his successor in interest, but, by the

terms of the instrument, is still in force as to the mortgagee, and in it the

company has been expressly authorized, in case of a loss, to pay the whole

amount of the debt to the mortgagee, and take a transfer and assignment

thereof, and of all securities held for its payment, the mortgagor or his suc

cessor has no beneficial interest in the policy, and cannot compel an application

on the debt of the amount due upon a loss. The amount due is not :1 fund for

the debt, but becomes a fund for the reimbursement of the insurance com

pany.M A mortgagee holding a fire policy providing that the loss, if any,

should be payable to the mortgagee as his interest might appear, which was

procured and paid for by the mortgagor, foreclosed his mortgage, and bid in

the premises at the sale for the full amount of his debt. Afterwards, but

before the expiration of the time for redemption, the dwelling house covered

by the mortgage and policy was injured by fire, and the insurance company

paid the loss to the mortgagee. No redemption was made from the sale. It

was held that the mortgagor could not recover of the mortgagee the amount so

paid, but, if he had redeemed, he would have been entitled to have had the

amount applied pro tanto on the redemption." Where property was insured

for the benefit of the mortgagee, as his interest might appear, and the mortgage

had been duly foreclosed prior to the time of such insurance, and the premium

paid by the mortgagee, but the time for redemption did not expire until after

the insurance, it was held that the non-redemption by the owner did not work

an alienation so as to defeat the policy, but that an action might be main

tained, in case of loss, without notice to the insurance company of such non

redemption and a notation thereof made on the policy, notwithstanding the

policy provided that the mortgagee should notify the company of any change

of ownership in the property insured and that it be so noted on the policy."

The mortgagor may by contract authorize the mortgagee to collect the rents

of the mortgaged premises to pay for insurance before foreclosure.“0 A con

dition in a policy against other insurance has been held not to have been vio

lated by insurance taken out by the mortgagee of the holder and covering the

h0lder’s interest, but without the authority or knowledge of the holder.°‘

Where, in a policy of insurance, the amount recoverable in case of loss is made

payable to a mortgagee as his interest may appear, the same must to that ex

tent be deemed already appropriated for the payment or security of the mort

gpgee, and not subject to garnishment by the creditors of the mortgagor."2 A

title insurance company has been held entitled to subrogation to the rights of

the mortgagee, upon payment of certain claims for labor and material.“

W Magoun v. Fireman ’s etc. Co., 86-486, 00 Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 61+

91+5. 818.

57 Sterling etc. Co. v. Beifrey, 48-9, 50+ 61 Church of St. George v. Sun etc. Co..

922. 54-162, 55+909.

5'? Carlson v. Presbyterian B. of R., 67- 02 Mansfield v. Stevens, 31-40, 16+455.

436, 70+3. 63 St. Paul etc. Co. v. Johnson, 64-492,

8;°8Washbui-n v. Fire Assn.. 60-68, 61+ 67+543.
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ASSIGNMENT OF DEBT

6276. What passes-—A mortgage is a mere in

and in the absence of express agreemen

debt.“ Where a note, secured by a mortgage, is indorse

purchaser without a formal assignment of the mortgage,

the note as an incident thereof, in the absence of express

trary. The purchaser of the note becomes the equitab
terest which enables him to deal with it for all purposes,as

t foreclose by advertisement in his own name." An as

ries a bond by the mortgagor to rebuild a house on the

f a portion of the debt will not carry

ortion of the power.68 An assignment of the debt

gage, acquiring an in

except that he canno

signment of the debt car

premises destroyed by fire.“1 A transfer 0

with it a corresponding p

carries a contract of guaranty.“

cident of the debt secured,

t, passes with an assignment of the

d and transferred to a

the security follows

agreement to the con

le owner of the mort

6277. Equitable assignment-—A purchaser at an abortive foreclosure sale

is regarded as an equitable assignee of

void judgment and decree of foreclosure

the mortgage.70 An assignment of a

has been held to operate as an assign

ment of the mortgage and debt secured thereby, and of the rents and profits to

which the assignor was entitled as a mortgagee in possession.’1

6278, Assignee takes free from equities—If the note is negotiable a bona

fide assignee before maturity takes free from equities, though he takes the ac

companying mortgage subject to them.H

ASSIGNMENT OF MORTGAGE

6279. When mortgage debt barred—-The fact that the debt secured by a

mortgage is barred by the statute of limitations does not affect the assignabil

ity of the mortgage."
6280. Essentials of a legal assignment—A formal legal assignment must

have all the essentials of a deed. It must be in writing, attested bv two wit

nesses, and acknowledged. Prior to Laws 1899 c. 86 it was necessary that it

should be under seal. An assignment of a mortgage belonging to a firm, de

scr1b1ng the_part1_1ers by their individual names and by their firm name signed

with H1e1r individual names and sealed with their individual seals, is suffi

ciint. An _1nstru_ment purporting to be an assignment of a mortgage, in

w 1ch no assignee is named, but a blank space left for his name, is, until the
blank is legally filled, a nullitv. If however the n '0 I

afterwards mserted in the instrument by the ahthoritillndlf t(lietr}rl1ec)r:t:a.1:deeee1]:

presst or implied from circumstances, and then recorded, it is a validOass,ign

::ep ,3 and the assignee may foreclose the mortgage by advertisement "5 The

s a u es of this state place assignments of mortgages on the same footing as

conveyances of realty.’m

.lol_g1s'on v. I{gw2is21, 13-364(3é7) ; Huriiphrzay

. msson, - 1 182 -

7° ._]'ohnson v. Sandhofl, 30-197, 14-+889;

Jelhson v. Halloran, 44-199. 46+332. S88

BTe1r§ v[.1 Olson, 88-392, 93+309.

64 Johnson v. Carpenter 7-176 120 '

51_§;4’ 53+45& ( ), Burke v. Backus,

65 ‘mt Nat. Bank v. Pope 85-433 8‘!

g§ié3(l)V[ee1:3lr1er Co. Bank v. Ybung, 51,—25.4+,

W see,§ Ggggqer v. Burke, 94-15, 101+974.

0lééongfellow v. MeGregor, 61-494, 63+

"9 Solberg v. Wright 33-224 22 ‘£81

Brown v. Delaney, ’2a-349’; \lIilson 8?

E1genhrodt. so-4, 13+907. '

"9 Wood v. Bragg, 75-527, 78+93.

nerso .M' .L.- —71+665‘ 8191-1 v 1nn & T. Co., 68 4911

*=_VVatki11s. v. Goessler, 65-118, 67+796;

“fhfle V. Miller, 52-367, 54+736.

1“ Conner v. Howe, 35-518, 29+314.

q"Morr1son v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212)

-see Carh v. Taylor, 15-171(131); BIOWH

V. Delaney, 22-349.

:5 Casserly v. Morrow, 101-16, 111+654.

1° Johnson v. Carpenter, 7-176(120).
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6281. Authority to make—The authority of an agent to execute an as

signment need not be recorded. Prior to Laws 1899 c. 86, it was necessary

that it should be under seal. Articles of partnership under seal were held

sufficient for such purpose. A firm will be bound by an assignment made by

one of the partners who had parol authority or whose act was ratified by parol,

express or implied." A guardian may assign a mortgage of his ward without

a special order of court.78

6282. Deed by mortgagee-A deed by the mortgagee before foreclosure, or

at least before entry for condition broken, does not operate as an assignment

of the mortgage and debt unless it was the intention of the parties that it

should, and such intention must be made to appear."9

6283. What passes by assignment—A power of sale passes without ex

press mention."0 A promise of a third party to the mortgagor to pay the

mortgage passes.‘H

6284. Assignee takes subject to equities—-A mortgage is not a negotiable

instrument, though it secures a negotiable note, and upon assignment passes

to the assignee as an ordinary thing in action, subject to all equities of the

original parties,82 but not as to equities of third parties of which the assignee

was without notice.“ While, so far as the personal liability of the mortgagor

on the note is concerned, the assignee may, if a bona fide purchaser before ma

turity, take it free from the equities, the mortgage in his hands is subject to

them.“ The assignee of a paid mortgage takes it subject to the defence that

it has been paid though it is not satisfied of record.85 The recording act

does not render a mortgage negotiable."16

6285. Recording assignment—Notice—An assignment of a mortgage is

a conveyance, within the meaning of the statutes requiring instruments af

fecting title to realty to be recorded, and void as to third persons without no

tice, if not recorded.’37 Where an assignment was indorscd on a mortgage, de

_ scribing it as “the within-described mortgage,” it was held sufiicient to record

it on a subsequent page of the same book as the mortgage.“ The record of an

assignment of a mortgage is con.structive notice to all persons of the rights of

the assignee, as against any subsequent acts of the mortgagee, save only as

excepted by the statute. It is suflicient notice to require payment of the mort

gage to be made to the assignee, except as to the mortgagor, his heirs, or per

sonal representatives."“ Where a party takes an assignment of a note and

mortgage, the fact that they are not in the possession of his assignor is sulfi

cient to put him upon inquiry as to his assignor’s title to them, so that, if he

makes no such inquir_\'_, he is not a purchaser in good faith, within the meaning

of the registry laws, and his assignment, though recorded, is subject to a prior

unrecorded assignment of the note and mortgage. A covenant in the assign

" Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212). Watkins v. Goessler, 65-118, 67+796; Ol

""* Humphrey v. Buisson, 19-221(182). son v. N. W. etc. 00., 65-475, 68+100;

W Hill v. Edwards. 11-22(5); Gale v.

Battin, 12-287(188); Johnson v. Lewis,

13-36-4(337); Greve v. Cofiin, 14-345

(263); Everest v. Ferris, 16-26(14).

‘° Brown v. Delaney. 22-349; Folsom v.

Lockwood, 6—186(119); Dunning v. Mc

Donald, 54-1, 55+864.

*1 Lahmers v. Schmidt, 35-434, 29+169.

*2 Johnson v. Carpenter, 7—176(120);

l-lostetter v. Alexander, 22-559; Blu.men—

thal v. Jassoy, 29-177. 12+517; Oster v.

Mmkley, 35-245, 28+-710; Scott v. Austin,

36-460, 32+89, 864; Redin v. Branhan, 43

283, 45-+445; White v. Miller, 52-367, 54+

136; Smith v. Parsons, 55-520, 57+311;

Klatt v. Dummert. 70-467, 73+404; Com.

Title etc. Co. v. Dokko, 72-229, 75+106;

Ironton L. Co. v. Butchart, 73-39, 75+749;

Paulsen v. Koon. 85-240. 88+760; Welbon

v. Webster, 89-177, 94+550.

*3 Moffett v. Parker, 71-139, 73+8-50. See

Burgess v. Bragaw, 49-462, 52+45.

84 Watkins v. Gocssler, 65-118, 67+796.

3“ Redin v, Branhan, 43-283, 45+445.

5“ Klatt v. Dummert, 70-467, 73+404.

57 Huitink \'. Thompson. 95-392, ]04+23T;

Foss v. Dnllam, 126+-820.

88 Carli v. Taylor, 15-171(131).

8" Robbins v. Larson, 69-436, 72+456.
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- ' ndment, by the assignor, that he ha: good :1gl?a€.£;glliS::11}:ai;:t:\(:;';t1£0: Zgiliglee

assign the note and mortgage, oes no es t ‘fl did he was not full" in

made inquiries into the ass1gnor’s title, or tha , 1 me I , g 1 notes is as_

d fect in it.” Where a mortgage secm mg se\era I _ _
§i,r1;'g:§ld t(<))f ampllarsdn, together with one of the .notes,_ he cannot S8C1;)10‘ pr:pr:E}é

oi;-er the holders of the other notes by recording his assignment, ecau;al as

mortgage itself gives him notice of the other notes.91 As betwe}pn sesv;nd as

signees the record of an assignment is notice to subsequent purc aser

.' B2

slgt]3J2e§%. Effect of assigning notes and mortgage to different p:rs0ns:l—r—e

Where several notes maturing at different dates secured by one mo gage ;) _

assigned to different parties at different times and the proceeds off t e pt:.a}()3t

erty will not pay all in full, such proceeds should, in the absence 0 atgon im

to the contrary, be applied pro rata towards the payment gt‘ all the no p-tw nee

out regard to the time they matured or were assigned. But _a mo gaD S

holding several notes secured by mortgage may assign the security to tan aof

signee of one of the notes so as to give him a preference in the apphca rap _

the proceeds realized therefrom.“ When a mortgage secunng several no QB

assigned to the holder of a part only of the notes he may foreclose under te

power.” Where an interest coupon was not held by the holder of the mor -

gage and was not included in the amount for which the mortgage was forte

closed, it was held that the holder of the coupon had no clmm on the propel _V

covered by the mortgage.“ _

6287. Payment before notice of assignment—A mortgagor may extin

glliflh 8 mortgage, which has been assigned, by payment to the mortgagee all);

time before he has actual notice of the assignment.97 By statute the record 0

an assignment of a mortgage is not notice to a mortgagor, his heirs 01' Per‘

sonal representatives, so as to impair this right of payment.“ The statute.

however, applies only to the persons named. It does not apply as between an

assignee of a first mortgage and an assignee of a second mortgage."9 A.pay

ment before maturity of a note secured by a mortgage and a formal satisfac

tion of the mortgage by the payee will not defeat a right of recovery against

the maker by a bona fide indorsee before maturity.1

6288. Admissions of assignor—'l‘he admissions of the assignor, made while

he was the owner of the mortgage, bind his assignee.2

ASSUMPTION OF MORTGAGE

6289. What constitutes-The assumption of a mortgage by a purcllaser

from the mortgagor is solely a matter of contract. A purchase “subject” to a

mortgage is not alone an assumption of the mortgage and creates no personal

obligation against the vendee.‘ But where a grantee receives a deed Of lands

incumbered by a mortgage which is expressly excepted from the covenants, the

presumption is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the ]and1s

taken subject to the lien of the mortgage, if valid; and, as respects the hell

MO’Mulcahy v. Holley, 28-31, 8+906.

91 Wilson v. Eigenbrodt, 30-4, 13+907.

W Solberg v. Wright, 33-224, 22+381.

M Wilson v. Eigenbrodt, 30-4, 13+907;

Hall v. McCormick, 31-280, 17+620.

94 Solberg v. Wright, 33-224, 22+381.

9" Johnson v. Carpenter, 7—176(120); 0]

son v. N. VV. etc. Co., 65-475, 68+100.

. as I(]_

9" Robbins v. Larson, 69-436, 72+456.

1 Blnmcntlml v. Jassoy, 29-177, 12+517.

See State F. Co. v. Com. etc. Co., 69-219,

‘.'2+68.

95 Brown v. Delaney, 22-349.

W State F. Co. v. Com. etc. Co., 69-219,

72+68.

2Anderson v. Lee, 73-397, 76+24.

3Brown v. Stillman, 43-126, 45+2; Mam

ning v. Cullen, 50-568. 52+973; Clifiord V.

Minor, 76—12, 78+861.
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thereof on the land, it is the duty of the purchaser, and not the seller, to dis

charge the same.‘ A covenant to pay a “mortgage” is a covenant to pay the

debt secured by it.5 Taking a deed with a covenant against incumbrances “ex

cept” a specified mortgage is not an assumption of such mortgage.u

6290. Parol evidence—Parol evidence is admissible to prove an assump

tion,7 unless it would have the effect of modifying an express covenant in the

deed.8 It is admissible to resolve a patent ambiguity in a covenant of assump

tion.9

6291. Not within statute of frauds-An agreement to pay a mortgage

debt, not due for more than a year, is not within the statute of frauds.10

6292. Considerati0n—A deed purporting to convey realty, even when with

out covenants of warranty, at least when no mistake or imposition appears in

the transaction, is a suificient consideration.H But a want of title in the

grantor, and consequent want of consideration for the assumption, is a de

fence which the grantee may assert against the mortgagee.12

6293. Grantor must be personally liable—If the grantor is not personally

liable to the mortgagee the grantee is not.13

6294. Nature of obligation—The obligation is collateral to the original

mortgage indebtedness.H A provision in a deed whereby the grantee assumes

and agrees to pay an existing mortgage does not create a covenant which runs

with the land, though inserted in connection with the covenants of seizin and

against incumbrances.“5 It is purely personal and may be enforced without a

foreclosure of the mortgage." It does not require the grantee to protect the

lien of the mortgage.‘1 An assumption clause in a deed is presumed to be in

serted primarily for the protection of the grantor.“ The right of the mort

gagee to sue on the contract is sometimes placed on the broad ground that a

third party for whose benefit a contract is made may sue thereon,” and some

times on the ground of equitable subrogation.20 It is agreed, however, that

the mortgagee acquires no greater rights than the mortgagor and takes the

covenant, if at all, subject to all defences, legal and equitable, which the

grantee might assert against the mortgagor.21 The obligation of the grantee

to the mortgagee cannot be greater than to the mortgagor, and if the mort

gagor is under no personal obligation to the mortgagee, the grantee is not.”

The mortgagee is a mere gratuitous beneficiary of a promise made to a stran

ger.“ The contract is essentially one to indemnify the mortgagor and the

4Baker v. N. W. etc. Co., 36-185, 30+464; Gardner, 104-370, 116-l-925;

Gerdine v. Menage, 41-417, 431-91; Merritt Willett, 105-267, 117-!-491.

Clement v.

v. Byers, 46-74, 48+417.

5 Hine v. Myrick, 60-518, 62+1125.

fCalkins v. Copley, 29-471, 13+904; Ger

dine v. Menage, 41-417, 43+91; Merritt v.

Byers, 46-T4, 48+417; Rooney v. Koenig,

80-483, 83+399.

TLangan v. Iverson, 78-299, 804-1051.

See Nelson v. Rogers, 47-103, 49+526.

8Rooncy v. Koenig, 80-483, 83+399.

8;7B0ard of Trustees v. Brown, 66-179, 68+

1° Langan v. Iverson, 78-299, 80+1051.

_11 Alt v. Banbolzer, 36-57, 29+674; Wash

gggston etc. Co. v. Marshall, 56-250, 57+

12 McLaughlin v. Betcher, 87-1, 91+14.

See Washington etc. Co. v. Marshall, 56

250, 57+658.

"1 Brown v. Stillman, 43-126, 45+2; Nel

son v. Rogers, 47-103, 49+526; Kramer v.

H Washington etc. Co. v. Marshall, 56

250, 57+658.

1-5 Clement v. \Villett, 105-267, 117+491.

"- Follansbee v. Johnson, 28-311, 9+882;

Seanlan v. Grimmer, 71-351, 74+146; Me

Laughlin v. Betcher, 87-1, 91+14.

" McLaughlin v. Bctcher, 87-1, 91+14.

1'3 Nelson v. Rogers, 47-103, 49+526.

1" Follansbee v. Johnson, 28-311, 9+882.

See Brown v. Stillman, 43-126, 45+2.

20 Gold v. Ogden, 61-88, 63+266.

21 Gold v. Ogden, 61-88, 63+266; Rogers

v. Castle, 51-428, 53+651; Clifiord v.

Minor, 76-12, 78-+861.

‘-‘B Brown v. Stillman, 43-126, 45+2; Nel

son \-. Rogers, 47-103, 49+526; Rogers v.

Castle, 51-428, 53+651; Kramer v. Gard

ner, 104-370, 116+925; Clement v. Willett,

105-267, 117+491.

23 Rogers v. Castle, 51-428, 53+651; Gold

v. Ogden, 61-88, 63+266. '
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~ - Y ‘ -' A ' - f action.‘H The
mortgagee is given a right of action simply to a\ or1§lel<.(irIcI1(:itylu<;hfied or limited

liability of a party assuming a mortgage has been_ for in the deed, by which

by an independent i1g1'eelJ1ent executed by the glafnt.l note An indorsfl on

he undertook to make provision for the payment 0 V16 t d -to the rights and

the secured note who pays it is entitled to be subrogg ifin the m0ci_tgage.25

remedies of the holder of the note agarnst the party asal et g_A11 assumption

6295. Land becomes primary fund—-Grantor :fi tshurde}t')t and the arantor

makes the land the primary hmd for the payment 0 le _ entitled to {Be sub_

a surety therefor.28 If the grantor pays the mortggge ietilse mortgage for his

rogated to the rights of the mortgagee, and to en orclelr tice of the equities

indemnity." Subsequent mortgagees are charged wrt no‘7 with notice of

of the grantor appearing on their title.28 If the m0r'tg21=,vef:],1out the consent

the conveyance, givhs 2llI1t::xt'ensilm oiiltthnthioelgltirigtlizlitthe lirhlue of the land.29

hemortaor,te a rrsreease _ _ HPllfhloe mortgaggogr is not released by a mere passive farlurelto et113£orc‘<%T}p:1_:;11te}l::

from a solvent grantee who subsequently becomes rnso \en. the deed con

mortgagor conveys to another a part of the mortgaged premrsesl. ase rice PM

taining a provision that the grantee shall, as part of the pure ]the 1};ortgage}

the entire mortgage, the part thus conveyed becomes, as between d if a fiolder

and his grantee, primarily liable for the payment of the debtt, an1 ses to the

of the mortgage, chargeable with actual notice _of that fac , wre e: which in

grantee of the mortgagor that part of the prernrses thus conieyetz . S a dis

value exceeds the amount of the mortgage, such a release opegass tahe mort

charge of the mortgage on the remainder of the premrses retame _v

a or.81
g E6296. Assumption of part of debt—-In an action by a mortgagee ngrvlveill‘

covenant assuming a part of the mortgage debt, rt was held that an a uritv

])I'a_Vi11g that the mortgagee be compelled to exhaust hrs mortgage sec _

first did not state a defence or counterclaim.“2 E of

6297. Adoption of contract by mortgagee—What efiect the adop 1g: 1“

the contract by the mortgagee has on the lien of the mortgage is rm 9 9

mined.”

6298. Effect of foreclosure—The obligation is not necessarrly_megged 111 I1

judgment of foreclosure, though the grantee is a party to the actron. ‘ “1 b

6299. Estoppel of purchaser and his privies—A grantee who takes ffll -

ject” to a mortgage which he does not expressly assume is not estopped rorq

questioning its validity.“ Nor is a grantee who takes a deed with a covenanw

against incumbrances except a specified mortgage.36 A grantee who assume:

a first mortgage is not estopped from attacking a second mortgage wlnch he

has not assumed.“ A grantee who has assumed a mortgage cannot assert its

 

'-“ Gold v. Ogden. 61-88, 63+266.

Eli Nettleton v. Ramsey County etc. Co..

54-395, 5s+12s.

'-‘F Miller v. Fasler, 42-366, 44-+256.

29 ’l‘ravers v. Dorr, 60-173, 62+269. _

3" Pinch v. McCulloch. 72-71, 74+89r.
2'1 Alt v. Banholzer. 36-57, 29+674; Baker

v. N. W. etc. Co., 36-185. 30+464; Miller

\', Fasler. 42-366. 4-4+2-56; Groesbeck v.

Mattison, 43-547, 46+135; Brown v. Still

man. 43-126. 45+2; Merritt v. Byers, 46

74, 48+4l.7: Nat. Invest. Co. v. Nordin, 50

336, 52+890; 'I‘ravers v. Dorr, 60-173, 62L

269; VVheeler v. Benton, 67-293, 69+927;

Rogers \'. Hedernark. 70-441. 73+252.

'-'1 Baker v. Terrell. 8—195(165); Baker

v. N. W. etc. Co., 36-185, 30+464; Knob»

lauch v. Foglesong. 37-320. 33+865; Rogers

\‘. I-ledemark, 70-441, 73+252.

31 Groesbeek v. Mattison, 43-547, 46+135.

32 Conn. etc. Co. v. Knapp, 62-405. 64+

1137.

3-1 Td.

34 Washington etc. Co. v. Marshall. 56

250, 57+658; l\'[cRae v. Sullivan, 56-266

57+659.

31‘ Thompson v. Morgan, 6-292(199). S98

Brown v. Stillman. 43-126. 45+2.

3" (‘alkins v. Copley, 29-471, 13+-904; G91‘

dine v. Menage. 41--L17, 43+9l. See

Rooney v. Koenig, 80-483, 83+399. _

-"7 Welbon v. Webster, 89-177, 94+5a0.
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invalidity." But he 1nay assert against the mortgagee the invalidity of his

own promise to pay the mortgage. He may show that he acquired no title by

his deed and that his promise was consequently without consideration.”9 A

person who has assumed two mortgages cannot acquire title under one of them

so as to cut out the lieu of the other.‘0 A grantee who has assumed a mort

gage cannot, as against his grantor, assert a title acquired under such mort

gage.u If a grantee assuming a mortgage subsequently mortgages the land,

.his mortgagee will take subject to the equities appearing upon his record title,

and cannot assert against the original grantor a title acquired under a fore

closure of the mortgage assumed by his grantor.‘2

6300. Action by mortgagee on covenant—Defences—The mortgagee or

his assignee, may maintain an action on the covenant.“ The grantee may

assert in such action any defence which he might have asserted against the

grantor.“ A mortgagee is not required to exhaust his mortgage security be

fore suing on the covenant.“5 Whether a recovery on the covenant releases

the lieu of the mortgage is an open question.“

6301. Unauthorized insertion of assumption clause—Fraud—Il:' an as

sumption clause is inserted by mistake, or fraud, or without authority, the

grantee may repudiate it without repudiating the deed in toto and reconve_v

iug.‘T Cases are cited below holding evidence snfiieient.‘S or insuilicient.‘9 to

establish fraud.

FORECLOSURE-—IN GENERAL

6302. Definition—The term foreclosure is sometimes used to denote the

sale and attendant proceedings; 5° and sometimes, the entire process of barring

the equity of redemption, including the expiration of the redemption period.M

6303. General nature of proceeding-Foreclosure proceedings, in what

ever manner conducted. have for their object and end the enforcement of the

seeurity—the application of the property to the satisfaction of the debt or

obligation secured." The right to foreclose is not affected by possession.“

6304. Two methods—There are only two methods by which a mortgage

may he foreclosed—by action and by advertisemen ."'* The commoh-law

method by entry and possession does not obtain in this state.55 There is this

difference between a foreclosure by advertisement and a foreclosure by action.

In the former the title passes by virtue of the mortgage and the mortgage must

be suflicient to operate as a conveyance as soon as the equity of redemption is

barred by the sale; but in the latter the title passes by virtue of the decree

*8 Ross v. Worthington, 11-438(323): Minor, 76-12. 78+861. See Follansbee v.

Calkins v. Copley, 29-471, 13+904; Alt v.

Banholzer, 36-57. 29+674; Moulton v. Has

kell, 50—367. 52+960; Seanlan v. Grimmer,

71-351, 74+146.

59 McLaughlin v. Betcher. 87-1. 91+14.

4° Conner v. Howe. 35-518. 29+314.

41 Probstfield v. Czizek. 37-420, 34+896.

See Miller v. Fasler, 42-366. 44+256.

*2 Miller v. Fasler. 42-366. 44+256.

43 Follansbee v. Johnson. 28-311, 9+882;

Scanlan v. Grimmer. 71-351, 744-146;

Clement v. Willett, 105-267. 117+491. See

Chfford v. Minor. 67-512, 70+798 (action

by asngnee of mortgagee—eomp1aint held

msufiicient); Pineh v. MeCulloch. 72-71.

7:4-+897 (when statute of limitations be

gins to run).

" Gold v. Ogden. 61-88. 63+266; Rogers

V- Castle, 51-428, 53+-651; Clifford v.

Johnson. 28-311, 9+882.

*5 Conn. etc. Co. v. Knapp, 62-405. 64+

1137.

4“ Id.

47 Rogers v. Castle, 51-428, 53+651; Gold

v. Ogden. 61-88. 63-+266; Clifford \'. Minor,

76-12. 78+861.

4'3 Martini v. Christensen, 65-489, 67+

]019; Clifi“ord v. Minor, 76-12, 78+S61;

Demaris v. Rodgers. 124+457.

4° Follansbee v Johnson. 28-311. 9+882.

5° Beal v. White. 28-6. 8+829; Duncan v.

Cohh. 32-460. 21+714; Larocque v. Chapel,

63-517. 65+941.

-"1 Standish v. Vosberg, 27-175, 6+489.

M Sprague v. Martin. 29-226. 13+34.

5-3 Parsons v. Noggle. 23-328.

5-lAre,han1bau v. Green, 21-520.

65 See Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34.
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and sale under it. There is no going behind the depgeeltoflas,c¢::(t)2‘imlr;'I

the mortgage was sufficient to operate as a conveyance. 1 ie ii 6,,

' ' - ‘ l bv action.57 .\ release by
t s 110 power it can only be forccloset _ _ I .

t:l(ilc1 idlirtgagor to the mortgagee of the equity of redemption, after cpngic

tion broken, is tantamount to foreclosure, and operatesuas payment o

mortgage debt to the extent of the value of the property.

FORECLOSURE BY ADVERTISEMENT

' - -' vcrtisement is a
6305.‘ Geiieralnature of pl-°ce‘?dm'g—-3 f%\17lici1l((:.S1tl1i(:: bloviigr to foreclos6_is

proceeding in pais, ex parte, and in rem. p_ _ th exercise

derived from the convention of the parties, yet the proceedings in M e for the

of the power, so far as regulated by statute, are purely statutory. nt takes

purpose of accomplishing a foreclosure, the proceeding by adiertiseéne on the

the place of an action; and the service of notice by publ10ati0I_1,}i111 llption to

party in possession, takes the place of service of process by who 1an 8?} nent

foreclose is commenced.‘11 The advantages of foreclosure by at V6? 138} as

over foreclosure by action are, that it avoids the necessity of. bringing up a

parties all persons‘in interest; that it avoids the danger sqf a failure to Sci‘: alild

perfect title by reason of a defect of parties defendant; that it is 1snnpQ to 3

inexpensive ;“ and that it is expeditious.M The proceeding is_ anafotgkpllybenns

judicial proceeding.“ It is controlled by the statute irroe7spectiye o t e ecial

of the mortgage.66 It is in derogation of common lap; It is no 8. SP

proceedirig within the meaning of G. S. 1878 c. 88 § 9_. _ “ t TO_

6306. Statute constitutional—La.ws 1878 e. 53 _is entitled_ An ach of

viding for the foreclosure of mortgages.” The subJect of section 24tt_:1I€l0t

is germane to the subject mentioned in the title of the act_and the ac is I

unconstitutional on account of section 24, because embracing more than one

subject or embracing a subject not expressed in the title.“9 I i f

6307. The p0wer—Powers of sale in mortgages are not the ereatuiesflq

statute, but of the convention of the parties. Statutes merely regulate _e

manner of their execution. A party may grant a valid power of this lnnd _1t11

the absence of any statute either authorizing its creation or regulating 18

exercise.7° But the statute is superior to the power. Where a mortgagee;

foreclosing under the power, complies with the requirements of the statute, 1

is sufficient, though there may be additional requirements contained in the

mortgage." And the statute may have requirements in addition to those 111

the mortgage."2 The power of sale is a part of the mortgage and passes by

an assignment of the latter without special mention."8 The transfer of a p01

tion of the mortgage debt will not carry with it a corresponding portion of the

power.H The authority conferred upon a mortgagee to foreclose a mortgage

by advertisement is that found in the power of sale, as that power appears in

M Foster v. Johnson, 39-378, 40+255.

5'' King v. Meighen, 20—264(237).

58 Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34.

"9 Heath v. Hall, 7—315(243); Morrison

v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212) ; Loy v. Home

Ins. Co., 24-315; Jordan v. Humphrey, 31

495, 18+450; Kirkpatrick v. Lewis, 46-164,

47+970, 4s+7sa; In re Grundysen, 53-346, flflLynott v. Dickerman, 65-471, 67+1143

55+557; Lnndberg v. Davidson, 72-49, 74+ “ Webb v. Lewis, 45-285, 47+803.

1013; Swain v. Lynd, 74-72. vc+ass. T1Butterfield v. Farnham, 19-85(58)

“ Swain v. Lynd, 74-72, 76+958; Cutting '12 Webb v. Lewis, 45-285. 4-7+803. _

v. Patterson, 82-375, 85+172. ‘'3 Brown v. Delaney, 22-349; Dunning V’

81 Fowler v. Woodward, 26-347, 4+231.
McDonald, 54-1, 55+864.

"'1 Lundberg v. Davidson, 72-49, 744-1018 H Solberg v. Wright, 33-224, 22+381

B3 Clifiord v. Tomlinson, 62-195, 64+38L

"4 Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212)

‘55 Webb V. Lewis, 45-285, 47+803

"0 Bntterfield v. Farnham, 19-85(53) '

Webb v. Lewis, 45-285, 47+-803.

1" Clifford v. Tomlinson, 62-195, 64+351

08 In re Grundysen, 53-346, 55+557.
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the instrument itself.75 The power of sale cannot be severed from the legal

ownership of the mortgage.76 Payment of the mortgage extinguishes the

power.71 If there is no power the only way that the mortgage can be fore

closed is by action.Ts The power is not exhausted by an abortive sale.79

6308. Strict compliance with statutory requirements necessary—While

the power to foreclose is derived from the convention of the parties, the pro

ceedings in the exercise of that power, so far as regulated by statute, are wholly

statutory, and in order to constitute a valid foreclosure every statutory require

ment must be strictly, or at least substantially, complied with.so It is unneces

sary for the party seeking relief to show actual prejudice,81 but l e cannot have

relief -for non-compliance with a requirement not designed for his protection.“

6310. What law governs—Impairment of contract—The remedial rights

of the parties relating to the mode of exercising the power, except in so far as

such mode may be essential to the beneficial character of the mortgage, arc gov

erned by the law in force at the time of the foreclosure. Their substantive

rights, arising from an exercise of the power, are governed by the law in force

at the time of the execution of the mortgage.85 Thus the statute of limita

tions,“ the statute regulating the recording of the certificate of sale,87 the stat

ute regulating the pubhcation of the notice of sale,‘8 the statute defining who

shall conduct the sale,“n and the statute defining the force of the certificate as

evidence,”0 in force at the tune of the foreclosure, govern. On the other hand,

the right to foreclose,‘u the right to redeem,” the time within which to re

deem,"8 the amount required to redeem,“ and the rights of the parties in the

property arising from the sale,96 are governed by the law in force at the time of

the execution of the mortgage.

15 Backus v. Burke, 48-260, 51-+284.

"Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864;

Merrick v. Putnam, 73-240, 75+1047.

7'' Miseuer v. Gould, 11-166(105).

"8 King v. Meighen, 20-264(237).

7” Bottineau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 31

31125, 16+849; Cobb v. Bord, 40-479, 42+
. 6

8° Dana v. Farrington, 4-433 (335) ; Spen

cer v. Annan, 4-542(/426); Heath v. Hall,

7—315(243) ,- Holmes v. Crummett, 30-23,

13+924,- Martin v. Baldwin, 30-537, 16+

449; Mason v. Goodnow, 41-9, 42+-182;

Rwhards v. Finnegan, 45-208, 47+788;

Backus v. Burke, 48-260, 51+-284; Clifl’0rd

v. Tomlinson, 62-195, 64+381; Hamel v.

Corbin, 69-223, 72+l06; Swain v. Lynd,

74-72, 76+958; Peaslee v. Ridgway, 82

288, 84+1024; Cutting v. Patterson, 82
375, B5+172.

81 Peaslee v. R/idgway, 82-288, s4+1024;

Heath v. Hall, 7-315(243).

52 Holmes v. Crurnmett, 30-23, 13+924.

S_B9 Swain v. Lynd, 74-72, 76-!-958; Bot

gangeau v. Aetna Life Ins. 00., 31-125, 16+

m1Bot.I:ineau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 31

125, 16+849.

H Butterfield v. Farnham, 19-85(58).

86 Stahl v. Mitchel], 41-325, 43+3B5;

Webb v. Lewis, 45-285, 47-+803. See

Smith v. Green, 41 Fed. 455.

*6 Archambau v. Green, 21-520; Duncan

.\'. Cobb, 32-460, 21+714.

87 Ryder v. Hulett, 44-353, 46+559.

*5 Atkinson v. Duffy, 16-45(30).

8° Webb v. Lewis, 45-285, 47+803.

90 Burke v. Laeock, 41-250, 42+1016.

"1 O’Brien v. Krenz, 36-136, 30+458.

92 Willis v. Jelineek, 27-18, 6+373,

O’Brien v. Krenz, 36-136, 30+458; Lowry

v. Mayo, 41-388, 43+78.

F8 Gocnen v. Schroeder, 8-387 (344) ; Car~

roll v. Rossiter, 10-174(141); Hillebert \'.

Porter, 28-496, 11+B4.

M Hillebert v. Porter, 28-496, 11+84.

M Heyward v. Judd, 4-483(375); Hille

bert v. Porter, 28-496, 11+8-4. The last

case overrules, in part, Stone v. Bassett,

4-298(215); Hayward v. Judd, 4-483

(375); Freeborn v. Pettibone, 5-27 (219) ;

Turrell v. Morgan, 7—368(290); Berthold

v. Holman, 12-335(221); Berthold v. Fox.

13-501(462).
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6311. Within what time-Under the present statute a mortgage may be

foreclosed within fifteen years after the maturity of the mortgage or debt se-.

cured.D6 Under Laws 1871 e. 52 the limitation was ten years.” It is enough

to commence the proceedings within the time limited; they may be complgtetl

thereafter.B8 Entering into possession after a mortgage has become barred oes

not revive it."n Prior to Laws 1903 c. 15, it was an open question whether a

partial payment on the debt would extend the time in which to redeem. Law;

1870 c. 60. limiting the time to commence an action to foreclose, has been he

inapplicable to a foreclosure by advertisement.2 _ I 1

6312. Death, insanity, or disability of mortgag0r—The right to force ose

is not alfec-ted by the death,3 insanity, or disability ‘ of the mortgagor. f

6313. Effect of sale in extinguishing debt—A foreclosuresale has the e -

feet of extinguishing the mortgage debt, to the amount for which the property

is sold. whether the sale is to the mortgagee or a stranger.5 Foreclosure pro

ceedings, in whatever manner conducted, have for their object and end the en

forcement of the security; the application of the property to the satisfaction of

the debt or obligation secured.“ _ i

6314. Effect of sale in exhausting lien—Where a mortgage is given onla

single tract to secure a debt due and payable as an entirety, and on default 1n

payment a foreclosure is had under a power, a sale for less than the amount due

exhausts the lien of the mortgage.7 It is the general rule that a smgle vahd sale

exhausts the lien of the mortgage, or, in other words, that there can be but one

valid sale of the same land under the same power.8 The remedy on the mort

gage as a security is exhausted by the foreclosure. The mortgage become:-1, {is

a security, funetus officio, and its only future office is as a munlment of title in

case the mortgagor fails to redeem. After the foreclosure, the rights of the

parties are to be measured, not by anything in the mortgage—except as a_m\1Il1

ment of title—but by the statute.” The rule is otherwise if the sale is invalid

or incomplete.W

6315. Foreclosure for instalments of principal or interest—Under Pub.

st- (1349-1858)- c- 75 § 3, Only instalments subsequent to the first could be

foreclosed separately.H Under the present statute 12 a sale of the entire tract

mortgaged for a single instalment exhausts the lien of the mortgage. The same

land can be sold but once under the same mortgage. There can be a second

sale to satisfy a. subsequent instalment only when there remains land not soldat

the first sale.13 But if the owner, or his assigns, annuls the sale for a. first 1n

“ R. L. 1905 § 4457; Laws 1909 c. 181.

"7 Archambau v. Green, 21-520; Benton

v. Nicoll. 24-221; Fisk v. Stewart, 26-365,

4.+611; Duncan v. Cobb, 32-460, 21+714;

Cobb v. Bord, 40-479, 42+-396; Banning v.

Sabin, 45-431., 48+S.

“8 Laws 1909 e. 181. See, prior to stat

ute, Duncan v. Cobb, 32-460. 21+714.

W Benton v. Nicol], 24-221; Banning v.

Sabin, 45-431, 48+S.

1 Kenaston v. Lorig, 81-454, 84+323.

'=Golcher v. Brisbin, 20-453(-107).

3 Jones v. Tainter, 15-5l2(-£23) ; Fleming

v. McCutche0n, 85-152, SS+~i33.

4Lundberg v. Davidson, 72-49, 741-1018;

ld., 68-328, 71+395, 72+71.

5 Berthold v. Holman, 12-335(221) ; Tink

com v. Lewis, 21-132; Martin v. Fridley.

23-13; Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+3/1;

Sergeant v. Ruble, 33-354, 23+535; Pio

neer S. & L. Co. v. Farnham, 50-315, 52+

897; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-231

53+867; Boutelle v. Minneapohs, 59-4931

61+554; Evans v. Rhode Island etc. C0-,

67-160, e9+715; Veazie v. Morse, 67-109,

69+637. Otherwise if the foreclosure 18

set aside, Folsom v. Lockwood, 6—186(119)

"Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34.

7 Loomis v. Clamhey, 69-469, 72+707. ‘

1‘ Paquin v. Braley, 10—379(304); Dlck

v. Moon, 26-309, 4+39; Hanson v. Dnnton,

35“-189, 2s+221; Loomis v. Clambey, 69

409. 72+-707.

0 Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Farnham, 50-315;

524-897.

1° Standish V. Vosberg, 27-175, 64489;

Lindgren v. Lindgren, 73-90, 75+1034. S99

Morey v. Duluth, 69-5, 71+694.

H Shorts v. Cheadle, 8—67(44).

12 R. L. 1905 § 4465.

1" Fowler v. Johnson, 26-333, 3+986: 2+

486; Dick \-. Moon, 26-309, 4+39; Martm
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stalment by redeeming, a second sale may be had for another instalment.“ The

holder of overdue coupon interest notes, secured by mortgage, may maintain an

action to foreclose the mortgage, though the principal debt is not yet mature,

and is held by another person, who is made a party to the action.15 The notice

of sale need not state that the amount claimed to be due is for an instalment.1°

6316. Mortgage specific lien on separate tracts—Where a mortgage is

made a specific lien on separate tracts, it is optional with the mortgagee to

foreclose on each separate lien, or to include all the liens in one foreclosure.

If he adopts the latter course he is entitled to costs and disbursements for but

one foreclosure.17

6317. Authority of agent—Under the present law the authority of an agent

to foreclose a mortgage must be in writing and recorded." A power of attor

ney which substantially complies with the statute, and describes the mortgage

with reasonable certainty, is suificient." A loan agent to whom his principal

sends coupon interest notes for collection does not have implied authority from

that fact alone to foreclose the mortgage securing the notes.20 A mortgagee has

been held to have ratified an unauthorized foreclosure by an agent by taking

possession under the sale.“ An agent authorized to foreclose does not have im

plied authority to receive redemption money.’-’2 Cases are cited below holding

an agent to have authority to foreclose,“ or the reverse.“

PREREQUISITES

6318. Default—'l‘here is no right to foreclose under a power until it has be

come operative by reason of some de1’ault."’5 Where a mortgage provides that

on default in the payment of interest, the mortgagee may declare the whole

sum due, the election may be exercised by advertising a sale, without other no

tice of the election.“

6319. No action or ptocecding—Where judgment has been recovered for

the mortgage debt, the mortgage may be foreclosed by advertisement, if the ex

ecution is returned unsatisfied, in whole or in part. A mortgage was given to

secure, in part, the mortgagee against his indorsement of a note. The holder

of the note recovered judgment on it against the makers, the mortgagors. The

mortgagee paid the note and took it up. It was held that a return of an execu

tion nnsatisfied was unnecessary to the mortgagee’s right to foreclose.27 Where

part of the interest on a mortgage is paid by a note, the recovery of judgment

on the note is no objection to a foreclosure under the power for the remainder

of the mortgage debt.gs An action or proceeding instituted at law to recover

V- Sprague, 29-53, 11+143; Loomis v. Dexter v. Morrow, 76-413, 79+394; White

Clarnbey, 69-469, 72+707; Darelius v. Da- v. Madigan, 78-286, 80+1125.

vls, 74-345, 77+214. See Koppang v. 21 Blake v. MeKusiek. 8-338(298).

Stcenerson, 100-239, 111+153. Under G. S. ’-'2 In re Grundysen, 53-346, 55+557.

1366 c. 81 § 3 the rule was otherwise, Wat~ 28 Darelius v. Davis, 74-345, 77+214.

kins v. Haekett, 20—106(92); Taylor v. “White v. Madigan. 78-286, 80+1125;

Burgess, 26-547, 6+350. Dexter \'. Morrow, 76-413, 79+394.

14 Standish v. Vosberg, 27-175, 6+489; 2-'1 Jones v. Ewing. 22-157. As to what

Daniels v. Smith, 4-172(117); Herber v.

Chnstopherson, 30-395, 15+676.

1-'> Cleveland v. Booth, 43-16, 44+670.

1" Trafton v. Cornell, 62-442, 64+1148.

1" Farnsworth v. Com. etc. Co., 87-179,

91+469.

1" R. L. 1905 § 4461. See Laws 1899

c. 22; Laws 1907 c. 437.

"Peaslee v. Ridgway, 82-288, s4+1024.

2" Bnrchard v. Hull, 71-430, 74+163;

constitutes a default see Pratt v. Tink

corn, 21-142; Felton v. Bissel, 25-15; Ab

bott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+19-4; O’Brien \'.

Oswald. 45-59, 47+316; Mjones v. Yellow

Medicine Co. Bank, 45-335, 471-1072;

Chase v. Whitten, 51-485, 53+767; Hebert

v. Turgeon, 84-34, 86+757.

Z6 Fowler v. “Toodward, 26-347, 4+231.

27 Ross v. Worthington, 11-43S(323).

21‘ Goenen v. Schroeder, 18-66(51).

4i
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the mortgage debt has the efieet of suspending, for the time, the exercise of the

right of foreclosure by advertisement, but its non-existence does not create such

right.“

WHO MAY EXERCISE POWER

6320. Only the record owner—-Only the legal and record owner of the mort

gage and power can give the notice and foreclose by adverhsement.’° It is the

design of the statute authorizing this method of foreclosure that there shall be

of record a legal mortgage and that the record shall be so complete as to show

the right of the mortgagee or his assigns to invoke its znd.$1 It 1s obviously B

matter of importance, not only to the parties to the mortgage and their asslgns,

but also to subsequent incumbrancers, creditors, and contemplatmg purchasers,

that there should be some permanent and accessible record of the mortgage and

-of the title thereto. This. the statute is designed to at‘r'ord.3'-' The debt and con

sequently the real ownership of the mortgage may be in one person, while What

may be termed the “legal title” of the mortgage is in another. In such a case

the power of sale must be exercised in the name of the party vho has the legal

title to the instrument." The power of sale cannot be severed from the legal

ownership of the mortgage. It is indivisible, and no matter how many owners

of the mortgage there may be, there is but one power. If there are two or more

legal owners, whether as original mortgagees or as assignees, or both, the POWBI‘

is in them jointly and all must join in the foreclosure proceedings.“ If the

record owner loses his interest in the mortgagé‘ during the course of the publica

tion of the notice, he cannot complete the foreclosure.35 Whether, the publica

tion being regular, a change in the record ownership of the mortgage between

the last publication and the day of sale, will aifect the regularity of the sale, 1_S

an open question.36 A mortgagee who has sold, assigned, and conveyed “all 1115

right, title, and interest ill and to” the mortgage guaranteeing the notes secured

thereby, cannot foreclose without the consent of the assignee, though the assign

ment is not recorded.37 ‘

6321. Sufficiency of the record—If an assignment has not been properly B0

knowledged so as to entitle it to record a foreclosure by the assignee is vold-“’1

A mortgage with only one witness will not authorize a foreclosure, though re

corded.39 A mortgage with but one witness, which has bcen legalized by #1

curative act, but the registration of which has not been legalized, cannot be

foreclosed by advertisement. Otherwise. when the registration has been legal

ized.‘D A mortgage on lands ill two counties, but recorded in only one, may bk‘

29 Jones "- Ewing! 22457’ 32 Morrison V. Mendeuhall, 18-232(2l2);

3° Bolles v. Carli, 12-l13(62); Brown v. Thorwarth v. Armstrong, 20-4640119);

Delaney, 22-349; Felton v. Bissel, 25-15; Thorp v. Merrill, 21-336; Backus v. Burke.

Dick v. Moon, 26-309, 4+89; Bottineau v. 48-260, 51+284.

Aetnn L. Ins. Co., 31-125, 16+849; Sol- 88 Brown v. Delaney, 22-349; Bottineau

berg v. Wright, 33-224, 22+381; Benson V. v. Aetna L. Ins. Co., 31-125, 16+849; S01‘

Markoe, 41-112, 42+787; Lowry v. Mayo, berg v. Wright, 33-224, 22+381; Burke "~

41-388, 43+78; Carpenter v. Artisans’ S. Backus, 51-174, 53+458; Northern G. CO’

Bank, 44-521, 47+150; Backus v. Burke, v. Munro, 83-37, 85+919.

48-260, 51+284; Burke v. Backus, 51-174, 3* Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864

53+458; Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+ 35 Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864;

864;_Hathorn v. Butler, 73-15, 75+743; Merrick v. Putnam, 73-240, 75+1047

Man-lck v. Putnam, 73-240, 75+1047; 36 Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864

Clark v. Mitchell, 31-433, s4+s27; N01-an See Baldwin v. Allison, 4-25(11)

ern C. Co. v. Munro, 83-37, 85+919; Simon- 5'' Cutler v. Clernentson, 67 Fed. 409

ton v. Conn. etc. Co., 90-24, 95+451. B8 Lowry v. Mayo, 41-388, 43+78.

31 Benson v. Markos, 41-112. 42+787; an J()hfl$()Il v. Sandhoif, 30-197, 14+8B9

Backus v. Burke, 48-260, 51+2B4. 40 Ross v. Worthington, 11-433 (323)
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end

foreclosed as to the lands in the county where it is recorded.H A false and im

possible particular added to the description of the premises, by mistake of the

register, will not prevent a valid foreclosure.‘I2 But a false and misleading de

scription will invalidate a foreclosure.‘3 Where an assignment was indorsed

on a mortgage, describing it as, “the within described mortgage,” and was after

wards recorded on a subsequent page of the same book as the mortgage, it was

held a sulficient record to authorize a foreclosure.H A mortgage covered lands

situated in part in the county of M and in part in th

23. Executor or administrator—A do

may foreclose a mo

by statute that a foreign executor or adminis

this state, upon recording with the register

his appointment.50 This statute is a re

An assignee of a foreign executor may

ment of his assignor.52 An administrator has been held a

a mortgage which he himself held age"

administrator.“

Wholly upon record ownership and more equitable i1lte

Cone v. Nimocks, 78-249, 80+1056.

. , 16—116(106); Backus \'. Burke, 48-260, 514-284; BurkeVan Meter v. Knight, 32-205, 20+142. \'. Backus, 51-174, 53+458; Dunning v. Mc

4'-"I‘l1orwarth v. Armstrong, 20-464(419). Donald , ' ; . ' ,

*3 Thorp v. Merrill, 21-336. 81-438, 84+327

*4 Carli v. Taylor, 15-171(131). See Rus

3
‘*5 Benson v. Markos, 41-112, 42+787.

sell v. Akeley, 45-376, 48+ .

5" Brown v. Delaney, 22-349; Dick v.45 Van Meter v. Knight, 32-205, 20+-142. Moon, 26-309, 4-+39; Bottineau v. Aetua

4° Hathorn v. Butler, 73-15, 75+743. Life Ins. Co., 31-125, 161-849; Solberg v.

41 Simonton v. Conn. etc. Co., 90-24, 95+

Wright, 33-224, 22+381; Burke v. Backus.

451. 51-174, 178, 53+/458; Clark v. Mitchell, 81
" Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333. 438. B4+327 Northern O 00 v Munr

"Baldwin v. Allison, 11-25(11); H01» 83-37, 85+919 See Wilson v E1genbrodt

combo v Richards, 38-38, 35+714 30-4, 13+907 Carpenter v Artisans’ S

“R 1905 § 371

- . Bank, 44-521, 47+150; State Finance C0.51Holcombe v. Richards, 38-38, 35+-714; v. Com. etc. Co., 69-219, 72+68.

51Bausman v. Faue, 45-412, 481-13. See52 C0116 v. -Nimocks, 78-249, 80+1056. Carpenter v. Artisans’ S. Bank, 44-521,

'3 Fleming v. McCutche0n, 85-152, 88+433. 4T+15O (a chattel mortgage).

“ Markos, 41-112, 42+787;
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a mortgage in trust for others, they may; cpsinpel him, through a court of equity,

the iroceei s.‘to d8I2e5(:1o,‘S\essai1g(1n::cdi‘Ifriifgage-LThe power of sale cannot be severed from the

legal ownership of the mortgage, and passes to the assignee of the mortlgilllgle

without special mention.” An assignee, however, cannot exercise the ploviel d

less all assignments are recorded.‘30 But assignments by operation of aw nee

not be recorded. Thus an executor or administrator may foreclose a mortgage

without recording his appointnmnt.“1 Where an assignment is made by 83;

agent his authority need not be recorded.M If the assignment ofaiilioli; gaagn

by the mortgagee has been executed and recorded, the only way in ulnc i e c 3

recover authority to exercise the power of sale in _lus own iiaiioif is ‘to procure t_

written reassignment of the mortgage, and place it on recon . Vt here

gagee bid in the property at ii void sale under the power, and then convleye Y:

property to A, who conveyed portions of it to others, and afterwards tie mg d

gagee assigned the mortgage to A, it was held that these conveyances furpps Z

no reason for the mortgagor objecting to A foreclosing under the power. _ u

instrument purporting to be an assignment of a mortgage, in which no assfligllgie

is named, but a blank space left for his name, is, until the blank is legally h‘.

a nullity. If, however, the name of the assignee is afterwards II1SGI'iIB(I-1l'1 t e

instrument by the authority of the mortgagee, express or implied from circum

stances, and then recorded, it is a valid assignment, the assignee may fore

close the mortgage by advertisement.“5

NOTICE OF SALE

6326. By whom signed—Names of the parties-—The notice must be the 86?

of the person in whom the power to foreclose is vested and it must show the

it is. The name of each assignee must be given."° It must appear to be glvell

by competent authority.‘17 It must be signed by all the record owners of _tl11@

mortgage.“ It must disclose the true state of the record.‘J9 A notice wlllcl,

upon its face, is declared to be the act of a designated person, and which, as

such, would be void, cannot be made effectual by proof that it was really thfl

act of another and undisclosed person, not even standing in a relation of privity

with the person in whose name the notice was given. A notice by a mere

stranger can effect nothing.70 The notice must be signed by the legal, 1'9§‘°1'7d,,

owner of the mortgagcF1 A notice signed by a mere equitable owner is void._;

A notice signed by an attorney of the legal owner of the mortgage is 'S1lfi'l('.l(-)I1t.'

A notice in the name of a deceased person is void.“ A notice describing a mort

-'1B Bottineau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 31

125, 16+849; Bausman v. Fans, 45-412,

48+13.

59 Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55-P864;

Brown v. Delaney, 22-349.

0" Bolles v. Carli, 12-113(62); Morrison

v. Mendenhall, 18—232(212); Lowry v

Mayo, 41-388, 43+78; Burke v. Backu

"2 Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18—232(212).

61* Burke v. Backus, 51-174, 53+458.

H Bottineau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 31

125, 16+849. .

“5 Casserly v. Morrow, 101-16, 111+654

°° Hathorn v. Butler, 73-15, 75+743

°" Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333;

s, 51

174, 53+458; Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1,

55+864; Hnthorn v. Butler, 73-15, 75+

743; Merrick v. Putnam, 73-240, 75+1047;

Pcaslee v. Ridgway, 82-288, 84+1024;

Casserly v. Morrow. 101-16, 111+654.

G1 Baldwin v. Allison, 4—25(11); Hol

combe v. Richards, 38-38, 35+714. See, as

to what constitutes an assignment by op

eration of law, Burke v. Backus, 51-174,

53+458.

Backus v. Burke, 48-260, 5i+2s4; D11“

ning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864; Hathorn

v. Butler, 73-15, 75+743.

"8 Dunning v. McDonald, 54-1, 55+864.

6" Backus v. Burke, 48-260, 51+284.

T0 Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333.

71 See cases under § 6320.

‘F2 See cases under § 6324.

73 Martin v. Baldwin, 30-537, 16+449

"4 Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333;

\Velsh v. Cooley, 44-446, 46+908; Bausman
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gage as havmg been executed to “Isaac Crowe, agent of Abraham Becker” and

signed “Isaac Crows, agent for Abraham Becker. Abraham Becker, mortgagee

‘ in fact,” has been held sufi'icient."5 A mortgage was executed to a partnership

consisting of Farnham & Lovejoy. The notice of sale, describing the mortgage

as given to Farnham & Lovejoy, contained, in parenthesis, the full names of

such partners immediately after the firm name and was subscribed “Farnham

& Lovejoy, mortgagees."’ This was held sufi‘icient."‘ A mistake in usin

“mortgagee” for “mortgagor” has been held fatal."7 A notice signed “Silas

H. Baldwin, administrator of the estate of Rachel A. Baldwin, the said mort

gagee, deceased,” has been held sufficient. It is unnecessary to state the death

much is claimed against their property, so that they may act accordingly. _It

is not enough that the notice refers to the record from which such information

might be ascertained. The notice itself must give the information.“ It is the

it is not dated, the date of the first publication controls.“ When a foreclosure

is made for an instalment due, it is unnecessary to state that it is for an

i11stalment.’” Where the mortgagee may elect to declare the whole amount

due upon default in payment of an instalment, it is unnecessary to state that

he so elects.“s If a mortgage covers several tracts and is made a specific and

separate lien on each tract for a specified amount, the notice must specify the

amount claimed to be due on each separately." When the -an1ount_cla1med to

less is legally due, at least, in the absence of a showing of fraud or prejudice.ml

laimiug more than is legally due or stipulated in the mortgage does not afiect

the validity of the sale. in the absence of :1 showing of fraud or prejudice)“

V. Faue, 45-412, 48+13,- Bausman v. Eads, 1148. See Bowers v. Hechtman, 45-238,

46-148, 48-l-769. -1 H792. _

7“ Menard v. Crowe, 20-448 (402). §"R:m1sey v. Mernam, 6—168(10-4).

"Menage v. Burke, 43-211, 45+155. B7 Trafton v. Cornell, 62-442, 64+1148.

"7 See Clifford v. Tomlinson, 62-195, 64+ *5 Trafton v. Cornell, 62-442, 64+1148;

381- Fowler v. Woodward, 26-347, 4+231. _79 Baldwin v. Allison, 4—25(11). 8” Mason v. Goodnow, 41-9, 42+482r Bit

" Clifford v. Tomlinson, 62-195, 64+381. zcr v. Campbell, 47-221, 49+69l; Child v.

9° Ramsey v. Merriam,‘ 6—168(104). See Morgan, 51-116. 52+1l27. See Hull v.

0019! v. Yorks, 28-464, 105-775. King, 38-349, 37+792; Vawter v. Crafiés,

81 Martin v. Baldwin, 30-537, 16+449. 4]-14, 42-+483; Barge v. Klausman,94.

5’ Peaslee v. Ridgway, 82-288, 84+1024. 291. 444-69; Saxe v. R1cc, 64-199, 6_6+~68;

5‘ Cafli V. Taylor, 15-171(131). But see l“urns'\\'0rth v. Com. etc. Co., 81-149, 91+

Cases under § 6321. 469.

84 Mason v. Goodnow. 41-9, 42+-482; -“"Mcnard v. C1-owe, 20-448 (402).

Hamel v. Corbin, 69-223,‘ 72+106. "1 Spencer v. Annan. 4-542(426); Ram~

"G0!'l1flm v. Nat. Life Ins. Co. 62-327 sey v. Merriam, 6-168(104); Bennett v.

644-906; Trafton v. Cornell, 62-442, 64+’ Healey. 6-2-40(158); Buttcrfield v. Farn

ham. 19-85(58); Menard v. Crowe, 20II—32
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'l'v-ave is iven to secure several notes which pass into different hands
tlfietlpeaiitlyilofviring the mortgage and foreclosing should claim the amount due

t s.“2 Iou6?l1id01iheT::ees paid—'l‘he notice should state the amount claimed for 1Ztaitiles

paid prior to the notice.” As to taxes paid subsequent to the date 0 is;

notice and prior to the sale it is sufficient if the notice states that thgiprigilere

will be sold to pay the debt “and the taxes, if any,on said premlsesal t t the

there is a blanket mortgage constituting a specific hen 0;: sever pac sneed

notice should specify taxes pzilidlonteacli tract seplanrsately. The no ice

if the ears for whic tie axes were pal . _ _ _noégglfs lgescriiition of premises—A description of the premises l11.tl18t1B17()l31CO,

conforming substantially to the description in the mortgage, is suffisglen d

6332. Time of sa1e—The notice must state the time of sale, _an g<_)0

practice requires that it should state the hour of sale, though that is potperative;°° The omission of the letters “a. m.” after the hour in a no ice

1 immaterial.1 ' _ ‘be(6n361.;:.1dPlace of sale—'l‘he following have been held asulficient designatigln

of the place of sale: “in front of the oflice of the register of deeds,h1n ttt:

county of Fillmore," the county being referred to in the noti,c,e3 a: in E e F Rut

of Minnesota ,2 “at the courthouse in the city of St. Paul; at t e ffléh

door of the courthouse in the city of St. Paul ;” ‘ “at the front door 0” the

courthouse in the city of Minneapolis, corner of 2nd Ave..S and 3d. St}; 95

sale being had in a building at such corner used temporarily as a court 0:89-I‘

A notice designating a place which does not exist is void. Calling a C1 y -

‘ 0 is not fatal.“ ~ ‘ iVH6:-35:364. No action or proceeding—It is probably unnecessary to state in t-ht,

notice that no action or proceeding has been instituted to recover the mortgage

debt.7

6335. Manner of sale—It is sufficient to state that the mortgage will be

foreclosed by a sale of the premises pursuant to the statute. ' It lB‘l1I1l19C9SSl1l‘_\'

to state in what order the sale will be conducted or that it will be in part1cu B1

parcels.“

6336. A1teration—A material alteration of the notice during the course of

publication is fatal.”

6337. Service of notice-—a. Publication-Wl1ere a mortgage covers se\'€;1_'!1l

separate tracts lying in diflerent counties it is unnecessary to publish the no 108

in more than one of them.10 A publication may be discontinued and a 116?’

publication substituted, provided no one is misled.11 The day set for sae

in the notice may be a considerable time beyond the last day of publication.12

4-l8(402) ; Seiler v. Wilber, 29-307, 13+

136; Bowers v. Hechtman, 45-238, 47+792;

Lane v. Holmes, 55-379, 57-P132.

92 Dick v. Moon. 26-309, 4+39. See State

Finance Co. v. Com. etc. 00., 69-219, 72+

68.

"3 Hamel v. Corbin, 69-223, 72+106.

M‘Kirkpatrick v. Lewis, 46-164, 47+970.

See Gorham v. Nat. Life Ins. Co., 62-327,

64+906; VVyatt v. Quinby, 65-537, 68+-109.

95 Bitzer v. Campbell, 47-221, 49+691.

W Jones v. Cooper, 8-334(294).

W Sehoch v. Birdsall, 48-441, 51+382;

Johnson v. Cocks, 37-530, 35+436; Bau

mann v. Granite etc. Co., 66-227, 68+1074.

W Menard v. Orowe, 20-448(402); Thor

warth v. Armstrong, 20-464(419).

1 Slater v. Taylor, 109-492, 124+3.

'-‘Merrill v. Nelson, 128)-?;t35(53((3;3057)).

3 Golcher v. Brisbin — -4Thorwarth v. Armystrong, 20—464(419).

“ Johnson v. Cocks, 37-530, 35+436

" Bottineau v. Aetna Life Ins. 00., 31-125,

l6+849.

7 See Jones v. Ewing, 22-157.

5 Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+-194.

0Dana v. Farringtou, 4—433(335).

10 Panlle v. Wallis, 58-192, 59+999.

"8 Richards v. Finnegan, 45-208, 47+788.

11 Dana v. Farrington, 4-gil§"3(335); B811

nin v. Armstron , 7-46( .
12gGoencn v. Scliroeder, 18-66(51); At‘

kinson v. Duffy, 16-45(30).
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or it may be on that day. In computing the time of publication the statutory

rule of excluding the first day and including the last applies.18 It is no ob

Jec-t1on that the notice is publisl1ed for more than six successive weeks.H Pub

lication must not begin before a default in the conditions of the mortgage.

for the power does not become operative until then. A newspaper is published

when it issues from the hands of the publisher. A publication in only one-sixth

of the Whole number of copies of an edition is insufficient. A notice not pub

the occupant cannot waive the service so as to affect interested parties." To

require notice to be served upon a party, his occupancy must be open and

visible, but it is unnecessary that he should be living on the land.20 Service

may be made by leaving a copy of the notice at the house of usual abode of

on each.’7 The mortgagee h1'n1self may serve the notice.”3 _ An occupant must

be served though he is insane.” Failure to make the required service re_nders

the sale void.~"° Pub. St. (1849-1858), c. 63 § 33, requiring the service oi

13Worley v. Naylor, 6—192(123). Brigham v. Conn. etc. Co., 74-33, 76+952;

1* Atki 1. 1) ft 16-45 40 . Id. 79-350 82+668.15Pratl;]ssi1'1linke1bm):’2l-142i ) 2'-’,B1-ighariipv. Conn. etc. 00., 74-33, 76+

"Hull v. King, as-349, a7+792. 952; Id., 79-350, 82+668.

"Lowell v. North, 4-32(15). 23 Grofi v. Nat. Bank of Com., 50-348,

18M <1 . c 20-448 402 - K‘ 52+9s4.v. Co:l:,a;6-E35, T9357. ( )’ ‘Pp 24 Temple v. Norris, 53-286, 55+133.

1" Case v. McInt re 45-526 48+402; 25 Holmes v. Crummett, 30-23, 13+924.

Swain 3: Lynd, 74-y72,' 76+95s,-' Casserly 2flColes v. Yorke, 28-464, 1o+775. -

v, Morrow, 101-16, 1111-654. 27 asserly y. Morrow, _101-16, 111+65-£0

S2°C1ltting v. Patterson, 82-375, s5+172. 4;3K8i?:'kpatr1ck v. Lewis, 46-164, 47+!» ,

ee Thom son v. Berlin 87-7 91+25' +7 -

Moulton v.%id]e, 52 Fed. 616. I ‘ 7 2” Lundberg v. Davidson, 72-49, 74-+1018.

21G‘rl'0fi' v. Nat. Bank of Com., 50-348, 30 Heath v. Hall, 7—315(243); Morey V.

52+934,- Temple v. Norris, 53-286, 55+13s; Duluth, 69-5, 71+694; Hebert v. Turgeon,

84-34, 861-757 and cases supra.

\

-_._o,
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notice on the occupant, was not in conflict with Pub. St. (1849-1858), c. 755‘

0. N0116 on mortgagor--No provision is now_made for service of notice on t re

mortgagor as such.82 It was formerly otherwise.“

SALE

6338. Not judicia1—A foreclosure sale under a power is not a ]\1(l1C13l sale.

ne in ais.“bu6E?39. B; whom conducted—The sherifi of a county attached to anothert fqg

“judicial purposes” is the proper ofiieer to conduct a foreclosure in l,llS coun y. E

A deputy sheriff may conduct a sale either in his own name, or in the nameflq

his principal.“ Prior to 1866 either the sherrtf or the person named 1n (1!

mortgage for that purpose might conduct the sale, and the person so namcr

fre uentl the mort a ee." _ _Waii34('.l.q Duties of sher'igEgministerial—-The duties of the sherifi in connection

with the sale are purely ministerial.“ I _ 1
6341. Presumptively regu1ar—'l‘he sheriff is presumed to have drscharger

his duty in connection with the sale."0 _
6342. At whose instance-—A valid sale can only be had at thernstancp of

the mortgagee, his agent, attorney, executor, administrator, or assignee. F110

sherifi is not authorized to sell on his own motion, or at the instance of the

mortgagor. He cannot act until requested by the mortgagee, or lns privy.

The mere fact that the mortgagee publishes and serves a notice of foreclosure

is not such a request or direction/'°

6343. Must be at time advertised—-A sale cannot be legally made before

the hour named in the notice, and ordinarily it cannot be made after the

expiration of the hour, unless actually commenced within the hour. Whetl!§I‘

a sale commenced within the hour, and held open until after the. hour, 15

invalid, depends on the facts of the particular case.“ Where the notice stated

that the sale would take place at eleven o’clock, a sale at fifteen minutes befora1

eleven was held void.‘2 _

6344. In inverse order of alienation—Purehasers of portions of mortgaged

premises, if they did not take cum onere, are entitled in equity to have them

applied to the satisfaction of the mortgage in the inverse order of alienation.‘3

If the mortgagee respects this rule in foreclosure by advertisement and sells

only the remaining land, the mortgagor and his vendees cannot complain.“

6345. Interest sold—-That a mortgagee threatens to make an absolute sale

without a right of redemption is not a ground for an injunction/""

6346. Resale—If the first sale is abortive a second sale may be had under

the same power."“

 

6347 For inadequate price-—A sale for a grossly inadequate price, coupled

with irregularity or fraud, may be set aside." But where there is no ii‘

31 Heath v. Hall, 7-315(243). 38 Paquin v. Braley, 10-379(304).

3'-’ Cutting v. Patterson, 82-375, 85+172.

Neither is any provision made for personal

service on subsequent incumbraneers. Ben

nett v. Hcaley, 6-240(158).

=13 Id.; Jones v. Tainter, 15—512(423);

Atkinson v. Duffy, 16-45(30).

“Merrill v. Nelson, 18—366(335); Will

ard v. Finnegan, 42-476, 44-1985.

35 Bcrthold v. Holman, 12—335(221).

=46 Burke v. Lacock, 41-250, 42+1016'

Clark v. Mitchell, 81-438, s4.+321. '

4;71S11IlOI1t011 v. Conn. etc. Co., 90-24, 95+

3" Merrill v. Nelson, 18-366(335)

4° Simonton v. Conn. etc. 00., 90-24, 95+

451.

'11 Id.

42 Richards v. Finnegan, 45-208, 47+738

43 See § 6466.

"14 Clark v. Kraker, 51-444. 53+70(i.

"5 Armstrong v. Sanford, 7—49(34).

4“ Bottineau v. Aetna etc. Co., 31-125,

16+S49.

47 Lnlor v. McCarthy, 24-417. See LuI1d~

berg V. Davidson, 68-328, 71+-395, 72+l1
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regularity in the sale, or fraud on the part of tl1e mortgagee, and especially

where there is a right of redemption from the sale, mere inadequacy of price

is not of itself ground for setting aside a sale.“

6348. Notice of postponement of sale-—It is unnecessary to wait until the

day originally set for the sale to make a postponement.‘0 A notice not pub

lished for the prescribed time is not cured by a postponement of the sale.50

The mortgagee cannot charge the expense of a postponement, made at his

instance, to the mortgagor.51 The date of the sale cannot be changed during

the course of publication by a mere alteration of the notice; the remedy is

either a discontinuance, or a postponement under the statute.52 A publication

of a notice of postponement, which is not in itself a sufiicient notice of sale,

unaccompanied by the original notice of sale, is insufficient.53

6349. Separate tracts must be sold separate1y—Separate tracts may be

sold as a whole, if they constitute one farm.“ If the premises consist of one

tract the whole may be sold though less than the whole would satisfy the

debt, but equity may restrict the sale when justice requires it.“ A sale or

division of the premises by the mortgagor subsequent to the mortgage does not

defeat the legal right of the mortgagee to sell them as a whole, but a court of

equity, upon timely application, may require a sale in parcels, if justice re

quires it.‘6 The mortgagee is not bound, at his peril, to ascertain whether any

of the mortgaged lands have been alienated or subsequently incumbered. In

order to impose upon him the dut-y to regard equities arising subsequent to the

mortgage, he must have knowledge of the facts, or notice sulficient to put him

upon inquiry.“7 A sale of separate tracts in one parcel is not void, but merely

voidable on a showing of fraud or prejudice,“ and this rule is not alfected by

the fact that part of the tracts constitute a homestead.“ Where a single in

strument constitutes, in effect, several separate mortgages on several separate

lots, to secure several separate sums of money, a sale of all the lots together

as one tract, for a gross sum, is v0id.“° Government subdivisions are not de

cisive in determining whether premises consist of one i-1‘il(.'lC.'“ The fact that

tracts are described separately in the mortgage is not decisive as to whether

they should be sold as a whole or separately.uz A sale of land as one tract and

for a gross sum is not void simply because it includes a tract not covered by

the mortgage."J If the certificate does not show that separate tracts were not

one farm tl1e sale will be presumed regular.‘“

6350. Who may purchase—-By statute the mortgagee, his assignees, or his

or their legal representatives, may purchase at the sale.“ In the absence of

statutory authority the mortgagee is regarded as a trustee for sale, who cannot,

except by express authority of his cestui que trust, purchase the mortgaged

4‘ Johnson v. Cocks, 37-530, 35+436.

"' Bennett \'. Brundage, 8-432(3S5).

-'-" Pratt v. Tinkcom, 21-142.

5‘ Hobe v. Swift, 58-S4, 59+831.

-"2 Dana v. FarriugtonY 4—433(335).

“Sanborn v. Petter, 35-449, 29%-64.

5* Merrill r. Nelson, 18—366(335).

~’-5 Johnson v. Williams, 4—260(183).

Johnson v. Williams, 4-2G0(183); Pa

quln v. Braley, 10—379(-304); Abbott v

Pcck, 35-499, 29+19-1; Willard v. Finne

gan, 42-476, 44+9S5; Clark v. Kraker, 51

444, 53+706; Bay View L. Co. v. Myers,

62-265, 64+816_

7'7 Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 291-194.

-"" Willard v. Finnegan, 42-476, 44+985;

Ryder v. Hulett, 44-353, 46+559; Clark \-.

Krakcr, 51-444, 53+706; Phelps v. West

ern R. Co., 89-319, 94+-1085; Id., 89-319,

94+1135. See \Vebb V. Downcs, 93-457,

101+966.

5" Phelps v. Western R. Co., 89-319, 94+

1085; Id., 89-319. 94+1135.

6° Hull v. King, 38-349. 37+792.

61Worle_v v. Naylor, 6—192(123). See

Farnham v. Jones, 32-7. 19+83.

"2 VVorley v. Naylor, 6—192(123); Merrill

\'. Nelson, 18-366(335); Lalor v. McCar

thy, 24-417.

“3 Bottineau v. Aetna etc. Co., 31-125,

16+849; Lowry v. Tilleny, 31-500. 1S+452.

“-4 Merrill v. Nelson, 18—366(335).

65 R. L. 1905 § 4467.
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°° Pub. St. 1849-1858), c. 75 § 9, it was held that thei)i'i.(())1i)|teg1‘iatgee coiillddiilot purchase (unless the sale was conducted by the Sl19l'1i1tl0l:

his duputy.M Executors may purchase,“° but a sale cannot be niadctlto Milt;

estate of a deceased person,“ The mere fact that the mortgagee is 19118“

ministrator of the estate of the mortgagordoes not prevent him pprc 01-L

ing.10 The mortgagee must purchase “fairly and in good faith.‘ hin r H

gagee who purchases stands in the same positioii as any otliei purc1as:e.is

When a trustee purchases the trust property in his own name, the pure ta cor

not void, but voidable at the election of the cestui que trust. 'lhe mor gaD

b'ect.Ta ‘ _
calt1ll*1l(51l..01])isposa1 of proceeds of sale by sheriff—Surp1us—A ]l1I1{O1' IlI;)I‘J;

gagee is entitled, in preference to the niortgagor, _to receive the'surp‘us,.0 not

least sufiicient to satisfy his mortgage,“ and this is so though his claim tis the

yet due.'"' The surplus belongs to the same persons and is subject 01 m

same liens as the land at the time of the sale. A mortgagor has been ie t

entitled to the surplus as against a judgment docketed agamst liini subseqi;“eiiit

to the salelru The defendant was the owner of a inortgage, whicli was :11 1-55

lien on the mortgaged premises, and the plaintiff of a judginciit, uhuz; w d

a second lien thereon. The defendant foreclosed his mortgage and pure iased

the premises at the sale for an amount which, after paying the mortgage atiiiff

expenses of foreclosure, left a surplus in his hands. Afte_rwards the pan; n

issued execution on his judgment and purchased the premises at the e.x_ecu 1.0 5

sale for the full amount of his judgment and costs, and the execution “it

returned satisfied in full. He never redeemed from the foreclosure sale. H

was held that he was not entitled to recover the surplus from the defendant,t

Taxes paid subsequent to the sale cannot be deducted as against l'.l1e.t1I10lo%

eager." It is the duty of the sheriff, if he has no notice of the equitiesthe

third parties, to turn the proceeds of the sale over to the mortgagee 10 is

extent of satisfying the whole mortgage." The right to recover a surp qs ig

9' thing in action, independent of the equity of redemption.:50 The statu e t

intended for the benefit of the mortgagor and the mortgagee, and a failure I:

apply the proceeds as directed thereby does not invalidate the foreclosure. ant

has been held not to operate so as to cancel a first note, where the amo

received at the sale was insufficient to pay the entire debt.81 A surplus on 2

foreclosure for an instalment has been held applicable to instalments not _vB

due.“2 If there are no subsequent liens the mortgagor is entitled to the $111‘;

plus. It is the duty of the mortgagee to pay over any surplus to -the peI‘SngT1

entitled to the same and if he fails to do so he is chargeable with interest.

M Wilson v. Bell, 17-61(40); Baldwin v.

Allison, 4-25(11); Lowell v. North, -1

32(15).

“7 Ramsey v. Merriam, 6-168(104) ; Allen

v. Chatfield. 8—435(386).

v. Blahon, 74-344, 77+234; Ayer v. Stew

arh 14-97(68). _

7“ Fagan v. Peop1e‘s etc. Assn., 55-43!,

57+142.

‘*8 Wilson v. Bell, 17-61(40); Baldwin v.

Allison, 4-25(11).

11° Kenaston v. Lorig,

7° Flemin

433.

'11 Lalor v. McCarthy, 24-417.

72 Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132.

“Baldwin \'. Allison, 4-25(11). Sec

Shadewald v. White, 74-208, 77+42; Ma

reek v. Mpls. T. Co., 74-538, 77+428;

Fleming v. McCntcheon, 85-152. 88+433.

H Brown v. Crookstou Agr. Assn., 34-545,

26+907; Fuller \'. Langutu, 37-74, 33+122.

See Ness v. Davidson, 49-469, 52+46; Gray

81-454, 84+323.

g v. McGutcheon, 85-152, 88+

. II‘. I

7° Perkins v. Stewart, 75-531,-4'73'75+434. S06

German v. Lamb. 89-136, - ‘

71)dcCaflery n'BurkhardL 104-340,116r

G45.

"8 Wyatt v. Quinby. 65-537,

Hamel v. Corbin. 69-223. 7‘2+106- F

7" Northern C. ‘Co. v. Munro, 83-3!’ 85+

919.

"0 Perkins \'. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434

P1 Endreson v. Larson, 101-417, 112+628

*2 Fowler v. Johnson, 26-338, 3+986; T87’

lor v. Burgess, 26-547, 6+350.

$3 Perkins v. Stewart. 75-21,

Taylor \'. Burgess, 26-547, 61-350

68+109;

77+4a4
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6352. Affidavits to perpetuate evidence of sale-—The affidavits authorized

by statute are prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein, at least, of the

facts authorized to be stated.“ They are not evidence of the mortgage and

power:‘~‘5 They are not essential to the validity of the sale." An affidavit of

publication should state all the statutory requirements of publication.87 The

affidavit of a publisher of a newspaper is sufticient.BB If defective affidavits are

filed correct ones may be subsequently filed.“9 Pub. St. (1849-1858), c. 84

§ 61, requiring an aflidavit of publication to state that the notice attached

was “taken from the newspaper” in which it is alleged to have been published,

has been held inapplicable.“0

6353. Affidavit of costs and disbursements—The statute requiring a party

foreclosing to file an atlidavit of costs and disbursements is constitutional,“

and mandatory.92 Failure to file the afiidavit does not invalidate the sale.”

The ten days within wl1icl1 the afiidavit may be filed begin to run, not from

the day of the sale, but from the time the sale is co1npletcd by the execution

and recording of the certificate of sale.‘M Hence a party has thirty days from

the sale in which to file the afiidavit.°5 A party cannot extend the time by

failing to procure and record his certificate of sale within twenty days after

the sale.M Whether the atfidavit is evidence of the facts required to be stated

therein is an open question. It is not evidence of facts not required to be

stated.97 An action will lie for failure to file the affidavit.” Failure to file

aflidavits was cured by Laws 1895 c. 308.”

6354. Formal defects disregarded—Mere irregularities in the sale do not

affect its validity unless the statute so prescribes, or, unless they 1nay operate

to prejudice some interested party.1

6355. Waiver of irregularities by mortgagor—The mortgagor does not

waive compliance with an essential requirement of foreclosure by failing to

object at or before the sale. It is for the party foreclosing to see to it, at his

peril, that he has authority to foreclose and that every essential statutory re

quirement is complied with.2 But the mortgagor may be estopped_ to assert the

invalidity of the foreclosure as against a bona fide purchaser." The mortgagor

may waive mere irregularity in a sale by failing to enjoin it,‘ or by neglecting

to raise objection promptly after the sale. Thus, objection that several tracts

are improperly sold in gross must be taken promptly or it is waived.5 If the

mortgagor allows a purchaser at a defective sale to go into possession and re

“ Griswold v. Taylor, 8—342(301); Gol

cher v. Brisbin, 20—453(407); Sanborn v.

Petter, 35-449, 29+64.

M See Anderson v. Schultz, 37-76, 33+440.

8° Golchcr v. Brisbin, 20-453 (407) ; Burke

v. Lacock, 41-250, 42+1Q16.

9" Sanborn v. Petter, 35449, 29+64;

Golcher v. Brisbin, 20—453(407).

BB Menard v. Crowe, 20—448(402); Kipp

v. Cook, 46-535, 49+257.

8” Golcher v. Brisbin, 20—453(-107).

f’° Goenen v. Schroeder, 18-66(51) ; Mer

nll v. Nelson, 1S—366(335).

"1 Perkins v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434.

02Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 60-393,

62+381; Brown v. Scandia etc. Assn., 61

527, 63+1040; Larocque v. Chapel, 63-517,

65+941; Brown v. Baker, 65—133, 67+793;

Itasca I. Co. v. Dean, 84-388, 87+1020.

"8 Johnson v. Cocks, 37-530, 35+436;

Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 60—398, 62+

381; Larocque v. Chapel, 63-517, 65+941;

Farnsworth v. Corn. etc. Co., 84-62, 86+

877.

MLaroeque v. Chapel, 63-517, 65+941.

M Farnsworth v. Com. etc. 00., 84-62, 86+

877.

0" Larocquc \-'. Chapel, 63-517, 65+941.

1"" Wyatt v. Quinby, 65-537, 68+109.

98 See § 6489.

91' Farnsworth v. Com. etc. Co., 84-62, 86+

877.

1 Bottineau v. Aetna etc. Co., 31-125, 16+

849.

2Miscner v. Gould. 11—166(105); Hull v.

King, 38-349, 37+792; Lowry v. Mayo, 41

388, 43+7S; Casey v. McIntyre, 45-526,

48+402.

3See § 6267.

‘See § 6469.

“Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+19-4; Hull

v. King, 38-349. 37+792; Clark v. Kraker,

51-4-14, 53+706.
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main until the redemption period expires, he waives lns lcgal.'1'erned01‘eii aad

the purchaser acquires a perfect title.“ The mortgagor may wane lrrcgu art]:

in a sale and tender the mortgagee a deed or release, and if he dpes so it

mortgagee cannot repudiate the sale and ‘sue op the mortgage note. it

6356. Remedies of mortgagor for void or irregular sa1e—The IIIOI gagor

has several remedies against a void or irregular sale. He may bring an actlon

to set it aside,8 or for the recovery of damages.” He may0 attack it intizg

action of ejectment brought against him by _the purchaser; 01 in an ac te

to determine adverse claims;11 or in an action against him to restrainli3 uasn

during the redemption p(,,.i0d;12 or in unlawful detamer proceedmgs,1 or 1 -

an action to remove a cloud.“ He may remain in possess1on‘un1t:1il tie pur

chaser takes affirmative action and no statute can run against him. He can

not maintain ejectment against a mortgagee in possession.“

6357. Curative acts—Irregularities in foreclosure sales are often remedied

by curative acts.17

CERTIFICATE OF SALE

6358. Necessity—The execution of the certificate is an essential part oii 3:0

sale. While rights and liabilities may attach at the date of the auction, ya dc

sale is not consummated until the proper certificate is executed, acknowle ge ,

and recorded.“ Nothing but a certificate can pass the title. A sale 111 _atc1t

without a certificate does not pass it, though it may give the purchaser a rigtl

to one. To a recorded certificate a party entitled to redeem must lgok 0

ascertain when to redeem, and how much he must pay for the purpose.“ All

action may be maintained to compel the sheriff to execute a certificate: t d

6359. When executed—The provision that the certificate shall be execu e

and recorded within twenty days after the sale may be merely directory :15

to time, yet, as the provision for filing the ai’fidavitcf costs and disbursemitlsnts

is mandatory, a party cannot extend the time for filing such atfidav1t by ft; 11155

to procure and record his certificate within twenty days after the sale._ ti

sheriff who conducts a sale is authorized by statute to execute a cert1fica t

within three months after his term of ofiice has expired.22 A delay of H:

sherifi in executing the certificate does not impair the rights of the purchaser. Q

 

6360. Recording-—-1“ailurc to record the certificate within twenty days do?‘

not render the sale void.“ Recording a certificate ten months after the sa L

was held sufiicient under Laws 1876 c. 39.25 An unrecorded assignment of d

certificate has been held subordinate to a judgment lien.20 A cerhficate exc

cuted and delivered, but not rccorded, does not pass the title.27

"See § 6238. 1BJohnson v.

1Blake v. McKusick, 8—338(298); Saxe

\'. Rice, 64-190, 66+268.

gSee § 6487.

‘-‘See § 6476.

10 Lowry v. Mayo, 41-388, 43+78; Dana

v. Farrington, 4—433(335); Armstrong v.

Sanford, 7—49(34).

11 Merchant v. Woods, 27-396. 7+826;

Casey v. Mclntyre, 45-026. 48+402.

I'-’ Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 1B+450.

13 Daniels v. Smith. 4—172(117); Spencer

v. Annan, 4—542(426).

14Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333;

Sanborn v. Earls, 38-211, 36+-338.

15 Sanhorn ". Petter, 35-449. 29+64.

1" Pace \'. Chadderdon, 4-499(390).

1l'See Risch v. Jensen, 92-107, 99’.-628.

Cocks, 37-530, 35+4_36;

Lurocquc v. Chapel, 63-517, 65+9-41; Lind

grcn v. Lindgren, 73-90. 75+1034.

1" Smith v. Buse, 35-234, 28+220. F

'-“‘Hokanson v. (lunderson, 54-499, 06+

172.

21Laroc uc v. Cha el, 63-517, 654-941

See Rydlir v. Hule€t, 44-353, 461-559;

Crombie v. Little, 47-581, 50+823._ _

22 R. L. 1905 § 4471. See Crornb1e v. Lit

tlc, 47-581, 50+S23.

'-’-1 Hokauson v. Guuderson, 54-499, 56+

179

2* Crombie v. Little. 47-581, 50+823. S99

Laroeque v. Chapel, 68-517, 65+941.

5 Ryder v. Hulett, 44-353, 46+559.

Q Berryhill v. Smith, 59-285, 61+l44

TLindgren \'. Lindgren, 73-90, 75+1034~

usI:ll
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6361. Form and sufiiciency-The certificate must describe the mortgage 2*

and the property sold.” When a deputy sheriff conducts the sale l1e may

execute the certificate either in his own name or in the name of his principal.“0

It is um1eeessar_v that it should he stated in the body of the certificate that

the sale was made by the sheriff as such.31 A statement in a certificate, that

“the above described premises are subject to redemption within the time and

according to the statute in such case made and provided,” is sufiicient.B2 An

instrument in the form of a deed, but containing all the essentials of a cer

tificate, has been held sufiicient, though it did not state that the land was

subject to redemption.33 A certificate issued to the “estate of A. H. de

ceased” eonve_vs no title.“ An error as to the amount of a secured note and

the date of its execution. in a certificate issued under Laws 1862 c. 19 § 3,

has been held not fatal.“5

6362. As evidence of regularity and title—A certificate is prima facie evi

dence of regularity in the sale and of title.M It has no force as evidence unless

it conforms substantially to the requirements of the statute.37 It is only prima

facie and not conclusive evidence of regularity and title." It is not even

prima facie evidence of the mortgage or power, and before it is admissible in

proof of title preliminary proof is necesssary that the sale was made under a

power to sell “contained in a mortgage.” 3° It is prima facie evidence that the

notice of sale was properl_v published,‘° and of the amount for which the land

was sold.‘1 Whatever facts are necessary to make the certificate intelligible

with respect to the matters whiel1 it is required to set forth are necessarily con

tained in it and evidence."-' A certificate executed by a deputy sheriff in his

own name has the same force as evidence as a certificate in the name of the

sheriff."3 A certificate is pri1na faeie evidence that a postponement of a

sale was duly made, it the record does not disclose the contrary.44 It seems

that a certificate has no force as evidence, even of regularity, until after the

period of redemption has expirec .“" If the power of sale is exercised by one

without authority the certificate is a nullit_v.‘° The statute giving the cer

tificate prima facie force as evidence is constitutional."' It is prima facie evi

dence that the sale was regular as regards selling in parcels.“

6363. Assignment-—./\n assignment of a certificate of sale may operate as

a redemption.‘9

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PURCHASER

6364. Nature of interest during redemption pen'od—The fee does not pass

from the mortgagor to the purchaser until the expiration of the redemption

2-“ Golcher v. Brisbiu, 20-453 (407); Cable

V. Mpls. etc. (‘o.. 47-417. 50+528.

2" Smith v. Buse. 35-234. 2S+220; Lowry

\'. Tilleny, 31-500, 18+452; Law v. Citi

zens’ Bank. 85-411. 89+320. Sec School:

v. Birdsall, 48-441, 5l+382.

3° Burke v. Laeoek, 41-250. 42+1016;

Clark v. Mitchell, 81-438. S4+327.

"1 Merrill v. Nelson, 18-366(335).

32 Wells v. Atkinson, 24-161. See Cable

\'. Mpls. ete. C0.. 47-417, 50+528.

3-1 Crombie v. I/ittle, 47-581. 50+823.

3* Kenaston v. Lorig, S1-454, 84+323.

Cable v. Mpls. etc. Co.. 47-417, 50+528.

3" R. L. 1905 § 4476; Mosness v. Lacy,

13-283, 76+?l-1; Schlag v. Gooding. 98—26l.

l08+11.

37 Nelson v. Central L. Co., 35-408, 29+

121.

39 Burke v. Lacoek. 41-250, 42+1016;

(,'ase_v v. Mclntyre, 45-526. 48+-102; San

born v. Petter, 35-449, 29+64; Richards

v. Finnegan, 45-208, 47%-788.

39 Anderson v. Schultz, 37-76, 33+440.

4" Burke v. Laeoek, 41-250, 42+1016.

41 \Vl1itney v. Huntington. 37-197, 33+561.

*2 Gocnen v. Schroeder, 18-66(51).

4-1 Burke v. Lacoek, 41-250. 42+1016.

44 Mosness v. Lacy, 73-233. 76+34.

4“ Hebert v. Turgeon. B4-34, 86+757.

4“ See Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333

'7 Burke v. Lacock, 41-250. 42+1016.

45* Merrill v. Nelson, 18—366(335).

41' See § 6382.
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period.“0 There is no technical term to define the interest of the purchaser

during the redemption period.“ It is anomalous “’—a purely statutory in

terest?‘3 It is not an estate.M It is not an interest in realty, within the

meaning of the statute authorizing actions to determine adverse clalgis,“ and

yet it is an interest in realty to the extent that 1t_passes by deed, 111135 by

statute it is made subject to levy as realty.“ It is personal property_ —-B

lien on real propert-y:"° In many respects the interest of the purchaser is the

same as that of the mortgagee before sale,'“’ but not 111 all respects. He has

a lien on the premises to the amount of the purchase price,02 but he has some

thing more than a mere right to receive back his purchase money and interest.

He has a right to acquire absolute title to the land, unless it 1s redeemed within

the time allowed by law by one who has a right under the statute to redeem,

and he cannot be deprived of this right by one who is not a lawful redemp

tioner.“ He is not an assignee of the mortgagee, or a creditor of the mort

gagor.M His interest is the same as that of a purchaser at an execution sale

during the period of redemption.“5

6365. Charged with notice of title—A purchaser is bound to know the con

dition of the title \\'hicl1 he purchases; and if the mortgage contains no cov

enants of title, and the title proves defective, he has no claim on the mortgagor

to make it good. What he buys is the title which the mortgagor had at the

time of the execution of the mortg-age—-nothing more and nothing less--and '

the amount of his bid is presumed to be determined with reference to tllfll

fact. When the mortgage contains covenants of title which run with the land

-different considerations apply.“ He is charged with notice of what property

the mortgage covers and what property may be properly sold.67 He is charged

with notice of the rights of any person other than the mortgagor in possession“?

If the mortgage was void the purchaser acquires no title," in the absence 0

an estoppel.‘0 The mortgagee cannot make that good and cfiectual by a S1116

which was unlawful and void in its inception.“

IW Daniels v. Smith, 4—172(117); Don

nelly v. Simonton, 7—1G7(110); Horton v.

Maflitt, 14-289(216); Loy v. Home Ins.

Co., 24-315; Standish v. Vosberg, 27-175,

64-489; Lindley v. Crombie, 31-232, 17+

372; Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172, 454-11;

Gates v. Ege, 57-465, 59+495; Carlson v.

Presbyterian Bd. of Relief, 67-436, 70+3;

Liudgren v. Lindgren, 73-90, 75+1034;

Fleming v. McCutcheon, 85-152, 88+433.

Home Ins. Co., 294-315.

Finke 38-2 35+46 .

-‘-9 Ddnnelly v. Simonton, 7—167(110)$

Evans v. Rhode Island H. T. 00., 67-160,

(i9+715, 1069.

M Horton v. Maflitt, 14-2s9(216); L0?

v. Home Ins. 00., 24-315.

51 Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11. Sec

Whitney v. Huntington, 34-458, 26+63l.

5‘-I Hokanson v. Gunderson, 54-499, 56+

172.

53 Pioneer S. & L. Co. v. Farnham, 50

315, 52+897.

M Daniels v. Smith, 4-172(117); Don

nelly v. Srirnonton, 7—167(110); Turrell v.

Warren, 25-9.

55 Turrell v. Warren, 25-9.

- 56 Cooper v. Finke, 38-2. 35+469; Holmes

V. State Bank, 53-350. 55+555; Tattle v.

Boshart, 88-284, 92+1117. See Lindlev v.

Crombie, 31-232, 17+372. '

W R. L. 1905 § 4479; Donnelly v. Simon

ton, 7—167(110); Lindley v. Crombie. 31
232, 17+372. I

58 Daniels v. Smith, 4-—172(117); Don

nelly v. Sirnonton, 7—167(110); Loy v.

61 Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172, 4_5+11; Carl‘

son v. Presbyterian Bd. of Rehef, 67-4,36;

70+3; Evans v. Rhode Island H. T. (10.7

07-160, 69+-715, 1069.

0'-’ Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132; Schroeder

v. Lahrman. 28-75, 9+173; Buchanan V

Reid. 43-172, 45+11; Bovcy v. Tuelger. 48"

223. 50+1038; Carlson v. Presbytenan Bd

of Belief, 67-436, 7o+3. _ l

M Hughes v. 015011, 74-237, 7v+42; 13“;

chanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11; Brady "

Gilman, 96-234, 104+897.

M Tinkcom V. Lewis, 21-132.

“-5 Tuttle v. Boshart, 88-284, 92+1117.

6“ Am. B. 8.: L. Assn. v. Waleen, 52-231

53+867.

GT Bottineau v. Aetna etc. Co., 31-125'

1G+849.

"5 Carleton College v. McNaughton, 26

194, 24-638.

M Coles v. Yorks, 28-464, 10%-775.

7° See § 6267.

71 Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 18+450

See Cooper v
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6366. Protected by recording act-Foreclosure by advertisement is a pro

ceeding based on the records. and a bona fide purchaser has a right to rely

on the title as disclosed by the records." A bona fide purchaser who has

recorded his certificate is not affected by the fact that the mortgage was in

fact paid at the time of the foreclosure, if there was no release or satisfaction

on record.73 Possession of the mortgagor is not notice of an unrecorded re

lease.“ The purchaser is charged with notice of equities appearing on the

face of the record.75

6367. Title rests on mortgage—The title of the purchaser relates back to

and takes effect by virtue of the mortgage, which is, in fact, the efficient in

strument by which the title is transferred from the mortgagor to the pur

chaser." The purchaser acquires just what the mortgagee has the right under

the power to sell—no more and no less." If the mortgage is void the purchaser

acquires no title in the absence of an estoppel.78 The mortgage must be suf

ficient to operate as a conveyance as soon as the equity of redemption is barred

by the sale." The mortgage ripens into a perfect title through the process of

foreclosure.80 The sale transfers all the interest of the mortgagor in the prem

ises as described in the mortgage.“

6368. Succeeds to rights of mortgagee—-The purchaser succeeds to the

equitable interest of the mortgagee, and when no redemption is made this

interest draws to it the subordinate legal title of the mortgagor, and his title

then stands under the mortgagee precisely as if the mortgage had been an

absolute conveyance at its date; or, in other words, the mortgage ripens into

a perfect title through the process of foreclosure.”2 Even though the sale is

void as against the mortgagor and his privies, it passes to the purchaser the

rights of the mortgagee as such. He is regarded as an equitable assignee of

the mortgage.“3 He does not succeed to other securities held by the mort

gagee.“

6369. Effect of mortgagee bidding in—If the mortgagee is the purchaser

his debt. as between him and the mortgagor, is paid; but it is not true that

either his mortgage, as a muniment of title, or his interest in the mortgaged

premises, is discharged or extinguished. He simply receives a conditional con

veyance of the premises for the payment of his debt, and continues to have

a lien on the premises for the amount of the purchase price, which was apphed

in payment of his debt. His interest in the premises is practically the same

after the sale as before, except the purchase price must be repaid to him by the

mortgagor. with interest. within the year, or his title under his mortgage be

comes absolute.85 He becomes a purchaser instead of a contract creditor, and

holds the property by virtue of his bid and upon conditions fixed by law for

  

72 See Brown v. Union etc. Co., 65508,

gg;107; Solberg v. \\'right, 33-224, 22+

73 Palmer v. Bates. 22-532; Merchant v.

Woods, 27-396, 7+826; Bausman v. Eads,

46-148, 4B+769.

74 Palmer v. Bates, 22-532.

75 Wilson v. Eigenbrodt. 30-}. 131-907.

T‘*_1?vi11-he v. Lacock, 41-250. 42+1016; Se

cunty Bank v. Holmes, 65-531, 68+113.

7" Hillebert v. Porter, 28-496, 11+84.

71‘ See §§ 6267, 6263.

7“ Foster v. Johnson. 39-378. 40+255.

1;gHokanson v. Gunderson. 54-499, 56+

81Lowry v. 'l‘illen_v. 31-500, 18-452.

*’-‘ Hokanson v. Guuderson, 54-499, 56+

172.

“3 Johnson v. Sandhofl’, 30-197, 14+889;

Holton v. Bowman, 32-191, 19+734; Coles

v. Washington County, 35-124, 27+497;

Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Bu

chanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11; Jellison v.

Halloran. 44-199, 46+332; Bitzer v. Camp

bell, 47—221, 49+691; Brame v. Towne, 56

126, 57+4-54; Backus v. Burke, 63-272, 65+

459; Law v. Citizens’ Bank, 85-41]. 89+

320. See Berg v. Olson, 88-392, 93+-309.

H Lawton v. St. Paul etc. Co., 56-353, 57+

1061. _

S-1 Carlson v. Presbyterian Bd. of Rehcf,

67-436. 70+3; Donnelly v. Simonton, 7
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its redemption.su

- . sf" - ‘ _ ‘wht(5)3%fcg:l: of separate tracts to different persons-—'1he rights of pul

- "-‘> - ‘s'nct.“ _ _ _dHtlis3e"Ir1E:' oililggttltclyczébiistlllériltlstdnd profits-—If the purchaser is 1n possessmg

with the rights of a “mortgagee in possession” he is entitled tOB;£l1eI(él‘(1)lpS iI‘sal(5:€191t

by himself, but he is accountable for the rents and profits._ t gm S or

of possession he is not entitled, during the year of redempt1on_, 0 Reg the

.1imber, but he may restrain waste.““ \\'hen he obtams possessltlm :1 Owing

expiration of the redemption period he is entitled to all the crops tf1en grvin or

thereon and thereafter he may maintain anactmn in the natnreno éep e sown

trover therefor, if they are severed and earned away by another. dlrlopjvested

bv the mortgagor or his tenant during the year ot redemption, an m_ D be

alter the expiration of the year, but before. the purchaser takes posstessiost,rain

long to the mortgagor or tenant,M and an myunctmn will not issue 0 re a or

hiu1 from removing them."3 An agreement _has_been held to give the mortg gm

the right to crops maturing after the expiration ot the redemption peE‘l0m-1d

During the year of redemption the purchaser is not entitled 3;) the ren s

1n-ofits,95 and if he is in possession he must account for them. _ _od

6372. Right to chatte1s—-After the expiration of the redemptionwperl

chattels on the premises belong to the purchaser, as against a stranger The

6373. As a mortgagee in possession—Title by adr_rerse P03565510?-—'hen

lien of the mortgage is not extinguished until it merges 1n the legal esta e vfv the

that passes, by lapse of time. It passes to the pnrclmser to the extent ofore_

purchase price so that it’ he goes into possession 1n good faith under tie _ n

closure, even though it is invalid, he is regarded as a mortgagee in possession:

whether he took possession with or without the consent, either express or ltlhe

plied, of the 11101-tgago1'.DB A rendee of the purchaser at the sale has “

same rights as the purchaser in this regau .°° Such a “mortgagee 1111 P?

session” is entitled to the crops raised by himself, but he is accountab e Or

the rents and profits.1 If he remains in possession until the right otiredzemlli

tion by the mortgagor is barred, he becomes invested with the legal title, 311‘

may redeem 1' rom the foreclosure of a senior lien.3 I _ '

6374. Right to sue on covenants in mortgage—;\ covenant agamst n_1cun_1—

brances runs with the land and a pu1'chaser at a foreclosure sale may malntalll

an action thereon.4 The pui-(-haser buys the title as warranted and guarded b.l

the covenants in the mortgage."’

He stands in no different or better position than a stranger

167(110); Horton v. Maflitt. 1~1—289(216) ;

Fleming v. MeCuteheon, 85-152, 88+433.

M Evans v. Rhode Tsland H. T. Co., 67

160, 69+715, 1069; Lawton v. St. Paul etc.

(‘o.. 56-353, 5T+10fi1.

*1 Lawton v. St. Paul etc. Co., 56-353, 57+

1061.

315. 52+897; McDowell v. Hillman, 50-319,

52+897. 4

"0 Holton v. Bowman, 32-191, 1_9+73 . 6

97 O’Donne11 v. Burroughs, 5a—91, 5 t

579.

‘'8 See cases under § 6238. _

99 Johnson v. Sandhoif, 30-197. 14+889,
85 Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132.

gl1Holton v. Bowman, 32-191, 19+734.

9° Berthold \’. Holman, 12—335(221);

Nat. Fire Ins. Co. v. Broadbont. 77-175,

79%-676.

D1 Marks v. Jones, 71-136, 73+719.

"2 Aultman v. O’Dowd, 73-58, 75+756.

See Lake v. Lund, 92-280. 99+S84.

"3 Marks v. Jones, 71-136, 73+719.

1'-ll\Iiteholl v. Tsrhida, 71——133, 73+625.

"-’~ Pioneer S. 8: L. ('0. v. Farnham, 50*

Ilolton v. Bowman, 32-191, 19+734.

1Holt0n v. Bowman. 32-191, 19+734. I

i‘Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, ‘38+'/'65; Jellii

son v. Halloran, 44-199, 46+332; _R.usse'

v. Akeley, 45-376, 48+3; Law v. Citlzens

Bank. 35-111, 89+320.

3Law v. Citizens’ Bank, 35-411, 89+320.

4Seeu1-ity Bank ". Holmes, 65-531, 68t

113: 1(l.. 68-538, 71+699. I

-’-Id; Am. B. & L. Assn. v. Waleem J2‘

23, 5-'-H867; Lawton v. St. Paul P. L. Co.,

56-353, 57+1061. See Am. B. &- L. A8811
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6375. Purchase-money mortgages——'.l‘he purchaser at the foreclosure of a

purchase-money mortgage takes free from all claims or liens arising through

the mortgagor.“

6376. Interest subject to levy—'1‘he interest acquired by the purchaser is

subject to the lien of any attachment or judgment duly made or docketed, as

in case of real property, and may be attached or sold on execution in the same

manner.7

6377. Easements—' ‘he purchaser acquires all rights, privileges, and ease

ments appurtenant and necessary to the enjoyment of the premises, though they

were acquired by the mortgagor subsequent to the mortgage.8

6378. Possession of mortgagor not adverse—If the mortgagor or his

grantee remains in possession after the period of redemption has expired, the

presumption is that the possession is in accordance with, and in subordination

to the title of the purchaser.9

6379. Right to fixtures--Fixtures pass to the purchaser as a part of the

realty.10 After his title becomes absolute the purchaser can maintain replevin

for fixtures severed from the land by tl1c mortgagor during the redemption

period.n

6380. Liability for purchase price—An action will lie against the pur

chaser to recover the amount of his bid.12

6381. Nature of title after redemption period—At tl1e expiration of the

redemption period, if no redemption is made, the purchaser succeeds to the title

I of the mortgagor as it was at the date of the mortgage and as conveyed by the

mortgage.13 He acquires every right or interest held by the mortgagor in and

to the mortgaged property, together with all subsequently acquired rights.

easements and privileges, which are essential to the full enjoyment of the prop

erty.H He is the owner and entitled to all the rights of ownership.15

R-EDEMPTIOX-—IN GENERAL

6382. What constitutes-—Assignment of certificate of sale-An assign

ment of a certificate of sale does not ordinarily operate as a rede1nption,“‘ but an

assignment to a cotenant," and to a receiver,15 has been held to have that

effect.

6383. What law governs—'l‘he law of the date of the execution of the mort

gage governs.“'

6384. Right favored—' ‘he right of redemption is favored in the law,20 and

the statute regulating the right is construed liberally in favor of redemp

tioners.21

V. Stoneman, 53-212, 54+11l5; Pioneer S.

&' L. Co. v. Freeburg, 59-230, 61+25.

"Jacoby v. Crowe, 36-93, 30+441.

"R. L. 1905 § 4479; Donnelly v. Simon

ton, 7—167(110); Dindley v. Crombie, 31

232, 17+372.

8Swedish etc. Bank v. Conn. etc. Co.. 83

377, S6+420. See Stanton v. Sauk Rapids

Co., 74-286, 77+1.

H Swedish etc. Bank v. Conn. etc. 00.,

83-377. 86+420.

"I See Moritz v. St. Paul, 52-409, 54+370.

10 Martin v. Sprague, 29-53, 11+143;

Sprague v. Martin. 29-226, 13+34. See

Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868; John

son v. Stewart, 75-20, 77+-135.

1" Holterhoft‘ v. Mead. 36-42. 29+675.

13 Shadewald v. White. 74-208, 77+42.

9Lowry v. Tilleny, 31-500, 18+452.

W See § 6223.

6;; Whitney v. Huntington, 34-458, 26+

1.

]?_iHokanson v. Gunderson, 54-499, 56+

I-.

13 Watkins v. Tlaekctt, 20—l06(92) ; Tink

com v. Lewis, 21-132; Martin v. Fridley,

23-13; Gates v. Ege, 57-465, 59+495.

19 Hayward v. Judd, 4--l83(375); Goenen

V. Schroeder, 8—3S7(344); Carroll v. Rossi

ter, 10-174(]-41); Hillcbert v. Porter, 28

496, 11+s4; Willis v. Jclineck, 27-18. 6+

373; O’Brien v. Krenz, 36-136. 30+45S.

2" Law v. Citizens’ Bank. 85-411, 89+320;

Paige V. Smith, 5 Fed. 340.

21 See § 6387.
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6385. An incident of every mortg
age—A right or equity of redemption is

an inseparable incident of every mortgage.22 It is not aiiected by a default.28

It exists in spite of e _ ‘

dependent upon possession.-’5

terms in the mortgage to the contrary.“ It is not

A mortgage must be demned to have been made

' h f ' t th tatutor 1‘l°‘l1lI of redemption by c_re_ditor.s.2“ _W1i53;g.e1(§:r(i::r:l olijsect of gtatiJ1te—-The statute providing for redemptionblis

calculated to save the property of debtors from being sacrificed, and to ena e

debtors to retain their property; or,
if they fail to do so, then to secure its

' 21

- 1' t' , f as ma be, to the payment of the demands of creditors.
dpé3l§'l.“glori;)tril11ction oil statute-—'l‘he statute is i'eincdial and to be construed

liberally in favor of redemptioners.2“’
It is to be construed with reference to

'ts l ur ose,29 and former equity practice.3° _1 6%3e8n8e.nl.IrIideIr) statute a proceeding in pais—.—\ reileiiiption under the statute

by act of the parties is not a judicial proceeding, but a proceeding in pais.31

6389. Compliance with statute—-After a foreclosure by advertisement the

only right of redemption, by mere act of the parties, is_ that given by statu £3,

and it can be exercised only as the statute prcscribes.3'-’ There must be a su -

stantial compliance with the statute.33

irregularities are not fatal.“

Mere formal or trivial deviations or

6390. From what redemption made-The redemption is a redemption of

the land sold from the sale, and not a redemption of the land mortgaged fr0I1;

the mortgage. 'l‘he redemption is made from the purchaser as purchaser, no

as assignee of the niortgage.“

6391. Right to redeem and right to foreclose how far recipro¢_a1—II1

some of our earlier cases it was held that the right to redeem and the ngllt {S

foreclose are reciprocal and commensurablc or mutual.36 Later it was he

that this is true only in the sense that a mortgage cannot be_a mortgage 011

one side only. It is not true in the sense that there can be no right of redcmp—

tion after the right to foreclose has become barred.“ _

6392. Extension of time to redeem—.\ court has no discretionary povver to

extend the period of redemption.38 The time cannot be extended to await the

determination of a suit in equity for an accounting.” It may be extended by

agreement of the parties,‘0 but a creditor’s right to redeem cannot be preipdiccd

by an agreement between the mortgagor and the purchaser at the sale.

22 Hill v. Edwards, 11-22(5).

23 Id.

“ Holton v. Meighen, 15-69(50).

Armstrong v. Sanford, 7—49(34).

2-5 Parsons v. Noggle, 23-328.

28 Martin v. Sprague, 29-53, 11+143.

IT Id.

28 Williams v. Lash, 8-496(4/41); Tink

corn v. Lewis, 21-132; Willis v. Jelineck,

27-18, 6+373; Martin v. Spragne, 29-53,

l1+143; Lightbody v. Lammers, 98-203,

108+846. But in Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28

345, 9+868 it is said that a redemptioner

“must follow the statute strictly and bring

himself fully within its provisions.”

=0 Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868.

5° Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868;

Nelson v. Rogers, 65-246, 68+18.

31 State v. Kerr, 51-417, 53+719.

52_Diekerson v. Hayes, 26-100, 1+834;

Cmlerier v. Brunelle, 37-71, 33+123.

58 Tmkcom v. Lewis, 21-132; Cuilerier v.

Brunelle, 37-71, 33+123; Hoover v. John

son, 47-434, 501-475; State v. Kerr, 51-417,

See

53+719. Some cases hold that a strict com

pliance with the statute is necessary. Pam

perin v. Sc-anlan, 28-345, 348, 9+868; SWMP

son v. Realization etc. Corp., 70-330, 73+

165.

3‘ Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132.

35 Id. ,

80Holton v. Me-ighen, 15-69(50); K1111-1

v. Meighen, 20-264(237); Parsons v. N08‘

gle, 23-323; Fisk v. Stewart, 26-365 4+

611; Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+465

37 Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65+357

38 State v. Kerr, 51-417, 53+719. H

3" Hoover v. Johnson, 47-434, 50+4i5. F I

40 Hoover v. Johnson, 47-434, 50+4i5,

Tice v. Russell, 43-66, 44+886; Reynolds V

Curtiss, 53-257, 55+543; Phelps v. Western

R. Co., s9-319, 94+10s5; Id., 89-3_19. 94+
1135 (agreement held not to constituteoafl

extension). See Williams v. Stewart, ~~""

516.

41 Swanson v. Realization etc. Corp-, 70'

380, 73+165.

All
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6393. Sheriff acts as officer of 1aw—In redemption proceedings under the

statute the sherifi acts as the otlicer of the law and not as the agent of either

of the parties."-’

6394. Authority of attorney to receive redemption money—An attorney

employed to foreclose a mortgage has no implied authority to receive redemp

tion money from the sherifl’..“

6395. Waiver—-Under Laws 1860 c. 57 § 3, it was held that the mortgagor

might waive his right of redemption as against his creditors having liens accru

ing subsequently.“ It is not lost by a surrender of the note and an advance

ment of an additional sum by the tender, equal, with the previous loan, to the

agreed value of the land mortgaged.“

6396. Release or sale to mortgagee—The mortgagor may sell or release his

equity of redemption to the mortgagee for a fair consideration. But such a

transaction is disfavored by the courts and will be set aside itv it appears that

the mortgagee has taken unconscionable advantage of the necessities of the

mortgagor. The regular way for a mortgagor to acquire title is through fore

closure proceedings.“ A release after condition broken is tantamount to a

foreclosure and operates as payment of the mortgage debt to the extent of the

value of the property.‘7

6397. Waiver of irregularities-—Though a purchaser cannot, so far as con

cerns the passing of the legal title by redemption, waive by parol the existence

of a lien giving a right to redeem, or a proper certificate of redemption, he may

waive any irregularity in the intermediate steps to effect redemption. Thus

he may waive any defect in the filed notice of intention to redeem, or the failure

of the creditor to file an affidavit of the amount due on his lien, and he does

so by accepting the redemption money.‘8 The objection that a redemption was

prematurely made may be waived.49 The sheriff cannot waive defects as

against the purchaser.“0

REDEMPTION BY MORTGAGOR OR ASSIGNS

6398. By mortgagor—An owner of an undivided half of a tract sold as a

whole can only redeem the whole and the eifect of his redemption is to annul the

sale as to the whole:"1 A redemption by one of two joint owners will inure to

the benefit of both:"2 A owned certain land, but the title appeared of record to

be in him and B, and the two executed a mortgage to C who foreclosed under

the power. Before the time to redeem expired, B executed a quitclaim deed

of the land to D who knew the state of the title, but recorded his deed. It was

held that D had no right to redeem.“3

6399. By assign—A junior mortgagee is not an “assign” within the mean

ing of the statute,“ nor is the purchaser at the foreclosure of a junior mort

42 Davis v. Seymour, 16-210(184) ; Hor- -18 Todd v. Johnson, 50-310, 52-+864; Clark

ton v. Maflitt, 14-289(216); Nopson v. \'. Butts, 73-361, 76+199; Tinkeom \‘.

Horton, 20-268(239); Tinkcom v. Lewis,

21-132; Schroeder v. Lahrman, 28-75, 9+

173; Hall v. Swensen, 65-391, 67+1024;

McElligott v. Millard, 82-251, 84+786.

43 In re Grundysen, 53-346, 551-557.

44 Armstrong v. Sanford, 7-49(34).

4'5 Jones v. Blake, 33-362, 23+538.

"Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369;

Marshall v. Thompson, 39-137, 39+309;

De Lancey v. Finnegan, 86-255, 90+387;

Aretz v. Kloos, 89-432, 95+216, 769; Web

ster v. McDowell, 102-445, 113+-1021.

4" Sprague v. Martin, 29-226. 13+34.

Lewis, 21-132.

49 Finnegan v. Efiertz, 90-114, 95+762;

Sprandel v. Houde, 54-308, 56+34. See

(‘-onn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287, 754-376;

Id.. 80-76, 82+1103.

50 Tinkeom v. Lewis, 21-132.

51 Buettel v. Harmount, 46-481, 494-250.

-'52 Holterhoif v. Mead, 36-42, 29+675. See

Oliver v. Hedderly, 32-455, 214-478.

“Gesner v. Burdell, 18—497(444).

54 C-uilerier v. Brunelle, 37-71, 33+123;

Darelius v. Davis, 74-345, 77+214. See

Finnegan v. Eifertz, 90-114, 95+762.
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gage.“ The term “assigns” has been defined to inclndc‘;‘gra11:eci6oiI It]l&e‘}p1§)(1)'slL:

gagor, and those acquiring lps title otherwise than by csi_en_ ,ti tgfelilled,’ M

to whom the property, or the mtercst of the mortgagor therein is ram ion .and

A purchaser at an abortive foreclosure sale. who lms gone into possess ‘ an

remained until after the redemption period has expired, may l‘0(lQOlltlI as the

“assign” from the foreclosure ofa senior hen. ' Any person halnng tc1 for

mortgagor’s title, or a subsisting interest under it, as, for examp e. avl en};as the

years, a person beneficially interested, a tenant by curtcsy, or one i\“.iq‘_ ” 58

statutory interest superseding dowcr and curtesy, may redeem as an d;nslg’l1

A wife has such interest in her lmsband's realty that she may redeem. _ '

6400. Time in which to redeem—Extension—'l‘he right to 1'e(lee1116§exp11les

absolutelv at the expiration of the twelve months and cannot be revivet . T 18

time to redeem stated in the certificate of sale does not control in case of con

flict with the statute.61 If the last day of the twelve months falls on S\_1Iidfl)é

redemption may be made on Monda_v.‘“ A court cannot extqnd the pei'1o1d8(<;>0

redemption,'“" but the parties nray do so by agrecmcnt.“* Lnder Laws d

c. 87 § 1, redemption might be made not only within three years from the ay

of sale, but within three -years after notice thereof filed in the oflice of the reg;

ister of deeds.05 A payment to the sheritt through a third party has been he (

sutiic-.ienl‘, though the sheriff did not receive the money until after the redemp

tion eriod.“ ‘

6481. Amount required to redeem—-Tender—A mortgagor has a right to

redeem from a mortgage by paying the mortgage debt and mtercst and he call

not be required, as a condition of such redemption, to pay any other debt due

from him to the mortgagee.'" A redemption cannot be made by a tender of less

than the amount for which the property was sold, with interest, even where the

foreclosure was for more than was actually due on the niortgagc.“'q

6402. Interest—Prior to Laws 1899 c. 37, it was held that thc_mo_rtgag0I'

was required to pay the sum for which the property was sold, with interest

thereon at seven per cent.. though the mortgage provided for interest at a lower

rate."0 ~ .

6403. Effect of redemption-—A redemption by the mortgagor. his lmrs, ex

ecutors, administrators, or assigns. annuls the sale, leaving the property 111 0":

same condition as if the mortgage had never been made.70 A redemption by a

part owner annuls the sale as to the whole tract." A sale from which a redemp

tion is made does not atl‘cct the lien of the mortgage for other instalments of

the mofigage debt.T2 \\'here the owner assumes to redeem as a creditor under a

55 Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172. 45+11. held to operate as :1 mortgage). See Steele

58 Cuilerier v. Brunelle, 37-71, 33+123.

1" Gesner v. Burdell, 18—497(444).

55 Law v. Citizens’ Bank, 85-411. S9+320.

50 Williams v. Stewart, 25-516; Martin v.

Spragne, 29-53, 11+]-43; Spalti v. Blmner,

50-523. 58+]-30; Roberts v. Meighen. 74

273, 77+139; Kopp v. 'l"he'c. 104-267,

116+472.

6° Gates v. Ege, 57-465, 59+495.

<11 Carroll v. Rossiter, 10-174(141).

0-2 Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+103S.

63 State v. Kerr, 51-417, 53+719.

M Williams v. Stewart, 25—516(transac

tion held not an extension) ; Reynolds v. St.

Paul L. & T. Co., 46-84, 48+45S (evidence

held insutficient to prove an extension);

Steele v. Bond, 28-267, 9+772 (an extension

v. Bond, 32-14, 18+830.

0-1 Thompson v. Foster, 21-319. F

66 McEl1igott v. Millard. 82-251. 844-136

57 Bacon v. Cottrell, 13-19-K183); Weller

v Summers, 82-307, S4+1022.

'58 Dickerson v. Hayes. 26-100. 1+834. _

"9 Evans v. Rhode Island H. T. Co., 6"

160, 69+715, 1069.

7° R. L. 1905 § 4484; Gcsner v. Bnrdpll,

18-497(-444); McArthur v. Martin, 23-/4;

Williams v. Stewart, 25-516; Martin "

Sprague, 29-53, 11+143; Cnilerier v. Brn

nclle, 37-71, 33+12s; Kopp v. Thele, 104

267, 116+472.

T1 Buettel v. Harmonnt, 46-481, 49+250_.

T2 Daniels v. Smith, 4-172(117); Standish

v. Vosberg, 27-175. 6+-489; Herber V

(‘hrist0pherson, 30-395, 15+676.
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judgment against a forn1er owner, in law the redemption will be one by an

owner and not by a creditor, and its legal effect will be to annul the sale." A

redemption by the wifeof the mortgagor annuls the sale.“ Where a mort

gagor conveyed subject to the mortgage and took back a second mortgage which

he assigned, it was held that a redemption made by the assignee under the sec

ond mortgage from a foreclosure sale of the first mortgage was made by him not

as owner but as a creditor and did not annul the sale."

6404. Effect of non-redemption—Non-redemption within the statutory

time extinguishes all the estate and interest of the mortgagor and consequently

of all persons claiming under him.m

REDEMPTION BY CREDITORS

6405. Nature of right—The right of a creditor to redeem is purely stat

utory.” It is a right to buy the purchaser’s interest, at the price paid by him,

with interest from the date of the sale." When vested it is a property right

which cannot be divested or impaired witl1out due process of law."

6406. Cannot be defeated by others—The right of a creditor to redeem

cannot be defeated by any agreement to which he is not a party.80

6407. When right accrues—The right of a creditor to redeem does not ac

crue until the mortgagor’s right of redemption has terminated and the title of

the holder of the certificate of sale has become, as against the mortgagor, per

fect and absolute.“ But the purchaser may waive a premature redemption by a

creditor.“

6408. Creditor redeeming a purchaser for value-A creditor redeeming

under the statute is a purchaser for a valuable consideration,” and as such is

protected from a resulting trust of which he had no notice.“

6409. Separate tracts-Where, upon foreclosure by advertisement of a mort

gage embracing two parcels of land, such parcels have been separately sold to

the mortgagee, at a separate price for each, a junior mortgagee of one of the

parcels can redeem from the sale that parcel only which is embraced in his

mortgage. The rule is the same when such mortgagee has foreclosed his mort

gage by advertisement, and has purchased, at the foreclosure sale, the parcel

embraced in his mortgage."

6410. Who may redeem as credit0r—The following may redeem as a cred

itor: a junior mortgagee : 8"’ an assignee of a junior mortgagee; 5' a purchaser at

a foreclosure sale of a junior mortgage; 88 a creditor of a grantee of the mort

B2 Finnegan v. Eifertz, 90-114, 95-I-762;

" Kopp v. Thole, 104-267, 116+472. Sprandel v. Houde, 54-308, 56+-34. See

‘'5 Darelius v. Davis, 74-345, 77+214. Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287, 75+376.

1° Jacoby v. Crowe, 36-93, 30+-141; Mar- 83 Martin v. Baldwin, 30-537, 16-+449;

tin v. Sprague, 29-53, 11%-143. Ahern v. Freeman, 46-156, 48+677; White

‘'1 Tinkcoru v. Lewis, 21-132; Pamperin v. v. Leeds I. Co., 72-352, 75+595, 761. See

Scanlau, 28-345, 9+868; Cuilerier v. Bru- Merchant v. Woods, 27-396, 7+826.

Mlle. 37-71, sanza; sum v. Kerr, 51- H Martin v. Baldwin, 30-537, 16+-149.

417, 53+719; Bartleson v. Munson, 105- 55 Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132.

"3 Clark v. Butts, 78-373, 81+1l.

348, 354, 117+512.

‘'8 Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132.

10 Willis v. Jelineck, 27-18, 6+373;

O’Bi-ien v. Krenz, 36-136, 30+-158; Lowry

v. Mayo, 41-388, 43+78.

"0 Swanson v. Realization etc. Corp., 70

380, 73+165.

51Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868;

Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34; Gates

V- Ege, 57-465, 59+495.

I1'—33

50 Nopson v. Horton, 20-268(239); Tink

eom v. Lewis, 21-132; Cuilerier v. Brunelle,

37-71, 33+123; Hoover v. Johnson, 47-434,

50+475; Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+1038;

Finnegan v. Efiertz, 90-114, 95+762.

5'' Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+1038;

Darelius v. Davis, 74-345, 77+214.

B8 Buchanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11; Tink

com v. Lewis, 21-132.
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E ' 8” an attachin creditor on a contract express or implied ; °° a Judgment
§r:'ie‘d,irt<,>r; "1 an assign§e of a judgment against the mortgagor, though tlhe 3555:13

ment is not filed under G. S. 1894 § 5-131;02 a creditor acqmrmg a fletrlil phmd

ing the time of redemption; "3 and a creditor havmg a hen on_a part 0 t1 0 the

sold.94 To entitle a creditor to redeem he must have somethmg mqrih iillnbtor

general right common to all creditors to have the general propertylo fie euity

applied to the payment of his debts; he must have a right e1tl_1er inf aw Orlagm mi

to have the specific property appropriated to the satisfaction 0 is c that

exclusion of other claims subsequent in date to his.’’.5 _It IS u_11necefss€ryha.8 a

he should have a personal claim against the debtor; it is su1_fic1ent 1 :JS re‘

special claim on the specific land sold. The statute has m view the par tyicular

lation and interest in respect to the land, and not 1n_respe_ct to any Pal"11 wed

person.“ A general. creditor of a decedent, though his claim has been adocmb

against the estate by the probate court, has no hen within the statute an ad

not redeem. A redemption for the estate must be made by the e.\ecutorb<>rlute

ministrator."1 A party having an equitable mortgage in the form of_ an a sothat

deed may redeem without first having obtained :1 Judicial determmatlilonh has

the deed is a mortgage.“a A creditor cannot redeem on a pdgment w 10 de

already been satisfied by a redemption thereon.” Redemption may b:ffiII1_ant

on a confessed judg'Inent.1 A judgment creditqr wdho hazs levied on S 018

ersonal ro ert to satisf his jud 1nent canno re eem. _
p 6411. gttlaickiyng credity0r’s lieng—-One holding the certificate of saleidfltltlg

claiming title thereunder, is in no position to resist redemption by a Off lure

upon the ground that the sale was irregular.3 The purchaser at a forgacbosthe

sale cannot question the bona fides of a subsequent mortgage execute y T

owner which does not extend the period of redemption.‘ But where the _0W11ed,

for the purpose of extending his time of redemption, transferred his eqlllty alln

took back one hundred separate mortgages and filed an intention to redeem 0

each, it was held that the purchaser might have relief.Is The_purchaserquestion the right of a judgment creditor to redeem by attacking the vah 11y

of the judgment.“ A subsequent lienor cannot be depnved of his right to K1‘; -

lect his debt by redemption, to the extent of the value of the property over 3

amount paid to redeem, by the interposition of the liens o_ fraudulent all

simulated securities. But, it thereby prevented from redeemmg, hrs damages

would not exceed the amount of his debt. In a case where a lien creditor re

“ Hospes v. Sanborn, 28-48, 8+905.

"0 Atwater v. Manchester S. Bank, 45-341,

4s+1s7. See Kling v. Childs, 30-366, 15+

673.

29-53, 11+143; O’Brien v. Krenz, 36-136,

30+458.

95 Whitney v. Burd, 29-203, 12+5s0; Net

son v. Rogers, 65-246, 68+18.

91 Willis v. Jelineck, 27-18, 6+373; Pam

perin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868; Martin v.

Sprague, 29-53, 11+143; Sprague v. Mar

tin. 29-226, 13+34; Bartleson v. Thompson,

30-161, 14+795; O’Brien v. Krenz, 36-136,

30+458; Willard v. Finnegan, 42-476, 44+

985; Atwater v. Manchester S. Bank, 45

341, 48+187; Lowry v. Akers, 50-508, 52+

922; Parker v. St. Martin, 53-1, 55+113;

Todd v. Johnson, 56-60, 57+320; Swanson

v. Realization etc. C0rp., 70-380, 731-165;

Hughes v. Olson, 74-237, 77+42; Clark v.

Butts, 78-373, 81+11.

92 Swanson v. Realization etc. Corp., 70

380, 73+165.

98 Watkins v. Hackett, 20-106(92).

M Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132; Willis v.

Jelineck, 27-18, 6+378; Martin v. Sprague,

M Hospcs v. Sanborn, 28-48, 81-905; Bu‘

chanan v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11. I

M Whitney v. Burd, 29-203, 12+530; Ne

sou v. Rogers, 65-246, 68+18.

"8 Scheibel v. Anderson, 77-54, 79+594

"9 Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34. 1

1 Atwater v. Manchester 8. Bank, 45-34 !

48+187.

2 First Nat. Bank v. Rogers, 13-407 (376)1

3Martin v. Sprague, 29-53, 11+143.

4 Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+1038.

1‘ New England etc. Co. v. Capeharh 63‘

120, a5+25a. See

"Hughes v. Olson, 74-237, 77+42.

Willard v. Finnegan, 42-476, 44+9s5; At‘

water v. Manchester S. Bank, 45-341, 48+

187; Todd v. Johnson, 56-60, 57-+320; Rob

erts v. Meigheu, 74-273, 77+139.
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the redemption was

11. These provisions
ation of the party from whom the re

. haps mainly, for the information and seC1li'1ty_of every creditor having a lien, and who may desire to redeem. The

their time for re

An as

ernption money.“ A notice

See also Sprag

"Parker v. St. Martin, 53-1, 55+l13.

Martin V. Sprague, 29—53, 11+143; Todd v.
9 Todd v. Johnson, 56-60, 57+320. Johnson, 56-60, 57-+320; Bartleson v. Mun

DSwanson v. Realization etc. Oorp., 70

380, 73+165.
8011, 105-348, 354, 117*)-512.

13 R. L. 1905 § 4481; Laws 1909 C. 243.
1°R0_berts v. Meighen, 74-273, 77+1a9. “Willis v. Jelineck, 27—18, e+s7s.

1'1 W111-‘Rd v. Finnegan, 42-476, 44+985. 15 Bovey v. Tucker, 48»223, 50+1038.

“ Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+86B.

1“ Todd v. Johnson, 50—310, 52+864; Clarkue v. Martin, 29-226, 13+-34; v. Butts, 73-361, 76+199.
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quently and during the year acquires the lien described." Where foreclosure is

by action the notice must be filed with the clerk of court.18 The notice 1s not a

part of the redemptioner’s muniments of title.10 Fraudulent notices may con

stitute a cloud on title removable by action.20 The purchaser cannot tack sub

sequent liens unless he files notice of intention to redeem from the sale.21 A

notice of intention to redeem as “a judgment debtor” does not authonzea re

demption by an owner.22 The general rule that the law does not take notice of

fractions of a day is inapplicable in this connection.“ _

6414. Five-day period—Waiver—The provision for a five-day period for

each creditor is for the benefit of the creditors and not the purchaser; and E1

creditor may redeem sooner than necessary, if no one is prejudiced.“ _

6415. Order among successive lien creditors—Creditors redeem according

to the priority of their liens. There is no provision in the statute to determine

the rights of respective creditors in regard to redemption, except by the priority

of their respective liens.” The purchaser at the sale cannot object that a cred1t0:;

redeems out of the statutory order or prematurely.26 The “senior creditor

mentioned in the statute “ means the senior creditor who redeems.” The prior‘

ity of liens for purposes of redemption is determined by the time of record,

without reference to the nature of the estates in the land, or any part thereof,

owned by the mortgagors.29

6416. Tacking subsequent 1iens—The purchaser at a foreclosure or exe

cution sale cannot tack subsequent liens held by him so as to compel the

holder of a lien subsequent to his to pay them in redeeming from the sale 1111

less such purchaser puts himself in the line of redemptioners, by fihng DOUGH

of redemption to redeem from his own sale under his subsequent hens and

files at the proper time affidavits of the amount due on his subsequent hens.“U

But it is unnecessary for him to pay to himself the amount necessary to redeem

from himself, or to issue to himself any certificate of redemption, and he

need not redeem from himself through the sheriff.81 _

6417. Proof of right to redeem—The object of the statute *2 is to furmsh

evidence to the officer or purchaser that the party proposing to redeem has the

right to do so under the statute and to provide the evidence whereby a second

or other redemptioner may know the amount to be paid to a. previous one.

The statute is to be liberally construed in favor of redemptioners.“ The Pro‘

duction of the original instrument evidencing the lien, with the certificate of

record indorsed thereon, is a sufficient compliance with the statute which re

quires the production of a certified copy of such instrument.“ The redemp

tioner need not produce all the deeds constituting his chain of title from the

mortgagor.35 When the redemption is made by the mortgagor or owner, it ‘S

17 M:1urin_ v. Carnes, 71-308, 744-139; 29 Bartlcson v. Munson, 105-348, 117+5l2
Brady 7- G111-nan; 96'234, 104*i'397-Y 3° Pamperin v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868';

19B:ovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+1038. Park v. Hush, 29-434, 13+663; Buchanan

19 '1 odd v. Johnson, 50-310, 52+864. v. Reid, 43-172, 45+11; Ritchie v. Ege, 58“

1;l:)2lL5‘ggland etc. Co. v. Capehart, 63- 291, 59+1020; Bagley v. McCarthy, 95-286,

104+7.

21 See § 6416. 81 Ritchie v. Ege, 58-291, 59+1020

22 Bagley v. McCarthy, 95-286, 104-+7: 32 R. L. 1905 § 4482.

25 Brady v. Gihnan, 96-234, 104+897. 38 Williams v. Lash, 8—496(441); Tink

Z4 Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72-287, 75+376; com v. Lewis, 21-132; Pamperin v. S0811‘

Id., S0-76, 82+1103_ lan, 28-345, 9+868; Lightbody v. Lammers,

25 Whitney v. Burd, 29-203, 12+5-30; Bar- 98-203, 108+846; Bartleson v. Munson,

tleson v. Munson, 105-348, 354, 117+512. 105-348, 355, 117+512.

I(21'iC8(g\_I'I7-6:%tS(fé+(irJ1.0\37, King, 72-287, 75+376; 3-1 Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132; Sardeson V

” R. L. 1905 § 4481. Menage, 41-314, 43+66; Hunter v. Mau

ZB _ scau, 91-124, 97%-651.

Pampenn v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+868. $5 Nopsou v. Horton, 20—268(239)
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the judgment debtor and creditor, the date of docketing, as well as the

amount of the judgment, it is sufiicient, if duly certified by the clerk of that

court, to entitle the same to filing in the ofiice of the clerk of the district court,

as a basis of the right to redeem.38 The holder of a subsequent judgment

cleric has the knowledge thereof, and the original records, files, and papers

are called to his attention.“0 An aifidavit of the amount due on a lien is in

Failure to produce the papers required by the statute is waived by accepting the

redemption money."2 The redemption papers are not a part of the redemp

tioner’s munimen ts of title and need not be recorded.48 The purchaser at the

foreclosure sale cannot tack subsequent liens unless he files an aflidavit of the

amount due thereon.“ Failure to file the aflidavit of the amount due is waived

by accepting the redemption money.“ No provision is made for a _formal

notice of redemption." The refusal of the clerk to recognize a party’s right to

redeem will not be allowed to prejudice him.‘7 The sheriff is not required to

hunt up the mortgagor and notify him that the redemption money is in his

hands.“ Only subsequent redemptioners can complain that redemption

papers are not tiled as required by the statute.“ _ _

6418. Amount necessary to redeem-The sherifif, in receivmg money paid

he receives too much or too little, or from one not entitled to redeem, that

cannot prejudice the party holding the certificate of sale. It 18 the busmess

if any must be deducted from the sheriif’s fees.51 The senior creditor redeem

ing is required to pay only the amount for which the property was sold, with

interest. But subsequent redemptioners must pay in addition prior hens held

3“ Srlrdeson v. Menage, 41-314, 43+66. 4" Warren v. Fish, 7-432 (347).

37 Lightbody v. Lammers, 98-203, 108+ 41 Abraham v. Holloway, 41-156, 42+867.

846- 48 Hall v. Swensen, 65-391, 67+1024.-"3 Schmahl v. Thompson, 82-78, 841-649. 49 Wilson v. Hayes, 40-531, 42+467. I

3” Hllnter v. Mauseau, 91-124, 97+651. 5° Horton v. Maflitt, 14—289(216); Dans

4° Tinkeom v. Lewis, 21-132. v. Seymour, 16—210(1_84); Gesner v_. Bur

*1 Wilson v. Hayes, 40-531, 42-+467. dell, 18—497(4-14); Tmkeom v. Lewis, 21

4'~’ Clark v. Butts, 73-361, 76+199. 132; Schroeder v. Lahrman, 28-75, 9+-173;

'3 T0dd v. Johnson, 50-310, 521-864; In re Grundysen, 53-346, 551-557; Hall v.

Lightbody v. Lammers, 98-203, 108+-846. Swensen, 65-391. 67+1024.

“ See § 6416. m Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+103s.

45 Clark v. Butts. 73-361, 76+199.
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therior redem tioners.“2 Where a mortgagee foreclosed for more than _
giiiopunt due amid a second mortgagee was required to pay such tizlllluolflglrtmg

order to redeem, it was held that the latter might recover from ‘ 3 ments

the excess.” Where there were execution sales under successive Jtllll g comi

it was held that creditors might redeem from the _first and from 63 Bewith

sale by paying only the amount for which the particular sale was ma teéhown

interest.“ A junior creditor, in order to redeem, must pay the amholill he may

by the record to be due. The statute provides no method by WflC 1H mus_t

determine the validity of prior liens or the proper amount thereo . tetherei

pay according to the record, and if the lien is fraudulent, or the amounver any

of padded, he must resort to other appropriate proceedings to rec0 .

ama es sustained b him therebv.“5 _ - _ ' ' _d 64%). Medium ofypayment—lf the sheriff accepts without objection tlgias

urv and national bank notes,“ or a check on a bank,“ the payment is gt; .the

6420. Tender of amount necessary to i-edeem—A mere tender fusal

sheriff by a. redemptioner of the amount necessary to redeem, and 51 ref the

of the sheriff to receive it, will not discharge the hen of the holder 0 t’

certificate of sale. The sherifl in such case, is not the agent of either ptar 1;

but the officer of the law, and the rights of the holder of the CBI‘lLIf'l((iB pfegt

sale can be neither waived or prejudiced by his acts. The only office an demof such tender and refusal is to preserve and protect the right_ of thefret edtioner, if Sea-Sonably and properly asserted, to have the redemption perhec ieriflf

application to the holder of the certificate, or by proceedings against the sifi in

to compel him to perform his official duty.55 A tender to a deputy Bhiel‘ elrf W

charge of the oflice at the time, is equivalent to a tender to the sheriff mds rA tender of the amount required to redeem must be kept good _1n or e “ht

be efi’ectual as the basis of a subsequent action to compel a redemptloll, brouudé

after the time for redemption has expired.60 A redemption cannot bg maith

by a tender of less than the amount for which the property was 301 1 W n

interest, even where the foreclosure was for more than was actually due E7

the mortgage.Bl A tender to the sheriff held proper under Laws 1860 C.

1-hug I I

§ 6421. Filing redemption papa;-s._P1-ior to Laws 1881 (Extra SeSS106l:), :

there was no provision for recording or filing the redemption pa_perS- _ _ I

present statute '“ requiring their filing is intended for the protection Of ]\1n1°_

redemptioners and they alone, if any one, can take advantage of a non-com

pliance with its provisions.M -

6422. Effect of non-redemption—Failure to redeem from a sale made 1011

a Sccolld lien by the holder of a subsequent and subordinate hen cuts off _ 11>

Tight to redeem from a sale made on the first lien. The sale on a second lun,

whether made before or after that on a first lien, has the effect, unless it is

itself cut oil by the first sale, or unless it is redeemed from, to cut off all liens

and interests subject to it.“

52 P=unPerin v. Scanlau, 28-345, 9+868. ' Schroeder v. Lahrman, 28-75. 9t173i Abra‘

53 Bennett v. Healey, 6-240(158).

ham v. Holloway, 41-156, 42+867; Dun" “-'-4 Abraham v. Holloway, 41-156, 42+867. Hunt, 76-196, 7s+1110.

55 Bartleson v. Munson, 105-348, 117+

"1 Dickerson v. Hayes, 26-100, H834.

512' 62 Thompson v. Foster, 21-319. 1“N°Ps°'1 "- H°“°“r 20-265‘(239)- M Tinkcom v. Lewis, 21-132, 141; Tod( v.
M Smdeson V‘ Menager 41-314, 43+66. Johnson, 50-310, 52+864.

55 Schroeder v. Lahrman, 28-75, 9+-173.

64 R. L. 1905 § 4482; Hall v. Swensen, 65‘Sec Abraham v. Holloway, 41-156, 42+ss-7. 391. 67+1024.
“‘ Williams v- Lash. 8-‘~96(441). See an Wilson v. Hayes, 40-531, 42+467; Todd

Willis \-. Jelineck, 27-1s, 6+373.
V. Johnson, 50-310, 52+864. _ __“U Dunn V. Hunt, 63-484, 65+948. See 6“ Bartleson \'. Thompson, 30-161, 14+'9°r

-% ~n-=
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l

tiautte 6423. Effect—Interest acquired—Satisfaction of debt—Redemption by

lolunli a creditor does not annul the sale, but appropriates the benefit of it to the

rlorma redemptioner, so far as there may be any excess of value in the property be

‘gmenr. yond what it costs him to make redemption.“" It operates as an assimment

semi of the rights of the purchaser.“ In other words the redemptioner is subrogated

gritt to the rights of the purchaser.60 It does not extinguish the lien on which it

slim is made, but the first redemptioner is subrogated to the right of the purchaser,

en; the second to the right of the purchaser with the lien of the first redemptioner

not added, and so on, as each successive redemption is made. The last redemp

time tioner acquires all intervening redemption liens and may enforce them against

an the land for his p1 otect1on and reimbursement The hen on which a redemp

tion is made is not extinguished by the fact that the value of the property is

equal to the amount of the lien with the amount paid for redemption added.70

But a redemption by a creditor satisfies his debt to the extent of the value of

' ' Thus a redemption

-~<-en:-:-ms‘

E(‘D '5>82<5! ,_ (‘DInW
55

(D ga
.BO'EH‘ "SH :m H.o (D5“0

PF

88‘E*dE2::

CERTIFICATE OF REDEMPTION

6424. In general—A certificate of redemption, in substance such as the

'tatute directs, is essential to the passing of the legal title though the re-_

f ' demptioner may, perhaps, acquire equitable rights without it. That a cer

prior redemption was regular."

holder of the sheriif’s certificate of mortgage foreclosure to the owner of the

property on redemption from the sale, which is not filed for record within four

days after the expiration of the redemption year, as required by R. L. 1905

The sheriff may execute the certificate though
‘ the payment is made to the party from whom redemption is made."

l tificate is prima facie evidence of the fact of a redemption and of the truth

In an

1 Of its recitals so far as they relate to matters required to be stated."

Hooper v. Henry, 31-264, 17+476; Lowry v.

Akers, 50-508, 52+922; Sprandel v. Houde,

54-308, 56+34; Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 72

287, 75+376; White v. Rathbone, 73-236,

75+1046. See Bagley v. McCarthy, 95-286,

“7 Cuilerier v. Brunelle, 37-71, 33+123;

Gates v. Ege, 57-465, 59+495; Darelius v.

Davis, 74-345, 77+214.

"_Watkins v. Hackett, 20—106(92); Pam~

perm v. Scanlan, 28-345, 9+!-368; Abraham

V. Holloway, 41-156, 42+B67; Miller V. Fas

ler, 42-366, 44+256.

°°_McA.rthur v. Martin, 23-74; Willis v.

-Tolmeclr, 27-18, 6+373; Martin v. Sprague,

29-53, 11+143; O’Bricn v. Krcnz, 36-136,

30+4-58; Swanson \'. Realization etc. Corp.,

70-380, 73+165; Kopp v. Thele, 104-267,

]16+472.

7° Lowry v. Akers, 50-508, 52+922; Tink

com v. Lewis, 21-182.

71 Sprague \'. Martin, 29-226, 13+34;

White v. Leeds Iniporting Co., 72-352, 75+

595, 761.

72 Niles v. Cooper, 98-39, 107+-744.

T3 Todd v. Johnson, 50-310, 52+864.

74 (‘ofiman v. Christensen, 102-460, 113+

1064.

T5 Sprandel \'. Hondc, 54-308, 56+34.

16 Willis v. Jelineck,'27-18, 6+373. See

Paige v. Smith, 5 Fed. 340 (certificate not

conclusive as to amount paid).
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action to set aside a certificate of redemption executed by a sheriff, its recitals

may be impeached by parol evidence showing that no redemption was 111 fact

made, and no money paid to the sheriff." A certificate issued to one not en

titled to redeem is a nullity.’8 The purchaser at the foreclosure sale may tack

subsequent liens without issuing a certificate to himself.To

ATTORNEY ’S FEES

6425. In gene:-al—'l‘he subject of attorney’s fees on foreclosure is regulated

by statute.‘‘‘’ A stipulation in a mortgage for an attorney’s fee on foreclosure

is valid, if inserted in good faith to indemnify the mortgagee for the expense

of foreclosure and not as a cover for illegal interest.M The legislature may

regulate the amount of the fees as to subsequent mortgages.B2 The fees are

no part of the debt secured and the mortgagee has no right to any part of

them, except to indemnify himself for such reasonable sum, not exceeding the

amount limited by statute, and named in the mortgage, as he actually pays

or absolutely and unconditionally incurs.“ The statute makes the mortgage.

and the lien created by it, security for such fees, as well as for the mortgage

debt.“ No fees can be retained, if no affidavit of costs and disbursements 1s

filed.“ The county is entitled to fees where the county attorney forecloses a

mortgage held by the countyfm A corporation employing a salaried attorney

to foreclose has been held entitled to fees.“ An attorney employed by an

assignee for the benefit of creditors in connection with the foreclosure of a

mortgage owned by the assignor, has been held entitled to prove his claim

against the estate as a general creditor, but not entitled to be paid in full out

of the trust estate."8 Where an attorney employed to foreclose a mortgage

drew the notice of sale and had it set in type by the printer, it was held that

the claim for fees had accrued so that a tender not including them was in

ef'r'ectual.” The burden of proving fees excessive and unreasonable is on the

party claiming them to be so.” When unauthorized fees are included an action

as for money had and received will lie.’1 When a single mortgage is made a

specific lien on several separate tracts the mortgagee may foreclose on each tract

separately or on all together in one proceeding. If he adopts the former course

he is entitled to fees for each foreclosure; "2 if the latter, but one set of fees.93

The fraudulent insertion of a covenant to pay fees has been held to invalidate

a mortgage.M A judgment including fees has been held not invalidated by the

absence of a finding that they were reasonable." An application for a mod

ification of a judgment including fees has been held properly denied on the

ground that the form of judgment had been consented to.” G. S. 1878 c. 81

§ 44, regulating the amount of fees, is not applicable to railway 1nortgag9S-M

'17 Cooper v. Finke, 38-2, 35+469. "9 Mjones v. Yellow Medicine Co. Bank,

‘'8 Gesner v. Burdell, 18—497(444). 45-335, 47+10T2.

79 See § 6416.
9° Hebe v. Swift, 58-84, 59+831; Morse v.

Home etc. Assn., 60-316, 62+112.

*1 Truesdale v. Sidle. 65-315, 67%-1004;

M R. L. 1905 § 4499.

51 Griswold v. Taylor, 8-342(301).

8'3 Perkins v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434. Eliason v. Sidle, 61-285, 63+730.

1-‘ll?-2Morse v. Home etc. Assn., 60-316, 62+ 02 Farnsworth etc. Co. v. Com. etc. Go.’

S7-179, 91+469.

8‘ Coles v. Yorks, 28-464, l0+775. "3 Eliason v. Sidle, 61-285, 63+730; Trues

55 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 60-393, dale v. Sidle, 65-315, 67+1004

62+381.. I 9* Coles v. Yorks, 28-464, l0+775
-W Swift v. Hennep1n_County, 76-194, 78+ 9-5 Thorpe v. Hanseorn, 64-201, 66+1

11O7' . "6 Murray v. Chamberlain, 67-12, 69+474;

1’;"2Morse v. Home etc. Assn., 60-316, 62+ Kingsley v. Anderson, 103-510, 116+112.

WS'b t .Ml. t. B: 58-65 59+as Merrick v. Putnam, 73-240, T5+l047. 826. 8‘ er V p S 0 C F’ ’
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In an action to 1'o1'c(-lose no formal proof of the value of the services of

counsel need be made if the court is informed by the course of the trial of

their value.“8

FORECLOSURE BY ACTION

6426. Nature and object of action—'l‘hc action is strictly judicial in its

nature, proceeding according to the due course of common law, like any other

ordinary action cognizahle in courts of equity or common law.” It is in per

souam.I The object of the action is the enforcement of the security-the

application of the property to the satisfaction of the debt or obligation secured.2

6427. Separate mortgages—Separate mortgages may be foreclosed in sep

nrate actions, though held by the same party.“

6428. Default—Evidence held to show a default authorizing a foreclosure.‘

6429. For instalment-—Coupon interest note-The holder of overdue

coupon interest notes, secured by mortgage, may maintain an action to fore

close the mortgage, though the principal debt is not yet mature, and is held

by another person who is made a party.5

6430. Notice of election-It is unnecessary, before commencing the action.

to give notice of an election to treat the whole amount of the mortgage debt

due upon default in payment of a part. If the facts alleged in the complaint

entitle the plaintiff to such an election on several grounds, the election to treat

the whole debt as due will be deemed to be made on all such grounds unless

a contrary intention clearly appears.“

6431. Limitation of actions—Under the present statute the limitation is

fifteen years.’ Under former statutes it was ten 8 and twenty years.’ The

statute is inapplicable to foreclosure by advertisement.lo It is inapplicable to

the mortgage debt. An action to foreclose is governed by the six-year limita

tion so far as it is an action for the recovery of a personal judgment.11 An

action to foreclose will lie though an action on the mortgage debt is barred.12

A recent statute defines the time when the period of limitation shall begin to

run." Prior to Laws 1901 c. 11, it was held that a partial payment which

prevented the running of the statute against the mortgage debt would also

prevent its running against an action to foreclose the mortgage.H When a

mortgage is given to secure several separate notes the payment of one of them

as it falls due does not toll the statute as to the others or the mortgage.“ At

]:ZKingsIey v. Anderson, 103-510, 116+

"9 Bardwell v. Collins, 44-97, 46+3l5;

Stone v. Bassett, 4-298(215).

1Whalley v. Eldridge. 24-358; Bardwell

v. Collins. 44-97, 46-+315; Carson v. Coch

ran, 52-67, 53+1130.

?Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34; Ban

inng v. ‘Bradford. 21-308.

];3Koppang v. Steenerson, 100-239, 111+

4Farwel1 v. Bale, 49-13, 51+621.

5Cleveland v. Booth, 43-16, 44+670.

“N. W. etc. Co. v. Allis, 23-337. See

Fowler v. Woodward, 26-347, 4+231.

TR. L. 1905 § 4074; Laws 1907 c. 197;

Laws 1909 c. 181.

9Laws 1870 c. 60; King v. Meighen, 20

2(§‘4(237); Archambau v. Green. 21-520;

F_1Sk v. Stewart, 26-365, 4+611; Bradley v.

Norris, 63-156, 65+357.

9 G. S. 1866 c. 66 § 11; Holton v. Meighen,

15-69(50); Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65+

357.

10Golcher v. Brisbin, 20—453(407).

11 Slingerland v. Sherer, 46-422, 49+237;

Evans v. Staalle, 88-253, 92+951.

12 Ozmun v. Reynolds, 11-459(341); Con

ner v. Howe, 35-518, 29+-314; Evans v.

Staalle, 88-253, 92+951. See Jones _v.

Tainter, 15-512(423); Bradley v. Norns,

63-156, 65+357.

18 Laws 1907 c. 197; Laws 1909 c. 181.

See, under former statute, Trudeau v. Ger

mann. 101-387, 112+281.

14 Moll/Ianaman v. Hinchley_ 82-296, 8-1+

]0l8; Kenaston v. Lorig, 81-454, 84+323;

Austin v. Barnum, 52-136, 53-H132; Car

son v. Cochran, 52-67, 53+1130; Fisk v.

Stewart. 24-97.

15 Mcl\‘l'anaman v. Hinchley, 82-296, 84+

1018.
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present the running of the statute is not affected by the non-r:;;s1d‘e71i1::lpf any

of the defendants.“ Prior to Laws 1887 c. 69 the rule was 0 F er Iv-in the

6432. Joinder of causes of action—Cases are cited below 1nvo g

' ' ' -ion.“ ,3016288. Olfidiilllisceitiojnabtf summons--Jurisdiction cannot be acquired'bIyi!p1t1}l])é

lication of summons against resident defendants who are personally wltthin the

state and can be found therein.” An action to foreclose comefs W1 ons M

meaning of Laws 1864 c. 42 § 1, providing for the publication odsplllcflllants-M

G. S. 1878 c. 81 § 28 is void both as to resident and non-resident e eInt_ m-M

6434. Parties—-The heirs of a deceased mortgagor are necessary pa ées em

the administrator or executor is a proper party; but no‘defic1e1u;1y ju gzga e

can be rendered against such parties. The personal Cl&1I:; for t_ e1 mo C,1_i‘g)r

debt must be presented for allowance to the probate court, Strait y, 1-i(I)’n is

mortgagee is not a proper party, because the proper object of e :1: to thbp

to bar the equities of the mortgagor and rights accrumg subsequenbe mad;

mortgage. But prior lienors may consent to become parties, or may to have

such, where the object is to ascertain the extent of their claims, pr f which

the premises sold subject thereto or absolutely_to create a fund on _0 t must

the several ineumbrances shall be paid in their order, but such 0l)]Ei!;(l3l only

clearly appear from the complaint.“ It is the general rule that h: hav_e

proper parties are the mortgagor and the mortgagee, and those wthe onlv

acquired rights under them in the mortgagor’s estate; for these aret 8 e 0}

persons having any rights or obligations growing out of the mt: gfig;1; er

interested in any manner in the subject-matter of the action. _s 0% a

claiming a title adverse and paramount to that of the mortgagor 1s lztion

proper party.“ The principal debtor may be made a defendant in anfar the

by his creditor to foreclose a mortgage held as collateral security 0 t be

principal debt.“ In foreclosing a mortgage on a homestead the wife lllltfstee

made a party in order to cut out her interest." A mortgagee who _1s l'_ thé

holding title to the security for all the bondholders _as beneficlanes, 1:1able

proper party to institute foreclosure proceedmgs, but in case of nnreaso tion

neglect, or a refusal to discharge his duty, any bondholder may brmg an afc the

to enforce the security for the common benefit?‘ All joint owners 0 ht

mortgage should be joined as plaintifis.28 When a second ac_t1on1s bgoggin

to foreclose as to parties not included in the first, the parties 1nclu e T

the first need not be made parties in the second.” Any person who has 8

claims to have an interest in the property through the mortgagor may -e

made a defendant, and the mere fact that the relief asked agamst h_lm_ 1*

different from that asked against the mortgagor or other defendants is 1m

“ R. L. 1905 § 4074; Hill v. Townley, 45- 24 Banning v. Bradford. 21-308. see

167, 47+653. Churchill v. Proctor, 31-129’ 16+694i Wag;

11 Whalley v. Eldridge, 24-358; Rogers ton v. Perkins, 33-357, 2a+527; Cbee‘Je'mij

\'. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Foster v. John- Converse, 35-179, 28+21_7; Wilson "" “ks

son, 44-290, 46+350; Carson v. Cochran, 5011, 36-59, 29+887; Fmlayson v. CF00 Y

52-67, 53-l-1130.
47-74, 49+39S, 645.

18 Nichols v. Randall, 5-304(2-L0); Whit
25 First Nat. Bank v. Lambert, 63-263,

ing v. Clugstou, 73-6. 75+759; Bailey v. 65+451.

Anderson, 75-49, 77+414. M Spalti v. Blumer, 56-523. 53+156

I9 Bardwell v. Collins, 44-97, 46+315.
21 Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-148, 53+

2" Crombie v. Little, 47-581. 50+823.
1134.

21 Smith v. Hurd, 50-503, 52+922. 25 Hawke v. Banning, 3-67(30)

22H111 V. Townley, 45-167, 47+653.
, 2" Morey v. Duluth, 69-5, 71+694.

‘=8 Foster v. Johnson, 44-290, 46-+350. See

Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 59+822.
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material.an All persons bound by the lieu of the mortgage must be made par

ties, to obtain an effective judgment.‘n A city may maintain an action.“2

6435. Pleading-—As to subsequent lienors it is suificient to allege that they

claim to have some interest in or lien on the premises, but that such interest

or lien, if any, is subject and junior to the lien of the plaintiffs mortgage. It

is for them to disclose the nature of their interests by answer.“ It is probably

unnecessary in the complaint to allege that no action or proceeding has been

instituted at law to recover the debt secured by the mortgage.34 An allegation

of ownership of a note and mortgage by assignment held s11i.’ficientP5 An al

legation that one of the plaintiffs, the mortgagee, “holds the said mortgage and

obligation in his name, for the joint use and benefit of the said plaintiffs” held

suificient to show a joint interest.“ A complaint charging the defendants

with a conspiracy against the plaintiff in negotiating the mortgage loan, one

of the defendants being a loan agent of the plaintiff, held sui‘fieient."’ An

answer denying any knowledge or information sufiicient to form a belief as

to an assignment of a mortgage, held properly stricken out as sham.88 The

intention with which a mortgage was purchased may be alleged directly and

an answer to be good as a denial must deny the intention.” Under R. S.

1851 c. 70 § 30, it was necessary for husband and wife to answer jointly.‘0

A complaint where a mortgage was given in consideration of the satisfaction

of a judgment against the mortgagor held sufficient, the mortgagor having

failed to execute a note to accompany the mortgage.‘1 Failure to allege a

default in the mortgage specifically held waived by failure to object in season.

Granting foreclosure has been held not a departure from the complaint.‘2 A

complaint and findings held to entitle the plaintiff to a foreclosure of an

equitable mortgage."

6436. Countercl-aims-—'In an action to foreclose a purchase-money mortgage

' the mortgagor may plead as a counterclaim damages from breach of the cov

enants in the deed to him.“ A counterclaim for services held suificiently plead

ed and proved.“ Certain facts alleged held to show a partial failure of con

sideration, but not to constitute a counterclaim.“

6437. Def¢nces—An abortive foreclosure by advertisement is not a bar to

a subsequent action to foreclose.47 The mortgagor and his privies cannot set

up as a defence that he had no title to the mortgaged premises.“ It is no

defence to the foreclosure of a purchase-money mortgage that there is an out

standing incumbrance against which the mortgagee has covenanted in his deed

of conveyance.” It is a good defence that there is nothing due on the mortgage

because there was no consideration for the note or obligation secured.“0 It is

no defence as to a mortgagor, though he is in possession, that the lien of the

mortgage was extinguished and the equity of redemption foreclosed by former

3° Nichols v. Randall, 5—304(240). 42 Qeibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 59+822.

31 Whalley \-'. Eldridge, 24-358. 48 Piper v. Sawyer, 73-332, 76+57.

32 Fergus Falls v. Fergus Falls H. Co., “Lowry v. Hui-d, 7—356(282).

80-165, 33+54. 45 Phelps v. Compton, 72—109, 75+19.

33 Howard v. Iron & L. Co., 62-298, 64+ W Lash v. McCormick, 17—'403(381).

896. See Seager v. Burns, 4—141(93). 4'! Folsom v. Lockwood, 6—186(119); Lash

3* See Jones v. Ewing, 22-157. v. McCormick, 17—403(3§1) ; Rogers v.

"5 Foster v. Johnson, 39-378Y 40+255. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Lmdgren v. LlI1(l

3° Hawke v. Banning, 3—67(30). gren, 73—90, 75+1034.

37 Whiting v. Clugston, 73-6, 75+759. 4" Carson v. Cochran, 52-67, 53+1]3Q.

3'‘ Wheatou v. Briggs. 35-470, 29+170. 1"’ Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62-260, 64+

" Wilcox v. Davis. 4-197(139). 816.

'" Wolf v. Banning, 3-202(133). -'m Anderson v. Lee, 73-397, 76+24.

*1 Volmer v. Stagcrman, 2-“-234.
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foreclosure proceedings.“l It is no defence to an action by a city. it least as to

purchasers with notice, that the loan by the city was ultra v1res._“ The pen

dency of another action for possession is not a bar.“ It IS no defence that the

mortgage runs to a firln.“ ln an action to foreclose a mortgage given to

secure money advanced to develop a mine, it has been_held that a defence that

the mortgagor had been prevented from complying with the terms of h1s5::on

tract by the conduct of the mortgagee was not supported by the evidence.

6&8. Issues which may be 1itigated—Au adverse t1tle._ paramount to that

of the mortgagor if valid, cannot be litigated.“6 The question of a fraudulent

termination and forfeiture of a leasehold estate covered by the mortgage may

be litigated.57 So may the validity of a tax title which, if valid, would cut out

the lien of the mortgage.“ The validity of prior liens may be l1t1gated Wllefg

the object is to ascertain the extent of the claims and to have the prennses so

subject thereto, or absolutely to create a fund out of which the several in

cumbrances shall be paid in their order.“ If the mortgage is held as col-I

lateral security, the respective rights of all the parties to the transaction may

be determined.“° The rights and equities of all parties mterested 1n the mort

gaged premises are to be adjusted in the action, which proceeds, not agamst

the property, but against the persons.M

6439. Jury tria1—lf a defendant is entitled to a jury trial of lns personal

liability he must demand it seasonably.M _ bt

6440. Burden of proof—The plaintiff has the burden of provmg the lie

and must produce the note on the trial or excuse its absence.°“_

6441. Findings—Amendment—\Nhere, in findings directing a forecl0sl11‘€'

the amount is not stated, but the court afterwards makes an order fiX_mg the

amount, and directing that it be inserted in the findings, the order is to be

deemed a part of the findings, though the amount be not actually inserted

therein.“ A motion to amend findings so as to order that the premises be_SOld

in the inverse order of alienation, has been held properly demed, no such issue

having been formed.“

6442. ]udgment—a. In gencral—The judgment prescribed by R. L. 1905

§ 4488, “adjudging the amount due” is not a personal judgment which Ina."

be docketed and become a lien, before
sale of the mortgaged premises and thj;

application of the proceeds upon.the debt, as prescribed by R. L. 1905 § 44?‘:

If the plaintifl fails to establish his lien and right to foreclosure, but estabhs eg

a cause of action for the recovery of money, he may have an orchnary persona

judgment, with all its incidents." In all cases of foreclosure it is necessary

to have a judgment adjudging the amount due on the mortgage in order t0

determine the sum to be realized out of the security; and, in cases where the

plaintiff is not entitled to a personal judgment for the debt. this is its only

51 Herber v. Christopherson, 30-395, 15+

676.

-52 Fergus Falls v.

80-165, 83+54.

I-1‘1C0les v. Yorks, 31-213, 17+341.

54 Foster v. Johnson, 39-378, 40+255.

65 Farwell v. Bale, 49-13, 51+621.

5“ Banning v. Bradford, 21-308.

5'! Churchill v. Proctor, 31-129, 16+694.

59 Wilson v. Jamison, 36-59. 29+887; Nor

ton v Met. Life Ins. Co., 74-484, 77+298,

539.

Fergus Falls H. Co.,

59 Foster v. Johnson, 44-290, 46+350. See

Buettel v. Harmount, 46-481, 49+250.

6° First Nat. Bank \'. Lambert, 63-263;

65+451.

‘*1 Bardwell V. Collins, 44-97, 46+315. S88

Lahilf \'. Heunepin County etc. Assn., 61

226, 63+493. _
M Herber v. Christopherson, 30-395, 19+

676; Spalti v. Blumer, 63-269. 65+454

‘*8 Gray v. Blabon, 74-344, 77+234.

6-1 Baker v. Byerly. 40-489, 42+395.

‘*5 Norton v. Met. Life Ins. Co., 74-484:

77-1298, 539.

M Thompson v. Dale, 58-365, 591-1086.

See Thompson v. Bickford, 19-17(1)

M Thompson \-_. Dale. 58-365, 59+1086;.

Louisville B. Co. v. Blake, 70-252, 73+155

_—.|l
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plaintiff is entitled. Vlhen it is entered, ‘all controversy as to the respective

6443. Modification of judgment—A judgment cannot be modified so as to

affect subsequent purchasers except on notice to them.” An order for judgment

on default has been held properly modified before entry of judgment, without

notice to the defendant.79 A motion to modify a judgment by striking out a

provision for attorney’s fees has been held properly denied.”0

444. Opening default judgment—'1‘he court may open a default judgment

and allow a defendant to answer, as in an ordinary case, and its action will

the parties included in the first may be omitted in the second.82 A purchaser

at the forecosure sale in the first action may also maintain such an_ action.“

6446. Who bound by judgment—'I‘he judgment binds the parties and their

privies the same as a judgment in an ordinary action.“ Persons not made

parties. and not in privity with parties, are unaffected, the action being in

P8l‘S0I1i1lIl.s5 Parties as to whom the action is dismissed are not bound.“ A

lnortgagee pendente lite has been held bound.‘"_

“'3 Slingerland v. Sherer, 46-422, 49+237. '18 Aldrich v. Chase, 70-243, 73+161.

‘"1 Dodge v. Allis, 27-376, 7+732. 7" Louisville B. Co. v. Blake, 70-252, 73+

1° McLaughlin v. Nicholson, 70-71, 72+ 155.

327, 73+1; McLaughlin v. Betcher, 87-1, $0 Murray v. Chamberlain, 67-12, 69+474.

9I+14. See Banning v. Bradford, 21-308; 81 Russell v. Blakeman, 40-463, 421-391;

Stribert v. Mpls. ete. Ry., 58-39, 59+822; Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake 0. Assn.,

International T. Co. v. Ufton Grove L. & 67-131, 69+708. See, as to effect of re

I C0., 71-147, 73+716; Koppang v. Stecn- verse] of judgment on title of purchaser

erson, 100-239, 111+153. at sale, Smith v. Valentine, 19-452(393).

71 Thompson v. Bickford, 19-17(1). 82 Foster v. Johnson, 44-290, 46+350;

12 Smith v. Valentine, 19-452(393): Morey v. Duluth, 69-5, 71+694; Rogers v.

H0tcl1kiss v. Cutting, 14-537(408). Holyoke, 14—220(l58); Beeson v. Day, 78

" Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake C. 88, 80+864.

Assn, 67-181, 69+708. as Rogers v. Holyoke, 14-220(15s).

"390 R. L. 1905 § 4488; Johnson v. M Northern T. Co. v. Crystal Lake C.

Williams, 4-260(l83). Assn., 67-131, 69+708.

7-" Foster v. Johnson, 39-378, 40+255. $5 Rogers v. Holyoke, 14-220(158); Mar

" Coles v. Yo!-ks, 31-213, 17+341. tin v. Fridley, 23-13; Whalley v. Eldndge,

""' Potter v. Marvin, 4-525(410). 24-358; Whitney v. Huntington, 37-197,
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. ale-The sale is conducted according to the provisions of law relatmg

to(::41l4e7s 0% realty on execution." Where a mortgage covers an exempt home;

stead, and additional lands, the mortgagor is entitled to have the no}1)1t-egengin

property first sold and applied to the satisfaction ot the mortgage de_t . t a _

order for the sale of the premises as one tract has been susta1ued,m1) 11;; ' pa

pearing by the record that the premises consisted of several tracts. h 15+

judicial sale.“ It should be for no more than necessary to satisfy e moibe

0' e."2 Where a judgment directs a sale to be made by the shenfi, it may

iiuide by his deputy.“ Purchasers of portions 0f_the mortgaged premises are

entitled to have them sold in the inverse order otal1enat1o11.‘“ _ _

6448. Purchase by trustee—If a trustee bids in the property_ in his o:;n

name for the use and benefit of the cestuis que trust, he 15 not hable for e

amount of the bid.D5 ‘

6449. Distribution of proceeds of sale—Surp1us-_-I_t a mortgage secunfi

several notes held by different parties, the proceeds, if msulfiment to pay 8;)

the notes in full, should, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary, he

applied pro rata towards the payment of all the n_0tes_w1t_h0ut regard to td:

time of their transfer or maturity.°° If the shenflf distributes the procee

as directed by the judgment, he is not liable.M A prior mortgage:5 has been

held not entitled to have his lien and taxes paid out of the proceeds.

6450. Confirmation of Sale—The confirmation of a report of sale has the

effect of a judgment and cannot be attacked collaterally".0 Unt1l confirmation

the proceedings are not complete and a sale may be set aside for cause. _ _

6451. Setting aside sale and ordering resa1e—A sale cannot be set aside 01

a resale ordered until the coming in of the report of the original sale. It mayf

be done any time between the coming in of the report and the confirmation 0

the sale.2 The fact that no report of sale has been made is no_ground for

issuing an injunction restraining a party from moving to ‘set aside the sale.

A junior mortgagee may move to set aside a sale, at least if he _1B =1 Party _to

the action.3 After a final decree a sale cannot be set aside for lrregularltles

to which objection might have been made on the application to confirm the Sale,

at least without a showing excusing the failure to make such objection.

6452. Final decree—Prior to Laws 1897 c. 253, provision was made for a

final decree.“ It was held that an appeal would lie from the decree; that the

court might decree the title in any person named by the purchaser or his

assigns,“ that one redeeming from the purchaser was entitled to a decree: '

33+561; Harper v. East Side Synd., 40
Hall v. McCormick, 31-280, 17+620- See

381, 42+86; Bardwell v. Collins, 44-97, 46+

315; Spalti v. Blumer, 56-523, 58+156;

Nolan v. Dyer, 75-231, 77+786; Beeson v.

Day, 78-88, 80+864. See Talbot v. Bar

ager, 37-208, 34+23; Banning v. Sabin, 41

477, 43+329.

Borup v. Nininger, 5-523 (417) ; Solberg v

Wright, 33-224, 22+3s1.

01 Hill v. Rasicot, 34-270, 25+604.

93 International '1‘. Co. v. Ufton Grove L.

& I. Co., 71-147, 73+716.

M1 Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14-537(408);

Smith v. Valentine, 19—452(393); Coles v.

Yorks, 36-388, 31+s5a. _

8“ Banning v. Sabin, ~41-477, 43+329; Id.,

45-431, 4s+s.
B1 Banning v. Sabin, 51-129, 53+1.

"8 R. L. 1905 § 4488. See §§ 3530-3539.

See. for practice under G. S. 1851 c. 94

§ 58, Smith v. Valentine, 19—452(393).

5" Horton v. Kelly, 40-193, 41+1031.

"0 Von Hemert v. Taylor, 76-386, 79+319.

9‘ Stone v. Bassett, 4—298(215).

W Johnson v. Williams, 4-260(183).

M Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14-537 (408).

94 See § 6466.

95 Mareck v. Mpls. '1‘. Co., 74-538, 77+428.

9“ WllS0l1 v. Eigenbrodt, 30-4, 13+907;

1Rogers v. Holyoke, 14—220(158); G1]

man v. Holyoke, 14—138(104). See, as_li°

confirmation under former statute, Smith

v. Valentine, 19-452(as3). _

2Rogers v. Holyoke, 14—220(158); G1l'

man v. Holyoke, 14—138(104).

3R0gers v. Holyoke, 14-220(158).

4 Coles v. Yorks, 36-388, 31+353.

6G. S. 1894 § 6066.

BDodge v. Allis, 27-376, 7+732.

1 Bovey v. Tucker, 48-223, 50+1038.
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that the decree might contain a provision for the recovery of the possession; a

that the decree was conclusive as to the regularity of the prior proceedings

and not open to collateral attack; that the decree could not be set aside for

irregularities to which objection might have been made on application to con

firm the sale, at least, without a showing excusing the failure to make such

objection; 9 that a party was entitled to a. decree upon the expiration of the

redemption period, and that the court could not extend the period.m

6453. Recovery of possession—When possession of lands is wrongfully

withheld after expiration of the time of redemption, the court may compel

delivery of possession to the party entitled thereto by order directing the sheriff

to eifect such delivery.u It has been held improper to include an order in a

final decree." An order in which the premises are not properly described

should not issue.13

6454. Redemption—'l‘he right of redemption is regulated by statute.H The

period of redemption cannot be shortened or extended by the court.15 A junior

mortgagee, not a party to the action to foreclose, cannot redeem from the

sale, but must, if he redeems at all, redeem from the entire mortgage, by pay

ing the whole of it.16

6455. Strict foreclosure-—In appropriate cases the court may award a strict

foreclosure, but no final decree can be entered until one year after the judgment

adjudging the amount due. 'l‘he remedy is very rarely “just and appro

priate.” " By a strict foreclosure the conditional title acquired by the mort

gage is made absolute in the mortgagee, the property being thus applied direct

1)’ to the satisfaction of the debt.18

RECEIVER

6456. Effect of statute—The statute declaring that “a mortgage of real

property is not to be deemed a conveyance, so as to enable the owner of the

mortgage to recover possession of the real property without a foreclosure” “

restricts, but does not abrogate, the power of a ‘court to appoint a receiver in an

action to foreclose. A receiver may still be appointed to protect such equitable

rights of the mortgagee as do not rest on the common-law principle of a legal

estate transferred by the mortgagorF°

6457. At instance of purchaser at foreclosure sale—A purchaser at a fore

closure sale may have a receiver appointed during the redemption period to

collect the rents and profits for the preservation of the premises, but not for

the payment of the mortgage debt.21

5 Belknap v. Van Riper, 76-268, 79+103.

9 Coles v. Yorks, 36-338, 31-+353.

1° State v. Kerr, 51-417, 53+7l9.

11 R. L. 1905 § 4497; Coles v. Yorks, 36

388, 31+353; Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. 00.,

60-6, 61+818; Marshall 8:; I. Bank v. Cady,

75-2-41_ 774831.

12 Belknap v. Van Ripcr, 76-268, 79+103.

1ilColes v. Yorks, 36-388. 31+353.

1‘ R. L. 1905 § 4496. See Stone V. Bas

sett, 4-298(2]5) (effect of act of March 5,

1853, abolishing the court of chaneery);

Nash v. Adams, 55-46, 56+241 (mortga

gee’s right to redeem from prior liens held

not foreclosed).

15 Hollingsworth v. Campbell, 28-18, 8+

873; Whittacre v. Fuller, 5—508(4O1).

"1 Martin v. Fridley, 23-13. See Banning

v. Sabin, 45-431, 48+8.

11R. L. 1905 5 4498; Morey v. Duluth,

69-5, 71+694; Hollingsworth v. Campbell,

28-18, 8+873; Wilder v. Haughey, 21-101.

Prior to Laws 1870 c. 58 the power was

less restricted, Stone v. Bassett, 4-298

(215); Heyward V. Judd, 4-483(375);

Pace v. Chadderdon, 4-499(390); Drew v.

Smith, 7—301(231); Bacon v. Cottrell, 13

194(1s3).

18 Sprague v. Martin, 29-226, 13+34.

19 R. L. 1905 § 4441.

20 Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297; Marshall

& I. Bank v. Cady, 76-112, 78+978.

21Nat. Fire Ins. Co. v. Broadbsnt, 77

175, 79-I-676.
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6458. At instance of 'unior mortgagee—]n an action to foreclose a ]1l1110l‘

mortgage, the insolvency-‘of the mortgagor, the inadequacy of the secunty, argl

the failure of the mortgagor to apply the rents 1n preserv1_ng_the security.paying delinquent taxes and interest on a senior mortgage, Justify the app0111

a receiver.22 _ _m(6n4t5gl Grounds for appointment-—The only ground on wh1eh a receiver can

be appointed is that it is necessary to prevent waste and protect and preservg

the premises. A receiver cannot be appomted on the theory that the rents I13

profits are a part of the security. They can be used through a recewpr othy

for the purpose of protecting and preserving the premises and not or d 6

purpose of paying the mortgage debt. ‘The fact that the prer_n1ses _arefl1_1€quate security, or that the mortgagor is msolrent, or both combmed, 1s, 0 1 S9

alone, no ground for the appointment of a receiver, though it may be a Wfiljt

material consideration in passing on the propriety of appomtmg a receiverthe purpose of preserving the pre111ises.“ Leavmg theproperty vacant to 1 s

detriment, failing to pay taxes and insurance, neglecting to make necessary

repairs, closing a hotel and neglecting to pay the mterest on prior mortgages,

have been held grounds for appointing a receiver.“ _ _

6460. A matter of disc:-etion—The appointment of a receiver is largely 2‘;

matter of discretion—a discretion to be cautiously and sparmgly exerclsed.

The action of the court will not be reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse

of discretion.“ _ I _

6461. Purpose—Pr0perty affected—A receivership in an action to for:

close is only for the purposes of the foreclosure, and, however general 13 9

language of the appointment, affects only the property covered by the n1or2tTgage

Its purpose is to preserve the premises for the benefit of the n1ortgage€

6462. Bars collateral action for rents and profits—When a recewer of. the

rents and profits has been appointed, the right to them cannot be determmed

in a collateral action where all the parties interested are not before the court

and there has been no accounting or settlement with the receiver." _ _

6463. Continuation of receivership—The same facts that would Justify :1

court in appointing a receiver during the pendency of the action would Juslllfy

it in providing in the final judgment that the receivership should be con

tinued.20

6464. Of homestead—A rec

stead, but a court should re

ordinary case.M

6465. Receiver on assignment of rents—On a written assignment of the

rents by the mortgagor to the mortgagee, it has been held that the mortgagee

eiver may be apppointed of a mortgaged home

quire a somewhat stronger showmg than 1n an

22 Haugau v. Netland, 51-552, 53+873;

Farmers’ Nat. Bank v. Backus, 64-43, 66+

5; Id., 67-43, e9+e3s. See Lowell v. Doe, =5 Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297; 1*?"

44444, 4e+297; Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., Fire Ins. 00. v. Broadbeut, 17-175, 19*

52-246, 53+l151; Marshall & I. Bank v. 676.

Cady, 76-112, 78+978. 26 Marshall & I. Bank v. Cady, 75-241,

23 Pioneer 8. 80 L. Co. v. Farnham, 50-315, 77+831.

52+897; Marshall & I. Bank v. Cady, 76- '11 Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297? St

112, 78+978; Nat. Fire Ins. Co. v. Broad- Louis C. Co. v. Stillwater St. Ry-, 53429,

bent, 77-175, 79+676. 54+1064.

24 Id.; Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, ~l6+297;

29 Each v. White, 82-462, 85+238, 718.
Haugan v. Netland, 51-552, 53+873; Farm

" Marshall & I. Bank v. Cady, 75-241!
ers’ Nat. Bank v. Backus, 64-43, 66+5; 77+331_

Id., 67-43, 691-638; Marshall & I. Bank v. 3° Lowell v. Doe, 44-144, 46+297; Marshall

Cady, 75-241, 77+831. See also Schmidt

& 1. Bank v. Cady, 75-241, 77+831.v. Gayner, 59-303, 61+333, 62+265; Whit

ing v. Clugston, 73-6, 75+759; Shadewald

v. White, 74-208, 77+42.
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was entitled to foreclose the lien and have a receiver appointed to collect the

rents.31

did not take cum onere, are entitled to have them applied to the satisfaction

of the mortgage in tl1e inverse order of alienation." The holder of a mort

gage, knowing that a third party has acquired an interest subsequent to the

Where a mortgage covers an exempt homestead and additional lands, the

mortgagor is entitled, upon the foreclosure, to have the non-exempt property

first sold and applied to the satisfaction of the mortgage debt." Where A

and B have mortgages on the land of C, and A’s mortgage covers more land

than B’s, B may compel A to satisfy his debt so far as possible, out of the

land not covered by B’s mortgage." Where a creditor has security for his

debt on the property of the principal debtor, and other security on the prop

erty of the surety, a court will not require him to first exhaust the security '

against the property of the principal debtor, if it appears that such property

is of no value as security."

6467. The land as the primary fund for payment of debt—As between a

mortgagor and one who has assumed the payment of the mortgage the land

is the primary fund for the payment of the debt.‘39 It the owner of mort

3‘ Farmers T. Co. ". Prudden, 84-126, 86+ 30 Horton v. _Ke1ly, 40-193, 41+1031;

887- Blake v. Boisjoh, 51-296, ss+esv.8* Johnson v. Williams, 4—260(183) ; Clark 31 See Whittaere v. Fuller, 5-508 (401) ;

v. Kraker, 51-444, 5a+7os; Merchants’ Nat. London etc. Go. v.'Traey, 58-201, 59+_1001

Bllllk 17- Stanton, 55-211, 56+821; Howard 38 N. W. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Alhs, 23-—

v- Bfilrns, 73-356, 76+202. 337.S § 6295

33 oward . B s 73-356 76+202. H0 ee . I _

3* Merchant? ’Bank v.’ Stanton, 55~ 40 Johnson v. Wflhams, 4—260(183) ;

211- 56+821. Clark v. Kraker, 51-444, ss+7os; Howard

\'. Burns, 73-356, 76+202.

35 M A - ' _0 mm m Martm’ 23 74' 41 Churchill v. Proctor, 31429, 16+694.

II-34
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- ' 42
is an ordinary incident of an action to redeem from a mortgagee 11l)l p0SlS::Slf1l(;Il1l-at

In an action to enjoin foreclosure and for-dag ac;-ounttgnlgé 1523: Oilellccount of

' r1’ refused to allow any e uc ion _
th: ici(1)t1eli'tesItrg¥ethz: mortgagor in the estate of the mortgagee, \Vl1e:€5n110aSeal3il;L;t

ment of the estate had been made.‘3 In an action for an ac<:;01(11Ht111eg regmises

a mortgagee by absolute deed, where the mortgagee had eiiclia-n,,,e_(1S 501% it has

for other land which was conveyed to him and which he afti3l‘\8lt the hind re

heen held that the mortgagee was chargeable with the va ule odk1 not realize

ceived in exchange for the mortgaged prennses, even though _ie 1 not be ex

its full value on selling it.“ The statutory tune of 1'edempt1ort1_c:c1rI:5 AD as

tended to await the determination of an action for an accounving. interest

signee of the niortgagoi"s interest in the rents and profits, ll!-Mlélgt nghe terms

in the mmtgaged premises, has been held not entitled to ob]ec d 0 and for

of an accounting for the rents and profits.“ In an action to ie}eell(I11 that the

an accounting against a mortgagee by absolute deed, it has beenng H In

court erred in dismissing the action for lnsufficiency of the en enc(e1.that 8

an action to restrain a foreclosure and for an accounting on the groun1 Q been

part of the iiioney loaned had not been delivered to the inortgagor,'it'ia.'an'[e(1

held that the findings were justified by the evidence and that they iiari W _

the conclusions of law.‘8 In an action for an accounting and for a recon y

ance of the mortgaged premises, it has been held that the findings were justi

fied by the evidence.‘9

INJUNCTION

6469. Duty to enjoin sale—A mlortglagolr 5may bar himself from subse

’[l1(3Ilt relief b’ failin to en'oin an il ega sa e. _ _ _
I 6470. Injuhction ggrantdd to restrain sale—-An 1n]iinction hag_granted to restraiii a sale until the existence of a default might be Ju ici val‘

determined; 51 where the mortgage was usurious; 52 where the mfrtgflge ‘h;

fraudulent;Ga where the mortgage was without consideration; where id

mortgage had ne\'er been delivered; 5“ where separate tracts were threageléid

to be sold in gross;M where the mortgage was void because the husban M be

not join; "1 where the mortgage had been paid; 58 and where the sale won

a cloud on the title.59 _ I _ d _ d

6471. Injunction to restrain sale denied—An in_]unction has been enie

to restrain a sale, pending an action by the mortgagor to have the mortgage

adjudged satisfied ; 6° and where the mortgagor threatened to 'foreclose without

reserving a right of redemption.61

42 Hoover v. Johnson, 47-434, 50+475; M Devlin \-. Quigg, 44-534, “+258?

Madigan v. Mead, 31-94, 16+539.

4-3 La Crosse Nat. Bank v. Thompson, 37

126. 33+-907.

M Darling v. Harmon, 47-166, 49+686.

45 Hoover v. Johnson, 47-434, 50+475.

W Anderson v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 68-491,

71+665, 819.

41 Staughton v. Simpson, 69-314, 72+126.

‘PS Gerdes v. Burnham, 78-511, 81+516.

4" Floberg v. Joslin, 79-431, 82+681.

5° Bidwell v. Whitney, 4-76(45); Dicker

-son v. Hayes, 26-100, 1+834; Johnson v.

Williams, 4—260(183).

51 O’Brien v. Oswald, 45-59. 47+316.

H Robinson v. Blaker, S5-242. 88+845.

"Conkey v. Dike, 17-157(434).
See

Pineo v. Hetfelfinger, 29-183,. 12+522.

Thieleu v. Randall, 75-332, 77+992; Gerdes

v. Burnham, 78-511, 81+516. See Dart Y

Minn. L. & T. Co., 74-426, 77+288.

55 Thiclen V. Randall, 75-332, 77+992. V

M Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62-265, 64*

816.

5'‘ Yager v. Merkle, 26-429, 4+819. ' _

58 See Rand v. Perkins, 74-16, 76+900.

Park v. Cross, 76-187, 3;-)|-1107; 1\1°ntg°m‘

c v. McEwen, 9—103( .

gYager v. Merkle, 26-429, 4+819. §E8

Hamilton v. Wood, 55-482, 57+2OS; N04"!

v. Dyer, 75-231, 77+786.

M Montgomery v. MeEwen, 9-103(93)

81 Armstrong v. Sanford, 7-49(34)
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the judgment was mid.’32

it was held that he could not enjoin the foreclosu

by his cotenant, as his lien f '

recording act.“ ' ' a mortgagor in

possession.M ssion, has been‘

mortgagor from

 

A person who

sale money received on redeinption."G

6473. Sale in disregard of injunction—A sale in disregard of an injunc

tion is void.M

ACTIONS

It will lie against

It has been questioned

ger to the rnorl:gage.‘m Damages for the de

The defendant cannot interpose an equitable defence re

' Where, on the evidence introduced. the title to

the case must he certified to the district

has been held insufiicient for failure to allege fore

Proof of foreclosure cannot be mad ' ' '

5. Action for recovery of excess at forecl0sure—-Whore :1 IIIOI'tgHgQC

‘ ‘. notice claims as due an amount

The only way

some ground for a court of

Where a 11101-tgagm stands

62 Hughes v. 018011, 74-231, 77+-42.

"3 Bnettel v. Ha:-mount, 46-481, 49+250.

M See § 6231.

‘*5 Marks v. Jones, 71-136, 73+719.

5° Chamblin v. Schlichter, 12-276(181).

73 Spencer r. Annan, 4-542(426); Goeuen

v. Schroeder, 8-387(344).

H Amlerson v. Schultz, 37-76, 33+4-10.

‘/5 Gnencn \'. Schroeder, 18-66(51).

1" Bennett v. Healey, 6-240(1-58); Bailey“"Lf1sh V. McCormick, 14-482 (359). v. Merritt, 7—159(102); Spottswoorl v. Her

" Pwneer S. & L. Co. v. Powers, 47-269, rick, 22-548; Seiler V. Wilber, 29-307, 13-!

5()+227; Cullen v. Minn. L. & T. Co., 60-6, 136; Fagau v. People ’s etc. Assn., 55-437,

614-818; Heaton v. Darling, 66-262, 68+ 57+142; Eliason v. Sidle, 61-285, 63+-730:

1037 Trafton v. Cornell, 62-442, 64+1148; Maud" Daniels v

lin v. Am. etc. Assn., 63-358. 65+645:

_ _ Truesdale v. Siclle, 65-315, 67+1004; Wyatt71Prelner v Meyer, 67497, 69+887 \-. Quinby, 65-537, 6B+l09; Babcock v. Am.

12getsch v.-Biggs, 31-392, 1s+101; ‘Steele etc. Assn., 67-151, 69+718.

, 18+830; Norton v. Beck- 77 Lane v. Holmes, 55-379. 5T+132; Faganmaul 53456, 55+603; Lundberg v. David- V. People’s etc. Assn., 55-437, 57+142;

63-328, 71%-395, 72-+71; Tilleny ". Truesdale v. Sidle, 65-315, 67+1004; Babblauch, 73-108, 75+1039. _ cock \: Am. etc. Assn., 67-151, 69+718.
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. . ~ - a owerby and without objection permits the mortgagee to fOI‘OCiOsG elllltjlstl forpmore

for an amount authorized by the express terms of the moi gag irom claiming

than the legal effect of the mortgage TQ(1UII‘ES, he is estoppc to ay mot:

the excess. The basis of this rule is that if a man expressly agreesS ofphiB com

than the law will enforce against him, he may abide by he crlrilent while the

tract if he chooses; and he does abide by them if he re_ma1ns:1 terms 78 No

other party is proceeding to enforce the contract according to 1 slc nécessary

demand is necessary before bringing suit.79 The sher1t‘t' 1s nof t; the mort

party. Possession of the land is immaterial. It 1:0 l.l1'11l0C€SS8.I(‘iy (:)rt agee re‘

gagor to tender the amount due on the mortgage, A secon’ II;1 {I-{The bu1__

deeming from a first mortgagee has been held entitled to recoyep. 10 has been

den of proving the Payment of taxes claimed due in the notice 0 :11 -83 »-Cases

held on the defendant.“2 Interest isf1'egov§rabl§‘ on the amount ue.

r cited below involvin uestions 0 pea mg. ‘ _a e6476. Action for dargngges from illegal sale-The mortgagor _p11aG}'a1II}:::_

tain an action against the mortgagee for damages arising from an 1 cc

closure.“' _

6477. Action for rent collected by mortgagee-In an action :; g{)Bé1f1§::

of the mortgagor against the mortgagee, for rent collected by the diifi fncv of

the expiration of the redemption period, it has been held that a _ 9 3(519 .

the mortgage debt on foreclosure cannot be set up as a cou11ter_cla1m.d Laws

6478. Action for removal of buildings—In a statutory action un e}1; t the

1869 c. 64, for the removal of a mortgaged building. it has been held t a

existence of the mortgage lien must be established.87 I n ac‘

6479. Action by second mortgagee for recovery of surplus-- ufaom a

tion by an assignee of a. second mortgage to recover a surplus arising1 1‘1 in

foreclosure sale on the first mortgage, it has been held necessary for t B P and

tiff to prove the debt secured by his mortgage." nght of action in a segre

mortgagee against the mortgagor for a surplus received by tllQl&tlI§;‘ on a

closure of a first mortgage, has been held barred by lapse of time. It

6480. Action to have mortgage adjudged satisfied-Where a mo _ gage

which has been satisfied has been assigned, an action Wlll he to have it a -'

judged satisfied against botl1 mortgagee and assignee.“0 A mortgagee mg?

foreclose under a power pending an action by the mortgagor to have it B -

judged satisfied.91 The assignor of a mortgage, who covenants that it is pg

Paid, is not 8- necessary party to an action against the assignee to have ' 6

mortgage adjudged to have been paid prior to the assignment.“2 A filldl-111;‘;~

that a specific amount is still unpaid and that the action should therefore 8

dismissed. will not conclude the parties in a subsequent litigation involving an

issue as to the amount unpaid."

78 Bidwell v. Whitney, 4—76(45); Potter

v. Marvin, 4—525(410); Culbertson v. Len

non. 4-5].(26); Dickerson v. Hayes, 26

100, H834; Taylor v. Burgess, 26-547, 6+

350; Seiler v. Wilber, 29-307, 13+136;

Fagan v. People ’s etc. Assn., 55-437, 57+

142; Laue v. Holmes, 55-379, 57+-132.

7" Bailey v. Merritt, 7—159(102); Perkins

v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434.

8° Bailey v. Merritt, 7-159(102).

"1 Bennett v. Healey, 6—240(158).

82 Simmer v. Blabon, 74-341, 77+233.

81* See Perkins v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434;

Taylor v. Burgess, 26-547, 6+350.

84 Bailey v. Merritt, 7—159(102) (com

plaint sustained—-facts creating an 68t°P'

pel should be set up by answer) ;_sP°tt3'

wood v. Herrick, 22-548 (compla1_nt sus

tained though flagrantly indefin1te—d&

murrer held not frivolous). >

85 Lowell v. North, 4—32(15); Folsom v.

Lockwood, 6—186(1l9).

5° Spencer v. Levering, 8-461(410)

8'' Bean v. Cochran, 24-60.

85 Gray v. Blabon, 74-344, 77+234.

5“ Ayer v. Stewart, 14-97(68).

"0 Galloway v. Idtchfield, 8-188(160)

W Montgomery v. McEwen, 9-103(93)

°'-’ Rodin v. Branhan, 43-283, 45+445

"3 Woolsey v. Bohn, 41-235, 42+1022
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6481. Action to cancel mortgage-The action must be brought in the

county where the land lies.“ A party has been held to have lost his right to

cancelation of a mortgage on the ground that he was of unsound mind when

he executed it, by laches and ratification.95 A complaint in an action against

a mutual building and loan association for the cancelation of a mortgage on

the ground of usury has been sustained.“ Where a mortgagee, without proper

excuse, refuses to pay over to a mortgagor the full amount of the loan agreed

upon, an action to cancel the mortgage will lie, proper terms being imposed

for the repayment of the portion of the loan received.97 In an action to cancel

a mortgage on the ground that the agent of the mortgagee had not delivered

the money to the mortgagor, it was held error to exclude evidence that the

mortgagee had directed the agent to apply the money for the benefit of an

other person for whom he was also acting as agent.98 An action may be

maintained on the ground that the plaintiff did not execute the mortgage.”

It has been held that an action will not lie against the mortgagee by one whose

only estate or interest in the land is founded on a title adverse, and, if valid,

paramount to that of the mortgagor.1

6482. Action to reform and foreclose-In an action to reform a mort

gage, it has been held that the answer stated a counterclaim to foreclose the

same mortgage.2 Equity will help a defectively executed mortgage given upon

a valuable consideration and reform and enforce the same as against the maker

and subsequent assignees and lienors having notice.3 An alteration by a

stranger has been held not to prevent the reformation and foreclosure of a

mortgage.‘ In an action to reform and foreclose a mortgage of a corporation

in which the premises were described incorrectly by mistake, it has been held

that a director of the corporation could not take advantage of the mistake.“

6483. Action for fraudulent prevention of redemption-A party who

has been deprived of the right to redeem through the fraud of another may be

restored to his right in an action against such wrongdoer. The complaint

need not allege a tender or contain an offer to pay the amount due.“

6484. Action for deficiency—It is a good defence to an action for a de

ficiency that the sale was had on an illegal notice resulting in a sale for less

than the value of the property, if the property was of sufficient value to have

satisfied the debt on a proper sale. It is no answer to such a defence that the

mortgagor had a right to redeem? The mortgagee cannot recover for a de

ficiency arising from a claim of excessive interest.8 After a sale has been

confirmed at the instance of the mortgagor, he cannot assert its invalidity in

an action for a deficiency.9 '

6485. Action to redeem from foreclosure sa1e—a. When lies After a

foreclosure by advertisement for more than is actually due the court may, upon

a proper showing, allow the mortgagor to redeem by paying what was justly

due on the mortgage. But the mortgagor must show an excuse for not apply

ing to the court before the foreclosure to prevent a sale for more than was due.10

 

M Kommer v. Harrington, 83-114, 85+939. 5 Lebanon S. Bank v. Hollenbeck, 29-322,

"5 Whitcomb v. Hardy, 73-285, 76+29.

9“ Brrch v. Security S. & L. Assn., 71-112.

73+513.

5" Payne v. Loan 8; G. Co., 54-255, 55+

1128.

"9 Thielen v. Randall, 75-332, 77+992.

"9 Charnblin v. Sehlichter, 12—276(181)

1 Banning v. Bradford, 21-308.

2Lahrif v. Hennepin Co. etc. Assn., 61

226. 63-+493.

13+145.

4 Ames v. Brown, 22-257.

5 Gill v. Russell, 23-362.

BKling v. Clrilds, 30-366, 15+673. See

Nolan v. Dyer, 75-231, 77+786.

7 Lowell v. North, 4—32(l5).

8Culbertson v. Lennon, 4—51(26). Sec

Bidwell v. Whitney, 4-76(45); Banker v.

Brent, 4-—521(408).

9 Blake v. McKusick, 10-251(195).

1" Dickerson v. Hayes, 26-100, 1+834.
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I ' ' ' cl to act as the agent
I). P t —A er on who, without aut_hor1t§,‘assun_1e ‘of the Zdclfligd 1ie1f)crsedit0r in filing a notice of intention to redeem lfiogn 3::

foreclosure of the first lien, is not a proper party to an action1 ircéuga in, the

third lien creditor to compel a reldemption ungler l£;:rl1se(l1i1dwI:(t;€i(:31; Op iyltegtion

amount of the second lien. Anot1er person w 0, a 1 n assi “ment of it

to redeem was filed, purchased the second hen, 1)l0ClI1'0(‘ a1 dgin his name
' l f tl l ld r of the first hen, and _under it let eeme

l’.IIl0l:3l}J‘et£:n1:1e1‘S(l,l lidfi, 1aoll fvithout his authority, 1s a proper part; defendant to

' such action.11

. i - —Alle ations in a complaint as to title and tender have beenheld 1sJ1l1flt”l:2ii:1igt.1'-’ Wéliere the plaintiff had been unlawfully deprivled pfmtlels

privilege of redeeming by the defendant, it was held that the1 ponixp am laint

not allege a tender or contain an ofier to pay the amount due. -_ c0fiI_1SP0fier

has been held insuificient because the plaintiff did not allege that, in} ii mort

or atteinpt to redeem, he produced to the sheriff a certified copy 0 118

gage, or an affidavit showing the amount actually due thereon. k t ood

d. Tender—A tender of the amount required to red_ecn1 must be ep dg :

in order to be effectual as the basis of a subsequent action to compel a re emp

tion. brought after the time for redemption has exp1_red.“_ _ The

6486. Action to redeem from mortgage-—a. Lzrpztatwn-I of (LC't'l0_7LS—--1 ‘ h

limitation on actions to redeem, adopted by analogy, is the time Wltl1t1‘I.1 W 1518

an action to foreclose may be brought.16 The time begms to _run 10m1 m

time the mortgagee goes into possession. Hence there may he a right totplec tflgct

after the right to foreclose is barred.‘7 The time is not extended by 8b in

that, owing to the mortgagor being out of the state, the mortgagee may F g

his action to foreclose after the ten years.18

b. Tender unnecessary/—A tender before suit, or even a formal offer to Pay

in the complaint, is unnecessary.19 _ _ _ e of

c. Defences—The fact that in addition to securing an indebtedness, Qnt n_

the motives of a grantor in executing a deed absolute 1n terms, _b11t 1n_ m ‘i a

tion and legal effect a mortgage, was to hinder and delay l11S cred1tors,_ 15 Ififit I

defence.2° A judgment in unlawful detainer proceedmgs for possession afle

foreclosure by advertisement is not a defence." Where a release or setfric‘

ment is set up as a bar, it must appear to have been fairly made, to b_e 1ee_

from fraud, actual or constructive, and not unconscionable.22 P0SS€SSl2(;1l 01

want of possession by either the mortgagor or mortgagee is not a defence.

(Z. PlearIing—If a claim is made for rents and profits there should be 3

foundation therefor laid in the complaint.“ _ , .11,

e. J1uigmenf—Tlie judgment must fix the time within wlnch the ])l8lnl31

may redeem. It has a double aspect: first, as establishing the right to redeem

and fixing the conditions thereof; second, as a strict foreclosure of the mor

gage, if the plaintiff fails to comply with such conditions. The judgment must

II Dunn r. Dewey, 75-153. 77+793.

12 Thompson v. Foster, 21-319; Dunn v.

Dewey, 75-153, 77+793.

18 Kling v. Childs, 30-366, 15+673.

M Dunn v. Dewey, 75-153, 77+793.

1-5 Dunn v. Hunt. 63-484, 65+948.
See

v. Thompson, 39-137, 39+309; M11ler_v

Smith, 44-127, 46+324; Bradley v. Norng,

63-156, 65+-357; Backus v. Burke, 63-27 1

651-459. H
1" Bradley v. Norris, 63-156, 65+35|.

Dunn v. Dewey, 75—153, 77+793.

"Holton v. Meighen, 15-69(50); King

v. Meighen, 20-264(237); Parsons v. Nog

gle. 23-328; Fisk v. Stewart, 26-365, 4+

611; Livingston v. Ives, 35-55, 27+74;

Rogers v. Benton, 39-39, 38+765; Marshall

15 Parsons v. Noggle, 23-328.

19 Nye v. Swan, 49-431, 52+39. F

2° Livingston v. Ives, 35-55, 27+|4.

21Gosnen v. Schroeder, 18-66(51).

'22 Niggeler v. Maurin, 34-118, 24+369

23 Parsons v. Noggle, 23-328.

24 Hollingsworth v. Campbell, 28-18, 8+

873.
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allow the plaintiff at least one year in which to redeem. The judgment need

uot mention rents and profits, if no foundation is made in the complaint."

6487. Action to set aside foreclosure sale-—a. Siatute—Limitation of

acti0ns—-The statute 2° is inapplicable to an action of ejectment against a

mortgagor who has remained in actual possession since the sale.27 It is valid.

as a statute of limitations, if the purchaser goes into possession.28 The stat

ute is only applicable to certain specified “defects.” It is inapplicable where

there is an entire want of authority to exercise the power of sale, as where a

stranger assumes to foreclose 2” or an assignment is not recorded.‘0 It pre

supposes the existence of the conditions authorizing the exercise of the power

and deals only with certain specified irregularities in its exercise.31 If con

strued literally, it covers any defect in the notice.“2 It has been held applic

able where the notice of sale did not state the amount due on each lot where

the mortgage constituted a specfic lien on each of several lots; as where the

notice of sale was not published the requisite time; "“ and where the notice of

sale contained an inaccuracy as to the date when the mortgage was recorded.“'5

A party must move promptly as soon as he has notice of a foreclosure, for the

statute provides that the action must be commenced in all cases “with rea

sonable diligence.” 3“ The statute operates to validate defective sales.81

b. Laches-—If the defect in the sale is one of those included in the statute,”

the mortgagor must move with great promptness. Knowledge of the fore

closure puts him on inquiry as to the regularity of the proceedings.39 If the

defect is one of substance the same promptitude is not required,‘° but even in

such cases the mortgagor may lose his title by laches, as against bona fide pur

chasers of the record title. The adverse possession of such purchasers charges.

him with notice and imposes on him the duty to act promptly.‘1 The mort

pagorflmay enforce his legal remedies until barred by the statute of limita

ions.

c. Parties pIa1'ntijf—A party cannot complain of the infraction of a stat

utory requirement not designed for his protection; at least, if he has not been

prejudiced.‘3 A mere stranger cannot object.“ A judgment creditor with a

lien on the land may maintain an action to have a sale set aside,“ and he

may do so without showing the insolvency of the judgment debtor, or that

the mortgaged property is of greater value than the mortgage debt.“ When

a trustee purchases the trust property in his own name, the purchase is not

void, but voidable at the election of the cestui que trust. No one else can

question it." A mortgagee who discovers an error in his own sale, may have

a resale ordered, or the mortgagor required to waive the error on the record.“

1-'- Hollingswurtli \'. (‘ampbell, 28-18. 8+ =10 Mm-cotte v. Hartman, 46-202, 48+767;

‘75- Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29-+194; Clark v.

2" R. L. 1905 § 4477. Kraker, 51-444, 53+706.

'—"' Sanborn v. Potter. 35-449, 291-64. 40 Hull \'. King, 38-349, 37+792; Burke
28 Russell v. Akoley,l-15-376, 4s+a. v. Backus. 51-174, 53+458

29 Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197. 36+333.

3° Burke v. Backus, 51-174. 53+-458;

Burke v. Baldwin. 51-181, 53+460.

31 Burke v. Backus. 51-174, 53+458.

3'-’ Bitzer v. Campbell, 47-221, 49+691.

S:aeIS]a.xe v. Rice, 64-190, 66+268.

( '

41 Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333.

See Sanborn v. Eads, 38-211, 36+338; Di

mond v. Manheim, 61-178, 63+495.

42 Welsh v. Cooley, 44-446, 46+908.

43 Holmes v. Crummett, 30-23, 13+924.

H Baldwin \'. Allison. 4-25(11); Blake

v. McKusick, 8—33B(298); Sara v. Rice,

64-190, 66+268.3-1 Russell v. Akeley, 45-376, 4843; M0

gan v. Carter, 54-141, 55+1117.

35 Russell v. Akeley, 45-376, 48+3.

3° Marcotte v. Hartman, 46-202, 48+767.

See Saxe v. Rice, 64-190, 66+268.

3" Johnson v. Peterson, 90-503, 97+384.

38 R. L. 1905 § 4477.

45 Swain v. Lynd. 74-72, 76+958; Spooner

v. Travelers Ins. Co., 76-311, 79+305.

M Peaslee v. Ridgway, 82-288, 84+l024.

41 Baldwin v. Allison, 4—25(11).

48 Blake v. McKusick, 8—338(298).
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A mortgagor cannot object to a foreclosure by the party holdingr the legal title

to the power, on the ground that third parties have an interest 1n the m01't—

ave.“ _
g Pleading and praclicc—An action to set aside a sale is an equitable one

and must proceed on equitable principles. The complaint should disclose0 facts

explaining delays which would, unexplained, appear to be unreasonable.5 _AIl

averment that the sale did not take place at the time specified 1n the notice,

and that no postponement of the sale was ever given, alleges _no fact on

which issue can be taken. The facts constituting the irregulanty must be

alleged.Fl A complaint in an action to set aside a sale on the ground that

separate tracts were sold in gross has been held insufiicient.52 An allegahon

that the person on whom notice was served “was not a person of suitable age

and discretion” has been held a more conclusion of law.-"3 A complaint in

an action to set aside a sale because the notice of sale did not state the amount ,

due on each tract separately has been held suflicient.“ A complaint 111 all

action by a judgment creditor to set aside a sale because of failure to serve

notice of sale on an occupant has been sustained.55 A mortgagee may have

his own sale set aside, but an action for that purpose is properly dismissed 011

the filing of a release by the mortgag0r:"“ Under G. S. 1878 c. 75 § 25, T?

quiring a deposit in court of the amount for which the property was sold, It

was held that the deposit need not be made before bringing the action.“ I_n

an action to set aside a sale for failure to serve notice on the occupant, It

has been held error for the court to refuse to make a finding as to the fact

of residence."8 The judgment binds only parties and their privies.“ _

e. Reimbursement for hn.prove1nents—In an action against a mortgagee 111

possession to set aside a foreclosure and recover possession, it has been held

that the mortgagee was entitled to reimbursement for improvements made In

good faith.°°

6488. Action for treble costs under R. L. 1905 § 4475-The action may

be brought immediately after the sale, without waiting for the expiration 0f

the redemption period."1 Good faith is no defence. The burden of })I‘00f

is on the plaintiff.02 The remedy aiforded by this statute is not exclusive,"

and the one-year limitation is inapplicable to an ordinary action for the

surplus.“ One of the objects of requiring an affidavit of costs and disburse

ments is to enable the mortgagor to determine whether he has a cause Cff

action under this section.“ Whether a cause of action under the statute 1$_

assignable, is an open question." A 1nortgagee is liable for treble the 00st

of postponement of sale charged to the mortgagor."7 The statute is in

applicable to excessive charges actually paid or incurred.05

6489. Action for costs on failure to file afiidavit of costs—On a failure

to file an afiidavit of costs and disbursements as required by statute M an action

4" Bottineau v. Aetna etc. Co., 31-125, 16+ 68 Bri

849. 952.

5° Marcotte v. Hartman, 46-202, 48+767; W Maloney v. Finnegan, 40-281, 41+979.

Abbott v. Peek, 35-499, 29+194. See San- 60 Bacon v. Cottrell, 13—194(133)

boi-n_ v. Eads, 38-211, 364-338; Johnson v. M Beal v. White, 28-6, 8+829

Wilhllms. 4-260(183).

_ 53 Hobe v. Swift. 58-84, 59+831.51 Ramsey v. Mernam, 6-168(104). M Eliason v. Sidle, 61-285, 63+730

5? Abbott v. Peck, 35-499, 29+194. See "4 Brown v. Baker, 65-133, 67+793

Clark v. Kraker, 51-444, 53+706. ‘*5 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn, 60-393,

"3 Temple v. Norris, 53-286, 55+-133. 62+38l.

H Mason v. Goodnow, 41-9, 42+-482. M Lynott v. Dickerman, 65-471, 67+1143

"5 Swam v. Lynd, 74-72, 76+958. 6" Hobe v. Swift, 58-84, 59+B3l

5° Blake v. McKnsick, 8—338(29B). 0* Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 60-393,

57 Van Meter v. Knight, 32-205, 201-142. 62+381; Hobo v. Swift, 58-84, 59+-‘33L

W R. L. 1905 § 4474.

gham v. Conn. etc. 00., 74-33, 76+
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will lie for the recovery of all costs and disbursements of the sale.’° It is

not a defence to such an action that a subsequent mortgagee is entitled to the

surplus.'H The one-year limitation of R. L. 1905 § 4475 is inapplicable.72

A complaint has been held suflicient.73 A mortgagor has been held not

estopped by requesting the mortgagee to assign his certificate of sale to a

third party." No demand is necessary before bringing suit. A defendant

has been held chargeable with interest."

OFFENCES

6490. Removing mortgaged property—The removal by a mortgagor of a

building from the mortgaged premises, not with intent to impair the value

of the mortgage, but in performance of his duty to the public to remove a

nuisance. does not make him liable to a criminal prosecution under the

statute."

6491. Selling mortgaged property—Indictment-It is necessary to allege

that the defendant mortgaged the property," but not that he was the owner

thereof." It is necessary to allege an intent to defraud the mortgagee." An

indictment alleging a sale to one A. B.. and divers other persons, has been

held not double. Attaching the mortgage to the indictment as an exhibit

instead of incorporating it in the indictment is objectionable, but not fatal

on demurrer. The expression “having conveyed by mortgage,” as used in

the statute, simpl-y means “having executed a mortgage.” A growing crop of

grain is personal property within the meaning of the statute.”

MOTIONS AND ORDERS

Cross-References

See Appeal and Error; Judgments, 5031; Pleading.

MOTIONS

6492. Definition—A motion is defined by statute as an application for an

order.81

6493. Scope of remedy—It is impossible to define with precision the scope

of the remedy by motion in our practice. It is far more extensive and various

than at common law.“ A motion is not a proper remedy for the determina

tion of the substantive rights of parties. Such rights can only be determined

upon a regular trial in which the parties have an opportunity to submit oral

testimony and to insist upon a strict application of the rules of evidence."

7" Johnson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 60-393. *1 R. L. 1905 § 4123. See Tillman v.

62-+381 and cases under § 6353. -Tncksou. 1—lS3(157).

71 Trucsdale v. Sidle, 65-315, 67+100-1; -“‘-' Qce Steele v. Taylor, 1-274(210); Tem

Itasca I. Co. v. Dean, 84-388, 87+1020. ple v. Scott, 3-419(306); Davidson v. Lam

" Brown v. Baker, 65-133, 67+793. prey, 16-4-15(402); Hall v. Southwick, 27

" Itasca 1'. Co. v. Dean. 84-388, 87+1020. 234. 6+T99; State v. Maedonald, 30-98, 14+

“ Johnson v. Stewart, 75-20, 77-1-435. 159; Willoughby v. St. Paul etc. Co., 80

" Perkins v. Stewart, 75-21, 77+434. 432, 83+377.

'-'° R. L. 1905 § 5108; Chute v. State, 19- *3 Forhnsh v. Leonard, 8-303(267); Sem

271(230). row v. Semrow, 23-214; Barker v. Foster,

7'' Collins v. Brackett, 34-339, 25+70S. 29-166. 12+-160; Woodford v. Reynolds, 36

155. 30+757; Mueller v. Reimer, 46-314,

48+1120; Reilly v. Bader, 50-199, 52+522;

Gcrdtzen v. Cockrell, 50-546, 52+930; Mc

1» smm v. Williams, 32-537, 21+746.

1° sum v. Ruhnke, 27-309, 7+264.

80 sum v. Williams, 32-537, 21+746.
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6494. Refusal to entertain motion or exercise discretio~n—A party is en

titled to have a motion heard and determined on the merits, it it_is made 1n

proper form.“ While the supreme court cannot compel the district court _to

exercise its discretion in a particular way, yet it may compel it to exercise

its discretion upon a proper motion.“5 No appeal lies from a refusal of the

district court to entertain a motion,86 unless the refusal is in efiect a demal

of the motion on the merits." ‘

6495. Strangers to record cannot move—In this state there is no such

practice as permitting a stranger to an action to take any part, or make any

application or motion in it, except on application tor leave to become a party.

and have his rights in the matter involved adjudicated. Nor can he become

a party, not for the purpose of joining in the litigation, but of arrestmg it

There is no way in whicl1 a stranger to an action may stop the progress of It.

but through an adverse action." Parties seeking the protection and aid of

a court, through the exercise of its power and jurisdiction over the subject

matter, and over the persons of other parties, must conform to all the pre

requisites necessary to acquire the right, and thus enable themselves to, appear

as parties, before they can present their cases and ask for such protection and

aid."

6496. Time of hearing—Motions may be noticed for hearing and made at

any time either in term or vacation. The court is always open for such

purposes.no

6497. Notice of moti0n—a. Net-essity—-We have no general statute or rule

of court providing in what cases notice of motion is necessary except that

“a defendant appears in an action when he answers, demurs, or g1vestl1c

plaintilt written notice of his appearance, after which he shall be entitled

to notice of all subsequent proceedings therein. Until such appearance, notice

of ordinary proceedings in the action need not be given.” ‘“ Of course ‘no

notice is necessary in the case of motions made in the course of the trial.

Whcre, upon the call of the calendar at the first day of the term, the court

sets a day for hearing a motion, no notice is necessary though the clerk has

previously set the case down for trial on a day certain.’J2 An order made on

a motion without notice, where notice is required, is not void but merely

irregular.” An error in making an order without notice is cured by sub

sequently making the same order upon notice.“ Where an order is improperly

made without notice, but a party is given an opportunity to question the Pro‘

priety of the order at a subsequent hearing, he is not prejudiced.“ _

I1. I,cngtl1—\'\"lien notice of a motion is required, it must be served eight

days before the time appointed for the hearing; but the judge, by an order ’(0

show cause. may prescribe a shorter time.M _

c. Form and rrmtents—;\'otices of motion must be accompanied with coples

of the afiidarits and other papers on which the motions are made, ])1'0\’id€d

Murran v. Bourne, 81-515. S4+338; Joslyu

v. Schwcnd, 89-71, 93+705; Day v. Moun

tin, 89-297, 94+887; Berman \'. Cosgrowe,

95-353, 355, 104+534.

84 Colvill v. Langdon, 22-565; Johnson v.

Howard, 25-558; Cornish V. Coates. 91-108,

97+579. '

95 State v. Otis, 58-275, 59+1015.

86 Mayall v. Burke, 10—285(22~1).

"Ashton v. Thompson, 28-330, 9+S76;

McCord v. Knowlton, 76-391, 79+39T.

8! Mann v. Flower, 26-479, 5+365; Hunter

v. Cleveland etc. Co., 31-505, 1S+6-15; Hunt

v. O‘Lear_v, 78-281, 80+1120; Id., 84-200r

87+611.

"9 Steele v. Taylor, 1—274(210).

90 See Rollins v. Nolting, 53-232, 54+1118;

Fallgatter v. Lammers, 71-238, 73+860;

Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 904-126.

“I R. L. 1905 § 4116. See § 486.

"2 Grhnes V. Fall, 81-225, 83+835.

‘J3 Danner v. Capehart, 41-294, 42+1062.

9* Markell V. Ray, 75-138, 77+7S8.

"5 American Surety Co. v. Nelson, 77-40%

S0-+300.

9" R. L. 1905 § 4123.
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v___l_

ferred to in such notice and read upon the hearing without attachmg copies

thereof. When the notice is for irregularity, the notice must set forth partic

ularly the irregularity complained of ; in other cases it is unnecessary to make

a specification of points, but it is suificient if the notice states generally the

grounds of the motion."7 .-\n_v party applying to anv judge or court commis

sioner for an Y order to be granted without notice exce t an order to show

0 _ ’ P .

6498. Where and by whom heard—-The statute provides that “demurrers

and motions for judgment 011 the pleadings may be heard and determined at

the regular or special term of the court held in any county of the district, or at

the residence of the nearest qualified judge of the district of which such county

is a part. Orders so made by the judge of another district shall be filed in the

county of the venue, with like effer-t as though made by a judge of the local

district. Provided, that in any county having two special terms of court each

month, all motions in actions pending therein shall be made in such county.” 2

Motions of which notice is not required to be given may be heard and granted

by a judge of the district at any place within the state? By consent of the

parties any judge of a district court may hear a motion iii an action pending

in another district.‘ But a motion for a new trial must be heard by the Judge

before whom the caiise was tried, it he is still in otlice and not disabled.” Under

a former statute it was held that where the judge of the district in which an

action is pending is disqualified to act in the cause, a motion in 1t may be made

before the judge of an adjoining district, without i'egai'd to the distance from

the residence of the judge of the district in which the action was pendmg.“ An

issue of law arising upon a demurrer may be noticed for hearing before the

court in the countv wherein the action is pending at any time, whether it be at

El term of the courl; or not.7 Objection that the court did not fix the tune for

flrgunient on a demurrer as provided in the statute cannot be raised for the

first time on appeal.8 If a motion is made in an adjoining county it IS un

necessary that the moving papers or the record on appeal show that it is proper

to Inake it there, for the presumption is in favor of the jiiiusdiction." If the

"7 R1119 8, District Court. 3 R. L. 1905 § 4125.

"3 Rule 14, District Court. 4 R. L. 1905 § 94.

"9 Marty v. Ah], 5-27(14); Yale v. Edger- 5 R. L. 1905 § 98. _

W11, 11—271(184); Blake v. Sherman, 12- flMower County v. Smith, 22-97.

42°(305)- 1Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 90+12s.1 see 5 8733. :1 Fallgatter v. Lammers,_ 71-238, 73+sso.

2R- L. 1905 § 4124; Laws 1909 c. 433. " Johnston v. Higgins, 1o—4S6(400);
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judge of the district court in the district where an_injuncti0n of the court has

been disobeyed is disqualified from acting, proceedmgs for such contempt may

be had in an adjoining district.1° Where an action was brought 1n $119111’

county and the venue was changed to Hennepm county, it was held _1rreg_uiM

for the plaintiti to notice a demurrer of the defendant for _argument_1n Sll) ey

county after the change of venue. But it was an irregularity not going to the

iurisdiction of the court.11 _ _

' 6499. Practice at hearing—Order of argument—A.ffidav1ts-—Ora~l ev1

dence—-It is provided by rule of court that “upon mot1_on or order to show

cause, the moving party shall have the opening and clos1n,gr of the argument:

Before the argument shall commence, the movmg party shall introduce his

evidence to support the application; the adverse party shall then mtroduoe his

evidence in opposition; and the moving party may then mtroduce evidence In

rebuttal or avoidance of the new matter offered by the adverse party. On hear

ing such motio11 or order to show cause, no oral testimony shall be received

unless the court shall so direct.” ""' Ordinarily no oral testimony should ht

reccived on the l1earing of a motion, but the trial court, in the exercise of 3

sound discretion, may permit the trial of an issue of fact, involved in -a motion,

on oral testimony, as it the issue had been raised by the pleadings, or it may 9“

its own motion direct a reference to ascertain and report the facts. This d18

cretion of the court should be exercised only in exceptional cases; f0I‘_ If Pal‘

ties were permitted, as a matter of course, to have everyussue of fact in every

action tried on oral testimony, and to require the formalities of a final trial of

an action on its merits to be observed, it would result in vexat10us and burden

some delays', and in many cases in a miscarriage of justice. On the other hand,

the power of the court, in its discretion, in exceptional cases, to receive Oral

testimony on the hearing of a motion, and to require a party who has made on

atfidavit in the proceeding to appear for cross-examination, is _not only Whole‘

some, but in some cases absolutely essential to prevent the circumvention Of

justice.13 The rule against the reception of oral evidence on a motion has P0

application to a proceeding for the appointment of a receiver under the 1"‘

solvency laws of this state.“ Atfidavits are the usual mode of proof _0l1 _m°'

tions."' A stipulation that a motion shall be heard on certain papers 1s bind

ing.“ Atiidavits 1nade out of the state before a notary public may be 115611

without further authentication than the seal of the n0tar_v.1" A duly Verlfied

Pleading may be used as an atfidavit if its allegations are positive.18 A8 3

general rule affidavits must be positive and not on information and belief

After a motion has been made and submitted the moving party has 110 Plghti

without leave of court or notice to the adverse party to submit to the court ad

ditional affidavits in support of his motion.2° When a motion is made the OP

posing party ‘has the right to know what affidavits, and other papers and

evidence, will be used in support of it, that he may prepare to meet them by

counter Proof; and he also has the right to be heard in arg1uncnt upon the (WI

dence submitted. To allow supplemental aifidavits to be introduced without

notice would deprive him of botl1 these privileges. The proper way to adllllcc

Drake v. Sigafoos, 39-367, 40+257. See 14 Prouty v. Hallowell, 53-438, 55+623

Ingram v. Conway, 36-129, 304-447. 15 Sherrerd \'. Frazer, 6—572(406)

1" State v. Dist. Ct., 52-283, 53+1157. 16 Show v. Henderson, 7-480(356)

“Flowers v. Bartlett, sears, 68+976. "R. L, 1905 § 4684. See Wood v- st

12 Rule 10, District Court.

13Strom v. Montana 0. Ry., 81-346, 84+

46; State v. King, 88-175, 92+965; Miller

v, Natwick, 125+1022. See also, State v.

Egan, 62-280, 64+813.

lom, 47-565, 50+-918.

13 Stees V. Kranz, 32-313, 20+241.

1° Dunwell v. Warden, 6-287(194).

P. C. Ry., 42-411, 44-1-308; Hickey V. Col

") Sec McRoberts v. Washburne, 10-23(8)
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additional evidence after the submission of a motion to the court, is to apply

for leave, which being granted, the additional papers should be served upon the

opposite party, with notice that they will be presented to the court at a time

and place mentioned; or otherwise, by regular notice and service of papers, as

on an original motion. The adverse party will then be allowed the same op

portunity to oppose them, that he enjoyed upon the first hearing in regard to

the proof then introduced.21 Whether aflidavits presented out of time shall be

received is discretionary with the court.22 Where the alfidavits ofiered in op

position to a motion show that the moving party is entitled to tl1e relief sought,

though upon a ground not stated in the moving papers, he may take advantage

of the ground thus shown.23 What affidavits may be read, and in what order,

and whether a continuance shall be granted to give a party opportunity to pro

cure further proof, are matters of practice in the discretion of the trial court

and the supreme court will not reverse its action unless it is evident that the

appellant was not allowed a reasonable opportunity to be heard.“

6500. Relief which may be awarded—If there is an appearance and a con

test on the merits the court may probably grant any relief warranted by the

facts presented, regardless of the prayer. It has been held that where the no

tice of motion asks for specific relief, and also for “such further or other relief

in the premises, as to the court shall seem meet and proper” the court may, there

being an appearance and contest by the adverse party, grant any relief com

patible with the facts presented, taking care, however, that the adverse party

be not taken by surprise as to such further relief.25

6501. Default—Relief—It is provided by rule of court that “whenever no

tice of a motion shall be given or an order to show cause served, and no one

shall appear to oppose the motion or application the moving party shall be en

titled, on filing proof or admission of service, to the relief or order sought, un

less the court shall otherwise direct. If the moving party shall not appear or

shall decline to proceed, the opposite party, upon filing like proof of service,

shall be entitled to an order of dismissal.” 2“ The supreme court will not re

view an order of the district court under this rule. The proper practice is for

the aggrieved party to move the district court to open the default.”

6502. Renewal of motion—When a motion is once denied, whether on the

merits or on technical grounds, the defeated party cannot renew it upon the

same state of facts without leave of court,28 unless the order denying it is by its

terms “without prejudice.” 2° A motion to vacate an order denying a motion

is tantamount to a renewal of the original motion and cannot be made without

leave.‘0 Granting a party leave to renew a motion on the same state of facts

.is a matter lying almost wholly in the discretion of the trial court.81 An order

to show cause why an application should not be granted is sufficient leave to

renew the application.”2 An order denying a motion to dismiss the second

motion is equivalent to leave.” A decision of the supreme court reversmg an

21Dunwcll v. ‘Var-den, 6-2S7(194). =5 Irvine v. Myers, 6-558(394); Gnflin

22 Farmers’ Nat. Bank v. Backus, 64-43, v. Jorgenson, 22-92; Swanstrom v. Mar

65l'5- vin, 38-359, 3’/'+455; Weller v. Hammer,

'-'3 Richards v. White, 7-345(271). 43-195, 45+427; Carlson v. Carlson, 49

24 Carson v. Getchel], 23-571. 555, 52+214; Stacy v._Stephen, 7s-4s0. 81+

'-‘5 Landis v. Olds, 9—90(79); Gerdtzen v. 391. See Rule 14, District Court. _ _

Cockrell, 52-501, 55+58. 29 In re Mpls. Ry. Term. Co., 38-157, disi

’-’° Rule 9, District Court; Jetferson v. 105. _ M

Brundage, 108-7, 120+1092. See Farring- 30 See Little v. Leighton, 46-201, 118+! /5.

ton v. Wright, 1—241(191); Steele v. Tay- 1“ Irvine \'. Myers, G—55S(394); Little \'.

101', ].—274(210). Leighton, 46-201. 481-778.

27 Dols v. Baumhoefer, 28-387, 10+420; H Goodrich v. Hopkins. 10—162£130{)).

Thompson \'- Haselton, 34-12, 24+199. 33O’Hara \'. Collms, 84-435, 81+10.3.
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order of the district court, on the ground that the form of relief granted was

warranted, does not reclude a renewal of the application, upon the same
llilits and record, for the Ialppropriate relief. 'l‘he decision in the supremedcolflrt

is not necessarily final in respect to other rehef. It may expressly provl e tlor

a renewal of the motion, or the authority to do so may be m1pl1ed from It;

nature of the case and the grounds of the decision. where the appeal tlges fnzt

finally dispose of the whole matter on the merits; and 111 such cases 1e ad

that, pending the proceedings upon the appeal, more than one year has e apse {

will not bar the second motion. The original motion, the appeal, and renew;

should. as respects the application of the statute, be regarded as one proclee é

ing. And where the relief sought on the renewal of the motion rmght lavf

been given upon the original application, under the ‘general prayer for re re .

it may be granted on the second or renewed appl1cat1on."“

ORDERS

6603. Definition—An order is a direction of a court or judge, made or en

tered in writing, not included in a judgment.” There is a distinction between

an order and a mere direction for an order.36

6504. Distinction between chamber and court orders—At (_"01}1m°_11 1?’)

and in the practice of most of the states, there is an important distinction _e

tween chamber orders and orders of the court. While the d1stlnct1on exists {:1

our practice. it is of tritling practical importance because all orders may t0

made as well in vacation as in term and as well at chambers as in open 'C011_l't,

and because the court may sit at chambers as well as the Judge.‘'''’' The dlSti§_I‘lC.

judge in a sense constitutes the district court, and he may entertam all mo 12%:

at chambers or elsewhere in his district,38 and probably anywhelewlthlll V

state.“ The distinction between chamber orders and court orders 1s therefo_re

immaterial. An order made at chambers will be sustained regardless of Its

form or the opinion entertained by the judge as to its cl1_aracter_.‘° It 1s a 03H;

mon practice in some districts of this state for the court in signing court or eb

to employ the phrase. “By the court.” The employment of this phrase 1Sh0 ‘

iectionablc because it is utterly useless. It matters not how the court 0 21;

iit-terizes an order. The court cannot change the nature of an order. T ‘Z

classification of orders must always be made upon their subject-matter, and ltlod

upon the name by which a judge, attorney, or other officers may have des1gna ed

them.H While the application for a court order should properly be flddresse

to the “court at chambers" instead of to the “judge at chambers” it has been

held that a Inistake in this regard is immaterial.‘2

6505. Filing—All orders, together with the aflidavits and other papers upon

which the same are based, which orders are not required to be served, must,

within one day after the making thereof, be filed in the olfice of the clerk, hi

the party applying for such ortlcrs. Orders required to be serred must be so

filed within five days after the service thereof.‘3 If the party in whose fa\'0l

-‘H Gerdtzen v. (fockrell, 52—501, 55+58.

35 R. L. 1905 § 4123.

RB Actna Ins. Co. v. Swift, 12—437(326).

1" R. L. 1905 § 4187; Yale v. Edgerton,

1l—271(184); Rollins v. Nolting, 53-232,

fi4+1l18; Fullgatter v. Lammers, 71-238,

'i3+860; Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 90+126.

3" Marty v. Ahl, 53-27(14); Yale V. Ed

gerton. 11—2T1(184).

39 See State v. Dist. Ct., 52-283, 531-1157;

Flowers v. Bartlett, 66-213, 68+976.

4‘) Marty v. Ah], 5—2T(14) ; Yale v. Edgeg

ton, 11—271(l84) ; Rogers v. Greenwood

1—l—333(256); Johnston v. Higgmf, 15-48

(400); Ives v. Phetps, 16-451 (401); state

v. Macdonald. 26-445. 4+1107.

‘H Marty v. Ah], 5—27(14). i

*2 Yale v Edgerton, 11—271(184); Rogell

v. Greenwood, 14—333(256); Johnston "

Higgins, 15—486(400).

‘3 Rule 13, District Court.
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<'1E5§P.“.' an order is made fails to file it, the.adver

application to the court.“

‘G506. Signing and entry—When a direction for an order is filed the order

quest1ous involved, no good reason exists why he ought not to be concluded by

it. The order in such a case should be treated as a finality and affirmed, be

cause the party has voluntarily consented to a decision which is not reviewable.

peal, as unauthorized, with a direction to the court below to proceed and dis

pose of the matter on the merits. If the fact of non-consent does not appear,

the party prejudiced would undoubtedly be entitled, upon application and

motion in the court below, to have the order vacated, and for a decision upon

the merits a remedy clearly within the supervisory and appellate jurisdiction

of the supreme court to enforce, in case it should be refused.‘''2

6509. Imposing terms or conditions—\\'hen an order is granted as a mat

ter of favor or discretion the court may impose reasonable terms or condi

tions.53

6510. Res judicata—An order af't'ecting a substantial right, and appealable,

made in determining a motion after a full hearing has been had on a-contro

Wrted question of fact, and deciding a point actually litigated, is an adjudica

tion binding upon the parties in a subsequent -action and conclusive upon the

point passed upon.“ The rule is otherwise when the order is not appeala_ble."“"

The estoppel applies in any event only to the facts actually litigated and not

to such as might have been litigated.“ It must afi‘irmatively appear that the

 

'" Aetna Ins. Co. v. Swift, 12-437 (326). 5-1 Deering v. McCarthy, 36-302, 30+813;

4“ Id. Flaherty v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-328, 40+160.

"0 R. L. 1905 § 110. See Leyde v. Martin, 54 Bennett v. Denny, 33-530, 24-+193;

16-38(24). Truesdale v. Farmers’ L. & T. Co., 67-454," See Macauley v. Ryan, 55-507, 57+151. 70+568; Fitterling v. Welch, 76—44_1, 79+

45 Lcyde v. Martin, 16-38(24). 500; Thomas v. Hale, 82-423, 8o+156;

4” Carli v. Jackman, 9~249(235). Halvorsen v. Orinoco M. (7o.. 89-470, 95+

"° Rules l8, 19, District Court. 320. See O’Farrell v. Heard, 22-189; Vol

“ Cunningham v. Water-Power S. Co., 74- mer v. Stagerman, 25-234; Baker v. Wy

282, 77+137. I man, 47-177, 49+649.52 Johnson v. Howard, 25-558. See also. 55 Kanne v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-419, 23+

Colvill v. Langdon, 22-565; State v. Dist. 854.

Ct.. 52-283, 53+115T. -"5 Hcidel v. Benedict, 61-170, 6§+490.
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merits of the controversy were necessarily involved and determined.57 There

is no estoppel where the parties are differentin the subsequent action.“

6511. Collateral attack—An order has been held not subject to collateral

attack on the ground that the appearance of counsel on the mot1on for the

order was not authorized, the parties having acquiesced and taken no steps to

set it aside.“

6512. Vacation and amendment—Orders may be vacated or amended on

motion.“°

ORDERS TO SHOW CAUSE

6513. As a short notice—An order to show cause is authorized by statute

as a short notice of motion."1 The order is granted ex parte," in the drscretlon

of the judge.” An order relating to a matter eognizable by the court in vaca

tion, but not by a judge at chambers, should be made returnable before the

court, but a failure to do so is not i'atal.°‘ Any discrepancy between the time

of the hearing designated in the order and in the copy served is waived by ap

pearing at the hearing without objection.“ When an application for an order

is denied, it cannot be renewed before another judge vnthout leave.‘“‘. The

granting of relief on default is regulated by a rule of court,“7 and so 1s the

practice on a. hearing.“8

6514. As original process-—An order to show cause is frequently employed

in our practice as original process for the institution of special proceedmgs,

as, for example, for constructive contempt of court; °° for the removal of an

assignee; 7” or for non-payment of taxes.H _ _

6515. Litigation of issues-—Parties may fully submit and l1t1gate matters

in dispute upon an order to show cause without the medium of an ordinary

action.T2

MOTIVE—See Criminal Law, 2467 ; Evidence, 3231, 3236.

MOTORMEN—See Constitutional Law, 1610: Street Railways.

MULTIFARIOUSNESS-See Pleading, 7505.

MUNICIPAL BONDS—See Municipal Corporations, 6722.

51 Hawkins v. Horton, 91-285, 97-+1053.

58 Richards v. Wlrite, 7—345(271).

W State v. Dist. Ct., 88-95, 92+518.

W R. L. 1905 § 4160; Allis v. White, 70

186, 72+]070; Mpls. etc. By. v. Olson, 81

265, S3+10S6; Weiser v. St. Paul, 86-26,

90+8; Northwestern L. & S. Co. v. Gippe,

92-36, 99+;-364; State v. Krahmer, 98-507,

108+1119; Floody v. G. N. Ry., 104-517,

116+107, 932.

Grooves, 3—359(252); Marty v. Ah], 5-27

(14 .

'18 ()}oodrich v. Hopkins, 10—162(130)

"* Yale v. Edgerton, 11—271(18-1).

M Marty \'. Ahl, 5-27(14).

61 R. L. 1905 § 4123; Marty v. Ah], 5-27

(14). See, as to rule of court in Hennepin

County, Gillette v. Ashton, 55-75, 56+576.

'32 Gere v. Weed, 3—352(249); Pulver v.

M Rule 14, District Court. '

"T Rule 9, District Court. See In re Kitt

son, 45-197, 4s+419.

"3 Rule 10, District Court.

"9 State v. Ives, 60-478, 62+831; State \'

\Villis. 61-120, 63+169.

T9 In re Nicolin. 55-130, 56+587.

71 State \'. Northern T. Co., 73-70, 75+754.

T2 Truesdale v. Farmers etc. 00., 67-454'

70+56S; Thomas v. Hale, 82-423, §5+l56.



MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS

IN GENERAL

Definition, 6516.

Nature, 6517.

Villages, 6518.

Boroughs, 6519.

Cities not a part of town, 6520.

Boundaries—Detachment of agricultural

lands, 6521.

Definition of charter, 6522.

Merger, 6523.

Paul courthouse committee, 6524.

Building permits—Fees, 6525.

INCORPORATION OF WLLAGES

General laws, 6526.

Territory, 6527.

"illage de facto, 6528.

Villages as part of town, 6529.

INCORPORATION OF CITIES

Validating act, 6530.

Collateral attack, 6531.

Acceptance of charters, 6532.

Repeal of charter, 6533.

Reorganization—Liabilities, 6534.

HOME RULE CHARTERS

Constitutional provision, 6535.

Enabling act~General legislation, 6536.

Nature, 6537.

Scope and contents, 6538.

Harmony with state laws, 6539.

Legislative body, 6540.

Board of freeholders—Counsel, 6541.

Debt limit, 6542.

Submission—Ballots, 6543.

When take efi’ect, 6544.

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL.

In general, 6548.

Imposing duties on municipal oificers, 6549.

Revenues, 6554.

8nge—Apportionrnent of debts, etc.,

6555.

Imposing liability for non-performance of

duty, 6556.

C0_nfirmation, 6559.

Eligibility, 6560.

Term, 6561.

Il'_35

Duty to qualify, 6562.

Resignation, 6563.

Removal, 6564.

Municipal ofiicers as state ofiicer—Legis

lative control, 6565.

Failure to enforce liquor laws—Forfsiture

of oifico—Duty of attorney general, 6566.

Notice to officers notice to corporation,

6567.

Mayor—Veto power, 6568.

'Recorder, 6569.

Building inspector, 6570.

Capacity to sue, 6571.

COUNCIL

Nature, 6572.

President, 6573.

Compensation of alderman, 6574.

Powers, 6575.

Delegation of powers, 6576.

Committee report—Adoption, 6577.

Meetings—Notice, 6578.

FISCAL AFFAIRS

Limit of indebtedness, 6579.

Sinking fund, 6580.

Contingent fund of mayor, 6581.

Appropriations—Veto power, 6582.

Mortgage security, 6583. ~

Liability for debts of predecessor, 6584.

Apportionment of indebtedness, 6585.

LEGAL DEPARTMENT

City att0rney—Eligibility, 6586.

Special counsel, 6587.

Compensation, 6588.

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Policemen executive ofiicers, 6589.

Eligibility, 6590.

Appointment, term, suspension, and re

moval of policemen, 6591.

Bonds, 6592.

Compensation, 6593.

Powers of ofiicers, 6594.

St. Paul board of police, 6595.

Village marshal, 6596.

Wrongful arrests——Liability, 6597.

Reimbursement of ofiicers for defence,

6598.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

Fire limits, 6599. _

Appointment and compensation of fire

men, 6600.

Contracts, 6601.

Authority to purchase supplies, 6602.

Negligence of firemen, 6603.

Unsafe buildings, 6604.

Rapid driving, 6605.

,____vfi._.
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

City engineer—Compensation, 6606._

Records, plats, and surveys, as evidence,

6607.

PARKS

Definitions, 6608.

Access, 6609.

Exclusion of vehicles, 6610.

Assessments, 6611.

Vacation, 6612.

Minneapolis park board, 6613.

St. Paul park board, 6614.

STREETS—IN GENERAL

Definition, 6615.

What constitutes—Cnl de sac, 6616

Boulevards, 6617.

Municipal control—-In general, 6618.

Privileges and immunities, 6619.

Municipality cannot surrender

6620.

Laying out, 6621.

Almmloilnient of proceedings, 6622.

Vacation, 6623.

Lighting, 6624.

Paving, 6625. ‘

Sprinkling — Contracts — Special

ments, 6626.

STREETS—GRADING

Definitions, 6627.

Rights and liabilities-——In general, 6628.

Authority to grade, 6629.

Power continuing, 6630.

Duty to grade—Extent, 6631.

Discretion of municipal officers, 6632.

Municipal control—Judicial interference,

6633.

Considerations in fixing grade, 6634.

Fixing grade before improvements, 6635.

Two grades in same street—Retaining

wall. 6636.

Lateral support, 6637.

Slopes, 6638.

Approach to bridge, 6639.

Notice of grade, 6640.

Removal of soil, etc., 6641.

})iversion of surface waters, 6642.

nterference with franchise, 6643.

Contracts. 6644.

Liability for acts of contractors, 6645.

Damages from establishment of grade,

6646.

What constitutes change of grade, 6647.

Authority to change grade, 6648.

Change of grade~Reconsideration, 6649.

Damgges from change of grade—Liability,

66 0.

Same—Charter provisions, 6651.

SIDEWALKS

Petition for construction, 6652.

SEWERS AND DRAINS

Authority to construct, 6653.

Ministerial and legislative duties. 6654.

control,

858688

Discretion, 6655.

Duty to construct, 6656.

Ownership and control, 6657. _

Easement for sewer—Entry upon private

property, 6658. _

Connections—Liability for use, 6609.

Inflow .valves-—Coutributory neghgence,

6660.

Diverting surface waters, 6661.

Contracts for construction, 6662.

Want of diligence in completmg, 6663.

Liability for insufiicient sewers, 6664.

Defective construction-—Liabil1ty, 6665.

Duty to repair and keep clean, 6666.

Damages—Measure, 6667.

Evidence-—Admissibility, 6668.

Pleading, 6669.

WATERWORKS AND WATER SUPPLY

Exclusive franchises, 6670.

Water pipes in streets, 6671.

Forfeiture of franchises, 6672.

Expediency of establishing water plant,

6673.

Water and light boards, 6674.

Rules and regulations, 6675.

Meters, 6676.

Automatic sprinkling connections, 6677.

Defective pipes and hydrants, 6678.

Reservoir—Liability for escapmg water,

6679.

Cutting off

6680.

Water rates, 6681. _

Liability of owner for water and hght fur

nished tenant, 6682.

Contracts, 6683.

water supply-—T11J'l"1°fi°“1

POWERS—1N GENERAL

Statutory, 6684.

Common law powers, 6685.

Powers of towns, 6686.

Business enterprises, 6687.

Grant of franchise to street railways, 6683

Miseellaneous powers, 6689.

Legislative powers, 6690.

Delegation of powers, 6691. _ _

Delegation of legislative power to mumcr

palities, 6692.

PROPERTY

Power to hold and convey, 6693.

Deeds, 6694.

Use for private purposes, 6695.

CONTRACTS

Distinction between governmental and P1'°'

priety powers, 6696.

Discretion, 6697.

Impairing corporate powers, 6698.

Granting exclusive franchises, 6699.

Duration, 6700.

Debt limit, 6701.

Presumpt-ion of validity, 6702.

Implied contracts, 6703.
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Formal requisites, 6704.

Preliminary estimates, 6705.

Acceptance of bids by motion, 6706.

Bids—Awarding to lowest bidder, 6707.

Approval by mayor, 6708.

Part performance, 6709.

Ratification, 6710. '

Recovery of money paid, 6711.

Interest of officer, 6712.

Fraud, 6713.

Delegation of power to contract, 6714.

Assignment, 6715.

Same—N0vation, 6716.

Unauthorized or ultra vires contracts, 6717.

Notice of powers, 6718.

Estoppel, 6719.

BONDS OF PUBLIC CONTRACTORS

General statutes, 6720.

Charter provisions, 6721.

BONDS

\\'hat constitutes, 6722.

Authority to issue, 6723.

Petition for issuance, 6724.

Necessity of popular vote, 6725.

Election to determine issue, 6726.

Execution, 6727.

Form, 6728.

Time to issue after vote, 6729.

Recitals—Compliance with conditions, 6730.

Registration, 6731.

Ncgotiation—Broker—Par value, 6732.

Delivery to creditor, 6733.

Excessive issues—Debt limits, 6734.

In aid of railroads, 6735.

Bone. iide purchasers, 6736.

Estoppel, 6737.

Pleading, 6738.

CLAIMS

Notice of claim—General statute, 6739.

Notice of claim—Charter provisions, 6740.

Presentation, 6741.

Labor claims—Afi‘idavit, 6742.

Auditing——Ma.ndamus, 6743.

Allowance, 6744.

Order for payment—Dnty of mayor to

sign, 6745.

Compromise, 6746.

Assignment, 6747.

ORDINANCES _ -

Definition, 6748.

Resolution equivalent to ordinance, 6749.

Must be certain, 6750.

Must conform to law of subject, 6751.

Consistency with constitution and general

laws, 6752.

Contravention of common right, 6753.

Restraint of trade, 6754.

Must be reasonable, 6755.

Held reasonable, 6756.

Held unreasonable, 6757.

Varying conditions, 6758.

Concurrent with general law, 6759.

Void in part, 6760.

Who may question, 6761.

Legislative control, 6762.

Authority to enact——In general, 6763.

Power to enact a delegated power, 6764.

Presumption of power, 6765.

Held authorized by general statutes, 6766.

Held not authorized by general statutes,

6767.

Held authorized by charters, 6768.

Held not authorized by charters, 6769.

Power to enact cannot be delegated, 6770.

Power to “regulate,” 6771.

Penalty—Discretion of court, 6772.

Class legislation, 6773.

Construction—Implied exceptions, 6774.

Motives of council, 6775.

Particular ordinances construed, 6776.

Efi'ect—-On whom binding, 6777.

Extraterritorial effect, 6778.

Private action on, 6779.

Effect on contracts, 6780.

Retroactive——Subdivision of ward, 6781.

Consolidation of cities, 6782.

Title, 6783.

Submission to popular vote, 6784.

Enactment—Sepa.rate votes, 6785.

Requisitc votes, 6786.

Presumption of legal enactment, 6787.

Approval by mayor, 6788.

Publication, 6789.

Repe:1l—Revival, 6790.

Repeal by general law, 6791.

Validating. 6792.

Pleading, 6793.

LICENSING EMPLOYMENTS, ETC.

Nature and scope of power, 6794.

Incidental regulations, 6795.

Licensing ordinances—Rcquisites, 6796.

Power to license cannot be delegated, 6797.

Places of amusement, 6798.

Discrimination among applicants, 6799.

License fees, 6800.

PROSECUTIONS UNDER ORDI

NANCES

Violation of ordinance—A public oifence.

6801.

Quasi crimina1——-In whose name, 6802.

On whose complaint, 6803.

Complaint, 6804.

Defences, 6805.

Evidence—Sufliciency, 6806.

Punishment, 6807.

LIABILITY FOR TORTS

In genera.l—Distinction between corporate

and public powers, 6808.

Exercise of governmental powers, 6809.

Exercise of corporate powers, 6810.

Exercise of discretion, 6811.

Unauthorized acts of oflicers, 6812.

Ultra vires acts, 6813.

Exceptional rule as to streets, etc., 6814.

Respondeat superior, 6815.
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Negligence of fellow servants, 6816.

Ratification of unauthorized acts, 6817.

LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE

STREETS AND SIDEWALKS

Liability for defective streets—In general,

6818.

Boulevards, 6819.

Adjacent premises, 6820.

When liability beg-ins, 6821.

Defective plan of construction, 6822.

Notice to municipality of defect, 6823.

Duty of inspection, 6824.

Duty to maintain guards, railings, etc.,

6825.

Notice of decayed wood, 6826.

Lights about obstructions, etc., 6827.

Lighting streets, 6828.

Ice and snow on sidewalks, 6829.

Dangers overhead, 6830.

Defects and obstructions in streets, 6831.

Liability for defective sidewalks, 6832.

Defects in sidewalks, 6833.

Proximate cause, 6834.

Horses taking fright—Proximate cause,

6835.

Respondeat superior, 6836.

Funds for repairs, 6837.

Conggisliutory negligence—Notice of detect,

6 .

Joinder of parties, 6839.

Pleading, 6840.

Variauce—Place of accident, 6841.

Law and fact, 6842.

Evidence—Admissibility, 6843.

Evidence—Sufl5ciency, 6844.

Liability of abutting owners, 6845.

ACTIONS

Limitation of actions, 6846.

Municipal boards, 6847.

By taxpayer, 6848.

Judgment against municipality—Enforce

ment, 6849.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS FOR LOCAL

IMPROVEMENTS

Definition of special assessment, 6850.

What constitutes local improvement—In

general, 6851.

Works held local improvements, 6852.

Works held not local improvements, 6853.

Ongg'54nlunicipal corporations can levy,

Delegation of authority to levy, 6855.

Legrslature may levy directly, 6856.

Petition of property owners, 6857.

Authority of municipalities statutory

Strict construction, 6858.

Constitutional provisions, 6859. _

Constitutional requirement of equallty-

Assessment must be proportwnate to

benefits-——Frontage plan, 6860.

Cannot materially exceed cost of work,

6861.

Cannot exceed benefit, 6862.

Benefit must be secured, 6863. _ _

Object of assessment must pertam to dis

trict, 6864. _ _

Fixing limits of taxing d.1str1ct——Appor

tionment, 6865. I ' I

Apportionment within 8 single taxmg dis

trict, 6866. _

One assessment for several rmprovernents,

6867.

May be levied in advance of work, 6868.

Revolving fund, 6869. _ _

Facts to be considered in dctermmmg bene

fits, 6870.

Fund for future improvements, 6871

Authority to levy a continumg one, 6872.

Re-assessment, 6873.

Lien, 6874.

For watcrmains, 6875.

Extension of time to pay, 6876.

Exemptions, 6877.

Assessment how far conclusive on courts,

6878.

Notice to owner, 6879.

A proceeding in rem, 6880.

No seizure necessary, 6881. _

An administrative not judicial proceeding,

6882.

Application for judgment—Objections ad

missible, 6883.

Judgment—Separate tracts, 6884.

Judgment—Oonc1usiveness—-Collateral fit

tack, 6885.

Opening default judgment, 6886.

Formal defects not fatal, 6887.

Recovery when improvement abandoned,

6888.

Refundments, 6889.

Injunction, 6890.

Abuses—Remedy political

6891.

Cases under charter of St. Paul, 6892.

Cases under charter of Minneapolis, 6893.

Cases under charter of Duluth, 6894.

Cases under charter of Stillwater, 6895.

Cases under charter of Waseca, 6896.

Cases under charter of Mankato, 6897.

Cases under charters of Shakopee, Moor

head, Crookston, and Wabasha, 6898

Cases under general law for villages, 6899

not judicial,

Cross-References

See Counties; Eminent Domain, 3022; Limitation of Actions, 5601; Municipal Courts;

Schools and School Districts; Towns.

6516. Definition—The term “

strict sense,

IN GENERAL

_ _ municipal corporations” is here used in its

as applymg to mcorporated cities, villages, and boroughs. The
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L;

and private.” In its public character it is a mere auxiliary to the state gov

ernment in the business of municipal rule; " a governmental.agency'“’—one

of the governmental subdivisions or units of the state.79 A municipal corpo

ration, on coming into existence, assumes a double character. As respects its

resulting therefrom.”1

6518. Villages—In law the term “village” is generally used with reference

to an incorporated village. But it is sometimes used with reference to any

small umncorporated assemblage of houses for dwelling or business, or both."

It has been defined as “an assemblage of houses, less tl1an a town or city; but

6519. Boroughs—A borough is a small incorporated municipality resem

bling an incorporated village. We have several boroughs created by special

charter in the early history of the territory and state.“

6520. Cities not a part of town—Cities do not remain a part of the town

in which they are situated for any purposes."

6521. Boundaries-—Detachment of agricultural 1ands—Provision is made

by statute for the separation of unplatted agricultural lands from the corporate

limits of certain municipalities.“

6522. Definition of charter—The word “charter” as used in Sp. Laws 1891

right to regulate and control.” These acts must necessarily include all laws

relating to the material affairs and direct interests of the municipality.87

7-“ See § 2241. B1 Evans v. Redwood Falls, 103-314, 115+

H See § 9645. 200.

75 See § 8662. 82 State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-469, 473,

7“ State V. Robinson, 101-277, 283, 112+ 79+-510.

269- 83 State v. Gilbert, 107-364, 120+52B."State v. Simone, 32-540, 542, 2l+750; Bi Bannon v. Bowler, 34-416, 26+237,'

Schigley v. Waseea, 106-94, 118+259,' State State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-469, 473, 79+

V- Olson, 107-136, 119+799. 510. See R. L. 1905 §§ 698, 768, 776.

7'‘ Pine City v. Munch, 42-342, 344, 44+’ 55 Wellcome v. Monticello, 41-136, 138,

197- 42+930.

7“ Odegaard v. Albert Lea, 33-351, 353, 86 Laws 1907 c. 221; Hunter v. Ti-acy,

23+526; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Robinson, 40- 104-378, 1l6+922; Brenke v. Belle Plume,

360, 367, 42+79; Tucker v. Lincoln County, 105-84, 1l7+157.
9H06,<108, 97+103. 81 State v. Ehrmantraut, 63-104, 65+251.

8';';State v. Robinson, 101-277, 283, 112+
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6523. Merger-—Under Sp. Laws 1872 c. 10 _Minneapolis and St. Anth(;r}1\y

were merged into one municipality, each losing its former identity. After i e

merger the new city of Minneapolis was helld 8lsiable for a cause of action 01

i n a ainst the old cit ' of Minnea 0 1s. _ _M51522. cgt. iiaul courthousg committeep—Cases are cited below mvolvmg the

construction of the provisions of Sp. Laws 1889 c. 46, relat1ng_to the pofwgrs

and duties of the committee in charge of the courthouse and city hall of St.

Paul.59 Under Sp. Laws 1891 c. 6 § 1, the president of the assernbly 0 -

Paul was authorized to appoint the city members of such committee.

6525. Building permits-—Fees—-A schedule of fees for building permits

under the St. Paul charter has been sustained.M

INCORPORATION OF VILLAGES

6526. General laws—The general law of 1883 1"or the incorporation of v1l

lages was unconstitutional,"2 but the incorporation of villages thereunder was

validated by Laws 1885 c. 231.” The general village law of 1885 was ap

plicable to all villages theretofore organized under general laws,M and was col;

stitutional.“ Laws 1885 c. 145 provided for the reinc0rporat1on of villages.d

6527. Territory—The statute defines what territory may be 1IlC01'R0_l‘ated

in a village. Unplatted lands must adjoin platted lands, and be so conditllone

as properly to be subject to village government. The statute does not aut1otr_1Ze

incorporation of large tracts of rural territory having no natural connec 1011

with any village and no adaptability to village purposes."

6528. Village de facto-—Public policy requires that the state should ‘be gr?

cluded from questioning the franchise of a village which has been perm1tte 0

exercise the functions of a village de facto for a long time and has been recog

nized as an existing village by legislative enactment." _

6529. Villages as part of town—It was formerly held that villages re

mained a part of the town in which they were situated for all town p11I‘P0S9t5,

except so far as otherwise provided for in the general village law, or the statll e

constituting the village charter.” They are now excepted from the-general

laws relating to towns.1

INCORPORATION OF CITIES

6530. Validating act—Laws 1897, c. 81, legalizing the incorporation gt

cities of the class therein designated, is a general law and €3()_I1Sl;ll',1ltl0I1B.1.. )2

virtue thereof the city of Thief River Falls is a legal municipal corporat10IL

6531. Collateral attack—Where a municipality is acting under color Of

law, and exercising all of the functions and powers of a corporation de Jllre,

and the legality of its incorporation has not been questioned by the state, hub

88 Adams v. Minneapoli, 20-484(438).

8" Egan v. St. Paul, 57-1, 58+267; State

v. McCardy, 62-509, 64+-1133.

90 State v. Ehrmantraut, 63-104, 65+251.

"1 St. Paul v. Dow, 37-20, 32+860.

92 State v. Simona, 32-540, 21+750.

"3 State V. Spaude, 37-322, 34-1-164.

94 State v. Spaude, 37-322, 34-+164; State

v. Cornwall, 35-176, 28+144.

W St. Paul G. Co. v. Sandstone, 73-225,

75+1050.

9" Bradish v. Lucken, 38-186, 36+454.

0'' R. L. 1905 § 700; State v. Minnetonka,

57-526, 59+972; State v. Fridley Park, 61

146, 63+613; State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76

469, 79+510; State v. Holloway, 90-271.

96+40; State v. Harris, 102-340, 113+887;

State v. Gilbert, 107-364, 120+528.

98 St. Paul G. Co. v. Sandstone, 73-225,

75+1050; State v. Harris, 102-340,_113+

887; State v. Bailey, 106-138, 1l8+6I6.

"'1 Moriarty v. Gullickson, 22-39; Barman

v. Bowler, 34-416, 2G+237; State v. }1tz

gcrald, 37-26, 32+788; State v. Spaudfi

37-322, 34+164; Bradish v. Lu_cken. 38

186, 36+-154; Wellcome v. Monticello, 4]

136, 42+930.

1R. L. 1905 § 692.

2State v. Thief River Falls, 76-15, 78+

367.
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on the contrary, it has been recognized as such for some years by the state,

neither the municipalit_y or any private party can question the validity of its

existence in a collateral action or proceeding.3 In mandamus proceedings to

compel a city to pay a judgment against a village under Laws 1897 c. 81, the

legality of the reincorporation of the city out of the village cannot be ques

tioned.4

6532. Acceptance of charters-—The acceptance of a charter may be shown

by a subsequent legislative act recognizing it as in force.“

6533. Repeal of charter—The express repeal of the then existing charter

of the village of Reads (Sp. Laws 1891 c. 51) by Laws 1895 c. 390, did not re

vive the village charter originally enacted by Sp. Laws 1868 c. 34. The act of

1895 took effect Feb. 6, 1896, and on that day the village of Reads ceased to

exist.“

6534. Reorganization—-Liabilities-—The obligations relating to a city hall,

imposed on the then existing city of Duluth by Sp. Laws 1887 c. 162, did not

rest on that city as organized under a subsequent act.7

HOME RULE CHARTERS

6535. Constitutional provision-—The constitutional amendment of 1896,

authorizing cities to frame and adopt their ovm charters, was designed to ob

viate the effects of the constitutional amendment of 1881 against special legis

lation, and to enable cities to frame their charters with reference to local con

ditions, rather than under a general and uniform law enacted by the legislature.8

It is not subversive of a republican form of government, within the meaning of

the federal constitution.’J It is not self-executing.10 It applies to incorporated

cities in existence at the time of its adoption, and not to cities to be thereafter

created.“

6536. Enabling act—General legislation—The constitutional provision is

not self-executing.‘2 The legislature is required to “prescribe by law the gen

eral limits” within which home rule charters shall be framed. It is not re

quired to prescribe a general framework for charters, or to enumerate the sub

jects they may embrace. It is sufficient if it prescribes general limitations and

restrictions. The enabling act of 1899 was sul’ficient."

6537. Nature—A home rule charter is an organic act of the municipality

and is to be construed accordingly. A city incorporated thereunder is an

“imperium in imperio,” whose powers are self-appointing.H Home rule char

ters have all the force and efifect of legislative enactments.“

6538. Scope and contents-Home rule charters may embrace any subject

relating to the orderly conduct of municipal affairs. They may be as full.

complete, and effective as a charter granted by a direct act of the legislature."

12 State v. Kiewel, 86-136, 90+160.-‘State v. Honerud, 66-32, 68+323; State

13 State v. O’Connor, 81-79, 83-F498.v. Crow Wing County, 66-519, 68+767, 69+

925, 73+631; St. Paul G. Co. v. Sandstone,

73-225, 75+1050.

4 Lee v. Thief River Falls, 82-88, 84+654.

5 State v. Tosney, 26-262, 3+345.

6 State v. Reads 76-69, 78+883.

4ggglarey v. St. Louis County, 38-218, 36+

5 State v. Dist. Ct., 87-146, 91+300; State

v. O'Connor, 8]-79, 83+498.

DHopkins v. Duluth, 81-189, S3+536.

1° State v. Kiewel, 86-136, 90+160.

11 State v. O’Connor, 81-79, 83+-198.

14 State v. Dist. Ct., 87-146, 151, 91+300.

1-" State v. Zimmerman, 86-353, 901-783;

State v. Board, W. 8: L. Comrs., 105-472,

117+S27; Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+

259.

1" State v. O ’Connor, 81-79, 83-P498; State

v. Dist. Ct., 87-146, 91+300; State v. Dist.

Ct., 90-457. 97+132; Grant v. Barrisford,

94-45, 101+940; I(l., 94-45, 101+1_1_13;

Townsend v. Underwood ’s Second Addition,

91-242, 97+977.
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-They may embrace such subjects as the right of eminent domain in laying out,

' . 18
opening, and improving streets; 1" the presentation and allowance of ClI1lI!iS,2o

the terms of contractors’ bonds; 1° reassessments for local III1PI‘OV-i1l'l1el:1l§‘;, 22

the vacation of streets, etc. ; 21 and liability for defective streets and s1 pw s.

6539. Harmony with state laws—Home rule charters must be in hl£1I‘I!101:1S{

with and subject to the laws of the state." This simply means that t ey p;ws

not contravene the public policy of the state as declared in its genera; char:

They may differ in details from state laws. The provisions of home ru e

-ters upon all subjects proper for municipal regulation prevail over the general

form of submission is not fatal.

statutes relatin to the same subject-matter, except in those cases where the

charter eontrav§nes the public policy of the state, as declared by the ge}1:8;‘8l

laws, and in those instances where the legislature expressly declares t af ‘a

general law shall prevail, or a purpose that it shall so prevail appears byf 3::

implication, taking into consideration the subJect and the general nature1:) t no

charter and general statutory provisions.“ The constitution provides t a

home rule charter, or ordinance enacted thegeunder, Sllfll supersede any gell

eral law definin or unishinv crimes or rnis emeanors. ' .
6540. Legis1§tivepbody—$.l‘he constitutional requirement that a legislative

body shall be a feature of all home rule charters is not violated by the 1;?

visions of the St. Paul charter relating to reassessments by the board of pu 10

works.“

6541. Board of freeholders—Counsel—The board cannot employ and pay

one of its members as counsel."

6542. Debt limit—Laws 1899 c. 351 § 10 places a debt limit on cities fram

ing their own charters."’8 Debt limitations prescribed by home rule charters

supersede the general statutes."

6543. Submission—Ba11ots—An immaterial variation from the statutory

Fraudulent ballots and those with unintel

ligible marks, or no markings, are to be excluded in determining whether the

requisite four-sevenths vote has been cast for ratification.B0 The provision for

submission at a general or special election is constitutional?‘1 _

6544. When take effect—-Charters go into effect at the end_ of tlnrty days

from the election in which they are ratified, though such rat1ficat_1on 1s mat

judicially determined on appeal from the decision of the canvassmg b_0flY 1

until after the thirty-day period has expired.”2

6545. Validity of adopt1'0n—The charters of St. Paul (19OO),"‘3 and 0f

Duluth (‘l900),“ were legally adopted.

6546. Amendment—A publication of a proposed amendment has been held

suflicient.“ An amendment requires for its adoption three-fifths of the tota

17 State v. Dist. Ct., 87-146, 152, 91+300.

18 State v. Dist. Ct., 90-457, 97+132.

1" Grant v. Berrisford, 94-45, l01+940;

Id., 94-45, 101+1113.

:0 State v. Dist. Ct., 95-183, 103+881.

Z1 Townsend v. Underwo0d’s Second Ad

dition, 91-242, 97+977.

2'-’ Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+259.

21* Const. art. 4 § 36; State v. Board. W.

& L. Comrs., 105-472, 117+827.

=-'- Const. art. 4 § 36; State v. Collins. 107

500. ]20+1OB1.

26 State v. Dist. Ct., 97-147, 1064-306.

2'' Young v. Mankato, 97-4, 105+969.

'18 Beck v. St. Paul, 87-381, 92+328. See

R. L. 1905 § 752.

2“ Am. E. Co. v. Waseea, 102-329, 113+

899.

30 Hopkins v. Duluth, 81-189, 83+536.

24 Grant v. Berrisford, 94-45, 10l+940;

Id., 94-45, 101+1113; Peterson v. Red

‘Wing, 101-62, 111+840; Turner v. Snyder,

101-481, 112+868; Am. E. Co. v. Waseca,

102-329, 113+S99; Schigley v. Waseca,

106-94, 1]S+259. '

31 State v. Kiewel, 86-136, 90+160.

-12 Davis v. Hugo, 81-220, 83+984.

3! State v. O'Connor, 81-79, 83+498.

34 Hopkins v. Duluth. 81-189, 83+536.

3-" Wolfe v. Moorhead, 98-113, 107+728.
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vote cast for any purpose at the election at which it is submitted. A ma

jority of three-fifths of the vote cast upon the proposition of the amendment

is iusuflicient."

6547. Continuance of ordinances—Ordinances in force at the time of the

adoption of a home rule charter, and not inconsistent with it, continue in

force until repealed or altered.37

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL

6548. In genera1—The governmental powers, duties, and liabilities of mu

nicipal corporations are subject to the absolute control of the legislature.

They may be altered or repealed by the legislature at pleasure.38 The state,

when creating a municipal subdivision for local self-government, retains a

general supervising control over the afiairs tliereof.-°'”

6549. Imposing duties on municipal ofl-icers-The legislature may im

pose upon municipal officers specific duties in the matter of the enforcement

of the general laws of the state and prescribe penalties for the non-perform

ance thereof.“0

6550. Payment of imperfect obligations-The legislature may compel a

municipality to pay a moral obligation which is not enforceable at law.“

6551. Private use of public funds—The legislature cannot authorize a

municipality to expend public funds for private purposes.42

6552. Private use of public easements—The legislature cannot authorize

a municipality to divert a public easement to an inconsistent and private use.48

6553. Liabilty for negligence-—'1‘he legislature may impose on municipali

ties a liability for injuries from defective streets, or not, and it may prescribe

the conditions of such liability.“

6554. Revenues—'l‘he power which the legislature may exercise over the

revenues of the state it may exercise over the revenues of a municipality, for

any purposes connected with its past or present condition.‘5

6555. Change--Apportionment of debts, etc.-—Within constitutional lim

itations the legislature may create, alter, divide, or abolish, municipalities;

and divide and apportion their debts and property in case of a division of

territory and the creation of a new corporation.“

6556. Imposing liability for non-performance of duty—The legislature

may impose on a municipality a liability for the non-performance of a gov

ernmental duty.‘7

3“ State v. Hugo, 84-81, 86+784. 45 Merchants Nat. Bank v. East Grand

87 St. Paul v. Haugbro, 93-59, 100+470. Forks. 94-246, 250, 102+703.

See R. L. 1905 § 758. M Rumsey v. Sauk Centre, 59-316, 61+330.

35 State v. Swanson, 85-112, 88+416; Sec State v. Lake City, 25-404; Winona v.

Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+259. School Dist., 40-13, 41+539; Wellcome v.

39 State V. Robinson, 101-277, 112+269. Monticello, 41-136, 139, 424-930; State V.

4° I(l- Browne, 56-269, 57+659; First Nat. Bank

41 Merchants Nat. Bank v. East Grand v. Beltrami County, 77-43, 45, 79+591;

Forks, 94-246, 102+703. See Bowen v.

Mmneapolis, 47-115, 49+683.

41-’ Castner v. Minneapolis, 92-84, 99+361.

41* Fairchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325;

Sanborn v. Van Duyne, 90-215, 96+41.

“Nichols v. Minneapolis, 30-545, 547,

16+410; Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+

259. See Eisenmenger v. Board Water

C0mrs., 44-457, 47+156.

Humboldt v. Barnesville, 83-219, 86+-87;

Canosia v. Grand Lake, 80-357, 831-346;

State v. Demann, 83-331, 334, 86-I-352;

Barnard v. Polk County, 98-289, 108+294;

Kettle River v. Bruno 106-58, 118_+63;

Brcwis v. Duluth, 9 Fed. 747; Pepm v.

Sage. 129 Fed. 657.

41 Black v. Polk County, 97-487, 107+560.
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OFFICERS

6557. A intment b le islature—The legislature may appomt otficersto performpdiities in a muliiicigality and make the municipality hable for their

acts.“ _ _ be

6558. Election and a intment—'l‘he time of the annual meeting forelection of village officerspispothe second Tuesday of March.“ A P1‘.0V1S10111fi);liD;:l

the date for the election of city officers has been held to proh1b1t an e ecd 0eq

on an earlier date."° A charter provision that a council shall ‘be the g -t

of the election and qualifications of their own numbers’ has been het_ IN;I

to exclude the jurisdiction of the courts to determine a contested elec 1111-1d

Where a council did not elect an officer at; the fp1'es5c21'1bed time, 1t W88 9

its du ' to elect at the earliest 0 ortunity t ierea ter. ’ _

655?. Confirmation—A couritiil has been held not authorized to reeonsidler

its confirmation of an officer.“ An informal consent by :1 001111011 to t 9

appointment of an olficer has been held sut‘fici_ent.“5 titled

6560. Eligibility—'l‘he constitutional provision that every person en_ i 81

to vote at any election shall be eligible to any elective ofiice apphes to mun1e ge

ollicers. A charter provision making the eligibility of aldermen at largilitw

pend on the location of their residence in the city has been held 111100115

tional.M . _ _ t em_

6561. Term—An appointive municipal comm1t_tee cannot aPP011_1 Itself

ployees for a term extending beyond the time for Wh1Cl1 the committee is 11887

appointed.“ The provisions of the charter of St. Paul (Sp. Laws li

e. 343), as to the term of the building inspector of that city, have been 00

strued.“ 1 alified

6562. Duty to qua1ify—A city assessor of Duluth _who had du y _q11 h _

under the state law has been held not required to quahfy under the Clty C 51'

ter.“ An olficer cannot recover his salary if he fails to qualify by takmg e

oath of ofiice.“

6563. Resignation—By aequieseing in his illegal removal an ofiicer may

resign “by implication.” ‘“ _ ,1

6564. Remova1—Umler the provisions of G. S. 1894 e. 10 a village 00_1111_"1

may aPP0int and discharge a village marshal by the mere voteof a m8]°1'{ty

on motion, and without the adoption of a regular ordinance, by-law, 01' T‘?S9 “i

tion.“2 Provision is made by statute for the removal of certain municipao

ofiicers for a failure to enforce the liquor laws of the state.63 By a¢:qu1esC_1l15

in his illegal removal an officer may resign by implication.‘H Cases are citeM

below involving the construction of provisions of the charters of Duluth,

Minneapolis,“ St. Paul,M Sank Center,"8 East Grand Forks,60 and St. Cloud,To

relating to the removal of otficers.

49 Daley v. St. Paul, 7—390(311).

49 R. L. 1905 § 711; State v. Cornwall, 35

176, 28+144.

50 State v. Murray, 41-123, 42+858.

51 State v. Gates, 35-385, 28+927.

5° State v. Wadhams, 64-318, 67+64

W State v. Schram, 82-420, 85+155. 9,

61Byr11es v. St. Paul, 78-205, 80+95 :

Larsen v. St. Paul, 83-473, 86+459

52 State v. Smith, 22-218.

54 State v. Vvatlhaliis. 64-319. GU64.

“'-’ State v. Sehram 82-420, 85+155.

“State v. Robinsdn, 101-277, 112+269.

64 See 6563.

¢=~sm§ v. Duluth, 53-238, 55+118. See

State v. Wadhams, 64-318, 67+64.

56 Larsen v. St. Paul, 83-473, 86+459. See

Harrington v. Minneapolis, 108-209, 121+

908.

5° State v. Holman, 58-219, 59+1006.

5" Egan v. St. Paul, 57-1, 58+267.

58 State v. Starkey, 49-503, 52+?-l.

W State v. Kiichli. 53-147, 54+1069; Rees

v. Minneapolis, 105-246, 117+432. 9'

M Galvin v. St. Paul, 58-475, 59+110-w
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6565. Municipal ofiicers as state officers—Legislativc control—Ofiicers

of municipalities organized under legislative authority are. in respect to all

general laws having force and operating within their municipality, agents of

the state, and may be charged with the performance of such duties in the

enforcement of the same as the legislature may from time to time impose.H

6566. Failure to enforce liquor laws—Forfeiture of office—Duty of at

torney general-—Tl1c forfeiture of office and pecuniary penalty prescribed by

R. L. 1905 §§ 1561, 1562, for the failure of the mayor, or other oflicer named

therein, to make complaint of known violations of the statutes regulating the

sale of intoxicating liquor, may be enforced by the attorney general through

appropriate proceedings brought for that purpose. The power conferred by

the charter of St. Cloud upon the city council thereof, upon the subject of the

removal of municipal ofiicers for misconduct in office, does not exclude the

power of the state, through the attorney general, to efieet a removal for a

violation of the statute above referred to. The power and authority of each

is concurrent. Nor is the authority of the attorney general taken away or

superseded by the provisions of section 1561, by which the county attorney

of each county is required to prosecute violations of the statute."2

6567. Notice to officers notice to corp0ration—-A municipality is bound

by the acts and conduct of its oificers only when they are engaged in the duties

of their ofiiee, and notice to them to bind the municipality must come to them

in their oflicial capacity and while acting within the scope of their authority.‘la

6568. Mayor-—Veto power—' ‘he power of veto is not inherent in the oflice

of mayor or chief executive ofiicer of a municipality. It exists only where ex

pressly conferred by law.H A mayor has no implied power to cancel or rescind

contracts made by other departments of the municipal government."

6569. Recorder—Unless otherwise provided the duties of a recorder, in

issuing an order on the city treasurer for the payment of claims which have

been allowed, are merely ministerial or clerical. He has no power to pass on

the validity of claims, or to refuse to issue an order on the ground that the

debt limit of the city has been exceeded."

6570. Building inspector—'1‘he provisions of the St. Paul charter (Sp.

Laws 1887 c. 343), as to the qualifications and term of office of the building

inspector of that city, have been construed.”

6571. Capacity to sue—The board of directors of the St. Paul workhouse

cannot sue or be sued as such. Suit must be brought in the name of the

citv.T8

COUNCIL

6572. Nature-A council is a legislative and administrative body."

6573. Presidcnt—The office of president of the common council of St. Paul

was abolished by Sp. Laws 1891 c. 6.“0 _

6574. Compensation of aldermen-—Sp. Laws 1883 c. 3 § 8, amendmg the

charter of Minneapolis in regard to the salary of aldermen, was not retro

active.“1

State V. St. Paul, 81-391, 84+127; I(l., 81- 74 State v. Anies, 31-440, 18+277; Am. E.

391. 84-1-1116; Parish v. St. Paul, 84-426, Co. v. Waseca, 102-329, 113+899.

97+1124;'State v. O’Connor, 81-79, 83+498. '15 Am. E. Co. v. Waseca, 102-329, 113+

6" State v. Ward, 70-58, 72+825; Town- 899.

send v. Sank Centre, 71-379, 74+150. 7" State v. Hodapp, 104-309, 116+589.

6” State v. Thompson, 91-279, 97+887. " State v. Starkey, 49-503, 52+24. 7

''° State v. Robinson, 101-277. 112+269. "8 Monfort v. Wheelock, 78-169, 80+9o5.

'1 Id. ' 10 State v. Duluth, 53-238. 243, 55+118.

72 I‘l- 8° State v. Johnstone, 61-56, 63+-176.

"3 Board of Ed. v. Robinson, 81-305, 84+ 81 State v. Hill, 32-275, 20+196.
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6575. Powers-A village council is the governing body of the mpniccigalitlyi

charged with the management of its affairs, legislative and admnns radl u;n of

alone authorized to contract in its behalf.82 An_y_una.ss1ag8'ned reIsJ1 n 1877

power falls to the council as representing the municipality. Sp. h&WSiu e

c. 7 clothed the council of Carver with the entire control of t e Yd rga

finances.“ A council has been held not to have authority to recgns1 Leaws

confirmation of the appointment of a municipal officer.85 Under 1P-in the

1881 c. 76 the power of making appropriations was vested exclusive y~ that

common council of Minneapolis, and the mayor had no veto p0W(%1‘ "1

regard-N ' l te its le islative

6576. Delegation of powers—_A co_unc1l cannot de ega _ t_g to a

power, or its administrative power calling for Judgment or_ d1scl‘e_ 10:1;

committee or otherwise ;" but it may delegate mere ministerial duties. h M

6577. Committee report—Adoption—'l‘he word “adopted has be?-I ‘in

to express the will of a council that the recommendation of one Of 1 8 0°

mittees should be ursuedf’n
6578. Meetingsp—Notice—A legal notice of all meetings, ivtgpther genegil

or special, is essential, except where all the members are present. Wlieriime

charter does not prescribe the time of meetings the counc1l may {ix 1: e~11 be

and it may do so simply by motion.E‘ The regularity of_ a meetmg W1 h F

presumed."2 Cases are cited below involving the construction of various c a

tcr provisions as to time and notice of meetings.03

FISCAL AFFAIRS

6579. Limit of indebtedness--A city of the first class cannot mom‘ 5;:

indebtedness in‘ excess of five per cent. of the assessed value of Its i5a€ath'

property.‘H Other cities and villages are restricted tolten per cent-ho t T‘;

assessed value of their taxable property.“ Limitations in home rule c aiggg

supersede the general statute.“ The general limitation of G. S. 1894 §fi S

was inapplicable to village bonds issued under Laws 1893 c. 200." Cert1 pa 9

of indebtedness issued for the purpose of a permanent improvement revo vmg

fund are not within the general limitation." The amount of the bonds ant‘

money in the sinking fund of a city is to be deducted from the total amouni

of the outstanding bonds of the city for the purpose of determining 1ts Pctmti

indebtedness. Certain certificates calling for the payment of money, 15.511‘?

by the park board of Minneapolis. have been held not an indebtedness_w1th1n

the general limitation.” The provisions of the charter of Mmneapol1R, Pro‘

83 Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 11, 97+424;

"8 State v. Smith, 22-218; State v. Kant
Penner v. Ulvestad, 124+371_

53 State v. St. Paul, 25-106, 109.

84 State v. Goetz, 24-114.

85 State v. Wadhnms, 64-318, 67+64.

8° State v. Ames, 31-440, 18+277.

B1 Mpls. G. Co. v. Minneapolis, 36-159,

30+450; Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 97+424;

In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723; State v. St.

Paul; 34-250, 25+449. See Krcatz v. St.

Cloud School Dist... 82-516, 522, 85+518.

BB Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 97+424; Edison

v. Bloomquist, 124+969.

5" State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-219, 391-153.

9° State v. Smith, 22-218.

91 State v. Kantler. 33-69, 21+856.

1" State v. Smith, 22-218.

lcr, 38-69, 211-856; Lord v. Anoka, 36-176,

30+550.

94 R. L. 1905 § 780. See_Beck v. St.

Paul, 87-381, 92+328; Christie v. Dulut3hv

82-202, 84+754; Kelly v. Mmneapohs, 6 —

125. 65-(-115. '

9-5 R. L. 1905 § 780. See Hannlton v. De

troit, 83-119, 85+933; Purcell v. I98/Bil

Grand Forks, 91-486, 98+351; Kettle RIVZT

Q. Co. v. East Grand Forks, 96-290, 10 +

1077.

93 Am. E. Co. v. Waseca, 102-329, 1134-899.

*" Hamilton v. Detroit, 83-119, 85+933.

"8 Christie v. Duluth, B2-202, 84+-754. See

R. L. 1905 § 752.

9" Kelly v. Minneapolis, 63-125, 65+115
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hibiting the city from incurring liability in excess of the revenue actually

levied, have been construed.1

6580. Sinking fund-—The commissioners of the sinking fund of Minneap

olis have been held to have no authority to purchase from the city its bonds,

for the fund, at the time they are offered for sale by it.2 The provisions of

Sp. Laws 1873 c. 173, relating to the sinking fund of Duluth, have been con

strned.3

6581. Contingent fund of mayor—The provisions of the charter of Min

neapolis, relating to the appropriation of a contingent fund for the mayor,

, have been construed.4

6582. Appropriations—Veto power—Under Sp. Laws 1881 c. 76, the ex

clusive power of making appropriations was vested in the council of Minne

apolis and the mayor was without a veto power.6

6583. Mortgage security—A municipality loaning its money to a private

person in violation of law, has been held entitled to foreclose a mortgage taken

as security for the loan.“

6584. Liability for debts of predecessor—Under Sp. Laws 1889 c. 4 the

city of Sank Center became liable for all the indebtedness of the former vil

lage.1 A village reincorporated under Laws 1885 c. 145 remained liable for

its proportion of the general township indebtedness previously incurred and

also for its proportion of certain town charges for general township purposes,

but it was not liable, either before or after its separation from the township,

to be taxed for indebtedness incurred on account of township roads and

bridges.8 Under Sp. Laws 1899 c. 3 the city of Barnesville was relieved from

liability for the indebtedness of the townships out of which it was created.‘

Under Laws 1897 c. 81, cities incorporated under Laws 1895 c. 8, were liable

for the prior debts of the village.10

6585. Apportionment of indebtedness—Sp. Laws 1885 c. 296, apportion

ing the bonded indebtedness of the town of Sank Center between the town

and the village of the same name, has been construed.11

LEGAL DEPARTMENT

6586. City a.tt0rney—E1igibility-—Under the charter of Little Falls a

qualified voter is eligible to the office of city attorney without being a member

of the bar.12

6587. Special counse1—Sp. Laws 1891 c. 6 § 11., approved March 24,

1891, abrogated the authority otherwise existing, under the charter of the

city of St. Paul. to compensate for legal services rendered to the city by one

not a member of the regular legal department of the city.13

6588. Compensation——(‘:1ses are cited below involving the compensation of

officers of the legal department.“

1 Kiichli v. Minn. etc. Co., 58~418, 59+ 11 Rnmsey v. Sank Centre, 59-316, 61+330.

1088. 11-‘ State v. Nichols, 83-3, 85+717.

2Kelly v. Minneapolis, 63-125, 65+115.

3St. Louis County v. Ncttleton, 22—356.

*State v. Minneapolis, 87-156, 91+298.

5State v. Ames, 31-440, 18+277.

6 Fergus Falls v. Fergus Falls H. Co., 80

165, ss+54.

" Rumsey v. Sank Centre, 59-316, 61+330.

B Bradish v. Lucken, 38-186, 36+454;

State v. Peltier, 103-32, 114+90.

"Humboldt v. Barnesville, 83-219, 86+87.

615';See Lee v. Thief River Falls, 82—88, 84+

18 Horn v. St. Paul, 80-369, 83+388.

14Bowe v. St. Paul, 70-341, 73+184 (sal

ary of assistant city attorney of St. Paul—

council held not to have authority to reduce

it—-acceptance of reduced salary-——estop~

pol); State v. Nichols, 83-3, 85+717_ (char

ter of Little Falls held not to require sal

ary of .city attorney to be fixed by or

dinance) ; Horn v. St. Paul. 80-369. S3+38'\‘

(special counsel of St. Paul—compensat1on

unauthorized by Sp. Laws 1891 c. 6 11) ,

State v. Vasaly, 98-46, 107+818 (city at
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POLICE DEPARTMENT

6589. Policemen executive oflicers-—A police oificer of a municipality is

an executive oficer within the statutes against bribery.15 _ .

6590. Eligibility-—Cases are cited below involving the construction of the

St. Paul charter relating to the qualifications

suspension,6591. Appointment, term,

of police otlicers.“‘

and removal of policemen-—

Whcre the 1nayor of a municipality is vested by law with the power of ap

pointment, removal, discipline, control, and supervision of its pol1ce force, he

has authority

with or without pay,

to suspend a policeman from the performance _

for the temporary purpose of inrestigatmg lllS conduct."

of his duties,

Under the provisions of G. S. 1894 c. 10 a village council may appoint and

discharge a village marshal by the mere vote of a majority on motion and

without the adoption of a regular ordinance, by-law, I

are cited below relating to the appointment, term, suspension,

policemen.“

or resolution.18 Cases

and removal of

6592. Bonds-In an action on the bond of a police otficer has been held,

that it was a question for the jury whether the officer was actmg as an ofiicer

or privately in doing the act complained of; that
the sureties were liable if

he was acting as an otficer; and that the court erred in dismissing the action

as to the sureties.20

6593. Compensation—Cases are cited below

police officers.21

6594. Powers of

thorized, under Laws 1885 c. 171,

involving the compensation of

officers-—A policeman of Minneapolis has been held au

to conduct a chattel mortgage sale.22

6595. St. Paul board of police—Cases are cited
below involving a construc

tion of the provisions of the St. Paul charter relating to the power of the

board of police to appoint and dismiss policemen.23

6596. Village marsha.l—-A village council may appoint

village marshal by a mere vote of a majority on motion.

public officer and must quality by taking the prescribed oath.

to do so he cannot recover his salary.“

torney of Little Falls—claim for extra

services—fraud) .

15 State v. Gardner, 88-130, 142, 92+529.

WYorks v. St. Paul, 62-250, 64+565;

O'Brien v. St. Paul, 72-256, 75+375; Lar

sen v. St. Paul, 83-473, B6+459.

1'' Rees v. Minneapolis, 105-246, 117+432;

Id., 107-23, 119+484.

18 State v. Schrarn, 82-420, 85+155.

W Galvin v. St. Paul, 58-475, 59+1102;

Yorks v. St. Paul, 62-250, 64+565; O ’Brien

v. St. Paul, 72-256, 75+375; State v. St.

Paul, 81-391, 84+127; Id., 81-391, 84+

1116; Parish v. St. Paul, 84-426, 87+1124;

State v. O’Connor, 81-79, 83+498; Larsen

v. St. Paul, 83-473, 86+459; State v. Gra

barkiewicz, 88-16, 92+446.

20 Seitner v. Ransom, 82-404, 851-158.

=1 Galvin v. St. Paul, 58-475, 59+1102

(effect of surrender of insignia of oflice—

salary of policeman of St. Paul-—necessity

of_ council fixing amount); Johnson v.

Istillwater, 62-60, 64+95 (action for serv

ices by police oflicer of Stillwater—flndings

in favor of oflicer held justified by the evi

dence); Yorks v. St. Paul, 62-250, 64-+565

and discharge a

The marshal is a

If he fails

(salary of policeman of St. Paul-neces

sity of oflicer showing that he was legally

elected or appointed, or that he dischargml

the duties of the ofiice); O'Brien v. St.

Paul, 72-256, 75+375 (policeman of St.

Paul-ineligible to oflice—city held not

liable for services rendered); Byrnes v

St. Paul, 78-205, 80+959 (policeman of St.

Paul—ucquiescence in unlawful discharge

—eity held not liable for services not actu

ally performed); State v. Schram, 82-420,

85-P155 (salary of village marshal of Green

Is1e—-failure to qualify—rigbt of de faeto

officer to recover); Larsen v. St. Paul, 83

473, 86+459 (sergeant of police of St. Paul

—unlawful removal—-right to recover not

affected by fact that salary was paid to 8

de facto officer) ; Rees v. Minneapolis, 105

246, 117+432 (policeman of Minneapolis-—

right to salary during suspension).

*2 Oswald v. O'Brien, 48-333, 51+220.

‘—'S State v. St. Paul, 81-391, 84+127; Id

81-391, 84+1116; Parish v. St. Paul, 84

426, 87+1124.

'24 State v. Schram, 82-420, S5+155.
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6597. Wrongful arrests-Liability—A municipality is not liable for a

wrongful arrest by one of its police oificersff

6598. Reimbursement of officers for defence~—If not prohibited by char

ter, a municipality may reimburse a police ofiicer for expenses incurred in the

defence of an action for false imprisonment.2a

FIRE DEPARTMENT

6599. Fire limits-An ordinance establishing fire limits has been held to

forbid the moving of a wooden building into the fire limits from a point out

side.27

6600. Appointment and compensation of firernen—Cases are cited below

relating to the appointment 28 and compensation 2” of firemen.

6601. Contracts—A contract for fire apparatus, executed under Laws 1895

c. 257, has been held not ultra vires and void because the village, and the

town in which it is located, constitute one district for purposes of taxation.“0

6602. Authority to purchase supplies—Authority to purchase fire appara

tus cannot be delegated to a committee of a council." Laws 1895 c. 257, an

thorizing certain villages to incur an indebtedness in the purchase of fire

extinguishing apparatus, is not void for uncertainty.“ The provisions of

Sp. Laws 1874 c. 1, regulating the mode of purchasing fire apparatus by the

city of St. Paul, construed.38

6603. Negligence of firemen—A municipality is not liable for the neg

ligence of its firemen, in the absence of statute.“ A fireman in driving fire

apparatus on a call to a fire may take risks which it would be negligence for

a private person to take in pursuit of his private business. Ordinances some

times give the fire department the right of way in responding to a fire call.35

6604. Unsafe bui1dings—At common law the owner or occupant of a build

ing owes no duty to keep it in a reasonably safe condition for members of

a public fire department who may, in the exercise of their duties, have occasion

to enter the building.“

6605. Rapid driving—An ordinance limiting the speed of driving on pub

lic streets to six miles an hour has been held unreasonable and void as to

members of a salvage corps.37

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

6606. City engineer—Compensation—A resolution of the council of St.

Paul, reducing the salary of the city engineer, has been held invalid under

Sp. Laws 1883 c. 2 § 13.38

6607. Records, plats, and surveys, as evidence~—It is provided by statute

tl1at “records of surveys made by the engineering department of any mumm

15 Gullikson v. McDonald, 62-278, 64+812. partment by resolution instead of by or

" Moorhead v. Murphy, 94-123, 102+2l.9. dinance).

2’ Red Lake Falls M. Co. v. Thief River 8° Du Toit v. Belview, 94-128, 102+216.

Falls, 109-52, 122+872. See, as to power 31 Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 97+424.

to establish fire limits, 29 Am. Rep. 347. 31 Du Toit v. Belview, 94-128, 102+216.

18 Harrington v. Minneapolis, 108-209, 8-! Bnsshor v. St. Paul, 26-110, 1+810.

121-!-908 (appointment by chief of fire de- M Grube v. St. Paul, 34-402, 26+228. See

partment of Miuueapolis—approval of pay- Note, 32 Am. Rep. 618.

"11 by council held not to constitute ap- as Warren v. Meudenhall, 77-145, 79+66l.

pointment and confirmation of persons 86 Hamilton v. Mpls. etc. Co., 78-3, 80+

named thereon). 693.

1"? Hart v. Minneapolis, 81-476, 84+342 81 State v. Sheppard, 64-287, 67+62.

(under charter of Minneapolis council may 38 Rundlett v. St. Paul, 64-223, 66+967.

51 Salary of assistant engineer of fire de
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‘ ' ' ~ r (1 recordslt , 1 din field notes, profiles. plats, plans, and other files an
2? dubchndglilartnigent, shall be prima facie evidence in all courts of the correct

ness of the facts shown and statements made therem.” 3”

PARKS

' ' ' ' ' d main6608. Defimt1ons—-A municipal park is a tract of land set apart an

tained for public use, and laid out, planted, and ornamented in such a way

as to aiiord pleasure to the eye, as well as opportunity for open-air recreation.

A park is not a public ‘street. but a parkway is.

boulevard.4°

A parkway is essentially a

6609. Access—'1‘he right of the public of access to parks and parkways 15

subject to reasonable restriction imposed by public authority."1

6610. Exclusion of vehicles—An ordinance, excludmg from any park_ 01"

parkway of Minneapolis certain vehicles with tires less than six mches wide.

has been held unreasonable.“2

6611. Assessments—A park is a local public improvement for Wh1Cl1 specml

assessments may be levied on adjacent property.‘3 _ _

6612. Vacation-—A determination by proper legislative authority that pub

lic interests require or justify the vacation of streets or pubhc grounds of any

description is final and conclusive upon the courts, except when reviewed In

the manner prescribed by law, and will be presumed to have been based upon

a consideration of public interests.H Abutting owners have a special 1nte4r5est

in a park of which they cannot be deprived except by due process of law. '

6613. Minneapolis park board—Cases are cited below relating to the pa1‘l\

board of Minneapolis.“

6614. St. Paul park board-Cases are cited below relating to the park

board of St. Paul.‘7

59 R. L. 1905 § 4703; Fish v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 82-9, 843458; Id., 84-179, 87+606.

4°K1eopfert v. Minneapolis, 90-158, 95+

908.

41 Scranton v. Minneapolis, 58-437, 60+26.

See Ewing v. Minneapolis, 86-51, 90+10.

42 State v. Rohart, 83-257, 86-+93, 333.

43 See State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625;

State v. Board, 33-524, 24+187; State v.

Brill, 58-152, 59+-989; State V. Dist. CL,

66-161, 68+860; State v. Hunt, 74-496,

77+301; State v. Dist. Ct., 75-292, 77+968;

State v. West Duluth L. 00., 75-456, 78+

115; State v. Dist. Ct., 83-170, 86+15.

44 State v. Board Park C0mrs., 100-150,

11O+1121.

41’ Kray v. Muggli, 84-90, 99, 86+8S2.

N State v. Dist Ct., 33-235, 22+625 (act

creating board constitutional—board not a

municipal corporation but a department of

the city government); State v. Board Park

Comrs., 33-524, 24+187 (provisions of act

creating board relating to the payment of

damages for land taken for park purposes

construed—confirmation of award-—pay

ment, tender, or deposit of damages) ; State

v. Waddell, 49-500, 52+213 (not authorized

to exclude vehicles from a street not run

ning through land acquired for park pur

poses) ; Webber v. Board Park Comrs., 80

55, 82+1119 (board not a municipal cor

poration but a department of the city gov

ernment—not liable for negligence); State

v. Dist. Ct., 83-170, 86+15 (may contract

for the conveyance of land to the city for

park purposes in consideration of the ex

emption of other contiguous lands of the

same owner from assessments for park pur

poses to the amount agreed upon) ;_State

v. Rohart, 83-257, 86+93, 333 (ordinance

of board excluding certain vehicles from

parkways held unreasonable and mvahd);

Ewing v. Minneapolis, 86-51, 90+10 (held

authorized to remove a dock, etc. from the

shores of Lake Calhoun); State Y. Pratt,

90-66, 95+589 (held to have exclusive right

to authorize individuals to cut-_ trees 1n

streets) ; Kleopfert v. Minneapohs, 90-158.

95+9(‘8 (city liable for negligence of board

-—notice of claim need not be served on

board); State v. Board Park Comrs., 100

150. 110+1121 (contract requiring board to

maintain parkway perpetually free from

expense to abutting owner inVfllld)j State

v. Brown, 126+-408 (held authorized to

build a dwelling house on park property

for the use of the park superintendent and

his family and for oflice purposes).

47 In re hincoln Park, 44-299, 46+355 (act

creating board construed—-park fund——pr0

vision for compensation for lands taken for

park purposes); State v. Brill, 58-152, 59+
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STREETS—IN GENERAL

6615. Definition—A street is a public thoroughfare or highway in a city,

village, or borough.“S A street appearing on the recorded plat, but which

has never been opened, prepared for use, or used as a street, is known as a

“paper street.” 4”

6616. What constitutes-—Cul de sac—Wl1ere a piece of land appeared on

a. plat to be open and a continuation of a street, and afforded the only street

access to certain lots, it was held a public street, though it was a cul de sac.”0

6617. Boulevards—A municipality may set apart a portion of a street in

a residence district for a boulevard, if it does not substantially impair the

usefulness of the street for its primary purpose of public travel.“1

6618. Municipal control—In general—The legislature may delegate to

municipalities control over streets within their boundaries.52 This delegated

control carries with it the right to enforce all appropriate regulations sanc

right in the streets, levees, or other public grounds within its limits. What

tioned by the police power of the state.“ A municipality has no proprietary

ever rights it has in them it holds merely in trust for the public.“

6619. Privileges and immunities-A grant of powers and privileges by a

city to do certain things in its streets does not carry with it any immunity from

liability for private injuries which may result directly from the exercise of

such powers and privileges.“

6620. Municipality cannot surrender control-A municipality, acting

through its legislative body, has no power to enter into contracts which curtail

or prohibit an exercise of its legislative or administrative authority over

streets, highways, or public grounds, whenever the public interests demand

that it should act.“6

6621. Laying out—-a. Discretionary power-—The expediency of laying out

a street is a legislative question not subject to review by the courts.57

1). Width of streets—Under Sp. Laws 1879 c. 36 the village of Sleepy Eye

was authorized to lay out and open to the width of sixty-six feet only, except

upon petition of all the abutting owners.“

c. Across railways-Under a city charter conferring a general power to lay

out and extend streets, power to extend them across railways is implied."0

Whether the verdict of the jury on an appeal in proceedings to lay out and

establish a public highway, on the questions as to the propriety and necessity

of the proposed highway, and whether it will essentially impair the use of

a railway right of way over which it is extended, is final and conclusive, and

989 (park act of 1891 held constitutional-— M Nash v. Lowry, 37-261, 33+7B‘7 ; State

act held to make adequate provision for

lands taken for park purposes).

45 Carli v. Stillwater etc. Co., 28-373, 375,

10+205.

"Raiolo v. N. P. Ry., 109M131, 122+4s9. .

v. Board, Park C0mrs., 100-150, 110+1121.

-'11 Fohl v. Sleepy Eye Lake, 80-67, 82+

1097; State v. Board, Park Comrs., 100

150, 110+1121.

5° Hanson v. Eastman, 21-509.

51 McDonald v. St. Paul, 82-308, 84-+1022.

M Carli v. Strillwater etc. Co., 28-373, 377,

10+205; Fohl v. Sleepy Eye Lake, 80-67,

82+l097 ; State v. Board, Park Comrs., 100

150, 110+1121.

58 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 98-380, 388,

108+261; McKi1lop v. Duluth St. Ry., 53

532, 538, 55+-739.

2;l7St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 63+

" Larson v. Ring, 43-88, 44+1078.

II—36

58 F011] v. Chi. etc. Ry., 84-314, S7+919.

W St. Paul etc. By. v. Minneapolis, 35

141, 27+500; St. Paul etc. Co. v. St. Paul,

30-359, 15+684; Fohl v. Sleepy Eye Lake,

80-67, 82+1097. See State v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 98-380, 387, 1084-261 (proceedings

held to show that a street was laid out

across a right of way and that the city

authorities became vested with power to

open the street at grade, or by an overhead

crossing as propriety, necessity, and pub

lic safety required).
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not subject to judicial review,

dressed to the sound judgment

verdict is not conclusive, the court has no I

direct and order judgment notwithstanding the same, except in cases

is an open question.

and discretion of the jury,

Such questions are ad

and, though their

1895 c. 320, to
power, under Laws

where

the evidence is clearly and indisputably conclusive on the question.” The

fact that

to the company, the change of a sw

arrangement ot_

of way _

6622. Abandonment of proceeding

pursuant to the charter, to abandon a procee

which damages had

by a subsequent resolution,

ment was cttcctual.°'-'

the extension of a public street across

company will cause and necessitate the removal of a sm

itch in line of the new street, and a re

some of its tracks, is no
will be destroyed or essentially impaired.G1

been awarded to the relator, has been

adopted at the same meeting,

ceedings anew for laying the same street over the same lands.

the right of way of a railway

all coal shed belongmg

t conclusive that the use of its right

ution ot the city council,

for laying out a street in

held not qualified

instituting pro

The abandon

s—-.-\ rcsol

ding

6623. Vacation—-a. Petition—In proceedings under the St. Paul charter to

vacate a section of a street the council acquires jurisdiction upon receiving a

petition therefor signed by a majority of
the property owners along the line

of that part of the street to be vacated.”

b. How

thority that

based upon a con

0. Efiect-Rerersion to abutting oume

the owner of abutting property holds the

far conclusive on courts—A determinatio

public interests require or justify

grounds of any description is final and cone

reviewed in the manner prescribed by law, and will be presum

sideration of public interests.

11 by proper legislative an

the vacation of streets or public

lusive upon the courts, except when

ed to have been

84

1'-—Wh

fee of the former street, pre

ere a street is lawfully vacated.

sumably

to the center line, discharged from all easements in favor of either the public

or the owners of other property abutting

-eating a street over land conveyed by an

on the street.“ An ordinance va

owner of the fee to a city for highway

purposes and for no other use is not void because the right of the abutting

owner to use the street vacated had not been condemned.‘la

d. Damages—An abutting owner wh

vacation of a street is entitled under th

payment of damages is not a condition

The owneriis remitted to an action against the municipality.

6624. Lighting—a. D*ui_l/—-Though a municipality has the

its streets it is not bound to do so unless

I). Delegation of pon/‘er—-The power to provide for lighting is legisl

o suffers peculiar damages from the

e constitution to compensation. The

precedent to the vacation of a street.

FM‘

power to liEht

the charter so expressly provides.“

ative and

cannot be delegated to a committee of a council.69

c. Con-tracts-—t‘ases are cited below involving the construction and validity

of contracts for the lighting of streets."°

W_Milwaukee etc. Ry. v. Faribault, 23

Fohl v. Sleepy Eye Lake, 80-67, 82+

1319;:0ll1 v. Sleepy Eye Lake, 80-67, 82+

B2 State v. Minneapolis, 40-483, 42+355.

6-1 State v. St. Paul, 98-232, 1074-1129.

M State v. Board, Park Comrs., 100-150

110+1121. '

65 Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455;

Steenerson v. Fontaine, 106-225, 119+400.

4EBOSteenc.rson- v. Fontaine, 106-225, 119+

1" Vanderburgh v. Minneapolis, 98-329,

10S+480. See Hielseher v. Minneapolis, 46

529, 49+287; Vanderburgh v. Minneapohs,

93-81, 100+668.
05 Miller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 36+2'1'1; M0

Hugh v. St. Paul, 67-441, 70+5.

69 Minneapolis G. Co. v. Minneap

159, 30+450.

"° Kiichli v. Mi

olis, 36

nn. etc. 00., 58-418, 59_+

. 1088 (contract by council of Minneapolis

for a term of five years held presumptively

invalid); St. Paul G. Co. v. St. Paul, 78'

39, 30+774, 877 (St. Paul held not liable
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6625. Paving—a. P0u'er—D'isc1'etion—The power to pave involves the

power to repave.“ Cases are cited below involving the construction of par

ticular charters in this c0nnection.'rz

b. Conh-aots—Cases are cited below involving the construction and validity

of contracts relating to paving.T3

6626. Sprinkling—~Contracts—Special assessments—A contract for the

sprinkling of streets providing for payment out of special assessments at the

end of the season, has been construed to give the city a reasonable time after

the completion of the work to make and collect assessments, and that until

the expiration of such time the contractor was not entitled to interest as

damages for the non-payment of the contract price."

STREE'l‘S—GRADING

6627. Definitions—The grade of a street l1as been held to mean the line

or lines of elevation on which public travel is to pass.’5 Grading has been held

to cover gutters and curbing," and macadamizirzig77

6628. Rights and liabilities—In general—In improving its streets a mu

nicipality has the same rights and power in the land upon which they are laid

as a private owner and is subject to the same liabilities for damages done to

others. The right to cause damage to private property, beyond that which

a private owner may cause, without liability, must be acquired through the

right of eminent domain.’Ha

6629. Authority to grade—The power to order and contract for the grad

ing ot streets is not inherent in municipalities.To The common council of St.

Paul has been held not authorized, under Sp. Laws 1874 c. 1, to grade a street

without the action of the board of public works in-the premises.”

to pay a gaslight company for lights not

used); Schiffmann v. St. Paul, 88-43, 92+

503 (contract for lighting improperly

awarded—injunction by taxpayer); Brod

erick v. St. Paul, 90-443, 97+113 (held un

der charter of St. Paul that acceptance of

bid for lighting can only be made by reso

lution. ordinance, or by-law); St. Paul G.

Co. v. St. Paul, 91-521, 9S+868 (contract

between St. Paul and St. Paul Gaslight Co.

coustrued—-city held not liable to pay for

lights not used); State v. Jones, 98-6,

106+963 (council of Minneapolis held an

thorized to award contract for lighting only

by ordinance or resolution approved by the

mayor or passed over his veto).

'" See State v. Dist. Ct., 80-293, 83+183.

72 State v. Dist. Ct., 32-181, 19+732

(board of public works of St. Paul held

authorized to contract for the partial pav~

ing of streets); Diamond v. Mankato, 89

48, 93+911 (council of Mankato held to

have discretionary power to provide for

the paving of streets without a petition of

property owners).

73 State v. Dist. Ct., 32-181, 19+732 (fail

ure of a-city comptroller to countersign a

contract held not fatal); Warren-Scharf

etc. Co. v. St. Paul, 69-453, 72+-711 (con

tract construed—unforeseen obstacles);

State v. Dist. Ct., 80-293. S3+183 (contract

to keep in repair construed); State v. Mc

(‘ardy, 87-88, 91+263 (claim for deductions

from delay in performance waived); Mer

chants Nat. Bank v. East Grand Forks, 94

246, 102+703 (decision of arbitrator—cura

tire act); Peet v. East Grand Forks, 101

518, 1]2+1003 (payment in instalments as

work progresses—~abandonment—recovery) ;

Peet v. East Grand Forks, 101-523, 112+

1005 (estimates of engineer-curative

act); Thornton v. East Grand Forks, 106

233, 118+834 (estimates of engineer—limi

tation of actions); Peet v. East Grand

Forks, 108-426, 122-+327 (whether con

tractor was justified in stopping work, and

whether work done was in accordance with

the contract, held questions for jury). See

Diamond v. Mankato, 89-48, 93-+911; Pat

terson \'. Barber, 9-1-39, 101+1064, 102+

176.

H keigher v. St. Paul, 69-78, 72+54.

T-'1Wilkin v. St. Paul, 33—181, 22+249.

7" State v. Dist. Ct., 29-62, 1l+133.

‘'7 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-164, 22+295.

7-iO’Brien v. St. Paul. 25-331; Dyer v.

St. Paul, 27-457, 8+272; .\IcClure v. Red

Wing. 28-186, 193, 9+76T; Armstrong v.

St. Paul, 30-299, 15+1T-L; Henderson v.

Minneapolis, 32-319, 322. 20+322; Peters

v. Fergus Falls, 35-549, 29+586; Pye v.

Mankato, 36-373. 374. 3l+863; Nichols v.

Duluth, 40-389. 42+84; Follmann v. Man

kato, -15-457, 48+192; Munger v. St. Paul,

57-9, 58+60].

1» Nash v. St. Paul, s-112(1-13, 159).

W Althen v. Kelly, 32-280. 20+188; State

v. Dist. Ct., 44-244, 46+3-19.
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6630. Power continuing—'1‘he power of a municipality to grade its streets

is a continuing power—it may change the grade again and again. d

6631. Duty to grade—-Extent—-A municipality is not bound to gra e or

improve its streets, at least so far as individuals are concerned. It is not

de a street to its full width.82 _
h0\616g2l0l%i‘:cretion of municipal officers-It is expedient to leavesathe fixmg

of grades to the judgment and discretion of local govermng boards. t in

6633. Municipal control-—]udicial 1nterference—'llie courts aredno Hie

clined to restrict the powers of 1nunicipal1t1es over their streets an pu)

ways.M
6634. Considerations in fixing grade-—While the convenience of the public

in general should be the primary consideration in fixing a grade, the con-'

t b ttinU roperty need not be disregarded.85
seq61tie3‘l5c.esI*‘i;)ciilgugra(depbe£ore improvernents-—ltegularly a grade should be

fixed before improvements are made at the expense of abuttmg property, or

contracts for the improvements entered into.
The effect of irregularity in

this regard depends on the time and mode in which objection is made.“

6636. Two

grades in same street—Reta'ming wall-—'1‘he grade of one side

of a street may be ditlerent from that of the other, and a retaining-wall_IIl11ay

be constructed along the center of the street to support the earth of the hig er

grade.“16637. Lateral support—The liability of a municipality for injury to the

lateral support of abutting land, in the improvement of
its streets, is the

same as that of a private owner.“ The general subject of lateral support is

considered elsewhere.“
6638. Slopes—-In grading streets it is the duty of a municipality to Inal;(%

such slopes along the sides as may be necessary to render the sidewalks sa 0

for pedestrians.W

6639. Approach to bridge—An approach to a bridge changing the grade

of a street has been held not an additional servitude and not to render a city‘

liable for damages to abutting property.“

6640. Notice of grade—Abutting

tice of grades when established as prov1

1887 C. 7);-2

owners have been held charged with no

ded by the St. Paul charter (Sp. Laws

6641. Removal of soil, etc.—A municipality may use the soil, stone, lim‘

ber, etc., necessarily removed in the improvement of a street, for the constflfci

tion or repair of its streets or bridges, whether at the point where the materlfl

is taken or elsewhere."“‘

Whether it can take material above grade from a

placc which it is not improving, for use elsewhere in the construction or re

pair of its streets, is perhaps still an open question.M

*1 Karst. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-118; Rakow

sky v. Duluth, 44-188, 46+338.

M Manger v. St. Paul, 57-9, 12, 58+601.

$8 Yanish v. St. Paul, 50-518, 521, 52+925.

$4 Rakowsky \'. Duluth, 44-188, 46+338.

"5 O’Brien v. St. Paul, 25-331, 334; Yan

ish v. St. Paul, 50-518, 521, 52+925.

86 State v. Dist. Ct., 44-244, 46+349; State

v. Judges, 51-539, 53+800, 55+122; Fitz

hugh v. Duluth, 58-427, 59+1041; Keough

v. St. Paul, 66-114, 68+843.

5'' Vanish v. St. Paul, 50-518, 52+925;

Parker v. Truesdale, 54-241, 245, 554-901;

Manger v. St. Paul, 57-9, 12, 58+601. See

Willis v. Winona, 59-27, 60+814.

BB Dyer v. St. Paul, 27-457, 8+272; Nich

It has been said that

ols v. Duluth, 40-389, 42+84. See Arm

strong v. St. Paul, 30-299, 15+174.

8“ See § 96.

0“Nichols v. St. Paul, 44-494,

See Overmann v. St. Paul, 39-120, 39+66;

Kuschke v. St. Paul, 45-225, 47+786; Mun

ger v. St. Paul, 57-9, 58+601.

91 \Villis v. Winona, 59-27, 60-P814.

"2 Kuschke v. St. Paul, 45-225, 47+786.

“8 St. Anthony etc. Co. v. King, 23- $6,

190; Viliski v. Minneapolis, 40-so/4. 41+

1050. See Glencoe v. Reed, 93-518, 101+

956.

94 See St. Anthony etc. Co. v. King, 23*

186, 190.
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the public easement justifies only the taking of material which the process

of the construction or repair of the street requires.“ When it is necessary to

remove material, whether below the grade line or not, for the purpose of im

proving the locus in quo, such material may be disposed of by the municipality

without regard to the abutting owner, at least when it is impracticable to

allow him to remove it. There may be an exception to this general rule in

the case of valuable minera.ls.°° A municipality cannot remove materials

below the grade line when such removal is unnecessary for the improvement

of the locus in quo.°1 The agreement of a contractor to pay an abutting

owner is enforceable, though the municipality might have authorized him to

take it without compensation.” An unauthorized removal of trees from a

street by municipal authorities may be restrained by the abutting owner.”

6642. Diversion of surface watcrs—The liability of a municipality for

the diversion of surface waters in the improvement of its streets is the same

as that of a private owner. The subject is considered elsewhere.1

6643. Interference with tranchise—A private franchise to use a street is

subject.to the right of the municipality to establish or change grades or im

prove the street for public use, unless the express terms of the grant or the

nature of the franchise forbid.2

6644. Contracts-—Cases are cited below involving the construction and

validity of contracts relating to grading.3

6645. Liability for acts of contractors-—A municipality has been held

liable for the acts of a contractor under a contract to grade its streets.‘ It

has been held not liable because of failure to prove a contract.“

6646. Damages from establishment of grade-—Since the constitutional

amendment of 1896 an abutting owner may recover from a municipality for

damages resulting to his property from the original establishment of a grade.6

6647. What constitutes change of grade-A bridge over railway tracks

has been held to change the grade of a street so as to require the change to

be made in accordance with charter provisions governing change of grades.7

An approach to a bridge has been held a change of grade.8

6648. Authority to change grade—The power to change a grade is a gov

ernmental power.’ Charter provisions regulating the change of grades are

“5 Rich v. Minneapolis, 37-423, 35+2. See

Sanborn v. Van Duyne, 90-215, 225, 96+41.

"8 Viliski v. Minneapolis, 40-304, 41+1050.

"'1' Viliski v. Minneapolis, 40-304, 41+

1050; Althen v. Kelly, 32-280, 20+188;

Rich v. Minneapolis, 37-423, 35+2. See

Glencoe v. Reed, 93-518, 101+956; Rich v.

Minneapolis, 40-82, 41+455.

W St. Anthony etc. Co. v. King, 23-186.

99West v. White Bear, 107-237, 119+

Gilbert v. White Bear, 107-239, 119+

1 Sec § 10172.

2Stillvvater W. Co. v. Stillwater, 50-498,

52%-893.

3O’Dea v. Winona, 41-424, 43+97 (con

tract for filling, grading, etc.—practical

construction—performance—vvork to satis

faction of other party-measurements);

Sang v. Duluth, 58-81, 59+878 (contract to

grade :1 part of a street—city without title

-ultra vires—contractor held not entitled

to recover); Keough v. St. Paul, 66-114,

6Fl+8-'13 (contract for grading street in St.

Paul entered into between the city and a

contractor held not ultra vires simply be

cause the council had omitted to establish

gradient lines for the street prior to the

passage by council of an order directing

that such street be graded, or because con

demnation proceedings through which the

city had attempted to acquire an easement

for slopes along such street had not been

fully consummated prior to the passage of

such order); Red Wing S. P. Co. v. Don

nelly, 102-192, 113+1.

4Sewall v. St. Paul, 20-511(459); Rich

v. Minneapolis, 37-423, 35+2.

6Rich v. Minneapolis, 40-82, 41+455.

6Sallden v. Little Falls. 102-358, 113+

SS4; Wallenhcrg v. .\Iinncnpolis, 127+422.

See Lee v. Minneapolis. 22-13; Alden v.

Minneapolis, 24-254, 262; O’Brien v. St.

Paul, 25-331, 333; Henderson v. Minneapo

lis, 32-319, 322, 20+322; Pye v. Mankato,

36-373, 375, 31+863; Willis v. Winona, 59

27, 60+814.

'I'Wilkin v. St. Paul, 33-181. 22+249.

8Willis v. Winona, 59-27, 60+814.

flficnois v. St. Paul, 35-330, 29+129.
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excl usive.‘° Possibly a municipality cannot contract away the right to change

a grade.11

Sp. Laws 1870 c. 3 has been held to authorize the city of Still

water to change the grade of its streets, notwithstandmg

a contractor to excavate a street to a prior grade.12 S

an agreement with

p. Laws 1887 c. 2 has

been held to authorize the city of Duluth to change the grades of its predeces

sor, the village of Duluth.m

6649. Change of

of Minneapolis (Sp.

grade~—Reconsidcration-—The provisions of the charter

Laws 1885 c. 5), authorizing the reconsideration of a

vote changing a grade, have been construed.“

6650. Damages from change of grade—Liability-It was formerly the

rule that in the absence of special charter provisions a municipality was not

liable for consequential damages to abutting property caused by

in the grade of a street.“

amendment of 1896.“

a change

This rule was abrogated by the constitutional

The measure of damages is the diiference in value of

the property alleged to have been injured before and after the acts‘ of the

municipality in grading the street, except where the cost of restormg the

property to its original
condition with reference to the street is less than

the difference in value, in which case the cost of restoration is the measure

of the property owner’s relief.17

6661. Sa.me—Charter
provisions——'1‘he charters of some cities provide for

the payment of damages resulting to abutting property from change in tht‘

grade of streets.“

SIDEWVALKS

6652. Petition for construction—To confer jurisdiction on the common

council of a village, when proceedings for the construction of a sidewalk are

initiated by petition, the petition, under Laws

signed by a majority of the owners of the property

where the proposed improvement is to be made.18

1901 c. 167, must be duly

fronting on the street

A village C01111Cll has

authority under Laws 1885 c. 145 to cause a sidewalk to be constructed and

to purchase material therefor without a petition from abutting owners and

10 Wilkin v. St. Paul, 33-181, 184, 22+

249. "

11Karst v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-118.

12 Id.

18 Rakowsky v. Duluth, 44-188, 46+338.

H Kelly v. Minneapolis, 57-294. 59+:-304.

15 Henderson v. Minneapolis, 32-319, 20+

322; Genois v. St. Paul, 35-330. 29+l.29;

Pye v. Mankato. 36-373. 31+863; Rakow»

sky v. Duluth, 44-188, 46+338; Yanish v.

St. Paul. 50-518, 522. 52+925; Parker v.

Truesdale, 54-241, 244, 55+901; Willis v.

Winona, 59-27, 60+814; Abel v. Minneapo

lis. 68-89, 93, 70+-851; Dudley v. Bufialo,

73-347, 76+44.

16 Dickerman v. Duluth, 88-288, 92+1119;

Vanderburgh v. Minneapolis, 98-329, 108+

480; Sallden v. Little Falls, 102-358, 113+

884; Wallenberg v. Minneapolis. 127+422.

17 Sallden v. Little Falls, 102-358, 113+

Olson v. Albert Lea, 107-127, 119+

1!‘ McCarthy v. St. Paul, 22-527 (what

damages recoverable—retaining wall—when

cause of action accrues) ; Taylor v. St.

Paul, 25-129 (Sp. Laws 1877 o. 23 § 9 held

inapplicable); Henderson v. Minneapolis,

32-319, 20+322 (provision of charter held

not to create liability) ; Genois v. St. Paul,

35-330. 29+129 (appeal from assessment of

damages exclusive remedy); Robmson ‘V.

St. Paul, 40-228, 41+95O (appeal to dis

trict court from assessment); Ke1l v. St.

Paul. 47-288, 50+83 (change of grade of

street crossing another street-—one assess

ment held to cover all damages) ; M_ontz V.

St. Paul, 52-409, W370 (who entitled to

damages—right of mortgagee——wmver of

limitation as to time of payment) ; Mung?!

v. St. Paul, 57-9, 58+-601 (two grades 111

same street-—change of one grade—-me{15

ure of damages—evidence of damages pm

suflicient) ; Abel v. Minneapolis, 68-89. 10+

851 (application of Sp. Laws 1885 c. 5

authority of commissioners to assess dam

ages-view of premises—evidenm>_—dam

ages) ; State v. Blake, 86-37, 90+5 (irregu

larity in the conduct of commissioners to

assess damages and levy assessments there

for held not fatal).

19 State V. Bury. 101-424. 112+534.
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without a special assessment therefor.2° A provision of the charter of St. Paul,

providing that sidewalks shall not be laid out except upon a petition of the

interested property owners, has been held not applicable to repairs or the

relaying of a sidewalk with new material.’-’1

SEWERS AND'DRAINS

6653. Authority to construct—-Under Laws 1901 c. 167 villages organ

ized under the general law have no power to construct or contract for the

construction of sewers until property owners have an opportunity to perform

the work themselves.22 The city of Duluth has been held authorized by its

charter (Sp. Laws 1887 c. 2) to construct a sewer sutliciently large to carry

off the waters of a small stream passing through the city.“

6654. Ministerial and legislative duties-In constructing sewers a munic

ipality performs a ministerial act. In adopting plans for sewers it performs

a legislative act.“

6655. Discretion—So long as municipal authorities confine themselves to

the purpose of public drainage, their judgment as to the propriety or necessity

of sewers and the method of their construction, is ordinarily conclusive.ms

6656. Duty to construct-—A municipality is not liable for failure to con

struct sewers, where a private owner would not be liable under the circum

stances."

6657. Ownership and control-The power of a city to construct sewers is

not given for governmental purposes, but is a specific grant, to be exercised for

the general welfare of the municipality. Sewers are the property of the city

and may be protected and controlled as any other property of the city. An

individual has no right to interfere with them.21

6658. Easement for sewer—Entry upon private proper-ty—A contract

creating an easement for a sewer in private property has been held not to

authorize an entry upon the property to connect the sewer with property else

where.28

6659. Connections—Liability for use—Where a sewer was constructed

without a local assessment to pay for it, contrary to the provisions of a charter,

it was held that a person connecting his property with it waived the irregu

larity and was liable to pay the rate fixed by a resolution of the council.” An

owner of improved property has been held bound to connect his water gutters

and spouts with a sewer to prevent the discharge of a large volume of water

on adjoining premises;0

6660. Inflow valves-—Contributory negligence--It has been held a ques

tion for the jury whether the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence

in failing to provide his sewer connections with proper valves to prevent the

inflow of water from ii sewer.31

6661. Diverting surface waters—If a municipality collects surface waters

in its sewers and throws them upon private property, its liability is governed

2° Bradley v. “Fest Duluth, 45-4, 47+166. Clure v. Red Wing, 28-186, 194, 9+767;

'-‘I State v. Dist. Ct., 89-292, 94+870.

22 State v. Foster, 94-412, 103+14.

23 Sherwood v. Duluth, 40-22, 41+234.

2‘ Simmer v. St. Paul, 23-408; McClure

v- Red Wing, 28-186, 194, 9+767; Welter

v. St. Paul, 40-460, 42+392; Tate v. St.

Paul, 56-527, 529, 58+158.

2-'1 Sherwood v. Duluth, 40-22, 41+234;

Tate v. St. Paul, 56-527, 529, 58+158.

'~‘° Alden v. Minneapolis, 24-254, 262; Me

Henderson v. Minneapolis, 32-319, 20+322;

Pye v. Mankato, 36-373, 375, 31-+863; Sr.

Paul etc. Ry. v. Duluth, 56-494, 58+159.

21 Fergus Falls v. Boén, 78-186, 80+961.

28 State v. Dist. Ct., 90-540, 97+425.

‘-'9 Fergus Falls v. Boen, 78-186, 80+961;

Fergus Falls v. Edison, 94-121, 102+218.

3° Ginter v. Rector, 95-14, 103+738.

31 Netzer v. Crookston, 59-244, 61+21.
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by the same rules as that of private persons. The subject 15 considered else

wh re.32 _ _
£662. Contracts for construction-Cases are cited below involving con

tracts for the construction of sewers.“~" I _' _ _

6663. Want of diligence in cornpleting—A mun1c1pal1ty_may render 1t

sclf liable to an abutting owner by want of diligence in completmg a sewer and

thereby obstructing access to his property.“ _ _ l _ _

6664. Liability for insufiicient sewers-—A municipality is not an 1n

surer of the sufliciency of its sewers. If it employs competent persons who

construct sewers which they honestly and reasonably believe are suflicient, it

is not liable if they prove insufiicient. lt is not required to anticipate ex

traordinary storms which would not have been expected in view of the past

history of the country. If it fails to exercise reasonable care and skill, and

its sewers, by reason of their insufficiency, throw large and destructive guan

tities of water upon private property, it is liable for the damages.“ ‘It is not

liable if such property is the natural depository of all the water discharged

thereon.3“ _ _
6665. Defective construction—Liability-—A municipality 1S hable for

damages resulting to a person from its want of proper care, skill. or ‘diligence,

in the construction of sewers.“ A municipality is not liable for incidental

damages resulting from the defective plan of a sewer, but it may be liable for

negligence in failing to remedy a defective plan. If a sewer as originally

planned and constructed is found to result in direct and physical 1n]u1‘y to

private property which would not otherwise have happened, and which from

its nature is liable to be repeated and continuous, but which is remedmble by

a change of plan or the adoption of prudent measures, the municipahty 15

liable for such damages as may occur in consequence of its omission, after no

tice, to use ordinary care to remedy the evil. If a sewer, whatever its plan,

is so constructed as to cause a positive and direct invasion of private property,

as by collecting and throwing upon it, to its damage, water or sewage which

would not otherwise have found its way there, the municipality is liable.”8

6666. Duty to repair and keep clean—-A municipality is liable for dam

ages resulting from its failure to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep

its sewers in repair and free from obstructions.39 It is not an insurer of the

safe condition of its sewers—it is not bound to exercise extraordinary care.‘0

It is not liable unless it had notice of the defect, actual or constructive, and

was negligent thereafter in failing to remedyr it.“ If a municipality assumes

control of a sewer, it is immaterial who constructed it.‘2 It is immaterial that

the sewer is on private property and the municipality has no right to g0 0n

the premises to make repairs.“

1" See §§ 10160-10174. 38 Tate v. St. Paul, 56-527, 58+158; M‘:

" Starkey v. Minneapolis, 19-203(166); Clure v. Red Wing, 28-186, 9+767. See

Moran v. St. Paul, 65-300, 6'7+1000; Wi- Netzer v. Crookston, 59-244, 61+21; Pye "

no_na v. Jackson, 92-453, 100+368; Bell v. Mankato, 36-373. 31+B63; Stanke v. St

Kukland, 102-213, 113+271. Paul, 71-51, 54, 73+629.

B4 Simmer v. St. PaulZ 23-408. 59 Taylor v. Austin, 32-247, 20+157?

8“ M°C1‘"° ‘T- Red Wmgv 28-186, 9+767; Stoehr v. St. Paul, 54-549. 56+250; Netzer

Py'3Qtv'PMa1lJk(i).*§°’51396_g:7l316 341+863; Taubert v. Crookston, 59-244, 61+21; Buchanan \'.

v.». an — , +6.S P D1 - .v. Duluth, lo-438, 42+394. ee Eamon “ nth’ 40 402’ 42+204

N . — 1 21.80 Dudley VI Buffalo, 73-347, 76+44. See 4" etzer v Crookston, 59 244, 6 +

41 Taylor v. Austin 32-247 20+-157' Pott

sg Paul & D. Ry. v. Duluth, 56-494, 53+ ner v. Minneapolis, 111-73, 4’2+1s4. ’

M S. 42 Taylor v. Austin, 32-247, 204-157.

29 A1InY11_ms‘;*t'_‘;~{eE;,t-71:]=17v1, 23-408. See Note, “I\'etzer v. Crookston, so-244, e1+21.
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6667. Damages—Measure-—A verdict for damages to merchandise in a

cellar resulting from the overflow of a sewer has been held justified as to the

amount of damages.“ The profits of a business l1ave been held too speculative

as a measure of damages.“

6668. Evidence--Admissibility—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.“

6669. Pleading—Cases are cited below involving questions of pleading."

WATERWORKS AND WATER SUPPLY

6670. Exclusive franchises—A statute has been held not to authorize a

municipality to grant an exclusive franchise so as to disable it for a period of

thirty years from establishing waterworks and a system of supply.“

6671. Water pipes in streets—A franchise to lay water pipes in a street

has been held subject to ‘the right of the city to establish and change the grade

of the streets and to grade streets.49 The village of Duluth has been held au

thorized to allow a corporation to lay water pipes in its streets for the purpose

of supplying both Duluth and Superior with water.50

6672. Forfeiture of franchises-In an action by a city against a water

company for the forfeiture of the latter’s franchise on the ground that it had

failed to supply pure water as agreed, it was held that the complaint stated a

cause of action; that the city was not estopped by the fact that the same kind

of water had been supplied for several years; that the duty to supply pure water

was a continuing one; and that it was not a condition precedent to an action

that the city obtain the decision of the state board of health as to the standard

of water to be used.M

6673. Expediency of establishing water plant—The necessity or expedi

ency of establishing a water plant by a municipality is a legislative and not a

judicial question.“2

6674. Water and light boards—Cases are cited below involving the powers

of water and light boards under particular cl1arters.“

6675. Rules and regulations-Rules of a water board, giving credit for

water consumed through small pipes supplied with meters upon charges for

unmetered connections of a building using an automatic sprinkling device with

H Buchanan v. Duluth, 40-402, 42+204.

45 Simmer V. St. Paul, 23—408.

45 Taylor v. Austin, 32-247, 201-157 (evi

dence that a cellar had been flooded by the

overflow of a sewer on several occasions

held admissible under the complaint);

Pearson v. Duluth, 40-438, 42+-394 (evi

dence of the condition of gutters at other

tunes than during the particular storms

g;er)1tioned in the complaint held admissi

e .

49 Stillwater W. Co. v. Stillwater, 50-498,

52+893.

5° Duluth v. Duluth etc. Co., 45-210, 47+

781.

-"1 St. Cloud v. Water etc. Co., 88-329, 92+

1112. See Industrial T. Co. v. St. Cloud,

88-437, 93+114.

52-Taneway v. Duluth. 65-292, 68+24.

53 Morton v. Power, 33-521, 244-194 (board

of water commissioners of St. Paul——power

to contract in its own name—agent of city

—not a corporation); Eisenmenger v.

Board Water Comrs., 44-457, 47+156 (pro

visions of Sp. Laws 1885 c. 110 § 10 relat

ing to injunctions against the water board

of St. Paul construed); Am. E. Co. v. Wa

seca, 102-329, 1l3+899 (powers of water

and light board of Waseca—may contract

for and in behalf of city—may0r not a

n1embr'r—xnay0r cannot cancel contracts

made by board-—b0ard may sue and be

"Starkey v. Minneapolis, 1!-)—203(166)

(complaint held not to show contract be

tween plaintiff and defendant for construct

ing sewers); Simmer v. St. Paul, 23-408

(complaint held defective in its allegations

as to loss of business); Netzer v. Crooks

ton. 59-244, 61+21 (fact that a municipal

ity is without funds to repair its sewers, if

a defence at all, must he pleaded by de

fondant).

48 Long v. Duluth, 49-280, 51+-913. sued) .
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water mains, have been held discriminatory and void, because lacking uni

formity in principle and in operation.“

6676. Meters—-An ordinance regulating-the use of water meters has been

held not unreasonable.‘55
6677. Automatic sprinkling connections-—A property owner, who has in

stalled an automatic sprinkling system and connected it at his own expense

with the water mains, though he may not take away water except in case of

fire, enjoys a beneficial use of water not common to the public in general. The

water board is entitled to make a reasonable and impartial charge for the

pecuniarily valuable and special privilege conferred."6

6678. Defective pipes and hydrants-—So far as a municipality maintains

its water plant for use by its fire department in extinguishing fires, it is per

forming a public or governmental function, and is not liable for the negligence

of its otficers and servants in permitting the pipes and hydrants to become

clogged and choked with sand, bark. and other refuse.“

6679. Reservoir-—Liability for escaping water—A municipality has been

held liable for damages resulting from the escape of water from a reservoir

forming a part of its waterworks.-"8

6680. Cutting off water supply—Injunction—(fourts will interfere by

injunction or otherwise to protect the public and individuals entitled to water

service against unreasonable charges or discriminations made by public service

corporations or bodies. The water board will not be permitted to enforce

illegal rates by severing the connection with an automatic sprinkling system.W

While a municipality or water board may be restrained from cutting ofi 8

patrorfs supply of water because he will not pay excessive rates therefor, yet

the issuance of a temporary injunction to efiect that purpose is largely discre

tionary with the trial court.‘0

6631. Water rates-—Water rates are not taxes, but merely the price paid

for water as a commodity. Certain water rates in Duluth have been held rea

sonable.01 An ordinance of Duluth, fixing a schedule of water rates, has been

construed."
6682. Liability of owner for water and light furnished tenant-Laws

1895 c. 8 291, 293, which make an owner of premises liable for water and

light furmshed by a municipality to a tenant. are not unconstitutional, in that

1t results 1n the taking of property without due process of law, or in causing

one person to pay for the debts of another. The obligation assumed by an

owner who connects his premises with the city system for the purpose of 80

qumng light or water is to maintain and pay for the same in accordance with

the prescribed rules and regulations upon the theory of implied contract. Cer

tam regulations of the city of East Grand Forks have been held reasonable

and such as may be conferred by the state upon municipalities.”

6683. Contracts—C-uses are cited below involving the construction and

validity of contracts relating to \\'ater\\'o1'ks and water supply.“

5-1 Gordon v. Doran. 100-343. 111+2"2. All ' 'as Powell v. Duluth, 91-53. 97%-450.‘ 1126. re“ M Duluth etc. CO.’ 46 290’ 48+

50 Gordon v. Doran 100-343 111 2'251111119: v. Minueaipolis, 15-ia1. it-'.7'ss. atiirnast Grand Forks v' Luck’ 97_373’ 107+

W Wiltse v. Red Wing 99-255 109+114 H Duluth \ Duluth9 Y - ' '. etc. Co. 45-210 477'

::(}1‘;Tr;1r(dpn v. Doran, 100-3-13, 111+272. 781 (statute held to authorize village of

I egor v. Case, 80-214, 83+140. Duluth to contract for a water supply with

"1 Powell v. Duluth, 91-53, 97+450. See a corporation also supplying the city of

St -. 1 - - - -11?:eS2\7- Board, W. & L. Comrs., 100-4/2, Supenor through the same mains); Still

water W. Co. v. Stillwater, 50-498, 52+89-3

(ordmance granting company right to lay
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POWERS—IN GENERAL

6684. Statutory—Municipalities have such powers

only as are expresslyconferred by statute or are necessarily implied in those which are expressly

conferred. Thev have no inherent pow

as may be proper for exhibition in

lectlon of coins.“u

ers.'J5 The library board of Minneapolis
has been held to have power to become an ordinary

bailee as to such property

its public museum, as for example, a col

illages are invested by statute with the
powers and duties of municipal corporations at common law,“ and city charters

power.ml It has been said

that unless ex

6688. Grant of franchise to street rai1ways—Vil1ages having less popula

tion than three thousand. incorporated under the provisions of G. S.

c. '10 tit. 3, have no authority to authorize the construction and

operation, fora definite term of years, of street railways in their streets.T2

6689. Miscella

to reimburse a. police officer for expenses incurred in the defence

neous powers—A municipality has been held to have power

for false imprisonmen t,73 and to employ special counsel.H of an action

water pipes in streets construed); Sykes v.

St. Cloud, 6 -442, 62+613; First Nat. Bank

v. St. Cloud, 73-219, 75+1054 (municipal

ity held liable under a contract though

plaintifl had not fully performed); State

T. Co. v. Duluth, 70-257, 73+249 (stipula

tions for a forfeiture and suspension of

water rentals upon a failure to supply good

and wholesome water construed); Flynn v.

Little Falls etc. Co., 74-180, 7'/‘+38, 78+

106 (length of time for which municipality

can contract with private company for

water supply) ; Little Falls etc. Co. v. Lit

tle Falls, 74-197, 77+40 (contract whereby

city agreed to pay all taxes on a company ’s

waterworks assessed for city purposes held

invalid); King v. Duluth, 78-155, 80+874

(contract for construction

of _a system of waterworks—stipulations re

tmg to a forfeiture in case of delay con

— Reed v. Anoka, 85-294, 88+981

a considerable period); St. Cloud v. Water

etc. Co., 88-329, 92-+1112 (ordinance held

to constitute a contract between a city and

a water company—forfeiture for failure to

furmsh pure water as agreed); Industrial

'1‘. Co. v. St. Cloud, 88-437, 93+114 (action

against city to recover contract price for

hydrant rentalS—connterclaim for damages

sustained by individuals from failure of

company to supply pure water held not to

state a cause of action or defence).

65 Nash v. St. Paul, 8—172(143, 159); Mc

Donald v. Red Wing, 13-38(25); Minn. L.

0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468(424, 429) ; Mil

waukee etc. Ry. v. Faribault, 23-167 ; Nich~

Ols v. Minneapolis, 30-545. 547, 16+410;

Pine City v. Munch, 42-342. 343, 44+197;

Long v. Duluth, 49-280, 287, 51+913; St.

Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 346, 63+26'/',

65+6~l9. 68+-158; Stillwater v. Lowry, 83

275. 86+103; Nerlien v. Brooten, 94-361,

364, ]02+86T. See State v. Brown, 126+

408.

"6 Smith v. Library Board, Minneapolis,

58-108, 59+979.

67 R. L. 1905 § 706.

"9 Horn v. St. Paul, 80-369, 370, 83+388.

"9 Moorhead v. Murphy, 94-123, 125, 102+

219.

70 R. L. 1905 § 692; Odegaard v. Albert

Lea, 33-351, 23+526: State v. Gurley, 37

475, 35+179; Bradish v. Lucken, 38-186,

36+-454; Wellcome v. Monticello, 41-136,

' 42+930; Tucker v. Lincoln County, 90-406,

97+103.

71 Nerlien v. Brooten, 94-361. 102+867.

72 Stillwater v. Lowry. 83-275, 86+103.

73 Moorhead v. Murphy. 94-123, 102+219.

14 Moorhead v. Murphy, 94-123, 102+219.

See Horn v. St. Paul, 80-369, 83+388.
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6690. Legislative
powers—The legislative power of municipalities is con

sidered in connection with the subject of ordinances.'m

6691. Delegation of powers-—'l‘he delegated governmental powers of mu

nicipalities cannot be delegated by them.“ _ _ _ _ _

6692. Delegation of legislative power to rnum_crpal_it1es—The delegation

of legislative power by the legislature to municipalities is an exception to the

general rule that such power cannot be delegated."

PROPERTY

6693. Power to hold and convey—Cities and villages are authorized to ac

cept grants of land within their li1nits, and they may sell the same, when not

restrained by the terms of the grant or some provision of law.78 _

6694. Deeds—-A deed from the city of Minneapolis to the Minneapohs In

dustrial Exposition has been held authorized by special acts of the legislature."

6695. Use for private purposes—The use of municipal buildings for pri

vate purposes is unlawful and may be enjoined at the instance of a taxpayer

or person injuriously aficcted.so

CONTRACTS

6696. Distinction between governmental and proprietary powers—A

distinction is made between contracts made in pursuance of the governmental

powers of a municipality, and those made in pursuance of its proprietary or

business powers.’S1

6697. Discretion—l\'here municipal
authorities are authorized to contract

in relation to a particular matter, they have a discretion as to methods and

terms, with the honest and reasonable exercise of which a court cannot inter

fere, though they may not have chosen the best method, or made the most ad

vantageous contract.”2

-6693. Impairing corporate powers—A municipality cannot impair its ad

m1nistrative, governmental, or legislative powers, by contract—at least, with

out express legislative authority."

6699. Granting exclusive franchises—While the legislature may authorize

a municipality to grant exclusive franchises, such grants are not favored and

all doubt as to such authority or grant will be resolved against it.“

6700. Duration-—A municipality cannot enter into a contract which will

bind it for an unreasonably long period. Contracts for lighting streets, sup

plying water, etc., n1ust be for a reasonable time only. Municipal authorities

have a large discretion in such matters and courts will not declare such a con

tract unreasonable unless it is manifestly so.“35

T5 See § 6748.

T6 State v. Kantler, 33-69, 21+856; Min

neapolis G. Co. v. Minneapolis, 36-159, 30+

450; Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 97+424.

1'! Harrington v. Plainvievv, 27-224, 232.

@777; state v. Simona, 32-540, 543, 21+‘

7o0; State v. Darrow, 65-419, 423, 67+

1012; Wolfe v. Moorhead, 98-113, 117,

107+-728.

T8 Jenkins v. Hanson, 101-298, 112+216.

H! Minneapolis v. Janney, 86-111, 90+312.

8'0 Nerlien v. Brooten, 94-361, 102+867.

81 State Trust Co. v. Duluth, 70-257, 73+

249; Reed v. Anoka, 85-294, 88+981.

82 Fly-nn v. Little Falls etc. 00., 74-180,

7s+10<s; Reed v. Anoka, 85-294,

53 Flynn v. Little Falls etc. Co., 74-180,

186, 77+3s, 7s+10s; State v. St. P. 0. Ry.,

78-331, 81+200; State v. Minn. etc. Ry-,

60-108, 116, 83+32; State v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 98-380, l08+261; State v. N. P. Ry.,

98-429, 108+-269; I(l., 208 U. S. 583; State

v. Board, Park Comrs., 100-150, 110+1121

Sce Reed v. Anoka, 85-294, 88+981; Long

v. Duluth, 49-280, 51+-913; Nash v. Lowry,

37-261, 33+787.

84 Long v. Duluth, 49-280, 51+913.

'45 Long v. Duluth, 49-280, 51+913; Flynn

v. Little Falls etc. 00., 74-180, 77+38, 73+

106; Reed v. Anoka, 85-294, 88+981. See

State v. Minn. etc. Ry., 80-108, 83+32;

State v. McCardy, 62-509, 6-H1133.
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6701. Debt lirnit—Contracts in excess of the limitation of indebtedness pre

scribed by statute or charter are void.“

6702. Presumption of validity—Contrac-ts which are not necessarily be

yond the scope of the corporate powers are presumptively valid. Municipal

oflicers are presumed to have acted in good faith, within the limits of their au

thority, and in conformity to law, in making contracts."

6703. Implied contracts—If an express contract to pay would be unauthor

ized and void, the law will not raise an implied promise.“

6704. Formal requisites-—A provision requiring contracts to be in writing

is mandatory)‘0 The failure of a city comptroller to countersign a contract

has been held a mere formal defect and not fatal under the St. Paul charter.”°

6705. Preliminary estimates—Charters sometimes require preliminary esti

mates before the award of contracts.91

6706. Acceptance of bids by motion—The acceptance of a bid by motion

of the council instead of by resolution, ordinance, or by-law, has been held un

authorized under the St. Paul "2 and Minneapolis 9"’ charters.

6707. Bids—Awardin.g to lowest bidder—When not required by statute

or charter, a municipality need not advertise for bids, or award contracts to

the lowest bidder, if it does.“ By statute villages are prohibited from award

ing certain contracts except to the lowest bidder after notice of the time and

place of receiving bids."5 Similar provisions are found in many city charters

and they are mandatory. A contract in violation thereof is void." Specifica

tions upon which bids are invited must be so framed as to secure fair compe

tition upon equal terms to all bidders. A contract with the best bidder, con

taining substantial provisions beneficial to him which were not included in

the specifications, is void." A contract must follow the advertisement for

bids." A publication of notice l1as been held sufiicient.” The execution of

a contract not awarded in conformity to the provisions of a charter as to

bids has been held properly enjoined.1

6708. Approval by mayor—Under the Minneapolis charter the council

can award a contract for lighting only by ordinance or resolution approved

by the mayor, or passed over his veto.2

6709. Part performance-—-Where a contract to furnish a city with water

had been partly performed, it was held that the city could not insist on a

performance of the residue as a condition precedent to its liability to pay for

what it had received.“

81‘ Kiichli v. Minn. etc. Co., 58-418, 59+

1088; Winona v. Jackson, 92-453, 100+368.

§e6e5%ate v. Hodapp, 104-309, 116+589 and

8" Reed v. Anoka, 85-294, 88+981; Bayne

v. Wright County, 90-1, 6, 95+456. See

Kiichli v. Minn. etc. Co., 58-418, 59+108B.

35 Macy v. Duluth, 68-452, 71+687. See

Bradley v. West Duluth, 45-4, 47+166.

5° Starkey v. Minneapolis, 19-203(166).

See Basshor v. St. Paul, 26-110, 1+810;

McKusick v. Stillwater, 44-372, 46+769.

M State v. Dist. ca, 32-181, 19+732.

luth, 45-4, 8, 47+166; McLean v. I\'orth St.

Paul, 73-146, 75+1042; Swenson v. Bird

Island, 93-336, 337, 1011495; Pillager v.

Hewett, 98-265, 107+815.

W Nash v. St. Paul 8-172(143); Id., 1]

174(1l0) ; Swcnson v. Bird Island, 93-336,

338, 101+495.

97 Diamond v. Mankato, 89-48, 93-I-911;

Schiffmann v. St. Paul, 88-43, 92+503; Le

Tourneau v. Hugo, 90-420, 971-115; Pat

terson v. Barber, 94-39, l01+1064, 102+

176; Id., 96-9, 104-+566; State v. Dist. Ct.,

102-482, 113+697, 114+G54. See Mankato

v. Barber, 142 Fed. 329.°1See Nash v. St. Paul, 8—172(143); Id.,

23-132; McKusick v. Stillwater, 44-372,

46+769.

9‘-‘ Broderick v. St. Paul, 90-443, 97+118.

W State v. Jones, 98-6, 106+963.

‘'4 Elliot v. Minneapolis, 59-111, 60+1081;

Starkey v. Minneapolis, 19—203(166).

"5 R. L. 1905 § 731; Bradley v. West Du

95 Nash v. St. Paul, 11—1T»l(l10); Pen

ner v. Uhestad, 124+3T].

99 Carpenter v. St. Paul, 23-232.

1 Schifhnann v. St. Paul, 88-43, 92+503.

2 State v. Jones. 98-6, 106+963.

3 Sykes v. St. Cloud, 60-442, 62+613.
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6710. Ratification-A contract, otherwise valid. entered into in good faith

by a village at a time when it was not legally authorized to do so because of

an error in posting notices of an election called and held for the purpose of

conferring such power, becomes renewed and vitalized by

the work done pursuant thereto at a date subseq

which such authority was conferred.‘

cannot be ratified.5

the acceptance of

uent to another election at

A contract beyond the corporate powers

6711. Recovery of money paid—A municipality may recover money paid

on a contract beyond its corporate powers,6 or by mistake.1
But it cannot re

cover money paid on a contract which was within its corporate power, but was

void because in violation of charter or statutory provisions, if the other party

has performed in good faith.6
6712. Interest of officer-A contract of a municipality in which one of

its oflicers is interested and was concerned in making, is voidable, and money

paid thereon may be recovered.‘J Under some charters all officers and em

ployees are prohibited from being interested in any contract or job of the

city.10
6713. Fraud-Cases are cited below involving fraud in connection with

municipal contracts.‘ 1
6714. Delegation of power to contra.ct—'I‘he governing body of a munic

ipality, charged with the management of its affairs, legislative and administra

tive, and alone clothed with power and authority
to enter into such contracts

as are deemed necessary for the welfare of the municipalit , cannot delegate

to a member or committee thereof functions or powers involving the exercise

of judgment and discretion.
Ministerial functions, such as are absolute, fixed,

and certain, involving no element of judgment or discretion, may be delegated;

but dist-retionary powers must be exercised by the governing body itself.12

6715. Assignrnent—-Section 277 of the charter of Duluth, relating to the

assignment of contracts for public work_, does not forbid or render void an

assignment of the money due or to become due on the contract, made after

the subject-matter of the contract has been completely executed by the con

tractor.13
6716. Same—Novation—Provisions a_1ai11st an assignment are designed to

]\re\'ent a novatiou of parties.H

6717. Unauthorized or ultra vires contracts—Unauthorized or ultra vires

contracts are generally void.“
_ The doctrineof ultra vires is applied With

greater st1-ictness to municipal than to private corporations.“
But it ought

not to be appliedso as to defeat the ends of justice, unless the public policy

of keepmg mun1c1pal1t1es strictly within the limits of their powers imperative

4 Swenson \'.

495.

~'- Nash \'. St. Paul, 8—172(1-43).

n(fhaska \'. Hedrnan, 53-525, 55+737;

Grifliu v. Shakopee, 53-528, 55+738; Fer

gus Falls v. Fergus Falls H. Co., 80-165.

seen; Stone \-. Bevans, as-127, 92+520. '

7 D_uluth \'. McDonnell. 61-288, 63+727.

9 Pfllnger v. Hewett. 98-265, 107%-815.

9 Stone v. Bevans, 88-127, 92+520; Young

\'. Mankuto. 97-4. l05+969; Bjellzmd \'.

.\[ankato. 12T+39T; Martinsburg \'. Butler,

l27+42(I. Sec ('hairman Board of Health

\'. Rcnvi'lc (‘ounty, S9—40‘Z. 95-l-221 and R.

T.. 1905 §§ 731. 5032.

1" Macy v. Duluth, 68-452. 71+6S7.

11 Elliot v. Minneapolis, 59-111, 60+l0S1;

Bird Island, 93-336, 1011 Poet v. East Grand Forks, 101-523, 112+

1005.

1'-‘Jewell v. Bertha, 91-9, 97+424

13 Lowry \'. Duluth, 94-95, 101-+1059.

H See Lowry v. Duluth, 94-95, 1014-1059;

Dickson v. St. Paul, 97-258, 106+l053.

15 Nash v. sr. Paul, s-172(143); Id-, 11

17-l(l10); Basshor v. St. Paul, 26-110, 1+

810; Chaska v. Hedman, 53-525, 55+737§

Sang v. Duluth, 58-81, 59+87S; State \'

Minn. etc. Ry., 80-108, 83+-32; Broderick

V. St. Paul, 90-443, 9'T+11S. See Bradley

v. West Duluth. 45-4, 47+166; Keough “

St. Paul, 66-114, 6S+8-13; Pillager v. Hew

ett, 98-265, 107+-815.

1" Newbery v. Fox, 37-141, 33+333; 138“

v. Kirkland, 102-213, 113+271. See Brad

ley \'. West Duluth, 45-4, 47+166.
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ly requires it. A contract ultra vires in the general and primary sense that

it is wholly outside the power of the corporation to make under any circum

stances is ordinarily void in toto; but whether a contract strictly within the

scope of the corporation’s powers, but ultra vires in the restricted or secondary

sense that the power has been irregularly exercised, or that it was beyond the

power of the corporation “in some particular or through some undisclosed

circumstances,” is wholly void or not, depends upon the circumstances of the

particular case. Where a contract which is ultra vires only in the secondary

sense has been performed by the other party, so that the municipality has

derived the benefit of it, it will generally be enforced."

6718. Notice of powers-—Persons contracting with a municipality are

charged with notice of its powers and the powers of its ofiicers."

6719. Estoppel-'—ln general a municipality is not estopped from denying

the validity of a contract made by its otlicers when there was no authority for

making it.” '

BONDS OF PUBLIC CONTRACTORS

6720. General statutes—'l‘he liability of a public corporation, under R. L.

1905 §§ -1535, 4536, for the failure of its officers to require the contractor en

gaged in a public improvement to execute and file a bond to the corporation,

conditioned to pay all obligations incurred in the prosecution of the work, ex

tends to such losses as are suffered by those dealing with the contractor by

reason of his insolvency or inability to pay the debts incurred by him. No

liability attaches to the corporation where the contractor is solvent and able

to discharge all obligations to laborers and materialmen.’° A bond in which

the penalty was less than the amount required by the statute has been held

a good defence to an action under the statute against the municipality.“

Cases are cited below involving bonds under Laws 1891 c. 146,22 Laws 1895

c. 854:,23 Laws 1897 c. 307,“ and Laws 1901 c. 321.”

6721. Charter provisions-—(‘ases are cited below involving bonds executed '

by public contractors for the benefit of laborers and materialmen, as required

by the charters of St. Paul '-'“ and 1)uluth.27 In the absence of express author

"Bell v. Kirkland, 102-213, 113+271; evidence considered); Am. Surety Co. v.

Moore \'. Ramsey County, 104-30, 115+?50.

"3 Starkey v. Minneapolis, 19-203(166);

Basshor v. St, Paul, 26-110, 1+810; New

lery v. Fox, 37-141, 33+333; State v. Minn.

ctc. Ry., 80-108, 116, 83+32; Horn v. St.

Paul, 80-369, 83-l-388; Jewell v. Bertha,

91-9, 97-+424; Sandeen v. Ramsey County,

109-505, 124-I-243.

1° Newbery v. Fox, 37-141, 33+333; Sang

v. Duluth, 58-81, 59+87B; State v. Minn.

etc. Ry., 80-108, 83+32. See Pillager v.

Hewett, 98-265, 107+815; Bell v. Kirk

land, 102-213, 113+271.

2° Wilcox v. School Dist., 103-43, 114+

262; Id., 106-208, 118+794.

21Waterous v. Clinton, 125-+269.

'-’2 West Duluth v. Norton, 57-72, 58+829

(in action by village on bond it is no de

fence that the village has in its hands more

than sutficient funds withheld from con

tractor to pay all claims).

'-’“ Combs v. Jackson, 69-336. 72+-565;

Duby v. Jackson, 69-342, "2+568 (laborer

entitled to sue on bond—party held a sub

contractor within statute—sufficiency of

Waseca County, 77-92, 79+6-19 (municipal

ity not entitled to withhold money from

contractor on ground that he is in default

with laborers or rnateria1men—may pay

contractor without regard to claims);

Swenson v. Bird Island, 93-336, 101+-195

(elfect of failure of village treasurer to

approve bond).

H Union S. P. Co. v. Olson, 82-187, 84+

756 (bond construed—held not void for

uncertainty). -

25 Merchants Nat. Bank v. East Grand

Forks. 94-246, 102+703 (not taking bond

immaterial if all claims paid); Kettle

River etc. (.‘o. v. East Grand Forks, 96-290,

104+107T (efiect of not taking bond on lia

bility of municipality on unauthorized cop

tract); Black v. Polk County, 97-487, l(_)4_+

560 (failure to take bond renders munici

pality liable to laborers and matenalmcn

if contract valid); Horton v. Crowley.

108-508, 1224-312 (sub-contractor entitled

to benefit of bond).

'-’° St. Paul v. Butler, 30-459, 16+362 (con

dition in bond held proper—city not a
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' ' ' ' harter't - al t h no ower to take such a_bond."‘ A home rule c _ _
in{1;III1l1aul::21CI1)lI?0V1iS§iOD:S1sf01' sliich bonds dififering in details from the provisions

of the general law.” The object of such a bond is to secure those who, by

authority, direct or indirect, of the contractor, perform labor or furnish

material, pursuant to and in performance of his contract.“

BONDS

6722. What constitutes—-Certain certificates of indebtedness have been

“bonds.” “1 ‘he1(g7;(3.bj-\uthority to issue—A county has no implied power_t_o issue nego

tiable bonds.“2 To justify the issuance of bonds based on a petition, the antle

cedent proceedings must be in strict accordance with the statute and tie

authority of the municipal authorities to issuemust appear Ifrouisthe records.

The signers of the petition must have the requisite qual1ficat1ons. Cases are

cited below involving the authority to issue various bonds.“

6724. Petition for issuance-In issuing bonds under Laws 1893, c_. 200, a

village council may act either upon its own motion or upon a petition of

voters and freeholders. If it acts upon a petition, the qualifications of the

signers must be in strict accordance with the statute.“ If a petition 1_s not

signed by the requisite number of qualified signers the resultmg electron is

void.36 An informal petition has been sustained?" _

6725. Necessity of popular vote—Under Laws 1899 c. 351 § 10, it was

held that a city council might issue the bonds of the city to any amount less

than one hundred thousand dollars for any particular authorized public pur

pose without the approval of the voters, though the then aggregate bonded 1n

necessary party to action on bond); Mor

ton v. Power, 33-521, 24+194 (bond to

board of water comrnissioners—city not a

necessary party to action on bond); Free

man v. Berkey, 45-438, 48-l-194 (sureties

not discharged by dissolution of firm of

contractors) ; Sepp v. McCann, 47-364, 50+

246 (bond held good and to inure to bene

fit of laborers working for a subcontractor

—caue of action on bond assiguable—city

not a necessary party to action on bond);

Red Wing S. P. Co. v. Donnelly, 102-192,

113+1 (order in which contract and bond

must be executed—efl'ect of recitals in

b0nds—action by materialman); Bell v.

Kirkland, 102-213, 113+271 (recital in

bond as waiver of defence of ultra vires).

27 State Bank v. Heney, 40-145, 41+411

(charter provision construed—exclusive

right of action on bond in city) ; Duluth v.

Heney, -l3-155, 45+7 (surcties not dis

charged by payment in full to contractors

without rcference to claims); Tompkins v.

Forrestal, 54-119, 55+-813 (application of

statutes—notice to city); Costello v. Do

hcrty, 55-77. 56+/159 (etfect of execution

of bond before contract); Ihk v. Duluth,

58-182, 59+960 (city not liable for failure

to take bond); Pershing v. Swenson, 58

310, _59+1084 (identity of contractor and

principal on hond—principa1 signing as

“manager”).

28 Breen v. Kelly, 45-352, 47+1067; Park

v. Sykes, 67-153, 69+712.

29 Grant v. Berrisford, 94-45, 101-+940;

Id., 94-45, 101+1113.

3° Sepp v. McCann, 47-364, 50+246; Per

shing v. Swonson, 58-310, 59+1084.

31 Christie v. Duluth, 82-202, 84+754.

31’ Goodnow v. Ramsey County, 11-31(12) ;

Rogers v. Le Sueur County, 57-434, 59+

488. ~

53 Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83, 88+419.

84 VVoodbridge v. Duluth, 57-256, 59+296

(water and light bonds issued by Duluth

under Sp. Laws, 1891 c. 55 § 30 held

valid); Janeway v. Duluth, 65-292, 681-24

(water and light bonds issued by Duluth

held valid); Fulton v. Andrea, 70-445, 73+

256 (bonds issued by town of Andrea _un

der Sp. Laws 1883 c. 135 sustained agalllflli

objection that the chairman of the town

board was not properly appointed); Mur

phy v. Cook County, 74-28, 76+951 (county

bonds for roads and bridges issued under

Laws 1895 c. 297); Moore v. Duluth, 44

105, 76+1022 (bonds of Duluth for water

plant); State v. West Duluth L. C0,, 70

456, 78+115 (road and bridge bonds issued

by St. Louis county under Laws 1895

c. 289).

35 Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83, 88+419;

ra. 83-119, 124, B5+933. '

“Hamilton v. Detroit, 83-119, 123, 85+

933.

37 Id.
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debtedness of the city for all purposes equaled or exceeded that amount."

The provisions of Laws 1895 c. 8 § 126, regarding a submission to a popular

vote, relates solely to cities of less than eight thousand population." The

legislature may authorize a county board to issue bonds for a county jail with

out submitting the question to a popular vote.40

6726. Election to determine issue—1t has been held, in relation to elec

tions for the issuance of bonds, that certain propositions for the issue of

“water and light” bonds by the city of Duluth were not fairly submitted to

the voters; “ that a. ballot was not so complex and misleading as to invalidate

an election; “ that the placing of the words “Yes” and “No” after the prop

osition to be voted on was legal; “ that certain irregularities in the selection

and conduct of the judges of election and in the registration of voters were

not fatal,“ that G. S. 1894 §§ 1216, 1217 did not require both the posting

and publishing of a notice of election and that a village council could not

modify the statutory requirements; “ that a publication of a notice of election

was sufficient; 4“ that a posting of a notice of election was sufficient; " that

a proposition was not bad in form and did not contain more than one ques

tion;“‘ that certain propositions were competing and that an elector could

vote against both but not in favor of both; ‘” that under Sp. Laws 1875 e. 132,

relating to the issue of bonds in aid of railroads, more than one election might

be held;"‘° that a failure to make a record of an election did not invalidate

certain bonds; "1 and that a city clerk signed a notice of election as “city

recorder” did not invalidate the election.“

6727. Executi0n—Certain bonds of the board of education of Minneapolis

have been held properly signed by the ofiicers of the board."

6728. Form--Certain bonds have been held not to be in the form required

by Laws 189] c. 146, subc. 9 § 16.54

6729. Time to issue after vote—Whether certain bonds were issued within

a reasonable time after they were voted for has been held a question of fact.“

6730. Recitals-—Compliance with condit.ions—Where by statute authority

is given to a municipality, or to its oflicers, to issue bonds for a proper purpose,

but only on some condition precedent, and it is obvious from the statute that

certain municipal oiiicers have the power to decide whether the condition has

been complied with, their recital and certificate in the bonds issued by them

as to such compliance is conclusive in favor of bona fide holders.“ A bond,

in the hands of a bona fide purchaser for value, issued by a township under

a statute prescribing a public record as determinative of the amount of

authorized issue, which on its face exceeds the limit of the entire issue proper

under such record produced, is void as to such excess notwithstanding re

citals therein of compliance with all legal requirements and the payment of

instalments of interest thereon..”1 A recital in a bond has been held to put

6° Coe v. Caledonia etc. Ry., 27-197, 6135 Le Tourneau v. Duluth, 85-219, 88+529.

8" Purcell v. East Grand Forks, 91-486,

98+3-51.

4° Jewell v. Weed, 18—272(247).

*1 Truelsen v. Duluth, 61-48, 63+714.

42 Janeway v. Duluth, 65-292, 68+24.

48Janeway v. Duluth, 65-292, 68+24;

Truelsen v. Duluth, 61-48, 63+714.

44 Janeway v. Duluth, 65-292. 68+24.

-45 Hamilton v. Detroit, 83-119, 85+933.

4" Warsop v. Hastings, 22-437.

4" Coe v. Caledonia etc. Ry., 27-197, 6+621.

*5 Hamilton v. Detroit, 83-119. 85+933.

4“ Baumann v. Duluth, 67-283, 69+919.

II—37

621; Hoyt v. Braden, 27-490, 8+591.

-'11 Wiley v. Board of Ed., 11—37l(268).

-‘:2 Lodgord v. East Grand Forks, 105-180,

117+341.

-'-3 Wiley v. Board of Ed., 11-371 (268).

H McCormick v. West Duluth, 47-272, 277,

5O+128.

“-5 Woodbridge v. Duluth, 57-256, 59+296.

5° Fulton v. R/iverton, 42-395, 444-257;

St. Paul G. CO. v. Sandstone, 73-225, 75+

1050. See Marshal v. Elgin, 8 Fed. 783;

Kimball v. Lakeland, 41 Fed. 289.

M Corbet v. Roeksbury, 94-397, 103+11.
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purchasers upon inquiry and charge them with notice of the invalidity of the

bond.“86731. Registration—-The statute provides for the registration of municipal

bonds in aid of railroads."9
6732. Negotiation—Broker-Par value——An agreement with a broker for

the sale of bonds for a percentage of their face value has been held not to

be, as a matter of law, in violation of a provision against a sale below par.‘Io

A county board has been held to have authority to negotiate bonds through

an agent.01 An agent for the sale of bonds has been held not liable to the

purchasers for the purchase money, the bonds being void."

6733. Delivery to creditor-A municipality may deliver its bonds to its

creditors in payment of its debts.63
6734. Excessive issues——Debt limits——Municipal bonds issued in excess

of the limit prescribed by statute are void, even as to a bona fide holder. But

as to such a holder they are void only as to the excess.‘H In determining the

debt limit the par value of the bonds to be issued is alone considered, and

n}<:t tlifeuninterest which may subsequently become due thereon by the terms

t ereo .6735. In aid of railroads-—In view of the fact that it is extremely unlikely

that municipal bonds will ever again be issued in this state in aid of railroads,

it has been thought suflicient merely to cite the cases bearing on the subject.“

_ 6736. Bona fide purchasers-If a municipal bond is negotiable in form it

is regarded as a species of commercial paper and a bona fide holder is pro

tected by recitals in it as against irregularities in its issue not going to the

authority of the municipality to issue such bonds." Bonds issued without

authority are void even in the hands of bona fide purchasers. Purchasers of

municipal bonds are chargeable with notice of the authority of the municipal

oflicers issuing them." Where negotiable bonds bearing interest payable an

nually have attached coupons for the payment of the interest, and are trans

ferred with overdue coupons still attached, the purchaser takes them subject

to any infirmity of title in the seller. That the coupons are by their terms

5182Pl3a2‘“7"“*“’ "' wmna em RY-i 3(+505, 422; State v. Linie, 23—521; State v. Hast

59 ’R 1+ _ ings, 24-78; Winona v. Thompson, 24~199;

, \I'tt“1't 2§2997- See St Lows County State v. Highland, 25-355; State v. Lake

hols: te (iniw ‘356. City, 25-404; State v. Roscoe, 25-445; 006
78+“; C “ est Duluth» 11- C0-, 75-456, v. Caledonia etc. Ry., 27-197, e+e21; Wi

01 C“s'hman V U _ nona v. Minn. Ry. Const. Co., 27-415, 6+

(252) ' awe‘ Coumyv 19-29° %+174E'5_(; Harrington v. Plaié1w;iv;b2g—

‘Iv - ,+7;Hotv.Bi-aden 7 ,+

Z; ¥,\‘,’i‘;e‘*11vv-BHe1s‘11er, 45—549, 48+411. 591; State v. Miiineapolis, 32-’50i, 21+722;

G4 Sclmfiti O2;-hof Ed" n_:_571(263)- Plflinview v. Winona etc. Ry., 36-505, 32+

bet v R0 1:1, ‘G ' 91-292’ 9H1049; Cor’ 745; Elgin V. Winona etc. Ry., 36-517, 32+

Woodt-yrid Z S ur¥)’u]94'];39‘L 103+11' see 749; M0Manus V. Duluth etc. Ry., 51-30,

Roger-q vgLev'S utc’ 5'_256I 59+296; 52+980; Finlayson v. Vaughn, 54-331, 56+

488- ken. V M-ueur olmtyi 57''4341 59+ 49; Hinekley V. Kettle Rriver Ry., 70-105,

Mu; h oinnéapolm, 63-125, 65+115; 72+835; Birch Cooley v. First Nat. Bank,

Chri§tiZv-D(1)th °“““" W38’ 76+951; 86-385. some; Schmitz v. zeii, 91-290,

ton v Deg ’ 82'202’ 8/H154; Hamit 97+1o49; Alden v. Easton, 113 Fed. 60.

Paul. 87_l£308l]_Y ?é;gS;’8§5+933; B661! V. St. 6'' Harrington v. Plainview, 27-224, 6+

Grand Forks ’91_486 ’ Purcell 7- East 777; Plainview v. Winona etc. Ry., 36-505,

Norman (‘Quilt 93 2’ 98851; Johnson "- 512, 32+745; Fulton v. Rivei-ton, 42-395,

o5Fiillay50n {iv — 5:10, 101+1s0. 44+257; st. Paul G. Co. v. Sandstone, 73

00 Davids ' mg 111 54-3311 56+49- 225. 75+1050; Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83,

(432)

Ramsoel Ceuntyv 18-482 90, 88+/419.

(36)',St L51;no V" 1"‘ etc’. RY-i 20-48 "Sehmitz v. Zeb, 91-290, 296, 97+1049;

’ I cunt?’ V‘ Smlthv 22-356; Goodnow v. Ramsey County, 11-31(12);

Warsop v. Hastin s 22-43“ HSt. P. etc. Ry., 23553; State v. o(lll:giliill:n23v—. Corbet vi Rocksbur-V’ 94-397, 103+11.
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payable on presentation to a particular person does not affect this rule.” The

pendency of an action relating to the validity of bonds not yet due is not

constructive notice to subsequent holders thereof before maturity.70

6737. Estoppel—A municipality and its taxpayers may be estopped by

long acquiescence from questioning a bond issue on account of irregularities

therein.Tl

6738. Pleading—Cases are cited below involving questions of pleading in

relation to municipal bonds’?

CLAIMS

6739. Notice of claim-—Genera1 statute—The general statute 7“ requiring

notice of claim before suit is not unconstitutional as special legislation or for

insnfiiciency of title.H It applies to all cities, villages, and boroughs of the

state not governed by provisions in home rule charters, and compliance with

its provisions is a condition precedent to an action.” It supersedes similar

provisions in municipal charters,’6 but it does not apply where the subject is

regulated by provisions in subsequently adopted home rule charters.’7 It is

inapplicable to actions for death by wrongful act,78 to actions for injury to

property,19 and to actions by servants of a municipality.80 Its object is to

give the proper municipal otficers information so that they may investigate

the matter promptly and determine whether it is advisable to resist or settle

the claim.M The place of the accident must be so described that the munic

ipal officers may, with reasonable diligence, identify it."2 Where the claim is

for money compensation it is not suflicient to state the nature of the relief

demanded without stating the amount of compensation demanded. The

clause “relief demanded” applies to cases wl1cre some other relief than money

compensation is demanded.83 The claimant is not concluded by the amount

claimed in his notice.“ A notice to which the claimant signed the initials

of her husband's name instead of her own has been held sulficient.85 There

is no exclusive mode of serving the notice. It must be done ill some prac

tical, orderly, and effective way, and in determining the sufiiciency of the

method adopted in any particular case technical strictness will not be re

quired. A substantial compliance with the statute is sufiicient.“ If the no

tice is to be presented to the council when it is in session, the orderly course

of procedure is to deliver it to the clerk, or other officer having charge of the

records of the council, for its consideration. If the council is not in session

W First Nat. Bank v. Scott County, 14

77(59).

1° Fulton v. Andrea, 70-445, 73+256.

'11 Sehmitz v. Zeh, 91-290, 97+1049. See

Corbct v. Rocksbury, 94-397, 401, 103+11.

'12 Nininger v. Carver County, 10-133(l06)

(allegation as to execution held suificient) ;

Wiley v. Board of Ed., 11-371(268) (com

plaint on bond sustained); Cushman v.

Carver County, 19—295(252) (variance

waived). |7 Y L

"8 Laws 1897 c. 248; R. L. 1905 § 768.

‘H Bausher V. St. Paul, 72-539, 75+745;

Winters v. Duluth, 82-127, 844-788.

"5 Id.; Doyle v. Duluth, 74-157, 76+-1029;

Engstrom v. Minneapolis, 78-200, 80+962.

"°_Nicol v. St. Paul, B0-415, 83+375;

Nelssen v. St. Paul, 80-414, 83+376; Wei

ser v. St. Paul, 86-26, 90+8.

7'' Peterson v. Red Wing, 101-62, 111+840.

''3 Orth v. Belgrade, 87-237, 91+843.

W Megins v. Duluth, 97-23, 1064-89.

8° Kelly v. Faribault, 95-293, 104-l-231;

Pesek v. New Prague, 97-171, 106+305.

'51 Doyle v. Duluth, 74-157, 76+-1029;

Kelly v. Minneapolis, 77-76, 80, 79+653;

Nicol v. St. Paul, so-415, s3+s75; Terryll

v. Faribault, 84-341~ 87+917; Kelly \'.

Faribault, 95-293, 104+231. See Nichols v.

Minneapolis, 30-545, 16+410; Harder v.

Minneapolis, 40-446, 42+350; McDevitt v.

St. Paul, 66-14, 68-+178; Olcott v. St. Paul,

91-207, 97+s79; Kandelin v. Ely, 124-+449.

82 Lyons v. Red Wing, 76-20, 78+868. See

Harder v. Minneapolis, 40-446, 42+350.

E*3Bm1sher v. St. Paul, 72-539, 75+745;

Doyle v. Duluth, 74-157, 76+1029.

B4 Terryll v. Faribault, 84-341, B7+917.

B5 Terryll v. Faribault, 81-519, 84+45B.

8“ Roberts v. St. James, 76-456, 79+519;

Ljungberg v. North Mankato, 87-484, 92

401.
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when the notice is served, it may be directed to the council, and left With the

clerk or other otiicer who has charge of the records and files of the council’,

with a request annexed that it be laid before the council at its next meeting;

but such request is not essentia .88 It is suificient if the notice reaches the

council or governing body in due time, though it passes through the hands

of others.“D Service on the mayor is insufiicient.°° Service on a village re

corder is suificient, if made at his office or place of transacting lus ofiiclal

business.91 Service on an assistant city clerk has been sustained.f12 Service

may be made by delivering to the proper officer a copy of the notice.“ If a

notice is addressed to the council and served on the proper officer the fact that

it never reaches the council does not prejudice the claimant.“ Service on the

park board of Minneapolis is unnecessary.“ If a notice conveys the necessary

information to the proper person it is suificient, though it contams mac

curacies.M An error in the address of a notice is immaterial if service is made

on the proper person.“ A substantial departure in the proof from the notice

as to the particular defect causing the injury is fatal.“ The title of Laws

1897 c. 248 has been held insuflicient to cover certain injuries from the

negligence of municipal oflicers.99

6740. Notice of claim-—Charter provisions-It has been held that a char

ter provision requiring notice of claim before suit was constitutional and ap

plicable to injuries to property as well as to persons; 1 that it was not retro

active; ’ that a notice need not be served on the council if it has been served

on the mayor or recorder; 3 that a notice sufiiciently described the place where

the injury was received; ‘ that the plaintiif was not “bereft of reason” so as

to excuse him from giving notice; "’ that a notice served on the proper person

but incorrectly addressed was suflicient;“ that the words “any defect in the

condition of any bridge, street, etc.” refer to defects in such public ways 01'

structures as such, and with regard to their usefulness and safety for the

purposes of travel; " that a notice is to be construed liberally, but must be

sufficiently definite and circumstantial to direct attention to the substantial

defects and injuries for which recovery is demanded; S that a notice might be

served on an assistant city clerk.”

6741. Presentation—' ‘he statute requires certain claims to be itemized and

verified.10 The provisions of the Duluth charter, requiring claims against the

city to be presented to the city council for allowance and providing for an

appeal to the district court, are valid and mandatory.‘1 A complaint has

been held to show a compliance with Sp. Laws 1885 c. 110 § 35 requiring

claims to be presented to the water board of St. Paul.‘2

"Lyons v- Red Wing, 76-20, 78+868; "Olcott v. St. Paul, 91-207, 97+879;

Roberts v. St. James, 76-456, 79+519; Kandelin v. Elv, 124—t449

Doyle u. Duluth, 74-157, 76+l029; Peter- on Winters v. Duluth, 82-127, 84+788

son v. Cokato, 84-205, 87+615. 1 Nichols v, Minneapolis, 30-545, l6+410~

1;: Roberts v. St. James, 76-456, 79%-519. 2 Powers v. St. Paul, 36-87, 30+433

Mlfiyoils v-11)%ed Wlng, 76-20, 7s+sos. 8 Clark v. Austin, 38-487, 38+615.

M Pny e v. uluth, 74-157, 7o+1029. 4Harder v. Minneapolis, 40-446. 42+35°

B2 Ketliarson v._Cokato,_84—205, 87+615. H Ray v. St. Paul, 44-340, 46+675

M Kelly v. Minneapolis, 77-76, 79+653. 8J0hnson v. St. Paul, 52-36-1, 54+735

Ll eby v. Minneapolis, 77-76, 79+653; 7Pye v. Mankato, 38-536, 3S+621; Ray

Jung erg v. North Mankato, 87484, 92+ v. St. Paul, 44-340, 46+675; Moran v. St

401
' Pa 1, 54—2'9 '6 so,

“Pet"s°" "' C°1“1t°, 84-205, 87+615- Bglcott v.’St..)1;au], 91-201, 97+879.

as Kleopfert v. Minneapolis, 90-158, 95+ nKe1]y v_ Minneapolis, 7746, 79+653_

908. - 10 R L 1- . - . 905 438. S 2294 9657.96 See Harder v. Mmneapohs, 40-446, 42+ H State v. Di§t. Ct., 98'i4§5§7, 97+,132

350; Kandelin v. Ely, 124+449. 12Eisenmenger v_ Board Water Cami-s.,

7*;"5See Johnson v. St. Paul, 52-364, 54,- 44-457, 47+-156.
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6742. Labor claims-—Ai’fidavit—An afiidavit of the payment of labor

claims 1nade by an assignee of the balance due on a contract for public work

has been held sufticient under the charter of Dulutl1.ls

6743. Auditing—Manda.mus-—Where a. claim against a city is a legal and

valid one, and there is sufficient money in the city treasury'to tl1e credit of

the appropriate fund to pay it, mandamus will lie to compel the city comp

troller to audit and adjust it, and report it to the city council for payment.“

6744. Allowance-—A city council in allowing or disallowing claims against

the city acts quasi judicially.15

6745. Order for payment—-Duty of mayor to sign—By the charter of

Minneapolis (Sp. Laws 1881 c. 76) the making or authorizing of appropria

tions is exclusively vested in the common council, and the mayor has no veto

of the action of the council in making or authorizing the same. A claim

against the city, of a class for the payment of which the council is authorized

to 1nake an appropriation, having been first audited and adjusted by the

comptroller, and an appropriation for its payment made and authorized by

the requisite and duly-recorded vote of the council, when an order for its pay

ment, in due form, and duly signed by the clerk, is presented to the mayor

for his signature, it is his duty to sign it within such reasonable time as may

be necessary for him to ascertain whether the council has kept within its

jurisdiction, and whether the appropriation has been authorized by the neces

sary vote. Upon the refusal so to sign an order, he may be compelled to sign

by mandamus."

6746. Compromise-—-The provisions of the charter of St. Paul, prohibiting

the council from compromising claims, have been construed.17

6747. Assignment--Section 277 of the charter of Duluth has been held

not to forbid or render void an assignment of the money due or to become

due on a contract, made after the subject-matter of the contract has been

completely executed by the contractor.18 Section 12 of chapter 15 of the

charter of St. Paul has been held not to avoid an assignment of the amount

due from the city on a contract for work.“

ORDINANCES

6748. Definition--The terms “ordinance,” “by-law,” and “municipal reg

lation,” have substantially the same meaning. They are the laws of a munic

ipality made by the authorized municipal body, in distinction from the gen

eral laws of the state. They are local regulations for the government of the

inhabitants of the particular place. They relate solely to the purposes of mu

nicipal gove1'nment.2° They are in the nature of local statutes.21 They are

mere police regulations and not criminal statutes.22

6749. Resolution equivalent to ordinance-—A resolution passed by a mu

nicipal council, with all the formalities required in the enactment of ordin

anccs, is a legislative act, and equivalent to an ordinance.“ _ _

6750. Must be certain--An ordinance must be reasonably certain n1 ll'S

terms.“

1“ Lowry v. Duluth, 94-95, 101+1059. 20 State v. Lee, 29-445, 451, 13+913.

14 State v. McCardy, 62-509, 644-1133.

15 State v. Dist. Ct., 90-457, 97+132.

1" State v. Ames, 31-440, 18+277; State v.

Vasaly, 98-46, 107+818.

17 State V. McCardy, 87-88, 91+263.

NLowry v. Duluth, 94-95, 101+1059.

W Dickson v. St. Paul, 97-258, 106+1053.

21Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 375,

48+6.

22 State v. Robitshek, 60-123, 61+1023.

See State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+458.

23 Steenerson v. Fontaine, 106-225, 119+

400.

24 St. Paul v. Schleh, 101-425, l12+532.

4!-1-A-_
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6751. Must conform to law of subject—-An _ordinance_ must confparm to

the general principles of law applicable to the particular sub]ect-matter. _

6752. Consistency with constitution and general la.ws—An ordmance

must be consistent with the constitution and general laws of the state.“ The

provisions of section 36 of article 4 of the constitution, to the effect that no

charter thereby authorized to be formed, or ordmances enacted thereunder.

shall supersede any general law defining or
punishing crimes or misdemeanors,

apply only to cities having home rule charters.” _ D
6753. Contravention of common right-An ordmance must not contra

vene matter of common right.28
6754. Restraint of trade—Ordinances must not be in unreasonable restraint

of trade.“ A power to enact an ordinance in restraint of trade must be un

equivocally conferred.30
6755. Must be reasonable-Ordinances must be reasonable, and if they

are manifestly unreasonable the courts will declare them void.81

suming the right to do so courts will not look closely into matters of mere

But in as

judgment and set up their own judgment against that of the_mun1c1pal _a.u

thorities when there is reasonable ground for difierence of opinion.82 T0 1115

tify a court in declaring an ordinance void on this ground the unreasonable

ness must be so palpable and extreme as to amount to an abuse of discretion

or a mere arbitrary exercise of the power granted to the council.”

an ordinance is reasonable or not is a

ordinance may be reasonable and valid

to another.“

Whether

question of law for the court.“ An

as to one state of facts and not as

6756. Held reasonable—An ordinance limiting the speed of trains; 5° PTO

hibiting the stopping of railway cars and locomotives on street erossmgs for

the switching of cars ; 3’ regulating hacks at railway stations; 5‘ regulatlng the

keeping of dogs; 3" regulating butcher shops and fixing
a license fee therefor; ‘°

fixing a license fee for peddling; 4‘ regulating the speed of driving teamB_; B

fixing a license fee for theatrical performances;H regulating and hcensmg

intelligence oitices j. “ fixing a license fee for bankrupt sales; 4” regulating the

sale of milk in Minneapolis and requiring cows to be subjected to the “tubercu

lin test ;” 4“ fixing a license fee for peddlers;‘1 prohibiting stalls and booths

in saloons; ‘“ requiring saloons to be kept closed on Sunday; 4° fixing a license

25 St. Paul v. Briggs, B5-290, 88+‘.-)84;

State v. Stone, 96-482, 105+187.

2“ St. Paul v. Laidler, 2—190(159); Jud

son v. Reardon, 16—431(387) ; State v. Lud

wig, 21-202; Bott v. Pratt, 33-323, 328,

23+237; State v. Priester, 43-373, 45+712;

State v. Robitshek, 60-123, 125, 61+1023;

Evans v. Redwood Falls, 103-314, 115+

200. See State v. Crummey, 17-72(50).

2" State v. Collins, 107-500, 120+1081.

29 State v. Robitshek, 60-123, 125, 61+

1023; Darling v. St. Paul. 19-389(336).

29 St. Paul v. Laidler, 2-190(159). See

Rochester v. Upman, 19-108(78) ; St. Paul

v. Colter, 12-41(16); Knobloch v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 31-402, 1S+106; Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

£6350, 42+24-; Duluth v. Bloom, 55-97, 56+

32 In re Wilson, 32-145, 148, 19+723;

State v. Bates, 101-301, 112+67.

*8 Knobloch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-402. 18+

106; Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+_2’¥;
Duluth v. Mallett, 43-204, 45+154; EVISOXI

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 48+6; State \‘

Barge, 82-256, s4+911.

34 Flvison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 48+6.

-35 State v. Sheppard, 64-287, 674-62.

Fwlinobloch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-102, 18+

106; Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+24

37 Duluth v. Mallett, 43-204, 45+154

“ St. Paul v. Smith, 27-364, 7+734.

3“ Fa.riba.ult v. Wilson, 34-254, 25+449~

4° St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16).

41 Duluth v. Krupp, 46-435, 49+235.

42 State v. Sheppard, 64-287, 67+62.

30 St. Paul v. Traeger, 25-248.

81-Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 48+-6;

N. W. etc. Co. v. Minneapolis, 81-140, 149,

232327, 86+69. See cases under §§ 6756,

43 Duluth v. Marsh, 71-248, 73-P962. F

“ Moore v. St. Paul, 61-427, 63+10S1.

45 State v. Schoenig. 72-528, 75+711

46 State v. Nelson, 66-166, 68+1066.

*7 State v. Jensen, 93-88, 100+6-14.

“ State v. Barge, 82-256, 84-+91L

4" State v. Harris. 50-128, 52+-387, 531
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fee for peddlers; 5° requiring a license fee and bond from auctioneers; 5‘ regu

lating the use of water meters ; ““ regulating the stopping of street cars.““X

6757. Held unreasona.ble—An ordinance fixing a license fee for auction

eers; “ fixing the speed of driving by a salvage corps; M regulating the sale

of fresh meat; 5“ limiting the speed of railway trains 3'" excluding from a

parkway wagons with tires less than six inches wide; “8 fixing license fees for

hackmen, etc. ; "9 prohibiting the peddling of goods, etc. not manufactured or

grown in the county; 6° requiring ordinary commercial railway trains to stop

at street crossings and take on or discharge passengers.81

6758. Varying conditions—An ordinance may be reasonable and valid as

to one state of facts and not as to another.62

6759. Concurrent with general law-—An act may be punishable under

both the general law and an ordinance and the punishment need not be the

same)“

6760. Void in part-—If part of an ordinance is void it does not necessarily

follow that the whole ordinance is void.“ The same rules govern as in the

case of statutes under like conditions.“

6761. Who may question—One prosecuted under an ordinance for selling

a quantity of liquor less than five gallons cannot question the validity of the

ordinance so far as it may apply to sales in quantities of five gallons or more.“

6762. Legislative control—The legislative power of a municipality, being

delegated by the legislature, is completely under the control of the legisla

ture.“

6763. Authority to enact—In general—-A municipality has only a limited

and derivative legislative power. It has only such power as the legislature

expressly confers upon it and such as is necessary for the full enjoyment and

exercise of the power expressly conferred. The authority to enact ordinances

must aflirmatively appear in the charter. It is not to be inferred from terms

of doubtful or uncertain import.“ Where a charter contains a general grant

of power, followed by an enumeration of the purposes for which such power

may be exercised, the general grant is limited by the enumeration,” unless a

contrary intention is manifest.’° The powers of a municipality are always

conferred by express legislative enactment and are not based on custom to

=0 [n re White, 43-250, 45+232.

51Mankato v. Fowler, 32-364, 20+361.

H Powell v. Duluth, 91-53, 97+_450.

-13 Gray v. St. P. C. Ry., 87-280, 91+1106.

M Mankato v. Fowler, 32-364, 20+361.

57 State v. Sheppard, 64-287, 67+62.

er, 43-373, 454-712; Duluth v. Krupp, 46

435, 494-235; Wykofl’ v. Healey, 57-14, 58+

685; Moore v. St. Paul, 61-427, 63+1087;

St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 355, 63+

267. 65+649, 68+4-58; St. Paul v. Lytle,

so-1, 71+703; State v. Schoenig, 72-52s.

75+711; State v. Stone, 96-482, 105-9-187.

“5 See §§ 8919, 8936.

M St. Paul v. Laidler, 2—190(159).

51 Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 48+6;

Schulz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-271, 59+192.

56 State v. Rohart, 83-257, 86+93, 333.

W State v. Finch. 78-118. 80+856.

W Giflord v. Wiggins, 50-401, 52+904.

"1 Excelsior v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-407,

122+486.

‘"1 State v. Priester, 43-373, 45+712.

6'' Winona v. Whipple, 24-61, 65; St. Paul

v. Byrnes. 38-176, 36+449.

“R St. Paul v. Laidler, 2-190(159); St.

Paul v. Traeger, 25-248; Mankato v.

Fowler. 32-364, 20+361; State v. Municipal

M State V. Sheppard, 64-287, 67+62.

63 State v. Charles, 16-474 (426); State v.

Ludwig, 21-202; State v. Oleson, 26-507,

5+959; State v. Lee, 29-445. 13+913; Man

kato v. Arnold, 36-62, 30+305; State v

West, 42-147, 43+845; State v. Harris, 50

128, 52+387, 531; State v. I/indquist, 77

540. S0+70l; Jordan v. Nicolin, 84-367,

87+916; State v. Stone, 96-482, 105+187.

"4 State v. Kantler. 33-69, 21+856; State

v. (‘antien_v, 34-1, 24+458; State v. Priest

(‘ourt, 32-329, 20+243; St. Paul v. Stoltz.

3?-233, 22+634; Farmer v. St. Paul, 65-

176, 67+990; Red Wing v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

72-240. 75+223.

"9 St. Paul v. Traeger, 25-248; State v.

Pampcrin, 42-320, 44+251; Red Wing v.

(‘hi. etc. Ry., 72-240, 75+223; St. Paul v‘

Stoltz, 33-233, 22+634; State v. Hammond,

40-43, 41+243. See Fairmont v. Meyer,

83-456, 86+457.

'10 Green v. Eastern Ry., 52-79, 53+808.
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any extent as in England.71 Where a municipality is authorized to legislate

in certain cases and for certain purposes its authority is limited to the cases

and objects specified, all others being excluded by implication.72 The poweg

conferred upon municipalities by their charters to. enact ordmanees on specific

subjects is to be construed strictly, and the exercise of the power must be con;

fined within the general principles of the law appl1cable_to such su_b]ects.

The power to enact an ordinance requiring fiagmen at railway crossingsbeen held not implied in a grant of the general powers possessed by munici

palities at common law.H _ ' l

6764. Power to enact a delegated power—The power of a municipality

to legislate-enact ordinances—is not inherent, but delegated _by the legisla

ture. [t is a general rule of constitutional law that the legislature cannot

delegate its legislative powers, but this is subject to the exception that it may

delegate them for local purposes to municipal corporations. Such corpora

tions are chartered and vested with the powers of local government because the

concentration of population and business in a particular lo_cal1ty reqmres spe

cial police regulations, with the power in the local jurisdiction to enforce them

in a summary manner.75 _ _

6765. Presumption of power—An ordinance is presumptwely vahd and

within the authority of the council enacting it."

6766. Held authorized by general statutes—The general welfare clause

in G. S. 1894 § 1224 11as been held to authorize a village ordinance punishing

open and notorious drunkenness.77 An ordinance requiring the inspection of

dairy herds has been held authorized by Laws 1895 c. 203.'m _

6767. Held not authorized by general statutes-—An ordinance regulatmg

the inspection of dairy herds.70 _

6768. Held authorized by charters-—An ordinance forbidding the erection

of wooden awnings, posts, and other obstructions in streets; 5° regulatmg hacks

at railway stations ;81 prohibiting noises, riots, etc.;“2 regulating dealers 1n

meats; 8“ providing for building inspection; 8‘ prohibiting gambling devices ;_“

regulating slaughter-houses; 8“ prohibiting the obstruction of streets by rail

Way cars_;“ regulating pawnbrokers;“ prohibiting the emission of dense

smoke; " 1'eg111%1tiI1,\_2{ the keeping of dogs;-°° regulating scavengers; ‘" regulat

ing building permits;"2 regulating places of amusement;‘"‘ regulating auc

tioneersi “ regulating the course of travel on streets; 9"’ prohibiting vagrancy.“

6769. Held not authorized by charters-An ordinance establishing the

House of the Good Shepherd as a workhouse for female prisoners; M prohibit

" St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16).

73 St. Paul v. Laidlar, 2-190(159).

St. Paul v. Stoltz, 33-233, 22+634.

See

R0 Fox v. Winona, 23-10.

S‘ St. Paul v. Smith, 27-364, 7+734.

73 St. Paul v. Briggs, 85-290, 88+984.

2;43Rcd Wing v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-240, 75+

75 St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16); Comer

v. Folsom, 13—219(205, 209); Harrington

v. Plainview, 27-224, 232, 6+777; State v.

Lee. 29-445, 450, 13+913; State v. Darrow,

65-419, 423, 67+1012.

75 St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16); Knob

loch \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-402, 181-106. See.

§(:I(i)i;l'fl. St. Paul v. Laidler, 2-190(159',

I .

7' Fairmont v. Meyer, 83-456, 86+457.

'15 State v. Nelson, 66-166, 68+1066.

1" St. Paul v. Peck, 78-497, 8l+389; State

v. Elnfson, 86-103, 90+309.

82 State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+-458.

33 State v. McMahon, 62-110, 64+92.

5* State v. Starkey, 49-503, 52+24.

8-5 State v. Grimes, 49-443, 52+-12.

M St. Paul v. Smith, 25-372.

8" Duluth v. Mallctt, 43-204, 45-+154.

88 St. Paul v. Lytle, 69-1, 71-l-703.

5° St. Paul v. Haugbro, 93-59, 100-I-470;

St. Paul v. Robbins, 93-138, 1001-1124.

"0 Faribault v. Wilson, 34-254, 25+449

"1 State v. McMahon, 69-265, 72+79.

92 St. Paul v. Dow, 37-20, 32+860.

95 State v. Scaffer, 95-311, 1044-139.

94 State v. Bates, 101-301, 112+67.

"5 State v. Larrabce, 104-37, 115+948.

W State v. Stone, 96-482, 105+-187.

M Farnier v. St. Paul, 65-176, 67+990.
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ing assault and battery; 9” prohibiting lewdness and indecency; "° prohibiting

the emission of dense smoke from chimneys, etc.; ‘ prohibiting the herding of

cattle; 2 regulating the sale of fresh meat; 8 prohibiting the sale of vegetables

on streets by the producer,‘ prohibiting the sale of vegetables except by

licensed vendors; 5 licensing the sale of goods by sample; ‘‘ requiring peddlers

to procure licenses; 7 providing as a penalty costs of prosecution in addition

to fine and imprisonment; 8 regulating peddlers; " requiring flagmen at rail

way crossings ; ‘° prohibiting vagrancy.11

6770. Power to enact cannot be de1egated—The legislative power which

the legislature has delegated to a municipal council cannot be delegated by

the council to the mayor or others.12

6771. Power to “regulate”—The power to “regulate” a business or em

ployment includes the power to determine where and within what limits it

shall be carried on.“ It authorizes regulations in addition to licensing.“

6772. Pena1ty—Discretion of court—An ordinance is not invalid by reason

of the amount of the fine or period of imprisonment being left to be deter

mined in each case by the discretion of the court, within a prescribed limit.“

6773. Class legislation-An ordinance prohibiting the peddling of goods,

-etc., not manufactured or raised in the county, has been held invalid as

class legislation.‘G

6774. Construction—Implied exceptions-Every presumption is in favor

of the validity of an ordinance. A construction which will sustain it is to

be preferred to one which would defeat it. To sustain it a court may cut down

its language below its ordinary and natural meaning.17 Au ordinance in

partial restriction of trade, and penal in its nature, ought to receive a reason

ably strict construction.ls An ordinance may be subject to implied excep

tions, founded in the rules of public policy, and the maxims of natural justice.

so as to avoid absurd and unjust consequences." The title may be considered

in aid of construction.20 That construction is to be favored which gives effect

to every part of an ordinance. The expression of one thing is the exclusion

of another.21

6775. Motives of c0uncil—'l‘he motives of members of a council in the

enactment of ordinances of a strictly legislative nature cannot be judicially

investigated for the purpose of affecting the validity of such ordinance.22

6776. Particular ordinances construed—An ordinance regulating hack

men, draymen. ctc.;28 regulating the weighing of coal and hay; 2‘ regulating

"'5 State v. Bruckhauser, 26-301, 3+695.

W State v. Hammond, 40-43, 41+243.

lSt. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, 31+49.

2State v. Johnson, 41-111, 42+786.

-‘St. Paul v. Laidler, 2—190(159).

-‘St. Paul v. Traeger, 25-248.

);3State v. Municipal Court, 32-329, 20+

aDarling v. St. Paul, 19-3S9(336).

7 St. Paul v. Stoltz, 33-233, 22+634.

“State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+458.

"State v. Briggs, 85-290, 88+98-4.

r,1;;£l1e(i Wing v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-240, 75+

11 State v. Stone, 96-482, 105+187.

12 Darling v. St. Paul, 19—389(336); In

re Wilson, 32-145, 194-723; State v. St.

Paul, 34-250, 25+449; Mpls. G. Co. v.

Minneapolis, 36-159, 30+450. See State

v. Kantler, 33-69, 21-+856; State v. Can

tieny, 34-1, 24+458; In re White, 43-250,

45+232.

13 In re Wilson, 32-145, 19+723. See

State v. Ruyantis, 55-126, 56+586.

H See State v. Pamperin, 42-320, 322,

44+251.

"5 State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24-P458.

"Gifl‘ord v. Wiggins, 50-101, 52+904.

See Hawkers and Peddlers and Note, 123

Am. St. Rep. 36.

11 State v. Barge, 82-256, 84+911; State

v. Schoenig, 72-523, 532, 75+711.

18 Duluth v. Bloom, 55-97, 101, 56-+580.

N? State v. Barge, 82-256, 84+911. See

State v. Harris, 50-128, 52+387, 531.

20 St. Paul v. Smith, 25-372.

21 St. Paul v. Johnson, 69-184, 72+6-4.

22 State v. Lake City, 25-404, 424.

23 State v. Robinson, 42-107, 43+833;

State v. Finch, 78-118, 80+-856.
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pawnbrokers and junkshops;25 regulating dealers in second-hand goods ;’°

relating to the occupation of a public levee;21 licensing bankrupt sales ;-'“‘

regulating peddlers; "'9 limiting the speed of trains;"° regulating slaughter

houses; “ prohibiting noise, riot, disturbance, etc. ; *2 prohibiting the emission

of dense emoke;"’8 prohibiting the obstruction of streets; 3‘ prohibitmg the

placing of merchandise on sidewalks and streets; "5 prohibiting numances;”

granting a right to lay water pipes in a street; 37 prohibiting the blowing of

whistles;“ regulating places of amusement;‘“’ prohibiting the location and

operation of wood yards within certain limits;‘° regulating the course of

travel on streets ;“ regulating street car transfer-s;‘2 licensing dogs ;*3 es

tablishing fire limits; “ relating to diseased animals.“"

6777. Effect-On whom binding—An ordinance has the same force as

law within the corporate limits as a statute. It is binding on all within the

corporate limits, whether residents or not. All persons affected are charged

with notice of its existence.m It need not expressly provide that it is ap

plicable to the municipality enacting it, as that is presumed.‘7

6778. Extraterritorial efl'ect—An ordinance can have no extraterritorial

efiect. An ordinance requiring applicants for a license to sell milk to consent

to the inspection of their herds outside the city has been held not to violate

this rule.‘8

6779. Private action on—Where the obvious intent and purpose of an

ordinance is to create a legal duty for the protection or benefit of individuals,

any person injured through the neglect of another to perform such duty is

entitled to a remedy by action against the latter for his damages.“

6780. Effect on contracts-Where parties contract with reference to a

subject regulated by ordinance the ordinance enters into and forms a part

of the contract.50

6781. Retroactive—Subdivision of ward—A resolution of a city council

approved by the mayor and duly published has been held to be sufiicient to

subdivide a ward as of the date of its passage, but not to have a retroactive

effect so as to validate a prior invalid attempt to subdivide it.“1

6782. Consolidation of cities—Sp. Laws 1872 c. 10, subc. 8, § 8, (the act

consohdating the cities of St. Anthony and Minneapolis,) did not have the

effect to extend the ordinances then in force of each of the two former cities

over the new city, but Sll'l]1')l_\' preserved such ordinances with the same force

'-'*Lehigh etc. Co. v. Capehart, 49-539,
52+142_ 38 Gendreau v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-38, 108+

814.

=5 Duluth v. Bloom, 55-97, 56+5S0.

'26 State v. Segel, 60-507, 62+1134.

27 St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 63+

267, 65+649, 68+458.

28 State v. Schoenig, 72-528, 75+711.

29 State v. Jensen, 93-88, 100+644~; Du

luth v. Krup 46-435 49 235. Se H -
ers and Pedtllers. , + e awk

n;';Mahan v. Union etc. Co., 34-29, 24+

31 St. Paul v. Smith, 25-372.

32 State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+45S.

33 St. Paul v. Johnson, 69-184, 72+64.

34 State v. Rayantis, 55-126, 56+586.

35 State v. Messolong-itis, 74-165. 77+29.

3° St. Paul v. Clark, 84-138, 86+-893.

.1 _5;l§S§13.lwater W. Co. v. Shllwater, 50-498,

39 State v. Scafier, 95-311, 10-H139.

4° St. Paul v. Schleh, 101-425, 112+532.

41 State v. Larrabee, 104-37, 115+948.

42 Pine v. St. P. C. Ry., 50-144, 52+392.

*3 Smith v. St. P. C. Ry., 79-254, 82+577.

H Red Lake Falls M. Co. v. Thief River

Falls, 109-52, 122+872.

"1 St. Paul v. Keough, 109-204, 123+476.

W Bott v. Pratt, 33-323, 23+237; Larkin

\‘. Glens Falls Ins. Co., 80-527, 83+409.

*7 Moore v. St. Paul, 61-427, 63+1087.

48 State v. Nelson, 66-166, 68+1066. See

St. Paul v. Peck, 78-497, s1+3s9; sum v.

Elofson, 86-103, 904-309.

‘9 Bott v. Pratt, 33-323. 23+-237.

Harv. L. Rev. 288 and § 6976.

50 Larkin v. Glens Falls Ins. Co., 80-527»

531. 831-409.

51 State v. Darrow, 65-419, 6'/‘+1012.

See 19
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and efiect and territorial operation as they then had, until they should be

changed by the council of the new city.“

6783. Title-—It is frequently required by charters that no ordinance shall

embrace more than one subject, which shall be expressed in its title.“ Such

a requirement is governed by the same rules as the like constitutional require

ment as regards statutes.“

6784. Submission to popular vote—A charter has been held to require an

ordinance vacating a street to be submitted to a popular vote.“ A notice of

election for the purposes of ratifying an ordinance has been held sufiicient.lm

6785. Enactment—Separate votes-A council has been held not required

to determine by separate votes whether a sidewalk would be a public con

venience and whether the benefits would justify the expense."

6786. Requisite votes-—-Where an ordinance was carried by a sufficient vote

if the presiding officer voted for it, it was held that the fact that he assumed

it as carried and joined in a formal order of the council based thereon showed

his concurrence.“ A provision that no ordinance should be passed at the

same session at which it was introduced, except by the unanimous consent of

all the members of the council present, has been held not to require a unanim

ous vote in the final passage of the ordinance, but only unanimous consent

that it be put to its final passage.“

6787. Presumption of legal enactrnent—In the absence of affirmative evi

dence to the contrary it will be presumed that an ordinance was regularly and

legally enacted."0

6788. Approval by mayor—Where a charter requires the mayor to sign an

ordinance, if he approves it, his approval can be attested in no other way.“1

The subdivision of the wards of a city has been held a legislative act requiring

the approval of the mayor."2 The approval of the mayor of an order of a

co1mcil for the construction of a sidewalk has been held unnecessary.“

6789. Publication—An ordinance has been held not to take effect until its

first publication.“ Where the time of publication was not prescribed, a pub

lication in September of an ordinance passed in May was held sufficient,

though several meetings of the council intervened.mi The subdivision of the

wards of a city has been held a legislative act requiring publication.“ Orders

of a city council to a board of public works have been held not to require

publication.“7 An aflidavit of publication has been held sufficient.“ In

formalities in a contract between an oflicial paper and a city have been held

not to invalidate a publication.”

6790. Repea1—Reviva.l—If an ordinance is void in toto a prior ordinance

which it repealed remains in force.70 The re-enactment of an ordinance has

been held to repeal portions of the original ordinance restricting the right of

prosecution to policemen."1 An ordinance may be repealed by a subsequent

52 Camp v. Minneapolis, 33-461, 23+845. 60 Duluth v. Krupp, 46-435, 49+235.

51* State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+458; Du

luth v. Krupp, 46-435, 437, 49-+235; State

v. Starkey, 49-503, 507, 52+24; State v.

Harris, 50-128, 52+387, 531; Moore v. St.

Paul, 61-427, 63+1087; Duluth v. Abra

hamson, 96-39, 104+682.

M See § 8906.

5“ Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455.

W Warsop v. Hastings, 22-437.

-"7 State v. Armstrong, 54-457, 56+97.

58 Id.

W State v. Priestcr, 43-373. 45+712.

01 State v. Dist. Ct., 41-518, 43+389.

112 State v. Darrow, 65-419, 67+1012.

"3 State v. Armstrong, 54-457, 56+97.

M Warsop v. Hastings, 22-437.

"5 St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16).

66 State v. Darrow, 65-419, 67+1012.

67 Fairchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325.

"8 Faribault v. Wilson, 34-254, 25+449.

"9 McKusick v. Stillwater, 44-372, 46+

769.

7° Moore v. St. Paul, 61-427, 63%-1087.

"1 State v. Enger, 81-399, 84+2l8.
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act of the legislature.72 The informal repeal of an ordinance vacating a

street will not operate to repeal an ordinance previously enacted w1th the

formalities required by law, and to divest the interest of a purchaser from the

owner of the fee after title l1as accrued to such owner upon the enactment

of the ordinance.“

6791. Repeal by general law—An ordinance regulating employment agen

cies has been held not repealed by a subsequent general law.H

6792. Va.lidating—-An amendment to a charter which provides that all

ordinances thereafter made shall remain in force, does not validate an or

dinance which was void because unauthorized.75

6793. Pleading-—In pleading an ordinance it is unnecessary to set it out

in full, but it is suflicient to refer to its title and date of approval,"6 or to

thesection, number, or chapter.H The statutory provisions are not mandatory.

It is sufiicient to refer to an ordinance by its date and purpose, or by its title,

and the number of the section violated, or by its substance, or, in any general

way, with a degree of precision sufiiciently direct to identify it.18 It is not

generally necessary to plead a village ordinance as the statute gives it the

force of a general law within the village," and city charters generally make

it unnecessary to plead the local ordinances.” But in the absence of such

provisions it is necessary to plead and prove ordinances.sl

LICENSING EMPLOYMENTS, ETC.

6794. Nature and scope of power—The licensing of employments is an

exercise of the police power which the legislature may delegate to municipali

ties.“ A harmless and legitimate business cannot be unconditionally pro

hibited under a power to regulate by license; ‘*3 otherwise, if the business is

harmful to the public.“ A power to license is not a power to tax, bllt the

fact that a municipality derives revenue incidentally from a reasonable exercise

of the police power in regulating a business is no objection to an ordinance.

Unless a license fee is manifestly unreasonable, in view of its purpose as

a regulation, a court will not adjudge it a tax.“ The power to grant licenses

nnplies the power to refuse to do so for good cause.“

6795. Incidental regu1ation—Where the only legislative authority 0011'

ferred by the charter of a city is to license places subject to police regulation

by ordinance, the power to license is to be construed as a power to regulate

through the license ordinance, and the city council may thereby impose Such

reasonable terms and conditions as may be necessary to make the license issued

in pursuance thereof cfficaeious as a police regulation. In the absence of

further authority to regulate or control such places, the council would not

be authorized, as against existing licensees, at least, to impose new or addi

tional conditions, not required or contemplated by a previous ordinance and

hcense 1ssued thereunder,

thereof.81

Z‘-’ St. Paul v. Byrnes,_38-176, 36+449. 80 See State v. Gill, 89-502, 95+449

40l:)Steenerson v. Fontame, 106-225, 119+ 81 Winona v. Burke, 23-254; State V

_ 01 26-507 513 5 959.H Moore v. Mmneapolis, 43-418, 45+719. 828850;’ 5 6764.’ I +

75 Red Wing v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-240, 75+ 58 Darling v. St. Paul, 19-389(336)

223. new Paul v Tro er 3-291(200)‘
an. L. 1905 § 4147. See Faribault v. asst. Paul v. Traéhar’, 25-248; 1\4=1I1k*lto

\V'l I ;" - ' .M;y$e<;l,1, 8:5-":1-526),4,86+2‘155+7‘1-49, Fan-mont v. v. Fowler, 32-364, 20+361; State v. Jen

- 93-ss. 100+s44."R. L. 1905 § 724. s°“’St , . _ 5

1iFairmont v. Meyer, 83-456, se+4sv. ate " Schoemg’ 72 528’ 532’ 7 +

7“ R. L. 1905 § 724. 37 State v. Pamperin, 42-320, 44+251.

or to provide and enforce penalties for the violation
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6796. Licensing ordinances—Requisites--A licensing ordinance is not

invalid because it fails to provide for the issuance of a license or the approval

of the bonds of licensees, or a penalty for its violation.“1

6797. Power to license cannot be delegated—The power to license can

not be delegated by a municipality to its administrative ofiicers. Where a

council is clothed with power to license it must determine the extent and

duration of the license and the amount of the license fee. It cannot be left

to the licensee to determine the duration of the license."n

6798. Places of amusement—Oharters often provide for the licensing of

places of amusement.“

6799. Discrimination among applicants—An ordinance has been con

strued as clothing a council with reasonable‘ discretion in granting licenses.

Applicants for a license cannot be discriminated against except for good

cause.01

6800. License fees—Whenever a municipallity is authorized to regulate a

subject, and to require those who do any act to obtain a license or permit, it

may charge the person procuring the same a reasonable fee to cover the labor

and expense of issuing such license or permit. Such a fee is not a tax."

The amount of license fees is largely a matter of discretion with the municipal

authorities. License fees must be reasonable, but a court will not declare

them unreasonable unless they are palpably so. The general rule is that a

reasonable license fee should be intended to cover the expense of issuing it,

the services of ofiicers, and other expenses directly or indirectl-y imposed.93

Where the business is of such a nature that its prosecution will do damage to

the public, or is liable to degenerate into a public nuisance, a license fee large

enough to operate as a restraint upon the number of persons who might other

wise engage in it may be imposed.“ License fees must be uniform and equal

upon all of the same class who engage in the business. They cannot be for

a fixed sum regardless of the time for which they are to run,05 but a munic

ipality may fix a uniform, reasonable term from which all licenses shall run."

An arbitrary classification as a basis of fees is illegal." If the legislature

fixes the amount of fees the courts will be very slow to declare them un

reasonable.“ A larger fee than authorized by a charter is illegal.”

PROSECUTIONS UNDER ORDINANCES

6801. Violation of ordinance-A public offence—The violation of an

ordinance is a criminal or public offence within the law relating to arrest,1

but the accused is not entitled to jury trial.2

55 Moore v. St. Paul, 61-427, 63+1087.

8" Darling v. St. Paul, 19—389(336); In

re White, 43-250, 45+232; State v. Schoe

nig, 72-528, 531, 75+711.

9° See State v. Scafier, 95-311, 104-+139

(provision of charter of Minneapolis au

thorizing city council to license “shows

of all kinds " " ‘ cireuses, concerts,

' ' " places of amusement and mu

seums for which money is charged for en

trance into the same,” construed).

‘*1 State v. Schoenig, 72-528, 75+711. See

St. Paul V. Lawton, 61-537, 63+1112;

State v. McMahon, 69-265, 72+79.

M St. Paul v. Dow, 37-20, 32+860.

"3 St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16); Man

kato v. Fowler, 32-364, 20+361; In re

White, 43-250, 45+232; Duluth v. Krupp,

46-435, 49+235; Duluth v. Marsh, 71-248,

73+962; State v. Schoenig, 72-528, 75+

711; State v. Finch, 78-118, 80+856;

State v. Jensen, 93-88, 100+644.

M Mankato v. Fowler, 32-364, 20+361;

In re White, 43-250, 45+232; Duluth v.

Krupp, 46-435, 49+235; Duluth v. Marsh,

71-248, 73+962; State v. Jensen, 93-88.

100+644.

95 Moore v. St. Paul, 48-331. 51+219;

Id., 61-427, 63+1087; State v. Finch, 78

118, 80+856.

W State v. Schoenig, 72-528, 75+711.

9" State v. Finch, 78-118, B0+856.

99 St. Paul v. Colter, 12-41(16).

9” Darling v. St. Paul. 19—389(336).

1State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24+458.

ZSee § 5235.
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6802. Quasi crimina1—In whose name—Originally ordinances were en

forced by the municipality in a civil action for the recovery of the penalty im

posed. rl‘hey are now enforced in a quasi criminal action, brought in the name

of the state.3 The fact that a complaint is in the name of a city instead of

the state is not fatal.‘
6803. On whose complaint—An ordinance of Minneapolis, providing that

no prosecution for a violation thereof should be commenced except on the

complaint of police officers, has been sustained.“

6804. Complaint—In charging an ofience under an ordinance it is sufficient

to follow the language of the ordinance, if it sets forth all the essential ele

ments of the offence.“ It is good form to conclude “contrary to the or

dinance.” 1 A complaint concluding contrary to both statute and ordinance

has been held not double.3 A complaint under an ordinance against selling

goods by sample without a license has been held bad as stating two offences

in the alternative.“ In a complaint under an ordinance regulating expressmen

it has been held unnecessary to allege what property the defendant carried 01'

for whom he carried it.1° The phrase “divers other articles,” in a complaint

for violating an ordinance regulating dealers in second-hand goods, has been

held void for uncertainty.u

6805. Defences—1t is generally no defence that the accused was an agent

acting under the direction of another,“ but under a smoke ordinance a mere

servant has been held not liable.“ '

6806. Evidence-—Snfliciency—A conviction under an ordinance relating

to scavenger work by “licensed persons,” has been set aside because the city

failed to allege or prove that the defendant was a licensed person.“

6807. Punishment—The amount of fine or period of imprisonment may be

leftto the discretion of the court within prescribed limits. An ordinance im

posing “costs of prosecution” has been held not authorized by the charter.13

An ordinance has been held to authorize a fine or imprisonment in the discre

tion ot the court, within prescribed limits.“

LIABILITY FOR TORTS

I 6808. 1|_1 general-Distinction between corporate and public powers-—

Fhe liability of a municipality for tort depends upon the distinction between

corporate and public powers and duties. Corporate powers are those which

relate to the local, proprietary, or business affairs of the corporation. Public

powers are those which are governmental and afl'ect the public generally——

those powers which the municipality exercises as a governmental subdivision

of the state.17 Municipalities are not liable in damages for the manner in

which they exercise in good faith their discretionary powers of a public, legis

lative, or quasi yudmial character.‘B

BSta.te v. Robitshek, 60-123, 61+1023. 11 State v. Segel. 60-507, 624-1134
See State V. Sexton, 42-154 43+-845. 12 Dul th M ll M’. 433-204 4'+1r4

F4S_tate v. Grafimuller, 20-6, 46+445; 15 St.uPaul"-v. flolinshn, 69—1,84,072‘:\5'4~

anhault v. VV_1lson, 34-254, 25+449. 14 St, Paul v_ Lawton 61-537 63+1112.

:1 State v. Rob1tshek, 60-123, 01+1023. 15 sum v. Cantieny, ’34-1, 24'+458.

0Mankato v. Arnold 36-62 30+305~ 1“ St t G ' 8‘ _ ., , 3-460 so 449.sum v. G111, 89-502, 9'5+449. ’see smé 1'!P,ray::nt‘ v. rgl:.esPaul, sa’~2sd, 2a+220;

v:{§try1z;.:51s€n,G11(l)6—82B8, 119-|l:45. Snider v. St. Paul, 51-466, 472, 53+763§

aJordan.v 911502, 0o+449. Ihk v. Duluth, 58-1.82, 59+960; Reed \'

nst P 1. 18kco 1_1, 84-367, 87+916. Anoka, 85-294, 298, B8+981; Claussen \'

. an v. arvm, 16—102(91). Lnverne, 103-491, 115+643.

10 State v. Finch, 78-118, 80+856. 1'! Claussen v. Luverne, 103-491, 115+643
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6809. Exercise of governmental powers-A municipality is not liable for

torts committed in the exercise of its public, governmental nowers. Thus a

municipality has been held not liable for the negligence of its board of health; 1"

for the negligence of firemen; 2“ for the negligence of its servants in running

an elevator in a city hall; 2‘ for negligence in maintaining a lockup; for the

wrongful acts of a public officer in making arrests or detaining prisoners; 22 for

negligence in maintaining waterworks for use of its fire department; 23 for the

wrongful revocation of a permit to move a building within fire limits; “ for

failure to take a bond from a contractor for the benefit of laborers and mate

rialmen ; 2‘ or for the mistaken action of a city council in attempting to revoke

a license to sell intoxicating liquors.2“

6810. Exercise of corporate powers—-A municipalitv is liable for torts

committed in the exercise of its corporate or proprietary powers. Thus it has

been held liable for negligence in damming waters; 2’ for negligence in turn

ing waters from a street upon adjoining lands; 2“ for negligence in the con

struction of sewers; 2” for the escape of waters from a reservoir;‘° for con

demning a burial lot for street purposes and removing dead bodies without au-

thority.“ In an action for negligence in connection with a public work a

municipality cannot set up the plea of ultra vires, if the work was authorized

by it, and was within the scope of its corporate power or authority to act with

reference to it under any circumstances.82

6811. Exercise of discretion—A municipality is not liable for consequen

tial injuries arising from the bona fide exercise of, or omission to exercise,

those powers which are conferred on its council or legislative body, and the ex

ercise of which as to the time, extent, and manner is left to the discretion or

judgment of such body.“

6812. Unauthorized acts of officers-—A municipality is not liable for the

torts of its oflicers committed outside the scope of their authority. It is liable

for the acts of its agents, injurious to others, when the act is in its nature law

ful and authorized, but is done in an unlawful manner or in an unauthorized

place, but it is not liable for injuries or tortious acts which are in their nature

unlawful and prohibited.“

6813. Ultra vires acts-—A municipality is not liable for torts committed

outside the scope of its powers.~’“" Thus, it is not liable for the destruction by

its officers of buildings to arrest the progress of a fire.“ But it is liable for

the negligence of its officers acting within the general scope of its corporate

powers, though their acts were unauthorized in the particular case.31

6814. Exceptional rule as to streets, etc.—A municipality is liable for its

neglect to keep its streets, si(le\\'all\'s, etc., in a safe condition.“ This is an ex—

ception to the general rule that a municipality is not liable for torts committed

  

1' Bryant v. St. Paul, 33-289, 23+220.

‘1°Grube v. St. Paul, 34-402, 26-!-228.

21 Snider v. St. Paul, 51-466, 53+763.

12 Gullikson v. McDonald, 62-278, 64+

812.

23 Miller v. Minneapolis, 75-131, 77+

788. See East Grand Forks v. Luck, 97

373, 378, 107-+393.

“Lerch v. Duluth, 88-295, 92+1116.

2~"Il1k v. Duluth, 58-182, 59+960.

'~’° Claussen v. Luvcrne, 103-491, 115+643.

'-'7 Boye v. Albert Lea, 74-230, 76%-1131.

25 Kobs v. Minneapolis, 22-159.

2° Welter v. St. Paul, 40-460, 42+392.

80 Wiltse v. Red Wing, 99-255, 109+114.

$1 Sacks v. Minneapolis, 75-30, 77+563.

3'2 Welter v. St. Paul, 40-460, 42+392.

53 Lee v. Minneapolis, 22-13; Alden v.

Minneapolis, 24-254; Blyhl v. Waterville,

57-115, 118, 58+817.

34 Viebalm v. Crow Wing County, 96-

276, 104+1089.

35 See Boye v. Albert Lea, 74-230, 76+

1131; Sacks v. Minneapolis, 75-30, 77+

563; Sandeen v. Ramsey County, 109-505,

124+243.

3" McDonald v. Red Wing, 13-38(25).

57 Welter v. St. Paul, 40-460, 42+392.

35 Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+259.

See § 6818.
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in the exercise of its public or governmental powers.
The exception rests upon

special considerations of public policy, or upon the doctrine of stare dec1s1s.““

6815. Respondeat superior-A municipality is sulqect to the rule of re

spondeat superior when the requisite elements of liability ex1st.‘° _

6816. Negligence of fellow servants-—A municipality has been held hable

to its employees for the negligence of its oificers in the construction of a sewer.

6817. Ratification of unauthorized acts—A municipality may so ratify

the unauthorized acts of its officers as to be liable therefor.‘2 Not being hable

for the ultra vires acts of its oificers it cannot make itself liable therefor by

ratification, except where it had power in the first instance or at the time of the

ratification, to authorize the acts.“

LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE STREETS AND SIDEWALKS

6818. Liability for defective streets—In general-—A municipality which

is given the exclusive control of its streets is required to exercise reasonable

care to keep them in a safe condition and is liable to any one who is injured as

a result of the want of such care.H It is not an insurer of the safe condition oi

its streets.45
Reasonable care means such as a person of ordinary prudence

would exercise.“ The degree of care must be commensurate with the risks in

volved." All that is required is reasonable care under the circumstances, and,

in determining whether a. defect is actionable, consideration must be had, not

only to the danger to be apprehended from it, but also to the

It is sometimes said that the liability is statutory."
remedying it.‘8

practicability of

Villages

organized under the general statutes are liable.W The legislature may impose

the liability on a municipality or not, as it may deem expedient, and it may

prescribe the conditions on which the liability shall be enforced.M

ity includes dangers from overhead as well as underfoot.52 _ ’

that the municipality did not cause the obstruction or defect,53 or that it is not

The liabil

It is immaterial

in the most usually traveled portion of the street.M A municipality cannot re

lieve itself of liability by allowing a railway company to lay out and operate

tracks in a street.“

commissioner is elected by the people,

against obstruction. etc.,M or by a lice

way in which the street was acquired.59

39 Snider v. St. Paul, 51-466, 53+763.

See Blyhl v. Waterville, 57-115, 119, 58+

217; Claussen v. Laverne, 103-491, 115+

43.

The liability is not afiected by the fact that the street

"'“ or by the absence of an ordinance

nse from the municipality,58 or by the

It has been said that the liability arises

45 Miller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 137, 36+271;

Blyhl v. Waterville, 57-115, 120, 58+817.

4" Blyhl v. Waterville, 57-115, 120, 58+

817.

40 Hall v. Austin, 73-134, 75+1121; Boye

v. Albert Lea, 74-230, 76+1131; Kleop

fert v. Minneapolis, 93-118, 100+669.

41 Welter v. St. Paul, 40-460, 42+-392.

42 Schussler v. Hennepin County, 67-412,

704-6; Viebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96

276, 104+1089.

45 Vicbahn v. Crow Wing County, 96

276, 279, 104+1089.

H St. Paul v. Seitz, 3—297(205); Shartle

v. Mmneapolis, 17—308(2S4); Cleveland v.

St. _Paul, 18—279(255); Moore v. Minne

apohs, 19-300(258); O’Leary v. Mankato,

21-65; Bohen v. \’Vaseca, 32-176, 191-730;

Grant v. Stillwater, 35-242, 28+660;

Nichols v. St. Paul, 44-494, 47+168;

Blyhl v. Waterville, 57-115, 5S+817; Mc

Dowell v. Preston, 104-263, 1l6+470. See,

upon the subject generally, 20 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 513; 108 Am. St. Rep. 136.

4" Bieber v. St. Paul, 87-35, 91+20.

*5 Wright v. St. Cloud, 54-94, 55+819.

4" Nichols v. Minneapolis, 30-545, 547,

164410; Peterson v. Cokato, 84-205, 87+

615. See Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+

259.

5° Peterson v. Cokato, 84-205, 87+615.

51 Nichols v. Minneapolis, 30-545, 16+

410; Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 11s+259.

521-3ohen v. Waseea, 32-176, 19+730;

Nichols v. St. Paul, 44-494, 47+168.

53 Cleveland v. St. Paul, 18-279(255);

Estelle v. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+775.

M Estelle v. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+

775.

55 Campbell v. Stillwater. 32-308, 20+32U

M Furnell v. St. Paul, 20-117(101).

-'11 Bohen v. \Vaseca, 32-176, 19+730.

"9 Grant v. Stillwater, 35-242, 28+660.

5“ Phelps v. Mankato, 23-276.
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out of the fact that the municipality has the exclusive control of the streets,

and has the power to provide the means for the proper performance of the duty

of keeping them in safe condition.“0

6819. Boulevards—When a city has rightly set apart and improved a part

of a street for a boulevard, it is not bound to use due care to keep such part

free from all obvious obstructions which are necessarily incident to its use as a

boulevard, though they may endanger the safety of travelers thereon. But a

city has no right to maintain, or permit others to do so, on its boulevards, and

especially on those at the street corners, anything in the nature of a dangerous

pitfall, or trap, or snare. or like obstructions, whereby the traveler may be in

jured.‘“

6820. Adjacent premises—A municipality is not liable for injuries from

dangerous premises adjacent to its streets, if such premises do not render

traveling on its streets dan,<._>;erous.“2 It is not liable for an injury to a traveler

while straying outside of an unfenced street, when the street is in a safe con

dition.“

6821. When liability begins—-Liability does not attach as soon as the street

is dedicated. It is for the municipality to determine in its discretion when it

will improve and open a street for travel. If when dedicated, and in its natural

condition, a street is unsafe, it is not the fault of the munieipa.lity.°‘ Where a

portion of a street. has been graded or improved so as to invite public use the

municipality is bound to keep such portion in a safe condition.“ A municipal

ity has a reasonable time after its incorporation to ascertain and remedy de

fects in streets which it has inherited from its predecessor." Evidence held

not to show a street opened so as to render a city liable.01 No formal accept

ance or opening is necessary to initiate the liability.us

6822. Defective plan of c0nstruction—A municipality is not liable for an

injury resulting from a defective plan of construction in a sidewalk,“ unless

the plan adopted is palpably unreasonable.70

6823. Notice to municipality of defect—A municipality is not liable for

a defect or obstruction not created by its own act, unless it had actual or con

structive notice thereof a sufficient time before the accident to render it neg

ligent in not removing it.71 What is a “suflicient time” within this rule de

pends on the facts of the particular case. Where obvious defects had existed

in a village sidewalk on a prominent street for more than twenty days before

the accident, it Was held a question for the jury whether sufficient time had

elapsed.72 If the defect or obstruction has existed so long that it would have

been (liscorered had the municipal oflicers exercised reasonable diligence the mu

nicipality will be charged with constructive notice.73 If it is open and notori

6° Schigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+259.

‘*1 McDonald v. St. Paul. 82-308, 84+

1022. See Kleopfert v. Minneapolis, 90

158, 95+908; Id., 93-118, 100+669.

01Dehanitz v. St. Paul, 73-385, 76+48.

See Nutting v. St. Paul, 73-371, 76+61;

Ratte v. Dawson, 50-450, 52+965.

“3 McHugh v. St. Paul, 67-441, 70+5.

"4 St. Paul v. Seitz, 3—297(205).

M Lindholni v. St. Paul, 19-245(204);

Treise v. St. Paul, 36-526, 32+857.

no Bohcn v. Waseca, 32-176, 181, 19+730.

"7 Nntting v. St. Paul, 73-371, 76+61.

65 Phelps v. Mankato, 23-276; Shartle v.

Minneapolis, 17-308(28~l).

W Conlon v. St. Paul, 70-216, 72+1073.

II—38

T"Blyh] v. Waterville, 57-115, 58+817;

McDonald v. Duluth, 93-206, 100+11024

'11 Cleveland v. St. Paul, 18-279(255);

Moore v. Minneapolis, 19-300(258); Lind

holm v. St. Paul, 19—245(204); Miller v.

St. Paul, 38-134, 36+271.

72 Ljungberg v. North Mankato, 87-484,

92+401.

73 Cleveland \‘. St- Paul, 18-279(255);

Lindholm v. St. Paul, 19-245(20-1);

Moore v. Minneapolis, 19—300(258);

O’Leary v. Mankato, 21-65. 69; Estelle

v. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+’/'75; Waldron

v. St. Paul, 33-87, 22+4; Miller v. St.

Paul, 38-134, 36+271; Wabasha v. South

worth, 54-79, 5-5+81S; Peterson v. Cokato,
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ous, notice to the municipality is presumed.“
Notice to a mayor or other of

ficer charged with the general control and supervision of the corporate affairs_,

or to an officer charged with the care of streets, is notice to_the_mun1c1pal1ty:"'

If the defect or obstruction was created by the municipality itself, or by its

permission, it is liable without notice,

Notice to a street commissioner is notice

'"’ at least if the defect is an open one.H

to the municipality.78 The legislature

may provide that ten days’ written notice to the city, prior to the accident, of

the existence of a defect in a street or sidewalk, shall be a condition precedent

to liability for damages caused thereby to individuals.‘m _ _ _

6824. Duty of inspection-—It is the duty of a municipality to exercise

reasonable care and diligence to know whether its streets and sidewalks are

in safe condition.“°

care and frequency of inspection."1

No inflexible rule can be laid down as to the degree of

A municipality is required to exercise a

reasonable, but not a constant supervision over the construction of sidewalks.

though the work is being done by abutting owners.
Whether it has been

negligent in this regard is ordinarily a question for the jury." Requests for

instructions as to the duty and effect of inspection have been held properly

refused.Ba .

6825. Duty to maintain guards, railings, etc.—When travel along a street

is dangerous because of adjacent excavations, embankments, deep water, etc.,

it may be the duty of the municipality to maintain guards or railings. Wheth

er the duty exists depends on the facts of the

a question of law and sometimes a question of fact for the jury.“

particular case and is sometimes

A I‘8.llll]g

need not be so constructed as to render it impossible for a child to crawl

through or over it.85
6826. Notice of decayed wood—A municipality is bound to take notice

of the certain tendency of wooden sidewalks to decay and to exercise reasonable

care to repair and replace decayed portions thereof.

structive notice of a condition of decay

time." Courts will take judicial notice of the fact that the decay of wood is

a gradual process.87

6827. Lights about obstructions,
etc.—' ‘he failure to place lights about

It is charged with con

which has existed for a considerable

obstructions, excavations, etc., may constitute negligence."

84-205, 87+615; Gasink v. New Ulm, 92

52, 99+624; Sumner v. Northfield, 96-107,

104+686; Dory v. Duluth, 103-154, 114+

465; Leystrom v. Ada, l25+507.

H Lindholm v. St. Paul, 19—245(204).

See Dory v. Duluth, 103-154, 114+465.

7-" Cunningham v. Thief River Falls, 84

21. S64-763; Miller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 36+

271; O’Leary v. Mankato, 21-65, 69.

'I8_Cleveland v. St. Paul, 18-279(255);

O’Leary v. Mankato, 21-65, 69; Furnell v.

St. Paul, 20—117(101); Kleopfert v. Min

neapolis, 93-118, 100+669.

T7 McDonald v. Duluth, 93-206,

1102.

‘I8 Sumner v. Northfield, 96-107, 104+

686; D_ory v. Duluth, 103-154, 114-+465.

T9 Sohigley v. Waseca, 106-94, 118+259.

5°G'l1(l(! v. Mankato, 30-256, 15+-175;

Kennedy v. St. Cloud, 90-523, 97+417;

Furnell v. St. Paul, 20—117(101); Ritsch

dorf v. St. Paul, 95-370, 104-+129; Sum

ner v. Northfield, 96-107, 104+686; Svend

sen v. Alden, 101-158, 1l2+10.

100+

81 Kellogg v. Janesville, 34-132, 24+359.

*2 Stellwagen v. Winona, 54-460, 56+5L

58 Kennedy v. St. Cloud, 90-523, 97+417.

*4 St. Paul v.'Kuby, 8—154(125); Estelle

\'. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+775; Clark "

Austin, 38-487, 38+615; Ray v. St. Paul,

40-458, 42+297; Tarras v. Winona, 71-22,

73+505; 1<l., 77-57, 79+649; Weiser v. St.

Paul, 86-26, 90+8; Grant v. Brainerd, 86

126, 90+307. See Cleveland v. St. Paul,

18—279(255); O’Leary v. Mankato, 21

65; Collins v. Dodge, 37-503, 35+368;

Johnson v. Walsh, 83-74, 85+910.

35 Lineburg v. St. Paul, 71-245, 73+723

S0Furnel1 v. St. Paul, 20—117(l01);

Johnson v. St. Paul, 52-364, 54+735; Hall

v. Austin, 73-134, 75+1121; Peterson v

Cokato, 84-205, 871-615; Kennedy v. St

Cloud, 90-523, 9"/+411; Ritschdorf v. St.

Paul, 95-370, 104+129; Murphy v. South

St. Paul, 101-341, 112+259.

87 Hall v. Austin, 73-134, 75+1121.

8" See St. Paul v. Seitz, 3—297(205):

Grant v. Stillwater, 35-242, 28-+660; Col
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6828. Lighting streets—Unless required by its charter a municipality is

not bound to light its streets, but the fact that a street was not lighted may

be material on the question whether it was in a safe condition at a particular

time.”

6829. Ice and snow on sidewa1ks—A municipality is not liable for in

juries resulting from the mere slipperiness of a sidewalk due to snow or ice.00

but it is liable for dangerous accumulations of snow or ice,91 and it may be

liable for a slippery coating of ice formed by the overflow of a gutter or

waterway, if it had notice and was negligent in allowing the overflow."2 -

6830. Dangers overhead--The duty of a municipality to keep its streets

in a safe condition extends to dangers overhead as well as underfoot."3

6831., Defects and obstructions in streets—The following defects or ob

structions have been held to justify a recovery: an excavation; ‘“ an open cul

vert across a street; "5 dirt and rock deposited in a street in connection with

the construction of a building; ” an uncovered ditch across a street;‘" tele

graph wires imbedded in ice; ‘'8 ditches along a railway track; ‘*9 a platform; ‘

a deposit of refuse in a river at the end of a street; 2 an excavation and em

bankment across a street; 3 a post; * an awning; "' a rope across a boulevard; °

a ladder with one end in the street and the other resting against a building;1

a wire stretched along a boulevard near a street corner to support a tree; ”

a railway track; ° an embankment near a sidewalk; 1° a defective railing on

a bridge; 1‘ a pool of hot water connected with a steam-heating plant; 12 a

building in a street.13 The following have been held not defects or obstruc

tions justifying a recovery: a dumping ground in a slough adjacent to a

street; 1‘ a marsh adjacent to a street; “ a space between an electric light pole

and the curb; “‘ the absence of railings along the sides of an embankment.11

6832. Liability for defective sidewalks-—A sidewalk is a part of a street 1‘

and a municipality which is given exclusive control of its streets or sidewalks

is required to exercise reasonable care in keeping the latter in a safe condi

tion and is liable to any person who is injured as a result of the want of

ublo

_.-rT‘§‘3°F-5‘E"’.—"-"£3"

lins v. Dodge, 37-503, 35+368; Clark v.

Austin, 38-487, 3S+615.

"Miller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 36+271;

Mcliugh v_ St. Paul, 67-441, 70+5.

""1-Ienkes v. Minneapolis, 42-530, 44+

1026. See Lawson v. Truesdale, 60-410,

414, (1'2+546 ; Blais v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34

57, 24-+558; Friday v. Moorhead, 84-273,

87+780.

91 V\'i-ight v. St. Cloud, 54-94, 55+8_19.

See Dory v. Duluth, 103-154, 114+465.

-"‘-‘ Rtanke v. St. Paul, 71-51, 73+629.

1'11 Bohen v. VVaseca, 32-176, 19+730;

Nichols v. St. Paul, 44-494, 47+168.

MSt. Paul v. Seitz, 3—297(205); Cleve

land v. St. Paul, 18—279(2-55); Clark v.

Austin, 38-487, 38+615. See Collins v.

Dodge, 37-503, 35-+368; Johnson v. Walsh,

83-74, 85+910.

9-5O’Gorman v. Morris, 26-267, 3+349.

"0 Grant v. Stillwater, 35-242, 28+660.

See Nye v. Dibley, 88-465, 93+524.

n"O‘Leary v. Mankato, 21-65.

8Z;Nicl|ols v. Minneapolis, 33-430, 23i

” Cunningham v. Thief River Falls, 84

21, 86+763; Adams v. Thief River Falls,

, s4-30, se+7e7.

‘Estelle v. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+775.

2 Ray v. St. Paul, 40-458, 42+297.

3Cleveland v. St. Paul, 18—279(255).

4 Phelps v. Mankato, 23-276.

5Bohen v. Wuseca, 32-176, 19+730,

6K]eopfert v. Minneapolis, 90-158, 95+

908; Id., 93-118, 100+669.

7 Moore v. Townsend, 76-64, 78+880.

R Me-Donald v. St. Paul, 82-308, 84+1022.

"Campbell v. Stillwater, 32-308, 20-I-320.

1° Nicho's v. St. Paul, 44-494, 47+168.

11 McDonald v. Duluth, 93-206, 100+

1102.

12Svenr1sen v. Alden, 101-158, 112+10.

13 McDowell v. Preston, 104-263, 116+

470.

H Dehan-itz v. St. Paul, 73-385, I6+48.

131\l'cHugh v. St. Paul. 67-441, 70+5.

1‘1 Ryther v. Austin, 72-24, 74+1017.

17 Tarras v. Winona, 71-22, 73+505; Id.,

77-57, 79+649.

18 Furnell v. St. Paul, 20—117(l01, 103);

Young v. Waterville, 39-196, 39+97;

Bohcn \-'. Waseca, 32-176, 179, 19+730;

Noonan v. Stillwatcr, 33-198, 200, 22+

444.
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such care.19 Villages organized under the general law are charged with

this duty and liability.20 '1‘he liability is statutory.21 It is innnater1_al that

they are not built by the municipality.22 A municipality is not an msurer

of the safe condition of its sidewalks.23 The degree of~ care must be com

mensurate with the risks involved.“ It is immaterial that the walk is made of

earth.25 Reasonable care involves due regard not only to the size and depth

of 21 hole in a sidewalk, but also to its form as affecting the danger to which it

exposes pedestrians?“

6833. Defects in sidewalks—The following have been helddefects justify

ing a recovery: a perpendicular drop of from six to nine inches from one

sidewalk to another at the intersection of streets; 2’ unsteadiness due to rotten

and uneven sleepers; 23 a perpendicular drop or step of seven or eight inches

between old and new walks in the middle of a block; '2” loose planks restingr

on rotten stringers; 3" a depression of one and one-fourth inches in a hexagonal

cement block in front of a store where there was much travel; 3‘ a defective

cover to a coal hole; 32 a hole; 3“ a loose plank connecting a new and old side

walk on a bridge; 3‘ a small V-shape hole in a plank; 3“ a space between the

end of a sidewalk and a connecting bridge;“‘“ a small hole in a scantling

wedged in between a cement and wooden sidewalk.87 The following have

been held defects not justifying a recovery: a step from a sidewalk to a street

crossing; 5“ a slope of three inches to the foot in an alley crossing."

6834. Proximate cause—The rule as to what constitutes proximate cause

is the same here as elsewhere in the law of negligence."

6335. Hbrses taking fright—Proximate cause—Whcre a horse takes

fright, without fault of the driver, at something for which the municipality is

not responsible, and gets beyond the control of the driver, runs away, and

comes in contact with some obstruction or defect in the street which is there

by the negligence of the municipality, the municipality is liable for the re

sultmg injury, if it would not have been sustained except for such negli

gence.“

6836. Respondeat superior—'1‘he doctrine of respondent superior applies

to a municipality in relation to its duty to keep its streets in a safe condi

tion.“2

W Moore v. Minneapolis, 19-300(258); "L’Herault v. Minneapolis, 69-261, 72+

Fur-nell v. St. Paul, 20-117(101); Noonan

v. Stillwater, 33-198, 22+444; Kellogg v.

Jancsvillc, 34-132, 24+359; Young v.

Waterville. 39-196, 39+97; Bieber v. St.

Paul, 87-35, 91+20.

2" IPpterson v. Cokato, 84-205, 87+615.

21 ._

22 Graham v. Albert Lea, 48-201, 504

1108;.Furncll v. St. Paul, 20-11'/(101).

Z3 M_1ller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 36+271.

‘-14 €1el;]er v. St. Paul, 87-35, 91+20.

25 Ira am '. Albert L . 4 —1108' \ ea, 8 201, 50+

2“ Sumner v. Northfield, 96-10", 104+686.

27 Tabor v. St. Paul, 36-188, 130+-765.

7iB5Burrows v. Lake Crystal, 61-357, 63+

2“ Blyhl v. Waterville, 57-115, 58+817.

\-W Hall \'. Austin, 73-134. 75+1121. See

éggrphy \'. South St. Paul, 101-341, 112+

31 Bieber v. St. Paul, 87-35, 9l+20.

73. See Korte v. St. Paul T. Co., 54-530,

56+246.

- 88 Moore v. Minneapolis, 19-300(25B).

IH Lonz v. St. Paul, 87-85, 91+256.

-'45 Sumner \-'. Northfield, 96-107,

686.

3° Dory v. Duluth, 103-154, 11-H465.

-"17 Leystrom \'. Ada. 125+507.

"8 Miller v. St. Paul, 38-134, 36+2'/'1.

1"’ Cnnlon v. St. Paul, 70-216. 72+1073.

4°O‘Leary v. Mankato, 21-65, 68; Camp

bell v. Stillwater, 32-308, 20+-320; L?!

Londe v. Peake. 82-124, 84+726; Cunning

ham v. Thief River I"a.lls, 84-21, 861-763',

Grant v. Brainenl, 86-126, 90+307; Ken

nedy v. St. Cloud, 90-523, 97+417; Mc

Dowell v. Preston, 104-263, 116-+470. S00

§ 7000.

4:t)l\leDowell v. Preston, 104-263, 116‘

l .

42 St. Paul v. Seitz. .—297' (205); Hall \'.

Austin, 73-134, 75+1121.

104+
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6837. Funds for repairs-Whether want of funds to make repairs will re

licre a municipality of liability is apparently an open question in this state.

11' it is a defence at all it must be pleaded by the municipality.“

6838. Contributory negligence—Notice of defect—(‘ontributory negli

gence on the part of the person injured will defeat a recovery.H While the

fact that the person injured knew before the accident that the street or side

walk was unsafe is always admissible, on the issue of his negligence, it is not

conclusive. The test is whether a person‘ of ordinary prudence, with such

knowledge, would have used the street or sidewalk under the circumstances.‘’‘

If a defect is patent and can be easily avoided, it is negligence not to avoid

it.“ The negligence of the driver of a vehicle in which the plaintitf was

driving at the time of the accident has been held not imputable to him."

The question of contributory negligence is for the jury, unless the evidence is

conclusive.‘8 A person using a street or sidewalk is not bound at his peril

' to keep in mind a defect therein of which he has had notice." (‘ontributorv

negligence has been held not chargeable to a child four and a half years old

from the mere fact that it was upon a sidewalk near an excavation unat

tended."° It is not negligence per se for a pedestrian to step from a sidewalk

into the street elsewhere than at a crossing.51 Cases are cited below sustain

ing instructions as to contributory negligence.“

6839. Joinder of parties—Charters sometimes provide for joining the party

who creates an obstruction, etc., in an action against the 1nunicipality."“"

6840. Pleading—In an action against a village incorporated under the

general statute it is unnecessary to plead the statutes in order to show the

duty to maintain its streets in a safe condition.“ it is unnecessary to allege

in a complaint that the municipality had funds to make repairs. Want of

funds, if a defence at all, is to he pleaded in the answer.:55 It must be

alleged that the street was a public street of the defendant."“ Cases are cited

below sustaining particular complaints.“

43Shartle v. Minneapolis, 17—308(284);

Lindholm v. St. Paul, 19—245(204); Net

zcr \'. Crookston, 59-244, 61+21.

4* Wright v. St. Cloud, 54-94, 55+819;

Hudon v. Little Falls, 68-463, 71+678:

Ryther v. Austin, 72-24, 74+1017; Ander

son \‘. St. Cloud, 79-88, 8l+746; Friday

v. .\[oorhcad, 84-273, 87+780; Johnson v.

Willmar, 126+397.

4-'- Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443; Estelle v.

Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+775; Kelly v.

Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98. 9+588; Mc

Kenzie v. Northfield, 30-456, 16+264;

Nichols v. Minneapolis, 33-430, 23+868;

Wright v. St. Cloud, 54-9-1», 98, 55+819;

Maloy v. St. Paul, 54-398, 56+94; Holm

\'. Carver, 55-199, 56+826; Burrows v.

Lakc Crystal, 61-357, 63+745; Lyons v.

Red Wing, 76-20. 78+868; Taylor v. Man

kato, 81-276, 83%-1084; Friday v. Moor

hcud. S4-273. 87+780; Murphy v. South

St. Paul. l01—2l~ll. ll‘.Zl-259; Moslleurcl \',

1). C, 191 U. S. 247.

4|‘>Wright v. St. Cloud, 54-94, 55+Sl9;

Friday v. Moorhead, 84-273, 87+780; An

dcrson v. St. Cloud, 79-S8. 81+746.

-" Cunningham v. Thief River Falls, 84

21, 86+763; Koplitz v. St. Paul, 86-373,

901-794.

H St. Paul v. Kuby, 8—154(125); Lind

holm v. St. Paul, 19-245(204); Stoker v.

Minneapolis, 32-478, 21+557; Weiser v.

St. Paul, 86-26, 90+8; Isham v. Broderick,

89-397, 95+224; Murphy v. South St.

Paul, 101-341, 1l2+259.

49 Maloy v. St. Paul, 54-398, 56+94;

lsham v. Broderick, 89-397, 401, 95+224.

5" St. Paul v. Kuby, 8—154(125).

51 Collins v. Dodge, 37-503, 35+368.

52 Holm v. Carver, 55-199, 56+826; Kel

logg v. Janesville, 34-132, 2-4+359.

53 Jones v. Minneapolis, 31-230, 17+377;

Clark v. Austin, 38-487, 38+615; Wabasha

v. Southworth, 54-79. 55+818.

5* Peterson v. Cokato, 84-205, 87+615.

55 See § 6837.

M Sec Shartle \'. Minneapolis, 17-308

(284); Kleopfert v. Minneapolis, 90-158,

95+908; Phelps \'. Mankato. 23-276; Fur

nell v. St, Paul, 20—117(10l); Farrant v.

First Div. etc. Ry., 13—311(286).

57 Lindholm V. St. Paul, 19—245(204)

(complaint held sufl‘lcicnt to justify a re

covery for medical attendance. loss of

time, ctc.); Kloopfert v. Minneapolis, 90
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6841. Variance—P1ace of accident—Evidence has bee11 held to justify

a verdict to the effect that the accident happened at the place stated in the

notice of claim and complaint.“8

68%, Law and fact—Whether a street or sidewalk \va's in_ an unsafe condi;

tion at the time of an accident, and whether the municipality was uegllgen

under the circumstances, are questions for the jury, unless the evidence 15 0011

clusive."'9

a(ln1issible,“0 or inadmissible.“ _

6844. Evidenc¢>—Sufiiciency—Cases are cited below holding evidence Sl1_f'

ficient,"2 or insuflicient," to justify a Verdict for the plaintiff. A defect In

the proof that a street was a. “public street” has been held waived.“ _

6845. Liability of abutting oWners—A provision of a charter, maklng

abutting owners liable to others than the city for damages resulting from 3

failure to keep sidewalks in a safe condition, has been held unconstitutional.“ -

Where a cellarway, trapdoor, scuttle, or the like is put in a publlc Sldewalk

for the convenience of the abutting property, as between the o\\'ue1' and the

city, the duty of maintaining it in a safe condition devolves upon the formerti

and he cannot release himself of this duty by merely abandoning the use o_

the structure. He can only do so by removing it and restoring the s1de“'a1l\

to its original condition. If, through the negligence of the p1'0P_eTt)'_ °“_'ner’

the structure becomes unsafe, and injury results, for which the city is liable

because of neglect of its duty to keep its streets in a safe condition for travel,

J58, 95+908 (complaint for ne li ence in near flace of accident was in 8 bad con.

stfetching a rope across a §tr%et sus- ditionlfor a considerable time); MCDOHZM:

tamed); Marsh v. Mpls. B. 00., 92-182, v. Duluth, 93-206, 100+1102 .(?act t a

99+6il0 (complaint against abutting owner the plan of constructing a ralhng °“ fl

sustamed)_ bridge was changed after the acc1dent__

-’-5 Ritschdorf v. St. Paul 95—370 104+ see 7055 . —

129. ’ , B1S§te11wa)gen V. Winona, §4'4601 06.351
I-9 St. Paul v. Knby, s_154(125) ; Tabor (feet that a grating Placed "‘ 8 new Si 91

v. St. Paul, 36-183, 30+765; McDonald v. walk had been defective fol‘ some time

St. Paul, 82-308, 84+1022; Weiser v. St. while in an old sidewalk); Hammarfie“

Paul, 86-26, 90+8; Sumner v. Northfield, v. St. Paul, 67-6, 69+470 (subsequent 1;

oeuov. 1044-ese; Svendsen v. Alden, 1o1_ ' puirs—see § 7055); Johnson “ Walsh’ 8 '1

158' n2+10_ 74, 85+910 (fact that another person fel

°°O’Leary v. Mankato, 21-65 (fact that into the ditch into which plaint1E fell). _

after the accident the city covered the ex- "2 Moore v. Minneapolis, 19—300(253) 1

pos_cd portions of a ditch at the place of Phelps v. Mnnkattl, 23-2763 Clark V’ Au:

accu]ent—sec § 7055); Erd v. St. Paul tin 38-487, 38+615; Wabash“ V‘ Soutki

22:4/43 (resolution of council directing re~’ woi'll\. 54-79, 55+818; Burrows v. Lac

pans); Gude v. Mankato, 30-256, 15+175 Crvsfiil.- 61-357, 63+745‘ FHGHUIEK l-I

(fact that sulewalk at and near place of Minlieupolis 69-261, 72+73; H?“ V‘ “S

a_°¢ulent wfis in bad condition for a. con- tin 73434’ 75+1121? Cunnmghand vs

suierable tune)_; Kellogg v. Janesville, 34- Thief River,Fa118, 84-21’ s6+763; A $7‘

132, 24+359 (Id-); Waldron v. St. Paul, \'. Thief River 1.581151 84-30’ 86+7 ;

33-87, 22+4 (the length of time a plank Peterson v. Cokato, 84_205' 871.615; Len
ad been broken); Johnson v. St. Paul, v. St. Paul 87-35, 91+256; -Kennedy vi

5?‘_364, 54+7_35 (worn out and rotten con- St. Cloud 96-523, 97+417; Gasmk V’ ‘New
d1t1on of s1de_Wa1k :1 considerable time Ulm 92~’52 99+s24; Kleopfert "'M-H1;

after the accident); Burrows v Lake apolis, 93—1’18, 100+669; R'itschdorf1\}'rtl1:

Paul, 95-370, 104+129; Sumner "' id 11
caused by the same defect—fact that field, 96-107, 104+636; Svendsen v’ A e ’

plamt_1if knew that the sidewalk on the 101-158, 112+10; Murphy "- s°““‘ St

opposite side of the _street was at the time Paul, 101-341, 1124-259; M¢D°wel1 v'

' ; Hall v. Austin Preston 104~263 116+470

73‘1?‘%. 75+11_21 (worn out and rottezi G5T8.1';8.5 v. Wihonil, 71"-22= 73+505'
condition of srdewalk a considerable time 64 Furnell v. St Paul, 20417(1o1)'

aft" the a~‘-¢1'd@nt)- L . R 1 W‘ 5N - 33-198 22+444
76_2O_ “+868 (fact, thignsidgwaliz at Llllgd, 6 oonan v. Stfllwater, ,
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it may, upon payment of damages to the person injured, recover over from

the owner by whose fault (as between him and it) the injury was occasioned.“

Charters sometimes provide for joining the abutting owner in an action

against the municipality, if he is at fault.61 Where a municipality graded a

street across private property, without acquiring the title, and the owner

constructed a sidewalk connecting a building on his premises with the street,

he was held liable for a defect therein.as An abutting owner is liable for

injuries to pedestrians from snow falling from a roof so constructed that snow

and ice would naturally fall to the sidewalk below."

ACTIONS

6846. Limitation of actions—Sp. Laws 1885 c. 7 § 19, prescribing 9. lim

itation to certain actions against St. Paul has been held inapplicable to ac

tions for death by wrongful act,’° and not retroactive.71 Sp. Laws 1881 c. 73,

prescribing a limitation to actions for injuries resulting from defective streets,

etc., has been held inapplicable to a case of lands overflowecl by the obstruction

of a watercourse by raising the grade of a street.T2 Laws 1895 c. 8 § 347, pre

scribing a limitation of two years, l1as been held applicable to an action for

labor and materials under a paving contract."

6847. Municipal boards-—Municipal boards are sometimes expressly au

thorized to sue and be sued.74

6848. By taxpayer—If the proper municipal officers fail to act, a taxpayer

may maintain an action to prevent the unlawful disposition of municipal

funds; 75 or to recover funds unlawfully paid out; 7“ or to enforce a claim of

the municipality; " or to prevent an unlawful use of municipal property; "

or to prevent the unlawful creation of municipal debts."

6849. Judgment against municipa1ity—Enforcement—The satisfaction

or enforcement of judgments against municipalities is regulated by statute.”

Mandamus will lie to compel payment, or the levy of a tax for that purpose.

This secures the fruits of the judgment, and leaves the public property intact

for the use to which it is devoted.“1

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS FOR LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS

6850. Definition of special assessment-A special assessment is a tax

levied on real property for a local improvement of a' public nature from which

such property will, by reason of its proximity, derive special benefit.“ A

8"" Wabasha \'. Southworth, 54-79, 55+

18.

"1 Wabasha v. Southworth, 54-79, 55+

818; Jones v. Minneapolis, 31-230, 17.L

377; Clark v. Austin, 38-487, 38+615.

"8 Marsh v. Mpls. B. Co., 92-182, 99+630.

W Hannem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657.

‘*0 Maylone v. St. Paul, 40-406, 42+88.

71 Powers v. St. Paul, 36-87, 30+433.

71 Pye v. Mankato, 38-536, 38+621.

78 Thornton v. East Grand Forks, 106

233, ns+as4.

8;';9Am. E. Co. v. Waseca, 102-329, 113+

75 Sinclair v. Winona County, 23-404;

Farmer v. St. Paul, 65-176, 67+990; Smith

V. St. Paul, 72-472, 75%-708; Flynn v. Lit

tle Falls etc. Co., 74-180, 77+38, 78+106;

Schilfmann v. St. Paul, 88-43, 92+503;

Ncrlien v. Brooten, 94.-361, 102+867.

T0 Stone v. Bevans, 88-127, 92+520; Cone

v. Wold. 85-302, 306, 88+977. See Bailey

v. Strachan, 77-526, 80+694; Farmer v.

St. Paul, 65-176, 67+990.

" Cone v. Wold, 85-302, 88+977.

75 Nerlieu \'. Brooten, 94-361, 102+867.

19 Hodgman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 20-48(36);

Hamilton v. Detroit, 85-83, 88+419.

80 R. L. 1905 §§ 769, 770.

91 Jordan \'. Board of Ed., 39-298, 391

801.

52 See McComb v. Bell, 2-295(256);

Stinson v. Smith, 8—366(326); First Div.

etc. Ry. v. St. Paul, 21-526; State v. St.

Paul, 36-529, 32+781; State v. Reis, 38

371, 38+97.
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special assessment cannot be levied on personal property,83 Assessments are

not ordinarily included in the term “taxes." 8‘ r1‘he levyrng of special assess

ments is an exercise of the taxing power and not of the power of emment

domain.*‘~" _

6851. What constitutes local improvement-—In general—-The term “lo

cal improvement” means, in this connection, a public improvement of a local

character from which adjacent real property derives special benefit.“ But _to

authorize a special assessment the improvement need not be wholly local in its

benefits. The public at large share the benefits of streets and parks but If

the special benefits to adjacent property equal the cost of the improvements

the entire cost may be assessed on such property. On the other hand if the

cost exceeds such benefits the city at large should hear at least a part of the

burden. In such a case the legislative authority has a "cry extensive dis

cretion in determining whether the expense of the improvement shall be ‘de

frayed by a special assessment or a general tax or by both.81 It is impossible

to enumerate the purposes for which special assessments may be lev1ed.’."’

Whether a public work is a local improvement justifying special assessment 18

ordinarily a question of fact for the determination of the legislature or of

such local body as the legislature may designate.” The term as used in the

constitution is to be construed in the light of common usage.‘I0

6852. Works held local improvements—Paving and repaying a street and

putting in culverts;"‘ widening and_straightening a street;“2 sprinkling a

street,"3 opening a street;‘“ grading a street;‘"’ constructing sidewalks;M

a bridge over railway tracks ;‘" a bridge over a river;98 parks ;”° raising

water of a lake;1 draining wet land;2 a conduit conducting water into a

city;a taking fee for strect;‘ diverting a small stream through the sewers

of a city; "' bridging a street.“ ,

6853. Works held not local improven1ents—A rural highway; 1 establish

ment of section c0rners;" a retaining wall necessitated by the grading of a

street; ‘‘ approaches to bridge crossing railway tracks.10

8-’! Washburn M. O. Asylum v. State, 73

343, 76+204.

"4 See § 9114.

8“ MeComb v. Bell, 2—295(25(i); Stinson

v. Smith, 8—366(326); Noonan v. Still

water, 33-198, 22+444; State v. Dist. Ct.,

33-235, 22+625; Duluth v. Dibblee, 62

18, 63+1117.

F0 Rogers v. St. Paul. 22-494; State v.

Reis, 38-371, 38+97; Sperry v. Flygare,

80-325, 83+180.

W State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, ‘23+222; Id.,

75-292, 77+968.

85 State v. Reis, 38-371, 3S+97.

"9 State v. Dist. Ct., 75-292, 77+96S.

W Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494.

91 St. Paul v. Rogers, 22-492; Rogers v.

St. Paul, 22-494; State v. Dist. Ct., 80

293, 83-+183.

92 Cook v. Slocum, 27-509, 8+‘/'55; Mc

Kusick v. Stillwater, 44-372. 46+-769;

Fmrchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325.

"8 State v. Reis, 38-371, 38+97; Keigher

v. St. Paul, 69-78. 72+54; 21 Hnrv. L.

Rev. 533.

M Fairehild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325.

"5 Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; Kelly v.

Minneapolis, 57-294, 59+ao4; Strickland

v. Stillwater, 63-43, 65+131. '

M Noonan v. Stillwater. 33-198, 22+444;

Hennepiu County v. Bartleson, 37-343,

34+222; Scott County v. Hinds, 50-204,

52+523.

11'! Kelly v. Minneapolis, 57-294, 59+304.

"8 Guilder v. Otsego, 20-74(59). _

W State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22-+620;

State v. Brill, 58-152, 59-+989; State'v

Dist. Ct., 66-161, 6S+860; State v. Dist.

(?t.. 75-292, 77+9G8.

1In re Minnetonka Lake Improvement,

56-513, 58+295; McGee v. Hennepin Conn»

ty. 84-472, 8S+6. _

2Dowlau v. Sibley County, 36-430, 31+

517; Curran r. Sibley County, 47-313.

50+237; Id., 56-432, 57+1070; Lien v.

Norman County, 80-58. 82+1094; Clapp V

Minn. G. T. Co., 81-511, S-1-+344.

-“State v. Lewis, 72-87, 75+108.

4 Fairchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325.

5Shehvood \'. Duluth, 40-22, 41-+234.

6State v. Ensign, 54-372, 56+-41.

7 Sperry \'. Flygare, 80-325, 83+180.

RDavis v. St. Louis County, 65-310, 67+

997.

" Armstrong v. St. Paul, 30-299, 15+174.

1" State v. Smith. 99-59, 10B+822.
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6854. Only municipal corporations can levy—Only municipal corpora

tions can be authorized to levy assessments for local improvements.11 Counties

are municipal corporations within this rule.12 Park boards and other ad

ministrative agencies of municipalities are within the rule.“

6855. Delegation of authority to levy—'1‘he authority of the legislature

to apportion taxes may be delegated to municipal corporations“ and to ad

ministrative boards.1“ The legislature may delegate to a municipality the

right to make local improvements of a public nature and may authorize ap

propriate proceedings to ascertain the necessity and cost thereof, without

notice to the property owners affected. The cost of such improvements may

be levied upon property specially benefited, or fronting on the same, in such

manner as the legislature may prescribe. The determination of the local

authority may be made final and conclusive so long as the property owner is

given an opportunity to be heard at some stage of the‘proceedings.“‘ Whether

a local improvement shall be made, and whether the cost shall be borne by

the entire city, or by the property specially benefited, are political questions,

and in no sense judicial, like the question whether private property shall be

taken for public use. But the legislature may commit to the courts, as a

quasi judicial function the power to determine what is just compensation for

taking private property for public use, and, when the burden of a local im

provement is imposed upon particular property, as upon property specially

benefited, it may be committed to the courts to determine as a quasi judicial

question whether the assessing officers have correctly determined the facts upon

which the assessment is based.17

6856. Legislature may levy directly-' ‘he legislature may direct local im

provements of a public nature to he made and the expense thereof to be levied

upon the particular tax district intercstcd without any intermediate proceed

ings to determine the necessity or propriety of the improvements, or the cost

thereof.13

6857. Petition of property owners-—\\'hcre under the charter proceedings

are to be initiated by a petition of a majority of the property owners affected

a properly signed petition is jurisdictional.“‘ But in the absence of any pro

vision to the contrary, a municipality may initiate improvement proceedings

and levy an assessment therefor without any preliminary petition by property

ownersF° Objection to the want of a petition cannot be made by a general

taxpayer.21

6858. Authority of municipalities statutory—Strict construction—The

authority of municipalities to levy special assessments is purely statutory and

usmm v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+025; lis, 51-294. 59-.304; saw v. Pillsbui-y,

Davis v. St. Louis County, 65-310, 67+997.

_1! Doivlan \'. Sibley County, 36-430, 31+

:i1T; 1n re Minnctonka Lake Improve

ment, 56-513, 58+295; Lien v. Norman

(‘ounty, S0-58', 2-§2+l094.

1-"-State \'. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22H)'25;

State v. Ensign, 55-278, 56+100(i; In re

Piedmont Ave. East, 59-522, 6l+678.

14 Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; Carpenter

\'. St. Paul, 23-232; Cook 1/. Slocum, 27

509, 8+7-55; Wolfe v. Moorhcad, 98-113,

117. 10T+T2S.

17- Mnlthy v. Tautgcs, 50-248, 52-i858.

Hiltogcrs v. St. Paul, 22-494; Carpenter

v. _St. Paul, 23-232; State v. Dist. Ct., 33

295. 2Il+22:Z; Hcnnepin County v. Bartle

son, 37-343, 3-H222; Kelly v. Minneapo

82—359, 85+]75.

"State v. Rapp, 39-65, 38+926; State

'.'. Ensign, 55-278, 56+1006; Duluth v.

Dihhlcc, 62-18, 63+1ll7; State V. Dist.

(‘t.. R3-464, 86+-i55; McGee v. Hcnnepin

County, 84--172, ss+o.

18 Guilder \'. Otsego, 20-74(59); Henne

pin (‘ounty v. Bartleson, 37-343, .':H+222.

W Hawkins \'. Horton, 91-285, 9T+1053;

Hause v. St. Paul, 94-115, 102+221; State

v. Dist. Ct., 97-147, 106+3(l(i. Sce Dia

mond v. Mankato, 89-18. 93+911; State \'.

Dist. Ct., 89-292, 9-H870.

9° State v. Dist. Ct., 95-183, 103+881;

Wolfc v. Moorhend, 98-113, 107%-728.

2li\lcr1-itt v. Duluth, 103-236, 114+758.
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as its exercise may result in a divestiture and tranfer of property it must

be clearly given and strictly pursued.22

applies.”

6859. Constitutional provisions-—

Still, the doctrine of de minimis

Prior to 1869, art. 9 § 1 of the constitu

tion read: “All taxes to be raised in this state shall be as nearly equal as may

be; and all property on which taxes are to be levied shall have a cash valuation.

and be equalized and uniform throughout the state.” Under this provision it

was held that special assessments could not be made except on a basis of cash

valuation.“ To make it possible to levy such assessments according to benefits

the following amendment was adopted in 1869:
“Provided, that the legisla

ture may, by general law or special act, authorize municipal corporations to

levy assessments for local improvements upon the property fronting upon such

improvements, or upon the property to
be benefited by such improvements,

without regard to a cash valuation, and in such manner as the legislature may

prescribe.” 2“ This amend1nent does not affect the constitutional requirement

of equality.26
[t was not designed either to restrict or extend the purposes

for which local assessments may be made, but merely to except them from the

provision requiring taxes to be levied according to the cash valuation of the

property, and to authorize them to be apportioned with reference to benefits

ascertained or implied, according to frontage or some other fixed standard.27

It is not in conflict with the home rule amendment to the constitution adopted

in 1898.28
In 1881 the constitution was still further amended by adding a

proviso authorizing an annual special assessment for the purpose of defraying

the expenses of laying water pipes and supplying a city with water.”

6860. Constitutional requirement of equa1ity—A
ssessment must be

proportionate to benefits-Frontage plan—Special assessments are subject

to the constitutional requirement of equality.“
It necessarily follows that

they must, so far as practicable, be apportioned on a basis of equality with

reference to benefits.

efits 1s unconstitutiona .“

An arbitrary assessment made without reference to ben-Y

But an assessment is not unconstitutional merely

because it is based on the frontage plan, that is, so 1nuch per lineal front foot."

Still, in this state, an assessment on the frontage

arbitrary. It must be based on equal

cannot materially exceed the benefits.

plan cannot be wholly

ity with reference to benefits and it

This is so because otherwise unequal

T1 McComb v. Bell, 2—295(256); Minn.

L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-4680124); Sewall

\'. St. Paul, 20—511(459); State v. Dist.

Ct., 44-244, 46+349; Id., 72-226, 75%-224;

Hawkins v. Horton,- 91-285, 97+1053;

Sggllwater v. Henningsen, 109-132, 123+

23 London etc. Co. v. Gibson, 77-394, 80+

205, 777.

54 Stimson v. Smith, 8-366(326); Bid

well v. Coleman, 11-78(45); Comer v.

Folsom, 13—2l9(205); Dowlan v. Sibley

County, 36-430, 31+517; Sperry v. Fiv

gate, so-325, sauso. '

'-'5 Const. art. 9 § 1.

26 See § 6860.

2:’ State v. Reis, 38-371, 3S+97; State v.

Dist. Ct., 61-542, 64+190; Sperry \'. F13‘

gare, so-325, sa+1s0. '

28 State \'. Dist. Ct., 87-146. 91+300.

2" Const. art. 9 § 1; State v. Lewis, 72

ST, 75+l08; 1d., 77-317, 79+-1003; Id.,

82-390, 85+207, S61-611; State V. Trustees,

Macalostcr College, 37-165, 91+484.

-“Minn. L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468

(424); Noonan v. Stillwater, 33-198, 22+

4&4; State v. Dist. ca, 33-235, 22+625;
State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222; State

v. Pillsbury, sz-359, s5+175.

“1 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625;

State v. Reis, 38-371, 38+97; State V

Dist. Ct., 47-406, 50+476; State v. Judges,

Dist. Ct., 51-539, 53+800, 55%-122; State

v. Brill, 58-152, 59+989; State v. Pills

bury, 82-359, 85+175.

33Hennepin County v. Bartleson, 37-343,

34+222; State v. Reis, 38-371, 38+97;

State v. Dist. Ct., 61-542, 64+190; State

v. Lewis, 72-87. 75+108; State v. Dist.

Ct-._. 80-293, 83+183; State v. Lewis, 82'

300. 35+‘207, 86+611.
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taxation would necessarily result and our constitutional requirement of equal

ity be violated.33 The law upon this subject is in an unsettled state.“ The

constitutional requirement of equality has been abolished.

6861. Cannot materially exceed cost of work-An assessment materially

greater than the cost of the work is illegal,35 but it may include incidental

expenses beyond the contract price, such as expenses for abstracts, engineering.

advcrtising and the like 3“ and for levying and collecting it.87

6862. Cannot exceed benefit—' ‘he benefit accruing to the property from

the improvement must at least equal the amount of the assessment. The

theory of special assessments is that the property will be enhanced in value

by the improvement to an extent at least equal to the assessment. If the

assessment exceeds the special benefit it is unconstitutional because it neces

sarily results in unequal taxation." But there is rarely any judicial redress

for excessive taxation of this character because the determination of the ques

tion of benefits is primarily legislative or administrative and not judicial."

6863. Benefit must be secured—To support a special assessment for a

local improvement the benefit for which the land is assessed must be secured.”

6864. Object of assessment must pertain to district—It is a corollary of

the constitutional requirment of equality that the object of the assessment must

pertain specially to the taxing district. A special assessment cannot be levied

on property not specially benefited because such taxation is necessarily un

equal.‘1

6865. Fixing limits of taxing district—Apporti0nment—It is discretion

ary with the legislature either to fix the limits of a taxing district for special

assessments itself,‘2 or to delegate authority to do so to a municipal body or

administrative board.‘3 The legislature has a very extensive discretion in

determining whether the expense of a local improvement shall be met by a

general tax or :1 special assessment or by both. If property is in fact benefited

by a local improvement. as. for example, a park, it may be taxed by special

assessment up to the full limit of the special benefit although the park is

a general benefit and no general tax is leviet .“ Parts of several streets may

be included in a single district.“ The extent of the district must depend on

the facts of each case but where in any case it is made clearly to appear that

through fraud or niistake property is improperly included or excluded the

courts may set aside the assess1nent.“’ The fixing of the limits of u taxing

33 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222; 77-W68; State v. Pillsbury, 82-359, 85+

State v. Rcis, 38-371, 38+97; State v. Dist. 175.

Ct., 47-406. 50+-176; State v. I’i|lsbur_v, S2- 39 Sec §§ 6878, 6891.

359, 85+175 (the force of this case is much *" In re Minuetonka. Lake Improvement,

impaired by the fact that it was largely 56-513, 58+295. See Rogers v. St. Paul,

based on State v. Lewis, supra, before the 22-494.

latter case was reversed on reargument). 41 .\Iinn. L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468

“See State v. Foley, 30-350. 15+375;

State v. Lewis. 82-390, 85-+207, 86+611

(on rcargumeut).

3-7 Minn. L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468

(424). Sec § 6862.

“St. Paul v. Mullen, 27-78, 6+424;

Burns v. Duluth, 96-104, 104+714.

~17 State v. Dist. Ct., 80-293, 83+183.

38l\linn. L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468

(424); Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; Cook

v. Slocum, 27-509, 8+755; State v. Brill,

58-152, 59+989; Strickland v. Stillwater,

63-43, 65+131; State v. Dist. Ct.. 75-292,

(424); Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; State

v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222; Id., 75-292,

'77+968.

4'2 Guilder v. Dayton, 22-366; Rogers v.

St. Paul, 22-494; Hennepin County v.

Bartleson, 37-343, 3-H222.

48 Id., Carpenter v. St. Paul, 23-232;

Cook v. Slocum, 27-509, 8+755.

N State v. Dist. Ct., 75-292, 77+968.

45 Strickland v. Stillwater, 63-43. 65+

131.

46 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222.
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district is a legislative and not a judicial function. Hence the courts cannot

interfere except to correct a palpable violation of the constitution or charter."

If the legislature itself fixes the limits its action is practically conclusive on

the courts.“ Objection to the size of a taxing district cannot be made col-

laterally.” The terms “local," “vicinity” and the like, in this connection.

are not to be taken as indicating any definite limits, but as applying to the

real property reported by the assessors to be actually benefited. The question

does not, therefore, depend merely upon actual distances, as appearing on the

map or plat, but upon the judgment of the assessors as well.“

6866. Apportionment within a single taxing district—The apportion

ment within a single taxing district must be on a basis of equality with ref

erence to benefits. All lots or tracts need not be assessed for the same amount

but they must all be assessed equally in proportion to the benefits each re

ceives.51 There cannot be two rules of apportionment for the same tax in

the same district:"2 Au unplatted tract in a city may be assessed as if plat

ted and intersected by streets, but proper deductions must be made for the

imaginary streets. It is correct practice, at least under the St. Paul char

ter, where a lot abuts on two streets. to assess it for water-mains only on one

street.53 \\‘here a sidewalk is built in front of a part only of a single tract,

such as a city lot owned by one person, the cost of construction is a proper

charge against the entire tract. In determining, for the purposes of a. special

assessment, what property fronts on a sidewalk, practical frontage is not the

test, but the otficials must be guided by the plats and records.M Corner lots

need not be assessed for more than inside lots for paving although the street

intersections are paved. Lots on intersecting streets need not be assessed for

paving on street intersected.“ The 1nere fact that property on both sides

of a street is not assessed l'or exactly the same amount does not invalidate the

assessment?’8 The question of benefits is a question of opinion which cannot

be regulated by any quasi mathematical rules of law.57 The apportionment

must be according to some reasonable rule, upon the basis of benefits ascer

tamed or implied.-"“ A rule prescribed by the charter must be followed

strictly.“ j '

6867. One assessment for several improvements-—Unle-ss specially au

thorized a single assessment cannot be made for several distinct improvements.

It is generally provided that the several incidentsof street improvement

grading, paving, bridging, culverts and gutters—mav be included in a single
assessn1ent.“° D

6868, May be levied in advance of work—.-\ special assessment may be

levied lll advance of the work and even in advance of the letting of the con

  

-fi Guilder v. Dayton. 22-366; Rogers v.

St. Paul. 22-494; Cook v. Slocum, 27

509, B+755; State v. Dist. (‘-t., 33-295, 23-:

222; State v. Brill, 58-152, 59+989-, State

v. Dist. (‘t. 95-70, 103+7-l4.

“2 Maltby v. Tautges, 50-248, 52+-858.

=1-3 State v. Lewis, 72-87, 75+108.

5‘ Scott County v. Hinds, 50-204, 52+523

State v. Dist. Ct., St-293, 83+183.

5“ State v. Dist. Ct., 68-242, 71+27.

*8 Guilder v. Otsego, 20-74(59); Guilder

v. Dayton. 22-366; Rogers v. St. Paul,

22-494; Mnltby v. Tautges, 50-248, 52+

858; State v. Lewis, 72-87, 75+108.

41‘ Kelly v. Minneapolis, 57-294, 59+304.

M State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222.

51 State v. Dist. Ct.. 33-235, 22+62-5;

State v. Rois. 38-371, 38-+97; State v.

Dist. Ct., 47-406, 50+476; State v. Judges,

Dist. .(‘t,. 9. 53+800, 55+122; State

v. Brill. 58- '

bury, S2-35.0,

59+989; State v. Pills-.

-’-T State v. Bd. Public Works, 27-442, 8+

161.

="-‘* State v. Rois, 38-371, 38+97.

~'-"State \'. Dist. Ct., 29-62, 11+133

"'1 See Cook v. Slocum, 27-509, 8+755§

State v. Dist. Ct., 29-62, 11+133; Maya"

v. St. Paul. 30-294, 15+-170; Armstrong \'

St. Paul, 30-299, 15+174; State v. Dist.

Ch, 33-295, 23+222; McKnsick v. Still

watcr. 44-372. 464-769; State v. Dist. Ct-1

47-406. 50+476; Id., 80-293, 831-183.
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tract. The legislature has full discretion to prescribe the mode of estimating

the probable cost of the contemplated work.M But it is generally provided

that a grade must be established before an assessment for grading can be

levied.“2

6869. Revolving fund—Laws 1901 c. 134, providing a revolving fund for

local improve1nents in cities of fifty thousand inhabitants or more, is con

stitutional.“S An assessment for certain items has been held not invalidated

by the fact that the amount collected went into a special revolving fund,

while the items were in fact paid for out of another fund supported exclu

sively by general taxation.‘H

6870. Facts to be considered in deterrnining benefits-—In determining

benefits the general rule is to consider the effect of the improvement on the

market value of the property.“‘'' The question cannot be determined with

reference merely to the particular use to which the owner is devoting the

property.M

6871. Fund foriuture improvements—Under the guise of paying the cost

of construction a municipality cannot collect by special assessments a fund

to be used in the indefinite future for repairs and maintenance.“

6872. Authority to levy a continuing one—Unless restrained by the char

ter the authorit-y to levy special assessments is not spent when one improve

ment is made. It is a continuing power, and, whenever its exercise becomes

again necessary by reason of the destruction or inutility of the original im

prorement it may be again exerter .‘“

6873. Re-assessment—Provision is made in the general laws and in most

city charters for a re-assessment when the original assessment is set aside or

judgment thereon denied.“° Laws 1893 c. 206, authorizing re-assessments, is

constitutional and retroactive.“ It does not repeal like provisions in city

charters.’H When a court orders a re-assessment it ought to specify the de

fects in the original assessment for the future guidance of the assessing offi

cers.12 There is no limitation in the St. Paul charter as to the time within

which a re-assessment may be had.73 A re-assessment may be made without

regard to jurisdictional defects in the original assessment, in the absence of

provision to the contrary.“

6874. Lien-—Thc lien created by a special assessment is paramount to all

prior private liens of whatever nature. It extends over all interests in the

land and is co-extensive with the entire interest benefited. But its existence

and extent depend entirely on the statute.“ It is subordinate to the lien of

the state for general taxes.N

‘

"1 State v. Dist. Ct., 47-406, 50+476; State v. Dist. Ct., 95-503, 104+553; State

State v. Dist. Ct., 61-542, 64+-190. V. Dist. Ct., 102-482, 113+697. 114+654.

"2 State v. Dist. Ct., 44-244, 46+349; 70 In re Piedmont Ave. East, 59-522, 61+

State v. Judges, Dist. Ct., 51-539, 53+800, 678.

55|>122. Sce Fitzhugh v. Duluth, 58-427, 71 State v. Egan, 64-331, 67+77.

59+1041. 72 State v. Ensign, 55-273, 56+-1006.

"3 State v. Ames, 87-23, 91-l-18. 73 State V. Dist. Ct., 68-242, 7l+27.

M Burns v. Duluth. 96-104, 104-+714. H St. Paul v. Mullen, 27-78, (i+42-4;

"5 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222. State v. Dist. ()t., 95-183, 103+S81; State

"5 State V. Dist. Ct., 68-242, 7l+27. v. Dist. Ct., 95-503, 104+553; State v.

"7 State v. Dist. Ct., 80-293, 83+183. Dist. (‘t.. 97-147, l06+306; State v. Dist.

fl8Id. Ct., as-63, 10T+726; State v. Dist. Ct..

(W G. S. 1894 §§ 1124, 1353; Carpenter v. 102-182. 113+697, ll-H654.

St. Paul, 23-232; St. Paul v. Mullen, 27- 7~'- Morey v. Duluth. 75-221, 77+S29;

73. (H424; State V. Judges, Dist. Ct., 51- State v. Dist. Ct., 102-482, 493, 1l3+697,

539, 53+S00, 551-122; State v. Ensign, 55- 1l4+65-1.

278, 56+1006; In re Piedmont Ave. East, 7°\\’l1ite v. Knowlton. 84-141. 86+?-"">;

59-522, 61+678; State v. Egan, 64-331, White v. Thomas, 91-395, 9S+101.

67+77; State v. Dist. Ct., 77-248, 79+971;
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6875. For watermainsr—Assess1nents for watermains levied under Sp. Laws

1885 e. 110 §§ 26, 27, at a fixed rate per front foot, are constitutional.77

6876 Extension of time to pay—-' ‘he provisions of Laws 1895 c. 236 au

thorizing an extension of time to pay special assessments are permissive and

not mandatory."

6877. Exemptions—The land of educational 7'“ and charitable 5° institu

tions is not exempt. The land of cemetery associations is exempt."11 Whether

railroad land is exempt depends on the charter of the company and the use

to which the land is put."2 Land may be coiidemned for a local improvement

and the other land of the owner exempted in compensation."

6878. Assessment how far conclusive on courts-—'l‘he levying of a special

assessment, like the' levying of an ordinary tax, is a legislative and not a

judicial function.“ The questions, what property is benefited and how much,

are questions of opinion upon the facts as they appear. They are therefore

questions the decision of which cannot be regulated by any quasi mathematical

rules of law. They must be left to the judgment of men.“5 If the legislature

itself makes the assessment, determining what property is benefited and fixing

the amount, its action can rarely if ever be set aside by the courts." If the

legislature delegates to a municipal body authority to levy such an assessment

the force and effect of the assessment on the courts depends on the particular

charter or authorizing act. Under the charter of St. Paul the determination

of the board of public works as to what property is benefited, and how much,

is conclusive on the courts and cannot be set aside except for fraud or demon

strable mistake of fact; 5‘ or for a violation of the charter,“8 or constitution; 8"‘

or for failure to exercise judgment, that is, making the assessment in accord

ance with an inflexible, arbitrary rule, rather than upon deliberate and honest

judgment directed to the ascertainment of benefits;”° or for following an

illegal rule or principle in making the apportionment.“ By demonstrable

nustake of fact is meant a mistake of fact as to the existence of which there

15 no room for doubt.D2 Every reasonable intendment of good faith and

regularity is to be indulged by the courts in respect to the acts of such bodies

while acting within their jurisdiction in the discharge of such duties.“ The

same couclusivcness applies to the determination of the council under the

77 State v. Lewis, 72-87, 75+108; Id.,

77-3.17, 79+1003; Id., 82-390, 85+207,

S6+611; State v. Trustees, Macalester Col

33-295, 23-1-222; Id., 68-242, 71+27; Id.,

80-293. 83+183; State v. Otis, 53-318, 55+

loge, 87-165, 91+-454.
143; State v. Dist. CL, 90-540, 97+425;

State v. Dist. Ct., 95-70, 103+744.

78 State v. Minneapolis, 65-298, 68+31.

79 State v. Trustees, Macalester College,

87-165, 91-H84.

M‘ Washburn M. O. Asylum v. State, 73

343. 76+204.

~I R. L. 1905 § 2946; State v. St. Paul.

so-529, 32+7sr

82 First Div. etc. Ry., v. St. Paul 21

526; St. Paul v. St. Paul etc. Ry., 231469

smm v. Dist. ca, as-242, 71+27. '

83 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625.

B4 Guilder v. Dayton, 22-366.

pg-‘1State v. Bd. Public Works, 27-442, 8+

“State v. Dist. Ct. 33- '

sum v. Lewis, 72-s7,’75+1o2s?5’ 23+222'
R1 Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; Carpenter

v. St. Paul, 23-232; State v. Bd. Public

(Works, 27-442, 8+161; State v. Dist. Ct.,

.9-62, 11+]33; Id.-, 32-181, 19+732; Id.,

BS Weller v. St. Paul, 5-95(70); State v.

Dist. Ct., 29-62, 11+133; Id., 33-295, 23+

222; Id., 44-244, 46+349; Mayall v. St.

Paul, 30-294, 15+170.

3" See § 6860.

W State v. Dist. Ct., 29-62, 11+133; State

\'. Brill, 53-152, 59+989; State v. Dist.

(1t., 95-503, 104+553; Duluth v. Davidson,

97-378, 10T+151.

‘*1 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222; Id.,

47-406, :'>o+47u; Id.. as-242, 71+27; Id..

80-293, 83+1S3; State v. Brill, 58-152,

59+989; State v. Dist. Ct., 95-70, 103+

744; State v. Dist. Ct., 98-63, 107+726..

92 State v_ Bd. Public \Vorks, 27-442, 8+

See sum v. Dist. cc., so-293, 83+

"8 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222; Id"

80-293, 83+1$3. See State v. Dist. Ct.,

33-235, 22+625.
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Minneapolis charter."‘ It does not apply, however, to the determination of

the assessors appointed by the park board of Minneapolis "5 or of the board of

public works of Duluth,“ on application for confirmation. The determination

of municipal authorities as to the expediency of a public work and the mode

of carrying it out is ordinarily conclusive on the courts.M

6879. Notice to owner—\\"llere a tax is levied on property, not specifically

but'according to its value or according to the benefits accruing to it as in the

case of special assessments, to be ascertained by some person appointed for that

purpose a party l1as a constitutional right to notice and an opportunity to

be heard. But he has no such right to be heard at all stages of the proceed

ings or at any particular stage. Due process of law is satisfied if the owner

has an opportunity to question the amount or validity of the assessment either

before the amount is determined or in subsequent proceedings for its enforce

ment."S He has no constitutional right to notice of the appointment of as

sessors or to contest their appointment.‘“‘ If he is given an opportunity to

object to the assessment on application for judgment under the general law

that alone is sufficient.1 If the charter provides for notice at any stage of the

proceedings the provision is mandatory and must be strictly pursued.2 The

legislature has full authority to prescribe the kind of notice and the mode of

serving it on the owner.3 Constructive notice is suflicient.‘ The provisions

for notice in the St. Paul5 and Minneapolis“ charters have been held sut

ficient.

6880. A proceeding in rem--Proceedings for the collection of special as

sessments are always in rem.7 It is the land and not the owner who is liable.

There is no authority under our constitution to levy a special assessment so

as to make 'it a personal liability against the owner or a lien on his other

property.‘I

6881. No seizure necessary—No seizure of the property is essential to the

right of the state to levy special assessments. For the purposes of taxation

the hand of the state is always on all property within its jurisdiction.”

6882. An administrative not judicial proceeding-—Due process of law

does not require that assessments should be collected through the courts. The

assessment and collection of taxes is fundamentally an administrative func

tion. The confirmation of the assessment and the rendition of judgment for

2.\IcComb \'. Bell, 2-295(256); WellerM Cook \'. Slocum, 27-509, 8+755.

"5 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625.

W State v. Ensign, 55-278, 56+-1006;

State v. Dist. Ct., 68-147, 70+1088.

9'' Sherwood v. Duluth, 40-22, 41+234;

Jrmeway v. Duluth, 65-292, 68+24; Dia

mond v. Mankato, 89-48, 93+911; State v.

Dist. Ct., 89-292, 94+870.

‘-W Rogers v. St. Paul, 22-494; Carpenter

v. St. Paul, 23-232; State v. Dist. Ct.,

33-235, 22-H325; State v. Dist. Ct., 33

295, 23+222; Hennepin County v. Bartle

son, 37-343, 34-+222; Redwood County v.

Wmona etc. Co., 40-512, 41+465, 42-I-473;

St. Paul v. Nick], 42-262, 44+59; Duluth

v. Dibblee, 62-18, 63+1117; State v. Dist.

Ct., 77-248, 79+971; State v. Pillsbury,

82-359, s5+175.

9° Kelly v. Minneapolis. 57-294, 59-+304.

1Hennepin County v. Bartleson, 37-343,

344-222; Redwood County v. Winona etc.

09., 40-512, 41+4G5, 42+473; sum v.

Pillsbury, 82-359, 85+175.

\'. St. Paul, 5—95(70); Priudle v. Camp

hell. 9-212(197); Morehouse v. Bowen, 9

31-4(297); Sewall v. St. Paul, 20-511

(459); Flint v. Webb, 25-93; State v.

Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625; Overrnann v.

St. Paul, 39-120, 39+66; State v. Otis,

53-318. 55+143; James v. St. Paul, 58

459, 00+2l; State v. Dist. Ct., 90-294, 96+

737.

-“State \'. Pillsbury, 82-359, 854-175.

4Dousman v. St. Paul, 23-394; State v.

Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625.

5 (‘arpenter v. St. Paul, 23-232.

"State v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625; Hen

nepin County v. Bartleson, 37-343, 34+

222; sum v. Pillsbury, 82-359, s5+115.

?State \'. Dist. Ct., 51-401, 53+714;

Morey v. Duluth, 75-221, 77+829.

8 Noonan v. Stillwater, 33-198, 22+444.

9Dulutll v. Dibblee, 62-18, 63+1117.
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the amount are not “judicial,” in the s
trict sense. They are but steps in an

administrative proceeding, in which judicial assistance is invoked as a matter

of convenience, because with its assistance the rights of parties and the in

terests of the public can be best protected and conserved.‘°

6883. Application for judgment—Objections admissib1e—What objec

tions may be interposed on application for judgment depends on the particular

charter.11

Under the St. Paul charter almost any objection may be raised

which is sufiiciently specified in the written objections required to be filed,

and the owner is not concluded by the confirmation of the board of publlc

works.12
Where the charter provides to

r an intermediate judgment of court

confirming the assessment the objections which may be interposed on appli

cation for final judgment are very limited.13

collected under the general law and there is no intermediate

Where special assessments are

judgment of

confirmati0n_there is no limit to the objections which may be interposed on

application for judgment. The owner may interpose
any legal objection

affecting the validity of the prior proceedings.“ But if the objection goes to

the notice the appearance must be special for a general appearance waives all

objections on that ground.15
6884. ]udgment—Separate tracts-—Upon an application to the district

court for judgment against several distinct tracts of land to enforce assess

ments based upon one assessment roll, one general judgment only should be

entered.16
6885. Judgment-—Conclusiveness-—Collateral attack-A judgment for

special assessments stands on the same footing as a judgm

civil action except as otherwise prescribed.

of the assessment, the amount thereof, and the regularity of all

In other words it cannot be attacked
ings, it the court had jurisdiction.

ent in an ordinary

It is conclusive as to the validity

prior proceed

collaterally for defects not going to the jurisdiction."

.6836: Opening default judgment

dlscretlonary with the trial court and its action will rarely

‘he opening of a default judgment is

be reversed on

appeal. A motion to open a default is properly denied it the applicant has

been guilty of laches.ls

6887. Formal defects not fata.l—It is generally provided in charters that

merely formal defects in the proceedings shall be deemed immaterial 01‘

waived unless objected to at a certain stage of the proceedings.“

1“ Duluth v. Dibblee, 62-18, 63+lllT.

11 See, under Stillwatcr charter, Stil

water v. Henningsen, 109-132, 123+289.

12 Dousrnan v. St. Paul, 22~387; Id., 23

394; State v. Bd. Public Works, 27-442

sum; sum v. Dist. cs, 47-406, some-'

Td., 51-401, 5a+714; Albrecht v. St. Paul’

47-531, so+eos. ’

13 Ztate v. Dist. Ct., 33-235, 22+625.

H ennepin County v. Bartleson 37-343

s4+22-2; Kelly v. Minneapolis,’ 57-294’

$92304; saw v. Pillsbury, s2-359, 85+’

Iu .

1-;State v. Dist. Ct., 51-401, 53+714.

1;3§;l8l$l)\.'VHtel' v. Henmngsen, 109-132,

17 Carpenter v. St. Paul, 23—232~ -man v. St. Paul, 23-394; Albrecht \]'J.ogi.

Paul, 57-531, 50+608; State v. Judges

Dist. cs, 51-539, ss+soo, '55+122; Hen-’

nessy V. St. Paul, 54-219, 55+1123~ Fitz

llugh V. Duluth, 58-427, 59-l-1041; bululb

v. Dibb'ee, 62-18, 63+-1117; Morey v. Du

luth, 75-221, 77+829; London etc. Co. v.

Gibson, 77—394, 80+20-5, 777; Hawkins v.

Horton, 91-285, 97+10-53; Hause v. St.

Paul, 94-115, 102+-221; Willard v. H0

dapp, 98-269, 107+954; Pieper v. Mac

Larcn, 106-30, 118+60. See Farrell v. St.

Paul, 62-271, 64+809 (effect of judgment

as an estoppel against owner of land);

Smith v. St. Paul, 69-276, 72+-104, 210

(judgment against city not binding on

abutting owners).

19 St. Paul v. Rogers, 22-492; Dousman

v. St. Paul, 23-394; Duluth v. Dibblee,

62-18, 63+11l7.

H1See l\lc(.lomb v. Bell, 2—295(256);

Weller v. St. Paul, 5—95(70); Morrison v.

St. Paul, 5—1OS(83); Prindle v. Campbell.

9—212(197); Griggs v. St. Paul, 11-308

(214); De R-oehbrune v. St. Paul. 11-313

(218): Sewnll v. St. Paul, 20—51l(459);

State v. Dist. Ct., 33-164, 22+295; Mc
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6888. Recovery when improvement abandoned--The owner of property

upon which valid assessments have been made for the purpose of a general

scheme of improvement, as tl1e laying out and grading of streets, may, in

case of the failure on the part of the city to finish its work and an abandon

ment of the same, recover his share pro tanto of the sum so unexpended, in

an action for money had and received.’0 But there can be no recovery if all

the money raised for the particular improvement has been expended thereon

although the party’s lot received no benefit. A municipality does not guar

antee that money raised by special assessment will be honestly or prudently

expended, or accomplish the purpose for which it was collected, or that the

cost of the improvement will come within the estimate. The complaint must

negative the expenditure of all the money raised.21 The fact that the property

has been sold by the city to satisfy the assessment does not affect the right

of the owner to recover.22 The rights of the purchaser at such a sale are

undetermined.28 It is immaterial whether the payment was made before or

after the abandonment if there is a regular judgment for the assessment

constituting a lien on the land.“ A municipality may refund an assessment

to the person who paid it, without becoming liable to his grantee."

6889. Refundments—Charters generally provide for a refundment in case

the proceedings are declared invalid by judgment of a court."

6890. Injunction—The validity of assessnients cannot be determined in an

action by a general taxpayer to restrain the authorities from making the im

provement; the basis of the action being that, if the special assessments fail,

the expense of theimprovement will fall on the general taxpayers. A general

taxpayer has no right of action until an attempt is made to defray the expense

of the improvement from the general fund.21 Assessment proceedings can

rarely be enjoined at the instance of the owner of the land assessed, as he has

an adequate remedy at law by answer on application for judgment.28 A delay

in making the assessment, or a failure to make the same at the time prescribed

by law, caused by the pendency of injunction proceedings in which the assess

ment is enjoined, does not bar the right of the municipality to proceed as soon

as relieved from the injunction.”

6891. Abuses—Remedy political not judicia.1—The mode of making spe

cial assessments under many city charters frequently works grave injustice to

the individual citizen.ao But the remedy is generally political not judicial.“

These charters are self-imposed and if they do not work justly they should be

amended.32 Since the power is committed to the legislature to prescribe the

procedure for raising municipal funds and since this power is absolute save

Kusick v. Stillwater, 44-372, 46+769; 2" State v. Egan, 64-331, 67+77; Flana

Hawkins v. Horton, 91-285, 97+1053; gan v. St. Paul, 65-347, 68+-47; Mer

Stillwater v. Henningsen, 109-132, 123+ chants’ R. Co. v. St. Paul, 77-343, 79+

289. 1040; Wfllilis v. St. Paul, 82-273, 84+

20 Valentine v. St. Paul, 34-446, 26+457;

Strickland v. Stillwater, 63-43, 65+131;

McConville v. St. Paul, 75-383, 77+993;

Germania Bank v. St. Paul, 79-29, 81+542.

21 Rogers v. St. Paul, 79-5, 81+539; Ger

mania Bank v. St. Paul, 79-29, 81+542;

Rogers v. St. Paul, 86-98, 90+155; Pieper

v. MaeLaren, 106-30, 118+60.

'-’2 Rogers v. St. Paul, 79-5, 81+539.

28 Id.; Germania. Bank v. St. Paul, 79

29, s1+542.

24 Valentine v. St. Paul, 34-446, 26+457.

2;;Smith v. Minneapolis, 95-431, 104+

II—39

1009; Nat. B. & S. Co. v. St. Paul, 91

223, 97+878; Otis v. St. Paul, 94-57, 101+

1066; Id., 102-208, 113+269; Gray v. St.

Paul. 105-19, 116+1111.

:1 Merritt v. Duluth, 103-236, 114+758.

28 See § 6883.

29 State v. Dist. Ct., 102-482, 113+697,

114+6-54.

30 State v. Reis, 38-371, 38+97; Sperry

v. Flygare, 80-325, 83+180; Swanson v.

Halloek, 95-161, 103+S95; Pieper v. Mac

Larnn, 106-30. 118+60.

31 State v. Reis, 38-371, 38+97.

-'12 State v. Dist. Ct., 80-293, 831-183.
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as limited by

the state and federal constitutions and the nature of taxation

itself it is difiicult for the courts to define the limits to the exercise of the

power.“
6892. Cases under charter of St. Paul—Cases are cited below involving

assessments under the charter of St. Paul.“

89 State v. Dist. Ct., 33-295, 23+222.

M McComb v. Bell, 2-295 (256) (exercise

of taxing power—charter must be followed

strictly and mode of collection must be

uniform-—ccrtificates to contractors); Wel

let v. St. Paul, 5-95(70); Morrison v. St.

Paul, 5—108(83) (prescribed mode of ap

portionment exelusive—fai1ure to file es

timate with comptroller fatal—appeal

from street commissioners to council not

exclusive remedy—act requiring owner to

pay assessment before bringing action to

have it set aside unconstitutional—force

of clause respecting errors and informali

ties—equitable action to annul proceed

ings void on face); Stinson v. Smith, 8

36G(326) (exercise of taxing power—

must be made on cash valuation and not

on basis of benefits—power of legislature

over taxation); Lovell v. St. Paul, 10-290

(229) (city not liable on certificate of

contractor); Griggs v. St. Paul, 11-308

(214); De Rochbrune v. St. Paul, 11-313

(218) (neglect of street commissioners to

make and file estimates of expense for

sidewalks does not prima. facie vitiate

c0ntract0r’s certificate—distinction be

tween errors of form and substance);

Sewall v. St. Paul, 20-511(459) (notice

of assessment and of application for con

firmation jurisdictiona1—publication on

Sunday held sufiicient—city liable for

damages resulting from work done under

supervision of city oflEicers—-injunction

against void sssessment—authority to levy

must be clearly given and strictly pursued

—distinction between errors of form and

of substance—force of deed as evidence-—

no appeal from order of confirmation

filing objections to confirmation—council

cannot make valid contract on void as

sessment--confirmation essential); First

Div. etc. Ry. v. St. Paul, 21-526 (railroad

land held exempt—definition of “taxes,"

“taxation,” and “assessments”); Dons

man v. St. Paul, 22-387 (scope of review

on certiorari-certiorari will not lie to the

clerks of council and board of public

works—nature of proceedings for judg

ment—-defonces admissible on application

for judgment); St. Paul v. Rogers, 22

492 (new trial unauthorized—opening and

vacating judgment—order denying new

trial not appealable); Rogers v. St. Paul,

22-494 (definition of local improvements

—determination of board of public works

as to benefits how far conclusive—legis

lature may make determination of board

final—board of public works may contract

without restriction as to price--powers of

board of public works defincd—respective

powers of council and board of public

works-—logislature may levy assessments,

mark out tax districts and apportion as

sessments or delegate power _to local

board—doscription of pavement in propo

sition and order for improvement-plan

and specifications for paving suflE'icient—

principle of local assessments-—contract

to be let to lowest bidder—benefit must

equal assessment—a.uthority of legisla

ture over taxation); Nash v. St. Paul,

23-132 (engineer ’s estimate not a part of

plans and specifications—board of public

works cannot contract that engineer ‘s es

timate shall be conclusive a to amouut

of work done under contract-change in

improvement can only be made by resolu

tion—certiorari will not lie to council or

board of public works); Carpenter v. St.

Paul, 23-232 (delegation of taxing power

to council and board of public works con

stitut'ional—determination of board of

public works as to benefits how far con

clusive--parol evidence inadmissible to

show want of benefit—re-assessment au

thorized by Sp. Laws 1874 c. 1-collat

oral attack on condemnation of land for

street-sufiiciency of advertisement £01‘

bids); Dousman V. St. Paul, 23-394

(force of judg1nent—-certiorari lies to re—

view judgment-—constructive notice ‘sulfi

cient-when objections must be made-—

rnon-residence no excuse for laches-—ac*

tion to vacate judgment by 11011-l‘9S1d€!1t)‘;

St. Paul v. St. Paul etc. Ry., 23-469 (rail

road land held exempt); Flint v. Webb.

25-93 (assessment for sidewalk not a lien

until confirmed-—notice of confirmation

iiiiindatory-—contents of judgment roll);

St. Paul v. Mullen, 27-78, 6-H124 (W

assessnent authorized—assessmcnt may

include cost of abstract, engineermg, ad

vertising, etc.) ; State v. Board Public

Works, 27-442, 8+161 (objections admis

sible on application for judgment-—-W110

may appear and object—determin:-ition of

board of public works as to benefits how 1

far conclusive—what is demonstrable mis

take of fact); State v. Dist. Ct., 29-62,

11+133 (when assessment required to be

made on basis of benefits an assessment

on frontage plan void—material dep11}‘

ture from statute renders assessment void

—determination of public works as to

benefits how far conc1usive—rocords 01’

board of public works as evidence); May

all v. St. Paul, 30-294, 15+170 (gradmg

several streets in one irnprovement-—ull

authorized assessment not conclusive——m
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junction against illegal assessment);

Armstrong v. St. Paul, 30-299, 15+-174

(retaining wall not a local improvement—

grading several streets in one improve

ment—injunction against illegal assess

ment); State v. Dist. Ct., 32-181, 19+-732

(board of public works may contract for

partial pavement of sl:reets—street rail

way held not asscssable—comptroller must

countersign coutracts—signature of comp

troller after performance—contract price

cannot be increased without change in im

provement); Althen v. Kelly, 32-280, 20+

l88 (council cannot authorize individual

to grade street without concurrence of

board of public works—injunction to pre

vent unauthorized grading); State v. Dist.

Ct., 33-164, 22+295 (report, plan, and pro

file of board of public works and order of

council must be construed together to de

termine whether work done is authorized

by ,order—assessment warrant prima facie

evidence of valid assessment—burden of

proof on application for judgmeM—what

are formal defects—determination of

board of public works as to benefits how

far conclusive—respective powers of board

. of public works and council defined—or

der to grade, but work done macadamizing

—keeping assessment papers in loose roll

in office of board till after confirmation

not fatal); Gaston v. Merriam, 33-271,

22+614 (sufiiciency of publication of no

tice before issuing deed); State v. Dist.

Ct., 33-295, 32+222 (city may complete

-improvements begun under Sp. Laws 1881

c. 224, as amended by Sp. Laws 1883

c. 57 . and levy special assessments there

for—including several streets in one im

provement—Seventh street fill under Sp.

Laws 1881 c. 224 § 2—powers of board of

public works defined--determination of

board of public works as to benefits how

far conclusive-fraud or mistake in fixing

limits of taxing districts—meaning of

“local” and “vicinity”—assessment war

rant prima facie evidence of valid assess

ment—]egislature may authorize city to

acquire easement in adjoining land for

embankment to support street); Valentine

v. St. Paul, 34-446. 26+457 (recovery

upon abandonment of improvement) ; State

v. St. Paul, 36-529, 32+781 (cemeteries

exempt); State v. Dist. Ct., 40-5, 41+235

(party voluntarily paying an assessment

for change of grade cannot object to

want of notice on application for judg

ment for assessment to pay for grading in

accordance with changed grade); State v.

Dist. Ct., 44-244, 46+349 (certiorari will

not lie before entry of judgment—street

grade must be established before levy of

assessment for grading—wooden stairway

not a sidewalk—power to levy must be

clearly given and strictly pursued); Hen

nessy v. St. Paul, 44-306, 46+353 (assess

ment cannot be made for improvement of

street not yet acquired except upon bond) ;

Brennan v. St. Paul, 44-464, 47+55 (each

lot or parcel must be assessed separately—

assessment of two lots as one is void if

board has notice before confirmation);

Fairchild v. St. Paul, 46-540, 49+325 (tak

ing fee for street is a public improve

ment); State v. Dist. Ct., 47-406, 50+476

(several improvements in one proceeding—

‘ooard of public works must adopt con

tract price as cost—legislature may au

thorize assessment on estimate of cost

without reference to a contract price—

determination of board of public works

as to benefits how far conclusive—what

is demonstrable mistake of fact—objec

tions to assessment on application for

judgment must be specific but may be in

alternative—illegal principle of assess

ment); Albrecht v. St. Paul, 47-531, 50+

608 (action will not lie to set aside as

sessment and restrain its co1lection—may

be maintained if city does not object—

general nature of proceedings to collect—

objections admissible on application for

judgment); Langevin v. St. Paul, 49-189,

51+8l7 (recovery of money paid for re

demption under a mistake of fact); State

v. Dist. Ct., 51-401, 53+714 (general ap

pearance on application for judgment

waiver of defects as to notice—objections

to assessment on application for judgment

must be speeific—assessment warrant

prima facie evidence of validity of assess

ment and regularity of prior proceedings) ;

State v. Otis, 53-318, 55+143 (notice of

meeting of board of public works held

insuflicient-see James v. St. Paul, 58

459, 60+21); Hennessy v. St. Paul, 54

219, 55+l123 (force of judgment—entry

of judgment without order of court—col

lateral attack on judgment-——penalt_v of

twelve per cent. interest valid); State v.

Brill, 58-152, 59+989 (arbitrary basis of

assessment); Bergen v. Anderson, 62-232,

6-H561 (notice to terminate redemption

period must be fully published at least

three months prior to expiration of pe

riod); Farrell v. St. Paul, 62-271, 644-809

(efl'ect of judgment as estoppel against

owner); State v. Egan. 64-331, 67+77

(owners accepting refundment when as

sessment set aside cannot object to the

proceedings for setting aside the original

assessment on re-assessment—charter pro

visions for re-assessment not repealed by

Laws 1893 c. 206); Security '1‘. Co. v.

Heyderstaedt, 64-409, 67+219 (sufliciency

of order for judgment—sale for less than

amount due void-—-description of property

suflScient—power of sale must be strictly

followed); Rogers v. Heyderstaedt, 65

229, 68+8 (under Sp. Laws 1891 c. 12 § 5

treasurer need not file original assessment

warrants in court on application for judg

ment—what report of treasurer to court

should state); Flanagan v. St. Paul, 65
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347, 68+-17 (when original notice to fore

close right of redemption insnfficient a

second notice may be issued within a rea

sonable time and after five years from the

sale—the sale satisfies the judgment and

if the sale lapses there is a total forfeit

ure of the claim for taxes—no reimburse

ment unless sale set aside in action———sufii

ciency of complaint for reimbursement);

State v. Copeland, 66-315, 69+27 (statute

of 1895 providing for a commissioner of

public works unconstitutional); State v.

Dist. Ct., 68-242, 71+27 (railroad land not

used for railroad purposes not exempt-—

description of property suflicient—deter

mination of board of public works as to

benefits how far OODOlIISiV%JiIHitB.lZiOD of

time on re-assessment-—-property on both

sides of street not equally a.ssessed——d.is

crepancy between original assessment and

re-assessment); Keigher v. St. Paul, 69

78, 72+54 (contract for street sprinkling

——city need not levy assessments for street

sprinkling until end of season——query

whether monthly assessments for street

sprinkling can be levied-—iuterest on con

tract not allowable); State v. Lewis, 72

87, 75+108; Id., 77-317, 79+1003; Id., 82

390, 85+207, 86+611 (special assessments

for watermains, under Sp. Laws 1885

c. 110 §§ 26, 27, at a fixed rate per lineal

front foot are constitutional); State v.

Dist. Ct., 72-226, 75+224 (assessment by

commissioner of public works under Laws

1895 c. 228 void——distinction between ofli

cers do jurc and dc facto); State \'. Dist.

Ct., 75-292, 77+968 (assessment for pub

lic park-——discretion of legislature in ap

portioning tax for park—statute of 1891

relating to parks constitutional-—-provision

for confirmation mandatory—statute does

not contemplate double taxation); State

v. Dist. Ct., 77-248, 79+97l (board of

public works may condemn city property

and levy assessments therefor—charter

provisions for re-assessment constitutional

-—re-assessment of whole when original as

sessment set asids only as to one lot—

objections which may be urged on re

assessment); Merchants’ Realty 00. v. St.

Paul. 77-343, 79+1040 (action for reim

bursement on void tax decd—-new notice

of expiration of redemption—deed before

service of notice void—deed void certifi

cate not necessarily void—when reimburse

ment a1lowed——in execution of deed oflicers

act for all parties—descriptrion of prop

erty sufficient—delivery of certificate on

execution of void deed does not cancel

certiFcatc); London etc. Co. v. Gibson.

77-394, 80+205, 777 (limitation of action

to test validity of sale in Sp. Laws 1889

c. 32 50 applies to action to set aside

sale-limitation applies to particular rem

edy pot to land—waiver of statute by

Plefldmg counten-,]aim—-sale for seventy

five cents less than amount due not fatal—

doctrine of de minimis applicable to tax

sales——-notice of tax sale may include sev

eral lots-——force of judgment-—-collateral

attack on judgment-—-construction of tax

laws); State v. Dist. Ct., 80-298, 83+183

(determination of board of public works

as to benefits how far conclusive-—mistake

of fact must be shown afiirmatively——pre

sumption of regularity and good faith—

part of street intersections not included in

contrnct—-corner lots need not be assessed

for more than inside lots though street

intersections paved——lots on intersecting

streets need not be assessed-—street rail

way not assessed-—-fund for repair can

not be raised by assessments-—-contract for

repair not fatal to assessment——power to

assess for paving a continuing one——ex

press authority for repaving not necessary

-—that assessment is made for equal amount

per front foot on each lot does not make

assessment arbitrary or without regard to

benefits—cost of levy and collection may

be included—one assessment may cover

paving and repairs—inequality cannot be

shown merely by plan or plat—remedy for

esils of special assessments political);

Willius v. St. Paul, 82-273, 84+1009 (ac

tion for reimbursement on void deed-—force

of judgment setting aside deed); White v.

Knowlton, 84-141, 86+755 (lien for special

assessment subordinate to lieu of state for

general taxes); Ek v. St. Paul P. L. Co.,

84—245. S7+84-i (statute of 1891 amending

charter as to duties of board of pub‘ic

works constitutional); State v. Dist. Ct..

87-146, 91+300 (citiZen’s charter of 1900

carries right to levy special assessments);

State \'. Trustees, Macalester College, 87

165. 91+-184 (land of Macalester College

not exempt from assessments for water

mnins); State v. Dist. Ct., 89-292, 94+S70

(requirement of a petition of owners for

new sidewalk applies only to original im

provements not to repairs); State v. Dist.

Ct., 90-294, 96+737 (before board of pub

he works can determine and designate the

district within which property will be spe

cially benefited notice provided by section

25 of the 1900 charter must be given);

State v. Dist. Ct., 90-540, 97+425 (where

sewer is constructed in part across private

property, so that it is inaccessib'e to owner

of a lot ‘assessed for benefits without the

commission of a trespass upon such prop

erty, such assessment for benefits must

have been made through fraud or demon

strable mistake of fact, and cannot be sus

taiued); Nat. B. & S. Co. v. St. Paul, 91~

223, 97+878 (certificate-holder cannot have

judgment opened and vacated on the

ground that it is void-—-refundment—

necessity of judgment being dcc'ared void

in action between purchaser 'of certificate

and owner of land); Otis v. St. Paul, 94

57, 1014-1066 (ret'undment—limitation 0

actions—mumcipality bound by judgment
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6893. Cases under charter of Minneapolis-—Cases are cited below involv

ing assessments under the charter of Minneapolis.“

6894. Cases under charter of Du1uth—Cases are cited below involving as

sessments under the charter of Duluth.“

declaring proceedings void); Hause v. St.

Paul, 94-115, 102+22l (judgment—co1lat

eral attack) ; State v. Dist. Ct., 95-70, 103+

744 (determination of board of public

works how far conclusive—fixing assess

ment district——spread of assessment—re

assessment—notice) ; State v. Dist. Ct., 95-

183, 103+881 (re-assessment—order of

council unnecessary—defects of original

proceedings immaterial) ; State v. Dist. Ct.,

95-503, 104+553 (re-assessment—notice of

meeting of board of public works—sepa

rate rneetings—new assessment district

arbitrary assessment); State v. Dist. Ct.,

97-147, 106+306 (re-assessment—defects in

onginal proceedings immaterial—power of

board of public works unafiected by home

rule amendment); State v. Dist. Ct., 98

63, 107+726 (re-assessment—defects in

original proceedings immaterial—assess

ments held not unequal, or unfair, or based

on an erroneous principle of law); Otis v.

Weide, 98-227, 107+540 (judgment and

sale held void because of prior judgment

for same assessment); Otis v. St. Paul,

102-208, 113+269 (refundment-—two judg

ments for same assessment—obligation of

city arising out of sale of certificate);

Gray v. St. Paul, 105-19, 116+1111 (re

fundment-—limitation of actions—Laws

1907 c. 183 held unconstitutional); Pieper

v. MacLaren, 106-30, 118-+60 (judgment

collateral attack—certificate—statement of

amount of judgment).

“-7 Minn. L. 0. Co. v. Palmer, 20-468

(424); Ankeny v. Palmer, 20—477(-131)

(equity will grant relief against a void as

sessment when thc proceedings are valid on

their face and constitute a. lien on realty—

assessment cannot exceed cost of work

authority to levy limited by charter—-as

sessrnent on particular block or portion of

dn-_is1on of city to pay for improvement to

which all property of such division should

contribute is unconstitutional-—if charter

provides no mode of ascertaining cost of

improvement the cost may be shown by

evidence dehors the record); Cook v. Slo

cum, 27-509, 8+755 (widening and straight

enmg street local improvement—legislature

may delegate to city authority to levy spe

cral assessments and authorize council to

appomt commission to assess benefits whose

determination shall be final in absence of

fraud or mistake of fact~—renort of com

mission how far conclusive); State v. Dist.

CL, 33-235, 22+625 (park board may levy

as_sessrnents—act creating park board con

st1tutwnal—publication of notice of meet

mg of assessors—confirmation of assess

ment by court conclusive on application for

judgment-—determination of assessors how

far conclusive-——-practice on application for

confirmation—certiorari will lie to review

confirmation—what is equality of taxa

tion); Hennepin County v. Bartleson, 37

343, 34-+222 (provision of charter Sp. Laws

1881 pp. 462, 482, authorizing assessments

for sidewalks constitutional—-provision as

to notice suflicient—frontage plan of as

sessment constitutiona.l—0bjections which

may be raised on application for judgment

—legislature may levy assessments directly

or delegate authority to municipality);

Kc'ly v. Minneapolis, 57-294, 59+304 (in

junction will not lie to restrain proceedings

—owner has no constitutional right to be

heard on appointment of assess0rs-—0bjec

tion to size of taxing district may be made

on application for judgrnent—title of Sp.

Laws 1885 c. 5 sufficient); Washburn etc.

Asylum v. State, 73-343, 76+204 (land of

charitable institutions not exempt—per

sonal property not subject to special as

sessments) ; State v. Hunt, 74-496, 7'T+301

(statement of amount of assessment in re

port of assessors suflicient on application

for judgment); State v. Pillsbury, 82-359,

85+175 (provision for notice suflicient—as

sessment under “second plan,” Sp. Laws

1883 c. 3 §§ 18, 19, unconstitutional—as

sossments must be cqua1—assessments can

not materially exceed benefits—assessments

cannot be fixed arbitrarily but must be

proportioned to benefits—refundment of

oxcess—-ofl'er of owner on application for

judgment to pay amount of cost and bene

fits); State v. Dist. Ct., 83-170, 86+-15

(park board may contract for conveyance

to city of land for park purposes in con

sideration of exemption of other contigu

ous land of owner from assessments for

park purposes——scope of exemption) ; State

v. Blake, 86-37, 90+5 (informality in re

port of commissioners not fatal to assess

ment); State v. Amos, 87-23, 91+18 (act

providing revolving fund for local improve

ments constitutional); Smith v. Minneapo

lis, 95—431, 104+227 (proceedings canceled

—recovery of assessments paid); State v.

Smith. 99-59, 108+822 (assessments not

leviable for approaches to bridge crossing

railway tracks).
3° Sherwood v. Duluth, 40-22, 41+234 (cer

tiorari will lie to review judgment confirm

ing assessmcnt—assessment may be made

for diverting small stream through city

sewers—property specially benefited by

such diversion may be assessed more than

property merely benefited by sewer—bur

den of proving invalidity of assessment—

determination of municipal oificers as to
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6895. Cases under charter of Stillwater-—Cases are cited below involving

assessments under the charter of Stillwater.”

6896. Cases under charter of Waseca-—(‘»ascs are cited below involving

assessments under the charter of Waseca.38

necessity of improvement how far conclu

sive); State v. Judges, Dist. Ct., 51-539,

53%-800, 55+122 (certiorari will lie to re

view judgment confirming assessment——

grade must be established before assess

ment for grading—-assessrnent for grading

on an arbitrary basis of proximity and

without regard to benefits invalid-deter

mination of assessors as to benefits, how

far conclusive—eflect of Sp. Laws 1891

c. 55 § 17 amending charter of l887-—re

assessment); State v. Ensign, 54-372, 56+

41 (provision requiring assessment roll and

order of confirmation to be filed in oflice of

public works constitutional—city may levy

assements for bridging street regardless

of authority to compel railroad to do so—

burdeu of proving invalidity of assessment

—plan of assessment held not arbitrary—

change of sewer pla.ns——forcc of findings

of fact on appeal); State v. Ensign, 55

278, 56+1006 (legislature may delegate to

courts authority to determine as a quasi

judicial question whether the assessing ofli

ccrs have correctly determined the facts

upon which the assessment is made-—pow

ers of court on application for confirmation

—order for re-assessment should specify

defects in original assessment—evidence of

experts as to value of benefits); Fitzhugh

v. Duluth, 58-427, 591-1041 (judgment not

subject to collateral attack because grade

not established prior to assessments for

grading); In re Piedmont Ave. East, 59—

522, 61+678 (re-assessment under Laws

1893 c. 206—act held constitutional—act

remedial and retroactivHuew whether

act special legislation—where report of as

sessors is attached to assessment roll sufli

cient if they sign report and not roll);

Duluth v. Dibbleo, 62—18, 63+1117 (motion

to open judgment denied on account of

laches——judgment may be vacated for ju

risdictional defects—wha.t are jurisdiction

al defecl:s—seizure of property not essen

tial to jut-isdiction—proceedings adminis

trative uot judicial); State v. Dist. Ct.,

66-16], 68+-‘$60 (Sp. Laws 1891 c. 54 un

constitutional in so far as section 8 pro

vides for assessing “adjacent" property

for the same benefits which, under sectioh

7, are to be deducted from the value of

land takcn—see State v. Dist, Ct., 75-292,

77+968); State v. Dist. Ct., 68-147, 70+

1088 (powers of court on application for

_]udgment—sufiiciency of objections to as

sessment); Duluth v. Miles, 73-509, 76+

259 (failure of comptroller to file certified

statement as to delinquents on application

for judgment not a jurisdictional defect

and ground for vacating judgment on mo

tion-form of judgment); Morey v. Du

luth, 75-221, 774-829 (lieu of assessment

superior to all private 1iens—when lien at

taches—proceedings for collection in rem——

mortgagee may appear and oppose confir

mation and judgment-—judgment conclu

sive as to all objections not jurisdictional) ;

Hawkins v. Horton, 91-285, 97+1Q53

(where proceedings are based on a petition

of property owners a sufficient petition is

jurisdictional); Le Tourneuu v. Hugo, 90

420, 97+115 (where a contract is let to the

lowest bidder it must conform to the spear

fications); Burns v. Duluth, 96404, 104+

714 (expenses of making survey, plans,

specifications, and superintendence—spe

cial revolving fund); Holmes v. Loughren,

97-83, 105+558 (defective publication of

list—presumptions—limitation of actions);

Duluth v.- Davidson, 97-378, 107+151 (ar

bitrary assessment); Merritt v. Duluth,

103-236, 114+758 (right of general tax

payer to test validity of assessment by in

junction).

31 McKusick v. Stillwater, 44-—372,f16+

769 (legislature may authorize proceedings

for widening, opening, and grading. a

street to be conducted together as one im

-provement and the same commissmners

who assess benefits from such improvement

may be authorized to assess damages for

property taken-—pr0visi0n in charter for

deducting assessments for benefits from

compensation awarded held unconstitution

al); Strickland v. Stillwater, 63-43, 65+

131 (recovery on abandonment of improve

ment—parts of several streets may be_m

cluded in one plan for grading) ; Hcnnn_1g

sen v. Stillwater, 81-215, 834-983 (action

to set aside sale must be brought Within

three years from sale—complaint in such

action demurrable when it appears on U18

face thereof that three-years have run

though it states that the judgment was

void-—limitation in charter unaffected by

G. S. 1894 § 5821 as amended by Laws

1897 c. 266); Stillwater v. Henningsen,

109-132, 123+289 (assessment roll and war

rant held to raise presumption that the pre

liminary steps were taken which were

necessary to give the council jurisdiction

to make an assessment—on application for

judgment against several districts tracts

to enforce assessments based upon one as

sessment roll one general judgment only

should be entered).

38 State v. Armstrong, 54-457. 56+97 (ap

proval of mayor of order of council for

sidewalk unneeessary—council not required

to determine separately that sidewalk

would be a public convenience and that the
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6897. Cases under charter of Mankato-—Cases are cited below involving

assessments under the charter of Mankato.an

6898. Cases under charters of Shakopee, Moorhead, Crookston, and

Wabasha—(.‘ases are cited below involving assessments under the charters of

Shakopee,‘° Moorhead,H Crookston,‘2 and Wabasha.43

6899. Cases under general law for vi1lagttS—Cases are cited below in

volving assessments under the general law for villages.H

MUNICIPAL COURTS

ORGANIZED UNDER GENERAL LAWS

6900. Courts of record—Muuicipal courts organized under the general

statute are courts of record, possessing all the powers usually exercised by

courts of record at common law, except as otherwise provided.“

6901. Change of venue—Transfer to district court-Provision is made by

statute for change of venue. substantially in accordance with the practice in

the district court.“

a justice court."

Special provision is made for 21 change on appeal from

6902. Preparation of jury list—E1isor—Municipa1 courts, organized under

the provisions of Laws 1895 c. 229, are authorized to appoint an elisor to make

a list of names of persons from which to select a. jury, where no officer qualified

to make such list is present. The character and form of the evidence to show

such disqualification rests in the discretion of the trial court.“

6903. Equitable defences—Certifying cases to district court—Provision

is made by statute for certifying cases to the district court when equitable de-.

fences are interposed not triable by the municipal court.“

not oust the court. of jurisdiction, and secure a transfer of the cause to the

district court, by simply demanding equitable relief in his, answer.

A defendant can

benefits would justify the expense); Kerr

v. Waseca, 88-191, 92+932 (injunction will

not lie to restrain assessment for side

walk).

39 Diamond v. Mankato, 89-48, 93+911

(determination of council as to necessity

of paving how far conclusive—contract to

be let to lowest bidder—contract must fol

low specifications); Willard v. Hodapp,

98-269, ]07+954 (limitation of actions—

judg-rnent—collateral attack); First Nat.

Bank v. Hodapp, 98-534, 107+957 (id.);

State v. Dist. Ct., 102-482, 113+697, 114+

654 (re-assessment—efi'ect of stipulation

as to benefits—delay caused by injunction).

*0 Scott County v. Hinds, 50-204. 52+523

(provision of charter as to special assess

ments for sidewalks considered and ap

plied).

41 Wolfe v. Moorhead, 98-113, 107-+728

(petition of property owners unnecessary).

42 Turner v. Snyder, 101_481, 112+868

( charter adopted July 31, 1906, superseded

Laws 1895 c. 235 and Laws 1899 c. 128

as to special assessments for street improve

ments).

43 Prindle v. Campbell, 9—212(197) (no

tice of sale-—publication).

To effect

44 State v. Dist. Ct., 61-542, 64+190 (law

not unconstitutional because it authorizes

assessment on frontage plan—owners not

objecting to partial assessment under the

statute cannot object to final assessment on

the grounds available against first assess

ment—lcgislature may authorize assess

ment before completion of work); State

v. Norton, 63-497, 65+935 (objections to

assessment must be made at the time pre

scribed by the statute and cannot be made

for the first time on application for judg

ment under the general law—penalties may

be added as on non-payment of taxes un

der the general law).

45 Wellcome v. Berkner, 108-189, 121+

882.

40 R. L. 1905 § 4099; Clark v. Baxter, 98

256. 108+838. See, prior to present stat

ute, Janney v. Sleeper, 30-473, 16+365.

4'' R. L. 1905 § 4100; Antonsky v. City

Dye House, 109-96, 123+56.

4*‘ Wcllcome v. Berkner, 108-189, 121+

882.

4" R. L. 1905 § 130; Huntley v. Hutchin

son, 9l—244, 97+971.
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sucl1 result, the answer must allege facts which, if true. would entitle the de

fendant to some equitable relief.‘so I D

6904. ]udgments—Liens—Filing transcripts—'l‘he law providing for the

filing of transcripts of judgments rendered in the municipal courts of this

state is distinct from, and not controlled by, the statute relatmg to the re

turning or filing transcripts of justice court judgments, and the former are

sufiicient if they contain the docket entries of the same.“

6905. Appeal to district court—Where the return on an appeal onenes

tions of law alone from the judgment of a municipal court to the district

court does not purport to contain all of the evidence, no ‘question as to the

sufiiciency of the evidence to support the verdict can be raised in the district

court.52 Where, in garnishment proceedings in a municipal court, the plaintiff

appealed from a judgment rendered against him in favor of an mtervenmg

claimant, but neither the garnishee or the defendant in the act_1on tool: any

part therein, it was held that they were not necessary or material parties to

the appeal to the district court.“ An appeal from a conviction for the viola

tion of a municipal ordinance must be taken in accordance with the pro

cedure for appeals from justice courts in criminal cases.M

ORGANIZED UNDER SPECIAL LAWS

6906. Of Minneapolis-—Cases are cited below relating to the municipal

court of Minneapolis.“

50 Iltis v. Greengard Bros., 109-209, 123+

406.

-"1 Schmahl v. Thompson, 82-78, 84-+6-19.

1’-2 Wellcome v. Berkner, 108-189, 121+

882.

W Peterson v. Knuutila, 94-114, 102+368.

M Madison v. Martin, 109-292, 123+809.

"5 Benton v. Snyder, 22-247 (provisions of

Sp. Laws 1874 c. 141 § 1, prohibiting the

court from entertaining equitable jurisdic

tion, inapplicable to garnishment proceed

ings); Brackett v. Rich, 23-485 (upon the

trial of a. question of fact the decision

must be in writing and the facts found and

the conclusions of law separately stated);

State v. Wagner, 23-544 (general law giv

ing defendant the concluding argument to

the jury on the trial of an indictment in

applicable); Gray v. Hurley, 28-388, 10+

417 (in unlawful detainer proceedings an

appeal can be taken only from the final

judgment); State v. Cotton, 29-187, 12+

529; Judd v. Arnold, 31-430, 18+151

(when it appears upon the evidence that

the title to realty is involved the cause

must be certified to the district court);

Stevens v. Minneapolis, 29-219, 12+533

(Sp. Laws 1881 c. 76, fixing the salary of

the clerk, repealed pro tanto Sp. Laws 1874

c. 141 § 7) ; Janney v. Sleeper, 30-473, 16+

365 (change of venue—see R. L. 1905

§ 4099); Clark v. Baxter. 98-256, 108+

838 (provisions of the general statute re

lating to change of venue inapplicable);

State v. Green, 32-433, 2l+547 (findings

of fact subsequent to a conviction held un

authorized and not to affect the convic

tion); Cain v. Libby, 32-491, 21+739 (de

cision filed by a judge after expiration of

his term of ofiice invalid); Shatto v.

Latham, 33-36, 21+838 (under Sp. Laws

1883 c. 46 § 6 summons in civil actions for

the recovery of money only must be

served in Hennepin county); \Vest v._B0t

tineau, 34-239, 25+405 (form of writ of

replevin adopted by rule of court held sufii

cient); Burke v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-172,

28+190; Higgins v. Beveridge, 35-285, 23+

506 (Sp. Laws 1885 c. 74 § 1, giving court

jurisdiction to the exclusion of justices of

the peace, constitutional); Flanigan v.

Minneapolis, 36-406, 31+359 (power of

clerk to receive amount of forfeited recog

nizance); Jordan v. Bailey, 37-174, 33+

778 (Sp. Laws 1885 c. 74 § 3, relating, to

the election of judges of court, constitu

tional); Boston B. Co. v. Buflington, 39

385, 40+:-361 (unlawful detainer-—appeal t0

supreme court) ; Keyes v. Clare, 40-84, 41L

453 (service of pleadings—time-opemn_g

default); Universalist G. Con. v. Bottl

neau, 42-35, 43-+687 (defendant, in l1I1li1\7lT

ful detainer proceedings, must answer, if

at all, at the opening of court upon the day

in which the summons is returnable, or at

such other time as may be designated by

the court—a court of special and lumted

jurisdiction. possessing only those powers

bestowed upon it by statute); State_ v.

Maben, 45-56, 47+306 (mode of selectmg

jurors in criminal cases—special venire);

Hanson v. Bean, 51-546, 53+871 (filing

transcript of judgment in district court

unnecessary that execution first issue put

of municipal court); Suchaneck v. Smith,

53-96, 5-H932 (court has authority to Set
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6907. Of St. Paul--Cases are cited below relating to the municipal court

of St. Paul.“ _

aside a sl1erifl"s return of execution and

to enforce its judgment by issuing an alias

writ of restitution); McGeagh v. Nord

berg, 53-235, 55+117 (prepayment of jury

fee); White v. Flarnme, 64-5, 65+959 (re

plevin may be begun by the service of an

ordinary summons without a writ of re

plevin); Tilleny v. Knoblauch, 73-108, 75i

1039 (facts requiring equitable relief not

a defence to unlawful detainer proceed

ings); State v. Messolongitis, 74-165, 77+

29 (Sp. Laws 1889 c. 34 § 17, providing

that a statement of an offence charged shall

stand as a complaint, constitutional);

State v. Grimes, 83-460, 86+449 (minutes

of a conviction and sentence held sufi‘i

cient); State v. Marciniak, 97-355, 105+

965 (court has jurisdiction of all criminal

cases arising in or triable in the city, where

the punishment cannot exceed a fine of one

hundred dollars or ninety days’ imprison

ment-—Sp. Laws 1889 c. 34 § 7, authorizing

the trial by the court without a jury, con

stitutional); State v. Dreger, 97-221, 106+

904 (court has jurisdiction to try and de

termine all offences committed within the

county of Hennepin which, under the gen

eral laws of the state, are within the juris

diction of a justice of the peace) ; Bunker

v. Hanson, 99-426, 109+827 (court has no

jurisdiction in forcible entry and unlawful

detainer proceedings based upon breach of

the contract of a lease to lands, part of

which were within Hennepin county and

part of which were without that county);

‘State v. Nugent, 108-267, 121+898 (juris

diction—intoxicating liquors—violation of

ordinance—r-ight to jury trial).

5" Marsh v. Smith, 22-46 (Sp. Laws 1875

(2. 2 gave the court jurisdiction of unlaw

ful detainer proceedings to the exclusion of

justices of the peace in certain cases);

Gould v. Johnston, 24-188 (in action for

recovery of money only, if the amount

claimed in the complaint is more than one

hundred dollars and not more than two

hundred dollars. the summons may be

served in any county of the state—sum

mons held valid though it fixed two di|!er

cnt times for answering complaint); Mc

(‘lung v. Manson, 25-374 (no appeal lies

to court from justice of the peace elected

under Sp. Laws 1876 c. 211 § 10) ; McMath

v. Parsons, 26-246. 2+703 (want of verifi

-cation to a complaint is not a ground for

dismissal) ; Hoffman v. Parsons, 27-236. 6+

797 (unlawful detainer—-title of Laws 1874

c. 67 sustained); Steele v. Bond, 28-267.

‘9+772 (in unlawful detaincr proceedings

case must be certified to district court

when it appears upon the evidence that

title to realty is involved); Webb v.

-O'Donnell, 28-369, 10+140 (answer need

not be replied to unless it contains a

counterclaim) ; Hennessey v. Pederson, 28

461. 1l+63 (in unlawful detainer proceed

ings the plaintifi is not entitled to judg

ment without proof on default of defend

ant); Conger v. Nesbitt, 30-436, 15+875

(interest from the time of the finding or

verdict until judgment is entered not to be

taken into account in determining jurisdic

tion); Petsch v. Biggs, 31-392, 18+101 (in

unlawful detainer proceedings the cause is

not to be certified to the district court be

cause the answer sets up an equitable de

fence); \Vagner v. Neal, 33-348, 234-308

(if the amount claimed does not exceed

the jurisdiction of the court the fact that

the complaint states a cause of action for

a greater amount does not oust court of

jurisdiction); St. Paul v. Umstettcr, 37

15, 33+115 (G. s. 1878 c. 64 § es, giving

the clerk of the court- power to receive

complaints and issue warrants in criminal

cases. constitutional); Crosby v. Farmer,

39-305, 40+71; Bulfham v. Perkins, 43

158. 44+1l5O (court may vacate its judg

ments after transcripts thereof have been

filed in and executions issued out of the

district court); Sdmonsen v. Curtis, 43

539, 45+1135 (held that replevin for a deed

involved the title to realty so as to oust

the court of jurisdiction); Marcotte v.

Fitzgerald, 45-51, 47+316 (notice of trial

by the appellant necessary before an ap

peal from a justice of the peace can be

placed on the calendar under Sp. Laws

1889 c. 351 § 28—notice of trial held fa

tally defective); Barth v. Horcjs, 45-184,

47+717 (on appeal from a justice court

other or further pleadings than those filed

with the justice unnecessary unless ordered

by the court); Granse v. Frings, 46-352,

49-+60 (court has discretionary power to

set aside a judgment taken by the defend

ant ’s mistake. inadvcrtence, or excusable

neglect); Hause v. Newel, 60-481, 62+817

(court has jurisdiction of an action by a

receiver of a corporation to recover from

a stockholder the amount due on his stock

subscription); Clark v. Butts, 73-361, 76+

199 (filing transcript of judgment in dis

trict court before entry of judgment in

municipal court); Coleman v. Akers, 87

492, 92+408 (vacating judgment not sea

sonably entered); Selover v. Williams, 98

155, 107+960 (to require the court to cer

tify a cause to the district court upon the

ground that an equitable defence is inter

posed, under Sp. Laws 1889 c. 351 § 22, the

answer must set forth facts suflicient to

constitute a defence); Kenny v._Seu S1

Lun, 101-253. 112+220 (summons in form

ble entry and unlawful detainer proceed

ings is returnable on the first day of a

regular weekly term. being not less than

three nor more than ten days from the
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6908. Of Duluth—(‘/ases are cited below relating to the municipal court of

Duluth.“

6909. Of Mankat<>—Cases are cited below relating to the municipal court

of Mankato.“

6910. Of Stillwater-—Cases are cited below relating to the municipal court

of Stillwater.“

6911. Of Winona-—On appeal from the municipal court of Winona the dis

trict court has power, not only to reverse the judgment, but in a proper case to

award judgment absolute for the appellant.“°

MURDER-See Homicide.

MUST-See Statutes, 8954, 8979.

date of its issuance); Treat v. Court

Minn., 109-110, 123+62 (costs on dismissal

of appeal from justice court); Holmes v.

Igo, 124+974 (appeal from justice court

affirmance—relief from default in bring

ing appeal on for trial); Wentworth v.

Nat. etc. Co., 124+-977 (appeal from justice

court—relief from default in bringing up

peal on for trial).

6" Rossiter v. Minn. etc. Co., 37-296, 33+

855 (court can vacate an attachment only

upon statutory bond); State v. Bannock,

53-419, 55+558 (waiver of jury in criminal

case); Norton v. Beckman, 53-456, 55-l-603

(in unlawful detainer proceedings the

cause is not to be certified to the district

court because the answer sets up an equita

ble defence); Crawford v. Hurd, 57-L87,

58+985 (court has no jurisdiction where

the amount claimed in the complaint, in

cluding interest, exceeds five hundred dol

lars, though the principal sum is less than

that amount); Benson v. Silvey. 59-73,

60+8-17 (court has jurisdiction of an ac

tion by a creditor of a foreign corporation

against stockholders to enforce their statu

tory liability); Carlson v. Segog, 60-498,

62+1132 (court has jurisdiction of an ac

tion for a false and fraudulent warranty) ;

Lynch v. Free, 64-277, 661-973 (an indebt

edness exceeding five hundred dollars set

up as a defence held not to oust court of

jurisdiction); Lundberg v. Davidson, 68

328, 71+395, 72+71 (in unlawful detainer

proceedings defendant cannot set up an

equitable defence); Nornborg v. Larson,

69-344, 72+564 (opening default—garnish

ment); Rustad v. Bishop, 80-497, 83+4-19

(vacation of judgment on motion); State

v. Bates, 96-150. 104-+890 (court held not

to acquire jurisdiction of a person charged

with drunkenness and disordcriy conduct

because the statement of the offence en

tered by the clerk in the records of the

court, in place of a formal complaint, was

insufiicicnt); Dahlsten v. Anderson, 99

340, 109+697 (no appeal lies from the

court to the supreme court, but only to the

district court); Dion v. Bassett. 102-512,

1134-1133 (opening default); State v.

Bates, 105-440, 117+844 (jurisdiction in

criminal cases); State v. Bates,_108-55.

121+225 (intoxicating liquors—ordrnance—

authority to impose fine and in default of

payment to commit to county jail for a pe

riod not exceeding ninety days); Fred

rickson v. Iron Range B. Assn., 108-155.

121+632 (action for conversion of hay

judgment for defendant notwithstandmg

the verdict—ap cal to district court—o_r

der reversed with directions to entertam

motion for new trial-appeal to supreme

court—action of district court sustained)

5*? Burt v. Winona etc. Ry., 31-472, 18+

285, 289 (held a de facto court); Funk_V

Lamb, 87-348, 92+8 (held that transcript

of a judgment showing the name of the

judgment debtor and creditor, the fact

that judgment was rendered, and the date

and amount thereof, and certified to be a

transcript of the judgment instead of the

docket entries thereof, was a comphance

with Sp. Laws 1885 c. 119 § 16); (Hark V

Baxter, 98-256, 108+83S (change of venue

governed by general law). _

5-0 Bassctt v. Fortin, 30-27, 14+56 (in an

action for unlawful detainer the title tfl

realty held involved so as to require the

case to be certified to district court); FOX

v. Ellison, 43-41, 44+671 (action for yalpc

of certain logs held within its jurisdic

tion); McCluer v. Crotty, 69-426, 72+7Ql

(opening default-—limitati0n of SIX

months); Watier v. Buth, 87-205, 914-756,

92-#331 (appeals in unlawful detainer pro;

ceedings must conform to the provisions of

G. S. 1894 c. 86 relating to appeals to the

supreme court—-provisions of G. S. 1894

§ 1377, requiring a summons in unlawful

detainer proceedings to be returnable at a

regular term of court, mandatory-suru

mons returnable at a special term is VOld

and confers no jurisdiction upon the court

to proceed); Jourdain v. Luchsinger, 91

111, 97+74O (court has authority to _deter

mine the sufiiciency of a counterclaim. as

an incident of its authority to certify causes

to the district court in certain cases):

State v. Jack, 98-278, 108+10 (election of

judge—qual-ifying—filing oath of oflice).

"0 Hardenburg v. Roesner, 83-7, 85+719_
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‘xv

MUTUAL ACCOUNTS—Scc Limitation of Actions, 5649.

MUTUAL BENEFIT INSURANCE—See Insurance, 4818.

MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES—See Insurance, 4818.

MUTUAL HAIL INSURANCE—See Insurance, 4863.

MUTUAL INSURANCE—See Insurance, 4742.

MUTUALITY—See Contracts. 1758; Master and Servant, 5802.

MUTUATUS—-See note 61.

NAMES

Cross-References

‘See Acknowledgment, 72; Contracts, 1732; Corporations, 1971; Execution, 3505; In

dlctrnent, 4399; Judgments, 5062, 5104; Justices of the Peace, 5296; Process, 7830;

Pubhc Lands, 7971; Taxation, 9289, 9428.

6912. Middle na1n&—As a general rule neither a middle name nor its

initial is a necessary part of a person's legal name.‘’'-’ But this rule is in

applicable where the Christian name is given only by its initial. Forgery may

be committed in changing the initial of a person’s middle name.“

6913. Initia1s—In judicial proceedings the Christian name of a person

should be given in full and not merely by its initial letter. The _failure to do

so, however, is not a ground for demurrer or dismissal.“ The initial of a

person’s middle name is not a necessary part of a person’s legal name.“

6914. ]unior—'1‘hc suffix “Jr.” is not a necessary part of a person’s legal

name.“

6915. Assumed name—-A person may contract,“ or sue,“ under an as

sumed or fictitious name, at least if he does so without a fraudulent or criminal

purpose. If a person places on record a deed in which his name is incorrectly

spelled, he cannot object if he is sued in relation to the land by that name."

6916. Foreign names—In a foreign name a variance of a letter which,

according to the pronunciation of that language, does not vary the sound, is

not a misnomer.70 A court will not take judicial notice of the proper or

thography or pronunciation of names in a foreign language."1

6917. Identity-—Identity of names is prima facie evidence of identity of

persons.72

6918. Father and son of same name—Presumption—Where father and

son have the same name as the grantee in a conveyance of land, and neither

is otherwise designated therein as the grantee, the father will be presumed to

be the grantee. if other things are equal and there is no evidence to the

contrary."

61 Marshall v. Hart, 4-450(352).

"'1 Stewart v. Colter. 31-385, 18+98;

State v. Tall, 43-273, 45+-449. See Ambs

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 44-266, 46+321; Blom

berg v. Montgomery, 69-149, 72+56; Mas

sillon etc. Co. v. Holdrirlge. 68-393, 71+

399; D'Autremont v. Anderson. 104-165,

116+357.

W State v. Higgins, 60-1, 61+816.

0* Knox v. Starks, 4-20(7); Gardner v.

McClure, 6-250(l67): Kenyon v. Semon,

43-180, 45+10; Pinney v. Russell, 52-443,

54-+484; Piper v. Sawyer, S2-474. 85+206.

“5 See § 6912.

'16 Bidwoll v. Coleman, 11-78(45).

"7 McNair \'. Toler, 21-175. See § 1732.

r-8Scanl:-1n v. Grimmer, 71-351, 74+146.

(H) Blinn v. Chessman, 49-140, 51+666.

70 State v. Tiznmens. 4-325(241).

T1 State v. Johnson, 26-316, 31-982; State

v. Blakeley, 83-432. 86+419.

72 Morris v. McC1ar_v, 43-346, 46+23S;

State v. Bates. 101-303. 306, 112+260.

See, as to efl‘ect of similarity of names.

Newton v. Newell. 26-529, 541, 6+3-46;

Ambs v. Chi. etc. Ry., 44-266. 46+321;

Pinney v. Russell, 52-443, 54+484; True]

ssn v. Hugo, 81-73, 83+500.

711 Hess v. Stockrml. 99-504, 109L]l]3.
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6919. Mistakes not generally fatal—Amendment—Mistakes 1n names are

not generally fatal.H Provision is made by statute for the amendment of

mistakes in the names of parties in judicial proceedlngs.75 "

6920. Mistakes held fata1—“Landers” for “Landis,” in a summons; ”

“Fred Vongard” for “William Bungard,” in an indictment; 7" “John ()‘2 Shea

for “John O’Shea_.” in a published summons; 7“ “Andrew Rome” for “Abram

Rauma,” in unlawful detainer proceedings; 7“ “George H. Lesl1e” for George

W. Leslie,” in a published summons.so

6921. Mistakes held not fata1—“Sumner W. Farnham” for “Samuel _W.

Farnham,” in a judgment;"1 “Kurkwiski” for “Kurkowski,_” in an n‘1‘d1ct

ment; “ “Railroad” for “Railway,” in an indictment; 83 “Nellson” fog _Nel

son,” in a judgment; 8‘ “Jacob Barrows” for “Chauncey W. Ba_r1'ovvs, 111 9::

attachment;""’ “Bert Samrud” for “Bernt Sannerud,” in an 1nd1ctment;

“Farmness” for “Framness,” in a verdict; 5" “Berlah” for “Beulah,” 1n a pub;

lished summons 5“ “Le Claine” for “Le Claire,” in a patent of land ;"

“Cheesemen” for “Chessman_.” in a deed and published summons; ”° “Charles

Casper” for “Christian Casper,” in a summons and default judgment; "1 “Oscar

Farrar” for “Arthur Farrar,” in a summons;92 “Wm. Strieber” for “Wm,

Schrieber,” in an acknowledgment; "3 “S. G. Terryll” for “Cora V. Terryll,

in a notice of claim; ‘“ “Tony Barrom” for “Tony Baron” or “Antonio Bar;

one,” in the name of a witness on an indictment; "5 “Johnson” for “Johnston,

in a notice of appeal; 9“ “Forrest” for “Fourai,” in an indictment; ‘" “Joseph

W. Earl” for “Jasper W. Earl,” in a return of service of summons; "8 “Adam

Sture” for “Andrew Sture,” in a verdict."9

6922. Held idem sonans—Forrest and Fourai; 1 Bernt Sannerud and Bert

Samrud ; 2 Johnson and Johnston; 5 Hanson and Hansen; " Eidem and

Eidam.“

6923. Held not idem sona.ns—Landis and Landers; “ Fred Vongard and

William Bungarcl;1 S. Holdridge and O. S. Holdridge.8

6924. Pleading misnomer—A plea of misnomer must be so full as to

wholly exclude plaintifiis right to sue defendant by the name used.D

 

NATIONAL BANKS—See Banks and Banking, 812.

NATIONAL GUARD—See Militia.

NATURALIZATION—See Aliens, 253.

74D’Autremont v. Anderson, 104-165, 03 Rodes v. St; Anthony etc. Co., 49-370,

116+357 and cases under § 6921. 52+27.

""5 See § 5104. 94 Terryll v. Faribault, 81-519, 84+458

"1 Atwood V. Landis, 22-558 (overruled 85 State v. Blakeley, 83-432, 86+419.

in Casper v. Klippen, 61-353, 63+737). W State v. Jones, 55-329, 56+1068.

"State v. Quinlan, 40-55. 41+299. 9'! State v. Timrnens, 4—325(24D

"Clary v. O’Shea. 72-105, 75+115. as Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390,

79 Ranma v. Bailey, 80-336, 83+191. 57+938.

8°D’Autremont v. Anderson, 104-165, 9° Red River etc. Ry. v. SWIG, 32-95, 20+

116+357. 229.

91 Thompson v. Bickford, 19-17(1). 1State v. Timmens, 4—325(241)- see»

82State v. Johnson, 26-316, 3+9B2. on the general subject of idem sonans,

88 State v. Brin. 30-522, 16+406. Note, 100 Am. St. Rep. 322

84: Fuller v. Nelson, 35-213, 28+511. 2State v. Sannerud, 38-229, 36+447

85 Morse v. Barrows, 37-239, 33+7l)6. 3State v. Jones, 55-329, 56+1068

86 State v. Sannerud, 38-229. 36+447. -‘Stein v. Hanson, 99-387. 109+821.

8'! State v. Framncss, 43~490. 45+1098. 5Eidam v. Finnegan, 48-53, 504-933

58 Lane v. lnnes, 43-137, 4-5+4. “Atwood v. Lanrlis, 22-553

“ Dawson v. Mayall. 45-408, 4S+12. 7State v. Quinlan, 40-55. 41+299

\10Blinn v. Chessman, 49-140, 51+666. aMassillon etc. Co. v. Holdridge. 68-393,

M Casper v. Klippen, 61—353, 63+737. 71+399.

92 Bradley v. Sandilands, 66~40, 68+321.. 9Lyons v. Raiferty, 30-526, 16+420



NAVIGABLE. WATERS

IN GENERAL

What constitutes, 6925.

Public and private waters—Lakes, 6926.

International comity, 6927.

Pub ie highways, 6928.

Defignition of river bed and river front,

6 29.

FEDERAL AND STATE CONTROL

Concurrent control—-—Federa1 consent, 6930.

Federal control, 6931.

Navigable waters of United States—

Lakes, 6932.

State control, 6933.

Legislative discretion, 6934.

NAVIGATION

General nature of public right——Reason

able use, 6935.

Occupation of shore—Moorings, 6936.

PUBLIC USES OTHER THAN

NAVIGATION

In general, 6937.

A public right, 6938.

Compensation to riparian owners unneces

sary, 6939.

Public rights superior to riparian rights,

6940.

Taking water for municipal uses, 6941.

Removal of ice, 6942.

Floating logs, 6943.
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In general, 6949.
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6951.
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Reclamation and improvement of sub
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Who are riparian owners, 6960.
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Title held by state in trust, 6961.

Between high and low-water mark, 6962.

Definition of highavater mark, 6963.

CONVEYANCES AND CONTRACTS

Public grants, 6964.

Private grants, 6965.

Contracts. 6966.

Leases, 6967.

Cross-References

See Boundaries; Nuisance, 7253; Waters.

IN GENERAL

6925. What constitutes—The division of waters into navigable and non

navigable is but a way of dividing them into public and private waters. The

ebb and flow of the tide is not the test of navigability. Waters are navigable

in law, it’ they are navigable in fact. They need not be navigable all the year,

or against the current. The existence of rapids in a stream does not neces

sarily destroy its navigability. The capability of use by the public for pur

poses of transportation and commerce affords the true criterion of the n_av_1

gability of a river, rather than the extent and manner of that use. If it is

capable, in its natural state, of being used for purposes of commerce, no matter

in what mode the commerce may he conducted, it is navigable in fact, and

becomes, in law, a public river or highway. Waters may be navigable though

they are intercepted by fails, if the waters above and below the falls are

navigable for long distances for purposes of commerce.10 Ripanan rights in

1° (‘astner v. St. Dr. Franklin, 1—73(51); Minn. C. & P. C. v. Koochiching Co., 97

Schurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 10-82(59); 429, 107+405.

Lamprey v. State, 52-18], 53+1139;
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inland navigable waters are the same as in tidal waters.11 Where the title to

the bed of a lake was not in the state, it was held that the waters did not

become public from the fact that the height of the lake was raised by a. dam

and the lake was used incidentallyby the public and a city during the time

the right to maintain the dam and overflow the adjoining lands contmued.“

6926. Public and private waters-Lakes-It has been said, perhaps too

broadly, that if our inland lakes are capable of being put to any beneficial

public use, they are to be deemed public waters—-that the test of nav1gab1l1ty

to be applied to them must be sufficiently broad and liberal to mclude all

public uses, includingr boating for pleasures, for which such waters are

adapted.13 _ _

6927. International comity—The use and control of waters lying wlthlll

the geographical boundaries of the United States is not restrained by inter

national comity.H ..

6928. Public highways—Navigable waters are public highways." Certam

of the navigable waters of the state are declared public highways by the con

stitution and organic act, and preserved as such forever free, as well to the

inhabitants of the state as to other citizens of the United States, without any

tax, duty, impost, or toll."

.6929. Definition of river bed and river front—A river is composed of bed.

banks, and water or stream. It is generally understood that the river bed

terminates where the bank begins, that is, at low-water mark. The term

“river front” is sometimes used to denote the shore above low-water mark."

FEDERAL AND STATE CONTROL

6930. Concurrent control—Federal consent—The act of Congress Oi

March 3, 1899, requiring the consent of the Secretary of War on the approval

of the chief of engineers to the construction of public works in any navigable

waterway within the United States, does not transfer exclusive control over

navigable waters entirely within the limits of a state to the federal authorities;

but the right of private persons to erect structures in such waters is dependent

upon the concurrent or joint consent of both the state and federal govern

ments. Under such act a public service corporation should not be permitted

to exercise the power of eminent domain in furtherance of an enterprise in

volving an interference with navigable waters within the state without having

firsttpgocured the approval of its plan by the ofiicers of the federal govern

men .1

6931. Federal control—Navigable waters entirelv within the limits of 3

state are subject to the same control by the federahgovernment as those ex

tending through or reaching beyond the limits of the state.In

11 Morrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. 00.. v. Sprague, 91~461, 98+347; State V

26—222, 2+842. _ Tower L. Co., 100-38, 42, 110+254.

12 Albert Lea v- Nlelselly 30-101, 82+ 1“ Const. art. 2 § 2; Castner v. St. D1‘

11°4- Franklin, 1-73(51); Schurmeier v. St. _P.
13La_mprey v. State, 52-1s1, 53+na9. etc. Ry., 10-82(59); Osborne v. Knife

1;‘2i‘§‘9“5“- C & P- 00- v- Pratt, 101-197. Falls B. Corp., 32412, 21+704.

. 1'' Eastman v. St. Anthony Falls etc. 00..
15 Sehurme1er v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 10-82 43-60. 44+832_

_ (59, 77); Cotton v. Miss. etc. Co., 22- 18 Minn. 0. a P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197,

372, 374; I-layward v. Knapp, 23-430; l12+395. See Crookston etc. CO- V

Weavct v. Muss. etc. Co., 28—534. 538, 11+ Spragne, 91-461, 468, 98+347, 99+420~

114; Osborne v. Knife Falls B. Corp., 32-— 19 Minn. C. & P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197,

412, 21+704; Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co., 1]2+395.

53-492, 499, 55+608; (lrookston etc. Go.
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6932. Navigable waters of United States-—Lakes-—Lakes lying within

the limits of the state are not navigable waters of the United States.20

6933. State control—In the absence of the exercise of power conferred by

the federal government over navigable streams within the states, incident to

its power to regulate commerce, the states have full power over such waters

within their jurisdiction.21

6934. Legislative discretion—Within constitutional limits the legislature

has practically unlimited discretion in regulating the use of public waters.

It may enact laws prescribing the manner in which the common right of

fioatage shall be enjoyed. It may determine what means shall be adopted,

and by what agency, to secure results which, in its judgment, are the best and

fairest practical compromises of conflicting interests—the best attainable good

of all concerned. It may authorize suitable means and instrumentalities to

secure this end to be provided and employed by a private person or by a

corporation, and it may prescribe what these means and instrumentalities may

be—-as booms, dams, piers, sluiceways-—and what use may be made of them.

and, in general, in what manner the business shall be conducted.22 The

legislature may grant the right to do what could not otherwise be lawfully

done.23 The state is authorized to regulate the exercise of riparian rights

in the interests of the public, and may make concessions to private owners of

possessory rights in the soil of navigable waters, the efiect of which will be to

give them private and exclusive rights equivalent to a grant."

NAVIGATION

6935. General nature of public right—Reasonable use—All persons have

a common and equal right to use public waters for navigation in a reasonable

manner. No general rule can be laid down as to what constitutes a reasonable

use. Reasonable use is a relative matter, depending upon the facts of the

particular case.25 The right of passage on a navigable stream is a common

and paramount one, but must be exercised with due regard to the rights of

riparian owners, and with ordinary care and skill.“

6936. Occupation of shore-—Moo/rings—'l‘he right of navigation includes,

as incidental to its beneficial enjoyment, the right, in a reasonable manner, to

occupy, to the exclusion of others, particular places in public waters. Thus,

vessels have n t merely the right of passage, but the right to land and remain

at the shore Qmh times, and in such places, as may be reasonably necessary

for loading or unloading passengers and freight, and waiting for the same.27

PUBLIC USES OTHER THAN NAVIGATION

6937. In gene'ral—All persons have the common right, subject to reasonable

restrictions, to use public waters for the ordinary purposes of life, such as

boating, fishing, fowling, skating, taking water for domestic or agricultural

2° Stapp v. St. Clyde, 43-192, 45+430. 25 Hayward v. Knapp, 23-430; Page v.

See Griswold V. St. Otter, 12-465(364). Mille Lacs L. Co., 53-492. 55+608. See

'-"IMinn. C. & P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197,

112+395.

‘-"~’ Osborne \'. Knife Falls B. Corp., 32

412, 21+704.

23Mpls. M. Co. v. Bd. Water Comrs.,

56-485, 58+33; Sanborn v. Peopls’s Ice

Co., 82-43, 51, 84+641.

:4 Miller v. Mendenhall, 43-95, 101, 44+

1 41.

Red River R. Mills.v. Wright, 30-249, 15+ -

167; Crookston ctc. Co. v. Sprague, 91

461. 9S+347; State v. Tower L. Co., 100

38, 1]0+254.

2° Coyne v. Miss. etc. Co., 72-533, 75+

748.

'-'7 Castner v. St. Dr. Franklin, 1—73(51);

Hayward v. Knapp, 23-430.
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purposes, and cutting ice. rl‘he public, and riparian owners, en]oy this right

' 1m n.28 ~ _m ($918. ‘A public right—The right to use navigable waters IS a pubhc and

t a rivate ri ht.2D _
1106939Pi Cornpegnsation to riparian owners ur_mecessary—The public may

apply the waters of a navigable stream to pubhc uses without malung corn‘

ensation to ri arian owners.3U _ _
p 6940. Publicprights superior to riparian rigl_1ts—The r1_ght of tliealpubllc

to apply navigable waters to public uses is super-1or_to nparlun rights. _ b]

6941. Taking water for municipal uses—Takmg water from nav_1g8 9

streams or lakes for the ordinary use of cities in their vicinity is a pubhc usei

and this is so though consumers are charged for water used, as a meants o

paying the cost of maintaining the plant. In thus takrng water the sta et1:8

not controlled by the rules which apply between riparian owners as to 8

diversion from, and return of water to, its natural channels."

6942. Removal of ic:.~—All persons have a common right to cut and remove

ice from public waters for ordinary domestic or individual uses. Theyhave

no right, however, to cut, for commercial purposes, such large quantities as

to materially reduce the level of the waters. Cutting and removing 1ce frog

White Bear lake, for shipment and sale in distant markets, has been he

forbidden by Sp. Laws 1881 c. 410.“ _ 1._

6943. Floating logs—a. In gen-eral—-Every one has a nght to use pllh 1»

or navigable waters for the purpose of floating logs in a reasonable manner,

and with due regard for the rights of others. The right of navigation 1!!

cludes rafts of logs as well as vessels.34 . _ , .

b. Mooring rafts of l0gs—Persons floating rafts of logs on the Mlsslssippl

river may moor them to the shore, for periods, in places, and In 3 1118111191‘

reasonable with respect to the right of passage in other persons, to enable the

owner to make sales of the logs. The custom of lumbermen and p_l10tS, W1_th

reference to tying up rafts along the shore of the Mississippi river, is material

evidence upon the question whether a particular raft is negligently moored to

the shore. It is competent to ask the opinion of experts whether the Place

where a raft is moored is a safe place.“

c. Injuries to dams—Under the authority given to a water~power c0lTlPany

by act of Congress to construct a dam across the Mississippi river at St. Cloud,

it is for the company to do what is necessary to protect its Qlam from the

consequences of jams of logs floating down the river, caused by the slack-Water

which the dam creates. If, to prevent such jams, and protect the darn agalnst

the consequences of them, it is necessary to employ men to get the logs Past

the slack-water, it is for the company to employ them.“ An owner Of 1°55

who permitted the same to pass over a dam without guiding them through the

sluiceways by means of sheer booms, and without taking out the sluice boards;

28 Sanhorn v. People’s Ice Co., 82-43,

844641; Lamprey v. State, 52~181, 200,

53+l139.

Hayward v. Knapp. 23-430; Weaver \'

Miss. etc. Co., 28-534, 538, 11+114; SWED

ZD Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co., 42-532. 44+

986.

3" Mpls. M. Co. v. Bd. Water Comrs., 56

485, 58+33.

31 Td.

32 Id.

38 Sanhorn v. People’s lee Co., 82-43,

844 641. See 15 Harv. L. Rev. 68.

M Castner v. St. Dr. Franklin, 1-73 (51);

son v. Miss. etc. Co., 42-532, 536, 44+986;

Page v. Millc Lacs L. Co., 53-492. 500,

551608; Coyne v. Miss. etc. Co., 72-533,

535, 754-748; Reeves v. Backus, 83-339,

342. 86+3-'37; Crookston etc. Go. V. SpHIgHB

9l~461, 470. 981347, 99+420.

35 Hayward v. Knapp, 23—430.

3“ St. Cloud etc. Co. v. Miss. etc. C0-, 43'

380, 45+714.
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has been held not liable for damage to the dam occasioned thereby.‘11 A com—

plaint in an action for damages to a dam caused by floating logs has been held

sufficient.”

d. Obstructing nam'gaii0n——The obstruction of navigation, in driving, float

ing, rafting, or booming logs, is a nuisance and actionable as such.”

e. Duty to exercise care—Liability for negligence—~A person using public

waters for floating logs must exercise ordinary or reasonable care to avoid in

juring other navigators or riparian owners—such care as persons of ordinary

prudence usually exercise under similar circumstances.‘° It is negligent for

one to propel a raft of logs in the channel of the Mississippi by means which

impart to the raft a motion beyond his power to control.41 One driving logs

must exercise ordinary or reasonable care to prevent them from lodging and

creating jams and obstructions in the stream, thereby diverting waters from

their natural course to the injury of riparian property.42 One driving logs

is not an insurer. If he exercises due care he is not liable for resulting in

jury to riparian property."

OBSTRUCTION AND INTERFERENCE

6944. Bridges—Nuisance—A bridge across a navigable stream may con

stitute a nuisance which may be abated in a private action by a navigator

specially injured thereby.M A bridge cannot be constructed across a navigable

stream of the United States without first obtaining leave from the federal

authorities.“

6945. Public service corporations—A public service corporation, though

authorized to condemn private property for the construction of canals and

reservoirs for the generation of electric power, cannot exercise such power

when the particular enterprise contemplates an interference with the navigable

capacity or navigation of any of the navigable waters of the state, unless such

interference is expressly authorized by statute.‘6

6946. Injunction-—For an unlawful interference with the right of a riparian

owner to use water flowing past his land injunction is a proper remedy."

6947. When private action lies—A private action will lie for an unlawful

obstruction of navigable waters by a person who suffers a special and particular

injury therefrom, distinct from the general public. When the injury is not

special a private action will not lie. No general rule can be laid down as to

what constitutes a special injury. Each case necessarily depends largely upon

its own facts. In border cases the line must be drawn somewhat arbitrarily."

A common nuisance in a navigable stream of water, which obstructs, inter

rupts, or prevents the continuance of a lawful business occupation existing and

being conducted at the time of and before the creation of the nuisance, may

8'' Crookston etc. Co. v. Sprague, 91-461,

98+-347, 99+420.

38K1‘etZBCh!D8.f v. Meehan, 74-211, 77+41.

W Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co., 53-492, 55+

608. See Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co., 42—

532, 44-+986; Miller v. Cbatterton, 46

338. 48+1109.

4° Miller v. Chatterton, 46-338, 48+1109;

Doucette v. Little Falls I. & N. Co., 71—

206, 73+847; Coyne v. Miss. etc. Co., 72

533, 75+748; Mandery v. Miss. etc 00.,

105-3, 116+1027. See § 5691.

41 Hayward v. Knapp, 23-430.

1:)22Mande1'y v. Miss. etc. 00., 105-3. 116+

7.

II—40

48 Coyne \'. Miss. etc. Co., 72~533, 75+

748. '

44 Viebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96

276, 104+10B9.

45 Minn. C. & P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197,

l12+395.

40 Id.

41 Morrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co.,

26-222, 2+842.

4~‘1St. Anthony etc. Co. v. Morrison, 12

249(l62); Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co., 42

532, 44+986; Lammcrs v. Brennan, 46

209, 48+766; Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co..

53-492, 55+-603; Viebahn v. (‘row \'\'ing

County, 96-276, 104+1089.
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be proceeded against by private action by the person who is thus interfered

" ' "ted'lt:.“‘ I _ ._“ltd};M1=l81. h(1Zsi'i‘rreiinal Io1l’gfe1nl:<->—']?lie obstruction of navigable waters is a criminal

ot'fence.‘°

RIPARIAN RIGHTS

9. In eneral—Ri arian owners possess special rights in navigable wa
terggdot enj§yed by the general public.51 The owner of land_bolrde({ingd0iI:h:

navigable river has a right to free commiinicatioii between his an an(1 the

navigable channel of the river, to build and maintain, for his own fan t f

public use, suitable landing-places, wharves, and p1ers,_on and H1 ront 0f

his land, and to extend the same theret'rorn into the river, to the po1in_ 0

navigability, even though beyond low-water mark, and to this extentdexctusgiifd

l-y to occupy, for such and like purposes, the bed of the stream, suboi H15; e Dd

subject only to the navigable rights of the public, and such neediul 1ru es taive

regulations for their protection as may be prescribed by competent egis pthe

authority. The rights which thus belonged to him, as riparian owner 8 db

abutting premises, are valuable property rights, of which _he cannot_ e _

vested without consent, except by due process of law, and, if for ppbllcllplllf

poses, upon just compensation.“2 The fundamental right, upon which a1 dz

others depend, is the right of access to the water.53 All persons l1£lVlI1_gh:sIl_n

on the margin of a flowing stream have, by nature, certain riparian rig hi

the water of the stream, whether they exercise those rights or not, and ttiy

may begin to use them when they choose. It matters not how ]1111(}31h hi;

owner of land upon a stream has actually used the water, or whether _e EL

used it at all, his right to it remains unaffected for any period of titilne.to

Riparian rights depend on title to the bank or shore, and not upon t1 6 _

the soil under the water.“ ‘ Riparian owners have a right to en]oy, for the purd

poses of gain or pleasure, all the facilities which the location of their lau

with reference to the water affords. These rights exist jure naturae,5°because

the land has, by nature the advantage of being washed by the stream. __

6950. Subordinate to public uses—Riparian owners on navigable waters

hold their land subordinate to the public use of such waters, if such use is

reasonably exercised, precisely as do the owners of land abutting on any other

public highway.57

. . ' Veb'4“V1ebahn v. Crow Wing County 96- Reeves v. Backus 83-339, 86+337, ‘ _

276-1°‘*+1°89- ’ her v. Axtell, 94’-375, 102+915; St. An

-'>° R. L. 1905 § 4987; Minn. C. 85 P. CO.

v. Koochiehing 00., 97-429, 442. 107+405;

Minn. o. & P. Co. v. Pratt, 101-197, 220,

1l2+395.

-'~lMorrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co.,

26-222, 2+8/12; Lake Superior L. 00. v.

Emerson, 38-406, 38+200.

.52 Rippe v. Chi. etc. Ry., 23-18; Bris

bine v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23-114; Merrill v.

St. Anthony Falls etc. Co., 26-222, 2+

842; Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co., 28-534,

538, 11+114; Carli v. Stillwater etc. Co.,

28-373, 380, 10+205; Union Depot etc. Co.

v. Brunswick, 31-297, 17+626; Miller v.

Mendenhall, 43-95, 4~1+1l41; Hanford v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 43-104. 42+596, 4-H1144;

Lamprey v. State, 52-181. 53+1l39; San

born v. People '5! Ice Co., 82-43, R4-+641;

thouy etc. Co. v. Bd. Water Comrs.,,16:

U. S. 349; Weerns S. 00. v. People s ~

C0., 214 U. S. 345. 3‘

“Lamprey v. State, 52-181, 197, 5 -

1139.

54 Reeves v. Backus, 83-339, 86+337

5-'> Lake Superior L. Co. v. Emerson, 33

406, 38+200; Lamprey v. State, 52431

198. 53+-1139.

5° Lake Superior L. 00. v. Emerson, 38

406, se+aoo.

-'51 M01-rill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. C0-v

26'222' 2+-842; Red River R. Mills 1;.

Wright, 30-249, 254, 15+167; Mpls. _

Co‘ v. Bd. Water Comrs., 56-485, 58+33,

Doucette v. Little Falls I. & N. Cm 7%‘

206, 73+347; Coyne v. Miss. etc. Co.. 7 -

533, 75+748.

.___-._--4-__
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6951. Infringement by other riparian owners—Riparian owners are

bound to exercise their rights with due regard to the corresponding rights of

adjacent owners:"8

6952. Use of water—In general—Biparian owners may use the water flow

ing past their land for any purpose, so long as it does not impede navigation.

in the absence of any counter claim by the state or United States. The limit

to the private right is imposed by the public right, a11d the private right exists

up to the point beyond which it would be inconsistent with the public right."

6953. Right to accretions-—.Riparian owners are entitled to accretions to

their lands made by the water contiguous thereto. The reasons usually given

for this rule are either that it falls within the maxim de minimis non curat lex,

or that because the riparian owner is liable to lose soil by the action or en

croachment of the water, he should also have the benefit of any land gained

by the same action. In truth the rule rests upon a much broader principle,

and has a much more important purpose in view, that is, to preserve the funda

mental riparian right of access to the water.00 Land bordering on the Mis

sissippi river having been submerged for some distance above the low-water

mark by means of dams erected in the river, the owner conveyed in fee all

such submerged land. It was held that the conveyance also included the

riparian rights which were naturally incident thereto, among which was the

right to accretions formed by gradual alluvial deposits beyond the line of low

water, notwithstanding the fact that the deed also in terms granted certain

easements and rights upon the shore, which may be regarded as applicable to

the remaining lands of the grantor bordered by the submerged land conveyed.“

It has been held that where a plat was made of upland and of land beneath

the water, and_1and was sold with reference to the plat, the fact that the water

gradually encroached upon one of the shore lots so as to entirely submerge it,

did not vest the title thereto in the owner of the adjacent inland block.“ A

patentee from the government has been held entitled to an island connected

with his shore lots by a sand bar, as against a second patentee from the gov

crnment.‘33

6954. Right to relictions—Riparian owners are entitled to relictions made

by the recession of water from their lands.M

6955. Reclamation and improvement of submerged land--A consider

able extent of the shores, not only along tide-waters of the ocean coasts, but

-on our great inland waters. are of such a nature, out to and even beyond low

water mark, as to be in general unavailable by the public for the purposes of

navigation, and must remain forever waste and useless lands, unless reclaimed

by artificial means from the shallow water covering them, or unless otherwise

improved. It is established beyond question in this state. and in other states

as well, that the proprietor,ot' the riparian lands may make such improve

ments. Subject only to the limitation that he shall not interfere with the

$8 Morrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co., 1139; Wcbber v. Axtcll, 94-875, 102+

26-222, 2+S42 (act incorporating the St. 915.

Anthony Falls Water Power Co. did not 61 Mpls. 'I‘. Co. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+

authorize it to appropriate the water 82. _

power opposite the lands of any other W-’ Gilbert v. Eldridge, 47-210. 49+619.

riparian owner). See 29 Cyc. 352.

5° Morrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co., 63 V/ebber v. Axtell, 94—375,102+-9l5_ (_ap

26-222, 2+-842; State v. Mpls. M. ("o., 26- peal dismissed for want of jurisdiction,

229, 2+839; Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry., 203 U. S. 578).

43-104, 42+-596, 44+1144. 64 Lamprey v. State, 52-18], 53+1139;

°°Lamprey v. State, 52-18], 197, 53+ Webber v. Axtell, 94-375. 102+915; Sher

win v. Bitzer, 97--52, 106-+1046.
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public right of navigation, he has the unquestionable and exclusive righttto

construct and maintain suitable landings, piers, and wharves mto the WI’; 0},

and up to the point of navigability, for his own private use and benefit.f te 1:

entitled to fill in and make improvements In ‘the shallow waters in ron‘ 0

his land to the line of navigability, and such improvements 1n a1_d of naviga

tion are recognized as a public as well as private benefit. These rights per blln

to the use and occupancy of the soil below low-water ‘mark, and are vlfillica (2

property rights, and the exercise thereof, though_sub]ect to state reg :l1)1io}I;:

can only be interfered with bythe state for publ1c_purposes. The estu 15b

ment of a dock or harbor line, in pursuance of legislative authority, is to 3

considered as giving to the owners of the upland the privilege of filhng 1n and

building out to such line.05 The right to reclaim and nnprove submergedland

may be separated from the riparian estate and be transferrezii6 to and e1n]oye '

by persons having no interest in the origmal riparian esta .. A con enlllnlai

tion by a railway company, of the upland abutting upon water, has been e \_

to embrace the right to reclaim, though no specific mention thereof was

made.67 Where the owner of shore-land platted it, together with the shallows

beyond the shore, into town blocks and streets, and thereafter conveyed any

inland block with reference to the platting, and the water hav1ng_ graduall)

encroached upon the land until the shore-line reached that block, it was held

that the riparian right to reclaim and use the platted blocks and streets 111

the water did not attach to the block thus conveyed as inc1dent thereto.

6956. In lakes—The riparian rights of owners on lakes or other stall waters

are the same as those of owners on streams.“ _ _ _

6957. Estoppe1—Mere delay of a riparian owner to assert l1lS r1pfl1‘18I1

rights against encroachment does not work an estoppel."’ _, _ _

6958. Intrusion of riparian owner beyond point of nav1gab1'1ity—-If R

riparian owner unlawfully intrudes into the stream beyond “the point of nav-_

igability,” and there fills up the bed of the stream, for the sole p11r_p0Se_ Oi

extending his possessions, and so as to obstruct the public right of nav1-gation,

this would constitute a purpresture which the public would have a right to

abate as a public nuisance. While it would not forfeit his ripanan rights as

they previously existed, yet he could claim no additional rights on account

of it, and when his property is taken for public use he would not be entitled

to any additional or greater compensation because of it.T1 _ _

6959. Point of navigabi1ity—Definition—'l‘he term “point of nav1gab1l

ity.-” as used in this connection, is one whose meaning and application must

vary with and depend upon circumstances, such as the nature of the stream

and the kind and size of vessels used upon it. It is not to be limited to that

point where the stream may be navigable for some purposes at certain stages

of Water, but must be understood as extending out into the stream sufliclently

far to enable a riparian owner to make his abutting property available and

G: Miller v.Mendenha1l,43-95,44+11-11; 52-59, sauces. See Mpls. T. Co. v.

Union Depot etc. Co. v. Brunswick, 31

297, 17+626; Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

43-104, 42+596, 44+11/44; Bradshaw v.

Duluth I. M. Co., 52-59, 53+1066.

°6Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-104,

42+596, 44-+1144 (overruling Lake Su

perior L. Co. v. Emerson, 38-406, 38+

200); Miller v. Mcndenhall, 43-95, 44+

1141; Gilbert v. Eldridge, 47-210, 49+

679; Duluth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-201,

51+1163; Bradshaw v. Duluth I. M. Co.,

Eastman, 47-301, 50+82, 930.

0" Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-104,

42+596, 44+1144.

‘*9 Gilbert v. Eldridge, 47-210. 49+679.

0” Lamprey v. State, 52-181, 53+1139;

Webber v. Axtell, 94-375, lO2+915.

T0 Morrill v. St. Anthony Falls etc. C0-,.

26-222, 2+842.

‘'1 Union Depot etc. Co. v. Brunswick, 31

297, 17+626. See, as to what constitutes :1

pnrpresture, Note, 69 Am. St. Rep. 271.
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useful at any ordinary stage of water, for any kind of navigation for which

the stream is used or adapted, provided, of course, l1e does not obstruct the

paramount rights of the public. It is not material whether this is done by

building out piers or docks of wood or other material, or by reclaiming the

land by filling up with earth out to the requisite depth of water."2

6960. Who are riparian owners—One may be a riparian owner though he

has not'the fee of the shore. One who is entitled to the exclusive right to

possess and use land abutting on navigable waters, is entitled to enjoy the

riparian rights incident to the land, though l1e does not own the fee." An

-owner of the fee of half of a street bordering on the Mississippi river has been

held a riparian owner.74

LANDS UNDER NAVIGABLE WATERS

6961. Title held by state in trust-At common law, the king, as repre

sentative of the nation, held in trust for them all navigable waters, and the

title to the soil under them. This was a sovereign or prerogative, and not a

proprietary right. At the revolution the people of each state became sovereign_.

and in that capacity held all these navigable waters and the soil under them

for their common use, subject only to the rights since surrendered to the

general government. New states, since admitted, have the same rights in

these navigable waters as the original states. Upon the admission of a new

state. this right of eminent domain in them, which was temporarily held by

the United States, passes to the state. The patent from the United States

of land on a navigable stream conveys to the patentee no title to the bed of

the stream. This vests in the state as a sovereign right. The state holds the

title in a sovereign and not a proprietary capacity, and in trust for the

benefit of the people. It cannot alienate its title." Riparian owners are per

mitted to enjoy the remaining rights and privileges in the soil under water be

_yond their strict boundary lines, after conceding to the state all the public

rights?“ It is wholly for the state to determine the extent of its rights and

the federal courts follow the decisions of the state courts?"

6962. Between high and low-water mark—Whi1e the title of a riparian

owner in navigable or public waters extends to ordinary low-water mark, his

title is not absolute except to ordinary high-water mark. As to the intervening

space his title is limited or qualified by the public right. The state may use

this space for the purpose of navigation, and within the well-defined banks

and below ordinary high-water mark the public right is supreme."

6963. Definition of high-water mark—“High-water mark,” as a line be

tween the public and riparian owners on navigable waters, where there is no ebb

and flow of the tide, is to be determined by examining the bed and banks, and

ascertaining'whcre the presence and action of the water are so common and

usual as to mark upon the soil of the bed a character distinct from that of the

banks in respect to vegetation as well as the nature of the soil. It is co

T2 Union Depot etc. Co. v. Brunswick, 31- Lamprey v. State, 52-18]. 198, 53+1139;

297, 17+626. Witty v. Nieollet County, 76-286, 79+-112;

7-3 Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-104, 42+ Minn. C. & P. Co. v. Koochiching Co., 97

596. 429, 107+405. ~

H Brisbine v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23-114. "Miller V. Mendenhall. 43-95, 4-H1141.

"I Union Depot etc. Co. v. Brunswick, 31- ‘I’! Union Depot etc. ()0. v. Brunswick.

297, 17+626; Lake Superior L. Co. v. Em- 31-297, 301, 17+626.

crson, 38-406. 38+200; Miller v. Menden- 15 In re Minnetonka Lake Improvement,

hall, 43-95, 44-+1141; Hanford v. St. P. 56-513, 58+295; Gniadck v. N. W. etc.

etc. Ry., 43-104, 42-r596, 44+1144; Brad- Co., 73-87, 75+894. '

shaw v. Duluth I. M. Co., 52-59, 53+1066;
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ordinate with the limit of the bed of the water, and that only is to be cop

sidered the bed which the water occupies so long ‘and contmuonsly as 10

wrest it from vegetation and destroy its value for agricultural purposes. T10

bed does not include low lands which, though subject to frequent overflow,

are valuable as meadows and pastures; and the state has no right, even 111

aid of navigation, to raise the Water by artificial _means, so as to 1n]ure or

destroy such lands, without making compensation.‘0

CONVEYANCES AND CONTRACTS

' ' 1' ble
6964. Pubhc grants-—A patent from the Umted States of land on nav 1ga

waters in a state passes no title to the land under the waters."0 When the

' United States has disposed of the lands bordering on a meandcred lake, by

patent, without reservation or restriction, it has nothing left to convey,f#1l}1d

any patent thereafter issued for land forming the bed, or former bed 0 ttle

lake, is void and inoperative. Where the United States has made gran s,

without reservation or restriction, of public lands bounded on streams or other

waters, the question whether the lands forming the beds of the waters belong‘,

to the state, or to the owners of the riparian lands, is to be determined entirely

by the law of the state in which the lands lie.81 _

6965. Private grants—A grant of land bordering on navigable “'EtGI;S2

passes the riparian rights of the grantor unless expressly reserved or exceptedb

Where a party conveys a tract of land bounded by water, it will never 3

presumed that he reserves to himself proprietary rights in front of the lan

conveyed. The -intention to do so must clearly appear from_ the conveyance,

and the mere fact that the boundary of the lot conveyed is indicated by a

line on the plat will not limit the grant to the lines on the plat, or operate

to reserve to the grantor proprietary rights in front of the lot.“3 Some r1

pa-rian rights may be severed from the ownership of the upland and transferred

separately.“ A deed by an owner of land bordering on nav1gable waters, P111‘

porting to convey the soil under the waters below low-water n1a1'k,‘con\’e.yf

nothing.“ A grantee of land bordering on navigable waters or-dlnarlly takes

to low-water lnark." Cases are cited below involving the construction of

pa_r1icular deeds.M

T" In re Minnetonka Lake Improvement, 8“ See § 1067.

56-513, '5s+295. "Gilbert v. Eldridge, 47-210, 49*6'/3

80 Union Depot etc. Co. v. Brunswick, (severance of riparian rights from 11111311

31-297, 300, 174626.

BlLampre_v v. State, 52-181, 53+1139.

B2 Mpls. T. Co. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+

82; Wayzata v. G. N. Ry., '50-438, 52+

913; Gilbert v. Emerson, 55-254, '56+818;

Castle v. Elder, 57-289, 59+197.

B-“>Gilbert \'. Emerson, 55-254, 56+818;

Castle v. Elder, 57-289, 591-197.

84-Hanford v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-104,

42+596, 44+1144 (overruling Lake Su

perior L. '00. v. Emerson, 38-406, 38+

200); Gilbert v. Eldridge, 47-210, 49+

679; Duluth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-201,

51+1163; Bradshaw v. Duluth I. M. Co.,

52-59, 53;-1066; Gilbert v. Emerson, 55

254, 564-S18; N. P. Ry. v. Scott, 73-25,

75+737. See also, Miller v. Mendenhall,

43-95, 4441141.

95 Lake Superior L. Co. V.
Emerson, 38

406, 38+200.

—platting of shore and submerged land-—

ccnveya11cc of inland platted bl0ek—9E9ct

of encroachment of water to such block);

Mpls. T. CO. V. Eastman, 47-301, 50+S

(conveyance of submerged land—r1gh_t Of

grantee to acctetlons-—estoppe|); Wart Y

May. 48-453, 51+471 (deed construed to

include riparian rights across a street);

Bradshaw v. Duluth I. M. Co., 52-59, 03+

1066 (conveyance of submerged land—ef

feet of establishment or change of dgck

line); Gilbert v. Emerson, 55-254. -16+

818 (conveyance of submerged land-—ef

fect of plat—outermost lots on plat held

to take riparian rights); Castle v. Elder.

57-289, 59+197 (deed held to convey 1111

riparian rights—rcferem:e to :1 former

deed held sufiicient to identif_v it) :_Ram

cot v. Little Falls I. & N. Co., 65-5_43.

68+212 (grant of boomage rights--settmg

__—___
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6966. Contracts—Cases are cited below involving the construction of con

tracts relating to riparian rights.88

6967. Leases-Riparian rights may be leased separate from the upland."

NAVIGATION—See Navigable Waters.

NECESSARIES—See Husband and Wife, 4276; Infants, 4437.

NE EXEAT

6968. In gcneral—A writ of ne exeat is a writ forbidding a person to leave

the state until the further order of the court issuing it.“° District courts are

authorized to issue it.“ Provision is made by rule of court for a bond by

the party at whose instance it is issued.M

NEGATIVE EVIDENCE—See Evidence, 3238, 3319.

NEGATIVE PREGNANT—See Pleading, 7571.

back water); 1\'. P. Ry. v. Scott, 73-25,

75-+797 (plat of shore and submerged

lanrl—al1ey—railway right of way in

trust-conveyance—shore rights appurte

nant to right of way-—inclusion of ri

parian rights); Gravel v. Little Falls I.

& N. 00., 74-416, 77-+217 (conveyance of

right to erect certain piers, booms, and

asserting works); Gridley v. Lenroot, 126+

997 (deed to railway company of land

along navigable river—land partly sub

merged).

" Miller v. Mendenhall, 43-95, 44+1141

(contract between riparian owners relat

ing to plan for improvement of shore-—

dock line).

W Miller v. Mendenhall, 43-95, 44+1141.

00 See, upon the general subject, Note,

118 Am. St. Rep. 988.

FIR. L. 1905 § 92. See R. L. 1905

§§ 4321, 4625.

92 Rule 22, District Court. See, as to

an action on a foreign bond, Midland Co.

v. Broat, 50-562, 52+972.



NEGLIGENCE

IN GENERAL

Definition, 6969.

General standard of care—-Ordinary or

reasonable care, 6970.

Degrees of negligence, 6971.

Ordinary or reasonable care varies with

circumstances, 6972.

Necessity of duty and breach, 6973.

General duty to exercise care—Doctrine of

Heaven v. Pender, 6974.

Duty of persons working together, 6975.

Duties created by statute or ordinance,

6976.

])uties of humanity, 6977.

Dilferent duties to different persons, 6978.

Conditions at time of accident control,

6979.

Care toward children, 6980.

(‘are toward the sick and infirm, 6981.

Failure to follow customary practice, 6982.

Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas, 6983.

DANGEROUS PREMISES

Persons on premises by invitation, 6984.

Licenses—Intruders—]5‘iremen, 6985.

Trespassers, 6986.

Duty of shopkeeper, 6987. ,

Places of public entertainment, 6988.

Doctrine of the turntable cases, 6989.

Traps and concealed dangers, 6990.

l

Open trapdoors and coalholes in sidewalks,

6991.

Negligence of third party, 6992.

Contributory negligence, 6993.

Cases classified as to facts, 6994.

MISCELLANEOUS FORMS OF

NEGLIGENCE

Negligence in manufacture of articles for

sale, 6995.

Breach of contract—Damage

party—Proxirnate cause,

Falling objects, 6996.

Unguarded openings in ice, 6997.

Leaving horses uuhitched, 6998.

to third

6995a.

PROXIMATE CAUSE

In general, 6999.

Definition, 7000.

Existence and extent of liability distinct

questions, 7001.

Foreseeable consequences, 7002.

What are natural and proximate conse

quences, 7003.

Condition or occasion not a cause—~In

ducing causes, 7004.

intervening causes, 7005.

Concurrent negligence of several, 7006.

Concurring causes in general, 7007.

  

Unforcseeable accidents, 7008.

Second breaking of leg, 7009.

Results of diseased conditions, 7010.

Law and fact, 7011.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

Definition, 7012.

Basis of doctrine, 7013.

Comparative negligence, 7014.

Must be proximate cause of injury, 7015..

Simultaneous and successive acts of negli

gence, 7016.

Last chance doctrine, 7017. F

Appreciation of risk unnecessary, 4018.

Ignorance of danger, 7019. _ _

Sudden emergency-—Imrninent per1l-—D1s

trncting circumstances, 7020.

Conduct not to be judged by results, 7021~

Amumption as to conduct of others, 7022.

Risking known danger, 7023. _ _

Failure to notify others of p0s1t1011 Of

peril, 7024.

Attempting to save life or property, 7025.

Usiug one’s own property, 7026.

Illegal conduct, 7027.

Drunkenness. 7028.

Children, 7029.

Old people, 7030.

Actions under statutes,

Burden of

care. 7032.

Law and fact. 7033.

Question on appeal, 7034.

Effect. 7035.

Wilful or wanton negligence or injury,

7036.

7031.

proof—Presumpti0n of due

TMPUTED CONTRIBUTORY

NEGLIGENCE

In general, 7037.

Driver of vehicle and passenger, 7038.

Master and servant, 7039. ‘

Carrier and passenger, 7040. _

Parent, guardian, or custodian of 011115,

7041.

PRESUMPTTONS AND BURDEN OF

PROOF

No presumption of negligence, 7042.

Burden of proof, 7043.

Res ipsa loquitur, 7044.

Bursting of steamboat boiler, 7045.

Admissions, 7046.

Degree of pro0f—Speculation and c0nje°'

ture. 7047.

LAW AND FACT

In general, 7048.
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EVIDENCE

(‘ustornary practice, 7049.

‘Unusual practice, 7050.

Careful habit, 7051.

Other acts of ncgligcnce—Negligent habit,

7052.

Other accidents from same cause,

Private rules of conduct, 7054.

Subsequent repairs and precautions, 7055.

Relief of defendant, 7056.

7053- Variance, 7061.

Cross-References

See Agency; Animals; Bailment; Carriers; Damages; Death by Wrongful Act; Elec

tricity; Evidence, 3331; Explosives; Fires; Gas; Highways; Landlord and Tenant;

Limitation of Actions, 5654; Master and Servant; Municipal Corporations; Physicians

jinddsurgeons; Railroads; Street Railways; Towns; Warehousemen; and other specific

iea s.

IN GENERAL

6969. Definition—Ncgligcnc-c is a failure to exercise tl1e care required by

the law under the circumstances ‘“—in short, the want of due care.“ It is

-often defined by the courts as the want of ordinary or reasonable care."5 Vari

ous definitions that have met with judicial approval are cited below.“ In

charging juries the use of‘ abstract definitions should be studiously avoided.97

In ordinary cases, the best definition of negligence for a jury is, “the failure

to exercise such care as persons of ordinary prudence usually exercise under

"3 Sec Clerk & Lindsell, Torts (4 ed.)

457 (negligence is the omission to take

such care as under the circumstances it

is the legal duty of a person to take);

Williams v. Northern L. Co., 113 Fed. 382:

Willes, J., Grill v. General Iron etc. Co.,

L. R. I. C. P. 612 (the absence of such

care as it was the duty of the defendant

gg use); Hyman v. Nye, L. S. 6 Q. B. D.

5.

ACTIONS

Limitation of actions, 7057.

Complaint, 7058.

Demurrer—Contributory negligence, 7059.

General denial—Evidence of contributory

negligence, 7060.

CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY

Indictment, 7062.

M Gould v. Winona G. Co., 100-258, 269,

111-+254; Rase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260,

'120+360; Campbell v. Duluth etc. Ry.,

107-358, 120-+375; Matulys v. Phil. etc.

Co., 201 Pa. 70; Weir v. Herbert, 6 Kans.

App. 596; Carter v. Columbia etc. Ry., 19

‘S. C. 20. See 5 Words 80 Phrases 4743.

"5 Rosenfield v. Arrol, 44-395, 46+-768;

liowe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 62-71, 79. 64+102.

11"‘ ‘Negligence is the omission to do

something which a reasonable man,

guirled upon those considerations which

ordinarily regulate the conduct of human

.all'airs, would do, or doing something

wllich a prudent and reasonable man

would not do.” Provided. of course, that

the party whose conduct is in question

is alrcmly in a situation that brings him

under the duty of taking care. Laurit

sen v. Am. B. Co.. 87-518. 92+475; N.

P. Ry. v. Adams. 192 ‘U. S. 440. This

definition has been justly criticised. 1

Beven Neg. (3 ed.) 2; 1 Thompson, Neg.

5 1; Beach. Cont. Neg. (3 ed.) § 5. “The

omission to take the care which under the

special circumstances of the case a rea

sonablc and prudent man would take.”

Davidson v. U. S., 205 U. S. 187. “AC

tionablc negligence consists in the neglect

of the use of ordinary care or skill to

words :1 person to whom the defendant

owes the duty of observing ordinary care

and skill, by which neglect the plaintifi,

without contributory negligence on his

part, has sulfcred injury to his person or

property.’ Brett, M. R., in Heaven v.

Pender, 11 Q. B. D. 503. “Actionable

negligence is the inadvertent failure of a

legally responsible person to use ordin

ary care under the circumstances in ob

serving or performing a non-contractual

duty implied by law, which failure is the

proximate cause of injury to a person to

whom the duty is due.” 7 A. & E. Ency.

of Law (2 ed.) 370. “Negligence con

sists in conduct which common experience.

or the special knowledge of the actor,

shows to be so likely to produce the re

sult complained of, under the circum

stances known to the actor, that he is held

answerable for that result, although it

was not ccrtain. intended. or foreseen."

Holmes. .T.. Schlemmer v. Buffalo etc. Ry..

205 U/S. 1. See, for a criticism of va

rious definitions, 1 Beven, Neg. (3 ed.) 1.

M Lauritsen v. Am. B. Co.. 87-518, 522,

92+475; Ready v. Peavy, 89-154, 159, 94}

442. See, for an approved general type

of charge. Hall v. Chi. etc. R_v.. 46-439,

449, 494239.
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similar circumstances.” "8 The expression “ordinary care” should be avoideg

in charging a jury.“0 Negligence is sometimes regarded as a. state of nun2

or form of mens rea,1 but this is contrary to the prevailing and hetter weiq.

Inadvertencc is sometimes regarded as an essential_characteristic of negi

eence,“ but this is controverted,‘ and is hardly consistent rWllZl'1 the doctrine

3f wilful or wanton negligence which prevails in this state,“ or with the pre

v iin ob'ective theor of ne li ence.
3697%). Cieneral stamylard 0féi:agre—O.rdinary or reasonable care-—The gen

eral standard of care required by the buy is ordinary or reasonable care. Phe

test of ordinarv or reasonable care is the degree of care which persons of or

dinarv prudenée usually exercise under similar circumstances.“ OI‘dIIIB.I'Y5I8I‘C{

and reasonable care are synonymous.1 It is to be ohserved that the stan an1

is objective rather than subjective.8 It is immaterial that ‘a person char%e(

with negligence thought that he was acting carefully or e_.\:ercised his_bes_t J51 gl~

ment. The legal standard of conduct is not the opinion of the 1l'1gl1V1 ILI;

but the conduct of an ordinarily prudent man under the circumstances. W. 8.

men ordinarily do is the test of prudence.m The non-performance of im

possihle things does not constitute negligence.11 Q

6971. Degrees of negligence—'1‘he doctrine that there are three deglizees

of negligence-slight, ordinary, and gross—does not preya1l in this state. b

6972. Ordinary or reasonable care varies with circumstances-Whla

constitutes ordinary or reasonable care depends upon the circumstances of t 110

particular case.“ It must be proportionate to the danger known or reasonab y

to be apprehended—commcnsurate with the risks of the situation.“

98 See Ready v. Peavy,

and ceses under § 6970.

89-154, 94+442

The

1"’ Gould \'. Winona G. 00., 100-258, 269,

1]1+254.

1 See Salmond, Jurisprudence (2 ed.)

§ 140; Salmond, Torts, 18; Bigelow,

Torts (8 ed.) 109.

2Pollock. Torts (8 ed.) 438; Clerk 8:

Liudeell, Torts (4 ed.) 457.

3L(‘.ight011 v. Grant, 20-345(298. 307);

Lauritsen v. Am. B. Co., 87-518, 522, 92+

475; Anderson v. Mp1s. etc. R_v.. 103-224,

230. 1144-1123. See § 7036.

4Salmond, Torts, 19; Beven.

ed.) 5.

5See § 7036.

6Griggs \'. Fleckeustcin. 14-S1(62_ 67);

Erd v. St. Paul. 22-443. 4-H‘; Kelly v.

Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 102, 9+588;

Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1. 4. 11+67;

Knlsti v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-133. 19+655;

O’Malley \'. St. P. etc. Ry., -13-289, 291,

45-M40; Armstrong \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 45

85. 87, 47+-159; Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 46

439, 449, 49+239; Bergquist \'. Chandler

Tron Co., 49-511. 514. 52+136; Ryder v.

Kinsey, 62-85. 64+9-1; Lauritsen v. Am.

B. Co., 87-518, 92+475; Craig v. Benedic

tine etc. Assn.. 88-535. 540. 93+66S); Stall

rnan \'. Shea. 99-422, 426, 109+S2-1; Lake

v. Shenango F. Co.. 160 Fed. 687; Chi.

etc. Ry. \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 176 Fed. 237.

TDay \'. Akeley. 54-522. 528. 56+2-L3;

Lyons v. Red Wing, 76-20. 25. 78+S68;

Rudquist v. Empire L. Co.. 104-505, 116+

1019.

Neg. (3

8 Holmes, Common Law5,89108, et seq-;

Tl G e. ‘c, 196 U. S. .91gcheelllmv.uéecond Nat. Bank, 14-43(34);

Krippner v. Biebl, 28-189, 9+-671; Stalocb

v. Holm, 100-276, 280, n1+2e4; The Ger

manic, 196 U. S. 589.

1" Hunt v. Seeger, 91-264. 98-+91.

11 Faber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-465, 469,

13+902. _

\'-"lucobus v. St. P. & C. Ry., 20-125

(110); Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438,

“T4+166; Lauritsen \'. Am. Bridge 00., 87

518. 522. 92+475; Powers v. Wells, 93

143, 145, 100+735; Gould v. Wmona G.

Co., 100-258, 269, 111+254.

|3J0hnson v. Winona etc. Ry., 11-296

(204, 213) ; Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443, 4462

Blais v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-57._59, 24+55§,

Reed v. Mpls. St. Ry.. 34-507. 559, 2H:

77: Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-439, 49-+239,

Britten v. N. P. Ry., 47-340, 342, 50+23;;

Steeg \'. St. P. C. Ry., 50-149, 151. 5.+

393; Clni'kin v. Biwabik B. 00., 65-483:

6T+1020; Lanritsen \'. Am. B. Co..518. 92+4‘T5; Stallmnn v. Shea. 99-41--.

426. 109+S2-l; Hahn v. Plymouth E. Co-,

101-58, 11]+841.

HDahlberg v. Mpls. St. Ry., 32-40-1,,

406. 214-545; Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36'

452. 454. 32+1T6: Iltis v. Chi. etc. R5‘-1

40-273. 280. 4-1+1040; Hoye v. Chi. etc

Ry-, 46-269, 48+1117; Hall v. om. etc.

Ry-, 46-439, 49+2a9; Day v. Akeley, @4

522, 523, 56+243; Czech v. G. N. Ry-, 68

33. 42. 70+791: Riley v. Chi. etc. Ry., Z1

425, 429, 74-l-171; Howard v. Burns, I3
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greater the danger the greater the care required,“ but the standard remains

the same—ordinary or reasonable care.16 Reasonable care may call for the

highest degree of care."

6973. Necessity of duty and breach—Actionable negligence is the failure

to discharge a legal duty to the person injured. If there is no duty there is

no negligence. Though a defendant owes a duty to some one else, but does

not owe it to the person injured, no action will lie by the latter. In other

words, to maintain an action for negligence there must be shown to have ex

isted some duty toward the party injured which the defendant has left undis

charged or unfulfilled. If the duty is not owing to all persons it must

aflirmatively appear that the plaintiff is one of the class to whom it is owing.W

It is not enough that an act causes injury. If an act is not a violation of law

it is not actionable.” The ideas of negligence and duty are strictly correla

tive, and there is no such thing as negligence in the abstract. Negligence is

simply neglect of some care which one is bound to exercise toward somebody.20

6974. General duty to exercise carc—-Doctrine of Heaven v. Pcnder

Whenever a person is placed in such a position with regard to another that

it is obvious that if he does not use due care in his own conduct he will cause

injury to that person, the duty at once arises to exercise care commensurate

with the situation in which he thus finds himself to avoid such injur-y.“

There is an obligation on all persons to take the care which, under the special

circumstances of the case, a reasonable and prudent man would take, and the

omission of such care constitutes negligence.22 ‘

6975. Duty of persons working together—Wherc several persons are en

gaged in the same work, in which the negligent or unskillful performance of

his part by one may cause danger to the others. and in which each must

necessarily depend for his safety upon the good faith, skill, and prudence of

each of the others in doing his part of the work. it is the duty of each to

the others engaged on the work to exercise the care and skill ordinarily em

ployed by prudent men in similar circumstances, and he is liable for any

injury occurringr to any one of the others by reason of it neglect to use such

care and skill.“

6976. Duties created by statute or ordinance-—\\‘hcrc a statute or or

dinance imposes on a person a specific duty for the p1‘0tccti0n or bcnelit of‘

356. 360, 76+-202; \Varren v. Mcndenhall,

77-1-15, 152, 79+(561; Lauritsen v. Am. B.

Co., 87-518, 92+-L75; Gilbert v. Duluth G.

E. Co., 93-99, 105, 100+653; Powers v.

Wells, 93-143, 145, 100+735; Mattson \'.

.\linn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 10-1+4-13; Depue

\'. Flatau, 100-299. 111+1; Wiita v. 111

tcrstate I. Co., 103-303, 115+169; Ander

son v. Smith, 104-40, 115+7-13; Campbell

v. Duluth & N. Ry., 107-358, l20+375.

1-"Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443, 446.

"F Day v. Akelcy, 54-522, 528. 56+243;

Campbell \‘. Duluth S: N. Ry., 107-358,

120+375.

IT Wiita v. Interstate 1. Co., 103-303,

1l5+169.

1“Akers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-5-10. 60+

669; Sawyer V. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-103,

35+671; Osborne v. MeMasters. -10-103,

105, 41+543; Trask v. Shotwell, 41-66,

42+699; Larson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-

488, 45+1096; Hamilton v. Mpls. Desk

Mfg. Co., 78--3, 80+693; Wickenburg v.

Mpls. etc. l-I_v.. 94-276, 1024-713; Elling

ton \'. G. N. Ry., 96-176, 104+827; N. P.

Ry. v. Adams, 192 U. S. 440. See Mathews

r. G. N. Ry., 81-363, 84+10l.

1" Thompson r. Dodge, 58-555, 60-+545.

‘-’° Bowen. L. J., Thomas v. Quartermuine,

18 Q. B. D. 69-1.

1'1 Depue v. ' Flatau, 100-299, l11+l;

Moon v. N. 1’. Ry., 46-106, 109. 48+679;

O’Brien v. Am. B. Co., 125+1012. See

Schubert v. Clark, 49-331, 338. 51+1l03.

This generalization of Brett, M. R., in

Heaven v. Pcndcr. 11 Q. B. D. 503, was a

mere dictum, not concurred in by the

other judges, and it is apparently not the

law in England. Sec Pollock, Torts (8

ed.) 436; Clerk & Lindscll, Torts, (4 ed.)

465; 23 Law Quarterly Rev. 230; Bigelow,

Torts, (8 ed.) 164:; 1 Street, ]:‘oumlntlons

of Legal Liability, 94.

22 Davidson v. U. S.. 205 U. S. 187.

23 Grifliths v. Wolfram. 22-185; Brower v

N. P. Ry., 109-385, 12-H10.
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others and he ne lects to erform such dnty,_he is liable to those for whose
protection or ben§fit it wasP imposed, for any 1I]]llI'1eS of the charactgrthe statute or ordinance was designed to prevent proximately call?1 . y art~

neglect without contributory negligence or assumption of_risk on elr pThé

The violation of the statute in such a case constitutes negligence per se._ '

action is not a statutory one, nor does the statute give the right of action :1

any other sense except that it makes an act _neghgent which 0tl1eI‘W1Set;11(11ges

not be such, or at least only evidence of negligence. All that the statu d to.

is to establish a fixed standard by which the fact of negligence may be e e1;

mined. The gist of the action is still negligence, or the non-performlaincetge

a legal duty to the person injured. The violation of an ordinance aélheld

same etfect in this regard as the violation of a statute.“ It has been

that the violation of a statute or ordinance is merely evidence of negllgenck

lt s out a irima facie case.25 _ma69e77. Duties of humanity—There is no negligence unless there is a legal

dutv. The law is not coextensive with good morals. Duties of humanity fl_T9

not” enforced by law unless the relation of the parties is such as to give rise

to a le al dutv.“ _ _ _ .
6978g. Diffei-ent duties to different persons-One may owe two d1Sl;1H0l

duties in respect to the same thing—one of a special character to one persttgll‘.

growing out of special relations to him; and another, of a general characto those who would necessarily be exposed to risk and danger from the neg

ligent discharge of such duty.2T I _

6979. Conditions at time of accident control—’I.‘he question of negl1ge_11ce

is to be determined with reference to conditions as they existed at the tllllfl‘

of the accident and not with reference to subsequent conditions.-‘3 _

.6980. Care toward children—Ordinar-y or reasonable care calls for a higher

degree of care toward children than toward ordinary adults." But_ wherg

there is no negligence the incapacity of a child who happens to be 111]11Te

does not create a liability.“ 11

6981. Care toward the sick and infirm—Ordinary or reasonable care 041 B

for a higher degree of care toward the sick and infirm than toward the Well

and strong.31

“Bott v. Pratt, 33-323, 23+237; Os

borne v. McMasters, 40-103, 41+543; Weyl

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+24; Dngan v.

St. P. & D. Ry., 43-414, 45+851; Willis

v. Mabon, 48-140. 153, 50+-1110; Akers

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540, 60+669; Rosse v.

St. P. 8: D. Ry., 68-216, 71+20; Baxter

\'. Coughlin, 70-1, 72+797; Tvedt V.

Wheeelcr, 70-161. 72+1062; Hamilton v.

Mpls. D. Mfg. Co., 78-3, S0+693; Perry

v. Tozer, 90-431, 97+l37; McGinty v.

\\'atcrmau, 93-242. l01+300; Wickenburg

v. Mpls. etc. R_v.. 94—276, 102+713; Schntt

\-. Adair, 99-7, 108+811; Anderson v. Set

tcrgren, 100-294, lll+‘J79; Everett v. G.

N. Ry., 100-309, 1l1+2S1; Elmgren v.

Chi. etc. Ry._ 102-41, 112+1067; Callopy

v. Atwood. 105--S0, 117+23S; Davidson v.

Flour City 0. 1'. Works, 107-17, 119+/183;

Meshbcshcr v. Channcllcnc etc. Co., 107

104, 119+42 ; Evans v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 109

(ii, 122+876. See 19 Harv. L. Rev. 288.

902' Mahan v. Union Depot etc. Co., 34

29, ’24+29s; Palmer v. St. P. & D. R1;-3

38-415, 38+100; Oddie v. Mendenhall, 3’

58. 86+881; Perry v. Tozer, 90—4p3li 9::

137; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-116. 10 +

827; Fitzgerald v. International F. T- 00-,

104-138 l16+475.

2“D€pIle v. Flatau, 100-299, 303. 111+19.

See Pollock, Torts (8 ed.) 434; Note 6

11. R. A. 513; 56 Am. L. Reg. 217, 316

25 Faber \'. Rt. T’. etc. R_v.. 29-465, 13+

21 Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46—106._ 109.0 48+

079; O'Brien \'. Am. B. Co.. 12o+101-

B8 Beard v. Clarke, 35424, 29+142; Mur

phy v. G. N. Ry., cs-520, 71-H362; The

Germanic, 196 U. S. 589. _

1" Mnttson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 90-477,

482, 104+443. See McDerm0tt V. Severe,

202 U. S. 600.

3° Emerson v. Peteler, 35-481, 484, 29+

311.

31Depne v. Flatau, 100-299, 1l1+1. SOB

Note, 69 L. R. A. 513.
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6982. Failure to follow customary practice—A failure, without notice, to

conform to customary practice by which it is known others regulate their con

duct often constitutes negligence. Thus it is ordinarily negligent not to give

customary signals by which others regulate their condiict.“

6983. Sicutere tuo ut alienum non laedas-—This maxim is frequently

cited,38 but its utter worthlessness as a practical guide in the decision of cases

has often been pointed out.M
The maxim restrains a man from using his own

property to the prejudice of his neighbor, but is not usually applicable to a

mere omission to act, but rather to some aflirmative act or course of conduct

which amounts to or results in an invasion of another’s rights.“ It refers to

acts the effect of which extends beyond the limits of the property, and to

neighbors who do not interfere with it or enter upon it.“

DANGEROUS PREMISES

6984. Persons on premises by invitation—The owner or occupant of

premises is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep them in a

safe condition for those who come upon them by his express or implied in

vitation.“ He is not an insurer of their safe condition.“ The duty cannot

be avoided by employing an independent contractor.“

6985. Licensees—Intruders—Firemen—The owner or occupant of prem

ises owes no duty to keep them in a safe condition for bare licensees or in

truders,“° and this applies to firemen.‘1

6986. Trespassers-The owner or occupant of premises owes no duty to

keep them in a safe condition for trespassers.‘2 An exception to this general

rule is made in the turntable cases.“

32 Iltis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-273, 41+1040;

Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500, 43+

332; Anderson v. Northern M. Co., 42

424, 44+315; Moran v. Eastern Ry., 48

46, 50+930; Westaway v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

56-28, 57+222; Moore v. G. N. Ry., 67

394, 69+1103; Hooper v. G. N. Ry., 80

400, 83+440; Schus v. Powers, 85-447,

89+6S; Hjelm v. Western G. C. Co., 98

222, 10S+803; Floan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 101

113, 11l+957; Fitzgerald v. International

F. T. Co., 104-138, 116+-175; Allen v. Wis.

C. Ry., 107-5, 1191423. See §§ 5860,

5861.

33 Cahill v. Eastman, 18—324(292, 306 et

fleq.); Dorman v. Arnes, 12-451(347,

363); Mathews v. St. P. etc. Ry., 18-434

(392, 397); O’Brien v. St. Paul, 25-331,

335; Rosenfielcl v. Newman, 59-156, 160,

60+1085; Howard v. Burns, 73-356, 76+

202; Depue v. Flatau, 100-299, 303,

111+1.

1" See 9 Harv. L. Rev. 14, 15; 11 Id.

440; Pollock, Torts (8 ed.) 110, 129.

3“ Krueger v. Ferrant, 29-385, 13+158.

30 Ratte v. Dawson, 50-450, 52+965.

3'' Kefi‘e v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-207, 210;

Nash v. Mpls. M. Co., 24-501, 505; Mpls.

M. Co. v. Wheeler, 31-121, 16-P698; Lee

v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 34-225, 251-399; Trask

v. Shotwell, 41-66, 42+699; Dean v. St.

Paul U. D. Co., 41-360, 43+54; Ingalls v.

Adams Ex. Co., 44-128, 46+325; Johnson

V. Rambcrg, 49-341, 51+1043; Galloway

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-346. 57+1058; Emery

v. Mpls. I. Expo., 56-460, 5'/‘+1132; Ryder

\'. Kinsey, 62-85, 64+94; Clarkiu v. Bi

wahik B. Co., 65-483, 67+1020; Corrigan

v. Elsinger, 81-42, 83+492; Fredenburgh

v. Baer, 89-241, 94+6S3; Klugherz v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 90-17, 95+586; Marsh v. Mpls.

B. Co., 92-182, 183, 99+630; Depue v.

Flatau, 100-299, 303, 111+1; Hyatt v.

Murray, 10].-501, 112+881; Farnsworth v.

Farwell, 102-3___71, 113+897; Stuelpnagel

\'. Paper, E64-281; Larson v. Red River T.

Co.. 127+185; 16 Harv. L. Rev. 516.

BB Ryder v. Kinsey, 62-85, 64-+94; Lar

kin v. O’Neil, 119 N. Y. 221.

8" Corrigan v. Elsinger, 81-42, 83+492;

Curtis v. Kiley, 153 Mass. 123; 18 Harv.

L. Rev. 144.

“Keife v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-207, 210;

Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245, 90+-100;

Fredenburgh \'. Baer, 89-241, 9-H683;

Klugherz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-17, 95+586;

Hyatt v. Murray, 101-507, 112+881; Mc

Clellan v. Dow, 104-527. 116+1134. See

Tngalls V. Adams Ex. Co., 44-128, 46+

325; Emery v. Mpls. I. Expo., 56-460, 57+

1132; Clarkin v. Biwabik B. Co., 65-483.

487, 67+1020; Mathews v. G. N. Ry., S1

363, S-4+101; Lauritsen v. Am. B. Co., 87

518, 92+-475; Widing v. Penn. etc. Ins.

Co., 95-279, 2S2, 104+239; Depue v. Fla

tau, 100-299, 303, 111+1; 17 Harv. L. Rev.

425.

41 Hamilton v. Mp1s. etc. Co., 78-3, 80

693; New Omaha ctc. Co. v. Anderson.

102+89; 18 Harv. L. Rev. 397.

42Trask v. Shotwell, 41-66, 42»699;_
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6987. Dut of she keeper—A shopkeeperis bound to exercise ordmary or
reasonable curye to keel?his shop in a safe condition for his cust_omers.(‘1i trol

6988. Places of public entertainment—i_A person managmg an cor:1t of

ling a public place of amusement, which he invites the public, on pa-yme ml

an admission fee, to attend, and at which place he sells to lns customers a t

patrons intoxicating liquors, who sells such hquors to one in a:cter.\.d_a11c(;h:t

such place, and thereby renders him drunk and disorderly, well lanowingth0 t

when in that condition he is likely to commit assaults upon others vn thu

cause or provocation, is bound to exercise reasonable care to protect hills 0 El)

-customers and patrons from such assults and msults, _f01' aja ure

do so is liable for damages at the suit of one assaulted and injured. p ‘h t

6989. Doctrine of the turntable cases-—It has been held in this state 1; a

. . . . i‘.a person who has dangerous machmery in an open place upon his premises s

bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to protect young children imp;

injury therefrom though they are trespassers, at least it he _knows or ougl11

to know that children are accustomed to play about it.“ This doctrme 1s a

.anomaly in the law and is not to be extended. Our supreme court has re

fused to extend it to an injury from cars used in grading a street;_“ _an 111f]_11l‘l

from railway cars on a. gravity sidetrack with brakes set; *f’ an 1n]111‘y lgllin

a pond of water in a quarry; " an injury from the cavmg in of an emlgf "

ment to an excavation; °° an injury from the fall of a retannng wall,‘ an

injury from fire set on a railway right of way; “2 and an injury irom rrulwey

cars in a switching yard.53 It has, ‘however, been applied to an injury from

dynamite,“ and from an elevator in a paper mill.01 The doctrine contribu

tory negligence applies here as elsewhere in the lavv of neghgencc. " I

6990. Traps and concealed dangers—' ‘he liability of an owner or 0_0C\1_-'

pant of premises for concealed dangers and traps has been referred to 1nc1

dently in several of our cases but not deiined.“ _ 1

6991. Open trapdoors and coalholes in sidewalks-Cases are clted be ow

invblving liability for negligence in leaving open trapdoors and coslholes 111

side\\'nlks."’ . _

6992. Negligence of third party-—The owner of premises, having. the pois

session and control thereof, may be liable for an injury caused by their unsa 0

Rattc r. Dawson, 50-450, 52+965; Sten

dal v, Boyd, 73-53, 75+735; Fredenburgh

v. Boer. 89-241, 94+683; Widing v. Penn.

etc. Ins. Co., 95-279. l04+239; Sullivan

v. Boston etc. Ry., 156 Mass. 378. See 11

Harv. L. Rev. 349, 434.

43 See § 6989.

H Johnson v. Ramberg, 49-341. 51+10-£3;

Birnberg v. Schwab, 55-495, 56+341; Cor

rigan \'. Elsinger, 81-42, S3+492; Mc

Quade v. Golden Rule, 105-326, 117+43-4.

45 Mastnrl v. Swellish Brethren, 83-40

S5+913. 7

49Haesley v. Winona etc. Ry., 46-233,

4S+lO23.

WStendal v. Boyd, 67-279, <s9+s99; Id-I

73-53, 75+7s5.

5° Ratte v. Dawson, 50-450, 52t965.

-'-1 Kayser \‘. Lindell, 73-123, 7D+1038;)

-52 Erickson v. G. N. Ry.. 82-60. 84+4‘*—

:3 Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176, 104+

827.

54 Mattsou v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 104+

443.

01 Decker \'. Itasca Paper Co., 127+lS3.

55 Twist \-. Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39+

402. ,
"1 Keffe v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-207; Kolsti

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-133, 19+655; Ekman

v. Mpls. St. Ry.. 34-24, 2~l+291; Twist v.

Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39+402; O’Malley

r. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-289, 45+4/40; Haesley

r. VVin0na etc. Ry., 46-233, 48+1023;

Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 104+

443; Berg v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 95-404, 104+

293. See 11 Harv. L. Rev. 349, 434; 12

11]. 206; 21 Id. 57; 23 Id. 491.

4'! Emerson \'. Peteler, 35-481, 29+3l1.

50Kefl’e \'. Mil. etc. Ry.. 21-207, 21°‘

211; Dean v. St. Paul U. D. Co., $1-3201

363, 43+54; Kuyser v. Lindell, 13-1-3,

126, 75+103B. _ _

"'1 Waters \'. Pioneer F. Co., 52-41% 2“

52; Wnbasha v. Southworth, 54-_'/'9, -35+

818; Korte v. St. Paul T. 00., 54-030.

246; L’Herault v. Minneapohs, 69-F-01'

72+73; Ray v. Jones, 92-101, 99+l32;

Clarke v. Phila. etc. Co., 92-418, 100+231

_-__-—

_
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and dangerous condition, though resulting from the act or negligence of a

third person. The person through whose conduct or negligence tl1e owner is

thus exposed to liability is also liable to an action by the injured party at his

election. And in such case, also, the parties not being in pari delicto, the

owner who has been obhged to pay such damages is entitled to indemnity from

may also, in the first instance, upon the demand of the injured party, adjust

and pay the actual damages without action, and thereupon recover the same

of the person who is responsible to him.“ Wl1ere the owner of a movable scaf

fold erected for his employees in a building of a third party permits the same

structural conditions so as to endanger the safety of one who is thus permitted

of ordinary prudence would exercise to others under the same or similar cir

cumstances." A third party may be liable even as to trespassers.so

6993. Contributory negligence-—The doctrine of contributory negligence

applies here as elsewhere in the law of negligence."1

6994. Cases classified as to facts—'1‘he general principles stated above

have been apphed in cases involving injuries from a ditch or other excava

tion; ‘*2 a pond; “ an elevator; M a railway turntable; W a platform over a

canal; “" a receptacle for boiling water;

‘*7 a dangerous and vicious employee; °"
a truck on a railway platform ; "" a cellar stairway in the rear part of a store; 7“

a window frame in an exposition building held in position by a stick resting on

the floor; “ a falling building; 72 an ex

plosion of dynamite; 78 a counter being
moved into a store; 7‘ a cable of a gravel train sweeping over a railway plat

form; 7“ a falling ladder; 7° a falling retaining wall; " a fire on a ra1lwa-y right

of way; “‘ a manhole in a sidewalk 7” an unguarded platform in a warehouse.01

  

is Mpls. Mill Co. v. Wheeler, 31-121, 16+

098.

-W Lauritsen v. Am. B. Co., 87-518, 92+

475.

'1" See 18 Harv. L. Rev. 150.

"1 Twist v. Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39+

402; Johnson v. Ramberg, 49-341, 51+

1043; Swanson v. Boutell, 95-138, 103+

R86; Woodrufl-' v. Bearman, 108-118, 121+

426.

“'2 Ratte v. Dawson, 50-450. 52+965;

Shannon v. Delwer, 68-138, 71+14.' Lu

Londe v. Peake, 82-124, 84+’/'26; Freden

hnrgh v. Baer,.89-241, 94+6S3.

“3 Stendal v. Boyd, 73-53, 75+735.

‘“ Trask v. Shotwell, 41-66, 42+699;

Birnberg v. Schwab, 55-495, 56+341;

Hamilton v. Mpls. etc. Co., 78-3, 80+693;

Swanson v. Boutell. 95-138. 103+886;

Farnsworth v. Farwell, 102-371, 1l3+89T;

McClellan ". Dow. 104-527, 116+1134.

See Goodsell v. Taylor. 41-207. 42+873;

McDonough v. Lanpher. 55-501. 5T+1-32:

Tvedt v. Wheeler, 70-161, 72+1062; Lyons

v. Doe. S8--190, 93+899; Craig v. Benedic

linc etc. Assn., 88-535, 93+669.

"--'- See §§ 6989. 8158.

"-'i Nash v. Mpls. Mill Co., 24-501; Mpls.

Hill (70. v. VVheeler. 31-121, 16+698.

"T1100 \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-225, 25+399.

<=‘* Dean v. St. Paul U. D. Co., 41-360,

-13+5<1.

0!>1|1g:lllS v. Adams Ex. Co., 44-128, 46+

325.

T"-ToI1nson v. Ramberg, 49-341, 51+10-13.

7' l'lmer_\' \". Mpls. I. Exp0., 56-460,. 57+

1132.

T2 Ryder v. Kinsey, 62-85, 64+94.

-'\‘1C'.'1rkin v. Biwabik B. Co., 65-483, 67+

1020.

H Corrigan .v. Elsinger, 81-42. S3+492.

-75 Klugherz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-17, 95+

586.

'-'° Moore v. Townsend. T6-64. 78+880.

7'' Kayser v. Lindell, 73-123. 75+1038.

"Erickson v. G. N. Ry., 82-60, 84+-462.

?9Wo0druE v. Bearman. 108-118, 121+

426.

"1 Stuelpnagel v. Paper, 126+2B1.
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MISCELLANEOUS FORMS OF NEGLIGENCE

6995. Ne li ence in manufacture of articles for sale-—If one engages In
the businessgofgmanufacturing goods not ordinarily of a dangerous nature, t;

be put upon the market for sale and for ultirnateuse, so neghgently C0l1i1tI"lll0f

an article that by reason of such negligence 1t will obviously endanger t e 1 E

and limb of any one who may use it, and if the manufacturer, knowmg1

defects, and knowing that the same are so concealed that they are not 11 gy

to be discovered, puts the article in his stock of goods for sale, he 1s hab e U or

injuries caused by such negligence to one into whose hands the dangerous rm

pleinent comes for use in the usual course of busmess, even though there 1s no

contract relation between the latter and the manufacturer.80 _

6995a. Breach of contract-Damage to third party—Prox1mate _cause——

Whcn the breach of a contract has resulted in proximate and substantial daint

ages to a stranger thereto because of the negligence of one party to the contgacf,

such damages are recoverable if the agency, causmg the harm complame o »

be of a noxious or dangerous kind, and the party sought to be charged as};

manufacturer or contractor had knowledge of its being in such a state as wou

amount to a concealed danger to persons using it in an ordinary manner and)

with ordinary care. It is sutficient if the agency be “potent1ally_dangerous.

Its noxious or dangerous character refers not so much to its 1ntr1ns1c qualify

as to the extremity and imminence of the peril which its ordmary use Wliili

ordinary care involves. '1‘he efl"ect of the original wrongful act may be tracer

in accordance with general principles of causation through the IIDCOHSCIOUS

intermediate agents who may be parties to the contract. The mere fact that

the party sought to be charged l1as broken his contract with the other party

thereto is not of itself suificient to render him liable for consequential damages

to a stranger to that contract.81 _ _ ‘ _ _ .

6996. Falling objects—-Cases are cited below involving liability for 1111111?’

from a falling wall,82 building,83 awning,‘H bundle basket 111 store,“ lumber

pile,“ ice and snow from root",87 brick from coping on roof." _ _

6997. Unguarded openings in ice-Evidence held to show neghgence in

allowing cattle unnecessarily to go at large in the vicinity of a_fr0Zen lake,

where they were accustomed to drink, it being known that there might be open

ings in the ice dangerous to cattle.”

6998. Leaving horses unhitched—Whether it is negligent to leave a horse

unhitched in a street depends upon the circumstances, including the disposi

tion of the horse and whether he is left under the control or observation of some

so Schubert v. Clark, 49-331, 51+110a; as Bast v. Leonard, 15—304(235) 0”‘

Holmvik v. Parsons, 98-424, l08+810; bility of contractor for negligence of Bub‘

Woldeii v. Deering, 105-259, 1l7+493. contractor); Ryder v. Kinsey, 62-85, 64+

Sec Meshbesher v. Channellenc etc. Co., 94 (duty of owner defined—latent defect;

107-104. 1]9+428; O’Brien v. Am. B. Co., —-presumption of negligeuce—burden Of

125+1012; Waters v. Deselms, 212 U. S. proof).

159; 19 Harv. L. Rev. 372. ‘*4 Waller v. Ross, 100-7, 110+252.

$1O’Brien v. Am. B. Co., 125+1012 (de
85 Byard v. Palace c. H. 00., 85-363, 85+

fenrlant was responsible for the erection 998.

of a bridge under contract—five or six 86 Holly

weeks after its acceptance it collapsed Isherwood v. Jenkins, 84-423, 87+931

while plaintiff and others were passing -‘T Hannem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657

over it—plaintitf was seriously injured— 58 Flack r. W. U. Tel. Co., 106-337, 118*’

held that under the pleadings. proof, and 1022.

charge plaintiff was entitled to recover). 89 La Riviere v. Pembcrton. 46-5, 48*

(szsichell v. Second Nat. Bank, 14-43 406.

3 .

v. Bennett, 46-386, 49+189;
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one.” The fact that there is an ordinance against leaving horses unhitched is

not conclusive.‘J1 but it makes out a prima facie case."2

PROXIMATE CAUSE

6999. In genera1—In order to recover in an action for negligence it must

appear that the negligent act or omission charged against the defendant was

the proximate cause of the injury."3 A person is liable only for the proximate

or immediate and direct results of his acts.“ In strict logic it may be said that

he who is the cause of an injury should be answerable for all the damages which

flow from his causation. But any such rule would be impracticable and unjust.

The law looks only to proximate and direct results.“ Causa proxima non re

mote. spectatur.M This maxim is of no practical value. It is extremely un

fortunate that the word “proximate” ever gained currency in this connection.

The subject of legal cause is inherently diflicult, but much of its difiiculty is

due to the want of apt terminology.

7000. Definition—The proximate cause of injury is that which causes it

directly and immediately, or through a natural sequence of events, without the

intervention of another independent and efiicient cause 07—the predominant

M Griggs v. Flcckenstein, 14-81(62);

Courternier v. Secombe, 8-299(264).

91 Oddie v. Mendenhall, 84-58, 86+881.

°2Bott v. Pratt, 33-323, 23-.237.

08 Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74, 14+360;

Truntle v. North Star etc. Co., 57-52, 58+

832; La Londe v. Peake, 82-124, 844-726.

In the following cases the alleged act of

negligence was held not the proximate

cause of the injury: Renner v. Canfield,

36-90, 30+435; Swinfin v. Lowry, 37-345,

34+22; Johanson v. Howells, 55-61, 56+

460; Truntle v. North Star etc. Co., 57

52, 5s+s32; Wood v. Chi. etc. Ry., 66-49,

08+-162; Lee V. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+

857, Weisel v. Eastern Ry., 79-245, 82+

576; La Londe v. Peake, 82-124, 84+726;

Fezler v. Willmar etc. Ry., 85-252, 88+

746; Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245, 90+

400; Kemp v. N. P. Ry., 89-139, 94+-139;

Strobeck v. Bren, 93-428, 101-+795; Hagg

lund v. St. Hilaire L. Co., 97-94, 10s+91;

Mageau v. G. N. Ry., 102-399, 113+1016;

Mehalek v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-128, 117+

230; Mageau v. G. N. Ry., 106-375, 119+

2 0.

M Renner v. Canfield, 36-90, 30+435.

W Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74, 14+

360; Renner v. Canfield, 36-90, 30+435.

M Perry v. Tozer, 90-431, 438, 97+137;

Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15—350(283,

300); Ransier v. M ls. etc. Ry., 32-331,

20+332; Russell v. erman etc. Co., 100

528, 534, 111+400.

9'' See Krippner v. Biebl, 28-139, 91-671;

Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74, 14+360;

Schubert v. Clark, 49-331, 51+1103; Teal

v. Am. M. Co., 84-320, 87+837; Strobeck

v. Bren, 93-428, 101+795; Anderson v.

Settergren, 100-294, 111+279; Russell v.

German etc. Co., 100-528, 111+-100; Mu

solf v. Duluth E. E. Co., 108-369, 122+

T]'—41 ‘

499. The proximate cause of an injury is

the procuring, eflicient, and predominant

cause. It is not necessarily that which is

nearest in point of time and place and it

need not be in activity at the consumma

tion of the injury. Russell v. German etc.

Co., 100-528, 534, 111+400. The proxi

mate cause of an event must be under

stood to be that which, in a natural and

continuous sequence, unbroken by any new,

independent cause, produces that event,

and without which that event would not

have occurred. 1 Shearman & Redfield,

Neg. (5 ed.) § 26; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46

106, 48+679. If the wrong and the result

ing damages are not known by common

experience to be naturally and usually in

sequence, and the damage does not, ac

cording to .the ordinary course of events,

follow from the wrong, then the wrong

and the damage are not sufiiciently con

joined or concatenated as cause and effect

to support an action. Nelson v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 30-74, 14+360; Fitzgerald v. Inter

national F. '1‘. Co., 104-138, 116+475

Proximate cause is that from which the

elfect might reasonably be expected to

follow, without the concurrence of any un

forseen circumstances. Russell v. German

F. Ins. Co., 100-528, 111+-100. Onc’s mis

conduct is called “tho proximate cause of

those results which a prudent foresight

might have avoided. It is called the re

mote cause of other results.” Locke v.

First Div. etc. Ry., 15-350(2S3, 300). it

has been said that a proximate cause is

one that is “near in the order of cause

tion,” Jacobus v. St. P. & C. Ry., 20-125

(110); Union Pac. Ry. v. Callaghan, 56

Fed. 988; that it is “an immediate, di

rect, or eflicient cause,” Ready v. Pe-avy,

89-154, 94+4-12; that “negligence is a
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cause."8 It is not necessarily that which is nearest in point of time or place.”

The question always is, was there an unbroken connection between the wrong

ful act and the injury-a continuous operation? Dld. the facts constitute a

continuous succession of events so linked together as to make a natural whole,

or was there some new and independent cause intervening between the wrong

and the injury? There may be a succession of intermediate causes, eacl1 pro

duced by the one preceding and producing the one followmg. The new, in

tervening cause must be one not produced by the wrongful act or omission, but

independent of it, and adequate to bring about the injurious result.1_ Where,

in the sequence of events between the original default and the final m1sch1ef_ an

entirely independent and unrelated cause intervenes, and is of itself sufiimem

to stand as the cause of the mischief, the second cause is ordinarily regarded

as the proximate cause and the other as the remote cause.2 If the ongmal

wrong only becomes injurious through some distinct wrongful act or neglect

of another, the last wrong is the proximate cause and the 1!1]111'y should be 1m

puted to the last wrong, and not tothat which is more remote. In order to

relieve the first wrongdoer, there must intervene between him and the plaintlll

an independent responsible agent, breaking the causal connection.3 Whoever

does a wrongful act is answerable for all the consequences that may ensue m

the ordinary and natural course of events, though such consequences are 1111

mediately and directly brought about by intervening causes, if such inter

vening causes are set in motion by the original wrongdoer.t Where an efiiment,

adequate cause for an injury is found, it must be considered as the true cause,

unless another, not incident to it, but independent of it, is shown to have 1n

tervened.5 Proximate is synonymous with direct and immediate.“ Much has

been written by judges and text-writers on the subject of proximate cause, but

it is of slight practical value.1 In the administration of the law it is a prac

tical question to be determined by the jury in the exercise of practical co1nn10n

sense, rather than by the application of abstract definitions.8 It is impossible

to frame a satisfactory definition or general rule. The question involves con

siderations of physical causation, public policy, precedent, and justice, to be

determined largely with reference to the facts of the particular case. The real

question is, what ought to be regarded as the legal cause of an injury, _or how

far ought a person to be held accountable for the consequences of his neghgence?

The law has no definite, general answer. It must be left to the common sense

of the jury, subject to the supervisory power of the court to keep the jury

proximate cause where the injury would

not have occurred but for that neglb

gence," Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 48

433, 51+225. There can be no fixed rule

upon the subject that can be applied to

all cases. Much must depend upon the cir

cumstances of each particular case. Ren

ner v. Canfield, 36-90, 30+435. See, on

the subject in general, Note, 36 Am. St.

Rep. 807.

9* Russell v. German etc. Co., 100-528,

534, 111+400; Evans v. Chi. etc. Ry., 109

64. l22+876; Aetna. Ins. Co. v. Boon, 95

U. S. 117.

"9 Ransicr v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+

2232; Campbell v. Railway '1‘. Co., 95-375,

104+547; Russell v. German F. Ins. Co.,

100-528, 111%-100; Union Pac. Ry. v. Cal

laghan, 56 Fed. 988.

IPurcell v. St. P. C. Ry., 43-134, 50‘.

1034. See Campbell v. Stillwater, 32-308,

20+320; Griggs v. Fleckenstein, 14-81

(62).

2Atchison etc. Ry. v. Calhoun, 213 U.

S. 1.

3Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106, 48-l-679.

-1Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74. 77, 14+

360; Renner v. Canfield, 36-90, 30+435.

5Schuma.kcr v. St. P. & D. Ry., 46-39,

48+559; Russell v. German F. Ins. Co.,

100-528, 111-l-400.

BMcLean v. Burbank, 11-277(189. 199);

Renner v. Canfield, 36-90, 92, 30+435_;

Ermentrout v. Girard etc. Co., 63-30:),

308, 65+635.

7See Russell v. German etc. Co., 100

528, 535, 111+400.

K Jensen v. Commodore M. Co., 94-53. 56,

101+944; Moores v. N. P. Ry., 108-100,

121+392.
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within the bounds of reason.9 In charging a jury it is desirable to use simple,

colloquial language so far as possible.10 A failure to define proximate cause

has been held not prejudicial error.11 '

7001. Existence and extent of liability distinct questions—The question

of proximate cause involves two questions which it is important to distinguish:

first, is the defendant liable at all; ‘second, liability for an act being established,

how far in the sequence of its effects is this liability to extend? In answering

the first question, the test is, ought the defendant to have foreseen under the

circumstances that injury was likely to follow to some one from his act or omis

sion? If it could not reasonably have been foreseen under the circumstances

that his act or omission was likely to result in injury to any one he is not liable.

In answering,r the second question the doctrine of foreseeable consequences does

not apply. If the defendant is liable at all, he is liable for all the injurious

consequences that result from his act, in an ordinary, natural sequence, un

broken by another independent efficient cause, whether such consequences were.

or might reasonably have been, foreseen or not.12 In the language of Justice

Holmes, “the measure of the defendant’s duty, in determining whether a wrong

has been committed, is one thing; the measure of liability when a wrong has

been committed is another.” 1“

7002. Forcseeable consequences-—A wrongdoer is liable for all conse

quences which might reasonably have been foreseen or anticipated as likely to

result from his negligent act or omission under the circumstances.“ And he is

liable for any injury naturally and proximately resulting from his act or omis

sion though he could not reasonably have foreseen or anticipated that an injury

would result in that precise form, if he ought reasonably to have anticipated

that some form of injury was likely to result.15 A person guilty of negligence

should he held responsible for all the consequences which a prudent and experi

vl Street, Foundations of Legal Liabil- 307; Perry v. Tozer, 90-431, 97+137;

ity, 110; Sedgwick, Damages (2 ed.) 41. Strobeck v. Bren, 93-428, 101+795; He

10 In the generality of cases it would no bert v. Interstate 1. Co.. 94-257, 102+451;

doubt be suflicient to charge as follows: Ramsey County v. Sullivan, 94-201, 206,

“The defendant cannot be held liable

though he was negligent unless his negli

gence was the proximate cause of the in

jury—in other words, unless it was the

chief, controlling, predominant cause. If

the defendant is liable at all he is liable

for all the injurious consequences result

ing from his wrongful act in an ordinary,

natural course of events, whether they

might reasonably have been foreseen or

not."

11Wickham v. Chi. etc. Ry., 124+639.

12Krippner v. Biebel, 28-139, 143. 9+

67]; Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94,

'97. 69+640; Johnson v. Oakcs, 124+633; 8

Columbia L. Rev. 656; 49 Am. L. Reg.

79; 1 Be“cn, Neg. (3 ed.) 85; 1 Street,

l“oun<latious of Legal Liability, 109-116;

Scdgwick, Damages (2 ed.) 41.

13Spade v. Lynn etc. Ry., 172 Mass. 488.

14 Griggs v. Fleckenstein. 14-81(62);

Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74, 14-+360;

Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57, 16+-488;

(famphell v. Stillwater, 32-308, 20+320;

Ransier \'. Mole. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+332;

Mahan v. Union Depot etc. Co., 34-29, 24+

293; Christinnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94,

69-640; Hansen v. St. Paul G. Co., 82

84, 84+-727; Grant v. Brainerd, 86-126, 90+

l02+723; Anderson v. Smith, 104-40, 115+

743; Froeberg v. Smith, 106-72, 118+57;

Meshbcsher v. Channellene etc. Co., 107

104, 119+428.

I5 Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94,

69+640; Schumaker v.'St. P. & D. Ry.,

46-39, 48+559; Kcegan v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

76-90, 78+965; Christianson v. N. ‘V. etc.

Co., 83-25, S5+826; Wallin v. Eastern Ry.,

83-149, 86+76; Butler v. Williams, 84

447, 88+3; Simonson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 88

S9, 92+459; Bredeson v. Smith, 91-317,

97+977; McGinty v. Waterman, 93-242,

101+300; Jensen v. Commodore M. Co.,

94-53, 10l+944; Paquin v. Wis. C. By.

99-170, 108+882; Anderson v. Settergren,

100-294, 111+279; Wolfe v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 100-306, 111+5; Hyatt v. Murray,

101-507, 1l2+881; McDowell v. Preston,

104-263, 1l6+470; Jacobson v. Merrill,

107-74, 119+510; Arko v. Shenango F.

Co., 107-220, 119+789; Evans \'. Chi. etc.

Ry., 109-64, 122+876; Johnson v. Oakes,

124+633; Hill v. Winsor, 118 Mass. 251;

Baltimore etc. Ry. v. Kemp, 61 Md. 74,

48 Am. St. Rep. 134; Terre Haute etc.

By. v. Buck, 96 Ind. 346, 49 Am. St. Rep.

160; 14 Harv. L. Rev. 377.
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~ ced erson full ac uainted with all the circumstances _\vh1ch in fact existed,
zvlliethsr they, coulii haqve been ascertained by reasonable diligence or not, wouhl_

at the time of the negligent act have thought reasonably possible to follow 1

they had occurred to his 1nind.“ I t

7003. What are natural and proximate c0nseque1_1ces-—Consequenees t in

follow i11 an unbroken sequence, without an intervening el’fie1ent cause, from

the original act or omission, are natural and proximate," _ _

7004. Condition or occasion not a cause-—Inducmg causes-—It 1S nu

portant in this connection to observe the distinction betvveen the cause of an

injury and the occasion or condition of it—between eifiment causes and mere

inducing causes. Liability for negligence depends, not on the cause. sine qua

non, but on the causa efticiens.la

7005. Intervening causes-—An intervening cause, to break the causal con

nection and free the original wrongdoer from liability must be one not pro

duced by his wronglul act or omission, but independent of it, and adequate to

effect the injury." The causal connection is broken by the 1ntervent1on of an

clficient cause which could not reasonably have been foreseen.” It l1as been

said that it must be a “responsible” agency.21

7006. Concurrent negligence of several—Where an injury is caused by Y

the concurrent negligence of several persons the negligence of each is the prom

mate cause of the injury and each is liable for all the resultant damages, If the

injury would not have occurred without his negligence.“_ . _ "

7007. Concurring causes in general-—It has been said that “if damage 1»

caused by the concurrent force of defendant’s neglect and_some other cause

for which he is not responsible, including an act of God, lie is nevertheless ha

ble if his negligence is one of the proximate causes of the injury compla1nedol.

even though, under the particular circumstances, he was not boundto antze;

pate the interference of the intervening force which concurred with l11S own.

7008. Unforeseeable accidents-—A person is not liable on the ground of

negligence for an act or omission if it could not reasonably have beenforeseell

under the circumstances that such act or omission was likely to result in injury

to any one.‘M A wrongdoer is not responsible for a consequence which is merely

1°Wallin v. Eastern Ry., as-149, sane. 21Krippner v. Biebl, as-139, 9+671 (fire

1'' Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 67-94, —chauge of wind) ; Moon V. N. P. Ry., 46'

69+640; Keegan v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-90,

78+96-5; Teal v. Am. M. Co., 84-320, 87+

337; Paquin v. Wis. C. Ry., 99-170, 108+

882; Russell v. German F. Ins. Co., 100

528, 111+400.

18 See Griggs v. Fleckenstein, 14-81(62);

Krippner v. Biebl, 28-139, 146, 9+671;

Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-74, 76, 14-l-360;

ltansier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+332;

Purcell v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-134, 138, 50+

1034; lleron v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68-542,

550, 71+706; Berg v. G. N. Ry., 70-272,

276, 73+648; Haggluud v. St. Hilaire L.

Co., 97-94, 106+91; Fitzgerald v. Inter

national F. T. Co., 104-138, 1164475; An

derson v. Smith, 104-40, 115+743.

19 Smith v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-169, 14+

797; Purcell v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-134, 504

1034; Anderson v. Settergren, 100-294,

11]+279. See § 7000.

20 Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 54-37, 46,

55+829. See Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31

57, 61, 1l'r+488; Bibb v. Atchison etc. Ry.,

04-269, 102+709; Atehison etc. Ry. v. Cal

houn, 213 U. S. 1; Stone v. Boston etc.

Ry., 171 Mass. 536.

106, 4S+679. See Moore v. Townsend, 76

64. 7S+8S0 (ladder blown down by unusual

wind).

'-"-’ i\{c.\/[ahon v. Davidson, 12-357(232:

249); Griggs v. Fleckenstein, 14-81(62);

Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57, 16+485l_;

Martin v. North Star I. \Vorks, 31-40:.

18+109; Campbell v. Stillwater, 32-303.

20+320; Flaherty v. Mp‘s. etc. Ry., 39

32s, 40+1eo; Moon v. N. P. Ry., 46-106,

48+679; Johnson v. N. W. etc. Co., 43

433, 51+225; McClellan v. St. P. etc. Ry-.

58-104, 59+973; King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-

104, 79+611; Teal v. Am. M. Co., 84-32_0:

87%-837; Perry v. Tozer, 90-431, 97+13H

(‘ampbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375, 104+

547; McDowell v. Preston, 104-263, 116+

470; Union Pac. Ry. v. Callaghan, 56 Fed.

988. See Atehison etc. Ry. v. Calhoun,

213 U. S. 1.

28 Bibb v. Atchison etc. Ry., 94-269. 102+

709. See Moore v. Townsend, 76-64, 7l‘lt

880.

24Evans v. Goodrich, 46-388, 49+1S3;
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possible, according to occasional experience, but only for a consequence which

is probable, according to ordinary and usual experience. One is bound to an

ticipate and provide against what usually happens and what is likely to happen;

but it would impose too heavy a responsibility to hold him bound in like man

ner to guard against what is unusual and unlikely to happen, or what, as it is

sometimes said, is only remotely and slightly probable.25

7009. Second breaking of leg—A second breaking of a person’s leg in the '

the same place several weeks after the first breaking has been held not so re

mote from the original accident as to constitute an independent injury.“

7010. Results of diseased conditions-—If an injury is the direct cause of a

diseased condition which results in paralysis the latter may be ascribed to the

injury as a proximate cause.”

7011. Law and fact—What constitutes the proximate cause of an injury

is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive,“ to be determined

by them in the exercise of practical common sense, rather than by the applica

tion of abstract definitions.” Whether the natural connection of events was

maintained, or was broken by a new, independent cause is a question for the

jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.so

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

7012. Definition—Contributory negligence is a want of ordinary or rea

sonable care on the part of a person injured by the negligence of another di

rectly contributing to the injury, as a proximate cause thereof, without which

the injury would not have 0CC111‘1'8( P‘ A better definition for a jury, where

the negligent conduct of the two parties is contemporaneous and the fault of

each relates directly and proximately to the occurrence from which the injury

arises, that is, in the generality of cases, is this: Contributory negligence is a

failure on the part of a person injured by the negligence of another to exercise

ordinary or reasonable care to avoid the injury, without which the injury would

Freeberg v. St. Paul P. Works, 48-99,

109, 50+1026; Johanson v. Howells, 55

61. 56+460; McCa]lum v. McCallurn, 58

288. 591-1019; Groft‘ v. Duluth I. M. Co.,

58-333, 59+1049; Christianon v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 67-94, 97. 69+640; Friedrich v. St.

Paul, 68-402, 71+387; Murphy v. G. N.

Ry., 68-526, 71+662; Weisel v. Eastern

Ry., 79-245, 82+576; La Londe v. Peake,

82-124, 841-726; Wallin v. Eastern Ry.,

83-149, 86+76; Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86

245, 90+400; Kremkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101

501, 112+1025. See McQuade v. Golden

Rule, 105-326, 117+484; Frisk v. Cannon,

126+67 (dissenting opinion).

15 Stone v. Boston etc. Ry., 171 Mass.

536. See Atchison etc. By. v. Calhoun,

213 U. S. 1.

‘-"‘> llyvonen v.

1l5+167.

27 Bishop v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-26, 50+927.

'-‘B Mil. etc. Ry. v. Kellogg, 94 U. S. 469;

Savage v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-419, 18+272;

Runsier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-331, 20+332;

Bott v. Pratt, 33-323, 324, 23+237; Mahan

V. Union Depot etc. Co., 34-29, 24+293;

Schumaker v. St. P. & D. Ry., 46-39, 48+

559; Mc(irath \'. G. N. Ry., 76-146. 78+

972; Grant v. Braincrd, 86-126. 90+30T:

Hector I. Co., 103-331,

Crandall v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 96-434, 105+

185; Vik v. Red Clilf L. Co., 99-88, 108+

469; Fitzgerald v. International F. T. 00.,

104-138, 116+475.

"Jensen v. Commodore M. Co., 94-53,

101+944; Moores v. N. P. Ry., 108-100,

1214-392.

5° Purcell v. St. P. C. Ry., 48-134, 50+

1034.

B1 Corbin v. Winona etc. Ry., 64-185, 66+

271; Wherry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415,

67+223; Flannagan v. St. P. C. Ry., 68

300, 71-0-379; Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71

438, 451, 74+166; Craig v. Benedictine etc.

Assn., 88-535, 93+669; Ready v. Peavy,

89-154, 94+442. See Pollock. Torts (8

ed.) 458; 1 Shearman & Redfield, Neg. (5

ed.) § 61; Bishop, Non-Contract Law

§ 459. ‘It has been said that “contribu

tory negligence is no more than a case of

negligence, not dependent on any different

rule of law, though presupposmg the liii_ii

tation of the issue of negligence to an in

quiry as to which of two persons its final

(and wrongful) impulsion is to. be at

tributed.” Fitzgerald v. International F.

T. Co., 104-138, 116+475. See, as to the

correctness of this statement, 21 Harv. L.

Rev. 239.
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‘ d.“’2 N e can justly complain of another’s negligence,
lV]l1'ol1tlCl!u,1‘lI)€1:1i:ofL(Jc1Pl11lZi(Sa0WI1 wrgngul interposition, would be harmless.33 It has been

' ' li ence (if the laintifl contributes proximately to the .1n_]u1'y,E‘tiiidsiarli;td1(£'1'Ji'}(:,:,33ego‘i€:ec0ve1'y canlhe had,“ but such is not the law?" Ordinalrlyy

care in this3 connection means such care as persons of ordinary prudenpe 1l1)Se11:1us)_

exercise under similar circumitaniegf‘ Contnbutory neghgence 1s 0

' ' ' 11 ms‘. _t1n'ig(il]i1S3l.le%af;‘i)s\mo?Sd‘d1d1tI1)'iife—3In the earliest cases announcing the doctrinehoi

contributory negligence there is nothing to indicate that the court tll(1)llgllt t1 i end

a new principle was being established._ Apparently the court 1n1;;e y&‘1app1m_

the old principle that a plaintiff who is at fault cannot recover. fie ublio

mate justification of the doctrine is to be found In consideration? (til 1) ml

policy—thc prevention of accidents by requiring each mepgber o d fre 0001f

munity to act up to the standard of due care set by the law. _ The f e tesnlclc on

contributory negligence is not a mere application to the particular at; _p lt

which it arises of the rules governing proximity of causation, or of tie r1g'l

of indemnity or contribution between wrongdoers, or the voluntary ass1£1nti1p

tion of a known risk, but is itself a distinct and separate exhibition o 110

individualism of the common law, which exhibits itself 111 other fields in he

doctrines of consent and voluntary assumption of risk. It debars from recov

ery, even from an admittedly negligent defendant, _one Whose own social nus;

conduct has been a concurring proximate cause of his harm. The developmellh

in the law of negligence of this idea was necessitated by theenormous g1‘0\§ I

of protective duties incident upon the extraordinary economic and meClI8.I1_1t5!_!i-

changes taking place during the early part of the mneteenth century. A_ 011;

ization in which the relations between individuals were few. and simple, 111 18

course of a few years, was turned into one in which individuals were thrown

into a multitude of complex and novel associations. The extent of the some

duties of one citizen to another became enormously enlarged. Unless each mag

was to be regarded as his brother’s keeper, unless he was to be unduly burdene

with the duty of practically insuring the world against the results of his con

duct, it was necessary that the correlative duty of self-protection should be elx-J

tended as a counterpoise and corrective. It was mamiestly unfair that tu

whole burden of protective caution should be thrown on one of the two parties,

or that any man should be required to take better care for others than sue-_i

persons are bound to take of themselves. The duty of care for others mam

estly should be no higher than the duty of self-protection.40 _ _

7014. Comparative neg1igence—-The doctrine of comparative negligence

does not prevail in this state.‘1 _

7015‘ Must be i"°Ximate cause of injury—The plaintifi’s neghgenee must,

be proximate. That is to say, he is not to lose his remedy merely because he

32 Pollock, Torts (8 ed.) 459; 1 Thomp

son, Neg. (2 ed.) § 171; Bigelow, Torts

(8 ed.) 184; 2 Cooley, Torts (2 ed.) 1445;

Griggs v. Fleckenstein, 14—81(62, 67);

Schell v. Second Nat. Bank, 14-43(34);

Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165, 167; Hub

bard v. New York etc. Ry., 72 Conn. 24;

Illinois etc. By. v. Jones, 95 Fed. 370;

Murphy v. Deane, 101 Mass. 455.

33 Fitzgerald v. International F. T. Co.,

104—138, 116+475.

M Corbin v. Winona etc. Ry., 64-185, 66+

271. Seealso. Richardson v. Davis, 94

315, m2+ses; Steele v. G. N. Ry., 124+

78.

35 Craig v. Benedictine etc. Assn., 88

535, 93+669.
M Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443 ; Craig v. Bcnc- .

dictine etc. Assn., 88-535, 93+669.

37 See § 5966.

1" Butterfield v. Forrester, 11 East 69

(1809); Conden v. Fentham, 2 Esn 68°

(1798); Clay v. Wood. 5 Esp. 44 (1803)

893 Harv. L. Rev. 270; Pollock, Tort!

(8 ed.) 460.

40 21 Harv. L. Rev. 254, 258.

41 Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71—43B, 74+

166.
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has been negligent at some stage of the occurrence, though without his negli

gence the subsequent events might not or would not have happened; but only

if he has been negligent in the final stage and at the decisive point of the event,

so that the mischief, as and when it happens, is immediately due to his own

want of care and not to the defendant’s.42 There are two essential elements of

contributory negligence, want of ordinary care and causal connection between

the act and the injury complained of. When the act and the injury are not

known, by common experience, to be actually and usually in sequence, and the

injury does not, according to the ordinary course of events, follow from the act,

then the act and the injury are not sufiiciently connected to make the act the

proximate cause of the injury. The distinction between a cause and a condition

is to be made here as elsewhere in the law of negligence.“

7016. Simultaneous and successive acts of negligence-—A distinction is

to be made between cases where the negligent acts are simultaneous, or sub

stantially so, and cases where tl1ey are successive. Where the negligent acts

are simultaneous the rule is that if the plaintiff could by the exercise of ordi

nary or reasonable care have avoided the accident he cannot recover. Where

the negligent acts are successive the rule is that he who has the last chance of

avoiding the accident, by the exercise of ordinary or reasonable care, is solely

responsible for it, notwithstanding the negligence of the other party.“

7017. Last chance doctrine—It is sometimes laid down broadly that a

plaintiff may recover, notwithstanding his contributory negligence, if the de

fendant might, by the exercise of ordinary or reasonable care on his part, have

avoided the consequences of such negligence.“ This rule, which is commonly

known as the last chance doctrine, does not prevail in this state, at least in the

broad form just stated.“ In a casein which the doctrine was invoked our court

refused to recognize it and said, “any such rule, in cases of concurrent negli

gence proximately contributing to the injury, would practically do away with

the doctrine of contributory negligence.” " In this state the doctrine applies.

if at all, only where the negligence of the plaintiff precedes that of the defend

ant. Where the negligence of both is contemporaneous and the fault of each

operates directly to cause the injury neither can recover from the other.‘8 Of

course it is settled law in this state, as it is elsewhere, that a plaintiff may re

co_ver, notwithstanding his contributory negligence, if the defendant might, by

the exercise of ordinary or reasonable care on his part, after discovering the

plaintiff in a position of danger, have avoided the accident." But this is not

*2 Pollock, Torts (8 ed.) 459. v. Western G. 0. Co., 98-222, 226, 108+

.Co. v. McDutfey,

43 Fitzgerald v. International F. T. Co.,

104-138, 116+475.

H Pollock, Torts (8 ed.) 468; Fonda v.

Sr. P. c. Ry., 71-438, 451, 74+166; Mur

phy v. Deane, 101 Mass. 455; Boston etc.

79 Fed. 734; Vizacchero

\'. Rhode Island Co., 69 L. R. A. 188 and

cases under § 7017.

-15 Bigelow, Torts (8 ed.) 185; 21 Harv.

L. Rev. 259; Notes, 55 L. R. A. 418; 63

L. R. A. 238; Grand Trunk Ry. v. Ives,

144 U. S. 408; Inland etc. Co. V. Tolson,

139 U. S. 551; Chunn v. City etc. Ry., 207

U. S. 302 (note that the language in this

case is more guarded than in the earlier

federal cases). Little Rock etc. Co. v.

Billings, 173 Fed. 903. See Fonda v. St.

P. C. Ry., 71-438, 74-+166; Courtney v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 97-69, 73, 106+90; Hjelm

803; Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224,

114-1-1123 (dissenting opinion).

4“ Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224,

1]4+1123; Fonda v. St. P. G. Ry., 71-438,

451, 74-+166.

"Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438, 451,

74+166.

"3 Fonda v St. P. C. Ry., 71-438, 451.

74+166; Murphy v. Deane, 101 Mass. 455;

Boston etc. Co. v. McDufiy, 79 Fed. 734;

Gilbert v. Erie Ry., 97 Fed. 747; Rider \'.

Syracuse R. T. Ry., 171 N. Y. 141; Dyer

son v. Union Pac. Ry., 87 Pac. 680. See

Note, 7 L. R. A. (N. S.) 132.

4" Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438, 74+

166; Sloniker v. G. N. Ry., 76-306, 79+

168; Rawitzer v. St. P. C. Ry., 93-84,

100+664; Hjelm v. Western etc. Co., 98

222, 108+803; Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,
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the last chance doctrine.50 There are practical objections to that doctrine“

and the latest utterance of the federal supreme court on the subject indicates

an intention to abandon it.“2 It is an archaic survival.Isa _

7018. Appreciation of risk unnecessary—-‘No o_ne‘voluntar1l_y and unnec

essarily incurs a danger which he knows to exist without expectlng to escape.

In all ‘cases of conscious self-exposure there is a failure to reahze the extent or

degree of the risk. But the act is none the less contnbutory neghgence if tl1c

party fails to exercise ordinary or reasonable care.“ i

7019. Ignorance of danger—-If the lnjured person had no knowledge 0

the danger causing the injury, and could not by theiexercise of reasonable care

have discovered it, he cannot be charged with contributory neghgence. But if

the knowledge would have been discovered by the exercise ot reasonable can;

he may be chargeable with contributory negligence though he was ignorant 0

the dan¢1er.557020.bSudden emergency-—Imminent peril—Distracting circumstances

—Where, through the negligence of another, a person is suddenly placed in a

position of great and imminent peril in which he is compelled, in a state of

fear, excitement, and bewilderment, and under distracting circumstances, to

act instantly in an endeavor to escape, he is not chargeable as a matter of law

with contributory negligence if he puts himself into a position of still greater

peril and is injured. Contributory negligence is not made out 111 such a case

by showing that the person seeking to recover might have escaped harm by

pursuing some other available course. It seems that such conduct may be re

garded as not constituting contributory negligence either because it IS the nat

ural and proximate consequence of the negligence of the other party 01‘ because

it does not fall below the standard of conduct required by law—-—the conduct of

the man of ordinary prudence.“ The principle applies only where the party

charged with causing the injury committed acts which were the proximate

cause of placing the injured party in the position of peril and emergency- L

has no application where the injured party was negligent in putting himself

in the position of peril.57

103-224, 114+1123; Black v. New York Loncks v. (‘hi. etc. Ry.. 31-526, 532, 18+

etc. Ry., 193 Mass. -148; Chunn v. City etc.

Ry., 207 U. S. 302.

5° See 3 Harv. L. Rev. 277.

51 See 3 Harv. L. Rev. 263 (same article

with additional citations in 20 Canada

Law Journal 130); 16 Id. 365; 18 Id.

537; 6 N. Y. Bar Assn. 198; 2 Law Quar

terly Rev. 507; 55 L. R. A. 418; Beach,

Cont. Neg. (3 ed.) § 11; 1 Thompson,

Neg. (2 ed.) § 231; Bishop, Non-Contract

Law, § 463, note; Chicago etc. By. v.

LilleyY 93+1012.

M Chunn v. City etc. Ry.. 207 U. S. 302

(note that the language in this case is

more guarded than in the earlier cases).

See Little Rock etc. ('0. v. Billings, 173

Fed. 903.

$3 21 Harv. L. Rev. 259.

H Twist v. Winona etc. Ry., 39~164, 39+

402.

255 Russell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 83—30~t, 86+

. 46.

M Wilson v. N. P. Ry., 26-278. 3+333;

Smith v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-169. 14+797;

Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-493, 10+367;

651; Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500,

506, 43+-332; Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry-. 46‘

193, 196, 48+778; Purcell v. St. P. C. Ry-,

48-134, 138, 50+1034; Piper v. Mpls. St

Ry., 52-269, 5s+1os0; saw» v. G. N. Ry.,

53-341, 55+137; Delnde v. St. C. Ry-y

55-63, 67, 56+461; Corbin v. Wmona etc.

Ry., 64-185, 189, 66+-271; Fonda v. St. P.

C. Ry., 71-438, 445, 74+166; Munch v._ G.

N. Ry., 75-61, 66, 77+541; Winczewsk1_ v~

Winona & W. Ry., so-245, 243, s3+1a9;

Larson v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 85-387, 881-994;

Plannt v. Ry. Trans. Co., 86-506, 91+19;

Baly V. St. P. C. R-y.. 90—39, 95+-Z57;

Peterson v. Mpls. St. Ry., 90—52, 95+l51;

Dolson v. Dunham, 96-227, 104+964;

O’Brien v. St. P. c. Ry., 98-205. 203

108+805; Ra/asch V. Elite L. Co., 98-357,

365, 10s+477; Farrell v, G. N. Ry., 100

361, 366, 111+sss; Arko v. Shenango F.

00., 107-220, 119+789; Spencer v. Albert

Lea B. & T. Co., 107-403, 120+370, 687.

5'' Winczewski v. Winona & W. Ry.. 50

245, 251, 83+159; Gallagher v. N. P. Ry.,

94-64, or, 101+942.
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7021. Conduct not to be judged by results—The plaintiff’s conduct is to

be judged with reference to conditions as they existed at the time of the acci

dent. A person is not to be deemed guilty of contributory negligence merely

because it is apparent, in the light of results and subsequent events, that he

might have avoided the accident by taking another course.M

7022. Assumption as to conduct of others—A person may act, within rea

sonable limits, on the assumption that others will exercise due care.“

7023. Risking known danger—It' a person rashly, recklessly, and unnec

-essarily exposes himself to a known and imminent danger, in a manner that a

person of ordinary prudence would not do under the circumstances, he cannot

recover. But it is not always negligent, as a matter of law, for a person to run

the risk of a known danger. He may do so without being guilty of contribu

tory negligence if a man of ordinary prudence might do so under the circum

stances. Whether a person is guilty of contributory negligence in running such

a risk depends upon the circumstances and is a question for the jury, unless the

evidence is conclusive.60 A greater degree of care is required in avoiding an

apparently imminent and reasonably certain danger than one of a less certain

or doubtful character.“ It has been said that a failure under ordinary circum

stances, to make diligent use of the available means at one’s command to avoid

.3. known and apprehended danger, where it is apparent that such danger might

have been avoided if such means had been so used, is to be regarded as concur

ring negligence, and so declared by the court.“ lnattention to a previously

known danger does not always constitute contributory negligence as a matter

-of law.68

7024. Failure to notify others of position of peril—If a person assumes a

position of danger in which he is likely to be injured by the acts of others who

are unaware of his position, he will generally be charged with contributory neg

ligence if he fails to notify them of his position.“

7025. Attempting to save life or property-—One may incur very great risk

in an attempt to save human life without being charged with contributory neg

ligence. The degree of risk that may be incurred to save property varies with

its value. Here, as elsewhere, the question of contributory negligence is for

the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.65

7026. Using one’s own property—-One cannot be driven from the use of

his own property by the negligence of his neighbor. He may use it though it

is in an exposed condition and the fact of its exposure does not relieve his

  

58 .\Iurphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526. 71+662:

Walker v. St. P. C. Ry., 81-404, S—1+222;

'Oddie v. Mondenhall, 84-58, 86+881; Lar

son v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 85-387, 88+994;

Plaunt v. Ry. Trans. Co.. 86-506, 914-19.

5" Loucks \‘. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 1‘

'fi51; Iltis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-273, 231.

414-1040; Sveudsen v. Alden, 101-158, 162.

1121-10.

“°Schell v. Second Nat. Bank. 14-43

(34); Carroll v. Minn. Valley Ry., 14

57(42); Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443; Estelle

v. Lake Crystal, 27-243, 6+775; Kelly v.

‘Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+5S8; Mc

Kenzie v. Northfield, 30-456, ]6+26-4;

Martin v. North Star I. Works, 31-407,

18+109; Taylor v. Austin, 32-247, 20+

157; Stoker v..Minneapolis, 32-478, 21+

557; Nichols v. Minneapolis, 33-430, 23+

~S68: La. Riviere v. Pemberton, 46-5, 481

-406; Wright v. St. Cloud, 54-94, 55+819;

\\'herry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415, 67+

22?»; Iludon v. Little Falls, 68-463, 71‘

678; Berg v. G. N. Ry., 70-272, 73+6-48:

Lyons v. Red “dug, 76-20, 7S+S6S; An

derson V. St. Cloud, 79-S8. Sl+7-16: ‘Vill

inms \'. .\lpls. St. Ry.. 88-79, 92+479;

Rnrelmrdt v. People's Ice Co.. 106-134,

11S+359.

n1Erd v. St. Paul. 22-443.

"2 Brown v. Mil. & St. P. Ry., 22-165.

See also, Griggs v. Flcckenstein. 14-81

(62); Bean v. Keller, 107-162, 119+801.

"3 Mnloy v. St. Paul, 54-398, 56+94;

Williams v. Mpls. St. Ry., 88-79, 92+-479;

Borclmrdt v. People’s Ice Co., 106-134.

llB+3-59.

‘H (Ileary r. Dakota P. Co., 71-150, 73+

717. 1099; Carroll v. Minn. Valley Ry.,

14-57(42).

B5 Berg v. G. N. Ry., 70-272, 73+648;

('nrroll r. Minn. Valley Ry., 14-57(42).
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neighbor from the exercise of due care. But one has no right to invite peril, or

to run into danger recklessly, even on his own_ property.“ _ . _H

7027. Illegal conduct—The fact that the 1n_]ured person was domg an 2 e

gal act at the time of the accident does not in 1tselt constitute contrrbu ory

vli nce.M - .

1167023. Drunkenness-—'1‘he fact that a person when inj_ured was drunk does

not constitute contributory negligence per se, but it is a circumstance that3 may

be considered in determining whether he was in the exercise of due care. __

7029. Child:-en—A child of such tender years as to be incapable of e_xerc-is»

ing any judgment or discretion cannot be charged with contributory ne_gl_1gen1c§.'

But where a child has attained such an age as to be capable of exerclslng 11$

judgment and discretion, he is responsible for the exercise of_ such a degree tol

care and vigilance as might reasonably be expected of one of his age and 1nen'i:i1

capacitv. The fact that he may not have the mature Judgment of an adult “_ 1

not exchse a child from exercising the degree of judgment and discretion WhlC5

he possesses, or for disregardng the warnings and orders of his semors, ant

hcedlessly rushing into known danger.‘“‘ A child over seven years of age H1115

be expected to exercise some degree of care.70 _

7030. Old people—The same rules that apply to clnldren apply to old pg:

ple whose senses are blunted and mental faculties impaired by age._ All t :11

the law requires of them is a degree of care commensurate wlth their age um

discretion.T1 _

7031. Actions under statutes—The doctrine of contributory negligence ap

plies to actions under statutes as well as at common law unless it is clear that

the intention of the legislature was otlwrwise." '

7032. Burden of proof—Presumption of due care—'1‘_he burden of pro‘

ing contributory negligence is on the defendant." But if it appears from tllle

plaintiii’s evidence it will defeat a recovery.“ rThe presumphon is that t

plaintiff, or person injured, was in the exercise of due care at the time of t L

injury,75 unless the evidence clearly shows the contrary.”1

M Schell v. Second Nat. Bank, 14-43

(34); Martin v. North S. 1. Works, 31

407, 1s+109.

'17 Opsahl v. Judd, 30-126, 14+-575; Strut

zel v. St. P. C. Ry., 47-543, 50+690; Oddic

v. Mendenhall, 84-58, 86+881; Mullane v.

St. P. o. Ry., 104-153, 116+354. See

234- Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477

10-ll-443; Mastey v. Vil1aum_% 104'_1§2'

116+207; Jacobson v. Memll, 101-1 ,

119+510; Bailey v. Grand Forks L. (308-

l07—207, 119-+787; Force v. Standard _

(.'o.. 160 Fed. 992. See Decker v. Itasca

Pa er Co., ]27+183.'-'0pHepfel v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263, 51+

1049.

I-locum v. Woitherick, 22-152; 18 Harv.

L. Rev. 505.

68 Lyons v. Dee, 88-490, 93+899. See

'McKillop v. Duluth St. Ry., 57-408, 59+

481; Shannon v. Delwer, 68-138, 71+14;

Parker \'. Winona & St. P. Ry., 83-212.

86+2; Black v. New York etc. Ry., 193

Mass. 448; Little Rock etc. Co. v. Billings,

173 Fed. 903. See Note, 25 Am. St. Rep.

39.

B" St. Paul v. Kuby, 8-154(125); Kc-fl‘e

v. Mil. & St. P. Ry., 21-207, 214; Ludwig

v. Pillsbury, 35-256. 28+505; Twist v.

Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39-+402; I-lepfel

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263, 51+1049; Hen

derson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 52-479, 55+53;

Powers v. C-hi. etc. Ry., 57-332, 59+307:

Berg v. Bousfield, 65-355, 68+45; Jackson

v. St. P. C. Ry., 74-48, 764-956; Fezler

v. Willmar, etc. Ry., 85-252, 88+?-16;

Benedict v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 86-224. 90+

360; Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 95-386. 104+

11 Johnson v. St. P. o. Ry., 67-260. 69+

900. See Peterson v. Mpls. St. Ry-, 90''

52, 95+751.

T2 Schutt v. Adair, 99-7, 108+811.

T3 Hocum v. Weitherick, 22-152; Whit"

tier v. Chi. etc. Ry., 24-394; WIlSOD \_

N. P. Ry., 26-278, 3+333; Clark v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 28-69, 91-75; Shannon v. Delwep

68-138, 71+1-4; Parson v. Lyman, 21-3 ,

73+634; Bremer v. St. P. C. Ry., 10!-326,

120+382.

H Hocum v. Weitheriek, 22-152; Greene

\'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-248, 253, 17+3lSl

Parson v. L_vma.n, 71-34, 73+634. ‘

15 Lillstrorn v. N. P. Ry., 53-464. 55*

624; Searfoss v. Chi. etc. Ry., 106-492»

119+66; Hawkins v. G. N. Ry., 107-240:

l19+1070; Peterson v. Merchants’ El. COW‘

l26+534. _

"1 Carlson v. Duluth St. Ry., 126+S2;L
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7033. Law and fact—Whether a person is guilty of contributory negligence

or not is a question for the jury. unless the evidence is e0nclusive.“‘ The re

spective provinces of court and jury are the same here as in the case of negli

gcnce.77

7034. Question on appeal—' ‘he supreme court is not disposed to reverse

a case on the ground that the evidence shows that the plaintiff was guilty of

contributory negligence unless such negligence appears very clearly.T8

7035. Effect-Contributory negligence defeats a recovery unless the injury ,

was wilful or wanton.To One cannot recover damages for an injury to the com

mission of which he has directly contributed; and it matters not whether that

contribution consists in his participation in the direct cause of the injury, or

in his omission of duties which, if performed, would have prevented it. If his _

fault, whether of omission or commission, has been a proximate cause of the

injury, he is without remedy against another also in the wrong.“0

7036. Wilfu-1 or wanton negligence or injury—Contributory negligence

is no defence to an action for wilful or wanton negligence or injury. Wilful

or wanton negligence, in this connection, means “a reckless disregard of the

safety of the person or property of another, by failing, after discovering the

peril, to exercise ordinary care to prevent the impending injury.” 81 While the

term “wilful or wanton negligence” means something more than simply “negli

gence,” or even “gross negligence,” it does not necessarily include the element

of malice, or an actual intent to injure another.82 It is a failure, after, and not

before, discovering the peril. to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to avoid

the impending injury.""3 Evidence merely showing negligence——a want of ordi

nary or reasonable care—will not sustain a finding of wilful or wanton negli

gcnce and the court should not submit the question to the jury.“ In many

cases it has been held that the evidence failed to show wilful or wanton negli

gence.s"' In a. few cases the evidence has been held sutiicient to sustain a find

ing of wilful or wanton negligence; 8“ or to require its submission to the jury."

16Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443; Donaldson v. 84 Johnson v. Truesdale, 46-345, 48+

Mil. etc. Ry., 21-293; Brown \'. Mi]. etc.

Ry.. 22-165; Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30

482, 16+266; Hermeling v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

105-136, 117-F341; Bremer v. St. P. C.

Ry.. 107-326, 120+382. See § 7043.

77 See § 7048.

79 Schmidt v. G. N. Ry., B3-105, 85+935.

79 Carroll v. Minn. Valley Ry., 13-30

(18); Griggs v. Fleckenstein. 14-81(62);

Alger v. Duluth etc. Co., 93-314, 101+298.

13%Z5lmgren v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102-41, 112+

I.

1136; Laudo v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279, 83+

1089. ‘

"Donaldson v. Mil. etc. Ry.. 21-293;

Denman v. St. P. & D. Ry., 26-357, 4+

605; Schefiier \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-518,

21+711; Johnson v. Truesdule, 46-345,

48+1136; Pettit v. G. N. Ry., 58-120, 59+

1082; Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+

447; Thompson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 64-159,

66+265; Wherry v. Duluth etc. Ry.. 64

415, 67+223; Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49,

70+357; Fonda \'. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438,

74+166; Arine v. Mpls. etc. Ry., ‘T6-201.

78+1108; Guthrie v. G. N. Ry., 76-277,

79+107; Gagne v. Mpls. St. Ry., 77-171,

79+671; Lando \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279,

83+1089; Russell v. Mpls. St. Ry., 83-304,

86+346; Olson \'. N. P. Ry., 84-258, 87+

843; Baly v. St. P. C. Ry., 90-39, 95+

757; Alger v. Duluth etc. Co.. 93-314,

101+298; McGi1lis v. Duluth etc. Ry., 95

363, 1047-231; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96

176, 104+827; Gibbons v. N. P. Ry., 99

142, 108+471. '

51 Johnson v. Truesdale. 46-345, 48+

1136; Studley v. St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249,

51+115; Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438,

7-H166; Sloniker v. G. N. Ry.. 76-306, 79+

168; Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 81-279, 83+

1089; Rawitzer v. St. P. C. Ry., 93-84,

100-l-664; Id.. 98-294, 108+-271; Alger V.

Duluth etc. Co., 93-314, 101%-298; Teal v.

St. P. C. Ry., 96-379. 104-+945; Gibbons

v. N. P. Ry., 99-142. 108+471; Anderson

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224, 114+1123.

" Sloniker v. G. N. Ry., 76-306, 79+168;

Alger \'. Duluth etc. Co., 93-314, 101+298;

.1'&1ri2%erson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224, 114+

53 Anderson v. Mpls. ctc. Ry., 103-224,

]l4+1l23.

B0 Evarts v. St. P. etc. Ry., 56-141, 57+

459; Slonikcr \'. G. N. Ry., 76-306, 79+

168. '

81Rawitzer \'. St. P. C. Ry., 93-84, 100+

664.
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V ' eks to recover for wilful or wanton negligence he must frame hrs

a1-¢iiriipl)aail‘rii' ::cordingly.“ It is to be regretted that our supreme cou1't1_w1ll (;()£

abandon the use of the misleading expression “wilful or wanton neg lggg net

It is a misnomer. Negligence is usually the result of madvertcnee. t them

done with a consciousness of probable results and reckless indiiierefnce lo nee

-contains another element besides mere inadvertence cha1'acter1st1c 0 nelg 1513 bé

Wantonness is as reprehensible as intentronal wrong domg and s _ouwiHul

-classed with it. What is really meant by wilful or wanton neghgepfce 11s t was

or wanton injury—a distinct tort, independent of neghgence. wA1aWilful

meant was negligence contributory neghgence would be a defe_nce1.;S rdinary

injury is an injury inflicted intentionally, using the language in 1 do t how:

untechnical sense. A wanton injury is an in]ury resultmg from con uc s

ing a reckless disregard of the safety of person or property known to be ill 11

position of peril from such conduct.89

IMPUTED CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

. _- - d7037. In eneral—Ywligence 1n the conduct of another will not be llplmte
to a party ifghc neither zii1thorized such conduct, nor participated there1n1,“I11i(;;'

had the right or power to control it. If, however, two or more persons that

in the joint prosecution of a common purpose under such circumstances duct

each has authority, expressed or implied, to act for all 1n respect to the con li

or the means or agencies employed to execute such common purpose, the mlilgof

gence of any one of them in the management thereof will be imputed to 21

the others.W _ _ _ f a

7038. Driver of vehicle and passenger-The neghgence of thednver 0tl

vehicle is not imputed to a passenger unless the passenger has control 08/‘grd1-iver or they are engaged in a joint enterprise. The passenger is boun ‘b Oteiiv

-ercise ordinary or reasonable care and if he is personally guilty of contr1 u 0 _

negligence he cannot recover."1 '

7039. Master and servant-The contributory negligence of a servant is

imputed to his master.92

7040. Carrier and passenger—'1‘he negligence of a railway coninpany in the

management of a train is not imputed to a passenger 011 the tram.

Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224, mers v. G. N. Ry., 82-120, 84+728 (l“15'

1]—l+1123. band and wife); Cunningham v. Thief

‘W13 Harv. L. Rev. 536; 17 Id. 428; 21

‘Id. 257; 7 A. & E. Ency. Law (2 ed.)

443; Beach. Cont. Neg. (3 ed.) § 62; Au

derson v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 103-224, 114+

1123 (dissenting opinion); Rideout v.

Winnebago T. Co., 101+672. In Wyman

v. N. P. Ry.. 34—210. 212, 25+349 and

J-Ivarts v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 56-141. 146, 57+

459, the wrong is properly called a wilful

or wanton injury.

"°Koplitz v. St. Paul. 86-373, 90+79~1.

Soc 18 Harv. L. Rev. 219.

01 Folhnan v. Mankato. 35—522, 29+317

(plaintiif riding in private carriage driven

by owner); Howe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 62-71,

64+102 (i(l.); Johnson v. St. P. C. Ry.,

fi7—260, 69+900 (id.); Finley v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 71-471, 74+174 (husband and wife);

Wosika v. St. P. (J. Ry.. 80-364, 83+386

(young woman riding with young man who

had engaged vehicle for the day); Lam

River Falls, 84-21, S6+763 (plainhif .1‘_1ll'

ing by invitation in private carnage dri\_cg1

by another); Oddie v. Mendenhall, $4-Di

§‘6+SS1 (driver leaving horse unh1t0h°l_

with plaintifI‘_ a woman, in tl19FCfl1'1'1l\g9.)i

Koplitz v. sr. Paul. so-373, _90+194 (clubIll

tiff :1 young woman riding 11} ap omm ll?

hired-by young men of a picnic party):

Teal v. sr. P. 0. Ry.. 96-379, 10+_+945 (his

band and wife); Cotton v. W1ll_m_a.1' (‘ic

Ry., 99-366, 109+S35 (plaintifi hmng 11V

ery team with driver); Heidemann v. Stf.

P. C. Ry., 105-48, 117+226 (neghgence 0

driver imputed to passenger as a mattgr

of law) ; Liabruatcn v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 10 '

207. 117+423 (unmarried woman twenty‘

three years old riding with l1cr_fntheI)-6

-"'-’ La Riviere v. Pemberton. 46-5, 48+40 -

"3 Fl:\hcrty v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-328. 40+

160.
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7041. Parent, guardian, or custodian of child—The negligence of a par

ent, guardian, or custodian of a child non sui juris, which contributes with the

negligence of a third person to the injury of the child, is not a defence to an

action by the child against such third person for his negligence.“ Formerly

the rule was otherwise in this state.”

PRESUMPTIONS AND BURDEN OF PROOF

7042. No presumption of negligence—As a general rule no presumption

of negligence arises from the mere happening of an accident and resulting in

jury.“ The general presumption is that a person does his duty and is not

negligent."7

7043. Burden of pr0of—As a general rule the plaintiff has the burden of

proving the negligence of the defendant and the causal connection between

such negligence and the injury alleged."8 He has the burden of proving that

an injury was inflicted wilfully or Wantonly."0

7044. Res ipsa loquitur—The mere fact that an accident happens has no

tendency to prove negligence, but an accident may be of such a nature as to

raise a presumption of negligence. It often occurs that, in proving the par

ticulars of the accident, its cause is revealed, and thereby competent and suf

ficient proof of negligence furnished. Where the thing causing the accident

is shown to be in the possession and under the control of the defendant, and

the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen if

those who have the management use due care, it affords reasonable evidence.

in the absence of explanation by the defendant, that the accident arose from

want of such care.1 It is sometimes applicable between master and servant.-'

The. maxim at most raises a prima facie case of negligence, which is rebuttable.

No presumption of negligence necessarily follows the plaintiff through the

case, so as to compel the submission of the question of fact to the jury.3

7045. Bursting of steamboat boiler—By an early federal statute the burst

ing of a steamboat boiler was made prima facie evidence ofnegligence in cer

tain cases.4

"4 Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 104+

443.

NFitzgeralrl v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-336,

13+168. See St. Paul v. Kuby, 8-154

(125); Reed v. Mpls. St. Ry., 34-557, 27+

77; O’Ma.llcy v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-289,

4-'i+440; Gunderson v. N. W. El. Co., 47

161, 49+6!-)4; Weissner v. St. P. C. Ry., 47

468, 50+606; Strutzel v. St. P. C. Ry., 47

543. 50+690. ’

M Murphy v. G. N. Ry., 68-526. 71+662;

Johnson v. Walsh, B3-74. 85+910; Kohout

\‘. Newman. 96-61, 104+764.

"7 St. Paul v. Kuby, 8-154(125); Locke

v. First Div. etc. Ry.. 15-350(283, 295);

Shannon v. Dclwer, 68-138. 71+14.

"9 Larson v St. P. & D. Ry., 43-488, 45+

1096; R0senfie‘d v. Arrol, 44-395, 46+76B;

Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384, 50+363;

Briggs v. Mpls. St. Ry., 52-36, 53+1019;

Koslowski v. Thayer, 66-150. 68+973; La

Londe v. Peake, 82-124. 84+726; Johnson

v. Walsh, 83-74, 85+910; Simonson v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 88-89, 92+-459; Rogers v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-34, 108+868; Par-melee

v. Tri-State T. & T. Co., 103-530. 115+

1135; Brnckman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 125+263.

"9 Arine v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-201, 78+

1108.

1 Ryder v. Kinsey, 62-85, 6-M94; Olson v.

G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5; Johnson v. Walsh,

83-74, 85+910; Isherwood v. Jenkins, 84

423, 87+931; Ulseth v. Crookston L. 00.,

97-178, 106+307; Waller v. Ross, 100-7,

110+2-52; Gould v. Winona G. Co., 100

258, 111+254; Cederberg v. Mpls. etc. Ry..

101-100, 111+953; Parmelee v. Tri-State

'1‘. & '1‘. Co., 103-530, 115+1135; Lehman

v. Dwyer. 104-190, 116+352; McGuire v.

G. N. Ry., 106-192. 118+556. See 20

Harv. L. Rev. 228; Note, 113 Am. St. Rep.

986.

2Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+-3; Jen

kins v. St. P. C. Ry.. 105-504, 117+92:5;

Brennan v. Butler. 107-430, 120+540; Ja

cohson v. G. N. Ry.. 108-517, 120+-1089;

Byers v. Carnegie, 159 Fed. 347; 20 Harv.

L. Rev. 228.

BJenkins v. St. P. C. Ry., 105-504, 117+

928. See 20 Harv. L. Rev. 225.

4Mc.-\iahon v. Davidson. 12—357(232\:

Fay v. Davidson, 13—523(491); Connolly

v. Davidson, 15-519(-428).
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7046. Adi-nissions——'l‘he mere admissions of the defendant, unsupported

bv other evidence, are insufiicient to justify
a verdict for negligence.‘

H 7047. Degree of proof—Specula.tion and conjecture»-Proof of negligence

' d t b ' a fair preponderance of the evidence.“ _ _
ls ma 0 ill: is Zufiicient it the evidence afiords a reasonable basis for a findmg

was the proximate and operatmg
quired. _

that the act eomplamed of

injury.7 The evidence need not _be direct and positive. _ 1 Q

' evidence of en-cumstances hearing more or es

s not bound to

eence is susceptible of proof by

directly upon the fact. The plaintiff i

Certainty is not re

cause of the

The fact of negh

prove more than enough

to raise a [air presumption of negligence 011 the part of the defendant and of

resulting injury to himself.

the defendant produces evidence sufiicient to rebut tl1is

Having done this he is entitled to recover unless

presumption.“ It is

sufficient if the evidence takes the case out of the realm of conjecture and

fairly justifies the inference that the negligence charged was the prommatc

cause of the injury complained of." Proof of causal connection must be some

thing more than consistent with the

occurred.‘°

plaintiit’s theory of how the __ I

It is not enough that the evidence leaves the matter in equ1l1br1o

as to whether the injury was produced by a cause for which the defendant

was responsible, or by one for which he was not responsible; and a fort1o1‘1

no recovery can be had it it is more probable that it was produced by the

latter.U 1t is unnecessary to prove the precise way in which the accldent

occurred.12

It is suflicient if the evidence, on the whole, agrees with and

supports the hypothesis which it is adduced to prove, and it is the duty of the

jury to decide according to the reasonable probability of the truth.“

finding of negligence cannot be based upon mere possibility, speculation, 01'

conjecture.“ It is unnecessary that the evidence should negative every other

possible cause of theiujury,13 or all possible circumstances that would excuse

accident

But a

='-Binewiez v. Haglin, 103-297, 115+271.

See Mchianus v. Nichols, 105-144-., 117+223.

"Lindsley v. Chi. etc. Ry., '36-539, 33+7;

Rase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360.

T Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384, 50+363;

Briggs v. Mpls. St. Ry., 52-36, 53+1019;

Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5; Kreuzer

v. G. N. Ry., 87-33, 91+27; Halvorson v.

(‘hi. etc. Ry., 94-531, 103+1132; Kohout v.

Newman, 96-61, 10'-H764; Neitge v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 103-75, 114+-167; Halvorson v. N.

P. Ry., 104-525, 116i-1134; Flack v. W. U.

Tc]. Co., 106-337, 118+1022; Vaillancour

\'. Mpls. ete. Ry., 106-348, 119+53; John~

son v. Lindahl, 106-382, 118+1009; Pat

terson v. Melchior, 106-i37, 119+402; Ruse

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+360; Olson

v. Pike, 107-411, 120%-378; Brown v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 108-1, 121+123; Moorcs \'. N. P.

Ry., 108-100, 121+392. See Shannon v.

Delwcr, es-13s, 71+14.

’*Rosen[ield v. Arrol. 4-1-395, 46+768;

Johnson \'. Lindahl, 106-382. 118i-1009;

Hawkins v. G. N. Ry., 107-245, 1l9+10T0.

See Shannon v. Delwer, 68- 18, T1+14.

9 Kreuzer \'. G. N. Ry., 87-33, 9l+2..T.

1‘! Rogers v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-34, 1081

868; Bruekrnan v. Chi. etc. R_v.. 125+263.

11 Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384, 50+363.

1‘~‘ Lillstrom v. N. P. Ry.. 53-464, 55+624;

Jungclans v. G. N. Ry., 99-515, 108+1118;

Rogers v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-34, 108+-868.

See Shannon v. Delwer, -68-138, '|'1+14

13Lil1strom v. N. P. Ry., 53-464, 55+624i

Rogers v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-34, 108+86_3;

Hawkins v. G. N. Ry., 107-945, 119+10I0

14L$tl‘S0l1 v. St. P. e D. Ry., 43-188, 45+

1096; Powell v. N. P. Ry., 46—2491 43*

907; on \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384, 50+

363; Ellison \'. Truesdale, 49-240, 51+918§

Briggs \'. Mpls. St. Ry., 52-36, 53+1019;

Judson \'. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 654447; K05‘

lowski v. Thayer, 66-150, 68+973; Baxter

V. G. N. Ry., 73-189, 75+1114; Young V:

G. N. Ry., 80-123, 83+32; Brennan L. CO

v. G. N. Ry., 80-205, S3+137; Mpls. S. 8:

D. Co. v. G. N. Ry., 83-370, 86+451; Swep

Son \'. Erlandson, 86-263, 90+534; It/.[ai'tln

v. Courtney. 87-197, 914-487; Truax v

MPIS- etc. Ry., 89-143, 9-1+440; Cufletou

V. G. N. Ry., 93-373. 101+-501; Gnflin ‘v’

Minn. T1‘. Ry., 94-191, 102+-391; Martyn

\'. Minn. & I. Ry., 95-333. 104-l-133; U|S8th

\'. Crookston L. Co., 97-178. 106+307;

Lehman v. Dwyer, 104-190, 116+352; M6‘

Guire v. G. N. Ry., 106-192, ns+556; M?‘

geau \'. G. N. Ry., 106-375, 119+200; Mil

ler v- Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-499. 119+21S;

Olson v. Pike, 107-411, 120+37S; Brennan

\'. Butler, 107-430, 120+540; Moores V. N

P. R_v.. 108-100, 12l+392.

"1 Kohout v. Newman, 96-61, 104+764
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F

the defendant.m Where a cause is shown which might produce a given ac

cident, and the fact appears that an accident of that particular character did

occur, it may be a warrantable inference, in the absence of evidence of other

cause, that the one known was the operative agency in bringing about such

result."

LAW AND FACT

7048. In general—The rule, applicable to most cases of negligence, that

the law requires such care as persons of ordinary prudence would use under

similar circumstances, is plainly a rule of law. In applying it to the cir

cumstances of a particular case, two questions arise: what amount of care

would persons of ordinary prudence use under such circumstances; and did

the defendant use that amount of care? Both are purely questions of fact."

But, like other questions of fact they are sometimes questions for the jury and

sometimes questions for the court. They are always for the jury when fair

minded men might reasonably draw different conclusions. They are always

for the court when the evidence is conclusive, in other words, when the evi

dence is susceptible of only one reasonable inference and it would be the

manifest duty of the court to set aside a contrary verdict.1D This is simply

a particular application of the general rule that governs in all civil cases.20

Certain rules of conduct, such as the “look and listen rule,” have been es

tablished by judicial legislation and are applied by the court as rules of law.

These cases stand apart."1 The fact that there is no conflict in the testimony

does not make the case one for the court instead of the jury, if the evidence

is for any reason inconclusive in its nature—as, for example, where dilferenl

conclusions may reasonably be drawn from it, or where its credibility is doubt

ful.22 Ordinarily it is only where there is an entire absence of evidence tend

ing to establish negligence that a court can enter upon the province of the

10 Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5.

lBRase v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-260, 120+

36 . -

18 14 Harv. L. Rev. 549; Grand Trunk Ry.

v. Ives, 144 U. S. 408; Keener, Quasi Con

tracts, 107. The only rule of law is one

which appeals to an outside standard, that

of general experience; and the application

of it, by whatever tribunal made, calls for

a preliminary determination of something

for which there is no legal test—a matter

of fact, and not a matter of law—namely,

the behavior in a supposed ease, of the

prudent man. Thayer, Ev. 228. The

standard of care is that which is prescribed

by law. Ordinarily the jury, under in

structions from the court as to the legal

standard of care, should be left to decide

whether or not the defendant ’s conduct

measures up to that standard, for it may

well be assumed that the united judgment

of twelve average citizens correctly gauges

the conduct of the “person of ordinary

prudence.” Some lines of conduct of the

“person of ordinary prudence” are, how

ever, so instinctive or have been so thor

oughly characterized in the common. or at

least the prepouderant sentiment of man

kind, that a court cannot but know that

it would be impossible for a jury in a case

of that class to return :1 verdict for the

plaintiff without rejecting the conduct of

the person of ordinary prudence as the

standard and setting up one of their own

for that particular case. In such instances

it is proper for the court to direct the ver

dict. American W. G. Co. v. Noe, 158 Fed.

777.

W Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+

266; Johnson v. Winona etc. Ry., 11-296

(204, 213); Erd v. St. Paul, 22-443; Cra

ver v. Christian, 34-397, 26+8; Id., 36

413, 418, 31+457; Bennett v. Syndicate

Ins. Co., 39-254, 39+488; Oviatt v. Dakota

C. Ry., 43-300, 303, 45+436; Hendricksou

v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 252, 51+1044; Tut

ruu v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 52+3s4; Stein

dorfi‘ v. St. Paul G. Co., 92-496, 100+221;

Wiita v. Interstate I. Co.. 103-303, 115+

169; Metropolitan Ry. v. Jackson, 3 App.

Cars. 193; Dublin etc. Ry. v. Slattery, 3

App. Cas. 1155. 1181; Grand Trunk Ry.

v. Ives, 144 U. S. 408; Davidson v. U. S..

205 U. S. 187.

2" Emery v. Mpls. I. Expo., 56-460, 464,

5T+1l32. See § 9707.

21 See § 8170 and 14 Harv. L. Rev. 549.

-'2 Burud v. G. N. Ry., 62-243, 245, 64+

562; Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+

266; Oviatt v. Dakota C. Ry., 43-300, 45+

436.
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jury and order a nonsuit or direct a verdict for the defenda.n_t.“ 'I;he fore

going rules apply to contributory negligence as well as to neghgence.

EVIDENCE

049. Custom ractice-—Evidence of the customary practice oi otherme7n in the same rlllusliness or occupation is adm1ss1b1e‘to prove or disprove

negligence, but it is not conclusive.25 Customary pract1c_e Wlll not Izlexctuse 2:1:

act negligent in itself.28 What usually 1s_done may be evidence of “ 1a ougb

to be done; but what ought to be done 1s fixed by a_standard of rezgsona te

prudence, whether it is usually complied with or _not.2' That others ave a ‘

tempted or performed negligent acts of a certain character will not excuse

one in attempting an act of that character.28

7050. Unusual practice—Evidence that an act charged to have been neg

ligently done was done in an unusual manner is admissible.“ d t

7051. Careful habit—Evidence that a person is of a careful and pru en

habit is inadmissible to prove that he was not negligent upon a particular

occasion.8°

7052. Other acts of negligence—Neg1igent habit-Evidence of_ other ill

dependent and disconnected acts of negligence is inadmissible. It is not per

missible to prove that a person is of a negligent habit for the purpose of

proving that he was negligent upon the occasion in question.“ It is dis

cretionary with a trial court to allow the plaintiff to give all his evidence

atone time, even though such evidence tends to show negligent custom, before

it is shown by some direct evidence that the negligent act complained of W85

committed by the defendant.32

7053. Other accidents from same cause—Evidence of similar accidents

from the same inanimate cause is admissible to prove that the common cause

was dangerous or likely to cause such accidents; that the person responsible _

for it was aware of its dangerous character or tendency to cause such amp

dents; and that it caused the accident in question.“ It must appear that tie

21* Bennett v. Syndicate Ins. Co., 39-254,

391-188; Emery v. Mpls. I. Expo., 56-460,

57+1132.

M Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+266;

Hermeling v. Chi. etc. Ry., 105-136, 117+

341-. Lewis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 127+18O.

2'5 Woodson v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-60, 65;

Hayward v. Knapp, 23-430; Kelly v.

Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+588; Kolsti

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-133, 19+655; Doyle

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42-79, 43+787; O’Malley

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-289, 45+440; Larson

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-423, 45+722; Arm

strong v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-85, 47+459;

Bergquist v. Chandler, 49-511, 52+136;

Flanders v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-193, 53+544;

Lawson v. Truesdule, 60-410, 62+546; Hin

ton v. Eastern Ry., 72-339, 75+373; An

derson v. Fielding, 92-42, 99+357; Monsen

v. Crane, 99-186, 108+933; Cederberg v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-100, 111+953; Wiita v.

Interstate I. Co., 103-303, 115+169; Brown

v. Musser, 104-156, 116+218; Vance v.

G. N. Ry., 106-172. 1184-674. See Red

River R. Mills v. Wright, 30-249, 15+167.

N Larson v. Ring, 43-88, 44+1078; Mpls.

S. 8: D. Co. v. Met. Bank, 76-136, 78+980;

Braaflat v. Mpls. & N. El. Co., 90-367, 96+

920; Krernkoski v. G. N. Ry., 101-501,

112+1025; Wiita v. Interstate I._Co., 103

303, 1154-169; Fletcher v. Baltimore etc.

Ry., 168 U. S. 135.

27 Wiita \'. Interstate I. Co., 103-303,.

115+169.

18 Wherry \'. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415, 67+

223.

2° Steflenson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-531, 53+

800.

3° Jflgger v. Nat. G. A. Bank, 53-386, 55+

545; Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438, 446,

74+166. ,.

B1 Morse \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-165. 411,

16+358; Knillen \'. N. W. B. C0,, 46-187,.

48+779; Newstrom v. St. P. & D. RY-r 61"

vs, 82, e3+253; Fonda v. St. I’. 0. Ry., 71

438, 74+166. See Shaber v. St. P. etc. RY-1

28-103. 109, 9+575; Ransier v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 30-215, 14+ss3; Davidson v. so If.

etc. Ry., 34-51, 24+324; Stellwagen v. W1‘

nona. 54-460. 56+51; McBride v. St. P. L.

Ry., 72-291, 75+231; Fulmore v. St. P. C

Ry.. 72-448, 75+5s9.

32 Campbell v. Ry. Trans. Co., 95-375,

104+-‘$47.

33 Phelps v. Mankato. 23-276; Kelly V

Sonthern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+588; Morse
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conditions at the time of the other accidents were substantially the same as

at the time of the accident in question.“ Conversely, evidence that other

similar accidents have never resulted from the alleged cause is admissible.as

against the master for negligence, where such party did not know of such

rules at the time of the accident and did not act with reference to them. Such

rules do not fix the legal standard of negligence. A person cannot, by the

adoption of private rules, fix the standard of his duty to others. That is

fixed by law, either statutory or common.“7

7055. Subsequent repairs and precautions—Evidence of repairs made or

precautions taken subsequently to an injury is inadmissible to prove a neg

ligent condition at the time of the injury.”8

7056. Belief of defendant—Evidence that the defendant believed that he

was acting carefully is inadmissible where only compensatory damages are

claimed.“

ACTIONS

7057. Limitation of actions-—Actions for negligence may be brought any

time within six years,‘rJ except against municipalities.‘1

7058. Complaint—It is sufficient to allege that the act, the commission or

omission of which caused the injury, was negligently or carelessly done or

omitted. It is unnecessary to allege specifically all the acts or omissions con

stituting the negligence.‘2 Under such a general allegation a party may

prove any facts, not inconsistent with the facts alleged, which would tend to

prove that the acts alleged were negligent. A complaint with such an allega

tion is not demurrable as not stating a cause of action, unless the particular

acts alleged are such that they could not be negligent under any possible

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-465, 16+358; Clapp v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+575); Day v.

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 29+340; Phelps v. Akeley, 54-522, 56+243; Hammargren v.

Winona & St. P. Ry., 37-485, 35+273; St. Paul, 67-6, 694-470; Fonda v. St. P. C.

Burrows v. Lake Crystal, 61-357, 63+745; Ry., 71-438, 450, 74+166; Lally v. Crooks

Byard v. Palace C. H. 00., 85-363, 88+ ton L. Co., 82-407, 85+157; Ginter v.

998; Nye v. Dibley, 88-465, 93+524; Wiita Rector, St. M. Church, 95-14, 24, 103+738.

v. Interstate 1. Co., 103-303, 115+169; 39Krippner v. Biebl, 28-139,,9+671.

Dflfling V. Westmoreland, 52 N. H. 401; 40 R. L. 1905 § 4076(5); Brown v. Heron

Bemis v. Temple, 162 Mass. 342; Shea v. Lake, 67-146, 69+710; on; v. G. N. Ry.,

Glendale etc. 00., 162 Mass. 463; Brown 70-50, 72+833; Ackerman v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

v. Eastern etc. Ry., 22 Q. B. D. 391; Dis- 70-35, 72+1134.

trict of Columbia v. Armes, 107 U. S. 519. 41 R. L. 1905 § 768.

396 Johnson v Walsh, 83-74, 85+910. ~ 12 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 91-75;

“Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-465, 16+ MeCauley v. Davidson, 10-418(335, 339);

358; Clapp v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-6, 29+3-40; Keating v. Brown, 30-9, 13+909; Johnson

Burrows v. Lake Crystal, 61-357, 63+745. v. St. P. & D. Ry., 31-283, 17+622; Ekman

3“ Doyle v. St. P. etc. Ry.', 42-79, 43+7B7. v. Mpls. St. Ry., 34-24, 24-I-291; Olson v.

3" Nye v. Dibley, 88-465, 93+524. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-477, 26+605; Rolseth

3" Hanson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-355, 34+ v. Smith, 38-14, 35+565; Rogers v. Truce

223; Fonda v. St. P. C. Ry., 71-438, 74+ dale, 57-126, 58+688; Hinton v. Eastern

166; Smithson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216. 73+ Ry., 72-339, 75+373; Ware v. Squyer, 81

53; Isackson v. Duluth St. Ry., 75-27, 388, 84+126; Kretzschmar v. Meehan, 81

771-433; Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. 432, S4-+220; Smith v. G. N. Ry., 92-11,

Ry., 97-467, 484, 10'/‘+548; McKernan v. 99+47; Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+331,'

etroit etc.Ry.,101+812, 815. Casey v. Am. B. Co., 95-11, 103+623;

3“ Morse v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-465, 16+ Christiansen v. Chi. etc. R ., 107-341, 120+

353 (overruling O'Leary v. Mankato, 21- 300; Bjelos v. Cleveland Clitfs I. Co., 109

65; Phelps v. Mankato, 23-276; Kelly v. 320, 123+922.

Southern Minn. Ry, 28-98, 9+588; Shaber

Il'—42
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evidence admissible the1-eunder.‘3 A general allegation as to the .1n]ur1e§

suffered is suffieient.M It is unnecessary to negative contributory neghgence.

It must appear that the injury was the natural and proximate result of the

alleged negligent act of the defendant, but it is unnecessary that it should

appear just how the injury

it was the duty
of law and a nullity.‘T

resulted from such act."

defendant owed the plaintiff a duty to exercise due care. _

of the defendant to do a specified thing is a mere conclusion

A breach of duty must appear.“

It must appear that the

An allegation that

In actions against

municipalities there must be an allegation of the service of notice as required

by statute."

a proper foundation must be laid.50

If recovery is sought for wilful or wanton negligence or injury

7059. Demurrer--Contributory negligence-A complaint showing on its

face conclusively that the plaintifi was guilty
of contributory negligence is

demurrable.“ But to render a complaint demurrable on this ground the

contributory negligence must so clearly appear that there could be no room

for different minds reasonably arriving at any
different conclusion, upon any

possible evidence admissible under and consistent with the allegations.52 All

allegation that the
plaintiff was without fault and that he was in the due

performance of his duty, are not mere legal conclusions, and are to be given

due weight in construing a pleading,

negligence.“

to repel the inference of contributory

7060. General denia1—Evidence of contributory neg1igence~—Contrib

utory negligence may be proved under a general denial.“4 _

7061. Variance--Where the complaint alleges specific acts of neghgellce

the proof must be limited to such acts.

by proving substantially the facts alleged in the complaint.“5

a variance has been held immaterial.“

A plaintiff must recover, if at all.

In several cases

43 Rolseth v. Smith, 38-14, 35+565;

Rogers v. Truesdale, 57-126, 58+688; Sten

dal v. Boyd, 67-279, 69+399; Birmingham

v. Duluth etc. Ry., 70-474, 73+409.

H Smith v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-169, 14+

797; Babcoek v. St. P. etc. Ry., 36-147,

30+449; Casey v. Am. B. Co., 95-11, 103+

623. See Willison v. N. P. Ry., 127-+4.

45 Hoeum v. Weitherick, 22-152; Clark

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 2S-69, 9+75; Ekman v.

Mpls. St. Ry., 34-24, 24+291; Rolseth v.

Smith, 38-14, 35+-565; Lydecker v. St. P.

C. Ry., 61-414, 63+1027; Leier v. Minn.

etc. Co., 68-203, 65+269; Birmingham v.

Duluth etc. Ry., 70-474, 7s+40s; Thomp

son v. G. N. Ry., 70-219, 72+962.

M‘Leo v. Emery, 10-187(151); Hocum

v. Weitherick, 22-152, 156; Johnson v. St.

P. 8:. D. Ry., 31-283, 17+622; Dugan v. St.

P. 87 D. Ry., 40-544, 42+538; Berry v.

Dole, 87-471, 92+a:-14; Floody v. G. N. Ry.,

104-474, 116+943.

4'' Berry v. D0122, 87-471, 92+33-4; Heron

v. St. P. etc. Ry., es-542, 71+706.

48 See Johnson v. St. P. 8: D. Ry. 31

233, 17+622; Lydeeker v. St. P. C.’Ry.,

63+1027; Berry v. Dole, 87-471,

49 See § 6739.

5° Anderson v. Mpls. etc. R ., 103-224
114-+1123. See Note, 69 L. R.yA. 601. ’

M Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+75.

 

52R0lseth v. Smith, as-14, s5+565; Ly

deeker v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-414, 63+1027i

Leier v. Minn. etc. Co., 63-203, 65+26_9§

Birmingham v. Duluth etc. Ry., 70*41‘1,

73+409.

-'-B Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+331.

M St. Anthony Falls etc. Co. v. Eastmam

20-27'/(249, 265); Hocum v. Weitherickt

22-152, 156; O’Malley v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

43-289, 294, 45+440. See Blakeley v. Ls

Duc, 19—187(152, 156). The intimation 1n

Woodrutf v. Beannan, 108-118, 121+42_6

that the question is an open one in this

state is obviously due to inadvertence.

-"-'1 Rnnsier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-2151 1'“

RS3; Connelly v. Mpls. E. Ry., 38-80, 821

35+582; O’Malley v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43"

289, 45+-440; Morrow v. St. P. C. Ry., 65

382, 67+]002; Jemming v. G. N. Ry., 96—

302, 104+1079; Donahue v. N. W. etc. 00-,

103-432, 115+279; Poczerwinski v. Srmth,

105-305, l17+486; Vance v. G. N. Ry-,

106-172, 11S+674; Raitila v. Consumers 0.

Co., 107-91, 119+49o; Bigum v. St. Paul

etc. Co., 107-567, 119+481; Willison v. N

P. Ry., 127+-1; Duff v. Bayne, 127+385. S90.

as to litigation of issues by consent, H05‘

tetter v. Illinois C. Ry., 104-25, 115+743i

Vnilancour v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-348, 119+

53.

-7(lM0ser v. St. P. &: D. Ry., 42-480, 44+

530: Olson v. G. N. Ry., 68-155, 71+5.
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CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY

7062. Indictment—An indictment for criminal carelessness in the opera

tion of a railway engine and train by its engineer, whereby a collision occurred

and named persons were killed, held insufficient.“

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—See Bills and Notes.

NEGOTIABLE PAPER—See Bills and Notes.

NEW ASSIGNMENT—See Pleading, 7629.

NEW MATTER—See Pleading, 7578.

NEWSPAPERS

7063. Definition-i-A newspaper is a publication, usually in sheet form, in

tended for general circulation, and published at short intervals, containing in

telligence of current events and news of general interest.”

7064. Qualifications for legal publications-—Statute—The qualifications

of a newspaper to make it a proper medium for oflicial and legal publications

are prescribed by statute.“ Where an aflidavit has been filed with a county

auditor by the publisher of a newspaper, in accordance with the provisions of

the statute, the presumption is that the newspaper therein shown to be qualified

continues so to be until the contrary is established. It is unnecessary, if there

is a change of publishers, that another affidavit be filed.“°

7065. Designation as official newspaper—Municipal charters often pro

vide for the designation of a newspaper for oflicial publications.“1

7066. Compensation for official or legal publications-—The maximum

amount which a newspaper may receive for official or legal publication is pre

scribed by statute.“

7067. What constitutes publication—Those copies of a newspaper which

are sent from the publication otfice to the post ofiice, some to be delivered to

subscribers in the same city, others to be carried by mail to subscribers else

where, are published when deposited in the post oitice.‘“1

5'' State v. MacDonald, 105-251, 117+482.

-'-8 Beecher v. Stephens, 25-146; Hull v.

King, 38-349, 37+792.

5” Laws 1907 c. 3. See Beecher v.

Stephens, 25-146 (Northwestern Reporter

held not a newspaper); Hull v. King, 38

349, 37+792 (religious weekly held a news

paper); Tribune P. Co. v. Duluth, 45-27,

47+309 (a newspaper printed and-pub

lished six days consecutively each week,

one of which is Sunday, is a daily news

paper within Laws 1889 c. 47); Norton v.

Duluth, 54-281, 56+80 (effect of general

statute on charter provisions—no paid sub

scribers—advertising sheet for circulation

on trains and boats); Wolfe v. Moorhead,

98-113, 107+728 (weekly newspaper con

forming to statutory requirements).

6" Wyman v. Baker, 83-427, 86+432.

61 MeKusick v. Stillwater, 44-372, 46+

769 (publication held valid though charter

not complied with); Fairchild v. St. Paul,

46-540, 49+325 (designation held sulfi

cient); Norton v. Duluth, 54-281, 56+80

(effect of general statute on charter pro

visions-—desigmtion held suflicient).

G: R. L. 1905 § 2714. See Hobs v. Swift,

58-84, 59+831 (meaning of “folio,”

“ems,” and “solid” matter); Fergus P.

& P. Co. v. Otter Tail County, 60-212, 62+

272 (for publishing forfeited tax list un

der Laws 1893 c. 150 newspaper held en

titled to recover reasonable value of serv

ices or statutory rate, in absence of ex-'

press agreement).

08 Pratt v. Tinkcom, 21-142.



NEW TRIAL

1N GENERAL

Definition and nature, 7068.

Power to grant new trials inherent—Efiect

of statute, 7069. _

Statute applicable to both legal and equita

ble actions—reargument unauthonzed,

7070.

Motion for new trial matter of right, 7071.

Legislature cannot grant, 7072.

Necessity of motion to secure review on ap

peal, 7073. _

Granted only for material error—De mim

rnis—Nominal damages—Technical er

rors, 7074.

Who may move, 7075.

Waiver of right, 7076.

When there are several parties, 7077.

Where there are several causes of action,

7078'.

()f less than all the issues, 7079.

Renewal of motion, 7080.

Setting aside order granting, 7081.

Effect of granting—Vacatiug judgment,

7082.

Imposing conditions, 7083.

Stating grounds in order granting new

trial, 7084.

Who may hear motion, 7085.

TIME OF MOTION

When made on the minutes of the -court,

7086.

When made on a case or bill of exceptions,

7087.

When made on aflidavits, 7088.

After findings on part of issues, 7089.

After appeal—Remand, 7090.

NOTICE OF MOTION

Specification of errors or grounds of mo

tion, 7091.

Amendment, 7092.

Waiver, 7093. _

On whom served, 7094.

Motion for new trial or judgment non olr

stante, 7095.

BASIS OF MOTION

Aifidavits—Minutes—Case or bill of ex

ceptions, 7096.

IRREGULARITY

Statute—Const1-uction, 7097.

Improper remarks of court, 7098.

Miscellaneous cases of misconduct in the

court, 7099.

MTSCONDUCT OF COUNSEL OR

PR-EVAILING PARTY

Corrupting jurors, 7100.

Interference with jury, 7101.

Improper remarks or argument of counsel,

7102.

Miscellaneous cases of misconduct of coun

sel, 7103.

MISCONDUCT O1“ JURY

By trial court—A matter of discretion,

7104.

By supreme court, 7105.

When verdict right as matter_o£ law, 7106.

Objections on the trial-—‘Wa1ver, 7107.

Presumption of prejmhce——Burden of

proof, 7108. _ _

Aflidavits of jurors and others—Adnussr

bility, 7109.

Sufficiency of nfiidavits, 7110.

Oral examination of jurors, 7111.

Separation of the jury, 7112.

Drinking intoxicating liquors, 7113.

Visiting locus in quo, 7114. I _

Unauthorized communications with jury,

7115.

Miscellaneous forms of misconduct, 7116.

ACCIDENT OR SURPRISE

By trial court-—A matter of discretion,

7117.

By supreme court, 7118.

Objection on the trial, 7119.

Showing on motiou—Aflidavits, 7120.

Cases in which motion granted, 7121.

Cases in which motion denied, 7122.

NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE

By trial court—To be granted with ex

treme caution, 7128.

By another judge, 7124.

By supreme court, 7125.

Motion for postponement condition prece

dent, 7126.

Showing on motion, 7127.

Evidence must not have been discoverable

before trial, 7128.

Evidence must not be merely contradictory

or impeaching, 7129. _

Evidence must not be merely cumulatrve,

7130.

Evidence must be likely to change result,

7131.

New defensive matter —— Supplementfll

pleadings, 7131a.

EXCESSIVE OR INADEQUATE

DAMAGES

Statnte—Undcr which subdivision motion

to be made, 7132. _

By trial court—A matter of discretion

7133.

Necessity of passion or prejudice, 7134

Wheu damages governed by fixed rules‘

7135.
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By supreme court, 7136.

Record on appeal—Motion for new trial

necessary, 7137.

Remitting excess, 7138.

Setting aside successive verdicts, 7139.

When granted as of course, 7140.

Inadequote damages, 7141.

INSUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE

By trial court—In general, 7142.

Probability of stronger evidence on an

other trial, 7143.

Evidence to be considered as a whole, 7144.

Duty to weigh evidence—OredibiJity of

-witnesses—Discretion of trial court,

7145.

By another judge, 7146.

After nonsuit, 7147.

After trial by court, 7148.

After trial by a referee, 7149.

After denial of motion to dismiss or direct

verdict, 7150.

After successive verdicts, 7151.

Remitting excess, 7152.

Conditionally, 7153.

By supreme conrt—In general, 7154.

When order granting new trial reversed

Rule of Hicks v. Stone, 7155.

\Vh;n516rule of Hicks v. Stone applicable,

7 .

When order denying new trial reversed,

7157.

Theory of trial, 7158.

Favorable view of evidence, 7159.

Verdicts based on speculation or conjec

ture, 7160.

VERDICT CONTRARY TO LAW

In general, 7161.

ERRORS OF LAW ON THE TRIAL

What are errors on the trial, 7162.

How far discretionary, 7163.

ERROR IN DRAWING OR IMPANEL

ING THE JURY

In general, 7164.

ERRONEOUS INSTRUCTIONS

In general, 7165.

How far discrcti0nary—Questi0n on ap

peal, 7166.

Inconsistent and contradictory instructions,

7167.

When there are several issues, 7168.

Charge in accord with theory of trial, 7169.

When the verdict is right, 7170.

Erroneous instructions disregarded, 7171.

Tmpertinent abstract instructions, 7172.

_Party cannot complain of favorable charge,

7173.

Improper submission of issues—No evi

dence—Conclusive evidence, 7174.

Improper withdrawal of issues, 7175.

Improper introduction of issues, 7176.

Conditional instructions, 7177.

661

Erroneous summary, 7178.

Failure to charge on particular points,

7179.

ERRONEOUS ADMISSION OR EXCLU

SION OF EVIDENCE

Erroneous admission of evidence—In gen

eral, 7180.

Erroneous exclusion of evidence—In gen

eral, 7181.

When the verdict is right, 7182.

Immaterial evidence, 7183.

Evidence as to facts otherwise proved,

7184.

Error in order of proof, 7185.

Evidence likely to prejudice jury against

party, 7186. -

Evidence of fact admitted, undisputed, or

presumed, 7187.

Evidence to impeach witness, 7188.

Evidence to disprove fact not proved, 7189.

Where there are several causes, 7190.

Where there is a special verdict, 7191.

Exclusion of evidence subsequently ad

mitted, 7192.

Evidence called out by moving party, 7193.

Secondary evidence, 7194.

Similar evidence admitted without objec

tion, 7195.

Theory of case—Objections raised on trial, _

7196.

Evidence on issues litigated by consent,

7197.

When there are several issues, 7198.

Substantive and impeaching evidence, 7199.

Proper answer to improper question, 7200.

Opinion evidence, 7201.

Evidence in rebuttal of incompetent evi

dencc, 7202.

Evidence as to facts disproved, 7203.

Evidence as to issues withdrawn, 7204.

Evidence relating to damages, 7205.

Error cured by striking out evidence, 7200.

Error cured by instructions, 7207.

When the trial is by the court, 7208.

STATUTORY NEW TRIAL AS OF

RIGHT

To what actions applicable, 7209.

Reason for statute, 7210.

Statute construed liberally, 7211.

Who may invoke statute, 7212.

Estoppel—Waiver, 7213.

In case of default, 7214.

Only one new trial of right, 7215.

Time of demand—Notice of judgment,

7216.

Demand—Proof of sewice, 7217.

Payment of costs and damages, 7218. I

Amendment of pleadings on second tnal,

7219.

Right to jury trial. 7220.

Effect of first trial on second trial, 7221.

Judgment on second trial, 7222.

Restitution, 7223.

Improvements, 7224.
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Cross-References

. , . . _ , . tS C d B'll f Exec trons 1367‘ Costs 2213- Criminal Law,_ 2489, ED111161)Donigiri,al1le1s2tl1;1 '1‘ri:1sl,s9c810 (spldcial iindingh in rdsponsd to_ interrogatories), 9845 (spc

cial verdicts in equitable actions), 9864-9874 (error in findmgs by trial court).

IN GENERAL

7068. Definition and nature—A new trial is a retrial of an issue of fact in

the same court.“ While a new trial is not authorized merely for the retrial

of an issue of law, it is nevertheless held that on a motion for a new trial

the court may correct or modify its conclusions of law on the ground tlfmt

they are not justified by the findings of fact.“ The otfice of a motion or

a new trial is to review errors occurring on the trial.“ _

7069. Power to grant new trials inherent-—Efl'ect of statute—The_ dis

trict courts have inherent power to grant new trials. The statute 8.11th01'1Z1I1%

new trials is a regulation rather than a grant of power." It has been heli

by a divided court that in civil actions the power of the district courts to

grant new trials is limited to the grounds specified by the statute.“ 011 the

other hand the broad rule has been laid down that it is discretionary Wltl1

the trial court to grant a new trial on the ground that on the evidence sub

stantial justice has not been done and that an appellate court Wlll interfere

only in case of an abuse of discretion.‘m A trial court may grant a new 137181

on its own motion.70

7070. Statute applicable to both legal and equitable acti0ns—Reargu

ment unauthorized—Our statute regulating new trials is applicable to all

actions, whether of a legal or equitable nature. The statute was designed to

supersede the methods of the old practice and to provide a single mode of

securing a new trial regardless of the nature of the action. The bills of _re

view, supplemental bills in the nature of bills of review and supplemental b1l_lS

of the old chaneery practice are all superseded. These methods of relief 111

chancery cases, though well adapted to promote correct results, were cumbrous

and onerous and relief after a judgment at law was obtained only by methods

similarly burdensome. The policy of the code of practice is to simplify the

proceedings through which the ends of justice may be reached and the remedy

by motion in the original action has taken the place of all others. A re

argument is unauthorized.“1

7071. Motion for new trial matter of right—The right to move for a nefv

trial is absolute. It is not a. matter of discretion with the court whether it

will entertain such a motion or not. A party has the same right to have his

motion for a new trial heard and duly considered as he has to institute Or

defend an action." It is the duty of the court to exercise a deliberate judg

ment on the motion and an order denying a new trial obviously made pro

forma cannot be made the basis of an appeal." And when a cause is remanded

64 Dodge v. Bell. 37-382, 3-H739; Fergus
, '19 State v. Shevlin, 66-217, 68+973; Gray

3% C°- "- Otter Tm‘ County, 60-212, 62+ v. Minn. T. 00., s1-333, s4+113.

I .

70 Bank of Willn1ar v. Lawler, 78-135,as See § 9871. 80+868_

'"'Tay‘°' "- Gmnd Lodge, 98-36, 107+ 11 Sheffield \'. Mullin, 2s-251, 9+756;

545- _ Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391, 4+685; Ashton
“1 McNamara \'. Minn. C. Ry., 12-388 v. Thompson, 28-330. 9+876; Volmer V

(269); Bank of W1llmar v. Lawler, 78- Stagerman, 25-234, 244.

135- 8O+3‘68- _ "2 McCord v. Knowlton, 76-391, 79+397

"8 Valenus _v. Richard, 57-443, 59+534; '13 Johnson v. Howard, 25-558.

'|‘odd v. Bettmgen. 102-260. 113+906. See

Peterson v, Lundquist, 106-339, 1l9+50.
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from the supreme court without prejudice to the right to move again for a

new trial the moving party is entitled to have his motion heard and determined

by the trial court uninfluenced, so far as discretion is concerned, by anything

said by the supreme court.“

7072. Legislature cannot grant—When an action or other judicial pro

ceeding has been tried, and a decision rendered, the legislature cannot, by an

act subsequently passed, grant a new trial.75

7073. Necessity of motion to secure review on appea1—-a. In general-—

Ordinarily the primary object of a motion for a new trial is to secure a cor

rection of errors without incurring the expense, delay, and inconvenience of

appealing to the supreme court.T6

b. Trial by jury-—Where the trial is by jury it is usually necessary to move

for a new trial in order to question on appeal the sufiiciency of the evidence to

justify the verdict." This is true where a part of the issues are submitted to

the jury in an action of an equitable nature." But where the court rules upon

the suflicicncy of the evidence on a motion for a directed verdict at the close

of the testimony, the sufliciency of the evidence to justify the verdict may be

reviewed on appeal from the judgment though no motion for a new trial was

made."’ A motion for a new trial is necessary in order to raise the objection

on appeal that the damages are excessive.“0

c. Trial by court—When an action is tried by the court without a jury a

party may move for a new trial and from the order made on his motion appeal

to the supreme court.81 This is not necessary. however, in order to secure a

full review on appeal. Contrary to the rule in nearly every jurisdiction in

this country, it is held in this state that when the trial is by the court without

a jury, it is unnecessary to move for a new trial in order to question on appeal

the sufficiency of the evidence to justify the findings.“2 _

(1. Trial by referee-—The district court has power to grant a new trial when

the action is tried by a referee.’33 It is not necessary, however, to move for

a new trial in order to question on appeal the sufiiciency of the evidence to

justify the findings of a referee provided a case is settled containing all the

evidence introduced on the trial.“

7074. Granted only for material error—-De minimis—Nomina1 damages

—Technica1 errors-—It is a general principle that new trials are to be granted

only for errors materially affecting the substantial rights of the aggrieved

party." There must always be a reasonable prospect that another trial might

result differently?‘ and when the motion is made on some grounds there must

be a strong probability of a diiterent result." A new trial will not be granted

for a. failure to assess merely nominal damages where no question of permanent

14 F011] v. Chi. etc. Ry., 84-314, 87+919.

71‘ State v. Flint, 61-539, 63+1113.

1° Chittenden v. German-Am. Bank, 27

143, 6+773.

7" Kelly v. Rogers, 21-146; Spencer v. St.

Paul etc. Ry., 22-29; Wampaeh v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 22-34; Byrne v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

29-200, 12+69S; Barker v. Todd, 37-370.

34+895; Barringer v. Sto'tz. 39-63, 38+

808; Lund v. Anderson, 42-201, 44+6.

78 Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 18+450.

1" Hefieren v. N. P. Ry., 45-471, 48+1.

526.

5° Spencer v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-29; “fam

pach v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-34; Severus v.

Brainard, 61-265, 63+477.

51Chittenden v. German-Am. Bank, 27

143, 6+773; Ashton v. Thompson, 28-330,

9% S70.

8: Qt. Paul etc. Co. v. Allis, 24-75; Chit

tcnden v. German-Am. Bank, 27-143, 6+

773; Jordan v. Humphrey, 31-495, 18+

450; Bannon v. Bowler, 34-416, 26+237;

\'(-lson v. Central L. Co., 35-408, 29+121.

as Thayer v. Barney. 12—502(406); Coch

rnnc v. Halsey, 25-52; Koktan V. Knight,

14-304. 46+3-34; Hughley v. Wabasha, 69

245. 72+78.

~“'I‘cl|er v. Bishop. 8-226(195); Cooper

v. Breckenridge, 11—341(241).

’~-'- R. L. 1905 § 4198; Cole v. Maxfield,

13-235(220); Tarbox v. Gotzian, 20-139

(122).

W Sec cases under note 89.

8? See § 7131.
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right is involved.“
A new trial will not be granted even where there is error

if from the wl1ole case it is apparent that the result will not be changed." A

party can secure a new trial only for error
directly afiecting himself, and

where it is apparent that the moving party would not be benefited by it, a

new trial may be denied, though there was error on the trial.” A new trial

will not be granted simply to enable a party to litigate a question not raised

by the pleadings.01
The law does not concern itself with trifles and if the

verdict is only a trifle more or less than it ought to have been a new trial will

not be granted.“2 That which is merely technical and may be remedied (ill

the trial, in the discretion of the court, ought not, as a general rule, to e

regarded after verdict.”

proper and consistent theory

It the verdict of a jury can be sustained on any

of the evidence it is the duty of the court to

sustain it, and refuse a new trial, unless the record presents some error in

law of sufficient importance to justify setting it aside.“ _ _

7075. Who may move—0ne not a party to the action, though directly 111

terested in the result, cannot move for a new trial.05

7076. Waiver of right—In a civil action a party may, by express agree

ment, waive his right to a new trial and an attorney has implied authority

to do so for his client.” A party
waives his right to a new trial by appealing

from the judgment; "7 by failing to have a case or bill of exceptions settled

within the statutory time; “B by failing to move with due_ diligence.” A party

does not waive his right to move for a new trial by moving for judgment 11011

obstante veredicto on special findings.1 or under the statute.2 _

7077. When there are several parties-When there are several parties

seeking a new trial in the same action, there should be separate motions and

assignments of error unless it is clear that the errors were common to all

It is held in this state, sacrificing substance to form, that a joint motion 1:

properly denied if the verdict was justified as respects any one of the partH%S

This rule is purely technical * and the supreme court has shown a commendable

disposition to break away from it. Thus, a notice by three defenda_nts_t0 the

effect that they and each of them will move the court for a new trial is held

88 Knowles v. Steele, 59-452, 61+557;

Harris v. Kerr, 37-537, 35+379; Warner

v. Lockerby, 31-421, 18+145, 821; U. S.

Ex. Co. v. Koerner, 65-540, 68+1B1; Nick

erson v. Wells, 71-230. 73+959, 74+891;

Diamon v. Taylor, 99-527, 109+1133;

Mpls. B. 00. v. City Bank, 74-98, 76+1024

and cases under note 92. But when the

trial court grants a new trial, and it is

probable that only nominal damages can

be recovered, the supreme court will not

reverse the order on that ground. Kramer

v. Perkins, 102-455, 113+-1062; Goulding

v. Ferrell, 106-44, 117+1046.

B9 Dorr v. Mickley, 16-20(8); Colter v.

Mann, 18-96(79) ; Lewis v. St. P. etc. Ry..

20-260(234); Webb v. Kennedy, 20-419

(374): Hurt v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-485, 40+

223; Perry v. Mpls. St. Ry., 69-165. 72+

130 Maher v. Winona etc. Ry., 31-401. 18+

5.

M Bul‘is v. Cheadlc_ 36+-164, 30+549.

.°'-‘ Osborne v. Johnson, 35-300, 28+510;

Am. Mfg. l‘n. v. Klarquist, 47-344. 50+

243; Palmer v. Degan, 58-505, 60+342,

Singer Mfg. Co. v. Potts, 59-240, 61+231

Jensen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 64-511, 67+63l;

Mannheim v. Carleton College, 68-531, 71.L

705; Maloney v. Warner. 91-364, 98+1102;

Goulding v. Ferrell, 106-44, 117+1046

See cases under note 88.

‘-'3 Steele v. Maloney, 1-347(257); Short

v. l\-'[cRcn. 4—119(78).

9* Nichols v. Hackney, 78-461, S1-+322.

"5 Stewart v. Duncan, 40-410, 42-+89.

9° Bray v. Doheny. 39-355, 40+262.

“T MeArd‘e v. McArdle, 12-122(70).

95 See § 1372.

99 See §§ 7086-7090.

1Stein v. Swensen, 44-218, 46+360.

2Sallden v. Little Falls, 102-358, 113+

884. See § 5087.

3 Miller v. Adamson. 45-99, 47+452; M0

Kasy v. Huber. 65-9, 67+650; Baer '

Kloos, 81-218, 83+-980.

‘$66. for a. very just criticism of the

rule, Boehrner v. Big Rock I. Dist.’ 117

Cal. 19.
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to be a joint and several motion and the foregoing rule does not apply.“ A

new trial may be granted as to one or more of several parties and denied as

to the others. Where a verdict is justified as to one of several parties it is

error to grant a new trial as to him.6

7078. Where there are several causes of action—Where there are two

causes of action one ma-y be retried without retrying the other.1

7079. Of less than all the issues-—A new trial of a single independent

issue may be ordered where justice does not demand a retrial of all the

issues.8 If the jury bring in a. special verdict which fails to include findings

upon all the issues and are discharged a new trial must be granted. The new

trial may be limited to the issues not passed upon.“ In an action of an

equitable nature, specific issues having been tried before a jury by order of

the court, leaving other material issues untried, the court, upon the verdict

of the jury, ordered judgment for the defendant. It was held that the party

prejudiced was not entitled to a new trial of all the issues but only of the

untried issues.10 In an equitable action it has been held error to refuse a

new trial as to certain issues submitted to a jury, while granting a new trial

as to the issues reserved for the court.11

7080. Renewal of motion—When a motion for a new trial has been denied

absolutely the court will rarely entertain a second motion on substantially the

same grounds. The matter rests in the discretion of the court.12

7081. Setting aside order granting—The district court has power to set

aside an order granting a new trial, on the ground that such order was

erroneously granted, any time before the period for appeal expires."

7082. Effect of granting--Vacating judgment—The effect of an order

granting a new trial is to vacate the verdict“ and the judgment entered there

on ‘5 without any special order to that effect. The award of a new trial wipes

out the verdict and the situation is the same as if there had been no trial.“

The plaintiff then has the same right to dismiss or discontinue as if no trial

had ever been had.H In granting a motion for a new trial after entry of

judgment the court may also set aside the judgment to give effectiveness to its

decision.18

7083. Imposing conditions—Within ill-defined limits a court may grant

a new trial conditionally. The discretion of the court in imposing terms on

the moving party is very large and will rarely be controlled by the appellate

court.10 The power to grant a new trial unless the adverse party will consent

to certain conditions is much narrower."'° The court has no authority to

grant a new trial conditionally so as to determine, in eifect, the issues of fact

5 Bathke v. Krassin, 78-272, 80+950.

0Lee v. Fletcher. 46-49. 48+456. See

also, Clark \'. Austin, 38-487, 38+615;

Fjgst Nat. Bank v. Lincoln, 39-473, 40+

4) .

'-‘Schmitt v. Sehmitt. 32-130, 19+649.

5 Buerfening v. Buerfening, 23-563; Cool

baugh v. Roemer, 32-445, 21+472; Chi. etc.

Ry. v. Porter, 43-527, 46+75; Sauer v.

Traeger. 56-364, 57+935. See Swanson \'.

Andrus, 83-505. 86+465. and § 7089.

"Crieh v. Williamsburg etc. Co., 45-441,

48+198.

1° Cobb v. Cole, 44-278. 46+364.

11 Pink v. United etc. Co.. 109-381, 124+7.

" Little v. Leighton, 46-201, 48+778.

15 Beckett v. N. W. etc. Assu., 67-298, 69+

923.

H Phelps v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-485, 35+

273; St. Anthony Falls Bank v. Graham,

67-318, 691-1077; Anderson v. Fielding,

92-42. 99+357.

15 Minn. Valley Ry. Co. v. Doran, 15-240

(186); Conklin v. Hinds, 16-457(411).

16 Phelps v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-485, 35+

273; McKenzie v. Banks, 94-496, 103+497.

1'' Phelps v. Winona etc. Ry., 37-485, 351L

273.

1* Cochrane v. Halsey. 25-52.

19 Chouteau v. Parker, 2-118(95); Rice

\'. Gashirie, 13 Cal. 53.

20 See First Nat. Bank v. Lincoln, 39-473.

40+573.
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involved in the case.‘1 It is not improper for a coturtltzci refuse to require the

' d't' f ranting anew ria. _ _pa§7li18e4nt agsrdluifdls 1iriogrodeig granting new trial—FVl_ien 2; l;1911s‘7til2i1;;1b!$

I he verdict decision, or repor , is no. _

granted on the' gliound that t , t t t te s ecifically in the order

the evidence, it is the duty of the cour 0 s a p _ , 1 ded other

' ' ‘ ' ' hat ground, if the motion me u 'granting it, that it is granted on t d I ranting a new tml

d. I th bsence of such a statement, an or e g§Vl1:.l)lu1ll8s!‘BVeIr‘lSe(1i)I1a appeal unless it is j-11Stlfi1e(l‘0DbS0Il'(l1e of 3;: gtllizgtgrgvlililélg

'fi d ' th tice of motion. This rue is ase on _ _:>li':)'i'1idl:es tllilat “i31nIl1:ss it be so expressly stated In the order granting a nev:1 tfiliialé

it shall not be presumed, on appeal, to have been made on the ’g,l2(;11I.\A case

the verdict, decision, or report was not justified by the endencg. def so

may be remanded to allow an application to ha iplade to amen an or

t't 'll tat tl ‘ d n which it was ma e. _ Vth?I0l85lm\Ni-i0 fnajf l%iiz(ii'uino(tion—It is the general rule that the mojugnbe heard by the judge who tried the case.25 If he is dead or reinoi/e orsew

term expired his successor may entertain a rn_ot1on."’° Where here are the

eral judges of the same court and the case is tried by a single ju gecases

latter should sit alone in passing on a motion for a new trial. In_sotIei1eto sit

in this state the judge who tried the case has _called in his associs s the

with him on the motion for a new trial.21 This ought not be donedover the

objection of the moving party, especially where the motion is base 011

insufficiency of the evidence. It is the duty of a judge taking up the trial of

an action to carry it to completion.28

TIME OF MOTION

7086. When made on the minutes of the court-If the motion is mad:

on the n1inutes of the court, it must be made within thirty days a ternless

coming in of the verdict or notice of the filing of the decision or report, 11

the time is extended by written stipulation of the parties, 01‘ by the court for

cause.29

21Millcr v. Hogan, 81-312, 84+40.

¢'~' Park v. Electric T. Co., 75-349, 77+

988.

it was sufiicient if the ground of the 0133‘

was stated in the meinorandum, but d

was changed by the revision of 1905, an

23 R. L. 1905 § 4198(7); Fitzer v. Guth

rie, 89-330, 94+888; Halvorsen v. Moon,

87-18, 91+28; Berg v. Olson, 88-392, 93+

309; Smith v. Mpls. St. Ry., 91-239, 97+

881; Hillestad v. Lee, 91-335, 97+1055;

Owens v. Savage, 93-468, 101+790; Briggs

v. Rutherford, 94-23, 101+954; Merrill v.

Pike, 94-186, 102+393; Kolander v. Dunn,

95-422, 104+371, 483; Bradley v. Bradley,

97-130, 10o+33s; Hoatson v. McDonald,

97-201, 106+311; Hess v. G. N. Ry., 98

198, 108+7, B03; Sather v. Sexton, 101

544, 112-+1142; Law Reporting Co. v.

Poehlcr, 106-213, 11S+664; Gay v. Kelley,

109-101, 123+295; Independent B. Assn.

v. Burt, 109-323, 123+932; Nat. Citizens‘

Bank v. Bowen, 109-473, 124+241; Band

ler v. Bradley, 124+644. See Hess v. G.

N. Ry., 98-198, 108+7, 803 (memorandum

held to state sufliciently that the order

granting a new trial was made on the

ground that the verdict was not justified

by the evidence). Under Laws 1901 c. 46,

it must now be stated in the order, at least}

if the memorandum is not ip]§1de_a part 0

the order b a t reference erein.

14 Powers ]%elehunt, 105-334, 117+503.

25 Mc/Cord v. Knowlton, 76-391, /9+3.97é.

'-'6 Revnolds v. Reynolds, 44-132, 46+Z3I i

Hug-h‘.ey v. Wabasha, 69-245, 72+78; Pnge

\'. Churchill, 84-519, S8+11; State v. Milt -

lev. 101-536 111+1134.

'-l‘/Demiielesi v. St. I’. etc, Ry., 44-436.

46+912.

'-'3 Voullaire v. Voullnire, 45 M0. 602.

29 Laws 1907 c. 450. See under former

statiite. Larson v. Ross, 56-74, 5_7+323 (ml-3'

tion after term—objection waived bylay) ; Gribble v. Livermore, 64-396, 61+ t(query as to right to move on rninui

after trial by eourt—motion after term

waiver by appearing and opposing motion

on merits); Le Tourneau v. Aitkm Count_?k'v

78-82, 80+840 (motion within term—sta >

utc imperative). '
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7087. When made on a case or bill of exceptions—A motion for a new

trial based on a. case or bill of exceptions must be made at least within the

time allowed to appeal from the judgment.“0 Within such period the right to

make a motion for a new trial depends upon whether the party has secured

a case or bill of exceptions 3‘ and whether he has been diligent in making the

motion. A motion for a new trial, whether the trial was by a court, referee

or jury, must, if the party l1as a reasonable opportunity, be made before judg

ment, but if he has no reasonable opportunity before judgment, he may make

it afterwards within the time for bringing an appeal from the judgment. In

such cases, however, he must use due diligence in making it, and will lose his

right to make it by neglect of such diligence. The determination of the

question whether he has used due diligence is within the sound discretion of

the court. It therefore behooves a party desiring to move for a new trial

upon a case or bill of exceptions to act promptly upon the coming in of the

verdict or upon notice of the filing of the decision or report, to get his case

or bill of exceptions settled and to procure a stay to prevent the entry of

judgment, to enable him to make the motion, and, if judgment he entered be

fore he can make the motion, to be equally prompt in acting afterwards.82

7088. When made on affidavits-A motion for a new trial based on ath

davits must be made within the same time as a similar motion based on a

case or bill of exceptions. That is, it must be made at least within the time

allowed to appeal from the judgment and the moving party must act with due

diligence.“ A motion for a new trial on the ground of newly discovered

evidence is no exception to the general rule; 3‘ but if new and material evidence

is discovered after the right to a new trial is lapsed, relief may be had, in

a clear case, within one year from notice of judgment under the statute

authorizing the opening of judgments for mistakes.“

7089. After findings on part of issues-—Where, in an equitable action, cer

tain of the issues presented by the pleadings are submitted to a jury, and

they return a verdict thereon, the defeated party may apply for a new trial

of the issue or issues so submitted, without waiting for findings by the court

upon the remaining issues, where the verdict is decisive of the case.“

7090. After appeal-—Remand—The supreme court may remand a case and

the record thereof to enable an appellant to renew a motion for a new trial

on the ground of newly discovered evidence arising since the filing of the

return in the supreme court.37 When a case is reversed on appeal and the

case remanded for further proceedings, a party seeking a new trial must

proceed with reasonable diligence.as

NOTICE OF MOTION

7091. Specification of errors or grounds of motion—In the absence of ex

ceptions, errors of law on the trial will not be considered on a motion for a

3" Groh v. Bassett, 7—325(254); Conklin

v. Hinds, 16—457(-411); Kimball v. Pal

merlee, 29-302, 13+-129; Deering v. John

5011. 33-97, 22+174; Richardson v. Rogers,

37-461, 35+270.

-'11 See § 1372.

-11 Kimball v. Palmerlee, 29-302, 13+129;

Collins v. Bowen, 45-186, 47+719 (right

lost by laches).

33 Eaton v. Caldwell, 3—134(80): Kim

ball v. Palmerlee, 29-302, 13-+129; Deering

v. Johnson, 33-97, 22-+174.

MSheffield v. Mullin,
28-251. 9+756;

Deering v. Johnson, 33-97, 22+17-1; La

throp v. Dearing. 59-234. 61+24. See

Scott \'. Sharvy, 62-528, 6-H1132; Kron

ing v. St. P. C. Ry., 96-128, 104+888.

85 Sheffield \'. Mullin, 28-251, 9+756.

8fiBuzalsky v. Buzalsky, 108-422, 122+

322. Sec § 7079.

8'! Kroning v. St. P. C. Ry., 96-128, 104+

888.

38 See Canosia v. Grand Lake, 87-347.

92-r215 (right to new trial held not wmvml

by delay).
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new trial, or on appeal, unless they are clearly
specified in the notice of

motion for a new trial.“9 A definite and specific assignment in a not1ce_oi

motion for a new trial of a ruling or decision is equivalent to an eaccptmu

under the statute. It is unnecessary

a formal exception.“

to follow an assignment so made with

It is unnecessary to embody in the notice the general

grounds for a new trial specified in the statute, eacept, perhaps,_where a mere

reference to the ruling complained of would not disclose the particular respects

in which it is claimed to be erroneous.“1
Except as to errors of law on the

trial, it is sufiicient to state the grounds of the motion in the language of

the statute.‘2

When a motion is made and determined in the district court

-on special grounds stated in the notice of motion, the moving party will not

be heard in the supreme court on new or additional grounds."
In actions in

which the damages are governed by fixed rules and are_ wholly compensatory

for pecuniary loss the objection that damages are excessive or madequate may1

be raised on a notice which states that the motion will be made on the groun

that the verdict is not justified by the evidence.“
The record on appeal must

contain the notice of motion, and where a notice does not specify any grounds

for the motion an order denying a new

an order granting a new trial the apps

trial will be affirmed.“
On appeal from

llant cannot assign as error that the

notice of motion did not specify any grounds for it, it he did not make the

objection below.“7092. Amendment-The trial court has the power to _permit an amend

ment to a motion for a new trial after

decision thereon by inserting therein

an additional ground of motion, where such relief will not prejudice the ad

verse party."
7093. Waiver—A party may waive a notice of motion for a new trial.“ _ Q

7094. On whom served-—A notice of motion must be served on all partm

against whom it is sought to secure a new trial.”

7095. Motion for new trial or judgm
ent non obstante——If, in connection

with a motion for a new trial, a party wishes to move for a judgment not

withstanding

“ R. L. 1905 § 4200; Cappis v. Wiedc

mann, 86-156, 90+368; Olson v. Berg, 87

277, 91+1103; Grant v. Wagner, 87-297,

91+1125; Guthier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87

355, 91+1096; Parker v. Pine Tree L. Co.,

89-500, 95+323; Conan v. Ely, 91-127, 97+

737; Cady v. Cady, 91-137, 97+580; Baier

v. Baier, 91-165, 97+671; Tillman v. 111

ternational H. Co., 93-197, 101+71; Clark

v. Thompson, 93-443, 101+1133; Stitt v.

Rat Portage L. Co., 98-52, 107+S24; Nye

v. Kahlow, 98-81, 107+733; Lunney v. Cass

Lake, 100-540, 110+1134; American E. Co.

v. _Crowley, 105-233, 117+428; Money

weight S. Co. v. Hjcrpe, 106-47, 118+62;

Beardmore v. Barton, 108-28, 121+228.

*0 Prizer v. Peaslee, 99-275, 109+232.

41 King v. Burnham, 93-288, 101+302.

42 See First Nat. Bank v. St. Cloud, 73

219, 221, 75+105-1. In Nye v. Kahlow, 98

81, 83, 107+733. it is said that an assign

ment that “said decision is not justified

by the evidence and is contrary to law,” is

msuflicient. This is obviously a mistake

the verdict under the statute, he must state in his notice 0f

motion that he will ask for that relief.50

due to inadvertence. The court had HI

mind the rule as to assignments of BHOY

on appeal. It has always been the P1'f"°'

ties to state the grounds of a. motion 01'

a new trial in the language of the statute,

and this practice is unaffected by Laws

1901 e. 113, except as to errors of law W

currin on the trial.
41'-Stagte v. Dist. Ct., 56-56, 57+319; A11‘

chor Invest. Co. v. Kirkpatrick, 59-378

61+29.

44 First Nut. Bank v. St. Cloud, 73-219,

75+1054.
4“ Clark v. Nelson, 34-289, 25+628; Span‘

cer v. Stanley, 74-35, 76;<.)i53. See Bearlw

v. Thom son 18—316(28 .

4° Cheslliy vi Miss. etc. Co., 39-83, 33+769

See Searles v. Thompson, 18-316(285)

47 Jung v. Hamm. 95-367, 104+233

49 Hamm v. Kncise, 101-531, 111+-577'
M» Clark v. Austin, 38-487, 38+615; Ad

ams v. Thief River Falls, 84-30, 86+767-

w Kernan v. St. P. 0. Ry.. 64-312, 67+71Y

Netzer v. Crookston, 66-355, 68+1099
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BASIS OF MOTION

7096. Afi-idav1ts—Minutes—Case or bill of exceptions-—The practice as

to motions based on the minutes of the court or a case or bill of exceptions

has been materially changed by a recent statute.51 When the motion is based

on one or more of the grounds mentioned in subdivisions 1-4, R. L. 1905

§ 4198, pertinent facts not appearing of record must be shown by affidavit."

After moving on the minutes a party cannot renew the motion on a settled ease

as of right.“3 Appearing and opposing a motion based on afiidavits, and sub

mitting counter atfidavits, has been held a waiver of any irregularity in not

moving on a case or bill of exceptions.“

IRREGULARITY

7097. Statute—Construction—'1‘he statute provides for a new trial for “ir

regularity in the proceedings of the court, referee, jury, or prevailing party,

or any order or abuse of discretion, whereby the moving party was deprived of

a fair trial.’’'“ The construction placed on this provision has not been clear

and consistent. It has been held that a new trial may be granted thereunder

for error in referring a case,“ in dismissing an action before the introduction

of evidence,M and in refusing to strike a case from the calendar.58 On the

other hand it has been held that an abuse of discretion before trial cannot

be assigned as error on a motion for a new trial.“ It has been held that no

error in the charge can be reviewed under this provision.“0 Irregularities sub

sequent to the trial are not a ground for a new trial. The failure or in

ability of a court reporter to furnish the defeated party with a transcript of‘

the evidence is not a ground for a new trial.‘11

7098. Improper remarks of court--Improper remarks of the court prevent

ing a party from having a fair trial are ground for a new trial.“2 It is rare,

however, that an appellate court feels justified in granting a new trial on this

ground.63 To be reviewed on appeal improper remarks of the court must be

objected to at the time they are made and incorporated in a case or bill of

exceptions.“

7099. Miscellaneous cases of misconduct in the court—After the jury

have retired for consultation the judge cannot communicate with them or give

them the least information except in open court and in the presence of or

after due notice to the parties. Failure to observe this rule is error and ground

107+5-45.51 Laws 1907 c. 450.

52 Laws 1907 0. 450. See Hudson v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 44-52, 46+314; Valerius v. Rich

ard, 57-443, 59+534.

‘*3 Case v. Hufiman, 86-30, 90+5.

1;;Twadd1e v. Mendenhall, 80-177, 83+

'15 R. L. 1905 § 4198.

(;;)St. Paul etc. By. v. Gardner, 19-132

Gardner, 19-132(99); Mead v. Billings,

43-239, 45-+228.

6° Valerius v. Richard, 57-443, 59+534.

"1 Peterson v. Lundquist, 106-339, 119+

50.

62 Horton v. Williams, 21-187; State v.

English, 62-402, 64+1136; Kramer v. N.

W. El. Co., 91-346, 98+96.

08 Zimmerman v. Lamb,

Hang v. Haugan,

v. Floyd, 61-467, 63+1096; State v. Hay

ward, 62-474, 65+63; State v. Johnson, 74-

381, 77+293; State v. Briggs, 84-357, 87+

935; Ishervrood v. Jenkins, 87-388, 92+

230; State v. King, 88-175, 92+965; Coul

ter v. Goulding, 98-68, l07+823.

5'-' Dunham v. Byrnes, 36-106, 30+402.

?;3)St. Paul etc. By. v. Gardner, 19-132

53 Flanagan v. Borg. 64-394, 67+216.

5" Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 27-415, 6+

795, 8+148; Schumann v. Mark, 35-379,

28+927; Mpls. ctc. Ry. v. Home Ins. Co.,

64-61, 661-132; Grimes v. Ericson, 94-461,

]03+334; Taylor v. Grand Lodge, 98-36,

64 State v. Floyd, 61-467, 63+1096; Smith

v. Kingman, 70-453, 73+253.

7-421 (336) ;

But see, St. Paul etc. Ry. v..

51-558, 53+s7-1; sma
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for a new trial.65

It has been held, however, in a. civil case, that the court

may grant additional instructions to the jury in open court in the absence of

counsel and without notice to them.“"
It was held in an early case that if the

court adjourns while the Jury are out, the judge cannot. in the absence of the

parties, receive the verdict until the court meets.“'

MISCONDUCT OF COUNSEL OR PREVAILING PARTY

7100. Corrupting jurors—Wl:cn a prevailing party attem
pts to corrupt or

improperly influence a juror a new trial should be granted, as a matter of pub

lic policy, whether the attem
pt was successful or not.“8

7101. Interference with jury-—Where there is in fat-t1niscon_duct 1n mter

fering with the jury in the performance of their duty, it IS sufficient to require

the granting of a new trial, if the misconduct may reasonably have had an

efiect unfavorable to the moving party.“D

7102. Improper remarks or argument of counsel-The matter of grant

ing a new trial for improper remarks or argument of counsel in the course

of the trial is governed by no fixed rules, but rests almost wholly 1n the d15

cretion of the trial court.

The action of the trial court in this regard will

be reversed on appeal only for a clear abuse of discretion.'m

7103. Miscellaneous cases of misconduct of counsel—Counsel for the

prevailing party offered prejudicial incompetent evidence and persisted in dis

cussing the same in his argument to the jury, though his offer was ruled out

and he was ordered by the court not to discuss it.

A misrecital bythe supreme court."1

A new trial was granted in

counsel before :1 jury of the testimony

of a witness is no ground for a new trial if it is apparent that no pre]l1diCe

could have resulted.72 Improper cornme

upon an appeal in the same causc have

nts on a decision of the supreme court

' 5

been held a ground for a new trm .7

The persistent asking by the county attorney of incompetent and IIHRYOQET

questions with reference to matters which are of a nature to create preJ\1d1_ce

in the minds of the jurors and prevent the defendant from having a fan‘ tflal

is such improper conduct as to require the granting of a new trial."

(‘5 Hoberg v. State. 3-262(181). See

Helmbrecht v. Hclmbrecht, 31-504, 18+

449.

65 Reilly v. Bader, 46-212, 48+909.

"1 Kennedy v. Raught, 6—235(155) (ap

parently overrnle(1 in Reilly v. Bader, 46

212, 48+909).

08 Akin v. L. S. etc. Mines, 103-204, 114+

654, 837.

691d.

10 Knowles v. Van Gordcr, 23-197; Rhein

er v. Stillwater etc. Co., 31-193, 17+279;

Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 1B+651;

Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 37-519, 35+43S;

Watson v. St. P. G. Ry.. 42-46, 43+904;

Olson v. Gjertsen, 42-407, 44+306; State

v. .Adams0n, 43-196, 45+152; Mykleby V.

(‘hi. etc. Ry., 49-457. 52+213; State v.

Floyd, 61-467, 63+1096; Riley v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 71-425, 74+171; Mason v. St. P. etc.

Co., 82-336, S5+13; Pierce v. Brennan, 88

50, 92-+507; State v. Nelson, 91-143, 97+

652; Hartley v. Penn. etc. Co., 91-382, 98+

198; Fisher v. Weinholzer, 92-347, 99+

1132; McKenzie v. Banks, 94-496, 103+

497; Jung v. Hamm, 95-367, 104+233;

Graves \'. Bonness, 97-278, 1074-163; Carey

v. Switchmen’s Union, 98-28, 107+129,
Pearsall v. Tabour, 98-248, mstsosi

Balder v. Zenith F. Co., 103-345, 114+943,

Parmelee v. Tri-State etc. Co., 103-530.

115+1135; MeQunde v. Golden Rule, 1051'

326, 117+4s4; Hawkins v. G. N. Ry., 101
245, 119+1070; Christiansen v. C‘l_n: etc;

Ry., 107-341, 1201-300; Nat. (M11895

Bank v. Bowen, 109-173, 124+241; El“

rnerman v. Burchard, 126+282. See l\0te,

100 Am. St. Rep. 689. In a. few cases 8

new trial has been granted by the supmgae

court. Belyea v. Mpls. etc. Ry-, 6 '2- I

63+627; Martin v. Courtney, 81-112, 83%

503; VVells v. Moses, s7-132, 9‘§+3§)4;
Fisher v. Weinholzer, 91-22, 9H-4-12:

Bjoraker v. Chi. etc. Ry., 1 3-400, 116+

202. See Bremcr v. Mpls. etc. 15% 9 '

469, 105+494 and cases under § 9199- 3

11 Belyea v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 61-224. 6*

627.

"'2 Rheiner v. Stillwater etc. Co., 31-193,

17+279.

"5 Martin v. Courtney, 81-112, 83+503

T4 State v. Fournier, 108-402, 122+329
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MISCONDUCT OF JURY

7104. By trial court—A matter of discretion-—'1‘he matter of granting

new trials on the ground of misconduct of the jury is governed by no fixed

rules but rests almost wholly in the discretion of the trial court."6 Motions

for a new trial on this ground are disfavored and granted with extreme cau

tion." 1t is doubtful whether a case, and especially a capital case, could

arise, in which some one could not be procured to make aflidavit of misconduct

or irregularity on the part of some member of the jury. The temptation

would be great where life is involved, and the risk of detection small. Tes

timony, therefore, of this character, made to impeach a verdict, should be

received with the utmost caution, and tried by the strictest test.” To au

thorize a new trial it is not enough that the jury have been guilty of miscon

duct. It is not the policy of the law to punish a successful litigant for the

sins of the jury.T8 They may always be fined or imprisoned for their mis

conduct.79 To justify a new trial there must not only be misconduct on the

part of the jury but also prejudice to the moving party. If it does not appear

that the misconduct was occasioned by tl1e prevailing party or any one in his

behalf, and if it does not indicate any improper bias upon the jurors’ minds,

and the court cannot see that it either had or might have had an effect un

favorable to the party moving for a. new trial, the verdict ought not to be set

aside.”0

7105. By supreme court—The matter of granting new trials for miscon

duct of the jury rests almost whollyr in the discretion of the trial court and

its action will not be reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.

This is especially true when such action is’based on conflicting aflidavits.“

7106. When verdict right as matter of 1aw—When the verdict is right as

a matter of law and such as the court should have directed, no misconduct on

the part of the jury is a ground for a new trial.“

7107. Objections on the tria1—Waiver—-When the misconduct is of such

a nature that its effects can be obviated on the trial, it is the duty of the party

affected to call the attention of the court to the matter promptly on its dis

covery and ask for appropriate relief. Failing to do so he will be deemed to

have waived the objection. A party cannot be permitted to remain silent under

such circumstances and speculate on a favorable verdict.“ If, upon the mis

conduct of one or 1nore jurors being called to the attention of the court, the

trial proceeds by consent without a full panel, the misconduct is not a ground

for a new trial.‘H

7-‘I Hewitt v. Pioneer Press Co., 23-178; \'. Bitterlee, 86 Wis. 420; Dennison v.

State v. Salve:-son, 87-40, 91+1.

7“ State V. Dumphey, 4—438(340); Tar

box v. Gotzian, 20—139(122); Koehler v.

(Yleary, 23-325; Twaddle v. Mendenhall,

so-177, ss+135.

"State v. Dumphcy. 4-438(340).

T8 Eich v. Taylor, 20-378(330); State v.

Conway, 23-291. See also, Helmbrecht v.

Helmbreeht, 31-504, 18+449.

1" State v. Conway, 23-291.

5° Koehler v. Cleary, 23-325. See also,

Tarbox v. Gotzian, 20-139(122); State v.

Conway, 23-291; Oswald v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

29-5, 11+112; Woodbury v. Anoka, 52

-129, 54-+187; Pettibone v. Phelps, 13 Conn.

445; Jackson v. Smith, 21 Wis. 26; Sawvel

Powers, 35 Vt. 39.

SI Hewitt v. Pioneer Press Co., 23-178;

State v. Conway, 23-291; Tierney v. Mpls.

etc-. Ry., 33-311, 23+229; State v. Madi

gan, 57-425, 59+490; State v. Floyd, 61

467, 63+1096; Hull v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64

402. 67+218; Svenson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68

14, 70+795; State v. Salverson, 87-40, 91+

1; State v. Bragg, 90-7, 95+578.

82 Moore v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 100-393,

111+263.

53 State v. Nichols, 29-357, 131-153; Gur

ney v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-223, 43+2; Young

v. Otto, 57-307, 59+199; State v. Floyd,

61-467, 63+-1096; State v. Salverson, 87

40, 91+].

“Young v. Otto, 57-307, 59+199.
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7108. Presumption of prejudice-—Burden of proof-—1t the moving party

shows such misconduct that prejudice may have resulted to him from it a new

trial will be granted unless the successful party shows that in fact such preju~

dice did not result. The fact of non-prejudice must be made to appear very

clearly if it is reasonable to suppose that prejudice might have resulted. Any

doubt in the mind of the court should be resolved in favor of a new trial.“

7109. Aflidavits of jurors and othersP-Admissibility-—Aflidavits of jurors

as to what transpired in the jury room “ or as to the misconduct of the

officer having them in charge,87 are inadmissible to impeach their verdict.

Affidavits of jurors as to matters occurring outside the jury room during the

progress of the trial are admissible to impeach their verdict.“ Aflidavits of

jurors as to what transpired in the jury room, or as to occurrences outside

the jury room during the course of the trial, are admissible in support of their

verdict.BB Affidavits of jurors in general terms that they were not affected by

what they saw, and that their verdict was rendered wholly on the evidence

given in court, are of little or no weight. They may think that this was so

and_st1ll their minds have been insensibly affected by what they saw.W Affi

dav1ts of persons other than jurors are admissible to impeach a verdict provided

they relate to acts of the jurors showing misconduct.91 They are inadmissible.

however, if they relate to statements of jurors,"2 except for purposes of im

peachment."8 An aflidavit of an officer is admissible to show misconduct of

jurors while in his charge.“
7110. Sufficiency of affidavits-An affidavit of a juror to the efiect that be

overheard a' conversation and was influenced thereby, but which did not state

the names of the parties or what was said, has been held insufticient.ms

7111. Oral examination of jurors—1t is discretionary with the trial court

toallow counsel, on a motion for a new trial, to 0!\'2l1'11iI1(3‘2i juror charged with

rn1sconduct.°°
7112. Separation of the jury—-In a criminal action it is discretionary with

the court to allow the jury to separate during the course of the trial and before

the case is finally submitted to them." After submission they cannot be P91"

mitted to separate until their discharge.” Any separation after final sub—

NE["lK°eh‘e‘ "- Clesryr 23-325; Oswald v. Twaddle v. Mendenhall, so-177, ewes;

P; em RY-r 29-5, 11+112; Woodbury Pierce v. Brennan, as-422, 86+417; Goss

vi 1]1:kl1, 52-329, 5é+187; Svenson V. Chi. V. G055, 102-346, 113-+690.

as 7g:56§,_2141 7oH95; Rush V. St. P. C. 89 St. Martin v. Desuoyer, 1-156(131);

M-)_"177 é3‘1*'3753_3¥ Twaddle v-Mwdenhall, Eich v. Taylor, 20-a7s(sso); sum v.

40 91%, 2k. ’ stlflwe V- Salvqmon, 87- Lentz, 45-177, 47+720; Aldrich v. Wet

zoil 1144654 in v. . S. etc. Mrnes, 103- more, 52-164, 53+1072; Svenson v. Cbl

ee'st_' Martin V D etc. Ry., es-14, 7o+795.
Knowltonv MGM‘ h e”“°Y°', 1—156(131); no Aldrich v. \Vetmore, 52-164, swore;

V Stoke] '16_28; %nr13~386(355); Shite Pierce v. Brennan, 83-422. 86+417.

1.7-241(2§1"8). St t( 49); .State‘)v- Beebe, "1 Bradt \'. Rommel, 26~505, 54-680;

494 633. Bgadta e v- Mlmflr ;6—18§, 2+ Svenson v. cm. etc. Ry., as-14,1o+795.

680,- Stage“ V Nvll. Rommel, a(_5_—-:10-'). 5+ 02 Sg_ Mal-fin v_ Desnoyer, 1_156(131);

456,- State v' Lolztgomeryi 2‘_198' 6* Aldrich v. Wetmore_ 52-164, 53+1°72;

Garaner V Milieu Z}; 37 45~177, -h+720; Svenson v. Chi. etc. R31. 68-14, 70+795.

v. \vetm0{-G‘ 52 1'64 ‘ 95, 50+199; Aklrich is Aldrich v. Wctmore. 52-164, 53+1012.
Chi etc R5 as ’53L+1°72§ SWHSOH v- ‘"Bradt v. Rommel 26-505 s+eso.

. . 3., -14, l0+795; Wester v. 95 Goss v. Goss, 10é~346, 11,3+690.

i3{.eiil;‘?r'(5/b_65,8'§*2:"f7'3\Z,1_+g:6; Rush v. Sr. P. as State v, King, 88-175, 92+965
15o, 75+112i. ’ ” ate V‘ D‘""“'"‘ T3— ‘"Bilansky v. srm, 3_427(313); State

511' 1 _ v- Ryan. 13-370 343 - sr t . SalversonGarrlxrineciwviollididcalli-:'17\{tg]!;guy513-_386(3a8)‘ 87-40. 91+1; Shite v).'Ne1:e:,v91-143, 91+’

“Bush v‘ st I; C R) 9+199- _ 652; State v. Williams. 96-351, 105+265
. . . y., 10-5, 72+133; as Mabel. v_ Smta 3_'444(329); Sm“, VI
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mission is presumptively prejudicial and ground for a new trial.09 A tem

porary separation of a juror from his fellows, after the withdrawal of the jury,

under the charge of the court, for deliberation upon their verdict, is no ground

for a new trial, when it clearly and affirmatively appears that no prejudice

resulted, and that the facts and circumstances connected with the separation

were such as to exclude all reasonable presumption or suspicion that the juror

was tampered with, or that the verdict was or could have been in any way in

fluenced or afiected by tl1e irregularity.1

7113. Drinking intoxicating liquors-—Tl1e drinking of intoxicating liquors

by jurors during the course of the trial and before final submission is not a

ground for a new trial unless it is made to appear that the drinking was at

the expense of the prevailing party 2 or that the juror was thereby rendered un

fit to discharge his duties intelligently.‘ The burden rests upon the moving

party to show these facts afiirmatively and unequivocally, and in addition that

he was unaware of the condition of the juror until after verdict and did not

in any way participate in bringing it about.* If liquor is drunk by the jury

after retiring to the jury room for deliberation a new trial will ordinarily be

granted as a matter of course and it is not necessary to show intoxication.5

7114. Visiting locus in quo-The theory of the modern jury trial is that

the evidence on which the verdict is based must all be submitted in open court

where the judge can rule out inadmissible evidence and the parties can examine

and cross-examine the witnesses and explain or rebut their testimony. If

jurors were permitted to pursue private investigations out of court they would

form opinions, often erroneous and one-sided, which the party prejudiced

thereby would have no opportunity to correct.6 If all the evidence were not

submitted in open court the judge would never know whether the verdict was

justified by the evidence or not.1 Jurors cannot base their verdict on their

private knowledge of the facts in issue or of facts relevant to the facts in issue.8

If a juror has any knowledge of such facts he must be sworn as a witness.“

Whether a visit to the locus in quo by a juror is a ground for a new trial

depends upon the facts of the particular case. A new trial should be granted

unless it is clear that the result was not affected by the visit.10

7115. Unauthorized communications with jury—An unauthorized com

munication made to a juror concerning the action is ground for a new trial,

unless it is obvious that it did not affect the verdict.11

Pan-ant, 16-178(157) (an extreme ease— BAldrich v. Wetmore, 52-164, 53+1072.

contra, State v. Hendricks, 32 Kan. 559); 1’ Chute v. State, 19-271(230).

State v. Anderson, 41-104, 42+786; State

v. Durnam, 73-150, 75+1127. See Aetna

Ins. Co. v. Grube, 6—82(32) (sealed ver

d1ct——jury pretending to reach agreement

to secure separation).

"9 Maher v. State, 3—444(329).

1 State v. Conway, 23-291; State v. Mata

kovich, 59-514, 61+677; State v. Wright,

98 Iowa, 702.

2State v. Madigan, 57-425, 59+490; State

v. Salverson. 87-40, 91+1.

3State v. Parrant, 16-178(157); State

y. Adnmson, 43-196. 45+152; State v. Mad

1gan. 57-425. 59+-190; State v. Salverson,

87-40, '91+1; State v. King, 88-175, 924

965; Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-s1, 112+

875, 1081.

4State v. Salverson, 87-40, 91+1.

I‘State v. Madigan, 57-425, 59+490.

TI—43

8 See, for the origin of this rule, Thayer,

Ev. c. 3.

9 Chute v. State. 19-27l(230).

10 Rush v. St. P. C. Ry., 70-5, 72+733.

See also, Koehler v. Cleary, 23-325; Ald~

rich v. Wetmore, 52-164, 53+1072; Wood

bury v. Anoka, 52-329, 544-187; Twaddle

v. Mendenhall, 80-177, 83+135; Pierce v.

Brennan, 83-422, 86+417; Lyons v. Dee,

88-490, 93+S99; Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102

81, 112-+875, 1081.

11 Hayward v. Knapp, 22-5; Chalmers v.

Whittemore, 22-305; Oswald v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 29-5. 11+112; State v. Lentz. 45-177,

47+720; State v. Floyd, 61-467, 63+1096;

Boyle v. Virginia L. Co.. 102-508, 112+

1140. See Hoberg v. State, 3-262(181);

Helmbrecht \'. Helmbrecht, 31-504, 18+449.
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7116. Miscellaneous forms of misconduct--Cases are cited below involv

ing various forms of misconduct.12

ACCIDENT OR SURPRISE

7117. B trial court—-A matter of discretion—-The matter of granting ‘:1
new trial fdlr accident or surprise is not governed by fixed rules, but rests almost

wholly

reference to the facts of the

in the discretion of the trial court-—a discretion to be exercised with

particular case and in furtherance of justice.

Motions for a new trial on this ground

and onl~ to remedy manifest injustice.H . _

there isya strong probability that a new trial would result dflferently.‘5

should be granted with great caution

They should not be granted u§les‘s

11C 1

motions are often closely allied to a motion for a new trial on the ground of

newly discovered evidence.“
7118. By supreme court—-The matter of granting a new trial on the ground

of accident or surprise rests almost wholly in the discretion of the trial colurt

and its action will rarely be reversed on_ appeal. The question for an appel at(c1

court in such cases is not whether a new trial might properly have been grflnte

or denied, but whether the court below violated a clear legal right of the

appellant or abused its judicial discretion.17
Especially is this true where

the action of the trial court is based on conflicting aflidavits.“ ‘ I

7119. Objection on the trial—It is a general rule that when a party is sm

prised on the trial he must instantly call the attention of the court to the mat

ter and fortify his positionby resorting to all ava lable modes of present re;

lief.“ It is ordinarily his duty to move for a postponement or continuance.

12 Aetna Ins. 00. v. Grube, 6-S2(32)

(leave to bring in sealed verdict—pretend

ing to have reached agreement in order to

be allowed to separate); McNulty v. Stew

art, 12-434(3l9) (foreman stating in open

court how jury stands); Eich v. Taylor,

21)-378(330) (juror sending letter to his

wife by successful party to action); Ste

vcns v. Montgomery, 27-108, 6+456 (jury

rendered verdict and was discharged—tw0

days afterwards jury came into court and

claimed that verdict was not such as they

intcnded—held that verdict could not be

so impeached); Gurney v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

41-223, 43-I-2 (party furnishing jurors with

cigars—absence of juror on view—irregu

larity waived); State v. Holden, 42-350,

44-+123 (requesting case to be submitted

without argument); Young v. Otto, 57

307, 59+l99 (two jurors took boat ride at

night with successful party and two of his

important witnesses-they were excused

and trial proceeded with ten jurors by

eonsent—-rnisconduct waived); Svenson v.

Qhi. etc. Ry., 68-14, 70+'I'95 (personal in

jury s.ction—verdict for defendant—letter

from jurors requesting defendant to em

ploy plaintiff on account of his injuries);

State v. Bragg, 90-7, 95+578 (juror falsi

fymg when answering questions as to his

competency); State \'. Williams, 96-351,

105+265 (juror reading newspaper com

rncnts on case).

1-1 Hull v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402, 67+218;

Wcster v. Iledberg, 68-434, 71+61_6; Mll

ler v. Layne, 84-221, 87+605; Wmgen V

May, 92-255, 99+809; Holland v. Sheehan,

l0(i—5-45, 119+217.
H Hull \'. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402, 07+2l8

15Farnl1am v. Jones, 32-7, 19+S3; Hu"

\'. Mpls. St. Ry., G4-402, 674-218. F

1‘-‘Sheffield v. Mullin, 28-251, 9+l56

1? Desnoyer \'. McDonald, 4-515(402):

Huutress \'. Wyman, 55-262, 56+896; Hull

v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402, 67+2l8;.0tter

ncss v. Bottcn, 80-430, 83+382; Miller V

Layne, S4-221, 87+605; Wingen v. May,

92-255, 99+809; Burgraf v. Byrnes, 99

517, 109+1132; Trainor v. Maturen, 100‘

127, 110+370; Holland v. Sheehan, 106

545 1l9+217.

18’Wintermute v. Stimson, 19-a94(340);_

Hull v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402, 67+218,

State Y. Gallehugh, 89-212, 94-+723.

11> sum v. Dist. or. 50-14, 52+222; N

son v. Carlson, 54-90, 55+821; Wells V.

Bowman, 59-364, 61+-135; Adamant Mfg

Co. v. Pete, 61-464, 63+1027; Wester v.

Hedberg, 68-434, '71+616; Otterness ‘~

Botten, S0-430, 83+382; Pillager v. Hew

ett, 98-265, 1074-815.
2° Eich v. Taylor, 17-172(145); Ward V

Hackett, 30-150. 14-+578; Cheney V. DU

Wood L. Co., 34-440, 26+236; LoweMpls. St. Ry., 37-283, 34+33;_State \~

Began, 41-ass, 4-3+5; Hendnckson v.

Tracy; 53-404, 55+622; Otteruess v. Bot

tcn, 80-430, 83+382.
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except when the surprise relates to the disqualification of a juror.21 A party

is not permitted to remain silent under such circumstances and speculate on

the chances of a favorable verdict. Motions for a continuance or postpone

ment are granted almost as a matter of course in such cases.22 The rule re

quiring a party to make such a motion when surprised on the trial is not in

flexible, but yields to the demands of justice.23

7120. Showing on motion—Aflidavits—It must be made to appear aflirm-

atively and unequivocally that the accident or surprise could not have been

guarded against by the exercise of ordinary prudence,“ and that due diligence

was exercised in seeking to avert the consequences thereof.25 The aflidavit

should state with particularity the circumstances of the accident or surprise

and the facts showing diligence or excusing the absence of an attorney,“

party,27 or witness. If new evidence is sought to be introduced, affidavits of

the new witnesses must be submitted as on motions for a new trial for newly

discovered eridence.‘~" As a general rule an atfidavit of merits is necessary?”

But when it appears from the moving papers that the party has a good cause

of action or defence on tl1e merits the court may dispense with an atfidavit

of merit.30

7121. Cases in which motion granted—A new trial for accident and sur

prise was granted where the question was whether plaintiffs or defendant’s

mortgages were filed first, and an abstract of the record 1nade by the register

of deeds for the defendant showed that the defendant’s mortgages were filed

first, and the defendant's attorneys, relying upon that made no preparation to

prove the times of filing otherwise than by the record and the court admitted

parol evidence of the times of filing;81 where a verdict was obtained by false

testimony concerning a lost letter and the applicant was unable, without any

want of diligence, to rebut such testimony on the trial; 3” where a written in

strument, which a party with good reason believed to be lost, was unexpectedly

produced at the trial by the opposite party to the suit, who was not entitled

to its possession, and on its face disclosed an erasure and apparent alteration,

which it was material for the former to explain, but which he was unable to

do, in the absence of the notary who witnessed its e.\'ecution. but whose evi

dence was not discovered to be material until after an inspection of the instru

ment subsequent to the trial; 3"‘ where an original record was lost, and the de

feated party was misled by a certified copy used on the trial, which was sub

sequently discovered not to conform to the original in important particulars.

but the correctness of which he had no reasonable ground for suspecting on the

trial; “ where the plaintiff had gone to Germany with his wife and was un

expectedly detained there by her illness; 3” where the original defendant died

during the pendency of the action and one of the executors dymg, there was

uncertainty as to who should be substituted and the remaining executor was

'11 ‘Wells v. Bowman, 59-364, 61+135. ‘~’" Feltus v. Baleh, 27-357, H688; Caughey

'-'2 Land0 V. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279, 33+1089. V. N. P. El. Co., 51-324, 53+5-15.

'-'3 Nudd v. Home etc. Co., 25-100; Farn- 97 Dcsnoyer v. McDonald, 4-515E402).

ham v. Jones, 32-7, 19+83; Russell v. Reed, 1'8 Eich v. Taylor, 17-172(14a). See

32-45, 19-+86; Miller v. Layne, 84-221, 87+ § 7127.

605- 11‘ O’Kcefe v. Lenfest. 35-237, 28+260;

14 Eich v. Taylor, 17-172(145); Cheney Trainor v. Maturen. 100-127, 1_10+370. _

"- Dry Wood L. Co., 34-440, 26+236; State 30 Trainer v. Maturen. '1_00-12:, 110+3r0.

"- Bagfln. 41-285, 43+5; State v. Dist. Ct., ‘J1 Shaw v. Henderson, l—48_0(3S6).

50-14, 52+222; Caughey v. N. P. El. Co., 3'-'N1ltld v. Home etc. Co., 2;)-100.

51-324, 53+-545; State v. Madigan, 57-425, 33 Russell v. Reed, 32--L;,_19+S6.

59+490; Scott v. Sharvy, 62-528, 64+1132. SHFa_rnl1am v. Jones, 32-4, 1£_)+83.

25See cases under § 7119. :5 Miller v. Layne. B4-221, sH~605.
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a woman and ignorant ;“° and where the defendant failed to_ be present at

the trial, being misled as to the time of trial by a letter from his attorney.“

7122. Cases in which motion denied—-A motion for a new trial on the

ground of accident or surprise was denied where a party, relying upon the

statement of his counsel that the case would not be reached before a certam

time, was absent when the case was called; as where a material witness, who

was not subpoenaed, but who, at the request of the party,

attend and testify, was physically un

without him; 8” where the party was a

able to attend and the

bsent from the trial without excuse;“’

had promised to

trial was had

where counsel inadvertently overlooked a special statute of limitations ;“

. - 2 \where counsel was absent without excuse when the case was called,‘ where

a material witness of the opposite part

he would testify in a given way, but on

y assured the applicant before trial that

the trial testified directly contrary;“

where counsel failed to detect an omission in the sherilf’s return on attachment

until long
after the trial, such return

being an essential part of his case; "

Where counsel claimed to be surprised by a decision of the supreme court;""

where a witness testified contrary to the expectations of the applicant and after

trial made an afiidavit contradicting his testimony on the trial;“‘ where It

was claimed that a witness did not understand or speak English perfectly and

failed to express his true meaning on the stand;“ where counsel was _not

present at the call of the calendar at the openingr of the term and was surprised

at the early date at which the case was set and in consequence was not pre

pared for trial; 48 where the disqualification of a juror Was discovered on the

trial but counsel failed to ask for the discharge of the jury; ‘° Where #1 Witness

testified on the trial contrary
to her testimony before a committing magis

trate;°° where a witness on the trial testified contrary
to his statements to

the applicant before trial; 51 where a witness claimed that his testimony on

the trial did not express his real meaning; ‘*2 where a juror was disqualified

by reason of non-residence in the county; “ where a juror was disqualified by

reason of alienage; ‘“ where the applicant claimed to have been surprised at

the testimony of a witness and did not discover it until after trial; 55 where

one of the jurors did not understand the English language;“ where, on a

fifth trial of the same cause, a witness was first produced who testified, to the

surprise of applicant, that he had seen the accident; 57 where the applicant

was surprised at the testimony of a witness; “ where a party
was surprised

at not being allowed to introduce further evidence after resting; 5’ where thfl

party did not secure the attendance of a material witness who had promised

to be present; ““ where counsel failed to construe a pleading properly; ‘“ where

3" Huntrcss v. lVyman, 55-262, 56+S96.

3'1‘ Trainer \'. Maturen, 100-127, 110+370.

1"‘ Desnoyer \'. McDonald, 4—515(402).

See 'l‘r-ainor v. Maturen, 100-127, 110+370.

3:; Eich v. Taylor, 17-172(1-15).

.| , y
26+g1(;ney \. Dry “ood L. Co., 34-440,

41 Barrows v. Fox, 39-61, 38+777.

-1'-’ Caughey v. N. P. El. Co., 51-324, 53+

545; Latusek v. Davies, 79-279. 82+587.

4-3 Azlamant Mfg. Co. v. Pete, 61-164, 63+

See Webb v. Barnard, 36-336, 31+

H Scott v. Sharvy, 62-528, 64+1132.

"Kurtz v. St. P. etc. Ry., 65-60 67+808.

“Bristol \'. Schultz, 68-106, 7o+'s72.

47 Nelson v. Carlson, 54-90, 55+821.

48 Feltus v. Balch. 27-357, 7+688.

4” Wells v. Bowman, 59-364, 61+135.

5" Gardner v. Kellogg, 23-463.

51 Webb v. Barnard, 36-336, 31+214.

-52 Sheflield v. Mullin, 28-251, 9+756.

-'$Kecgan \'. Mpls. ete. Ry., 76-90, 78*

965.

54 State v. Dnrnam, 73-150. 75+1127.

55 Wcster v. Hedberg, 68-434. 7l+616.

-’-" State v. Madigan, 57-425. 59+490.

57 Hull v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402. 67+21S.

58 Wintermnte v. Stinson, 19-394(340)

-’*" Beaulieu v. Parsons, 2-37(26).

1"’ Otterness v. Botten, 80-430, 83+382

Q?qFirst Nat. Bank v. Steele, 58-126. 59+
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it was claimed that one of the jurors was disqualified by reason of deafness; “

where counsel failed to put in all his evidence on account of a remark of the

judge to the effect that a_certain_ ruling put an end to his case;83 where

witness and was unable to secure the attendance of a witness in rebuttal; "

where a party was surprised by the testimony of a witness of the adverse

party; ” where counsel inadvertently overlooked a statute applicable to the

NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE

7123. By trial court—To be granted with extreme cai.ition—'1‘lie matter

of granting new trials for newly discovered evidence is not governed by in

of substantial justice. Public policy demands that new trials should not be

freely granted on this ground. They should be granted only to prevent man

ifest and grave injustice."1

a new trial for newly discovered evidence is not affected by the fact that it

is made by a judge other than the one who tried the case."

7125. By supreme court-—The matter of granting a new trial on the

ground of newly discovered evidence is very largely addressed to the discretion

of the trial court. Having heard the case tried and seen the witnesses and

heard them testify, its means of judging of the propriety of granting a new

trial. and as to whether the new evidence will be likely to change the result,

are superior to those afforded to the appellate court by a mere statement of

the evidence in the record. The inquiry of the appellate court is not whether

°‘-’ Wilcox v. Arbnckle, 50-523, 52+926. '-'2 State v. Mathley, 101-536, 111+1134.

"3 Zimmerman v. Lamb, 7-421(336). 78 Lampsen v. Brander, 28-526, 11+I94;

"4 State v. Fay, B8-269, 92+978. Peterson v. Faust, 30-22, 14+64; Eldridge

55 State v. Gallehugh, 89-212, 94+723. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-253, 20-+151; Peck v.

5" State v. Bongard, 89-426, 94-+1093. Small, 35-465, 29+69; Cirkel v. Croswell,

M Wingen v. Ma ,92—255, 99+809. 36-323, 31+513; State v. Barrett, 40-65,

“3 Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 92-365, 41+-159; Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-183, 43+

100-I-1125. 1114; Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+

0° Pillager v. Hewett, 98-265, 107+815; 1117; Layman v. Mpls.. St. Ry., 66-452,

Strand v. G. N. Ry., 101-85, 111+958. 69+329; Bradley v. Norms, 67-48, 69+624;

7° Slocum v. McLaren 109-49 122+871. Benton v. Mpls. etc. Co., 73-498, 76+265;

-'1 Lampm v. Brandizr, 28-526, 11+94; Thiel v._Kennedy, 32-142, 841-657; 0’Hara

Peck v. Small. 35-465, 29+s9; Cirkel v. v. 00111118, 84-435, s7+1023,- State v.

C!'0swcll,.36-323, 31+513; Hoye v. Chi. Blanchard, 88-82, 92+5(_)4,- State v. Nel

NC. Ry., 46-269, 48+1117; Nelson V. Carl- son, 91-143, 97+652; Wmgen v. May, 92

8011. 54-90, 55+821; State v. Nelson, 91- 255, 99-I-809; Bunker v. United Order, 97

143. 9T+652; Wingen v. May, 92-255, 99+ 361, 107+392,' State v. M_athley, 101-536,

09; Kroning v. St. P. C. Ry., 96-128, 111+1134; Sprague v. Wis. C. Ry., 104

104+888; Bunker v. United Order, 97- 58, 116+104; Graves v. Bonness, 104-135.

361. l07+392- Ewing v. Stickney, 107-217, 116-+209; Gragg v. Empey, 105-229, 117+
i

1l9+S02. 421; Lindstrom v. Fitzpatrick, 105-331,

tr.-we .
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' n a eal as a matter of course, if the record does not contam

:51 i)l;sti111enZ%1gel1C8P};l1bD1lti€d on the trial, together with the newly discoipread1

evidence.H An appellate court is especially reluctant to grantna new r1

when it has been denied by the trial court on conflicting affidav1ts. ' f

7126. Motion for postponement condition precedent-_A motipndornew trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence will ordinarilyf etzh ep1e1

if the applicant knew of the existence of such evidence at the time pa e rm

and failed to apply for a postponement or continuance of_ the case. d f

7127. Showing on motion—A party seeking a new trial on_the gro111)n 19

newly discovered evidence must show aflirrnatwely and unequrvocally ) usl

aflidavits on the motion that the new evidence was not in fact d1scovered_ unti

after the trial and that it could not have been discovered before the tr1al by

the exercise of reasonable diligence. It is not sufiicient for him to state in

his affidavit that he used due diligence or his utmost efforts in the discovery

of evidence before the trial or that the new evidence could not have been

discovered before the trial by the exercise of reasonable diligence. He must

state with particularity what he did to discover the new evidence before the

trial so that the court may determine from the aflidavit alone whether he

exercised reasonable diligence.TT He should state explicitly when, where, and

how the new evidence was discovered."

party personally rather than by his attorney.”

The affidavit should be made by the

The applicant must subrmt

to the court affidavits of the new witnesses setting forth verbatim just what can

be testificd to in court.so If it is impossible to submit such affidavits the

reasons should be fully stated in the afiidavit of the applicants.81 Counter

afiidavits may be submitted by the opposing party.82 . _

7128. Evidence must not have been discoverable before tr1al—i\ew_1_y

discovered evidence is no ground for a new trial if it could have been dis

covered before the trial by the exercise of reasonable diligence.“
It must be

117+-141; Ewing v. Stickney, 107-217, 119+

802. New trial ordered by supreme court,

McDonald v. Smith, 101-476, 112+627.

H State v. Lautenschlager, 23-290; Sco

field v. Walrath. 35-356, 28+926; Gardner

v.'Fidelity etc. Assn., 67-207, 69+895.

T5 Peterson v. Faust. 30-22, 14+64; Eld

ridge v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 32-253, 20+151;

Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-183, 43-!-1114;

Hull v. Mpls. St. Ry., 64-402, 67+218.

'16 Lowe \'. Mpls. St. Ry., 37-283, 34+33;

State \'. Bagan. 41-285, 43+5; Hendrick

son v. Tracy, 53-404, 55+622.

77 Mocks V. St. Paul, 64-220. 66+966;

Bradley v. Norris, 67-48, 69+624; Revor

v. Bagley, 76-326. 79+171; Wellendorf v.

Tesch. 77-512. S0+629; Sumner v. North

field, 96-107. 104+686.

‘"1 Bradley v. Norris, 67-48. 69+624.

79 Brent \'. Moor. 44-468. 47+55.

5° Keough r. Mcl\‘itt, 6-5l3(357); Eddy

\'. Caldwell. 7—225(166). See State v.

Fay, 38-269. 92+978 (afiidavit defective

in not stating residence of afliant); Mpls.

'1‘. Co. v. Menage. 73-441, 454, 76+-195

(affidavit defective in stating mere infer

ence of afliant).

E1 Eddy v. Caldwell. 7-225(166).

81 Finch v. Green. 16-355(315); Peterson

\'. Faust. 30-22. 14+64.

B3 Baze \'. A1-per, 6—220(142); Shaw v.

Henderson. 7-480(386); Humphrey \'. Hil

vens, 9—318(301); Knoblauch v. Kroneck

nabel, 18—300(272); Wintermute v. S2111

son, 19-394(34o); State \'. Wagner, -3

544; Evans r. Christopherson, 24-330

Krassin v. Shear-an, 24-355; Laurel ‘\

State Nat. Bank. 25-48; Fenno _v. Ch»-pin,

27-519. S+762; Sheflield v. Mullln, 28-201,

9+7-56; “'ard \'. Haokett. 30-150, 14-+578;

Ta_vlor v. Mueller, 30-343, 15+413; Keith

v. Briggs, 32-185. 20+91; Eldndge ‘_

Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-253, 20%-151; Austm ‘:

N. P. Ry., 34-351, 25+798; Farnsworth \.

Robbins, 36-369. 31+349; Broat v. Moon

44-463, 47+55; Elmborg v. St. P. C. R)-.

51-70, 52+969; Hendriekson v. Tracy, 5§—

404. 55+622; Nelson v. Carlson. 54-90, 5:2-T

821; Lathrop v. Dear-ing. 59-234, 61+24d,

Tuman v. Pillsbury. 60-520, 63+10-1: Afl

amant Mfg. Co. v. Pete, 61-464, 63-l-1021,

Galvin v. St. Paul, 62-145, 64+147; Meeks

v. St. Paul, 64-220. 66+9G6; Wherry V

Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415. 67+223; Maire

gren v. Phinney, 65-25, 67+649; Kurtz \.

St. P. & D. Ry., 65-60. 67+S08; Bradley

v. Norris, 67-48, 69+624; Wellendorf Y

Tesch, 77-512, .80+629; Vosheck v. K91

logg, 78-176; 80+957; Newbury v. G N

Ry., 109-113, 122+1117; Snyder v. Cres

cent M. Co., 126+S22.
\
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ful that the party knew of the evidence he will not succeed. A strict adherence

to this rule is necessary to prevent imposition upon the court." A new trial

will not ordinarily be granted to enable a party to prove matter which was of

public record at_the time of the trial,“3 or to examine a person who was :1

1y discovered evidence which merely contradicts or impeaches a witness is no

' ‘ Of course if it is made

by deliberate perjury.suborned by the successful party, it is the duty of the court to grant a new

trial and a refusal to do so cannot be justified on the ground that the newly

discovered evidence is merely impeaching."1 The general rule that a new trial

Will not be granted for newly discovered evidence which is merely contradictory

  

 

 

but yields to the demands of justice in ex

An aflidavit to the eifect that the reputation _of a witness

54 Knoblauch v. Kronschnabel, 18-300

(272); Wintermute v. Stinson, 19-394

(340); Adamant Mfg. Co. v. Pete, 61-464,

53531027; Galvin v. St. Paul, 62-145, 64+

"Nininger v. Knox, 8-140(110); Win

termute v. Stinson, 19—394(340); Evans

v. Christophcrson, 24-330; Broat v. Moor,

44-468, 47+55; Meeks v. St. Paul, 64-220,

66+966; Wherry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64

415, 67+223;' Kurtz v. St. P. etc. Ry., 65

60, 67+-808; Bradley v. Norris, 67-48, 69+

624; Revor v. Bagley, 76-326, 79+17l;

Wellenclorf v. Teach. 77-512, 80+629; Vos

beck v. Kellogg, 78-176, 80+957; Gragg

v. Empey, 105-229,. 117+-121.

8“ Broat v. Moor, 44-468, 47+55.

*1 Nininger v. Knox, 8—140(110); Broat

v. Moor, 44-468. 47+55.

88 Laurel v. State Nat. Bank, 25-48;

Galvin v. St. Paul, 62-145, 64+147.

3" Taylo Mueller. 30-343, 15+413;

Vherry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415. 67+223.

But see I-l'nmphre_v v. Havens, 9-3l8(301).

W State v. Dumphey, 4—438(340); Mead

v. Constans, 5-171 (134) ; Gardner v. Kel

logg. 23-463; State v. Wagner, 23-544;

35-465, 29-+69; Cirkel v.
36-323. '

431-5; Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-183, 43+

11l4; Brazil v. Peterson, 44-212, 46+331:

Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269. 48+1117;

Granning v. Swenson, 49-381, 52+30; Bris

to] v. Schultz, 68-106,

70+872; 'Revor v. _

Bagley, 76-326, 79+171,' State v. Brooks,

84-276, 87%-779; State v. Nelson, 91-143,

. Northrup v. Hayward, 99-299,

109+2-41; Myrick v. Purcell, 99-457, 109+

095; State v. Sheltrey, 100-107, 110-+353;

Strand v. G. N. Ry., 101-85, 111+958;

State V. Mathley, 101-536, 111+1134.

91 Hoyc v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+1117.

P2 Cairns v. Keith, 50-32, 52+267; Kron

ing v. St. P. C. Ry., 96-128, 104+88S;

Hanson v. Bailey, 96-274, 104+969.

93 State v. Brooks, 84-276, 87+779.

"4 State v. Dumphey, 4-438(340); Mead

v. Constans, 5-171(134); Nininger v.

Knox, 8-140(110); Johnson v. Coles, 21

108; State v. Wagner, 23-544; Laurel v.

State Nat. Bank, 25-48; State v. Cantieny,

34-1, 24+45S; Farnsworth v. Robbins, 36

369, 31+349; Lowe v. Mpls. St. Ry., 37

283, 34-+33; Gilmore v. Brost, 39-190, 39+

l39; State v. Barrett, 40-65. 4-1+-159;

Schacherl v. St. P. C. By.. 42-42, 43+837;

Jones v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-183. 43+1114;

Brazil v. Peterson. 44-212, 46+331; Hoye

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269. 48+1117; Elm

borg v. St. P. C. Ry., 51-70, 52+969; Gris

wold v.-Eastman, 51-189. 53%-542; Nelson

v. Finseth, 55-417, 57+141; Kennedy v.

St. P. C. Ry., 59-45, 60+810; Meeks v.

St. Paul. 64-220, 66+966; State v. Dur

nam_ 73-150, 75+1127; Revor v. Baglsy,

76-326. 79+171; Vosbeck v. Kellogg, 78

176, a0+957; State v. Fay, 88-269, 92+

978; State v. Nelson, 91-143, 97+652;

Wingen v. May, 92-255, 99+809; Faber v.

Schiwek, 93-417, 10l+1133,' Sumner v.
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deuce is additional evidence of the same kind and to the same point as that

given on the first trial.“5

fact.

issuable fact.“

Evidence is not cumulative merely because it tends to '

It is not cumulative if it relates to distinct and mdependent

The term point as here used means an evidential

prove the same

facts of a different character though tending to establish the same ground of

claim or defence.97

It is not cumulative if it is of a difierent kind, for ex

ample, positive and direct evidence where the evidence on the trial was \"'h0.ll!-Q;

circumstantial; ‘“ written evidence where the evidence on the trial was oral,

unequivocal admissions of a party where the evidence on the trial was Cl1‘C'llI1l

stantial,1 but applications for a new trial on the ground of newly discovered

oral admissions of a party against whom they are to be used are viewed With

disfavor.2 The rule against granting a new trial for newly

lative evidence is not inflexible but yields to the demands of justice in excep

tional cases.

If new cumulative evidence makes it clear that a grave injustice

has been done a new trial should be granted.3 _ _

7131. Evidence must be likely to change result—A new tnal will not be

granted on the ground of newly discovered evidence except to _remedy mamfe-St

injustice. It is not enough that the new evidence is material. It has been

said that the newly discovered evidence must be such as ought be decisive

and productive, on another trial, of an opposite result on the merits, and that

a new trial will not be granted unless it appears probable that 1l]_]l1StlC€ has

been done, and that the new evidence is of such a controlling

probably correct the injustice.

that it would probably produce, or would be likely to

it will

sult; or that the question is not whether a jury might be induced to give a

ditterent verdict, but whether the legitimate effect of the newly discovered

evidence would be to require a different verdict. It is perhaps impossible to

state an invariable rule on this point, to be applied to all cases.

depend upon the nature of the issue, what transpired at the trial, the nature

of the evidence proposed, as well as of that submitted. But all the cases con

cur that it is not enough to entitle a party to a new trial that the new

evidence is material, but that the court must take into account its importance.

and whether, in connection with the evidence already introduced, it will be

likely to affect the result.‘ The matter of granting a new trial for this cause

discovered cumu

character that

Again, that it must be so matenal

produce, a difierent re

Much must

Northfield, 96-107, 104+686; State v.

Mathley, 101-536, 111+1134; Hewitt v.

llubbard County, 103-41, 114+261; Tew

v. Webster, 103-110, 114+647.

R-'>Ni11inger v. Knox, 8—140(110); Lowe

v. Mpls. St. Ry., 37-283, 34+33; Gilmore

v. Brost, 39-190, 39+139; Schacherl v. St.

P. C. Ry., 42-42, 43+837; Layman v. Mpls.

St. Ry., 66-452. 69+329; Bradley v. Nor

ris, 67-48, 69+624; State v. Fay. 88-269,

92+97B.

9'1 Parker v. Hardy, 24 Pick.

246; Able v. Frazier, 43 Iow

v. Graves, 20 Conn. 305.

"7 Layman v. Mpls. St. Ry., 66-452, 69+

329; Bradley v. Norris, 67-48, 69+624;

Waller v. Graves, 20 Conn. 305; Dierolff v.

Winterfield, 26 Wis. 175: Casev v. State,

20 Neb. 138. ' '
n“Guyot \'. Butts. 4 Wcnrl. (N. Y.) 579;

Gardner v. Gardner. 2 Gray (Mass) 434.

"D Mercer \'. Mercer, 87 Ky. 21. See Mc

Donald v. Smith. 101-476, 112+62'T.

(Mass.)

a, 177; Waller

1 Cairns v. Keith, 50-32, 52+267; P8-flier

v. Hardy, 24 Pick. (Mass) 246; Gardner

v. Gardner, 2 Gray (Mass) 434; Guyot \

Butts, 4 Wend. (N. Y.) 579; Preston Y

Otey, 88 Va. 491.

'-'Lampsen v. B1-ander, 28-526, 11+94;

Mueller v. Grand Grove, 72-70, 744-1025

9Kroning v. St. P. C. Ry., 96-123. 104+

$88; Hanson \-'. Bailey, 96-274, 104+969

See Hosford v. Rowe, 41-245, 42+1018.

4Lampsen v. Brander, 28-526, 11+94;
Mead v. Constans, 5-171(134); Eddy V

Caldwell, 7-225(166); Sharpe v. Tra\_'e1‘,

8-273(239) ; Finch v. Green, 16-35561")?

Knoblauch v. Kronschnabel, 18-300(272);

Cummings v. Taylor, 24-429; Peterson \‘

Faust, 30-22, 14+64; Scofield v. Walratlh

35-356, 2S+926; Peck v. Small, 35-4657

29+69; Smith v. Chapel, 36-180, 304-600;

Cirkel v. Croswell. 36-323. 31+513: Hos

ford v. Rowe, 41-245, 42+1018; Schacherl

v. St. P. C. Ry., 42-42. 43+837; State v.

Tall. 43-273, 45+-449; Brazil v. Peterson,



, and the legitimate effect which the new
evidence, taken in connection therewith, ought, upon legal principles, to have

towards producing a different result.“ It is the duty of the court to consider

the credibility of the new witnesses.“

for a new trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence which has no

relevancy to the issues litigated by the trial, but by a motion to be permitted

to make a supplemental answer, with a stay of proceedings on the verdict until

the issue tendered by the supplemental answer can be determined."'

EXCESSIVE OR INADEQUATE DAMAGES

7132. Statute-—Under which subdivision motion to be made—Subdivi

sion 5 of R. L. 1905 § 4198 provides for a new trial for “excessive or insuflicient

damages, appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or

prejudice.” Subdivision 7 provides for a. new trial when “the verdict, decision,

recover unl1qu1dated damages, such as actions for personal injuries, libel, and

slander, and similar actions, where the plaintiffs damages cannot be computed

by mathematical calculation, and are not susceptible to proof by opinion

evidence, and are within the discretion of the jury, the motion should be made

under the fifth subdivision of the statute. On the other hand, in all actions,

whether sounding in tort or contract, where the amount of damages depends

upon opinion evidence, as the value of property converted or destroyed, the

nature and extent of injuries to person or property, the motion for new trial

should be made under the seventh subdivision of the statute' and in cases of

7133. By trial court—A matter of discretion—The matter of granting a

new trial for excessive or inadequate damages rests almost wholly in the d1sc_re

tion of the trial court. When themotion is made under the fifth subdivision

of the statute, that is, in actions for personal tort or where exemplary damages

are allowable, the court should be particularly cautious in setting as1de the

verdict, for in such cases the question of damages is peculiarly one for the

_jury.° The duty of the court in this regard is to keep the jury within the

44-212, 46+331; Bishop v. St. P. C. Ry., to] v. Schultz, 68-106, 70+B72. See State

48-26, 50+927; Elmborg v. St. P. C. Ry., v. Fay, S8-269, 92+978; Kosmerl v. Muel

51-70, 52-i-969; Griswold v. Eastman, 51- let, 91-196, 97-1660.

159, 53+-542; Smith v. Fletcher, 75-189, 1Bandler v. Bradley, 124+644.

77+S0O; Schultz v. Faribault etc. 00., 82- 8 Mohr v. Williams, 95-261, 104+12; Eng

100, 84-+631; Sta.te.v. Blanchard, 88-82, lish v. Mpls. etc..Ry., 96-213, 104+386.

'92+-504; State v. Nelson, 91-143, 97+652; '[‘here formerly ex|sted_ much upcertamty

Kosmerl v. Mueller. 91-196, 97+660; State as to the proper practice in tins r_egard.

v. Bonk. 91-419, 98+334'; Wingen v. May, Nelson v. West Duluth, 55-497, 51+149;

'9?--255, 99+809; Bunker v. United Order, Lane v. Dayton, 56-90, 57_+328; State v.

97-361, 107+-392; State v. Mathley. 101- Shevliu, 66-217, 6B+973_; First Nat. Bank

536, 1114-1134; Hewitt v. Hubbard County, V. St. Cloud, 73-219, l5+1054; Blurne v.

103-41, 114+261; Tow v. Webster, 108- Scheer, 83-409, 86+-146; rEmerson v. Para.

110, 1141-647; Graves v. Bouness, 104-135, etc. Co., 92-523, 1001-£160; Alton v. Chi.

l]l3+209; Shaw V. Chi. etc. Ry., 105-393, etc. Ry'.. 107-457, 120+:-19.

117+465; State v. Schreiber, 126+536. B Blumc v. Scheer, 83-409, 86+446;_Mohr

“State v. Lantenschlager, 23-290; Bun- v. Wilhams, 95-261, 104+12; EnglishMv.

ker v. United Order, 97-361, 107+a92. Mp1s etc. Ry-, 96-213, 104-+8861 0

°State v. Tall, 43-273, 45+449; Wherry Knight v. Mpls. ctc. Ry., 96-480, 10o+673.

V. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415, 67+223; Bris
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unds of reason.10 The court should only act for the rehef of 111an1fest

illjustice. To warrant the court in setting aside a verdict on this grounddamages must be not merely more than the court would have awarded 1:1had tried the case, but they must so greatly and grossly exceed what 1vvog -

adequate in the judgment of the court, that they cannot reasonabyl 3 aci

counted for, except upon the theory that they were awarded, not in 8f]11 l_Ct1&d

frame of mind, but under the influence of passmn,_—that is to say, 0 excl cf

feeling, rather than of sober judgment; or of prejud1ce,—that is to saygno _

a state of mind partial to the successful party, or unfair to the other. t_ fe

damages must be so exorbitant as to shock the sense of the_court, and saf1s y

it that, after making just allowance for d1fierence of opinion among ta1_r

minded men, they cannot be accounted for except upon the theory thfa In

the particular case the fair-mindedness was wanting. _It must be con essef1

that this expression of the principles upon which new tr1als should be gran 2

for excessive damages is somewhat general and at large; but these a1e su;

stantially the principles enunciated by text writers and 111 the ad]u_dged_case.‘.

and the subject is one which, from its very nature, hardly admits ot more

specific treatment. A motion for a new trial on this ground, as on apply;

other grounds, appeals in a measure to the discretion of the trial court. 1:

does not mean that the motion is to be granted or denied at the mere pleasure

or fancy or feeling of the court, but that, the 1natter_be1ng one which canppé

be determined by the application of definite and prec1se rules, it 1S to be ac t

upon in the exercise of a sound practical judgment, In new of all the relevap

facts of the particular case. or, to use a current expression, in view of Ewhole situation.” 11 Though it is a delicate thing to set aside a verdict 01

excessive damages in a case where they are not suscept1b_le_of accurate measure

ment, a court must sometimes do it in order to prevent injustice.12

7134. Necessity of passion or prejudice—-When the motion is made under

the fifth subdivision of the statute the trial court is not authorized to grant

a new trial unless it is manifest that the damages were given under the in

fluence of passion or prejudice.13 It is not enough that the court _would have

assessed them differently “ or believes them too large.16 Ordinarily the fact

of prejudice or passion appears from the verdict being so large or small, when

compared with what the evidence indicates it ought to be, that the court mus1

conclude that the jury did not arrive at the amount upon a fan‘ and 1mpart1a

consideration of the evidence.“ Affidavits are inadmissible to prove the

existence of passion or prejudice. The court must base its decision solely OII

the evidence submitted on the trial.17 ‘ _

7135. When damages governed by fixed rules—When the motion 15 made

under the seventh subdivision of the statute, that is, in cases where the dam

1° Slet-te v. G. N. Ry., 53-341. 55+13'T; 431(387); Shartle v. Minneapolis, 17

Petcrson v. W. U. Tel. Co., 65—18. 67+646.

11 Pratt v. Pioneer Press 00., 32-217. 18+

836. 20+87. See also, Woodward v. Glid

den, 33-108. 22+127; Dennis v. Johnson,

42-301. 44+68; Blume v. Scheer. 83-409,

S6+446.

12I\lcCartliy v. Niskern, 22-90;

ward v. Glidden, 33-108, 22+127.

13 St. Martin v. Desnoyer, 1—156(131);

Beaulieu v. Parsons. 2—37(26); St. Paul

v. Knby, 8—154(125) ; Chamberlain Y.

Porter, 9—260(244) ; Chapman v. Dodd, 10

.">50(277): Du Laurans v. First Div. etc.

Ry., 15—t9(29); Judson v. Reardon, 16

Wood

f§0R(284): Pratt v. Pioneer Press Co., 32

217, 13+S36. 20+87; Nelson v. West Di}

lnth_ 55-497. 57+l49; Meeks v. St. Pam

64-220. 66+966; Peterson v. W. U. Tel-.

Co.. 65-18. 67+646; Blume v. Scheel‘, 33"

409. 86+446; Halnes v. Anderson, 124+330

H Pratt v. Pioneer Press Co., 32-217, 18+

see. 20+s7. _
15 Nelson v. West Duluth, 55-497, 51t

149; Mocks v. St. Paul, 64-220, 66+966

1“ Dennis v. Johnson, 42~301_ 44-1-68}

Nelson v. West Duluth, 55-497, 57+149

‘IT Moran v. Mackey, 32-266. 20+159?

Blume \'. Scheer, 83-409, 86+446.
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ages are governed by fixed rules and are wholly compensatory for pecuniary

loss the court is justified in granting a new trial more freely.“

7136. By supreme court—Whether the motion is made under the fifth or

the seventh subdivision of the statute the action of the trial court will rarely

be reversed on appeal. What is said under sections 7154, 7157. is applicable

here. The duty of the trial court is to keep the jury within the bounds of

reason; the duty of the appellate court is to keep the trial court within the

bounds of judicial discretion. The two courts are not governed by the same

rules.” The action of the trial court will not be reversed on appeal except

for a clear abuse of discretion.20 It is not enough to justify a reversal that

the appellate court would have been better satisfied with a smaller verdict.“

It is to be remembered that in determining an application for a new trial on

the ground of an excessive verdict, as on other grounds, the trial court oc

cupies a position of practical advantage over an appellate court. There is a

certain atmosphere of tl1c trial. well known to the profession, which cannot'be

put upon paper.22 The doctrine of Hicks v. Stone applies.“ Though it is

a delicate thing for an appellate court to set aside a verdict for excessive dam

ages when they are not susceptible of accurate measurement, it must some

times do so to prevent injustice.“

7137. Record on appeal—Motion for new trial necessary—The question

of excessive or inadequate damages can only be raised on appeal upon a record

which purports on its face or in the certificate of the judge to contain all of

the evidence submitted on the trial or at least all the evidence bearing on the

question of damages.25 Where the trial is by jury the question of damages

can be raised on appeal only after a motion for a new trial on that ground

has been passed upon by the trial court.2°

7138. Remitting excess-—a.. Trial court-When the only objection to a ver

dict is the excessive amount of the damages awarded, it is within the sound

discretion of the trial court to refuse a new trial upon condition that the

prevailing party remit the excess.27 This should be (lone only where the ver

1" Grant'v. Wolf, 34-32, 24+289 (contract

—items of damage erroneously included);

Wyman v. Erickson, 35-202, 28+240 (ac

tion for goods sold and delivered-—misca.L

culation); Ward v. Anderberg, 36-300,

30-r890 (replevin); Whitely v. Miss. etc.

Co., 38-523, 384-753 (condemnation pro

ceedings); Hutchins v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

4-1-5, 46+79 (death by wrongful act);

Fixen v. Blake, 47-540, 50+612 (action

for deceit); Becker v. Bohmert, 63-403,

65+728 (claim against estate of decedent) ;

Hodge v. Eastern Ry., 70-193. 72+1074

(action for conversion); First Nat. Bank

v. St. Cloud, 73-219, 75%-1054 (water

rcntal—contract price—deducti0ns for in

cmnplcte performance).

15‘ Pratt v. Pioneer Press Co.. 32-217, 222,

1-H836, 20+87.

C'"Blakcman v. Blakcman. 31-396. 18+

IO3: Pratt v. Pioneer Press Co., 32-217,

l-‘H836, 20+S7: Hardcnhergh v. St. P. etc.

iy.. 41-200. 42+933; Dennis v. Johnson,

42-301. 14%-63: Mohr v. \Vi|liams. 95-261,

10-H12; Englisli v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 96-213,

l04+SS6; .\IcT{nigl1t v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 96

480. 1051.-673; Ford v. Mpls. St. Ry., 98

96, 107+-817; Cornell v. Hendrickson, 100

54-1, 110+1132.

21Bla.keman v. Blakernan, 31-396, 18-)

103; Flatt v. Osborne, 33-98, 22+4-10;

Sobieski v. St. P. etc. Ry., 41-169, 42+863;

Koch v. St. P. ctc. Ry., 45-407, 48+-191;

Fulmore v. St. P. C. Ry., 72-448, 75+589;

Stunning 1:. G. N. Ry., 88-480. 93+518.

2'-’ Pratt v. Pioneer Press Co., 32-217, 18+

836, 20+S7; Olson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 45

536. 48+445.

23 Mohr v. Williams, 95-261, 104+12

(overruling Nelson v. West Duluth, 55

497, 57+149; Blumc v. Scheer, S3-409, 86+

446); English v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 96-213,

10-H886; Cornell v. Hcndrickson, 100-544,

110+1132.

H McCarthy v. Niskern. 22-90; Wood

ward v. Gliddcn, 33-108, 22+127 and cases

under § 2596.

'~'5 St. Paul v. Kuby, 8—154(125); Moran

v. Mackey, 32-266, 20+159.

20 Spencer v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 22-29: Bank

of Com. v. Smith. 57-374, 59+311; Severus

v. Brainard, 61-265. 63+477; Fletcher v.

German-Am. Ins. Co.. 79-337. 82-I-647;

English v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 96-213, 104+886.

27 Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 9+712; Grant v.
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diet is otherwise unimpeachable.“ In this state the court is authorized to

exercise such a power even in cases where the damages were mamfestly

awarded under the influence of passion or prejudice."

probability that the passion or prejud

If there is a fair

ice shown by the award of excessive

damages affected the jury in the determination of the other issues a new trial

should be

merits of the case doubtfu ."°

granted-at least in cases where the evidence is conflicting

The court may reduce the damages when the

and the

motion is based on the ground that the verdict is not justified by the evidence.31

I). Supreme court-—Subject to the some limitations as the trial court the

supreme court may

remit a specified part of the award.32

grant a new trial unless the prevailing party consents to

This can only be done when the excess

can be clearly ascertained from the record.“8 _ r
7139. Settmg aside successive verdicts-A court should act with great

caution in setting aside a second verdict on account of excessive damages. But

where the verdict is irrational, unjust and manifestly the result of passion or

prejudice, it is the duty of the court to set it aside no matter how many

similar verdicts have been vacated for the same cause,
for justice must be

administered according to reason, not passion.“ _

7140. When granted as of course—Where it is clear that the Jury assessed

the damages in accordance with an erroneous

made a n1iscalculation,"‘ or includedevidently

instruction,“ or where they

improper items of damage?‘

a new trial should be granted as a matter of course, unless the error can be

corrected by a remittitur.

7141. Inadequate darnages—A new trial may be granted on the

that the damages awarded are inadequate, that

ground

is, unreasonably small.33

Where a party is entitled to substantial damages, if any, and the jury award

him only nominal damages, a new
trial should be awarded as a matter of

course.80 A court may grant a new trial upon condition that the adverse

party may avoid it by consenting to the entry of judgment for a specified

A court may properly deny a motion for a new trial for inadequate
amount.“

Wolf, 34-32, 24+289; Ladd v. Newell, 34

107, 24+366; Kopp v. N. P. Ry., 41-310,

43+73; Van Doren v. Wright, 54-455, 56+

51; Brown v. Doyle, 69-543, 724-814; G055

‘\'. Goss, 102-346. 113+690.

3" Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 9+712; Miller

v. Hogan, 81-312, 8‘1>t~10.

11‘ Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 9+712; Pratt v.

Pioneer Press Co., 35-251, 28+708; Blume

, v. Scheer, 83-409, 86+446; Goss v. Goss,

102-346, 113+690.

3° Goss v. Goes, 102-346. 113+690; Mas

teller v. G. N. Ry.. 100-236. l10+869;

Plaunt \'. Ry. ‘I’. Co., 90-499. 97+433;

Ti-ow v. White Bear, 78-432. 80+1117;

Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-439, 49+239;

Ewmg v. Stickney, "107-217. 1l9+802;

Johnson v. G. N. Ry., 107-285, 119+1061.

81 Brown v. Doyle, 69-543. 72+814; Hodge

\'. Eastern Ry., 70-193. 72+1074; Coxe v.

Anoka etc. Co., 91-50, 97+459; Gosa v.

Goss, 102-346, 113+69O.

3'1 Stickney \'. Bronson, 5-215(172) ; Ward

v. Haws, 5—440(359); Hutehins v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 44-5. 46+79; Becker v. Bohmert.

6.4-403, 65+728; Peterson \'. VV. U. Tel.

(§"oé:_,9(7;5-368, 77+985. See cases under

33 Bond v. Corbett, 2-248(209); Smith

v. Dukes, 5—373(301); Dodge v. Chandler.

13-114(10-5); Seaman v. Feeney’, 19-19

54 . '

<3‘ i’eterson r. W. U. Tel. Co., 65-18, 67+

646; Bathke v. Krassin, 78-272, 80+950

See Gray v. St. P. C. Ry., 87-280, 91+

1106; Shea v. Cloquet L. 00., 97-41, 100+

552; Halncs \'. Anderson, 124+830.

35 VVard \'. Anderberg, 36-300, 30+890.

M Wyman \'. Erickson, 35-202. 28+240.

See Bank of Com. v. Smith, 57-374, -'_59*'

311; Fletcher \'. German-Am. Ins. Co., I9—

337. 821-647.

37 Grant \‘. \Vo|f. 34-32, 24:-+289. _

33 Henderson v. St. P. 85 D. Ry., 52449,

-')-‘')+53; Marsh v. Mpls. B. Co., 92-182, 99+

630; Ford v. Mpls. se. Ry., 98-96. 107+

817. See Dunnell. Minn. Pr. § 1032.

"9 Conrad \'. Dobmeier, 57-147, 58+870;

Rawitzer v. St. P. o. Ry., 94-494. 103*

499; Ford \'. Mpls. St. Ry., 98-96, 107+

S17.

“Marsh \'. Mpls. B. Co., 92-182, 99+

630; Ford v. Mpls. St. Ry.. 98-96, 107+

817.
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damages if the moving party is not entitled to any damages.‘1 The matter of

granting a new trial for inadequate damages rests largely in the discretion of

the trial court and its action will not be reversed on appeal except for a clear

abuse of discretion. The doctrine of Hicks v. Stone applies."

a cautious, but a strict and sure judgment before setting aside a verdict in

such a case. Hence the general rule is, that a verdict will not be set aside

unless clearly and palpablv against the evidence.” *3 The duty of the court

in this regard is to keep the jury within the bounds of reason.“ If reasonable

men mi ht have found the verdict on a consideration of all the evidence a

new tria should not be granted.‘5 LT '

question for the court is not what reasonable men ought to find but what they

might find without overstepping the bounds of reason. A court is never

justified in granting a new trial simply because it is dissatisfied with the

verdict and would have found differently.“ In nearly every case, Where there

is conflicting testimony, there is a wide latitude for honest difference of

opinion within which the court has no right to impose its judgment on the

jury. The best general rule for the practical guidance of tnal courts is this:

If diiferent persons might reasonably draw different conclusions from the

evidence the verdict should not be disturbed." A new trial should be granted

only in cases of manifest injustice.48 Every doubt should be resolved in favor

of the verdict. It is not enough that the evidence slightly preponderates

against the verdict.“ A new trial should not be granted upon conflicting

evidence unless the verchct is so manifestly contrary to the preponderance of

evidence or acted under some mistake or from some improper motive, bias.

feeling or caprice, instead of dispassionately and honestly exercising their

judgment upon all the evidence.50 The power of the court is not absolute or

41 Young v. G. N. Ry., 80-123, 83+32. 289 ; Wright v. Southern Express Co., 80

*'-’ Peck v. Small, 35-465, 29+69; Mohr v. Fed. 85.

Williams. 95-261, 104+12; Ford v. Mpls. 47 Johnson v. Winona etc. Ry., 11-296

St. Ry., 98-96, 107-+817; Pinkerton v. Wis. (204); Eich v. Taylor, 17-172(145);

5!. Co., 109-117, 12.‘-3+60. Hinkle v. Lake Superior & M. Ry., 18-297

43 R-heiner v. Stillwater etc. Co., 29-147, (270); Linn v. Rngg_ 19-1S1(145); Oh]

12+449,- Palmer v. Hyde, 4 Conn. 426; son v. Mandcrfcld, 28-390. 10+418: Kan

Laflin v. Pomeroy, 11 Conn. 440; Culver sns Pac. Ry. v. Kunkcl. 17 Kans. 145.

V- Avery. 7 VVen(l. (N. Y-.) 380; Jackson 45 State v. Miller. 10-313(2-'16); Johnson

V. Loomis, 12 Wend. (N. Y.) 27. V. Winona ctc. Ry., 11-29(i(204); Lnfiin

4* Thaycr, Ev. 208; Farmer v. Stillwater V. Polncroy. 11 Conn. 440,- Carstairs v.

‘V. Co., 99-119, 121. 108-i824. Stcin, 4 M. 8.7 S. 192.

45 Lord Halsbury in the leading case of 4-" Laflin v. Pomcrqv, 11 ('ul_n|.’440,‘ l\':|_l.l

Metropolitan Ry. Co. v. Wright, 11 App. sas Pac. Ry. \‘._l{l111kct. 1/ Imus, J-1:;

Cases, 152. See also. Australian News- Jackson v. Lunnns, 12 “'(‘ll|'l. (N. 1.) 2/,

Paper Co. v. Bennett, 6 Reports (P. C.) 5".Tohnson v. W1non_n ctc.1Ry., 11-2_9h

484; Wright v. Southern Express Co., 80 (204); Sclnnv'tzer v. St. (.. Ry.. 80-n0.

Fed. 85. 82+1{l92; Alsop \'. Com. 1ns._Uo., 1 Sum

“ Rheiner V. Stillwater etc. (‘o.. 29-147, ner (U. S.) J(51. 472; Ctirnmg \'. Troy

12+449; Metropolitan Ry. v, VVright, 11 Factory. -H_ N. Y. 577, P94; Baker V.

App. Cases, 152; Laflin \-_ Pomeroy, 11 Briggs, 8 Pick. (Mass.) 122; Cunninglinn

COED. 440; Cunningham v. Magouu, 18 v. Magonn. IS P1ck._ (ll§assg.) 13; Mors.~ \.

Pick (Mass) 13; Series V. Series. 35 Or. Shem”. 63 BHTIL (N 15-) ->1»
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arbitrary, but 1nust be exercised with reference to the evidence. Where the

evidence wholly fails to establish a material fact its sufiiciency is to be deter

mined by an application of legal principles."1

7143. Probability of stronger evidence on another tria1—In passing on

a motion for a new trial on the ground that the verdict is not justified by

the evidence the court may properly take into consideration the probability

that on another trial stronger evidence might be adduced.52

7144. Evidence to be considered as a whole—'l‘hough there may be some

‘evidence reasonably tending to support a verdict it should be set aside it man

ifestly unreasonable in view of all the evidence."3

7145. Duty to weigh evidence-Credibility of witnesses—Discretion of

trial court—In passing on a motion for a new trial on this ground it is the

duty of the court to weigh the evidence and not to adopt inconsiderately the

opinion of the jury?‘ Every motion of this kind is addressed largely to the

sound discretion of the trial court, and is to be determined with reference to

promoting the interests of substantial justice, as disclosed upon a view of the

whole case. Its right decision often involves an inquiry into the credibility

-of wit11esses, the weight of oral testimony, and whether the verdict was in

tluenced by any surrounding circumstances likely to affect the result.65 It is

improper to consider evidence excluded, though it was erroneously excluded.50

7146. By another judge-—Where a motion for a new trial on the ground of

the insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict is made before a judge

other than the one who tried the cause, it is his right and duty to exercise the

same discretion in determining whether the motion should be granted as if

the cause had been tried by himself, with the proviso or qualification, that

such discretion n1ust be exercised entirely with reference to the evidence dis

closed by the record. as he can know nothing else as to what occurred or ap

peared at the trial.“

p 7147. After nonsuit--A dismissal on the trial for insufiiciency of evidence

is a “decision” within the meaning of the statute and the motion for a new

trial may be made on a settled case.58

_ 7148. After trial by court—\Vhere a cause is tried by the court without a

_p1ry_a new trial may be granted on the ground that the findings of fact are

not_]ust1fied by the evidence.“ In actions of an equitable nature Where the

mam issues are first tried, leaving ancillary issues for future trial. a new trial

of the mam issues may be granted before a decision on the ancillary issues.“U

Erroneous findings of fact afford no ground for a new trial when it is apparent

that if such findings had been different the result would necessarily have been

the 5511118.“ A general finding that each and all allegations of the complaint

.-"1Gustafson v. Gustafson, 92-139, 99+

tilil.

~'I'-‘ Emerson v. Henncssy, 47-461, 50+603.

~'-3 Rheiner v. Stillwater etc. C0.. 29-147
1:!-.l-H9; Buenemann v. St. P. etc.’ Co., 32-I

390. 20+379; Voge \'. Penney, 74-525, 77+

-122; Martin v. Courtney, 75-255. 77+813'

Idesscnger v. St. P. C. Ry., 77-34 79;

583; Sclnneltzcr v. St. P. C‘. Rv. 8,0—50

$24-1092;I;llltnt \‘. sr. P. c. Rv“..’s9-44s‘,

.-H312; eterson v. ' * '
245.nR+1m6' Cln. rte. Ry., 106

M Johnson v. Howard. 25-553' McCord

Knowlton, 76-39]. 79+39T; yserles v.

herles. 35 Or. 289; Kansas Pac. Rv. v.

Kunkle, 17 Kilns. 145; “'right v. South

ern Express Co., 80 Fed. 85.

-"*5 Johnson v. Howard. 25-558; Ohlson v.

ltlanderfeld, 28-390, 10+418. See Barrett

v. Third Ave. Ry., 45 N. Y. 632.

~'-6 Sauer v. Flynt, 61-109Y 63+252.

M Reynolds v. Reynolds, 44-132, 46+23fi;

Koktan v. Knight, 44-304. 46-t-354; Hugh

10>" v. Wabasha_ 69-245, rews; Price v.

Clmrchilh 84-519, B84-11.

5-5 Vohner v. Stagerman, 25-234; Thor!‘

V. Lorenz. 34-350, 25+712; Dunham \'

Byrnes, 36-106. 30+402.

59 G1-oh v. Bassett. 7—325(254); Ashton

v. Thompson, 28-330, 9+ST6; Knappen \'

Svvensen. 40-171. 4l+94S.

‘">Ashton v. Thompson, 28-330, M876.

See Mealey v. Finnegan, 46-507. 49+207

"1 Scheufier v. Grand Lodge, 45-256, 47"
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are untrue is equivalent to a special finding as to each allegation that it is

untrue. Hence, if the finding is justified by the evidence as to one allegation,

which, alone and independently of the others, would justify the conclusions of

law in favor of defendant, the fact that the finding as to some other allegation

is unsupported by the evidence is error without prejudice.M

7149. After trial by a referee--The district court may vacate the findings

of a referee on the ground that they are not justified by the evidence and

grant a new trial.03 In such a case it is the right and duty of the judge who

passes on the motion to exercise the same discretion in determining whether

the motion should be granted as if the cause had been tried by himself, with

the proviso or qualification that such discretion must be exercised entirely with

reference to the evidence disclosed by the record.“

7150. After denial of motion to dismiss or direct verdict—A new trial

for insufiieiency of the evidence may be granted, though the court refused on

the trial to dismiss or direct a verdict on that ground.“

7151. After successive verdicts-—A trial court may set aside successive

verdicts based on substantially the same evidence.M Successive verdicts im

pose on the judge the duty of exercising a n1ore cautious judgment because

they tend to show that there is ground for reasonable diilerence of opinion.M

No number of successive verdicts should force the judge to abdicate. Justice

must be administered according to reason and not passion. It follows that

any number of concurrent verdicts must be set aside if they are manifestly the

result of passion or prejudice."

7152. Remitting excess—-When the amount of a verdict is clearly not jus

tified by the evidence a trial court may grant a new trial unless the successful

party consents to a remission of the excess.” In such cases the supreme court

may also grant a new trial conditionallyF"

7153. Conditional1y—Where an action is for the recovery of different ar

ticles of personal propert_v, the issues in respect to which are severable, or the

several items of damages cla.in1ed are distinct and separate, and a general

verdict is rendered for the defendant, which is supported by the evidence

except as to particular items the amount or value of which clearly appears

upon the record, the court 1na_v, in the exercise of a sound dl>‘('l‘0ll0l1_, deny

a motion for a new trial based on the ground that the verdict is against the

evidence, upon the condition that the defendant stipulates to allow _a recovery

for the property or damages to which plaintiff appears to be entitled.71trial court cannot, by granting or denying a motion for a new trial condi

tionally, substitute its judgment upon the issues of fact for the judgment of

the jury as expressed in the verdict.72

799; Union Bank v. Shea, 57-180, 58+

985; Newport v. Smith, 61-277, 63+-734;

Clark v. Dewey, 71-108, 73+639; Fidelity

8; C. Co. v. Grays, 76-450, 79+531.

F“ Fidelity 8: C. Co. v. Crays, 76-450, 79+

031.

“3 Thayer v. Barney, 12-502(406); Coch~ -

ranc v. Halsey, 25-52; Koktan v. Knight,

44-304, 46%-354.

M Hughley v. 1\'nbasha. 69-245. 72+?-‘K:

First Nat. Bank \'. St. Cloud, 73-219, 75+

1054.

0;56Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+

"8 Fischer v. Sperl, 100-198. l10+8-33;

Atwood v. Watkins, 94-464, 103+332; Wil

cox v. Landbcrg, 30-93, 14-F365; Buene

mann v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-390, 20+379;

Cable v. Byrne, 38-534, 38+620; Van Doren

v. Wright, 65-80, 67+668, 68+22; Netzer

\'. Crookston, 66-355, 681-1099; Park v.

Electric '1‘. Co., 75-349, 7T+988; Batbke

v. Krassin, 78-272, 80+950.

61Buenemanu v. St. P. etc. R_v.. 32-390,

20+379; Atwood v. \Vatkins, 94-464. 103+

332; Fischer v. Sperl, 100-198, 110+-S53;

Stuelpnagel v. Paper, 126+281. _

"-5 Bathke v. Krassin, 78-272. S0+9u0.

W Brown v. Doyle, 69-543, 72+814.

7" Hodge v. Eastern Ry., T0-193, 72l

1074.

TlLa<ld v. Nowell. 34-107. 24+36G.

7'-‘ Miller v. Hogan, 81-312, 84+40.
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7154. By supreme court—In genera1—Trial and appellate courts are not

governed by the same rules in the matter of granting new trials on the ground

that the verdict is not justified by the evidence.’3 The duty of the trial

court is to keep the jury within the bounds of reason; the_ duty of the appellate

court is to keep the trial court within the bounds of judicial discretion. The

trial court is as well able to determine the preponderance of the evidence and

the justice of the cause as the jury. It hears all the evidence submitted, ob

serves the general appearance of the witnesses and their demeanor on the

stand, hears the arguments of counsel, is able to judge the intelligence of_the

jury, knows of any circumstances of the trial calculated to influence the jury

improperly, knows the things that were not done in the course of the trial

as well as the things that were done and is conscious of_ what has been hap

pily described as the atmosphere of the trial. All_of this knowledge and ex

perience properly influences the trial court in passing on a motion for a new

trial, but only a small part of it is susceptible of being incorporated in the

record on appeal." The knowledge of the appellate court is derived solely

from this record and is therefore very imperfect. A new trial shoiild only be

granted in furtherance of substantial justice but it is often impossible for an

appellate court to learn whether injustice has been done by merely reading a

transcript of the evidence. It often happens that a verdict or decision _which

by the settled case appears to be contrary to the great weight of the evidence

is very satisfactory to every disinterested person who was present at the trial.

saw the witnesses and heard them testify.’5 It is principally because of their

extreme liability to err from imperfect knowledge of the trial that appellate

courts are inclined to defer to the judgment of the trial court. O_nr supreme

court has described its duty in this regard as “diffieult, embarrassing, and de

licate.” W

7155. When order granting new trial reversed—Rule of Hicks v. Stone

——The supreme court will rarely reverse the order of a trial court granting if

new trial on the ground that the verdict was not justified by the evidence."

In an early case, which has ever since been followed without modification, the

supreme court laid down the following rule for their government 1n_suCl1

cases: “We should not be warranted in reversing an order of this kind simply

because if the judge below had refused to grant a new trial we should have

felt bound to sustain him; nor because there was evidence reasonably tending

to support the verdict; nor because. if the motion for a new trial had been

made before us in the first instance, we should, upon a consideration of the

evidence and its preponderance. have denied the motion. But if, upon a care

ful perusal of the testimony, and upon mature reflection, we feel satisfied that

the preponderance of the evidence is manifestly and palpably in favor of the

verdict. we should then deem it our duty to reverse an order granting a new

trial.” 78 An appellate court will not necessarily sustain an order granting a

second or third new trial because it has sustained one granting a first.'m

7!! Rhciner v. Stillwater etc. Co., 29—-147,~

12+449.

M Farmer v. Stillwater W. Co., 99-119,

108+824; Marsh v. Webber. 13—109(99);

Hicks v. Stone. 13—434(398); Johnson v.

Howard. 25-558; Ohlson v. Mamlerfcld.

28—390. l0+418; Karsen v. Milwaukee etc.

Ry., 29-12, 11+122; Rheiner v. Stillwater

etc. Co., 29—1-47, 12+449; Hensel v. Chi

cage etc. Ry., 37-87. 33+329: Chesley v.

.\hss. etc. Co.. -'19 R3, 38l-769; Reynolds

v. Rc_vnolds. 44-132. 46+236; Hughley "

\Vabasha. 69-245. 72+78; Nichols V. Ger

lich. 84-483. s7+u2o; Miller V. cm. etc.

R_v.. 103-443, 115+269. _

T5 l\1cCord v. -Knowlton, 76-391, 79+39I

7° Hicks v. Stone, 13—434(398).

T7 Marsh v. Webber. 113-109(99).

'-'3 Hicks v. Stone, ]3—434(398). AP‘

proved in Rheiner v. Stillwater etc. 00.,

29-147. 12-+449; Pratt v. Pioneer Press

Co.. 30~41. 14+62; Wilcox v. Landbergw



 
  

t

does not apply to an allowance of counsel fees on undisputed facts."

plies though the trial court acted with doubts."° Though not strict

It ap

ly ap
, it is often applied to the analogous

verdict will not be set aside on appeal where there is any evidence reasonably

tending to support it M-unless there is a manifest preponderance of the

 

83, 3B+769; Reynolds -v. Reynolds, 44-132.

464-236; Crane v. Knauf, 65-447, 68+79;

Woods v. Wulf, 84-299, 87+840; Lamers

no useful purpose to collect here. They

may be ound in the table of cases cited.

79 Wilcox v. Landberg, 30-93, 14+365.

5° See § 410.

51 See § 411.

52 Berkey v. Judd, 22-287; Koktan v.

Knight, 44-304, 46l-354; First Nat. Bank

v. St. Cloud, 73-219, 75+1054.

93 Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391, 4+685.

3“ In re Pinney, 27-280, 6+’/'91, '/"+144.

7;’ State V. Union T. L. Co., 94-320, 102+

1.

9" Fitgcr v. Guthrie, 89-330, 94+888. See

§ 7084.

35 See § 7136.

5" Watkins V. Bigelow, 96-53, 104+633.

”" Morrissey \'. Guaranty etc. Assn.. 81

Il—44

426, 84+219; Olson v. Johnson, 84-366,
87+937.

91 Kramer v. Perkins, 102-455, 113-+1062.

“Johnson v. Johnson, 104-523, 115+

.1133.

08 Dixon v. Merritt, 6-160(98); State v.

Miller, 10-313(246); Morris v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 21-91; Ohlson v. Manderfeld, 28

390, 10-+418; Olson v. Johnson, 84-366,

8T+937.

M Morris v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-91; Kar

sen v. Mil. etc. Ry., 29-12, 11+122; Cle

land v. Mpls. etc. R ., 29-170, 121-461;

Flatt v. Osborne, 33-98, 221-440; Morris

sey v. Guaranty etc. Assn., 81-426, 84+

219.

95 Califi? v. Hillhouse, 3-311(217); John

son v. Winona etc. Ry., 11-296(204)";

State v. Herrick, 12-132('/'5); Eicb v. Tay

lnr. 17-172(1-45); Linn v. Rug-g, 19-181

145 .

(nu B)enz v. Geissell, 24-169; Cleland v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-170, 12+-461.

"7 Hinkle v. Lake Superior etc. Ry., -

297(270); Egan v. Faendel, 19—231(191),

St. Anthony Falls etc. Co. v. Eastman, 20

B’/'7(2l9); Foot v. Miss. etc. Co., 70-57,

72+732.

=-|'
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evidence against it."

as the supreme court would have foun

It will not be set aside merely because it is not such

d_Dn

7158. Theory of trial—Where a case is tried upon the theory that the only

issue is as to one

question of fact, and the court, without objection by the

party, instructs the jury that this is the only question submitted to them, and

that their verdict is to depend exclusively upon their determination of_the

question, the party thereby consents that the case may be tried and determmed

upon tl1at one issue and cannot afterwards urge that the evidence upon some

other question of fact was insuificient
to justify the verdict.1

7159. Favorable view of evidence-—Where the evidence is ambiguous it

must be construed in favor of the party for whom the verdict 1s rendered.2

7160. Verdicts based on speculation or conjecture-A verdict which rests

on mere possibility, speculation, or conjecture, should be set aside.8

VERDICT CONTRARY TO LAW

7161. In general—'1‘he phrase “contrary to law” is very comprehensive and

was no doubt design

ed to cover a great variety of errors which could not well

be specified. It has been held, in a case somewhat discredited, that the plmlse

means contrary to the instructions and that it is not enough to justify a new

trial that a principle of law not embodied in an instruction was disregarded

by the jury.‘

trial on the

On the other hand it has been held that a motion for _a new

ground that the verdict is contrary to law is somewhat in the

nature of a demurrer to the evidence; that is, conceding all that the evidence

tends to prove, the verdict is not supported by the principles of law apphcable

to the facts.5 No doubt a new trial may be granted on this _

A decision is contrary to law when the findmgs

are not responsive to the issues " or inconsistent.8

considering the question whether a verdict is contrary

of irregularity in the verdict.6

ground because

that state of facts most favorable to the verdict which, under the charge, the

jury were at liberty to find."

ERRORS OF LAW ON THE TRIAL

7162. What are errors on the trial—-It is only errors of law occurring at

the trial that may be made the basis of a motion for a new trial under the

Errors of law may of course occur before

An appellate court, when

to law, must assume

sixth subdivision of the statute.

and after trial but the remedy in such cases is either an appeal from the judg

ment 1° or a motion for a new trial under the first subdivision of the statute.H

W Lennon v. White, 61-150, 63+-620;

Voge v. Penney, 74-525, 77+422; Messen~

ger v. St. P. C. Ry., 77-34, 79+583; Bax

ter v. Covenant M. L. Assn., 77-80, 79+

596; Brennan v. G. N. Ry., 77-360, 79+

1032; Gammons v. Gulbtanson, 78-21, 80+

779; Schmeltzer v. St. P. C. Ry., 80-50,

82+1092; Koralewski v. G. N. Ry., S5-140,

88+410; Peterson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 106

245, 118+1016; Patzke v. Mpls. & St. L.

Ry., 109-97, 123%-57; Hill v. Jones, 109

370, 123+927.

9" Brown v. Kohout 61-113, 63+248.

1 Engstad v. Syverson, 72-188, 75+125.

2 Hillestad v. Lee, 91-335, 97+1055.

3 Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 47-384, 501-363;

Ellison v. Truesdale, 49-240. 51+9l8; Bax

ter v. G. N. Ry., 73-189, 75+1114; Mpls.

S. & D. Co. v. G.N. Ry., 83-370, 861-451;

Swanson v. Erlandson, 86-263, 90+534;

Kreuzer v. G. N. Ry.. 87-33, 91+27; Mar

tin \'. Courtney, S7-197, 91+487; Truax

\'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 89-143, 94-440; Martyn

V. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-333, 104-+133; H111

\". Jones 109-370, 123+927. See § 7047

-1 Valcrius v. Richard, 57-443, 59+534.

5First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 71-69, 73+

645.

“See Cummings v. Taylor, 21-366;

Meighen v. Strong, 6—177(111); Holden

V. O’Brien, 86-297, 90+531.

"Wilson v. City Nat. Bank, 51 Neb. 87>

8Langan v. Langan, 89 Ca]. 198.

“Alden v. Minneapolis, 24-254.

1° Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 27-415, 6+

795, S+148; Id., 29-68, 11+228; Schumann

v. Mark, 35-379, 28+927; Mpls. etc. Ry

v. Home Ins. Co., 64-61, 66+132; 'l‘ay101'

v. Grand Lodge, 98-36, 107+545.

H St. P. etc. Ry. v. Gardner, 19-132(9-9);

l\'lca:l v. Billings. 43-239, 45+22S.
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\\'hcn the trial is by jury the trial continues until the jury are discharged.“

When the trial is by a court or referee the trial terminates with the final

submission of the case.13 When a cause is called for the trial of issues of fact

any erroneous and prejudicial order or ruling thereafter made by the court

is ground for a new trial.“ Thus a new trial may be awarded for an erroneous

order granting or denying a motion for dismissal,“ for judgment on the

pleadings,‘u for a directed verdict," or for a jury trial.18 A submission of a

case to a jury when the evidence is insuflicient to sustain a verdict is an “error

of law.” 1“

7163. How far discreti0nary—It has been said that “a motion for a new

trial based upon alleged errors in law occurring at the trial presents purely

legal questions, in the determination of which the trial court exercises no dis

cretion.” '-'“ This is not true. In passing on a motion for a new trial for

alleged erroneous instructions the question is not simply whether the instruc

tions were erroneous, but it is necessary to determine whether as a matter of

fact they were practically prejudicial. This is not a legal question, but a

question of pure fact, and its determination is left somewhat to the discretion

of the trial court.21 And the same is true in determining whether the erro

neous admission or exclusion of evidence was practically prejudicial.22 The

entire subject of new trials is left more or less to the discretion of the trial

court, a larger measure of discretion being given in some cases than in others.

A party is not entitled to a new trial simply because there was error on the

trial. No trial is ever entirely free from error and litigants must take the

law with the imperfections ordinarily incident to its practical administration.

It is only for material errors affecting the substantial rights of a party that a

new trial may be granted. Whether errors are “material” and affect “sub

stantial rights” is a question that depends upon the facts of the particular

case and is addressed very largely to the discretion of the trial court.” The

law of new trials is to be administered, not upon narrow and technical grounds,

but upon broad and substantial grounds.“

ERROR IN DRAWING OR IMPANELING THE JURY

7164. In general—An error of the court in connection with the challenging

of jurors and their examination on the voir dire may be a ground for a new

trial if prejudicial.“ But inasmuch as a party is not entitled to have any

particular juror selected but only to have an impartial jury and as it Wlll be

presumed that the jury were impartial in the absence of a showing to the

12 Tarbox v. Gotzian, 20-139(122); Man

ny v. Griswold, 21-506; Varco v. Chi. etc.

Ry.. 30-18, 13+921; Nichols v. ‘Vacla

worth, 40-547, 42+541; Hudson v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 44-52, 46+314; Reilly v. Bader,

-16-212, 48+909.

13 See Volmer v. Stagerrnan, 25-234.

1-1Hine V. Myrick, 60-518, 62+-1125;

Burkleo v. Baytown, 108-224, 120+526;

Kcrling v. Van Dusen, 109-481, 124+235

(error in refusing additional counsel).

"5 See § 7147.

1_°McAllister v. Welker, 39-535, 41+107;

Hme v. Myrick, 60-518, 62+1125. See

Lueck v. St. P. & D. Ry., 57-30, 58+821.

1" Thompson v. Pioneer Press Co., 37

285, 33+856; Floody v. G. N. Ry., 104-511,

116+107, 932; McClellan \'. Dow, 104-527.

116+1134.

‘I5 Hasey v. McMulIen, 109-332, 123i

1078.

19 Law Reporting Co. v. Poehler, 106

213, 118+664.

2" Fitger v. Guthrie, 89-330, 94+888:

21 Braley v. Byrnes, 21-482; Faircluld v.

Rogers, 32-269, 20+-191; Demueles v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 44-436, 46+912.

22 Cole v. Maxfield, 13—235(220) and

cases under § 7183.

23 See cases under § 7074. _

24 Anderson v. Burlington etc. Ry., 8"

293, 84+145.

25 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319(224);

State v. Bresland, 59-281, 61-+450.
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contrary it is rare that a new trial can be secured for such an error.:6 In the

absence of fraud, or collusion, in the selection of a jury, an objection to the

array, or to a single juror, is too late after verdict; unless it is shown that the

party objecting was prejudiced by the irregularity.21 If a challenge for gen

eral disqualification is erroneously disallowed and the party subsequently chal

lenges the juror peremptorily, and a jury is obtained without the party having

exhausted his peremptory challenges, the error is without prejudice." The

failure to comply with statutory requirements in reference to summoning and

drawing a petit jury is not ground for granting a new trial, when the record

shows that a fair and impartial jury was secured, and that the defendant

accepted the jury at a time when he had numerous peremptory challenges

unused. Under such circumstances the errors and irregularities are without

prejudice to the substantial rights of the defendant.29

ERBONEOUS INSTRUCTIONS

7165. In general—It is the general rule that error in a charge is ground

for a new trial unless it is clear, from a consideration of the charge as a whole,

that the jury were not misled."0 The charge must be construed as a whole.“

All the exceptions or modifications of a legal proposition cannot be stated in

one sentence, and need not, necessarily, be stated in the same connection. If

the proper modifications and exceptions to the general rule are made, there

is no ground for reversal unless there is something in the charge so obscure,

absurd, or contradictory as to tend to mislead or confound the jury.“ AI1

instruction which, standing alone, bears upon its face a meaning legally

erroneous and prejudicial to a party furnishes no ground for a new trial, if,

taken in connection with the whole charge, no error appears, and it is clear

that the jury cannot have been misled.38

7166. How far discretionary—Question on appeal--The matter of grant

ing new trials for erroneous instructions is largely a matter of discretion.in

Whether a charge is practically prejudicial or not is a question of fact which

the trial court is in a far better position to pass upon than an appellate court.85

1° State \'. Brown, 12-538(448); State v. 393, 101+499; Kolandcr v. Dunn, 95-422,

Lautensehlager, 22-514; State v. Lawlor,

28-216, 9+698; State v. Hanley, 34-430,

26+397; State v. Frelinghuysen, 43-265,

45+432; State v. Kluseman, 53-541, 55+

741; State v. Smith, 56-78, 57+325; Perry

v. Mpls. St. Ry., 69-165, 72+55; State v.

Durnam, 73-150, 75+1127.

2" Steele v. Maloney, 1-347(257); State

v. Thomas, 19-4S4(418).

25 State v. Lawlor, 28-216, 91698.

29 State v. Quirk, 101-334, 112+409.

3° Coit v. Waples, 1-134(110); Wood

bury v. Larned, 5-339(271); Ames v.

First Div. etc. Ry., 12—412(295); State

v. Gut, 13-341(315); Stearns v. Johnson,

17-142(116); Pinney v. First Div. etc.

Ry., 19—251(211); Pence v. Gale, 20-257

(231); Rollins v. St. P. L. Co., 21-5;

Morish v. Mountain, 22-564; Beebe v.

Wilkinson, 30-548, 16+450; Fairchild v.

Rogers, 32-269. 20+191; Pevey v. Schu'en

burg, 33-45, 21+844; Hughes v. Meehan,

81-482, 84+33l; State v. Newman, 93

10-H371; Maehren v. G. N. Ry., 98-375,

107-+951; Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-81, 112+

875.

31Spenccr v. Tozer, 15-146(112); Mer

riam v. Pine City L. Co., 23-314; Laurel

v. State Nat. Bank, 25-48; Brakken v.

Mp1s. etc. Ry., 31-45, 16+459; Johnston

v. Clark, 31-165, 17+111; Barbo v. Bas

sett, 35-485, 29+198; Peterson v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 38-511, 39+485; State v. Brown, 41

319, 43+69; Smith v. Maben, 42-516, 44+

792; Deisen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-454, 45+

864; Fruit D. Co. v. Murphy, 90-286, 96+

83; State v. Newman, 93-393, 101+499.

82' Gates v. Manny, 14-21(13); Brakken

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-45, 16+4-59.

33 Johnson v. Wallower, 18—288(262);

Colvill v. Langdon, 22-565; Simpson v

Krumdick, 28-352, 10+18; Farnham "

Thompson. 32-22, 18+833.

1“ Demueles v. St. P. etc. Ry., 44-436.

461912.

35 Brainy \'. Byrnes, 21-482.
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When the trial court grants a new trial on this ground its decision is practically

final. “It should require a clear case of error or abuse of discretion to warrant

the reversal of an order of a trial court awarding a new trial for apprehended

misconception on the part of the jury of the law of the case.” 3“ As a general

rule the supreme court will grant a new trial for an error in a charge unless it

is clear, from a consideration of the charge as a whole, that the jury were not

rnisled.“

7167. Inconsistent and contradictory instructions—Where the instruc

tions are manifestly inconsistent and contradictory on a material issue a new

trial should ordinarily be granted. It is not for the jury to select from con

tradictory instructions, those which correctly express the law.“8

7168. When there are several issues-Where there are several material

issues tried and the verdict is a general one it cannot be upheld if the trial court

gave the jury an erroneous charge upon any one of the issues.“0 Where an issue

in the case has been submitted to the jury and they have made a special finding

on the same. which is conclusive of the rights of the parties, if that finding must

stand, it is innnaterial that the court may have erred in its manner of submit

ting to the jury another separate and distinct issue.‘0 Where some of the lSSll('.\'

submitted to a jury constitute a good defence, and part do not, and a general

verdict is returned for defendant, it cannot stand, it it does not appear upon

which issue the verdict is based.41 _

7169. Charge in accord with theory of trial—Where a case has been tried

by the parties, and submitted to the jury by the court without objection, upon

a certain construction of the pleadings, such construction will be conclusive

on the parties.“2 A party is concluded by an instruction given in accordance

with the theory upon which he conducted his case.‘8 Where a case is tried upon

the theory that the only issue is as to one question of fact, and the court, with

out objection by the party, instructs the jury that thisjs the only question sub

mitted to them, andthat their verdict is to depend exclusively upon their de

termination of the question, the party thereby consents that the case may be

tried and determined upon that one issue, and cannot afterwards urge that the

evidence upon some other question of fact was insufiicient to j _

An erroneous and prejudicial statement of the law in the charge 1S adict.“

'ustify the ver

3“ Braley v. Byrnes, 21-482; Nelson v.

Thompson. 23-508; Fair-child v. Rogers,

32-269, 20+191; Demueles v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 44-436. 46+912.

31Dalby v. Lauritzen, 98-75, 107+826;

Maehren v. G. N. Ry., 98-375, 107+951.

3‘ (‘ole v. Curtis, 16—182(161, 173); Eich

v. Taylor. 17-172(145); McCormick v.

Kelly, 28-135. 9+(i75; State v. Great, 28

426, 10+472; Hughley v. Wabasha, 69-245,

7‘-’+78; Gorstz v. Pinske, 82-456, 85+215;

Muiland v. Mailand, 83-453, 86+445.

3" Peterson v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 36-399, 31+

515; Funk v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-435, 63+

1099; First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 71-69,

73+645; Fide'ity etc. Co. v. Grays, 76-450,

79+531; Moldenhuuer v. Mpls. St. Ry., 80

426, 83+381; Avery Planter Co. v. Peck.

80-519, 83+-155, 1083; Grover v. Bach, 82

299. 84+909; Holden v. O'Brien, 86—297,

90+-531; Schmitt \'. Murray, 87-250, 91+

1116; Barrett v. Magner, 105-118, 117+

245. See Nelson v. Thompson, 23-508.

‘° Whitaere v. Culver, 9-295(279) ; Peter

son v. Chi, etc. Ry., 36-399, 31+515; El

wood v. Satcrlie, 68-173, 71+13; Maceman

v. Equitable L. A. Soc., 69-285, 72+-111;

Milton v. Biesanz, 99-439, 109+999.

41 Holden v. O’Brien, 86-297, 90+531.

4'-‘ Fritz v. McGill, 31-536, 18+753; Keyes

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-290, 30-+888; Peteler

etc. Co. v. N. W. etc. Co., 60-127, 61+1024.

43 Papooshek v. Winona. etc. Ry., 44-195,

46+329; Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82.

50+1022; Davis v. Jacoby, 54-144, 55+

908; Peteler etc. 00. v. N. W. etc. Co.,

60-127, 61+1024; Moquist v. Chapel, 62

258. 64+567; Engler v. Schneider, 66-388,

69+139; Engstnd v. Syverson, 72-188, 75+

125; Haslam v. First Nat. Bank. 79-1,

814535; Hansen v. St. P. G. Co., 88-86,

92+510; Strong v. Knuteson, 91-191, 97+

659.

44 McCarvel v. Phenix Ins. Co., 64-193,

66+367; Engler v. Schneider. 66—38R._139; Engstad v. Syverson, 72-lRR_ mt

125.
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ground for a new trial though the court merely adopted the interpretation of

the law agreed upon by counsel. It is the duty
of the court to apply and ad

minister the law according to its own understanding of it and not to abdicflte

in favor of counsel.“

7170. When the verdict is right—A new trial should not be granted in a

civil action however erroneous the charge may have been if the verdict was the

only one warranted by the law applicable to the case ‘° or was supported by so

manifest a preponderance of the evidence that it would have been the_obv10u‘s[

duty of the court to set aside a contrary verdict as not justified by the evidence,

or was such as the court would have been justified in directing.“5 Where, upon

the evidence, the successful party is entitled, upon a particular issue, to the

verdict actually rendered, the charge as to other issues being correct, an mac

curacy in the charge as to that issue will not vitiate the verdict." _

7171. Erroneous instructions disregarded-Where it is obvious that thne;

jury disregarded an erroneous instruction a new trial should not be granted.’

Where it appears from an answer to an interrogatory that the jury _found the

general verdict upon a certain theory of the case, erroneous 1nstruct1ons relat

ing to other theories are not a ground for a new trial.51 _ ‘

7172. Impertinent abstract instructions—An erroneous instruction on an

abstract proposition of law not pertinent to the case is no ground for a new

trial where it is manifest that no prejudice resulted to the party complaanlng."

But where such instruction relates to facts which, though not in themselves

material, are so closely connected in time and sequence with the real issues that

the jury might very well believe, from the fact of the court stat1ng the law ap

plicable to them, that they had a material bearing on the issues a new tnal

should be granted unless it is manifest that the moving party was not preju

diced.53

7173. Party cannot complain of favorable charge-—A party cannot com

plain of an instruction which was more favorable to him than it ought to have

been.“

7174. Improper submission of issues-No evidence-—Conc1usive evi

dence—It is prejudicial error for the court to submit a case to the jury 1111011 a

point upon which there is no evidence 5"’ or where the evidence adnnts of only

one reasonable inference.M

4-5 Fitzgerald v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-336,

11-H168.

46 Colter v. Mann, 18-96(79); Lewis v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 20-260(234); Ryder v.

Ncitge, 21-70; Strong v. Baker, 25-442;

Fogarty v. Wilson, 30-289, 15+175; Petseh

v. Biggs_ 31-392, 18+101; Gross v. Diller,

33-424, 23+837; Hurt v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

39-485, 40+613; Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

45-370, 48+6; Magner v. Truesdale, 53

436, 55+607; Bank of Montreal v. Richter,

55-362, 57+61; Pioneer S. & L. Co. v.

Freehurg, 59-230, 6l+25; Goodhue Co, v.

Duluth etc. Ry., 67-213, 69+898; Smith

son v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216, 73+853; King

\'. Duluth, 78-155, S0+S74; Gerrnolus v.

Sausser. 83-141, 85+946; Stearns v. Ken

nedy, 94—439, 103+-212.

47 Woorlbnry v. Larned, 5-339(271);

Beebe v. Wilkinson. 30-548, 16+450;

Smithson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216, 73+853;

A1-ine v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-201, 78+1108;

Heminway v. Miller. 87-123, 91+-128.

“Moore v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 100-393.

ll1+263; Donahue v. N. W. etc. Co., 103

432, 115+279; Ariue v. Mpls. etc. Ry‘, 76

201, 78+1l08; Smithson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

71-216, 73+853.

4" Strong v. Baker, 25-442.

5° Dike v. Pool, 15-315(245); Colter V.

Mann. 18-96(79); Gaslin v. Bridgman,

26-442. 4+1]11; Klimple v. Boelter, 44

172. 4(i+306; Howe v. Cochran, 47-403.

50+368; Cannon v. Moody, 78-68, 80-+842;

Kurstelska v. Jackson, 93-385, 101+606.

51 Milton \‘. Biesanz, 99-439, 109+999.

52 Blnckman v. Wheaten, 13-326(299);

Brown v. Nagel, 21-415; Braley v. Byrnes,

21-482.

5-'1 Bralcy v. Byrnes. 21-482.

v. Pinske, 82-456, s5+215.
2* Spencer v. Tozer. 15—146(112); State

v. Grear, 29-221, 13+-140; Weber v. W1

nona etc. Ry., 63-66, 65+!-)3.

M Rugland v. Tollefsen, 53-267, 55+123;

Van Doren v. Wright, 65-80, 67+668, 68+

22.

M Reed \'. liannnel, 40-397, 42+202; Can

See Gorstz
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7175. Improper withdrawal of issues—It is prejudicial error and ground

for a new trial for the court in its charge to withdraw from the jury issues of

fact properly determinable by them.“

7176. Improper introduction of issues-The giving of an instruction

calculated to materially affect the verdict, which introduces into the case a new

and substantial issue not presented by the pleadings nor litigated by consent, is

a ground for a new trial.‘58 ,

7177. Conditional instructions—Where an erroneous instruction was stated

by the court to be applicable only in the event the jury found the plaintiff guilty

of contributory negligence, and the jury found, in response to an interrogatory,

that he was not guilty of contributory negligence, it was held that the error in

the instruction was not a ground for a new tria .5"

7178. Erroneous summary—Where a court charges the jury at length and

finally summarizes the law applicable to the case, an error in the summary is

ground for a new trial.00

7179. Failure to charge on particular points—It is the general rule that

a failure to charge on a particular point is not a ground for a new trial, in the

absence of a written and timely request from counsel.M ‘

ERRONEOUS ADMISSION OR EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE

7180. Erroneous admission of evidence-In general—Error in the ad

mission of evidence is ground for a new trial or reversal unless it appears, from

a consideration of the whole case, that substantial prejudice did not result.M

Prejudice is presumed from error in the admission of evidence,“ but this pre

sumption is of little practical force as the court will always consider the whole

case in determining whether the error resulted in substantial prejudice. It is

not the law in this state that more error in the admission of evidence entitles

a party to a new trial as of right.‘M It is coming to be generally recognized

that new trials have been granted too freely in this country for error in the

admission and exclusion of evidence.“"' It is submitted that a new trial ought

non River ctc. Assn. v. Rogers, 51-388, 53+ 107+-826; De Blois v. G. N. Ry., 99-18,

759; Wilkinson v. Crookston, 75-184, 77+

797.

57 Wilkinson v. Crookston, 75-184, 77+

797.

-'18 Dolson v. Dunham, 96-227, 104-P964;

Hostetter v. Illinois C. Ry., 104-25, 115+

748.

5° Mullane \'. St. P. C. Ry., 104-153, 116+

354.

3° Kurstelska v. Jackson, 89-95, 93+1054.

See State v. Newman, 93-393, 101+499.

01 Chamberlain v. Porter, 9-260(244);

State v. Lawlor, 28-216, 9+698; Haynes v.

Duluth, 47-458. 50+693; McCarve1 v. Phe

nix Ins. Co., 64-193, 66+367; Kostuch v.

St. P. C. Ry., 7S-459, 81+215; Mobile F.

& T. Co. v. Potter, 78-487, 81+392; Brown

v. Radebaugh, S4-347, 87+937; Case v.

Huffman, 86-30, 90+5; Applebee v. Perry,

87-242, 91+893; Strong v. Knuteson, 91

191, 971-659; Olson v. Aubolee, 92-312.

90+1128; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 92-470,

100+218; Beck v. Mpls. U. Ry., 95-73,

103+746; Osborn v. Miss. etc. Co., 95-149,

103+879; Kramer v. N. W. El. Co., 97-44,

106+86; Dalby v. Lauritzen, 98-75, 80,

1US+293; Johnson v. Smith, 99-343, 109+

810; State v. Zempel, 103-428, 115+275;

Bailey v. Grand Forks L. Co., 107-192,

l19+7S6; Hanson v. Hellie, 107-375, 120+

341; Beardmore v. Barton, 108-28, 121+

228. See Greengard v. Burton, 88-252, 92+

931 ; Robertson v. Burton, 88-151, 92+538.

G‘-‘ State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 90-88, 95+581.

See. for illustrative cases, Keyes v. Mpls.

rte. Ry., 36-290, 30+-888; Murphy v.

Backer, 67-510, 70+T99 (criticised in 1

Wigmore, Ev. § 21) ; Rauma v. Bailey, 80

336, S3+19l; Askc v. Duluth etc. Ry., 83

197, 85+l0]l; Crowley V. Burns, 100-178,

l10+969; Bahr \'. N. P. Ry., 101-314, 112+

267.

miK(\,lly \'. Tyra, 103-176, 183, 1144750,

12-255ll5+636. Soc Lowry v. Harris,

(166). Contra, Leystrom v. Ada, 125+

507.

“State v. Crawford, 96-95, 102, 104+

822. 768; Kelly v. Tyra, 103-176, 183,

114+750; Stoakes v. Larson, 108-234, 121+

1112. See Evidence, 3251.

H-1 State v. Nelson, 91-143, 97+652; State

v. Crawford, 96-95, 102, 104+822, 768; 1
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not to be granted or a judgment reversed for error in the admission of 8V]

dence if the other evidence in the case is suficient to justify the verdict or tind

ing, unless the error resulted in depriving a. party of a fair and impartial tr1al.“"

When a trial court grants a new trial on the ground that evidence erroneously

admitted was practically prejudicial its action will rarely be reversed on ap

al.07pe7181. Erroneous exclusion of evidence-—In genera1—1\*-0 general rule has

been laid down in this state as to when a judgment will be reversed or new_tr1al

granted for error in the exclusion of evidence." It is submitted that a_]udg-I

ment should not be reversed or a new trial granted for error in the exclusion oi

evidence unless such evidence is so material that it might reasonably have

changed the result if it had been admitted. _

7182. When the verdict is right—Error in the admission or exclusion of

evidence, however material, is no ground for a new trial when, taking into con

sideration all the evidence in the case, including that erroneously excluded and

excluding that erroneously admitted, the verdict rendered was the only_one

warranted by the law applicable to the case 8” or was supported by so mamfest

a preponderance of the evidence that it would l1ave been the obvious duty of the

court to set aside a contrary verdict as not justified by the evidence,"0 or Was

such as the court should have directed.71 _

7183. Immaterial evidence--Error in the admission or exclusion of evi

dence so immaterial that obviously it could not have affected the determination

of the jury is no ground for a new trial.72 The object of a new trial is to afford

a fair trial; and if the court can see that there is no reasonable ground to ap

prehend that injustice was done by the reception of immaterial testimony, or to

apprehend that the jury were misled by it to the substantial prejudice of the

objecting party, a new trial should not be granted."

7184. Evidence as to facts otherwise proved—Error in admitting or e.~_:

cluding evidence of a fact otherwise satisfactorily proved by admissible_ev1

dence, or inadmissible evidence unobjected to, is no ground for a new trial.H

Wigmore, Ev. § 21; Report, American Bar

Assn., 1908 p. 542; 1909 pp. 578, 603.

M See State v. Crawford, 96-95, 102, 104+

822,’ 768.

61 Smith v. Barringer, 37-94, 33+116.

M See, for illustrative cases, Steele v.

Thayer, 36-174, 30+758; Allen v. Fortier,

37-218, 34+21; Tunell v. Larson, 37-258,

34+29; Christian v. Klein, 77-116, 79+602;

Pickler v. Caldwell, 86-133, 90+307; Berg

lund v. Illinois C. Ry., 109-317, 123+928.

"9 Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188, 206); Lewis v. St. P. etc. Ry., 20

260(234); Hewitt v. Blumenkrauz, 33

417, 23+858; Gammon v. Ganfield, 42-368,

44+125; Winslow v. Herzog, 46-452, 49+

234; Bank of Montreal v. Richter, 55-362,

?'Z+61; Fay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-192, 75+

2).

7° Duncan v. Koh'er, 37-379, 34+594;

Larson v. Lombard I. Co., 51-141, 53+

179; Teipner v. Bank of Waterville, 59

392. G1+336; Fowhls v. Evans, 60-513,

63+102; Elwood v. Betcher, 72-103, 75+

113; Fulmore v. St. P. C. Ry., 72-448,

75;-589; Williams v. Grifiin, 84-279, 87+

77 .

T1 Moore v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 100-393,

11l+263; Donahue v. N. W. etc. Co., 103

432, 115+279.

12 Bond v. Corbett, 2—248(209); Lynd v.

Picket, 7—184(128); Illingworth v. _Green

leaf, 11-235(154); Lowry v. Hams, 12

2-"i5(166); Ames v. First Div. etc. Ry-.

12-412(295); Yale v. Edgerton, 14-191

(144); Rudsdill v. Slingerland, 18-380

(342); St. Anthony etc. Co. v. Eastman,

20—2TT(‘2-49); Torinus v. Matthews, 21

99; Howard v. Barton, 28-116, 9+5B-4;

Wass \-. Atwater, 33-83, 22+8; Prosser v.

llu.rtlc_v, 35-340, 291-156; Keyes v. M1115

etr. Ry.. 30-290, 30+888; De Laittre V

Jones. 36-519, 32+709; Cedar Rapids etc

Ry. \'. Ryan, 37-38, 33-16; Duncan V

Kohlcr. 37-379, 34+5s4; Schmidt v. Mc

Carthy, 43-288, 46+239; Howe v. Coehrm-11

47-403, 50%-368; Akers r. Thwing, 52-395.

54+194; Drews v. Ann River L. C0,, 53

199. 54+1110; Asks v. Duluth etc. Ry.,

83-197, 85+10]1; Nichols v. Gerlich, B4

483, S7+1120; Donahue v. N. W. etc. Co..

103-432, 115+279; Hawley v. Mpls. St.

Ry.. 108-136, 12l+627.

‘'3 Cole v. Maxfield. 13—235(220);

nick v. McClure, 107-9, 119+247.

H Lowry \'. Harris, 12-25-5(166); Huot

Ber
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It has been held that this rule applies only when the other evidence proves the

fact “conclusively,” is but this is questionable doctrine.

7185. Error in order of proof—No irregularity in the order in which evi

dence is introduced is ground for a new trial."

7186. Evidence likely to prejudice jury against party—Error in the ad

mission of evidence naturally tending to excite strongly the sympathies or

prejudices of the jury is :1 ground for a new trial, unless it is obvious that it

was harmless under the circumstances.'”

7187. Evidence of fact admitted, undisputed, or presumed-Error in ad

mitting or excluding evidence of a fact which is admitted 7" or undisputed " or

which in the absence of evidence would be presumed,"0 is no ground for a new

trial.

7188. Evidence to impeach witness—Error in refusing to allow a witness

to be impeached by evidence of contradictory statements on a material point is

ground for a new trial."1

7189. Evidence to disprove fact not proved—Error in admitting evidence

to disprove a fact which there is no evidence to establish is no ground for a

new trial."2

7190. Where there are several causes-—Where the complaint contains two

causes of action and there is a general verdict for the plaintiff for damages, if

there was material error in admitting evidence of one of the causes of action a

new trial must be granted.“

v. McGovern, 27-84, 6+426; Stone v. Ev

ans. 32-243, 20+149; Taylor v. Austin, 32

247, 20+157; Laib v. Brandenburg, 34

367, 25+803; Meyenberg v. Eldred, 37

508, 35+371; Beard v. First Nat. Bank,

41-153, 43+7; Larson v. Lombard 1. Co.,

51-141, 534-179; In re Yetter, 55-452, 57+

147; Olson v. Nonenmacher, 63-425, 65+

642; Peoplo’s Bank v. Howes, 64-457, 67+

355; Holman v. Kempe, 70-422, 73+186;

Breault v. Merrill, 72-143, 75-t-122; State

v. Rue. 72-296, 75+235; First Nat. Bank

v. Strait, 75-396, 78+101; Selover v. First

Nat. Bank, 77-140, 79+666; Fonda v. St.

P. C. Ry., 77-336, 79+lO-'13; Utley v. Clem

cuts, 79-68, 81+739; Klein v. Funk, 82-3,

S41-460; Citizens’ State Bank v. Bonnes,

R3-1, 85+718; Hibbs v. Marpe, 84-178,

S7-+363; Pickler v. Caldwell, 86-133, 90+

307; Massnlt v. Minnetonka C. Co., 103

517, 114+1132; Anderson v. San Francisco,

104-320, 116+473.

75 Bergenthal v.

414, 108+30l.

7' Beaulieu v. Parsons, 2—37(26); Cooper

v. Stinson, 5-201(160); Woodbury v.

Larned, 5-339(271); Baze v. Arper. 6

‘220(142); Lynd v. Picket, 7-184(12S);

Caldwell v. Bruggcrman. 8-286(252);

Foster v. Berkey, 8-351(310); State v.

Staley, 14—105(75); Madigan v. De Graff.

17-52(34); Grotf v. Ramsey, 19-44(24);

Plummer v. Mold, 22-15; Grifliths v.

Wolfram, 22-185; Crandall v. Mcllrath,

24-127; State v. Cantieny, 34-1, 24-+458;

McDonald v. Peacock, 37-512, 35+370; St’

Paul D. Co. v. Pratt, 45-215, 4T+7S9;

Security S. Bank, 98

Rosquist v. Gilmore, 50-192, 52-+385;

Rorner v. Center, 53-171, 54+-1052; Hart

v. Kessler, 53-546, 55+742; Nelson v. Fin

seth, 55-417, 57+141; Johnson v. Still

water, 62-60, 64-+95; State v. Hayward,

62-474, 65+63; Hale v. Life I. & I. Co.,

65-548, 68+182.

71 Hoberg v. State, 3—262(181); State v.

Hoyt, 13-132(125); Simmons v. Holster,

13-249(232); Rauma v. Bailey, 80-336,

83+191; State v. Pierce, 85-101, 88+-117.

78 Dodge v. Chandler, 13-114(105); Ben

ton v. Nicoll, 24-221; Carlson v. Small,

32-492, 21+73'7; Miller v. Irish C. C. Assn.,

36-357, 31+215; Berger v. Mpls. G. Co.,

60-296, 62+336; Hahn v. Penney, 62-116,

63+-843; Harding v. G. N. Ry., 77-417,

804358; Evenson v. Keystone Mfg. 00.,

83-164, 86+8; Union etc. Co. v. Prigge,

90-3'70, 96+917.

1» Allis v. Lash, 23-261: Stone v. Evans,

32-243, 20+149; Laib v. Brandenburg, 34

367. 25+803.

80 Yale v. Edgerton, 14-194(144); Hor

ton v. Williams, 21-187; State v. Levy,

23-104; Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32

425, 21+414; Miller v. Irish etc. Assn., 36

357. 31+215; Enneking v. Woebkenherg,

88-259, 92+932; Pitzl v. Winter, 96-499.

504, 105+673. _

91 Tunell v. Larson, 37-258, 34+29; Swift

v. Withers, 63-17. 65+85; Yoki v. First

State Bank, 87-295. 91-+1101. See § 10351.

S‘-‘ Illingworth v. Greenleaf. 11—235(154).

88 Simmons v. Holster. 13-249(232). See

Moldenhauer v. Mpls. St. Ry., 80-426, 83*

381.
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7191. Where there is a special verdict—Where upon a special verdict_upon

one issue the party is entitled to the judgment rendered, error in the admission

of evidence bearing on another issue is no ground for a new triaL84

7192. Exclusion of evidence subsequently admitted—The erroneous ex

clusion of evidence subsequently admitted is no ground for a new trial.“

Error in admitting evidence is no ground for a new trial if the complaining

party subsequently introduced substantially the same evidence."°

7193. Evidence called out by moving party—A new trial

granted to a party on account of the a

by his own examination.*‘7

will not be

dmission of evidence which was elicited

7194. Secondary evidence—Error in admitting oral evidence to prove the

contents of a written instrument is no ground for a new trial, if the mstrumeut

is subsequently introduced.S8

7195. Similar evidence admitted without objection-—-Error in admitting

evidence is no

ground for a new trial if substantially the same evidence has

already been introduced without objection.89 _

7196. Theory of case—Objections raised on trial—With a view to a new

trial the admissibility of evidence must be considered with reference to the

theory of the case adopted by the moving party
on the trial.°° When evidence

is offered with a statement that it is olfered for a particular purpose, its rejec

tion is not reversible error, because it was admissible for another purpose not

called to the attention of the court, especially where such other purpose~ is wholly

inconsistent with the theory upon which the proponent is trying the action.”1

Where evidence admitted was admissible, but not on the
ground on which its

admission was urged by counsel, a new trial will not be granted unless it is

obvious that prejudice resulted.02

7197. Evidence on issues litigated by consent—Where it is not apparent

that the parties consented to try an issue not made by the pleadings, evidence

that might be proper upon such an issue is not to be considered in respect to it.”

7198. When there are several issues—When there are several issues and a

general verdict, the erroneous admission of evidence on any one of the issues

necessitates a new trial.94

7199. Substantive and impeaching evidencc~—The erroneous admission of

substantive evidence which subsequently becomes competent as impeachJ'ng ev1

' dence is ground for a new trial, unless the court instructs the jury to consider

it for impeachment only; and in order to save his rights the aggrieved party is

not required to request the court for such instruction.“

B-1 Whitacre v. Culver, 9-295(279).

56 Lynd v. Picket, 7-184(128); Finley v.

Quirk, 9-194(179); Chapman v. Dodd, 10

350(277); Sanborn v. Sturtevant, 17-200

(174); Merriam v. Pine City L. Co., 23

314; Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co., 31-74, 16+

494; Carlson v. Small, 32-492, 21+737;

Alexander v. Chi. etc. Ry., 41-515, 43+

481; Peck v. Snow, 47-398, 50+470; Minn.

etc. Soc. v. Swanson, 48-231, 51+117;

Young v. Otto. 57-307, 59+199; Hale v.

Life etc. Co., 65-548. 68+182; Rested v.

G. N. Ry.. 76-123, 78+971; Comstock v.

Comstock, 76-396, 79+300; Cady v. Cady,

91-137, 97+580.

B0 Coit v. Waples, 1-134(110); Weidc v.

Davidson, 15-327(258); Anderson v. St.

Croix L. Co., 47-24, 49+407; McLennan

v._ Mpls. etc. Co., 57-317, 59+628; Lloyd v.

Simons, 90-237, 95+903.

81 Shelley v. Lash, 14-498(373).

8" Cooper v. Breckenridge, 11-341(241)

Sec Steele V. Etheridge, 15—501(413)

3" Shrimpton v. Philbrick, 53-366, 55+

551; Lane v. Minn. etc. Soc., 67-65, 69+

463; Holman v. Kempe. 70-422, 734-186

“ Peteler etc. Co. v. N. W. etc. Co., 60

127, 61+1024; Earl v. Thurston, 60-351,

62+439; Mareck v. Mpls. '1‘. 00., 74-538’

77+428.

l11Mareck v. Mpls. '1‘. Co.. 74-538,

428.

92 Nininger v. Knox, 8—140(110).

"3 White v. Western Assur. Co.,

54=+195.

9* Moldcnhaucr v. Mpls. St. Ry., 80426‘

83+381.

M Rested v. G. N. Ry., 76-123, 78+971

77+

52-352.
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7200. Proper answer to improper question—An improper question pro

pounded a witness is no ground for a new trial if the answer, being not re

sponsive, is proper.M

7201. Opinion evidence—The erroneous admission or exclusion of opinion

evidence is not a ground for a new trial unless it was clearly prejudicial."

7202. Evidence in rebuttal of incompetent evidence—When a party in

troduces incompetent evidence he cannot object that the adverse party is al

lowed to introduce evidence in rebuttal.”

7203. Evidence as to facts disproved—The exclusion of a question on

cross-examination as to :1 fact which the jury find does not exist is harmless.“

The exclusion of evidence as to a fact which is subsequently conclusively dis

proved by other evidence is harmless.1 '

7204. Evidence as to issues withdrawn—The exclusion of evidence in

support of a counterclaim subsequently withdrawn is harmless.2 If evidence

is properly admitted its admission is not rendered a ground for a new trial by

the fact that the issue to which it relates is subsequently withdrawn from the

jury by the court in its instructions.8

7205. Evidence relating to da.mages—As a general rule a new trial should

not be granted for error in the admission or exclusion of evidence relating to

damages, if the damages awarded are reasonable and such as the party was

entitled to recover, or if no objection is made to the amount of damages

awarded.‘ But if it is probable that a party was materially prejudiced a new

trial should be granted.“ If by stipulation of the parties the verdict is reduced

to the proper amount of damages. error in the admission of evidence as to dem

ages is harmless.6

7206. Error cured by striking out evidence—A new trial should not or

dinarily be granted for the erroneous admission of evidence subsequently

stricken out. But if it is clear that the prejudicial effect of the evidence could

not be thus removed. owing to the exceptional nature of the evidence and the

issues, as, for example. where the evidence was likely to arouse the sympathies

or prejudices of the jury, a new trial should be granted, if it is certain or highly

probable that material prejudice in fact resulted.’

7207. Error cured by instructions-—A new trial should not ordinarily be

granted for the erroneous admission of evidence when the court distinctly in

structs the jury to disregard it. But if it is clear that the prejudicial effect of

the evidence could not be thus removed, owing to the exceptional nature of the

evidence and the issues. as for example, where the evidence was likely to arouse

the sympathies or prejudices of the jury, a new trial should be granted if it is

certain or highly probable that material prejiidice in fact. resulted. The ques

tion is not to be determined by the application of any hard and fast rules, or

by indulging a presumption of prejudice. Each case must necessarily be de

termined largely by its own facts.8

"5 McCormick v. Miller, 19—443(384); 193. 644-380; Backus v. Scanlon. 78-438.

S1+216; Paterson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-57,Chalmers v. Whittemore, 22-305; In re

Pinney, 27-280, 6+791. 7+144; Bridgman

v. Hallberg, 52-376. 54+752; Towle v.

Sherer, 70-312, 73+180.

‘J1 Conan v. Ely, 9]-127, 97+737.

95 See Ofstie v. Kelly, 33-440, 23+863.

9" Hayward v. Knapp, 23-430.

lThielen v. Randall, 75-332. 77+992.

2Illirigwortli v. Grcenleaf. 11-235(15-'1).

3(lady v. Carly. 88-230, 92+1129; Jacob

son v. Hobart, 103-319, 1l4+951.

4Anderson v. Burlington etc. Ry., 82
293. 8-H145; Ptonszilisv v. Stevenson. 62

1034-621; Weichcrding v. Krueger, 109

461. 12-H225.

5Larson v. Lammers. 81-239, 83+9Rl;

Conan v. Ely, 91-127, 97+737.

6Rutter v. Dowagiae Mfg. Co., 102-367,

113+910.

7Plillestad v. Hostcttcr, 46-393, ~19+192;

Olson v. Berg, 87-277. 91+1103; State v.

Yates. 99-461, 109+1070; State v. Towers.

106-105, 118-+361; Burch v. Bernard. 107

210, 120+33. See cases under § 7207.

H Hillcstad v. Hostetter, 46-393, 494-192;
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7208. When the trial is by the court-—When a cause is tried by the court

without a jury greater latitude is

on a trial by a jury. When there is su

findings of a court a new trial will not

permissible in the admission of evidence than

flicient competent evidence to jushty the

be granted because of the admission of

incompetent evidence unless it is very clear that it afiected the determination

of the court.0 The fact that the court was afiected by incompetent evidence

may appear from its memorandum.m The decision of a trial court cannot be

sustained on a statement of the court that its decision was unaffected by evi

dence improperly admitted,11 but a new trial \\'lll not be granted if it is obvious

that such evidence was disregarded.12

error without prejudice.“

If the competent evidence is such as to

1 require the findings made, the admission of other and incompetcn_t evidence is

A new trial will not be granted for the improper ad

mission of evidence pertinent to an issue upon vvhich the findings were in favor

of the moving party.“
The exclusion of evidence which could not reasonably

have changed the result if it had been admitted is not a
ground for a new trial.“

If inadmissible evidence is received subject to a future ruling and the findings

show that it was disregarded there is no error.“

STATUTORY NEW TRIAL AS OF RIGHT

7209. To what actions applicable—The phrase “action for the recovery of

real property” was intended to 'refer to actions in the nature of the common

law action of ejectment.17

will look to the substance of the action,

In determining the right to a second trial the court

and, whatever may be the form of the

pleadings, if the action is one in which either party seeks to recover possession

of real property, the right to a second trial will be conceded.18

tion that the action involves other issues.1°

It is no objec

It does not apply when the land

is vacant. In other words it applies only to possessory actions. It is the gen

eral rule that a second trial cannot be had as of right unless the recovery of

Williams v. Wood, 55-323, 56+1066; Ol

son v. Berg, 87-277, 91+1103; State v.

Yates, 99-461, 109+1070; Crowley v.

Burns, 100-178, 110+969; State v. Whit

man, 103-92, 114+363; State v. Towers,

1.06-105, 1l8+361; Dunnell, Minn. Pr.

§ 1855. The following cases, in so far as

they lay down the rule that a new trial

should be granted unless it appears that

prejudice -did not result, are discredited:

Juergens v. Thom, 39-458, 40+559; Dugan

v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-414, 45+851.

9Backus v. Scanlon, 78-438, 81+216;

Barber v. Robinson, 82-112, 84+732;

Flour City Nat. Bank v. Bayer, 89-180,

94+557; Mankato M. Co. v. Willard, 94

160, 102-(>202; Humphreys v. Minn. C. Co..

94-469, 1o3+3as; McDonald v. Campbell,

96-87, 104+760; Lloyd \'. Simons, 97-315,

105+902; Kern v. Cooper, 97-509, 106+

962; Bernick v. McClure, 107-9, 119+247;

American B. Co. v. American D. S. Co..

107-140, 1l.9+7S3; Fallon v. Fallon, 124+

994. See Lowry \'. Harris. 12-255066):

State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 90-88, 95+581;

Johnson v. Johnson, 92-167, 99+803.

1° Johnson v. Johnson, 92-167. 99+803.

11 Farmers’ U. El. Co. v. Syndicate I.

(‘o., 40-152, 41+547; Hogan v. Vinje, 88

499, 93+523. I

12 Barber v. Robinson, 82-112, 84+732

and cases under (16).

1-1 Rothschild v. Burritt, 47-28, 49+393;

l-‘owlds v. Evans, 60-513, 63+102; Elw00d

v. Bctcher, 72-103, 75+l13.

H Torinus \'. Matthews, 21-99.

1-5Greenleaf \'. Egan. 30-316, 15+254.

1“ V0111! V. Nat. 1. Co., 51-450, 53+703;

Ryan v. Ryan. 58-91. 59+974; Cullma._n _V

Botteher, 58-381, 59+971; Hogan v. V1n;|e,

83-499, 934-523.

1" R. L. 1905 § -1430; Doyle v. Hallam,

21-515; Ferguson v. Kumler, 25-183;

Somerville v. Donaldson, 26-75, H508;

Schmitt v. Schmitt. 32-130, 19+649; God

frey v. Valentine, 50-284, 52+643.
18 Eastman v. Linn, 20-433(387); Fer

guson v. Kumler. 25-183; Schmitt Y

Schrnitt, 32-130, 1o+r;49; St. Paul v. Chl

etc. Ry., 49-88, 5l+662; Gahre v. Berry.

79-20, _81+537; Finnegan v. Brown, 81"

508, S4+343; Gray etc. Co. v. Secumty T.

(‘-0., 93-369. 101+605; Phillips v. Mo., 96

42. 104-+681; Heins v. Renville County, 96

188. 1O4+903.

1" Gray etc. Co. v. Security T. 00-. 93‘

369. 10l+605. ‘
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possession of real property is sought, either by plaintifi or defendant." Ordi—

narily in a statutory action to determine adverse claims there is no right to a.

new trial.21 If in such an action the plaintiff is in possession and defendant

in his answer alleges ownership in himself and possession by plaintiff and a

withholding and demands possession, the action becomes in substance an action

for the recovery of real property and either party has a right to a new trial.

under the statute.22 A cause of action substantially in ejectment does not lose

the right to a second trial because joined with a cause of action to which the

statute does not apply.“ It is immaterial that the party seeks other relief than

the recovery of possession.“ The statute is not ordinarily applicable to actions

under the forcible entry and unlawful detainer act.“ It does not apply to all

actions in which the title to realty may come in question and be determined.“

It does not apply to an action under the statute to determine a boundary line,27

or to a statutory action against a railway company to recover realty taken with

out compensation.’-’8

7210. Reason for statute—The reason for the statute allowing a second

trial of right in actions in the nature of ejectment is to be found in the nature

of the common-law action of ejectment and in the importance of title to real

estate under the feudal system." The statute is without justification at the

present time and ought to be repealed.

7211. Statute construed libera1ly—'l‘hough the supreme court has ques

tioned the expediency of the st.atute;“0 it nevertheless holds that it should re

ccive a liberal construction.31

7212. Who may invoke statute-—Under the statute as originally enacted

only the defendant was entitled to a new trial.“2 The amendment of 1867

placed both parties on the sa1ne footing.“ The right to a new trial descends to

one’s personal representative.“

7213. Estoppe1—Waiver—Ncither the acceptance by the prevailing party

of the costs and disbursements awarded him by the judgment or delay in mov

ing to dismiss and strike from the files the demand for a second trial, will

estop him from questioning the asserted right of his adversary to a second trial

under the statute.“ An attorney has implied authority to waive the right to a

20 Phillips v. Mo, 96-42, 104-I-681; Tew'-'° Somerville v. Donaldson, 26-75, 1-+808;

v. Webster, 106-185, 118+554.Knight v. Valentine, 33-367, 29+3; God

109+frey v. Valentine, 50-2254, 521-643; Kramer

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 54-157, 55+928; Sehons

v. Kellogg, 61-128, 63+257 ; McRoberts v.

McArthur, 69-506, 72+-796; Phillips v. Mo,

96-42, 104+681; Buffalo L. & E. Co. v.

Strong, 101-27, 11l+728.

'-‘1 Knight v. Valentine, 35-367, 29+3;

Godfrey v. Valentine, 50-284, 52+643;

MeRoberts v. McArthur, 69-506, 72+796;

Heins v. Benville County, 96-188, 104+

903; Buffalo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 101

27, 11l+728.

'12 Eastman v. Linn, 20-433(387); God

frey v. Valentine, 50-284, 52+643; Gahre

v. Berry, 79-20, 81+537; Finnegan v.

Brow-n, 81-508, 84+343.

=11 Schmitt v. Schmitt, 32-130, 19+649.

24 St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 49-88. 511

Kremer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 54-157, 55+

“ Whitaker v. MeClung, 14—170(131);

Ferguson v. Kumler, 25-183.

27 Tierney v. Gondereau, 99-421,

821.

28 R. L. 1905 § 2540. See, prior to Laws

1895 c. 52, Kremer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 54

157, 55+928.

2° See Baze v. Arper, 6—220(142); Doyle

v. Hallarn, 21-515; Somerville v. Donald

son, 26-75, 1+808; Schmitt v. Sehmitt, 32

130, 191-649; Lewis v. Hogan, 51-221, 53+

367; Kremcr v. Chi. etc. Ry., 54-157, 55+

928; Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 80-76, 82+

1103; Dunncll, Minn. Pr. § 1141.

30 Kremer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 54-157, 55+

928; Conn. etc. Co. v. King, 80-76, 82+

1103.

51Gahre v. Berry, 79-20, 81+537; Finne

gan v. Brown, S1-508, 84+343. ~

32 Howes v. Gillett, l0—397(316).

33 Davidson v. Lamprey, 16—445(402).

M Stocking v. Hanson, 22-542.

1'-1 Buffalo L. & E. (‘o. v. Strong. 101-27.

l11+728.
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second trial.30 A waiver of the right has been made a condition of opening a

default judgment.“
7214. In case of default—A party is not entitled to another trial under the

statute where he has failed to answer and has allowed judgment to be ren

dered against him by default. The statute presupposes that there is some issue

to be tried. But where the defendant has failed to answer, there is no issue,

and nothing to try, until the default is opened, and he is permitted to answer.

Applications for such relief are addressed to the discretion of the court."

7215. Only one new trial of right-—Only one new trial as of right is al

lowed in a single action. In a case where the first trial resulted in a judgment

for the plaintiff the defendant availed himself of the right to a new trial under

the statute. The second trial resulted in favor of the defendant. It was held

that the plaintiff did not have a right to another trial under the statute.39

7216. Time of demand—Notice of judgment—The time within which the

defeated party may demand a second trial does not begin to run until service

of written notice of the entry of judgment. Actual knowledge of the entry of

judgment is insufficient to set the statute in motion. Written notice, however,

may be waived by the party entitled thereto, and conduct on his part which

clearly indicates an intention to proceed without notice will constitute such

waiver. The delivery to the judgment debtor of a satisfaction of the judgment

upon payment by him of the amount thereof, the same not being intended as

a notice of the entry of the judgment, is not a compliance with the statute, nor

such written notice of the judgment as will set the statute in motion.‘0 In

-case of appeal the six months within which the defeated party may pay the

costs anddamages and demand a second trial commence to run from the time

the prevailing party serves written notice of the termination of the appeal, and

such appeal is terminated upon the filing of the remittitur in the trial court.

Notice of taxation of costs in the supreme court is insuflicient notice of the

termination of the appeal. Where no notice of the termination of the appeal

is served by the prevailing party the adverse party may pay the costs and dam

ages and serve a demand for a second trial at any time within two years from

the date of filing the remittitur in the district court.‘1

7217. Demand—Proof of service-The service of a written demand as

prescribed by the statute is a condition precedent.‘2 The demand may be made

by the party himself and a notice embodying such demand, made in his name

by an agent authorized by him to make such demand is sufficient. A party may

employ another attorney in place of the one who acted for him on the first trial

and no formal consent and substitution of attorneys is necessary.“ The notice

of demand and proof of service thereof must be filed as provided by statute.“

The written demand for a second trial, entitled in the proper action, addressed

to the proper attorney, with admission of service indorsed thereon, on file 85 a

part of the judgment roll, is admissible in evidence without extrinsic proof of

the facts therein stated.“

7218. Payment of costs and damages—The payment of all costs and dam

ages recovered by the judgment is a condition precedent, and is enforced with

stnctness.“ The court has no authority to excuse a party from the perform

as Bray v. Doheny 39-355, 40+262. aw - 41:;}i{t-wlerson E. Lzinge, 71-468, 7s+173. 1031.est " St’ R etc‘ By” 40489’ +

-a _am v. oyle, 35-337 29+130. 44R. L. 1905 § 4430 S e rior t0S::1..cw1s' v. Hogan, 51-221,’ 531-367. amendment of statute, Huntev’. ?)’LearY.

l\¢la_nr1n v. Carnes. 80-524, 83+415. 78-281, 80+1120.

:; })0!E-gt v. Woll, 124-1446. 45 Voight v. Woll. 124+-146.

an son v. Lamprey, 16—445(4[)2). 46 Davidson v. Lamprey, 16—445(402);
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ance of such condition. In a case where, a part only of such costs having been

paid, the adverse party noticed the cause for retrial and caused it to be entered

on the calendar, both parties supposing that all costs had been paid, it was held

that there was no waiver of the statutory requirement and that no right to a

second trial was thereby acquired. The time for performing the statutory con

ditions having expired the court could not relieve from the default." A party

does not waive the right to object that the action is not within the statute by

accepting payment of costs though such payment was made with the avowed

purpose of securing a second trial.48

7219. Amendment of pleadings on second trial-The court may allow

the pleadings to be amended on the second trial."

7220. Right to jury trial-—Where a party secures a new trial under the stat

ute he is entitled to a jury trial, though he may have waived a jury on the first

or prior trials.“

7221. Effect of first trial on second trial-—In a second trial upon the same

state of facts the decision upon a former appeal controls upon the doctrine of

stare decisis and not upon the doctrine of res judicata. The second trial should

be in the full sense another trial.51 If the first trial involved issues other than

the title and right to possession a different rule applies to them.“2 A second

trial extends to all questions or issues presented by the pleadings, pertinent to

the title and right of possession, including damages for use and occupancy.:53

7222. Judgment on second trial—The judgment on the second trial is final,

except that it is subject to review for error as any other judgment. It is an

nexed to the judgment roll of the first trial.“

7223. Restitution—One who succeeds on a second trial, or against whom

the action is dismissed by the adverse party, is entitled to a refundment of the

costs and damages of the first trial paid by him to secure a second trial.“

7224. Improvements—Whether, on the second trial, a party may recover

for improvements made by him while in possession under a judgment in his

favor on the first trial is an open question.“

NEXT BEFORE—See note 57.

NEXT FRIEND-—See lnfants, 4452, 4459; Insane Persons, 4529.

NEXT OF KIN—The nearest blood relatives.M

NOISE—Sec note 59.

NOMINAL CONDITIONS—See Deeds, 2678.

NOMINAL DAMAGES--See Damages, 2522.

NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES-—Sce Elections, 2927-2933.

NON-RESIDENT—See Attachment, 632.

NONSUIT-—See Dismissal and Nonsuit; Judgments, 5180; Trial, 9750.

NOR—See Statutes, 8976.

NOSCITUR A SOCII&—See Constitutional Law, 1576; Contracts, 1836:

Insurance, 4659; Statutes, 8978.

Dawson v. Shillock, 29-189, 12+526; West- -'13 Sarnmons v. Pike, 105-106, 117+244.

ern Land Assn. v. Thompson, 79-423, 82+ 54 R. L. 1905 § 4431; Baze v. Arper, 6

677- 220(142); Lewis v. Hogan, 51-221, 53+

“ Dawson v. Shillock, 29-189, 12+526. 367; Hunt v. 0’Leary, 78-281, 80+1120;

*8 Whitaker v. McClung, 14-170(131); Cohues v. Finholt, 101-180, 112+12.

Bufialo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 101-27, 55 Sammons v. Prke, 105-106, 117+244.

1l1+728. W Gahre v. Berry, 82-200, 84+733.

4° Cool v. Kelly, 85-359, 88+988. W Wilson v. Thompson, 26-299, 3+699..

5° Cochran v. Stewart, 66-152, 68+972. Watson v. St. P. b. Ry., 70-514, 73+

“1 Conn. etc. Co. v. Kin 80-76 82+1103. . _

52 Gray etc. Co. v. Seciiity T.’ Co., 93- -“>9 State v. Cllntlellyy 34’1, 24't458

369, 101+605.
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7225. In general-—A notary public is considered not merely an oflicer of the

country where he is admitted or appointed, but as a kind of international ofli

cer, whose ofiicial acts, performed in the state for which he is appointed, are

recognized as authoritative the world over. The officer is a very ancient one.“

A notary is a public oificer.M '

7226. Seal—A notary’s seal proves itself and is alone suificient evidence of

the oilicial character of the notary." An official act of a notary is void if it is

not authenticated by his seal.us It is not essential that the seal be impressed

upon any particular part of an instrument.“

7227. Powers—A notary may administer an oath required by an ordinance.“

An attorney in an action may, if a notary, take the aflidavit of service of sum

mons therein.“

7228. Bonds—1f a notary public certifies to an acknowledgment of an in-

strument without personal knowledge as to the identity of the party appearing

before him and without a careful investigation of such fact, he is guilty of neg

ligence, and he and the sureties on his bond are liabile for all damages proxi

mately resulting therefrom." Sureties on a notary’s bond have been held not

estopped from questioning its validity on the ground that the notary had not

signed it."

7229. Foreign notaries—Affidavit&—An atfidavit, taken before a foreign

notary and authenticated by his seal, is admissible without further proof.69

NOTE OF ISSUE—See Trial, 9701.

NOTICE

Cross-References

See Evidence, 3284 (notice to produce documents); Execution, 3528 (notice of claim

by third party to property seized under process); Lis Pendens; Process, 7815 (notice of

:0 personal claim); Recording Act; Service of Notices and Papers; and other specific

ea s.

7230._Actual and constructive distinguished—Actual notice is synony

mous w1th hnowledge. Constructive notice is notice which the law attributes

to a person irrespective of his actual knowledge. Constructive notice generally

has the same legal effect as actual notice. but not alivays. It has been said that

constructive notice binds the title, while actual notice binds the conscience.’10

7231. Constructive notice-—In genera1—Whenever a person has knowledge

of facts relating to a matter in \\‘lll('ll he is interested which would naturally

"0 Wood v. St. P. C. Ry., 42-411, 44+308.

“1 Slater v. Schack, 41-269, 43+7.

6: Wood v. St. P. 0. Ry., 42-411, 44+3os.

63 De Graw v. King, 28-118, 9+636; Col

man v. Goodnow, 36-9, 29+338; Thomp

son v. Scheid, 39-102, 38+801; Grimes v.

Fall, 81-225, 83+835; Holmes v. Lough

See Osgood v. Suth

erland, 36-243, 31-+211; Raehac v. Spencer.

49-235, 51+920; Lloyd v. Simons, 97-315.

ren, 97-83, 105+558.

320, 1o5+9o2.

"4 Lloyd v. Simona, 97-315, 320, 10-$902.

"5 State v. Scatena, 84-281, 87+764.

6" Young v. Young, 18-90(72).

6" Barnard v. Schuler, 100-289, 110+966.

See Note, 82 Am. St. Rep. 880.

68 Martin v. Hornsby, 55-187, 56+751.

‘W Wood v. St. P. C. Ry., 42-411, 44+308.

7° Bailey v. Galpin, 40-319, 41+1054;

Gray Cloud L. Co. v. Clay, 89-166, 170,

171, 94+-552, 95+588;4 Robertson v. Ander

son, 96-527, 531, 105+972 See Scott "

Edes, 3-377(271, 278).
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lead an honest and prudent person to inquire concerning the rights of others in

such matter, he is chargeable with notice of everything which such an inquiry,

pursued in good faith, with reasonable diligence and ordinary intelligence,

would disclose.T1 The application of this general rule depends upon the facts

of the particular case.’2 If one is deliberately ignorant of matters concerning

which it is is his duty as an honest man to investigate he is chargeable with

notice thereof." If proper inquiry is made and information concerning the

adverse rights is withheld or concealed further investigation is unnecessary.“

And if a specific claim is made, inquiry for other claims is unnecessary."5 It

has been said that the present tendency of the courts is to restrict, rather than

to extend, the doctrine of constructive notice,Tu but this is questionable. It is

not to isle applied to protect one from a harm which he had the first opportunity

to avoi F’

7232. From possession of property—Actual possession of property whether

real or personal, is notice to all of the rights of the possessor therein."

7233. By signing instrument—One who signs an instrument is chargeable

with notice of its contents in the absence of fraud."

7234. Addressing notices-—1t is more important that a notice should be

served on the right person than that it should be propefly addressed to him.an

7235. Must be given by competent authority—It is an essential quality

of a notice that it appear to be given by competent authority. A notice which,

upon its face, is declared to be the act of a designated person, and which, as

such, would be void, cannot be made effectual by proof that it was really the act

of another and undisclosed person, not even standing in relation of privity

with the person in whose name the notice was given. A notice by a mere

stranger can effect nothing.“1

7236. Law and fact—The question of constructive notice, where it depends

upon the facts of the particular case, is for the jury, unless the evidence is con

elusive."2

NOTICE OF TRIAL--See Trial, 9700.

NOTICES—Sce Service of Notices and Papers.

NOTICE TO PRODUCE WRITINGS—See Evidence, 3284.

11 Scott v. Edes, 3—377(271, 278); Jewell

v. Truhn, 38-433, 437, 38+106; Chad

bourn v. Williams, 45-294, 47+812; Mer

T6 Jewell v. Truhn, 38-433, 438, 38+l06;

Kettle River Ry. v. Eastern Ry., 41-461,

476, 43+469. See Smith v. Lockwood, 100

cantile Nat. Bank v. Parsons, 54-56, 63,

55l-825; Howard v. Burns, 73-356, 76+

202; Bartleson v. Vanderhotf, 96-184, 137,

]04+820; Robertson v.' Anderson, 96-527,

531, 1051-972; Niles v. Cooper, 98-39, 107+

744; Bergstrom v. Johnson, 126+899.

"2 Jewell v. Truhn, 38-433, 437, 38+106.

‘'5 Mann v. Lamb, 83-14, 18, 85+827;

gzaortleson v. Vanderhot‘r', 96-184, 187, 104L

"4 Niles v. Cooper, 98-39, 43, 107+-744.

"Thompson v. Lapsley, 90-318, 961-788;

Niles v. Coopor, 98-39, 43, 107-+744.

TI—45

221, 110+980.

17 Smith v. Lockwood, 100-221, 224, 110+

980.

18 Gaertner v. Western E]. Co., 104-467,

116+945. See § 10075.

7° Dillon v. Porter, 36-341, 31+56; Don

ahue v. Quackenbush, 75-43, 47, 77+430.

8° Johnson v. St. Paul, 52-364, 367, 54+

735.

81 Bansman v. Kelley, 38-197, 205, 36+

333. F
32 Robertson \-‘. Anderson, 96-521, 531,

105+972.



NOVATION

Cross-References

See Corporations, 2043.

7237. Dcfinition—Novntion is the substitution of one obligation for an

other. The change may be in the parties, in the agreement, or in both."

7238. Requisites—It must be explicitly agreed between the three parties

that the old debtor shall be discharged and the new party substituted in his

place, in other words, that the debt be discharged as to the old debtor and as

sumed by the new party.“ It has been held that the discharge of the old debt

must be contemporaneous with and result from the agreement with the new

debtor.“ There must be a consideration for the promise of the new party.“

7239. Pleading—An indefinite complaint has been sustained as alleging a

novationf"

NOXIOUS WEEDS—See Agriculture, 249.

88 Century T)ict.; 21 A. 8: E. Ency. Law, S. Ins. Co., 56-180, 187, 57+468; Nut.

660. Citizens’ Bank v. Thro, 124+965; 6 Harv.

84 Hanson v. Nelson, 82-220, 84+742; L. Rev. 184.

Johnson v. Rumsey, 28-531, 11+69; Corn 8‘ Cornwell v. Megins, 39-407, 40+6lO

well v. Megins, 39-407, 40+610; Nelson v. See, contra, 21 A. 8: E. Ency. Law, 669.

Larson, 57-133, 58+687; Barnes v. Hekla “B Johnson v. Rumsey, 28—531, 11+69

etc. Co., 56-38, 57+314. See Berryhill v. 1" Id.

Resser, 64479, 67+542; In re People ’s L.
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When allowable, 7269
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‘Things considered as nuisances, 7255. Evidence-Admissibility, 7282.
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money, 7283.
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In general, 7256.
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Municipalities, 7284.
WHO LIABLE Private individual, 7285.

_ Private action held to lie, 7286
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andlord and tenaht, 7259 DAMAGES

ccupier of premises, 7260

Joint and several liability 7261
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epreseutatives, T9 What time

Discretion of
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7262
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jury_Excessive damages,
7290.

. ‘ Exemplary damages, 7291.

g:)tl::1's|,1u7e2r647265_ Action by wife, 7292.

Grantee, 7266.

Mor_t-gagee, 726 7.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS
anons cases, 7268.

Pleading and evidence, 7293.

Cross~References

a private nuisance is defined as “anything
' jurious to health or indecent or offensive to the senses, or an ob

. property, so as to interfere with the comfortable

ife or property.” 85 It is otherwise defined as anything that

, inconvenience. or damage;’’ 8” “
joyment of lit‘

38 R. L. 1905 § 4446; Dorman v. Ames,

12451(347 ~
wsr. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, s1+49.

), Red Wing v. Guptil, 72- "1Fribur
259, 75+234

k v. Standard Oil Co., 66-27"

. . 68-H090.
Dorman v. Ames, 12-451(347).
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to be observed that the statute is inconsistent with the view that a private

nuisance is limited to “acts injuriously affecting the land, tenements, or here

ditarnents of an individua .” " A public nuisance is defined by statute.88

7241. Sic utere tuo-—'l‘he law of nuisance is an application of the maxim,

sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas.“
7242. Distinction between private and public nuisances—A “public”

nuisance does not necessarily mean one affecting the government or the whole

community of the state.

generally or the people of some local neighborhood.“

the same time both public and private,

It is “public” if it affects the surrounding community

Anuisance may be at

public in its general effect upon the

public, and private as to those who suffer a special or particular damage there

from. The

the state; the private injury by privat

It may mainta criminal prosecution.

public wrong must be redressed by a

e action.M

prosecution in the name of

The state is not limited to

ain a civil action to abate a public

nuisance.M What is authorized by law cannot be a public nuisance, but it

may be a

bylfls

is public.°“

private nuisance as to individuals who are specially injured there

When a “considerable” number of persons are affected by a nuisance 1t

7243. Effect of locality-—Whether a thing is a nuisance depends largely

on its locality and surroundings.
Things that would be a nuisance in the

heart of a city might not be in the suburbs or beyond the city limits.1

7244. Exercise of lawful business-Where a party is carrying on a lawful

business on his own land without negligence, yet if it is a business which is

attended with loud and disagreeable noise,
or produces noisome smells or

noxious vapors, whereby the property and comfort of those dwelling in the

neighborhood are materially injured and disturbed, the business is a nuisance.2

Where an obstruction in an alley consisted of a roundhouse and machine shop

which emitted smoke, dirt, and soot,
it was held that the business iself being

lawful the fact that it was carried on partly in the alley did not make it un

lawful.3

7245. Coming

voluntarily moves into the neighborhoo

7246. Necessary incidents of urban

submit to the annoyances which

dividual comfort must in many cases yie

sarily

7247. Estop

to nuisance—A thing may be a nuisance as to a person who

d with knowledge of its existence.‘

life—-One living in a city must neces

ld to the public good.“

pcl-—Consent—A person is not estopped from objecting to a

nuisance resulting from the operation of a manufacturing plant simply be

cause he did not object to the construction of the plant.0 A party cannot com

plain of a nuisance created with his consentl

"1 Sec Dorman v. Amos, 12—451(347).

93 R. L. 1905 § 4987; Laws 1907 cc. 387,

425; Minn. C. & P. Co. v. Koochiching Co.,

97-429, 107+4-05; Minn. C. & P. Co. v.

Pratt, 101-197, 112+395. See Note, 107

Am. St. Rep. 195.

9* Dorman v. Ames, 12—451(347); An

derson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 85-337, 88+1001.

"5 Pine City v. Munch, 42-342, 44+197.

M Aldrich v. Wetmore, 52-164, 53+1072;

Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co., 53-492, 55+608.

9'! See .5 7284.

8;B5Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+

on St. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, 31+49.

are incidental to urban life and in

1 St. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, 3l+49;

Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+825;

Nelson v. Swedish ctc. Assn., 126+723.

2See Homer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+

325; Matthews v. Stillwater etc. Co., 63

493, 65+947.

8Kaje v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-422, 59+493.

* See Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211Y 220.

77+825.

F-Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+825

“Matthews v. Stillwater etc. Co., 63-493.

65+-947.

"Mpls. M. Co. v. Bassett, 31-390. 18+

100.

(432).

See Knapheide v. Eastman. 20-478
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7248. Exercise of care no defence—The exercise of due care is no defence.

In other words a recovery may be had for a nuisance without proof of neg

ligence on the part of the defendant.8

7249. Collection of dangerous substances-Doctrine of Rylands v.

F1etcher—A person who, for his own purposes, brings on his lands and col

lects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, must keep

it in at his peril, and, if he does not do so, is prima facie liable for all the

damage which is the natural consequence of its escape without proof of neg

ligence. This general principle l1as been applied to a tunnel through which

water broke and washed out and undermined adjacent land; 9 to a collection

of ice and snow on a roof; 1° to a reservoir of crude petroleum; 1‘ to a reservoir

of water; H and to a collection of water by means of a dam.13 It is only those

things the natural tendency of which is to become a nuisance or do mischief,

if they escape, which their owner keeps at his peril. The rule is not to be

extended. It is inapplicable to escaping fire,“ gas, 1‘ or _electricity.m

7250. Power to declare things nuisances-—The legislature cannot author

ize a municipality to declare a thing a nuisance which, from the nature of

the case, is not and cannot become such. It may authorize a municipality to

declare the emission of dense smoke from smoke-stacks and chimneys a public

nuisance. The charter of St. Paul (Sp. Laws 1874 c. 1) confers no power

on the city council to declare what acts or omissions shall constitute a public

nuisance. Under the charter the council is authorized to remove or abate

nuisances in the public streets, and such as are injurious to the public health

or safety. This refers to things which are nuisances per se or which may

be determined to be such by competent authority, and implies no authority

to declare things to be nuisances, without investigation, which may or may

not become such, according to circumstances.17

7251. Things authorized by legislatur&-If the legislature expressly au

thorizes an act which must inevitably result in public injury, what would

otherwise be a nuisance may be said to be legalized; but if it authorizes an

erection which does not necessarily produce such a result, but such result flows

from the manner of construction or operation, the legislative license is no

defence. In order to justify a nuisance by legislative authority, it must be

the natural and probable result of the act authorized, so that it may fairly

be said to be covered by the legislation conferring the power.18 What is

authorized by the legislature cannot be a public nuisance, but it may be a

private nuisance as to individuals who are specially injured thereby." Rail

ways are always constructed and operated under authority of law. Where

there is no taking of or encroachment on one’s property or property rights by

the construction and operation of a railway any inconveniences caused by

it, as from noises, smoke, cinders. etc., not due to improper construction or

5Cahill v. Eastman, 18-324(292); Han

nem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657; Berger v.

Mpls. G. Co., 60-296, 62+336; Bowers v.

Miss. etc. 00., 78-398, 81+208.

" Cahill v. Eastman, 18—324(292); Knap

heide v. Eastman, 20-478(432).

1° I-lannem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657.

H Berger v. Mpls. G. 00., 60-296, 62+336.

l2Wiltse v. Red Wing, 99-255, 109+114.

lazfray v. Muggli, 77-231, 79+964, 1026,

1‘ Berger v. Mpls. G. Co., 60-296, 62+336.

15 Gould v. Winona G. Co., 100-258, 111+

254.

1° Musolf v. Duluth E. E. Co., 108-369,

122+499.

17 St. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, 31+49.

"3 Pine City v. Munch, 42-342, 44+197.

W Bowers v. Miss. etc. Co., 78-398, 81+

208; Hueston v. Miss. etc. Co., 76-251, 79+

92; Weaver v. Miss. etc. Co., 28-534, 11+

114; Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286, 39+

629; Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+

825; Anderson v. Chi. etc. R_v.. 85-337,

SS+1001.
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negligence in operating it, furnish no ground of action.” A canal construct

ed under legislative authority is not a public nuisance unless improperly

constructed or maintained.21

7252. Nuisances legalized by municipalities—A municipality cannot

legalize a private nuisance consisting of a. private railway operated in a public

street to the injury of abutting property owners.22 A thing legally authorized

by a municipality cannot be a public nuisance, yet it may be a private nuisance

as to individuals who are specially injured thereby.“ An area under a side

walk a.nd a coalhole therein are not nuisances when constructed with the

consent of the municipal authorities and such consent may be implied."

7253. Obstruction of navigable waters-The obstruction of navigable wa

ters is a public nuisance.25 The maintenance of booms and sorting gaps for

logs in a river has been held to constitute a private nuisance." Piling in r.

river to facilitate the floating of logs has been held not a public nuisance, be

cause authorized by law, but a private nuisance as to a riparian owner whose

shores were Washed away by water, ice, and logs diverted by the piling.“

7254. Proximate cause of injury—The nuisance must be the proximate

cause of the injury.”

7255. Things considered as nuisances-—-Cases are cited below involving

the consideration of the following things as nuisances: obstructions in streets

and highways; '-"' obstructions in public waters; " dams; 3‘ railways; 3* a

sewer emptying into a natural watercourse; 8“ a building overhanging a public

street;‘“ accumulations of filth ;" a wooden fiouring-mill run by water

power: 3“ a privy and stable adjacent to a residence; 5’ the emission of smoke,

dirt, and cinders from chimneys and smoke sta.cks;" a ditch and embank

ment causing water to be collected and thrown on adjacent land; 3° a ditch

forming part of a city waterworks causing an overflow of adjacent land;‘U

a private building on public grounds ;“ a cesspool;‘2 a discharge of water

from a roof to the wall of an adjacent building; " petroleum escaping from

a reservoir and overflowing adjacent land; “ nauseous gases escaping from

20 Carroll v. Wis. C. Co., 40-168, 41%-661.

21 Patterson v. Duluth, 21-493.

'-'2 Gustafson \'. Harnm, 56-334, 574-1054.

23 Romer v. St. P. C. Ry., 75-211, 77+

825. See Keil v. St. Paul, 47-288, 50+83

(street at certain grade).

2-1 Korte v. St. Paul T. Co., 54-530, 56+

246.

25 R. L. 1905 § 4987; Minn. C. & P. Co.

v. Pratt, 101-197. 112+395; Minn. C. &

P. Co. v. Koochiching Co., 97-429, 107+

405; Viebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96

276, 104+1089; St. Anthony Falls etc. Co.

\-'. Morrison, 12—249(162).

'-'0 Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co., 53-492, 55+

608 (overruling Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co.,

42-532, 44+986; Lammers v. Brennan, 46

209, 48+766).

9'(1'18Bowers \'. Miss. etc. Co., 78-398, 81+

31 See § 10196.

82 See § 8153.

38O’Brien v. St. Paul, 18-176(163).

-14 Chute v. State, 19-271(230); Hannem

v. Pence. 40-127, 41+657.

35 Chute v. State, 19—271(230); Duluth

\‘. Dunn, 40-301, 41+1049; Aldrich v.

Wetmore, 56-20, 57+221; Anderson v. Bur

lington etc. Ry.. 82-293, 84%-145.

-‘*9 Mpls. M. (*0. v. Tifiany, 22-463.

3'' Pierce \'. Wagner, 29-355, 13+170. See

Aldrich v. \\'etmore, 56-20, 57+221.

-W St. Paul v. Gilfillan, 36-298, 3l+49;

State v. Sheriff, 48-236, 51+112; Matthews

v. Stillwatcr etc. Co.. 63-493, 65+-947;

St. Paul v. Johnson. 69-184. 72+64; Kaje

v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 57-422, 59+493.

31» Sloggy v. Dilworth, as-179, 36+451.

5 See Moore \‘. Townsend. 76-64, 78+

S80; Aldrich v. Wctmore, 56-20, 57+221;

Simpson v. Stillwater W. Co., 62-444, 64+

154; Nelson v. Swedish etc. Assn., 126+

I .

'-'° See § 4179,

80 Sec § 6044.

4° Eisenmenger v. Board Water Comm,

44-457, 47+1-56.

*1 Buifalo \'. Hurling, 50-551, 52+93l.

'12 Aldrich v. Wetmore, 56-20, 57+221.

3:)I;)1"erman v. Lombard I. Co., 56-166, 57+

“Berger \'. Mpls. G. Co., 60-296, 62+

336.
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a. gas plant; ‘5 offensive odors from petroleum tanks; *“ a slaughter-house and

rendermg works ;“ stockyards;‘8 keeping and storing fish ,"“ disagreeable

noises from street railway cars turning curves ,5“ a tunnel through which

water broke and washed out adjacent land; 5‘ a well in a ravine to divert the

natural flow of water; ""’ _a reservoir of water; "3 gas escaping from mains in

a street; "’* a bridge over a navigable river; 5‘ a cemetery.01

PRESCRIPTION

7256. lfn _general—A_ right to maintain a public nmsance cannot be acquired

by. prescription.56 right to maintain a nuisance which is both public and

7257. Crmtor—One who creates a nuisance is liable therefor though he is

not the owner of the premises.“ He who erects a nuisance is liable for the

damages arising from the erection, and also for the continuance thereof. The

erection may of itself cause no injury,

though an action may be proper toassert a right or prevent a threatened injury.“

7258. Owner of prem.ises—An owner of land is liable for a nuisance there

on created or maintained by another with his consent.61 An owner cannot

escape liability by a sale,62 or by t11rnin

employing an independent contractor.“ g over possession to a tenant," or by

72 9. Landlord and tenant-An owner who leases premises with a nui

This rule is not affected by the fact that his lessee covenants to repair." The

45 Matthews v. Stillwater etc. 00., 63

493, 65+947. ‘

4° Friburk v. Standard Oil Co., 66-277,

68+1090.

*7 Red Wing v. Guptil, 72-259, 75+234.

48 Anderson v. Burlington etc. Ry., 82

293, 841-145; Anderson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

85-337, 88%-1001.

49 Gilbert v. Boak, 86-365, 904/T67.

“Homer v. St. P. O. Ry.,_75—211. 77+

825.

51 Cahill v. Eastman, 18-324 (292) ; Knap

heide v. Eastman. 20-478(432).

5'2 Simpson v. Stillwater W. 00., 62-444,

64-+1144; Voligny v. Stillwater W. Co., 73

181, 75+1132.

53 Wiltse \'. Red Wing, 99-255, 109+114.

54 Gould v. Winona G. Co., 100-258, 111+

254.

55 Viebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96-276,

104+1089.

°1 Nelson v. Swedish etc. Assn., 126+723. ,

5° Matthews v. Stillwater etc. Co.. 63-493,

65+947,- Isham r. Broderick, 89-397, 95+

224.

57 Mueller \'. Fruen, 36-273, 301-886;

Matthews v. Stillwater etc Co., 63-493, 65+

947; Kray v. Muggli, 77-231, 79+964,

1026, 1064. See § 122.

55 Matthews v. Stillwater etc. 00., 63

493, 65+947. See Note, 30 Am. St. Rep.

556.

W Dorman v. Ames, 12-451(347); Cahill

v. Eastman, 18-324(292).

6° Sloggy v. Dilworth, 38-179, 36+451.

“Simpson v. Stillwater W. Co., 62-444,

(1'4+1144.

0:‘ Dorman v. Ames, 12—451(347); Sloggy

v. Dilworth, 38-179, 36+451.

03 Hannem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657. See

7259.§64 Moore v. Townsend, 76-64, 78+880.

'15 Isham v. Broderick, 89-397, 95+224;

Hannem v. Pence, 40-127, 41+657; Fer

man v. Lombard I. Co., 56-166, 57+309.

66 Ferman v. Lombard 1. 00., 56-166, 57+

309.

61K0tte v. St. Paul T. Co., 54-530, 56+

246. See L’Heraultv. Minneapolis, 69

261, 72+7s.
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7260. Occupier of premises—-As a general rule, the occupier of premises.

who has such control of them as to give the right to abate a nuisance thereon,

is a continuer of it if he does not abate it on notice. Such is the case with

a grantee or tenant of premises on which the grantor or landlord has created

a nuisance."
7261. Joint and several liability—-Where lands are unlawfully fiooded with

surface water, as the result of the joint act of several parties, each may be

sued for the entire damages. But where the damage is the result of the acts

of several, acting independently of each other, each is liable for his proportion

only.60

7262. Heirs—Devisees-—Personal representatives—-An l1eir or other per

son succeeding to the possession of realty can only be made liable after notice

and request to abate a nuisance existing on the premises, unless, with knowl

edge of its character, he has actively interfered or contributed to injuries re

sulting therefrom. It is only by virtue of the statute that an action for

damages occurring in the life-time of the ancestor survives against his legal

representatives.70

7263. Servant-—A servant of the owner or occupant of premises has been

held not liable under a smoke ordinance of St. Pau .11

7264. Cities-A city is liable for a nuisance in its streets, whether created

by its authority or not, if it has actual or constructive notice thereof."2 lt

cannot escape liability by employing an independent contractor.13

7265. Continua-—The continuer of a nuisance is not ordinarily] liable

therefor without notice to abate.“ The originator of a nuisance remains liable

to successive actions for damages resulting from the maintenance tl1ere0f."’

7266. Grantee—-A grantee of premises may be liable for the continuance

of a nuisance thereon created by his grantor."

7267. Mortgagee-—A mortgagee in possession may be liable for the con

tinuance of a nuisance.'”

7268. Various cases-Purchasers of grain remaining after the burning of

an elevator have been held not liable for a nuisance created by worthless gram

left by them on the premises." The board of water commissioners of St. Paul

has been held liable for a nuisance upon land not taken by it for its system

of waterworks.m

ABATEMENT WITHOUT PROCESS

7269. When allowable—A private person suffering peculiar injury from

a public nuisance may abate it summarily, without judicial process, in excep

tional cases of emergency. This right is not absolute and is not favored by

the courts.so

ACTIONS IN GENERAL '

7270. Limitation of actions-By statute an action for damages caused by

a. m11ldam must ordinarily be brought within two years after the erection of

69 Ferman v. Lombard I. Co., 56-166, 57+ Ferman v. Lombard I. Co., 56-166, 57+

309. 309.

eoséoggy v. Dilworth, as-179, 36+451. 11 Ferman v. Lombard I. 00., 56-166, 57+

7°. . 309.

71 St. Paul v. Johnson, 69-184, 72+64. '18 Duluth v. Dunn, 40-301, 41+1049

"Cleveland v. St. Paul, 18—279(255). ‘W Eisenrnenger v. Board, Water COHIIS-v

'15 Moore v. Townsend, 76-64, 78+880. 44-457, 47+156.

74 See § 7275. B0 Felt v. Elmquist, 104-33, 1154-746;

"5 Sloggy v. Dilworth, 38-179, 36+4-51. Reed v. Board Park Comrs., 100-167, 110+

See § 7276. _ 1119. See 124 Am. St. Rep. 588.

"Sloggy v. Dilworth. 38-179, 36+451;
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the dam.“ This statute begins to run from the time when the damage is

' 0LCaS10Hed and not from the une of the erection of the dam 8’ It is inap

plicable to an action to abate or GIIJOIH a dam.”_ Under G. S. 186 c. 66 title 2

g 4 it was held that the maintenance of a sewer for six yea1s did not bar a

action for dama es and an 1l'l]ll11Cti011 “ Under Pub. St. (1849-1858) c 60

§ 12, it was held that an equitable action to abate a dam was not b

ten years from its erection.“5 The s

ly at the instance of theat the instance of a municipality as an agency ofthe state private individual may also engom a '

to him, is also a private nuisance "’“

Junction

A simple action for damages will lie for in

An action will lie for the flowage of an

O are nominal.“ ' '
use no injury, but an action may be maintained to assert a

a threatened injury.“ ‘

7273. Statuto

51 R. L. 1905 § 4078; Dorman v. Ames,

12~451(34")
425, 32+91.; Barrows v. Fox, 39-61,

See Chadbourne v. Zilsdorf,
38+ 34-43, 24+308.

80 See § 7284. _. Turner, 11—336(237); M Nelson v. Swedish etc. Assn.,

v. Ca:-gill, 46-118, 48+558.

38 Cook v
126+723.See § 7285.. Kendal], 13—324(297); Thorn- 01 G_ustafson v. Hamm, 56-39-'34, 5Z+1054.

1011 v. Webb 13-498(457). 91’ Gilbert v. Boak, 8f'r365, M761. 1.»

“O'Brien St. Paul, 18—176(l63). P-‘I See, for example, Anderson v. Bur mg

65 Eastman v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co., ton etc. Ry., 82-293, 8é1-8+114050,1:'i1£ierson :.

12—137(7 ) See Cook v, I{euda]], 13- C111. etc. Ry., 85-3328 8+1208,. v.

324(297); Thornton v_ Webb, 13'-498 LIISS. etc. C0,, 78—378,88J. , .

(457); Mueller v. Fruen, 36-273, 30+886. Townsend, 76-64, + ,

3° Sloggy v. Dilworth, 38-179, 36+451.

Hannem v.Pence, 40-127, 41+657; Lommeland v. St.ler v. Fruen. 36-273, 30+886.

58 Hutchi P. etc. Ry., 35-412, 29-g11S;.1(347)nson v. Filk 44-536, 47-1-255; I’; Dorman v. /Ihnes, 1 -4 .

' - - s1 _ v.D1lworth 38-179 36+451.
St. Cloud etc. Ry., 36 M Roighgwigos § 4446. , ,
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sound discretion of the court.97 The plaintiff may recover all damages re

sulting from the nuisance. whether direct or consequential. lf necessary to

a complete and efiectual abatement of the nuisance. an injunction against its

continuance may be adjudged for that purpose and the plaintiff may be

placed in possession.” The statute does not change the rule that an action

will lie for the flowage of land without proof of any actual damages.‘'9 A judg

ment abating a nuisance should specify how and by whom it shall be done. It

may direct the sherifi to do it.1 An action will not lie for an abatement and

damages where the injury is merely theoretical and not substantial.2

7274. Parties—All persons whose property is afiected by a nuisance, though

they own the property in scveralty and not jointly, may join in an action to

abate the nuisance, but they cannot join with a cause of action for that relief

their several claims for damages, in which there is no joint or common in

terest.“ In an equitable action to abate a dam one who claims an interest

in the shore where the dam abuts is a proper party defendant.‘

7275. Notice to abate before suit—An action to abate a nuisance cannot be

maintained against a mere continuer of it without a preliminary notice to

abate.‘ A failure to serve notice may be waived by answering to the merits.“

An heir or other person succeeding to the possession of real property on the

death of the owner can only be made liable after notice and request to abate a

nuisance existing on the premises, unless, with knowledge of its character, he

has actively interfered. or contributed to injuries resulting therefrom.’ No

notice is necessary before bringing an action for damages against one who

causes a nuisance.‘ A mere rental agent has been held not a proper person

upon whom to serve a notice to abate under an ordinance of St. Paul.”

7276. Successive actions for continuing nuisances—Every continuance

of a nuisance, or recurrence of the injury, is an additional nuisance, forming

in itself the subject-matter of a new action.10 But the abatement of a nui

sance and recovery of damages predicated thereon and incident thereto, con

stitutes but one cause of action: and, where suit has been brought to abate

a nuisance. the judgment entered therein is a bar to a subsequent action for

damages based on the same facts. 111 such case .it is immaterial that no

attempt was made to recover damages, or that the pleading in the prior case

was insutlicient in that respect." But one action can be maintained for the

erection of a nuisance.12

7277. Joinder of causes of action—A cause of action for injuries resulting

from noxious vapors from a cesspool or stagnant water suffered to remain on

his premises by the owner, in an excavation thereon made by him, may be

1" Finch v. Green. 16—355(315).

298 Colstrum \‘. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-516, 24+

55.

3 Aldrich v. Wetmore, 56-20, 57+221;

Isham v. Broderick, 89-397, 95+224.

"St. Paul v. Clark, 84-138, 86+893.

P" Dorman \'. Ames. 12-451(347).

1 Ames v. Cannon River Mfg. Co., 27-245.

6+7!-37.

2Dorman v. Ames, 12-451(347).

3Grant \’. Schmidt. 22-1; Kray v. Mug

gli, 77-231. 79+964. 1026, 1064; Nahte v.

Hansen, 106-365, 119-955.

4Eastman v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co.,

12-137(77 .

“Thornton v. Smith, 11-15(1); Eisen

menger v. Board Water Comrs., 44-457,

47+156; Ferman r. Lombard I. Co., 56

166. 57+309.

1° Dorman \'. Ames, 12-451(347); Har

rington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215(188);

.-\dams v. Hastings etc. Ry., 18—260(236);

O’Brien v. St. Paul, 18—176(l63); Brak

kcn \'. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 29-41. 11+124;

Sloggy v. Dilworth. 38-179. 36+451;

Byrne \‘. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 38-212. 36+339;

Adams \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286, 39+629;

Lamm \‘. (‘hi. etc. Ry., 45-71. 47+455;

Bowers \'. Miss. etc. Co., 78-398, 81+208;

Gilbert v. Bonk, 86-365, 9(l+767.

8Bartlett \'. Siman. 24-448.

7Sloggy \". Dilworth, 33-179. 36+-451.

11(‘-ilbcrt v. Beak. 86-365. 90+-767.

Nahte v. Hansen, 106-365, 1194-55.

1'-’ Sloggy 1v. Dilworth, 38-179. 36-+451.

See
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joined with one for damages from depositing dirt or rubbish removed from

such excavation, and deposited in the street in front of the adjoining prem

1ses.la A complaint for obstructing a public highway, certain public lands

contiguous to a lake, and a public drainage system, has been held not to state

several causes of action.H Tlieabatement of a nuisance and recovery of

damages predicted thereon and incident thereto, constitute but one cause of

action.“ »

7278. Complaint—In a civil action for a nuisance the complaint must state

facts which in law constitute a nuisance from which the plaintiff has suffered

special injury."' In an action for a private nuisance a general allegation of

damages is apparently suflicicnt to enable the plaintiff to recover all the dam

ages that are the natural and necessary consequence of the nuisance to himself

and family.17 In a private action for a public nuisance the complaint must

state facts to show that the plaintiff has suffered peculiar and special damages

differing in kind from those suffered by the general public.18 Where the ac

tion is against a n1ere continuer of a nuisance it is necessary to allege the

service of notice to abate before suit, whether the action is for damages or

for an abate1nent.“’ In an action against a railway company for obstructing

a street, it has been intimated that it is necessary to allege that the railway

was “unlawfully” or "wrongfully" built in or across the street.20 If damages

are sought in an action to abate they should be claimed in the complaint.“

A complaint for an obstruction of a public highway, of certain public lands

contiguous to a lake, and a public drainage system, has been sustained.22 A

complaint has been held sullicient to admit evidence of personal discomfort

and suffering on account of noxious odors.23

7279. Answer—M-atter in justification or excuse must be specially pleaded

by the defendant"-‘

7280. Variance—llnder a complaint for one kind of a nuisance one of an

entirely different character cannot be proved.25

7281. Law and fact-—Where the evidence is not conclusive the question of

nuisance is for the jury.26 It is for the jury to determine whether and to

what extent a loss of business is attributable to a nuisance.:7

7282. Evidence—Admissibility—Cases are cited below involvingr the ad

missibility of evidence?5

13 Aldrich v. Wetmore, 56-20, 57-9221.

14 Albert Lea v. Knatvold. 89-480, 95+

309.

15 Gilbert v. Boak. 86-365. 90+767.

1°O’Brien v. St. Paul, 1S—176(163).

17 See Pierce v. Wagner. 29—355, 13-+170.

1" Rochette v. Chi. etc. ‘Ry., 32-201, 20+

140; Shero v. Carey. 35—423, 29+58; The

lan v. Farmer, 36-225, 30+670; Lammers

v. Brennan. 46-209, 4S+766; Guilford v.

Mpls. etc. R_v.. 94-108, 102+365.

"1 Thornton v. Smith, 11-15(1).

2° Aldrich v. Wetmorc. 52-164, 53+1072;

Rochette v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 32-201, 20+140.

31 See Gilbert v. Boak. 86-365. 90+767.

2'-‘ Albert Lea v. Knatvold. 89-480, 95+

309. .

23 Aldrich v. Wetmore, 56-20. 57+22l.

HO'Brien v. St. Paul, lS-17(l(163).

‘-‘5 Id.

‘-‘° Anderson v. (‘-hi. etc. Ry., 85-337, 88+

1001; Moore v. Townsend. 76-64. 78+880.

'-"1 Aldrich v. Wetmore. 56-20. 5’/‘+221.

25 Finch v. Green, 16—355(315) (evidence

to prove that the nuisance was maintained

wilfully held inadmissible under the plead

ings); Ofstie v. Kelly. 33-440, 23+863

(evidence held properly restricted to de

preciation of rental value generally) ; Lom

meland v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 35-412, 29+119

(opinions of competent witnesses in refer

ence to the extent of the injury and the

value of the growing crops may be re

ceived, and also the average product or

yield of like crops under similar condi

tions, and, within reasonable limitations

as to time, the average market value of

such grain. less the expense of harvesting

and marketing); Byrne v. Mpls. etc. Ry,,

38-212, 364-339 (in an action for damages

from a permanent obstruction of a water

course, and the consequent flooding of the

plaintiff’s land. a fonncr recovery for the

same cause held admissible); Aldrich v.

Wctmorc, 56-20. 57+22l (in an action in

eluding two causes of action evidence that
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7283. Evidence-—Sufficiency—-Cases

are cited below holding evidence suf

ficient 2” or insuilicient 5° to justify a verdict for the plaintiff.

PRIVATE ACTION FOR PUBLIC NUISANCE

7284. Municipalities-—A county,“ villagefi‘2 town,“ or city,“ may

affecting the municipality when it
an action to abate a public nuisance

authority over such nuisances by its charter or

maintain

is given

the general laws. It has been

said that a municipality has no control over nuisances within its corporate

limits except such as is conferred upon it by its charter or general laws.“ But

such authority may apparently be conferred by implication.“

7285. Private individual-An indivi

for a public nuisance by reason of

with the public.“

an action all men might

any injury which

If the rule were otherwise, _

have the like. resulting in multiplicity of

dual cannot maintain a private action

he sufiers in common

where one man might have

suits. The

rule is sustained by considerations both of principle and public policy.” But

when an individual sustains special injury from a

in kind and not merely in degree, from

he may maintain a private actions" 1

and not the number who sufier,

lie for creating or maintaining a public nuisance. _
private action for the obstruction of a public street, it is unnecessary

that the obstruction should cut off all access to his
tain a

t is the nature of

which determines whether

public nuisance, differing

the general public,

the right afiected.

a private action will

To entitle a party to main

that sustained by

obstruction

in a street merely interferes with a person’s traveling on the street no private

action will lie. But if he has property

struction which is injured by reason of

to it, the right interfered with is a priva

will lie.‘0 It is impossible to lay down any general rule I
public nuisance is sufficiently peculiar and specnll

In border cases the
and naturally the cases are irreconcilable.H

whether an injury from a

to justify a private action.

the line somewhat arbitrarily

in the vicinity of the ob

convenient access
or business

the interruption of

te property right, and a private action

by which to determine

court must necessarily draw

81+208; Anderson v. Burlington etc. Ry.,

82-293, 844-145; Anderson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

85-337. ' 88+1001.

8° Simpson v. Stillwater

64-l-1144.

31Stearns County _v.

36-425, 32+91. _

3'-' Pine City v. Munch, 42-342, 4-H191;

Bufl’alo v. Harling, 50-551, 52+931.

*3 Hutchinson v. Filk, 44-536, 47+255.

8-1 Red Wing v. Guptil, 72-259, 75+234;

Albert Lea v. Knatvold, 89-480, 95+309.

W. Co., 62-4-14,

St. Cloud etc. Ry.,

plaintiff had brought a

eluding only one of such causes held inad

missible in chief for the defendant-—evi

dence of the nature and extent of the dis

comfort and inconvenience suffered by

plaintiff and his wife held admissible);

Friburk v. Standard Oil Co., 66-277, 68+

1090 (evidence that plaintiff made no com

plaint of nuisance before suit held admis

sible—evidence that plaintifl:"s family con

sisted of her husband and six children held

admissible to show the use to which she

was putting the property injured by the

nuisance); Moore v. Townsend, 76-64, 78+

880 (opinion of a witness as to dangerous

character of thing charged to be a nuisance

held inadmissible); Anderson v. Burling

ton etc. Ry., 82-293, 84+145 (questions

propounded to witnesses as to rental value

of premises calling for an opinion of wit

nesses on the main issues held improper

hut harmless); Anderson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

'85-337, 88-+1001 (opinions of persons liv

mg in the neighborhood as to the diminu

tion in the rental value of premises held

admissible) .

H Berger \'. Mpls. G. Co., 60-296, 62+

33(‘; Friburk \-. Standard Oil Co., 66-277,

G8+l090; Bowers \'. Miss. ctc. Co., 78-398,

former action in

35 Pine City v. Munch, 42-342, 441-197.

See, also, Red Wing \-". Guptil, 72-259, 75+

234; Buffalo v. Harling, 50-551, 52+93l

3“Stearns County v. St. Cloud etc. Ry.,

36-425. 32+91.

1" Guilford v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 94-108, 102+

365. See cases under § 7287.

38 Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co., 42-532, 44+

986. -

3° Viebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96-276,

104-+1089; Nelson v. Swedish etc. Assn-.

126+723. See cases under § 2286.

-10 Aldrich v. Wetmore, 52-164, 53+1072;

Fitzcr v. St. P. C. Ry., 105-221, 117+434

and § 4180.

N Page v. Mills

608; Kajc v. ('hi. etc. Ry.,

Lacs L. Co., 53-492, 55+
57422, 59+
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7286. Private action held to lie—Where an obstruction in a street was

directly in front of the property of the plaintiif ; “ where an obstruction in a

street was near the property of the plaintiff and cut ofi all access thereto; “

where an obstruction in a street prevented free access to the shop of the

plaintiff from one direction, whereby his business was seriously injured ;“

where a private railway was operated in a street directly in front of a lot of

the plaintiff;“" where one end of an alley, on which the property of the

plaintiff abutted was closed up by an obstruction, the alley being too narrow

for teams to turn in; “ where an obstruction in a navigable stream prevented

the plaintiff from freely floating logs down to his mill and to market; " where

a railway was operated in a public street directly in front of a lot of the

plaintiff; ‘*4 where a bridge was built over a navigable river so as to interfere

with the navigation of the river by the plaintiff ; 4° where a cemetery would be

injurious to the health of the plaintiif.01

7287. Private action held not to 1ie—Where the complaint did not show

that the plaintiff had any property or business near the obstruction in the

street constituting the alleged nuisance;50 where an obstruction in a street

did not cut oil‘ convenient access to the property of the plaintiff; “1 where an

obstruction in a street cut ofl the most convenient and usual means of access

to the property of the plaintiff; 52 where the nuisance consisted of a stairway

and railway in front of a store which the plaintiff had rented from the de

fendant ; M where the nuisance complained of consisted in a city excluding the

public from access to a lake, within the city limits,‘ except under certain rules

and regulations, the complaint not showing that the plaintilf was a riparian

owner; "" Where the complaint merely showed that an obstruction in a road

near the plaintifi’s farm required him to take longer and worse roads in going

to market and forced him to trespass upon private lands; ‘5 where the com

plaint did not sufliciently allege the nature of the special injury; 5° where

tl1e plaintiff sufiered from smoke from the engines of a private railway in a

public street near but not abutting his property, and access to his property

was rendered less safe by such railway; 5’ where a railway was operated near

but not in front of the property of the plaintiff and did not seriously impair

his access; 58 where the obstruction consisted of railway tracks in city streets; 5"

where the nuisance was a dam in a. river; “° where a barn projected but slightly

into an alley."1

493; Viebahu v. Crow Wing County, 96- M Dawson v. St. Paul etc. Co., 15-136

276, 104+1089.

12Farrant v. First Div. etc. Ry., 13-311

(286); Wilder v. DeCou_. 26-10, H48.

41* Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+

124; Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-349, 49+61

H Aldrich v. Wetmore, 52-164. 53+1072;

Fitzer v. St. P. C. Ry.. 105-221, 117+434.

See Vanderburgh v. Minneapolis, 98-329,

]08+480.

4“ Gustafson v. Hamm, 56-334, 57+1054.

‘" Kaje v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-422, 59+493.

4" Page v. Mille Lacs L. Co., 53-492, 55+

608 (overruling Swanson v. Miss. etc. Co.,

42--532, 44-.L986; Lammers v. Brennan, 46

209, 48+766.

4* Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286. 39+

629; Schurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 10-82

(59).

4° Vlebahn v. Crow Wing County, 96-276,

104+1089. I
"1 Nelson \'. Swedish etc. Assn., 126+723.

(102).

51S-hanbut v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-502;

Barnum v. Minn. Trans. Ry., 33-365, 23+

538.

~'-'-’ Rochette v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 32-20], 20+

140. See Carroll v. Wis. C. Co., 40-168.

411-661.

~'-3 Ofstie v. Kelly, 33-440, 23+863.

-H Long v. Minneapolis, 61-46, 63+174.

-'16 Shero v. Carey, 35-423. 29%-58.

-'-fl Thelnn v. Farmer, 36-225, 30+670.

-51 Gundlach v. Hamm, 62-42. 64+50.

5*‘ Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286, 39+

629; Lakkie v. Chi. etc. Ry., 44-438, 464

912.

59 Guilford v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 94-108, 102%

365.

"0 St. Anthony Falls ctc. Co. v. Morrison.

12-249(162).

'11 Johnson v. Andengaard. 100-130, 111%

369.
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DAMAGES

7288. Measure-Where the injury is a total loss or destruction of property

the measure of damages is the value of the property. Thus the measure of

damages for the destruction of growing crops is the value of the same standing

on the ground, and not the loss as measured by the rental value of the land."

Where the injury is of a temporary character the measure of damages is the

difference between the rental value of the land free from and subject to the

nuisance." Where the premises are occupied by the plaintiff and his family

as a home, his damages are not limited to the diminution of the rental value

of the premises during the continuance of the nuisance, but he may recover

damages for any actual inconvenience and physical discomfort which materially

impairs the comfortable and healthful enjoyment and occupancy of his home

by himself and family and for any actual injury to their health or property’

caused directly by the nuisance, without fault on their part.“ In an action

to abate and for damages both direct and consequential damages are recov

erable.“ Where property is permanently depreciated in value the amount of

the depreciation is the measure of damages.“ Damages have been held re

coverable for loss of business and good will ; ‘" for loss of trees; "8 for expenses

and loss of employment occasioned by sickness; " and for expenses incurred

by a town for the repair of a highway."°

7289. To what time assessable-In an action for the recovery of damages,

'where the injury is only of a temporary character, damages are recoverable

only up to the date of the institution of the action." The reasons assigned for

this rule are, that every continuance of a nuisance is a fresh nuisance for

which an action will lie and if a plaintiff were permitted to recover prospective

damages it would be for a distinct subsequent cause oi:"acti0n,’2 that the law

cannot presume a continuance of the wrong,18 and that damages can only be

predicated on the facts pleaded." Damages arising after the commencement

of the action are recoverable if they result from injuries inflicted prior there

to.’0 In an equitable action to enjoin and abate a nuisance and for damages

therefor, damages are recoverable down to the trial, though the injury is of

a temporary character."‘ In an action for damages, where the injury is of

a permanent character, all damages both past and prospective, are recoverable.

‘The test whether the injury is permanent, is not necessarily the character.

as to permanency, of the obstruction or structure causing the injury. but

whether the Whole injury results from the original wrongful act, or from

the wrongful continuance of the state of facts produced by such act.77

M Byrne v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-212, 36+

339; Lommeland v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-412,

29-+119. See Hayden v. Albee, 20-159

(143) (injury to trees); Bowers v. Miss.

ctc. Co., 78-398, 81+208 (injury to shore

from piling in river).

0-" Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286, 39+

629; Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+

124; 1d.. 31-45, 16+459; Berger v. Mpls.

(L Co., 60-296, 62+336; Ofstie v. Kelly,

33-440, 23+863; Anderson v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

85-337, 88+]001.

"-1 Pierce v. Wagner. 29-355, 13+170;

Berger v. Mpls. G. Co., 60-296, 62+336;

Anderson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 85-337, 88+1001.

J:-'-5Colstrum v. Mpls. etc‘ Ry., 33-516, 24+

-5) .

'-0 See Hayden v. Albee, 20—159(143).

‘=1 Aldrich v. Wctmore, 52-164, 53+1072.

§ee Todd v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-186, 39+

18.

68 Hayden v. Albee, 20-159(143).

69 Isham v. Broderick, 89-397, 95+224.

7° Hutchinson v. Filk, 44-536, 47+255.

‘'1 Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+

124; Pierce v. Wagner, 29-355, 134-170;

Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455;

Gilbert v. Beak, 86-365, 90+767.

"I2 Dorman v. Ames, 12—451(347).

7“ Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+

124; Sloggy v. Dilworth, 38-179, 36+451.

H Gilbert v. Boak, 86-365, 90+767.

‘"5 Hayden v. Albee, 20—159(143).

"1 Gilbert v. Boak, 86-365, 90+-767. Sec

Dorman v. Ames, 12-451(347); Hayden v.

Albee, 20-159(143).

‘'1 Bowers v. Miss. etc. (‘o., 78-398, 81+

208.
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ng the excessweness of damages."
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Cross-References
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_ sense, includes an'h1ch a party signifies t '

y form of at
ound in conseien

ce to perform

not be in the "

Uplifting of the hand

an oath is administered

portance.

OBITA DICTA—See Stare Decisis.

OBJECTIONS AND E

XCEPTIONS—SeTrial, 9723_9749,
e Appeal and Error, 384, 385;9779, 9797, 9798, 9800.

OBLIGA_TION ' '
—'.[‘he word “obligation”

legal duty ar1s' D ’ '

he common law it was limited to a spe '
tract also called a bond.S8 l' ' '

"Pierce v. Wa

Berger v. Mpls. G .

Friburk v Standard Oil Co.

.93, s4+145; Anders

337, ss+1001,- I
95+224. ' ing was safe heldinadmissible) .

B-'1 State v. Gay, 59-6, 21, 6O+676.1" See Finch v. Green, 16-355(315). 84 State \~. McLeod C

3°Friburk v. Standard Oil Co., 66-2

68+1090. ounty, 27-90, 61-421.
77, 95 State v. Day, 108

121, l2l+611.
86 Morrison v. Lovejo , 6-319(224, 235);

31 Chute v. State, 19-271(230) (an in- Folsom v. (‘arli, 6-420(284).

dictment for maintaining a building over

-" Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6—319(224, 235);
lowing filth to re- Sibilrnd v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-58, 11+l46.

main in the building ' ' See State v. Southern Minn. Ry., 18-40

ance); St. Paul v. Hennessy, 38-94, 35+ (21); Pollock, Jnrasprudence (2 ed.) 84.

576 (complaint under an ordinance of St. 8“ Folsom v. Car-li, 6-420(28-.1, 289).

aul for maintaining an unsafe building

held insuflicient). anState v. Southern Minn. Ry., 18-40

s1’Chute v. State, 19-271(230) (indict
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OBSCENE LANGUAGE-—See Breach of the Peace, 1101.

OBSTRUCT—Sce note 90.

OBVIOUS—Sce note 91.
OCCUPANCY, OCCUPANT—-Sec Homestead, 4215; Public Lands,

7940 ; note 92.
OCCUPYING CLAIMANTS’ ACT—See Improvements.

OFFENCE—See Criminal Law, 2406, 2425, 2426.
OFFER-—See Contracts, 1740-1749; Sales, 8499, 8500; Vendor and Pur

chaser, 10000.
OFFER OF EVIDENCE-—See Trial, 9717.
OFFER OF ]UDGMENT—See Judgments, 4981; Justices of the Peace,

5304.
OFFICE—-See Public Oificers; Quo

OFFICERS—See Public Ofilcers.

Warranto.

OFFICIAL BONDS-—See Public Officers, 8018.

OFFICIAL RECORDS—See Evidence, 3347.

OFFICIAL REPORTS—See Evidence, 3348.

OFFICIAL YEAR—See Public Ofiicers, 7988.

OFFSPRING—See note 93.

OILS—See Inspection.

OLEOMARGARINE—See Food, 3778.

OMNIA RITE ACTA PRESUMUNTUR-—See Evidence, 3436.

ONE-HALF—See note 94.

ON OR ABOUT-—See note 95.

ONUS PROBANDI—See Crimin

9788.

al Law, 2449; Evidence, 3468; Trial.

OPEN ACCOUNTS—See Accounts, 59.

OPENING AND CLOSE-—Sec Criminal Law, 2478; Trial, 9712.

OPENING DEFAULT-See Garnishment, 4017 ; Judgments, 5003

5035: Justice of the Peace, 5318.

OPINION EVIDENCE-—See Evidence, 3311.

OPPORTUNITY—See note 96.

OPTIONS—See Contracts, 1753; Landlord and Tenant, 5404, 5413',

Vendor and Purchaser, 10016; Wagers, 10133.

OR-See Statutes, 8976.

ORDER OF PROOF—-See Trial, 9715.

ORDERS-—See Motions and Orders, 6503-6512.

ORDERS FOR PAYMENT OF MONEY-See Assignments, 554:

Contracts, 1840.

ORDERS TO SHOW CAUSE-—See Motions and Orders, 6513.

ORDINANCES—See Criminal Law, 2406; Evidence, 3452; Injuu0ti0I1

4483; Insurance, 4656; Intoxicating Liquors; Municipal Corporations, 6748

ORDINARY CARE-—See Negligence, 6970.

ORGANIZATION, ORGANIZED—See note 97.

ORIGINAL-—See note 98.

W State v. Kilty, 28-421, 10+475.

91 Price v. Standard etc. Co., 92-238, 241,

99+887.

92 Davis v. Murphy, 3—119(69); Leech v.

Ranch, 3-448(332); Carson v. Smith, 12

546(458); Quehl v. Peterson, 47-13, 49+

390; Cutting v. Patterson, 82-375, 380,

85+l72; Thompson v. Berlin, 87-7. 91+25;

McCauley v. McCauleyville, 127+1s'0.

9'3 King v. Lacrosse, 42-488, 44+517.
9'1 Baldwin v. Winslow, 2—213(174); CO

gan v. Cook, 22-137.

95 Lockwood v. Bigelow, 11-113(70).

M In re Hause, 32-155, 19+973.
"7 State v. Parker, 25-215; State v. School

Dist., 54-213, 55-l-1122.
98 Castner v. Chandler, 2-86(68); Crowell

v. Lambert, 10-369(295, 298).
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ORIGINAL ENTRIES—See Evidence, 3346.

ORPHANS—See Insurance, 4823, and note 1.

OTHER—See Statutes, 8977; and note 2.

OUSTER—See Adverse Possession; Ejectment; Forcible Entry and De

tainer; Landlord and Tenant; Trespass.

OWNER-—See Property, 7855.

OWNERSHIP—See Property, 7855.

OYER—See note 3.

PAIN—See Evidence, 3292.

PAPER BOOKS—See Appeal and Error, 353.

PAPERS—See Witnesses, 10340.

PARDONS

7296. Conditional pardon—Breach—Recommitment-—A convict who has

received and accepted a conditional pardon cannot be arrested and remanded

to suffer his original sentence because of an alleged non-performance of the

condition, upon the mere order of the governor. He is entitled to a hearing

before the court in which he was convicted, or some superior court of criminal

jurisdiction, and an opportunity to show that he has performed the condition

of his pardon, or that he has a legal excuse for not having done so. On such

hearing the court may, in its discretion, if in doubt as to the facts, take the

Verdict of a jury, but the convict is not entitled to a jury trial as a matter of

right, except upon the question whether he is the same person who was con

victed, if he pleads that he is not.‘

PARENT AND CHILD

Cross-References

See Adverse Possession, 114; Assault and Battery, 537 ; Carriers, 1239.

RIGHTS OF PARENTS

7297. To custody of child—Prior to R. L. 1905 § 3834 the statute gave the

custody of the child to the father in preference to the mother," but it was

nevertheless held that the welfare of the child ought to be the prime consider

ation with the courts in determining the custody, and that it might be awarded

to the mother, if manifestly for the best interest of the child.6 An order

awarding the custody is subject to change at any time _when conditions change.’

In awarding the custody to one parent it is discretionary with the court to

prescribe conditions, and to provide for access to the child by the other parent

at stated intervals.8 A contract between parents to deliver the custody of

E State v. Flint, 63-187, 65%-272; State v.

O’Malley, 78-163, 80+1133; State v.

Greenwood, 84-203, 87+489; Arne v. Hol

land, 85-401, 404, 89+3; State v. Ander

8£L19S, 94+6B1; Gauthier v. Walter,

See State v. Ott, 98-533, 107+

1Fischer v. Malchow, 93-396, 101+602.

2Grimes v. Byrne, 2—89(72); St. ‘Paul v.

Traeger, 25~248; Berg v. Baldwm, 31

541, 18+821; Brown v. Corbin, 40-508, 42+

481; Goodwin v. Kumm, 43-403, 45+853; son,

Hardwick etc. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 12-H819. l24+634.

3Swift v. Fletcher, 6-550(386, 391).

‘State v. Wolfer, 53-135, 54+1065.

5G. S. 1894 § 4540.

ll—46

1134.

1 State v. Flint, 63-187, 65+272.

8 Cases supra.
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the child to a third party is not binding.‘ 'l‘he right of a. parent to the cus

tody is superior to the right of a. third person. '1‘he presumption is that a

parent is a. fit person to be intrusted with the care of the child, and the

burden of proving the contrary is on him who asserts it.10

7298. To control chi1d—'l‘he father is the natural guardian of his children.

and may control their persons, as to the place of their domicil, the place of

their education, the course of their travels for health, pleasure, or instruction,

and in all the various aspects in which the exercise of such control may be

invoked, depending upon the station in life of the parties, and other circum

stances of each individual case. Yet this control of the person of the child

by the father, is by no means an arbitrary and absolute one. It is subject to

the control of a court of equity.H

7299. To earnings of chi1d—-A parent is entitled to the earnings of a minor

child, but he may waive the right.12 _

7300. To recover for injuries to child-Statute~—By statute a parent may

sue for injuries to a minor child without regard to loss of service.13 The stat

ute is constitutional.“ It is applicable only to a minor child." It authorizes

an action by the parent in all cases where, at common law, an action might

be maintained by the child.m No damages are recoverable except those suf

fered by the child. The action is for the benefit of the child, not the parent,

and whatever is recovered is held by the parent in trust for the child.U The

judgment is a bar to a subsequent action by the child, by his guardian, gen

eral or ad litem, or by himself after majority." It is not a bar to a subsequent

independent action by the parent for any losses which he may have sustained

personally.“’ It is unnecessary to allege in the complaint that the action is

brought for the benefit of the child, if the only damages alleged or claimed are

those sustained by the child.20 The negligence of the parent is not imputable

to the child.21 A parent cannot sue for the negligent killing of his child.22

An action under the statute may be defeated by a settlement of the child’s

claim by his parent.2a Provision is made for a. bond from the parent before

receiving any money in settlement or in satisfaction of a judgment.“

7301. To recover for loss of services, etc.-The parent of a child injured

by the negligence of another may recover for consequent loss of services, ex

penses of medical attendance, etc.“ In such an action the contributory neg

ligence of the parent will defeat recovery.’6

nState \'. Anderson, 89-198, 94+681. 18Lathrop v. Schutte, 61-196, 63+493;

W State v. Martin, 95-121, 103+88B. liess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 68+774

11 Townsend v. Kendall, 4—412(315). 1" Bamka v. Chi. etc. Ry, 61-549, 63+1116.

12 390 § 4451. 1’°Bnechner v. Columbia S. Co., 60-477,

13 Laws 1907 c. 58; Gardner v. Kellogg, 62+S17.

23-463. '-’I Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 104+

14Lathr0p v. Schuttc. 61-196, 63+-493;

Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 6B+774.

15 Gardner v. Kellogg, 23-463; Schmit v.

Mitchell, 59-251, 61+140.

10 Gardner v. Kellogg. 23-463; Buechner

v. Columbia S. Co., 60-477, 62+817; La

throp v. Schntte, 61-196, 63+493; Hess v.

Adamant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 68+774; Nyman

v. Lynde, 93-257, 101+163; Johnson v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-396, 112+534.

17 Gardner v. Kellogg, 23-463; Lathrop

1'. Schutte, 61-196, 63+-193; Hess v. Ada

mant Mfg. Co., 66-79, 681-774; Bamka. v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 61-549, 63+1116; Picciano

v. Duluth etc. Ry., 102-21, 112+885.

443.

T-’ qee § 2607.

23 Johnson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 101-396,

1l2+534; Picciano v. Duluth etc. Ry., 102

21, 112+885.

H Laws 1907 c. 58. See, prior to the

amendment of 1907, Lathrop v. Schutte,

61-196, 63+-493; Powell v. G. N. Ry., 102

448, 113+1017.

25 Mattson \‘. Minn. etc. ., 98-296,

108+517. See Gardner v. Kellogg, 23-463,

467; Bamka v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-549, 63+

1116; Marengo v. G. N. Ry., 84-397, 87+

1117.

'-’B Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry.. 95-477, 104*

443; ld., 98-296, 108+517.
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DUTIES OF PARENTS

7302. To maintain child—-A father is bound to support his minor children

even though they have property of their own.21 If the father dies the mother

is bound to support her children, unless they have property of their own. A

widow who marries a second husband is not liable for the support of her minor

child, but is entitled to have his income applied thereto. A step-father is not

liable for the support of the children of his wife by her former husband. But

if he voluntarily assumes the parental relation, and receives them into his

family under circumstances such as to raise a presumption that he has under

taken to support them gratuitously, he cannot afterwards claim compensation

for their support." If the children are provided for by both their mother and

step-father there is no presumption that such support is gratuitous on his

part.29 A wife has implied authority from her husband to purchase necessaries

for his children.30 The law implies a contract on the part of a parent who

enters a railway train with a child, not sui juris, and subject to payment of

fare, to pay the fare of such child.“ The liability of a father is not affected

by a divorce which gives the custody of the children to his wife and is silent

as to their support, and this liability may be enforced in an original action

by the wife after the divorce,“ or by motion for a modification of the judg

ment in the action for divorce." A contract between a husband and a wife

for the support of their children has been sustained.“4

7303. To educate child—It is the duty of a parent to educate his children.‘5

7304. To protect child—A parent may protect a child from an assault, as

the party assaulted may protect himself, but may not protect a child in com

mitting an assault.“

7305. To care for child—The parent or guardian of a child is required to

exercise that degree of care for the safety of the child which a reasonably pru

dent and cautious person ordinarily exercises under the same or similar con

ditions and circumstances. In determining in a particular case whether such

care was exercised the jury are entitled to take into consideration the place

of the accident, the character of the community, the intelligence of the people,

and the means and opportunities at command in connection with the other

circumstances."

RIGHTS OF CHILD

7306. Use of parent’s property—A child has a right to use,,in a careful

and proper manner, such property of the parent as is customarily applied to

family purposes, subject to such regulations as the parent may prescribe."

7307. Recovery for services-—If a child after majority lives with a parent.

as one standing in the relation of parent, the presumption is that services

rendered, or support furnished, by one to the other are gratuitous. This pre

sumption may be overcome by proof of an express agreement to pay, or of

facts tending to show that both parties at the time expected payment to be

__e~

21 In re Besondy, 32-385, 387, 20+366. 32 Spencer v. Spencer, 97-56, 105+483.

See Bennett v. Gillette, 3—423(309, 312); 83 McAllen v. McAllen, 97-76, 106+-100.

Kraft v. Kraft, 70-144, 72+804. 3-1 Kraft v. Kraft, 70-144, 72+804.

28 In re Besondy, 32-385, 387, 20+366. 3" Id.

29 Unke v. Dahlmier, 78-320, 80-+1130; 36 State v. Hcrdina, 25-161.

Eiken v. Eiken, 79-360, 82+667. -" Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 98-296, 108+

3° See § 4276. 517.

31Braun v. N. P. Ry., 79-404, 82+675, M Bennett v. Gillette, 3-421-3(309).

984.
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made.

overcome.”

It is ordinarily for the jury to say whether the presumption has been

7308. Right to sue parent for tort——As a general rule a minor cannot sue

his parent for a tort, but it he has been emancipated he can.
A mere waiver,

however, of the right to the earnings of a minor does not alone constitute such

emancipation.

to the control of his person.“

There must be a surrender of the right to his services and

EMANCLPATION

7309. What constitutes-—Marriag
e—The mere waiver by a parent of the

right to the earnings of a minor does not alone constitute an emancipation.

To constitute an emancipation there must be a surrender of the right to his

services and to the control of his person.‘1
Marriage emancipates a minor.‘2

GIFTS

7310. Presurnption—In the absence of fraud or undue influence a volun

tary payment of money by a
parent to a child will be presumed to be a gift.“

A gift from a parent to a child or from a child to a parent is presumptively

valid.“7311. Fraud and undue influence-—Cases are cited below involving ques

tions of fraud and undue influence in connection with conveyances from

parent to chil .45
7312. Evidence-—-Sufficiency-—Evidence held sufiicient to justify a finding

of an accepted parol gift of land from a father to a son.“

 

PARKS——See Eminent Domain, 3025; Municipal Corporations, 6608.

PARKWAY—See Municipal Corporations, 6608.

PARLIAMENTARY LAW

7313. Removal of ofiicers—-A president of a city council has been held not

an ofiicer of the city, but merely an officer or servant of the council, and as

such, removable by the council, according to the rules of parliamentary law."

 

PAROL EVIDENCE-—See Evidence. 3368; and other specific heads.

631; Prescott v. Johnson, 91-273, 97+891;

Rader V. Badcr, 108-139, 12l+393; Nae

seth v. Hommedal, 109-153, 123+287. See

Ashton v. Thompson, 32-25, 18+918;

Fischer v. Sperl, 94-421, 103+-502.
45 O'Neil v. O’Ne'11, 30-33, 14+59; Pinger

v. Pinger, 40-417, 42+289; Graham v.

Burch, 44-33, 46%-148; Albrecht v. Al

brecht, 44—70, 461-145; Gustafson v. Gus

tafson, 92-139, 99+631.

“Schmitt v. Schmitt, 94-414, 103+214.

30 Einolf v. Thomson, 95-230, 103+1026;

Donahue v. Donahue, 53-460, 55+602; Mc

Cord v. Knowlton, 79-299, 82+589; Baxter

v. Gale, 74-36, 76+954; Wetherill v. Can

ncy, 62-341, 346, 64-+818; Begin v. Begin,

98-122, 107+149. See Johanke v. Schmidt,

79-261, 82+582.

:0 ¥;ubert v. Taubert, 103-247, 1144-763.

1

42 State v. Lowell, 78-166. 80+877.

48Jenning v. Rohde, 99-335, 109+597.

44 Gustafon v. Gustafson, 92—139, 99+
*7 State v. Kiichli, 53-147, 54-+1069.
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Cross-References

See Conflict of Laws, 1547; Contracts, 1892-1901; Husband and Wife, 4288-4298;

Pleading, 7500-7508; Torts, 9643; and specific actions.

7314. Qualifications in general—To be entitled to recognition in the

courts of this state, a party must, in the absence of statutory provisions to the

contrary, be either a natural or artificial person.“

7315. Real party in interest-—Statute—lt is provided by statute that ex

cept as otherwise expressly provided by law every action shall be prosecuted

in the name of the real party in interest." The following persons have been

held the real party in interest: an assignee, legal or equitable, of a thing in

action; “° :1 party holding the legal title, though others may have an equitable

interest,51 a pledgee of a note payable to order and not indorsed to him; ‘2 a

pledgee of a note payable to order and not indorsed; “8 the holder of a cer

tificate of deposit payable to order and not indorsed; “‘ the owner of a note,

though the note by mistake was indorsed to his agent ;“ the holder of a

note unconditionally indorsed by the payee; 5° the payee of a bill of exchange

made payable really but not expressly, for collection; 5’ a cestui que trust, the

trustee having died and no successor having been appointed; 5“ an executor; 5°

an infant.“ The following persons have been held not the real party in

interest: an indorsee “for collection ;” "1 a public ofi'icer.“2

7316. In equity—The general principle which underlies the doctrine of

parties in equity is that it should be the constant aim of a court of equity

to do complete justice by deciding upon and settling the rights of all parties

interested in the subject-matter of the suit, so that the performance of the

decree of the court may be perfectly safe to those who are compelled to obey

it, and also that future litigation may be prevented.“ It is the general rule

45 St. Paul Typo. v. St. P. B. Union, 94

351, 102+725.

4" R, L. 1905 § 4053; Grinnell v. Illinois C.

Ry., 109-513, 124+377.

W Russell v. Minn. Outfit, 1-162(136);

Castner v. Austin, 2—44(32); Heifer v.

Alden, 3-332(232); MacDonald v. Knee

land, 5-352(283, 294); Tnttle v. Howe,

14—145(l13); Bennett v. McGrade, 15

l32(99); Lahmers v. Schmidt, 35-434, 29+

169; Schlieman v. Bowlin, 36-198, 30+879;

Anderson v. Reardon, 46-185, 48+777;

Maxcy v. N. H. F. Ins. Co., 54-272, 55+

1130; Bates v. Richards, 56-14, 57+218;

Anchor Invest. Co. v. Kirkpatrick, 59-378,

61+29; Struckmeyer v. Lamb, 64-57, 65+

930; Dobberstein v. Murphy, 64-127, 66+

204; Lynott v. Dickerman, 65-471, 67+

1143; Hurley v. Bendel, 67-41, 69+-177;

Laramee v. Tanner, 69-156, 71+102B;

Wood v. Bragg, 75-527, 78+93; Jackson v.

Sevatson, 79-275, 82+-634.

M Winona etc. Ry. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23

359; Triggs v. Jones, 46-277, 484-1113;

St. Paul etc. Co. v. Thomas, 60-140, 61+

1134; Anderson v. Reardon, 46-185, 48+

777; Vanstrum v. Liljengren, 37-191, 33+

555; Elmquist v. Markoe, 45-305, 47+970.

52 White v. Phelps, 14-27(21). See Cast

ner v. Austin, 2—44(32).

H Pease v. Rush, 2-107(89).

5-1 Cassidy v. First Nat. Bank, 30-86, 14+

363.

M Conger v. Nesbitt, 30-436, 15+875.

W Elmquist v. Markos, 45-305, 47+970;

Roscmond v. Graham, 54-323, 56+38.

M Vanstrum v. Liljengren, 37-191, 33+

555; Minn. '1‘. Mfg. Co. v. Heipler, 49

395, 52+33.

59 Judd v. Dike, 30-380, 15+672.

5" Hamilton v. Mclndoo, 81-324, 84+118.

"0 Price V. Phoenix M. L. Ins. Co., 17

497(473); Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82,

50+1022; Peterson v. Baillif, 52-386, 54+

185.

01 Rock County Nat. Bank v. Hollister,

2]-385; Third Nat. Bank v. Clark, 23

263. See Vanstrum v. Liljengren, 37-191,

33+555; Minn. T. Mfg. Co. v. Heipler, 49

395, 52+33.

"2 Willis v. Standard Oil Co., 50-290, 52+

652; Balcombe v. Northup, 9-172(159).

"3 Fish v. Berkey, 10—199(161, 165);

Johnson v. Robinson, 20—170(153); Gra
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that all persons materially interested, either legally or beneficially, in the

subject-matter of the suit, are to be made parties, either as plaintiffs or de

fendants, however numerous they may be, so that there may be a complete

decree that shall bind them all. But there are exceptions to this general rule.

The rule does not extend to those who are consequentially interested in the

subject-matter.“ When the questions to be litigated are of common interest

to a large number of persons, and it is impracticable to bring them all into

court, one or more may proceed in equity for the benefit of all.65 In some

cases the parties in court may be deemed to represent others who are not made

parties.“ Who shall be made parties in equity is a question of convenience

and discretion, rather than of absolute right, to be determined according to

the exigencies of the particular case.“1 There is an important distinction as

respects parties defendant between those who are necessary and those who are

merely proper. Necessary parties are those without whom no decree at all

can be effectively made determining the principal issues in the cause. Proper

parties are those without whom a substantial decree may be made, but not

a decree which shall completely settle all the questions which may be involved

in the controversy and conclude the rights of all the persons who have any

interest in the subject-matter of the litigation.“ Persons not interested in

the subject-matter of an action, and whose rights will not be affected in any

way by a judgment therein, are not necessary parties thereto.“‘I As a general

rule, in the absence of statute to the contrary, a person whose interest in the

subject-matter in litigation and whose liability to respond to the plaintifE’s de

mand is determinable wholly from his independent relation thereto, unaffected

by and disconnected from the liability of the defendant named in the action,

is not a necessary party to the action.70 The complaint must show that the

person sought to be made a defendant has an interest in the subject-matter

of the action, and it is not suflicient that the defendant may in some way be

affected by the decree."1 It is not of vital importance whether a party is

made a plaintiff or defendant.12

7317. Persons jointly interested—When two or more persons are jointly

entitled, or have a joint legal interest in the property affected, they must, in

general, join in the action, or the defendant may plead in abatement." All

persons interested in a single cause of action may join in an action to recover

thereon though their interests are distinct and severable.M

7318. Trustees-Parties expressly authorized to sue-—A trustee of an

express trust,H or a person expressly authorized by statute to sue," may sue

without joining with him the person for whose benefit the action is brought.

ham v. Minneapolis, 40-436, 42+291; Dis

lpggw v. Creamery P. M. Co., 104-17, 115+

64 Winslow v. Minn. etc. Ry., 4-313(230) ;

Graham v. Minneapolis, 40-436, 42+291.

“Pencille v. State etc. Co., 74-67, 76+

1026; Jackson v. Holbrook, 36-494, 501,

32+852. See Goncelier v. Foret, 4-13(1);

R. L. 1905 § 4053.

'16 Winslow v. Minn. etc. Ry., 4-313

(230); Mayall v. Mayall, 63-511, 65+942;

Mathews v. Lightner, 85-333, S8+992.

'17 Baldwin v. Canfield, 26-43, 1+261; N.

W. etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Seminary,

43-449, 45+868; Pencille v. State etc. Co.,

74-67, 76+1026.

"_Tatum v. Roberts. 59-52, 60+848;

Rmser v. Gigrich, 59-368, 61+30; Lumber

meu’s Ins. Co. v. St. Paul, 77-410, 80+

357; Rudd v. Fosseen, 82-41, 84+496;

Cornish v. West, 82-107, 84+750; Disbrow

\'. Creamery P. M. Co., 104-17, 115+751.

6° Rudd v. Fosseen, 82-41, 8-H496; An

derson v. Scandia Bank, 53-191, 54+1062.

See Banning v. Bradford, 21-308.

7° Kettle River v. Bruno, 106-58, 11B+63.

71 Newman v. Home Ins. Co., 20-422

(378); McNair v. Toler, 21-175; Banning

v. Bradford, 21-308.

"'-’ See Crump v. Ingcrsoll, 44-84, 46+141.

T3 Peck v. McLean, 36-228, 30+759. See

Rowland v. McLaughlin, 125+1019.

721 Carlton County etc. Co. v. Foley, 126+

7.

14 R. L. 1905 § 4055; St. Anthony M. Co.

\'. Vandal], 1-246(195); Langdon v.
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7319. Wife of party—-It is not ordinarily necessary to join the wife of a

party in an action involving his property.76

7320. Associates under common name—Statute—It is provided by stat

ute that parties doing business under a common name may be sued under such

name.71 '1‘he statute is applicable to fraternal or benevolent associations en

gaged in business." It has been held applicable to trustees holding stock in

corporations for the benefit of a railway company." It is inapplicable to

unincorporated associations not engaged in business, such as labor unions “° or

athletic associations.sl It does not authorize an association to sue in its

associate name.82 The action is against the associates; not against the as

sociation.“ The complaint need not name the associates.“ Service of sum

mons on one member of the association will authorize a judgment which will

bind all the associate property.” A judgment against the association does

not bind the individual property of the associates, but a personal judgment

against the associates personally served may be entered. Before ordering such

a judgment the court should insert the names of the associates personally

served." An affidavit of service of sunnnous to the eflfect that the persons

served are members of the association and doing business under the associate

name is sufiicient to confer jurisdiction.87 The mere fact that one is an agent

of certain persons in a business does not authorize him to transact the business

for them by a common name so as to render them liable under the statute."

7321. Defendant not served with summons-—A person is not a party to

an action merely because he is named as a defendant. He must be served with

process or voluntarily appear in order to become a party."

7322. Want of capacity to suc~—Remedy—Objection to the capacity of

the plaintill' to sue must be taken by demurrer or answer or it is waived."0

DEFECT OF PARTIES

7323. Demurrer or answcr—Where there is a defect of parties plaintifi or

defendant, if the defect appears on the face of the complaint, the objection

must be taken by demurrer; if the defect does not appear on the face of the

complaint, the objection may be taken by answer; and if no such objection

is taken either by demurrer or answer, the defendant is deemed to have

Thompson, 25-509;-Donohue v. Ladd, 31

244, 17+381; Henning v. Raymond, 35

303, 29+132; Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48

82, 50+1022; Moulton v. Haskell, 50-367,

52+960; Seibert v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 52-148,

53+l134; Williamson v. Selden, 53-73, 54+

1055; Struckmeyer v. Lamb, 64-57, 65+

930; Ueland v. Haugan, 70-349, 73+169;

State v. Nelson, 79-373, 82+674.

1-5 R. L. 1905 § 4055; Mower County v.

Smith, 22-97, 111. See Willis v. Standard

Oil Co., 50-290, 52+652.

7° Stitt v. Smith, 102-253, 113+632.

77 R. L. 1905 § 4068. See 20 Harv. L.

Rev. 58.

"5 Cornfield v. Order B. A., 64-261, 66+

970; Martin v. N. P. B. Assn., 68-521, 71+

701; Taylor v. Order of R. (3., 89-222, 94+

684. See Perine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82,

50+1022.

19 Venner v. G. N. Ry., 108-62, 121+212.

8° St. Paul Typo. v. St. P. B. Union, 94

351, 102+'/25.

81 George v. University etc. Assn., 107

424, 120+750.

82 Dimond v. Minn. 8. Bank, 70-298, 73+

182; St. Paul Typo. v. St. P. B. Union,

94-351, 102+725.

“Gale v. Townsend, 45-357, 47+1064;

Dimond v. Minn. S. Bank, 70-298, 73+

182.

'34 Dimond v. Minn. S. Bank, 70-298, 73+

182.

85 Hinkley v. St. Anthony etc. Co., 9-55

(44).

“Gale v. Townsend. 45-357, 47+l064;

Dimond v. Minn. S. Bank, 70-298, 73+

182.

87 Id.; Taylor v. Order of R. (1., 89-222,

94+684.

98 Cooper v. Breckenridge, 11—341(241).

-'10 Hokanson v. Gunderson, 54-499, 56+

172.

WTap1ey v. Tapley, 10-448(360); Rich

v. Rich, 12-468(369); McNair v. Toler,

21-175; Pope v. Waugh, 94-502, 1031-500.

See Hamilton v. Melndoo, 81-324, 84+118.
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waived the same. The objection cannot be raised for the first ti1ne on the

trial by motion for dismissal, for judgment on the pleadings, or for a directed

verdict, or by objection to evidence. The rule is the same in actions ex

contractu and actions ex delicto. There is no distinction between a defect of

parties plaintiff and of parties defendant.m Where there is a defect of parties

plaintiff, and the objection is taken by answer, defendant is not, on the defect

being shown on the trial, entitled to verdict on the merits of the action, but

at most only to a dismissal; and when, in such case, no motion is made to

dismiss the action because of such defect, it is waived."

7324. Objection must be specific—The objection of defect of parties.

whether raised by demurrer or answer, must be distinctly raised and must

specifically show wherein the defect consists, naming the person who should

have been joined.93

7325. Bringing in party—If a necessary party is named as a defendant in

the title of the action. but is not brought in as a party by service of summons

on him, tl1e proper practice is for the court to continue the action or delay

the trial until he is brought in as a party.“ In equity it is held that the court

may. on its own motion, at the trial, continue or dismiss the action for want

of a necessary defendant.” The court may continue an action until a neces

sary party is brought in.88

MISJOINDER OF PARTIES

7326. Misjoinder of parties p1aintiPf—'.l‘he misjoinder of two parties as

plaintiffs, when the cause of action is in one alone, is no ground for n dismissal

of the complaint as to both. It is a mere irregularity which may be cor

rected at any time, before or after judgment, by striking out the name of

the party improperly joined." The objection cannot be raised for the first

time on appeal-."8

7327. Misjoinder of parties defendant—-A defendant improperly joined

may demur on the ground that the complaint does not state facts sufficient

to constitute a cause of action.” A party who is properly made a defendant

cannot object by demurrer that others are improperly joined with him.1

M Davis v. Choutean, 32-548, 21+748;

Cover v. Baytown, 12—124(71); Lowry v. Budds v. Frey, 104-481, 117+158.

Harris, 12—255(166); Stewart v. Erie etc. 92 Mason v. St. Paul etc. Co., 82-336, 85+

Co., 17—372(348); McRoberts v. Southern 13.

M. Ry., 125-108(91); Blakeley v. LeDuc, 93 Davis v. Chouteau, 32-548, 21+748;

22-476; Miller v. Darling, 22-303; Bald- Jones v. Minneapolis, 31-230, 17-P377;

win v. Canfield, 26-48, 14-261; Allis v. Jacger v. Sunrle, 70-356, 73+171; Ander

v. Creamery P. M. 00., 104-17, 115+751;

Ware, 28-166, 9+666; Jones v. Minneapo

lis, 31—230, 17+-377;’ Tarbox v. G01-man,

31-62, 16+466; Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Her

riott, 37-214, 33+782; Graham v. Minne

apolis, 40-436. 42+291; Arthur v. Willius,

44-409, 46+851; Densmore v. Shepard, 46

54, 48+528; Christian v. Bowman, 49—99,

5]+663; Thurston v. Thurston, 58-279, 59+

1017; Benson v. Silvey, 59-73, 60+847;

Moore v. Bevier, 60-240, 62-+281; Stewart

v. G. N. Ry., 65-515, 68+208; Harper v.

Carroll, 66-437, 507, 69+610, 1069; Bell v.

Mcndenhall, 71-331, 73+1086; Mason v.

St. Paul etc. Co., 82-336, 85+13; Disbrow

son v. Dyer, 94-30, 101+1061; Disbrow \*.

Crcamcry P. M. Co., 104-17, 115+751. .

"4 N. W. etc. Co. v Norwegian etc. Semr

nary, 43-449, 45+86S. See Thurston v.

Thurston, 58-279, 59+1017; Julius v. Cal

lahan, 63-154, 65+267.

95 Harper v. Carroll, 66-487, 507, 69+610

9" Cover v. Baytown, 12—124(71).

9" Wiesner v. Young, 50-21, 52+390.

98 Breault v. Merrill. 72-143, 754-122.

9“ Lewis v. Williams, 3—151(95).

ILcwis v. Williams, 3~151(95); Gonce

lier v. Foret, 4~1.‘¥(1); Nichols v. Randall,

5—304(240); Mitchell \'. Bank of St. Paul,

7-252(192).
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BRINGING IN PARTIES

7328. Sta.tute—-The statute provides for the bringing in of additional par

ties when necessary t'or a full determination of an action.2 Parties may be

thus brought in only when it is necessary to secure a full determination of the

controversy between the original parties tendered by the complaint, answer,

or counterclaim.a An infant may be made a defendant under the statute.‘

A motion to bring in other parties will be denied, if not made with reasonable

diligence, where the other defendants would be prejudiced by granting it.“

7329. In general~—Where a complaint fails to state a cause of action against

a person he cannot be brought in except on an amended complaint.“ The

court on its own motion may order new parties to be brought in and may

continue a cause for that purpose.7 Failure to bring in a party as ordered

may be a ground for dismissal.3 Cases are cited below in which the bringing

in of additional parties was denied.’ In an action on a joint obligation it

all the obligors are not made defendants the court may require them to he

brought in.10

SUBSTITUTION

7330. On transfer of interest-An action does not abate by a transfer of

interest.ll An action 1nay be continued in the name of the original plaintiff

though he has assigned the right of action pendente lite.“ It is discretionary

with the court either to allow the action to continue in the name of the

original plaintifi or to order the substitution of the successor in interest.“1

The court does not take judicial notice of a transfer pendente lite. It is the

duty of the transferee to acquaint the court with the fact of transfer and ask

leave either to continue the action in the name of the original plaintiff or to

be substituted." The right of substitution, and the consequent complete

elimination of a party to the record, arises only in those cases where the

whole beneficial interest in the cause of action is assigned and transferred

pcudente lite. If by the terms of such an assignment the plaintiff retains any

substantial interest in the further prosecution of the action, or may become

liable to the assignee if the action fails, intervention by the assignee, and not

substitution, is the proper remedy.Us The supreme court may order a sub-.

stitution.16 Cases are cited below in which parties were substituted as suc

cessors in interest.11

2R. L. 1905 § 4069. Statute cited and

applied, Chadbourn v. Rahilly, 34-346, 25+

633; State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-219, 39+

153; Farmers’ Nat. Bank v. Backus, 64

43, 66+5; Bishop v. Hyde, 66-24, 68+95.

=‘Clay etc. Co. v. Alcox, 88-4, 92+464.

See Crosby v. Scott, 93-475, 101+610;

Kettle River v. Bruno, 106-58, 118+63.

¢Markell v. Ray, 75-138, 77+788.

5Suu(lber,g_1; v. Goat, 92-143, 99+638.

°Penfield v. Wheeler, 27-358, 7+364.

1Cover v. Baytown, 12-12-1(71); John

son v. Robinson, 20—170(153); Harper v.

Carroll, 66-487, 507, 69+610. See Smith

v. St. Paul, 65-295, 68+32.

“Cover v. Baytown, 12-12-1(71); N. W.

etc. Co. v. Norwegian etc. Seminary, 43

449, 45+868.

°Davis v. Sutton, 23-307; Welch v.

Marks, 39-481, -10+611; Boen v. Evans,

72-169, 75+116.

10 R. L. 1905 § 4282.

H R. L. 1905 § 4064; American E. Co. v.

Crowley, 105-233, 117+428.

12 Whitacre v. Culver, 9-295(279); Chis

holm v. Clitherall, 12—375(251); Rogers v.

Holyoke, 14—220(158); Bennett v. Mc

Grade, 15-132(99); Nichols v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 36-452, 32+-176; Brown v. Kohout,

61-113, 63+248.

13 Brown v. Kohout, 61-113, 631-248;

Slosson v. Ferguson, 31-448, 18+281.

14 Chisholm v. Clitherall, 12—375(251)‘;

Rogers v. Holyoke, 14-220(158).

15 Walker v. Sanders, 103-124, 114+649.

1"Keough v. MeNitt, 7-29(15).

1'! Bradley v. N. P. Ry., 38-234, 36+345;

Waite v. Coaracy, 45-159, 47+537; Will

oughby v. St. P. etc. Co., 80-432, 83+377.
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7331. On death of party—Provision is made by statute for the substitution

of the representative of a deceased party.“ The remedy by motion is ex

clusive. It is a substitute for the former bill of revivor and original bill in

the nature of revivor. The facts upon which the motion is based may be

contested.10 Whether the motion is made within a reasonable time is a ques

tion for the trial court, and its determination will rarely be reversed on ap

peal.20 Though the statute is in terms permissive, and not mandatory, the

court is not at liberty to exercise an arbitrary discretion, but in case of death.

at least of the plaintiff, where the action cannot otherwise proceed, substitu

tion should always be allowed unless good cause is shown to the contrary."

In the case of the death of a plaintiff his executor or administrator is or

dinarily substituted as a matter of course.22 A foreign administrator may be

substituted.’3 The term “representative” as used in the statute includes not

only executors and administrators, but also all who occupy the position held

by the decedent, succeeding to his rights and liabilities." In an action on

a joint and several contract, if one of the defendants dies, the action may

be continued against the survivor without joining the representative of the de

ceased defendant.“ Where one of two joint parties on the same side of a

contract dies, the survivor may maintain an action without having the rep

resentative of the decedent substituted.2°

7332. Who may object—A stranger to an action cannot object to a sub

stitution of parties.27

PARTITION

Cross-References

See Executors and Administrators, 3626, 3659.

7333. Nature of action—The statutory action for partition is of an equi

table nature, and is governed by the rules of pleading, practice. and evidence

applicable to an ordinary civil action.28 It is an action in rem.2n

7334. When action 1ies+The statute prescribes when an action for par

tition will lie.“ It will lie between tenants in common though the land is

in possession of their tenants for a term of years.51 It is not essential that the

land be held or claimed adversely to the plaintifif‘2 It will lie for a partition

of the reversion, though the land is in possession, under an outstanding par

ticular estate.33 It will not lie against one who is only tenant for life of the

15 R. L. 1905 § 4064. 23 Brown v. Brown, 35-191, 28+238.

1“ Landis v. Olds, 9—90(79); Lough v. 24 Willoughhy v St. P. etc. Co., 80-432.

Pitrnan, 25-120; Willoughby v. St. P. etc. 83+377.

Co., 80-432. 83+377. See, under former 1-'>Lanier v. Irvine, 24-116.

statutes, Lee v. O’Shaughnessy, 20-173 '-'" Hedderly v. Downs, 31-183, 17+274;

(157); Northness v. Hillestad, 87-304, 91+1112.

‘-’° Wfllonghby v. St. P. etc. Co., 80-432, 27 Hunt v. O’Leary, 78-231, S0+1120.

83+377; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Eel-rel, 82-278, '-‘B l\IcArthnr v. Clark, 86-165, 90+369.

84+1008: Hunt v. O’Lcary, 78-281, 80+ 29D'Autremont v. Anderson, 104-165,

1120. See Waite v. Coaracy, 45-159, 47+ 1164-357.

537; Boeing v. McKinley, 44-392, 46+766. 3" R. L. 1905 § 4392. See Horton v. Maf

See, under former statute. Stocking v. fitt, 14-289(2l6); Bell v. Dangerfield, 26

Hanson, 22-542; Lee v. O’Shaughuessy, 307, 3+698; Keith v. Mellcuthin, 92-527,

2°-1I3(1,57L 100+366.

21,1-111161-*1 v- Qlds, 9-90(79). - M Cook v. Webb, 19—167(129).

2- [d.; Stockmg v. Hanson, 22-542; Jor- 32 Bonham v. Weymouth, 39-92, 38+805

dan v. Secornbe, 33-220, 224, 22+383; =43 Smalley v. Isaacson, 40—450, 42t352

Brown v. Brown, 35-191, 28+238; Cooper

v. St. P. C. Ry., 55-134, 56+588.
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whole property.”‘. But where the life estate extends» only to a part of the

land, an actual partition or sale thereof may be had, though it affects the

life estate."

73'35.'Issues triable—-The whole matter of title, and of the rights of the

parties In the premises, may be determined, and a partition ordered, if the

plaintiff shows himself seized of the requisite title, whether the land is held or

claimed adversely to him or not.“

7336. Basis of part-ition—Relative

does not require that the parts alloted be

ly requires that relative qualities and q

ation, in order that the value of the al

qualities and quantities—'l‘he statute

of the same average quality. It mere

uantities shall be taken into consider

lotments may be in proportion to the
respective interests of the parties in the whole property.“

ute."‘8

7337. Summons—The form and service of summons is prescribed by stat

7338. P1eading—The general rules of pleading applicable to ordinary civil

actions apply to the statutory action for partition.” The requisites of a com

plaint are prescribed by statute.‘0

7339. Conflicting claims of defendants not a defence—Under the statute,

the plaintiflf may be allowed judgment alloting him the share he is entitled to,

without waiting for a determination of the conflicting claims of owners of

other undivided interests. And the court by its judgment may cause the

portions or shares in dispute to be alloted to the defendants claiming such un

divided shares, yvithout determining-their respective rights thereto.“

7340. Waiver or suspension of right—A right to partition may be waived

or suspended for a limited time by agreement of the parties in interest.‘2

7341. Reimbursement for repairs—Where one cotenant leases his moiety

to the other, the tenant under the lease cannot, in an action for partition,

charge his landlord for repairs made

special agreement for compensation.48

during the tenancy, in the absence of a

7342. Costs, charges, and disbursements—Attorney’s fees—Provision

is made for an apportionment of the costs, charges, and disbursements.“ The

allowance of attorney’s fees rests in the discretion of the court.45

7343. Sale-—A sale of the land ma

would work great prejudice to the o

y be had if it appears that a partition

wners}8 Provision is made by statute

for satisfying liens." A sale for a grossly inadequate price may be set

aside.“3

-'44 R. L. 1905 § 4399; Srnalley v. Isaac

son, 40-450, 42+352.

85 Hanson v. Ingwaldson, 77-533, 80+702.

36 Bonham v. Weyrnouth, 39-92, 3B+S05.

Sec, as to the adjustment of rights of

creditors, Keith v. Mellenthin, 92-527,

100+366. See, as to the practice of courts

of equity, Howe v. Spalding, 50-157, 52+

527.

37 R. L. 1905 § 4397; La Motte v. Mohr,

78-127, 80+S50.

35 R. L. 1905 § 4393; Martin v. Parker,

14-13(1) (necessity of addressing to un

known persons); Welch v. Marks, 39-481,

40-+611 (service by pub1ication—opening

default); D’Autremont V. Anderson, 104

165, 116+357 (service by publication

wrong initial of middle name fatal).

39 McArthur v. Clark, 86-165, 90+-369

(general allegation of ownership suflicieut

to admit proof of any legal title—title by

adverse possession admissible under gen

eral denial); Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450,

42+352 (sham denial of knowledge or in

formation).

40 R. L. 1905 § 4394; Martin v. Parker,

14-13(1); Bell v. Dangerfield, 26-307, 3+

698; Hennes v. Huston, 93-334, 101+1133.

41 Howe v. Spalding, 50-157, 52+527.

4'2 Roberts v. Wallace, 100-359, 111+289.

43 Schmidt v. Constans, 82-347, 85+173.

44 R. L. 1905 § 4401.

45 Hanson v. Ingwaldson, 84-346, 87+915.

4“ R. L. 1905 §§ 4392, 4405; Fritz v.

Ramspott, 76-489, 79+520; Hennes v. Hus

ton, 93—334, 101+1133.

4'’ R. L. 1905 § 4406; Johnson v. Avery,

56-12, 57+217. See Fritz v. Rarnspott,

76-489, 79+520.

48 Johnson v. Avery, 56-12, 57+217; John

son v. Avery, 60-262, 62+283.
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7344. Evidence—Sufiiciency—Cases are cited below involving the suifi

ciency of evidence to justify particular findi11gs.“‘

7345. Final judgment—-Appeal-The final judgment is that provided in

R. L. 1905 § 4398, and on an appeal therefrom the judgment provided for

in R. L. 1905 § 4395 may be reviewed.“°

PARTITION FENCES—_S_ee Fences, 3755.

"3 Dawson v. Mayall, 45-408, 48+12; Mc- 5" Uohberstein v. Murphy, 44—526, 47+

Govern v. McGovern, 84-143, 86+-1102; 171.

Cook \'. Koochiching Co., 99-472, 109+

1120.
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IN GENERAL

7346. What constitutes—Pm-tnership is a contractual relation existing be

tween persons who have combined their property, labor, and skill, in an enter

prise or business, as principals, for the purpose of joint profit. There are no

arbitrary tests by which to dctcrmine whether a partnership exists. The in

tention of the parties controls, but the question is not whether they intcnrhul
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to form a partnership, but whether they intended to combine their property,

labor and skill in an enterprise or business, as principals, for the purpose of

joint profit.“1 Formerly a sharing of profits was deemed conclusive evidence

of a partnership.“ Now it is regarded as only prima facie evidence of a

partnership. Persons are not liable as partners to third persons, though they

share the profits of a business, unless the business is carried on by themselves

personally, or by others as their real or ostensible agents.” One may be a

partner in a business, or in the profits arising from it, without being partner

or part owner in the property with which it is carried on.“ A joint stock

company may be a partnership.55 It is essential that the joint enterprise be

for gain or profit—-in other words, that there be a business enterprise.“ One

may be estopped to deny that he is a partner as against the other partners.“

The owners of a vessel, though tenants in common, may run it as a partner

shi .‘"‘
7p347. Not a person or entity—A firm has no legal existence distinct from

the partners composing it—-it is nota person,M or distinct legal entity."0

7348. Partnership by estoppel or holding out—Persons not partners in

tcr se may render themselves liable as such, as to third persons, by holding

themselves out to be partners ; and, on the principle of estoppel, this may be

by words spoken or written, or by conduct leading to the belief that they are

partners.’31

in reliance on such holding out.02

blMcDona.ld v. Campbell, 96-87, 104+

760; McAlpine v. Millen, 104-289, 116+

-583; Russell v. Minn. Outfit, 1—162(136);

Penn. Ins. Co. v. Murphy, 5-36(22); Bid

well v. Madison, 10-13(1); McMahon v.

Davidson, 12-357(232); Wright v. David

son, 13—449(415); Wood v. Cullen, 13-394

(365); McCarthy v. Nash, 14-127(95);

Connolly v. Davidson, 15-519(428); War

ner v. Myrick, 16-91(81); Clonan v.

Thornton, 21-380; Delaney v. Dutcher, 23

‘.173; Hankey v. Becht, 25-212; Holbrook

v. St. Paul etc. Co., 25-229; Miles v.

Wann, 27-56, 6+-117; French v. Donohue,

29-111, l2+354; Bohrer \'. Drake, 33-408,

23+-840; King v. Remington, 36-15, 29+

352; Cirkel v. Croswell, 36-323, 31+513;

Stern v. Harris, 40-209, 41+1036; Newell

v. Cochran, 41-374, 43+8-4; Bergh v.

Sloan, 53-116, 54+943; Thompson v. John

son, 55-515, 57+223; Met. T. Co. v. North

ern T. Co., 61-462, 63+1030; Baldwin v.

Eddy, 64-425, 67-l-349; McKasy v. Huber,

65-9, 67+650; Rosenbaum v. Howard, 69

41, 71+823; Messenger v. St. P. C. Ry.,

77-34, 79+583; State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 81

87, 83+465; Baremore v. Sclover, 100-23,

110+66; Treaey v. Power, 103-212, 114+

760; Diamond R. Co. v. Hans, 105-249,

117+504; Pure Oil Co. v. Mainguy, 105

522, 117+504; Stoakes v. Larson, 108-234,

121+1112. In the following cases persons

were held not partners: Moody v. Rath

burn, 7-89(58); Fay v. Davidson, 13-523

(491); Delaney v. Timberlake, 23-383;

Wass v. Atwater, 33-83, 22+8; Johnson v.

Corser, 34-355, 25+799; Nesbitt v. Rob

lnns, 34-380, 25+802; Smith v. Barclay,

The person seeking to enforce such a liability must have acted

Parties are held prima facie to be partners

49-365, 51+1166; Lynch v. Hillstrom, 64

521, 67+636.

-72 Warner v. Myrick, 16-91(81); Con

nolly v. Davidson, 15-519(428); Wright

v. Davidson, 13-449(415) ; Fay v. David

son, 13-523(491); McDonald v. Campbell,

96-87, 104+760.

53 McDonald v. Campbell, 96-87, 104-+760.

See Connolly v. Davidson, 15-5l9(-428,

439). _

M1-lankey v. Becht, 25-212; Moody v.

Rathburn, 7—S9(58).

-'15 State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 81-87, 83+465.

filhlohnson v. Corser, 34-355, 360, 25+

799; St. Paul Typo. v. St. Paul B. Union,

94-351, 359, 102+725.

57 Tyler v. Omeis, 76-537, 79+528.

58 Russell v. Minn. Outfit, 1—162(136).

59 Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-232(212,

221); '1‘idd v. Rines, 26-201, 2+-197.

W Stephens v. Olson, 62-295, 297, 641‘

S98; Hawkins v. Mahoney, 71-155, 166,

73+720; State v. U. S. EX. Co., 81-87, 90,

83+465. There is a tendency to treat a

partnership as an entity under the pres

ent bankruptcy act. See Loomis v. Wall

hlom, 94-392, 396, 102+1114; 20 Harv. L.

Rev. 589. In the business world a finn is

generally treated as an entity and there is

no good reason why the law should not

conform to business usage. See 22 Harv.

L. Rev. 393.

'11 Cirkel v. Croswell, 36-323, 31+-513;

Wood v. Cullen, 13-394(365); Connolly v

Davidson, 15-519(428, 439); Pence v. Ar

buckle, 22-417, 422; Delaney v. Dutcher.

23-373; Coleman v. Pearce, 26-123, H846.

E'-’ Brown v. Grant, 39-404, 40+268.
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as to creditors, upon slighter proof than is necessary to establish that relation

among themselves. Evidence of representations, conduct, and circumstances

calculated to induce the belief in the existence of a partnership is admissible,

and ordinarily the question is for the jury.63 Evidence held insuflicient to

give rise to an estoppel.“

7349. Evidence of partnership—' ‘he fact of a partnership and who com

pose it may be proved by oral evidence, though there are written articles.M

A partner may testify as to who compose the firm.“ The fact that a person

is a partner may be proved by his admissions.“1 The declarations of one per

son that another not present is his partner is not competent evidence of the

fact except against the declarant,“ or to show notice or knowledge of a hold

ing out.09 That parties hold themselves out and do business as partners is

prima facie evidence that they are such."° Entries in the account books of

a firm are not evidence against a person to show that he was a member of

the firm, unless accompanied by other evidence tending to show that he had

knowledge of such entries and assented thereto, expressly or impliedly." The

fact of sharing the profits of a firm is strong evidence of membership therein."

Cases are cited below involving unimportant rulings as to evidence of partner

ship."

THE CONTRACT

7350. Necessity—l’artnership relations must always be assumed by mutual

consent and unanimously, for they are strictly voluntary and personal. A

third person cannot be introduced into a firm as a partner without or against

the consent of a single member."

7351. Execut0ry—Persons who have entered into a contract to become

partners at some future time, or upon the happening of some future con

tingency, do not become partners until the agreed time has arrived or the

contingency has happened. The relation does not arise until the partnership

is actually launched." ~

7352. Execution—Law and fact—Whether parties executed a certain con

tract for a partnership has been held a question of fact for the jury.‘18

7353. Delivery—Escrow—-Where the parties signed an instrument em

bodying the terms of a proposed commercial partnership for five years, with

the understanding that it should not operate as a present contract, but should

become such only upon the fulfilment of certain conditions, and for that

reason the instrument was retained by the scrivener who drafted it, it was

held, that there was no delivery of the instrument, and hence no contract."

7354. Estoppel—A person may be estopped from denying that he executed

a contract of partnership.“

7355. Parol evidence--The parol evidence rule applies to partnership

agreements._"‘

_._,E'r

68 Rosenbaum v. Howard, 69-41, 71+823. ‘H Rosenbaum v. Howard, 69-41, 71+823.

M Wolter v. Pfeiffer, 92-247, 99+1134. ‘'2 Sec § 7346.

65 Mclivoy v. Bock, 37-402, 34+740. 1-'1 Couch v. Steele, 63-504, 65+946; Van

66 Gates v. Manny, 14-21(13); Rosen- Brunt v. Greaves, 32-68, 19+345.

baum v. Howard, 69-41, 71+823. See Mar- 74 Dow v. State Bank, 88-355, 361, 93+

vin v. Dutcher, 26-391, 4+685. 121.

0'' Tozer v. Hershey, 15—257(197, 202); 75 Dow v. State Bank, 88-355, 93+121;

McDonald v. Campbell, 96-87, 104+760. Hill v. Webb, 43-545, 45+11.'l3.

68 Su]'ivan v. Murphy, 23-6; McNamara 7" McKasy v. Huber, 65-9, 67+650.

v. Eustis, 46-311, 48+1123; Boosalis v. '11 Hill v. Webb. 43-545, 45+1l33.

Stevenson, 62-193, 64+380; McDonald v. 75 Tyler v. Omeis. 76-537, 79+528.

Campbell, 96-87, 104+760. 7" Me./tlpine v. Millen, 104-289, 116+583.

0° Brown v. Grant, 39-404, 40+268. See Kenugh v. McNitt, 6-513(357).

7°McCartl1_v v. Nash, 14—127(95).
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7356. Stranger-—A stranger to a contract of partnership has been held not

entitled to enforce its stipulations.so

7357. Particular contracts construed—Cases are cited below involving

the construction of particular partnership contracts.“1

POWER OF PARTNER TO BIND FIRM

7358. In general-The act of one partner does not bind the others unless

it was within his actual or implied authority." The liability of one partner

for the acts of another is but the liability of a. principal for the acts of an_

agent.83 Each partner is an agent for the others as to all matters pertaining

to the firm business.“ If the contract of partnership is silent, or the party

with whom the dealing has taken place has no notice of its limitations, the

authority for each transaction may be implied from the nature of the business,

according to the usual and ordinary course in which it is carried on by those

engaged in it, in the locality which is its seat, or as reasonably necessary or

fit for its successful prosecution. If it cannot be found in that, it may still

be inferred from the actual, though exceptional, course and conduct of the

business of the partnership itself, as personally carried on, with the knowledge,

actual or presumed, of the partner sought to be cl1arged.‘"'

7359. Restrictive agreements-—Partners may by agreement restrict the

power of any one of them, and no act done in contravention of such agreement

will bind the firm as to persons with notice."u ~

7360. Matters foreign to firm business-—One partner is not bound by the

acts of another outside the scope of the firm business, unless they were author

ized or assented to by him. 'l‘he person seeking to charge him for such acts

has the burden of proving such authority or assent."1

7361. Notice of scope of business—Persons dealing with a firm are

chargeable with notice of the scope of its business, and the consequent limit

to the implied power of a partner to bind the firm.BB

7362. Notice to one notice to all—Notice to one partner as to matters

within the scope of the partnership is notice to all."

7363. To borrow money and execute negotiable paper-—A partner in a

tradmg partnership has implied power to borrow money and execute the firm

note therefor. In the case of non-trading firms such power may be implied

from the nature of the business. according to the usual course in which it is

carried on; or, if it cannot be found in that, it may still be inferred from the

actual, though exceptional, course and conduct, of the business of the firm

itself, as personally carried on. with the knowledge, actual or presumed, of

8° Greepwood y. Sheldon, 31-254, 17+478. 33+318; Florsheim v. Brestrup, 43-293,

81Gashn v. Pmney, 23-26 (limitation of 45+438; Wilson v. Richards, 28-337, 344,

power to sign firm name to notes, etc.); 9+872; Bank of Com. v. Selden, 3-155

Brandt v. Edwards, 91-505, 98+647 (com- (99); Irvine v. Myers, 4—229(164).

pensatmn of partner); Crawford v. Ven- B5 Vetsch v. Neiss, 66-459, 69+315

num, 100-5_49,111+1132 (right to purchase 86 Wilson v. Richards, 28-337, 9+8”;

partner ’s mterest); Morrison v. Menden- Selden v. Bank of Com.. 3—166(108). S66

hall, 18-232(212) (articles held to author Gaslin v. Pinney, 23-26.

me partner to execute assignments of H Irvine v. Myers, 4—229(164); Bank of

mgrtgages Pelvvging to firm)- Com. v. Selden, 3-155(99); Selden v.

“;I~1rst l\at. Bank v. Stadden, 103-403, Bank of Com., 3—166(108); Osborne v.

11-*+19& Stone, 3e25, 1s+922; Van Dyke v. Seelye.
6:! Connplly v. Davidson, 15—519(428, 49-557, 52+215, and cases under § 7368.

438); \etsch v. News, 66-459, 462, 69+ Fl Maurin v. Lyon, 69-257, 261, 72+72

315. as King v. Remington, 36-15, 29+352

(108); Deakin v. Underwood, 37-98, 101, See Robertson v. Anderson, 96-527, 1055

“Seldcn v. Bank of Commerce, 3-166 972.
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the partner sought to be charged. It is ordinarily a question of fact for the

jury. The fact that the money borrowed is actually used for the benefit of

the firm is not decisive.no

7364. Borrowing money to form partnership—Bor-rowing money to en

able the parties to form a partnership is not a partnership transaction.“1

7365. Use of borrowed money by firm—If a partner borrows money on

his own account and credit, the firm is not liable therefor, though it is used

for firm purposes.“

7366. Misappropriation of borrowed money—1f a partner borrows money
i for his firm the liability of the firm is unaffected by the fact that the partner

afterwards misappropriates the money.“

7367. Held to have implied power—To insure the firm property ;‘“ to

mortgage firm property for a firm debt; "' to renew the firm indorsement of

a note; 9“ to employ a servant; ‘'7 to render an account; "8 to confirm an ap

plication of payments; 9” to accept in the firm name a bill drawn against the

firm; 1 to dispose of the firm property; 2 to collect firm debts.3

7368. Held not to have implied power—'1‘o guarantee the debt of a third

person; “ to bind the firm or apply its property to satisfy his individual debts; 5

to accept in his individual name a bill drawn against the firm; ° to assign all

the firm property for the benefit of creditors; T to publish a libel; ‘‘ to submit

a firm controversy to arbitration; 9 to give a firm note for a firm debt which

the partner had promised the other partners to pay; ‘° to execute firm notes

or bills for the accommodation of, or as surety for, a third person;11 to

purchase wheat for speculative purposes.12

7369. To execute power-If a person delegates authority to a firm it is

an appointment of the firm as his agent, and not of the individual members

as_his several and separate agents. Hence each partner may execute the

power and the act of one is the act of all."

7370. Torts—All the partners are liable for a tort committed by a partner

in the course of the firm business.“

9° First Nat. Bank v. Stadden, 103-403,

l15+198; Vetsch v. Neiss, 66-459, 69+315.

See, as to firm paper generally, Gaslin v.

Pinney, 23-26; Wilson v. Richards, 28

337, 9+872; Leithauser v. Baumeister, 47

15], 49+66(); Bank of Com. v. Selden, 3

l55(99); Selden v. Bank of Com., 3-166

(108); Van Dyke v. Seelyc, 49-557, 52+

215; Osborne v. Stone, 30-25. 13+922.

91Metzner v. Baldwin, 11—150(92).

"2 Nat. Bank of Com. v. Meader, 40-325,

41+-1043.

"8 Nat. Bank of Com. v. Meader, 40-325,

41+1043. '

M Penn. Ins. Co. v. Murphy, 5-36(22).

"5 Chittenden v. German—Am. Bank, 27

143, 6+773.

W Wilson v. Richards, 28-337, 9+872.

9'' Sterling v. Bock, 40-11, 41+236. See

Stoakes v. Larson, 108-234, 121+1112.

4Sc-lden v. Bank of Com., 3-166(108);

Osborne v. Stone, 30-25, 13+922; Osborne

v. Thompson, 35-229, 28+260.

5Bank of Com. v. Selden, 3—155(99);

Selden v. Bank of Com., 3-166(108);

Hinds v. Backus, 45-170, 47+655; Farwell

v. St. Paul T. Co., 45-495, 48+326; Davis

v. Smith, 27-390, 7+731. See Wilson v.

Richards, 28-337, 343, 9+872; Davis v.

Smith, 29-201, 12+531.

flHeenan v. Nash, 8-407(363).

1 Stein v. La Dow, 13-412(381).

BWoodling v. Knickerbocker, 31-268, 17+

387.

9VValker v. Bean, 34-427, 26+232.

1° Leithauser v. Baumeister, 47-151, 49+

660.

11 Van Dyke v. Seelye, 49-557, 52+215.

See Note, 31 Am. St. Rep. 754.

12 Maurin v. Lyon, 69-257, 72+72.

"8 Milwaukee H. Co. v. Finnegan, 43-183,

45+9.

B9 Flarsheim v. Brestrnp. 43-298, 45+438.

1 Heenan v. Nash, 8-407(363).

2Russe1l v. Minn. Outfit, 1—162(136,

141). See Barbieri v. Messner, 106-102,

118+258.

3 Barrett v. McKenzie, 24-20, 24.

]'I—47

13 Deakin v. Underwood, 37-98, 33+318.

14 Vandex-burgh v. Bassett, 4-242(171)

(conversion); Coleman v. Pearce, 26-123,

]+846 (fraud); Berkey v. Judd, 22-287

(fraud); Whittaker v. Collins, 34-299, 25+

632 (negligence); Woodling v. Knicker~

bocker, 31-268, 17+387 (libel).
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7371. Ratification--An unauthorized act of a partner may be ratified by

the other partners so as to bind them.15

7372. After dissolution—After the dissolution of a firm the acts or ad

missions of one partner are not admissible against his former partners unless

assented to or authorized by the1n.16

7373. Liability of new partner or firrn—A person becoming a member of

an existing firm, or forming a partnership with another in the latter’s existing

business, does not thereby become liable for the debts already incurred, nor

does the new firm become liable for them. An agreement, express or implied,

is necessary to create such liability, not only between the creditors and the

new firm, but also between the partners. The presumption is against the as

sumption of such liability, and the burden of proving it is on him who asserts

it." A new firm may expressly contract to assume the liabilities of the old

firm,18 and an action will lie on such contract by a creditor of the old firm."

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES INTER SE

7374. Duty to observe good fa.ith—lt is the duty of partners to observe

the utmost good faith toward one another in all their transactions. The re

lation between them is fiduciary. A partner has no right to obtain any secret

or private advantage from a firm transaction, and if he does, he is chargeable

as a trustee for the other partners.20 Before acting for the firm upon an

important and unusual matter a partner should consult the other partners,

if practicable.21 Where there are more than two partners one of them cannot

convey or release to another valuable firm property without the knowledge or

consent of the others.22 Persons negotiating for a partnership are bound by

the same rules of good faith as actual partners.23

7375. Duty to use care—A partner is responsible to his partners for a

failure to take reasonable care of the firm property.“

7376. Duty and right to know firm affairs—A partner has a right to know

all the facts of the firm business, and he is chargeable with notice thereof".25

7377. Right to share profits—A right to share in the profits does not de—

pend on express agreement. It is implied in the fact of partnership.=“

7378. Obligation to share losses—An obligation to share losses is one of

the ordinary incidents of a partnership. It is implied in the absence of

agreement.'*"‘ _

7379. Management of business—'l‘he management of the business, includ

ing the extent to which the several partners shall participate, is a matter which

15 Stein v. La Dow, 13-412(381); First

Nat. Bank v. Parsons, 19-289(246); Ster

ling v. Bock, 40-11, 41+236; Van Dyke v.

Seelye, 49-557, 52+2l5; Stanek v. Libera,

73-171, 75+1124.

"1 First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 65-162, 67+

987; Nat. Bank of Com. v. Meader, 40

325. 41+1043; Whitney v. Reese, 11-138

(87); Bryant v. Lord, 19-396(342). See

E 3411.

1-“Mattisen v. Farah/am, 44-95, 46+347.

See Moran v. Small, 68-101, 70+850.

15 Clark v. Lindeke, 43-463. 45+S63.

loltlaxfielrl v. Schwartz, 43-221, 45+429.

2_° Hodge v. Twitchell. 33-389, 23+547;

King v. Remington, 36-15, 29+352; Newell

v. Cochran, 41-374. 43+84; Yorks v. Tozer.

59-TS, 60+846; Hardin v. Jamison, 60

348, 62+394; Bloom v. Lofgren, 64-1, 65+

960; Shackleton v. Kneisley, 48-451, 51+

470; Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 98-52.

107+824; Church v. Odell, 100-98, 110+

346; Treat v. Kellogg,

McAlpine v. Millen, 104-289, l16+5S3. See

Stanek v. Libera, 73-171, 75+112-1.

21 Yorks v. Tozer, 59-78, 60+S46.

22 Hardin v. Jamison, 60-348, 62+394.

23 Bloom v. Lofgren, 64-1, 65+960.

1'4 Bohrer v. Drake, 33-408, 23+840.

=5 Coleman v. Pearce, 26-123, 130, 1+846.

2" Fountain v. Menard, 53-443, 55+601;

Rosenbaum v. Howard, 69-41, 7l+823;

Baremore v. Selover, 100-23. 110+66.

'-"I Baremore v. Selover, 100-23, 110+-66;

McAlpine v. Millen. 104-289, 11G+583.

104-54, 115+947; -
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may be regulated by agreement.

exclusive management.28

7380. Partner in exclusive management—A partner who is in exclusive

control and management of the firm business is charged with some duties

in addition to those which arise out of the partnership relation."

A single partner may be invested with the

FIRM PROPERTY

7381. Partner's interest—The interest which each partner has in the assets

is his distributive share after all the debts of the firm have been paid. Each

partner has a lien on the firm property to the end that he may insist on its

being applied to the payment of the firm debts. In other words, firm property

is held by the partners subject to a trust for the payment of the firm debts.“0

The interest of a partner is subject to levy and sale on execution,‘n and he may

sell or assign it. The purchaser does not become a partner in the firm by vir

tuc of his purchase, but a tenant in common with the other partner or partners.

He cannot interfere with the right of the other partners to settle up the firm

affairs.32 A partner has no separate property in the firm claims; he owns

them jointly with the other 1nembers."

7382. Realty as a firm assct—The realty of a partnership is regarded as

personalty for partnership purposes, so far as the statute of frauds and the

technical rules of conveyancing will permit. It is a firm asset subject to the

same liabilities as other firm property. The partners holding the legal title

are trustees for the partnership and the other partners.34 Whether realty is

to be regarded as a firm asset depends on the agreement and intention of the

parties, express or implied. This is a matter of inference and evidence, and

may be proved by parol." If firm property is traced into the hands and

possession of a partner the burden is on him to show why it should not be

treated as a firm asset.“ Partnership realty is not subject to inheritance or

to the statutory interest of a wife until it has performed all its functions to

the partnership. During the continuance of the partnership the parties may

sell or mortgage the firm realty without their wives joining.“ If firm realty

held by individual partners is sold to a bona fide purchaser it will cease to

be a firm asset.“ Firm realty may be sold to satisfy firm obligations and the

holder of the legal title may be compelled to execute a conveyance.an An as

signment of firm property for the benefit of creditors includes firm realty and

the assignee or purchaser can compel a conveyance of the legal title from the

holder thereof.‘0 Realty owned by partners may be used in the business with

out becoming firm property.H

28 McAlpine v. Millen. 104-289, 1164-583.

2° ld.

3°Schalck v. Harmon, 6-265(176); Ar

nold v. Wainwright, 6-358(241, 253);

Pcase v. Rush, 2-107(8Q, 92); Palmer v.

Tyler. 15-106(81); Barrett v. McKenzie,

24-20, 24; Thorpe v. Pennock, 99-22, 108+

940.

31 See § 3510.

-W Schalck v. Harmon, 6—265(176).

-33 Day v. McQuillan. 13—205(192).

-'H Arnold v. Wainwright. 6-358(241);

Sherwood v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 21-127;

Churchill v. Proctor, 31-129, 134, 16+694;

Brown v. Morrill, 45-483, 490, 48+-328;

Hardin v. Jamison, 60-348, 62+394; Mas

terman v. Lumbermen’s Nat. Bank, 61

299. 63+723; Barton v. Lovejoy, 56-380,

57+935; “’oodward v. Nudd, 58-236, 59+

1010; Fountain v. Menard, 53-443, 55+

601; Hanson v. Metcalf, 46-25, 48+441;

Stitt v. Rat Portage L. 00.. 98-52, 107+

824. See 23 Harv. L. Rev. 553.

35 Brown v. Morrill, 45-483, 490, 48+

328; Sherwood v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-127;

Arnold v. Wainwright, 6-35S(241).

36 Hardin v. Jamison. 60-348, 62+394.

1'" \Voodward v. Nudd. 58-236, 59+1010.

-39 Arnold v. Wainwright. 6—35S(241).

39 Barton v. Lovejoy. 56-380, 57+935.

4° Hanson v. Metcalf, 46-25, 48+441.

41 Moody v. Rathburn. 7-89(58).
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7383. Effect of conveyance to partnership—A conveyance to a partner

ship is properly made to the individual members thereof.‘2 A partnersl11p, as

such, cannot take and hold the legal title to realty. If a conveyance is made

to a partnership in the firm name the grantor will hold the legal title in

trust for the members of the firm.“

A conveyance to a partnership in the

firm name vests the legal title in those members of the firm who are desig

nated in the firm name.M

The words “doing business under the firm name,"

etc. in a conveyance to the members of a firm have been held descriptio per

sonarum.“7384. Application to payment of firm debts—The right to have firm prop

erty applied to the payment of firm debts is a right which each partner has

against the other partners.

good-faith sale and transfer of the firm property.

It may be terminated
by agreement, or by a

Partnership creditors have

no lien upon the firm property. But firm creditors may be subrogated to the

rights of the partners to have the property of the partnership applied to the

payment of firm debts before it is used to pay the individual debts of the

partners or otherwise improperly disposed of.
This right of the creditors

ceases, however, when the rights of the partners against each other are lost

by the disposition of the property.

The members of a partnership have the

right to dispose of the property of the firm, and thus destroy this equity of

creditors.
But the rights of creditors

property which is made for the purpose

cannot be defeated by the sale of firm

of defrauding the creditors.“

7385. Transfer of firm property—Partnerships, like individuals, possess

the jus disponendi.H
A cause of action for negligence has been held property

and included in a transfer of all the firm property to one of the partners on

dissolution.487386. Assignment-—A firm may assign to a third person a claim held by

the firm against one of its members,

name.‘D

and the assignee may sue in his own

7387. Conversion to firm purposes-—A quantity of lumber has been held

converted to firm purposes with the implied consent of all the partners.“

DISSOLUTION

7388. What effects-—A firm is dissolved by the death of one of the part

ners; “ by an assignment for the benefit of creditors; *2 by a completion of

the undertaking

for which it was formed;53 by the eltiux of the time for

which it was formed; “ and by the voluntary act of a partner, the partnership

being at will.557389. Contracts for dissolution—Construction-—Cases are cited below in

volving the construction of particular contracts for the dissolution of partner-

ships.‘M

2;21§\lorrison v. Mendenhall, 18—232(212,

43 Tidd v. R-ines, 26-201, 2+497; Baker

v. Thompson, 36-314, 31+5l. See German

L. Assn. v. Scholler, 10—331(260); Morri

son v. Mendenhall, 18-232(2l2).

44 Gille v. Hunt, 35-357, 29+2; Foster v.

Johnson, 39-378. 40+255; Menage v.

Burke. 43-211, -i5+155; Dwyer v. White

man, 92-55, 99+362;' Schlag v. Gooding,

98-261. 10S+11. See Townshend v. Good

fellow, 40-312, 41+1056.

*5 Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18—232(212).

*8 Thorpe v. Pennock, 99-22, 108+940.

H Thorpe v. Pennock, 99-22, 108+940;

Morrison v. Mendenhall, 18-—232(212).

*8 Blakeley v. Le Due, 22-476.

49 Russell v. Minn. Outfit, 1-162(136).

50 Person v. Wilson, 25-189.
51 Hoard v. Clnrn, 31-186, 17+275. See

First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 75-396, 78+

101; Dow v. State Bank, 88-355, 93+121.

52 Moody v. Rathburn, 7-S9(58, 65).

58 Bohrer v. Drake, 33-408, 23+840.

H Schalek v. Harmon, 6-265(176).

1“ Stitt v. Rat Portage L. 00., 98-52,

107-l-324.
M Rose v. Roberts, 9-119(109) (partner
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7390. Voluntary—Partnership at wil1—Where no definite time is fixed

for the continuance of a partnership it is at will, and either party may dis

solve it at will.67

7391. On death of partner—In the absence of previous agreement to the

contrary, the death of a partner works a total dissolution of a partnership;

that is to say, a dissolution both as respects the deceased and surviving part

ners. A simple provision in the articles for the continuance of the partner

ship for a fixed period is not such an agreement. The right of the surviving

partners, and the representatives of the deceased partner, to have the partner

ship wound up, is absolute."8

7392. Liability of retiring partner-—A retiring partner is not ordinarily

liable for the future acts of his partners, as to persons with notice of his re

tirement.“D He is a surety of the other partners who assume the firm debts.“

He is liable on the old contracts of the firm, unless they are modified by the

parties with notice of his retirement.“

7393. Liability for debt overlooked--Where, upon a final settlement, it

was supposed that all debts of the firm were paid, but one was inadvertently

overlooked, and one partner subsequently paid it, he was held entitled to

recover one-half of the amount from his partner.62

7394. Liability of executor of deceased partner—If an executor of a de

ceased partner continues the business, with the surviving partner, he is per

sonally liable for the debts of the firm contracted while he so acts, but not

for those contracted during the life of the deceased partner.“S

7395. Notice of dissolution—A retiring partner is liable for the future

acts of his partners as to persons who have had dealings with the firm, unless

he gives them notice of his retirement or they receive it-from another source.“

As to persons who have had no previous dealings with the firm, but who have

known of its existence, a general notice such as a publication in a newspaper

is 'sufiicient. No notice of any kind is necessary as regards persons who have

had no knowledge of the firm.05 No particular form of notice is essential."0

A, an agent of B, acquired knowledge of a firm while previously acting as

agent for C. It was held, that B, by reason of such knowledge of A, was en

titled to notice of a dissolution of the firm.“ Whether a principal had notice

through his agent has been held a question for the jury.‘38

7396. Powers and duties of surviving par-tners—On the dissolution of a

firm by death the surviving partner settles the affairs of the firm, which is

deemed to continue for that purpose. He has the exclusive right to the

possession, and control of the firm assets, and power to dispose of them. He

Leithauser v. Baumeister, 47-151, 49+660;

Porter v. Baxter, 71-195, 73+856.

'11 Porter v. Baxter, 71-195, 73+856. See

held a purchaser and not a trustee of his

copartners); Blakeley v. Le Duc, 22-476

(cause of action held transferred to a

partner); Whitaker v. Healer, 26-73, 1+

577 (sale of interest of one partner to an

other excepting certain accounts); Moon

v. Allen, 82-89, 84-+654 (stipulation for

assumption of firm debts); Brandt v. Ed

wards, 91-505, 98+647 (right to excess of

firm capital); Black v. Berg, 101-9, 111+

386 (liability for certain items).

5'! Stitt v. Rat Portage L. Co., 98-52,

107+824.

58 Hoard v. Clum, 31-186, 17+275.

5" See § 7395.

-M 1Vondlandt v. Sohre, 37-162, 33+700;

Freeman v. Berkey, 45-433, 48+194.

M Wendlandt v. Sohro, 37-162, 33+700.

61‘ Mattison v. Farnham, 44-95, 46+347.

M Reid v. Frazer, 37-473, 35+269; Davi

son V. Sherbnrne, 57-355, 59%-316; First

Nat. Bank v. Strait, 75-396, 78+101; Rob

ertson v. Anderson, 96-527, 105+972.

6“ Swigert v. Aspdeu, 52-565, 544-738;

Haines v. Starkey, 82-230, 84+910.

6" Robertson v. Anderson, 96-527, 105+

972.

8'1 Haincs v. Starkey. 82-230, 84+910.

65 Robertson v. Anderson, 92-527, 105+

972.
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is a trustee for the creditors, and the heirs or representatives of the deceased

partner. He may make an assignment of firm property for the benefit of

creditors, and it will pass the equitable title of firm realty in the name of

the deceased partner.‘n When necessary to pay firm debts, he may sell firm

realty standing in the name of the deceased partner, and the devisees or heirs

may be compelled to convey the legal title to the purchaser."0

7397. Fraudulent—-A dissolution has been held fraudulent and not to re

lease from liability?17398. Powers of partners in winding up—-A partnership is deemed to

continue after dissolution for the sole purpose of winding up its afiairs. Each

partner has full power, unless it is expressly confided to some other person,

to pay and collect the debts of the firm or to settle and adjust them, and to

do all other acts necessary to wind up the affairs of the firm, and to complete

transactions begun but not completed at the time of the dissolution."2

7399. Assets—Tru.st money, held by by one partner, but entered in the

firm books, has been held not a firm asset."
7400. Apportionment of premium-—If a partner to whom a premium is

paid is guilty of misconduct justifying a dissolution the premium may be

apportioned and recovered in part, in an action to dissolve.74 4

7401. Distribution of assets-—After the firm debts are paid the partners

are entitled to have the remaining assets divided among them equally, or

otherwise according to agreement." For purposes of distribution the court

may convert real into personal property." A debtor of the firm cannot ques

tion the distribution." Partners have the right to dissolve the partnership,

and divide the property of the firm between them, provided there is no inten

tion of delaying or hindering their creditors in the collectionof debts."

7402. Firm capita1—Upon dissolution of a firm a partner has been held ‘

entitled to an excess of firm capital, contributed by him, with interest as

agreed.TD Capital does not bear interest in the absence of an express agree

ment, or a usage of the firm to allow it. If allowed at all it ceases at dis

solution.B0

7403. Accounting—In connection with

sh1p, each partner is entitled to an account of all firm transactions. An ad

justment of the accounts is a necessary condition precedent to a determination

of the rights of the parties under the partnership agreement. There are ex

ceptional cases in which no order for an accounting is proper, where the par

ties have agreed on a settlement, or where the court finding the facts and

granting relief has had before it all or suflicient evidence pertaining to the

accounts so that its findings operate as an accounting. That, under particular

circumstances. it may be difficult to make a true accounting, or that the only

statement possible will at best approximate correctness, is no reason for re

fusing the redress of accounting.81 Cases are cited below involving the‘ items

chargeable on an accounting between partners,

'59 Hanson v. Metcalf, 46-25, 48+441; T7 Pease v. Rush, 2-107(89).

Brown v. Farnham, 55-27, 35, 56+-352.
NB _ _ '18 Thorpe v. Pennock, 99-22, 108+940.

arton v. Lovqoy, 06-380, 57+935. W Brandt v. Edwards, 91-505, 98+647

71Utlcy v. Clements, 79-68, 81+739; 5° St. Paul T. Co. v. Finch, 52-342, 54+

State v. Clements, 82-434, 85+229; Thorpe 190.

v.oPennock, 99-22, 108+940. B1 Reis v. Reis, 99-446, 109-l-997.

‘;;1Swchalck \'. Harmon, 6-265(176). 52 Johnson v. Garrett, 23-565 (certain

“ CcCarthy v. Donnelly, 90-104, 95+-760. moneys coming into a partner ’s hands and

1“ Borcoran v. Sumptmn, 79-108, 81+761. unaccounted for); Bohrer v. Drake, 33

P randt v. Edwards, 91-505, 981-647; 408, 23+840 (partner held entitled to 1'8

ease v. Rush. 2-107(89).

_ imbursement for payment of partner ’-.1

'16 Fountam \'. Menard, 53-443, 55~\-601. note given to raise firm capital); St. Paul

proceedings to dissolve a partner

" the effect of an accounting,88
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fraud in accounting,“ mistake in accounting,“ and questions of pleading and

practice in actions for an accounting and dissolution.“

7404. Receiver—'l‘he appointment of a receiver is not an inevitable con

sequence of a dissolution by a judicial decree. Thus it has been held that

ordinarily, unless cause is shown why the business should be taken out of the

hands of a partner, he will be allowed to wind up the business because of his

experience, and of the saving in expense to the firm, especially when such

partner has advanced the capital of the business.87

ACTIONS

7405. Between firms with common rnember—An action will lie by one

firm against another having a common member.“

7406. Between partners-—:\s a general rule one partner cannot sue another

in an action at law on firm accounts."

7407. By partners-—Partners may sue in the firm name for a firm debt

or for the recovery of firm property, though the interest of one of them therein

has been levied on.”° Partners may join in an action for on injury to the

firm credit. Where one partner eolludes with a. stranger to injure the co

T. 00. v. Finch, 52-342, 54+190 (interest

on capital not ordinarily allowable in ab

sence of agreement); Yorks v. Tozer, 59

78, 60+846 (unnecessary expenses incurred

without consultation); Lizee v. Robert,

96-169, 104+836 (partner held improperly

charged with certain stock and materials

bought for the benefit of the firm). See

Lawson V. Viehman, 50-488, 52+967;

Rines v. Ferrell, 107-251, 1194-1055.

83 Broderick v. Beaupre, 40-379, 42+83

(annual accountings held not to constitute

settlements and not to affect a partner's

right to a guaranteed profit).

-‘H Ber-key v. Judd, 12-52(23); Id., 22

287; McAlpine v. Millen, 104-289, 116+

583.

B5 Cobb v. Cole. 44-278, 46+364; Id., 51

48, 52+985.

9“ Chouteau v. Rice, 1—106(83) (supple

mental bill sustained); Berkey v. Judd,

12-52(23) (fraud—immaterial allegations

properly stricken out); Berkey v. Judd,

14-—394(300) (issues triable by court);

Palmer v. Tyler, 15-106(81) (action

maintainable by partner who has not paid

his full share of the capital stock—causes

of action properly joined—one to whom

a partner has fraudulently conveyed firm

property a. proper party defendant-re

ceiver—full relief to be awarded); Bar

ron v. Mullin, 21-374 (receiver); Johnson

v. Garrett, 23-565 (receiver); McClung v.

Capehart, 24-17 (demand before suit un

necessary—limitation of actions); Church

ill v. Proctor, 31-129, 16+694 (action

maintainuble by one who has purchased

the interest of a. partner—causes of action

properly joined); Bausman v. Woodman,

33-512, 24+198 (complaint sustained);

Henning v. Raymond, 35-303, 29+132 (re

ceiver) ; Stern v. Harris, 40-209, 41+1036

(complaint sustained); Shackleton \'.

Kneisley, 48-451, 51+470 (causes of ac

tion properly joined—jurisdiction of dis

trict court—complaint sustained-full re

lief to be granted); Fountain v. Menard,

53-4-13, 55+601 (complaint sustained);

Berlin M. Works v. Security T. Co., 60

161, 61+1131 (receiver); Walsh v. St.

Paul etc. Co'., 60-397, 62+383 (receiver-—

fnll relief to be granted); Masterman v.

Lumbermen’ Nat. Bank, 61-299, 63+723

(receiver); Coreoran v. Sumption, 79-108,

81+761 (pleading counterclaim for miscon

duct of plaintilf—unnecessary to allege

bringing of action); Betcher v. Betcher.

83-215, 86+1 (jurisdiction of district

conrt—accounting by executor); Gee v.

Gee, 84-384, 386, 87+1116 (action held one

for an accounting) ; Shipley v. Bolduc, 93

414, 101+952 (complaint sustained—issues

triable by court); Reis v. Reis, 99-446.

109+997 (relief allowab1e—judgment of

dissolution-receiver); Rines v. Ferrell.

107-251, 119%-1055 (parol evidenee-—de

fences—findings sustained).

9" Reis v. Reis, 99-446, 109+997. See, as

to receivers, Johnson v. Garrett, 23-565;

Henning v. Raymond, 35-303, 29+132;

Berlin M. Works v. Security T. Co., 60

161, 61+1131; Walsh v. St. Paul etc. Co.,

60-397, 62-+383; Masterman v. Lumber

men ’s Nat. Bank, 61-299, 63+723.

B5 Crosby v. Timolat, 50-171, 52+526.

8" Christopherson v. Olson, 104-330, 116+

840. See Russell v. Minn. Outfit, 1-162

(136); VVood v. Cullen, 13—394(365);

Cochrane v. Quackenbush, 29-376, 13+154;

Bohrer v. Drake, 33-408, 23+840.

90 Day v. McQuillan, 13-205(192); Bar

rett v. McKenzie, 24-20; Lane v. Lenfest,

40-375, 42+s4.
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partners, tl1e latter may maintain a joint action for the injury.‘u Objection

that an action is brought in the firm name without specifying the partners is

waived by pleading to the merits and going to trial.92

7408. Pleading—In actions by or against partners it is not ordinarily neces

sary to allege partnership.” If an instrument sued on is pleaded as having

been made to partners, as such, or is executed under an apparent firm name.

it may be necessary to allege partnership in order to connect the partners with

the instrument.M If an allegation of partnership is material it must be proved

if denied. It is put in issue by a general denial." If a partnership is alleged

and proved the firm name is immaterial and need not be proved though

alleged.“ A complaint against several as partners may be amended by strik

ing out the name of one of the defendants to conform to the proof."7 A denial

that the plaintiffs “were copartners, as alleged in the complaint, or otherwise”

has been held to put an allegation of partnership in issue.“ A failure to

allege partnership has been held waived by voluntarily litigating the issues

without objection."D

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

7409. Necessity of cash contribution—In the formation of a limited part

nership the provisions of the statute must be strictly complied with, and the

contribution of the special partner must be in actual cash, otherwise his

liability will be that of a general p-Artner.1

7410. Capital—Interest—It has been held. under a certain contract of

limited partnership, that the capital of plaintifl’s intestate was not due and

payable on the date of expiration of the term of partnership, but only as the

firm assets were realized after dissolution, and after all the liabilities of the

firm were paid, and that during such liquidation of the business such capital

did not draw interest.2

MINING PARTNERSHIP

7411. Special rules governing-—Mining partnerships are not governed in

all respects by the same rules as other partnerships.a

PARTY—See note -1.

PARTY AGGRIEVED—See Probate Court, 7785; and note 5.

PARTY NAMES—See Elections, 2933, 2943.

°1Cochr.'me v. Quackenbush, 29-376, 13+ 95 Fetz v. Clark, 7—217(159); Irvine V.

154. Myers, 4-229(164); McKasy v. Huber,

92 French v. Donohue, 29-111, 12+354. 65-9, 67+-650.

W Jaeger_ v. Hartman, 13-55(50); Bird- M Stickney v. Smith, 5—486(390).

sall v. Fischer, 17—100(76); Boosalis v. 91 Miles v. Wann, 27-56, 6+417.

Stevenson, 62-193, 64+380; Dobson v. Hal- 9* Dessaint v. Elling, 31-287, 17+430.

lowell, 53-98, 54+939; Freeman v. Curran, W Keene v. Masterman, 66-72, 68+771.

1—l69(144) ; Hayward v. Grant, 13-165 I In re Allen, 41-430, 43+382.

(154). But see. Foerster v. Kirkpatrick, 2St. Paul T. Co. v. Finch, 52-342, 544'

2—210(17l); Irvine v. Myers, 4—229(164); 190.

Fetz v. Clark, 7—217(159); Stickney v. 3 See Hoard \'. Clum, 31-186, 17+275 (du

Smlth, 5—486(390). ration).

M See Birdsall v. Fischer, 17—l00(76); 4l\IcPheeters v. Ronning, 95-164, 103+

Hayward v. Grant, 13—165(154); Dessaint 889.

v. Elling. 31-287, 17+480. 5 Stewart v. Duncan, 40-410, 42+89.



PARTY WALLS

7412. In general—A purchaser with notice of a party-wall agreement has

been held bound by the agreement of his grantor to pay one-half the cost of

the wall upon using it.‘ A party-wall agreement has been held to create an

incumbrance within a covenant against incumbrances.7 Such an agreement

has been held not invalidated by a mutual mistake as to the boundary line.5

A covenant to pay tl1e value of a part of a party wall when used has been

held personal and assignable apart from the land. An heir of the covenantor

has been held to take cum onere. A covenant in a party-wall agreement has

been held not merged in a lease.0 Covenants in a party-wall agreement gen

erally run with the land.”

7413. Easement-The adjoining owners of a party wall and the land cov

cred by it have each an easement in that portion thereof owned by the other.11

A party-wall agreement creates an equitable charge, easement, or servitude "—

cross or reciprocal easements.“

7414. Front wall--A front wall, though tied or fastened to a party wall.

is no part thereof. Neither of the owners of a party wall has a right to

-extend his front wall beyond the dividing line.“

7415. Ownership-—Ordinarily the adjoining owners are not owners in

common of a party wall, but each owns in severalty so much of the wall as

stands on his own land, subject to an easement or servitude in favor of the

other to have it maintained as a party wall.“

7416. Contracts construed—Cases are cited below involving the construc

tion of particular party-wall contracts.“

PASS—Sec note 17.

PASSBOOKS—See Banks and Banking, 781; Depositaries, 2704.

PASSENGER ELEVATORS-—See Carriers, 1210.

PASSENGERS--See Carriers. I

PASSIVE TRUST'S—See Trusts, 9879.

PATENT AMBIGUITIES-—Scc Evidence, 3406; Wills, 10262.

PATENT MEDICINES—Sco Constitutional Law, 1610.

13 Grafl’ v. Buchanan, 46-254, 48+-915." Warner v. Rogers, 23-34.

HJohnson v. Minn. T. 00., 91-476, 98+'IMackey v. Harmon, 34-168, 24+702.

5 Houghton v. Mendenhall, 50-40, 52+269.

9 Pillsbury v. Morris, 54-492, 56+-170.

10 First Nat. Bank v. Security Bank, 61

‘25, 6-‘H-264; Kimm v. Grifiin, 67-25, 69+

‘634; Nat. Life Ins. Co. v. Lee, 75-157,

77+794. See Note, 82 Am. St. Rep. 679.

11 Warner v. Rogers, 23-84; Mackey v.

Harmon, 34-168, 24+-702; Pillsbury v. Mor

ris, 54-192, 498, 56+170; Kimm v. Griflin,

67-25, 69+634.

12 First Nat. Bank v. Security Bank, 61

25, 29, 63+264. See, upon the subject in

general, Note, 89 Am. St. Rep. 924.

321; Stein v. Golden Rule, 108-182, 121+

S80.

15 Johnson v. Minn. T. Co., 91-476, 98+

321.

1"Stein v. Berrisford, 108-177, 121+879

(window openings); Stein v. Golden Rule,

108-182, 121+880 (improper extension of

shutters and advertising devices beyond

dividing line).

17 Brown v. St. P. etc. Ry., 36-236, 31+

941.



PATENTS

Cross-References

See Evidence, 3356 (proof of letters patent); Public Lands, 7908.

7417. Nature-A patent is a mere monopoly or exclusive right to an in

vention, not existing at common law, but by special grant from the govern

ment.“
7418. Control of Congress exc1usive—-A statute regulating the sale of

patent rights has been held invalid because interfering with the exclusive con

trol of Congress over the subject-n1atter.“’
7419. Jurisdiction-An action to enforce a contract for an interest in a

patent has been held within the jurisdiction of the state courts.‘0

7&0. Utility-—A patent regularly issued is prima facie evidence of the

utility and novelty of the device or invention covered by it.21 A useful in

vention is one which may be applied to some beneficial use in society, in con

tradistinction to an invention which is 1n_]ur1ous to the morals, the health, or

the good order of society. It is unnecessary to establish that the invention is

of such general utility as to supersede all other inventions now in practice to

accomplish the same purpose. It is sufficient that it has no obnoxious or

mischievous tendency, that it may be applied to practical uses, and that, so

far as it is applied, it is salutary. If its practical utility is very limited, it

will follow that it will be of little or no profit to the inventor; and if it is

trifling, it will sink into utter neglect. The law, however, does not look to

the degree of utility; it simply requires that it should be capable of use, and

ihgt tie use be such as sound morals and policy do not discountenance or pro

ii it.7421. Novelty-The fact that a particular device or improvement claimed

to be a new invention is of practical value and utility over any other may

properly be considered on the question of novelty.23 '
7422. Licenses and other contracts-—The purchaser of a patented article

from the patentee, or other person authorized to sell, ordinarily acquires by his

purchase an unrestricted right to use the article. A license may be inferred

from the acquiescence of the patentee in the use of the patented article.“ In

order to sustain the defence of want of consideration in a contract for the

sale of a patent right it is not enough that its practical utility is limited, or

that the patented article cannot be manufactured and sold at a profit, if it

is capable of use.“ Cases are cited below involving the construction of par

ticular contracts relating to patented articles."
7423. Implied contract to pay for use-—An action will lie on an implied

contract to pay for the use of a patented article. The licensee is estopped to

deny the validity of the patent as hctween the government and the patentec.

18 Deane v. Hodge, 35-146, 150, 27+917. 2-'-'\\'ilson v. Hentges, 26-238, 3+338; Va“

See State v. Creamery P. M. Co., 126+126. Norman v. Barbeau, 54-388, 554-1112.

1"S]r1ttenden v. White, 23-24. See State 28 Travis v. Hunter, 41-176, 42-l-1015

v.4 Creamery P. M. 00., 126%-126. (contract for payment of royalty); R00‘

-° Fuller v. Schutz, 88-372, 93+11S. Sec - v. Childs. 68-142, 70+1078 (contract as

Rpots v. Decker, 127+417. . signing a patent right); Mankato M. Co.

;;De_ane v. Hodge, 35-146, 27+917. v. Willard, 94-160, 102+202 (contract to

Wilson v. Hentges, 26-288, 3-l-338. indemnify for loss from the manufacture

See Van Norman v. Barbeau, 54-388, 55+ of a patented article); Myriek v. Purcell,

1122. 99-457. 109+995 (contract for sale of in

- Deane v. Hodge, 35-146, 153, 2T+91T. terest in patent right).

M Hankee v. Aruudcl, 98-219, 108+842.



P11 UPERS 747.‘

The measure of damages is a reasonable royalty. If the patent has been used

by the licensee only. and there is no established royalty, general evidence as

to the value of the use is admissible.“

7424. Proof—Proof of letters patent by the original, under the seal of the

Patent Ofiice, ha.s been held proper.gs

7425. Fraud—A patent procured by fraud on the government is void.“

PATROL LIMITS—See Intoxicafing Liquors, 4905.

PAUPERS

7426. Liability of relatives—The “bad conduct” of a pauper which will re-

lieve a relative from liability for his support under the statute must involve

moral delinquency and be the natural and proximate cause of the poverty.”

Recourse to the liability of relatives is not a condition precedent to an action

by one town against another.31

7427. Nature of municipal duty—'1‘he duty of municipalities to care for

the poor is statutory,32 governmental, or political,“ and continuing.“

7428. Effect of division of town—Upon a division of a town and the

creation of an independent municipality from a part of its territory, the settle

ment of a self-supporting person is in the municipality in which he happens

to dwell at the time of such division; but if a person goes from one part of‘

the town to another part, which is afterwards incorporated as a new munici

pality, and is there continuously supported from the date of his removal until

such division as a pauper by the old town, it thereafter continues liable for

his support.“5

7429. Actions between municipalities—If a municipality gives necessary

care to a pauper having a legal settlement in another municipality it may re

cover from the latter its disbursements," and without first having recourse

to the relatives of the pauper.37 The fact that claims were not itemized and

certified, when presented to the plaintifi in such an action, is no defence.“5

nor the fact that an application was not properly made to the plaintiff.”

The notice required by Laws 1903 c. 298 § 1, is not a condition precedent to

the right of recovery by a town for expenses incurred in caring for a pauper

who is a county charge. Such notice is for the purpose of giving the county

authorities an opportunity to examine into the matter and determine whether

the county is liable and should assume control of the case.‘0

7430. Settlement-—'l‘hc statute prescribes what shall constitute a settle

ment.“ Where a person having a legal settlement in one place removes to

21 Deane r. Hodge, 35-146, 27+917.

29 Owsley v. Greenwood. 18-429(386).

29 Fuller v. Schutz. 88-372, 93+118.

-30 R. L. 1905 § 1485; Mower County v.

Robertson, 79-357, 82+666.

31Cordova. v. Le Sueur Center, 74-515,

77+290. 430.

3? Robbins \'. Homer. 95-201. 103+1023.

31 Orlegaard v. Albert Lea. 33-351, 353,

23+526; Wellcome v. Monticello, 41-136,

140. 42-+930.

34Wellcome v. Monticello. 41-136, 140,

42+930.

35 Peterson \'. Emardville, 101-24, 111+

652.

1"! Lyon County v. Murray County, 29

240, 13+43; Lexington v. Sharon, 74-290,

77+48.

81 Cordova v. Le Sueur Center, 74-515,

77+290. 430.

38 Albion v. Maple Lake, 71-503, 74+282.

3" Cordova v. Le Sueur Center, 78-36. 80+

836.

40 Highland Grove v. Clay County, 101

11, 111+651.

*1 R. L. 1905 § 1488. See, under prior

statutes, Lyon County v. Murray County,

29-240, 13+43; Welleome v. Monticello,

41-136, 42¢/930; Albion v. Maple Lake, 71

503. 74+282; Louriston \'. Swift County,.

89-91, 93+1052.
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PAWNBROKERS

another he may acquire a new settlement in the latter,_ though at the time of

his removal, and thereafter, he was not self-supportmg, but was aided or

supported by private charity, at least if he has never received

Cases are cited below involving findmgs as to settlements

the former place.‘2

of paupers.“

public aid in

7431. Compulsory remova1—'1‘he statute authorizing the removal of a

pauper to the place of his true settlement is constitutional_.“ _ _

7432. Application for relief—The fact that an application _for rehef was

made to a supervisor of a town and not to the board of supervisors has been

held not to relieve a town from liability.“
The fact that an application was

not under the oath of two credible persons, as provided by Sp. Laws 1881 c. 221.

has been held not a defence to an action between two municipalities.“ The

right of a pauper to assistance in an emergency does not depend upon the

prior recognition by the authorities of the fact that he was a pauper; it

depends upon the facts themselves.47

7433. Employment of physicians—Under G. S. 1866 c. 15 a single county

commissioner was not authorized to employ a physician for a pauper."_ A

physician has been held entitled to recover from a town for emergency services

to a pauper without express agreemen
tfll

7434. Evidence-—Admissibi1ity—The direct testimony of a pauper is ad

missible as to‘ his settlement, but reputation is not.
Certain special laws have

been held admissible to show that a county was under a town system.‘''‘’_

7435. Special acts-—Construction—Cases are cited below involvmg the

cousirllction of various special acts relating to paupers.“

PAWNBROKERS

Cross-References

See Receiving Stolen Goods, 8267.

7436. Definition-A pawnbroker is a person engaged in the business of

loaning money on pawn or pledge.‘2

7437. Regulation—License—-In a complaint charging a person with en

gaging in and conducting the business of pawnbroker without a license, It

is unnecessary to state the particular instances where money was loaned on

pledge or pawn."'3

PAYABLE—See note 54.

42 Cordova v. Le Sueur Center, 78-36, 80+

836.

43 Lexington \'. Sharon, 74-290, 77+48;

Highland Grove v. Clay County, 101-11,

111+651; Hewitt v. Hubbard County, 103

41. 114+261.

H R. L. 1905 § 1500; Lovell v. Seeback,

45-465, 4s+2s.

845 Tessier \'. Lake Pleasant, 57-145, 58+

71.

84116Cordova v. Le Sueur Center, 78-36, 80+

3 .

47 Robbins v. Homer, 100-547, 110+-1134.

45 Benley v. Chisago County, 25-259.

49 Bobbins v. Homer, 95-201, 103+1023;

;d.1,501100—547, 110+1134. See R. L. 1905

~"1Fenhold \'. Freeborn County. 29-158,

]2+458 (Sp. Laws 1875 c. 74 making pau

pers a town charge in Freeborn county);

Odegaard v. Albert Lea, 33-351, 23+526

(id.); Wellcome v. Monticello, 41-136, 42+

930 (Sp. Laws 1887 c. 90 making paupers

in villages a village charge in Wright

county) ; Pushor v. Morris, 53-325, 55+14=3

(Laws 1893 c. 249 repealing Sp. Laws

1889 c. 273 relating to the care of the

poor in Stevens county); Cordova v. Le

Sueur Center, 74-515, 77+290, 430 (Sp

Laws 1881 c. 221 and 1885 e. 71 relating

to the care of poor in Le'Sueur county).

59 St. Paul v. Lytle, 69-1, 71+703.

M16.

"0 Albion \'. Maple Lake, 71-503, 74-+282.

54 Easton v. Hyde. 13-90(83).



PAYMENT

Cross-References

See Deposits in Court; Tender; and other specific heads.

IN GENERAL

7438. Dcfinition—The word “payment” is here used in the sense of a

delivery and acceptance of money, or its equivalent, in discharge of a pecuniary

obligation.ms

7439. By vo1unteer—Payment of a debt by a volunteer will discharge the

debt if accepted by the creditor as payment.“ Advantage of a payment by a

volunteer cannot be taken by the debtor as a discharge of his debt unless it

was intended by the pa-yor and the creditor to operate as a discharge.M If

A officiously pays the debt of B, he cannot require B to reimburse him, at

least if B did not ratify the transaction.”8 If B assents to the payment he

is bound by it, and it has the same efiect as if made by himself.59 \\"here one

not the debtor, nor under any legal or moral obligation to pay a debt, agrees

to pay, and does pay, a sum less than the whole debt, in consideration of an'

agreement on the part of the creditor to satisfy and discharge the whole, no

action will lie against the debtor to recover the balance of his indebtedness.“0

7440. To joint ob1igees—One of two joint obligees to a contract has a right

to receive payment thereon, and such payment discharges the obligation, to

the amount paid, whether in whole or in part. An obligor has no legal right

to pay a third person a sum due to the two joint obligees, without authority

from both of them.“

7441. Deposit with third party—Revocation—When a debtor delivers to

a third person money to pay to his creditor, the relation between the debtor

and third person is that of principal and agent, until the creditor assents to

the transaction; and, until such assent, the debtor may revoke the intended

appropriation. Any disposition by the debtor, such as an assignment for the

benefit of creditors, inconsistent with the appropriation first intended, will

be a revocation. The assent of the creditor to the deposit with the agent may

be presu1ned when he has knowledge of it, but his knowledge of it will not be

presun1ed.°"’

7442. Out of particular fund-—'I‘he general rule is that an appropriation

of a particular fund to pay a claim, or a promise to pay it out of a particular

fund, does not limit the remedy to that fund, but is an absolute covenant to

pay, unless there is an express limitation of the liability to the particular

fund." When a note or bond is, by its provisions, payable out of a particular

fund, and no other provision is made for its payment, the liability to pay it

exists only when the fund exists, and to the extent of that fund; but, this rule

55 See Forrest v. Henry, 33-434, 23+848.

5° See Schmidt v. Ludwig, 26-85, 1-I-S03;

Chairman, Bd. of Health v. Renville

County, 89-402, 95+-221.

51 Chairman, Bd. of Health v. Renville

County, 89-402, 95+221.

58 Price -v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+14; Ed

wards v. Hardwood Mfg. Co., 59-1’/‘B, 60+

1097; Rosamond v. N. W. etc. Co., 62-374,

64+925; Bryant v. Nelson. 94-305, 102+

859. See Felton v, Bissel, 25-15, 20; Sav

age v. Madelia F. W. Co., 98-343, 347.

108+296.

59 Clarkin v. Brown, 80-361, 83+351.

60 Clark v. Abbott, 53-88, 55+542.

61 Moore v. Bcvier, 60—240. 62+281.

“B Simonton v. First Nat. Bank, 24-216;

Trunkey v. Crosby, 33-464, 2s+s4o.

68 Langdon v. Northfield, 42-464, 44-+984.

See Voak v. Nat. Invest. Co., 51-450, 53+

708.
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does not apply where the mortgage securing the bond provides also another

fund out of which the bond is made payable, but in such case the bond 15

payable out of either or both funds.“ One who had contracted to pay a

specified sum of money “out of the proceeds” of the first article sold of_a

specified kind becomes at once absolutely liable to make such payment,_if in

making such sale he includes also other property, a. gross and unappo_rt1oned

price being received for the whole.‘"" A covenant by a debtor to pay h1S cred

itor out of. a designated fund, of which the debtor retains control, when the

same is received by him, is a personal covenant only, and cannot be construed

either as an equitable assignment of, or a lien on, the fund.“

7443. Direction to agent to pay—A direction by the maker of notes, to

one acting as his agent, to apply money in his hands to the payment of the

notes, the agent holding the notes as the agent of the payee, does not, of itself.

-constitute or have the effect of such an application of the money."

MEDIUM OF PAYMENT

7444. By promissory note-—The giving of a promissory note for an ante

<-edent debt is not an absolute payment of the debt. unless it is so agreed. The

presumption is that the note is accepted as a conditional payment only,‘8 and

the effect is to suspend the right of action until the note is due." The ac

ceptance of a note “for,” or “on account of,” or “in payment of,” an existing

debt, in the absence of an express agreement that it is taken in satisfaction of

the debt, is to be taken as a conditional payment only. The mere recital in

a receipt or other writing of the fact of payment by note is not, by itself,

sufficient evidence of absolute payment, and that the creditor assumes the risk

of its being paid, but is upon the implied understanding that the note will be

paid, and only shows that when paid it shall be a discharge of the original

debt.10 The acceptance of a note will operate as a payment if it is so agreed

by the parties, expressly or impliedly.71 The burden of proving the agreement

is on him who asserts it.72 The same rules apply whether the note is that

of the debtor or a third person." Where a debtor, at the request of his

creditor, executes his note to a third person, the note may operate as a pay

ment.H Whether a note operates as a payment is determined by the law of

the place of the contract.HS An agreement to pay in the notes of a third party

does not imply an agreement to indorse them.m '

Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 59~L

8 .

M Nat. C. 85 L. Builder v. Cyelone etc.

Co., 49-125, 51+657.

00 Plymouth 0. Co. v. Seymour, 67-311,

315, 69+1079.

"7 Moore v. Norman, 52-83, 53+809.

68 Geib v. Reynolds, 35-331, 28+923 (the

statement in this case as to the necessity

of an “express” agreement is erroneous);

Combination S. & I. Co. v. St. P. C. Ry.,

47-207, 49+744; Hanson v. Tarbox, 47

433, 50+474; Washington S. Co. v. Bur

dick, 60-270, 62+285; Seymour v. Bank of

Minn., 79-211. 224. S1-H059. See Milwain

v. Sanford. 3-147(92); Devlin v. Cham

blin. 6-468(325); Wakefield v. Spencer,

8-376(336); Wharton v. Anderson, 28

30], 305. 9+S60; Olson \'. Crerner. 43-232,

45+o1s (due-bill). ' .

1Wcombinntion S. 8:. 1'. Co. v. St. P. C.

R-y., 47-207, 49+744; Lundberg v. N. W.

El. Co., 42-37, 43+685. See Liane v. For

restal, 51-249, 53+54T.

1° Combination S. & I. Co. v. St. P. C.

Ry., 47-207, 49+744.

71 Keough v. MeNitt, 6-513(357); Don

nelly v. Simonton, 13-301(278); Goenen

v. Schroeder, 18-66(51); Paine v. Smith,

33-495, 24+305; Bausman v. Credit G. Co.,

47-377, 50+496; Union etc. Co. v. Taggart,

55-95, 56+579; Bishop v. Buckeye P. Co.,

57-219, 58+872; Wiley v. Dean, 67-62,

69+629; Seymour v. Bank of Minn., 79

211. 224, 8]+1059; Kennedy _v. Fidelity &

C. Co., 100-1, 110+97. See Miller v. Mc

Carty. 47-321, 50+235.

:12 Geib v. Reynolds, 35-331, 28+923; Dev

hn v. Chamblin, 6—468(325).

"Combination S. & I. Co. v. St. P. C.

Ry., 47-207, 49+744.

74 See Linnc v. Forrestal, 51-249, 53+547.

75 Thomson v. Palmer, 52-174, 53+1137.

7° Paine v. Smith. 33-495, 24+305.
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7445. By check—The giving of his check by a debtor to his creditor for

the amount of the debt is not an absolute payment of the debt unless it is so

agreed. The presumption is that the check is received as a conditional pay

ment, and until it is paid the debt remains.'” If the check is paid, the pay

ment of the debt generally relates back to the receipt of the check." If the

check is returned by the creditor the debt remains."0 If a creditor accepts a

check, and agrees to credit the amount thereof, the burden is on him to show

that the check was returned, or that it was not paid on due presentment.so

If the creditor deposits the check with his banker, not for mere collection, and

receives credit therefor, the debt is paid.81

7446. By draft—The giving of a draft for a debt is not an absolute payment

of the debt unless it is so agreed. The presumption is that it is accepted

as conditional payment only. The burden of proving the contrary is on him

who asserts it."

TIME OF PAYMENT

7447. Before due—A debtor cannot compel his creditor to receive payment

before it is due. One who pays money before it is due pays at his own risk.

Authority to an agent to receive payment is not authority to receive it before

it is due.83

7448. Extension—-A valid agreement to extend the time of payment of a

debt is a defence to an action on the debt during the time of extension.“

Where, for a valuable consideration, a creditor has agreed with his debtor to

postpone and extend the time for payment, so that the debt shall be payable

from time to time in instalments, an action to recover the entire indebtedness

cannot be maintained, though the debtor has whollyr failed to pay as the in

stalments fall due, until the amount of the last instalment is due.“ The

agreement for an extension may be implied.“

7449. Presurnption—When it is uncertain when a debt was paid, it will be

presumed that it was paid when due."

7450. When due—Demand—In the case of an ordinary debt, where no

time for its payment, or condition precedent to the right to require payment,

is agreed upon, it is payable at once. Whefe it is agreed to pay “on demand,”

the bringing of suit is ordinarily a sufficient demand. The parties may, how

ever, by their contract, make an actual demand necessary." When a contract

obligation to pay a stated sum of money becomes complete, a right of action

to recover it arises at once. in the absence of any agreement making a previous

demand necessary.“

" Good v. Singleton, 39-340, 40+359; -'13 Park v. Cross, 76-187, 78+1107.

Surdeson v. Menage, 41-314, 43+66; Na

tional Bank of Com. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 44

224, 46+342; Goodall v. Norton, 88-1, 92+

445; Hillestad v. Lee, 91-335, 338, 97+

1055; Wright v. Lynch; 102-96. 112+892;

First Nat. Bank v. McConnell, 103-340,

ll4+1129; Note, 69 Am. St. Rep. 346.

Sec, as to payment to laborers by time

checks, Jamison v. Ray, 73-249. T5+10~t9.

1*‘ Sardeson v. Menage. 41-314, 43+6G.

79 Good v. Singleton, 39-340, 40+359.

8° Goodall v. Norton, 88-1, 92+445.

“1 Board of Ed. \'. Robinson, 81-305, 84+

105.

82 Devlin v. Chamblin, 6—468(325).

8* Lyman v. Rasmussen, 27-384, 7+687;

Wheaten v. Wheeler, 27-464, 8+599; Hall

v. Parsons, 105-96, 101, 117-+240.

85 Napa Valley W. Co. v. Daubner, 63

112, 65+143.

-96 St. Paul T. Co. v. St. Paul Ch. of Com.,

64-439, 67+350.

8" Johnson v. Carpenter, 7-176(120).

88 Branch v. Dawson, 33-399, 23+552;

Brown v. Brown, 28-501, 11+64; Horn \'.

Hansen. 56-43, 57+315.

5" Ganser v. Fireman’s etc. Co.. 3-1-372,

25+943. See Montgomery \'. Leuwer. 94

133, 102+-367.



PAYMENT

7527451. Time of day-When a payment is to be made on a particular day, the

debtor is entitled to the whole of the day until the close of business hours in

which to make pay1nent.°°

PLACE OF PAYMENT

7452. In genera1—-Where no place of payment is agreed upon it is the duty

of the debtor to seek the creditor and make payment to hmi personally wherever

he may be,91 but a debtor is not bound to follow his creditor out of the state.”

The place of payment may be specially agreed upon.”

RECEIPTS

7453. Definition and nature-A receipt is a written acknowledgment or

admission of the payment of money.“
It is in the nature of an admission.“

7454. What constitutes-—An itemized bill marked paid is a receipt for

Cases are cited below mvolving various

may embody a contract.”

the items contained in the bill.97

forms of receipts."
7455. As evidence against stranger

is inadmissible against strangers to prove the fact of payment.”

It is not normally a contract, but it

s-—1t is the general rule that a receipt

But it may

be admitted against strangers in connection with the testimony of the person

making the payment, by way of corroboration.1

to the general rule.2

Tax receipts are an exception

7456. Conclusiveness-A receipt may be contradicted or modified by parol,

unless it constitutes a contract,“

timony of a witness.‘

1t is of no higher evidence than the tea

But it is prima facie evidence of the fact recited, and if

it purports to be in full payment it is conclusive evidence of full payment,

if not contradicted.“

APPLICATION OF PAYMENTS

7457. By the parties--In making a payment a debtor may apply it as he

pleases-.6 If the debtor makes no application of a payment, the creditor may

apply 1t as he pleases.’ If an application is not made at the time of a pay

ment, it may be made later by agreement

of the parties, and it may be different

from what the law would have made.8 The right of the parties to make such

application as they please is sometimes limited by the rights of third parties.°

W Daly v. Proetz, 20—411(363); Pratt v.

Tinkcorn, 21-142.

59512Branch v. Dawson, 33-399, 401, 23+

"2 Gill v. Bradley, 21-15, 20.

9“ Balrne v. Wambaugb, 16—116(106).

M Cummings v. Baars, 36-350, 353, 31+

449; McKinney v. Harvie, 38-18, 35+668;

Thompson \-'. Layman, 41-295, 42+1061.

“-5 See § 3391.
M Tutrell v. Morgan, 7—368(290); Burke

v. Bay, 40-34, 41+240.

M Steftens v. Nelson, 94-365, 102+871.

98 Butler v. Bohn, 31-325, 17+862; Gross

v. Diller, 33-424, 23+837; Farnham v.

Murch, 36-328, 31+453; Gran v. Spa.ngen

berg, 53-42, 54+933.

9'-3 Ferris v. Boxell, 34-262, 25+592-,

l-Ieartz v. Klinkhamrner, 39-488, 40+826-,

Houston v. Nord. 39-490, 40+568; Cain v.

Mead. 66-195. 63+840.

1 Cain v. Mead, 66-195, 68+840.

2 Seigneuret v. Fahey, 27-60, (H403;

B;;ud of Trustees v. Brown, 66-179, 68+

S .

3See § 3391.

-‘Burke v. Ray, 40-34, 41+240.
“ Morris v. St. P. & G. Ry., 21-91; Cappin

v. Wiedemann, 86-156, 90+368; Wherley

V. Rowe, 106-494, 119+222.
8Solomon v. Dreschler, 4-278(197). A

debtor who pays money ordinarily deter

mines the conditions upon which it is re

ceived. Kenny v. Sen Si Lun, 101-253,

256, 112+220. See, upon the subject in

general, Note, 96 Am. St. Rep. 44.

1 Solomon v. Dreschler, 4—278(197);
Newell v. Houlton, 22-19, 22; Stitt v. Rat

Portage L. Co., 92-365, 100+1125; Haw

vcr v. Ingalls, 93-371, 101+604.

B Flarsheim v. Brestrup, 43-298, 454-438.

"See Whittncre v. Fuller. 5-508(401):
Mills v. Kellogg. 7-469(377); Allen ‘v’.

Jones, 8—202(172); Tomlinson v. Simpson,
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7458.. By the court—If no application is made by the parties the law ap

plies it.” It is sometimes said that the law will apply a payment as justice

requires.I1 This, however, does not mean that a court, in making an appli

cation, will consider solely the justice of the particular case. It will follow

well settled rules and the presumed intention of the parties.12 Where there

is a single account consisting of several items, payments will be applied ac

cording to priority of time; that is, the first item on the debit side of the

account is discharged or reduced by the first item on the credit side.“ This

rule is unafiected by the fact that one item is better secured than another.

But it is based on the presumed intention of the parties, and it will not be

applied where the evidence clearly shows a diflerent intention.“ Where there

are secured and unsecured claims a court will apply a payment on the un

secured claim.“ Where there is principal and interest due a court will apply

a payment so as first to satisfy the interest." Where there is a legal and an

illegal claim a court will apply a payment on the legal claim." It is not the

rule in this state that a court will always apply a payment in the way most

beneficial to the creditor.18 A court will not disturb an application made by

the parties.19

7459. Out of a particular fund—A payment made from the proceeds of

mortgaged property must, as a general rule, be applied in payment of the

mortgage debt. And the proceeds of property held by a bailee on a lien must

be applied to the satisfaction of the lien.20

7460. Change of app1ication—An application once made cannot be changed

except by mutual consent of the parties.21 The parties may change an appli

cation by agreement at any time. After acquieseing in the application of a

payment in extinguishing one demand, and accepting the benefit of it for that

purpose, a debtor cannot avail himself of the same fund to extinguish another

demand, though, when he made the payment, he directed its application on

the latter.22

RECOVERY OF PAYMENTS

7461. Voluntary payments—It is a general rule that money voluntarily

paid, with full knowledge of the facts, cannot be recovered back, though the

claim on which the payment was made was illegal. If one chooses to give

away his money, or to take his chances whether he is giving it away or not,

he cannot afterwards change his mind, and recover it by action.“ It is con

33—443, 23+864; Merchants Ins. Co. v. 14 Hersey v. Bennett, 28-86, 9+590; Pond

Herber, 68-420, 71+624; Pond v. O’Con

nor, 70-266, 270, 73+159, 248.

1° Lash v. Edgerton, 13-210(197); Scl1ef

fer v. Tozier, 25-478.

11 Solomon v. Dreschler, 4-—278(197);

Hersey v. Bennett, 28-86, 9+590.

I’-’ Hersey v. Bennett, 28-86, 9+-590. See

21 Harv. L. Rev. 623.

13 Horsey v. Bennett, 28-86, 9+590; Wol

ford v. Andrews, 29-250, 13+167; Jefl’er~

son v. Church of St. Matthew, 41-392, 43+

74; Miller v. Shepard, 50-268, 272, 52+

894; Winnebago P. Mills v. Travis, 56

480. 58+36; Redwood County v. Citizens’

Bank, 67-236, 241, 69+912; Pond v.

O'Connor. 70-266, 73+159, 248; Id.,

80-272, 83+169. See Tomlinson v. Simp

son, 33-443, 448, 23+864; Merchants Ins.

('0. v. Herhcr, 68-420, 425, 71+624.

II—48

\'. O’Connor. 70-266, 73+159, 248.

15 Lash v. Edgerton, 13-210(197); Gard

ner v. Leek, 52-522, 54+746. See Tomlin

son v. Simpson, 33-443, 23+864.

1a Lash v. Edgerton, 13—210(197); Weide

v. St. Paul, 62-67, 64+65; Bay View L. Co.

v. Myers, 62-265, 644-816; Keigher v. St.

Paul, 69-78, 72+54.

1" Solomon v. Dresehler, 4-278(197). See

Sehetfer v. Tozier, 25-478.

1" See Tomlinson v. Simpson, 33-443, 23+

864.

19 Pond v. O’Connor, 70-266, 73+159, 248.

3° Thorne v. Allen, 72-461, 463, 75+706.

11 Pond v. O’Connor, 70-266, 73+159, 248.

'-"-’ Flarsbeim v. Brestrup, 43-298, 45+438.

11! Shelley v. Lash, 14-498(373, 378);

Shilloek v. Gilbert, 23-386; De Grafi v.

Ramsey County, 46-319, 48+1135; Joannin
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rar to the olic of the law to permit one to t8.ke'll1COI1SlSteIlt. positions, re

ihudihte his :ibts,{1nd disturb a settlement v_oluntanly en_tered into by h1m.::

But while the rule is a wholesome one, it 1s to be ‘applied cautiously for 11

often works injustice.‘-'5 Where a party is in possession of land clamnng t1t e

thereto adversely, and in hostility to the true owner, and pays taxes thereon

as owner, he cannot, after judgment of ouster against him, recover the amoun

so paid, or the consideration of the deed under winch he claims, of the pre

vailing party, in a personal action against the latter.26 _ l‘he gegeral rule ap

plies to the voluntary payment of taxes 2’ and excessive mterest.

7462. Involuntary paymen.ts—Duress—Money paid under unlawful com

pulsion or duress may be recovered back. There 1s no general test of duress.

Each case is necessarily determined largely by its own facts. The courts, how

ever, by a gradual process of exclusion and inclusion have arranged certam

classes of cases on one or the other side of the line. There may be duress as

regards realty as well as personalty. To constitute duress there must be some

actual or threatened exercise of power possessed, or reasonably supposed to

he possessed, by the party exacting or receiving the payment, over the person

or property of the party making the payment, from which the latter hoas 110

other means of immediate relief than by paying the money demanded.2 T0

entitle a party to recover back money paid under a claimthat it was a forced

or compulsory payment, it must appear that it was paid upon a wrongful

claim or unjust demand, under the pressure of actual or threatened personal

restraint or harm, or of an actual or threatened seizure or interference with

his property of serious import to him; and that he could escape from or pre

vent the injury only by making such payment.30 It may be stated generally

that whenever the demandant is in position to seize or detam the property

of him against whom the claim is made without a resort to judicial proceed

ings, in which the party may plead, ofier proof, and contest the validity of

the claim, payment under protest, to recover or retain the property, will be

considered as made under compulsion, and the money can be recovered back.

at least where a failure to get or retain immediate possession and control of

the property would he attended with serious loss or great inconvemence.“

A payment of an illegal demand in order to obtain possession of personalty

detained otherwise than by judicial process, and where the immediate need of

possession is so serious and urgent that a resort to an action would mvolvc

_c‘ravc lu1rdship. is compulso1'_\'.“'-' \\'herc the law affords an adequate remedy

against an illegal demand a payment of the demand will be deemed voluntary.

But if the remedy afforded by the law would not avoid serious hardslnp a

payment of the demand will be deemed compulsory.“ But the mere fact that

a lawsuit is threatened, or that property has been seized on legal process, '60

v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 566, 52+217; Scha.l'fi- State v. Nelson, 41-25, 42+548. It has

billig v. Scharffbillig, 51-349, 53+713; been said that duress exists where one 15

Carson v. Cochran, 52-67, 53+1130; Le

veroos v. Rois, 52-259, 53+-1155'; Chaska v.

I-Iedman, 53-525, 55+737. See Farrell v.

Burbank, 57-395, 59+485; Keener, Quasi

Contracts; Note, 94 Am. St. Rep. 408.

2* 22 Harv. L. Rev. 52.

25 American B. M. Union v. Hastings, 67

303, 308, 69+1078.

2° Schartfbillig v. Scharffbillig, 51-349,

53+713.

2" See § 9516.

28 See § 9991.

2*>Jo:.1uuin v. Ogilvie. 49-564, 52+217;

by the unlawful conduct of another in

duced to do or perform some act under

circumstances which deprive him of the

exercise ‘of his free will. State v. Ladeen,

104-252, 1161-486. See 20 Harv. L. Rev.

sso; 22 Id. 52.

3° Kraemer v. Deustermann, 37-469, 35+

276.

31Joannin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 52+217.

3‘-‘ Fargnsson v. Winslow, 34-384, 25+942;

Joannin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 568, 52l-217.

311130 Graft‘ v. Ramsey County, 46-319,

ismas; State v. Nelson, 41-25, 42+548;
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enforce an illegal demand, will not render a payment of the demand com

pulsory, at least in the absence of fraud.“ The mere refusal of a party to

pay a debt, or to perform a contract, is not duress, so as to avoid a contract

procured by means of such refusal, though the other party was influenced in

entering into it by his financial necessities.an To make a payment compulsory

it is unnecessary that it should be made under protest.“ A threat of unlawful

arrest may constitute duress, if it is suflicient to overcome the mind and will

of a person of ordinary firmness. 'l‘o recover a payment in such a case it

must appear that it was made through fear of the threatened arrest.“1 In

determining whether an alleged payment was in fact made under compulsion,

evidence tending to show fraud or undue influence should receive due consid

eration.“ A payment has been held compulsory where it was made to clear

a title of an unfounded mechanic’s lien claim, so that the payor might secure

a loan on the property which he had negotiated in order to raise money to

pay a prior overdue mortgage and other pressing debts, he having no other

available means of raising the money; 3" where an excessive charge for water

was paid to prevent a water company from shutting off the supply of water

from a large building in which many persons were employed; ‘° and where a

subsequent mortgagee was compelled to pay an excessive amount to redeem

from the foreclosure of a prior mortgage.“ A payment of rent made in fear

of losing a tenancy at will has been held not compulsory.‘2 The existence of

a mortgage, with a power of sale, to secure an overdue debt, is not of itself a

sufiicient constraint upon the will of the debtor to amount to legal duress or

compulsion, to enable him to recover back excessive interest paid by him for

forbearance on the part of the creditor.“ The recovery of illegal taxes is

considered elsewhere.H

7463. Payments induced by fraud—Payments induced by fraud of the

payee may be recovered.15

7464. Payments under mistake of fact-It is a general rule that money

paid under a mistake of fact affecting the liability of the payor may be re

covered back in an action as for money had and received.“ To justify a

recovery the money must have been received under such circumstances that,

in equity and good conscience, the payee ought not to retain it. The mistake

must relate to a fact which is material-—essential to the transaction between

the parties. A payment made under the influence of a mistake, concerning

a fact, which, even if it were as it is supposed to be, would create no legal ob

ligation, but merely operate as an inducement upon the mind of the party

paying the money, the other party being without fault, would not justify a

recovery as for money had and receiver." The basis of the action is the

Fargusson v. Winslow, 34-384, 25+942;

Joannin V. Ogilvie, 49-564, 52+217.

3‘ Joannin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 568, 52+

217; Mpls. S. & P. Co. v. Cunningham, 59

325, 61+329.

85 Cable v. Foley, 45-421, 47+1135; Joan

nin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 568, 52+217.

3'' See § 9517.

3'' Flanigan _v. Minneapolis, 36-406, 31+

359.

38 Tapley v. Tapley, 10-448(360); Kras

mer v. Deustermann, 37-469, 35+276.

39 Joannin v. Ogilvie, 49-564, 52+217.

-10 Panton v. Duluth G. 8; W. Go, 50-175,

52+527. See State v. Nelson, 41-25, 27,

42+548.

41 Bennett v. Healey, 6-240(158).

42 Mpls. S. & P. Co. v. Cunningham, 59

325, 61+329. See Joannin v. Ogilvie, 49

564, 569, 52+217.

43 Nutting v. McCutcl1eon, 5—382(310).

‘-4 See § 9516.

45 Schaller v. Burger, 47-357, 50+247.

4“ Bernheimer v. Marshall, 2-78(61);

Miss. R. Co. v. Ankeny, 18-17(1, 9); Hen

derson v. Sibley County, 28-515, 520, 11+

91; Sibley v. Pine County, 31-201, 17'

337; Lund v. Davies, 47-290, 50+79;

Braithwait v. Bain, 66-325, 69+4; Parks

v. Fogleman, 97-157. 105+560.

47 Langevin v. St. Paul, 49-189, 51+817.

See McClure v. Bradford, 39-118, 38+-753.
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moral obligation to make restitution w

which in equity and good conscience

here one has received money of another

he ought not to retain.‘8 Hence it is

always permissible to show in defence facts that would make it inequitable to

compel the defendant to make restitution.‘D
7465. Payments under mistake of law-It is a general rule that money

paid under a mistake of law cannot be recovered back, Where the transaction

is unaffected by any fraud, trust, co

knew all the facts.M

runnmg on money paid by rmstake merely7467. Pleading--In an action for the recovery of money paid under duress,

nfidence, or the like. and both parties

for the recovery of money voluntarily

A demand is necessary to set interest

52

or by mistake, the facts constituting the duress or mistake must be specifically

alleged. A general allegation of duress or mistake is insufiicient."""

PLEADING

7468. In general-In an action on a contract to pay a specific sum of

money at a certain time it has been held unnecessary to allege a non-payment,

payment being considered new matter to be specially pleaded by the defend

ant.“ In other actions it is generally unnecessary to allege non-payment, pay

ment being a matter of defence.55 Where there is no allegation of non-pay

ment in the complaint, payment is new matter to be specially pleaded in the

answer, and is inadmissible under a general denial.“ Where there is a neces

sary allegation of non-payment in the complaint, payment may probably be

proved under a general or specific denial."T Facts excusing non-payment are

inadmissible under a plea of payment.“

Where a complaint on a note alleges

non-payment, an allegation in an answer of payment is not new matter re

qun-mg a reply.‘0 An allegation of a payment, without showing that it was

paid on the claim sued upon, is insullicient.M An indefinite allegation of part

payment has been sustained.“

________I-'

PAYMENT INTO COURT——See Deposits in Court.

PEDDLERS——See Hawkers and Peddlers.

PEDIGREE-—-See Evidence, 3297.

PENAL—-See Corporations, 2080, 2089, 2108.
PENAL STATUTES-See Conflict of Laws, 1552; Statutes, 8989.

48 Henderson v. Sibley County, 28-515,

520, 11+91; Sibley v. Pins County, 31-201

173337; Duluth v. McDonnell, 61-288, 63+

4“ Duluth v. McDonnell, 61-288, 63+727;

Pillager v. Hewett, 98-265, 107+815.

5° Erkens v. 1\'icolin, 39-461, 40+567;

Fidelity 8a C. Co. v. Gillette, 92-274. 99+

1123. See Ford v. Brownell, 13—1S4(174);

Perkins v. Trinka, 30-241, 15+115; Barge

v. Van Der Horck, 57-497, 59+630;

Keener, Quasi Contracts; 5 Columbia L.

Rev. 366; 7 Id, 476; 21 Harv. L. Rev. 225.

51 Ford v. Brownell, 13-184(174).

52 Sibley v. Pine County, 31-201, 17+337.

BB Kracmer v. De-ustermann, 37-469, 35+

§;6g0111a11r;l1\'. slleaprgipin County, 50-391,

+ ' i s. . . C . v. '59-325,’ s1ia29. 0 Cunningham’

H First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 71-69, 73+

645; Marshall & 1. Bank v. Child, 76-173,

177, 78+104B; Montgomery v. Leuwer, 94

133, 103+367. These cases seem to con

fuse a question of pleading and a question

of proof. No doubt the production of the

instrument makes out a prima faeie case

of non-payment, but the question of plead

ing 15 a very different one.

55 St. Paul F. Co. v. Wegmann, 40-419,

42-l-288; Romer v. Conter, 53-171, 54+1052

5° Farnham v. Murch, 36-328, 31+453.

51 See McArdle v. McArdle, 12-98(53).

58 Voak v. Nat. Invest. Co., 51-450, 53+

708.

M’1\1cArdle v. McArdle, 12-98(53).

M Esch v. Hardy, 22-65.

6‘ Colter v. Greenhagen, 3—126(74).
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Cross-References

See Contracts, 1797 ; Fines; Limitation of Actions, 5657.

7469. Definition—-The word “penalty” is here used in the sense of money

recoverable in a civil action under a statute imposing payment thereof as

a punishment for a violation of its provisions." The words “penalty” and

“fine” are often used synonymously.”

7470. Necessity of defau1t—A penalty cannot be imposed upon a party

unless he is in default of some legal duty.“

7471. Penalties imply prohibitions—Where 'a statute imposes a penalty

for doing an act, the act is thereby rendered unlawful, though it is not pro

hibited in terms, the infliction of a penalty implying a prohibition.“

7472. Effect of excessive pena1ties—An excessive penalty does not neces

sarily invalidate the entire law imposing it.“

7473. Appeal-—No appeal lies from a judgment of acquittal in an action

for a statutory penalty, though the action is brought by an informer.“

 

PENDENCY OF ANOTHER ACTION—See Abatement and Revival,

4; Pleading, 7553.

PERCOLATING WATERS—See Waters, 10175.

PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES—See Jury.

PERFORMANCE-See Contracts, 1779; note 68.

PERISHABLE GOODS—See Carriers, 1333.

PERJURY

7474. What c0nstitutes—'l‘he oath arlministered must be pursuant to, and

required or authorized by, some law.‘m A statement in an afiidavit for an at

tachment that ailiant is plaintiffs attorney is material, and if false, may be

the basis of a charge of perjury. There must be an oath actually adminis

tered. Merely subscribing an affidavit is not sufiicient.70 The crime of per

jury was not defined by statute prior to the Penal Code.71 At common law

a charge of perjury could be made only upon an oath before a court of justice.72

There n1ust be a wilful intention to swear falsely." The fact that the oath is

administered in an irregular manner is no defence."

7475. Indictment—An indictment must contain “assignments of perjury”

and the form given in G. S. 1894 § 7239, No. 24, was insuificient in this re

gard."5 An allegation that the testimony of the accused was wilfully and

02 See Merchants’ Nat. Bank v. N. W. 6'-1 State v. McCarthy, 41-59, 42+599;

etc. Co., 48-349, 51+117. State v. Scatena. 84-281, 87+764.

‘*3 State v. Ilorgan, 55-183, 56+688. 70 State v. Madigan, 57-425, 59+490.

H Redwood County v. Winona etc. 00., 71 State v. Stein, 48-466, 51+474.

40-512, 524, 41+465, 42+473; State v. N. 72 State v. McCarthy, 41-59, 42+599.

P. Ry., 95-43, 48, 103+731. ‘'3 See Schmidt v. Witherick, 29-156, 12+

"5 Solomon v. Dreschler, 4—278(197). . 448.

66 Red Lake Falls M. Co. v. Thief River H R. L. 1905 § 4832; State v. Day, 108

Falls, 109-52, 122+872. 121, 121+611.

G1 Kennedy v. Raught, 6-235(155). T5 State v. Nelson, 74-409, 77+223 (over

”" McGuire v. Neils, 97-293, 107+130. ruling State v. Thomas, 19-484, 418). See

State v. Scott, 78-311, S1+3.
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tl false is e uivalent to an allegation that he wilfully and knowmgly
tgdtrilflilddyfalsely. description of a justice court in which the offence was

committed has been held sufficient.T6 It must be alleged that the accuse

was duly sworn, but no set form of words need be used. _ A document yer1fied

by an attached atfidavit has been held sufiieiently identified. An md1ctmen

under Laws 1895 c. 175 § 104 for perjury in connection with the annuTa1.l rp

port of an insurance company, has been held not to_cha.rge two offences. ltt

is unnecessary to aver that matter assigned as perjury is material where 1s

materiality appears from the facts alleged. Where 1t is assigned as PGI‘]lJT)

that the accused in an aifidavit for attachment swore falsely that he was the

attorney for the plaintifl in the attachment suit, it is unnecessary to allege

that the accused was an attorney at law.‘8

7476. Evidence—Sufficiency—Cases are cited below involving the suffi

ciency of evidence.’0

SUBORNATION OF PERJURY

7477. What constitutes-—The crime consists of two essential elements

the commission of perjury by the person suborned, and the wilful procurmg

or inducing him to do so by the suborner.80

7478. Con-oboration—The fact of the perjury cannot be proved by the

uncorroborated testimony of the suborned; but the fact that he was suborned

by the accused may be proved by his uncorroborated testimony.*‘1

7479. Evidence—Sufficiency—Evidence held sufiicient to warrant a con

viction.S2

PERMIT-—See note 83.

PER MY ET PER TOUT—Seo 'l‘enancy in Common, 9596.

PERPETUATION OF TESTIMONY—See Depositions, 2713.

PERPETUITIES

7480. Restraints on alienation—It is provided by statute that the absolute

power of alienation shall not be suspended, by any limitation or condition

whatever, for a longer period than during the continuance of two lives 111

being at the creation of the estate, except that a contingent remainder 1n fee

may be created on a prior remainder in fee, to take eifect in the event that

the persons to whom the first remainder is limited die under the age Of

l'Went)"°11e Years, 01‘ “P011 any other contingency by which the estate of such

persons may be determined before they attain their full age.84 The absolute

power of alienation may be suspended during the minority of a minor named

in the instrument creating the suspension. In such a case the EmSPe11E‘>1°n

ceases with the death of the minor before coming to majority.B5 There can

be no suspension for a fixed time, for such term, however short, may extend

1“ State v. Stein, 4B-466, 51+474.

" State v. Scott, 78-311, 81+3.

"8 State v. Madigan, 57-425, 59+490.

7" State v. Madigan, 57-425, 59+490 (pro

duction of affidavit regular in form, with

proof that the accused signed it, and that

the ofiieer before whom it purports to be

sworn to signed the jurat and aifixed his

seal, suflicient evidence that the accused

swore to the aflidavit); State v. Day, 108

12], 121+611 (evidence of oatlrheld_ sufii»

cient though person administermg it l1'<1(l

no distinct remembrance of it).

8° State v. Renswick, 85-19, B8+22.

'31 Id.

52 Id.

88 LaBelle v. Powers, 103-515, 1l4+1131

84 R. L. 1905 §§ 3204, 3205. See Rong "'

Haller, 109-191, 123+471, 806.

85 Simpson v. Cook, 24-180.
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beyond the continuance of lives. It may be made to depend upon an event

other than the extinction of life, provided it is such that it 1nust happen within

the indicated lives. The suspension must cease at or before the extinction of

such lives. It may be created to continue during a minority, for the minority

must cease with the death of the minor. In such case the suspension cannot

extend beyond the life of the minor, and it may be terminated by his coming

to majority within the life. An estate, to continue during the minority, is

not an absolute term of years corresponding with the possible duration of

the minority, but is determined by the death of the minor before he attains

his age. A limitation, then, on two minorities, is not for a longer period,

and it may turn out to be for a shorter period than a limitation on the two

lives. Three minorities, ho\\'ever, may extend beyond any two of the lives

which might be designated ; and the suspension cannot be created to continue

during more than two minorities, where minorities instead of lives are selected

to measure the period of suspension. The two lives during which the sus

pension may continue, and it is the same wl1crc minorities are selected, must

be either expressly mentioned or so indicated that they can be known.“ A

contract of a landowner with an agent, whereby the latter is given the ex

clusive right to sell the land for a period of sixty days, is not in restraint of

the power of alienation.87 A devise of realty to executors, in trust to sell as

soon as in their judgment it can be sold for a reasonable price, does not sus

pend the power of alienation. That the power of alienation may not be

exercised within the period prescribed by the statute is not the test. The

test is, can it be exercised, and a good title passed, within the prescribed

period.‘“'1 In this state the absolute power of alienation, as respects realty,

cannot be lawfully suspended by the creation of a trust for more than two

lives in being. But as to personalty the common-law rule still prevails, and

a trust therein may continue for one or more lives in being at the death of

a testator, and twenty-one years and a fraction. By the statute the absolute

power of alienation is not suspended, where there is a person in being by

whom an absolute fee in possession can be conveyed. And where a single

trust embraces both personal and real property, and it does not offend against

the rule as to perpetuities in respect to the personalty, and by the instrument

creating the trust an unconditional power of sale is given to the trustees, under

which they may at any time convey the lands, and the converted fund is sub

ject to a valid trust, the power of alienation is not suspended, and the trust

is not in contravention of the statute." A testator devised and bequeathed

his real and personal property to his wife on condition that in no case should

she give or bequeath one cent of it to any member of his family or to any

relative of her own. '1‘he condition was held void as in restraint of aliena

tion.“0 The rule against perpetuities and restraints on alienation does not

apply to a conveyance to trustees in trust for the use of a religious society

for a meeting house, burial ground, or parsonage,n1 or to a devise to a munici

pality in trust for the maintenance of a kindergarten."

PERSON—The word “person” may include corporations, partnerships and

unincorporated associations.W

88 Id.; Bong v. Haller, 109-191, 123+471, W Morse v. Blood, 68-442, 71+682.

806. 91R. L. 1905 § 3140; Lane v. Eaton. 69

" Fairchild v. Rogers, 32-269, 20+191. 141, 71+1031.

1“ Atwater \'. Russell, 49-22, 56, 51+624; 02 Owatonna v. Roscbrock, 88-318, 92+

Id., 49-57, 77, 51+629. 1122.

“'11) re Tower, 49-371, 52+27. MR. L. 1905 § 5514(11); First Nat
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PERSONALLY-—See note 94. _ _

PERSONAL PROPERTY—See Taxation, 9128; note 90. _ '

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES—See Executors and Administra

tors, 3554.

PERSONAL SERVICE--See Process, 7810, and note 96.

PER STIRPES—See Descent and Distribution, 2729.

PHARMACY—See Druggists.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

7481. Right to use negative-—T11ere is an implied contract between a. phfii

tographer and his customer that the negative for which the customer s1ts she

only be used for the printing of such photographic portraits as the customer

may order or authorize.87

PHOTOGRAPHS-—See Evidence, 3260, 3280.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION—See Evidence, 3262.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

Cross-References

See Witnesses, 10314.

REGULAR PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

7482. Definition—-A physician is a person skilled in medicine and_S}1r'

gery." The words “family physician” have been held to mean the Ph§_'51C1an

who usually attends and is consulted by -the members of a family 111 the

capacity of a physician.“ .

7483. Regu1ation—-License—'1‘he licensing of physicians and surgeons 18

regulated by statute,1 which has been held constitutional against various ob

jections.2 A certificate authorizes the holder to practice medicine 1n {I11 ltf

branches, including surgery,"' but not dentistry.‘ The word “unp1-‘0f9-‘mlonal

in tl1e statute is synonymous with “dishonorable.” 5 For a physician to pub

lish an advertisement containing false statements as to his ability to 0111‘?

disease, knowing them to be false when he makes them, and intending there

Bnnk v. Loyhed, 28-396, l0+421 (corpora

tions); Forrest \‘. Henry, 33-434, 23+848

(state); State v. Minn. Club, 106-515,

119+494 (club). See Intoxicating Liquors,

4909,

‘M Toner v. Adv:mce T. Co., 45-293, 294,

47+810.

‘-'5 State v. Scanlan_ 89-244. 94+686.

"6 Damon v. Baldwin. 101-414, 112+536.

"1 Moore \'. Rugg. 44-28, 46+14l.

"8 Goss v. Goss, 102-346, 113+690. See

Stewart v. Raab, 55-20, 56+256.

‘-19 Price v. Phoenix etc. Co.. 17-497 (473).

1R. L. 1905 §§ 2295-2300; Laws 1900

c. 474: Wolf v. State Board, 109-360, 123+

1074 (revocation of license—power of

board of medical examiners—-notice of

hearmg).

2 State v. State M. E. Board, 32-32% 20+

238 (powers of state medical board’;

grounds for refusing certificate_—flght 0

applicant to hearing—-unprofessmnal 0011

duct); sum v. sum; Board, 34-387, 26+

123 (power of board to revoke cerhficate

not a delegation of judicial power); State

v. Fleischer, 41-69, 42+696 (board cannot

arbitrarily disregard qualifications of EP

plicants); Wolf v. State Board, 109—3_60,

123+1074 (Laws 1909 c. 474 held constitu

tional).

3 Stewart v. Raab, 55-20, 56+256.

4State v. Taylor, 106-218, 118+1012.

n sum v. State M. Board, 32-324, 20*

238.
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by to deceive the public, is unprofessional and dishonorable conduct within the

meaning of the statute.“ The provision making it a criminal oflence to prac

tice without a license is to be reasonably construed so as to effectuate its objects.

to prevent fraud and conserve the public health. That an unlicensed person

has practiced medicine is the gist of the offence. That such a person has

for a fee prescribed a drug, medicine, or other agency for the treatment of

disease is one kind of evidence of guilt, but not the exclusive substance of the

oitence.T

7484. Surgical opemtion—Consent of patient—It is ordinarily a legal

wrong for a physician to perform a surgical operation upon a person without

his consent, express or implied from the circumstances. An exception is made

in the case of an unconscious person in imperative need of immediate sur

gical aid.8

7485. Actions for services-—Cases are cited below involving actions by

physicians for their services.n

DENTISTS

7486. Regulation—License-—The practice of dentistry is regulated by

statute,10 which has been held constitutional against various objections.“

An ordinary physician and surgeon cannot practice dentistry without securing

a license as a dentist.12 Practicing without a license is a criminal ofience.13

VETERINARIANS

7487. Regulation—License-—A veterinary surgeon is a person lawfully

practicing the art of treating and healing injuries and diseases of domestic

animals.“ Veterinarians are required to be licensed by the state veterinary

board.15 In an action by a veterinarian for services, it is unnecessary for him

to allege and prove a license.16

MALPRACTICE

7488. Standard of conduct—A physician or surgeon is not an insurer that

he will elfect a cure. Unless he contracts to do more he is only bound to

exercise such care, skill, and diligence, as is usually exercised by physicians or

surgeons in good standing of the same school of practice. He is not required

to come up to the highest standard of skill known to the profession.17

6 State v. State Board, 34-391, 26+125.

1 State v. Oredson, 96-509, 105+188. See

State v. Crombie, 107-171, 119+660.

8Mohr v. Williams, 95-261, 104+12; Id.,

98-494, 10S+818. See 18 Harv. L. Rev.

624; 20 Id. 154.

“Powell v. Newcll, 59-406. 61+335 (sick

ness of physician and consequent inability

to attend patient as a defence); Lyford v.

Martin, 79-243, 82+4T9 (unnecessary to

allege license to practice); Williams v.

(lrifiin, 84-279, 87+773 (services rendered

to servant of corporation—verdict for

plaintiff justified by the evidence); Pick

lcr v. Caldwell, 86-133, 90t307 (contract

to effect a cure or make no charge—ad

mission of certain book entries held harm

lcss—r-xclusion of certain evidence held

ground for a new trial); Head v. Am.

Bridge Co., 88-81, 92+467 (services ren

dered to servant of corporation—certain

“subsequent services,” held duly author

He is

ized); Leonard v. Clark, 107-1, 119+-485

(services rendered to servant injured in a

laundry—controversy as to whether they

were rendered at the request of defendant

—vcrdict for defendant sustained).

1° R. L. 1905 §§ 2313-2319; Laws 1907

c. 117.

11 State v. Vandersluis, 42-129, 43+7B9;

State v. Crombie, 107-166, 119+658; Id.,

107-171, 119+660.

12 State v. Taylor, 106-218, 118+10]2.

13 R. L. 1905 § 2319; Laws 1907 c. 117;

State v. Crombie, 107-166, 119+658 (com

plaint sustained—evidence held to justify

conviction).

H Lyford v. Martin, T9-243, 82+479.

1“ R. L. 1905 §§ 2350-2353.

1“ Lyford v. Martin, 79-243, 82+479.

1'! Getchell v. Hill, 21-464; Martin v.

Courtney, 75-255, 77+S13; Id., 87-197, 91+

487; Henslin v. Wheaten, 91-219, 97+882;

Awde v. Cole, 99-357, 109+812; Staloch
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' have his conduct tested b the rules and principles of the school
glltidieilticiiie to which he belongs ; “‘ bdt this rule has been held inapplicable to

a use of X-rays, not for medicinal purposes, but to locate a_foreign substange

in the body of a patient." The negligence of a surgeon in determining 3

perform a primary operation during a condition of shock is to be determineh

by reference to pertinent facts then in existence, which were known, or w it’;

ought to have been known, in the exercise of due care, and not by refere(p_ce 0

knowledge acquired after the operation has been performed. To the or iiifiary

rule that the exercise of defendant’s best judgment is no defence in an as 1%;

for damages caused by his negligence, a-general ‘exception is recognized _W_i

respect to cases involving matters of opinion and Judgment only.‘ A physiciaig

entitled to practice his profession, possessing the requisite ql_1fll1i_l0&t10I;)Sl, afn

applying his skill and judgment with due care, is not ordinarily ha edamages consequent upon an honest mistake or an error of judgment 1n‘I:1.a 1

ing a diagnosis, in prescribing treatment, or in determining upon an opeia iol .

where there is reasonable doubt as to the nature of the physical conditions in

volved, or as to what should be done in accordance with recognized authority

and good current practice. The exception in malpractice cases applies to the

formation of the judgment by such physician. It may not extend to the pre

vious acquisition of data essential to a proper conclusion or to consequent cop

duct in the subsequent selection and use of instrumentalities with which 9

may execute that judgment.20 _ _ _

7489. Instances of malpractice considercd—Malprachce in treating a

broken thigh; 2‘ in treating a broken arm; 22 in ordering a druggist to pi_-epar;

a prescription; 23 in amputating an arm; 2‘ in failing to remove a p0rtion_o

the placenta after a miscarriage; *5 in treating a wound after an amputation

of the toes of a foot and in making a further amputation, blood-poison havinzgi‘

set in; 2" in applying X-rays; 2’ in treating an injury to the_sp1nal vertebrae ,

in amputating a crushed and bruised leg, the tibia of which had suffered as

oblique, compound, comminuted fracture; 2" in operating for appendicitis an

caring for the wound; 3° in applying electricity to the head.31 f

7490. Contributory negligence—Contribntory negligence on the part 0

the patient is a complete defence.32 _

7491. Burden of proof—A person claiming a cause of action for neglect

to employ the degree of care, diligence, and skill required must prove such

neglect, and that the injury or want of cure resulted from it.33 ‘There 15

no presumption of negligence from the mere fact that a patient dies imiii(;;

diately after an operation. The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does not apply

7492. Law and fact—The question of negligence is ordinarily One of fact

for the jury,“ but Where the evidence is conclusive the court may direct a

verdict as in other civil cases.36

v. Holm. 100-276, 111-I-264. See Note, 93
27 Henslin V.‘ Wheaten, 91-219, 97+882

Am. St. Rep. 657.

13 Martin v. Courtney, 75-255, 77+813.

1“ Henslin v. Wheaton, 91-219, 97+882.

20 Staloch v. Holm, 100-276, 111+264.

See Frisk v. Cannon, 126+67.

21 Chamberlain v. Porter, 9-260(24-4).

22 Jacobs v. Cross, 19-523 (454); Getchell

v. Hill, 21-464; Getchell v. Lindlcy~ 24-265.

23 Stone v. Evans, 32-243, 20+149.

2*1-‘sennison v. Walbank, 38-313, 37+447.

25 Moratzky v. Wirth, 67-46, 69+480; Id.,

74-146, 76+1032.

26Mm-tin v. Courtney, 75-255, 77+813;

Id., 87-197, 91+487.

28 Wittenberg v. Onsgard, 78-342, 81+14

'-W Staloeh v. Holm, 100-276, 111+264.

‘"3 Awde v. Cole, 99-357, 1094-812.

‘*1 Frisk \'. Cannon, 126+67.

32 Chamberlain v. Porter, 9—260(24f1)

-"3 Getchell v. Hill, 21-464; Martin ‘I

Courtney, 75-255, 77+813.

3-1 Staloch v. Holm, 100-276, 111+264.

35 Chamberlain v. Porter, 9-260(244)_i

Moratzky v. Wirth, 67-46, 69+480; Beam

son v. Walbank, 38-313, 37+447; Fnsk \‘.

Cannon, 126+67. F

M Martin v. Courtney, 87-197, 91+48I
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7493. Damages-—There is no fixed measure of damages. They are not

limited to the expenses incurred by the party in being cured, or to what will

necessarily and inevitably result from the injury. But they cannot be re

mote, contingent, or speculative. They must be the natural and proximate

consequence of the act complained of. In an action for malpractice in setting

a limb, the pain, suiiering, and disability to use the limb, both present and

prospective, are proper elements of damage. The jury should be limited in

the consideration of such elements to such as have resulted from the injury,

over and above what would have resulted had the limb been treated with

ordinary surgical skill. Whether evidence in relation to plaintifi’s family is

admissible on the question of damages is an open question.87 In an action

by a husband for damages resulting to himself from injuries to his wife caused

by the malpractice of a physician, damages for loss of service which appears

necessarily to result from the nature of the injury, may be recovered as part

of the general damages. without being specially pleaded. Damages for the

mental anxiety or the injured feelings of a husband, father, or master, if

recoverable at all in such cases, are to be allowed by the jury as matter of

aggravation, upon consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case,

and not upon the statements of witnesses as to the amount of such damages."

Cases are cited below holding damages not excessive.39

7494. Evidence--Adrnissibi1ity—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.‘0

7495. Expert testimony--In determining the relative value of the evidence

of medical experts the jury are to consider their professional knowledge and

experience, freedom from bias, and the reasons they are able to give for their

conclusions. The opinion of one expert may be of greater value than that

of several others holding an opposite opinion. The evidence is to be weighed

not measured.‘1 Where it was apparent that the jury disregarded the expert

testimony a new trial was granted.“

7496. Evidence—Sufficiency—Cases are cited below holding evidence suf

ficient,“ or insufiicient.“ to justify a verdict for the plaintiff; and sufficient,“

or insuflicient,“ to require a submission to the jury.

PIERS—See Navigable Waters, 6949.

PLACE—See Pleading, 7522.

PLACE OF ABODE—Sce Process, 7812.

PLACE OF TRIAL-—See Venue.

PLANS—Sce Evidence. 3259.

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS—See Contracts, 1842.

PLATS—Scc Boundaries. 1059: Dedication.

PLEA IN ABATEMENT—Rce Criminal Law, 2445; Pleading, 7579.

"1Chamberlaiu v. Porter, 9—260(244). 255. 77+813; Staloch v. HolmI 100-276,

35 Stone v. Evans, 32-243, 2O+149.

3" Getchell v. Lindley, 24-265; Chamber

lain v. Porter, 9—260(244).

4° Jacobs v. Cross, 19-523(454) (evidence

of the manner in which an amputation was

performed held inadmissible under the

pleadings); Staloch v. Holm, 100—276,

111+264 (fact that patient dies immedi

ately after an operation is not of itself

evidence of negligence on the part of the

operating surgeon).

41 Getchell v. Hill, 21-464; Getchell v.

Lindlcy, 24-265; Bennison v. Walbank,

38-313. 37+447; Martin v. ('0urtney, 75

]11+264.

41’ Getchell v. Hill, 21-464.

-13 Chamberlain \'. Porter, 9—260(244) ;

Getchcll v. Lindley, 24-265; Bennison v.

Walbank, 38-313, 37+447; Morntzky v.

Wirth, 74-146, 76+1032; Prisk v. Cannon,

]26+67.

44 Getchell v. Hill, 21-464; Martin v.

Courtney, 75-255, 77+813; Staloch v.

Holm, 100-276, 111+264.

45 Moratzky v. Wirth, 67—46, 69+480;

Henslin v. Wheaton, 91-219, 97+882.

4“ Martin v. Courtney. 87-197, 91+487.



PLEADING

IN GENERAL

Pleadings defined, 7497.

Object of pleadings, 7498.

Code and common-law pleading compared,

7499.

JOINDER Ol" CAUSES OF ACTION

Arising out of same transaction, 7500.

Legal and equitable, 7501.

Must afiect all the parties, 7502.

Must be consistent, 7503.

Injury to person or property, 7504.

In equity—Multifariousness, 7505.

Actions against trustees, 7506.

Complaint insutficient in part, 7507.

Remedy for misjoinder, 7508.

ENTITLING

In general , 7509.

NUMBERING

Rules of court, 7510.

ALLEGATIONS IN GENERAL

Language employed, 7511.

Facts should be alleged as they exist or

occurred, 7512.

Must be true—Inconsistency, 7513.

Facts must be alleged directly and posi

tively, 7514.

Alternative allegations, 7515.

Ultimate not evidentiary facts to be al

leged, 7516.

Conclusions of law, 7517.

Facts presumed — Legality —- Regularity,

7518.

Continuance of state of facts al

Presumption, 7519.

Facts judicially noticed, 7520.

Time, 7521.

Place, 7522.

Intention, 7523.

Title, 7524.

Pleading by copy, 7525.

Exhibits, 7526.

leged——

COMPLATNT

Separate statement of causes of action

7527. I

Paragraphs, 7528.

Every essential fact must be alleged, 7529.

Prima facic case suflicicnt, 7530.

Surplusage, 7531.

Allegations on information

7532.

Conditions precedent, 7533.

Conditions subsequent, 7534.

Anticipating defences, 7535.

Duplicity, 7536.

Demand for relief, 7537.

and belief,

CROSS-COMPLAINT

In general, 7538.

DEMURRER

Statutory grounds exclusive, 7539.

Raises issue of law, 7540. _

Defect ‘must appear on face of pleadmg.

7541.

Admits facts well pleaded, 7542.

To who‘e of pleading, 7543.

To part of pleading, 7544.

Joint, 7545. 546

Party cannot dcmur and ansrver, 7 .

Reaches first defective pleadmg, 7547.

Grounds must be specified, 7548. 1 d _

For insufliciency of the facts—Genera 8

murrer, 7549.

For want of jurisdiction, 7550.

For defect of parties, 7551.

For want of capacity to sue,_7552.

For pendency of another action, 1553.“

For misjoinder of causes of action, 75.:

Defects for which demurrer will not 16,

7555.

To answer—Counterclairns, 7556.

To re 1 7557.
Noticg ayiul place of hearing, 7558. t

Effect of sustaining dcmurrer—-Judgmefl ,

7559.

Amendment after demurrer, 7560. t

Effect of overruling dcmul'rer—Jl1dg!!lBl1,

7561.

Pleading over, 7562.

ANSWER

Joint, 7563. _

Responsive to complamt, 7564.

Definiteness, 7565. . ' 7566

Denial of knowledge or Information! 7567'

Denial upon information and belief,68 '

Denials controlled by adrnlsslonfl, 75 -

Specific denials control, 7569.

N0n~traversable allegations, 7570

Negative pregnant, 7571.

General denial, 7572. 1 7573

ualified cneral denia , - .

%vidence gdmissible under a geneml demall

7574. 75

Objections not raised by answer, 75 5:16

Facts admitted by failure to deny, 7 -

Demand of judgment, 7577.

NEW MATTER (‘,ONS'[‘ITUTING A DE

FENCE

Definition. 7578.

Matters in abatement, 7579. _ 580

Several defences must be consistent, 7 -

Partial defences, 7581. W

Defendant must not be stranger to Be

matter, 7582.
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Action against one of several obligors, 7583.

Hypothetical admissions, 7584.

Must be specially pleaded, 7585.

Defences must be pleaded separately, 7586.

EQUITIES

Nature, 7587.

Must be specially pleaded, 7583.

Aflirmative re ief need not be sought, 7589.

Failure to plcad—Efl5ect, 7590.

Practice, 7591.

RECOUPMENT ‘

Definition, 7592.

Basis of doctrine, 7593.

Effect of statute of counterclaims, 7594.

When allowable, 7595.

Pleading, 7596. Y

Statute of limitations, 7597.

COUNTERCLAIM

Nature, 7598.

As a defence, 7599.

Construction of statute, 7600.

Must be an independent cause of action,

7601.

Must exist against a plaintiif and in favor

of a defendant, 7602.

765

Fortifying complaint by

signmeut, 7629.

Waiver, 7630.

Counterclaim in reply, 7631.

Nccessity—Admission by failure to reply,

reply—New as

SUPPLEMENTAL PLEADINGS

Dislé/,n4g'uished from amended pleadings,

1 .

A matter of right—Diligence, 7635.

Supplemental complaint, 7636.

Supplemental answer, 7637.

1\'ecessity—Adrmssi0n of evidence, 7638.

Objection, 7639.

fter judgment, 7640.

VERIFICATION

Statute—Remedy for defects, 7641.

BILL OF PARTICULA

When demandable, 7642. '

Demancl—Waiver, 7643.

Effect, 7644.

Must exist against the plaintiff, 7603.

Must exist in favor of the defendant, 7604.

Must exist in defendant at commencement

of action, 7605.

Consistency with remainder of answer, 7606.

Responsive to complaint, 7607.

Claims connected with the subject of the

action, 7608.

Claims arising out of the “transaction”

alleged, 7609.

Claims “arising out of the contract” al

leged, 7610.

Claims ex contractu in actions ex contractu,

7611.

Claims ex contractu

7612.

Claims ex delicto, 7613.

Claims against insolvents, 7614.

Public funds, 7615.

Equitable causes of action, 7616.

Mode of pleading a counterclaim, 7617.

Pleading several counterclaims, 7618.

Mode of objecting to counterclaim, 7619.

Failure to plead counterclaim—-Effect, 7620.

in action ex delicto,

Pleading counterclaim not an admission,

7621.

Relief awarded, 7622.

SETOFF

At law, 7623.

In equity, 7624.

REPLY

Denial of knowledge or information. 7625.

General denial. 7626.

Departure, 7627.

Complaint cannot be aided by reply, 7628.

Remedy for failure to furnish, 7645.

INDEFINITE PLEADINGS

In general, 7646.

Discretion of trial court, 7647.

Remedy by motion exclusive, 7648.

Motion‘papers, 7649.

Proof aliunde, 7650.

Order——Appeal, 7651.

IRRELEVANT PLEADINGS

Definition, 7652.

Striking out, 7653.

What constitutes, 7654.

R EDUNDANT PLEADINGS

What constitutes, 7655.

Remedy, 7656.

SHAM PLEADINGS

Definition and nature, 7657.

To be stricken out cautiously, 7658.

When part is sham, 7659.

Verified pleading may be stricken out, 7660

Denials may be stricken out, 7661.

Counterclaim, 7662.

Time of motion to strike out, 7663.

Afiidavits on motion, 7664.

Burden of proof, 7665.

Amendment discretionary, 7666.

Pleadings held sham or the reverse, 7667.

FRTVOLOUS PLEADINGS

Answer, 7668.

Demurrer, 7669.

(lounterclaim, 7670.
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VARIANCE

General rule, 7671.

Immaterial variance, 7672

Material varianc, 7673.
Fatal variancc—Failure of proof, 7674.

Waiver-Trial of issues by cousent-Pre

ll\iMATERIAL DEFECTS DISRE

GARDED

Statute, 7677.

WAIVER OF OBJECTIONS

By failure to dcmur or answer, 7678.

By failure to move before trial, 7679.

By failure to object to evidence, 7680.

Objections that are never waived, 7681.

DISMISSAL FOR INSUFFICIENCY OF

PLEADINGS

Motion by defendant-—As of right, 7682.

Time of motion, 7683.

Construction of complaint, 7684.

Amendment to defeat motion, 7685.

Motion by plaintiff, 7686.

OBJECTION TO EVIDENCE UNDER

DEFECTIVE PLEADINGS

By defendant--Insufiicient complaint, 7687.

By plaintiii—lnsufiicicnt answer, 7688.

JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS

\Vhen allowable, 7689.

When counterclaim pleaded, 7690.

Motion by plaintiff -Complaint insufli

cient, 7691.
Must be on pleadings alone, 7692.

Motion admits facts, 7693.

(‘onstruction of pleading, 7694.

AMENDMENT

As of right, 7695.

Discretion of trial court, 7696.

To be allowed liberally, 7697.

Dependent on stage of action, 7698.

Meritoriousness of defence, 7699.

Time of matter introduced, 7700.

As to parties, 77011

Immaterial matters, 7702.

Motion, 7703.

Service of order, 7704.

Terms, 7705.EFfect-Limitations-Answering -— Demur

rcr-Notice of trial, 7706.

On the trial——Discreti0n, 7708.
Scope of allowable amendment of com

plaint, 7709.

Increasing damages, 7710.
Scope of allowable amendment of answer,

7711.
'1‘o cure defective pleadings, 7712.
Conforming pleadings to proof-—Variance,

7713.

After judgment, 7714.

On motion for new trial, 7715.

After appeal and remand, 7716.

In supreme court, 7717.

CONSTRUCTION

As affected by time, 7718.

Liberal construction-Statute, 7719.

Ordinary sense of words, 7720.

As a whole, 7721.Specific allegations prevail over general,

7722.

Against the pleader, 7723.

On demurrer, 7724.

On the trial-Arrest of judgment, 7725.

On appeal, 7726.

Aider by answer 7727.

Aider by reply, 7728.

Alder by verdict, 7729.

OBJECTIONS ON APPEAL

In general, 7730.Want of jurisdiction of subject-matter,

7731.
Failure to state cause of action, 7732.

FILING

Necessity, 7733.

Cross-References
See Appeal and Error; Conflict of Laws, 1549; Justices of the Peace; and specifie

actions.

IN GENERAL

7497. Pleadings defined-Pleadin

gs are the written allegations of what is

ailirmed on the one side, or denied on the other, disclosing to the court'0T

jury. who have to try the cause, the re

al matter in dispute between the par

7498. Object of pleadings The ' ' ' ' I
—-_ pnmary object of pleadm s 15 to apprlBe

gel; Iparty of the grounds of' claim or defence asserted by thegotller, in Ordel

a e may come to trial with the necessary proof and be saved the expense

ties.“

4? Desnoyer v. L’Hereux, 1—17(1).
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and trouble of preparing to prove or disprove facts about which there is no
vreal controversy between the parties.“ The object of all rules of pleading is

to secure the brief, orderly, and plain statement of the facts on which the

respective contentions of the parties to the action are based, so as to produce

definite issues."’

7499. Code and common-law pleading compared—The fundamental

principles of pleading are the same under the code as at common law.50 The

form rather than the substance of pleading was changed by the code.“ At

common law it was just as necessar-y to allege the facts as under the code.52

The code effected greater changes in procedure than in pleading. Its chief

effect upon pleading has been to relieve it of technicality and make it sub

ordinate to the substantive law.“ The code system of pleading is designed

to administer justice unhampcrcd by the artificial distinctions and technical—

ities incident to the forms of action at common law and the distinction be

tween law and equity.M In practice code pleading has not proved so success

ful in forming sharply defined issues as common-law pleading.“

JOINDER OF CAUSES OF ACTION

7500. Arising out of same transaction—It is provided by statute that

causes of action may be joined if they arise out of “the same transaction, or

transactions connected with the same subject of action.” 5° This provision is

incapable of exact definition.“ It is so obscure and general as to justify the

construction which shall be found most convenient and best calculated to pro

mote the ends of justice. It is broad enough to include the former equity

rules.58 It includes causes of action ex delicto. The word “transaction” em

braces something more than contractual relations. It includes any occur

rences or affairs the result of which vests in a party the right to maintain an

action, whether the occurrence is in the nature of tort or otherwise.50 A cause

of action ex delicto and one ex contractu may be joined if they arise out of

the same transaction.“0 The mere fact that relief may be partly legal and

partly equitable is not decisive as to whether there is one or more causes of

action. The manifest design of the statute is to avoid a multiplicity of suits

by enabling parties to settle in one action all their differences arising out of

and relating to the same transacti011.’“ Various cases are cited below in

which it was held that causes of action were properly,‘‘'-’ or improperly ‘*3 joined.

4-5 Kingsley v. Gilman, 12-515(425, 430);

Finley v. Quirk, 9-194(179, 186); Law

rence v. Willoughby, 1—87(65); Huey v.

Pinney, 5—310(246, 257); Dennis v. John

son, 47-56, 49+3S3.

4" Recs v. Storms, 101-381, 112+419.

5" Caldwell v. Auger, 4—217(156, 161).

M Focrster v. Kirkpatrick, 2~210(171).

H Solomon v. Vinson, 31-205, 17+340.

-53 Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 112+-119.

54 Todd v. Bettingen, 109-493, 124+443.

F-5 Disbrow v. Creamery P. M. Co., 104-17,

]l5+751.

5" R. L. 1905 § 4154.

57 Gcrtler v. Linscott, 26-82, 1+579.

5'1 Fish v. Berkey, 10-199(161).

5" Mayberry v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+

356.

"° Gertler' v.

Humphrey \'.

Linscott, 26-82, 1+579;

l\lcrriam, 37-502, 35+365;

Reed v. Bernstein, 103-66, 114+261. See

N. W. Railroader v. Prior, 68-95, 70+869.

‘*1 First Div. etc. By. v. Rice, 25-278.

293; Gilbert v. Boak, 86-365, 90+767.

"2 Nichols v. Randall, 5-304(240) (an ac

tion for the sale of mortgaged premises,

surrender of a quitclaim deed and personal

judgment for damages); Montgomery v.

Mclfiwen, 7-351 (276) (an action for the

recovery of the amount due on a note and

for delivery and cancelation of a note and

mortgage forming a part of the same

transaction); Fish v. Berkey, 10—199(161)

(an action against a trustee as such and

against him personally); Palmer v. Tyler.

15—106(81) (an action for an accounting,

the appointment of a receiver, and to set

aside a conveyance); First Div. etc. By.

v. Rice, 25-278 (an action for the posses

.-.inn of a railroad, the appointment of a
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7501. Legal and equitable—Legal and equitable causes of 8.Cl;13I1 may be

joined provided they satisfy the other requirements of the statute._ _

7502. Must afiect all the parties—Causes of actlon cannot be ]O1Iled un

less they affect all the parties to the action,“ but it ls unnecessary that all the

parties be equally affected.“ All persons interested 1n_a single cause of _&Ctl0X;

may join in an action to recover thereon though their mterests are d1st1nc

and severablef’1

receiver, the payment of money, and an

accounting), Winona etc. By. v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 26-179, 2+489 (an action to com

pel a conveyance from a legal to an equita

ble owner and for an accounting); Green

leaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+254 (an action

by a principal against his agent for con

version and an accounting); Churchill v.

Proctor, 31-129, 16+694 (an action to fore

close and for an accounting); Jones v.

Morrison, 31-140, 16+854 (an action for

several acts of conspiracy against a stock

holder); Little v. Willford, 31-173, 17+

292 (an action for an injunction and for

an injury to the inheritance); Mulvehill v.

Bates, 31-364, 17+959 (an action by a

parent for damages resulting from injury

to a child, with a claim for sickness and

suffering of child); Shackleton v. Kneis

ley, 48-451, 51+470 (an action for an ac

counting and to wind up a partnership);

Ham v. Johnson, 51-105, 52+1080 (an ac

tion for reformation and specific perform

ance); Aldrich v. Wetmore, 56-20, 57+221

(an action for injuries from noxious va

pors from a cesspool in an excavation and

for damages from depositing dirt from

such excavation); Whiting v. Clugston,

73-6, 75+759 (an action for the appoint

ment of a receiver, collection of rents and

application of same on a personal judg

ment); French v. Smith, 81-341, 84-+44

(an action by a trustee in bankruptcy to

set aside a preferential payment and a

fraudulent transfer of property by the

bankrupt); Albert Lea v. Knatvold, 89

480, 95+309 (an action to abate a nuisance

and for an injunction); Dvvinnell v. Mpls.

etc. Co., 90-383, 97+110 (action against

several subscribers to an insurance “guar

anty fund”); Hunt v. Dean, 91-96, 97+

574 (an action to subject separate tracts

of land to the satisfaction of a judg

ment); Itedner v. New York etc. Co., 92

306, 99+886 (action against several in

surance companies to set aside an award);

Anderson v. Dyer, 94-30, 10l+1061 (action

for conspiracy of several corporations

against a stockholder of an independent

company); Parsons v. Wilson. 94-416,

l03+l63 (an action for the recovery of

money lost at gambling); Fegelson v. Ni

agara etc. Co., 94-486, 103+-195 (action

against several insurance companies for

adjustment of proportionate liability of

each); State v. Knife Falls B. Corp., 96

194. 1044817 (action by state to determine

relative rights of the public, the relator,

and several defendants to the use of the

St. Louis river) ; Wilson v. Y_oungman, 96

238, 104+946 (action for relief on account

of alleged fraud in connection with a con

tract for the purchase of land); Reed v

Bcrnstein, 103-66, 1l4+261 (clann_ for un

paid rent and for damages 0ccas1oned_by

the wrongful act of the tenant in settmg

fire to building); Pleins v. Wachenhemelg

108-342, 122+166 (action for damages an

cancelation); Carlton County etc. Co. v.

Foley, 126-'.-727 (an insurance company,

which has paid the amount of a_lo_ss cm;

ered by one of its policies, may J01IJ.Wll3

the owner of the property destroyed in an

action against a third person for negl;

gently causing the loss, even though :1 pi:

of the property so destroyed, and _0!'

which recovery was sought, was not 1!!

cluded in the olicy).
"3 Holmes v. \\r7)illiams, 16—16_4(146) (cause

of action for damages for withholding 0116

piece of realty and one to recover posses

sion of another, with damages for detain

ing the same); Gertler v. Lmscott, 26--821,

1+579 (cause of action ex contractu am

one ex delicto). See cases under §§ 7502.

T503.

64 Montgomery v. McEwen, 7-35;_l(276);

First Div. etc. Ry. v. Rice, 25-218, 2926

Greenleaf v. Egan, 30-316, 15+2a4; T06

v. Bettingcn, 98-170, 175. 10"/+1049; D18

b1'0W v. Creamery P. M. Co., 104-11, 1159+

75]; Pleins v. Wachenheimer, 108-34-11

]22+166.

‘*5 Hanna v. Duxbury, 94-8, 101+971;

Sanders v. Classon, 13-379(352); State V:

Knife Falls B. Corp., 96-194, 104-P8171

Trowbridge v. Forepaugh, 14-133(100),

Berg v. Stanhope, 43-176. 45+15; Lan

gevin v. St. Paul, 49-189. 51+817; Ander:

son v. Scandia Bank, 53-191, 54+1062,

"First Nat. Bank v. Lambert, 63-263, 65’:

451; Sturtevant v. Mast. so-437,_c9+s24,

Palmer v. Tyler. 15-106(81); Nichols V

Randall, 5-304(240); Plcins v. Wachen

heimer, 10s-342, 122+166. See Ramsey

County v. Elmund, 89-56. 93+1054; Nahtk‘

v. Hansen. 106-365, 119+55.

6“Jones v. Morrison, 31-140, 16+864;

Foster v. Landon, 71-494, 74+281; State

v. Knife Falls 13. Corp., 96-194, 1o4+s17;

-‘larberry v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+356.

01 Carlton County etc. Co. v, Eoley, 126+

727.
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7503. Must be consistent—Inconsistent causes cannot be joined though

they arise out of the same transaction or are connected with the same subject

of action.‘J7

7504. Injury to person or property-A cause of action for trespass to

realty may be joined with one for assault.“8 A claim for money wrongfully

withheld may he joined with one for money wrongfully or fraudulently ex

acted.“‘*‘ When the several acts of negligence concur in giving rise to a single

right of action they may be united in. the same complaint.’°

7505. In equity—Multifariousness—In equity causes of action may be

joined if they might have been included in a bill in equity under the old

practice without making it multifarious. A bill in equity is not multifarious,

where one general right only is claimed by it, though the defendants have

only separate interests in distinct questions which arise out of or are connected

with such right. All of the defendants, ho\ve\'er, must be afiected in some

respect by the action, or by some part thereof, but they need not be equally

affected.“ '

7506. Actions against trustees—C-laims against a trustee by virtue of a

contract, or arising by operation of law, may be joined.72

7507. Complaint insufl-icient in part—Where one of two causes of action

attempted to be stated in a complaint is bad for want of facts constituting a

cause of action there is no misjoinder of causes of action.’3

7508. Remedy for misjoinder—Objection to a misjoinder is to be taken by

demurrer or answer and if not so taken it is waived.“ When the objection is

first raised on the trial it is wholly discretionary with the court to compel

an election."5

ENTITLING

7509. In general—The number of the judicial district is not an essential

element of the title.“ Where several counties are attached together for judi

cial purposes a complaint is properly entitled if it names them all.71 After

a change of venue the venue in the title should be changed accordingly.75

The full Christian names of the parties should be given, but the use of initials

W Vaule v. Steenerson, 63-110, 65+257.

See Anderson v. Dyer, 94-30, 10l+l061;

Davis v. Severance, 49-528, 52+140; Wag

ner v. Nagel, 33-348, 23+308; Hause v.

Hausa, 29-252, 13-+43; Plummer v. Mold,

22-15; Hawley v. Wilkinson, 18-525 (468)

and cases under § 7500.

68 R. L. 1905 § 4154(3); Craig v. Cook,

28-232, 9+712.

6’? Kraemer v. Deustermann, 37-469, 35+

276.

7° Mayberry v. N. P. Ry., 100-79, 110+

356.

'11 State v. Knife Falls B. Corp., 96-194,

104-1-817; Wilson v. Youngman, 96-288,

104-(>946; Anderson v. Dyer, 94-30, 101+

1061; North v. Bradway, 9—183(169);

Fish v. Berkey. 10—199(l61); Palmer v.

Tyler, 153-106(81); Jones v. Morrison, 31

140, ]0+R54; Foster v. Landon, 71-494,

74+28]; Hanna \'. Duxbury, 94-8, 14, 101+

971; First Nat. Bank v. Lambert, 63-263,

65+451; Fegelson v. Niagara F. Ins. Co.,

94-486, 103+495; Redner v. N. Y. F. Ins.

Co., 92-306, 99+886; Dwinnell v. Mpls. etc.

II—49

Co., 90-383, 974-110; Carlton County etc.

Co. v. Foley, 126+727.

72 R. L. 1905 § 4154(7); Winona etc. Ry.

\'. St. P. etc. Ry., 26-179, 2+489. See Fish

v. Berkey, 10-199(161).

.-rs Howe v. Coates, 90-508, 97+129; Mpls.

etc. Ry. v. Brown, 99-384, 109+817.

'14 Gardner v. Kellogg, 23-463; James v.

Wilder, 25-305; Mulvehill v. Bates, 31

364, 17+959; Densmore v. Shepard, 46-54,

48+528; Davis v. Hamilton, 85-209, 881L

744; Campbell v. Ry. Transfer Co., 95

375, 104+547; Lyon County v. Lien, 105

55, 116+1017. .

‘'5 Hawley v. Wilkinson, 18-525(468);

Plummer v. Mold, 22-15; Hausa v. Hause.

29-252, 13+43; Wagner v. Nagel, 33-348,

23+308; Rhodes v. Pray, 36-392, 32+86;

Davis v. Severance, 49-528, 52+140. See

Armstrong v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-85, 47+459.

7“ State v. Munch, 22-67.

11 Young v. Young, 18-90(72). See

State v. Stokely, 16—282(249); State v.

McCarte_v, 17-76(54).

78 R. L. 1905 § 4088; Nystrom v. Quinby,

68-4, 70+?’/7.
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' fatal defect." The middle name need not be given, butut is properpsrdlcoticz to insert it by initial." The suflbr “..Tr.”_ need not be g1\l11e11."_1 ilslnl;

titling a cause in a particular county and bringing the actron tfeiaalmword

designation of that county as the place of trial.82 1‘-he_add1t1on 0 e thin“

executor, assignee, or the like, to the name of the plaintslsfi, without some _.,

more, is mere description of the person and surplusage.

NUMBERING

7510. Rules of c0urt—It is provided by rule of court that “in all cpsesflol

more than one distinct cause of action, defenc_e_. counterclaim or relp y,1same shall not only be separately stated, but pla1n_ly numbered; and a ”}s>‘88 K

ings not in conformity with this rule may be stricken out on motion. 1

rule of court requires the folios of all pleadings to be marked and num

bered.“

ALLEGATIONS IN GENERAL

7511. Lan ua e em 10 ed—The statute requires a. plain and concise state
ment of the gfactgs, witiioust unnecessary repetition.*‘_° Simplicity and terse

ness of expression should be the aim of the pleader.s‘ I 1 uld

7512. Facts should be alleged as they exist or occurred—Facts s 1g_ W

ordinarily be alleged as they actually exist or occurred rather than accor 11:1::

to their legal effect or operation. But a pleadmg which alleges factsbaccorm‘

ing to their legal effect or operation is sufficient and is sometimes to e 00

mended as avoiding objectionable prolixity of statement." d_

7513. Must be true—Inconsistency—It is a requirement of_ code plea 1111:‘;

that a party should plead his facts truly." One of the corollanes of this I“?

is that he must not make inconsistent allegations ”°—he cannot plead mcoln

sistent causes of action ‘" or inconsistent defences.92 Inconsistency 1n ole

gations is waived if timely objection is not taken.U3 1

7514. Facts must be alleged directly and positively—Facts must be a

leged directly and positively and not by way of rehearsal, argument, mferenpe

or reasoning; and if not so alleged they are not admitted by_ a failure 3

traverse them, or by a demurrer."‘ A pleading which is faulty In this regal“J5

is demurrable, if the essential facts are not otherwise sufficiently pleaded,

- 5+WK 7. s 43-180 45+1o. See s-+5- Lee v. Mpls. etc. Ry. 34425, 2§ 6916;Lyon ‘ emon’ ’ 3i;9;’stees v. K1-anz, 32-313', 20+241.

so See Stewart v. Colter, 31-385, l8+98;

State v. Higgins, 60-1, 61+-816.

81 Bidwell v. Coleman, 11-78 (45).

52 Hurning v. Hurning, 80-373, 379, 83+

342.

“K Jaeger v. Hartman, 13-55(50).

84 Rule 6, District Court.

85 Rule 7, District Court.

“R. L. 1905 §§ 4127, 4130; State v.

Cooley, 58-514, 60+338; Scofield v. Nat.

El. Co., 611-527, 67+6~15; Atwater v. Spald

ing, 86-101, 90-+370; Lovering v. Webb,

108-201, 120+68S, 121+911.

887 \Vest v. Eureka Imp. Co., 40-394, 42+

7.

B3 Elliot v. Roche, 64--182, 67+-539; Estes

v. Faruham, 11-423(312, 319); Weide v.

Porter, 22-429; Larson v. Schmaus, 31

410. lS+273; Gould v. Sub-Dist. No. 3. 7

203(l45); Todd v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-358,

59 l"olsom‘v. Carli 6-420(284, 290)

"° See Hausman Mulheran, 68-43, 70+

866.

91 See § 7503.

92 See § 7580.

98 Dean v. Goddard, 55-290. 56+1060. 1

9* Moulton v. Doran, 10-67(49); _Tf3Y N

v. Blake, 11-255(170); Hall v. W1ll1am7B,

13-260(242); Chesterson v. Munsom 224

-198. 8+593; Coolbaugh v. Roemer, 30-4 1;

15-1-869; Biron v. Board W. COHXIS-7 40

519, 43+4S2; Welch v. Bradley, 45-54:

4S+440; Carlson v. Minn. T. Co., 47—_33‘_1

50+229; Sprague v. Wells. 47-504, 50+D35,

Pctzold v. Petzold, 53-39, 54+933; Ross

man v. Mitchell, 73-198, 75+1053; Barry

v. Dole, 87-471, 92+334; Anderson v. Set

tergreu, 100-29-1, 111+279.

"5 Berry v. Dole, 87-471, 92+334; Ross~

man v. Mitchell, 73-198, 75+1053; Carl
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but it is not demurrable if the essential facts may be fairly and reasonably in

ferred from the facts directly alleged.M Objection to the defect is ordinarily

waived if not made before trial.J7

7515. Alternative allegations—Allegations must not be in the alternative.

In other words it is not permissible to allege that a fact is so or so. Where

the only effect of alternative allegations is to render the pleading indefinite

or uncertain tl1e remedy is by motion ; but where a pleading alleges two state

ments of fact in the alternative, one of which constitutes a cause of action

and the other not, the allegations neutralize each other, and a general demurrer

will lie.08

7516. Ultimate not evidentiary facts to be alleged—-Only the ultimate,

issuable facts, should be alleged and not the evidentiary facts by which they

may be proved on the trial;°" and this is true in equitable as well as legal

actions.1 If, in any case, a pleading which states only evidence can be held

good, it can only be where the evidence stated is such that the conclusions

of fact necessary to sustain the action or defence must inevitably follow."

Evidentiary matter does not render a pleading demurrable if the essential

facts are also alleged and alleged directly.3 Such matter may be treated as

evidence in the case if it is admitted by the answer, but it is not admitted by

a mere failure to deny.‘ A

facts which he pleads.S

before trial.“

party is not required to prove the evidentiary

Evidentiary matter may be stricken out on motion

7517. Conclusions of law-A pleading must allege facts and not n1ere

conclusions of law.1

facts including elements of both law and fact.8

But this rule does not forbid the pleading of composite

Cases are cited below holding

son v. Minn. T. Co., 47-337, 50+229 and

cases supra.

M Mastad v. Swedish Brethren, 83-40, 44,

S5+913; Brunswick v. Brackett, 37-58, 33+

214; Dugan v. St. P. & D. Ry., 40-544,

42+.-‘>38; Anderson \'. Settergren, 100-294,

11l+2T(l. See § 7724.

W Welch v. Bradley, 45-540, 48+4-10.

"8 Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224,

114-+1123; Clague v. Hodgson, 16-329

(291I 297).

W Zimmerman v. Morrow, 28-367, 10+

139; Vermilye v. Vermilye, 32-499, 18+

832. 21+736; Wilcox v. Davis, 4-197(139) ;

Thomson v. Palmer, 52-174, 53+1137;

O'Neill v. Johnson, 53-439, 55%-601; Car

ver County v. Bongard, 82-431, 85+214;

Cummings v. Thompson, 18-2-16(228);

Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 90+126; Eisen

berg v. Matthews, 84-76, 86+S70; Lover

ing v. Webb, 106-62. 118+61; Burgett v.

Wis. C. Ry.. 109-216, 123+-111; Bjelos v.

Cleveland (‘lifis 1'. Co., 109-320, 123+922;

Miller v. Natwick, 125+1022.

1Vermilye v. Vermilye, 32-499, 18+832,

21+736.

2Zimmerman v. Morrow. 28-367, 10+l39.

-'1Lo0mis v. Youle. l—l75(150); Fish v.

Berkey, 10-199(161, 166).

4 Dexter v. Moodcy, 36-205, 30+667.

5 Jagger v. Nat. G. A. Bank, 53-386, 55+

545.

6("athcart v. Peck, 11-45(24).

TGriggs v. St. Paul, 9-2-l6(231); Finley

\'. Quirk, 9-104(179, 187).

8 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+75 (neg

ligence—negligently—see § 7058); Curtiss

v. Livingston, 36-380, 31+357 (the defend

ants succeeded to and became possessed of

said life interest and estate——conveyed—

contracted—-agreed); In re Stevens, 38

432, 3S+111 (preference); First Nat. Bank

v. St. Croix B. Corp., 41-1-11, 42+861 (gen

eral allegation of ownership—c0nverted);

O'Neill v. Johnson, 53-439, 55+601 (want

of probable cause); Mitchell v. Mitchell,

-15-50, 47+-308 (assaulted); Nixon v.

Reeves, 65-159, 67+989 (imprisoned with

out probable cause); Foran v. Levin, 76

178, 78+1047 (assaulted); Nininger v.

Carver County, 10—133(106) (executed in

due form of law, and issued—purchased);

Atwater v. Spalding, 86-101, 90+370 (gen

eral allegation of ownership); First Nat.

Bank \'. Rogers, 13—407(3T6) (levied

upon); Rohrer v. Turrill, 4—407(309)

(id.); Hoag v. Menrlenhall, 19-335(289)

(duly asisigned—indorsed—made); Pinney

\'. Fridley, 9-34(23) (duly foreclosed);

Webb v. Bidwell. 15—479(394) (duly

levied and assessed taxes); Folsom v. Chi

sago County, 28-324. 9+8S1 (duly con

tracted): Mpls. etc. By. v. Morrison. 23

308 (duly organized); Goctz r'. School

Dist., 31-164, 17+2T6 (a duly qualified

teacher of and in the public schools of the

state); Steele \'. Fish. 2-153(129) (actual
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‘- i ns to be mere conclusions of law.9 The pleadmg of con
glddildhldabfaliftvgaieziders a complaint demurrable,1° unless the essentlallfacts

are otherwise suflieiently alleged.H An allegation which is a 111136113 lpg-1; C01t10

clusion is not traversable,12 and is not admitted by a demurrer gr a1 ure

deny.H It may be stricken out on motion as sham or irrelevant. t al

7518. Facts presumed-Legality-—Regulanty-It is unnecessary gmct

lege facts which the law will presume.16 When it IS alleged that ancon dé

was made it is unnecessary to allege facts to show that it was lega yf mfg t;

and when it is alleged that an act was done it is unnecessary to allege ac ml

show that it was legally or regularly done." ‘An exception to this gene _

rule has been made in the case of an infant plaintiff.ls If a pleader unnerfi;

sarily alleges a fact which would be presumed 1n the absence of allegation .

adverse party may raise an issue thereon by a denial.“

possession and occupancy) ; Glass v. St. P.

etc. Co., 43-228, 45+150 (duly filed and

recorded); State v. Ames, 31-440, 18+277

(duly authorized); Meeker County v_. But

ler, 25-363 (du'ly taken and received);

Pope v. G. N. Ry., 94-429, 103+331 _(a.lle

gations that the plaintiff was without

fault and in the due performance of his

duty); Stewart v. Simmons, 101-375, 112+

282 (that a lien statement was filed within

ninety days after the furnishing and de

livery of the last items of material and

labor); Lovering v. Webb, 106-62, 118+61

(action for money had and received);

Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-341, 120+

300 (general allegation of negligence).

"Banning v. Armstrong, 7—46(3l) (law

ful manner) ; Buck v. Colbath, 7-310(23B)

(wrongful); Frasier v. Williams, 15-288

(219) (an allegation of indebtedness);

Wilson v. Clarke, 20—367(318) (that said

defendant neglected and refused to fur

nish to him, the plaintifl’, freight for

transportation, according to the terms of

said agreement); Knudson v. Curley, 30

433, 15+-873 (that said sale of said land

was made without authority of law, and is

void) ; Price v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+14 (con

stituted and was a valid lien upon the

premises); Hoxsie v. Empire L. Co., 41

548. 43+476 (real owner); Rand v. Hen

nepin County, 50-391, 52+901 (that a

party was “compelled” to pay); Temple

v. Norris, 53-286. 55+133 (not a person of

suitable age and discretion); Dennis v.

Nelson, 55-144. 56+589 (which amended

complaint set forth an entirely difiierent

and distinct cause of action from that set

forth in the original complaint in said ac

tion); Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 50,

59+822 (has also neglected to keep and

perform its covenants to keep in good re

pair the rolling stock * * ' and to

replace such rolling stock when lost or de

stroyed); Clifford v. Minor, 67-512, 70+

798 (that words *' * * are surplusage

and were inserted therein by the inadvert

ence and mistake of the scrivener) ; Heron

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68-542, 71+706 (alleg_s]=

tions that it was the “duty” of a rag

company to do certain things); Mpls. -

00. v. McMillan, 79-287, s2+591, (that 8

party did not have “legal cause’ ); M9011

v. Allen, 82-89. 8-1-+654 (that an ob11g11t1°'f

was an obligation and liabihty of a firm) ,

Esch v. White, 82-462, 85+-238 _(thfl_l1 the

plaintifls were not the real parties mtcrest); Fitzpatrick v. S1m0nson, 86-111,

90+378 (that certain tax titles “are who Y

and absolutely void, and _of no force 9;

effect”) ; Vachon v. Nrchols, 126+21

(that a duebill “is now due and Pay‘

able”). ,

1"(lriggs v. St. Paul, 9-246(231); P1'_1°e

v. Doyle, 34-400, 26+14; Esch v. White’

82-462 B5-+233.

11Fit,zpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 90+

378.

12 See § 7570.

13 See § 7542.

14 See § 7576.

15 Dennis v. Nelson, 55-144, 56+589. I

16 Finley v. Quirk, 9-194(179, 186); N1“;

inger v. Carver County, 10-13?(106)1

Smith v. Jordan, 13-264(246); I"11111e71v'

King, 21-514; Chamberlain v. Tmer, 3;

371, 18-I-97; Ennis v. Buckeye P. Co-L46‘

105, 46+314; Dennis v. Johnson, 4!-5 1

49+383; Oevermann v. Loebertmann, 68

162 70+10S4.

1'/Nininger v. Carver County, 10-13;?

(106); Folsom v. Chisago County, 28-3923 ,

9+881; Randall v. Constans, 33-329: -61:

530; Ryan V. School Dist., 27-433, 8+]-4 1:

Soule v. Thelander, 31-227, 17+3'/'3; C0

lom v. Bixby, 33-50, 214-855; Walsh \‘

Kattenburgh, 8—127(99); Rohrer v. Tur

rill, 4-407(309) ; Dodge v. Chandlen 13

114(105); Nelson v. Nugent, 62-203.392; Lyford v. Martin, 79-243, 82%“?

Carver County v. Bongard, 82-431, 80+

214.

18 Irvine v. Irvine, 5-61(44)

1° Dennis v. Johnson, 47-56. 49+3S3i

Lotto v. Davenport, 50-99, 52+130; State

v.‘ Akeley, 107-54, 119+3s7.
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7519. Continuance of state of facts a1leged—Presumption—It is the

general rule that where a state of facts is alleged to exist its continuance is

presumed until the contrary appears,20 but it is held that this does not apply

to an allegation of ownership in ejectment.21

7520. Facts judicially noticed—-Facts of which judicial notice will be

taken need not be alleged.22

7521. Time~—-If the time of an act or event is an essential element of a

cause of action it must be alleged with precision and proved as alleged. It is

insufficient in such cases to plead the time as “on or about” a certain day.28

Ordinarily time is not material.“ An allegation that a condition has existed

since a certain date does not include that date.25

7522. P1ace—lt is sufficient to describe a place as “in the county and state

aforesaid,” if the name of the county and state are in the title of the plead

ing.“

7523. Intention—When the intention with which an act is done is material

it may be directly alleged as a fact."

7524. Title—In pleading title to either real or personal property a general

allegation of ownership is sufficient to admit proof of any legal title, general

or special,28 but not of an equitable title.” Where a pleading attempts to

show title to realty in a party by stating the specific facts through which he

claims it, if any fact necessary to the passing of the title to him is omitted,

the pleading is bad though it concludes that by reason of such facts he is

seized in fee simple.30 If a party pleads a specific title, or one acquired in

a particular way, he will be limited in his proofs to the particular title

pleaded.31 '

7525. Pleading by copy—In actions on written instruments it is proper

to plead the instrument by copy, that is, by setting it out in haec verba rather

than according to its legal effect.”2 In pleading by copy it is unnecessary to

include the names of witnesses or an acknowledgment.“

7526. Exhibits—In actions on written contracts the contract or a copy

thereof may be attached to a pleading and made a part thereof for purposes

of essential averment by proper allegation.“ And in any case papers may

be attached to pleadings as exhibits in explanation of the facts alleged in the

pleading. Recitals in exhibits are not to be taken as essential averments of

the facts constituting a cause of action or defence unless they are clearly made

'~’° Rhone v. Gale, 12-54(25); Jaeger v. 29 See § 2876.

v. Fridley, 9-a4(23); Bell v.Hartman, 13-55(50). See § 3438.

‘-’I See § 2875.

21’ Finney v. Callendar, 8—41(23) ; Shartle

v. Minneapolis, 17—308(284); Webb v.

Kennedy, 20—4]9(374).

28 Lockwood v. Bigelow, 11—113(70);

Balch v. Wilson, 25-299; Griggs v. St.

Paul, 9—246(231); Adams v. Minneapolis,

20-4s4(4ss).

1"lPinle_v v. Quirk. 9-194(1'/'9); Clague v.

Hodgson, 16—329(29l); Hayden v. Albee,

20—159(143); McMurphy v. Walker, 20

382(334).

25 Lawver v. G. N. Ry., 97-36, 105+1129.

=6 See State v. Bell, 26-388, 5+970;

Hughes v. Meehan. 84-226, 87+768.

27 Wilcox v. Davis, 4—197(139).

23 McArthur v. Clark, 86-165. 90+369;

Atwater v. Spalding, 86-101, 90+370.

8° Pinney

Dangerfield, 26-307, 3+698: Jellison v.

Halloran, 40-485, 488, 42+392; First Nat.

Bank v. St. Croix B. Corp., 41-141, 42+

861; Casey v. McIntyre. 45-526, 48+402;

Carlson v. Presbyterian Bd. of Relief, 67

436, 70+3; Gehr v. Knight, 77-SS. 79+652;

Bloemendal v. Albrecht, 79-304, 82+585;

Bartleson v. Munson, 105-348, 117+512.

See Buckholz v. Grant, 15—406(329); At

kinson v. Duffy, 16-45(30); Cleveland v.

Stone, 51-274, 53+647.

31O’i\Ialley v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-289,

294, 45+440; Pinney v. Fridley, 9—34(23).

M Elliot v. Roche, 64-482, 67+539. See

§ 1902.

33 Roberts v. Nelson, 65-240. 68+14.

34 Elliott v. Roche. 64-482. 6T+539; Union

S. P. Co. v. Olson, 82-187, 84+756.
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' ‘ ' d.35 If theyb ' . t in the leadmg to which they are. attache _Zia iiriiigi; iiiysdiamdlslsential avperments of a cause of action or defence. their

Sufficiency may be determined on a demurrer to the complaint to which they

are attached.“

COMPLAINT

7527. Separate statement of causes of action—\\ hen a complamt1 lncllllilgf;

more than one cause of action each must be separately Stated 5"; :6 may

numbered.B7 Each must be complete in itself, but the allegations of oere in.

be made a part of another by apt words of reference.” Matters 0_ "lot the

ducement, such as incorporation, may be alleged at the beglnnllgée a part

pleading, distinct from the other allegations, and need not be Ina Red a

of each cause of action." Each cause of action is sometmles Ca 5 of

“count.” ‘° The exclusive remedy for a failure to state several Calm

action se ratel is a motion before trial.“ _7528. I1)°flaragi¥a;>hs—Thiz mere fact that the several paragraphs °_fn:' tcfigilr

plaint are separately numbered is of itself 1nsutfic1ent_t04;1ete1‘n'lX

character as separate and distinct counts, or causes of act1on. _ h H 1ain_

7529. Every essential fact must be a1leged—Every fact wlnc 18 P

tiff must prove in order to recover must be allegcd."_ _ 0 in his

7580. Prima facie case suffieient—'1‘he plaintiff is required to al1e,,e saw

complaint only those facts which, under a general demal, 112 Would be nee? ana

for him to prove, in the first instance, to protect himself from a nonsul ierial

to show himself entitled to a judgment." In other words only the ml!

or issuable facts need be alleged.“ _ f muse

7531. Surplusage-If a complaint alleges all the essential facts _0 ad to

of action and also non-essential facts the latter need not be proved in or 91'

recover on the former. They may be treated as surplusage.46 _n a

7532. Allegations on information and belief-Facts may be alleged 1 Qt

complaint upon information and belief.‘7 But this mode of_ plefld1T_1g Bf nts

often permissible for the plaintifi. It cannot be employed 111_auegmg.a1acto

actually or presumptively known to the pleader.“ Whatever is essenfl t to

the rights of the plaintiif and is necessarily within his knowledge, Ough

be alleged positively and with precision.49 _ .

7533. Conditions precedent-—Where the plaintiff’s right of action 1s cor}

ditional upon the performance of some act or the occurrence of some even 4

3: Union s. P. 00. v. Olson, s2-127, 84+ 40Mei-rill v. Dearing, 22-376; Fredi“ "'

756; Sprague v . Wells 47-504 50+s35- R‘ 1) a 61-490 494 63+1031
Taylor v. Blake, 11-255('17o, 132’); Realty: if Gigi; .,_ Coot) 281232, 9+712; Newell

. . Co. v. Farm etc. Co., 79-465, 82+ v. How, 31-235, 17+383. See D”-V19 "'

857; Stewart v. Simmons, 101-375, 112+ Hamilton, 85-209, 88+744'

282. See Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Grethen, 86- 421\[fl-1-ill v_ Dearing, 22-376. 8 _

323, 90+573; Danvers F. E. Co. v. John~ 43 Bernheimer v. Marshall, 2-73(611 6 )’

son, 93-323, 328, 101+492. G1-iggs v. St. Paul, 9-246(2s1, 234). _

,. ' ' C°- "- 015011: 82487, 84+ *4 Jones v. Ewing, 22-157; Spink V‘ Ryan’

'56- 72-178. 75+1s. _37 R‘ L~ 1905 § 4154; R1118 6. Dist. CL; 45 ‘Veide v. Porter, 22-429. 589 cases “H

Nowell v. How, 31-235, 17+383; West v. der § 7529. -

Eureka Imp. Co., 40-394, 42+87_ m steamboat war Eagle v. Nutt1n_g1 1'

as Newell v. How, 31-235, l7+383; Gert- 256(20l); Meyenberg v. Eldred, 31-5081

19' V‘ Lmscott‘ 26'82v H579; KuaPpen v. 35-2371; Smalley v. Isaacson. 40-4501 42+

F_reeman; 47-491. 50+533; La. Plant v. 352; Jagger v_ Nat (}_ A, Bank, 53-386!

Qremen 5 TH! 0°-, 68-82, 70+856; Realty 55+545. See Dennis v.J'0l1l15CflL4*7—56‘4‘9+

00., 79-465, s2+s57.

p. 00., 40-394, 42+
383; Geer v. Ouray County, 97 Fed. 435

" State v. Cooley, 58-514, 60+338

-18 See § 7566.

*9 Lockwood v. Bigelow, 11—113(7o)
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the performance of the act or the occurrence of the event 1nust be alleged

in the complain .5“ By statute, in pleading the performance of conditions

precedent in contracts, it is unnecessary to plead the facts showing such per

formance, but it may be stated generally that the party duly performed all

the conditions on his part.“1 The statute applies only to contracts.“ It is

inapplicable to performance by a stranger to the contract.53 Except as pro

vided by the statute it is necessary for the plaintifi to allege the facts showing

performance. It is not enough for him to allege in a general way that he

has performed all the conditions by him to be performed.“ Failure to allege

performance, or facts in excuse, renders a complaint de1nurrable if the defect

appears on the face thereof.'“" If the defect appears on the face of the com

plaint, or is admitted by the reply, the objection may be raised by a motion

for dismissal on the trial, by objecting to the introduction of evidence, or for

the first time on appeal.“ Failure to perform a condition precedent may

be set up by answer.‘7

7534. Conditions subsequent—If payment is not to be made if a certain

contingency happens it is unnecessary to allege in the complaint the non

happening of the contingency.“ A condition subsequent is a matter of de

fence.“

7535. Anticipating defences—It is unnecessary to anticipate and negative

possible defences, or to state matters which would come ‘more properly from

the adverse party.“ If a complaint states facts constituting a cause of action.

but also states facts which constitute a defence thereto, it is demurrable.G1

7536. Dup1icity—-A complaint must not be double, that is, it must not state

the facts constituting a single cause of action in a double and inconsistent

aspect. The exclusive remedy for this defect is a motion before trial. If

the objection is first raised on the trial it is wholly discretionary with the

court to compel an election.“2 In an action by several plaintiffs the complaint

I 501] V.
50 Johnson v. Howard, 20—370(322); Wil

Clarke, 20-367(318); Root v.

(fhilds, 68-142, 70+1078; Briggs v. Ruther

ford, 94—23, 101+954; Biron v. Board W.

C'0mrs., 41-519, 43+482; Mosness v. G. A.

Ins. Co., 50-341, 52+932; Lane v. St. P.

etc. Co., 50-227, 52+(i-19; Parr v. Johnson,

37-457, 35+176; Snow v. Johnson, 1-48

(32); St. Paul etc. By. v. Robbins, 23

439; Mpls. H. Works v. Libby, 24-327;

Potter v. Holmes, 65-377, 68+63; Hobart

\'. Kehoe, 1264-66; Vachon v. Nichols, 126+

278.

61 R. L. 1905 § 4150; Mosness v. G. A.

Ins. Co., 50-341, 52+-932; Wood v. Rob

bins, 56-48, 57+317; Taylor v. Marcum,

60-292, 62+330; Andreas v. Holcombe, 22

339.

H‘-’ Biron v. Board W. Comrs., 41-519,

43+-482.

63 Johnson v. Howard, 20—370(322);

Bergmeier v. Eisenmenger, 59-175, 60+

1097.

54 Johnson v. Howard, 20-370(322); Bi

ron v. Board W. Comrs., 41-519, 43+482;

Mosness v. G. A. Ins. Co., 50-341, 52+932.

55 Wilson v. Clarke, 20—367(318); John

son v. Howard, 20-370(322). Biron v.

Board W. Comrs., 41-519, 43+482.

5" Parr v. Johnson, 37-457, 35+176; Mos

ness v. G. A. Ins. Co., 50-341, 52+932.

5'' Nichols v. Minneapolis, 30-545, 16+410.

58 Root v. Childs, 68-142, 70+1078.

-W Shartle \-. Minneapolis, 17-308 ( 284,

290).

"0 Jones v. Ewing, 22-157; Hocum v.

\Veithcrick, 22-152; Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

28-69. 9+75; Hennessy v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

30-55, 1-H269; Young v. Young, 18-90

(72); Laudenschlager v. N. W. etc. Assn.,

36-13], 30+-447; Meyer v. Berlandi, 53-59,

54+937; Gray v. First Div. etc. Ry., 13

315(289); St. Paul L. 00. v. Dayton, 37

364, 34+335; Root v. Childs, 68-142, 70+

1078; Shartle v. Minneapolis, 17-308 (284) ;

‘McMillan v. Cheeney, 30-519, 16+404; St.

Paul F. Co. v. Wegmann, 40-419, 42+28S;

Hospes v. N. W. etc. Co., 48-174, 50+1117;

Spink v. Ryan, 72-178, 75+18; Blethen v.

Stewart, 41-205, 42+932; Romer v. Conter,

53-171, 544-1052; Schrepfer v. Rockford

Ins. Co., 77-291, 79+1005; Lyford v. Mar

tin, 79-243, 82+479; Carver County v. Bon

gard, 82-431. S5+214.

"1 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 72, 9+75;

Millette v. Mchmke, 26-306, 3+700.

"2 Dean v. Leonard, 9—I90(176); Marsh

v. VVebber. ]3—109(99); Hawley v. Wil

kinson, 18-525 (468); Hewitt v. Brown,
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is not double merely because, in alleging a cause of 8.Ct1({11 in favor of all, 1t

alleges facts which migl1t sustain an action brought by on y onte. f the came of

7537. Demand for rel.ief—The demand for relief 1s go par 0 Canno~t re

action and is not traversable “ or subject to dernurrer._ _A party be avoided

cover greater damages than he demands, but th1s 11m1tat1on mlayf _S of little

bv amendment.“ If the defendant appears, the demand for rel? lhich mav

ifnportance," but in case of a default it limits stnctl-y the rehe dwup To A

be awarded.“ A demand for alternative rehef 1s sometnnes gm ;.f0r such

specific demand for relief is often added a general demand, a1I11 demand

other and further relief as to the court may seem 3us_t, _ but as suc af words.

cannot be made the basis for any relief on default '° 1t 1s a waste 0t b the

The nature of an action is determined by the facts alleged and 110 );n 10

demand for relief.’1 If the facts stated in a complaint constrtute ads 31e

cause of action, a demand for inconsistent forms of rehef Will not ren Elf‘ ac

pleading demurrable on the ground of a rnisjomder of several cmges benefit

tions.72 It is a general rule of pleading that a party do_es_not losp d E H

of matter pleaded by asking for it a greater effect than it is ent1t e 0.

CROSS-COMPLAINT

7538. In general-A cross-complaint will lie in this state though it rsceng:

expressly authorized by statute. The order should provide for tliehsertglould

the complaint on all the parties against whom 1t is directed, and t ey inst

answer it.“ The cause of action which one defendant may set up igavinu

his codefendant by a cross—complaint must be one ansmg out of; 01: asufi

reference to, the subject of the original action.75 A cross-complamt is 8

brought by a defendant against the plaintiff, or against him and a codefendflllt,

to obtain independent relief.76

DEMURRER

7539. Statutory grounds exc1usive—Den1urrer will not lie except on the

grounds specified in the statute."

- - ~ - 'hich7540. Raises rssue of 1aw—A demurrer raises an 1ssue of law upon W

the court is to render judgment.Ts

21-163; Plummer v. Mold, 22-15; Wagner

v. Nagel. 33-348, 23+30S; Exley v. Berry

hill, 36-117, 30+436; Ingle v. Angel], 126!

400.

M Whelan v. Sibley County, 28-80, 9+175.

M Colstrum v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-367, 18+

94; Hatch v. Coddington, 32-92, 19+393;

Albert Lea v. Knatvold, 89-480, 951-309.

65 See § 7555.

73 Townsend v. Mpls. etc. 00., 46-121, 48+

82. » _

674 Pioneer F. Co. v. St. Peter etc. Co.,386, 67+217; Pine Tree L. Co. V. V

Kinley, 83-419, 86+414. See H0Wi3OWa

Spalding, 50-157, 52+527; Jewett v. Bank

L. Co., 64-53]., 67+639; Palmer v. tv

of Zumbrota, 65-90. 67+893; Sturtevan -

6° Elfclt v. Smith. 1-125(101); Eaton v.

(‘a]dwell_ 3—134(80); Nichols \'. Wiede

mann, 72-344. 75+208, 'T6+41.

61 See § 5041.

65 See § 4996.

60 Connor v. Board of Ed., 10-439(3-32);

Henry v. Meighen, 46-548, 49+323, 646.

7° Minn. L. 0. Co. v. Maginnis, 32-193,

20+85; Prince v. Farrell, 32-293, 20+234.

See § 4996.

8'-'1Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Brown, 99-384, 109+

17.

Q:-’ Colstrum v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-367, 18+

0 .

Mast, 66-437, e9+3'24;1M3axwe11 v. North

‘. . 70-334 73+ 7 .
e1;{"lArlm.C(I)<],xch. Bank v. Davidson, 69-319:

72+129. _ d 477° Spooner v. Bay St. Louis S711 -1

464, 501-601.

T7 Seager v. Burns, 4-141(93); Powers ;;

Ames, 9—178(164); Reynolds v. La CrosE

etc. Co., 10-178(l44); Campbell v. J0i!;4'

25-155; Lcnthold v. Young, 32-122, 406:

19+652; Nelson v. Pelan, 34—243, 25+ I

Freeman v. Paulson, 107-64, 119+651- 38+

1’? Knohlauch v. Foglesong, 38-459, S

366; Porter v. Fletcher, 25-493, 495. 98

Deuel v. Hawke, 2—50(37, 43).
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7541. Defect must appear on face of pleading—It is a fundamental rule

that demurrer will not lie except for defects apparent upon the face of the

pleading to which it is directed.Tn

7542. Admits facts well pleaded—A demurrer admits all the material

facts well pleaded, 8” and also all necessary legal inferences arising from the

facts so pleaded.’31

way of recital or inference, or in other respects not well pleaded.82

It does not admit conclusions of law, or facts alleged by

It admits

inferences of fact which may fairly he made from the facts well pleaded.“

7543. To whole of p1eading—A demurrer cannot be good in part and bad

in part. It must be good to the whole extent to which it is interposed. If it

is interposed to a whole pleading, and the pleading contains at least one good

cause of action or defence, it is bad.“

7544. To part of pleading—A demurrer will only lie to a. whole pleading

or to the whole of a single cause of action or defence.85 It will lie to a single

cause of action ‘or defence though not separately stated.M

7545. Joint—If several parties join in a demurrer it 1nust be overruled if

the pleading against which it is directed is good as to any of the demurrants.87

7546. Party

demur and answer to the same matter.

body of an answer.S8

cannot demur and answer—A party cannot at the same time

A demurrer cannot be inserted in the

7547. Reaches first defective p1eading—A demurrer reaches the first

pleading defective in substance.

sufiiciency of the complaint may be questioned."

Upon a demurrer to an -answer or reply the

Whether this rule applies

where by the answer the complaint has become the subject of an issue of fact,

and the demurrer is to a counterclaim which alleges a separate and independent

cause of action, is an open question in this state.no
The only defects of sub

79 Powers v. Ames, 9-178(164); Reynolds

\'. La Crosse etc. Co., 10-178(144); Mpls.

H. Works v. Libby, 24-327; Bell v. Men

denhall, 71-331, 337, 73+1086; Menden~

hall \'. Duluth D. G. 00., 72-312, 75+232;

Everett v. O’Leary, 90-154, 95+901.

5° Cowley v. Davidson, 10-392(314) ; Nin

inger v. Carver County, 10-133(106);

Baker v. N. W. G. L. Co., 36-185, 30+464;

St. Paul L. Co. v. Dayton, 37-364, 34+335;

Rciser v. Gigrich, 59-368, 61+30; Birch v.

Security S. & L. Assn., 71-112, 73+513;

Sacks v. Minneapolis. 75-30. 77+563; Kos

merl v. Snivcly, 85-228, 88+’/'53; Sorenson

v. Carey, 96-202, 104+958; Bena T. Co. v.

Sauve, 104-472, 116+947; Wessel v. Wes

scl. 106-66. 1'|8+157.

*1 Bena T. Co. v. Sauve, 104-472, 116+

947.

81' Chouteau v. Rice, 1-106(S3, 90);

Griggs v. St. Paul, 9—246(231); Taylor \'.

Blake, 11—255(170); Johnson v. Howard,

20-370(322). See Wessel v. Wcssel, 106

66, 118+157.

*3 Wessel v. Wessel, 106-66, 118-+157;

Vnkelis v. Virginia L. Co., 107-68, 119+

509. See § 7724.

N First Nat. Bank v. How, 28-150, 9+

626; Armstrong v. Hinds, 9-356(341);

Miller v. Rouse, 8-124(97); Winona etc.

By. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 26-179, 2+489;

Grant. v. Grant. 53-181, 54+1059; Am. B.

8: L. Assn. v. Stoneman, 53-212, 54-+1115;

Vaule v. Steenerson, 63-110, 65+257; Gam

mons \'. Johnson, 69-488, 72+563; Johnson

v. White, 78-48, 80+838.

*5 Knoblauch v. Foglesong, 38-459, 38+

366; Bass v. Upton, 1-408(292); Arm

strong v. Hinds, 9-356(34l); Daniels v.

Bradley, 4-158(105); Palmer v. Smith,

21-419; Pratt v. Sparkman. 42-448, 44+

663; Dean v. Howard, 49-350, 51+1102;

Steenerson \'. G. N. Ry., 64-216, 66+723.

See Seibcrt v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-148, 53+

1134.

86 Bass v. Upton, 1-408(292); Anderson

v. Seandia Bank, 53-191, 54+1O62.

8'' Clark v. Lovering, 37-120, 33+776;

Petsch v. Dispatch P. Co., 40-291, 41+

1034; Palmer v. Bank of Zumbrota, 65

90, 67+893; Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 90+

126. See Lewis v. Williams, 3-151(95);

Goncclier v. Foret, 4-13(1).

"8 Lace v. Fixen, 39-46, 38+-762. .

39 First Nat. Bank v. How, 28-150, 9+

626; Loomis v. Yonle, 1—175(150); Smith

\'. Mulliken, 2—319(273); Yoss v. De

I-‘rendenrich, 6-95(45); Stratton v. Allen,

7-502(-109); Lockwood v. Bigelow, 11-113

(70): Townsend v. Fenton, 30-528, 16+

421; Bausman v. “loodman, 33-512, 24+

198; Brown v. Baker, 65-133. 67+793;

Dwinnell v. Kramer, 87-392, 92+227 ; Han

son v. Byrnes, 96-50, 104-+762; Branton

v. McLaughlin, 109-244. 123+80S.

1*" Hanson v. Byrnes, 96-50, 104+762.
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stance within the rule are want of jurisdiction of the subject-matter and in

sufficiency of the facts alleged to constitute a cause of action.91

7548. Grounds must be specified—'l‘he statute requires a demurrer to

specify the grounds of objection.92 A general demurrer to a pleading the

effect that it does not state facts suificient to constitute a cause of action or

defence is suflieient without further specification.93 A party may specify as

many of the statutory grounds as he desires, but he is limited to those speci

fied.“ The ground of objection cannot be shifted on appeal.“ A demurrer;

for defect of parties must point out the defect and name the persons onntted_.°

7549. For insufficiency of the facts—General demurrer-If a complaint

states facts entitling the plaintiff to any relief, either legal or eqmtable, it is

not subject to a general demurrer thou

gh the plaintiff misconceived the nature

of his cause of action and demanded the wrong relief.97 Under a general _de

murrer the following objections, if they appear upon the face of the complaint:

may be raised: that the complaint does not state facts constituting a cause Oi

action against the defendant and in favor of the plaintiif, though it maystate

a cause of action between others;°° former adjudication; " that the action 15

barred by the statute of limitations;

1 contributory negligence;2 that the

action is prematurely brought; 8 that the contract alleged is void under the

statute of frauds; ‘ failure to plead a foreign statute;“ the defence of b01_18

fide purchaser; “ that the facts alleged do not authorize equitable relief; ’ mIS

joinder of parties; 5 that the plaintiff has an adequate remedy at law; 9 that

the allegations are in the alternative.10

The following objections cannot be

raised: want of legal capacity or authority to sue; ‘1 misjoinder of causes Oi;

action;12 defect of parties;18 want of jurisdiction of the subject-matteI;_‘

or inconsistency between the relief to which the complaint entitles the plfillltlfi

and the prayer in the summons.15
7550. For want of jurisdiction—-Demurrer will lie for want of jurisdiction

of the person of the defendant," or of the subject-matter of the action.H

7551. For defect of parties-—A demurrer for defect of parties must state

specifically wherein the defect consists and name the parties omitted.18 A

demurrer for a defect of parties is not a substitute for the common-law P1611

in abatement. Where a complaint shows a cause of action to have accrued

91Stratton v. Allen, 7-5020109); Lock

woorl v. Bigelowy 11-113(70); Hanson v.

Byrnes, 96-50, 104+762.

92 R. L. 1905 § 4129.

193l\lIonette v. Cratt, 7—234(176).

9-1 Seager v. Burns, 4-141(93) ; Powers v.

Ames, 9-17S(164); Walsh v. Byrnes, 39

527. 40+83l; Bell v. Mendenhall, 71-331,

'T3+1086; Rossman v. Mitchell, 73-198. 75+

1053; Dishrow v. Creamery P. M. Co.. 125+

115. '

R‘(*3-';)l\Y. \V. Railroader v. Prior, GS-95, 70+

"0 See .5 7324.

M See § 7555.

9* Rossrnnn v. Mitchell. 73-198‘ 75+1O53.

‘-19 Monette v. Cratt, 7—234(176).

1See § 5659.

'-’Clark v. C_hi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+7-5.

B Tselin v. Simon. 62-128, 6~1+143.

4_\Vcntworth v. \Vcntworth. 2—2TT(23R);

\Vrlson v. Schnell_ 20-40(33); Russell v.

Wis. etc. Ry.. 39-145, 39+302.

5Myers \'. Chi. etc. Ry.‘ 69-476, T2+69-l.

“Newton v. Newton, 46-33, 48+450
1 Sanborn v. Eads, as-211, ae+as8; Lloyd

v. Simons. 97-315, 105-+902.

8See § 7327.

°Lloyd v. Simona. 97-315, 1054-902. >

1° Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-2241

114%-1123.“Gould v. Sub-Dist., 7-2024145); Soule

v. Thelunder, 31-227, 17+373; Walsh V

Byrnes. 39-527, 40+831; Rossman "

Miteliell. 73-198. 75+1053.

12 Smith v. Jordan. 13-264(246).

18Bell V. Mendenhall, 71-331, 73+1086i

Svanburg v. Fosseen, 75-350, 78+}

H Powers v. Ames, 9—178(164). _

1-" Freeman v. Paulson, 107-64, 119+60}

1“ Reynolds v. La Crosse etc. Co., 10-113

(144). »
17 Powers r. Ames, 9—1TS(16-1); Benson

\'. Silvey, 59-73, so+s4r.
11‘ Jaeger v. Sunde, 70-356. 73+171; Au‘

derson v. Dyer, 94-30, 101+1061; Disbrow

\'. Creamery P. M. (Jo.y 104-17, 115+75l.
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to plaintiff and others jointly, a demurrer for the non-joinder of such others

will lie, though the complaint does not show that they are alive." The defect

must afiirmatively appear from the face of the pleading?” An excess of

parties is not a ground for demurrer as “a defect of parties.” 2‘

7552. For want of capacity to sue-—'l‘0 sustain a demurrer‘ for want of

capacity to sue it is not enough that such want does not appear; it is essential

tl1at it should appear atl‘ir1natively.22

7553. For pendency of another action—The pendency of another action

between the parties is ground for demurrer when it appears upon the face of

the eornplaint.'*’3

7554. For misjoinder of causes of action—' ‘he proper remedy for a mis

joinder of causes of action is a demurrer on that ground." A general de

murrer does not cover the objection.“ All the defendants need not join.“

If the facts stated in a complaint constitute a single cause of action, a demand

for inconsistent] forms of relief does not render the pleading demurrable on

the ground of a misjoinder of causes of action.’-’7

7555. Defects for which demurrer will not 1ie—Demurrer will not lie be

cause the complaint demands the wrong relief,28 or inconsistent relief,” or

greater relief than the facts alleged warrant.“° It will not lie for a defect

in the allegation of damages; 3‘ or for misjoinder or excess of parties; 32 or

for indefiniteness;33 or for redundancy;“ or for non-existence of the facts

alleged; 3"’ or for suing by initials; 3° or for failure to state several causes of

action separately; 3' or for irrelevancy; 8‘ or for a. defect in a verification; 3"

19 Porter v. Fletcher, 25-493.

1" Mendenhall v. Duluth etc. Co., 72-312,

T5+232.

21 Hoard v. Clum, 31-186, 17+275.

22 State of Wis. v. Torinus, 22-272;

Mpls. II. Works v. Libby, 24-327; Souls

v. Tbelandcr, 31-227, 17+373; Walsh v.

Byrnes, 39-527, 40<l-831; Lehigh Valley 0.

Co. v. Gilmore, 93-432, 101+796.

'13 Coles v. Yorks, 31-213, l7+341; Som

ers v. Dawson. 86-42, 90+119.

24 See § 7508.

25 Smith v. Jordan, 13-264(246).

M Trowbridge v. Forepaugh, 14'—133(100).

1"! Colstrurn v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-367, 18+

94.

28 Connor v. Board of Ed., 10—439(352);

Metzner v. Baldwin, 11-150(92); First

Div. etc. Ry. v. Rice, 25-278; Canty v.

Latterner, 31-239, 17+385; Leuthold v.

Young, 32-122, 19+652; Bohrer v. Drake,

33-408. 23+840; Dye v. Forbes, 34-13, 24+

309: Third Nat. Bank v. Stillwater G. Co.,

36-75, 30+~l40; Alworth v. Seymour, 42

526, 44+1030; (‘rosby v. Timolat, 50-171,

52+-‘$26: Payne v. Loan & G. Co., 54-255,

55+1l28: Bay View L. Co. v. Myers, 62

265. 64+816; Rule v. Omega etc. Co., 64

326, 67+60; Morey \'. Duluth, 69-5, 71+

694; Bell \'. ltlendenlmll. 71-331. 73+1086;

Kenaston v. Lorig. 81-454. S-H323; Albert

Lea v. Knatvold, 89--180, 95+309; Disbrow

v. Creamery P. M. (31).. 104-17. 115+751;

Loveriug \'. Webb, 106-62, 118+61.

'10 Connor v. Board of Ed., 10-439(352);

Mctzner v. Baldwin, 11—150(92); Col

strum v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-367, 18%-94;

Leuthold v. Young, 32-122, 19+652.

3° Lockwood v. Bigelow, 11-113(70);

First Div. etc. By. v. Rice, 25-278; Seibert

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-'39, 59+S22; Mpls.

etc. By. v. Brown, 99-384, 109+817.

111 Cowley v. Davidson, 10-392(314);

Partridge v. Blanchard, 23-69; Steenerson

v. G. N. Ry., 64-216, 66+723.

32 Lewis v. Williams, 3-151(95); Gon

celier v. Forct, 4-13(1); Hoard v. Clum,

31-186, 17+275.

31* Chouteau v. Rice, 1—106(83); Nininger

v. Carver County, 10—133(106) ; Dewey v.

Leonard, 14-153(120); Spottswood v.

Herrick, 22-548; Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

28-69, 9+75; Curtiss v. Livingston, 36-380,

31+357; Snowberg v. Nelson, 43-532, 45+

1131; Am. B. Co. v. Kingdom P. Co., 71

363, 73+1089; Crawford \'. Lillibridge, 89

276, 94+86S; Smith v. G. N. Ry., 92-11,

99+47; Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103

224, 114+1123; Matteson v. U. S. etc. Co.,

103-407, 1l5+195; Blunt v. Egeland, 104

351, 116+653; Levering v. Webb. 106-62,

118+61; Bjclos v. Cleveland Cliffs I. Co.,

109-320, 123+922.

8* Loomis v. Youle. 1—175(150); Fish v.

Berkey, 10—199(16l).

35 Williams v. Langevin, 40-180, 41+936;

Royal Ins. Co. v. Clark, 61-476, 63+1029;

Stevens v. Staples, 64-3, 65+959.

3'3 Gardner v. l\IeClure, 6-250(167).

3'1 Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 9+712; Newell

v. How. 31-235, 17+383.

3" Fish v. Berkey, 10—199(161); Erickson

v. Child, 87-487, 92+1130.
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' ' action inor for failure to obtain leave of court to sue; “’ 01‘_f0r b:1I:lgi;11g_‘i'n0r because

the wrong county; “ or because pla1nt1tf’s reinfdy IS 111 qtwg)’ rcounterclaima

the summons is not S€liVe(l“0!1 afcodefcelpsdiéilt;nOy(>1l')el:‘(:l(;111Setl1e relief to which

‘ stated se arate y; or ‘or a _ 9Eli: tlzldiilplaiiit entitles the plaintiff and the prayer in the S1l:):1a1}::l)::)s1_y gl-011116 of

7556. To answer—Counterclaims-—There 1s_ouly one ~ be raised that 8

demurrer to an answer,“ but under it the obgectwn mayf other partiestu

counterclaim cannot be determined without the presence 0 to er Subject of

That a cause of action pleaded as a counterclaim rs notdaL};w§1905’ it was

counterclaim is ground for demurrer.‘8 Prior to Reuse tin“ only of denials

held that an answer not containing new matter but ;3o1:1S1fnmtl,_er-W

of what is alleged in the complaint was not sulnect o _B when if true’ it

7557. To reply—A reply is demurrable for lnsufficielicgi anscver though

is in law, for any reason, no answer to the new 111att_en111 let on moiiou A

its insutliciencv is such that it could properly be strlclteiti ou rel attempts to

reply which is responsive to nothing in the answer,‘ llllll 5rne y

1-cmedv the shortcomings of the complaint, 1sde1m1r1a ) 0'. ‘an upon a de_

7558. Notice and place of hearing-—An issue of la“ alum? wherein the

murrer may be noticed for hearing before the court in thel Colzmrt or not.“

action is pending at any time, whether it be at a term 0 tail 01 3 demurrer to

7559. Effect of sustaining demurrer—Judgment—“ feidant is entitled

a complaint is sustained, without leave to amend, the de en

' d ent of dismissal with costs.52 _ _ it isto 715i5‘(l).gi\nmendment after dernurrer—When a demurrer 1s suS(l;1fii:?;:dplead_

left to the ‘discretion of the trial court to allow the pa1‘t_t'lt0 :fi1:§ an amend_

ing upon proper terms.5'~‘ The supreme court will rare lcourt to grant

ment upon sustaining a demurrer, but Wlll leave 1t to the ma amends his

or refuse leave to amend after the case is remanded.‘“_ If a pzrtgsion on the

pleading after demurrer he cannot thereafter question the t; _ntifi,s right

den1urrer‘“ Unless the decision on demurrer involves the p_:1iS Ordinarily

of action under any complaint which the facts would warrant, 1' of the court

advisable for him to amend his complaint to conform to the new srers are not

rather than to appeal. Appeals from ordegs Torerrulmg demur

favored.“ A right to amend ma he waive .5 is

7561' Effect °f °vermling de)a,nurrer—Jud ent—When a 'dBm31Te1'e(1;nSe

overruled, without leave to withdraw the demurrer and plead over,

39 l\1cMath v. Parsons, 26-246, 2+703.

4" Leuthold v. Young, 32-122, 19+652;

Litchfield v. McDonald, 35-167, 28%-191;

McC0llister v. Bishop, 78-228, 80+1118.

41'l‘ullis v. Brawley, 3—277(191); Merrill

\'. Shaw, 5—14S(113); Nininger v. Carver

County, 10-133(106); Gill v. Bradley, 21

15; Kipp v. Cook. 46-535, 49+257; Smith

-v. Barr, 76-513, 79+507.

-'2 Benson v. Silvey, 59-73. 60+847; Bell

v. Mendenhall, 71-331, 73+1086.

49 Nelson v. Pclan, 34-243, 25il'240(2s‘4+198.

5° Bausman \'. \\’o0dman, 33-5 vs a mo_

A demurrer to a reply operatesdf:J and

tion for judgment on the Plea 1oug1';’1aiut_

is practically a. demurrer to the: 123+sO8'

Brnnton \'. McLaughlin, 109-24 1126

51 Johnson v. Velve, 86-46, 90+ _ -Aetna

-'12 Dcuel \'. Hawke, 2-50(37, 43)!

Ins. Co. V. Swift,41gg437(326).

-"R. L. 1905§ 1 .

54Fzll‘leV \'. Kittson, 27-102, 61141570, 7+

267; Huiven v. Place, 2s-5_s1, 11+k 1-_311

-'-5 Becker v. Sandusky City Ban 1

"1 St. Paul L. Co. v. Dayton, 37-364, 34+

335.

44 Campbell v. Jones, 25-155.

-15 Freeman \'. Paulson, 107-64, 119+651.

4“ R. L. 1905 § 4134.

47 Campbell v. Jones, 25-155.

48 Campbell v. Jones. 25-155; Vt-’alker v.

Johnson‘ 28-147, 9+(i32; Lace v. Fixcu,

39-46, as+ro2.

4 . . ;
(526 Qenton v. Scbnlte, 31-312, lggflill

Martin v. G. N. Ry., 124+8§’5. See

\'. Minn El. Co., S9-442. 90+306. W 326).

“ Aetna Ins. Co. v. Swift, 12-43I(
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stands exactly as if no answer had been interposed and the plaintiff is en

titled to judgment on his complaint for all the relief therein demanded, as

in case of default."

7562. Pleading over—-A demurrant has no absolute right to withdraw his

demurrer and plead over. The trial court has discretionary power in the

matter and in allowing a party to plead over it may impose reasonable condi

tions.“ If a demurrant desires to plead over he should ask leave.60 When

a party withdraws his demurrer and pleads over he cannot thereafter question

the decision on the demurrer.“ The supreme court will rarely grant leave

to plead over, upon overruling a demurrer, but will leave it to the trial court

to grant or refuse leave after the case is remanded.62

ANSWER

7563. ]oint—All the allegations in a joint answer are to be taken as made

by all the parties joining.“-°' A joint answer must be good as to all the de

fendants. If it is not good as to all it is bad as to all.“

7564. Responsive to complaint—-A defendant may in his answer allege

matters that will be a defence to any cause of action which the plaintiff may

prove and recover for within the allegations, though such cause of action may

not be of the precise character indicated by all those allegations, and though

such matter might not be a defence if all such allegations should be proved.“

7565. Definiteness-—A denial, whether specific or general, should leave no

room for doubt as to what is denied and what admitted."

7566. Denial of knowledge or information—If the defendant has no per

sonal knowledge of the facts alleged in the complaint, or of a part of them,

and no information regarding them sufficient to form a belief as to their truth

or falsity, he may put them in issue by simply denying any knowledge or

information sufiicient to form a belief as to them." But this form of denial

is not permissible when the facts are actually or presumptively within the

knowledge of the defendant. Facts concerning the defendant’s own acts.

property, or personal affairs are presumed to be within his knowledge, and if

he employs this form of denial as to such matters it may be stricken out as

sham. If he is ignorant of his own affairs it is his duty to investigate and

learn the truth before answering. If there is justification for ignorance the

facts constituting the justification should be alleged.“ Matters of public

record easily accessible to the defendant cannot be denied in this manner." A

denial in this form when the facts are actually or presumptively within the

knowledge of the defendant makes a good issue so long as it remains in the

record. The only way to object to if is to move to strike it out as sham before

M Montour v. Purdy, 11-384(278).

6? R. L. 1905 § 4130; Morton v. Jackson.

2-219(180); Mower v. Stickney, 5-397

(321); Ames v. First Div. etc. Ry., 12-412

(295); Smallcy v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+

352; Schroeder \'. Capehart, 49-525, 524

140.

08 Morton v. Jackson, 2-219(180); Minor

v. Willoughby, 3—225(15-4); Starbuck v.

58 R. L. 1905 § 4186; Deuel v. Hawke, 2

50(37, 43); Daniels v. Bradley, 4-158

(105).

59 R. L. 1905 § 4156; Denton v. Scully,

26-325, -H41; Flaherty v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

39-328, 40+160; Potter v. Holmes, 74-508,

77+416.

"0 Potter v. Holmes. 72-153, 75+591.

81Coit v. Waples, 1—134(110); Thomp

son v. Ellenz, 58-301, 59+-1023; Cook v.

Kittson, 68-474, 71+670.

62 Farley v. Kittson, 27-102, 6+450, 7+

267.

6-'4 Lampsen v. Brauder, 28-526, 11+94.

64 Whitcomb v. Hardy, 68-265, 71+263.

"5 Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352.

Dunklee, 10—168(136); Nelson v. Richard

son, 31-267. 17+388; Wheaten v‘. Briggs,

35-470, 29+170; Schroeder v. Capehart,

49-525, 52+140; Larson v. Shook, 68-30..

70+775.

6° Wheaten v. Briggs, 35-470, 29+170;.

Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352.
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pleading.70 In using this form of de

language of the statute.‘1

nial it is advisable to follow the exact

7567. D nial u on information and belief-Ifithe defendant has no per

sonal knoufledge Sf any or all the facts alleged in the complamt, butlhfls

information sufiicient to form a belief as to their falsity, he may deny M811!

upon information and belief.T2

7568. Denials controlled by admiss

and also an admission the latter control .

cific denials centre --H7569. Spe
there is a specific

ions-If an answer includes a demal

- 73

B

denial and also 21

general denial in the same answer the former controls and if insufliment no

issue is formed.H

7570. Non-traversable alle

gations-.\llegations of i1nmate1'ial matters,"

'6

ol legal conclus1o11s,"‘ ot unhqunlated dmnage.-,' and of time generalh. 31

not traversable.
Nor is the demand for relief.:9

7571. Negative pregnant—A negative pregnant is a negative that implies

an ai’fir1native.S° A

. . . _ 3
general demal is never a negative pregnant. ‘ It was

formerly held that a general denial was a negative pregnant as regards Infl

terial allegations of value.82

A specific denial of value as alleged in the com

plaint has been held a negative pregnant.”
. . . . . - - _ _ s4

conjunctwely, a COI1_]1II1ClIVG denial 1s a species of negatne pregnant

\\'hen several facts are alleged

The

efiect of a negative pregnant is the admission of the fact sought to be _<l0Ilied~s5_

It has this etlect, however, only when the fact so demed 1s a material, tr“

ersable fact.

In actions for unliquidated damages allegations of Value are

not traversable. They 1nust be proved though not demed.
Hence denials

in the for1n of negative pregnant do not admit the value as alleged." I

7572. General denial—While not expressly authorized by statute asgenfgge

denial has been in use in this state ever since the adoption of the code

approved form is, “the defendant for answer to the complaint herein

each and every allegation thereof.” *8

T0 Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352;

Schroeder v. Capehart, 49-525, 52+140.

71 See Trustees v. Nesbitt, 65-17, 67+652.

7'1 State \'. Cooley, 58-514, 60+33S.

73 McClung v. Bergfeld, 4-148(99); Der

by v. Gallup, 5—119(85) ; Scott v. King, 7

494(401); Henry v. Hinman, 21-378; St.

Anthony Falls etc. Co. v. King, 23-186;

Larnpsen v. Brandcr, 28-526, 11+94; Gaff

ney v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-111, 35+728;

Stadtler v. School Dist., 71-311. 'i3+956.

H Pullen v. VVright. 34-314, 26+394. See

Brandt \'. Shepard, 39-454, 40+521; Horn

\'. Butler, 39-515, 40+S33.

T5 Freeman \'. Curran. 1—169(1-14); Fin

ley v. Quirk, 9-19-l(1T9); Wil(ler v. St.

Paul, 12—192(116); Newman r. Spring

field etc. Co., 17-123(98); Gross \‘. Diller,

33-424, 23+837; Dennis v. Johnson, 47-56,

-l§H-383; First Nat. Bank \'. Strait, T1-69,

T3+6-l5.

"1 Finley v. Quirk. 9-19-H179); Cathcart.

\'. Peck. 11-45(24); Frasier v. Williams.

1:")-288(219); Downer v. Read, 17-493

(470); llolbrook v. Sims. 39-122. 39+74.

T71'-‘ullen v. \Vright. 34-314. 26+394.

T-§1‘inlcy v. Quirk. 9—194(179)-, 1\Ic.\Iur

phy v. Walker, 20-3S2(334).

denies

Various forms have been held S\1lll'

ra Hatch v. Coddington, 32-92-, 19+3tXl-F1

*0 German-Am. Bank v. Wlnte, 33- lg,

3S+361; Frasier v. Williams, 15-2886::

-225); Mchlurphy v. Walker, 20-382(33 )v,
Paine v. Smith, 33-495, 24-+305; Pu1lena]

Wright, 34-314, 26+394; Stone v. Q}!!! 1

36-46. 29+326 ; Fredericksen v. _S1l1gi_1'

Mfg. Co., 38-356, 37+-453; Curbs: V

Livingston, 36-312, 30+S14; Ponnt _

Pound, on-214. 62+264; Jarrett v. G-b,1;

Ry., 74-477. 77+304; O’(}orman v. _Sla gu

62-46, 54, 64+84-. See Kmgsley v. Gr 111 ,

12-s15(425 429). _ ,
81G|erman:Am. Bank v. White’ 38’4'1’

38+361.

$'-’ See § 7572. ,
“Lynd v. Picket, 7-1s4(12s); B“"°,it‘t'

l\IcKinst.ry, 4-204(146); Durfee v. Faggo

14-424(319); Hertz v. Hartmann, 74-H -

T7+232. 4

5* Pullen v. Wright, 34-314, 26-l-39 -

$5 See cases supra. _

“Pollen v. Wright, 34-314. 2H6+3g‘;;
Gernran-Am. Bank v. White, 38-411,

361. See § 7572. .

*7 Kingsley v. Gilmam 12'515(425)’

Stone \'. Quaal, 36-46, 29+326.
" Moan \'. Eldred, 22-538; Stone V
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cient 8° or insnfficient.°°

allegation.

It has the same effect as a specific denial or each

It has as wide a scope as the allegations of the pleading to which

it is directed and puts in issue every material allegation thereof,"1 including

material allegations of value,‘J2 and inferences of fact implied by law from

the express allegations.‘I3

7573. Qualified_ general denial-A qualified general denial, that is, a gen

eral denial coupled with admissions or other qualifications, is sufficient if it

leaves no uncertainty as to the allegations admitted or denied.M

7574. Evidence admissible under a general denia1—Under a general de

nial any evidence is admissible which tends directly to controvert the allega

tions of the complaint °"’ or the evidence admitted thereunder.W
Any evidence

Quaal, 36-46, 294-326; Caldwell v. Brug

german, 4-270(190) ; Hodgson v. Mather,

92-299, l00+87.

5" Moen v. Eldred,

Sehaeflcr. 23-304;

46-115, 48+768.

9° Starbuck v. Dunklee, 10—168(136);

Montour v. Purdy, 11-384(278); Dodge v.

Chandler, 13—114(105).

D1Fetz v. Clark, 7—217(159); Kingsley

v. Gilman, ]2—515(-125); Fogle v. Schaef

fer, 23-304; Stone v. Quaal, 36-46, 29+

326; German-Am. Bank v. White, 38-471,

38+361; Nnnnemacker v. Johnson, 38-390,

3S+351. See Johnson v. Oswald, 38-550,

552, 38-l-630.

D'-‘German-Am. Bank v. White, 38-471,

38+361 (overruling McClung v. Bergfeld,

4—148(99); Dean v. Leonard, 9—190(176) ;

Pottgieser v. Dorn, 16-204(180); Hecklin

v. Ess, 16-51(38); Moulton v. Thompson,

26-120, 1-l-836; Coleman v. Pearce, 26-123,

1+8-16; Jellett v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-265,

1-H237; Steele v. Thayer, 36-174; 30+T58).

"3 Hodgson v. Mather, 92-299. 100+87.

M Jellison v. Halloran, 40-485, 42+392;

Kingsley v. Gilman, 12-515(-125); Becker

v. Sweetzer. 15--i27(3-16) ; Leyde v. Mar

tin, 16-38(24); Davenport v. Ladd, 38

5-15, 38+622; Horn v. Butler, 39-515, 40+

S33; Fegelson v. Dickerman, T0-471, 73+

144; Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 90+

378; Lovelnnd v. Gravel, 95-135. 103+721;

22-538; Fogle v.

Peterson v. Ruhnke,

_ Elliott V. McAllister, 106-25, 117+921.

95 Bond v. Corbett, 2-24S(209) (loan of

money allegerl—-evidence in denial of loan

admissible); Caldwell v. Bruggerman, 4

270(190) (allegation of title to personalty

—fact that delivery necessary to vesting

of title was not made admissible); Mc

Clclland v. Nichols, 2-1-176 (action for

conversion—evidence of right of possession

in defendant at time of conversion admis

sible); Sloan v. Becker, 31--114. 1S+1~l3

(evidence tending to show that a deed was

not executed as a mortgage); Webb \'.

Michener, 32-48, 19+32 (action on note—

denial of consideration—-evidence that it

was made in fraud of creditors admissi

ble); Ortt v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-396, 31+

519 (action against carrier on special con

tract to carry to Chicago—evidence that

injury occurred after the property had

passed beyond the defendant ’s terminus

admissible); Johnson v. Oswald, 38-550,

3S+630 (action for conversion—general al

legation of title in plaintifi-—evidence of

fraud invalidating title and rescission of

sale admissible); Scone v. Amos, 38-79,

35+575 (under a general denial of a com

plaint alleging that defendant hired plain

tiff to work, and agreed to pay him, de

fendant may prove that he, as agent for

another, made the contract of hiring, and

disclosed his principal to plaintiff) ; Beard

v. First Nat. Bank, 41-153, 43+7, 8 (alle

gation of ownership of personalty—evi

dence that alleged ownership had been

transferred to another by gift admissible) ;

King v. La Crosse, 42-488, 4_4+517 (re

plevin—chattel mortgage to third party

admissible); Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry..

61-249, 63+639 (action for personal in

juries--allegation of a release of cause of

action--evidence in denial of release ad

missible); Iselin v. Simon, 62-128. 6-H143

(general rule stated) ; Johnson v. Morstad,

63-397, 654-727 (action for conversion—

books of account of defendant tending to

show a purchase of the property from

plaintiff by defendant admissible); Han

son v. Diamond I. M. Co., S7-505, 92+447

(action for money had and received—gen

oral rule stated and applied); Loftus v.

Smith. 90-418, 97+125 (action on note—

evidence that note was indorsed by defend

ant in a representative capacity admissi

ble); Jenning v. Rohde, 99-335, 109+597

(action to recover money loaned-—evidence

that money was paid as a. gift admissi

ble); Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962

(unlawful dctniner proceedings—evidence

tending to show that the relation of land

lord and tenant did not exist between the

parties admissible under a plea of not

gnilt_v—gencral rule stated); Stitt v. Rat

Portage L. (.‘o., 101-93. 11l+9-L8 (action

on logging c0ntract—evidence of a special

contract admissible); Rogers v. Clark.

10-1-l03_ 1l6+739 (action to determine ad

verse cl.'lims—evidence of title in third

party admissible). Any evidence bearing
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is admissible which tends to disprove any fact which _the plaintiff is bo;n;l

to prove in order to recover,“ or upon which he rehes for that purpo -

h d f d t ove an fact inconsistent with the

In other words t e e enI:Ii:1Snila()yl'/ll)lrlI11lI€(1 it mere matters of demal, but may

tions of the complaint.

allega

prove aflirmative matter, if it is inconsistent with the allegations of the com

plaint.” While matter in
the nature of confession

and avoidance of the

allegations of the complaint cannot be proved under a general denial,‘ mflttef

in the nature of confession and avoidance of facts proved by the plaintifi

under a general allegation in his complaint are admissible.
Where the plani

tilf pleads his cause of action in general terms, so that it does notddisclozshltlcllti

facts, the defendant, under a general denial, may mtroduce an-y elvl. et1i11<%eon the

tends to contradict, explain, or avoid the facts proved by the p am

trial,2

The defendant is not bound to plead more specifically than the plain

tifi. He is not bound in his answer to anticipate, and confess and av<_>1(l, til:

facts which the plaintiff may prove under a general allegatmn in {11:1:0in_

plaint.3 A general denial will admit evidence tending to contrmer faint‘

ferences of fact implied by law from the express_allegat_1ons of the comp H-H

If doubt exists as to whether defensive matter is admissible under a geneder

denial great liberality should be shown in allowing an amendment t0 1611

it admissible.6

7575. Objections not raised by an

swer-It is not permissible to object

by answer that the action was commenced and prosecuted without a1uthor1ty Of

the plaintiff ; ‘‘ or that the plaintiff has not filed security for costs.

7576. Facts admitted by failure to deny-Every material allegation Of the

complaint not controverted by the answer is £l(lIIl1tt8(l.8

a traversable form are not admitted by a failure to deny.“

7577. Demand of jud

grnent—Except when a counterclaim or equity re~

quiring atiirmativc relief is pleaded, an answer need not conclude with a 66'

mand for judgment.10

NEW MATTER CONSTITUTING A DEFENCE I h

7578. Definition—New matter constituting a defence is matter 1n t 9

It is matter which, admitting the facts

nature of confession and avoidance.

directly upon any issuable fact traversed

by the pleadings is admissible without be

ing pleaded. Seibert v. Leonard, 21-442.

See Bills and Notes, 1038, 1039; Brokers,

1161; Chattel Mortgages, 1474, 1479,

1481; Contracts, 1891, 1918; Conversion,

1945; Ejectment, 2884, 2886; Garnish

ment, 4005; Qnieting Title, 8049; Release,

8376; Replevin, 8412.

9" Loftus v. Smith, 90-418, 97-P125; Jen

ning v. Rohde, 99-335, 109+597; Plummet

v. Mold, 14—532(403).

“'1 Cushing v. Seymour, 30-301. 307, 15+

249; Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962.

98 Lautenschlager v. Hunter, 22-267;

Register P. Co. v. Willis, 57-93, 58+825.

W Sodini v. Gaber, 101-155, 111+962;

Christianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-249, 63+

639; Cushing v. Seymour, 30-301, 15+249.

See Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 112+419.

1See § 7585.

2Fort Dearborn Nat. Bank v. Security

Bank, 87-81, 91+257; Com. etc. Co. v.

Dokko. 72-229. 75+106; Nichols v. Minn.

T. Mfg. Co., 70-528, 73+415; Terry v.

Wilson’s Estate, 52-570, 52+973;_

son v. Wi ins, 4 , _
field \'. Dagyg, 41-344, 43+71; J_ohns0n ‘

Oswald, as-550, as+er-so; _

Cooke, 37-400, 34+?-47; Cuslnn Y Tenn“

mour, 30-301, l5+2-19; Furman M 2é_

28-77, 9+172; Tupper v. Thomp5011é83)_

385. -H621; Jones v. Rahilly, 16-320; Dick!

Walker v. Ward, 104-386, 116-l-647,B rtle_

son v. St. Paul, 105-165, 117+426; a

son \'. Munson, 105-348, 117+512;_
3Wakefield v. Day, 41-344, 43-H1-87

4Hodgs0n v. Mather, 92-299, 1001-9 -

5Re-es v. Storms, 101-381, 112+_4 -
"Hall v. Southwick, 27-234, 6+l99

T Henry v. Bruns, 43-295, 45+444]- 33_
3 R. L. 1905 § 4145; Olson V. H111‘ 9y!

39, 21+s42.
"Moulton v. Doran, 10-67(49) 6 184

1° See Wildermaun v. Donnelly, 3 ' -

90+366. .

11 Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 234, _9+712'
Finley v. Quirk, 9-194(179, 137)v1 ages

V. St. Paul, 11-174(110, 113) ant 6

under § 7585.
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alleged in the complaint to be true as facts, avoids their legal effect or opera

tion.n What constitutes new matter necessarily depends upon the pleadings

in the particular action. The same matter may be “new” in one action and

not in another.

7579. Matters in abatement-The plea in abatement of the common-law

system of pleading does not exist under the code. If matters in abatement

appear upon the face of a pleading, they are now taken advantage of by de

murrer, and if they do not so appear, they are set up in the answer or reply

as new matter constituting a defence. Matters in abatement may be joined

with defences in bar.12

7580. Several defences must be consistent-—A defendant may plead as

man-y defences, legal or equitable, as he has, if they are not inconsistent; and

the pleading of one defence cannot be construed as a waiver of another.13

Two defences are consistent if both may be true and they are to be held in

consistent only when the proof of one necessarily disproves the other.“ It is

no test of inconsistency that if one is proved true the other is unnecessary."

An objection that defences are inconsistent is not favored.“ It is to be taken

by a motion to compel an election.17 Cases are cited below holding particular

defences either consistent 1‘ or inconsistent.m

7581. Partial defences——Though partial defences are not expressly author

ized by the statute the right to plead them is unquestioned.20

12 Page v. Mitchell, 37-868, 34-+896;

Porter v. Fletcher, 25-493; Somers v.

Dawson. 86-42, 90+119; Drube v. Fisch

hcin, 101-81, 111+950.

13 R. L. 1905 § 4132; Lane v. St. P. F. &

M. lns. (.70., 50-227, 231, 52+649; Warner

v. Lockerby. 31-421, 423, 18+145, 821;

C0nwa_v v. Wharton, 13-158(l45, 148);

Booth v. Sherwood, 12-426(310, 314);

Derby v. Gallup, 5-119(85, 95); Rees v.

Storms, 101-381, l12+419.

14 Steenerson v. Waterbury, 52-211, 53+

1146; Roblee V. Secrest, 28-43, 84-904;

Gammon -v. Ganfield, 42-368, 44+125;

Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+454;

Recs v. Storms, 101-381, 112+419.

15 Gammon v. Ganfield, 42-368, 44-+125;

Backdahl v. Grand Lodge, 46-61, 48+-454;

Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 1124419.

"1 Recs v. Storms, 101-381. 1l2+419.

17 Conway v. Wharton, 13-158(l45);

Cook v. Finch, 19-407(350).

19 Steenerson v. Waterbury, 52-211, 53+

1146 (general denial and payment); Mpls.

0. Co. v. Williamson, 51-53. 52+986 (sur

render of premises to landlord and neglect

of landlord rendering premises untenant

able); Bnckdahl v.‘ Grand Lodge, 46-61.

-18+454 (two suspensions from a benefit so

ciety); Gammon v. Ganfield, 42-368, 44+

125 (failure of machine to conform to

sample and breach of warranty); Warner

v. Lockcrby, 31-421. 18+1-15. 821 (action

for slander-—denial and matter in mitiga

tion); Robles v. Secrest. 28-43. 8+904

(non-delivery of goods sold and fraud in

sale); Conway v. Wharton, 13-158 (145)

(statute of limitations and accord and

Tl'—50

satisfaction); First Nat. Bank v. Lincoln,

36-132, 301-449 (general denial and pay

ment); Booth v. Sherwood, 12-426(310)

(license and denial of title); Kennedy v.

McQuaid, 56-450, 58+35 (general denial

and conveyance to third party); Osborne

v. Waller, 73-52, 75+732 (extension of

time and payment); Branbam v. Bezan

son, 33-49, 211-861 (claim of title from

different sources in action to determine ad

verse claims); La Plant v. Firemen’s Ins.

(‘o., 68-82, 70+856 (denial of liability by

insurer and action prematurely brought);

Bank of Glencoe v. Cain, 89-473, 95+308

(signatures not genuine—fraud in procur

ing them); Ferguson v. Trovaten, 94-209,

102+373 (contract for sale of land and

performance taking oral agreement out of

statute of frauds); Rees v. Storms, 101

381. 112+419 (action for rent-general de

nial and subsequent oral agreement).

19 Derby v. Gallup, 5-l19(85) (action for

<-onversion—-general denial and justifica

tion for taking); Zimmerman v. Lamb, 7

-l21(336) (id.); Scott v. King, 7-494

(401) (replevin—general denial and justi

fication for taking); Cook v. Finch, 19

407(-350) (contract revoked, annulled and

modified); Stadtler v. School Dist., 71

311. 73+956 (denial and admission of same

matter).

2" Weitzner v. Thingstad, 55-244. 248,

56+817; Nichols v. Soderquist, 77-509, 80+

630; Stevens v. Johnson, 28-172, 9+677;

Torinus v. Buckham, 29-128. 12+348; Dur

ment v. Tuttle, 50-426. 52+909; Aultman

v. Torrey, 55-492, 57+211; Warner v.

Lockerby, 31-421, ]8+145, 821.
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7582. Defendant must not be stranger to new matter-One may not de

fend an action by asserting facts or rights winch do not concern him and 1n

which he has no lawful interest.‘-'l

7583. Action against one of several obligors-—If A sues ‘B on an obliga

tion of B and C‘, B may set up any defence which B and 0 might have set up

had they been sued jointl_v.‘~’2

An answer good as to the plaintiff is not

vitiated by asking relief which cannot be granted for want of proper parties

to the action.237584. Hypothetical admissions-—Hypothetica.l statements or admissions

may be made in an answer for the purpose of enabling a defendant to plead

all his defences.“

7585. Must be specially pleaded—

and avoidance, that is, matter which, a

New matter in the nature of confession

dmitting the truth of the facts alleged

in the complaint, would tend to avoid their legal effect and operation, must be

specially pleaded.“ A denial

arising from those facts.”

goes to the facts alleged and not to the liability

In pleading new matter it is unnecessary to state

that it is pleaded as a defence. If it is in a defensive pleading, and is a de

fence, it is enough.277586. Defences must be pleaded separately-—When several defences are

pleaded they must be separately stated
and plainly numbered.“

EQUITIES

7587. Nature—An “equity," to he pleadable under the statute, must be

one which, according to the rules governing courts of equity under the fornlel

system, would have entitled the defendant to relief, wholly or in part, agamsl

the liability set forth in the complaint.

in substance the elements of a bill in e

An equitable defence should contain

quity and its sufiiciency, other than as

to matters of mere form, is to be determined by the application of the rules

observed in courts of equity when relief was granted there under the fennel

If the facts giving rise to the equity also constitute a cause of

practice."

'~"Herber v. Christopherson, 30-395, 15+

676; Cathcart v. Peck, 11-45(24). See

Bansman v. Eads, 46-148, 48+76-9.

'-“-’ Nichols _v. Soderquist, 77-509, 80+630.

Sce McKinnon v. Palen, 62-188, 64+387.

*3 Campbell \'. Jones, 25-155.

‘-‘\i\‘unneinacker \'. Johnson, 38-390, 38+

3‘-')l; McKasy \'. Huber, 65-9, 67+650.

'-‘-“J Bank of Com. \'. Selden, 1—340(251);

Finley v. Quirk. 9—194(179); Case v.

Favier, 12-89(48); Warner v. Myriek, 16

9l(81); Daly v. Proetz, 20-411(363);

Brown v. Eaton, 21:-409; Lantenschlager,

v. Hunter, 22-267; Adams v. Adams. 25

72, 76; Livingston v. Ives, 35-55. 27+74;

Farnham \'. l\'Inrch_. 36-328, 31+453; Gafi

nr-y v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 38-111. 35+728;

l\[acFee v. Hor-an, 40-30, 41+239; Jackson

\'. Kansas City P. Co., 42-382. 44-+126;

Rothschild \'. Burritt. 47-28,’ 49+-393;

Kennedy v. McQuaid, 56-450, 58+35;

Register P. ()0. v. Willis, 57-93. 58+-825;

Dodge v. McMahan, 61-175,’ 63+487;

Ghristianson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-249, 252,

63-+639; Anderson \'. Rockwood. 62-1, 63+

1023; O‘Gorman v. Sabin, 62-46, 59. 64+

84; Iselin v. Simon, 62-128, 6-H143; Rob

crts v. Nelson, 65-240, 68+1-4; Remhus V.

Benner, 91-401, 98+186; Trainer v. Schntz,

98-213, 107+S12; Hall v. Skahen, 101-460,

]l2+865; Dickson v. St. Paul, 105-165;

l17+~l2(i.

1" Isclin v. Simon. 62-12S. 64+-143.

'-‘T Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-1211

-l8+li82. .
2-‘4 R. L. 1905 § 4132; Rule 6, Dist. Ct

See Bass v. Upton, 1-408(292).
'-’° Gates v. Smith, 2-30(21); McClane V

White. 5—17S(139); Barker v. Walbndg?-7

]4—469(351); Birdsall v. Fischer, 17-100

(76); Wallrich V. Hall, 19-383(329);

\Vheaton v. Thompson, 20-196(175, 183);

First Nat. Bank v. Kidd, 20-234(212);
Williams v. Murphy, 21-534; Kean V

Connelly, 25-222, 228; Crockett v. Phmney‘,

as-157, 22.-292; McKinney v. Bode. 33

450, 454, 23+-851; Knoblanch v. F0gle50ng!

31-320, sa+so5; Probstfield v. omek, 37'

420. 3-H896; Thwing v. Hall, 40-184, 41+
315; Becker v. Northway, 44-61, 46+2l0;

Rogers v. Castle, 51-428, 53+651; Vaule \'

Miller, 69-440_ 72+-452; Freeman v. Brew

ster, 70-203. 72+-1068; Richardson v. Mer

ritt. 74-354, 77+23-t; Deering v. Poston,
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action at law the answer should allege facts showing the inadequacy of the

remedy at law.30 The equity 1nust be perfect at the time it is pleaded and

not depend on the happening of a contingent event. It is perfect if the re

lief sought will make it so.31

7588. Must be specially pleaded—An “equity” is new matter and must

generally he pleaded speciallyf‘2 but it is sometiines admissible under a general

(lenial.'““

7589. AH-irrnative relief need not be sought—While an “equity” may be

such as would have authorized affirmative relief by a court of equity under

the former system it may now he pleaded for defensive purposes solely, with

out asking for allirmative relief.“

7590. Failure to plead—Effect—Under a former statute it was held that

if a defendant failed to plead his equities he could not thereafter sue upon
them.“ i

7591. Practice—\\'here an equitable defence or counterclaim is interposed

in a legal action the legal issues are triable by a jury and the equitable ones

by the court. The order of trial is in the discretion of the court, to be de

termined by the exigencies of the particular case."

RECOUPMENT

7592. Definition—Recoupment, in this connection, means the right of :1

defendant, in an action on contract, to plead and prove as a defence, in whole

or in part, the damages, whether liquidated or unliquidated, which he has

sustained by reason of the plaintiffs breach of the contract sued upon.Zn

.7593. Basis of doctrine-Some cases give as a reason for the doctrine that

it is to avoid circuity of action, but the more satisfactory reason is that there

is a natural equity, especially as to claims arising out of the same transaction.

that one claim should compensate the other, and that the balance only should

he recovered.38 The doctrine is sometimes grounded on the idea of a partial

or complete failure of consideration.30

7594. Effect of statute of counterclaims-—The common-law doctrine of

recoupment is not affected by the statute of counterclaims, except that the

right is thereby extended, so that the party entitled to recoup may, if he so

elects, go beyond abating or barring the plaintiff’s claim, and recover an

al’fi1-mative judgment for the difference in his favor.“ But in order to recover

an affirmative judgment he must plead his counterclaim as such.41

7595. When allowable—In an action for services the defendant may recoup

the damages rcsultin;_r from the negligence of the plaintiff in the performance

78-29, 80+7S3; Crosby r. Scott, 93-475, Guernsey v. Am. Ins. Co., 17-104(83):

10l+6l0; Stevenson v. .\[nrplIy, 106-243.

119+47.

-1°C-ates v. Smith, 2-30(2l); Barker

\'. Walbridge. 14-4G9(351); Birdsall v.

Fischer, 1'/'—100(76); Probstfield v. Czizek,

37-420, 34+S96.

81 Knoblauch v. Foglcsong, 37-320, 33+

865.

32 Crockett v. Phinney, 33-157. 22+292;

Freeman v. Brewster. 70-203, 72+1068.

33 Travelers‘ lns. Co. v. Walker, 77-438,

80+6l8.

-‘H Probstfield v. Czizek. 37-420, 34+896;

Rogers v. Castle, 51-428, 53+651.

P--‘I Fowler v. Atkinson, 6—503(350).

K"»(‘.rosby r. Scott, 93-475. 101+610. See

Ashton v. Thompson, 28-330, 9+876.

1" Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121.

124, 48+682; Anltman \'. Torrey, 55-492.

57+211; Harlan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-427.

1S+147.

-18 Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121,

48+682.

3" Wilson v. Reedy, 33-503, 24-+191;

Aultmun v. Torrey, 55-492, 57+211; Ste

vens v. Johnson, 28-172, 9+677.

4" Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121.

124, 48+682; Harlan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31

427, 18+147; Folsom v. Carli, 6—420(2S-1.

289); Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319(22-L

235); Mason v. Heyward, 3-182(1l6,

121); Smith v. Dukes, 5-373(301. 305).

41 See § 7617.
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of his contract of employment.‘2 Damages from a breacl1 of warranty ppon

a sale of goods may be recouped in an action for the pnce or on a note tiered

for.“ Damages from a failure to fully perform a contract may be recoupefl

where the plaintifi is allowed to recover for a substantial performance.

Various cases are cited below in which the right of recoupment was recog

nized.‘5' 7596. Pleading—Recoupment is new matter to be specially pleaded.‘G Tile

same facts may constitute a defence by way of recoupment or a counterclaim

To be available as a counterclaim they must he pleaded as such, but if they

are pleaded as a counterclaim they are nevertheless available as a defence by

way of reeouprnent.47 _7597. Statute of 1imitations—The right of recoup1nent continues as long

as the claim of the plaintifi.48

COUNTERCLAIM

7598. Nature—-A counterclaim is in the nature of a CI‘0SS—8.ClZl01b anddefendant who pleads one is, as to that, considered as if he had l)1‘oug.l1tl1lD

action.“ The effect of a counterclaim may be to just balance the claim Set

up in the complaint, but there is no such thing in the law as setting “P 0119

right of action as a bar to another right of action.“0 There can be no counter‘

claim to a mere defence.M _ '

7599. As a‘ defence——Matter may be such that it is available either as a (le

fence or a. counterclaim.52 Matter pleaded expressly as a counterclaim, th_0“g_h

not proper as such, may be available as a defence.“ If a counterclaun IS

pleaded in a reply it can only be used as a defence.“ _
7600. Construction of statute—' ‘he statute authorizing the pleadlllg of

counterclaims is to be liberally construed."5 The policy of the code 15 To

prevent multiplicity of actions.““ _
7601. Must be an independent cause of act'1on—A counterclaim nillst be

a complete and independent cause of action, either legal or equitable. Wlllle It

may be an equitable cause of action. it must be something more than a meT9

*2 Harlan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-427, 18+ 4'! Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121, 48+

147. See Lyford v. Martin, 79-243, 82+ 682.

479; Peterson v. Mayer, 46-468, 49+245. 48 Aultman v. Torrey, 55-492, 57+211

“1 Stevens v. Johnson, 28-172, 9+677; 49 Slocum v. Mpls. M. AS811-, 33''438: 27+
Mass. L. & T. 00. v. Welch, 47-183, 49+ 862; Eastman v. Linn, 20—433(337)i W“'

740; Rugland v. Thompson, 48-539, 51+ son v. Fairchild, 45-203, 206, 474-642

GO4; Wilson v. Reedy, 33-503, 24+191; 50 Cooper v. Simpson, 41-46, 42+601;

Aultman v. Torrey, 55-492, 57+211. Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co-, 46421, 48+

-14 Peterson v. Mayer, 46-468, 49+245. 682.

45 McKinnon v. Palen, 62-188, 64-+387 51 Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121, 48+

(action against partner—recoupment of 682.
damages as if all partners sued); Pioneer 5'-‘ Griffin v. Jorgenson, 22-92; Eastman

Press Co. v. Hutchinson, 63-481, 65+938 v. Linn, 20-433(387); Townsend v. Mpls

(action for rent—recoupment of damages etc. Co., 46-121, 48+6S2; Aultman v. T01‘

from breach of covenant to make im- rey. 55-492, 57+211.

provernents); Duluth etc. Co. v. Klovdahl, -53 Townsend v. Mpls. etc. 00., 46-121, 48+

-15-341, 56+1119 (damages from defect in 682; Gcrmania Bank v. Osborne, 814721

title of land sold); Sykes v. St. Cloud, 60- 83+1084.

442, 454, 62+613 (damages for failure to 54 Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46"1211 43+

Supply water for fires); Abrahamson v. 682.
Lambemm. 68-454. 71+676; 1a.. 72-308. Bflloebel V. Hough, 26-252. 2+s47; Mid

75+226 (as between vendor and vendee of land Co. v. Broat, 50-562, 52+972; Hflckett

land). _ v. Kanne, 98-240, 107+1131.
*6 Leeds v. Little. 42-114, 44+a09. See -16 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319(224)§ Ha“

Horn v. Western L. Assu., 22-233; Ben- v. Parsons, 105-96, 117-+240.

nett v. Morton. 46-113. 4s+s7s. '
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equitable defence. The test is, would it authorize an independent action by

the defendant against the plaintiff.57

7602. Must exist against a plaintiff and in favor of a defendant—A

counterclaim “must be an existing one in favor of a defendant and against a

plaintiff, between whom a several judgment might be had in the action.” "

If A sues B and C on a joint obligation an individual claim of B or 0 against

A cannot he pleaded as a counterclaim." If A and B sue C on a joint claim

C‘ cannot plead as a counterclaim a claim against A or B individually.“° A

cause of action which cannot be determined without bringing in new parties

cannot he pleaded as a counterclaim.“1 If the subject of counterclaim is a

tort, it is no objection that all the tortfeasors are not parties.“2 A counter

claim must be a cause of action in the defendant against the plaintiff, which

may be adjudicated and determined between them. If the cause of action is

such that an action upon it could not be maintained by the defendant alone

against the plaintiff alone, it cannot be made the subject of counterclaim."

7603. Must exist against the plaintiff—A counterclaim must be a cause

of action existing against the plaintiff which would authorize a judgment

against him.“ But in an action by an executor or administrator the defendant

may set off any claim he had against the estate.“ And in an action by an

undisclosed principal the defendant may sometimes set off a claim against the

age-nt.°°

7604. Must exist in favor of the defendant—It is the general rule that the

defendant cannot set up as a counterclaim a cause of action existing in favor

of another person, whatever his relations with such person may be.‘" A claim

of stockholders individually cannot be interposed in an action against the

corporation,M and in an action against stockholders a claim of the corporation

cannot be interposed.“ If a surety is sued alone, or together with his prin

cipal, he cannot set up as a counterclaim a cause of action existing in favor

of his principal-—not even one arising out of the contract in suit. But if the

principal is a party, and insolvent, a court of equity will allow the surety to

set off a debt due the principal from the plaintiff. If the action is brought

against the surety alone the principal may intervene and set off his claim."0

If a partner is sued on what is really a firm obligation, he may avail himself

of any recoupment of which the partners would have a right to avail them

selves if the action were against all of them.71 In an action against a firm

‘H See Wilcox v. Comstock, 37-65, 33+42;

Little v. Simonds, 46-380, 49+186; Camp

bell v. Jones, 25-155; Crosby v. Scott, 93

51 Mason v. Hayward, 3—182(116); Cul

bertson v. Lennon, 4—51(26); Folsom v.

Carli, 6-420(2S4); Swift \'. Fletcher, 6

550(3S6, 392) ; Englebrecht v. Rickert, 14

140(108); Lash v. McCormick, 17-403

(381); Linn v. Rugg, 19-181(145); First

Nat. Bank v. Kidd, 20-234(212); Ban

ning v. Bradford, 21—308, 313; Reed v.

Newton, 22-541; Garner v. Reis, 25-475;

Campbell v. Jones, 25-155, 157; Sylte v.

Nelson, 26-105, 1+8l1; Brackett v. Os

borne, 31-454, 18-+153; \Vard v. Ander

hcrg, 36-300, 30+890; McPherson v. Run

yon, 41-524, 43-i392; Lynch v. Free, 64

277, 66+973.

58 R. L. 1905 § 4131.

5“ Cooper v. Brewster. 1—94(73); Birdsall

v. Fischer, 17- 100(76). See Balch v. Wil

son, 25-299.

‘*0 Peck v. Snow, 47-398, 50+470; Maurin

v. Lyon, 69-257, 261, 72+r2.

475, l01+6].0; Baremore v. Selover, 100

23, 110+66.

"2 Walker v. Johnson, 28-147, 9+632.

68 Campbell v. Jones, 25-155. See Ecorse

v. Earhart, 96 Fed. 925.

M Linn v. Rugg, 19-181(145); Spencer

v. Levering, 8-461(410); Campbell v.

Jones, 25-155, 157.

"5 See § 3670.

0" Baxter v. Sherman. 73-434, 76+211.

1" Carpenter v. Leonard, 5-155(119).

“'1 Gallagher v. Germania B. Co., 53-214,

54+1115.

69 Mealey v. Nickerson, 44-430, 46+911.

‘'0 Becker v. Northway, 44-61, 46+2l0.

Tl l\[cKinnou v. Palen, 62-188. 644-387.
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a cause of action against a partner individually cannot be set up as a counter

claim.727605. Must exist in defendant at commencement of action-—A ca\11)se oi

action which is not mature at the commencement of the action cannot e Se

up as a counterclaim."

terclaim unless

A cause of action assigned to the dcfei_1da1nt after the

commencement of the action cannot be set up as a counterclann.

of action cannot be pleaded as a coun _ _
the defendant at the commencement of the action.‘ls

A cause

it existed in favor of

A cause of action for

damages for breach of contract, arising simultaneously and concurrently with

the commencement of an action, may be interposed as a counterclaim therein};

7606. Consistency with remainder of answer-—A counterclaim for bre-aftfl,

of warranty has been held not inconsistent w'th a denial of the plaintl 5

title to the notes sued upon."T
In an action by a landlord against a tenant to

recover rent, there is no inconsistency between an admission in the ans\v(e11‘

that the defendant is indebted for rent and a counterclann for repairs ma e

by the defendant for which the

7607. Res

plaintiff agreed to pay him."

ponsive to c0mplaint—A

defendant may set up any cause of

action that would be a proper counterclaim to any cause of action which the

plaintiff may prove within the allegations of the com

of action may not be of the precise chara

though the cause of action might not

allegations should be proved.Tn

plaint, though such cause

cter indicated by those allegations and

be a proper counterclaim if all such

7608. Claims connected with the subject of the action—The statute pro

vides for the pleading as a counterclaim of a cause of action, whether ex cou

tractu or ex delicto, connected with the subject of the action."

“subject of the action” is indefinite, an

apparently synonymous with “subject

tion must be such that the determination of

The phrase

(1 should be liberally construed.“1 It IS

matter of the action.” “ The connec

plaintiffs cause of action would

not do exact justice without at the same time determining defendant’s cause

of action.83

Cases are cited below holding particular claims either connected 8‘

or not connected '35 with the subject of the action.
7609. Claims arising out of the “transaction” alleged—The statute pro‘

rides for the pleading as a counterclaim of a cause of action, whether _eX

contractu or ex delicto, arising out of the transaction pleaded in the complmnt

as the foundation of plaintiii’s claim.M As pointed out elsewhere the term

“transaction” is incapable of exact definition.B7 In this connection it is

broader than the term “contract.”

12 Maurin v. Lyon, 69~257, 72+72.

T1IStcnsgaard v. St. P. etc. Co., 50-429,

52+910. See Milliken v. Manuheimer, 49—

5321. 52+139.

H Northern T. Co. v. Hiltgen, 62-361, 64+

909.

15 Fergus etc. Co. v. Otter Tail County.

so-212, s2+272. '

T" Hall v. Parsons, 105-90. 11T+2~l0.

T7 Wilsoii \'. Reedy, 32-256, 20+153.

T8 Hausman v. Mulheran, 68-48, 70+S66.

T0 Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352.

80 R. L. 1905 § 4131.

R1 Goehel \-'. Hough, 26-252, 2+8-17.

8'1 Hanson v. Byrncs. 96-50, 10-H762;

Hackett \-'. Kanne, 98-240, 1O7+1131.

*3 Barker v. Walbridge, 1&—469 (351).

" Eastman v. Linn, 20~433(3S7);

It refers to commercial or business transac

Matthcws v. Torinus, 22-132; Goebel ji

Hough, 26-252, 2+847; Lahitf y. Hennepm

etc. Assn.I 61-226, 63+493; Pioneer Press

('0. v. Hutchinson, 63-481, amass; Vaule

v. Miller, so-440, 72+452;

Karine, 98-240. 107-+1131.

as Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319(224); 11
lingwm-th \'. Greenleaf, 11—235(154)§ Ma’

jcrus v. Hoscheid_ 11-243(160)_; Barker V‘

Walbridge, 14—469(351); Schundt \’. B101!‘

cnbach, ‘.29-122, 12+349; Allen v. Coatfs,

29-46, 11+l32; Jones v. Swank, 54—2;)_-9,

5-‘H-1126; McLane v. Kelly, 72-395, ml

601; Thomssen v. Ertz, 93-280, 10l+30-1,

Hanson v. Byrnes, 96-50, 104+762

M R. L. 1905 § 4131.

8" See § 7500.

Hackett V- -
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tions or dealings, something in the nature of a contract or a series of contracts

relating to the sa1ne business or subject-matter.“ The transaction is not

necessarily limited to the facts stated in the complaint, but the defendant may

set up new facts to show the entire transaction and counterclaim accordingly.

Under this provision of the statute a claim ex contractu may be r-ounterclaimed

in an action ex delicto.“n Cases are cited below holding claims to arise out

of the transaction alleged,°“ or the reverse.111

7610. Claims “arising out of the contract” alleged—The statute provides

for the pleading, as a counterclaim, of a cause of action, whether ex contractu

or ex delicto, arisingr out of the contract pleaded in the complaint as the

foundation of plaintill:"s claim.112 This provision covers cases in which recoup

ment would be allowed at common law.03 It includes claims for breach of

\\'urrant_\'.’“ In an action on contract for scrvh-cs the defendant may counter

claim his damages resulting from the negligence of the plaintiff in the per

formance of the same contract of employment."5 Cases are cited below hold

ing various causes of action not to arise out of the contract alleged."

7611. Claims ex contractu in actions ex contractu--A cause of action

arising on contract may be counterclaimed in an action on contract. It is

unnecessary that the counterclaim sl1ould be connected with the subject of the

action or arise out of the transaction pleaded in the complaint as the foundation

of the plaintiffs claim ‘" or that the damages recoverable should be liquidated."

A judgment, whether rendered in an action ex contractu or ex delicto, is a

contract within the meaning of the statute.“0 An action on a judgment is

an action on contract within the statute.1 Where an injured party may waive

the tort and sue on the contract implied by law his cause of action may be

counterclaimed in an action ex contractu; and when he is the plaintiff suing

on such an implied contract the defendant 1n-ay plead :1 counterclaim arising

out of contract.2

7612. Claims ex contractu in action ex delicto-In an action ex delicto a

cause of action cx contractu may be counterclaimed if it arises out of the

*8 King v. Coe, 93-52, 1004-667; Barker

v. \\'albridge_. 14—469(351). See, for an

49+?-10; Felsenthal v. Hawks, 50-178, 52+

528.

apparently improper use of the term,

llackctt v. Kanue, 98-240, 107+1131.

*9 King v. Coe, 93-52, 100+667.

'J"Lowi'y v. Hurd, 7—356(282); Steele v.

Etheridge, 15-501 (413, 420); Lahifl'_ v.

llcnnepin etc. Assn., 61-226, 634-493; King

v. (Joe, 93-52, 100+667; Hackett v. Kanne,

98-240, l07+1131.

"1 Barker v. Walbrirlge, 14—469(351);

Allen v. Coatcs, 29-46, 11+132; Schmidt v.

Bickenbach, 29-122, 12+349; Jones v.

Swank, 54-259, 55+1126; Fergus etc. Co.

v. Otter Tail County, 60-212, 62+-272; Mc

Lane v. Kelly, 72-395, 75+601; Thomssen

\'. Ertz, 93-280, l01+304.

W R. L. 1905 § 4131; Folsom v. Carli, 6

420(284, 289); Koempel v. Shaw, 13-488

(451); Lahiff \'. Hennepin etc. Assn., 61

226, 63+-493; Pioneer Press Co. v. Hutchin

son, 63-481, 65+938; Jourdain v. Luch

singer, 91-111, 97+740.

93 See § 7592.

1“ Schurmeier v. English, 46-306, 48+

1ll2; Mass. L. 8: T. Co. v. Weleh, 47-183,

!'~'>ll:|rl.'||1 v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-427. 18-5

HT.

1'" Mujcrus v. Hoscheid, 11-243(160);

Schmidt v. Bickenbach, 29-122, 12+349;

1-IcLane v. Kelly, 72-395, 75+601; Thom

ssen v. Ertz, 93-280, 101+304.

W R. L. 1905 § 4131(2); Morrison v.

Lorejoy, 6—319(224); Folsom v. Carli, 6

420(284); Lowry v. Hurd, 7—356(282);

Bidwell v. Madison, 10-13(1); Brady v.

Brennan, 25-210; Burns v. Jordan, 43-25,

44+523; Midland Co. v. Broat, 50-562,

52-+972; Laybourn v. Seymon 53-105,

54+941; Vlfay v. Colyer, 54-14, 55+-744;

Hausman v. Mulheran, 68-48, 70+S66;

Crosby v. Scott, 93-475, 101+6l0; Schick

v. Suttle, 94-135, 102+217; Barernore v.

Selover, 100-23, 110+66.

98 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6-319(224).

"9 Midland Co. v. Broat, 50-562, 52+972.

See § 4964.

1 Way v. Colyer, 54-14, 55+744.

2Downs v. Finnegan, 58-112, 59+981;

Schick v. Suttle, 94-135, 1024-217.
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same contract or transaction or is connected with the subject of the action;3

otherwise not.‘
7613. Claims ex deiicto-—ln an action ex delicto a cause of action ex delicto

cannot be counter-claimed unless it arises out of the same transaction or is

of action ex delicto ma-y be counterclm

or transaction or is connected with th

connected with the subject of the action.5
med if it arises out of the same contract

e subject of the action; “ otherwise not.7

In an action ex contractu a cause

7614. Claims against insolvents-Claims against an insolvent cannot be

counterclaimed against the assignee or receiver of the insolvent if they were

acquired by the defendant after the as

The setting 0
ticipation of insolvency.“

signment of the insolvent, or in an

if of claims in insolvency proceedings

and in actions by assignees or receivers in insolvency is generally governed by

the rules of equity.9

7615. Public ‘r'unds—An attorney

cannot, under the statute of counter

claims, olfset his claim for services against public funds.‘0
7616. Equitable causes of action-—An equitable as well as a legal cause of

action may be counterclaimed.H
7617. Mode of pleading a counterclaim-—In pleading a counterclaim all

the material facts constitutmg the cause of action must be alleged, with a de

mand for relief, as in a complaint.

the complaint.12

only be used defensively and it is not a

Allegations may be made by reference to

A counterclaim must be pleaded as such; otherwise, it can

dmitted by a failure to deny.“ It is

not essential that the new matter be expressly designated as a counterclaim.

It is sufficient if it appears that it was pleaded as a counterclaim.

for affirmative relief on the new matter sufficiently characterizes it as a counter

claim.“ Matter may be voluntarily litigated as a counterclaim though not

pleaded as such.“7618. Pleading several counterclaims-A party may plead several counter

claims in the same answer.

They should be pleaded separately. If not so

pleaded the remedy is not demurrer, but a motion.16
7619. Mode of objecting to counterclaim-—'l‘he only way a plaintifi may

object that a cause of action pleaded

as a counterclaim is not the proper sub

]€Ct of counterclaim 1n the particular action is by demurrer.

demur he waives the objection and the counterclaim must he tried as if pr0p

er_1‘I

That a counterclaim cannot be determined \\'ithont the presence of

A demand

If he fails to

8Kiug v. Coe, 93-52, 100+667.

4Thornssen v. Ertz, 93-280, 101+304;

Hanson v. Byrnes, 96-50, 104+762; Illing

worth v. Greenleaf, 11-235(154).

5 Allen v. Coates, 29-46, 11+132.

6Harlan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-427, 18+

147; McLane v. Kelly, 72-395, 75+601;

Jourdain v. Luchsinger, 91-111, 97-P740.

'ISteinl1art v. Pitcher, 20-102(86);

Schmidt v. Bickenbach, 29-122, 12+349;

\Varncr v. Foote, 40-176, 41+935; Jones

v. Swank. 54-259, 5-5+1126; McLane v.

Kelly, 72-395, 75+601.

* Northern '1‘. Co. v. Hiltgen, 62-361, 64+

909; Northern T. Co. v. Healy, 61-230,

63+625; Northern T. Co. v. Rogers, 60-298,

62-t273.

"Sec 15, 7624.

10 Washington County v. Clapp, 83-512,

S6+775.

11Vaule v. Miller, 69-440,

Crosby v. Scott, 93-475, 101+610.
12Curtiss \'. Livingston, 36-312, 3(H-814;

Eastman v. Linn, 20-433(1-387); Wilson \'

Fairchild, 45-203, 47+642; Holgate vi

Broome, 8-2-13(209); Independent

Assn. v. Burt, 109-323, 123+932. _
‘3Brougl1ton v. Sherman, 21-431; Gflfliu

\'. Jorgenson, 22-92; Townsend v. Mpls

ctc. Co., 46-12], 48+682; Aultman v. Tor

rey, 55-492, 57+211.“Gr-iflin v. Jorgcnson, 22-92; Farrell V.

Burbank, 57-395, 59+4S5.

15 Phelps v. Compton, 72-109, 75+19.

1° Campbell \'. Jones, 25-155.

17 Walker v. Johnson, 28-147, 94-632;

Miss. etc. Co. v. Prince, 34-71. 24+344;
Lace \'. Fixen, 39-46. 38+762; Warner V

Fnotc. 40-176, 41+935; Talty v. Torling.

79-386. 82+632. See Downs v. Finnegan,

58-112, 59-P981.
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other parties may be raised by demurrer.18 The objection that the facts

pleaded in the answer as ‘a counterclaim do not constitute a cause of action

is not waived by a failure to demurrer or reply, but may be taken on the trial

or after verdict." The objection that the cause of action counterclaimed is

immature may be waived by trial without objection.20 A counterclaim may

be stricken out as sham."’1

7620. Failure to plead counterclaim—Efl'ect—The defendant is not bound

to plead a. counterclaim. He may reserve it for a separate action.22

7621. Pleading counterclaim not an admission—It is now provided by

statute tl1at the pleading of a counterclaim shall not be construed as an ad

mission of any cause of action alleged in the complaint.“ The rule was

formerly otherwise.24

7622. Relief awarded—When matter is pleaded in an answer as a counter

claim, the defendant must have such relief, though not specifically demanded in

the answer, as the facts proved within its allegations show him entitled to.25

He may have an afiirmative judgment against the plaintiff if he proves facts

justifying it.“

SETOFF

7623. At law—In district court practice the setofi of common law is now

merged in the counterclaim. \\'henever a claim might have been set off at

common law it may now be counterclaimed.=7 The term “setoff” is still re

tained in justice court practice.“5

7624. In equity-—1n the absence of special circumstances courts of equity

follow the statute of counterclaims. But the equitable right of setotf was not

derived from and is not dependent upon the statute of counterclaims. In

cases not within the statute a court of equity will permit an equitable setoff.

if from the nature of the claim or from the situation of the parties it would

be impossible to secure full justice in a cross-action. When such equities

exist a court of equity will set oll' a separate debt against a joint debt, or a

joint debt against a separate debt.29 The insolvency of a party is sufficient

ground for equitable setotf in cases where a counterclaim could not be inter

posed under the statute,“ and the equitable powers of a court in such cases

-is not affected by the fact that the party has made an assignment under the

insolvency act.31 Demands cannot be set off in equity unless they are mutual.‘2

‘-’1 Folsom v. Carli, 6-420(284); Morrison

v. Lovejoy, 6-319(224).

1'8 See § 5284.

29 Becker v. Northway. 44-61, 46+210;

Laybourn v. Seymour, 53-105, 54-#941;

18 Campbell v. Jones, 25-155.

1” Schurmeier v. English, 46-306, 48+

1112; Lace v. Fixen, 39-46, 38+7G2.

2° Stensgaard v. St. Paul etc. Co., 50-429,

52+910.

21 Monitor D. Co. v, Moody, 93-232, 100+

1104.

'-"-’ Douglas v. First Nat. Bank, 17-35

(18); Paine v. Sherwood, 21-225, 230;

Thoreson v. Mpls. H. Works, 29-341,‘ 13+

156; Osborne v. Williams, 39-353, 40+

165; Jordahl v. Berry, 72-119, 75+10.

23 R. L. 1905 § 4131.

'14 Mason v. Heyward, 3-182(116); Wha

lon v. Aldrich, 8—346(305); Koempel \'.

Shaw, 13—488(-151); Paine v. Sherwood,

19—315(270); Id., 21-225; Trainer v.

\\'orrnan, 34-237, 25+401.

15 VVilson V. Fairchild, 45-203, 47+6-12;

Germania Bank v. Osborne, 81-272, 83+

1084; Crosby v. Scott, 93-475, 101+610.

'-’° Mason v. Heyward, 3—182(116).

Gallagher v. Germania B. Co., 53-214, 54+

1115; Birdsall v. Fischer, 17—100(76);

Wallrieh v. Hall, 19-383(329); Wunder

lich v. Merchants Nat. Bank, 109-468,

124+223. ‘

30 St. Paul ctc. Co. v. Leek, 57-87, 58+

826; Becker v. Northway, 44-61, 46+210;

Laybourn v. Seymour, 53-105, 54-941;

Martin v. Pillsbury, 23-175; Hunt v. Con

rad, 47-557, 50+6l4; Markell v. Ray, 75

138. 146, 77+788; Richardson v. Merritt,

74-354, 77+234; Cosgrove v. MeKasy, 65

426, 68+76; Seymour v. Burton, 78-79, 80+

846; Wunderlich v. Merchants Nat. Bank,

109-468, 124+223.

31 St. Paul etc. Co. v. Leek, 57-87, 58+

826; Laybourn v. Seymour, 53-105, 54+
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The right of setoff must be mutual.“

ing a setolf in equity.“

for equitable setoff.“

A party may be estopped from claim

The mere non-residence of a debtor is not a ground

The demands of stockholders individually cannot be

interposed as equitable setofis to a demand against the corporation, even though

the plaintiff is insolvent.“

REPLY

7625. Denial of knowledge or inf

“denies that it has any knowledge or in

ormation—A reply that the plaintifi

formation sufficient to form a behef as

to the truth of the allegations contained in said answer” has been sustained

against objection first made after trial.37 _
7626. General denia1—A reply in terms denying specifically each and every

allegation of new matter in the answer

A qujection first made on the trial.“

contained, save as the same “‘

has been sustained as against an ob

alified general denial has been held to

admit certain items of a counterclaim in the answer.“

reply denying “each and every * *

An allegation in a

* matter and thing in said answer

* * may have been heretofore stated in his

complaint,” has been held sufiicient to put in issue the traversable facts of the

answer.‘°
7627. Departure--There is a departure when a party quits or departs from

the case or defence which he first made and has recourse to another. A test

of departure is, could evidence of the facts alleged in the reply be received

under the allegations of the complaint?
If not, then there is a departure.“

If the complaint fails to state a cause of action there cannot be a departure,

strictly speaking, in the reply.‘2
A variance or inconsistency between a com

plamt and reply upon immaterial matters is not a departure.“
is a defect of substance which may be taken advantage of by demurrer,Mmotion for dismissal,‘5 by motion to strike out,‘6 by request for instructions,

or by motion for judgment on the pleadings.‘8

be taken before verdict or it is waived."

Objection to a departure must

It is discretionary with the court

to allow a. departure to be corrected by an amendment.“0

7628. Complaint cannot be aided by reply-—The

if at all, upon the cause of action set out in his complaint.

plaintiff must recover,

A complaint can—

941; Cosgrove v. -McKasy, 65-426, 68+76;

Stolze v. Bank of Minn., 67-172, 69+813;

Becker v. Seymour, 71-394, 73+1096. See

Northern T. Co. v. Rogers, 60-208, 62+

273; Fitzgerald v. State Bank, 64-469, 67+

361; Knutson V. N. W. etc. Assn., 67-201,

69+889; Balch v. Wilson, 25-299; North

ern T. Co. v. Healy, 61-230, 63+625;

Northern T. Co. v. Hiltgen, 62-361, 64+

909.

31’ Balch v. Wilson, 25-299.

33 Gallagher v. Germania B. Co., 53-214,

54+1115.

:4 Fitzgerald v. State Bank, 64-469, 67+

3 1.

35Birdsa1l v. Fischer, 17-100(76).

36 Gallagher v. Germania B. Co., 53-214,

54+1115.

3" Trustees v. Nesbitt, 65-17, 67+652.

38 Peterson v. Ruhnke, 46-115, 48+768.

9" Leyde v. Martin, 16-38(24).

3;°8 Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 90+

41 Trainor v. Worman, 34-237, 25+~101;

Estes v. Farnham, 11-423(312); Lan_e V

St. P. etc. Co., 50-227, 52+649; ]_ioxs1e v

Kempton, 77-462, 80+353; Brshop V

Travis, 51-183, 53+46l; Chicago 13. 8: 1

Co. v. Olson, 80-533, 83+461; James V

St. Paul, 72-138, 75+5; Straueh v. Flynn,

108-313, 122%-320.

-12 Mosncss v. German

52+932.

41* Bishop v. Travis, 51-183, 53+461.

H Bausman v. Woodman, 33-512, 24+198;
Bishop v. Travis, 51-183, 53+461; James

V. St. Paul, 72-138, 75+5.

*5 Hoxsie v. Kempton, 77-462, 80+353

4“ Bausman v. Woo(lman. 33-512, 24+19S;

James v. St. Paul, 72-138, 75+5; Strauch

v. Flynn, 10s-313, 122+320.

47 Trainor v. Worman. 34-237. 25+401
*8 Webb v. Bidwell, 15-47a(s94); Town

send v. Mpls. etc. Co., 46-121, 48+682. F

*9 Abraham v. Holloway. 41-163, 42+810;

Whitney v. Nat. M. A. Assn., 57-472, 59+

943.

501-Ioxsie v. Kempton, 77-462, 80+353.

etc. Co., 50-3&1,
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not be aided by a reply. This is a necessary consequence of the‘ rule against

departure. The olfice of a repl-y is to meet the allegations of the answer and

not to change the character of the action or to enlarge the rights and remedies

of the plaintiflf.“

7629. Fortifying complaint by reply—New assignment—'l‘hough a dis

tinct cause of action or ground for relief cannot be set up in the reply allega

tions which explain or fortify the complaint, or coutrovert or avoid the matter

pleaded in the answer. are permissible. A more particular and exact state

ment of the facts constituting the cause of action is not a departure.""’

7630. Waiver-—When a reply should have been n1ade to new matter in the

answer, but such matter is treated on the trial as in issue without a reply, the

want of a reply will be deemed waived.as

7631. Counterclaim in reply—lf a counterclaim is pleaded in a reply it

can only be used defensively.“

7632. Necessity--Admission by failure to rep1y—A reply is unnecessary

in any case where its allegations would be a mere repetition of those contained

in the complaint.01 Affirmative matter in the answer which merely tends to

controvert the allegations of the complaint is not new matter requiring a reply.

New defensive matter in an answer, to require a reply, must be in the nature

of confession and aroidance.“"'

admitted by failure to reply.“

Under a former statute an “equity” was not

7633. Admission of counterclaim by failure to reply—A counterclaim is

new matter and consequently admitted by a failure to reply.“7 But to require

a reply a counterclaim must be pleaded as such.“ It the facts pleaded as a

counterclaim do not constitute a counterclaim they are not admitted by a

failure to reply."”

SUPPLEMENTAL PLEADINGS

7634. Distinguished from amended pleadings-—An amended pleading in

troduces facts existing at the time of the original pleading. A supplemental

pleading introduces facts o<~eur1-ing after the original pleading.on

7635. A matter of right—Diligenc¢-r—Upon a proper showing a party is

entitled as of right to an order allowing him to serve a supplemental plcad~

51Bernheimer v. Marshall, 2—78(61);

Tullis v. Orthwein, 5—377(305); Webb v.

Bidwell, 15-479(394); Hatch v. Codding

ton, 32-92, 19+393; Bausman v. Woodman,

33-512, 24+198; Trainer v. Worman, 34

237, 25+401; Boon v. State Ins. Co., 37

426. fl-H902; Townsend v. Mpls. etc. Co.,

-16-121, 48+682; James v. St. Paul, 72

138, 7-5+5.

52 Bishop v. Travis, 51-183, 53+461;

Trainer v. Worman, 34-237. 25-(>401;

Johnson v. Hillstrom, 37-122. 33+547;

Rosby \'. St. P. etc. Ry.. 37-171, 33+698;

Larson v. Schmaus_ 31-410, 18+273; Mpls.

etc. By. v. Home Ins. 00., 64-61, 66+132;

Estes v. Farnhnm. 11—423(312); Niebels

\'. Howland, 97-209, 106+337.

-’--'1 Matthews v. Torinus, 22-132; Lyons v.

Red Wing, 76-20, 78+868; Merchants Nat.

Bank v, Barlow, 79-234, 82+364; Lyford

v. Martin, 79-243, 82+479.

54 Townsend \'. Mpls. etc. Co.. 46-121, 48+

682.

01P0tt v. Hanson, 109-416. l24+'l7.

T--1 Craig v. Cook, 28-232, 9-l-712; Olson v.

Tvete, 46-225, 481-914; King v. Burnham,

P3-288, 101+302; McArdle v. McArdle, 12

98(53); Reed \'. Newton, 22-541; Conway

v. Elgin, 38-469, 38+370; Engel v. Bugbee,

40-492, 42+351; Pinger v. Pinger, 40-417.

4‘3+289; West v. Hennessey, 58-133, 59+

9?-I4; Williams v. Mathews, 30-131, 14+

577; Lyons \'. Red Wing, 76-20, 24, 78

968; Strauch v. Flynn. 108-313, 122+320;

Pott \'. Hanson. 109-416. 124+17.

5“ First Nat. Bank v. Kidd, 2O—234(212).

1-7 Schurmeicr \'. English, 46-306. 48+

1112.

-'--* See § 7617.

59 Englebrccht v. Rickert. 14-140(l08);

Lash v. McCormick, 17—403(381); Linn v.

R-ugg, 19—181(145); First Nat. Bank v.

Kidd, 20-234(212); Reed v. Newton. 22

541; Sylte v. Nelson, 26-105, 1+811; Ward

\'. Anderbcrg, 36-300. 30+S90.

M Guptill v. Red Wing. 76-129, 784170;

State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161. 97+581.
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ing." But it is left to the discretion of the court to determine whether the

applicant has exercised proper diligence in making his application,“2 and the

court may refuse to allow a

party to serve a supplemental pleading which is

manifestly false.“3 or one which pleads only immaterial matter.“ ‘

7636. Supplemental complaint—-A supplemental complaint cannot setup

a distinct cause of action accruing subsequent to the service of the original

complaint.

tained by a supplemental one.“

If the original complaint is wholly defective it cannot sus

A party cannot sue on an unripe claim and

afterwards. by supplemental complaint, set up the fact of the maturing of the

claim. A party must recover on a righ

action.“3

acquired since the commencement of t

ing his title. If in his complamt he

t existing at the commencement of the

While a party cannot set up, by supplemental complamt, a title

he action he may

alleges an equitable title he may by sup

allege facts strengthen

plemental complaint set up a legal title subsequently acquired. The function

of a supplemental complaint is to strengthen the
alleging material facts, occurring subsequent to the commencement of the

action.

Facts may be thus alleged which will enlarge or change the kind of

relief to which the plaintifi is entitled." _
7637. Supplemental answer—Facts material to the case occurrmg subse

quent to the original answer may be set up by supplemental answer.“ _ Where

new matter of independent defence arises after verdict, the remedy 1S not fl

motion for a new trial on the

ground of newly discovered evidence, which has

no relevancy to the issues litigated by the trial, but by a motion to be permitted

to make a supplemental answer, with a stay of proceedings on the verdict until

the issue tender-ed by the supplemental answer can be determined."

7638. Necessity—Admission of evidence-In the absence of a supple

mental answer evidenee of facts occurring after the service of the original

answer is generally inadmissible.T°

7639. Objection—Objection to a supplemental complaint cannot be made

for the first time on the trial.71
7640. After judgment—.\ supplemental pleading is allowable after as well

as before judgn1ent.T'~'

VERIFICATION

7641. Statute—Remedy for defects—'l‘he statute provides for the verifica

plaintiff’s cause of action by

tion of I)le€\tlll\_£fS.73

is a notary.H

61Malmsten \'. Berryhill, 63-1, 65+88.

Contra, Lough v. Bragg, 19—357(309).

112 Malmsten \'. Berryhill, 63-1, 65+88;

Voak v. Nat. Invest. Co., 51-450, 53+70S;

Evans v. Staalle, 88-253, 92+951. See

Reilly v. Bader, 50-199, 52+522; Lathrop

v. Dearing, 59-234, 61+24; Stacy V.

Stephen, 78-480. 811-391.

"9 Malmsten \'. Berryhill, 63-1, 65+88.

'54 Evans v. Staalle. 88-253, 92+951.

05 Eastman v. St. Anthony Falls etc. Co.,

gz-}48(31) ; l\[e_ver v. Bcrlancli, 39-438, 40+

\‘-B Eide v. Clarke, G5-466, 68+98.

61 Lowry v. Harris, 12—255(166); Méyer

v. Berlandi, 39-438, 40+-513. See Chou

tcau v. Rice. 1—106(S3); Todd v. Johnson,

56-60, 64, 57+320; Hall v. Sauntry, 80

It may be made before an attorney in the action ifllle

The court may allow a pleading to be amended by the msertlon

348, 83+-156; Ness v. Davidson, 49-469,

476, 52+46.
‘*5 See Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17

2l5(188); Hursh v. First Div. etc. Ry-,

17-439(417); Voak v. Nat. Invest. Co.,

51-450, 53+7os; Guptill v. Bed Wmg, 76

129. 78+970; Poehler v. Reese, 78-71, 73,

80+847; Hall v. Sauntry, S0-348, 83-H56;

State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 97+5BL

“B Bandler v. Bradley, 124+644. .

7° Guptill v. Red Wing, 76-129, 78+970,

Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(138); Hall v. Sanntry, 80-348, 83+156

‘'1 Lowry v. Harris, 12-255(166).
T1 State v. Dist. Ct.. 91-161. 9'/‘+581. See

Ness v. Davidson, 49-469, 52+46.

731?. L. 1905 § 4142; State V- C0

514, 60+338.

74 See Young v.

oley. 58

Young, 18-90 (72).
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of a verification.T5 A pleading not properly verified may be treated as not

verified at all." The remedy for a defective verification, or for the want of a

verification, is a prompt return of the pleading.” A verification is not a

part of a cause of action or defence. It is a distinct proceeding and not sub

ject to demurrer."

BILL OF PARTICULARS

7642. When demandable—A bill of particulars is demandablc onl-y in ac

tions on account. In other cases, if a party wishes a 1nore particular state

ment of the cause of action or defence, he must resort to a motion to make

the pleading more definite and certain. Under the code there is no such

general right to demand a bill of particulars as existed under the former sys

tem.79 It is not demandable in any case except where the account is set forth

in a pleading—that is, alleged as a cause of action, counterclaim, or setofi.80

The term “account” means items of work and labor, of goods sold and de

livered, of professional services, and the like.81 To bring an account within

the statute the items thereof need not have been entered in a book.82

7643. Demand—Waiver—A stipulation to furnish a bill of particulars

within a certain time waives the necessity of making the statutory demand,

and has the same efiect as such a demand.“1

7644. Effect—The furnishing of a bill of particulars of professional ser

vices does not exclude expert testimony as to the value of such services.“

7645. Remedy for failure to furnish—-The remedy for a failure to furnish

a bill of particulars is to bring to the knowledge of the court on the trial the

fact of a demand having been properly made, and to object to the admission

of evidence of the account. The objection cannot be made by ans\\'er.s" Ob

jection to the sufficiency of a bill of particulars cannot be made on the trial,

but only by motion, before trial. for a more specific bill.“ An order for a

more specific bill is not appealable.87 To warrant the court in refusing to

receive any evidence in support of the complaint upon the ground that a party

has not complied with the order of the court to serve a bill of particulars.

it should clearly appear that the party’s attorney had notice of such order.

or had waived notice thereof."

INDEFINl'l"E PLEADINGS

7646. In general—-The facts constituting a cause of action or defence must

be alleged with certainty, but no more than reasonable certainty is required.

The requisite degree of certainty necessarily depends upon the nature of the

cause of action or defence and the circumstances of the particular case. No

general rule can be laid down except that a party may be required on motion

to make his allegations more definite and certain when they are so indefinite

75 State v. Ward, 79-362, 82+686.

7“ Smith v. Mulliken, 2-319(273).

'17 Smith v. Mulliken, 2—319(273); Fol

som v. Carli, 5-333(264); Hayward v.

Grant, 13—165(154); Taylor v. Parker, 17

469(447); McMath v. Parsons, 26-246, 2+

703.

"1 Mcltiath v. Parsons, 26-246, 2+703.

79 R. L. 1905 § 4151; Mower County v.

Smith, 22-97; Jones v. Northern T. Co.,

67-410, 69-+1108; St. Louis County v. Am.

Ir. & T. Co., 75-489, 78+113.

8° St. Louis County v. Am. L. & T. 00.,

75-489, 78+113.

81 Jones v. Northern T. Co., 67-410, 69+

1108; Davis v. Johnson, 96-130, 104+766.

"Lonsda1e v. Oltman_ 50-52. 52+l31.

83 Tuttle v. Wilson, 42-233, 44+l0.

84 Calhoun \'. Akeley. 82-354, S5+170.

B5 Tuttle v. Wilson, 42-233, 44+10; Henry

v. Bruns, 43-295, 45+444; Lonsdale v. 01t

man, 50-52, 52+131; Jones v. Northern T.

Co., 67-410, 69+1108.

-80 Mpls. E. Co. v. Vanstrom, 51-512. 53+

768; Davis v. Johnson, 96-130. 104+766.

8'! Van Zandt v. Wood, 54-202, 55+863.

$9 Kramer v. N. W. El. Co., 91-346, 93+

96.
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that the precise nature of his cause of action or defence is not apparentiiQ

To justify such a motion the indefiniteness must appear on the face of the

pleading, and not relate to the evidence by which the allegations may 8

proved on the trial. A party cannot

to take the place of a demurrer.“

be required to plead his evidence.“ A

motion to make more definite and certain or to strike out cannot be allowed

7647. Discretion of trial court—'1‘he matter of requiring a_ pleadmg to be

made more definite and certain lies very much in the discretion of the trial

court and its action will not be reversed on appeal where, upon the merits,

the substantial rights of the party are not affected._02 _ _
7648. Remedy by motion exclusive-—'1‘he exclusive remedy _for indefinite

ness is a motion, before trial, to make more definite and certam or to strike

out.03

pleadings,“ or by a request for instructions to disregard,M

It is discretionary with the court to entertain a motiolp after a de

murrer has been overruled and before an answer has been served.

ness cannot be objected to by demurrer,

Indefinite

“ or by motion for judgment on the

or by objection

to the admission of evidence,"8 or for the first time on appeal.” _

7649. Motion papers-—The moving papers should specify the particular

allegations objected to.‘7650. Proof aliunde-—1t has been held that where a pleading is attacked

as evasive and uncertain the court is not confined to the pleadmg ltsclf, but

proof aliunde may be considered.2
7651. Order—Appea1—'1‘he order should specify wherein the pleading is

to be made more definite and certain and it may direct that the plead1ng_W

stricken out if not amended. A pleading should not ordinarily be S'£I‘lCl\€ll

out without leave to amend being first given.8
An order denying a motion

to make a pleading more definite and certain is not appealablc.‘

8' Fraker v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-103, 14+

306; Am. B. Co. v. Kingdom P. Co., 71

363, 73+10S9; Freeman v. Freeman, 39

370, 40+167; Whelan v. Sibley County, 28

80. 84, 9+175; Orth v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43

208, 45+151; Scofield v. Nat. El. Co., 64

327, 67-+645; Bowers v. Schnler, 54-99, 55+

317; Kingsley v. Gihnan, 12-515 (425);

Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-453, 16+263;

Colter v. Grcenhagen, 3-126(74); Cath

cart v. Peck, 11-45(24); Pugh v. Winona

etc. Ry., 29-390, 13+189; Lehnertz v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 31-219, 17+376; Dunll v. Burling

ton etc. Ry., 35-73, 80. 27+-448; Tierney v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-234, 17+377; Casey v.

Am. B. Co., 95-11, 103+623; Keating v.

Brown, 30-9, 13+909; Matteson v. U. 5.

etc. Co.. 103-407, 115+195.

W Lee v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-225, 25+399;

Todd v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-358, 35+-5;

Bowers v. Schnler, 54-99, 55+817; St. Paul

'1‘. Co. v. St. Paul Ch. of Com., 70-486, 73+

408. See Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-453,

]6+263.

91 Whelan v. Sibley County, 28-80, 84, 9+

175; 'l‘ruesdel1 v. Hull, 35-468, 294-72;

King \'. Nichols, 53-453, 55+604; Am. B.

Co. v. Kingdom P. Co., 71-363, 73+1089.

‘*2 Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-453, 16+

263; Cathcart v. Peek, 11-45(24); Fraker

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-103, 14+366; Tierney

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-234, 17+377; Orth v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 43-208, 45+15l; Lehnertz

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-219, 17+376. _
"3 R. L. 1905 § 4144; Stickney_ v. Srmth,

5-486(390); Barnsback v. Remer, 8-59

(37); Madden v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-453,

mzes; Guthrie v. Olson, 32-465. 21+5§7,
Peterson v. Ruhnke, 46-115, 48+768; Km;

v. Nichols, 53-453, 55+604; Pugh v. W1

nona etc. Ry.. 29-390, 13+189; Anderson

i’. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224, 1143-1123,

Matteson v. U. S. etc. Co., 103-401, 1151'

195.

94Lovering v.

121+911.

"5 See § 7555.

9" See § 7694.

"1 Barnsback v. Reiner, 8-59(37).

"8 Pugh v. Winona etc. Ry., 29-390. 13+
189; St. Paul T. CO. V. St. Paul C11. Oi

Com., 70-486, 73+408; Peterson v. Rnhnkm

46-115, 48+76S; Allis v. Da , 14-51e(388)

9” Slater v. Olson, 83-35, 85+825; Larson

v. G. N. Ry., 108-519, 121+121.

1 Truesdell v. Hull, 35-468, 29+72.

2Colter v. Greenhagen, 3-126(74); 1'‘
would seem that this case has been infer

entially overruled. See § 7646. F _

3See Colter v. Greenhagen, 3-12604);
Cathcart \'. Peck, 11-45(24); Pugh v. WI‘

nona etc. Ry., 29-390, 13+189.

4Am. B. Co. v. Kingdom P. Co., 71-363.

73+1089 (overruling Pugh v. Wmona etc

Ry., 29-390, 13+1s9).

Webb, 108-201, 120+688,
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IRRELEVANT PLEADINGS

7652. Defin.ition—-An irrelevant allegation is one which has no _material

relation to the case-—one which does not for1n or tender any material issue.5

7653. Striking out—The remedy for irrelerane_v in a pleading is a motion

before trial to strike out or for judgment.‘3 It is only when matter is clearly

and indisputably irrelevant that an order striking it out is justifiable.1 On

appeal from a judgment a motion to strike out irrelevant matter will be re

viewed only so far as to determine whether there was an abuse of discretion

affecting substantial rights.B

7654. What constitutes—Cases are cited below involving the relevancy of

particular allegations.0

REDUNDANT PLEADINGS

7655. What constitutes—Illustrations of redundant allegations will be

found in the cases cited below.”

7656. Remedy—The remedy for redundancy in a pleading is a motion to

strike out.11

SHAM PLEADINGS

7657. Definition and nature—A sham pleading is one which is false.12 lt

presents no real issue for trial and is presumed to have been interposed for

delay or other unwor-tl1y purpose.13 It may be sham though interposed in

good faith and in [he belief of its truth."

7658. To be stricken out cautious1y—'l‘o justify a court in striking out a

pleading as sham its falsity must be clear and indisputable. It is the duty

of the court to discriminate carefully between its right to determine whether

there is a real issue to be tried and the trial itself of an issue on motion.“

When the allegations of an answer are fairly supported by the affidavits of

the defendant and others, against like affidarits on behalf of the plaintiff, it

cannot ordinarily be said that the falsity of the answer is clear and indis

For a court to assume to say this, unless in very extraordinary cirputable.

-".\I0rton v. Jackson, 2-219(180); Hay

ward v. Grant, 13—165(154). See Good

rich v. Parker. 1-195(169).

'1 R. L. 1905 § 4136; Fish v. Berkey, 10

l99(161, 166); Russell v. Chambers, 31

54, 164-458; Henry v. Bruns, 43-295, 45+

444; Lydiard v. Daily News Co., 124+985.

7 Stewart v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 41-71, 42+787;

Hansen v. St. Paul G. 00., 82-84, 84-+727.

\ Hang v. Haugan, 51-558, 53+874.

".\Iortcu v. Jackson, 2-219(180); Love

joy v. Morrison, 10—136(10S); Berkey v.

Judd, 12-52(23); Hayward v. Grant, 13

165(154); Brisbin v. Am. Ex. Co., 15-43

(25); Clague \'. Hodgson, 16—329(291);

Winona etc. Ry. \‘. St. P. etc. Ry., 23-359;

State v. Lake City, 25-404, 421; Jellett

v. St. P. ctc. Ry., 30-265. 15+237;

Qninby v. Minn. '1'‘. Co.. 38-528. 38+

623; Stewart v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 41-71,

-l2+787; Henry \-'. Bruns, 43-295, 45+444;

()|¢*son v. Journal P. Co., 47-300, 50+80;

Hang v. Haugan, 51-558, 53+874; Pye v.

Bakke, 54-107, 55%-904; Dennis V. Nelson,

55-144, 56+-389; Harbo v. Blue Earth

County, 63-233. 65+45T; Oliver M. Co. v.

Clark, 65-277, 6sl+2.'i; Security Bank v.

Holmes, 68-538, 71+699; Erickson v. Child,

.~<7—487, 92+1130; Lydiard v. Daily News

k'u., 124+985.

1" West v. Eureka Imp. Co., 40-394, 42+

RT; State v. Lake City, 25-404, 421;

Fraker v. St. P. etc. Co., 30-103, 105, 14+

366; Jellett v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-265, 269,

l5+23T; Russell v. Chambers. 31-54, 16+

458; Pye v. Bakke, 54-107, 110, 55+904;

Oliver M. Co. v. Clark, 65-277, 681-23; Sc

curity Bank v. Holmes, 66-538, 71+699.

11Lo0mis v. Youle, 1-175(150); Fish v.

Berkey, 10-199(161, 166); Cathcart v.

Peck, 11-45(24); Russell v. Chambers, 31

54, 16+45S.

13 State v. \Vcbcr_ 9(i+422. 105-+490; Mor

ton v. Jackson, 2—219(180). See Note,

113 Am. St. Rep. 639.

13 Barker \'. Foster, 29-166, 12+460.

14 State v. Weber, 96-422, 105-(>490.

I-5 Barker v. Foster, 29-166, 12+460;

Wright v. Jewell, 33-505. 24+299; Pfaen

dcr v. Winona etc. Ry., 84-224, 87+618;

First Nat. Bank v. Lang, 94-261, 102+700;

Brown v. Peterson, 101-53, 111-l-733; Es

tate of Beckwith v. Golden Rule, 108-89,

l2l+~l‘ZT.
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eumstanees, would in effect he to try the controversy between the parties upon

afiidavits and to deprive the defendan

or otherwise, with all its mamfest advantages.“

t of his right to a regular trial by jury

An answer alleging a ma

terial fact constituting a defence, and verified by the _defendant,_should not

be stricken out as sham upon afiidavit of the plainhtt sunply denying the fact

alleged, the falsity of the answer not bei

ug clearly and indisputably shown.“

7659. When part is sham-—\\’here part of an answer is sham, but another

part is good and puts in issue material allegations of the complaint, the court

cannot strike out the whole, and order judgment for the plamhfi notwith

standing the answer."57660. Verified pleading may be stricken out-A sham pleading may be

stricken out on motion though it is verified.19 _ _ _
7661. Denials may be stricken out-—A pleadmg containing a general de

nial, or specific denial, may be stricken out as sharn.’°

A denial of any knowl

edge or information of facts which the pleader knows or ought to know is sham

and may be stricken out.21

7662. Counterclairn-A

tion.22

sham counterclaim may be stricken out on mo

7663. Time of motion to strike out-It should be made promptly upon

service of the sham pleading, but it is discretionary with the court to enter

tain it any time before trial.237664. Affidavits on motion-—A motion to strike out is usually hasml on

affidavits of the parties and third persons and other documentary evidence.‘

Where aliidavits in support of the motion make out a clear pnma_fac1e case

of falsity they will be taken as true for the purposes of the motion, If not

met by

counter-atlidavits, and the motion granted.25

The court may take into

consideration the quibhling and evasive character of the det'endant’s counter

attidavits.20
7665. Burden of proof--On a motion to strike out an answer as sham the

defendant is not required to

allegations called in question.

plaintiff.27

prove the truth of his defence or the'tru_th of the

The burden of proving their falsity is on the

7666. Amendment discretionary—Upon striking out a sham pleading it

is discretionary with the court to order judgment or allow an amended plead

ing to be served.“

M Wright v. Jewell, 33-505, 24%-299; City

Bank v. Doll, 33-507, 241-300; Smith v.

Betcher, 34-218, 25+347.

1'1 City Bank \'. Doll, 33-507, 2-H300;

First Nat. Bank v. Lang, 94-261, 102+

700.

1*‘ Schmitt v. Cassilius, 31-7, 16+453.

W Conway v. Wharton, 13—158(145);

Hayward v. Grant, 13-165(154); Barker

v. Foster, 29-166, 12l»460: Nelson v. Rich

ardson, 31-‘67, 17+388; Wheaten v. Briggs,

35-470, 29+170; Stevens v. Meltiillin, 37

509. 35+372; Dobson v. Hallowell, 53-98.

54+9Zl9; Wliite v. Moquist, 61-103, 63+255;

State v. Weber, 96-422, 105+-190.

1° Nelson \'. Richardson, 31-207. 17+:-388-,

Stevens v. McMillin. 37-509. 35+3T2-, Dob

son v. Hallowell, 53-98, 54+939; Bardwe'l

v. Brown, 57-140, 58-+872; First Nat. Bank

\'. Lang, 94-261, 102+700.

'-'1 \Vhenton \'. Briggs, 35-470, 29+170-,

Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450, 42+352; Lar

son v. Shook, 68-30, 70+775.

22 Monitor D. Co. v. Moody,

1104.

28 Barker v. Foster, 29-166, 12+460.

24 See Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390.

394, 57-l-938; Dobson v. Hallowell, 53-933,

54+939; Fletcher v. Byers, 55-419, 51+

139; Bardwell v. Brown, 57-140, 53+372;

White v. Moquist, 61-103, 63+255.21‘ Barker v. Foster, 29-166, 12+460; Van

Loon v. Griffin, 34-444, 26+601;_Dobs0n V

Hallowell, 53-98, 54+939; White v. M0

quist, 61-103, 63+255.
26 Thu] v. Oehsenreiter, 72-111.

Hertz v. Hartmann, 74-320, 774-232.
'-‘T Pfaender v. Winona etc. Ry., 84-224y

“+618; Schmitt v. Cassilius, 31-7, 16+453

‘-‘S Hertz v. Hartrnann, 74-320, 77+232;

First. Nat. Bank v. Lang, 94-261, 102+700

93-232, 100+

75%;
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7667. Pleadings held sham or the reverse-—Cases are cited below holding

pleadings to be sham and subject to be stricken out on motion;" or the re

verse.30

FRIVOLOUS PLEADINGS

7668. Answer—A frivolous answer is one which is so glaringly insufiicient

as a defence that the court can determine its insufiiciency upon bare inspection,

without argument.31

7669. Demurrer—A demurrer should not be stricken out as frivolous unless

it is manifest from mere inspection, and without argument, that there was

no reasonable ground for interposing it, and hence that it was presumably

put in in bad faith, for mere purposes of delay. It should not be stricken out

where there is such room for debate, as to the sufiiciency of the pleading de

murred to, that an attorney of ordinary intelligence might have interposed a

demurrer in entire good faith.“2 If a demurrer is bad, but not frivolous, and

the court erroneously strikes it out as frivolous, but grants the party leave to

plead over, it is error without prejudice, and on appeal the order striking out

the demurrer will not be reversed.“1

7670. Counterclaim—A frivolous counterclaim may be stricken out on

motion.“

VARIANCE

7671. General rule—'l‘he evidence must follow the allegations. In order

to recover it is not enough for the plaintiff to prove a cause of action; he must

prove the cause of action alleged in his complaints"i It is suflicient, however,

if the allegations and proof substantially correspond.36

7672. Immaterial variance—\Vhen the disagreement between the facts al

leged and the facts proved, or sought to be proved, is so slight that it is per

29 Hayward v. Grant, 13—165(154); Bar

ker V. Poster, 29-166, 12+-160; Nelson v.

Richardson, 31-267, 17+388; Schmitt v.

Cassilius, 31-7, 16+453; Van Loon v. Grif

fin, 34-444, 26+60l; Wheaten v. Briggs,

35-470, 29+-170; Stevens v. McMi1lin, 37

509, 35+372; Smalley v. Isaacson, 40-450,

~l2+352; Dennis v. Nelson, 55-144, 56+589;

Dobson v. Hallowell, 53-98, 54+939;

Fletcher v. Byers, 55-419, 574-139; Sand

wich Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390, 57+938;

Bardwell v. Brown, 57-140, 58+872; White

v. Moquist, 61-103, 63+255; Larson v.

Shook, 68-30, 70+775; Thul v. Ochsenrei

tor, 72-111, 75+4; Hertz v. Hartmann, 74

.120, 77+232; Monitor D. Co. v. Moody, 93

232, 100+1104; First Nat, Bank v. Lang,

94-261, 102-+700; State v. Weber, 96-422,

105+490; Lynn v. Schunk, 101-22, 111+

729; Brown v. Peterson, 101-53, 111+733;

First S. Bank v. Schatz, 104-425, 116+917.

3° Morton v. Jackson, 2—219(180); Con

way v. Wharton, 13-158(145); State v.

Sherwood, 15-221(172); Roblee v. Secrest,

28-43, 8+904; City Bank v. Doll, 33-507,

24+300; Wright v. Jewell, 33-505, 24+299;

Smith v. Betcher, 3-1-218, 25+347; McDer

mott v. Deither, 40-86, 41+544; Smith v.

Mussetter, 58-159. 594-995; Pfaender v.

Winona etc. Ry., 84-224, 87+618; Estate

]I—51

of Beckwith v. Golden Rule, 108-89, 121+

427.

81 Morton v. Jackson, 2-219(180); Rob

lee v. Secrest, _28-43, 8+904; First Nat.

Bank v. Lang, 94-261, 102+700; State v.

\Veber, 96-422, 105+490.

32 Hatch v. Schusler, 46-207, 48+782; Ol

sen v. Oloquet L. Co., 61-17, 63+95; Perry

v. Reynolds, 40-499, 421-471; Nelson v. Nu

gcnt, 62-203, 64+392; Jaeger v. Hartman,

13-55(50); State of Wis, v. Torinus, 22

272; Quinn v. Shortall, 29-106, 12+153;

Hurlburt v. Schulenburg, 17-22(5).

53 Friesenhahn v. Merrill, 52-55, 53+1024.

1;~:')3[onito1' D. Co. v. Moody, 93-232, 100+

35 Desnoyer v. L’Hereux, 1-17(1); Snow

v. Johnson, 1—48(32); Lawrence v. Will

oughhy, 1-87(65); Karns v. Kunkle, 2

313(268); Helfer v. Alden, 3-a32(232);

Folsom v. Carli, 6—420(284, 290); Coch

rane v. Halsey, 25-52, 61; Burton v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 33-189, 22+300; Marshall v.

Gilman, 47-131, 49+688; Cremer v. Miller,

56-52, 57+318; Joannin v. Barnes, 77-428,

80+364; Ecker v. Isaacs, 98-146, 107+1053;

Fgrst Nat. Bank v. Stadrlen, 103-403, 115+

1 8.

5" Blakeman v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18.

~103; Irish-Am. Bank v. Badcr, 59-329, 61(

328.
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~fectly obvious that the adverse party could not have been misled in his prep

aration for trial, the variance is deeme

d immaterial, and the court will either

' ard it altogether, or order an immediate amendment without costs?‘

d1s';((i'gI3. Materizil variance-When the disagreement between the facts alleged

and the facts proved or sought to be proved is so great that the adverse party’

might reasonably have been misled in his preparation for trial and such party

makes it appear to the court that he was actually misled, the vanance_cann0t

be disregarded and an amendment will be ordered with costs, or a continuance

granted, with leave to amend, with or without costs, in the discretion of the

court.

It is not enough that there is a material variance appearing on the

face of the pleadings and evidence, but the fact that the adversse party has

been misled must be proved aliunde the pleadings and evidence.“

7674. Fatal variance—Failure of proof-—When the disagreement between

the facts alleged and the facts proved is of such a_ character that a different

cause of action than the one set up in the pleading is proved, -the court cannot

order or grant an amendment over objection but must dismiss the action 01

direct a verdict. To prove fatal the disagreement need not extend to all the

facts.

The same facts may enter into two different causes of action. A (115

agreement as to a single material fact may prove fatal.
The test is not the

extent of disagreement in the facts, but the different character of the causes

of action made out by the facts."

Where the complaint states a cause of

. . - 40

action ex dehcto a recovery cannot be had upon a cause of action ex contractu. I

Where a complaint states a cause of action on an express contract, recovery

cannot be had on proof of a contract implied by law.“

of legal title an equitable title cannot be proved.42

Under an allegation

By statute all parties to

a joint contract are jointly and severally liable, and may be sued jointly OI‘

severally at the election of the plaintiff.
one of the parties so liable, and the complaint alleges a contract made by him

Where an action is brought against

and the evidence on the trial shows a joint contract with defendant and Other

persons, there is, in the absence of a. showing that defendant was misled t0

his prejudice, no fatal variance between the allegations and the proof." _

7675. Waiver—Trial of issues by consent-Presumption-The parties

to an action may,

by consent or without objection, try issues not made by the

pleadings and when they do so the case is to be determined exactly as if such

31 Wilcox v. Ritteman, 88-18, 92+472;

Short v. McRea, 4-119(78); Caldwell v.

Bruggerman, 4—270(l90); Chapman v.

Dodd, 10—350(277); Ran v. Minn. V. Ry.,

13-442(407); Sonnenberg v. Riedel, 16-83

(72); Hertz v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-358;

Johnston v. Clark, 30-308, 15-i-252; Blake

man v. Blakeman, 31-396, 18+103; Mykle

by v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-54, 38+763; Iverson

v. Dubay, 39-325, 40+159; Moser v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 42-480, 441-530; Erickson v.

Sehuster, 44-441, 46+9l-1; Fravell v. Nett,

46-31, 48-i446; Nichols v. Dedrick, 61-513,

63+11101 Anderson v. Johnson, 74-171,

77+26; St. Louis County v. Am. L. & '1‘.

00., 75-489, 78+-113; Nutzmann v. Ger

mania etc. Co., 82-116, 844-730; Olson v.

Minn. etc. Ry., 89-280, 94-+871; Lemon v.

De Wolf, 89-465. 95+316; Gear v. Brun

88 Short v. MeRea, 4-119(78); Wasllhl-ml

v. Winslow, 16-33(19); Hayden v. Albee,

20—159(143); Kaufman v. Barbour, 103

173, 114+738.

“Irish-Am. Bank v. Bader, 59-329, 61+

ass; Scofield v. Nat. El. 00., 64-527, 67+

645; Downs v. Finnegan, 58-112, 59+931;
White v. Culver, 10-192(155)pMcCa1tY

v. Barrett, 12—494(398); Leighton V

Grant, 20—345(29S); O’Brien v. St. Paul,

18—176(163); Cowles v. Warner, 22-449;

Cummings v. Long, 25-337; Benson V

Dean, 40-41-.5, 42+207; Dennis v. Spencer.

45-250, 47+795; Com. etc. Co. v. Dokko,

71-533, 74+891; Waggoner v. Preston, 33‘

336, 86+335; Donahue v. N. W. etc. C0-,

l03—432, 115+279.
“Mpls. H. Works v. Smith, so-sea 16+

462.

dage, 89-412, 94+1091; Briggs v. Ruther

ford, 94-23. 101+Q54; Kaufman v. Bar

bour, 103-173, 1l4+73S; Derham v. Dono

hue, 155 Fed. 385.

41 See § 1904.

4'-' See § 2875.

43 Morgan v. Brach, 104-247, 116+-490.
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issues had been formed by the pleadings,“ and full measure of relief awarded.‘5

After having litigated a question of fact without objection it is too late to

claim that the pleading of the adverse party did not sufficiently aver the fact

in controvcrsy.‘° A party waives a variance if he himself calls out the ob

jectionable evidence,U or fails to make timely and specific objection to it."

Evidence is presumed to have been offered and received with reference to the

issues made by the pleadings. Prima facie, the issues tried are those made

by the pleadings. Where there is no express or formal waiver, but it is to

be gathered from the course of the trial, the record of the trial must make

it appear very clearly that the parties did in fact, and without objection, lit

igate the issue not pleaded as though it were in the pleadings. Any other rule

would be liable to operate as a surprise and to work injustice. A consent to

try issues not made by the pleadings cannot be inferred merely from the fact

that evidence pertinent to such issues was received without objection, if such

evidence was also pertinent to issues actually made by the pleadings.“

7676. Objections—-When must be made—Objection to a variance between

the pleadings and proof cannot be made for the first time on appeal.”0 It

must be made on the trial and if the variance is material but not fatal it

must be made as soon as the evidence is offered.51 It is ordinarily too late

when plaintiff rests.M If the variance is fatal the objection may be made to

the evidence,“ or by a motion for a dismissal,“ or by exception to instruc

tions.‘55

44 Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 27-415, 427,

8+148; Warner v. Foote, 40-176, 41+935;

Ambnehl v. Matthews, 41-537, 43+477;

Abraham v. Holloway, 41-163, 42+870;

Wayzata v. G. N. Ry., 50-438, 52-+913;

Erickson v. Fisher, 51-300, 53+638; Lyons

v. Red Wing, 76-20, 78+868; Whalon v.

Aldrich, 8-346(305); Rogers v. Hastings

etc. Ry., 22-25; Madson v. Madson, 80

501, S3+396; Bradley v. Bradley, 97-130,

106+338; Maul v. Steele, 95-292, 104-+4;

Hostetter v. Illinois 0. Ry., 104-25, 115+

7-18. See Bick v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 107-78,

82, 119+505.

*5 Bassett v. Haren, 61-346, 63+713.

4“ Osborne v. Williams, 37-507, 35+371;

Butler v. Winona M. Co., 28-205, 91-697;

Thoreson v. Mpls. H. Works, 29-341, 13+

156; Isaacson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 27-463, 8+

600; Almich v. Downey, 45-460, 48+197;

Keene v. Masterman, 66-72, 68+771; Wil

son v. N. W. etc. Assn., 53-470, 477, 55+

0'26; Spear v. Snider, 29-463, 13+-910;

Vaillancour v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 106-348, 119+

53; Woodrulf v. Bearman, 108-118, 121+

426.

4" Reed v. G. N. Ry.. 76-163, 78+974.

48 Cummings v. Petsch, 41-115, 42+789;

Johnson v. Avery, 41-485, 43+340; Adams

v. Castle, 64-505, 67+637; Raitila v. Con

sumers Ore Co., 107-91, 119+490.

W Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 27-415, 6+

TJ5, 81-148: O’Neil v. Chicago etc. Ry.,

33-489, 24+192; Livingston v. Ives, 35-55,

27+74; Mahoney v. St. Paul etc. Ry., 35

361, 29+6; Farnharn v. Murch, 36-328, 31+

453; Payette \'. Day, 37-366, 34+592; Bar

tean v. Barteuu, 45-132, 47+645; Fergestad

v. Gjertsen, 46-369, 49+127; Bowen v.

Tbwing, 56-177, 57+468; Elston v. Field

man, 57-70, 58+830; Peach v. Reed, 87

375, 92+229; Diamond v. Dennison, 102

302, 113+696; Hostetter v. Illinois C. Ry.,

104-25, 115+748.

5° St. Paul v. Kuby, 8—154(125); Wash

burn v. Winslow, 16-33(19); Lough v.

Thornton, 17—253(230); Cushman v. Car

ver Connty, 19-295(252); Messerschmidt

v. Baker, 22-81; Hartz v. St. Paul etc. Ry.,

21-358; Rogers v. Hastings & D. Ry., 22

25; Merriam v. Pine City L. C0,, 23-314;

Nelson v. Thompson, 23-508; Cairncross v.

McGrann, 37-130, 33-+548; Clark v. Austin,

38-487, 38+615; Johnson v. Avery, 41-.485,

43+340; Ambnehl v. Matthews, 41-537, 43+

477; Almich v. Downey, 45-460, 48+197;

Wayzata v. G. N. Ry., 50-438, 52+913;

Erickson v. Fisher, 51-300, 53+638; O’Con

nor v. Delaney, 53-247, 54+1108; Hand v.

Nat. L. S. Ins. Co., 57-519, 59+538; Red

River Valley 1. Co. v. Cole, 62-457, 641

1149; Lyons v. Red Wing, 76-20, 78+868;

Madson v. Madson, 80-501, 83+-396;

Thomas v. Murphy, 87-358, 91+1097;

Lemon v. De Wolf, 89-465, 954-316.

51 Adams v. Castle, 64-505, 67+637.

52 Id.

53 First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 71-69, 73+

645.

5* Cowles v. Warner, 22-449; Irish-Am.

Bank v. Bader, 59-329, 61+328; Gaar v.

Fritz, 60-346, 62+391.

-’»-‘J Benson v. Dean, 40-445, 421-207.
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indulged in favor of the sutficiency of the complaint. The test is not whether

a demurrer would have been sustained. The objection will be overruled if the

complaint can be sustamed by the most liberal construction."
7688. By plaintiff-—Insufiicient answer——'1‘he objection that the facts set

up in the answer do not constitute a defence Is not waived by failure to demur

but may be raised on the trial by objection to the introduction of any evidence

under it.“

JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS

7689. When allowable-—-Judgment on the pleadings may be ordered when

the answer admits or fails to deny all the material allegations of the com

plaint;"“‘ when a reply admits or fails to deny the defence pleaded in the

answer; 9“ when the reply admits or fails to deny the counterclaim pleaded 1n

the answer;‘" when a plea admits but does not sufficiently avoid; " when the

new matter pleaded in an answer does not constitute a defence; ‘*9 when there

is a departure in the reply; 1 when the complaint is insufiicient.2

7690. When counterclaim pleaded-—When the defendant pleads a counter

claim a motion by the plaintiff for judgment on the pleadings is properly de

nied,5 unless the counterclaim is for merely nominal damages.‘
7691. Motion by plaintiff-Complaint insufi-lcient—-A motion by the

plaintifi for judgment on the pleadings is properly denied if his complalnt

is insufficient.“7692. Must be on pleadings alone—-ludgment other than for dismissal

cannot be ordered on the pleadings and evidence.“
7693. Motion admits facts-—A motion for judgment on the pleadings is in

the nature of a demurrer and admits the facts well pleaded though they

are indefinitely pleaded.77694. Construction of pleading——Upon a motion for judgment on the

pleadings every reasonable intendment will be indulged in favor of the suf

ficiency of the pleading. The test is not whether a demurrer would have

been sustained. The motion will be denied if the pleading can be sustained

is not a ground for granting the motion.“

AMENDMENT

7695. As of right-—The statute authorizes a party to amend his pleading

once, as of course, “at any time before the period for answering it has explredl

9* See Anltman v. Falkum, 51-562, 53+ °Wo0dling v. Knickerbocker, 31-268; 17*

875; Larson v. Shook, 68-30, 70+775; St. 387. See Duluth Ch. of Com. v. Knowltom

Paul '1‘. Co. v. St. Paul Ch. of Com., 70~ 42-229, 44+2.486, 1a+4os. 1 Stewart 1'. Erie etc. 00., 17-a'12(348);

95 Norton v. Beckman, 53-456, 55+603; Jellison v. Halloran, 404185, 42+392i

Lloyd v. Secord, 61—4d8y 63+1099; Horn v. Tripp V. N. W. Nat. Banky 41-400, 43+60;

Butler. 394,15, 40+s3s. Mpls. L. 00. v. McMillan. 79-28% 82+591;

_96 Gaifney \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 38~111, 35+ Weicher v. Cargill, 82-265, 84+1007

I2_B. _ 8Malone v. Minn. S. 00., 36-325, 31+l70;
"1 Schurmmer \'. English. 46-306, 48+1112. Kelly V. Rogers, 21-146, 151; MeA1l1SteT

:15 Gafiney v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-111, 35+ v. Welker, 39-535, 41-+107; Fo\mmln V‘

428. Menard, 53—443, 55+601; Mpls. L. C0. '~’

9“ Clarke \‘. Patrick, 60-269, '62+284. McMillan, 79-287, 82%-591; Weichel‘ \'- C_'m"

:See § ‘£627. gill, 82-265, 84+1007; Roebuck v. Wick,

~ See § .1682. 98-130, 107+1054
3 Cnmm1ngs v. Taylor, 21-see. "Webb v. Bidwell, 15—479(394); Ste“'a“

4l'{itchcock \‘. Turnbull, 44-475, 47+153. V. Erie etc. Co.Y 17—372(3-Hi); Malone "'

5Balc0mhc \'. .\'orthup, 9-172059). Minn. S. Co., 36-325, 31+170

by the most liberal construction.8 The mere fact that a pleading is indefinite '
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or, if the trial be not delayed thereby, it may be so amended within twenty

days after the same has been answered,
demurred to, or replied to.” 1°

7696. Discretion of trial court—The amendment of pleadings is a matter

lying almost wholly in the discretion of the trial court and its action will not

be reversed on appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion.11 The power of

the trial court in tl1is regard is very great. It must exercise its discretion with

reference to the facts of the particular case and in furtl1erance of justice.“

This power of the trial court, however, is not absolute, and in a few cases the

supreme court has reversed for an abuse of discretion.M

7697. To be allowed liberally-Amendments are to be allowed with liber

ality where justice would be furthered, especially where a meritorious defence

is sought to be interposed.“ If a court is in doubt whether defensive matter

is admissible under a general denial it should ordinarily allow an amendment

to render it admissible.15

7698. Dependent on stage of action—The liberality to be shown in the al

lowance of amendments depends very much upon the stage of the action. Be

fore trial amendments are allowed with
great liberality and almost as a matter

of course. On the trial they are allowed liberally, but less liberally than before

trial. After trial they are allowed cautiously and sparingly—especia1ly after

judgment and after a disposition of the case on appeal.16 It is the general

rule that a party seeking an amendment must move with reasonable diligence."

7699. Meritoriousness of defence—While all defences are equally good in

law, yet a court may, to a certain extent, take into account the nature of a

defence in determining whether to allow it to be set up by amendment.18 _

7700. Time of matter intr0duced—Matter arising subsequent to the ong

inal pleading cannot be introduced by amendment, but only by supplemental

pleading.In

7701. As to parties—The court may at any time amend the name of any

party except for the purpose of acquiring jurisdiction.”0 In an action brought

in favor of a minor in the name of the guardian the name of the ward may

be added by amendment.21 The name of a plaintiff improperly Joined may

be stricken out.22

7702. Immaterial matters—An amendment as to immaterial matters will

not be allowed.“

7703. Motion-—When a party asks leave to amend his pleading he must in

form the court in what particular he desires to amend 11:.“ It has been held

  

1° R. L. 1905 § 4156; Griggs v. Edel

brock, 59-485, 61+555; Swank v. Barnum,

63-447, 65+722.

11 Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 29-68, 11+

228; Fowler v. Atkinson, 5—505(399);

Holmes v. Campbell, 13-66(58); Forman

v. Saunders, 92-369, 100+93; Wasser v.

Western L. S. Co., 97-460, 107+160; Seu

ger v. Armstrong, 99-526, 109+1134.

12 Pfetferkorn v. Haywood, 65-429, 68+68.

'3 Rice v. Longfellow, 78-394, 81+207;

Hoatson v. McDonald, 97-201, 106+311;

Todd v. Bettingen, 102-260, 113+906.

H Cool v. Kelly, 85-359, 362, 88+988;

Burke v. Baldwin, 54-514, 520, 56+173;

Rice v. Longfellow, 78-394, 81+207 (held

abuse of discretion not to allow an amend

ment).

15 Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 112+419.

W Todd v. Bettingen, 102-260, 113+906.

11 Sundberg v. Goar, 92-143, 99+638.

15 Mpls. etc. By. v. Firemen ’s Ins. Co.,

62-315, 64-+902. F
19Guptill v. Red Wing, 76-129, 78+9l0;

State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 97+5B1.

2" McEv0y v. Bock, 37-402, 34-F740. See

Atwood v. Landis, 22-558; Casper v. Kl1p

pen, 61-353, 63+737; Erskine v. Mcllrath,

60-485, 62-I-1130; Davis v. Chouteau, 32

5-18 21-)-748.

21 l1’erine v. Grand Lodge, 48-82, 50+

1022; Beckett v. N. W. etc. Assn., 67-295,

69 923. ~

22+Wiesner v. Young, 50-21, 52+390.

28 Newman \'. Springfield etc. Co., 17-123

(98); Carli v. Union etc. Co., 32-101, 20+

89 ; Fidelity M. L. Assn. v. Germama Bank.

F4-154, 7e+sss.

'24 Barker v. Walbridge, 14—469(35l).
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that an error, if any, in granting an ex parte order for an amendment is

cured by a subsequent allowance of the same amendment upon due notice.“

In all cases where an application is made for leave to amend a pleadmg, or

for leave to answer or reply after the time limited by statute, or to open a

judgment and for leave to answer an defend, such application must be ac

companied with a copy of the proposed amendment, answer or reply as

the case may be, and an aflidavit of merits, and be served upon the adverse

party.26 An order for amendment may be made on default by the adverse

party.27

7704. Service of order-—An order granting leave to amend need not be

served upon the adverse party unless it so directs."
7705. Terrns—'l‘he imposition of terms upon the allowance of amendment

lies in the discretion of the trial court

and its action will not be reversed on

appeal except for a clear abuse of discretion. Courts have uniformly sanc

tioned the practice of allowing amendments, after issue joined, upon such

terms as the circumstances of each particular case might require, as payment

of costs up to the time of amendment, accepting short notice of trial, rejecting

certain defences or causes of action, or requiring a party to admit the truth

of his adversary’s plea or a part of the same.” Where in the course of trial,

the court grants plaintifi’s motion to amend the complaint by omitting certain

facts which had been admitted in the answer and by tendering entirely new

issues, and the defendant claims to have been misled, and is not prepared to

proceed with the trial, and requests a continuance of the case, the defendant

cannot be required to disclose by afiidavit the names of witnesses, or what par

ticular evidence he desires to produce upon another trial, as a condition to

a continuance.“
7706. EfEect—-I_imitations-—Answering-Demurrer-—Notice of trial

An amended pleading supersedes the origmal and is to be construed as the only

one mterposed in the case.81 Unless the amendment introduces a new cause

of action the statute of limitations is arrested by the service of the original,

pleading.32 Where a complaint is amended after answer, the defendant may

answer anew if he elects, but he is no

the answer to the original will stand as

and the defendant will not be in defaul

not put in issue by his answer.33 A

t bound to do so; and, if he does not.

the answer to the amended complaint,

t except as to the new or additional facts

defendant may demur, and allege that

an amended complaint states no cause of action, though that ground was not

assigned upon demurrer to the original complaint.“ A notice of trial is not

avoided by a subsequent amendment of the pleadings.“
7707. Before trial—The amendment of pleadings before the trial is a mat

ter lying almost wholly in the discret

25Markell v. Ray, 75-138, 77+7es.

ion of the trial court.“ For obvious

32 Bruns v. Schreiber, 48-366, 51+120
See Boen v. Evans, 72-169, 75+116; Man‘

he“ v. Ray, 75-138, 77+7ss.26 Rule 17. District Court.

2'1 Bruns v. Schrciber, 48-366, 51+120.

=8 Holmes v. Campbell, 12-221(141).

2" C_aldwell v. Bruggerman, 8—286(252);

Deermg v. McCarthy, 36-302, 30+813;

Nichols v. Dedrick, 61-513, 63+1110'

Trajgnor v. Eielatf, 62-420, e4+915. '
3" espatc L. Co. v. Em 10 r ’ .Cotg, 105-384, 117+506. P ye S and

=1 ec er v. Sandusky City Bank, 1-311

(243); Olcson v. Newell, 12-186(114);

Hanscom v. Herrick, 21-9, Hastay v. Bon

ness, 84-120, 86+896; Loftus v. Smith, 90

41 ’ t - ' r '342;.’ £;é;]+?1.:)5‘,S.Plelns \. Wachenhmmer, 108

33E1'!nent1'0ut v. Am. F. Ins. Co., 63-194,

65+270; Avery v. Peck, 80-519. S3+10S3.

1F;45Disbrow v. Creamery P. M. Co., 125+

35 Griggs v. Edelbrock, 59-485, 61+555;

Stevens v. Curry. 10-316(249).

3“ Winona v. Minn. etc. Co., 29-68, 11+

228; Fowler v. Atkinson, 5—505(399);

Mpls. etc. By. v. Firemen’s Ins. Co., 62

315, e4+9o2; Boen v. Evans, 72-169, 75+

116; Swank v. ‘Barnum. 63-447, 65+722;

Patterson v. Melchior, 106-437, 119+402
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reasons amendments are more freely granted before than upon the trial. It

has even been held immaterial that an amendment changes the nature of the

cause of action.87 It has been held permissible to allow a complaint to be

amended so as to ask for equitable relief though it originally asked for

<lan1ages.“S

7708. On the trial—Discretion-—The amendment of pleadings on the trial

is a matter lying almost wholly in the discretion of the trial court. Cases are

cited below sustaining an order on the trial allowing an amendment of a

complaint; 3° disallowing an amendment of a complaint; *° allowing an amend

ment of an answer; “ disallowing an amendment of an answer; ‘2 disallowing

an amendment of a reply; *3 disallowing an amendment of a counterclaim.“

7709. Scope of allowable amendment of complaint—A complaint cannot

be amended on the trial by introducing an entirely new cause of action.“ Any

amendment is permissible which is merely an amplification or change in the

statement of the manner in which the contract was broken or the injury in

flicted. A cause of action is the violation of a right and so long as the same

violation of the same right is preserved, any amendment in the statement of the

particulars of the violation is allowable."
A cause of action ex contractu can

not be converted into one ex delicto by amendment."

7710. Increasing damages-—The amount of damages claimed may be in

creased by amendment on the trial.“
and on appeal from a justice court they

may be increased beyond the jurisdiction of the justice."

7711. Scope of allowable amendment of answer—A court should be es

pecially liberal in allowing a defendant to amend his answer so as to set up

all the defences he has.
It is proper to allow him on the trial to set up an

entirely new defence by amendment, upon such terms as may be just.“°

7712. To cure defective pleadings—When objection is made on the trial to

a defect in a pleading which may be cured by an amendment counsel should

  

3" Myrick v. Purcell, 99-457, 109+995.

And see Holmes v. Campbell, 12-221(141).

39 Holmes v. Campbell, 12—221(141).

5" Caldwell v. Bruggerman, 8—2S6(252);

Ran v. Minn. etc. Ry., 13-442(407);

Sheehy v. Hinds, 27-259, 61-781; Traynor

v. Sielatf, 62-420, 64+915; Niven v. Craig,

63-20, 65+86; Berryhill v. Healey, 89-444,

951-314; Despatch L. Co. v. Employers’ L.

A. Corp., 105-384, 117+506, 11s+152; An

derson v. Foley, 124+987.

4° White v. Culver, 10—192(155); Carli

v. Union etc. Co., 32-101, 20-1-89; Smith v.

Prior, 58-247, 59+-1016; Luse v. Reed. 63

5, 65+91; St. Paul T. 00. v. St. P. Ch. of

Com., 70-486, 73+408; Boen v. Evans. 72

169, 75+116; Fidelity M. L. Assn. v. Ger

mania_Bank, 74-154, 76+968; Porter v.

Winona etc. Co., 78-210, 80+965; Byard v.

Palace C. H. Co., 85-363, 88+998; Seager

\\ Armstrong, 99-526, 109-+1134; Gracz v.

Anderson, 104-476, 116+1116.

“Caldwell v. Bruggerman, S-2S6(252);

Osborne v. Williams, 37-507. 35+371;

Brown v. Radebaugh, 84-347, 874-937; Da

v1s v. Hamilton, 88-64, 73, 92+-512; Church

\'. Odell, 100-98, 110+346; Wilson v. N.

W. etc. Co., 103-35, 114-l-251; Segerstrom

\'. Swenson, 105-115, 117+478.

_42 Morrison v. Lovejoy, 6—319(22-1); Bra

Zll \'- Moran, 8-236(205),' Butler \'. Paine,

8-32-4(284); Newman v. Springfield etc.

Co., 17—123(98); Kiefer v. Rogers, 19-32

(14); Iltis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-273, 41+

1040; Bitzer v. Campbell, 47-221, 49+691;

Kennedy v. Z\IcQuaid, 56-450, 58+35; In

galls v. Oberg, 70-102, 72+841; Dennis v.

, Pabst, B0-15. 32+978; Pierce v. Brennan.

88-50. 92+507; Hall v. Skahen, 101-460,

112+865; Guess v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-495,

116+1115.

43 Stensgaard v. St. P. etc. Co., 50-429,

52-(>910.

H Iverson v. Dubay, 39-325, 40+159.

45 Bruns v. Schreiber, 48-366, 51+120;

Iverson v. Dubay, 39-325, 40+159; Smith

v. Prior. 58-247, 59+1016; Mpls. etc. Co.

v. Cunningham. 59-325, 614-329; Traynor

v. Sielaif, 62-420, 64+915; Swank v. Bar

num. 63-447, 65+722; Porter v. Winona etc.

Co., 78-210. 80+965: Byard v. Palace C. H.

Co., 85-363, 884-998. See contra. as to

amendment before trial, Myrick v. Purcell,

99-457, 109+995.

*6 Daley v. Gates, 65 Vt. 591: Bruns r.

Schreibcr. 48-366, 51+120; Dougan v.

Turner. 51-330, 53-1650.

47 Smith v. Prior. 58-247, 59+1016.

45 Austin v. N. P. Ry., 34-473, 26+607.

See § 7537.

4“1IcOmber v. Balow. 40-388, 421-83.

5° Rees v. Storms, 101-381, 112+-419.
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810
ordinarily ask for an amendment rather than seek a remedy by appeal and

the trial court should freely grant such

7713. Conforming pleadings to pro

an application.51

of-Variance-—
pears that the variance between the pleadings and proof has not misled the

adverse party to his prejudice in maintaining his action or defence on the

merits the trial court, either upon the trial or thereafter, may order the plead

ings amended to conform to the proof

court may remand the case with direct1But a court has no power to grant an amendment of a com

dence which was scasonably objected to

leadings and without which the plaintiff

Where issues not formed by the pleadings are

amendment.‘is '

plaint after verdict to conform to evi

on the trial as inadmissible under the p

could not have recovered.M

s."

And in such a case the supreme

ons to the trial court to allow such an

tried by consent or without objection it is always proper for_the court to order

an amendment to conform the pleadings to the proof, but it is not necessary

to do so.55

The court cannot conform the pleadings to the proof where the

amendment would “substantially change

the claim or defence,” ‘° except

where issues outside the pleadings have been tried by consent or without ob

jection.
7714. After judgment-—The statute gives a trial court discretionary power

to amend pleadings after judgment," but it is a power to be cautiously exer

cised :“

debt.M An amendment of

Pleadings may be amended after judgment to conform to the proof.59

A complaint on a joint debt may be changed

to one on a joint and several

an insufficient statement for judgment by con

fession will not be allowed to the prejud

ice of third parties.M

7715. On motion for new tria -Aanswer, involving a complete change in the theory of the defence, has been held

proper, two amendments of the answer having been allowed on the trial."2 An

order allowing an amendment of an answer setting up the defence that the

obligation sued upon was joint has been held an abuse of discretion.“3

7716. After appeal and remand-—The district court has discretionary pow

er to grant an amendment raising new issues after a case has been
disposed of

on appeal to the supreme court and remanded, but it is a power to be sparmgl_\,'

and cautiously exercised.“
When an a

flirmance is of the trial court’s order

for judgment, it ordinaril\‘ amounts to a

q5!6Cordill v. Minn. El. Co., S9-442, 95+

. 0 .
52 Adams v. Castle, 64-505, 67+637; Cairn

cross v. McGrann, 37-130, 33-+548; Erick

son v. Bennet, 39-326, 40+157; Almieh v.

Downey, 45-460, 48+197: Dougan v. Tur

ner. 51-330. 53+650; Nichols v. Dedrick,

61-513, 63+1110; O’Gorman v. Sabin. 62

46, 6-‘H-84; St. Louis County v. Am. L. &

T. Co., 75-489, 78+113; Klein v. Funk, 82

3, 84+460; Forman v. Saunders. 92-369,

100+93; Maul v. Steele. 95-292. 104-+4;

Foster v. Gordon, 96-142, 104+765; Eng

lish v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 96-213, 104+S86;

Bnggs v. Rutherford, 94-23, 101+954;

Shaw v. Staight, 107-152, 119-+951.

58 Adams v. Castle, 64-505, 67+637-, First

Nat. Bank v. Strait, 71-69, 76, 73-l-645.

54 Guerin v. St. P. etc. Co., 44-20, 46+138.

See Mpls. etc. Co. v. Cunningham, 59-325,

61-l-329.

M Isaacson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 27-463, 81

600; Maul v. Steele, 95-292, 104-+4; Gracz

direction not to proceed to a deter

v. Anderson. 104-476, 478, 1164-1116; Red

Lake Fallsivi. Co. v. Thief River l_i‘alls,

109-52, 122+872. See Martini v. Christen

sen, 65-489, 67+1019.

W R. L. 1905 § 4157.
W Pfefferkorn v. Haywood, 65-429, 68+

68; Aultman v. O’Dowd, 73-58, 75+756;

Western L. Assn. v. Thompson, 79-423,

82+6T7; State v. Dist. Ct., 91-161, 97+581;

Church v. Odell, 100-98, 110+346.

58 North v. Webster, 36-99, 30+429?

Lamm v. Armstrong, 95-434, 1044-304.

W See § 7713.

M-‘ Pfetferkorn v. Haywood, 65-429, 68+68.
‘*1 Wells v. Gieseke, 27-478, 8+380; Aue1'

bach v. Gieseke, 40-258, 41+946.
"2 Wasser v. Western etc. Co.,

107+160."3 Hoatson v. McDonald, 97-201, 106+31l

N Burke v. Baldwin, 54-514, 56+-173;
Reeves v. Cress, 80-466, 83+443; Cool V

Kelly. 85-359, 88+988; Winona v. MIDI]

etc. Co., 29-es, 11+22s.

97-460,
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mination, as ill case of reversal on appeal, but to enter the judgment affirnled.

After such afiirmance amendments to the pleading which involve a new trial

should not be allowed, except possibly in extraordinary cases, and then only

when the proposed amendment sets forth, clearly and distinctly, a basis for

relief which has not before been presented for judicial determination.05

7717. In supreme court—The supreme court will rarely allow a pleading

to be amended on appeal, especially if it will necessitate a remand of the case

for the trial of new issues.“

CONSTRUCTION

7718. As affected by time—The degree of strictness with which pleadings

are to be construed depends upon the time and mode of objection to their

sutliciency. A pleading which would be bad on demurrer may be good on a

motion to make more definite and certain, and a pleading which would be

bad on den1urrer may be good on motion for dismissal, in arrest of judgment,

or on appeal.61

7719. Liberal construction—Statute—The statute requires that pleadings

shall be liberally construed, in determining their sufficiency, with a view to

substantial justice between‘ the parties.‘m This is in accordance with the

modern tendency to subordinate the adjective or remedial law to the substantive

lau-2°” Hair-splitting in the construction of pleadings is no longer permis

siblef0

7720. Ordinary sense of words—Words are to be construed in their or

dinary, popular sense, unless they are obviously used in a technical sense."1

7721. As a whole—.»\ pleading is to be construed as a whole and according

to its general tenor.72

7722. Specific allegations prevail over g'eneral—If general and specific

allegations or denials in the same pleading are inconsistent the latter control.”

Specific allegations cannot be aided by general allegations." Where a general

result or fact is alleged and also the specific facts by which such general result

is reached the latter control and if insufiicient to support the general result

the pleading is bad.“ _ _

7723. Against the pleader—The common-law rule that a pleadmg is always

to be taken most strongly against the Hpleader occasionally crops up in our

cases; '“‘ but it is to be applied, if at 1,’1 in subordmatwn to. the general

statutory rule of liberal construction.18 It certainly has no application when

a pleading is first attacked on the trial or on appeal."

"5 Todd v. Bcttingen, 102-260, 113+906.

6" State v. G. N. Ry., 106-303, 336, 119+

202 (application of state for an amend

ment to enable it to recover :1 penalty un

der R. L. 1905 § 1009 denied).

"7 Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 51,

59+-822.

"8 R. L. 1905 § 4143; Hoag v. Melldenllall,

19-335(28_9, 291); Johnson v. Robinson,

20-189(169); State \'. Cooley. 58-514, 520,

60+33S; Moon v. Allen. 82-89, 95. 84+654;

§edner v. N. Y. F. Ins. Co., 92-306, 99+

86.

69 Sec Rees v. Storms. 101-381. 112+419.

87" Rcdncr v. N. Y. 1". Ins. Co.. 92-306, 99+

36.

'71 Starkey v. Minneapolis. 19—203(166).

73 llanscom v. Herrick, 21-9; Merrill v.

Dearing, 22-376; Stein v. Passmore, 25

256, 258; Barkey \'. Johnson, 90-33, 95+

83.

"1 Gowan v. Bensel, 53-46, 54+934; Perry

v. Reynolds, 40-499, 42+471; Horn v. But

ler, 39-515, 40+833; Martin County Bank

v. Day, 73-195,’ 198, 75+1115; Yo_rks v.

Mooberg, 84-502, 87-+1115. See Fitzpat

rick v. Simonson, 86-140, 90+378; Hayes

v. St. Louis '1‘. Co., 137 Fed. 80.

H Coe v. Ware, 40-404, 42+205; Parker

v. Jewett, 52-514, 55+56.

"'5 Carlson v. Presby. Board, 67-436, 70+

3; Casey v. McIntyre, 45-526, 48+402;

Dana v. Porter, 14-478(355); State v.

Ring, 29-78, 81, 11-+233; Moon v. Allen,

32-89, 93, 84+654. _

1° Derby v. Gallup, 5-—119(85, 96); Irvine

v. Irvine, 5-61(44); Wagner v. Fmnegan,

54-251, 254, 55+1129. _

11 See Casey v. Am. B. Co., 90-11, 103+

623.

78 See § 7719.

H1See §§ 7725, 7726.
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7724. On demurrer-On a demurrer a pleading is to be liberally construed.

It is sufiicient if the facts appear substantially, however inart1fic1ally they may

be stated. Not only the facts stated, but also such as may fairly and reason

ably be inferred from the allegations, must be assumed to be true.“_ W hen

a complaint presents two apparent theories of plaintiffs cause of action, one

sufficiently pleaded and the other insufliciently, the court will adopt the theory

that will sustain the action rather than the one which would defeat it."'

7725. On the trial-—Arrest of judgment—The rules for the construction of

pleadings on a motion for dismissal," on a motion for judgment on the

pleadings,“ when objection is made to the admission of evidence,“ and on

a motion in arrest of judgment 5‘ are stated elsewhere.

7726. On appeal-When the sulficiency of a pleading is . _
intendment is indulged in its support.

first time on appeal every reasonable

It is more liberally construed than on demurrer.

questioned for the

It will be sustained if the

essential facts of a cause of action or defence can be reasonably inferred from

the allegations.“

Even a conclusion of law may
be sustained, if, by any

reasonable intendment, it can be held to contain an inference of a necessary

fact."

will be followed on appeal.88

A construction of the pleadings adoptedI by the parties on the trial

7727. Aider by answer-\\'hen objection to the sufliciency of a complaint

is made on the trial, or in arrest of judgment, or on appeal, the objection Wlll

be overruled if the deficiencies of the complaint are made good by the answer.

If essential facts omitted from the complaint are alleged or admitted in the

answer the defect is cured.

The complaint is said to be “aided” by the an

swer.” But a party cannot rely on allegations in his adversary’s pleadings ‘£0

make out his cause of action or defence

tions in issue by denials.“°

 

and at the same time put such allega

An admission, in an answer, of a cause of action

*0 Warren v. King, 96-190, 10-H816;

(Jharnber of Com. v. Wells, 96-492, 105+

1124; Golbroth v. Flick, 90-489, 97+375;

Casey v. Am. B. Co., 95-11, 103-I-623; Moon

v. Allen, 82-89, 95, s4+c54; Mastad v.

Swedish Brethren, 83-40, 44, 85+913; Du

gan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-544, 42-+538;

Chamberlain v. Tiner, 31-371, 181-97;

lloag v. Mcndcnhall, 19-335(289); Weasel

\'. Weasel, 106-66, 118+157; Vukelis v.

Virginia L. Co., 107-68, 119+509; Bran

ton v. McLaughlin, 109-244, 123+808;

.\-[artin v. G. N. Ry., 12-H825.

81 Casey \-'. Am. B. Co., 95-11, 103+623.

*2 See § 7684.

53 See § ‘T694.

54 See § 7637.

35 See § 4988.
S6 Smith v. Dcnnett, 15-81(59); Piper v.

Johnston, 12-60(27)‘, Holmes v. Campbell,

12—221(1-11); McArdle v. McArd1e, 12-98

(53); Hurd v. Simontou, 10-423(340);

Drake v. Barton, 18—462(-114); Spencer v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 21-362; Cochrane v. Quack

cnbush, 29-376, 13+154; Solomon v. Vin

son, 31-205, 17+340; Frankoviz v. Smith,

34-403, 26+225; Trebby v. Simmons, 38

508, 38+693; Dorr v. McDonald, 43-458,

45+864; Brombcrg v. Minn. F. Assn., 45

318, 47+9'|'5; Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58

39. 51, 59+822; Campbell v. Worman, 58

561, 60+-668; Northern T. Co. v. Markell,

61-271, 63+735; Mpls. etc. By. v. Home

1115. Co., 64-61, 66+l32; Trustees v. Nes

bitt, 65-17, 67+652; Bendikson v. G. N.

Ry., 80-332, 83+19-1; Slater v. Olson, 83

35, 85+825; Miller v. Ganser, 87-345, 92+

3; Peach v. Reed, 87-375, 380, 92+22E!;

Halvorsen v. Orinoco M. Co., 89-470, 90+

320; Norton v. Wilkes, 93-411, 101+619;
Kubesh v. Hanson, 93-259, 101+73; Carey

v. Switchr.ncn’s Union, 98-28, l07+129;

Vance v. G. N. Ry., 106-172, 118+674;

Christiansen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-341, 120+

300; Larson v. G. N. Ry., 108-519, 121+

121.

*7 Seibert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-39, 51, 59%

S22.
88 Keyes v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-290,330+

SSS; Fritz v. McGill, 31-536, 1S+m3;

Pctcler v. N. W. etc. Co., 60-127, 61+1024
"9 Bennett v. Phelps, 12—326(216); Shar

tlc v. Minneapolis, 17-308(284); Rollms

v. St. Paul L. Co., 21-5; Gibbons v. Thomp

son, 21-398; Warner v. Lockerby, 28-28,

8+879; Lesher \-'. Getman, 30-321, 15+309;
Hedderly v. Downs, 31-183, 17+2T4; M6‘

Mahon v. Merrick, 33-262, 22+5-13; Mop

son v. St. 1?. etc. Ry., 34-269, 25+59u;

Erickson v. Fisher, 51-300, 304, 53+638;
Ritchie v. Ege, 58-291, 59+1020; Nixon v

Reeves, 65-159, 67+9S9.

0" Mosness v. German-Am. Ins. Co., 50

341, 52+932.
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in favor of the plaintiff, wholly different from that alleged in the complaint,.

does not entitle the plaintiff to a recovery under such complaint.”

7728. Aider by reply-A defective answer may be aided by a reply.92

7729. Aider by verdict—Where there is any defect, imperfection, or omis

sion in any pleading, whether in substance or form, which would have been

a fatal objection upon demurrer, yet, if the issue joined is such as necessarily

required, on the trial, proof of the facts so defectively or imperfectly stated or

omitted, and without which it is not to be presumed that either the judge

would direct the jury to give or the jury would have given the verdict such

defect, imperfection, or omission is cured by the verdict."3

OBJECTIONS ON APPEAL

7730. In genera1—It is the general rule, subject only to the exceptions

stated in sections 7731, 7732, that a pleading cannot be attacked for the first

time on appea J“

7731. Want of jurisdiction of subject-matter—The objection that a plead

ing sets forth a subject-matter of which the court has not jurisdiction is never

waived and may be raised by either party for the first time on appea .“

7732. Failure to state cause of action—In this state the objection that a

complaint does not state facts sufiicient to constitute a cause of action may he

raised for the first time on appeal.“ This is an exception to the general rule

that the supreme court will only consider questions already passed upon by

the lower court. It is apparently authorized by statute ‘'7 in this state, but

independent of statute the supreme court undoubtedly has authority, by virtue

of its general supervisory jurisdiction, to set aside a judgment which is not

based on any actionable wrong." The objection may be raised in the supreme

court though the judgment was rendered on default and no application to set

it aside has been made below.” Though the right exists to set aside a judg-

ment on appeal because of the insufficiency of the complaint it is rarely

exercised. An objection to a pleading for insufficiency raised for the first

time in the supreme court will be overruled if the defect is of such a nature

that it might have been remedied by an amendment on the trial if the attention

of the trial court and the adverse party had been called to it by a timely and

specific objection; 1 or if the omission of essential allegations has been cured

by answer,2 reply,S verdict,‘ or the reception of evidence without objection; "'

55+597 (as to rule on appeal from justice

court).

0" Stratton v. Allen, 7—502(409); Lee v.

Emery, 10-187(151); McArdle v. Mc

Ardle, 12-98(53); Holmes v. Campbell,

1'2—221(141).

"7 R. L. 1905 § 4129.

98 Slacum v. Pomeroy, 6 (franch (U. S.)

‘" Brandt v. Shepard, 39-454, 40+521.

"2 Pye v. Bakke, 54-107, 110, 55+904.

031 Williams’ Saunders, 227. 228; Coit

\'. Waples, l—134(110); Daniels v. Wins

l0W. 2—113(93); Lee \'. Emery, 10-187

(151); Hurd v. Simonton, 10-423(340);

Chesterson v. Munson, 27-498, 8+-593;

Christiansen v. (‘hi. etc. Ry., 107-341, 120+

300; VVeieherding \'. Krucger, 109-461, 221; Tea] \'. Walker, 111 U. S. 242;

124-+225. Maher v. Ashmead, 30 Pa. St. 34-1. V

‘"1-lorvlaud v. Fuller, 8-50(30); Holmes W Smith v. Dennett. l5-tv‘l(59); .\orth

ern T. Co. v. Markell, 61-271, 63+T.'l5."- Campbell. 12-221(141); Lowry v. Har- _

lllartz v. St. Paul etc. R_v.. 21-358,ris, 12-255(166); Cock v. Van Etten, 12

522(43l); Taylor v. Parker, 17—469(447);

Reed v. Pixley, 25-482. See §§ 7646-7670.

95 Ames v. Boland, 1—305(268); Stratton

\'. _Allen, 7-502(409); Hagemeyer V.

Wnght County, 71-42, 73+628. See Lee v.

Parrett, 25-128; Anderson v. Hanson, 28

400, l0+429; Wrolson v. Anderson. 53-508,

Spencer v. St. Paul etc. Ry., 21-362; Wam

pach \'. St. Paul etc. Ry., 21-364; l\‘lt"I‘I‘H1l'll

v. Pine City L. Co.. 23-31-l. See Dunncll,

Minn. Pr. § 1829.

2See § 7727.

-‘See § 7728.

4 See § 7729.

-1 Sec § 7675.
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or if it can be sustained by the most liberal construction.“ I
a complaint cannot be questioned for the first time on appeal in the absence

of a record containing all the evidence, except on appeal from a default judg

ment."
FILING

7733. Necessity-—The statute requires all pleadings to be f.i1ed.\vith'tlie

clerk on or before the second day of the term at which the action is noticed

for trial, and if they are not filed as required the court may continue t c

action or strike it from the calendar.8 It is unnecessary to file pleadings in

a case not noticed for trial.’ The clerk has no discretion in the matter. e

cannot refuse to '11s hbelous mat
file a pleading on the ground that it conta1

ter.“’ _/ T

PLEAS-See (‘riminal Law, 2442.

PLEDGE

Cross-References

4, 1035, 1042; Carriers, 1308, 1311, 1322;
1538; Corporations, 2063; Execution, 3509;

Chattel Mort

See Bills and Notes, 978, 103

Suretyslup,

gages, 1424; Conflict of Laws,

9106; Usury, 9990.

7734. Definitio

for :i debt or other obligation.

7735. Nature and object o

n-A pledge is a bailment of personal property as security

11

t pledge—-The primary object of a pledge i

if for the money a
put it into the power of the pledges to reimburse hirnse ‘ _
vanced when it becomes due and remains unpaid. ‘he contract carries Willll

it an implication that the security shall be made eifectual to discharge the

obligation." The baihnent is for the benefit of both parties."
In the ordinary case of notes deposited as collat

7736. What constituteseral security for a debt they are regarded in the light of a pledge, and the

parties sustain the relation of pledgor and pledgee.“ Whether the discount

ing of a bill or note with the general indorsement of the holder is a sale Of

the paper, or a loan to the holder, secured by the paper and indorsement RS

collateral, is ordinarily a question of fact.“ A contract has been construed

as an assigiuneiit of a lease of realty as collateral security for the payment Of

a note.“ A deposit in a bank has been held to constitute collateral security

for money loaned.“
7737. The contract-By agreement the parties may vary their common-law

powers and duties with respect ‘to the pledge.“ After the contract is made,

neither party can, by anything he alone may do, vary the powers and duties

attaching to the relation.“ (‘uses are cited below involving the construction

of particular conti--acts.“

sto

"See § 7726.

T Peach v. Reed, 87-375, 9

v. Rea, 63
15 Becker’s Invest. Agency

Minn., 67459, 65+928; Stolze v. Bank of

2+229.
172, 69+813.

5R. L. 1905 § 4121.9Young r. Young, 18-90(72). 1" Penney v. Lynn, 58-371, 59+-1043~
W Nixon r. Dispatch P. (‘o., 101-309, 112% 1" Fidelity etc. Assn. v. Germania B8-ilk,

74-154, 764-968. ~- Cooper

H Century Diet. See Note, 49 Am. Dec. "5 Goldsmidt v. Trustees, 25-202,

v. Simpson, 41-46, 42+601. 42-210. 44+
730', 32 Am. St. Rep. 711.12 Lambcrton r. Windom. 12—232(151, 1" Mpls. etc. Co. v. Betcber.

156); \Vhite v. Phelps, 14-27 (21. 23). Cooper v. Simpson. 41-46, 49, 42+601

13 Ware v. Squyer. 81-388, 8-H126. 9° "an Dusen v. Piper7 42-43, 43+634?

:4 C-astiier \'. Austin, 2-44(32). See First Newton v. Van Dusen. 47-437, 50+820',

1\at. Bank \'. Buclian, 79-322, 82+6-11. Second Nat. Bank v. Spmat, 55-14, 56*

258.
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7738. Consideration-—If a third party, without any consideration personal

to.h.imself, gives his note to a creditor as collateral to the mere naked debt of

another, without any circumstance of advantage to the debtor, or disadvantage

to the creditor, the note is without consideration. A renewal of such note,

unless there is some consideration to support it, other than the mere surrender

of the original note, is also without consideration.21

7739. Who may pledge pi-operty—A warehouseman may pledge his prop

erty by issuing his own warehouse receipt.22 A factor cannot pledge property

consigned to him.“ A building and loan association may loan on pledges."

7740. Delivery and possession of property—Possession by the pledgee is

necessary to the existence and continuance of a pledge." The possession need

not be actual. The delivery of a recognized symbol of title, such as a bill of

lading or warehouse receipt, which serves to put the pledgee in the control

and constructive possession of the property, is sufficient.26 Possession by the

pledgor as agent of the pledgee may even be sufficient.27 If a pledgee takes

possession before the liens of creditors attach his rights are superior to theirs.

though he did not take possession until after the contract of pledge.28 A per

fected pledge has been held not avoided or terminated by a nominal consign

ment of the property to the pledgor upon a shipment.29 A delivery, good for

the purpose of a sale, is good for the purpose of a pledge.“0 The delivery and

receipt need not be manual. No formal delivery is necessary. It is enough

if the property being present, it is committed by the pledgor to the exclusive

control and charge of the pledgee.‘31
A contract of pledge becomes executed

only by specifying the goods to which it is to attach—by the appropriation of

the specific goods to the contract.“2 When the pledgor is a warehonseman, the

public has notice from that fact that the title and legal possession of property

in his warehouse may be in others, though the actual physical possession is

in himself. And where the property is a part of a larger mass of the same

kind and quality, as wheat in an elevator, separation or segregation from the

uniform mass is unnecessary to constitute an appropriation of the property to

the contract. The pledgee becomes tenant in common with the other owners.“

7741. Effect on title—The general property in the thing pledged remains

in the pledgor. But the pledgee has something more than a mere hen; he

has a special property.“ Mere default does not change the title; the pledgee

has not a clefeasible title becoming absolute at law by default in the perform

ance of the prescribed condition.""1 The assignment by the vendor of an ex

‘254; Watson v. Smith, 60-206, 62+265;

Winston v. Hart, 65-439, 687-72; North

Star H. F. Co. v. Rinkey, 92-S0, 99+-429.

11 Tui'le v. Sargent, 63-211. 65+3-19; West

Coast Co. v. Bradley, 127+6.

22 Nat. Ex. Bank v. Wilder, 34-149, 24+

699; Fishback v. Van Dnscn, 33-111. 122,

221-244.

223 Baxter v. Sherman, 73-434. 439, 76+

11.

Bank v. First Nat. Bank, 89-98, 116, 94+

218.

BT Cooley v. Minn. T. Ry., 53-327, 333,

55+-141.

'-’9 Prouty v. Barlow, 74-130, 76+946.

29 Cooley v. Minn. T. Ry., 53-327, 55+

141.

3" Nat. Ex. Bank v. Wilder, 34-149, 156,

24+699. See Freiberg v. Steenbock, 54

509, 56+175.

24 State \‘. Am. S. & L. .»\.ssii.. 64-349,

67-l-1.

'-'5 Combs \'. Tuchelt. 24-423; Nat. Ex.

Bank v. Wilder, 34-149. 24-699: Mahoney

v. Hale, 66-463, 69+334.

2“ Nat. Ex. Bank v. “'il4la.-r. 34-149, 2-1+

699; Eggers v. Nat. Bank of Com., 40

182. 41+971; Ratzer v. Bnrlingtoil etc. Ry.,

64-245, 66+988. See Bank of Litchfield \".
Elliott, S3-469, 86+454; S\\'(-Ilisli-.»\|n. Nat.

31 Combs v. Tnchelt, 24-423.

31]-‘ishhack \'. Van Duscn. 33-111, 122,

22+244; Nat. Ex. Bank v. Wilder, 34-149,

156. 24+699.

-13 Nat. Ex. Bank v. Wilder, 34-149, 150,

24+699.

~'H White v. Phelps, 14-27(21) ; Van Eman

v. Stanchlield, 13—75(70, 75); Norton v.

Baxter, -11-146, 42+865; Hershey v. Welch,

96-145. 104+82l.

35 Norton v. Baxter, 41-146, 42+865.

Illl

 



 

property to the extent of the debt secured, not exceeding the purchase money

unpaid on the contract.36
7742. Pledgee a bona fide purchaser--An indorsee of negotiable paper

before maturity, as collateral security for a debt then contracted, is a bona

fide purchaser; but if, in an action against the maker, the latter shows a good

defence as to the pledgor, the recovery against him should be limited to the

amount of the principal debt for which the collateral security is held.“

7743. Tender-—Discharge of lien—-A tender after maturity has been held

to satisfy the debt and to discharge the lien of the pledgee."
7744. Assignment by pledgee-—'l‘he lien of the pledgee is not a distinct

right of property capable of being transferred or assigned. A pledged note

cannot be assigned by the pledgee without assigning the debt for which it

7745. Pledge of corporate stock-—'l‘he pledgee may sue in his own name

to protect his interests as a pledgee and need not act through the corporation.‘0

Ordinarily the pledgee does not become a stockholder and the pledgor does

not cease to be one.H The pledgee is entitled to have the stock transferred

on the stock books,‘2 and if he has the stock registered in his name absolutely

he renders himself liable as a stockholder.“ Where the pledgee of stock put

it out of his control, by canceling the certificates and reissuing the stock to

a third party to hold as security for the completion or consummation of an

other and different contract, without the pledgor’s consent, it was held that he

was guilty of conversion. The pledgee had an option to purchase the stock at

a specified price. It was held that he might elect to consider the conversion

as an exercise of the option, and to sue to recover such price.“ A person Who

holds the legal title to stock of a corporation, which has been pledged to a

bank as collateral security for a loan, and Who is able to get possession of the

stock certificate at any time upon payment of the loan, may make a valid sale

of_the stock.‘5 A finding of conversion by the pledgee held not justified by the

evidence.“ '
it 1746. Use of property-A pledges of wearing apparel has no right to use

7747. Negligence of p1edgee—A creditor to whom negotiable paper is

pledged as security for a debt is required to exercise due diligence to preserve

the debt pledged from being lost by reason of the insolvency of the maker of

the paper.‘8 In the absence of express agreement the pledgee is only require

to c.\'ei-cise ordinary care to preserve the property. Loss or depreciation of the

property through the negligence of the pledgec does not operate to extingilish~

pro tanto, the debt secured." The position of the pledgee is one of trust

Thc rcoreditor 1S'I‘€q1ll1'8(l at his peril to deal fairly and justly with the prop

erty.“ An action for the value of a collateral note lost by the pledgee has

3“ Lamm v. Armstrong 95-434, 104+304. 4* I‘ la ~ B b 6"—364 68%-42-11 St. Paul Nat. Bank’v. Cannon, 4i6—95. 1:» Hl:i'lslileiy\\'. \iizrei:ii,"96i145,’ioi+s2i.

48+526. -"1 Wimlliiini (‘0 n B ilk Y OYGOP

‘:8 Norton v. Baxter, 41-146, -/l2+865. man. 66~361. 69+‘l$1t7): S‘ a

-:1 \éap]E_rnan v. Stanchfield, 13-75(70). -I’-' Scott \‘. ‘Reed, 83-203, 85+1012
H vrtnruivilp V.vC€J.Y_lfie'li1, 26:43, 1+261. _ *-" L-aiiibcrtori v. Windom, l2—232(151)§

661i 6,é3ii an \. Dickinson Co., 63-405. 60+ :_d., 12-226 (-155); Spencer v. Plano Mfg

“, _ . Y _ 10., 7.- .,si+5as.
82- I;;<iol;(7‘t i\at. Bank v. City Bank. 354- 49 Cooper \'. Simpson, 41-46. 4Z+601?

“El H-m::;m-. Y can U 6 _ Mpls. etc. (‘o. v. Betcher, 42--210Y 44't54

106‘) . o , 6--181. 69+610. See Note. 83 Am. St. Rep. 392.
-- 50 \Vlnte \'. Phelps, 14—2T(2l. 33)- See
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been defeated by the insolvency of the makers of the note.“ A pledgee must

use ordinary care against theft, and the burden is on him to show such care

in an action against him by the pledgor for conversion.62 It is the duty of the

pledgee to keep control of the property so that at any time the pledgor pays

the debt the pledgee will be ready to restore the property; and if he does not

so keep it, but puts it beyond his control, he is guilty of conversion.“ Evi

dence held not to show any misapplication or diversion of collaterals.‘H

7748. Conversion by pledgee-—-Cases are cited below involving a conversion

of the property by the pledgee.“

7749. Pledgee may resort to other remedies—The holder of collateral

security is not confined to such security, but may make his debt out of any

of the debtor’s unexempt property, unless special facts are shown rendering it

inequitable to permit him to do so.“6

7750. Action by pledgee for debt pledged—A pledgee may sue in his own

name on a note payable to order, though not indorsed to him." In case of a.

debt pledged, the pledgee may receive payment of the debt, and sue for it."

7751. Sale of property to satisfy debt—N0tice—Upon default by the

pledgor the pledgee is authorized to sell the property to satisfy the debt without

an order of court,” but an order of court may be obtained."0 An exception

to the general rule is made in the case of commercial paper, and it cannot be

sold without an order of court.61 A pledgee cannot sell without reasonable

notice to the pledgor to redeem, and of the time and place of sale.“2 In the

absence of express agreement the pledgee is not required to sell within any

particular time. The pledgor cannot make it the duty of the pledgee to sell

by merely requesting or directing him to do so subject to the contract of

pledge. But the contract may make it his duty to sell within a specified time."

A contract has been held to authorize a sale of a note and mortgage.64 A

merely colorablc or pretended sale does not affect the rights of the pledgor,

except as against a bona fide purchaser.“ The pledgee is required to use

reasonable diligence to secure the best possible returns from the sale.“ A

purchaser of notes from a pledgee, with notice that they were held in pledge,

is not protected by the fact that the pledgor, at the time of the pledge, 1n

dorsed them in blank.‘W .

7752. Rights of purchaser from pledgor—If a tender by a pledgor .1s re

fused without sufiicient reason the pledgee loses his right to retam the pledge,

as against one who has, subsequent to the making of the pledge, acquired rights

in the property, though the pledgor did not keep his tender good. A merely

colorable and pretended sale of pledged property by the pledgee does not

Merchants Nat. Bank v. Allemania Bank,

71-477, 74+20.'-3.

M'lStpencer v. Plano Mfg. Co., 79-35, 81+

538.

M Ware v. Squyer, 81-388, 84+126.

5“ Upham v. Barbour, 65-364, 68+42.

‘*4 Mahoney v. Barber, 67-308, 69+886.

55 Upham \'. Barbour, 65-364, 684-42;

Windham County S. Bank v. O’G0rma.n,

66-361. 69+317; Mahoney v. Barber, 67

308, 69+-Q86; Merchants Nat. Bank v. Al

lemanin. Bank. 71-477, 74+203; Scott v.

Reed, as-203, a5+1o12.

5“ Spooner v. Travelers Ins. Co., 76-311,

79+305.

:1 White v. Phelps, 14-21(21).

" Goldsmirit \-'. Trustees, 2-"-202, 205.

I]—52

 
 

H White v. Phelps, 14-27(21); Goldsmidt

v. Trustees, 25-202.

"0 Cleghoru v. Minn. etc. Co., 57-341, 59+

320.

"1 Cleghorn v. Minn. etc. 00., 57-341, _59+

320; White v. Phelps, 14-27(21); Swedish

Am. Nat. Bank v. Davis, 64-250, 66+986.

62 Goldsmidt v. Trustees, 25-202; White

v. Phelps, 14-27(21, 23).

63 Cooper v. Simpson, 41-46, 42+601;

Mpls. etc. Co. v. Beteher, 42-210, 44-+5.

64 VVatson v. Smith, 60-206, 62+265.

65 Norton v. Baxter, 41-146, 42+865.

W Second Nat. Bank v. Sproat. 55-14,

.-'6+254.

)"‘IGol1lsmidt \'. Trustees, 25-202.
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818 at one not standing in the posi

affect the rights of the pledgor as again

a bona fide purchaser.‘-"‘i

tion of

/

PLUMBERS--See Constitutional Law, 1610.

POINTING-—See note 69.POINTS AND AUTHORITIES--See Appeal and Error, 35 ;

preme Court, 9074.

POISONS

7753. Negligence in sale-Labeling-A druggist has been held liable for

the negligence of his clerk in selling a. poison without a label, causmg the

death of the purchaser.7°

POLICEMEN-See Municipal Corporations, 6589

POLICE POWER—See Constitutional Law, 1603-1611.

POLITICAL POWERS-—See Constitutional

POLLING JURY-—See Criminal ;

POOL ROOMS—-See Constitutional

POOR—-See Paupers.

POPULATION-—See Evidence, 3457.POSSESSION-See Adverse Possession; Ejectment, 2872; Notice, 7232;

Property, 7856; Vendor and Purchaser, 10075.

POSSESSION AS NOTICE—See Vendor an

 

d Purchaser, 10075.

POST OFFICE

' placed in the post

7754. Withdrawal of mail byolfice, it passes out of the control of the sender and into that of the pe1'S<_JI1 to

whom it is addressed. The sender has no right to intercept or recall 113, or

direct its delivery to some other person,"_2 _ _A contract for the carriage of mail

7755. Contracts for carriage of mail. d a subcontractor is subyect to the

between a star route mail contractor an

approval of the Postmaster General.13

/

POSTPONEMENT—See Continuance.

POUNDMASTER’S SALE-—See Animals, 277.

POWER COUPLED WITH INTEREST--See Agency, 227.

68 Nprton v. Baxter, 41-146, 42+865. '12 Webster v. Penrod, 103-69, 73, 114+

6" Wilson v. N. W. etc. Assn., 53-470, 55+ 257. -626- T8 Gaines v. Trengrove, 77-349, 79+10-1::ro Osborne v. McMast-ers, 40-103, 41+543- (Postmaster General as umpire lietvveell

a ion7! Davidson v. Hanson, 87-211, 91%-1114, parties as to performantte-—<'/wt‘/el

contract by Postmaster General)

92+93.
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Cross-References

See Mortgages, 6307; Trusts; Wills.

7756. Definition—A power is an authority to do some act in relation to

lands, or the creation of estates therein, or of charges thereon, which the

owner granting or reserving such power might himself lawfully perform."

7757. Statutory regulation—The subject of powers is regulated exclusively

by statute. All powers not authorized by statute are abolished. The common

law rules on the subject are important only as aids in construction.75 While

the statute regulates powers, it does not create them." Our general statutes

relating to powers do not apply to a simple power of attorney to convey lands

in the name and for the benefit of another."

7758. How granted—A power may be granted by a suitable clause in a

conveyance of some estate in the lands to which the power relates, or by a

devise in a will.“

7759. General powers—Definition—A power is general when it authorizes

the alienation in fee, by means of a conveyance, will, or charge, of the lands

embraced in the power, to any alienee whatever."

7760. Beneficial powers—Definition—A general or special power is bene

ficial when no person other than the grantee has, by the terms of its creation,

any interest in its execution."0

7761. Powers in ti-ust—A general power is in trust when any person or

class of persons, other than the grantee of such power, is designated as en

titled to the proceeds, or any portion of the proceeds, or other benefits, to arise

from the alienation of the lands according to the power.81 A trust power does

not cease to be imperative when the grantee has the right to select any, and

exclude others, of the persons designated as the objects of the trust"-'

7762. When irrevocable—Every power, beneficial or in trust, is irrevocable,

unless an authority to revoke it is reserved or granted in the instrument

creating the power.“ . . .

7763. Absolute power of dispositi0n—Effect——Every power of disposition

is deemed absolute, by means of which the grantee is enabled, in his life time,

to dispose of the entire fee for his own benefit.“ The effect of granting such

a power is prescribed by statute.B5 _

7764. Excess of power in execution—Where there is a complete execution

Of a power, and something ex abundanti added, which is improper. the execu

tion is good, and only the excess void. But where there is not a complete

H R. L. 1905 § 3267; Carson v. Cochran,

52-67, 72, 53+1130.

7-" R. L. 1905 § 3266; Hershey v. Meeker

Co..Bank, 71-255, 265, 73+967; Ashton v.

G. N. Ry., 78-201, 203, so+ssa.

7° Webb v. Lewis, 45-285, 288, 47+803.

77 R. L. 1905 § 3325.

" R. L. 1905 § 3299; St. Paul T. Co. v.

Mintzer, 65-124, 131, 67+657.

7“ R-. L. 1905 § 3270; Hershey v. Meeker

(‘o. Bank, 71-255, 73+967.

*0 R. L. 1905 § 3272; Ness v. Davidson,

45-424, 426, 48+10; Hershey v. Meeker Co.

Bank, 71-255, 265, 73+967; Rogers v.

Clark, 104-198, 220, 116+739.

1“ R. L. 1905 § 3287; Ncss v. Davidson,

45-424, 48+10. See Smith v. Glover, 50

53, 68, 52+210.

8? R. L. 1905 § 3290; Atwater v. Russell,

49-57, 84, 51+629.

93 R. L. 1905 § 3301; Am. L. 8: T. CO. v.

Billings, 58-187, 190, 59+99B; Rogers v.

Clark, 104-198, 220. 116+739.

1“ R. L. 1905 § 3278; Hershey v. Meeker

(70. Bank, 71-255, 73+967; Ashton v. G. N.

Rv.. 78-201, 80+963.

£512. L. 1905 §§ 3274-3277; Hershey v-.

Meeker Co. Bank, 77-255. 73+967; Ashton

\'. G. N. Ry.. 78-201. 80+963; Rogers v.

Clark, 104-19s, 220, 116+739.
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execution of the power, and the boundaries between the excess and execution

are not distinguishable, the execution is bad.“ I7765. Defective execution——Equitab1e re1ie£—-If the e.\'_ecutlon of _a power

in trust is defective, its proper execution may be decreed in equity, in favor

of the person designated as the object of the trust.87 . '7766. Omission to recite power-In a conveyance under a power it is not

indispensable to recite the power or to refer to ' .38

POWERS OF ATTORNEY——See Agency, 170.PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION-—See Constitutional Law, 1579; Con

tracts, 1820; Evidence, 3405; Landlord and Tenant, 5388; Statutes, 8911,

8952; Taxation, 9136, 9177.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF-See Pleading, 7537, 7577.

PRECEDENTS—-See Stare Decisis.

PRE-EMP'1‘ION—-See Public Lands, 7919.
PREFERENCES-—See Bankruptcy, 743, 755; Insolvency, 4593.
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION——Sce Bail, 719 ; Criminal Law,

2428-2439.PRELIMINARY IN]UNCTIONS——See Injunctions.

PREMEDITATED—See Homicide, 4228. _PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE——See Evidence, 3473 ; Negll

gence, 7047; Trial, 9788.
PRESCRIPTION-See Limitation of Actions; Nuisance, 7256; Roads,

8446; Waters, 10156, 10184, 10193.

PRESENTS——See Gifts.
PRESERVATIVES——See Adulteration, 100; Food, 3781. _
PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE—-See Criminal Law, 2451; EVI

dence, 3437.
PRESUMPTIONS—See Appeal and Error, 368-383; Evidence, 3430';

Taxation, 9170; and other specific heads.

PREVAILING PARTY-—See Costs, 2206, 2228.

PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE-See Evidence, 3226.

PRIMARY ELECTION——See Elections, 2929.

PRIMARY EVIDENCE—See Evidence, 3263.

PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORY——See Criminal Law, 2415.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT-—See Agency.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY——See Suretyship.

PREMISES—See note 89. .PRESCRIPTIVE RIGHT—-A right or privilege appurtenant and incr

dent to realty, passing with the title thereto.°°

PRIOR—See note 91.

86 Thomas v. Joslin, 30-388, l5+675. See 89 State v. Bryant. 97-8, 105+974

R. L. 1905 § 3314. °°Kray v. Muggle, 84-90, 96, “+882,

81 R. L. 1905 § 3322; Babeock v. Collins, 1102.60—73,61+1020 M000 v. Caledonia etc. Ry., 27-197, 6+

sun. L.‘19(l5 '§ 3315; Babcoek v. 00111115, 621.

60-73, 81, 61+-I020; Ashton v. G. N. Ry.,

78-20]. 204, S0+963.
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7767. _Iai1er—Appointment and compensation—Provision is made by

statute for the appointment by the sherifi of jailers, matrons, night watchmen,

and assistants, and the fixing of their compensation by the judge of the dis

trict court.92

7768. Compensation for boarding prisoners-—The compensation allowed

to sheriffs for boarding prisoners is fixed by statute.”

PRIVATE IN]URY—See Indictment, 4399.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW—See Conflict of Laws.

PRIVATE PROSECUTOR—See Criminal Law, 2418.

PRIVATE WAYS—See Easements, 2857-2864.

PRIVILEGE—See note 94. .

PRIVILEGE AGAINST SELF-INCRIMINATION—See Witnesses,

10337.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS—See Libel and Slander; Wit

nesses.

PRIVILEGE FROM ARREST—See State, 8835.

PRIVILEGES—Sec Corporations, 2019.

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF CITIZENS--See Constitu

tional Law, 1695, 1699.

PRIVILEGIA FAVORABILIA—See note 95.

PRIVITY, PRIVIES—See Adverse Possession, 117; Judgments, 5173;

and note 96. ‘

PROBABLE CAUSE—See False Imprisonment; Malicious Prosecution.

PROBATE COURT

Cross-References

See Courts; Descent and Distribution; Exeoutors and Administrators; Judges; Wills.

IN GENERAL

7769. ]udge—Term—-Sa1ary—The constitution provides that the judge

shall be elected by the voters of the county for the term of two years." A

judge elected upon a vacancy holds for the full constitutional term of two years,

not merely for the unexpired portion of his predecessor’s term.“ ‘The election

of a judge provided for by the last clause of section 10 of article 6 of the

constitution, is one which becomes necessary by reason of the l1appen1ngof

a vacancy. The clause does not refer to or control elections of jiidgus which

2921?. L. 1905 § 5467; State v. McIntyre, "5 f‘ir2sg1I;)iv. etc. Ry. v. Pareher, 14-297

5-383 'ai]er de 111; of sherifE— ower of (22 , . ,jlldge i!(1J fixing dbmiiensation). P W Newman v. Home Ins. Co., 20-422 (378,

93 R. L. 1905 § 5472; Laws 1909 c. 192. 386); Sher1n v. Brackett, 36-152, 30+551;

See Bodkin v. Kerr, 97-301, 107+137 Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 96-91, 104-+1149,

(agreement between sheriff and his wife 107-+740. _

for the latter to board prisoners—rights ‘J1 Const. art. 6 § 7. See, as to appoint

of creditors of sherifi‘). ment of judge by county board, State v.

9'1 Dike v. State, 38-366, 367, 38+-95; In- Falk, 89-269, 274, 94-+879.

ternational T. Co. v. Am. L. & T. Co.. 62- 95 Crowell v. Lambert, 9—283(267).

503, 651-78, 632. See Corporations,
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come on in the ordinary course of electing judges, and which would have been

held had no vacancy occurred.”

The salary of a probate judge is a charge

on the county, though he is a state officer.1

JURISDICTION

7770. In genera.1—The jurisdiction of probate courts is defined by the con

stitution.2

It is not a common-law or statutory jurisdiction.‘
It is expressly

limited and restricted to the estates of deceased persons and persons under

guardianship.‘

Within its sphere this jurisdiction is exclusive.
The con

stitution gives to probate courts the exclusive original jurisdiction over the

estates of deceased persons and persons under

guardianship, in the same man

ner and to the same extent that it gives to the district courts jurisdiction over5

civil cases in law and equity arising out of other matters of contract or tort.

When the construction of
a will is necessary to

the administration of the

estate of a decedent the probate court possesses exclusive original jurisdiction."

But while the jurisdiction of the probate court over the estates of decedent:

is exclusive, it is exclusive only for the purposes of administration. In de

termining the scope of administration proceedings reference must be had to

the law at the time of the adoption ofspecifies the general subject of the jurisdiction of the probate court without

defining its extent, which is left, under certain limitations, to be fired by

the constitution. The constitution

statute. The jurisdiction of the probate court to determine claims against

the estates of decedents is not exclusive except as provided by statute. Where

the claim is ex delicto the district court has jurisdiction.’
The legislatnrc

cannot enlarge or diminish the jurisdiction conferred by the constitution. but

it may regulate its exercise by prescribing modes of procedure to be folloyred

by the court in exercising it, including the process or proceedmgs by which

the jurisdiction shall attach to a particular estate.8

A probate court cannot

be interfered with in the exercise of its exclusive jurisdiction by an injunction

issued out of the district court.’

The powers of probate courts are not only

general but plenary in cases where they are authorized to act.

courts of limited jurisdiction in the ordinary sense of that term."

They are not

Their

W State v. Black, 22-336.

1 Steiner v. Sullivan, 74-498, 502, 77+236.

'-’Const. art. 6 § 7.

3State v. Probate Ct., 84-289, 292, 87+

783.

4Pete1‘son v. Vanderburgh, 77-218, 221,

79+828.

-" Paine v. First Div. etc. Ry., 14-65 (49) ;

State v. Ueland. 30-277, 15+245; Wiswell

v. Wiswell, 35-371, 29+166; Culver v.

Hardcnbergh, 37-225, 233, 33+792; Reiser

v. Gigrich, 59-368, 377, 61+30-, Boltz v.

Schutz. 61-444, 64+48; Luse v. Reed, 63-5,

11. 65+91; Brandes v. Carpenter, 68-388,

391, 71+402; Starkey v. Sweeney, 71-241,

2-14, 73+S59; O’Brieu v. Larson, 71-371,

373, 74+'l48; Betcher v. Betcher, 83-215,

218, 86+1-, Dnxbury v. Shanahan, 84-353,

S7+944: Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86

140, 147. 90+37S; Appleby v. Watkins. 95

455, 104+301; Hanson v. Nygaard, 105-30,

117+235; Wellner v. Eckstein, 105-444,

453. 11T+S30. Some cases have intimated

that there might be concurrent jurisdiction

in the probate and district courts over

some subjects. State v. Ueland, 30-277,

282, 15+245; Mousseau v. Monsseau, 40

236. 242. 41+977; Peterson v. Vander

hurgh, 77-218, 222, 79+828; Levi v

Longini, 82-324, 327, 84+1017, 86+333;

Duxbury v. Shanahan, 84-353. 355, 87+944;

McAlpine v. Kratka, 98-151, 155, 107+

961. See Appleby v. Watkins, 95-155. 463.

5 Appleby v. Watkins, 95-455, 104-+301.

T Comstock v. Matthews. 55

State v. Probate Ct.. _
See State v. Ueland, 30-277. 15+24o; FOW

man v. Hennepm County, 64-371, 374, 67+

207.

8 Culver v. Hardenbergh. 37-225, 232. 33+

792; Moussean v. Moussean, 40-236, 238,
41+977 ; Foreman \'. Hennepin County,

G4-371, 67+207. See State v. Ueland, 30'

29, 14+58." O’Brien v. Larson. 71-371, 373, 7-’i+1:i8:

1" Harrison v. Harrison, 67-520, 521. :0

802; Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140. 146.

90-l-378.
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jurisdiction is general, and as respects the subjects committed to them they

have all the powers that any court has.11 They have implied power to do

whatever is reasonably necessary to carry out the powers expressly conferred.H

7771. Of estates of decedents—'l‘he jurisdiction of the probate court over

the estates of decedents is for the purpose of administering them and includes

all matters pertaining to administration.“ Estates are settled and admin

istered by executors and adrninistrators under the jurisdiction, supervision

and control of the probate courts.“ To give rise to such jurisdiction there

must be a death and ownership of property by the decedent.15 In the exercise

of this jurisdiction probate courts are authorized to take charge of, preserve,

and distribute according to law the property of decedents; 1° to construe wills

whenever necessary for purposes of administration; 1" and to determine who

are creditors, legatees, devisees, and next of kin.is The theory of our statutes

governing the administration of estates of decedents, is that the rights and

claims of all persons interested in the estate of a decedent are to be determined,

in the first instance, by the probate court.‘n

7772. Court first acquiring jurisdiction has exclusive jurisdiction-It is

provided by statute that “jurisdiction acquired by a probate court shall pre

clude the subsequent exercise of jurisdiction by any other probate court over

the same matter, except as otherwise specially provided by law.” 2° The court

whose jurisdiction is first properly invoked has jurisdiction of the entire

estate of the decedent within the state regardless of county lines.21

7773. County in which administration should be had—The statute pre

scribes in what county administration should be had?2 It was designed to pre

vent conflict between the probate courts of the several counties.23 In the case

of a non-resident decedent administration must be had in a county where he

left property subject to administration, and this is so though the proceedings

are based on a will probated in another state.24 A right of action for the

death of a non-resident is an “asset” giving the court of the county where the

injury was inflicted jurisdiction.25

7774. Presumption of jurisdiction—Col1atera1 attack on orders and

judgments—The probate court is a court of superior jurisdiction and enjoys

the same presumptions of jurisdiction as superior courts of common-law

jurisdiction. Its orders, judgments, and decrees are presumed to be within

its jurisdiction, and are not subject to collateral attack for want of jurisdiction

not aflirmatively appearing on the face of the record.“ An exception to this

general rule is made by statute in relation to sales of realty.”

11Davis V. Hudson, 29-27, 35, 11+136;

McNamara v. Casserly, 61-335, 341, 63+

880; Buntiu v. Root, 66-454, 457, 69-l-330;

Harrison v. Harrison, 67-520, 521, 70+802.

12 State v. Ueland, 30-277, 15+245; Cul

ver v. Hardenbergh, 37-225, 233, 33+792;

Mousseau \'. Mousseau, 40-236, 41+977;

State v. Probate Ct., 66-246, 68+-1063;

Levi v. Longini, 82-324, 327, 234+1017, 86+

333; Betcher v. Betcher, 83-215, 218, 86+1;

Wellner v. Eckstein, 105-444, 454, 117+S30.

13 Mousseau v. Mousscau, 40-236, 41+97'/'.

7:;)Culver v. Hardenberg, 37-225, 233, 33+

1-" Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 146,

904-378.

1° State v. Probate Ct., 33-94. 95, 22+10;

étiousseau v. Mousseau, 40-236, 238, 41+

I7.

"State v. Ueland, 30-277, 15+245; Ap

pleby v. Watkins, 95—455, 1044-301.

18 Mousseau v. Mousseau, 40-236, 239, 41+

977.

1" Huntsman v. Hooper, 32-163, 20+127.

201?. L. 1905 § 3626.

21 Chadbourne v. Alden, 98-118, 121, 107+

148.

‘-"~' R. L. 1905 § 3627.

23 Culver v. Hardenbergh. 37-225, 233,

33+792. _

24 Putnam \'. Pitney. 45-242, 244, 47+

790; In re Southard, 48-37, 50+932.

35 Hutchins v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 44-5, 464-79.

26 Dayton v. Mintzer, 22-393; Davis \'.

Hudson, 29-27, 11+136; Culver v. Harden

bergh, 37-225, 230, 33+792; Curran \'.

Kuby. 37-330, 33+907; Menage v. Jones,

40-254, 255, 41+972; Stahl v. Mitchell, 41
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7775. Continuous during administration-—'When the jurisdiction ot a

probate court once attaches to an estate it continues over the administration

until it is closed.“7776. No general equity jurisdiction—-The probate court is not invested

with general equity jurisdiction," but it possesses albthe powers, whether

legal or equitable, essential to the due exercise of the ]111‘1S(l1Ct10I1 conferred

by the constitution.307777. When jurisdiction attachesr—'1‘he jurisdiction of theprobate court

over the estate of a decedent attaches when its general Jurisdiction is invoked

by the presentation to the court of a p

to take.such action.31

roper petition by some person entitled

7778. Held to have jurisdiction-—To construe a will, whenever a construc

tion is necessary to the administration of the estate of a decedent; 5’ to naiaake

an election for an insane or incompetent person to take under a will; to

order paid out of the estate of an insane person the witness fees and attorney s

fees incurred in proceedings for his restoration to capacity,“ to compel all

accounting by an executor after his discharge, the estate not being fully ad

ministered;“ to render a

decree of heirship, as provided by Laws 1897

c. 157; " .to determine a claim to an estate on a contract by the decedent:t0

make a will in favor of the claimant;M to determine the claim of a third

party to a distributive share of an estate.“8
7779. Held not to have jurisdiction—To determine a controvei-sy between

person claimingan heir or devisee and a third

under him; 3“ to make partition

of realty after it has been assigned to those entitled to it;“’ of an action by

a representative to recover real or

personal property alleged to belong to the

estate, or to recover a debt owing to the estate;“ to determine a claim to

property under a deed from the decedent; “ to enforce specifically_a contract

for the conveyance of realty; *3 to determine that a party has no right to the

specific performance of a contract to convey made by the decedent; “ to order

a payment to be made to an executor in his individual capacity; 45 to declare

and enforce a trust arising from the purchase by a guardian of realty With

burn v. Van Steenwyk, 32-336, 354, 20+324;

Culver v. Hardenbergh, 37-225, 233, 33+

792; State v. Hunt, 88-404, 93+314

:4 Kelly v. Kelly, 72-19, 74+899.

325, 332, 431-385; Burrell v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

43-363, 364, 45+849; Logenfiel v. Richter,

60-49, rs1+s2c; Kurtz v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

01-18, 22, 63+1; McNamara. v. Casserly, 61

335, 340, 63+880; State v. Kilbourne, 68

320, 322, 71+396; Fitzpatrick v. Simonson,

86-140, 90+378; Hadley v. Bonrdeaux, 90

177, 95+1109; Aho v. Republic 1. & S. 00.,

104-322, 11(‘>+590; Hanson v. Nygaard,

105-30, 32, 117+235. See 22 Harv. L. Rev.

442.

H R. L. 1905 § 3774; Kurtz v. St. P. 85

D. Ry., 61-18, 22, 63+1; Cater v. Steeves,

95-225, 103+885.

28 Culver \'. Hardenbergh, 37-225, 33+

792; Rice v. Dickerman, 47-527, 529, 50+

698; Boltz v. Schutz. 61-444, 64+4S; Han

son v. Nygaard, 105-30, 117+235.

1'" State v. Probate Ct., 103-325, 115+-173.

2;; Peterson v. Vanderburgh, 77-218, 79+

8° _VVellner v. Eckstein, 105-444, 446, 454,

117+830.

31 Hanson v. Nygaard, 105-30, 117+235.

32 State v. Ueland, 30-277, 15+245; Ap

plcby v. Watkins, 95-455, 104+301.

33 State v. Ucland, 30-277, 15+245; Wash

85 Betcher v. Bet/cher, 83-215, 86+1.

“Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 90+

378.

1’-TKleeberg v. Schrader, 69-136, 72+59

39 Starkey v. Sweeney, 71-241, 734-859.

8° Farnham v. Thompson, 34-330, 336

26+9. See State v. Probate 00.. 33-94, 22-

10; Mousseau v. Mousseau, 40-236, 41+

977; Dobberstein v. Murphy, 44-526, 47+

171; In re Langevin, 45-429, 47-+1133;

Kleeberg v. Schrader. 69-136, 138, 72+-59;

Starkey v, Sweeney, 71-241, 73+859.

*0 Hurley v. Hamilton, 37-160, 33+912.

41 State v. Probate Ct., 33-94, 96, 22+10

42 Mousseau v. Mousseau, 40-236, 239, 41+

977.

411S'>vanburg v. Fosseen, 75-350, 364, 78:

4; Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 14!,

90+37S.

H Mousseau v. Mousseau. 40-236, 41+977.

-w Wrigley v. Watson, 81-251, 254, 83+

989.
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money of the ward, the guardian dying after the purchase;“ to compel a

representative to make a further accounting after final decree, such decree

being unreversed and unmodified; " of an action by distributees against per

sonal representatives for shares assigned to them by the court; “ of an action

for the recovery of realty; 4” of an action to recover the purchase price of land

belonging to minors sold by a guardian; 5° of an action to enforce and ad

minister a trust estate in realty; ‘“ of an action to determine and discharge

equitable mortgages and liens;"2 to approve the settlement of a claim for

death by wrongful act; “ to distribute money recovered by a representative

under the statute for death by wrongful act; “ to issue writs of habeas corpus.55

7780. Unorganized county attached to organized county—Where a

county “established,” but not organized, nor authorized to have a probate court,

is attached for judicial purposes to an “organized” county, the probate court

of the latter has jurisdiction over the former.“

RECORDS

7781. Books to be kept--Files-Entries—Evidence—'l‘he statute\pre

scribes certain books of record to be kept by probate courts.57 In making

entries it is unnecessary to use the seal of the court.“8 They may be made

by the clerk under the direction of the judge. They should be made promptly:

but a delay, even of years, is not fatal, at least if made during the term of

the judge." Letters of guardianship should be recorded in the “record of

letters,” and such record is competent evidence of the letters without the

production of the originals and without accounting for them.“ An order

granting or denying the application of a person under guardianship to be

restored to capacity should be recorded in the “record of orders.” Interlocu

tory orders, within the meaning of the statute, include orders appointing

representatives, orders for hearing on intermediate petitions, and the like.“

Files are on the same footing as entries in the minutes." The clerk may

authenticate and certify copies of the records.63

7782. Import verity—Co1latera1 attack—The probate court is a court of

record, and except as provided by R. L. 1905 § 3774,“ its records import

verity and are not subject to collateral attack for error or irregularity.“

PRACTICE

7783. Petition—Issues—-Pieadings—-In probate practice there_ are no

pleading? Proceedings are initiated by petition. The practice is informal

and largely in the control of the judge.“ All petitions relatmg to a particular

subject-matter may be heard and disposed of at once.07

40Bitzer v. Bobo, 39-1s, 384609. , 5» Davis v. Hudson, 29-21, 39, 11+136.

"State v. Probate Ct., 84-289, 87+783.

‘B Schmidt v. Stark, 61-91, 63+255; State

v. Probate Ct., 84-289, 294, 874-783.

49 Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 147,

90+378.

5° Peterson v. Baillif, 52-386, 541-185.

51Mayall v. Mayall, 63-511, 517, s5+942.

"2 State v. Probate Ct., 103-325, 115+173.

M Aho v. Republic I. & S. Co., 104-322,

116+590.

5* Mayer v. Mayer, 106-484, 119+217.

55 In re Lee. 1-6O(44).

*6 State v. Wilcox, 24-143.

31 R. L. 1905 § 3625.

I-8 Tidd v. Rines, 26-201, 207, 2+497.

60 Id.

01 State v. Probate Ct., 83-58, 85+917.

0‘-' Dayton v. Mintzer, 22-393.

03 Fitzpatrick v. Simonson, 86-140, 143.

90+37S.

‘H Kurtz v. St. P. & D. Ry., 61-18, 22,

63+1; Cater v. Steeves, 95-225, 103+885.

65 Dayton r. Mintzer, 22-393; Curran \'.

Kuby. 37-330, 331, 33+907; Logenfiel v.

Richter, 60-49, 51, 61+826; Kurtz v. St. P.

& D. Ry., 61-18, 22, 63+1. See § 5145.

0" R. L. 1905 § 3638.

1" Chadwick v. Dunham, 83-366, 368, 86+

351.
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7784. Vacation of orders and judgments—Amendrnent—A probate court

is authorized to vacate its orders, judgments, or decrees on the ground of

fraud, surprise, excusable inadvertence or neglect.‘5
A probate court has the

same power to correct, modify, or amend its records as a district court.” It

cannot modify or reverse its orders or judgments after the time to appeal there

from has expired.70

It cannot vacate its orders or judgments after the sub

ject-matter has passed beyond its jurisdiction.71

The probate of a will cannot

be vacated for failure to appoint a guardian for minors interested in the

estate.TL

APPEAL TO DISTRICT COURT

7785. Who mayappeal-a. In general-An “aggrieved party” under the

statute T“ is one who, as heir, devisees, legatee, or creditor, has what maycalled a legal interest in the assets of the estate and their due administration

A debtor of the estate is not such a party."

did not appear and take part in the proceedings.

:1 special administrator may perfect an appeal."

An heir may appeal though he

Upon the death of an heir

Under a former statute one

not appearing could only appeal when he “had not due notice or opportunity

to be heard.” " The estate cannot appeal as such."

by it can question a specific provision 0

Only a party aggrieved

f a final decree of distribution.01

b. From allowance or d1'saIlowancc of claims—-A payee of a note given for

the benefit of another has been held a “creditor” within the statute."

not “interested” in the estate cannot appea .*‘°

toa

question.“2

7786. What orders, judgments, an

ppeal cannot be made for the first time in the supreme court.81

oi the fact of the refusal of the 1-cpres

prior to appeal, but may be made at

One

Objection that one has no right

Proof

entative to appeal need not be made

any time when the fact is called in

d decrees appealable-Under the stat

ute “*‘ the following are appealablei an order admitting a will to probate and

record or refusing the same; 8‘ an order appointing an executor, administrator,

or uardi-an or removinrr him or refusinv to make such a omtment or 1'6

g I O 7 D

“B R. L. 1905 § 3872(8); In re Gragg,

32-142, 19-+651 (vacation of order allowing

claims-—collnsion between administrator

and claimants); In re Hanse, 32-155, 19+

973 (vacation of order allowing guardian ’s

account); Fern v. Leuthold, 39-212, 39+

399 (vacation of final decree); In re Kid

der, 53-529, 55+738 (vacation of order

allowing claims held not justified by

facts); In re Thompson, 57-109, 58+682

(vacation of final decree); Larson v. How,

71-250, 73+966 (vacation of order allowing

a will); Levi v. Longini, s2-324, s4+1017,

B6+333 (vacation of order allowing guard

ian’s account obtained by fraud) ; State v.

Bazille, 89-440, 95+211 (vacation of final

decree to permit creditor to present claim) ;

St. Paul G. Co. v. Kenny, 97-150, 106+344

(vacation of final decree obtained by fraud

—when justifiable as against purchaser

from distributes).

W R. L. 1905 § 3633(4); State v. Probate

Ct., 84-289. 295, 87+783; Tomlinson v.

Phelps, 93-350, 101+496. See Kurtz v. St.

P. & D. 'R_v.. 65-60, 67+808; Hanson v.

Ingwaldson, 77-533, 80-l-702.

7° Tomlinson v. Phelps, 93-350, 101-+496»

71 State v. Probat Ct., 33-94, 22+10.

See Hurley v. Hamilton, 37-160, 33+912;

Kurtz v. St. P. & D. Ry., 65-60, 67+803;

Hanson v. Ingwaldson, 77-533, 80+702.

” In re Mousseau. 30-202, 14+887.

78 R. L. 1905 § 3873.T4 In re Hardy, 35-193, 28+219; Edgerly

\'. Alexander, 82-96, 84-+653. See State v.

Bazille, 81-370, 84+120; Rong v.

106-454, 119+405.

T5 In re Hardy, 35-193, 28-+219.

"I Sbeeran v. Sheeran, 96-484, 105+677.
77 In re Hanse, 32-155, 19+973; In re

Brown. 32-443, 214-474.

78 Columbus’ Estate v. Monti, 6-568 (403).

M Casey v. Brabec, 126+401.

79 Lake v. Albert. 37-453, 35+l77.

8° Semper v. Coates, 93-80, 100+663.

$1 McAlpine v. Kratka, 92-411, 100+233.

$2 Schultz v. Brown, 47-255, 49+982.

83 R. L. 1905 5 3872.
5* In re Brown, 3M3, 2l+474; Graham

v. Burch. 47-171, 177, 491-697; Foster v

Gordon, 96-142, 144, 104-+765.

Haller,.
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moral ; 85 an order authorizing or refusing to

sold, mortgaged. or leased, or confirming
authorize real property to be

or refusingr to confirm such sale,

mortgaging, or leasing; 8“ an order allowing or disallowing the claim of a

creditor against the estate, or disallow

to the amount in either case of twenty

by which a legacy or distributive share i

ing a counterclaim, in whole or in part.

dollars or more; 8’ an order or decree

s allowed or payment thereof directed,

or such allowance or direction refused, when the amount in controversy cr

cceds twenty dollars; 88 an order setting apart
property, or making an allow

ance for the widow, the widow and children, or children. or refusing the

same;8° an order allowing the account of an executor, administrator, or

guardian, or refusing to allow the
same, when the amount allowed or dis

allowed exceeds twenty dollars; 9° an order vacating or refusing to vacate a

previous order, judgment, or decree alleged to have been procured by fraurl.

misrepresentation, or through surprise or excusable inadvertcnce or neglect?”

an order or decree directing

judgment or decree

or refusing a conveyance of realty;°'~’ a final

assigning the residue of the estate of a decedent; 93 an

order denying an application for the restoration to capacity of any person

under guardiansldp.M

7787: Appeal from part of an order or judgment—An ap

taken from a part of a final order or judgment

appellant is aggrieved is so far distinct

pcal may be

if the part wherebv the

and independciit that it may be ad

judicated on appeal without bringing up for rcvicw the cntire order or judg

ment.95 ll-"lici'e the probate court allows a portion and disahows the balance

of a claim of the same general character presented against the estate of a dc

C'('tl€'I'll. and an appeal is taken from that portion only of such order which

ill.<?lll0i\'S the claim, the same not effectual. and will not operate to confer

jurisdiction upon the district court.JG

7788. Time—An appeal from an order, judgment. or decree must be taken

within thirty days after notice thereof

six months from its entry.07

7789. Notice of appeal—.-\ notice of appeal must specify the order, judg

ment. or decree appealed from.“5
\\'here_. upon the refusal of the executor or

administrator to do so. :1 crcditor. devisee. or heir appeals from the allowance

of a claim against the estate. the notice of appeal, should be to the effect that

and in the absence of notice, within

‘*5 Mumford v. Hall. 25-3-17. 354; Brown

\'. Huntsnian. 32-466, 21+555; State v.

l’robatc (Q‘t._ 83-58, 85+917; Foster v. Gor

don. 96-142. 144. 104+765.

-““ State v. Probate. (‘t.. 19-l1T(S5); Dee

\‘. \VilS0n, 91-115. 97+(i47.

*7 (‘apchart. r. Logan. 29--H2(395);

State v. Probate Ct.. 28-391. 382, 10+209;

State v. Probate cr.. 51-241. 53+-163;

Smith v. Pcncc. 62-32]. 64+S22: State v.

Probate (‘t.. 7:3-434. 75+7U(); Stfltc v. Pro

bate (.'t., 76-132. 134. 78+l939.

9* Mintzcr v. St. Paul '1‘. (‘o.. 45-323, 47+

-73 (order fixing iiitcrc!-it of sur\'i\'iiig

spouse in lionicstcail‘): State v. \Villrich,

72-165. 75+]23 (in:|p|ilicalilc to realty).

"9'l‘rac_v r. Tracy. 79-267. 271. 82+6.'l5.

Soc ltlintm-1' V. St. P:|11l T. Co.. ~15-323. 47+

973.

"0 \VIIiS()II \'. \V:itsoii. 6.’,-33."). 68+-H: St.

Paul '1‘. Co. v. l\'it.tson. . rt S7+1012

(npncal from part of order).

91 Tu rc Moiisseau. 39-292. 29-l. l4-F887;

in re Gragg. 32-142. ]9Hi51; In re llausc,

32-155. 157. ]9+9'/'3; State v. Probate (.‘t..

33-94, 95. 22+10; Larson v. How, 71-250,

73+966: Levi v. Longini. 82-324. 3.27. 84+

1017. 86+333; Tomlinson v. Phelps, 93-350,

101+496 (vacating part of previous order).

91' See State v. Probate Ct., 33--94-. 22+10.

93 State V. \‘Villrich. 72-165, 75+123 (over

ruled by Laws 1899 c. 27). Sec Penstock

v. \Vcntworth, 75-2. 5. 77+420.

94 State V. Probate Ct.. S3-58, S5+917

(0vcrrulc<l by Laws 1991 c. 147); Bong v.

liallcr. 106-454. 119+4(l5.

-"-"(‘1ipcli:irt v. Logan. f_’()-4-i:'_’.(.'l.9-3): St.

Paul '1‘. (‘o. r. Kittsoii. -54-493. 8'7+1012;

First Unitarian Soc. v. 1-Iouliston. 96-3-12,

10-5+66.

96 Stellmacher v. Brudcr, 93-98. 1()0~+-173.

97 R. L. 1905 § 3874; I\'nut.sc|i \. l\'i'¢iok,

127+11. Sec. under forincr stzitiitcs, Anor

buch r. (llo_vd. 3-1--501,). 2T+19.'!; In re

(I‘lmrlcs. 35-438. 29+170.

93 R. L. 1905 § 3874; lrostcr \'. Gordon.

96-142. 144, ]04+765.
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such creditor, devisee, or heir appeals.” A notice is to be liberally construed.1

Formerly an amendment of a notice was
ll to probate may be served on the at

A service on an executor has been sus

A notice of appeal was held equivalent to an “application” for an

appeal from an order admitting a wi

torney of the proponent of the will.“

tained.4

appeal under a former statute.5

expressly prohibited.2 A notice of

7790. Return-The statute requires the probate court to make a return to

the district court upon an appeal being perfected.“

The district court acquires

jurisdiction of the subject-matter when the return is filed. Subsequent pro

ceedings are not jurisdictional.’7791. Bond--If the condition of a bond substantially covers the provisions

-of the statute, and secures to the respondent all that the law designed for him,

it is sufficient, though not in the exact words of the statute.
The fact that

a bond is executed by only one surety does not go to the jurisdiction of the

-district court over the subject-matter of the appeal, but is a mere irregularity,

which the respondent may waive, or which the district court may allow to be

remedied by amending the bond or filing a new one.8

ficient.“

An undertaking is suf

7792. Placing cause on calendar of district court-—-The statute provides

that on or before the first day of the term for which the cause is notice

-appellant shall cause it to be entered on the calendar;

shall be dismissed.10

d, the

otherwise the appeal

The district court may relieve an appellant from his

default in complying with this provision.H

7793. Suspension of order, judgment, or
that an appeal shall suspend the operation of the order, judgment, or

decree-—'1‘he statute provides

decree

appealed from until the appeal is determined or the district court shall other

wise order.12

such order.‘3

An appeal from an order admitting a will to

affecting an order appointing an executor, unless an appeal is also taken from

probate does not

7794. Trial in district court—Pleadings-—]ury-The trial in the district

rourt is de novo, as if the cause had originated there.“

was allowed on questions of law alone.

the district court on the record of the probate court."

Formerly an appeal

Such an appeal was determined in

The statute provides

that “if the appeal be from the allowance or disallowance of a claim or counter

claim, the district court, on or before

pleadin

the second day of the term, shall direct

gs to be made up as in civil actions,

defining the issues to be tried.

Such appeal shall then be heard and tried in the same manner as other issues

of fact are heard and tried in such court.

All other appeals shall be tried

by the court without a jury, unless the court orders the whole issue or some

specific question of fact involved therei

n to be tried by jury or referred.” 1"

99 Schultz v. Brown, 47-255, 49+982.

1First Unitarian Soc. v. Houliston, 96

342, 105+66.

‘-’McCl0skey v. Plantz, 76-323, 79+176.

'3 In re Brown, 32-443, 21+474.

-1 Rong v. Haller, 106-454, 119+405.

5Lake v. Albert, 37-453, 35+17'7.

P-R. L. 1905 § 3875. See, under former

statute. ln re Post, 33-478, 24+184.

'1 Hlutcrmcister v. Brady, 70-437, 438,

T3+145.

“Riley v. Mitchell, 38-9, 35+472.

‘~'In re Brown. 35-307, 29+13l.

1" R. L. 1905 § 3877.

11 Hinterrtreister

145.1'1 R. L. 1905 § 3876. See, prior to stat~

ute, Duteher v. Culver, 23-415.

13 Foster v. Gordon, 96-142, 104-1765.
14 R. L. 1905 § 3877; Washburn v. Van

Steenwyk, 32-336, 355, 20+324; In 1'6

Mills, 34-296, 25+631; Strauch v. Uhler,

95-304, 104+535; Turner v. Fryberger, 99

236, 240, 1074-1133, 109+229. See, as_t0

practice on appeal from an order allowing

:1 final account, Wheaten v. Pope, 91-2991

306, 97+10/46.

15 In re Post, 33-478, 24+184.

1“ R. L. 1905 § 3878.

v. Brady, 70-137, 73+
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A trial without pleadings is an irregularity merely.11 The pleadings must be

based on the claim presented in the probate court.18 'l‘he right to a jury trial

is statutory; not constitutional.“ When specific questions of fact are sub

mitted to a jury its findings are conclusive upon the court, unless set aside

for cause.20 In all cases involving the trial of issues of fact the court must

make findings of fact and conclusions of law as in ordinary civil actions.’1

An appeal to the district court from an order of the probate court vacating

and setting aside an administrator’s account presents for review in the ap

pellate court ordinarily the propriety of the order appealed from, and not

the merits of the admi-nistrator’s account. But where, on such an appeal, the

parties voluntarily litigate the merits of the administrator’s account, and the

court hears, adjusts, and determines the same, the parties are bound by the

result to the same extent as though the matters were properly before the

court.’-’2 Where a party answered a complaint in the district court and pro

ceeded to trial without objection, it was held that the district court had juris

diction, though thc claim was ex delicto and hence not provable in the probate

court.23 .

7795. Judgment in district court—Affirmance-—-Rema.nd—|Costs-The

statute provides for a judgment in the district court or a remand of the case

to the probate court with directions for the further disposition of the ease in

that court.“ The district court may enter a judgment of aifirmance where

the appellant fails to appear and prosecute his appeal, or where the order or

decree appealed from is sustained on the merits. Where the appellant does

not appear and prosecute his appeal, the district court is not required to hear

evidence and determine the case on its merits. In such a case it is improper

to enter both a dismissal and an afiirmance, but either one may be entered. An

application to be relieved from default in the prosecution of an appeal is ad

dressed to the discretion of the district court.25 The district court may render

such judgment as the probate court ought to have rendered, but its jurisdiction

is appellate, not original, and it exercises probate rather than common-law

jurisdiction. It has no greater or ditferent jurisdiction than the probate court

had in the premises.26 On an appeal from an order of the probate court

allowing the final account of an administrator, the district court cannot de

termine the right of the administrator to compensation for services rendered

or for disbursements made subsequent to the filing of his account in the pro

bate court.” Provision is made by statute for costs in the district court.28

An appeal may be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.29

"Lake v. Albert, 31-453, 35+177. ‘-’5 Blandin v. Brennin, 106-353, 119+57.

18 Stuart v. Stuart, 70-46, 72+819. See

Palmer v. Pollock, 26-433, 4+-1113; Chad

wick v. Dunbam, 83-366, 860-351. _

W Schmidt v. Schmidt. 47-451, 50+598.

'-’° Marvin v. Dutcher, 26-391, 407, 4+

6S5; In re Pinney, 27-280, 6+791.

21 Turner v. Fryberger, 99-236, 107+1133;

Swiek v. Sheridan, 107-130, 119+791. See

Palmer v. Pollock, 26-433, 4+1113.

22 Bradley v. Bradley, 97-130, 106+338.

23 First Nat. Bank v. Strait, 65-162, 167,

67+987.

24 R. L. 1905 § 3879; Tracy v. Tracy, 79

267, 82+635 (judgment of aflirmanee with

costs); Turner v. Fryberger, 99-236, 240,

107+1133, 109+229 (statute cited).

2“ Barkey v. Judd, 31-271, 17+618; Hunts

man V. Hooper, 32-163, 20+l27; Graham

v. Burch, 47-171, 49+697; Tracy v. Tracy,

79-267, 82+635; State v. Probate Ct., 83

58, 85+917; Chadwick v. Dunham, 83-366,

86+35l; Wheaten v. Pope. 91-299, 305, 97+

1046; Strauch v. Uhler. 95-304, 104+535;

Turner v. Fryberger, 99-236, 240, 107+

1133, 109+229.

21 Turner v. Frybcrger, 99-236, 107+1133.

109+229.

95 R. L. 1905 § 3880; Tracy v. Tracy, 79

267, 272, 82+635; Gilman \'. Maxwell, 79

377, 82+669; Casey v. Brabec, 126+401.

2" Capehart v. Logan. 20—442(395).
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7795a. Scope of review-—Claim to estate--A claim to the whole or a pert

of an estate, allowed by the probate court, may be determined by the district

court on appeal from a final decree, though no appeal was taken from the order

allowing the claim.01

7796. Relief from default—An application to be relieved from default in

the prosecution of an appeal is addressed to the discretion of the distnet

4:-o11rt."°

PROBATE LAW—See Descent and Distribution; Executors and Admin

istrators; Probate Court: Wills.

PROBATE OF WILLS—See Wills, 10244. ,

PROCEDURE—See Action, 90.

PROCEEDING—See Appeal and Error. 302; Attorney and Client. 684;

and note 31.

‘"Knutsen v. Krook, 127+11. 31 State v. Bergman, 37-407, 34-+737; I11

3°B1:111dii1 \'. Brennin, 106-353, 119+-57. re Grnmlysen. 53-346, 348, 55+557.

 



PROCESS

IN GENERAL

Definition, 7797.

Formal requisites, 7798.

Statutory forms, 7799.

When deemed issued, 7800.

Pleading, 7801.

SUMMONS—IN GENERAL

Nature—A mere notice, 7802.

Contents, 7803.

Signature, 7804.

Defects—Waiver, 7805. .

Filing complaint or serving it with sum

mons, 7806.

SERVICE OF SUMMONS

Proper service essential—Notice of action

insuflicient, 7807.

By whom, 7808.

Persons exempt from service—Fraud, 7809.

Personal service, 7810.

P0;;(il_]S with whom summons may be left,

1. ,

Whgt constitutes “house of usual abode,”

7 12.

On domestic private corporations, 7813.

On foreign corporations, 7814.

Notice of no personal claim, 7815.

PROOF OF SERVICE

Atfidavit of personal service, 7816.

.~\fi‘irlavit of substituted service, 7817.

Return of sherifi, 7818.

Admission of service, 7819.

Supplying or amending proof nunc pro

tune, 7820.

PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS

In what cases authorized, 7821.

No order of court necessary, 7822.

Afiillavit, 7823.

Filing affidavit, 7824.

Mailing copy of summons, 7825.

Filing the complaint, 7826.

Return of sheriff, 7827.

Time of publication, 7828.

Afihlavit of publication, 7829.

Form of summons—Defects—Misn0mer,

7830.

Personal service out of state, 7831.

Statute must be followed and construed

strictly, 7832.

When and how jurisdiction acquired, 7833.

Pl-esumption of jurisdiction, 7834.

Constitutionality of statutes, 7835.

Extent of jurisdiction acquired over non

residents, 7836.

ABUSE OF PROCESS

What constitutes, 7837'. . .

Distinguished from malicious prosecutwn.

T838.

Cross-References

See Constitutional Law, 1638; Executors and Administrators, 3676 ; Insurance, 4725;

Justices of the Peace, 5295; Parties, 7320; Sheriffs and Constables.

IN GENERAL

7797. Definition—Process is a generic term applied in practice to the sev

eral writs issued in an action. It is so called because it “proceeds” from a

court. Ill a broader sense it is nearly synonymous with “proceedings,” and

means the entire proceedings ill an action from the beginning to the €Il(l.3'

An “original process” is one by which an action is commenced.33

7798. Formal requ.isites—"hc constitution provides that the style of all

process shall be, “The State of Minnesota.” 3‘ It is provided by statute that

“every writ or process issuing from a court of record shall be tested 1n the

name of the presiding judge, be signed by the clerk and sealed with the seal

of the court, be dated on the day of its issue, and before dehvery to the olficer

for service, shall be indorscd by the clerk with the name _of the attorney or

other person procuring the same." 35 A summons is not a process or wrlt rc—

D . B l , 10-383 306)‘ -14 Const. art. 6 § 14.I;:nn(;ln:.alJtuss::ll, 12i18'0e(-Y-13); Wolf (v. Mei -35 R. L. _1905 § 93. An attorney procur

Kinlev, 65-156, 6B+2. ing a writ must subscnbe or mdorse hrs

33 Pierce v. Hucldleston. 10-131(1°5)- nanm thereon and add his Place of resi
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quired to run in the name of the state.“ That an execution does not run in

f form only which does not render it void."

the name of the state is a detect 0 _ _A writ of attachment signed by the judge, but not by the clerk, and without

the seal of the court is absolutely void." A writ of attachment need not show

by what oificer it was allowed.“ An execution should be dated as of the day

it issues from the clerk’s oifice and not as of the day it is delivered to the

sheriff.‘0 The seal of the court and not the seal of the clerk must be used.“

A writ may be signed by a deputy clerk.‘27799. Statutory forms-While there are authorities holding that an act of

' 'n legal procedure is mandatory.

the legislature prescribing forms of process 1 _ _
and that such forms must in all cases be used, such is not the rule 1n the

state.“7800. When deemed issued-A process is issued

pleted, with an intention to have it served, or at leas

otficer for service, or deposited in a place designate

purpose.M7801. Pleading——In pleading the process of a court of inferior and limited

fact requisite to show that such

jurisdiction, it is necessary to allege every
court had acquired jurisdiction of the subject-matter, the parties, and the

process.45

when filled out and com

t when it is given to an

d by an officer for that

SUMMONS—IN GENERAL

7802. Nature-—A mere notice-Section 14 of article 6 of our constitution

provides that the'style of all process shall be, “The State of Minnesota.” A

summons is not process within the meaning of this provision and need not run

in the name of the state. It is a mere notice given by plaintiff or

to the defendant that proceedings have been instituted and ju

taken against him if he fails to defend. This notice is not issued out of 01‘

under the seal of the court, or by the authority of the court or any judicial

officer. The fact that the court acquires jurisdiction by its service does not

prove it process, for it is competent for the legislature to provide that the

court shall acquire jurisdiction by the service of the complaint without a sum

mons, or in any other manner by which the defendant may be notified that

proceedings have been instituted against him.“
7803. Contents--A summons must notify the defendant, in substance,"

that if he fails to serve his answer as required by the summons the plaintifl’,

if the action is for the recovery of a debt or a liquidated money demand only,

will take judgment for an amount specified therein,“ in other actions, that

he will apply to the court for the relief demanded in the complaint.“I

dance and the particular location of his 44 Webster \-. Penrod, 103-69, 71, 114+

place of business, by street, number, or 257.

otherwise, Rule 4, District Court. 45 Clark v. Norton, 6—412(277)
4" Hanna v. Russell, 12-80 (43); LOW‘? "

80 See § 7802.
1" Thompson v. Bickford, 19-17(1). Harris. 12-255(166); First Nat. Bank V

E;‘WVl1e21ton v. Thompson, 20-196(175); Estenson, 68-28, 70+7T5; Plano Mfg- C0

0 Farrell v. Heard, 22-189. v. Kaufert, 86-13, 163, 89+1124. See C18

” Shaubhut v. Hilton, 7—506(412). land v. Tnvernier, 11-194(126); Thomp

4°Mol11son v. Eaton, 16—426(383). son v. Bickford. 19-17(1); Shatto V

41 State v. Barrett, 40-65, 41+459. Latham. 33-36, 21-r838; Wolf v. McKin

42_ Clements v. Utley, 91-352, 98+18S (:1 lcy, 65-156‘ 68+2.

wnt sugued “L. H. Presser, Clerk, by D. -1" R. L. 1905 § 4103.
W. Bacon,” has been sustained). as Sibhy County V. Young’ 21_335_

2;;Lawton v. Barker, 105-102, 104, 117+ "Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14-537(408);
' White v. Iltis. 24-43; Heinrich V. Enghmdy

3-l-395. 26+] 22.
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7804. Signature—A summons may be subscribed by the printed signature

of the plaintiff or his attorney.50 A written signature purporting to be that

of the plaintiff in tile action, but made by his agent in his presence and by his

express direction is sufficient.51

7805. Defects-Waiver—Mere formal defects or irregularities in a sum

mons cannot be taken advantage of collaterally, but are deemed waived unless

the defendant moves to set aside the service. It is suflicient if a summons con

forms to the statute substantially?’

7806. Filing complaint or serving it with summons-Regularly the com

plaint must be filed prior to the service of summons, or served with the sum

mons; “ but a‘ failure to do either is a mere irregularity, the remedy for which

is a motion to set aside the service.“

SERVICE OF SUMMONS

7807. Proper service essent-ia1—Notice of action insuflicient—Service

must be made in the mode prescribed by the statute. It is not sufficient to

make one a party to an action that he is named therein as such, or that he

has notice of its pendency or of an abortive service upon him.’“5 While the

statute must be followed, it is probably sufficient if it is followed substantially.“

7808. By whom-A summons may be served by the sheriff of the county

in which the defendant is found, or by any other person not a party to the

action.57 It may be served by the attorney of the plaintiff.“

7809. Persons exempt from service—Fraud—A resident of another state

who has in good faith come into this state to give evidence as a witness in a

cause here, is exempt from service of a summons in a civil action against him.

in coming, while in attendance, and for a reasonable time thereafter in which

to return.“ And this rule applies to non-resident parties coming as wit

nesses.80 The service of a summons upon a defendant who has been induced

to come into the state for that purpose by the fraud of the plaintifi confers no

jurisdiction on the court." A member of the legislature is not exempt during

5° Herrick v. Morrill, 37-250, 33+849. See

West v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-189, 41+1031.

51 Hotchkiss v. Cutting, 14-537(408).

52 Hanna v. Russell, 12-80(43) (absence

of name of state and number of judicial

district not fatal); Hotchkiss v. Cutting,

14-537(408) (irregularities in signing, in

the notice to serve an answer, and in the

notice of applying to the court for relief,

held not fatal); Gould v. Johnston, 24

188 (fixing ditferent times for answering

not fatal); White v. Iltis, 24-43 (use of

“decision” for “direction” in notice of

application to the court not fatal); Hein

nch v. Englund, 34-395, 26+122 (variance

between complaint and summons as to re

lief); Lee v. Clark, 53-315, 55+127 (omis

sion of attorney ’s name on copy of sum

mons not fatal); Plano Mfg. Co. v. Kau

fert, 86-13, 89+1124 (a summons is not

void if it clearly informs the defendant

that it is intended for him, and requires

him to answer the complaint of the plain

tifl’. though it is not formally directed to

him). See. as to defects in published sum

mons, § 7830.

5-‘1 R. L. 1905 § 4105.

II—53

-H Millette v. Mehmke, 26-306, 3+700;

lloulton v. Gallow, 55-443, 57+141; Kim

ball v. Brown, 73-167, 75+1043.

5" Bausman v. Tilley, 46-66, 484-459; Sav

ings Bank v. Authier, 52-98, 53+812; Ho

kanson v. (‘-underson, 54-499, 56-H72;

Berryhill v. Sepp, 106-458, 119+404.

5“ See Damon v. Baldwin, 101-414, 112+

536 and cases under § 7805.

57 R. L. 1905 § 4104. See Crosby v.

Farmer, 39-305, 307, 40+71 (any one not

a party may sex-ve—common-law rule);

Miller v. Miller, 39-376, 40+261 (repeal of

special act requiring service by sherifl in

Ramsey county); Kirkpatrick v. Lewis,

46-164, 47+970 (party cannot serve).

58 First Nat. Bank v. Estenson, 68-28, 70+

775.

-W Sherman v. Gundlach, 37-118, 33+549.

See 23 Harv. 1;. Rev. 474.

60 First Nat. Bank v. Ames, 39-179, 39+

308 (party). See 23 Harv. L. Rev. 474.

61 Columbia P. Co. v. Bucyrus etc. Co., 60

142, 62+ll5. See Chubbuck v. Cleveland,

37-466, 35+3fi2; Hay v. Tuttle, 67-56, 69+

696.
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834a session.“2 A fugitive from justice brought here by interstate rendition pro

ceedings is not exempt.“
service must be direct. That is, it must

7810. Personal service-Personalpersonally and not through the mediation of a third per

handing to and leaving with the party to

ding the original summons

be on the defendant

son.“ It may be made either by

he served a copy of the original summons, or by rea

to him.“

7811. Persons with whom summons may be leit-A person fourteen

years old is prima tacie a person of “suitable age and discretion.” It is un

necessary that he should understand the nature of judicial proceedings.“ He

must be an actual resident in the house.“ The summons may be left with a

f an apartment house as the person

person living in the same suite of rooms 0to be served, though he is not a member of the family or household of such

person.‘H5
”-The phrase “at the

7812. What constitutes “house of usual abode
house of usual abode,” as used in the statute providing for service of sum

f residence for the time being-

mons," means the customary or settled place 0the place where one is actually living when service is made." It may be :1

boarding house,"1 or jail."2 In the case of a married man it is presumptively

the house where his wife and family reside.“ It is not the equivalent of

domicil in all particulars, for one’s place of abode or home once acquired does

not necessarily continue until another one is obtained." A service at a house

in which the defendant is not in tact living is a nullity, and it is immaterial

that the defendant receives notice of the service."5 ii action against a domestic

7813. On domestic private corporations-In a
private corporation the summons may be served by delivering a copy thcreol

to its president, vice-president, secretary, cashier, or treasurer, or to any direc

tor or managing agent thereot.76 Special provision is made for service on

railway compwnies,'" and corporations having no otiicer within the state.'m

‘7814. On foreign corporations-To constitute a person an agent 0 a for

eign corporation, so as to authorize the service of summons upon him under

ll. L, 1905 § 4109, subd. 3, he must be an agent in fact, and not one by mere

implication or construction of law. He must be one having in fact repre

sentative capacity and derivative authori L" To authorize service under this

dekc v. Associates R. Co., 146 Fed. 630

(landlord and tenant-notice to q

on treasurer of corporation auflicient un
“'-’ Rhodes v. Walsh, 55-542, 57+212.

'33 Reid v. Ham, 54-305, 56-1-35.
(H Heftner v. Gunz, 29-108, 12+342; Sav

ings Bank v. Authier, 52-98, 53+812. der this statute).as Damon v. Baldwin, 101-414, 112+536. 11 R, L, 1905 § 4110; Schoch v. Winona

“ Temple v. Norris,-53-286, 55+133. etc. Ry., 55-479, 57+208; Hillary v- G- N

M Hedfner V’ Gunzi 29-103; 12+342- Ry., 64-361, 67+80 (ticket agent in union

$8Br1gl1am v. Conn. etc. Co., 79-350, 82+ station agent for companies using stu

668' t-i011); Slaughter v. Canadian Pac. Ry.,

on R. L. 1905 § 4106. 106-263, 119+398. See, under former stilt

"“ Berryhill v. Scpp, 106-458, 119+-104; utc, In re St. Paul etc. Ry., 36-85, 30+43‘3

Missouri etc. Co. v. Norris, 61-256, 63+ (condemnation proceedings).
Hinckley v

tii_’:4; Vaule v. Miller, 64-485, 67+540. 1sR_ L_ 1905 § 4109(2);211% v- _M-Bl‘-fee, 45-33, 47+309. Kettle River Ry., 70-105, 72+S35 (statute

"Benfihm V‘ Se?!‘-‘i 106-453, 119+-404. hold constitutiona1—-conclusiveness of sher

davit of secretary 0 state

1“ Missouri _etc. Co. v. Norris, 61-256, 63+ iE’s return-afli
G34; EBefl'_Y!J1ll v. Sepp, 106-458, 119-+404. as to service); Hinckley V. K '
6314Missou1'1 etc. 00. v. Norris, 61-256, 63+ Ry., so-32, 82+l088 (statute applicable

TJB lfl where officers may be within the state, but

pg Rmeriy 1] v. Sepp, 106-458, 119-+404. not known or accessible).

P . . 1905 § 4109(1). See In re St. 7° Mikolas v. Walker, 73-305. 76+36€
mil etc. Ry., 36-85, 30+432 (exclusive Wold v. Colt, 102-386, 114-+243; NOTW

mode of service at time of decision); Lin- \\‘is. C. Co. v. Oregon etc. I
Ry., 105-res,
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provision the corporation must be doing business in this state.“ And whether

it is so doing business as to authorize such service is a question of due process

of law under the federal constitution.81 If a foreign corporation has no prop

erty within this state, or the cause of action did not arise here, or it is not

doing business here, jurisdiction cannot be acquired over it by personal serv

ice of summons on one of its oflicers or agents casually or temporarily within

the state.82 If a foreign corporation has appointed an agent in this state.

with authority to accept service of process, as provided by statute, delivery of

a copy of a summons to such agent is deemed service on the corporation.“

Special provision is made for service on foreign insurance 5‘ and railway ‘*5 com

panies. ' ,

7815. Notice of no personal claim—It is provided by statute that when in

an action involving the title to realty “there are defendants against whom no

personal claim is made, the plaintiff may serve upon them, at the time of the

service of the summons. a notice subscribed by him or his attorney, and

setting forth the general object of the action, a description of the property

affected by it, and that no personal claim is made against such defendants.

If any defendant on whom such notice is served unreasonably defends the

action, he shall pay full costs to the plaintiff.” 8°

PROOF OF SERVICE

7816. Affidavit of personal service—It is unnecessary that the affidavit

should state that the person upon whom the service was made was to atliant

known to be the person upon whom service was required to be made."1 In an

action against partners under a firm name the aflidavit of the person who

served the summons that the persons upon whom he served it (naming them)

are members of the firm named in the summons is sufficient." The absence

of El venue is not fatal.”

7817. Affidavit of substituted service—When service is made by leaving a

copy of the summons at the defendant’s usual place of abode good practice

requires that the affidavit should state the name of the person with whom it is

left, but it is not indispensable.“" It is of course unnecessary when leaving a

summons at the defendant’s usual place of abode to state in the aliidarit of

  

117+39l. See Hillary v. G. N. Ry., 64-— way company does not own or operate a

361, 67+80; Hess v. Adamant Mfg. Co.,

66-79, 68+774; State v. Adams Ex. Co.,

cs-271, 68%-1085.

“O North Wis. 0. Co. v. Oregon etc. Ry.,

105-198, 1174391. See McCord v. Doyle,

97 Fed. 22 (withdrawal of local oflice held

not to defeat service).

*1 Wold v. Colt, 102-386, 114+243.

‘*2 State v. Dist. Ct., 26-233, 2+698; Strom

1.’. Montana C. Ry., 81-346, 844-46; Connery

\'. Quincy etc. Ry.. 92-20, 22, 99+-365. See

Sullivan v. La Crosse etc. Co., 10-386

(308); Guernsey v. Am. Ins. Co., 13-278

(256).

"-1 R. L. 1905 § 4109(4); Tolerton v.

Barck, 84-497, 8B+19.'

’“ R. L. 1905 §§ 1705. 4109. See § 4725.

‘-'- R. L. 1905 § 4110; Schoch v. Winona

rte. Ry., 55479, 57+2os; Hillary v. G. N.

Ry., 64-361. 67+80 (ticket agent in union

station agent for companies using sta

tion); Slaughter v. Canadian Pac. Ry..

106-263, 119+398 (where a foreign rail

railway within this state, but its cars are

brought into the state by another railway

company under some joint traflic arrange

ment, the foreign company is not transact

ing business within this state—a ticket

agent of such local railway company, who

sells through joint tickets over the local

line within the state and also over the for

eign line beyond the state is not a ticket

agent of the foreign company upon whom

service of process may be made under the

statute). See, under former statute, In

rc St. Paul etc. Ry., 36-85, 30+432 (con

demnation proceedings).

M R. L. 1905 § 4390; Siebert v. Quesnel,

65-107, 67-+803 (unreasonable defence).

8'' Young v. Young, 18-90(72); Cunning

ham v. \Vatcr-Power S. Co., 74-282, 77+

137.

"8 Gale \'. Townsend, 45-357, 47+1064.

"1 Young v. Young, 18-90(72).

"0 Vaule v. Miller, 64-485, 67+5-40.
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service that the defendant could not be found. Under our statute substituted

service is permissible even when the defendant can be found. It is otherwise

in justice court practice.B17818. Return of sherifi—-The return of an olficer of the service of summons

is conclusive in collateral proceedings, but the defendant may impeach it upon

motion or other direct proceedings in the action to set aside the judgment on

default, if the rights of third parties have not intervened.92 But upon grounds

of public policy the return of the officer should be deemed strong evidence of

the facts as to which the law requires him to certify and should ordinarily be

upheld unless opposed by clear and satisfactory evidence.” A misnomer in

the return is not fat .°‘ To a summons addressed to two defendants a

sheriff returned that the defendants, naming them conjunctively, could not

be found. It was held that the return should be construed disjunctively.05

If the language of a return fairly admits of an interpretation which will

make the return legal and sufiicient, it should be so construed upon collateral

attack. When a return shows that the summons was properly and personally

served on the defendant, it is immaterial that the officer making the service

also certifies that the name by which the defendant was described in the papers

served was not his true name, but only an alias.“ A return that “after

diligent search 1 have been unable to find such person within my county,” has

been sustained.“ A return of service by leaving a copy at the usual place of

abode has been sustained."8 A court may set aside or amend a false return

and thereby make its record conform to the fact.” Ordinarily a return is

not complete until it is filed.‘7819. Admission of service—-Proof of a written admission of service by

a party is incomplete without proof of the genuineness of his signature.2 A

written admission of service is presumed to have been made on the day_ of its

date.8 An admission of service by an infant defendant is ineffectual.‘

7820. Supplying or amending proof nunc pro tune-—'1‘he jurisdiction of

the court is acquired by the fact of the ervice of summons and not by the

proof of such fact filed of record. Consequently the proof of such service may

be amended or supplied on motion.‘ In an action commenced against a non

resident defendant by publication of summons, where judgment for want of

an answer is properly entered, except that the aflidavit of publication is ill

suiticient, if the summons was in fact duly served, and no facts appear to

show that it would be unjust to the defendant, or would affect intervening

rights of third persons, the court ought to allow a proper affidavit of publica

tion to be filed nunc pro tune.“ Of course the omission of acts essential to the

acquisition of jurisdiction cannot be remedied by amendment. It is funda

"1 See Goencr v. W011, 26-154, 2+163; 1Corson v. Shoemaker, 55-386, 57+134;

Vaule v. Miller, 64-485, 67+540. Easton v. Childs, 67-242, 69%-903.

9- Crosby v. Farmer, 39-305, 40+71; Bur— 2 Masterson v. Le Claire, 4—163(103)

ton v. Schenck, 40-52, 41+2-44. See Kipp v. Fullerton, 4—473(366).

38 Jensen v. Crevier, 33-372, 23+541; 3Rahilly v. Lane, 15—447(360).

bray v. Hays, 41-12, 424594; Knutson v. ‘Phelps v. Heaton, 79-476, 32+990
Pavies, 51-363, 53+646; Allen v. McIntyre, 5 Hinkley v. St. Anthony Falls etc. 00'!

-36-351, 57+1060; Value v. Miller, 69-440, 53-55(44); Fowler v. Cooper, 81-19, 33+

l2+452; Osman v. Wisted, 78-295, 80+1127. 464; Mille Lacs County v. Morrison, 22-'

9* Sandwich Mfg. Co. v. Earl, 56-390, 57+ 178. '
933- ' "Burr v. Seymour. 43-401, 45+715;

9“ Bhn_n_v. Chess_m_an, 49-140, 51+666. Crombie v. Little, 47-581, 588, 50+823;
95SO(1XIH v. Sodini, 94-301, 102+861. Fowler v. Cooper, 81-19. 25, 83+464; Stfil

9‘; Slocum v. McLaren, 106-386, 119+406. v. Selden, S7-271, 92+6; Bigelow v. Chut

" Goencr v. Woll, 26-154, 2+163. tcrton, 51 Fed. 614. See Bennett v. Blfltl

99 Osborne v. _Wilson, 37-8, 32+786; 4-1-56, 46+319; State v. Crosley Park L

Suchancck v. Smith, 53-96, 54+932. Co., 63-205, 65+268.
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mental that a court cannot acquire jurisdiction by an amendment of the record

nunc pro tune.

PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS

7821. In what cases authorized—Service of summons
by publication is

authorized where the defendant is a foreign corporation, having property

within the state;1 where the action is for divorce, or a separation from bed

and board, and the court has ordered that service be made by published no

t1ce ; {where the subject of the action is real or personal property within the

state, in or upon which the defendant has or claims a lien or interest, or the

relief demanded consists wholly or partly in excluding him from any such in

terest or lien; ‘’ where the action is to foreclose a mortgage or to enforce a

lien on realty; 1° on unknown heirs, in actions relating to realty; “ and on

unknown defendants in actions to determine adverse claims." Under a former

statute, in actions for the recovery of money the su1n1nons could be served on

a non-resident by publication only when the action arose on contract.13

7822. No order of court necessary—Under the law as it now stands no

judicial investigation of the sufficiency of the affidavit before publication is

provided for. An order of the court authorizing the publication of summons

is unnecessary, except in actions for divorce. All that a party need do is to

file the statutory affidavit and then proceed to the publication as a matter of

right. Unlike many statutes upon this subject our statute does not require

that the facts should be “made to appear” or be “shown” by the affidavit. All

that is necessary is that the affidavit should “state” such facts.H

7823. Affidavit—The affidavit required by the statute15 is jurisdictional

and must state all the statutory requirements. Reference cannot be made to

the complaint on file in the action for the purpose of supplying material facts

omitted from the aflidavit.“ The affidavit must state facts positively and not

on information and belief, except where the latter form is expressly author

izcr .17 It need not be sworn to on the day on which the action is commenced.

All that is necessary is that it be sworn to within such reasonably brief period

before the publication that no presumption can fairly arise that the state of

facts has changed in the meantime. It is not void because entitled in an action

7 R. L. 1905 § 4112(1) ; Broome v. Galena

etc. Co., 9-239(225) (under Pub. St. 1849

1858, c. 60 § 54); Strom v. Montana C.

Ry., 81-346, 84+46 (property must be of

substantial value and such as to justify a.

roasonablc probability that the creditor

can secure something from a sale thereof

that can be applied as a payment on his

demand); Connery v. Quincy etc. Ry., 92

20. 22, 99+365 (necessity of property in

this state). -

’§R. L. 1905 § 4112(4); Becklin v. Beck

lin. 99-307, 109+243. See, under Wiscon

sin statute, McHenry v. Bracken, 93-510,

101+-960.

9 R. L. 1905 § 4112(5); Lane v. Innes, 43

137. 45+-4 (action to set aside a fraudulent

conveyance); Crombie v. Little, 47-581,

50+823 (action to foreclose a mortgage);

Corson v. Shoemaker, 55-386, 57+134 (ac

tion to reform description of land in a

deed); Fowler v. Jenks, 90-74, 951-887,

96+91-4, 97+127 (action involving shares Of

stock in a domestic corporation).

10R. L. 1905 § 4112(6); Crombie v. Lit

tle, 47-581, 50+823 (action to foreclose a

mortgage).

11 R. L. 1905 § 4388. See, as to opening

default, Boeing v. McKinley, 44-392, 46+

766; Hoyt v. Lightbody, 93-249, 101+304.

12 See § 8046.

13 Hencke v. Twomey, 58-550, 60+667

(liability of stockholder held on contract

within statute).

14 Crombie v. Little, 47-581, 50+823;

Easton v. Childs, 67-242, 69+903; McC'ly

mond v. Noble, 84-329, 87+838. Under a

former statute an order of court was

necessary. Clcland v. Tavernier, 11-194

(126); Smith v. Valentine, 19-452(se3).

See, as to order for publication in action

for divorce under Wisconsin statute, Mc

Henry v. Bracken, 93-510, 101+960.

15 R. L. 1905 § 4111. See, as to requisites

of afiidavit under former statute, Macku

bin v. Smith, 5—367(296),' Harrington v.

Loomis. l0—366(293); Gemmell v. Rice, 13

400(371).

1“ Gilmore v. Lampman, 86-493, 90+1113.

1'' Feikert v. Wilson, 38-341, 37+585.
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not actually commenced at the time.“5 An affidavit for publication of sum

mons against a foreign corporation need not show that there is no person

within the state upon whom service might legally be made." _ A statement

in an aflidavit that “the defendant is a corporation or company, established and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the state of Illinois” suiti

ciently shows the corporate character of the defendant.20 An affidavit which

alleged that the action was brought under G. S. 1878 c. 75 § 2, to deternune

adverse claims to certain real property; that all the defendants named were

non-residents and their residences unknown; that afiiants had searched for

such defendants but neither they nor their places of residence could be found.

has been held sufficient as to the nature of the action and the non-residence

of defendants.217824. Filing affidavit-The filing of the afildavit is a condition precedent

to publication——a jurisdictional prerequisite. It cannot be filed after pub

lication, or after the commencement of publication.22 A failure of the otficer

with whom an afiidavit is filed to make an indorsement on it of the tihng is

not iata .237825. Mailing copy of surnmons——The mailing of a copy of the summons

to a non-resident does not constitute personal service, though it is duly _1'<%

ceived. It is the publication of the summons that gives the court jurisdiction

and not the service through the mails.“ _7826. Filing the complaint-—Proper practice requires that the complamt

should be filed before the commencement of the publication, but this is not

jurisdictional.“7827. Return of sheriff—Prior to the revision of 1905 the making and

filing of the return of the sherifl that the defendant could not be found was

not a jurisdictional prerequisite to the publication of summons.“ To a sum

mons addressed to two defendants a sheriff returned that the defendants,

naming them conjunctively, could not be found. This oifieial return was con

strued as meaning that neither of the defendants could be found.27

_ 7828. Time of publica.tion—The publication need not be.made on the same

day of each week,’3 and it is valid though one of the publications is on a

holiday?97829. Aflidavit of publication——An aifidavit of publication for “six suc

cessive weeks” is insuilicient,“ unless it appears to have been made in a weekly

paper.“ An aflidavit stating that the summons was published “seven” weeks,.

once a week, the date of the first and last publication being shown. from Wll1('ll

it clearly appeared that six weeks was intended, has been held sufficient.”

The affidavit need not show that the publication was on the same day of each

week.“3ll‘ Crombie v. Little, 47-581, 50+823. '-'6 Easton v. Childs, 67-242, 69+903 (Over

W Brooms v. Galena etc. Co., 9-2!-39(225). ruling Corson v. Shoemaker, 55-336, 57+

20 Id. 134); Gilmore v. Lampman, 86-493, 90;‘
21Inglee v. Welles, 53-197, 55+117. 1113; Perkins v. Gibbs, 108—151, 121+60E>

22 Barber v. Morris, _ 37-194, 33+559; 2'' Blinn v. Chessmau, 49-140, 51+666

Brown v. sa P. etc. Ry., as-see, ss+sss; '-“Raunn v. Leach, 53-84, 54+105&

15ardwell v. Collins. 44-97, 46+3l5; Cous- 29Ma.1mgren v. Phinney, 50—457, 524315
1ns_v. Alworth, 44-505, -'17+169; Easton V. 80 Ullman v. Lion, 8—381(338); Golcher

Ch11ds, 67-242. (i9+903; Bogart v. Kieno, v. Brisbin, 20—453(407); Godfrey v. Val

85—261,88+748. entine, 39-336, 40+163; Bigelow v. Chat

‘-’-'* Bogart v. Kiene. 85-261. 88+748. terton, 51 Fed. 614.

“Bausmau v. Tilley. 46-ea, 4s+459. See a1McHem-y v. Bracken, as-510, 101+960

Martm v. Pond, 30 Fed. 15 (mailing to 32 Lane v. Innes, 43-137. 45+-4.

wrong address not fatal). 5! Raunn v. Leach, 53-84, 54+1053

25 Lane v. Innes. 43-137, 45+4; Crombie

v. Little, 47-581, 5o+s2a.
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- 7830. Form of summons-—Defects—Misnorner-Our statute makes no

special provision respecting the form and contents of a summons to be pub

lished. It is therefore proper to use the ordinary summons. A published

summons should always state that the complaint has been filed but this is not

essential to the jurisdiction of the court. Where the summons, as published, con

tains the requisites of process to bring the party into court, formal defects there

in will not prevent jurisdiction attaching, any more than in cases of personal

service, if publication thereof is shown by the record to have been authorized

and to have been made and completed in conformity with the statute.“ Errors

‘and defects in the proceedings taken to obtain jurisdiction of non-residents, of

a nature tending to mislead and prejudice the defendant, are fatal to the

jurisdiction of the court. Though the failure to insert the middle initial of

the defendant’s name in a summons where service is made by publication might

not be fatal error, the use of a wrong initial will not confer jurisdiction over

the real party defendant. The publication of a summons to “George H. Les

lie” confers no jurisdiction over “George W. Leslie.” “"' A service of summons

against “John O. Shea” by publication, has been held not to give jurisdiction

against “John O’Shea.’’ 3“ A slight variance in the spelling and pronuncia

tion of the name of a defendant has been held not fatal.“

7831. Personal service out of state—It is provided by statute that per

sonal service of summons without the state, proved by the affidavit of the

person making the same made before an authorized officer having a seal, shall

have the same effect as a publication of summons.“ Personal service under

this statute is simply a substitute for service by publication and must be

preceded by a strict compliance with all the statutory requirements essential

to publication."

7832. Statute must be followed and construed strictly—Service of sum

mons by publication is in derogation of common law and allowable only where

expressly authorized by statute. Statutes authorizing such a mode of service

are to be strictly construed and followed, as it is the general policy of the law

to secure actual notice to persons against whom judicial proceedings are in

stituted.‘O ‘

7833. When and how jurisdiction acquired-—Jurisdiction is acquired by

the publication of summons and not by the proof thereof filed, and the proof

can be supplied or amended nunc pro tune.“ The service of the summons is

deemed complete and jurisdiction thereby acquired at the expiration of the

time prescribed for publication, that is, when the last publication has been

made.“

7834. Presumption of jurisdiction—Ordinarily the jurisdiction of a do

mestic court of superior jurisdiction over the person of the defendant will be

presumed in the absence of facts in the record afiirmatiyely showing.the con

trary, but this presumption does not obtain where jurisdiction is acquiredover

a non-res.ident by publication of summons. The record must aflirmatnely

show compliance with the statutory requirements.43

3‘Lane v. Innes, 43-137, 45+4. Alworth, 44-505, 47+169; Shepherd v.

35D"Autteinont v. Anderson, 104-165. \Vare, 46-174, 48+773; Ware v. Easton,

116+357. 46-180, 48%-775; Corson v. Shoemaker, 55

"° Clary V. O’Shea, 72-105, 751-115. 386, 57+134; Gilmore v. Lampman, 86

37 Lane v. Innes, 43-137, 45+4. 493, 90+-1113; McHenry v. Bracken, 93

~“--‘‘ R. L. 1905 § 4111. 510, 514, 101-P960; D’Autremont v. Ander

3” Spencer v. Koell, 91-226, 97+974. See son, 104-1555, 116-+357.

Sodini v. Sodini, 94-301, 102+861. 41 Sec § 1820.

42 Auerbach v. Maynard, 26-421, 4+816.' Y "- 783- B -“MOM " Morey’ 2' 265’ 6+ ’ M 43 Godfrey v. Valentine, 39-336, 4o+1e3=

ber V. Morris, 37-194, 33+559; Cousins v.
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7835. Constitutionality of statutes-It is for the legislature of a state to

prescribe the mode of bringing parties into court; but this general power is

subject to the limitation that the mode prescribed must be due process of law.“

What is due process of law in this regard depends upon the nature of the

action andthe residence of the defendant. The process of a court cannot run

beyond the territory of its sovereign and jurisdiction over a non-resident cannot

be acquired by publication of summons in actions in personam.45 But where

the action is in rem, that is, where the subject of the action is real or personal

property or personal status within the jurisdiction of the court, the legislature

may authorize the service of summons on non-residents by publication.“ The

legislature may even authorize the service of summons on residents by pub

lication in actions in rem. Thus it has been held that our statute authorizing

the publication of summons in actions to determine adverse claims agamst

“unknown claimants” is constitutional.“ On the other hand it has been held

that in actions in personam, of a strictly judicial character, and proceeding

according to the common law, service of summons by publication in a news

paper, upon resident defendants, who are personally within the state and can

be found therein, is not due process of law.‘8 So 1nuch of Laws 1901 e. 278,

as provides for the service of the summons in a personal action against_a

natural person who is a citizen of another state, but carries on business in

this state, on his agent in charge of the business, without a seizure of hrs

property by the process of the court, is unconstitutiona ."’

7836. Extent of jurisdiction acquired over non-residents-A court can

not acquire jurisdiction to render a personal judgment against a non-resident

by publication of summons. Except in cases involving personal status or

where that 1node of service may be considered as having been assented to in

advance, service by publication in actions against non-residents is effectual

only where, in connection with process against the person for commencing the

action, the property in the state is brought under the control of the court and

subjected to its disposition by process adapted to that purpose, as for example.

by attachment, or where the judgment is sought as a means of reaching such

property, or affecting some interest therein; in other words, where the action

is in the nature of a proceeding in rem. Where the proceeding is wholly in

personam service by publication against a non-resident is ineffectual for any

purpose. In an action to enforce a pecuniary liability against a non-resident,

where process is constructively served by publication, and he does not volunta

rily appear, the proceedings, though in form in personam are, in effect, in rem.

It is only by attaching property that the court acquires jurisdiction, and then

only to the extent of the property attached.“"

Burr v. Seymour, 43-401, 45+715. See

Bogart v. Kicne, 85-261, 88+748.

44P-ardwcll v. Collins, 44-97, 46+315;

Smith v. Hurd, 50-503. 52+922; McNamara

\'. Casserly, 61-335, 63+880.

4" Cabannc v. Graf. 87-510, 92+461.

Shepherd v. Ware, 46-174, 48+773; Hinck

ley v. Kettle River Ry., 70-105, 72+835.

"5 See § 7836.

4" Lane v. Inncs, 43-137, 45+-1; Shepherd

v. Ware, 46-174, 48-$773; Crombic v. Lit

tle, 47-581, 50+823; Corson v. Shoemaker,

55-386, 57+134.

4'! Shepherd r. ‘Nara, 46-174, 48+773; Mc

Clymond v. Noble, 84-329. 87+838. See

State v. Westfall, 85-437, S9+175.

'5 Bardwcll \'. Collins, 44-97, 46+315;

-'-0 Pennoyer v. Ncif, 95 U. S. 714; Hci‘I'~

ner v. Gunz, 29-108, 12+3-12; Kenney v.

Goergen, 36-190, 31+210; Cousins v. Al

worth, 44-505, 474-169; Lydiard v. Chute,

45-277, 47%-967; Daly v. Bradbury, 46

396, 49+190; Crombie v. Little, 47-581, 50+

823; Plummer v. Hatton, 51-181, 53+460;

Corson v. Shoemaker, 55-386, 57+134; Ca

bnune v. Graf, 87-510, 92+-461; Boyle V.

Musser, S8-456, 93+520.
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ABUSE OF PROCESS

7837. ‘What constitutes—The wilful use of judicial process for a purpose

not just1fied by law is an abuse for which an action will lie.51

7838. Distinguished from malicious prosecntion—An action for abuse of

process difl*'ers from an action for malicious prosecution in that want of

probable cause is not an essential element, and the original proceeding need

not have terminated.”-'

 

PROCHEIN AMI—See Infants. 4452.

PRO CONFESSO—See Judgments, 4995.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS—See Evidence, 3284; Inspection.

PROFITS—See Damages. 2535, 2583; and note 53.

PRO FORMA ORDERS—See Motions and Orders, 6508.

PROHIBITION

7839. Constitutional provision—' ‘he constitution of this state provides

that the supreme court shall have “appellate jurisdiction in all cases, both in

law and equity.” “ This would undoubtedly be held to authorize the issuance

-of the writ of prohibition irrespective of statute.55

' 7840. General nature and office of writ—A writ of prohibition, as em—

ployed i11 this state, is an extraordinary writ issuing out of the supreme court

for the purpose of keeping inferior courts, or tribunals, corporations, officers

and individuals invested by law with judicial or quasi judicial authority, from

going beyond their jurisdiction." The writ is directed to the court or other

tribunal and to the prosecuting party commanding the former not to entertain

and the latter not to prosecute the action or proceeding."7 The office of the

writ is not to correct errors or reverse illegal proceedings, but to prevent or

restrain the usurpation of inferior tribunals or judicial officers, and to compel

them to observe the limits of their jurisdietion."‘8 It is not a writ of right,

but issues in the discretion of the court and only in extreme cases, where the

law affords no other adequate remedy by motion, trial, appeal, certiorari, or

'otherwise."‘” It is to be used with great caution and forbearance, for the

furtherance of justice, and for securing order and regularity in the subordinate

tribunals of the state.“0 The exercise of unauthorized judicial or quasi judi

cial power is regarded as a contempt of the sovereign which should be promptly

'checke( .'“ Three things are essential to justify the writ: first, that the court,

-'11 Severus v. Brainard, 61-265, 267, 631

477. See Taylor v. Blake, 11-255(170);

Stewart v. Cooley, 23-347; Rother v. Mon

Rhan. 60-186, 62+263; Rustad v. Bishop,

80-497. 83+‘!-'19; Grimestad \-'. Lofgren,

105-286, 117+51-5; Hansen v. Wyman,

105-491, 494, 1l7+926; Garnishment, 3977;

Note, 86 Am. St. Rep. 397.

52 Pixley v. Reed, 26-80, 1+800; Grime

-stad v. Lofgren, 105-286, 292, 117+515.

58 Connolly v. Davidson, 15-519(428, 436).

54 Const. Minn. art. 6 § 2.

55 See Brown County v. Winona etc. Co.,

38-397, 37+949.

50 Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13-2-14(228);

Dayton v. Paine, 13-4.930154); United

‘States v. Shanks, 15—369(302); State v.

Probate Ct., 19—ll7(85); State \'. Mc

Martin, 42-30, 43+572; State v. Ward, 70

58, 72+825. See, upon the general subject,

Note. 111 Am. St. Rep. 929.

57 Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13-244(228);

Dayton v. Paine, l3—493(454).

58 Dayton v. Paine, 13-493(454).

-'19 State v. Probate Ct., 19-117(85);

State v. Wilcox, 24-143; State v. Munici

pal Ct., 26-162, 21-166; State v. Dist. Ct.,

26-233, 2+698; State v. Gory, 35-178, 28+

217; State v. Young, 44-76, 46+204; State

\'. Ward. 70-58, 72+825; State v. Dist. Ct.,

77-302, 79+960.

6" Prignitz v. Fischer, 4—366(275); State

\'. Ward, 70-58, 72+825.

61 State v. Young, 29-474, 523. 9+-737;

State v. McMartin, 42-30, 43+572.



PROHIBITION

842
officer, or person is about to exercise judicial or quasi judicial power; second,

that the exercise of such power by such court, officer, or person is unauthorized

by law; third, that it will result in injury

remedy."

for which there is no other adequate

7841. To whom writ may be directed—The writ of prohibition is issued

only to restrain the exercise of judicial powers. It will not issue to restrain

the exercise by individuals or non-judicial bodies of political, legislative, or

administrative functions.“ It is usually directed to courts to keep them

within the limits of their jurisdiction,

municipal body to prevent the unlawful

but it may also issue to an ofiicer or

e.\'ercise of judicial or quasi judicial

power; '“ and, in rare cases, it may issue to a person or body of persons, not

being in law a court, or strictly otlicers.“57842. Other adequate remedy-The rule laid down by some text-writers

and decided cases, that the writ of prohibition is not a proper remedy,_ When

there is an adequate remedy by appeal or writ of error, is not one of umversal

application.

It is undoubtedly correct as applied
to a case where, in the

course of an ordinary action, the court attempts to decide upon matters not

within its jurisdiction, for all errors of that description are best corrected by

the usual remedy of an appeal, writ of error or certiorari.
further than that would almost entirely abolish the writ. There are very few

proceedings of a judicial character in which a party aggrieved by a usurpation

may not, either by some mode of review and correction, or by an action of

trespass or otherwise, have an adequate remedy for the wrong.

traordinary proceedings the existence 0

for refusing the writ.‘“‘

But in ex

f such a remedy is not always a ground

Where a court is threatening to proceed in a matter

over which it has no jurisdiction a writ of prohibition will not be denied merel}v

because there is a remedy by appeal from the judgment.“1 _
7843. Danger of usurpation must be real and imminent-To authorize

the issuance of the writ it should be made to appear unequivocally that the

inferior court is about to

junsdiction.

proceed in some matter over which it possesses no

This may be made to appear by setting out any acts or declara

tions of the court or oflicer which indicate his intention to pursue such il

COIITSG .

The mere fact that the court has been asked to proceed beyond its

jurisdiction is sufficient, for the presumption is that the court will act only

within its jurisdiction.“

7844. Jurisdiction of the person-1’

rohibition will not lie to question the

jurisdiction of the court over the person of the defendant. The proper remedy

is by motion, demurrer, or appeal.697845. When lies—In generaJ—Want of jurisdiction of subject-matter-f

To warrant a court ill granting the extraordinary remedy of prohibition, It

must clearly appear that the illierlor court or tribunal to which it is directed

ls proceedmg in some matter over which it possesses no rightful jurisdiction,

01' 1s exceedmg its legitimate powers in a matter over which it has jurisdiction.‘

82 State v. Young, 29-474, 523, 9+737;

State v. Ward, 70-58, 72+825; State v.

Dist. Ct., 77-302, 79+960.

‘ 63 Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13—244(228);

Dayton v. Paine, 13—493(454); State v.

Ueland, 30-29, 14+58; State v. Peers, 33

21+860; State v. Ostrom, 35-480, 29+

‘H State v. Young, 29-474, 523, 9+737;

State v. Ostrorn, 35-480, 29+585; State v.

Ward, 70-58, 72+825.

‘"5 State v. Young, 29-474, 523, 9+737;'

State v. Me-Martin, 42-30, 43+572.
W State v. Wilcox, 24-143. See State "-7

Municipal Ct., 26-162, 2+166; State vv

Ward, 70-58, 72+825.

‘*1 State v. Dist. Ct., 77-302, 307, 79+960‘
"3 Prignitz v. Fischer, 4-366(275); Day-—

ton v. Paine, 13—493(454).

0" State v. Dist. Ct., 26-233, 2+698..
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It is a_ preventive, not a corrective, remedy. '.l‘he only question reached by

the_wr1t, therefore, is whether the inferior court or tribunal is wholly without

jurisdiction, or is exceeding its legitimate power and authority. If it has no

jurisdiction of the subject-matter, prohibition is a proper remedy; but if it

has jurisdiction of the particular matter, and there is no claim that it is ex

ceeding its authority in the premises, the writ will not issue, however defective

1ts proceedings may be.70 In an action proceeding in the ordinary way, bv

summons, pleadings, trial, judgment, etc., where the cause of action is within

the_jurisdiction of the court, and in the course of the action any matter arises

or 1s presented to the court which requires it to decide upon its jurisdiction,

an error in such decision ought to be corrected upon review and not by pro

h1b1t1on. Due protection to the party in such cases does not require that the

supreme court should interrupt and suspe11d the action of the court below

until the question of jurisdiction thus raised and decided may be passed upon

by that court. It is much better for the orderly administration of justice that

such a case should first go through the usual course of trial and decision in

the court below and then be carried to the supreme court in the ordinary way.”

A court does not lose jurisdiction of the subject-matter by making an erroneous

ruling or unauthorized order." Prohibition does not lie for an excess oi"

jurisdiction committed during the course of a trial.73 In one case in this state

it Was said, obiter, that prohibition would lie “where such inferior tribunal

assumes to entertain a cause over which it has jurisdiction but goes beyond its

legitimate powers and transgresses the bounds prescribed by law.” “ This

was a mere quotation and should not be taken unqualified]-_v as the law in this

state. It is certainly inconsistent with several of our cases.75 The court may,

however, lose its jurisdiction during the course of an action by reason of the

subject-matter passing beyond its control."

7846. Writ granted—-Cases are cited below in which a writ of prohibition

was granted."7

7° State v. Crosby, 92-176, 99+636; State

v. Craig, 100-352, 111-+3.

Tl State v. Municipal Ct., 26-162, 2+166;

State v. Dist. Ct., 26-233, 2+698; State V.

(Yory, 35-178, 28+217.

12 State v. Dist. Ct., 77-405, 80+355.

7-1 State v. Wilcox, 24-143. 147.

74 State v. Ward. 70-58, 72+825.

7-'~ State v. Municipal Ct., 26-162, 2+166;

State v. Dist. Ct., 26-233, 2+698; State v.

Cory, 35-17s, 2s+217; State v. Dist. Ct.,

77-405, s0+355.

7° State v. Probate Ct.. 19—117(85) ; Stats

V. Young, 44-76, 46+204.

'1"-' In re Lee, 1—60(-1-1) (to prevent a.

judge of probate from proceeding by writs

of attachment and other process to enforce

obedience to :1 writ of habeas corpus issued

by him without authority); United States

v. Shanks, 15—369(302) (to restrain a pro

bate judge from administering the estate

Of a tribal Indian); State v. Probate Ct.,

19-11T(85) (to restrain a probate court

from reviewing the proceedings for a. sale,

after confirmation, the confirmation of the

sale having exhausted the jurisdiction of

the court); State v. Young, 29-474, 523,

9+737 (to restrain certain district judges

from proceeding under the act of March 2.

1881, for the adjustment of the state rail

road bonds); State v. Simons, 32-540, 21+

750 (to restrain a district judge from pro

ceeding under Laws 1883 c. 73 providing

for the incorporation of villages upon peti

tion to the judge of the district court, the

statute being held unconstitutional); State

v. Young, -14-76, 46+204 (to restrain court

from exercising jurisdiction over property

of insolvent after conveyance by assignee);

State v. Dist. Ct., 88-95, 92+518 (to re

strain a district court from proceeding in

an action upon a change of venue); State

v. Thompson. 91-279, 9T+S8T (to restrain

a city council from removing a mayor).

7* Prignitz v. Fischer, 4—366(275) (to _re

strain a. court commissioner from hearmg

and determining a motion to set aside a

demurrer and for judgment. there being

no evidence that he was about to cntertmn

the motion); Home Ins. Co. v. Flint, 13

24-4(228) (to restrain a county at.t'ornc,v

from proceeding under the act of March.9,

1867 requiring him to exrmnne the financial

condition of insurance companies); Day

ton v. Paine, 13—493(454) (acts already

done); State v. Municipal Ct., 26-162, 2+

166 (unlawful detainer—eqmtnble defence

claimed to oust jurisdiction of court—
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7847. Writ denied—Cases are cited below in which a writ of prohibition

was denied.Ha _

7848. Return of court—Adoption by party—While a party is pernntted

to adopt the return of the court, he is not required to do so, and whether he

does or not, on the issue made on the return the question to be determined 15

whether the court should be restrained. The party is only restrained from

moving the court to do the prohibited act, and, therefore, as a matter of course.

unless it is determined that the court should be restrained, he cannot be. His

acts, except in prosecuting the suit, are not a subject of inquiry in such a

proceeding, for the writ only arrests judicial acts, and what he does, or

threatens to do, except in moving the court in the prohibited direction, 15

immaterial.‘°

PROMISE—See Contracts.

PROMISSORY NOTES—See Bills and Notes.

PROMOTERS—See Corporations, 1977, 2056.

PROMPTNESS—See note 80.

PROOF—See Evidence, 3225, 3468, 3473.

proper remedy an appeal); State v. Dist.

Ct., 26-233, 2+69B (want of jurisdiction

over the person-summons improperly

served-—special appearance with motion to

set aside summons—motion denied—proper

remedy an appeal); State v. Ueland, 30

29, 14-+58 (to restrain a probate judge

from proceeding under G. S. 1878 c. 10

§ 124 in respect to the incorporation of

tities); State v. Peers, 33-81, 21+860 (to

restrain the action of two justices of the

peace from taking testimony in an election

contest); State v. Cory, 35-178, 28+217

(unlawful dctaincr—det'ence of fraud and

usury held to oust jurisdiction of court

proper remedy an appeal); State v. Os

trom, 35-480, 29+585 (to restrain county

commissioners from proceeding in the per

fnrmancc of the acts necessary to submit

ting the question of a change of a county

seat to a vote of the people); State v. Mc

Martin, 42-30, 43+572 (to test the title of

a de facto judicial officer to the oflice);

State v. Young, 44-76, 46+204 (proceed

ings for contempt after appeal with a su

persedoas); State v. Sullivan, 67-379, 69+

1094 (to restrain a person from acting as

:1 judge of a court claimed to be organized

under an unconstitutional statute); State

\'. Ward, 70-58, 721-825 (trial of mayor by

common council—removal from ofiice for

cause); State v. Dist. Ct.. 77-405, S0+355

(conviction before justice for crime claimed

not to be within jurisdiction of justice

nppeal on law and facts to district court

motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction

in justice denied); Pottgieser v. Dist. C_t.,

81-420, 841-1115 (to restrain a district

court from correcting an oflicial election

ballot) ; Bem-Way-Bin-Ness v. Eshelby, 87

108, 91+291 (to restrain a district court

from taking jurisdiction of an action of

ejectment brought by an Indian); State

v. Bazille, 89-440, 95+211 (to restra1n'a

probate court from hearing and detcrmm

ing an application to set aside a final de

cree and allow a creditor to file a chum);

State v. Dist. CL, 90-457, 97+132 (to re

strain a district court and city in proceed

ings nnder a home rule charter relating to

the allowance of claims against the city);

State v. Crosby, 92-176, 99+636 (to 1'6

strain a judge and clerk of a district court

from proceeding in the establishment of a

drainage ditch under Laws 1902 c. 38);

State v. Craig, 100-352, 111+3 (to restram

:1 mayor and aldermen from hearmg an

election contest); State v. Baxter, 104

364, 116+646 (to restrain a judge and

clerk of a district court in ditch proceed

ings).

79 R. L. 1905 §§ 4569-4571; Dayton V

Paine, 13-49s(454).

8" McQueen \'. Burhaus, 77-382, 387, 80+

201.



PROPERTY

IN GENERAL

7849. Definition—Property is ownership or the subject of ownership—

the exclusive right to possess, enjoy, and dispose of a thing; a thing owned;

that to which a person has the legal title, whether in his possession or not.81

7850. What constitutes—-Bonds of the state," an inchoate right to public

lands,88 an established business,“ the good will of a business,85 a franchise,"5

a right to damages for injuries to the person caused by the wrongful act of

another,:57 and a trade secret,“8 have been held to be property.

7851. Dominion—The right of uncontrolled possession, use, and disposal;

power of control.” One has exclusive dominion over land which he owns

absolutcly.°° _

7852. Above and below surface—It is a maxim of the common law that

an owner of land owns whatever is above or below the surface.“

7853. Building on land of another—Ownership and possession being shown

of a building located upon the land of another, it will not be presumed that

the building was so located without authority.“

TITLE

7854. Definiti0n—Title is ordinarily synonymous with ownership." As

applied to realty it is sometimes used in the sense of the means whereby the

owner has the just and legal possession and enjoyment; the lawful cause or

ground of possessing that which is ours.‘H One has a complete title if he has

possession, right of possession, and right of property.“

OWNERSHIP

7855. Definition—Absolute or complete ownership is the exclusive right to

possess, enjoy, and dispose of a thing; '"‘ the maximum of claim or right in

a specific thing allowed by law; 9" the rigl1t by which a thing belongs specific

ally to some person or body; ‘'3 the entirety of the powers of use and d1sposal

allowed by law.” An owner is a person in whom is vested the ownership,

dominion, or title to property; one who owns; a rightful proprietor; one who

has the legal or rightful title, whether he is the possessor or not; 1 one havmg

105-182, 193, 117+435. See Lanpher \'.
31 Banning v. Sibley, 3-389(282, 298).

Glenn, 37-4, 33+10.52 Banning v. Sibley, 3—389(282).

0*; Red River etc. Ry. v. Sture, 32-95, 20+

2 9.

5* Aldrich v. ‘Vetmore, 52-164, 172, 53+

1072. See Hansen v. Wyman, 105-491,

494, 117+926.

" See § 4045.

8" McRoherts v. Washburne, 10-23(8).

-"7 Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 488,

104+443.

'16 Elaterite P. & M. Co. v. Frost, 105

239, 117+38S.

5° Century Diet.

9° Lamprey v. Danz, 86-317, 321, 90+-578;

54¢-mlty Co. v. Johnson, 92-363, 365, 100+

"1 O’Brien v. St. Paul, 25-331. 335;

Stillwater W. Co. v. Farmer, 89-58, 64,

93+90T; Erickson v. Crookston etc. (‘o..

92 Jones v. G. N. Ry., 100-56, 110+260.

"3 Century Diet.

“Loy v. Home Ins. Co., 24-315. The

word "interest" is broader than the word

“title,” and includes both legal and

equitable rights. Gibb v. Phil. etc. 00.,

59-267, 61+]37.

"5 Camp v. Smith. 2—155(l31, 142):

Allen v. Allen, 48-462, 51+473.

96 Banning v. Sibley, 3-389(282, 298).

9'' Pollock, Expansion of the Common

Law. 12.

"8 Century Diet.

B‘-' Pollock. Jurisprudence, 175.
lAtwaterl v. Spalding. so-101, 9o+370.

See Davis r. Murphy, 3-119(_69, 73);

"Fjectment, 2875; Eminent Domam, 3076.
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dominion over a thing; 2 one who has the usufruct, control or occupation of

property.“ One may be

title,* or a limited or qualified title.5

he has an estate less than the fee.“
a technical signification, but a word of common parlance.’

owner who has the best right to possess,

deemed an owner though he has only an equitable

One may be an owner of land though

The word owner is not a legal term having

He is the true

and to set or leave others in his place

fortified with like rights and exercising like powers over the thing in ques

tion.‘
POSSESSION

7856. Definition-—Possession is the physical control which belongs of right

to unqualified ownership; the having a thing in such manner as to exclude

the control of other persons; that detention of or dommion over a thing by

one person which precludes others from the adverse physical occupancy of or

dominion over it.°
Actual possession or

occupancy of land is an open, visible

occupancy, as distinguished from the constructive possession which follows the

legal title.

land and actual occupancy.“’

1t means possession in fact, effected by actual entry upon the

Occupancy and possession are ordinarily syn

onymous.“ Constructive possession is possession through the occupancy of

others, or that possession which is imputed by the law to one who has title

to a thing of which no one is in actual possession.1
2

7857. Basis of property rights-—Possession is the basis of property rights.

Actual enjoyment and control of land or goods, the recognition of peaceable

enjoyment and control as deserving the

protection of the law, the defence of

them ‘against usurpation, and, at need, restitution by the power of the state

for the

person who has been deprived of them by unauthorized force; these

are the points that stand in the forefront of the common law when we take

it ‘as presented by its own history and in its native authorities.

‘lmefiy, possession guaranteed by law i
Possession and rights to possess are the subject-matter of our remedies

notion.

and forms of action.

right in a specific thing allowed by law,

conflicting claims to possession and disposal.

s with us a primary,

Or, more

not a secondary

The notion of ownership, as the maximum of claim or

is not primary, but developed out of .

He is the true owner who has

the best right to possess, and to set or leave others in his place fortified with

like rights and exercising like

7858. As title or evidence of title t
prnna facie evidence of title in fee thereto.H

  

powers over the thing in question.13

0 rea.lty—-Actual possession of realty is

It is title or ownership, and

2Benjamin \'. Wilson, 34-517, 520, 26+

‘__;’arkez' \'. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 79-372, 82+

H -

-* Atkins v. Little, 17—342(320, 327);

Wilder v. Haughey, 21-101, 106; Hook v.

Northwest T. Co., 91-482, 98+463.

-'-Benjamin v. Wilson, 34-517, 520, 26+

725; Miller v. Adamson, 45-99, 47+452;

Moritz v. St. Paul, 52-409, 54+370; State

v. Corbett, 57-345, 59+317; Morey v. Du

luth, 75-221, 77+829; Oumbey v. Lovett,

76-227, 79-+99; St. Paul v. Clark. 84-138,

so+s93. '

fitpfarker v. hlpls. etc. Ry., 79-372, 82+

Ir -

F7233_i(!I\_'lan]1ll \'. \Vilson_. 34-517, 520, 26+

7‘ - .

1;PoHock, Expansion of the Common Law,

"Century Dict. See, upon the general

subject, Pollock and Wright, Possession;

Holmes. Common Law, c. 6; Markby, Ele

ments of Law, c. 9; Salmond, Jurispru

dence, 238-272; Pollock, Jurisprudence

(2 ed.) c. 7; Holland. Jurisprudence (10

ed.) p. 185; 18 Harv. L. Rev. 196.

1" Cutting v. Patterson, 82-375, 380, 85+

See Quehl \'. Peterson, 47-13, 49+

3. .

11 Thompson v. Berlin, S7-7, 91+25.

12 Century Diet.

13 Pollock, Expansion of the

Law, 11.14 Steele v. Fish, 2-153(129); Wilder v.

St. Paul, 12—192(116, 122); Ran v. Minn.

V. Ry., 13-442(407); St. Paul etc. Ry. v.

Matthews, 16—34l(303, 312); Sherwood \'

St, P. & C. Ry., 21-127; Perkins‘r. Morse,

Common
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not mere evidence thereof, as against every one not showing a better title.“

Mere possession is not alone presumptive evidence of title as against an ad

mitted prior title in fact.“

7859. As title or evidence of title to personalty—Actual possession of per

sonalty is prima facie evidence of ownership tl1ereof.17 It is title or owner

ship,__and not mere evidence thereof, as against every one not showing a better

title.18

7860. Owner presumptively entitled to possession—'l‘he legal owner of

either real "' or personal 2° property is presumptively entitled to the possession

thereof. The legal owner is deemed to be in constructive possession of vacant

land.zl This imaginary or fictitious possession is assumed, however, only so

far as may be necessary to enable the owner to assert and protect his rights. It

does not, of itself, amount to an assertion of them. That, the owner must do

for himself; the law will not do it for him.22 The legal owner of personalty

may have possession of it, though it is not in his actual custody or occupation.“

PROPRIETOR—An owner; the person who has the legal right or ex

clusive title to anything, whether in possession or not."

PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS—See Counties, 2307, and note 25.

PROSECUTOR—See Criminal Law, 2418.

PROSPECTUS—See Contracts, 1746.

PROTEST—See Bills and Notes, 913, 927; Payment, 7462 ; Taxation.

9517.

PROVINCE OF COURT AND JURY—See Criminal Law, 2477 ; Trial

9707-9711.

PROVISOS—See Statutes, 8996.

PROVOCATION—See Homicide, 4238.

PROXIMATE CAUSE-—See Assault and Battery, 531; Carriers, 1295;

Damages, 2528; Death by Wrongful Act, 2620; Fires, 3764; Insurance, 4781;

Master and Servant, 5867, 5923; Municipal Corporations, 6834, 6835; Neg

ligence, 6995a, 6999-7011, 7015; Nuisance, 7254; Railroads, 8139, 8145,

- 8159, 8176, 8197, 8210, 8220.

PUBLIC—See note 26.

PUBLICATION—-See Process, 7821, and note 27.

PUBLIC CONTRACTORS—See Municipal Corporations, 6720.

PUBLIC HEALTH—See Health.

30-11, 13+911; Sherin v. Brackett, 36-152, '-"1 Haven v. Place, 28-551, 553, 11+117;

:lO+551; Witt v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-122,

3-3+862; Adolph v. Mpls. & P. Ry., 42-170,

172, 43+848; Moe v. Chesrown, 54-118,

-355832; Stevens v. Sandnes, 108-271, 121+

O .

Fletcher v. Neudeck, 30-125, 14+513.

21 Murphy v. Hinds, 15-182(139, 141);

Washburn v. Cutter, 17-361(335); _Allis

v. Nininger, 25-525; Seymour v. Carh, 31

81, 83, 16+495; Olson v. Mmn. etc. Ry.,

89-280, 94+871.
1-‘ Herrick v. Churchill. 35-318. 29+129;

Shcrin v. Brackett, 36-152, 30+551; 018011

V. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-419, 37+953; Swain

\'. Lynd, 74-72, 75, 76+958.

1" Perkins v. Morse, 30-11, 13+911.

"Derby v. Gallup, 5—119(85, 101); Me

Clellan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 58-104, 59+978;

glaertner v. Western El. Co., 104-467, 116+

. 45.

W Anderson v. Gouldberg, 51-294, 53+636;

0’Donnell v. Burroughs, 55-91, 56+579;

Pound v. Pound, 60-214, 62+264.

H‘Bena '1‘. Co. v. Sauve, 104-472. 116+

94?; Norton v. Frederick, 107-36, 119+492.

=2 Allis v. Nininger, 25-525.

2-'1 Goodell v. Ward, 17-17(1).

'-‘l Davis v. Murphy, 3-119(63, 73)..

25 State v. Rue, 72-296, 75+235 (discre

tion of court to_ allow priv)ate attorney to

act as rosecuting attorney .
1'“ Henrizepin County v. Brotherhood of

Gethsemane, 27-460, 8-1-595.

27 Pratt v. Tinkcom, 21-142; Warsop ".

Hastings, 22-437; Coe v. Caledonnuetc.

Ry., 27-197, 6-+621; Gaston v. Merrmm,

33-271, 22+614; State v. Scott County, 43

322, 45+614; Wolfe v. Moorehead, 98-113,

107+728.
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IN GENERAL

Definition, 7861.
Presumption of title in United States, 7862.

Federal ownership and control-—Powers of

Congress, 7863. _
State may authorize roads through pubhc

lands, 7864. .

Land warrants, 7865.

LAND DEPARTMENT

Organization, 7866.

Exclusive jurisdiction, 7867.

No jurisdiction after title passes, 7868.

Rules and regulations, 7869.

Acts presumptively valid, 7870.

Instructions to local land otficers, 7871.

Construction of orders-—-Force, 7872.

Construction of statutes-—-Force, 7873.

Conclusions of law not binding on courts,

7874. _
Findings of fact—Conclusiveness, 7875.

Irregular procedure—Waiver, 7876.

Negligence~——Efiect on rights of entryman,

7877.

RAILROAD LAND GRANTS

Certification to state, 7878.

Deed by governor to railway company,

7879.

Construction, 7880.

Conditions—~FOrfeiture—-Extensions, 7881.

Right of way over public lands, 7882.

Lands reserved and sold by state, 7883.

Wrongful conveyance by state, 7884.

When right of company attaches, 7885.

Withdrawal of lands granted, 7886.

Distinction between place and indeumity

lands, 7887.
Indemnity lands—Selection -— Withdrawal,

888.
Revocation of grant—When direct grant

vests, 7889.
Imposing new conditions on grant, 7890.

Transfer of indemnity lands, 7891.

Conflict of grants, 7892.
Excepti0ns—Protection of bona fide set

tlers, 7893.

Rights of settlers, 7894.

Purchasers from railroad—Land not in

grant—Relief, 7895.

Private attack on grant, 7896.

DEEDS, MORTGAGES-, AND CON

TRACTS BEFORE PATENT

Contracts of pre-emptor prior to patent,

7897.

Contracts of pre-emptor to convey. 7898.

Contracts of homesteader to convey, 7899.

Mortgages prior to patent. 7900.

Prohibitions in special acts against trans

fers. T901.

Conveyance for church, cemetery, or schoot

purposes, 7902.
Conveyance by entryman under treaty,

7903.
Compromise agreements, 7904. _
Sale of improvements and possessory nghts

—(Ionsidoration, 7905. _
Forfeiture for illegal contract-—Wawer,

7906.

Deed from half-breed, 7907.

PATENT

Necessity, 7908.Delivery unnecessary——Conveys title by rec

ord, 7909.
Issuance to purchaser from eutryman, 7910.

Issuance to widows, heirs, or devisees, 7911.

Effect of issuing to deceased person, 7912.

Recitals, 7913.

When takes effect——Relation, 7914.

After-acquired title, 7915.

As evidence of title, 7916.

Conclnsiveness-—Collateral attack, 7917.

Attack by strangers, 7918.

PRE-EMPTION

Policy of law-——Construction, 7919.

Lands subject to pre-emption, 7920.

Subdivisions of land—Joint entry, 7921.

Settlement and occupancy, 7922.

Inchoatc rights of entryman, 7923.

Under treaty of 1855 with Chippewa In

dians, 7924.

HOMESTEADS

Lands subject to entry, 7925.

Amount of land, 7926.

Entry-What constitutes, 7927.

Entry-——Filing application——Time, 7928.

Inchoate rights of entryman, 7929.

Entry on contiguous quarter sections, 7930

Settlement and cultivation, 7931.

Abandonment, 7932.

Rights of deserted wife, 7933.

Soldier ’s additional homestead, 7934.

Exemption from liability for debts, 7935.

TIMBER CULTURE

Inchoate rights of entryman, 7936.

Relinquishment of claim, 7937.

TOWN SITES

Unsurved lauds, 7938.
Necessity of occupancy——In general, 7939.

Who are occupants, 7940.

Filing statement of claim, 7941.

Inchoate interest of occupant, 7942.

Findings of Land Department, 7943.

Statutory action to determine conflicting

claims. 7944.
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Action to vacate deed—Tendering expenses,

, 7945.

Abandonment, 7946.

Deed of trustee, 7947.

Effect of dedication, 7948.

JNDIAN HALF-BREED SCRIP

In general, 7949.

SWAMP LANDS

In general—Sale, 7950.

What constitutes, 7951.

Certificate of sale—Rights of holder, 7952.

TIMBER LANDS

What constitutes, 7953.

Sale of timber, 7954.

Permits to out timber, 7955.

Recovery of timber cut under void permit

Alternative value how assessed, 7956.

Trespass—Action for penalty—Conversion,

7957.

Settlement with trespassers-—Authority of

state auditor, 7958.

SCHOOL LANDS

Title of stath-How acquired—Nature—

7959.

Lands included—Indian reservation, 7960.

Determination of character by state audi

tor, 7961.

Prior rights of settlers, 7962.

Indemnity school lands, 7963.

Sale—Resale on default, 7964.

Payment to county treasurer, 7965.

Certificate of sale—Rights of holder, 7966.

Patent, 7967.

Abandonment by purchaser, 7968.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT LANDS

Grant to state for public buildings, 7969.

Sale, 7970.

FRAUD AND MISTAKE

Misnorner in patent, 7971.

Erroneous entry—Transfer to tract in

tended, 7972.

Suspension of entry for irregularity, 7973.

Cancelation of entry for fraud, 7974.

Patgnt issued by mistake or inadvertence,

7 75.

Caucelation of patents, 7976.

Purchasers take subject to cancelation,

7977.

Who may raise objection, 7978.

Est0ppel—Fraudulent application, 7979.

Pleading, 7980.

PROTECTION OF BONA FIDE PUR

CHASERS

In general, 7981.

CERTIFICATES AND RECEIPTS

As evidence of title, 7982.

SURVEYS

Conclusiveness, 7983.

Cross-References

See Adverse Possession, 110.

IN GENERAL

7861. Definition—The words “public lands” are generally used to describe

such lands as are subject to sale or other disposal under general laws."

7862. Presumption of title in United States--It has been held that cer

tain facts did not raise a presumption that the title was 1n the Umted States.”

7863. Federal ownership and control-—Powers of Congress—W1th re

spect to the public domain, the constitution vests in Congress the power of

disposition and of making all needful rules and regulat_1ons. That power 1s

subject to no limitations. Congress has the absolute right to prescribe the

times, the conditions and the mode of transferring this property, or any part

of it, and to designate the persons to whom the transfer shall be made. No

state legislation can interfere with this right, or embarrass 1ts_exerc1se;_and

to prevent the possibility of any attempted interference with it, a provision

has been usually inserted in the compacts by which new states have been ad

mitted into the Union, that such interference with the primary disposal of

the soil by the United States shall never be made. Such a pro\'1_s1on was

inserted in our enabling act, and is embodied in our state constltution, with

the further provision that this state will never interfere with any regulat1o1;:

Congress may find necessary for securing the title to bona fide purchasers.

-10 Russell v. Lowth. 21-167; Monette v.- ~ . 51.373 391.“Mum V‘ Hltchcock’ 185 U ’ Cratt, 7-234(17s, 1533); Coleman v. St. P.
2" Preiner v. Meyer, 67-197, 69+887.

lI—54
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In the unsold lands of the United States, within this state, the United States

has but a proprietary interest, and the right of primary disposal thereof, and

to make such regulations as Congress may find necessary for securing title to

bona fide purchasers, and the right of exemption from taxation by the state.

With these exceptions, such lands are subject to the same control by the state

government as any other lands, over which its jurisdiction extends. When

the United States has sold the lands and secured the title to the purchaser,

the lands are relieved from all control of the federal government, except such

as is incident to the_general relation of the state to the federal union.a1 It

has been said that the sovereignty in the public lands within the several states

is in the states.32

7864. State may authorize roads through public lands-—'l‘he state may

authorize public roads through public lands of the United States.“

7865. Land warrants-—A land warrant of the United States is not extin

guished by mere location, nor until it is accepted in payment of the land by

the decision of the Land Department confirming the entry.“ Where a war

rant is canceled the locator or his assignee has the right to file another warrant,

or pay in cash in lieu of the canceled warrant, and thereupon a patent will

be issued upon the original location.“ Evidence has been held to require a

finding that an entry with a military land warrant by A, though made in his

own name, was made with a land warrant belonging to B, who had left it with

A as his agent to enter land with it.“

LAND DEPARTMENT

7866. Organization—Thc Land Department is under the supervision of

the Commissioner of the General Land Office, subject to the supervisory con

trol of the Secretary of the Interior.“

7867. Exclusive jurisdiction-—'Until the government parts with its owner

ship the courts have no jurisdiction to entertain actions involving controversies

between individuals respecting the title of public lands. rl‘he law, in the

absence of some specific provision to the contrary, commits, in the first in

stance, all matters afiecting the disposition of public lands of the United

States, and the adjustment of all private claims thereto, and grants therefor

under Congressional legislation, to the General Land Oifice, under the super

vision of the Secretary of the Interior; and while such matters are pending

and undetermined in such department the courts have no jurisdiction there

of.“8 It is generally laid down in the cases that courts have no jurisdiction

until the legal title has passed from the government by the execution of :1

patent, but it has been held in this state that a court had jurisdiction where

the Secretary of the Interior had finally settled a controversy as to title, and

nothmg remained but the mere ministerial act of issuing a patent.““ The

courts have jurisdiction of actions to enforce mere possessorv rights. though the

title has not passed from the go\'crnment.‘° '

etc. Ry., 38-260, 263, 36+(_i38. See Camp Paul etc. Ry. v. Olson, 87-117. 91+29'~i;

v. Smith, 2—155(131); Irvine v. Marshall, Sims v. Morrison, 92—341, 100+88; Hum‘

|—286(216). bird v. Alger, 94-523, 102+1l33; Humbird

F“ State v. Bachelder, 5—223(178). v. Avery, 195 U. S. 480; Love v. Flahivey

-12 Camp v. Srmth, 2—155(131, 144). 205 U. S. 195. See Sage v. Rudnick, 91

“ S1monson v. Thompson. 25-450, 453. 325, 98+-S9, 100+106; State v. Red River

M Johnson v. Gllfillun, S—395(352). L. Co., 109-185, 123+412.

-"15 Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 15+665. 39 McHenry v. Nygaard, 72-2, 74+11o6;

3*: Lambert v. Stces, 47-141, 49+662. White v. Wright. 83-222, 86+91. See

-it Randall v. Ldert, 7-450(s59). Jones v. Hoover, 144 Fed. 217.

\¥5t1lt'§l°He"’?' "-.N.Y#»’“a"1-72-2. T4+11o6; -HiMichaelis v. Michaclis, 43-123. 44+

.. a ews \. 0 Bncn, 84-505. 88+12; St. 1149; Hastay v. Bonness, 84-120, 86+896;
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7868. No jurisdiction after title passes—When the legal title to public

land has passed from the government the Land Department has no jurisdiction

to determme controversies between individual claimants concerning the title

or right to the possession thereof.‘u

7869. Rules and regulations—All entries of public lands are made subject

to the rules and regulations of the Land Department."2

7870. Acts presumptively valid--The acts of the Land Department are

presumed valid until the contrary is made to appear.“

7871. Instructions to local land ol’ficers—Certain instructions of the Com

uussioner of the General Land Olfice, issued to local land officers, in relation

to half-breed scrip under the act of Congress of July 17, 1854, have been con

sidered the acts of the President, with the binding force of law.“

7872. Construction of orders—Force—'1‘he construction placed by the

Land Department on its orders is entitled to great respect, and, unless clearly

unreasonable, or violative of some legal principle, should be adopted and

l'ollowed by the courts.‘5

7873. Construction of statutes—Force—The decisions of the Land De

partment involving statutory construction have not the force of judicial de

cisions, and are not binding on the courts, but they are entitled to great

respect.“

7874. Conclusions of law not binding on c0urts—The conclusions of law

made by the Land Department in cases arising before it are not binding on the

courts, and this is so though they are in the form of findings of fact.41

7875. Findings of fact—-Conclusiveness—The determination of the Land

Department of questions of fact in a case within its jurisdiction is conclusive

upon the courts, in the absence of fraud, imposition, or mistake.“ The same

rule applies where the question determined is one of mixed law and fact. In

such a case the determination of the question of fact involved is conclusive.

in the absence of fraud, imposition, or mistake.‘0

7876. Irregular procedure—Waive!'—-A claimant has been held to have

waived by a certain stipulation objection to the irregular way in which the

Land Department proceeded to determine his qualifications and rights as a

pre-emptor.-"° .

7877. Neg1igence—Efl'ect on rights of entrym_an—The proper applica

tion of a party entitled to enter land at the government land ofiice, made in

 

Matthews v. O’Brien, 84-505, 88+12; Sims Hyde, 66-24, 31, 684-95 (aflirmed, 177 U. S.

v. Morrison, 92-341, 100+88.

41 Sage v. Rudnick, 91-325, 98+89, 100+

106; Love v. Flahive, 205 U. S. 195. See

State v. Bachelder, 5—223(178).

*2 Randall v. Edert, 7-450(359); Gray v.

Stockton, 8—529(472); Lamson v. Cofin,

102-493, 114+248.

"3 Corbett v. Wood, 32-509, 21+734.

H Monette v. Cratt, T-234(176).

"5 Hastings & D. Ry. v. Whitney, 34-538,

L’7+69 (afiir-med, 132 U. S. 357); St. Paul

etc. Ry. v. Ward, 47-40, 49+401.

4° Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239,

246, 112+4l3 (affirmed, 210 U. S. 21);

Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 211, 116+739.

47 Buffalo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 91-84,

97+575 (nffirmed. 203 U. S. 582).

48 Leech v. Ranch, 3-448(332); State v.

Bachelder, 5—223(178); State v. Stevens,

5-52] (416) ; Monette v. Cratt, 7—234(176);

Warren v. Van Brunt, 12-70(36); Man

kato v. Meagher. 17—265(243); Bishop v.

281); Roy v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72+

794 (aflirmed, 173 U. S. 587); O’Connor

v. Gertgens, 85-481, S9+866 (aflirmed, 191

U. S. 237); Curry v. Sandusky F. Co., 88

485, 93+896; Buffalo L. & E. Co. v. Strong.

91-84, 89, 97+575 (aflirmed, 203 U. S.

582); Sage v. Maxwell, 91-527, 99+-42;

\Vhite'v. Neils, 100-16, 1l0+371; Donohue

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, 244, 112+413;

Lamson v. Coflin, 102-493, 114+248 ; Rogers

v. Clark, 104-198, 211, 116+739; Love v.

Flahive, 205 U. S. 195. See Osborn v.

Froyseth, 105-16, 116+1113 (grounds of

rejection of claim not stated-—-presump

tion); State v. Red River L. Co., 109-185,

123+412.

49O’Connor v. Gertgens, 85-481, 89+866.

See Bufialo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 91-84,

97+575 (aflirmed, 203 U. S. 582); Dono

hue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, l12+413.

-'-" Bishop v. Hyde, 66-24, 6B+95.
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good faith, must be regarded as filed of the date it is delivered by the applicant

for filing; and the negligence of the clerks to do their duty in notmg thereon

a statement that the same was filed of that date does not deprive the person

making such entry of his rights in that respect.51

RAILROAD LAND GRANTS

7878. Certification to state-—-A certification of land to the state for a rail

way company has the effect of a patent. It is evidence, but not conclusive

evidence, of title. It may be set aside in proper proceedings for fraud or mis

take, but is not subject to collateral attack by one not interested in the land.

Where an entry by a settler has the effect of taking the land out of a grant,

a certification including such land is void as to the settler.“2
7879. Deed by governor to railway company-—A deed executed by the

governor, containing recitals to show his authority to convey, conveying land

to a railway company under a federal grant, has been held, with other proof,

to show title in a party.“7880. Construction-A public grant of lands to a railway company is to be

construed strictly against the grantee in favor of the government and its

grantees.“ It is to be construed not merely as a grant, but also as a law,

and such effect must be given to it as will carry out the intention of the legis

lature.“ Cases are cited below involving the construction of particular

grants.“
7881. Conditions-Forfeitm-e—Extensions-A grant in praesenti,_upon

conditions subsequent, is not forfeited by mere default of the grantee in the

conditions, but only by some affirmative act of the state, after the breach or

default, declaring or asserting the forfeiture. The right of the state to_ a

forfeiture must be asserted by judicial proceedings, the equivalent of an in

quest of ofiice at common law, finding the fact of forfeiture, and adjudgmg 8

restoration of the estate on that ground; or there must be some legislative

assertion of ownership of the property for the breach of the condition; and

until this is done the grant remains vested in the grantee, notwithstanding the

breach of the condition. Moreover, if, after the breach, the grantee proceeds

and earns the grant by the construction of its road, before any action on the

part of the state asserting or declaring

a forfeiture, the state cannot after

wards_divest the grantee of the land by declaring a forfeiture.“ Upon non

compliance with the conditions of the grant the right to declare a forfeiture is

generally absolute.“ An individual cannot raise the objection that a company

M Hastay v. Bonness, 84-120, 86+896.

-52 Winona etc. Ry. v. Randall, 29-283,

13+127; Minn. etc. Co. v. Davis, 40-455,

42+299; ‘Necks v. Bridgman, 41-352, 43!

81; Id., 46-390, 49+191 (aflirmed, 159 U.

S. 541); Winona etc. Co. v. Ebilcisor, 52

312, 54+91.

1:::\\1'lIJOl\fl. etc. Ry. v. Randall, 29-283, 13+

_.l.

M Weeks v. Bridgman, 46-390, 49+191;

St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Brown, 24-517, 583.

55 Nash v. Sullivan, 29-206, 214, 12+698.

M De Graft v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23-144 (act

of 1857 and subsequent acts—Sp. Laws

1874 c. 105—impai1-rnent of contract with

company); St. Paul etc. By. v. Brown, 24

517 (act of March 6. 1868 granting swamp

lands to St. Paul & Pacific Ry. Co.-—act of

Feb. 15, 1865 setting apart swamp lands to

state mstitntions—extent of grant) ; Si

monson v. Thompson, 25-150 (act ‘Of

March 3, 1857-rights of Minn. & Pacific

Ry. Co.); Winona etc. Ry. v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 27-128, 6+461 (affirrned, 112 U- S

720) (act of March 3, 1865) ; Nash v. Sul

livan, 29-206, 12+698 (act of March 3,

l865—St. Vincent branch of St. Paul &

Pacific Ry. Go.—act of March 3, 1871

conveyance of grant by Sp. Laws 1865

c. 6); Prince v. Eheim, 55-36, 56+239_(1mt

of May 12, 1864 granting four additional

alternate sections per mile—how to be se

lected).
57 Mpls. etc. By. v. Duluth etc. Ry., 45

104, 47+464. See VVhite \'. Neils, 100-16,

]1O+371.
“8 St. Paul etc. By. v. Broulctte, 65-367

368, 67-1-1010. See White v. Neils, 100-16.

110+-371; Sago v. Crowley, 83-314, 86+409
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has failed to perform the conditions of its grant." Railway companies have

frequently been given extensions of time in which to perform.60

7882. Right of way over public lands—The federal and state governments

have by various acts, expressly 01' by implication, granted to railway companies

a right of way over public lands. Cases are cited below involving a construc

tion of such grants and a determination of the rights of railway companies

thereunder as against settlers.G1

7883. Lands reserved and sold by state-The “railroad land-grant” lands

reserved and retained by the state, and subsequently sold by it, pursuant to

the provisions of Sp. Laws 1877 c. 201 § 9, are subject to taxation in the hands

of the grantees of the state; and no one but the United States can raise the

question of the authority of the state to dispose of these lands for the purposes

expressed in the act referred to.“2 '

7884. Wrongful conveyance by state—Where the governor wrongfully

conveys to another lands belonging to a railway company under a land grant.

such person may be charged as a trustee of the legal title for the company.08

7885. When right of company attaches—As to lands within place limits

the right of the company attaches upon the definite location of the road by

the filing and acceptance of a map of such location in the ofiice of the Com

missioner of the General Land Office. As to indemnity lands the right does

not attach until specific tracts are actually selected by it, with the approval

of the Secretary of the Interior. Up to the time of such approval lands within

indemnity limits, though embraced in the company’s list of selections, are

subject to be disposed of by the United States or to be settled upon under the

pre-emption laws of the United States. The company acquires no vested in

terest in any particular lands, within or without place limits, merely by filing

a map of general route and having the same approved by the Secretary of the

Interior.“

7886. Withdrawal of lands granted—In some of the granting statutes

the Land Department has been expressly required to reserve and withdraw

from market or entry lands which might become subject to selection. In some

cases it has done so without express authority.“ Such withdrawal is merely

to give the railway company a reasonable time within which to make its selec

-'-° Western Ry. v. De Grafi, 27-1, 9, 6+

341; Sage v. Crowley, 83-314, 861-409.

See State v. Torinus, 26-1, 49+259.

"0 Winona etc. By. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 27

128, 61-461 (act of Congress of March 3,

1865); Nash v. Sullivan, 29-206, 12+698

(id.) ; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Broulette, 65

367, 67+1010 (Sp. Laws 1877 c. 201, ex

tending time for completion of St. Paul &

Pac. Ry. Co. ’s Extension Lines, as amended

by Sp. Laws 1878 c. 71, construed); Sago

v. Crowley, 83-314, 86+-109 (extension to

Hastings & Dakota Ry. Co.).

61 Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188, 200); Simonson v. Thompson, 25

450; Red River etc. Co. v. Sture, 32-95,

201-229; Coleman v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-260,

36-H538; Radke v. Winona etc. Ry., 39-262,

a9+o24; Id., 42-61, 43+967; Tuttle v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 61-190, 63+618; N. P. Ry. v.

Townsend, 84-152, 86+1007 (overruled, 190

U. S. 267). See Denver etc. Ry. v. Alling,

99 U. S. 463; St. Joseph etc. Ry. v. Bald

win. ]03 U. S. 426; N. P. Ry. v. Town

send, 190 U. S. 267; N. P. Ry. v. Hasse,

197 U. S. 9.

02 Morrison County v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42

451, 44-+982.

B3 Winona etc. Ry. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 26

179, 2+-189. .

M Sjoli v. Drcschcl, 199 U. S. 564 (over

ruling Sjoli v. Dreschel, 90-108, 95+'l'63);

N. P. Ry. v. Wass, 104-411, 116+937;

Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, 112+

413 (aifirmed, 210 U. S. 21); Sage v. Rud

nick, 91-325, 331, 98+89, 100+106; Prince

v. Eheim, 55-36, 56+239; Resser v. Carney,

52-397, 54-+89; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Ward,

47-40, 49+40l; Weeks v. Bridgman, 41

352, 43+s1; Id., 46-390, 49+191; Musser

v. McRae, as-409, 3s+103; 1a., 44-343, 46+

673; Winona etc. Ry. v. St. P. ctc..Ry., 26

179, 2+489; Cass County v. Mornson, 28

257, 9+761. See Winona etc. Ry. v. Ran

dall, 29-283, 13+127.

"5 Prince v. Eheim, 55-36, 561-239;

0’Connor v. Gertgens, 85-481, 89+866; N.

P. Ry. v. Wass, 104-411, 411, 116+937.
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tion. It acquires no vested rights by the withdrawal. A voluntary order of

withdrawal is revocable, and, in part, is revoked by allowing settlement and

entry of a certain tract under the pre-emption or homestead laws.“ An order

of withdrawal is inoperative as against vested rights of entrymen. If lands

held by entrymen at the time of the withdrawal are subsequently abandoned

they will, until a selection made by the railway company, be deemed still open

for homestead or pre-emption entry.“T When a withdrawal order properly

made ceases to be in force, the lands withdrawn thereunder do not pass under

a grant of unreserved, unsold, or otherwise unappropriated lands, but becomes

a part of the public domain, to be disposed of under the general land laws

or acts of Congress specially describing them." It was formerly held in this

state that so long as an executive withdrawal continued in force, the lands

covered thereby were not subject to entry, and no lawful settlement on them

could be acquired.“ The rule is now otherwise.” The construction placed

by the Land Department upon its orders of withdrawal are entitled to great

respect, and, unless clearly unreasonable, or violative of some legal principle,

should be adopted and followed by the courts. The rule adopted is to construe

such orders strictly in favor of the government, that is to say, as operating in

praesenti, and not in futuro, and lands are therefore excluded from a with

drawal as from a grant."1

7887. Distinction between place and indemnity 1ands—Lands within pri

mary limits and lands within indemnity limits of a railroad land grant are

both granted. One distinction between them is that as to lands within the

primary limits the company’s right attaches upon definite location. while as

to lands within indemnity limits it does not attach until selection. A further

distinction is that lands within the primary limits, when once excepted from

the grant, remain in that condition; whereas, the status of indemnity lands

at the date of selection determines the company’s right at that time only.

and such lands are subject to subsequent selection at any time at which they

may be free.72

7888. Indemnity 1ands—Selection—Withdrawa1—A railway company

acquires no vested right to lands within indemnity limits until specific selec

tions thereof are made. with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior.

Up to the time such approval is given, lands within indemnity limits, thou§_"l\

embraced by the company’s list of selections. are subject to be disposed of by

the United States, or to be settled upon and occupied under the pre-emption

or homestead laws. The Secretary of the Interior has no autl1ority to with

draw from sale or settlement lands within indemnity limits which have not

been previously selected, with his approval, to supply deficie11ch-.\' within place

limits.73

7889. Revocation of grant—When direct grant vests—-'l‘hc art of Con

gress of June 2.‘). 1854, granting certain lands to the territory of Minnesota.

"6 Prince v. Ehcim, 55-36, 56+239. 72 Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239,

W St. Paul etc. Ry. \'. Ward, 47-40, 49+ 112+413 (affirmed, 210 U. S. 21).

401- 78 Sjoli v. Dreschel, 199 U. S. 564 (I‘0'

"8 Northern L. Co. v. O'Brien, 204 U. S. versing Sjoli v. Dreschel. 90-108, 95+763):

190' State v. Sage, 75-448, 78+14; Sage v. Max

“ Sage v. Swanson. 6-i—517, 6T+544; Sage well, 91-527. 99+42; N. P. Ry. v. Wass,

v- Crowley. 83-314. 86+409; O’(.‘-onnor v. 104-411, 1104937; Id., 105-525, 117+1126;

Gcrtgens, 85-481, 89+866. Osborn v. Froyseth, 105-16, 116+1113~

7° Sage v. Maxwell. 91-527, 99+42.

71 Hastings & D. R-y. v. Whitney, 34-538,

27+69 (affirmerl. 132 U. S. 357); St. Paul

etc. By. v. \\’:xrd. 47-40. 49+401.

See, however, Norton v. Frederick, 107-36,

119+492. The following cases are more or

less overruled: Sage v. Swenson, 64-517,

67+544; Sage v. Crowley. 83-314, 86+409;

O’Connor v. Gertgens, 85-481, 89+866.
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to aid in the construction of a certain railroad, vested in the territory a

present estate in the lands, subject to a condition for their revesting in the

United States. Congress had no power to revoke such grant. The act of the

territorial legislature, of March 4, 1854, incorporating tl1e defendant, and

providing that all such lands’as may be afterwards granted by Congress to

the territory, to aid in the construction of its railroad, shall immediately be

come the property of the company, without any further act or deed, vested

int the company the title acquired by the territory under the Congressional

ac .' ‘

7890. Imposing new conditions on gra.nt—The act of Congress of 1870,

requiring the Northern Pacific Railway Company to pay the cost of surveying.

selecting, and conveying lands in its grants, was valid.75

7891. Transfer of indemnity 1ands—A transfer of certain indemnity lands

of the Hastings & Dakota Railway Company to a trustee for the benefit of its

stockholders, the company’s franchise being forfeited by a judgment of court.

has been sustained." The right of the company to such lands became vested

on the completion of its road, and was subject to sale or assignment.11

7892. Conflict of grants—Cases are cited below involving conflictingr

grants.78

7893. Exceptions_—Pr0tection of bona fide sett1ers—Generally grants of

lands to railway companies expressly except lands to which pre-emption or

homestead rights have attached. And in the absence of such exception such

lands are impliedly excepted.” In 1862 a special act was passed by our legis

lature for the protection of bona fide settlers on lands within the grant of the

St. Paul & Pacific Railway Company.so

7894. Rights of settlers—Whether the rights of a settler on land within

a railway grant are superior to the rights of the company generally depends

upon the time when the respective rights of the settler and the company at

tached. Those which are prior in time generally prevail.“

7895. Purchasers from rai1r0ad—-Land not in grant-Relief—Provision

was made by the act of Congress of March 3, 1887 for the relief of bona fide

purchasers of land from railway companies, where the company was unable to

convey, because, for some reason, the land was excepted from the grant to

the company. Such persons were allowed to purchase from the government}2

H U. S. v. Minn. etc. Ry., l—127(103)

(writ of error withdrawn, 18 How. 241).

75 N. P. Ry. v. Rockne, 115 U. S. 600

(overruling Cass County v. Morrison, 28

257, 9+761).

7“ Sage v. Crowley, 83-314, 86+409;_ Nor

ton v. Frederick, 107-36, 119+49_2.

7" Norton v. Frederick, 107-36, 119-#492.

"9 Winona etc. Ry. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 27

128, 6-1461 (afiirmed, 112 U. S. 720); Mpls.

etc. By. v. Duluth etc. Ry., 45-104, 47+

464; Sage v. Rudnick, 91-325, 98+89, 100+

106.

79 Hastings & D. Ry. v. Whitney, 34-538,

27+69 (afiirmed, 132 U. S. 359); Weeks v.

Bridgman, 41-352, 4:-x+s1; Id., 46_-390, 49+

191 (aflirmed, 159 U. S. 541); Wmona etc.

Co. v. Ebilcisor, 52-312, 54+91; St. Paul

etc. Ry. v. Broulette, 65-367. 67+1010;

Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, 112+

413.

"I Peterson v. First Div. etc. Ry., 27-218,

(H615.

31 Winona etc. By. v. Randall, 29-283, 13+

127; Red River etc. Ry. v. Sture, 32-95,

20+229; Hastings & D. Ry. v. Whitney, 34

538, 27+69 (aflirmed, 132 U. S. 315);

Weeks v. Bridgman, 41-352, 43+81; Id.,

46-390, 49+191; St. Paul etc. By. v. Ward,

47-40, 49+401; Winona etc. Co. v. Ebil

cisor, 52-312, 54-4-91; Prince v. Eheim, 55

36, 56+2-'39; St. Paul etc. Ry. v. Broulette.

65-367, 67+1010; McHenry v. Nygaard.

72-2, 74-+1106; Sage v. Crowley, 83-314.

86+409; N. P. Ry. v. Townsend, 84-152,

.‘l6+1007 (reversed, 190 U. S. 267); Sjoh

v. Dreschel, 90-108, 95+763 (reversed, 199

U. S. 564); Sage v. Maxwell, 91-527, 99+

42; Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239.

112+4l3 (affirmed, 210 U. S. 21); N. 1’

RV. v. Wass. 104-411, 116+937 ; Houston v.

N‘. P. Ry., 109-213, 12a+922.

"O'Connor v. Gertgens, 85-481, 89+866.
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7896. Private attack on grant--An individual cannot assail a title con

the conditions annexed."

veyed by the government on the ground that the grantee has failed to perform

DEEDS, MORTGAGES, AND CONTRACTS BEFORE PATENT

7897. Contracts of pre-emptor

prior to patent-—A contract whereby a

party about to enter land under the United States pre-emption act, in con

sideration of' the payment by another of one-fourth of all expenses incurred by

him in making final proof, agrees to pay over to such other person one-fourth

of the amount derived from a sale of the land at its proper value after title

is secured, is not prohibited by the pre-emption act.“
7898. Contracts of pre-emptor to convc -—C0ntraets of a pre-emptor to

convey or to give another an interest in the land entered, made before final

proof, are invalid;" otherwise, if made after final proof, though before the

issuance of a patent.“ An agreement by a pre-emptor, who has occupied and

improved lands, and filed the statement of his intention to pre-empt them, to

abandon his rights, his occupancy, and improvements, so that another may

enter upon and pre-empt the lands, is not in violation of the pre-emption

laws." If the pre-emptor violates the law his entry is vitiated in toto."

7899. Contracts of homesteader to convey--It has been laid down broad

ly in a recent decision by the federal supreme court that a sale of a homestead

prior to the issue of patent is void under the statutes of the United States.

But while a homesteader cannot make a valid and enforceable contract to sell

the land he is seeking to enter, he is not bound to perfect his application, but

may abandon or relinquish his rights in the land, and if he in fact makes

a. sale he is no longer interested in the land and the government can treat the

sale as a relinquishment and patent the land to another.” A homesteader may

transfer or relinquish his inchoate homestead right to another."0 An agree

ment by a homesteader to convey the land entered as soon as he should make

final proof of his claim upon a consideration to be paid at that time, has

been sustained.91 After a homesteader has made final proof he may sell and

convey the land before final receipt or
patent is issued, and vest in the pur

chaser all rights possessed by him. In such a case the government will, upon

proper showing, issue the patent to the purchaser.02
7900. Mortgages prior to paten'o—It is now well settled that a home

steader or pre-emptor may mortgage the land prior to patent, and even prior

to final proof.” Formerly the rule was otherwise in this state.“

-J01-3’-1.

ml

83 Western Ry. v. De Grafi, 27-1, 6+341;

Mpls. etc. By. v. Duluth efe. Ry., 45-104,

47+464; Sage v. Crowley, 83-314, 86+409.

See Morrison County v. St. P. etc. Ry., 42

451, 44+982.

*4 Gross v. Hafemann, 91-1, 97+430; Id.,

92-367, 100+94 (affirmed, 199 U. S. 342).

55 St. Peter Co. v. Bunker, 5-192(153)‘;

Evans v. Folsom, 5-422(342); Brugger

man v. Hoerr, 7—337(264); Ferguson v.

Kumler, 11-104(62); Warren v. Van

Brunt, 12-70(36); Bishop v. Hyde, 66-24,

68+-95 (affirmed, 177 U. S. 281). See

Nicholson v. Congdon, 95-188, 103+1034.

86 Camp v. Smith, 2-155(131); Sharon v.

Viooldrick, 18—354(325). See MeAlpin v.

Rescb, 82-523, 85+545.

B7 Olson v. Orton, 28-36, 8+878. See Lin

dersmith v. Schwiso, 17-26(10).

85 Hyde' v. Bishop, 177 U. S. 281.

8" Lore v. Flahive, 205 U. S. 195. See

Webster v. Luther, 50-77, 82, 52+271.

W Lindersmith v. Sehwiso, 17-26(10).

See Olson v. Orton, 28-36, 8+878.

91 Townsend v. Fenton, 30-528, 16+421.

‘J2 Sims v. Morrison, 92-341, 344, 100+88.
” Jones v. Tainter, 15-512(423); Chaun

cey v. Wass, 35-1, 30, 25+457, 30+826;
Stewart v. Smith, 36-82, 30-P430; Lewis v

Wetherell, 36-386, 31+356; Lang v. Morey,

40-396, 42+8S; Gross v. Hafemann, 91-1.

97+430 (affirmed, 199 U. S. 342). Sec 6

L; R. A. (N. S.) 934.
MMeCue v. Smith, 9-252(237); Wood

bury v. Dorman, 15-338(272).
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7901. Prohibitions in special acts against tra.nsfers—Spccial acts some

times contain prohibitions against transfers before patent.“

7902. Conveyance for church, cemetery, or school purposes—A settler

on public lands is specially authorized by statute to transfer, by warranty

against his own acts, any portion of his claim for church, cemetery, or school

purposes, without aflecting his right to perfect his claim and obtain a patent.”

7903. Conveyance by entryman under treaty—-A conveyance by one en

tering land under the provisions of the treaty of Feb. 22, 1855, between the

United States and the Mississippi band of the Chippewa Indians, has been

sustained, though 1nade before final pay1nent of the purchase price.07

7904. Compromise agreements-A and 13 each claimed to have made im

provements upon, and to have the exclusive right to purchase, land of the

United States, and entered into an agreement by which they agreed, that each

should furnish to C one-l1alf the purchase money to buy it in his own name,

and convey the same according to the decision of five persons, to be chosen

as in the agreement specified, and C, accordingly, with the money furnished

him, bought the land in his own name. It was held that neither A nor B

could abandon or repudiate this contract, and that under it, C might convey

to A or B, or both, as he might be directed by the five persons chosen, as pro

vided in the contract.”

7905. Sale of improvements and possessory rights-—Consideration—An

agreement to sell an interest in improvements and possessory rights in a tract

of government land, held by a person occupying the same, in expectation of

securing title thereto, and with a prospect of a profitable mutual investment,

no illegality in the transaction being suggested, has been held a sufiicient con

sideration for the purchase price.”

7906. Forfeiture for illegal contract—Waivcr—-The government may en

force a forfeiture of the rights of an entryman who attempts to make an

illegal transfer of the land entered, but if it waives a forfeiture no one else

can insist upon it.1

7907. Deed from half-breed—-A deed by a half-breed, of land within the

Indian reservation near Lake Pepin. has been held not void as against public

policy or as contrary to the acts of Congress.2

PATENT

7908. Necessity—A patent is unnecessary to vest a railway company with

the legal title of place lands.3 I

7909. Delivery unnecessa.ry—Conveys title by record—T1tle by patent

from the United States is title by record, and delivery of the patent to the

grantee is not essential to pass the title.4 I

7910. Issuance to purchaser from entryman_—In certain cases the gov

ernment will, upon a proper showing. issue a patent to a purchaser from an

entryman . "‘

"5 McAlpine v. Resch, 82-523, 85+545 9'! Nicholson v. Congdon, 95-188, 103+

(act for relief of settlers on indemnity 1034. _ F

lands of Northern Pacific Ry. Co.—29 U. ‘J$Irv1nc v. Marshall. /—286(216).

3- St. 246-—-restrictions of act held not to W Bedford \'. Small, 31-], 16+452.

benefit a subsequent purchaser who pro- 1Woodbury v. Dorman, 15—338(272).

cured a. deed in fraud of the first grantee). See McAlpme v. Reach, 82-523, 85+545.

MIEin1er v. Wcllsand, 93-444, 101+-612 2Hope v. Stone, 10—14l(114).

(Person receiving patent with notice of aMcflcnry r.‘Nygaard. 72-2, 13, 7%-51128.

contract by prior entryman to convey for -l'R_ogers v. Clark, 103-198, 20,80, is + .

Church purposes under statute held charged 5 Suns v. Mornson, . 2-341, 1 + .

with trust).
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7911. Issuance to widow, heirs, or devisees—Provision is made by statute

for the issuance of a patent to the widow, heirs, or devisees of a deceased entry

man.“

7912. Effect of issuing to deceased person—When a pate11t issues to a

person deceased at its date the title inurcs to and vests in the heirs, devisees,

and assignees of such person, the same as if it had been issued to him during

life.7

7913. Recita1s—A recital in a patent has been held notice to all of an

exemption from liability for debts and of the act under which it was-issued.“

7914. When takes effect—Re1ation--A patent generally takes effect, by

virtue of the doctrine of relation, prior to the date of its execution. It is

prima facie evidence of title in the patentee from the very inception of the

proceedings to acquire title." The doctrine of relation applies only when

necessary to protect the rights of persons who have acquired an equitable right

or claim to the title."

7915. After-acquired tit.le~—A patent does not convey an after-acquired

title.11

7916. As evidence of title—'l‘he patent of a state, when regular on its face

—that is, when it is in proper form, is signed by the proper officer, and has

the proper seal—is everywhere evidence of the passage of the state’s title to the

land. The patent, like the deed of an individual passes the title.12 A patent

from the United States is evidence of title in the grantee.“ It is rather the

‘evidence that the title is already in the grantee, than the title itself.“ A

patent by a state passes its title, but does not establish that it had title.“

7917. Conclusiveness-—Collateral atta.ck—In the absence of fraud, im

position, or mistake, a patent is conclusive against collateral attack, if the

Land Department had jurisdiction to dispose of the land. It is in the nature

of an official declaration by that branch of the government to which the

alienation of public lands, under the law, is intrusted, that all the requirements

prehminary to its issuance, have been complied with." It cannot be attacked

collaterally for irregularities in the conduct of those who are appointed by

the government to supervise the progressive course of a title from the com

mencement to its consummation in a patent.17 But a patent may be attacked

collaterally by showing that the state had no title or that the Land Depart

ment had no authority to dispose of the land because the law did not authorize

“Anderson v. Peterson, 36-547, 32+861 \‘. Congdon, 95-188, 103+1034; White Y

(patent to “mmors"—persons under Neils, 100-16, 110+371; Rogers v. Clark.

twenty-one are minors within federal stat

ute though they are not minors under state

statute); Hayes v. Carroll, 74-134, 76+

1017 (proof by widow of homesteader—

patent issued to heirs of homesteader by

mistake-heirs charged as trustees for

widow); Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101

239, 112+413 (completion of entry of de

ceased homesteader by his heirs—subse

quent abandonmeut—reversion of land to

public domain).

104-198, 116+-739.

2;%State v. Itasca L. Co., 100-355, 111l

7112Gilbert v. McDonald, 94-289, 291, 102+

1 .

7Gilhert V. McDonald. 94-289, 102+712.

B Fmnegan v. Brown, 90-396, 402, 97+144.

nCamp v. Smith. 2—155(131, 141); Wi

nona etc. Ry. v. Randall, 29-283, 13+127;

Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 380, 15+665;

Red River etc. Ry. v. Sture, 32-95, 20-!-229;

Musser v. McRae, 44-343, 46+673; Gilbert

v. McDonald. 94-289. 102+712; Nicholson

12 Musser v. MeRae, 38-409, 38+103_; _Mc

Kinney \'. Bode, 33-450, 231-851; Holland

v. Netterbcrg, 107-380, 120+527.

1Bliaogcrs v. Clark, 104-198, 116+739y

Finnegan v. Brown, 90-396, 401, 97+144;

McKinney v. Bode, 33-450, 23+851.

14 Camp v. Smith, 2—155(131, 141).

15 Musser v. McRae, 38-409, 384-103.

1" Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 211, 116+

739; White v. Neils, 100-16, 1104371. See

Holland v. Netterberg, 107-380, 120+527.

1" McKinney v. Bode, 33-450, 23+851.

See Holland v. Netterborg, 107-380, 120+

527.
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its sale, or because it was reserved from sale, or because it was dedicated to :1

special purpose, or because it had been previously transferred to another."

7918. Attack by strangers—One who has no interest in property afiected

by a patent cannot question it.19

covered by a patent may attack it.2°.
One who has initiated a claim to the land

\

PRE-EMPTION

7919. Policy of law—Construction—'l‘lw pre-emption law is designed to

secure a speedy settlement and cultivation of the public lands for the good of

the whole community as well as the individual settler.

It is therefore toreceive a liberal construction for the encouragement of actual seti:lers."’1

7920. Lands subject to pre-emption—Government lands included within

the limits of incorporated towns are not subject to pre-emption entry.22 Orig

mally unsurveyed lands were not subject to entry, but this was changed in

1854.23

authorize the subdivision of a

Land within an Indian reservation is not subject to pre-emption.“

7921. Subdivisions of land—Joint entry
—The pre-emption law does not

quarter of a quarter section—a forty acre tract-—

for the purposes of settlement or entry. Such a tract is not subject to entry

by two jointly as a whole, or severally in distinct parts."’5

7922. Settlement and occupancy-—'1‘o constitute a valid right of pre-emp

tion the spirit and terms of the law require a personal settlement by the claim

ant upon the land, and the original sett

of the land as the home of the settler;

on, and the cultivation or improvement

occupancy or improvement must depen

absolute rule can be laid down to gove
rn all cases.

lement must be followed by occupancy

the erection of a dwelling-house there

of the land. But what shall constitute

d upon the facts of each case, and no

In the case of a married
man the settlement may be made originally without the presence of his family,

and the time when the family must follow may be different in different cases.

The only rule which can be laid down is that the settlement and occupancy

must, under all circumstances, be reasonable as to time and manner, and show

a bona fide intention on the

premises." To have settled on the land in

part of the settler to occupy
and improve the

good faith and with a view to pre
empt, a person must have made an actual, genuine, and not sham settlement

thereon, with the view and intent of obtaining title thereto by complying with

the provisions of the pre-emption law of the United States.27

7923. Inchoate rights of entryman—The occupation and improvement of

public lands with a view to pre-emption do not confer any
vested rights in

the land as against the Fnited States; that is only obtained when the purchase

money is paid and the rccci pt of the land office given to the purchaser. Until

such time the cntryumu hn.< mercl,v a right to be preferred in the purchase

'-'0 Duluth etc. By. v. Roy, 173 U. S. 587

(aflirming Roy v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547,

72+794).

11 Camp v. Smith. 2—155(131, 14].).

'-"-’ Burfcnning v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-20, 48+

444.

23 Carson v. Smith. 5—78(58).

H Sharon v. Wooldrick, 18—354(32-5).

'-'5 Warren v. Van Brunt. 12-70(36).

26 Kelley v. Wallace, 14—236(173).

Leech v. Ranch, 3-448(332).

15 Sharon v. Wooldrick. 18-354(325); St.

Paul etc. Ry. \'. First Div. etc. Ry., 26-31,

49+303; McKinney v. Bode, 33-450, 23+

851; Burfenning v. (lhi. etc. Ry.. 46-20.

4-8+44<1 (afiirmcd 163 U. S. 321); Winona

etc. Co. v. Ebilcisor. 52-312. 323. 54+-91;

State v. Shcvlin, 62-99, 106, 64+81,'

Wright v. Roseberry. 121 U. S. 488; St.

Louis S. & R. Co. v. Kemp. 104 U. S. 636.

'9 McKinney v. Bode. 33-450, 23+851;

Minn. L. & I. Co. v. Davis, 40-455, 458,

421299; Dawson v. Mayall. 45—408, 48+12;

Winona etc. Co. v. Ebilcisor. 52-312, 54+

91; Lamprey \'. Mead. 54-290, 300. 55+

1132; ‘Write \'. Neils, 100-16, 1]0+371.

2'1 Peterson v. First Div. etc. Ry., 27-218,

6+615 (requisites of settlement and occu

pation under Sp. Laws 1862 o. 20—same as

under general law).

See
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over others, provided a sale is made by the United States.“ After payment

and the execution of a certificate the pre-emptor has a vested right, which de

scends to his heirs as realty. He cannot be deprived of this right by the

arbitrary or unauthorized act of the Land Department. IThe government

holds the legal title in trust for him. He is the equitable and beneficial

owner.’-"'
7924. Under treaty of 1855 with Chippewa Indians-—An application to

pre-empt land under the provisions of the treaty of Feb. 22, 1855, between the

United States government and the Mississippi band of the Chippewa Indians,

having been accepted and approved by the Land Department, vested in the

entryman an equitable title, even though the purchase price was not then

paid.30
HOMESTEADS

7925. Lands subject to entry--Government lands within the limits of an

incorporated town are not subject to homestead entry.81
7926. Amount of land--No person is permitted to acquire more than one

quarter section of land under the homestead act.82
7927. Entry—What constitutes-An entry consists of an aflidavit setting

forth the facts entitling the applicant to make entry, a formal application, and

a payment of the money required.“37928. Entry-Filing application-—Time--A settler may lose his rights by

failing to make a formal entry by filing his application within the statutory

time Mere occupancy and cultivation 1s not always enough to protect his

claim.“ The proper application of a party entitled to enter land at the gov

-ernment land ofiice, made in good faith, must be regarded as filed of the date

it is delivered by the applicant for filing; and the negligence of the clerks to

do then‘ duty in noting thereon a statement that the same was filed of that

date does not deprive the person making such entry of his rights in that

respect.‘"'
7929. Inchoate rights of entryman-—A settler who has entered public land

-of the United States under the provisions of the homestead law, though no

patent has been issued, has an inchoate title to the land, which is property.

This is a vested right which can only be defeated by his own failure tocomply

with the conditions of the law. If he complies with these conditions, he be

comes invested with full ownership, and the absolute right to a patent."

7930. Entry on contiguous quarter sections-A settler upon either sur

veyed or uusurveyed land may embrace in his homestead claim land in con

hguous _qua1-ter sections, if he does not exceed the quantity allowed by law

and his improvements are on some portion Of the tract, and he does acts which

put the public upon notice of the extent of his claim.“

‘-’8 Red River etc. By. \'. Sture 32-95 98 1106- S’ 1’ D 111 90-108 95 '63
‘20+229. See Nicholson v. Co,ngdon,,95—' (reve'rse("i,o1‘99v.U. §%6i)’. ’ H

1§§§,C103+1034. I 3-5 Hastay v. Bonness, 84-120, 86%-B96.

C- amp v. Smith, 2—155(131) ; Polk 36 Red River etc. By. v. Stare, 32-95, 20+

.p;1nTt'y v. Hunter, 42-312, 44+201. 229; Lang v. Morey, 40-396, 424-88; CM‘

1Osiucholson \'. Congdon, 95-188, 103+ nel‘ v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-375, 45+713; Boy

31 f _ _ v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72+794; Pairier

444 urflieuning v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-20, 48+ v. Itasca County, 68-297, 71+382; Hastay

(a rmed, 163 U. S. 321). v. Bonness, 84-120, 86+896; Shea v. Cl0

5;6Colcman v. McCo1-nnck, 37-179, 181, 33+ quet L. Co., 97-41, 105-\-552; Donohue v

‘“-D h S St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, 250, 112+413;
051 ff; £1193 t. etc. Ry., 101-239, Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 116+739. See

:,,_;_,5 9; 20121386 Rwer etc. Ry. v. Sture, Nicholson v. Congdon, 95-133, 1oa+1034;

-LS8’ M! H+ 9-_ Polk County v. Hunter, 42-312, 44+2o1.

9 ° em? ‘- Nygaard, 72-2, 12, 74+ 3" Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239,

112+413 (aflirmed, 210 U. s. 21).
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7931. Settlement and cultivation-To entitle a homesteader to a patent,

he must reside upon, cultivate, and improve his claim for five years, and with

in two years thereafter he must make final proofs of the fact, and an affidavit

that no part of the land has been alienated except as provided by law, establish

his citizenship, and take the oath of allegiance.“

7932. Abandonment—Where heirs of a homesteader completed his entry,

which operated to cancel a selection by a railway company, a subsequent aban

donment of the entry by the heirs was held not to inure to the benefit of the

company but to restore the land to the public domain and to render it subject

to disposition according to law." Upon any change of residence or abandon

ment of the land for more than six months the land reverts to the govern

ment.*°

7933. Rights of deserted wife—Within the homestead laws a deserted Wife

is to be treated as the head of a family, and, if she retains the possession of

the land entered by her husband she may continue to reside thereon, and may

make final proof in his name, or make an entry thereof in her own name, upon

proof of the fact of her husband’s desertion. These rights of a deserted wife

cannot be defeated by a collusive relinquishment by the husband. A deserted

wife, left in possession of a homestead, and recognized by the Land Depart

ment as having a right to contest the entry thereof by a subsequent claimant

with notice, will be protected in her possession pending such contest, and may

recover damages against such claimant for his wrongful acts in dispossessing

her, and removing and destroying the improvements left in her possession:

and she may in such case recover exemplary damages if such acts are wilful

and malicious, or accompanied with circumstances of aggravation.“

7934. Soldier's additional homestead—The right of a soldier under U. S.

Rev. St. § 2306 to enter additional lands, sufiicient, with his original entry.

to make up one hundred and sixty acres, is personal property, transferable and

assignable as such. It is a mere gratuity. No residence on or cultivation of

the land is required.42 The assignee of a soldier’s additional homestead cer

tificate, upon filing an application for a specific tract of land at the proper

government land ofiice, acquires an equitable title therein, which ripens into

a legal title, relating back to the date of application, upon issuance of the gov

ernment patent. Such equitable interest may be conveyed by quitclaim deed,

and when the patent issues the legal title will inure to the benefit of the

grantee. After patent issues, such grantee may maintain an action for dam

ages for trespass upon the land committed after the date of application and

before confirmation thereof’.43 The land must be located and title perfected

in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Land T)epartment.“

7935. Exemption from liability for debts-—-Lands patented under the

homestead act are expressly exempted by that act from liability for debts of

the patentee contracted prior to the issuing of the patent. This exemption is

constitutional, and applies whether the lands are still l1eld by the patentee

or a bona fide purchaser deriving title from him.“ It does not c.rempt from

38 Hayes v. Carroll, 74-134, 137, 76+1017. 1. Co., 51-495, 53+870; Whitesides v. Ru

See Webster v. Luther, 50-77, 83, 52+271. tan, 53-520, 55+5-10; Bradley v. White

" Donohue v. St. P. etc. Ry., 101-239, sides, 55-455, 57+143; Tnman v. Pillsbury,

1]2+413 (aflirmed, 210 U. S. 21). 60-520, 63+l04; Pnrdoe \’. Merritt. 75-12,

"Webster v. Luther, 50-77, 83, 52+271. 77+552; Hastay v. Bonness. 84-120, 86+

See Michaelis v. Michaelis, 43-123, 44+ 896; Rogers v. Clark, 104-198. 1l6+739.

1149. 45 Gilbert v. McDonn'd, 944289, 102+712;

41 Michaelis v. Michaelis. 43-123, 44+ Hustay v. Bonncss, 84-120. 86+896.

1149. 44 Lamson v. Cotfin, 102-493, 114+2-18.

42 Webster v. Luther. 50-77, 52+271 (af- 45 Russell v. Lowth. 21-167. See Todd r.

firmed, 163 U. S. 331); Piper v. Chippewa. Johnson, 56-60. 5T+320.
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liability for torts.“ Where a homesteader dies before receiving a patent, his

widow, minor children, heirs, or devisces, receiving a patent as provided by

statute in such cases, take the land free from liability for their prior debts.47

TIMBER CULTURE

7936. Inchoate rights of cntryman—One who enters land under the tim

ber-culture act and complies with its conditions acquires vested rights even

as against the United States. He has a right to occupy and cultivate the

land, and owns the crops which he harvests, such as hay. He may recover

from a wrongdoer who destroys trees standing on the land, and his right to

recover is not alfeeted by the fact that subsequent to the injury he surrenders

his claim.“‘

7937. Relinquishment of claim—Under the act of Congress providing for

a written relinquishmeut of his claim by a timber-culture claimant, the holder

for whose benefit such relinquishment is made, if seasonably filed, is enabled

to enter the same, and secure the benefit thereof for himself, upon complying

with the terms of the timber-culture acts. Though not strictly a conveyance

or assignment, it is all the transfer which the nature of the case permits, or

which would be of any avail to a purchaser. Such relinquisl1raent is the

proper subject of contract, and constitutes a valid consideration therefor.‘9

The person to whom the surrender is made is entitled, if he has filed the

papers, in the proper local land office, to notice of the canc-elation of the entry.50

TOWN SITES

7938. Unsurveycd lands-Rights may he acquired in unsurveyed public

lands for the purpose of town sites.51 ‘

7939. Necessity of occupancy—In general—Before lands can be entered

under the town-site act they must be settled upon and occupied as a town site.

Platting the land as a town is not e'nough."'2 The extent of occupancy and

improvement is not the same as under the pre-emption law. It is unnecessary

that the settlement should be in person or that the land should be cultivated.“3

7940. Who are occupants—The rights of occupants are fixed at the date

of submitting the proofs on which the entry is allowed, though the entry is

delayed by an appeal. After the proofs are submitted no one can acquire an

interest in the land entered by occupancy and improvement. '1‘he entry re

lates back to the date of the proofs.“ To be a bcnetieiary of the act one

must be in actual occupancy, personally, or by tenant or agent.“ A county

or other municipal corporation. capable of ac(|11i1‘ing and holding realty, if

in the actual occupam-y of any part of a town site. may become :1 beneficiary

under the act.“ A town-site company may be a lieuetir-iary.57

7941. Filing statement of c1aim—A former statute of this state required

claimants to file with the trustee of the town site a statement of the nature

and extent of their cl.ai1ns.“’‘

4“ Brun v. .\lann, 151 Fed. 145. ~'-4 Leech \'. Ranch. 3--l48(332); Castuer

*7 Coleman v. McCormick. 37-179, 33+556. \'. Gunther, 6-119(li3); Costner v. Echard,

"1 Carner \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-375, 45+7l3. fi—149(92); Castner v. Lowry, 6—149(92)i

1" Palmer \'. .\larch. 34-127. 24+374; Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215(l88);

Thompson \‘. Hanson. 28-484. ll+86. Mankato v. Meagher. 17-265(243).

-’-° Thompson \'. Han u. 28-484, 11+86. -"5 Carson v. Smith.12—546(458).

-51 Carson v. Smith. 5-78(5S); Wood v. 5“ Blue Earth County v. St. P. etc. Ry-y

(lnllen, 13-39-l(3G5); Maukato v. Meugher. 28-503, l1+73.

17-265(243). Sec (Pole v. Maxfield. 13-235 -'-T Mankato v. Meagher. 17-265(243).

(220). -'~‘* Mankato v. Willard. 13—13(1, 15); Coy

"Carson v. Smith, 12-r>4e(45s). v. Coy, 15-119(9oy. '

“Leech v. Ranch, 3-44s(332). '
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_ 7942. Iinchoate interest of occupant—The interest of an occupant is an

mehoate mterest in land. It may be defended against all encroachments by

persons not having a paramount right. It is 1nore than a mere right to the

possession, because it contains the germ which will expand and ripen into a

perfect title.“ It is a vested right—-a right to have a trust declared in his

t'avor.°° It may be sold and conveyed “1 and the conveyance is entitled to

record.62 _

7943. Findings of Land Department—'l‘he general rules as to the con

clusiveness of findings of the Land Department ‘” apply to its findings in

relation to entries under the town-site act.“

7944. Statutory action to determine conflicting claims-—There was for

merly a statute in this state providing for a special action to determine con

flicting claims to land in town sites.’15

7945. Action to vacate deed--Tendering expenses—An action to set

aside a deed to town-site lands has been held maintainable without tendering

a proportionate part of the expenses of entering the lands.00

7946. Abandonment—A right to have lands entered as a town site, under

the act of Congress, may be lost by abandonment of the occupancy so that

other persons may enter upon and occupy them, and become entitled to have

them entered as a town site for their benefit; and this is the case even where

the prior occupants made and recorded a town plat of the lands."

7947. Deed of trustee—Where the judge who holds land under the United

States town-site act, in trust for the occupants, executes an official deed for

:1 part of it, the presumption obtains that he did his duty in all respects by

compliance with all the statutory prerequisites, and that he conveyed it to

the proper party; and one not a beneficiary of the trust. but a mere stranger

to the title, cannot litigate or call in question the validity or regularity of

the deed in those respects. As soon as the land is entered, the trustee may

proceed to execute the trust by giving deeds to the beneficiaries, though the

patent from the United States has not yet been issued. When issued, the

patent relates back to the date of the entry, and no further deed from the

trustee after its issue is necessary to vest title in such beneficiaries. But it

must appear that the judge was trustee; that is, had already entered the land

when he executed the deed. And a recital of that fact in the deed itself is

not evidence as against a stranger to the instrument.‘"3 A deed by a trustee,

of land with a street along the bank or shore of a navigable lake, has been

held to pass the fee, subject to the public easement, to the entire street to

low-water mark, including all riparian rights.“ A deed of a trustee has been

held to pass the fee to the center of a street.To A trustee and his representa

tives have been held estopped from questioning the title of an occupant to

‘-11 Davis v. Murphy, 3—119(69); Carson v.

Smith, 5—78(58).

‘*0 Leech v. Ranch, 3-448(332).

"1 Hussey v. Smith, 99 U. S. 20; Carson

\'. Smith, 5—78(58).

82 Davis \'. Murphy, 3—119(69).

“3 See § 7875.

5* Leech v. Ranch, 3—44S(332); Mankab

V. Meagher, 'l7—265(24-,3).

M Foster v. Bailey, 1—436(310); Castner

v. Gunther. 6—119(63) (nature of action—

defendant cannot deny plaintiif’s title un

less he shows good title in himself—scope

of review on appeal); Weisberger v.

Teeny, 8—456(405) (answer merely deny

ing p1aintifi"s title is bad—must show a

right in defendant superior to that of

plaintilf); Cathcart \'. Peck, 11-45(24)

(sufficiency of allegations of occupancy

and improvements—-defendant must show

title).

W Cathcart \'. Peck, 11-45(24).

1" Weisberger v. Tenny, 8—456(405). Sea

Cole V. Maxfield, 13—235(220).

1"‘ Taylor v. Winona etc. Ry., 45-66, 47+

453; Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455.

09 Wait v. May, 48-453, 5l+471.

'10 Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188).
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whom he had executed a deed.71 A deed to a county has been held to pass

the title in fee.72 A deed of unsurveyed lands is inoperative.73 The title of

a grantee in a trustee’s deed may be impeached by proof that he had not done

acts necessary to constitute an occupancy and to give him title.'H The re

quirement of Laws 1857 (extra session), c. 18 § 34, that deeds to occupants

should be under the hand of the president of the town, was inapplicable to

towns for which no such officer as president was provided.“

7948. Effect of dedicati0n—A claimant under the town-site act may, be

fore his right to a deed is established, make a common-law dedication of the

land which will bind him. Upon such a dedication the public need not file

a statement with the trustee." Where the person upon whose settlement land

was entered as a town site under the act of Congress, has had the land sur

veyed and platted as a town, and the plat recorded, and by it dedicates land

to public use, a third party, procuring a conveyance from the trustee, of the

land dedicated, and who rests his claim in part on the original settlement, and

the survey and plat, and where the survey and plat are expressly recognized

in the deed from the trustee, takes subject to the dedication. Where a town

plat of lands entered as a town site under the act of Congress, has been

executed and recorded, dedicating lands to public use, the plat operates as

a conveyance to the public, and no deed from the trustee is necessary. If the

trustee conveys the fee to a third party it is subject to the dedication.” A

trustee under the town-site act cannot dedicate any of the town site.78

INDIAN HALF-BREED SCRIP

7949. In general-—By an act of Congress of July 17, 1854, the President

was authorized to cause to be issued to certain mixed bloods certificates or scrip

for the same amount of land to which each individual would be entitled in

case of a division of the Pepin reservation among them pro rata. There was

a provision that these certificates or scrip might be located upon the lands

within the reservation, or upon other unoccupied lands subject to pre-emption

or to private sale; that is, lands which had been surveyed, and also upon un

surveyed lands not reserved by the government, “upon which the applicants

have respectively made improvements.” There was a provision that these

certificates or scrip should not embrace more than six hundred and forty nor

less than forty acres each, and they were to be equally apportioned among

those entitled. The certificates or scrip were made non-transferable. Cases

are cited below involving the construction of the act and the determination of

rights depending on the location of land with scrip." Similar scrip to half

 

" Morris v. Watson, 15-212(165).

72 Blue Earth County v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

28-503, 11-l-73.

T3 Cole v. Maxficld, 13-235(220).

H Mankato v. Meagher, 17—265(243).

1;53Remillard v. Blackmarr, 49-490, 52+

"6 Mankato v. Willard. 13-13(1); Man

kato v. Warren, 20-144(l28).

‘'7 Winona v. Hufl’, l1—119(75).

‘'8 Bnfl‘nlo v. Harling, 50-551, 52+93l.

Z!" Monette \'. (‘ratt, 7—234(176) (text,

history, and object of statute—findings of

land officcrs as to location of scrip con

clnswe in absence of fraud or mistake);

Sharpe v. Rogers. 12-174(103) (location

of scnp in Sioux half-brcerl reservation in

‘.

Wabasha county-objection of lot owners

to location—contract to withdraw objec

tion—wa.nt of consideration); Gilbert v.

Thompson, 14-544(4l4) (power of attor

ney hy Sioux half-breed to sell land held

to authorize conveyance of land subse

quently acquired by him by means of scrip

issued under act of July 17, 1854—scrip

not transferable); Sharon v. Wooldrick,

18-35-i(325) (certain land reserved by the

government held not subject to scrip);

Thompson v. Myrick, 20—205(184) (af

firmerl. 99 U. S. 291) (one occupying land

not subject to scrip may waive the exemp

tion and allow scrip to be located thereon

—scrip not transferable—contraet relating

to transfer held not void) ; Bishop v. Hyde.



scrip was not assignable,

contract to convey the lan

SWAMP LANDS

7950. In general—Sale—T
he original swamp-land act of 1850 wa

s inap
plicable to the state of Minnesota, but its provisions Were extended to the state

by the act of 1860.’31 The state received the swamp lands from the United

States free from conditions

to the manner of their sale.8

constitution."3

2

The sale

to take subject to his rights.Em

7951. What constitutes—Where the federal

land as sw-amp land, its action
and conveys by patent

and its rents and profits, and,

is to be treated as the owner ‘of the land

possession and trespass against a wrongdoer.

ie date of the sale.90
land issues, it relates back to tl

and with full

ge of their occu

. He may

power to exercise its discretion as

of such lands is now regulated by the

govern

When the patent for such

66-24, 68+95 (aflirmed, 177 U. S. 281)

(contest involving location of scrip);

Coursolle v. Weyerhauser, 69-328, 72+697

(scrip not transferablt+—nature of title ac

quired by location of scrip—est0pp,el and

laches—acts of scripee before locat1on—

land after location subject to alienation);

Midway Co. v. Eaton, 79-442, 82+861 (af

firmed, 183 U. S. 602) (conflict between

one claiming under location of scrip and

one claiming under pre-emption entry—-de

cision of Secretary of the Interior adverse

to scripee held invalid—finding in_favor

of one holding under scrip sustamed);

Bufl-‘alo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 91-84, 97+

575 (two powers of attorney—one to lo

cate certain half-breed scrip, and the other

to convey the land thereby locate<l—take_n

Separately or together, held not to constr

tute an assignment or transfer of the scnp

itself); State v. Itasca L. Co., 100-355,

ll1+276 (necessity of approval of scnp

II—55

and located by Commissioner of the Gen

eral Land Oflice before complete vesting of

title in scripce).

80 Dole v. Wilson, 20—356(308).

51 Rice v. Sioux City etc. Ry., 110 U. S.

695.

8‘-’ Scofield v. Scheaifer, 104-123, 116+210.

*3 Const. art. 8 § 2; R. L. 1905 § 2407;

State v. Board of Control, 85-165, 194, 88+

533; State v. Evans, 99-220, 223, 108+958;

Scofield v. Scheafier. 104-123, 116+2lO.

B-1 Scofield v. Schealfer, 104-123, 116+210.

85 St. Paul & C. Ry. v. Brown, 24-517;

Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Duluth etc. Ry., 45-104,

47+-164; White v. Neils, 100-16, 110+371.

8" Goodwin v. Rice. 26-20. 1+25_7.

81St. Paul & C. By: v. Brown,

White v. Neils, 100-16. 1l0+371.

6'8 Roy v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72-+794

(_afi‘irmed, 173 U. S. 587).

8" Lamprcy V. Danz, 86-317, 90+578.

"0 White v. Neils. 100-16, 22, 110+37].

24-517;
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TIMBER LANDS

7953. What constitutes—-The duty of determining the question of fact

whether any particular tract of state land is chiefly valuable for the pine tim

ber thereon, which fact determines the manner of its sale, is vested by law in

the state land commissioner. "he correctness of his decision of the question

cannot be reviewed in a collateral action after the patent has been issued, and

especially so by one having no interest in the land."1
7954. Sale of t'mber—-In construing G. S. 1894 §§ 4011, 4012, it has been

held that the sale of any pine timber on state lands is prohibited, except in

special cases, where the timber is liable to waste; that the state auditor, acting

as commissioner of the state land oilice, has no authority to sell any pine

timber, under any conditions, unless the governor, the treasurer, and com

missioner, or a n1a]ority of them, shall first oflicially sign a statement, to be

indorsed upon the appraisal and estimate of such pine timber as it is proposed

to sell, to the eifect that a sale thereof is necessary to protect the state from

loss; and that it such commissioner does attempt to sell any pine timber, and

issues a permit to the purchaser to cut and remove the same, without such

official statement and sanction, such sale and permit are void."
7955. Permits to cut timber-—Cases are cited below arising under the stat

ute authorizing permits for the cutting of timber.937956. Recovery of timber cut under void perrmt-Alternative value

how assessed-—In an action of replevin by the state to recover the possession

of logs cut from state lands under a void permit, the defendant is entitled to

show, if he can, that he acted in good faith, without any knowledge in fact of

the invalidity of his permit, and that in reliance thereon, and in the honest

and reasonable belief that he had a legal right to do so, he cut the logs; and.

further, that by his labor and money expended in cutting such logs, and

transporting them to a proper market, he materially increased their value.

If he establishes such facts, the alternative value of the logs is to be assessed

as of the time and place of the original taking-—that is, at their stumpage

value-with interest thereon from the time of the taking to the date of the

perdgpt, and the judgment so framed as to protect the interests of both par

res.
7957. Trespass—-Action for pena1ty—-Conversion-—La.ws 1895 c. 163,

declaring certain acts of trespass upon state lands a crime, imposing a penalty

therefor, and fixing the measure of damages recoverable in a civil action, im

poses upon a casual or involuntary trespasser criminal pumshment and also

double damages for his wrongful acts. It has been declared constitutional

against various objections.‘“‘ A person is liable under the statute if he cuts

or removes timber after the expiration of a permit.90 An action under the

 

M White v. Neils, 100-16, 22, 110+371. praisal of timber by majority of members

Sge State v. Red River L. Co., 109-185, of timber commission-irregularities in

1..3+412. ' sale of permits—-findmgs sustained)

“2 State v. Shevhn, 62-99, 64+81. 94 State v. Shevlin, 62-99, 644-81.
93 State v. Shevlm, 62-99, 64+81 (void 95 State v. Shevlin, 99-158, 108-+935‘ I(l~_

permit may be_ attacked collaterally though 102-470, 113+634, 114+738; State V. RM

it recites on its face facts showing that Portage L. Co., 106-1,115+162. See State

the law has been comphed with); State v. v. Clarke, 109-123, 123+54; State v- Red

Y Shevlin, 102-470, 113+634, 114+738 (dura- River L. Co., 109-185, 1‘>3+412; Shevlin \'

tmn of permit-—extension); State v. Rat State, 218 U. S. 57.

Portage L. Co.,pl06-1, 1l.5+162(id.); Stats 96 State v. Shevlin, 102-470, 113+634'
v. Akeley, 104-54, 119+387 (action by 11-1-+738; State v. Rat Portage L. C0

state for balance due—permits as evidence 1, 115+-162; State v. Le Sure L. C0. 106‘

of sales——necesmty of indorsement of ap- 534, 115+167, 117+923.
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statute for the recovery of treble dainages for a wilful trespass 1nust be brought

within three years,"1 but an action by the state for conversion to recover the

value of timber removed after the expiration of a permit is not barred by the

statute of limitations applicable to actions based on a statute for a penalty or

forfeiture, or to actions for a penalty or forfeiture to the state.D8 The state

, is not estopped, in a civil' action, to recover double the amount of value of

timber taken by reason of the fact that the land commissioner gave the party

to understand that a further extension of the permit would be granted, and

by reason of the fact that the party proceeded in good faith, and the state re

ceived payment therefor, with interest, and retained the same.D9

7958. Settlement with trespassers—-Authority of state auditor—Under

Laws 1874 c. 35 the state auditor was authorized to settle with a trespasser

for stumpage, to state an account therefor, and to defer or extend the time

for the payment.1

' SCHOOL LANDS

7959. Title of state~—How acquired—Nature—The title of the state to

its school lands is traceable to the act of Congress of March 3, 1849, estab

lishing the territorial government of Minnesota; the act of Congress of Feb.

26, 1857, authorizing the people of Minnesota to form a state government; and

to the state constitution accepting the grant of Congress. The grant was not

made to the state in its proprietary capacity; but in trust, for the explicit

purpose of having the lands applied to the use of the schools of the state.2

7960. Lands included—Indian reservation—The general grant of school

land to the state did not include lands in the Red Lake Indian reservation.3

7961. Determination of character by state audit0r—The state auditor, as

ex oflicio land commissioner, is authorized by statute to deter1nine the character

of the state’s school lands, whether agricultural, timber, or mineral, and his

determination thereof can be called in question, after a sale of the land based

thereon, only in a direct proceeding brought for that purpose.‘

7962. Prior rights of settlers-—Under a joint resolution of Congress, passed

March 3, 1857, persons who had settled on school lands before they were sur

veyed, were authorized to pre-empt the same, upon bringing themselves within

the requirements of the pre-emption law in other respects. The state took the

grant of its school lands subject to the rights of such settlers.G

7963. Indemnity school lands-—'1‘he state does not acquire title to indemn

ity school lands by merely selecting them. Title does not pass to the state at

least until its selection is approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and pos

sibly not until the lands are certified to the state.5

7964. Sa1e—Resale on default-The sale of school lands is regulated by

the constitution and by statute.T A sale not so authorized is void. A condi

tional sale has been held unauthorized.8 Provision is made for a resale upon

default in the payment of interest.“

W State v. Buckman. 95-272, 104+240; ‘State v. Red River L. Co., 109-185, 123+

State v. Bonness, 99-392, 1091-703. 412.

"8 State v. Rat Portage L. Co., 106-1, 5State v. Baehelder. 5—223(178); State

1]5+162. v. Stevens, 5-521 (416); State v. Batchel

W State v. Shevlin, 102-470, 113+634, 114+ der, 7-121(79).

738. ' “Baker v. Jamison, 54-17, 551-749.

1 State v. Galusha, 26-238, 2+939, 3+350. 7 Const. art. 8 § 2; R. L. 1905 §§ 2418

2Murt'augh v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102-52, 112L 2-138; State v. Evans, 99-220, 108+958;

860; State v. Bachelder, 5-223(173); State v. Red River L. Co., 109-185, 123+

State v. Batchelder. 7—l2l(79). See Baker 412; Lawver v. G. N. Ry., 127+-131.

v. Jamison, 54-17, 27, 55+749. 8Wright v. Burnham, 31-285, 17+479.

Slliiin. v. Hitchcock. 185 U. S. 373. "R. L. 1905 § 2421; .\l'cKinney v. Bode,
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7965. Payment to county treasurer—Provision is made by statute for the

payment to the county treasurer of moneys due on sales of school lands.1°

7966. Certificate of sale—-Rights of ho1der—The certificate of sale issued

to a purchaser of school lands is evidence of title, and entitles the holder to

possession of the land and the rents and profits thereof, but the fee remains

in the state until a patent is issued.11 A certificate is a “conveyance” within

the statute against resulting trusts.12 It becomes functus ofiicio upon the is_

suance of a patent.“

7967. Patent—Upon the sale of state school lands the patent passes the

legal title to the grantee named in it, and supersedes the certificate of sale.

The rigl1t to possession of the land vests in such grantee. The patent cannot

be avoided for irregularities on the part of the oflicers whose business it is to

issue patents in such cases, though it may be defeated by want of title in

the state, or want of power in the oiiicers. Except in such cases, the patent,

when regular on its face—that is, when in proper form, and signed by the

proper ofiicers and with the proper seal—is conclusive evidence of the legal

title. One who has a prior equitable right to receive the patent, superior to

that of the patentee, may enforce his equity by action (or when he is de

fendant, by answer), in which the court may cause the legal title to be vested

in him, and may adjudge the possession to him.“

7968. Abandonment by purchaser—A finding that a holder of certificates

of sale of certain school lands abandoned all claim to the lands, has been

held justified by the evidence.us

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT LANDS

7969. Grant to state for public buildings—By section 5 of the act of Con

gress authorizing the people of Minnesota territory to form a. constitution and

state government, ten sections of land were granted to the state for the pur

pose of erecting public buildings at the seat of government. The legislature

may erect a new capitol building without first disposing of these lands, and

exhausting the proceeds thereof in erecting the same.16

7970. Sale—-Internal-improvement lands cannot be sold except by absolute

sale as prescribed by statute. A conditional sale is unauthorized.17

FRAUD AND MISTAKE

7971. Misnomer in patent—Where in a patent of land the name was given

“Le Claine” instead of “Le Claire,” the true name, as both parties claimed

under the patent as though the name were Le Claire, it was held that, as be

tween them, it must be taken to be the true name of the patentee."

7972. Erroneous entry—Transfer to tract intended—-The federal statute

providing for the transfer to the tracts intended of an entry of public land,

32-228, 20+94 (payment may be made by H McKinney \'. Bode. 33-450, 23+85L

one claiming under the purchaser); State

v. Bruce, 50-491, 494, 52+970.

1° R. L. 1905 § 2428; Gerken v. Sibley

County, 39-433, 40+508.

11R. L. 1905 § 2423; Wilder v. Haughey,

21-101, 106; McKinney v. Bode, 32-228,

20+94; Id., 33-450, 453, 23+851; Hazwen

v. Hoaas. 60-313, 62+110; White v. Neils,

100-16, 110+371; State v. Red River L. Co.,

109—185, 123+412.

12 Haaven v. Hoaas, 60-313, 62+l10.

13 McKinney v. Bode, 33-450, 23+851.

See Butler v. Drake, 62-229, 64+559 (a

patent, purporting to convey a tract in sec

tion twenty-two as school land, held not to

raise a. presumption of ownership in the

state at the date of the patent or at any

other time); State v. Red River L. Co.,

109-185, 123+412.

15 Murphy v. Burke, 47-99, 49+387.

luFleckten v. Lamberton. 69-187, 72+65_

1" ‘Wright v. Burnhnm, 31-285. 17+479.

18 Dawson v. Mayall, 45-408, 48+12.
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erroneous because of a mistake in the numbers or description of the tracts on

the part of the person entering, authorizes a transfer to the tracts intended

only if they are unsold at the date of the transfer. A purchaser of such tracts

does not take charged with notice of a prior application to make the transfer,

and subject to its result."

7973. Suspension of entry for irregularity-The Land Department may

suspend proceedings even after the issuance of a certificate, for irregularity in

the proof, and direct that further proof be furnished.'~’°

7974. Cancelation of entry for fraud—'l‘he Land Department may cancel

an entry for fraud even after final proof and before the issuance of patent.”1

7975. Patent issued by mistake or inadvertence-Where a patent is issued

to the wrong person by mistake or inadvertence the courts may afford appro

priate relief to the person entitled to the patent, either by compelling a con

veyance to him, or by quieting his title, or by declaring a trust, or by an in

junction.22 _

7976. Cancelation of patents-—A patent secured by fraud on the govern

ment may be canceled by a court in an action by one equitably entitled to the

land.28 It cannot be canceled by the Land Department on any ground.“

7977. Purchasers take subject to cance1ation—Purchasers of public land

from entrymen before patent issues take subject to a cancelation of the entry

by the Land Departn1ent.2"‘

7978. Who may raise objection—Where the United States land-officers

construe an entry of land to have been made by a party as administrator of

a deceased person,'on behalf of the heirs of such person, and that the entry

was one which could be so made, and a patent issues accordingly, no one but

the United States, or some one having an interest in the land, can complain

of error or mistake on the part of such oflicers.”

7979. Estoppe1—Fraudulent app1ication—Where a patent was issued to

A, based on a fraudulent application, it was held that his heirs were estopped

from claiming thereunder as against B, who claimed under a location made

under a power of attorney executed by A.21

7980. Pleading—An allegation in a pleading that certain decisions of the

United States Land Department and the acts done thereunder were against

an act of Congress and in fraud of the party, without averring any facts, is

not a sufiicient allegation of fraud to admit proof under it.28

PROTECTION OF BONA FIDE PURCHASERS

7981. In general—Special provision is often made for the protection of

bona fide settlers and ’purchasers.” And in the absence of express provision

land occupied by bona fide settlers is excluded from land grants.“0

ing Roy \'. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72+19 Manuel v. Fabyanski, 44-71, 46+208.

794). See State v. Bachelder, 5-223(178)'-‘° Polk County v. Hunter, 42-312, 44-+201.

See Wheeler v. Merriman, 30-372, 380, 15+

665.

'-’lJur1d v. Randall, 36-12, 29+589; Gray

v. Stockton, 8—529(472).

22 Duluth etc. Ry. v. Roy, 173 U. S. 587

(aflirming Roy v. Duluth etc Ry., 69-547,

72+794). See Hayes v. Carroll, 74-134.

138. 76+1017; St. Paul etc. By. v. Olson,

87-117, 122, 91+29-1; Eimer v. Wellsand,

93-444, 101+612; Rogers v. Clark, 104

198, 221, 116+739.

23 Corbett v. Wood, 32-509, 21+734; Du

luth etc. Ry. v. Roy, 173 U. S. 587 (afiirm

(reversed, 1 Wall. 109).

H See Sage v. Rudnick, 91-325, 334, 98+

s9, 100+106.

25 Randall v. Edert, 7—450(359); Gray v.

Stockton, 8—529(472).

1“ Dawson v. Mayall, 45-408, 48+12.

27 Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 116+739.

28 Kelley v. Wallace, 14-—236(173).

1'" Peterson V. First Div. etc. Ry., 27-218,

61-615; O’Connor r. Gertgens, 85-481, 89+

866.

3° See § 7893.
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CERTIFICATES AND RECEIPTS

7982. As evidence of title—It is provided by statute that a receipt or cer

tificate issued by ,a register or receiver of a United States land ofiice shall be

prima facie evidence of title in the person nanied therein.“1 The statute pre

scribes a rule of evidence and not of pleading.a2 It was not intended to create

or vest title to government lands, and it cannot be construed as fixing a time

when the title to such lands passes to an entryman under tl1e homestead

laws." A pre-emption certificate is prima facie evidence of title, not only

at the time of entry, but also at the time of settlement.M A duplicate issued

by the proper land office of an entry under the town-site act is evidence that

the land described has been settled upon and occupied as a town site in ac

cordance with the law.ms

SURVEYS

7983. Conclusiveness--After the government has sold lands according to

a survey and plat, it cannot ordinarily dispute the truth of such survey or

mapfm Mistakes in surveys cannot be corrected by the courts.“

81‘R. L. 1905 §§ 4732, 4733; Camp v. 8'1Sehultz v. Hadler, 39-191, 39+9T.

Smith, 2-155(131, 142); Walsh v. Katten- 33 Sims v. Morrison, 92-341, 346, 100+88.

burgh, 8—127(99, 103) ; Sharon v. \Vool- 34 Winona etc. Ry. v. Randall, 29-283, 13+

dnck, 1B-354(825); Tidd v. Rines, 26-201, 127; Gilbert v. McDonald, 94-289, 102+

206, 2+497; Winona etc. Ry. v. Randall, 712.

29-283, 13+127; Polk County v. Hunter, 35 Leech v. Ranch, 3-448(332).

42-312, 314, 44+201; Preiner v. Meyer, 67- 86 St. Paul etc. By. v. First Div. etc. Ry.,

197, 200. 69+887; Matthews v. O’Brien, 26-31, 49+303.

84-503, 507, SS+12. 8'! Chan v. Brandt, 45-93, 47+461.



PUBLIC OFFICERS

IN GENERAL

Definitions, 7984.

Nature of public ofiice, 7985.

Appointment — Conditiona1—Prospective—

Preference to soldiers, 7986.

Oath, 7987.

'I‘erm—Gommencernent of ofiicial year, 7988.

Resignation, 7989.

Vacancies, 7990.

Deputies, 7991.

ELIGIBILITY

In general—Constitutional provision, 7992.

Women, 7993.

Presnmption, 7994.

lncompatible offices, 7995.

No religious or property test, 7996.

Legislative control, 7997.

POVVERS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES

Functions of oflice—Statutory powers, 7998.

Liability on contracts, 7999.

Liability for money received, 8000.

Liability for negligence, 8001.

Lability to a penalty, 8002.

Who may question acts, 8003.

Criminal liabi1ity—Malfeasance and non

feasance, B004.

COMPENSATION

Incident to title to office—De jure and de

facto officers, 8005.

During suspension, 8006.

May be decreased or taken away, 8007.

None except as prescribed by law, 8008.

Unofficial services—-Extra compensation,

8009.

REMOVAL AND SUSPENSION

In general, 8010.

By governor—Statute, 8011.

DE FACTO OFFICES AND OFFICERS

Definition, 8012.

Basis of rule, 8013.

De facto ofiice, 8014.

Oflicer holding over, 8015.

Possession of ofiice, 8016.

Validity of acts, 8017.

OFFICIAL BONDS

General and special bonds, 8018.

Construction, 8019.

Successive terms—Liability

O"ficer holding over, 8021.

Acts rendering sureties liable, 8022.

Approval, 8023.

Defences in favor of sureties, 8024.

Run to state, 8025.

Leave to sue, 8026.

Pleading, 8027.

, 8020.

CRIMES

Auditing false claims, 8028.

Cross-References

See Embezzlement, 2999; Evidence, 3435; Injunction, 4485; Quo Warranto; Taxa

tion, 9116; Witnesses, 10315.

IN GENERAL

7984. Definitions-A public ofiice is an agency of the government.88 _A

public ofiicer is an agent of the government—a person dischargmg the duties

of a public oflicef‘n The words “office” and “oflicer” are terms of vague and

variable import, the meaning of which necessarily varies with the connection

in which they are used, and. to determine it correctly in a particular mstance,

regard must be had to the intention of the statute and the subject-matter 1n

reference to which the terms are used.‘0 An incumbent of an ofiice is a person

in the possession of the office.“1

7985. Nature of public ofiice—A public ofiice is a public agency or trust,

created for the benefit of the public, and not for the benefit of the incumbent.

of school district); State v. Kiichli, 533@Hennepin County v. Jones, 18-199

(182).

391-Iennepin County v. Jones, 18-199

(182); State v. Peterson, 50-239, 243, 52+

655. See, as to who are public ofiicers,

Sanborn v. Neal, 4-126(83, 91) (trustees

147, 54+1069 (president of city council);

State v. Schram, 82-420, 85+155 (village

marshal). .

4° State v. Kiicbli, 53-147, 155, 54+1069.

41 State v. Benedict, 15-198(153).
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It is not the property of the incumbent." At common law an ofiice was re

arded as an incorporeal l1ereditament."’ .7986. Appointment-—Conditiona1-Prospective-—Pre£erence to soldiers

——An appointment to a public office, originally coupled with a condition which

is not performed, becomes a valid appointment when the appointing power

subsequently dispenses with the condition, having authority to do so.“ rl‘he

general rule is that a prospective appomtment to fill a vacancy sure to occur

in a public otfice, made by an oflicer who, or by a body which, as then con

stituted, is empowered to fill the vacancy when it arises, is, in the absence of

a law forbidding it, a valid appointment, and vests title to the ofiice in the

appointee.us A statute giving a preference in appointment to honorably dis

charged Union soldiers and sailors, has been held constitutional!“ It did not

give them an absolute right to appointment, enforceable by mandamus."

7987. Oath-All public otficers are required to take and subscribe an oath

of office, or make affirmation, as provided by the constitution and statute.“ It

is proper, but not indispensable, that the oath refer specifically to the otfice."

An oath is often required by municipal charters,5° and special acts.‘1 As a

general rule, a failure to take the oath of office within the time specified by

law does not ipso facto create a vacancy which will prevent an officer from

qualifying thereafter, if it is done before any steps are taken to declare a

vacancy, though the statute declares that the otfiee shall become vacant on

refusal or neglect to take the oath within the time prescribed.52

7988. Term--Commencement of official year--It is provided by the cou

stitution that all terms of otiice shall terminate on the first Monday in Jan

uary.“ Accordingly, the official year commences on the first Monday in
January, at which time all terms of oiiice terminate. The law does not recog-I

mze fractions of a. day, and the oflicial year begins with the beginning of the

day, twelve o’clock midnight. But the constitution contemplates that the new

ofiicers shall have reasonable opportunity to qualify and assume the duties of

oflice after the opening of business hours on that day, and in case of necessity

may quahfy at any time during the day. Strictly speaking, outgoing officers

do not pass out of office until the close of the first day of the ofiicial year, unless

their successors quahfy at some time during the day ; but such holding-over

otficers, pendmg the qualification of the new officials, are limited in jurisdiction

on that day _to the closing up of old business and to matters of necessity. All

business winch naturally belongs to the first day of the official year is within

the ‘]ur1sd1ct1on_of the incoming officials, though there may be some deluv

durmg the day in qualifying and assuming otficial duties.“ Except as other»

wise provided by the constitution, the legislature may lengthen or shorten a

term at pleasure.55 Changes in terms may of course be made by constitu

t1onal amendment at the pleasure of the people.“ Unless otherwise provided

42 Hcnnepm Coiintv v. Jones, 18-199 49 State v. Ladeen, 104-252. 116+486.

(l82); State v. Fnzzell, 31~460, 467, 18+ 5° State v. Wadhams. 64-318, 67+-64;316', State v. Peterson, 50-239. 243. 52+ State v. Jack. 98-278. 1t)8+10. I

'§.orks v. St. Paul, 62-250. 252, 64+ 51 State v. McLeod County, 27—90, (#421
-6 , State v. Wadhnms, 134-318, 3224, 67+ 52 State v. Stratte, 83-194, 86+2(L See

4; Taylor v. Beekham, 118 U. S. 548; 14 State v. Nvadhams. 64-318, 67+64.

Harv. L. Rev. 218. H Const art 7
_ I . . § 9. See, as to the effect

:2 2??) v. 1§cters0n, 50-239, 243, 52+655. pf this constitutional amendment on exist

“S a c \. mg, 29-18, 11+233. mg terms of office, State v. Frizzell, 31—

“State v. 0_Leary, 64-207, G6+264. 460, 1s+31a

H Sate v.d\i1ller, 66-90, 68+E32. 54 State v. McIntosh, 109—18, 122+462

st t _c \. Barrpws. 71-118, 734-704; M Jordan v. Bailey, 37-174. 33+778.

.11 e \. Copeland, 14-371, 77+221. W State v. Frizzell, 31-460; 18+31b'.

"Const. art. 5 § 8; R. L. 190* 26 "sum v. Schram, 82-420, s-5+'15='>.J § 71’
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by law, an appointive otficer has no fixed term, but is removable at the pleasure

of the appointing power.57 Unless other-\visc provided by law, the term of

a deputy expires with that of his principal.“ Elective otficers are generally

entitled to hold over until their successors are elected and qualified.59 An ex

press provision for such a holding over is designed to prevent a possible

vacancy, and not to create an unlimited term, or to extend indefinitely the

prescribed term.°° It entitles an incumbent to hold over, in case an ineligible

person is elected as his successor.M Unless otherwise provided, an appoint

ment to fill a vacancy in an elective ofiice continues until the next general

election occurring after there is sufficient time to give the notice prescribed by

law, and until a successor is elected and qualified.M

7989. Resignation—Unless otherwise provided by law, a public oflicer may

resign at his pleasure.’J3 To constitute a complete and operative resignation of

public office, there must be an intention to relinquish a part of the term, ac

companied by the act of relinquislnnent. A written resignation delivered to

the board or officer authorized to receive it and to fill the vacancy thereby

created is prima facie, but not conclusive, evidence of an intention to re

linquish the office. A resignation of public office procured by coercion and

duress is voidable, and may be repudiated; and a refusal immediately subse

quent to the resignation to surrender the office is a suflicient repudiation.“

One who voluntarily abandons or relinquishes an otfice, or acquiesces in his re

moval, is said to resign by implication.“

7990. Vacancies—' ‘he conditions giving rise to a vacancy in public oifices

are defined by statute.“ The subject is sometimes governed by municipal

charters.‘n

it with authority.“8

An office cannot be deemed vacant when a person is acting in

An incumbent may at any time cause a vacancy by re

signing or accepting a11 incompatible ofiice.“

7991. Deputies-—As a general rule a deputy may perform any ministerial

act which his principal may perform.’°

ELIGIBILITY

7992. In genera1—Constitutional provision—-The Word “eligible,” in this

connection means qualified to be elected.’1

general test of eligibility is the right to vote.72

" Egan v. St. Paul, 57-1, 58+267; Parish

v. St. Paul, 84-426, 87+1124.

55 State \'. Barrows, 71-178, 731-704.

W State v. Benedict, 15—198(153); Scott

County v. Ring, 29-398, 13+181; Jordan v.

Bailey, 37-174, 33+778; Taylor v. Sullivan,

45-309, 47+S02; Norwood v. Holden, 45

313, 47+9T1; State v. Streukeus. 60-325.

62-+259; State v. Mart. 65-243, 68+S;

State \'. Jack, 98-278. l08+10. See, as to

officcrs who do not hold over. State v. Sher

wood. 15—221(172); State \'. Frizzell. 31

460, 18+316; State v. O’Leary, 6-1-207, 66+

264.

By virtue of the constitution the

The constitutional provision

0-5 Byrnes v. St. Paul, 78-205, 80+959.

See Larsen v. St. Paul, 83-473, 86+459.

6" R. L. 1905 § 2667; State v. Benedict,

15-198(153) (death of person elected be

fore commencement of term) ; Scott County

v. Ring. 29-398, 13+l81 (failure to qualify

on re-election); Norwood v. Holden, 45

313. 47+9T] (non-residence in district-—

cltect of redistricting); State v. O’Leary.

64-207. 66+264 (expiration of term with

no right to hold over); State v. Strattc.

83-194. S6+20 (failure to qualify); State

v. Hays. 105-399, 117+6l5 (ceasing to be

a resident of county).

or sum ". Jack, as-273, 10s+10 (failure

to qualify).

6° Scott County v. Ring. 29-398, ]3+181.

"1 State v. Benedict, 15—198(1-53); Tay

lor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47+S02.

" R. L. 1905 § 2671; State \'. Benedict

15—19B(153); Scott County v. Ring, 29

398, 13+181.

'3 Barnum v. Gilman, 27-466 469, 8+375;

State v. Dart. 07-261. 59+]90.

‘*4 State \'. Ladccn. 104-2-"12. 1l0+—lS6.

fl‘lJnnlan v. Bailey, 37-174. 33+T7S.

69 Barnum v. Gilman. 27-466, 469, 8+3T5.

70 Crowell v. Lambert. 10—369(295, 300);

Piper v. Chippewa I. Co., 51-495, 53+870.

11 Taylor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47+802.

71 Const. art. 7 § 7; State v. Clough, 23

17; Barnum v. Gilman, 27-466, 8+375;
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applies to all elective ofiices, including m1u1icipal otfices." Eligibility is to be

determined as of the date of the election, and not as of the date when the

term of office begins.“

7993. Women—\\"omen are eligible to hold any ofiice pertaining to the

management of schools and libraries.76 They are eligible to the otlice of

county superintendent of schools.“

7994. Presumption—A person appointed in regular form to a public office

is presumed to have been eligible to such office, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary."

7995. Incompatible offices—Incon1patibility does not depend upon the

physical inability of one person to discharge the duties of both offices. The

test is the character and relation of the offices; that is, whether the functions

of the two are inherently inconsistent and repugnant. If one is not sub

ordinate to the other, and no necessary antagonism would result from an

attempt of one person to discharge the duties of both ofiices, there is no in

compatibility."

7996. No religious or property test—No religious or property test can be

required as a qualification for a public office."

7997. Legislative control—Thc legislature cannot enlarge or restrict the

qualifications prescribed by the constitution,80 but it may regulate, Within

reasonable limits, the mode in which the right to be a candidate shall be

exercised.81

POWERS, DUTIES, AND LIABILI'l‘IES

7998. Functions of office—Statutory powers—As a general rule duties

imposed by law upon public oflicers are functions and attributes of the office

rather than of the ofiicer.01 Public ofiicers whose authority is wholly statutory

are bound to exercise it in conformity to the statute, and all persons dealing

with them are charged with notice of the nature and extent of their authority.82

7999. Liability on contracts—When public otficers in good faith contract

with parties having equal means of knowledge with themselves, they do not

become personally liable, though they exceed their authority, unless an in

tention to incur a personal liability is clearly expressed." If they sign a

public contract in their individual names they are prima facie personally

liable, but it may be shown by parol that they contracted in their public

capacity.“ Persons dealing with public ofiicers are charged with notice of

their powers.“

8000. Liability for money received—-Where a statute, either in direct

terms or from its general tenor, imposes the duty upon a public oificer to pay

State v. Streukens, 60—325, 326, 62+-259. 80 State v. Holman, 58-219, 59+1006;

See, under territorial laws, Territory of

Minn. v. Smith, 3—240(164).

'13 State v. Holman, 58-219, 59+1006.

74 Territory of Minn. v. Smith, 3-240

(164); Taylor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47-+802

(overruling dicta in Barnum v. Gilmau, 27

466, s+a75).

75 Const. art. 7 § 8; Trautmann v. Mc

Leod, 74-110, 76+964.

N State v. Gorton, 33-345, 23+529.

11 saw v. Ring. 29-7s, 11+233.

State v. Bates, 102-104, 111, 112+1026.

31 State v. Moore, 87-308. 92%.

W State v. Johnson, 126+479.

82 Hall v. Ramsey County, 30-68, 14-+263;

Security T. Co. v. Heyderstaedt, 64-409,

67-+219.

83 Sanboru v. Neal, 4-126(83); Balcombe

v. Northup, 9—1T2(159); First Nat. Bank

v. Becker County, 81-95, 83+468; Schieber

\‘. Von Arx, 87-298, 92+3.

4

,\

1

>1

75 Kenney v. Goergen, 36-190, 31%-210;

sum v. Hays, 105-399, 117+615.

7" Const. art. 1 § 17; State v. Scott. 99

145, 108+828 (filing fee under primary

law not a property test).

5* Fowler v. Atkinson, 6—578(412); Bah

combe v. Northup, 9—172(159); Bingham

v. Stewart, l3—106(96); Id., 14—2l4(153).

85 Reed v. Seymour, 24-273, 280; Mitchell

v. St. Louis County, 24459; Hall v. Ram

sey County, 30-68, 14+263.
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over inoneys received and held by him in his official capacity, the obligation

thus 11nposed is an absolute one, unless it is limited by the statute imposing

the duty, or by the conditions of his otficial bond. In respect to such liabilitv

there is no distinction between public and private funds. It is no defence

tl1at the money is lost or stolen without fault on the part of the otiiccr.“ This

absolute liability is now materially modified by the statutes relating to public

depositaries.ST

8001. Liability for negligence-A ministerial offieer is liable for negligence

in the discharge of a special duty to an individual.88

8002. Liability to a penalty—A penalty may be imposed for a neglect to

perform a duty according to the requirements of the law, even though the

prescribed act be performed in a manner or at a time other than that directed,

and so that the ultimate purposes of the law mav have been really accom
plished.so i

8003. .Who may question acts—As a general rule courts will not 1'e\'iew

the acts of public oflicers at the suit of individuals having no peculiar interest

therein.no

8004. Criminal liability-—Ma1feasance and nonieasance~—A wilful neg

lect of official duty by a public officer is a criminal offence.01 An officer who

corruptly does an act beyond his authority, assuming to act officially and under

his official designation, in a manner likely to deceive and mislead others is

guilty of misbehavior in oflice.92 An officer who knowingly audits or pays

false claims is criminally liable.“

COMPENSATION

8005. Incident to title to ofl-ice—De jure and de facto ofiicers—'1‘he

salary annexed to a public otfice is incident to the title to the otfice, and not to

its occupation and exercise, or to the usurpation or colorable possession of it.

A de jure oflicer may recover a salary, though the ofiice has been occupied by

a de facto ofiicer who has been paid the salary during his occupancy." But

an oflicer de jure cannot sue for the salary of his office while it is in the

possession of an ofiicer de facto, who receives the salary, and the board paying

it has no 110tice of the claim of the otficer de jure.” A de facto oflicer cannot

recover for services not actually performed.“ He cannot recover the emolu

ments of the oflice, even though he discharges its duties. if he fails to qualify.“

An ofiicer has been held not estopped from claiming the full salary attached

to his oi-lice by accepting an illegally reduced salary.M1

Mtlennepin County v. Jones. 18-199

(182); McLeod (‘ounty v. Gilbert. 19—214

(176); Redwood County v. Tower, 2S—45,

S+007; Board of Ed. v. Jewell. -14-427. 46+

9l4; State v. Bobleter. 83-479. 86+461;

N. P. Ry. \‘. Owens. 86-183. 90+3T1. See,

as to what constitutes a receipt of money,

Board of Ed. v. Robinson, 81-305., S-H105.

37 See § 2698.

8“ Rosenthal v. Davenport. 33—5-13. 38+

618; Selover v. Sheardown. 73-393. 76+50.

See Hull v. Chapel. 71-408. 411. 7-H156.

S!) Gutchcs \'. Todd (‘ounty. -14-383. 386,

46+6T8.

9° State v. Lamberton. 37-362, 3~l+336.

‘-11 R. L. 1905 §§ 4796. 4843; State \*. Coon,

1-I-456(340) (failure to pay over money-—-_

demand—withholding information); Davis

v. Le Sueur County, 37-491, 35+364 (neg

lect of duty to execute process); State v.

Norton, 109-99, 123+59 (withholding pub

lic funds).

9'-' State v. Wedge, 24-150 (county attor

ney aiding criminal to escape).

93 R. L. 1905 § 4865; State v. Bourne, 86

426, 90+1105.

9-1 Larsen v. St. Paul, 83-473, 86+459.

See Yorks v. St. Paul, 62-250. 64+565;

Byrnes v. St. Paul, 78-205, 804-959.

96 Parker v. Dakota County. 4—59(30).

M Yorks v. St. Paul. 62-250, 644-565.

97 State v. Schram, 82-420. 85+]-55.

98 Bowe v. St. Paul, 70-341, 73+184.
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8006. During suspension—It is the general rule that an officer is not en

titled to compensation during a legal suspension, but special circumstances

may take a case out of the general rule.”

8007. May be decreased or taken away-—A public oflicer has no contract

-or vested right to the continuance of his oflice or its emoluments. His office may

he abolished or his term shortened, and his salary or fees 1nay be reduced or

taken away entirely.1 Where the term of an officer with an annual salary is

shortened, his salary ceases when his term ceases, and he is only entitled to a

pro rata compensation.2

8008. None except as prescribed by 1aw—A public oflicer takes his oflice

cum onere and is entitled to no compensation for his official services except

as prescribed by law.3

8009. Unofl-icial services—Extra compensation—A public officer may

recover compensation for unofiicial services, rendered outside of and in addition

to his ordinary oliicial services, if they could as well be performed by any other

person and involve no breach of trust.‘

REMOVAL AND SUSPENSION

8010. In genera.l—Unless otherwise provided, an appointive oflieer may

be removed at the pleasure of the appointing power.“ The subject of the

removal of public ofiiccrs from ofiice, either elective or appointive, is within

legislative control, and the manner or method prescribed by statutory enact

ments therel‘or is exclusive.6

8011. By governor—Statute—The governor is authorized by statute to

remove certain public oflicers for malfeasance or nonfeasance in office.7 The

statute carries i1nplied authority to suspend an otficer pending proceedings for

his removal.’3 The governor is authorized by a special statute to suspend

county treasurers upon a charge of malfeasance or nonfeasance in oifice, and

to remove them if the charge is sustained.” The statute has been held constitu

tional.“ An order of suspension does not beco1ne operative until issued and

served. The mere fact that the governor signs it while out of the state does

not invalidate it.“ Pending proceedings for the removal of a county treasurer.

he may resign or relinquish his office, but he is not eligible for reappointment

to the same oltice for the remainder of the same term by the county board until

he has been acquitted, or the proceedings dismissed. His eligibility for the

ofiice during the remainder of the term is involved in the removal proceedings

which may be prosecuted for the purpose of determining such eligibility after

he has thus resigned or relinquished his office.H

"9 Rees \'. Minneapolis, 105-246, 117+-432.

1Henncpin County v. Jones, 13-199

(182); Stevens v. Minneapolis, 29-219, 12+

533; State v. Frizzell, 31-460. 18+316;

Yorks v. St. Paul. 62-250, 252, 64+565.

2State v. Frizzell, 31-460, 18+316. See

Beatty v. Sibley County, 32-470. 21+54S.

3Warner v. Grace, ]4~487(364); Thomas

v. Scott County, 15-32-H254); Day v.

Putnam Ins. Co., 16—408(365); Bruce v.

Dodge County, 20-388(339); Chapel v.

Ramsey County, 71-18, 73+520; Wagoner

v. Ramsey County, 76-368, 79+166; State

v. Smith, 84-295, 87+775; Hennepin

County v. Dickey, S6-331. 90+775; Young

\'. Manknto, 97-4. 105+969; Vistannet \‘.

Thief River Falls. 126+1134.

4State v. Vasaly, 98-46, 107+818.
7 See
loung v. Mankato, 97-4, 105+969.

5Egan v. St. Paul, 57-1, 58+267; Parish

v. St. Paul, 84-426, 87+1124; State v.

Thompson, 91-279, 97+887.

“State v. Thompson, 91-279, 97+887.

7 R. L. 1905 §§ 2668, 2669, 2676; Lana

hee v. Minn. '1‘. Co., 36-141, 30+462

(ground for removing county attorney);

Hillmnn v. Hennepin County, 84-130, 86+

S90 (fees of commissioners to take testi

mony).

’‘ State v. Megaardeu, 85-41, 8S+412. See

Rees v. Minneapolis, 105-246, 117+432.

9 R. L. 1905 §§ 2673-2676; Carver County

v. Bongard, 82-431, 85+214 (statute cited

arguendo); State v. Megaarden, 85-41, 88+

412 (id.).

1° State v. Peterson, 50-239, 52+655.

11 Id.

12 State v. Dart, 57-261, 59+190
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DE FACTO OFFICES AND OFFICERS

8012. Definition—An officer de faeto is one who has the reputation of

being the olficer he assumes to be, and yet is not a good otficer in point of law 13

—one who, though not legally entitled to an oflice, actually performs its duties.

with apparent right.H

8013. Basis of rule—The rule which gives effect to the acts of a de facto

ofiicer is based on considerations of public policy. It would be intolerable if

persons dealing with an officer were required, at their peril, to determine his

right to the office.“

8014“ De facto office-—There may be a de faeto oflicer without a de jure

office. There may be a de facto otfice or court.“ Where a person who is not

and cannot be an otlicer de jure, because there is not and cannot be an otfice (le

jure to be filled by any one, usurps the functions and performs acts required

by law to be done by ofiicers who exist at the time, de jure as well as de facto.

such law has not been complied with, and the acts cannot be held valid."

8015. Ofl-icer holding over'—An oflicer remaining in oflice and discharg

ing its duties after the expiration of his term may be a de facto otlicer.la

8016. Possession of ofl-lce—There cannot be an officer de jure and an

ofiicer de faeto both in possession of the same ofiice at the same time."

8017. Validity of acts—'1‘he acts of a de facto ofiicer are valid as to the

public and third persons,20 and cannot be attacked collaterally,21 but they do

not entitle the ofiicer to the emoluments of the office.22

OFFICIAL BONDS

8018. General and special bonds—Where a public oflicer is required to

give a special bond for certain purposes, the sureties on his general bond will

ordinarily not be liable for defaults covered by the special bond.“

8019. Construction—Official bonds are to be construed like other contracts

of suretyship.“ They are to be construed with reference to statutes in com

pliance with which they are executed.“

8020. Successive terms-—Liability—Where a person holds a public ofiicc

for two or more successive terms, and executes a new bond, with new sureties,

for each term, and a defalcation occurs on the part of the otficer, the sureties

13 Fulton v. Andrea, 70-445, 449, 73+256.

USee Parker v. Dakota County, 4-59

(30); Ramsey County v. Brisbin, 17-451

(-129); Carli v. Rhener, 27-292, 7+139;

Burt v. Winona etc. Ry., 31-472, 476, 18+

285, 280; State v. McMartin, 42-30, 43+

572.

15 Parker v. Dakota County, 4-59(30);

Burt v. Winona etc. Ry., 31-472, 476, 18+

285, 289.

1" Burt \'. \Vinona etc. Ry., 31-472, 184

285, 289; State v. Bailey. 106-138, 118%

676. See 22 Pol. Science Quarterly, 460.

11 State v. Dist. Ct.. 72-22!‘. 75+224.

18 Carli v. Rhcner. 27-292, 7+139; Ram

sey County v. Sullivan, 94-201, 204, 102+

723. See Cain v. Libby, 32-491, 21+739.

W Carli v. Rhener, 27-292, 7+139; Fulton

\'. Andrea,'70-445, 73+256.

20 Parker \'. Dakota County, 4—59(30);

State v. Brown, 12—538(44S); McCormick

v. Fitch, 14-252(185); Ramsey County v.

Brisbin. 17-45] (429); Carli v. Rhener, 27

292, 7+139; Burt v. Winona etc. Ry., 31

472. 18+285, 289; Quinn v. Markoe, 37

439, 35+263; State v. MeMartin, 42-30,

43+572; Hankey v. Bowman, 82-328, 84+

1002; State v. Sehram, 82-420, 85+155;

Ramsey County v. Sullivan, 94-201, 102'r

723; State v. Bailey. 106-138, 118+676.

21 State v. Brown, 12—538(448); Ramsey

County v. Brisbin, 17—451(429); Burt v.

Winona etc. Ry., 31-472. 18+285, 289;

State v. Bailey, 106-138. 11S+676.

21’ State v. Sehram, 82-420. 85+155.

23 State v. Young. 23-551; Scott County

v. Ring, 29-398. 13+181.

'-’-l Cressey v. Gierman. 7-39S(316); Scott

County v. Ring, 29-398. 405, 13+181;

Union S. P. Co. v. Olson, 82-187, 84+756.

See § 9079.

2-‘ Scott County \'. Ring. 29-398, 13+18].
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on the bond given for the term during which the defalcation occurred are alone

liable.’-'“ A county treasurer who had filled the office during two successive

terms, upon surrendering his ofiice during the second term, failed to account

for or pay over all of the funds then properly chargeable to him. It was held,

that the sureties for the second term were prima facie responsible for the de

ficiency, and that if they would exonerate themselves upon the ground that this

deficiency had occurred during the prior term, the burden was upon them to

show that fact. The fact that the officer had converted funds during the first

term does not show conclusively that such conversion was identical with the de

ficiency in question; there being evidence of continued conversion during the

second term. The sureties for the second term would be responsible for money

coming into the treasury during that term, though it was placed there merely

to cover a previous defalcation. So they would be responsible if public money

received during the second term were misapplicd to cover a previous delin

quency. The fact that the county board knew, when they accepted the defend

m1t’s bond, that the olficcr had been chargeable with conversion of funds during

the prior term, does not avoid the bond.21

8021. OH-lcer holding over—\Vhere an otlicer was elected for a second

term, but failed to qualify therefor, his sureties for the first term were held not

liable for his acts while holding over except for a reasonable time in which to

{ill the vacancy.28

8022. Acts rendering sureties liable—.-\n otficial act is an act by a public

ollicer in his oflicial capacity under color and by virtue of his oflicc. The distinc

tion between acts down by virtue of an office and acts done under color of otlice

is not decisive in determining the liability of sureties on an ollicial bond. The

object of such a bond is to obtain indemnity against the misuse of an oificial

position for wrong purposes. An act done under color of office and which

would obtain no credit except for its appearing to be a regular otticial act is

wlithin such a bond.29 The rule as to liability for public funds is stated else

\\' iere.3"

8023. Approval—.-\n otficial bond does not become operative until it is ap

proved.81

8024. Defences in favor of sureties—It is no defence that other public

otlieers were guilty of misconduct in connection with the default of the prin

c1pal.‘*2 A surety cannot assert that his principal was not duly appointed or

elected or was ineligible for the place or failed to qualifv.33 A surety cannot

assert that he was ignorant of the duties of the office.“ ~or that the bond was

not properly approved or filed.‘’'5

 

2“ Pine County v. Willard, 39-125, 39+71;

Board of Ed. v. Robinson, 81-305, 84+105;

State v. Bobleter, 83-479, 86+461. See

Redwood County v. Citizens’ Bank, 67-236,

(i9+912.

27 Pine County v. Willard, 39-125, 39+71.

29 Scott County v. Ring, 29-398, 13+181.

29 Hursey v. Marty, 61-430, 63+1090;

Scitner v. Ransom, 82-404. 85+15S; State

v. Bobleter, 83-479, 488. 86+~l61; State v.

Bourne, 86-426, 90+1l05; Ramsey Countv

v. Sullivan, 89-68, saunas; Hall v. Tier‘

ney, 89-407, 95+219. See Megaardeu v.

Hennepin (Younty, 102-134, 112+899.

3° See § 8000.

El St. Louis (Zounty v. Am. L. 8: T. Co.,

~61-112, 69+704. See Ramsev County v.

Brisbin, 17-4s1(429). '

11'-‘ Scott County v. Ring, 29-398, 406, 13+

131 ; Wascca County v. Sheehan, 42-57, 43+

690: Renville County v. Gray, 61—242. 63+

63?); St. Louis County v. Security Bank,

75-174, TT+S15. See. as to liability of

sureties, 91 Am. St. Rep. 497 and as to

effect of irregularities in bonds, 90 Am.

St. Rep. 188.

13 Ramsey County v. Brisbin, 17-451

(429); Meeker County v. Butler, 25-363;

Jet‘t‘ersou v. McCarthy, 44-26, 46+140;

llenncpin County v. State Bank, 64-180,

66+143.

B4 Cressey v. Gierman, 7—398(316); State

v. Bobleter, 83-479, 86+-461.

=-1 Nehring v. Haiues, 70-233, 72+1061.
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8025. Run to state--Official bonds should run to the state in the absence

of authority, express or implied, to take the same to a municipality or some

public ofi‘icer.“

8026. Leave to sue—-By statute a private individual cannot sue on an

official bond without leave of court.“

8027. Pleading—1n an action on a bond of a deputy appointive oflicer.

it is necessary to allege his appointment.“

CRIMES

8028. Auditing false claims-—G. S. 1894 § 6421 (B. L. 1905 § 4865)

authorizes the prosecution of a deputy county auditor who audits claims for re

demption of taxes, where the unlawful use of the otficial signature and seal

gives currency and value to a fraudulent demand upon the public treasury.

There is no legal distinction to be tolerated under this law in the act of creating

a fabricated. claim by an auditing oificial, and the act of auditing the same

when such officer knowingly attaches his oflicial signature and seal to a demand

which he has forged and manufactured himself."

PUBLIC PLACES—See Civil Rights, 1488.

PUBLIC POLICY—See Conflict of Laws, 1531; Contracts, 1870; Law;

Statutes, 8945; Trial, 9710; Waiver.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS—-See Schools and School Districts.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS—-See Corporations, 2181;

l~‘.minent Domain, 3020; Gas, 4019; Municipal Corporations, 6680.

PUBLIC TRIAL—See Criminal Law, 2472.

PUBLIC USE—See Eminent Domain, 3024.

PUBLIC WATERS—See Navigable Waters.

PUNCTUATION—See Contracts, 1834; Statutes, 8974.

PUNISHMENT-See Fines; Constitutional Law, 1661; Criminal Law.

2-l-87. 2502.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES—See Damages, 2539-2558.

PURPRESTURE—See Navigable Waters, 6958.

QUALIFIED FEE-—See Eminent Domain, 3041, 3042.

QUANTUM MERUIT-—See Contracts. 1792; Master and Servant, 5832;

Work and Labor.

QUANTUM VALEBANT—See Sales, 8645.

QUARE CLAUSUM FREGIT—See Trespass.

QUASI CONTRACTS-—Scc Implied or Quasi Contracts. '

QUESTIONS OF LAW AND FACT—See Criminal Law, 2477; Trial.

9707; and specific actions.

QUIA TIMET—See Quieting Title, 8030.

M St. James v. Hingtgen, 47-521. 50+700. v. Sullivan, 89-68, 934-1056; Grams v. Mur

1" R. L. 1905 § 4534; Litchfield v. Mc- phy, 103-219, 114+753.

Donald, 35-167, 28+191; Easton v. Soren- 35 Hall V. Williams, 13—260(242).

son, 53-309, 55+l28; Waseca County v. 8!‘ State v. Bourne, 86-426, 90+1105.

Sheehau, 42-57, 43+690; Ramsey County



QUlE.TlNG TITLE

IN GENERAL

8029. Election of remedies—A title to realty may be quieted by an action

to remove a cloud, by a statutory action to determine adverse claims, and by

ejectment. At the present time the action to remove a cloud is rarely resorted

to in this state because the statutory action to determine adverse claims gen

erally affords a better remedy.40

ACTION TO REMOVE A CLOUD

8030. Name and nature of action—The action is called indifierently an

action to remove a cloud and an action to quiet title.‘1 It is equitable in its

nature, and for the purpose of serving summons by publication, is in rem.‘2

It is sometimes called an action or bill quia timet.‘8

8031. Who may maintain—-Possession—One may maintain the action

though he is not the legal owner or in possession.“ Under a former statute it

was held that an executor or administrator, who was not in possession and had

not obtained a license to sell, could not maintain an action.45 A grantor who

has conveyed by warranty deed with full covenants, and has delivered posses

sion to the grantee under an agreement with him that a part of the purchase

money shall be deposited in the hands of a third party, not to be paid over

until a cloud on the title is removed, may maintain an action.46 A municipal

ity has been held entitled to maintain an action.47 A grantee of the abutting

shore may maintain an action against the grantee in a prior deed by the same

grantor purporting to convey the soil under the water, to remove the cloud

upon his riparian rights created by such deed.“ A stockholder has been held

entitled to maintain an action ‘° and so has the holder of a title by adverse pos

session.50 A wife has been held a proper party in an action to remove a cloud

from a homestead:'’1

8032. Basis of jurisdiction—The basis of jurisdiction in this class of cases

is to be found in the fact that the cloud impairs the market value of the prop

erty and the party l1as no adequate remedy at law. To require an owner to

await an action by the party claiming under-tl1e instrument or other matter

constituting the cloud, until his evidence or ability to defend against it might

be lost by lapse of time, would often deny him any remedy."

8033. What constitutes a cloud—-'l‘o create a cloud an instrument or pro

ceedings must he apparently valid, but in fact void. If it is void on its face

 

  

4° Sec Gilmau v. Van Brunt, 29-271. 13?

l25; Maloney \‘. Finnegan, 38-70, 72, 35v

723.

41 Megan v. Carter, 48-501. 504. -"i1+6l-t.

*‘-‘ Shepherd \'. Ware, 46-174, 48 "l.

N Redin v. Branhan, 43-283, 286. 45+-145.

4* Redin v. Branhan, 43-283. 286, -15+-H5;

Bausman v. Kelley. 38~l97, 36+333; Ham

ilton v. Batlin. 8—403(359); Donnelly v.

Simonton, 7—167(110). See. as to an ac

tion by an equitable owner, Lowry v. Har

ris, 12—255(166), as to an action by own

ers of several tracts who derive title from

a common grantor against a defendant

claiming title to all the tracts, Lovett \'.

Prentice, 44 Fed. 459.

-1-'» Paine v. First Dir. etc. Ry., 14-65(49)

4" Styer Y. Sprague, 63-414. 65+659;

Chamblin v. Schlichter, 12—276(181). $60

20 Harv. L. Rev. 653.

47 Munkato v. Willard, 13-13(1).

48 Lake Superior L. (.‘o. v. Emerson, 38

406, 38-+200.

4" Baldwin v. Canfield, 26—43, 1+26l.

5° Dean v. Goddard, 55-290, 56+-1060.

51 Barton v. Drake, 21—299, 307.

52 Redin v. Branhan, 43-283. 45+‘!-45;

Mankato v. Willard, 13—13(1, 17); D011

nelly v. Simonton, 7—167(110, 115); H8111

iltou v. Batlin. 8--l03(359, 362); Baldwin

v. Canficld, 26-43. 1+261; Barton v. Drake,

21-299, 307; ‘IS Harv. L. Rev. 527.
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it is not a cloud. There is no occasion to go into a court of equity to have that

determined to be void which has no appearance of being otherwise. The alleged

cloud must be prima facie substantial. In other words, the facts claimed to

constitute the cloud must be such as apparently confer some right, title, or in

terest‘in the property. If they are not such per se, but require, to give them

this effect, the backing of extrinsic facts which have no real or apparent exist

ence, they do not constitute a cloud.“ If they are apparently valid and ex

trinsic evidence would be required to show their invalidity they are a cloud.“

Whenever an instrument may be used to the injury of another, whether it is of

record or otherwise, courts will, in the exercise of a sound discretion, in

terfere to prevent the impending injury, or one which may even by possibility

accrue.“ Mere verbal claims do not constitute a cloud.“ Various cases are

cited below in which particular instruments or proceedings are held to be a

cloud,“ or the reverse.“1

8034. Cloud on persona1ty—It seems that an action will lie to remove a

cloud on a title to pers0nalty.‘°

8035. Parties defendant—Who shall be made parties is a question of con

venience and discretion, rather than of absolute right, to be determined accord

ing to the exigencies of the particular case."° Persons claiming other lands on

whose title the same cloud rests need not be made parties.‘H A grantee of a

defendant before suit has been held properly brought in as a defendant."

8036. Laches-—Limitation of actions—The plaintitl’s right of action may

be defeated by his laches.na An action to remove a cloud has been held not

barred by the lapse of six years, as being an action for relief on the ground of

fraud.“ An owner is not bound to take aflirmative action to remove a cloud

is Gilman v. Van Brunt, 29-271, 13+125;

Scribner v. Allen, 12-148(85, 88); Ma

loney v. Finnegan, 38-70, 35+723; Weller

\'. St. Paul, 5—95(70); Conkey v. Dike,

17-457 (434, 443) ; Baldwin v. Canfield, 26

43, 1-+261; Mogan v. Carter, 48-501, 51+

614; Palmer v, Yorke, 77-20, 79+587;

Hanson v. Johnson, 20-194(172); Owen

v. Ruthrutf, 81-397, 84+217. See 18 Harv.

L. Rev. 527; Note, 45 Am. St. Rep. 373.

~'-4 Baldwin v. Canfield, 26-43, 1+261;

Yager v. Merkle, 26-429, 4-+819; Valentine

v. St. Paul. 34-446, 26+457; Butman v.

James, 34-547, 551, 27+66; New England

etc. Co. v. Capehart, 63-120, 122. 65+258.

5'5 Donnelly v. Simonton, 7—167(110).

M Bennett v. Hotchkiss, 17-89(66).

5‘I MacDonald v. Kneeland, 5—352(283)

(judgment); Dahl v. Pross, 6-89(38)

(bond for a deed); Yoss v. De Freuden

rich, 6-95(45) (bond for deed); Banning

v. Armstrong, 7—40(24) (record of deed

falsely dated so as to take precedence of

a judgment); Donnelly v. Simonton, 7-167

(110) (foreclosure proceedings); Hamil

ton v. Batlin, 8-403(359) (forged deed);

Lowry v. Harris. 12—255(166) (power of

attorney—deeds) ; Mankato v. Willard, 13

13(1) (deed and record thereof); Barton

v. Drake, 21-299 (judgment); Baldwin v.

Canfield, 26-43, 1+261 (deed purporting to

be that of a corporation); Yager v. Mer

kle, 26-429, 4-+819 (mortgage of married

ll—56

woman without her husband joining) ; But

man v. James, 34-547, 27+66 (execution

sale); Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333

(foreclosure proceedings); Sanborn v.

Eads, 38-211, 36+338 (unauthorized fore

closure) ; Lake Superior L. Co. v. Emerson,

38-406, 38+200 (deed) ; Redin v. Branhan,

43-283, 45%-445 (mortgage); Johnson v.

Fuller, 55-269. 56+!-313 (recorded contract

to convey); Hamilton v. Wood, 55-482.

57+208 (sale on execution); New England

etc. Co. v. Capehart, 63-120, 65+258

(mortgage and notice to redeem); Styer

v. Sprague. 63-414, 65+659; Meyers v.

Markham, 90-230, 964-335, 787 (recorded'

contract to convey).

58 Bennett v. Hotcbkiss, 17-89(66) (claim

of a large amount due on a bond for a

deed); Hanson v. Johnson, 20-194(172)

(execution issued more than ten years after

judgment and sale thereunder).

W MacDonald v. Kneeland, 5-352(283).

See 20 Harv. L. Rev. 421.

6° Baldwin v. Canfield, 26-43, 1+261. See

Redin v. Branhan, 43-283, 45+-445; Styer

v. Sprague, 63-414, 65+659; Lowry v.

Harris, 12—255(166).

61 Sanborn v, Eads, 38-211, 36+338.

'12 Johnson v. Robinson, 20-170(153).

'13 Sanborn v. Eads, 38-211, 36+338;;

Bausman v. Kelley. 38-197, 36+333.

M Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333.
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put upon his title by the unauthorized act of another. He may wait until the

adverse title is asserted against him.M

8037. Complaint-—If a complaint is insufficient as a complaint in an action

to remove a cloud, it may be sustained as a complaint in an action under the

statute to determine adverse claims, it it contains the necessary allegations.“

The complaint must allege facts showing the invalidity of the instrument or

proceeding constituting the cloud.“7 It must show that the instrument or pro

ceeding complained of is a cloud on the plaintiiI’s title." A complaint has

been held sufiicient against objection first made on appeal.“D

8038. ]udgment—Re1ief allowable—Ordinarily the judgment declares the

instrument or proceeding constituting the cloud void as against the plaintiff.

In granting relief care should be taken not to affect the interests of persons not

parties or whose interests are not represented by some party.To Though the

plaintiff has the legal title the court will not grant equitable relief without re

garding the equitable claims ot the defendant.71

STATUTORY ACTION TO DETERMINE ADVERSE CLAIMS

8089. The statute—The statute,“ substantially in its present form, is

found in Laws 1874 c. 68. Prior to Laws 1867 c. 72 the statute did not include

vacant and unoccupied land." Prior to Laws 1874 c. 68 it did not include

liens.“

8040. Nature and object of action—The action is anomalous. No such

action could be maintained at common law or in equity. The position of the

parties is the reverse of that in an ordinary action. The object of the action

is to force one claiming an adverse interest to establish or abandon his claim.”'

The action is of an equitable nature, except when the issues tendered are strictly

legal. Save as otherwise provided by statute the rules governing an equitable

action to quiet title apply." The object of the statute is to afford an easy and

expeditious mode of quieting title to realty,” free from the restrictions of the

equitable action to remove a cloud,"'8 in cases where. ejectment will not lie."

 

6-1 Bausman v. Faue, 45-412, 418, 48+13.

66 Palmer v. Yorks, 77-20, 79+587 (over

ruling Walton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424;

Knudsen v. Curley, 30-433, 15+873; Bovey

v. Dow, 68-273, T1+2).

B1 Walton v. Perkins. 28-413, 10+424;

Knudson v. Curley, 30-433, 15+873.

6* Cleveland v. Stone, 51-274, 53+647.

0" Smith v. Dennett, 15-31(59).

7“ Baldwin v. Canfield, 26-43, 59, 1+261.

‘H Bausman v. Kelley, 38-197, 36+333.

1'-’ R. L. 1905 § 4424.

13 Murphy v. Hinds, 15-182(139).

‘H Bidwell v. Webb, 10-59(41); Brackett

v. Gilmore, 15—245(190); Turrell v. War

gtgq, 25-9; Donohue v. Ladd, 31-244, 17+

75 Walton v. Perkins. 28-413, 10+424;

Meighen v. Strong, 6-177(111); Bausman

v. Faue, 45-412, 416, 48+13.

T6 Mathews v. Lightner, 85-333, 336, 88+

992; Johnson v. Peterson, 90-503, 97-+384.

See Bausman v. Faue, 45-412, 48+13; Mor

ris v. McOlary, 43-346, 46+238; Scofield v.

Quinn, 54-9, 55+745; Stuart v. Lowry, 49

91, 51+662; Shepherd v. Ware, 46-174, 48+

773; Barber \'. Evans, 27-92, 6-1-445; Minn.

D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102-t-381; Hol

land v. Netterberg, 107-380, 120+527. If

the claim rests upon a legal title to the

property, the sole question for determina

tion is as to the sufliciency of such title

as against the plaintitf’s possession, un

der the rules of law applicable to questions

of that character. If the claim is an

equitable one, equitable principles and

rules must govern in its determination;

and in settling the rights of the parties in

respect thereto. the court may exercise its

equity powers in granting whatever relief

the nature of the case upon the facts may

require, and upon such terms and condi

tions as may be necessary to do complete

justice. Barber v. Evans. 27-92, 6+445.

'" Steele v. Fish, 2—153(129) ; Mathews v.

Lightner, 85-333, 88+992; Sacbe v. ‘Val

lace. 101-169, 112+3S6.

'18 Palmer v. Yorks, 77-20, 79+58T.

1" Meighen v. Strong, 6—177(111); East

man v. Lamprey, 12—153(89); Conklin v.

Hinds, 16—457(411).
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'_l‘he action is not strictly in rem, except, perhaps, where the relief demanded

1s a transfer of title.80 ,

8041. Tried as a bill to redeem--An action cannot properly be converted

into an action in the nature of a suit in equity to redeem, but if it is so tried

without objection, the parties are bound."1

8042. What claims determinable—An action will lie for the determination

of one adverse claim, which may be specified‘ in the complaint, and if the com

plaint in an equitable action to remove a cloud cannot be sustained as such, it

may be sustained under the statute, if it is suliicient for that purpose."2 Any

interest or estate in or lien upon land whether legal or equitable, claimed ad

versely to the plaintifi, whether claimed under the same or a different and in

dependent source from that under which the plaintifi claims, may be deter

mined.“3 A contingent interest may be determiner .’“ The claims of persons

not made parties are not determinable.“

8043. Who may maintain action—One who is in actual possession may

maintain an action whether he has title or not.“ An equitable owner may

maintain an action and secure a judgment barring the defendant from assert

ing a legal title.87 One not in possession and having no property interest can

not maintain an action." An assignee for the benefit of creditors may main

tain an action.“ Where A held the fee, and B owned the timber on the land

by virtue of a contract, it was held that A and B together might maintain an

action and that the defendant could not defeat B’s right to maintain the action

by securing a deed of the fee from A after the commencement of the action.”

8044. Possession and vacancy—An action will lie under the statute by a

party who is in possession of land, whether he has any property interest in it

or not,"1 but the possession in all cases must be actual and not merely con

structive.“ Possession through a tenant is sufiicient.03 Plaintiff need not

prove possession of all the land described in the complaint. He may succeed

as to a part and fail as to the remainder.“ Whether the plaintiff is or is not in

8" Shepherd v. Ware, 46-174, 48+773;

Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102+381.

James \'. St. Paul, 72-138. 7-5+5; Cofiman

\'. London etc. Co., 98-416, 108+840. See

81 Abraham v. Holloway, 41-163, 42+870.

*2 Palmer v. Yorke, 77-20, 791-587 (over

ruling Walton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424;

Knudson v. Cnrley, 30-433, 15+873; Bovey

v. Dow, 68-273, 714-2).

83 Walton v. Perkins, 33-357, 23+527; Alt

v. Graff, 65-191, 68+9; State v. Bachelder,

5—223(178) ; State v. Stevens, 5-521(-416) ;

Weide v. Gehl, 21-449; Barber v. Evans,

27-92, 6+445; School Dist. v. Wrabeck,

31-77, 16+493; Donohue v. Ladd, 31-244,

174-381; Hunter v. Cleveland etc. Co., 31

505, 18+645; Windom v. Wolverton, 40

439, 42+296; Bansman v. Faue, 45-412,

48+]3; Stuart v. Lowry, 49-91, 51-+662;

Scofield v. Quinn, 54-9, 55+745; Brown v.

Jones, 52-484, 55+54.

F4 Mathews v. Lightner, 85-333, 884-992;

Minn. D. Co. v. Dean, 85-473, 89+848. See

Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Lunrl, 91-45, 97+-152,

-"-'- Wilder v. St. Paul, ]2—192(116, 122);

Campbell v. Jones, 25-155.

88 See § 8044.

8'! School Dist. v. Wrabeck, 31-77, 16+

493; Roy v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72+

794.

88 Jellison v. Halloran, 40-485, 42+392;

Eide v. Clarke, 65-466, 68~+98.

89 Hunter \'. Cleveland etc. Co., 31-505,

18+645.

"0 Hall v. Sauntry, 80-348, 83+156.

"1 Steele v. Fish, 2-153(129); Wilder v.

St. Paul, 12—192(116); Barber v. Evan,

27-92, (H445; Herrick v. Churchill, 35

318, 29+-129; Baker v. Thompson, 36-314,

31+51; Knight \'. Alexander. 38-384, 37+

796; Child v. Morgan, 51-116. 52+1127;

Eide v. Clarke. 65-466, 68+98.

"2 Steele \'. Fish, 2-153(129); State v.

Bachelder, 5-223(178) ; Meighen v. Strong,

6-177(1l1); Hamilton v. Batlin. 8-403

(359); Eastman v. Lamprey, 12—153(89);

Wilder v. St. Paul, 12-l92(116); Byrne

v. Hinds, 16-521(469); Murphy v. Hinds,

15-182(139); Conklin v. Hinds, 16-457

(411); Greene v. Dwyer, 33-403, 23+546;

Miesen v. Canfield, 64-513, 67+632.

91* Lowe v. Lowe, 83-206, 86+11. A ten

ant cannot attorn to a stranger so as to

put him in possession for the purposes of

an action. Trimble v. Lake Superior etc.

Co., 99-11, 108+867.

M Vlfellendorf v. Teach, 77-512, 80+629.
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possession, or the land is vacant or not, does not go to the merits of the con

troversy, and if the defendant in his answer alleges title in himself, and asks

for affirmative relief, he waives all objections as to vacancy or possession, and

the plaintiff need not prove vacancy or
possession.“ There is no such waiver

where the defendant merely alleges his own title, but asks for no affirmative re

lief.“ Where the'complaint alleges that

dence admitted without objection shows

the plaintiff is in possession and evi

that the land is vacant the variance

is waived.M A finding that land was vacant and unoccupied at the commence

ment of the action has been sustained."
8045. Parties defendant—Wife-—The wife of a party defendant need not

be made a party in order to cut out her inohoate statutory interest in his land.”

8046. Unknown defendants-—Provision is made by statute for making un

known claimants defendants and serving summons against them by publica

tion.1 The statute is constitutional.2

It is to be construed, and complied with,

strictly. All record owners and lienors must be named in the summons and

reasonable diligence must be exercised to ascertain known claimants.“ The

court acquires jurisdiction over the un
known defendants though the named de

fendant was dead when the action was commenced,‘ and though one of the un

known defendants was at the time a resident of the state. No order of court

is necessary to authorize the publication of summons.5

8047. Limitation of actions--Laches-If a party relies on a legal title and

seeks no equitable relief, his right to relief is barred only by the lapse of time

prescribed by the statute of limitations.6

ing for affirmative relief waives the obj

8048. Complaint—It is unnecessary

A defendant asserting title and ask

ection that the action is barred.’

for the plaintiff, in his complaint, to

anticipate or specify the nature of the adverse claim. He need only allege that

the defendant claims some estate, interest, or lien on the land, without alleging

that the claim is invalid, or that the defendant does him a wrong in making it.‘

When the plaintiff is in possession all that he need allege is that he is in actual

possession and that defendant claims an estate or interest in or lien upon the

land.” When the land is vacant the plaintiff must allege some title or interest

in himself.lcl It is insufiicient for him to allege that he “claims” title.11 It is

unnecessary for him to plead the sources of his title.12 He must allege that the

land is vacant or unoccupied.18 If he is the equitable owner he must plead the

facts giving rise to his equity.H In general, the statutory conditions entitling

95 Hooper v. Henry, 31-264, 17+476; Win

dom v. Schuppel, 39-35, 38+757; Abraham

v. Holloway, 41-163, 42+870; Burke v.

Lacock, 41-250, 42+1016; Mitchell v. Mc

Farland, 47-535, 50+610; Todd v. Johnson,

56-60, 57+320; McRoberts v. McArthur,

62-310, 64+903; Kipp v. Hagman, 73-5,

75-+746; Palmer v. Yorke, 77-20, 79+587.

M Cartwright v. Hal], 88-349, 93+117.

97 Mcsserschmidt v. Baker, 22-81.

98 Hall v. Conn. etc. Co., 76-401, 79+497.

9" Stitt v. Smith, 102-253, 113+632.

1R. L. 1905 § 4425.

2Shepherd v. VVa.re, 46-174. 48+773.

3Ware v. Easton, 46-180, 48+775; Shep

herd v. Ware, 46-174, 48+773. See Dewey

y~.041-Kimball, 89-454, 465, 95+317, 895, 96+

I .

'- Morris v. McClary, 43-346, 46+238.

7London etc. Co. v. Gibson, 77-394, 80+

205.
8Barber v. Evans, 27-92, 6+-445; Walton

v. Perkins, 28-413, 415, 10+424; Stuart V.

Lowry, 49-91, 97, 51+662.
"Steele v. Fish, 2-153(129); Wilder v.

St. Paul, 12-192(116, 121); Barber v.

Evans, 27-92, 6+445.

1° Myrick v. Coursalle, 32-153, 19+736;

Herrick v. Churchill, 35-318, 29+129; Jelli

son v. Halloran, 40-485. 424-392; Wake

field v. Day, 41-344. 43+71; Wheeler v.

Winnebago P. Mills. 62-429, 64+920.

11 Herrick v. Churchill, 35-318. 29+-129.

12 Buffalo L. & E. Co. v. Strong, 91-84,

97+575.

13 Conklin v. Hinds, 16-457(411).

4Inglec v. Welles, 53-197, 55+117; Mc

Clymond v. Noble, 84-329, 87+838.

5McClymond v. Noble, 84-329, 87+838.

H Stuart v. Lowry, 49-91. 51+662; Her

sey v. Lambert, 50-373, 52t963.
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the plaintiff to relief must be alleged.“ Under a general allegation of owner

ship title by adverse possession may be shown.16

8049. Answer—It is for the defendant to disclose the nature of his claim

in his answer.17 He should draft his answer as if he were the plaintiff setting

forth his claim against a defendant.18 If his title or interest is an equitable

one the facts giving rise to the equity must be alleged with as much particu

larity as in a. bill of equity and cannot be shown under an allegation of title

and ownership in fee.19 He may claim title from several sources.20 A general

allegation of ownership is sufficient to admit proof of any legal title, as, for

example, title by adverse possession.‘1 If the defendant pleads one source of

title he cannot prove another.22 He may plead a cause of action in ejectment

by way of counterclaim if the plaintiff is in possession.’3 A general allegation

of title in the complaint may be met by a general denial in the answer and

under such denial it may be shown that a deed absolute in form was in fact a

mortgage and that it had been paid." The defendant may sometimes, under

a general denial, prove title in a third party even without connecting himself

with such title.25 A qualified general denial has beenheld sufticient.'~'6 The

defendant may not only attack the cause of action alleged in the complaint, but

he may also allege any estate or interest, legal or equitable, he has in the land,

which is good against the plaintitf’s cause of action.27

8050. Disclaimer-—Costs—It is provided by statute that if the defendant

enters a disclaimer or suffers a default no costs can be recovered against him.“

A disclaimer sometimes entitles the plaintiff to judgment on the pleadings.“

A disclaimer has been held not to control the judgment.“

8051. Claims not asserted waived-All claims not asserted by a defendant

are waived, if they might have been asserted.“1

8052. Rep1y—When the defendant asserts a legal title a plaintiff in posses

sion may, in reply, plead facts showing an equitable title of such a nature that

it should prevail over the legal title.82 Whether a reply is necessary depends

upon the nature of the answer:"‘3 Where the answer denies generally the title

of the plaintiff, and by way of new matter sets forth the defendant’s title, with

out alleging the source of plaintiffs title and defendant’s prior right, the plain

tiff may reply by simply taking issue upon such new matter, without denying

notice or alleging superior equities. The pleadings will then simply present

the issue of the ownership of the legal title.“ Where the defendant interposes

an answer in the nature of a cross action in ejectment for the recovery of the

possession, and the plaintiff in reply sets up a claim for improvements under

the “occupying claimants’ act” in case defendant establishes title, the matters

set up in the reply constitute no part of plaintiffs case in chief under the com

15 Jellison v. Halloran, 40-485, 42+392. 28 R. L. 1905 § 4426; Brackett v. Gilmore,

16 McArthur v. Clark, 86-165, 90+369.

11 Barber v. Evans, 27-92, 6+445; Stuart

v. Lowry, 49-91, 51+662.

18 Walton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424;

Stuart v. Lowry, 49-91, 51+662.

W Stuart v. Lowry, 49-91, 514-662. ,

2° Branhan v. Bezanson, 33-49, 21+861.

21 McArthur v. Clark, 86-165, 90+369.

1'-‘ Hall v. Sauntry, 80-348, 83+l56.

23 Eastman v. Linn, 20—433(387); Muel

ler v. Jackson, 39-431, 40+565; Godfrey

v. Valentine, 50-284, 52+643.

2* Wakefield v. Day, 41-344, 43+71.

'-W Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 116+'739.

'-’" Jellison v. Halloran, 40-485, 42+392.

'11 Campbell v. Jones, 25-155, 158.

]5-245( 190) (overruled by change of stat

ute); Steele v. Fish, 2—153(129) (statute

cited); Wilder v. St. Paul, 12—192(116,

121) (id.).

29 See § 8057.

80 Mpls. '1‘. Co. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+

82, 930.

31 Weide v. Gehl, 21-449, 445.

32 State v. Bachelder, 5-223(178) ; School

Dist. v. Wrabeck, 31-77, 16+-193; Scofield

v. Quinn, 54-9, 55+745; James v. St. Paul,

72-138, 75+-5; Bingharn v. Bingham, 105

271, 117+4ss.

-*8 See Broughton v. Sherman. 21-431;

Fifield v. Norton, 79-264, 82+581.

IN Bailey v. Galpin, 40-319, 41+1054.
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plaint, but are only defensive to defendant’s answer.” A reply setting up a

cause of action for the reformation of the deed under which the defendant

claimed title has been held a departure

' below involving various forms of replie

from the complaint.“ Cases are cited

s.‘“
8053. Proof of title-A deed from a person not in possession, or not shown

to be the owner, does not establish a title, and when reliance is placed solely

upon proof of paper title, the chain thereof must be from the original pat

entee,ms or from a common source of title of both parties." When title is

proved to have existed at a. particular time it is presumed to have continued

until it is shown to have ceased.40 Mere possession is not alone presumptive

evidence of title as against an admitted
prior title in fact.“ A patent from

the United States makes out a pnma facie case.‘2
8054. Title in third party—As a general rule a defendant, who is in pos

session, may defeat recovery by the plaintiff by proof of title in a third party,

even though he does not connect himself with such title.“

8055. Burden of proof when plaintiff in possession-—To make out a

prima facie case plaintiff must prove his possession if it is denied in the

answer.“ He need not do so if the defendant alleges title in himself and

asks for afiirmative relief. In such a case the burden of proof is on the de

fendant at the outset.“ It is not essential to his cause of action that the

plaintiff should prove possession of all the land described in the complaint.

He may succeed as to a part of the land and fail as to the remainder.“ 'l‘o

make out a prima facie case the plaintifi is not required to prove his title,

and this is so even though he has unnecessarily alleged it and it is denied in

the answer. His title is not in issue and the defendant cannot attack it.“

When the plaintiff has made out a prima facie case in proof of his possession,

the burden of going on with the evidence shifts to the defendant, and he

must either overcome plainti.lf’s prima facie proof of possession or prove a

valid claim in hirnselt'.*B

8056. Burden of proof when land vacant—-At the outset the plaintiff

must prove that the land is vacant, if the fact of vacancy is in issue.“ He

need not do so if the defendant alleges title in himself and asks for atfirmative

relief.“0 He also has the burden of proving title in himself. He has no right

to compel the defendant to disclose and prove his claim unless he himself

has a good title. But all that he need do in the first instance, to shift the

burden of going on with the evidence,

35 Mueller v. Jackson, 39-431, 40+565.

80 James v. St. Paul, 72-138, 75+5.

37 Weide v. Gehl, 21-449; Hunter v.

Cleveland etc. Co.. 31-505, 18+645; Seo

field v. Quinn, 54-9, 55+745; Alt v. Grafi,

65-191, 68+9.

39 Cartwright v. Hall, 88-349, 93+117.

3” McR0berts v. MeArthur, 62-310, 644

903. See Perkins v. Morse, 30-11, 13+911,

14-+879.

4° Lind v. Lind, 53-48. 5-H934.

84_19Perkins \'. Morse, 30-11, 13+911, 14+

I .

*2 Rogers v. Clark, 104-198, 1164-739.

43 Id.

4* Meighen v. Strong, 6-177(111); Wilder

v. St. Paul, 12-192(116, 122); Eastman v.

Lamprey, 12-153(89, 96); Murphy v.

Hmds. 15-182039); Walton v. Perkins,

is to make out his title prima facie.“1

28-413, 10+-424; Herrick v. Churchill, 35

318, 319, 294-129.

45 See § 8044.

4" Wellendorf v. Tesch, 77-512, 80+629.

4'' Wilder v. St. Paul, 12—192(116).

4“ Wilder v. St. Paul, 12-192(116); Wal

ton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424.

41‘ Conklin v. Hinds, 16-457(411, 413);

Cartwright v. Hall, 88-349, 93+117.

F-° See § 8044.

51Conklin v. Hinds, 16-457 (411); Wal

ton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424; Myrick v.

Coursalle, 32-153, 19+736; Herrick V.

Chnrchill, 35-318, 29+129; Jellison v. Hal

loran, 40-485, 42+392; Wakefield v. Day,

41-344, 43+-71; Abraham v. Hotloway, 41

163, 42+870; Pinney v. Russell, 52-443, 54+

484; Wheeler v. Winnebago P. Mills. 62

429, 64+920; Cartwright v. Hall, 88-349,

93+-117.
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Failure of the plaintiff to make this preliminary proof is waived if the de

fendant demands affirmative relief and proves a common source of title.“2 The

plaintifi must prove an estate or interest; a mere right of action is insuf

ficient.“ When the plaintiff has made out a prima facie case the burden of

going on with tile evidence shifts and the defendant must overcome plaintifi’s

prima facie proof or prove his own claim.“ If the plaintiff fails to make out

a prirna_facie case, or if, upon all the evidence, it appears that the plaintiff

has no title or interest, the action should be dismissed on motion of the de

fendant. The latter is not called upon to disclose or prove a .claim against

a person who has no title or interest." If the defendant alleges an interest

he must prove it unless it is admitted.“

8057. Judgment on the pleadings—If the complaint alleges possession in

the plaintifi, and the answer does not assert a claim in behalf of the defendant,

the plaintiff is entitled to judgment on the pleadings; "1 otherwise if the com

plaint. alleges that the land is vacant.” If the answer denies the asserted

title of the plaintiff, and alleges that the defendant is in possession, it is error

to grant judgment on the pleadings to the defendant, though the answer fails

to allege title in the defendant.59 If the facts alleged in a reply constitute

a defence, or entitle the plaintiff to any relief, legal or equitable, as against

the defendant’s asserted title, it is error to grant judgment on the pleadings

against the plaintifi'."° Judgment on the pleadings may be granted for a

failure to reply as in other cases.01

8058. Judgrnent—'l‘l1e judgment necessarily varies with the pleadings and

proof in the particular action.G2 It does not ordinarily award possession."3

When the land is vacant and the plaintiff fails to prove title in himself he

cannot complain of a judgment, whether regular or not, adjudging title in

the defendant.M The judgment does not ordinarily transfer or vest the title.M

but it affects or determines the title.“ It may bind contingent interests upon

the principle of representation.“1 Where, in an action brought by the holder

of a tax certificate, the tax title is found defective because of the insufficiency

of the notice of expiration of the period for redemption, it is the duty of the

court, under R. L. 1905 § 969, to determine the amount and validity of the

plaintiffs lien for taxes paid by him.‘"1 A judgment held not controlled by a

disclaimer in the answer.‘’‘' A judgment on default transferring the title held

void and subject to collateral attack.70

QUITCLAIM DEEDS—See Deeds, 2694-2697; Recording Act, 8302.

QUORUM-—See Corporations, 2079; State, 8838; Towns, 9659.

527; Windom v. \Volverton, 40-439, 42+

296; Bansman v. Faue, 45-412, 48+13;

Roy v. Duluth etc. Ry., 69-547, 72+794;

Hunter v. Cleveland etc. Co., 31-505, 18+

52 Mcftoberts v. McArthur, 62-310, 64+

903.

53 James v. St. Paul, 72-138, 75+5.

-H ‘Valton v. Perkins, 28-413, 10+424;

Wakefield v. Day, 41-344, 43+71.

-'1-‘i Cartwright v. Hall, 88-349, 93+117;

Pinney v. Russell, 52-443, 54-+484.

W Howe v. Nelson, 94-526, 103+1132.

57 Perkins v. Morse, 30-11, 13+911; Mor

rill v. Little Falls Mfg. Co., 46-260, 48+

1124.

58 Wheeler v. Winnebago P. Mills. 62-429,

64-+920 (overruling Donohue v. Ladd, 31

244, 17+381).

59 Jellison v. Hulloran, 40-485, 42+392.

6° Scofield v. Quinn, 54-9, 55+745.

61Fifield v. Norton. 79-264, 824-581.

62 See Walton v. Perkins, 33-357, 23+

645.

"3 Godfrey v. Valentine, 50-284, 52+6-43;

McRoberts v. McArthur, 69-506, 72+796.

"4 Myriek v. Coursalle, 32-153, 19+736.

65 Minn. D. Co. v. Johnson, 94-150, 102+

381; Sarah v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386.

See Lord v. Hawkins, 39-73, 38+689.

M Shepherd v. Ware, 46-174, 48+773.

1" Mathews v. Lightner, 85-333, 8B+992.

See Minn. D. CO. V. Dean, 85-473, 89+848.

M Foster v. Clifiord, 124-+632.

B9 Mpls. T. (70. v. Eastman, 47-301, 50+

82, 930.

‘'0 Sache v. Wallace, 101-169, 112+386.



QUO WARRANTO

IN GENERAL

8059. Nature-—Tl1e proceeding authorized by our constitution and statutes

is not the ancient common-law writ of quo warranto, but the information in

the nature of quo warranto substantially as left by the changes introduced by

the statute of 9 Anne c. 20.71 The writ of quo warranto has had a long and

interesting history, which is summarized in one of our cases.72

WHEN LIES

8060. In general—Quo warranto will lie against individuals for intrusion

into public offices, and against private and public corporations for usurpation

of franchises, or to oust them from the enjoyment thereof.73 The writ is not

to be extended beyond what it was at common law."

8061. Other adequate remedy—Quo warranto is an extraordinary remedy

and is not granted where the party has other adequate remedy." But the

mere fact that a remedy is afforded by the statutory action in the nature of

quo warranto will not necessarily defeat a common-law quo warranto."

8062. Allowance discretionary—Quo warranto is not a writ of right, but

its allowance rests largely in the discretion of the court. It is proper for the

court to consider all the circumstances of the case, including the position and

motives of the relator, and the necessity and policy of allowing the writ.77

The court should also weigh the considerations of public convenience involved,

and compare them with the injury complained of, in determining whether to

grant or refuse the application. The fact that a successful prosecution of

the proceedings, which are brought to test the title to a municipal office, may

result in the suspension of all municipal government in a city for a long

period of time may properly be taken into account in deciding upon the ap

plication."8

8063. Executive department cannot be controlled—Quo warranto cannot

be used to control the action of the executive department by the courts, but

the legal propriety and effect of the action of officers of the executive depart

ment may be determined by the courts when the same are brought in question

in causes requiring judicial action by quo warranto."

8064. Public or municipal cor-porations—Quo warranto will lie to test

the legality of the organization of a school district,80 city,81 village,82 or coun

ty.~‘“I It will lie against a county to oust it from adjoining territory illegally

 

71 State v. Minn. T. M. Co., 40-213, 225,

41-1-1020; State v. Tracy, 48-497, 51+613;

State v. Kent, 96-255, 104+9-18.

1'~’ State v. Kent, 96-255, 104+948.

‘'3 State v. Tracy, 48-497, 51+613.

"4 State v. Minn. T. M. Co., 40-213, 224,

41+1020.

""5 State v. Dowlan, 33-536, 2-H188; State

v. Gates, 35-385, 28+92T; State v. Lock

erby, 57-411, 59+495; State v. Moriarty,

82-68, 84-+495;

1° State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-222, 28+

245; State v. Minn. T. M. Co., 40-213, 41+

1020.

'" State v. School Dist._ 85-230, 88+751.

18 State v. Dahl, 69-108, 117, 71+910.

79 State v. Fidelity etc. Co., 39-538, 41+

108.

80 State \'. Sharp, 27-38, 6+-108; State V.

Independent School Dist., 42-357, 44+120;

State v. School Dist., 54-213, 55+1l22;

State v. School Dist., 85-230, 88+751.

81 State v. Thief River Falls, 76-15, 78+

867; State v. Kiewel, 86-136, 90+-160.

82 State v. Gallagher, 42-449, 44-+529;

State v. Tracy, 48-497, 51+613; State v.

Minnetonka, 57-526, 59+972; State V

Fridley Park, 61-146, 63-+613; State "

Reads, 76-69, 78+883; State v. Holloway,

90-271, 96440; State v. Kent, 96-255, 104+

948: State v. Harris, 102-340, 113+887.

83 State v. Crow Wing County, 66-519,

[2
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-annexed to the county. and over which the county has assumed jurisdiction.“

It will not lie, at the instance of a private person having no interest in the

matter distinct from the general public, to test the validity of proceedings

had for the purpose of organizing a municipal or quasi municipal corporation.86

8065. Private corporations—-Quo warranto will lie‘to test the rigl1t of a

foreign corporation to do business in this state; S“ or to forfeit the franchises of

a corporation; ‘" or to test the right of a person to hold an office in a cor

poration."

8066. Public 0fficers—Except as otherwise provided by statute," quo war

ranto is the appropriate remedy to try the title to a public office and oust a

usurper,so including the question of eligibility.‘31 The constitutionality of the

act under which an ofiicer holds oflice may be inquired into in quo warranto

proceedings.“2 Quo warranto will lie to oust an oflicer who has been sus

pended by the governor pending proceedings for his removal."3 Where one

assumes to hold and exercise the duties of a public ofiice, known to the law, and

the duties and powers of which are defined by law, an action in the nature of

quo warranto will lie against him, to test the question whether the otfice is

authorized within the particular district where he assumes to hold and exercise

it.“ Quo warranto will not lie to prevent ofiicial acts in excess of jurisdiction,

or to correct oflicial misconduct.M The validity of an ordinance under which

an officer holds oflice may be inquired into in quo warranto proceedings.“

8067. Estoppel—Where the right of a corporation to assert its corporate

~existence is questioned by a state because of some defect or irregularity in the

proceedings for organization, the doctrine of waiver operating by way of

estoppel in pais is applicable as against the state. Its conduct may have been

:such as to constitute a declaration that a forfeiture of corporate rights will

not he insisted upon, and that the right to declare such forfeiture is waived.97

Acquiescence of the relator in the irregularities complained of does not estop

the state."

68+767, 69+925, 73+631; State v. Larson,

89-123, 94+226; State v. Falk, 89-269,

94-+879; State v. McDonald, 101-349, 112+

278. See State v. Olson, 107-136, 119+799.

84 State v. Crow Wing County, 66-519,.

68+767, 69+925, 73+631. See State v.

Minnetonka, 57-526, 59+972.

95 State v. Olson, 107-136, 119+799. \

8" State v. Fidelity etc. Co., 39-538, 41+

108; State v. Somcrby, 42-55, 43%-689;

State v. Crow Wing County, 66-519, 530,

68+767, 69-+925, 73+631.

81 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-222, 28-1-245;

State v. Minn. C. Ry., 36-246, 30+816;

State v. Minn. etc. Co., 40-213,-41+1020;

State v. Park, 58-330, 59+1048.

95 State v. Lockerby, 57-411, 59+495;

-smm v. om, 5s-275, 59+1015; sum v.

43-+572; Taylor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47+

802; Burke v. Leland, 51-355, 53+716;

State v. Holman, 58-219, 59+1006; Traut

mann v. McLeod, 74-110, 76-1-964; State v.

\Vilder, 75-547, 78+83; State v. Ritt, 76

531, 79+-535; State v. O’Counor, 81-79, 83+

498; State v. Board of Control, 85-165,

88+533; State v. Westfall, 85-437, 89+

175; State v. Grabarkiewicz, 88-16, 92+

446; State v. Bernier, 98-1, 38+368; State

v. Hays, 105-399, 117+615.

"1 Taylor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47+802',

State v. Gylstrom, 77-355, 79+1038; State

v. McMahon. 94-532, 103+1133; State v.

Hays, 105-399, 117+615.

92 State v. Ritt, 76-531, 79+535; State v.

O’Connor, 81-79, 83-+498; State v. West

fall, 85-437, 89+175.

Oftedal, 72-498, 75+692.

89 See § 8074.

90 State v. Williams, 25-340; State v. Sib

ley, 25-337; State v. Guiney, 26-313, 3+

977; State v. Sanderson, 26-333, 3+984;

State v. Sharp, 27-38, 6+408; Barnum v.

Gilruan, 27-466, 8+375; State v. Dowlan,

33-536, 24+188; State v. Harrison, 34

526, 26+729; State v. Mcl\lartin, 42-30,

"3 State v. Megaarden, 85-41, 88+412.

N State v. Parker, 25-215.

95 State v. Crow Wing County, 66-519,

530, 68+767, 69+925, 73+631.

9“ State v. Grabarkiewicz, 88-16, 92+446.

W State v. School Dist., 85-230, 88+75l;

State v. Harris, 102-340, 113+887.

‘-I8 State v. Sharp, 27-38, 6+408.
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PROCEDURE

8068. Governed by common-law rules—-In the absence of statute or con

trolling considerations to the contrary, the proceeding is governed by the rules

of the common law.”

8069. Jurisdiction of supreme and district courts—The supreme court

has original jurisdiction to issue writs of quo warranto.1 But the constitution

and the statutes recognize that such proceedings should ordinarily be brought

in the district court. The supreme court will award the writ originally only

under exceptional circumstances, where the public interests would suffer by

the delay and uncertainty caused by proceeding in the district court.2 The

district courts have original jurisdiction to issue writs of quo warranto in

accordance with common-law principles.3

8070. Leave to_ file information—Discretion—Private relator—-When

the attorney general, acting in his official capacity as chief law officer of the

state, exhibits an information in the nature of quo warranto to the d1str1_ct

court, and asks that a writ issue in behalf of the state, the court has no (115

cretion, but must grant leave to file the information as a matter of course

and direct the writ to issue. Upon the return, it is the duty of the court to

try the issues of law and fact presented thereby, and to determine the same

on the merits, according to the rules of law applicable thereto. On the other

hand, if the attorney general makes such an application to the supreme court.

the court has discretionary power to deny the application and it will do so‘

unless it thinks that the public interests would sufier by the delay and un

certainty caused by proceeding in the district court.‘ Granting leave to a

private person to file an information, either in his own name, or in the name

of the attorney general, is discretionary with the court, even though there 1s

a substantial defect in the title by which the oifice or franchise is held.‘5 A

private person, having no interest in the matter distinct from the general

public, will not be allowed to file an information to test the validity of pro

ceedings had for the purpose of organizing municipal or quasi municipal cor

porations.“ _I_n_ general a private person, having no interest in the matter

distinct from the general public, will not be allowed to file an information.

without the consent of the attorney general, to test the right of an incumbent

of a public office to hold the same.’ But it has been held that the supreme

court “has the right, and under some circumstances, in the exercise of a sound

judicial discretion, it may become its duty, to allow an information in the

nature of quo warranto to be filed by a private person, having no personal

interest in the question distinct from the public, to test the right of an in

cumbent of a public of-lice to hold the same, notwithstanding the attorney

general has refused to give his consent thereto. But the granting or with

 

” State v. Sharp, 27-38, 6+408; State v.

Tracy, 48-497, 51+613; State v. Dahl, 69

108, 71+910; State v. Kent, 96-255, 267,

104+948.

1R. L. 1905 § 72; State v. Sharp, 27-38,

6+408; State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 85—222,

284-245; State v. Minn. C. Ry., 36-246, 30+

816; State v. Minn.'etc. Co., 40-213, 41+

1020; State v. Dahl, 69-108, 71+910; State

v. Kent. 96-255, 104-+948.

'-’ State v. Otis, 58-275, 59+1015; State v.

Kent, 96-255, 104+948; State v. Dowlan,

33-536, 24+188; State v. Gates, 35-385,

28+927; State v. Lockerby, 57-41]. 59+

495; State v. Moriarty, 82-68, 84+-195.

8R. L. 1905 § 92; State v. Otis, 58-275,.

59+1015; sum v. Kent, 96—255, 104+948.

4State v. Kent, 96-255, 104+948.

5State v. Dowlan, 33-536, 24-+188; State

v. Harrison, 34-526, 26+-729; State v. Lock

erby, 57-411, 59+495; State v. Dahl, 69

108, 71+910.

0 State v. Olson, 107-136, 119+799 (limit

ing State \'. Dahl, 69-108, 71+910; State

v. McDonald, 101-349, 112+278); State v

Tracy, 48-497, 514-613.

7 Barnum v. Gilman, 27-466. 8+375. See

Taylor v. Sullivan, 45-309, 47+802.

-A
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holding leave to file such information at the instance of a private person rests

in the sound legal discretion of the court, and is not a matter of strict legal

right, and when the attorney general has refused to consent the case should

be exceptional, and one in which it clearly appears that the public interests

require it tojustify the court in overruling his judgment.” 8 Whenever the

court has dimretinnary power in this connection it exhausts its discretion when

it exercises it upon the preliminary application for leave to file the informa

tion. This presumes, however, that the court actually exercises its discretion,

and does not deprive it of the right to dismiss the proceedings if it sub

sequently appears that it acted improvidently or through inadvertence, or a

misapprehension of the facts.u

8071. Parties defendant—Proceedings to restrain a corporation from an

unlawful exercise of franchises must be against the corporation, and not

merely against its ofiicers and agents.10

8072. Burden of proof—The burden of proof is on the respondent. The

ordinary rules of pleading and proof do not apply. It is ordinarily for the

respondent to allege and prove facts which justify him in exercising the powers

which he does. He is called upon to disclose “by what warrant” he exercises

the powers specified.H

8073. Motion to quash—A motion to quash the proceedings is in the nature

of a demurrer to the information.12

STATUTORY ACTION IN NATURE OF QUO WARRANTO

8074. In genera1—The statute 1“ was designed to afford a civil action which

should be a substitute for the writ of quo warranto and information in the

nature of quo warranto. As originally enacted in 1851 its first section ex

pressly abolishcd those common-law remedies. The statutes of 1866 repealed

this section but adopted, in substance, the remainder of the original chapter.

It has been held that this repeal had the effect of restoring to the district courts

power to issue writs of quo warranto,“ and in 1876 the supreme court was

clothed with a like power.15 It results that in many cases we have in this

state concurrent remedies afforded by this statute and the common law in

formation in the nature of quo warranto.“ The two remedies are in substance

the same and governed by the same general principles." The difference is

merely a difference in the form of pleading and the mode of commencing the

action. 'l‘_he statutory action, however, has a somewhat broader scope than

the common law remedy." It is left to the discretion of the attorney general

to determine whether he shall proceed by civil action in the district court or

by information in the supreme court." But while, quo warranto having been

revived in this state, we now have the two remedies, yet the office of the writ

of quo warranto ought not to be extended beyond what it was at common law.

The remedy by civil action is more in accordance with the ordinary mode of

BState v. Dahl, 69-108, 71+910. See State v. Otis, 5s-275, 59+1015; sum v.

State v. Olson, 107-136, 119+799. Kent, 96-255, 104+948.

v State v. Kent, 96-255, 258, 104-+948. 15 Laws 1876 c. 58 § 1.

1° State v. Somerby, 42-55. 43+689. 16 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-222, 28+2-45;

H State v. Sharp, 27-38, 6+-108; State v. State v. Minn. etc. Co., 40-213, 224, 41+

Crow Wing County, 66-519, 532, 68+767, 1020; State v. Moriarty, 82-68, 84+-195;

69+925, 73-+631; State V. Gylstrom, 77- State v. Kent. 96-255, 268, 1041-948.

355, 79+1038. 17 People v. Thatcher, 55 N. Y. 529; Peo

12 State v. Independent School Dist., 42- ple v. Hall, 80 N. Y. 117.

357, 44+120. 13 State v. Parker, 25-215, 218; State v.

13R. L. 1905 §§ 4543-4555. Minn. etc. Co.. 40-213, 224, 41+1020; State

H State v. Lockerby, 57-411, 59+495; v. Kent, 96-255, 268, 104+948.

1" State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-222, 28+2-45.
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judicial procedure in determining property rights, and ought to be pursued

-except in those special or exceptional cases where the public interests seem to

office.

lator.

demand a more speedy or summary mode of procedure than by action in the

district court.20 The statutory action is an ordinary civil action commenced

by summons, and, aside from burden of proof and trial by jury, is governed

by the general rules of pleading and procedure. TI1e defendant must show.

before he can have a judgment in his favor, that he has a legal title to the

Possession is not, in such action, evidence of his right; the burden is

upon him to prove that his possession is a legal and rightful one. When,

however, the action is brought on the relation of one claiming the office, the

failure of the defendant to prove his title does not establish that of the re

Upon that issue the plaintiff has the afiirmative and the burden is

upon him to maintain it. The defendant makes out a prima facie case by

the production of a certificate of election issued to him by the proper olficers.21

In an action under the statute two dissimilar interests may be united—that of

the state to oust an intruder from office, and that of the relator to have his

title to the oflice determined, and for damages for the usurpation.22

RACE—Sce note 23.

RACEWAY—See Waters, 10154.

RAILROAD AND WAREHOUSE COMMISSION

8075. General supervision of railways—The commission is clothed with

general supervision of railways to protect the public against unjust discrimin

ations, unreasonable and unequal rates, unfair restrictions, and inadequate

service. The statute creating the commission was designed to give practical

cI’_Eect to the principle that railways are public highways and must be operated

with due regard to the interests of the public and not exclusively with regard

to. the pecuniary profit of the corporations operating them. It is in accord

with the public policy of this state to regulate, but not to own railways.“

8076. What railways subject to commission—The commission has no

control over a mere private railway." Suburban electric railways may be

subject to the commission.20 .

807?. Power to fix railway rates—]udicial review—The commission is

authorized to investigate the reasonableness of railwav rates, and if it finds

them unreasonable, to make a tariff of rates.27 Such 5 tariff, however, is not

<-oncIus1ve, but is subject to judicial review." Rates fixed bv the commission

are to be deemed prima facie reasonable in all courts. In other words, in any

judicial investigation as to their reasonableness. the burden is on the railway

company to prove that they are unreasonable.29 In a judicial review of the

action of the commission in making rates, a court has no authority to make

'-’° State v. Minn. etc. Ry., 40-213, 41+]02O- Farwell etc. Assn. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 55-8.

56+248.

21 People v. Thatcher, 55 N. Y. 525; State

v. Norton, 46 Wis. 342. See State v. Mur

ray, 41-123, 42+858; State v. Gay, 59-6,

60+676.

22 Territory

(164 ) .

5;=;1“arrier v. State Agr. Soo., 36-478, 32+

H State v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-281, 37+782;

of Minn. v. Smith, 3-240

‘State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 40-353, 42+21;

2* Liedel v. N. P. Ry., 89-284, 94+877

(branch road held subject to commission).

” See Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Manitou Forest

S_vnd., 101-132, 112+13.

'-'7 R. L. 1905 §§ 1969, 1970.

'18 Chicago etc. Ry. v. Minnesota, 134 U

S. 418 (overruling State v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

38-281. 37+782; State v. Mpls. E. Ry., 40

156, 41+465).

29 R. L. 1905 § 1969; State v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 80-191, S3+60.
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rates. The question for a court in such cases is whether the rates fixed by

the commission are so unreasonably low as to be confiscatory—a taking of the

property of the railway company without compensation and without due

process of law. The test as to what constitutes a reasonable rate, and the

rules which should govern courts in reviewing rates, have been considered at

length in two important cases in this state.30 For the law on the subject it

is necessary to look to the decisions of the federal supreme court.“ Our com

mission cannot fix rates for carriers in another state, or for carriage between

two points within this state, over a route extending across a neighboring

state.32 It is authorized to fix joint rates.“

8078. Miscellaneous powers—'l‘he commission may compel a railway com

pany to make connections with other roads; 3‘ to maintain stations and

depots; 3“ and to afford equal facilities to all shippers of grain who erect or

desire to erect warehouses on its right of way.“

8079. Enforcement of orders—Provision is made by statute for enforcing

the orders of the commission by judicial proceedings.37

8080. Right to demand informa.tion—The commission has the right to

demand from a carrier information as to all of its property and business with

in the state, but not as to its property out of the state or as to its interstate

business. Carriers cannot determine for themselves whether they will answer

or not, on the ground that it is not possible for them to do so. It is their duty

to answer candidly so far as reasonably possible, and to state facts which they

claim excuse them from answering more fully.“8

8081. Authorizing increase of capital stock-A statute authorizing the

commission in its judgment to allow an increase of capital stock for such

purposes and on such terms as it may deem advisable, or in its discretion to

refuse it, has been held unconstitutional as an attempt to delegate legislative

power.an

8082. Appeal to district court—Provisi0n is made by statute for appeals

to the district court from the orders of the commission.‘0

RAILROAD CARS—See note 41.

RAILROAD LAND GRANTS—See Public Lands.

3° Steenerson v. G. N. Ry., 69-353, 724

713; State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 80-191, 83!

60. See also Steenerson v. G. N. Ry., 60

461, 62+826; Jacobson v. Wis. etc. Ry.,

71-519, 74-+893.

-11 See Beale and Wyman, Railroad Rate

Regulation; Noye American Railroad

Rates; 21 Harv. L. Rev. 175.

82 State v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-267, 41+1047.

-13 R. L. 1905 § 1981; Jacobson v. Wis.

etc. Ry., 71-519. 74+893; State v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 80-191, 83+60.

M Jacobson v. Wis. etc. Ry., 71-519, 74+

893 (affirmed, 179 U. S. 287); State v.

Willmar etc. Ry., 88-448. 93+112.

-‘*5 State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-469, 79+

510; State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-195, 91+

465 (afiirmed. 193 U. S. 553); State v. N.

P. Ry., 89-363, 95+297; State v. N. P. Ry.,

90-277, 96+81.

8“ Farwell etc. Assn. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 55

8. 56+248.

-'\'l R. L. 1905 § 1975; State v. Adams Ex.

Co., 66-271, 68+1085 (notice to company

service of writ of mandamus—service on

local agent of foreign company held sufii

cient); State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-469,

475, 79+510 (upon the hearing in proceed

ings for the enforcement of an order the

findings of fact ‘of the commission are

prima facie evidence of the matters there

in stated); State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 80-191,

83+60 (order of commission not conclusive

as to reasonableness of rates—carrier en

titled to an examination of matters of

fact in which evidence de novo may be

taken—unnecessary that order should have

been appealed from—taritf of commission

prima facie reasonable); State v. U. S.

Ex. Co.. 81-87, 83+-165 (business of ex

press company——duty of company to fur

nish information—foreign business).

. 88 State v. U. S. Ex. Co., 81-B7, 83-+465.

89 State v. G. N. Ry., 100-445, 111+289.

40 Laws 1907 c. 167. See Railway Trans

fer Co. v. R. & W. Com., 39-231, 39+150;

Mpls. etc. Ry. v. R. & W. Com., 44-336,

46+559; Steenerson v. G. N. Ry., 60-461,

472, 62+826.

41 Benson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 75-163, 166,

7 7+798.
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IN GENERAL MORTGAGES, TRUST DEEDS, AND l

fi soss BONDS ‘

De nitions .Public bigiuvays, 23054. In gmerul, 8118.

Right to build and operate a franchise,

8085.

Railway companies quasi corporations, 8086.

Subject to legislative regulation, 8087.

Development of common law governing,

SO88.

CHARTERS

Forfeiture of charters, 8089. ‘

Particular charters construed, 8090.

SALE, LEASE, AND CONSOLIDATION

Authority, 8091.

Between parallel or competing lines, 8092.

Aid in construction of connecting roads,

8093.

What constitutes a sale, 8094.

Liabi)lity of lessor for negligence of lessee,

80. 5.

Liability of lessee for negligence, 8096.

Construction of particular leases and sales,

8097.

UNION STATIONS

Powers and liabilities of union depot com

panies, 8098.

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

Authority of section boss, 8099.

LOCATION OF ROAD

Discretion in locating route, 8100.

Alteration of route, 8101.

Engineering problems, 8102.

RIGHT OF WAY

How acquired, 8103.

Over public lands, 8104.

Across other railways, 8105.

Across or along streets, etc., 8106.

Right-of-way dceds—Construction, 8107.

Release, 8108.

Misnser and abandonment, 8109.

Tit1e—Control-—Power to lease or sell

8110. '

IN STREETS

An additional servitude, 8111.

Change of grade of strect—Damages 8112.

Obstruction———Nuisance, 8113. '

Trespass, 811,4.

Mode of construction, 8115.

Authority from municipalitv, 8116.

Liability for noise, smoke, ‘etc., 8117.

DUTY TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN

HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

Statutory duty, 8119.

Common-law duty to restore highway, 8120.

Bridges or vinducts over tracks, 8121.

Compensation for cattle guards, etc., 8122.

Liability for defective crossings, 8123.

MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES

To maintain stations and depots, 8124..

To provide transfer facilities at crossmgfl,

8125.

To stop at stations, 8126.

To stop at railway crossings, 8127.

To maintain signs at crossings, 8128.

To block frogs, etc., 8129.

DUTY TO FENCE

Statute—In general, 8130.

Sufliciency of fence, 8131.

Duty to maintain and repair, 8132. I

Implied exceptions —— Streets —— Slifltlflll

grounds, ete., 8133.

Within municipal limits, 8134.

Cattle guards, 8135.

Gates at farm crossings, 8136. _

Special agreement with landowner, 8131

Fence voluntarily built by adjoining owner,

8138.
Liability for failure to fenee——Iu general,

8139.
Failure to fence as evidence of negligence,

8140. _
Injury to railway employee-Assumptloll

of risk. 8141.

Injury to adult pedestrian, 8142. _

Liability for death or injury of children,

8143.

Liability for depreciation of land, 81§4~

Liability for animals killed or in;|ure(l»

8145.

Double costs, 8146.

Plea<ling—Varianee, 8147.

Evidenee—Sufi‘iciency. 8148.

Wisconsin statute, 8149.

FARM ‘caossmos

Statutory duty, 8150.

Contractual duty, 8151.

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE-—-l\'IlS

CELLANEOUS CASES

In geueral—Necessity of duty, S152.

Liability for noise. smoke, etc., 8153.

Failure to put out signals, 8154.
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Injury to trespassers on trains, S155.

Frightening horses — Derailments — Colli

sions-—-Miscellaneous cases, 8156.

Injury from defective station platform or

approach, 8157.

Turntable cases, 8158.

Proximate cause, 8159.

INJURIES TO PERSONS ON OR NEAR

TRACKS

In general—Necessity of duty, 3160.

Duty to workmen on or near track, 8161.

Duty to persons not trespassers, 8162.

Duty to licensees, 8163.

Duty to trespassers, 8164.

Who are trespassers, 8165.

Wilful or wanton injury, B166.

Duty of engineer to keep lookout, 8167.

Assumption as to action of persons on

track, 8168.

Contributory negligence—Law and fact,

8169.

Duty to look and listen, 8170.

Sudden emergency—Distracting circum

stances, 8171.

Pleading, 8172.

Cases classified as to facts, 8173.

ACCIDENTS AT HIGHWAY CROSS

INGS

Duty of railway company—In general,

8174.

Duty to give signals—Statute, 8175.

Duty to maintain gates, 8176.

Duty to maintain signs, 8177.

Duty to maintain flagman, 8178.

Defective crossings, 8179.

Rate of speed, 8180.

Backing trains over crossings, 8181.

Kicking cars across street—Flying switch,

8182.

Assumption as to conduct of traveler, 8183.

Engineers charged with knowledge, 8184.

Snow and mud on crossings, 8185.

Traveler not a trespasser, 8186.

Duty of traveler—In general, 8187.

Duty of traveler to look and listen, 8188.

Presumption as to looking and listening,

8189.

Duty of traveler to stop, 8190.

(‘alculations of time and distance, 8191.

Assumption that company will not be neg

ligent, 8192.

Contributory negligence—Law and fact,

S193.

Irnputed negligence, 8194.

Sudden emergency—Distracting circum

stances, 8195.

Wilful or wanton injury, 8196.

Proximate cause, 8197.

Injury to property—Separate action,

Collision with street car, 8199.

Pleading, 8200.

Burden of proof, 8201.

Evidence—Admissibi1ity, 8202.

Eviclence—Snfliciency, 8203.

8198.

FIRES CAUSED BY TRAINS

Duty of company—Deg'ree of care, 8204.

Leased roads, 8205.

Combustible material on right of way,

8206.

Use of improved appliances, 8207.

Possibility of preventing fires—JudiciaI

notice. 8208.

Proof of negligence, 8209.

Proximate cause, 8210.

Evidencc——Sufl‘icieucy as to cause of fire,

8211.

Statutory presumption, 8212.

Contributory negligence, 8213.

Title of plaintiff, 8214.

Pleading, 8215.

Measure of damages, 8216.

Admissibility of evidence, 8217.

Expert testimony, 8218.

Receipt of insurance money, 8219.

FIRES SET BY SEOTIONMEN

In general, 8220.

COMMON-LAW LIABILITY FOR IN

JURIES TO ANIMALS

Railway company a trespasser, 8221.

At crossings, 8222.

In connection with injuries to persons,

8223.

Animals trespassing on tracks, 8224.

CRIMES

Placing obstructions on tracks, 8225.

Injury to railway property, 8226.

Obstructing hi hways, 8227.

Issuance of

8228.

Cross-References

Sec Carriers; Eminent Domain; Process, 7813, 7814; Public Lands; Street Railways;

Taxation, 9541.

IN GENERAL

8083. Definitions—The word “railroad” is here used in the sense of an

ordinary public, commercial railroad, for the transportation of passengers and

freight.

ordinarily include street railways.‘

The words “railroad” and “railway” are synonymous.

In statutes they sometunes mclude

They do not

4'-' State v. Brin, 30-522, 16+406; Funk

v. St. P. C. Ry., 61-435, 63+1099; State v.

Duluth W. & L. Co., 76-96. 7S+1032; Mpls.

etc. Ry. v. Manitou Forest S_vml.. 101-132,

]12+13.

ctitious or watered stock.
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bridges and ferries used in connection with a railroad.‘3 The word “road”

is often used to mean “railroad.” “ -

8084. Public highways—An ordinary commercial railway is a quasi public

highway.‘5

8085. Right to build and operate a franchise~—The right to build and

operate a railway is a franchise which can only be derived from the state.“

The franchises of a railroad corporation are rights or privileges which are

essential to the operations of the corporation, and without which its road and

works would be of little value; such as the franchise to run cars, to take tolls,

to appropriate earth and gravel for the bed of its road, or water for its engines.

and the like. They are positive rights or privileges, without the possession

of which the road of the company could not be successfully worked. Im

munity from taxation is not one of them. The former may be conveyed to

a purchaser of the road as part of the property of the company; the latter

is personal and incapable of transfer without express statutory direction.‘1

8086. Railway companies quasi public corporations-\Vhile railway com

panies are not strictly public corporations they partake of a public nature.

They are termed quasi public corporations. Their business is invested with

a. public interest. Their powers are conferred not for their benefit alone, but

in trust for the benefit of the public as well. Their privileges and powers

partake of the nature of sovereignty.‘8 Railways are a public necessity."

8087. Subject to legislative regulation—'l‘he business of a railway com

pany is affected with a public interest and is subject to legislative control and

regulation,°° including the regulation of freight and passenger rates,“ and

the issuance of stock.“

_ 8088. Development of common law governing—The principles govern

mg the rights and liabilities of individuals are often inapplicable to railway

companies, or other corporations, clothed as they are by the state with special

r1ghts, powers, and privileges, not enjoyed by individuals. The nature and

character of the business of railway companies, the numerous hazards and

dangers connected with the conduct of their affairs, render the law for the

individual inappropriate and inefficient and the courts, in testing the various

pcrtment principles in connection with their peculiar features, have. by meth

ods of differentiation and analogy. evolved new and appropriate rules for the

determination of their rights and liabilities.63

CHARTERS

8089. Forfeiture of charters-—Various grounds for the forfeiture of rail

wa_v charters are prescribed by statute:"‘ Cases are cited below involving the

forfeiture of particular charters."5

-1-" R. L. 1905 § 1991. 519, 530. 741-893; State v. Minn. Trans.

 

Tower v. Tower etc. Ry., 68-500, 71+

)- -

~l-’- Davidson v. Ramsey County, 18-482

(432, 439); Blake v. Winona etc. Rv., 19

41s(3a2, 369); Jacobson v. Wis. dc. Rv.,

71-519, 530, 74+s93; saw v. sc. P. etc.

Ry., 98-380, 108+261.

4° Blake v. Winona etc. Ry., 19-418(362).

See Carroll v. Wis. C. Co., 40-168, 41+66l.

0:); State v. G. N. Ry., 106-303, 325. 119+

4-5 Stewart v. Erie etc. Co., 17—372(3-18.

P-72); Davidson v. Ramsey County, 18-482

(432. 439); Jacobson v. Wis. etc. Ry., 71

R_v., 80-108, 83+32.

4" Carroll v. Wis. 0. Co., 40-168, 41+661.

M Blake v. Winona etc. Ry., 19—418(362);

State v. Winona etc. Ry., 19—434(377):

Jacobson v. Wis. etc. Ry., 71-519, 530, 74+

893; State v. G. N. Ry., 100-445, 111+289.

-'-I See § 8077.

-'-2 State v. G. N. Ry.. 100-445. 111+289. '

58 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 98-380, 401,

108+261.

M R. L. 1905 § 3174. See Tower v. Tower

etc. Ry., 68-500, 505, 71+69l.

5-" State v. Southern Minn. Ry., 18-40(21)
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8090. Particular charters constru

construction of particular charters.“
ed—Cases are cited below involving the

SALE, LEASE, AND CONSOLIDATION

8091. Authority—.-iuthority for the sale, lease, or consolidation of railway

companies is given by general statute,
with certain limitations.W

Authority
has in some instances been given by special act.58

. 8092. Between parallel or competing lines—A sale, lease, or consolidation

between parallel or competing lines, is forbidden by statute.59

8093. Aid in construction of connecting roads—Railway companies are

authorized by statute to aid in the construction of connecting

8094. What constitutes a sale-—A

years has been held not a sale within t

roads."0

lease for nine hundred and ninety ninc ‘

he terms of a right of way deed.‘J1

(failure to build part of line—partial for

feiture); State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-222,

28+245 (failure to build part of line—

partial forfeiture-sale to another com

pany authorized by the legislature held not

to forfeit corporate franchise); State v.

Minn. C. Ry., 36-246, 30+S16 (nonuser and

1uisuser—suspension of business—quo war

ranto by attorney general—duty of court-——

cxemption from taxation—sale of road—

reserving land grant—waiver of forfeiture

by state ofiicers or by delay). See First

Div. etc. By. v. Parcher, 14-297 (224).

56 Southern Minn. Ry. v. Stoddard, 6-150

(92) (charter of Southern Minn. Ry. Go.—

discretion in locating line); Hufi’ v. Wi

nona etc. Ry., 11—180(ll4) (transfer of

franchises etc. of one company to another

—lia.bility for debts—Winona & St. Peter

Ry. Co. held not the same corporation as

the Transit By. (10.); Hilbert v. Winona

etc. Ry., 11—246(163) (id); Fitz v. Minn.

C. Ry., 11—414=(304) (transfer of franclnse

and propert_v—liabi1ity for debts-Mrnn.

Central Ry. 00. held not same corporation

as Minn. & Cedar Valley Ry. Co.) ; First

Div. etc. Ry. v. Parcher, 14—297(224)

(charter of Minn. & Pac. Ry. Co.—power

to mortgage franchise—transfer of fran

chise etc. of Minn. & Pac. Ry. Co. to St.

Paul & Pac. R-y. Co.—incorporation of

First Div.. St. Paul & Pac. Ry. Co.);

State v. Southern Minn. Ry.. 18-40(21)

(charter of Southern Minn. Ry.-—duty of

company to construct road to village of

La Crescent); McRoberts v. Southern

Minn. Ry., 18—108(91) (charter of South

ern Minn. Ry. Co.—authority to operate

ferry—right to deviate from line defined

in charter—meaning of “engineering pur

poses”); Morris v. St. P. etc. Ry., 19-528

(459) (charter of St. Paul & Pac. Ry. Co.

—no authority to create separate corpora

tions nut of its branches); Ames v. Lake

Superior etc. Ry., 21-241 (act amending

charter of Nebraska & Lake Superior Ry.

Go. and creating Lake Superior & Miss.

Ry. Co.); De Graft v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23

144 (charters of the St. Paul & Pac. Ry.

Co. and the Minnesota & Pac. Ry. Co.——

II—57

time of completi0n—-impairing obligation

of contract); Mpls. etc. By. v. Morrison,

23-308 (charter of Mpls. & St. Louis Ry.

Go.—requisites of organization—subscrip

tions—assessment—-one notice and call for

several instalments—-publication of notice

of assessment and call); Mpls. etc. Ry. v.

Olson, 81-265, 83+1086, s4.+101, 742 (char

ter of Mpls. & St. Louis Ry. Co.—authority

to construct extensions).

5'! R. L. 1905 §§ 2895-2899; Laws 1907

c. 395; In re St. Paul etc. Ry., 36-85, 30+

432 (company formed by consolidation of

foreign and domestic corporations is a do

mcstic corporation); In re Mpls. etc. Ry.,

36-481, 32+556 (general statute compared

with special act) ; Heron v. St. P. etc. Ry..

68-542, 71+’/‘O6 (statute cited as authority

for lease); Mpls. etc. Ry. v. Manitou For

cst Synd., 101-132, 112+13 (statute cited

as only authority for sale or lease of rail

roads or for the purchase of stock of one

company by another).

53 Pence \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-488, 11+

80 (authority to lease—-Sp. Laws 1870

c. 57; 1871 c. 71—Mpls. & St. L. Ry. Co.);

Freeman v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 28-443, 10+594

(id.); State \'. Minn. C. Ry., 36-246, 265.

30+816 (authority for sale—Sp. Laws 1881

c. 221—Mil. & St. P. Ry. Co.); Plainview

v. Winona etc. Ry., 36-505, 32+745 (Sp.

Laws 1881 c. 414—purchase of Plainview

Ry. Co. by Winona etc. Ry. Co.-liability

of latter company). See Fitz v. Minn. (‘-.

Ry., 11—414(304); First Div. etc. Ry. v.

Parcher, l4—297(22~l); Welsh v. First Div.

etc. Ry., 25-314.

59 R. L. 1905 § 2895; Laws 1907 c. 395;

State v. Northern Securities Co., 123 Fed.

692; Pearsall v. G. N. Ry., 161 U. S. 646;

Northern Securities Co. v. U. S., 193 U. S.

197; Minnesota v. Northern Securities Co..

19-} U. S. 57.

60 R. L. 1905 § 2900. See Freeman v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 28-443, ]0+594; State v.

Minn. C. Ry., 36-246, 265, 30+816; In re

Mpls. etc. Ry., 36-481, 491, 32+-556; Heron

v. Sr. P. etc. Ry., es-542, 71+706.

61 Morrison v. St. P. etc. Ry., 63-75, 65+

141.
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8095. Liability of lessor for negligence of 1essee—I_f a lease is unauthor

ized, the lessor is liable for the negligence of the lessee in operating the road

under the lease.M
If a lease is authorized the lessor is not liable for such

negligence unless it retains control and possession of the road.“3

8096._Liability of lessee for negligence-—The liability
of a railway com

pany for negligence in operating its trains is not affected by the fact that it

operates over a road leased from another company.“

8097. Construction of
particular leases and sales-—Cases are cited below

involving the construction and ellect of particular leases and sales.“

UNION STATIONS

8098. Powers and liabilities of union de
pot companies--Cases are cited

below involving the nature, powers, and liabilities of the St. Paul Union Depot

Company.M

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

8099. Authority of section boss-—It cannot be
presumed that a section

boss has any more authority than is necessary for the discharge of the duties

ordinarily belonging to that position.“

LOCATION OF ROAD

8100. Discretion in locating route-—All railway charters, which do not

express the contrary, must be taken to allow the exercise of such a discretion

in the location of the route, as is incident to an ordinary practical survey of

the same, made with reference to the nature of the country to be passed over,

and the obstacles to be encountered or avoided.”8

8101. Alteration of route—Railway companies are authorized to change

the route of their roads under conditions prescribed by statute.“

M Freeman v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 28-443, 10+

594.

W Heron v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68-542, 71+

706. Sec Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-81,

112+875. .

M Cantlon v. Eastern Ry., 45-481, 48+22.

See Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-81, 112+875.

N» First Div. etc. Ry. v. Parcher, 14-297

(224); Welsh v. First Div. etc. Ry., 25

314; Mpls. etc. Ry. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35

265, 28+705; St. Paul U. D. Co. v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 35-320, 29+140; Plainview v.

Winona etc. Ry., 36-505, 32+?-15.

‘W State v. St. P. U. D. Co., 42-142, 43+

840 (not liable for gross earnings tax);

St. P. U. D. Co. v. Minn. etc. Ry., 47-154,

49+646 (nature and object of company—

right of railway companies to become

members and stockholders—surrender of

stock); Ahlbeck v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-424,

40+364 (agent of railway companies in

handling and checking baggage); Dean v.

St. P. U. D. Co., 41-360, 43+-54 (held liable

for assault on passenger by servant of

lessee of its parcel-room); Dickerman v.

St. P. U._ Co., 44-433. 46+907 (regula

tion reqmnng passengers to exhibit tickets

at gate and f01'bi(lding them to board

trains in motion held reasonable—company

entitled to use reasonable force to enforce

rcgulahons); Chi. etc. Ry. v. St. P. U. D.

Co., 54-411, 56+129 (a contract whefebl‘

a certain railway company was admitted

to the use of all the tracks, privileges, Bflfl

facilities of the depot company pending

litigation to determine the terms of a per

manent admission construed); Chi. etc. _RY

v. St. P. U. D. 00., 68-220, 71-.23 (ught

of mixed trains to use tracks—powe1‘ of

company to make rules and regulations);

Gorlbout v. St. P. U. D. Co., 79-188, §1'+

835 (company may give exclusive pr_“‘1

leges to hackmen to solicit patronage With‘

in depot); Floody v. G. N. Ry., 102-81,

112+875 (liability of railway company for

negligence of switchmen of union depot

company).

6" Halverson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-142, 58*

871.

'39 Southern Minn. Ry. v. Stoddard. 6-150

(92) ; Ames v. Lake Superior etc. Ry., 21"

241. See McR-oberts v. Southern Mm!!

Ry., 1s-10s(91).
"B R. L. 1905 §§ 2921, 2922; Fletcher v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 67-339, 69+1085; Mpls. etc

Ry. v. Olson, S1-265, 83+1086, S4+101v

742. See Hewitt v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35—

226, 28+255 (authority under charter)_§

Mpls. etc. By. v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-26:»

28+705 (lease of road—-“erbal agreement

for change of route).
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8102. Engineering problems-—While a railway company has a right to con

struct its own road and to solve its own engineering problems in accordance

with its own views and to determine what structures it will erect and at what

places, it may not, without liability, thereby violate rules of law for tl1e pro

tection of passengers and employees.70

RIGHT OF WAY

8103. How acquired—A right of way may be acquired by license,T1 pur

chase,“ or condemnation.73

3104. Over public lands-—Cases are cited below involving tl1e right of rail

way companies to a right of way over public lands of the United States."

3105. Across other railways-—Railway companies are authorized by statute

to extend their tracks across the tracks of other railway companies. If the

two companies cannot agree on the compensation for the privilege, condemna

tion proceedings are authorized.75 Like authority is sometimes found in rail

way charters."

8106. Across or along streets, etc.—Municipalities and railway companies

are authorized by statute to agree as to the terms upon which streets may be

occupied for railway purposes.” The right to use streets for such purposes

may also be acquired by condemnation.78 The right to occupy streets is

sometimes conferred by railway charters.79 City charters sometimes authorize

the council of the city to regulate the location of railways in streets.80

70 Clay v. Chi. etc. Ry., 104-1, 115+949;

Dolge v. N. P. Ry., 107-242, 119+1066.

T1 Kremer v. Chi. etc. Ry., 51-15, 52+977;

Mpls. W. Ry. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-128, 59+

983.

7'-I See § 8107.

T3 See § 3021.

liability to abutting owners); Adams v.

Hastings £7 D. Ry., 18—260(236) (id.);

Campbell v. Stillwater, 32-308, 20+320 (ef

fect of agreement on liability of munici

pality for condition of street); Gustafson

v. Hamm, 56-334. 5T+1054 (inapplicable

to private railways); St. Paul v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 63-330, 63+267, 65+649, es+45s (inH Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry., 17-215

(188); Simonson \'. Thompson, 25-450;

Coleman v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-260, 36+638.

"5 R. L. 1905 § 2915; State v. Dist. Ct.,

35-461, 29+60 (court not limited to loca

tion stated in petition—order allowing

crossing when not stayed by appeal); In

re St. Paul etc. Ry., 37-164, 33+701 (right

not absolute-court to determine whether

crossing necessary and required by public

interests); In re Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-162,

39+65 (place and manner of crossing must

cause least possible injury consistent with

accomplishment of purpose); Wmona etc.

Ry. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 50-300, 52+657 (power

of court to impose conditions); Mp1s. etc.

By. v. Manitou Forest Synd., 101-132,

112+13 (statute applicable to all railway

companies—suburban electric railways).

See Mchlanus v. Duluth etc. Ry., 51-30,

52+980 (delay in securing right-effect on

municipal aid bonds).

T8 In re Mp1s. etc. Ry., 36-481, 32+556

(charter of Mpls. 8: St. Louis Ry. Co.—

evidence for petitioner held sufficient-—

scope of review on appeal).

‘I1 R. L. 1905 § 2916; Harrington v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 17—215(188, 206) (consent of

municipality does not relieve company of

applicable to sites for depots, freight

houses, ctc.—limited to railway tracks);

Stillwater v. Lowry, 83-275, 86+103 (in

applicable to street railways).

TB Kaiser v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-149 (na

ture of right acquired by condemnation);

Mp1s. etc. Ry. v. Manitou Forest Synd.,

101-132, l12+13 (suburban electric railway

company may acquire right to cross streets

and alleys without securing franchise from

municipality).

'19 Wayzata v. G. N. Ry.. 50-438, 52+913

(duty of company to keep street in such

condition as not to impair its use as n

highway—possession of street for trackage

not advcrse—occupation of street with

buildings may be adverse and ripen into

title by adverse possession); St. Paul v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 63+267, 65+649. 68+

458 (right under Sp. Laws 1872 c. 93 to

occupy public levee with tracks) ; Wayzata

v. G. N. Ry., 67-385, 69+1073 (necessity of

using street—proceedings to compel change

of tracks—burden of pro0f—finding as to

existence of more convenient route sus

tained by the evidence) ; St. P. & D. Ry. v.

Duluth. 73-270, 76+35 (right of plaintifi

under Sp. Laws 1861 c. 1 to construct road
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8107. Right-of-way deeds-Constr

ing the construction of deeds conveymg

uction-—Cases are cited below involv;

land for use as a railway right of way.5

8108. Release--A railway company may release its easement of ‘a right of

way to the owner of the land when it is no longer needed for-rmlway pur

poses. A deed of the land, without reservation to the owner ot an estate in

the land, will operate as such a release.82 _ _ _
8109. Misuser and aband0nment—The erection or operation of a_. pubhc

elevator and warehouse on a right of way acquired by condemnation, either by

a railway company or its lessee, is not a rnisuser or abandonment of the com

pany’s easement.“ A sale to another railway company for railway purposes

is not an abandonment.“

8110. Title~—Control—Power to lease or sell—A perpetual easement fox

a right of way over land is an incumbrance thereon and an interest therein:

A railway company holds its station grounds and ngbt of _way for the public

use for which the company was incorporated, yet as its private property, and

to be occupied by itself or by others in the manner which it may consider best

fitted to promote or not to interfere with the public use. It may 1n_1ts dis

cretion permit them to be occupied by others with structures convenient for

receiving and delivering freight upon its railroad, so long as a free and safe

passage is left for the carriage of freight and passengers. railway company,

being under no legal obligation to grant to any one the privilege of building

an elevator upon its right of way, may,
without violating any rule of public

policy, grant the privilege by contract on condition that it shall not be

responsible for damages caused by fires resulting from the operation of its

engines.“ A person whose interests are not alfected cannot question the

validity of a sale.‘m

IN STREETS

8111. An additional servitude-—An ordinary commercial railway in >1

street is an additional servitude entitling the abutting owner to compensation.

whether he owns the fee to the center of the street or not.81 This apphes to

across highways held not to extend to cer

tain branch roads).

8" Chicago etc. By. v. Porter, 43-527,’ 46+

75 (ordinance held to be sufiicient consent

of council to location of switch track).

*1 Kettle River Ry., v. Eastern Ry., 41

/161, 43+469 (stipulation designed to ex

clude other railways from acquiring right

of way over same tract held illegal);

Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455 (deed

by abutting owner on street to railway

company “for railway purposes”); Mpls.

M. Co. v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 51-30-L, 53+639;

Id., 5-1-371. 57+64 (agreement for laying

tracks on land of another); Morrison \.

St. P. etc. Ry., 63-75, 65+141 (a lease for

999 years held not :1 sale within a stipula

tion that the grantor should be entitled to

one-half of the purchase price upon a sale

by the company); -Tungblum v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 70-153, 72+971 (stipulation releasing

company from liability for damages re

sulting from location, grade, construction,

maintenance, and operation of road); Lie

del v. N. P. Ry., so-234, 94+s77 (road con

structed held a public road—grade not

fixed in deed—chnnge of grade—dam

ages); Hamel v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 97-33%

107+139 (condition that prenuses be used

for station-—condition subsequent-mearr

ing of “station ’ ’-reversion to grantor for

breach of condition).

82 Flaten v. Moorhead, 58-324, 59+1044_.

'38 Gurney v. Mpls. U. El. Co., 63-70, 60+

136.

$4 Crolley v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-541, 16+

422.

°1 Delisha v. Mpls. etc. Co., 126+276.

. B5 Quirk v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 98-22, 107+

742.

B0 Crolley v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 30-541, 16+

-122.

87 Schurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 10-39

(59); Gray v. First Div. etc. Ry., 13-315

(289); Molitor v. First Div. etc. Ry., 14-'

285(212); Harrington v. St. P. etc. Ry"

17-215(l88_. 200); Adams v. H. 80 D. By»

l8—260(236); Kaiser v. St. P. etc. Ry..

22-149; Brisbine v. St. P. etc. Ry., 23'

114: Carli v. Stillwater etc. 00., 28-373,

10+205; Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286,

39-l-629; Papooshek v. Winona etc. Ry., 44"

195, 464-329; Lamxn v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45

71, 47+-155; Gustafson v. Hamm, 56-334»

_________.’b'—‘‘“"1
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a private as well as to a public railway,“ and to a railway operated by horse

power.“ The measure of compensation or damages is stated elsewhere.“°

8112. Change of grade of street—Damages—If a railway company

changes the grade of a street it is liable to an abutting owner for special

damages.M

8113. Obstruction—Nuisance-—.=\ railway may constitute or cause an un

authorized obstruction in a street—-a nuisance—actionable by an abutting

owner specially injured."2

8114. Trespass—If a railway company occupies a street for railway pur

poses without the consent of the abutting owner, or without condemnation

proceedings, it is liable to such owner in trespass, though it proceeded under

authority from the municipality.93 Such an occupation constitutes a con

tinuing trespass, for which successive suits for damages may be brought so

long as the trespass is continued, until the occupation ripens into title by

prescription.‘“

8115. Mode of construction—A railway through a street must be so con

structed and maintained as not to obstruct it unnecessarily or render dangerous

its use as a highway."5

8116. Authority from municipality—A municipality is not authorized by

a general grant of power over its streets to authorize a railway company to

occupy them for railway purposes.M

8117. Liability for noise, smoke, etc.-—-A railway company lawfully oper

ating its road on a street is not liable to an abutting owner for noise,‘ smoke,

jarring of ground, etc., except in so far as his easements of light, air and

access, are taken or damaged."7

MORTGAGES, TRUST DEEDS, AND BONDS

8118. In genera1—The execution of mortgages and the issuance of bonds

of railway companies are regulated by statute.98 Cases are cited below in

volving questions relating to such bonds and mortgages.”

57+1054; St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63

330, 347, 63+267, 65+649, 68+458.

'38 Gustafson v. Hamm, 56-334, 574-1054.

8" Carli v. Stillwater etc. Co., 28-373, 10+

205.

M See § 3067.

91 Karat v. St. P. etc. Ry., 22-118; Bald

win v. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-354, 29+5.

"2 Schurmeier v. St. P. etc. Ry., 10-82

(59); Farrant v. First Div. etc. Ry., 13

3l1(286): Shaubut v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21

502; Brakken v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+

124; Td., 31-45, 16+/459; Id., 32-425, 21+

414; Rochette v. Chi. etc. Ry., 32-201, 20+

140; Barnum v. Minn. Tr. Ry., 33-365.

2R+538; Colstrurn v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-516,

2~t+2-55; Stearns County v. St. Cloud etc.

R_\'.. 36-425, 32+91; Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

39-286, 39+629; Lakkie v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

44-433, 46+912; Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

46-349, 49+6l; Gustafson v. Hamm, 56

334, 57+10-54; Kaje v.‘ Chi. etc. Ry., 57

422, 59+493; Gundlach v. Hamm, 62-42,

64+50; Benson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 62-198,

6-H393; Guilford v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 94

308. 102+365; Hruska v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

107-98, 119+-191.

93 Adams v. H. & D. Ry., 18—260(236);

Spencer v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-362; Wam

pach v. St. P. etc. Ry., 21-364; Hartz v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 21-358; Carli v, Union etc.

('10., 32-101, 20+89.

M Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+455.

M Johnson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-283, 17+

622; State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131, 28+3;

Cunningham v. Thief River Falls, 84-21,

29, 86+763. _

"8 St. Paul v. Chi. etc. Ry., 63-330, 63+

267, 65+649, 68+458.

W Adams v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-286, 39+

629; Carroll v. Wis. 0. Ry., 40-168, 41+

661; Lamm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-71, 47+

455; Kaje v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-422. 59+493.

98 R. L. 1905 § 2901.

"9 Minn. etc. By. v. Sibley, 2—13(1) (deed

of trust to secure state bonds in aid of

railways); First Div. etc. By. v. Parcher,

14-297(22-1) (mortgage of franchise of

land-grant railway companies-—franchise

passing to state on foreclosure or forfei

ture); Mcllrath v. Snure, 22-391 (receiver

of Southern Minn. Ry. Co. appointed upon

application of trustees of two mortgages

issued by the company—authority of re

ccivcr to take possession of certain lumber

and cord wood); De Graft‘ \'. Thompson,
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DUTY TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

8119. Statutory duty-Railway companies are required by statute to build

and maintain in good repair and free from snow or other obstruction crossings

of a specified kind wherever their lines cross a public road.1

the objection
It does not authorize all crossings to be at grade.‘

been held constitutional against

compensation.2

The statute has

that it makes no provision for

It has

been held applicable to a bridge rendered necessary by a stream turned from

its natural channel by a railway company.‘

A company is not entitled
the statute.“

maintaining crossmgs.“

A gravel crossing does not satisfy

to compensation for building and

8120. Common-law duty to restore highway-—A railway company placing

its tracks across a highway is under a common-law duty to restore the highway

to its former condition of usefulness as a means of public passage.
This duty

is of a continuing nature and includes the construction of a bridge or viaduct

wherever reasonably necessary.7

8121. Bridges or viaducts over

pany, at its own expense,

the highway.

tracks-—It is the duty of a railway com

to extend a highway over or under its tracks by

means of a bridge or viaduct, with the necessary

reasonably necessary for the convenience and safety of

approaches thereto, whenever

the public travel over

This duty is of a continuing nature and involves the duty to

24-452 (mortgage given by First Division,

St. Paul 8» Pac. Ry. Q0. construed-corm

pany entitled to income while in possession

-—garnishment—mortga.gee in possession);

Rice v. St. P. etc. Ry., 24-464 (mortgage

given by St. Paul & Pac. Ry. Co.-——posses

sion not recoverable without foreclosure-—

mortgagee entitled to possession on default

—mortgagee in possession entitled to col

lect tolls, rents and incomes-mortgagee

not entitled to receiver-—term “receivers”

in mortgage construed); Welsh v. First

Div. etc. Ry., 25-314 (St. Paul & Pac. C0.

-bonds secured by mortgage-suit on cou

pons pending foreclosure by trnstees—na

ture and scope of foreclosure suit—-inter

est on coupons); Manchester L. Works v.

Truesdale, 44-115, 46+301 (conditional

sale of engine to railway compa.ny—-subse

quent appointment of receiver—claim of

seller postponed to those of bondholders);

Guilford v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 48-560, 51+658

(railway bond stating that it is secured

by mortgage is negotiable—relation be

tween bondholders); Seibert v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 52-148, 53+1134 (trust deed or mort

gage of Minneapolis 8: St. Louis Ry. C0.-—

right of bondholder to bring action to fore

close when trustee neglects to do se—stipu

lation limiting right—relation between

bondholders——remedy of bondholder); Sei

bert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 52-246. 53+1151

(mortgages of Minneapolis Sr St. Louis

Ry. Co.—prior mortgagee not compelled to

toreclose—-railway company may pledge its

income and stipulate to give possession of

its road—how mortgagee may obtain nos

sess1on—ho\\' receiver in possession shall

apply net earnings); Central Trust Co. v.

Moran, 56-188, 57+-L71 (railway rolling

stock part of realty as to mortgagees——

mortgagees may enjoin levy on such stock

as pcrsonalty); Seibert v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.,

58-39, 59+822 (granting foreclosure held

not a departure from cemplamt-—bonds

payable out of particular fund); Seibert

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 58-53, 59+879 (adoption

of contract by receiver——payment by re

ceiver to preserve assets); Seibert v. Mp1B

ctc. Ry., 58-58, 57+1068 (expenses of in

dividual bondholders in proceedings to pro

tect all bondholders—reimbursement out

of trust fund); Seibert v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.,

58-65, 59+826 (attoruey’s fees on fore

closure of railway mortgage); Grant v.

Winona etc. Ry., 85-422, 894-60 (fore

closure of railway mortgage-—deficiencY

judgment-——jurisdiction of United States

circuit court-trustee representative Of

bondholders-—purchasers of bonds put on

inquiry as to powers of trustee in fore

closure proceedings——deficiency judgment 3

bar to action by single bondholder).

1 R. L. 1905 § 1995.

2 State v. Shardlow, 43-524, 46+74.

3State v. Mp1s. etc. Ry.. 39-219, 39+-153.

-lGoodhue County v. Duluth etc. Ry., 67

213, 69%-898.

5Kemp v. N. P. Ry., 89-139, 94-+439.

6State v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 98-380Y 108+261

(overruling State v. Dist. Ct., 42-247, 44+

7: State v. Shardlow, 43-524, 46+74);
State v. N. P. Ry., 98-429, 108+269 (af

firrned, 208 U. S. 583).

TState v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131. 28+3;

State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 38-246, 36+870_:

State v. Minn. Transfer Ry., 80-108. 83+

32; Cunningham v. Thief River Falls, 34

21, S6+763; State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 93'

380, 10S+261.
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keep the bridge or viaduct in repair and in a safe condition. It may be re

quired by the charter of the company or by statute, under the police power,

but it exists at common law. All railway companies take their charters sub

ject to the duty and municipalities cannot by contract divest themselves of the

power of enforcing it. It may be enforced at the instance of a municipality

by mandamus.8 It is only when the danger and inconvenience of a grade

crossing is exceptionally great that railway companies can be required to con

struct a bridge or viaduct.° If compensation has to be made to the owners

of abutting property injured by a change of grade of the street in making

lateral embankments or excavations, as approaches to the crossing, the' company

must bear the expense as an incident of the general undertaking.‘° The work

is subject to the supervision and direction of the regularly constituted highway

authorities, unless it is under judicial direction.11 Where the necessity for

a bridge is due to natural conditions and not to its tracks a railway company

is not bound to build a bridge.12 A bridge over railway tracks, when necessary

to make the crossing safe for public use, is a “safety device.” 13

8122. Compensation for cattle guards, etc.—Upon the laying out of a

public highway across the tracks of a railway company the company is not

entitled to compensation for providing and maintaining cattle-guards and

sign-boards at the new crossing.“

8123. Liability for defective crossings—-A railway company is liable for

any injury resulting to a traveler for its negligence in failing to keep a crossing

in a. safe condition.15 It is immaterial that the road at a crossing is not

legally established, if it is openly and notoriously used as a public highway,

and the company assumes to maintain a public crossing at that point.16 A

company does not relieve itself of liability in this regard by leasing its road to

another company without the consent of the state.17 A traveler is not guilty

of contributory negligence in attempting to pass over a crossing with knowledge

of its defective condition, if a person of ordinary prudence might reasonably

caused by crossings, Farrant v. First Div.

etc. Ry., 13—311(286); Brakken v. Mp1s.

etc. Ry., 29-41, 11+124; Id., 31-45, 16+

459.

“State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131, 28+3;

State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-219, 39+-153;

State v. Minn. Transfer Ry., 80-108, 83+

32; State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 90-88, 95+581;

State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 98-380, 108+261;

Slate v. N. P. Ry., 98-429, 108+269; State

v. Wis. etc. Ry., 98-536, 108+822; State v.

N. P. Ry., 99-280, 109+238, 110+975. See,

as to effect of contract between municipal

ity and company, State v. Chi. etc. Ry., 85

416, 89+1. See, as to the practice and the

power of the court in mandamus proceed

ings to enforce the duty, State v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 38-246, 36+870; State v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 39-219, 39+153; Parker v. Truss

dale, 54-241, 55+901; State V. St. P. & D.

Ry., 75-473, 78-+87; Id., 79-57, 81+544.

"State v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 90-ss, 95+5s1.

10 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-131, 28+3.

See Robinson v. G. N. Ry., 48-445, 51-l-384

(company held not liable to abutting own

ers for consequential damages); Kelly v.

Minneapolis, 57-294, 59+304 (change of

grade of street—compa.ny held not liable).

These cases are possibly affected by the

subsequent amendment of the constitution

providing that property shall not be ‘ ‘dam

aged” for public use without compensa

tion. See, as to liability for obstructions

11 Robinson v. G. N. Ry., 48-445, 51-+384;

Parker v. Truesdale, 54-241, 55+901.

12 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 62-450, 64+

1140.

18 State v. St. P. etc. Ry., 98-380, 108+

261.

14 State v. Dist. Ct., 42-247, 44-+7; State

v. Shardlow. 43-524, 46+74. See State v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 98-380, 108+261.

15 Kelly v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+

588; Freeman v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 28-443,

10+594; Lillstrom v. N. _P. Ry., 53-464,

55+624; Cunningham v. Thief River Falls,

84-21, 86+763; Kemp v. N. P. Ry., 89

139, 94+439; Emmons v. Mpls. etc. Ry..

92-521, .l00+364. See Lehnertz v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 31-219, 17-+376 (complaint held

sufliciently definite); Babcock v. St. P.

etc. Ry., 36-147. 30+449 (allegation of

damages in complaint held sufficient). ‘

16 Kelly v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+

588; Lillstrom v. N. P. Ry., 53-464, 55+

624.

17 Freeman v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 28-443, 10+

594.
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have thought that he could make the passage in safety under the circum

stances.18

MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES

8124. To maintain stations and depots-Railway companies are required

by statute to build and maintain depots, with suitable waiting rooms, etc., at

all villages and cities on their lines. And independent of the statute the rari

road and warehouse commission may require a railway company to IIl9.l'11t8.1I1

a station or build a depot wherever public convenience reasonably requires 1t.

The place where a station is to be maintained is not to be determined solely

with reference to the convenience and profit of the company. The convemence

of the public is a material consideration." ‘

8125. To provide transfer facilities at crossings—Railway companies are

required by statute to provide transfer facilities, where they cross other roads

at grade, under certain conditions.20

8126. To stop at stations—A former statute '-'1 requiring all regular pass

enger trains to stop at county seats was held constitutional.22

8127. To stop at railway crossings—Railway companies are required by

statute to cause all of their trains to come to a full stop before passing over

railway junctions or crossings at grade.23

8128. To maintain signs at crossings-—Bailway companies are required by

statute to maintain signs at all public road crossings.2|

8129. To block frogs, etc.—Railway companies are required by statute to

adjust, fill, block, and guard all its frogs, switches, and guard rails."’5

DUTY TO FENCE

8130. Statute-—In general--The statute 2“ requiring railway companies to

fence their rights of \\'a_\' is a constitutional exercise of the police power.27 It

 

 

18 Kelly v. Southern Minn. Ry., 28-98, 9+

588; Lillstrom v. N. P. Ry., 53-464, 55+

624.

"Laws 1907 c. 54; State v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 76-469, 79+510 (unincorporated vil

lages not within statute); State v. Mp1s.

etc. Ry., 87-195, 91+465 (atfirmed, 193 U.

S. 53) (company required to build and

maintain depot at unincorporated village) ;

State v. N. P. Ry., 89-363, 95+297 (com

pany required to reopen and maintain

abandoned station at twelfth avcnuc in

Duluth) ; State v. N. P. Ry., 90-277, 96+81

(company required to reestablish station

at small village).

2° R. L. 1905 § 2019; Jacobson v. Wis.

etc. Ry., 71-519, 74+893 (aflirmcd_ 179

U. S. 287) (statute held constitutional—~

concurrent authority of state and federal

authoritics—-burden of proof on appeal

from order of railroad and warehouse com

mission); State v. Willmar etc. Ry., 88

448, 93+112 (tract connecti0ns—when may

be required—private tracks). See State v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 40-353. 42+21; State v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 80-191, 196, 83+60; State

v. Bochm, 92-374. 378. 100+95.

'11 Laws 1893 c. 60. See R. L. 1905

§ 2031.

22 State v. Gladson, 57-385, 59+437 (af

firmed. 166 U. S. 427).

2-‘1 R. L. 1905 § 2033; Starr v. G. N. Ry.,

67-18. 69+632; Larson v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

85-387, 88+994; Chicago etc. Ry. v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 176 Fed. 237.

‘-'4 R. L. 1905 § 1994; State v. Dist. Ct.,

42-247, 44+7 (new highway laid across

tracks—eompany not entitled to compensa

tion for required signs); State v. Shard

low, 43-524. 4e+74 (id.); Studley v. St. P.

dc D. Ry., 4-8-249, 51+115 (absence of sign

nnmaterial as to traveler with knowledge

of crossing). See, as to duty independent

of statute or ordinance. § 8177.

25 R. L. 1905 § 1993; Bohan v. St. P. 80

D. Ry., 49-488. 52+133 (statute applied);

Akers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540, 60+669 (110

duty as to trespassers-—contributory negli

gence a defence); Dadore v. G. N. Ry-,

84-115, 86+S88 (blocking out of order);

Powell v. Wis. C. Ry., 159 Fed. 864 (ES

sumption of risk). See, as to duty inde

pendent of statute. Sherman v. Chi. etc

Ry., 34-259, 25+593.

261“\‘. L. 1905 § 1997.

=1 Winona etc. Ry. v. Waldron, 11-515

(392); Emmons v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 35-503.

I2~v_.‘1+§‘(l.":")éi4.lt/Ipls. etc. Ry. v. Emmons, 149
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-of way.“

is a police regulation; not a regulation of partition fences.28 There is no

such duty at common law.29 The object of the statute is to prevent domestic

animals and young children from straying upon the tracks to their own danger

and to the danger of persons on trains.“0 The duty imposed by the statute

is absolute and imperative,“1 and is enforced with strictnesaa2 Fences must

be built though cattle guards are impracticable.”3 The words “on each side

of” in the statute mean the margin or border of the entire grounds or right

The existence of parallel tracks owned by different companies does

not relieve either company from the statutory liability.“ The statute applies

to all railway co1npanies:"“

8131. Sufficiency of fence—A fence conforming to the general statute “

-defining a legal fence is sutlieient.38

8132. Duty to maintain and repair—The statute requires railway com

panies not only to build fences, but also to maintain tl1em—keep them in re

pair.an While the duty to build fences is absolute the duty to keep them in

repair is governed by the general rule of ordinary or reasonable care.‘0

8133. Implied exceptions—Streets-—Station grounds, etc.—The statute

is subject to implied exceptions in the case of highways and public grounds,‘1

and station or depot grounds."-' The exception of station grounds does not

necessarily extend to the full length of the “yards.” *3 Repair shops and yards

have been held to be within the statute.“ Switching yards are excepted where

a fence would necessitate cattle guards.“‘ It was at one time held that public

necessity or convenience was the measure or limit of exceptions.“ but this

doctrine has been so far modified as to admit an exception in favor of the

-safety of railway employees.‘T
The burden is on the railway company to prove

23 Gillam v. Sioux City etc. Ry., 26-268,

'3+353; Smith v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-103,

33+316; Rosse v. St. P. & D. Ry., 68-216,

71+20. See Gould v. G. N. Ry., 63-37, 65+

125.

=9 Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15-350

(283); Gowan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 25-328;

Frisch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-398, 1044-228.

80 Rosse v. St. P. & D. Ry., 68-216, 71+

20; Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 100-34, 110+98;

Frisch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-398, 1044-228.

81 Nickolson v. N. P. Ry., 80-508, 83+454;

Marengo v. G. N. Ry., 84-397, 87+1117.

It is not dependent on any action of the

county board. Gowan v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

25-328.

32 Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 95-386, 104+234.

8-‘1 Nelson v. G. N. Ry., 52-276, 53+1129.

3* Gould v. G. N. Ry.. 63-37, 65+125.

85 Marengo v. G. N. Ry., 84-397, 87+1117.

N Gillam v. Sioux City etc. Ry., 26-268,

3+353; Fleming v. St. P. 8: D. Ry.. 27-111,

6+448; Finch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-250, 48+

915. See Devine v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 22-8;

Winger v. First Div. etc. Ry., 22-11;

Whittier \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 24-394.

37 R. L. 1905 § 2749.

81‘ Halvcrson v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 32-88, 19+

392; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176, 104+

Bfl Holtz v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 29-384, 13+

147; Varco \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-18. 13-+921;

'Evans v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-489. 16+271;

‘827.

Hovorka v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-281, 25+595;

Graves \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-429, 50+474.

See Green v. St. P. etc. Ry., 55-192, 56+

752; Swanson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 79-398, 82+

670.

40 Blais v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-57, 24+558;

Coe v. N. P. Ry., 101-12, 111+651; Church

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 102-295, 113+886 and

cases under note 39 supra.

41 Greeley v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 33-136, 22+

179; Rippe v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-34, 43+652;

Marengo v. G. N. Ry., 84-397, 87+l117.

42 Greeley v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-136, 22+

179; Kobe v. N. P. Ry., 36-518, 32+783;

Smith v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-103, 33+316;

Hooper v. Chi. etc. Ry., 37-52, 33+314;

Hurt v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-485, 40+613;

(‘ox \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-101. 42+924;

Moscr v. St. P. & D. Ry., 42-480, 44-+530;

Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-253. 91+1108.

43 Nickolson v. N. P. Ry., 80-508. 83+454.

H Mattcs v. G. N. Ry., 95-386, 104-+234;

Id.. 100-34, 110+98.

45 Nickolson v. N. P. Ry., 80-508, 511,

83+454; Marengo v. G. N. Ry.. 84-397, 400.

8T+1117; Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 87-253,

91+1108; Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 95-386, 104+

234.

M Greeley v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 33-136, 22+

179; Kobe v. N. P. Ry.. 36-518, 32+783;

Hurt v. St. P. etc. Ry., 39-485, 40+613.

47 Snell \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-253. 91+

1108.
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the existence of facts giving rise to an exception.“ Mere inconvenience to the

company does not create an exception.“ Fences and cattle guards must be

built to prevent domestic animals from passing over or through station

grounds to the tracks beyond:"°

8134. Within municipal lirnits—Prior to the revision of 1905 there was no

exception as to municipal limits.51 ,

8135. Cattle guards-—The statute requires railway companies to build and

maintain cattle guards at all road crossings and other openings.M Such

guards are a part of the fence required by statute.58 They are designed to

keep children as well as domestic animals from entering upon the t‘rn.cks.‘*

The company is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep them in

repair,-"5 but it is not bound to keep them free from snow and ice, except pos

sibly under exceptional circu1nstance.sf‘6 Under a former statute requiring

cattle guards at “wagon crossings” it was held that private ways or farm cross

ings were not included.“7 The fact that cattle guards are impracticable at :1

given point does not affect the liability to fence.“8

8136. Gates at farm crossings-The company owes the landowner, and

those in privity with him, no duty to keep gates closed." It is bound to ex

ercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep them in repair.“0 Where a farm

crossing over a railway leads from a highway to private lands on the opposite

side of the track, and the railway company has closed and latched the gates

from the highway, a short time before injury to stock by one of its trains, it

cannot be held that it is liable for such injury. Where a railway company has

put in gates at a farm crossing in the country, it is not required to station a

guard at such crossing to keep the gates closed. Between the company and

other parties also interested the obligation to keep gates properly closed is

mutual, and demands the exercise of ordinary care from each.‘1 The statute

providing for looks for gates is permissive only and does not affect the question

of negligence in leaving gates open if they are not furnished.“2

8137. Special agreement with landowner—-The liability of a railway com

pany may be affected as regards an adjoining landowner by a special agreement

with him to leave a portion of the right of way unfenced.63

8138. Fence voluntarily built by adjoining owner—The statutory duty

of a railway company is discharged if the adjoining owner builds and main

tains a sufficient fence.“

8139. Liability for failure to fence—In general—Under the statute there

are two distinct liabilities—a liability for the death or injury of domestic ani

mals and a liability for all damages resulting from a failure to comply With the

48 (‘ox v. Hpls. etc. Ry., 41-101, 42+924; W Blais v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 34-57, 244-558;

Croft v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-47, 74+898; Nick- Stacey v. Winona etc. Ry., 42-158, 43+905.

olson v. N. P. Ry., 80-508, 83+-154; Mir “'7 Sather v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-91, 41-I-458

rengo v. G. N. Ry., 84-397, 87-l-1117. 55 Nelson v. G. N. Ry., 52-276, 53+1129

4“ Greeley v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-136, 22+ 5" Swanson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 79-398, 324'

179. 670. See Strobeck v. Bren, 93-428, 101+

-'-°I§obe v. N. P. Ry., 36-518, sznsa. 795.

=:1 brceley v. St. P. etc. Ry., 33-136, 22+ 0° Chisholm v. N. P. Ry. 53-122, 54+

179; La Paul V, Truesdale. 44-275. 46+ 1061; Swanson v. Chi. etc.’ Ry., 79-398,

363; (roft_v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-47, 74+898, 821-670. See Halverson v. Chi. etc. By

80+62S; N1ckOlson v. N. P. Ry., S0-508, 57-142, 58+871. -

S::¢iQ5-ii G1 Mooers v. N. P. Ry., 80-24, 82+1085.

II; B, _.. 190;» § 1997. __ M Sather v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-91, 41+458

M M ms \b lpls. etc. Ry., 34-01, 24-+558; 03 Whittier v. Chi. etc. R-_v., 24-394; Id'-’

3 es v. 1. N. Ry., 95-386, 10-H234. 26-484, 5+372. See Cleland v. Mpls. etc

’ Matte: V. G. N. Ry., 100-3-1. 110-l-98. Ry., 29-170, 12+461.

-5M1ller v. N. P. Ry., 36-296, 30+892. “4 Hovorka v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-221, 17+

376; 1a., 34-281, 25+595.
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statute.“5 No recovery can be had in any case unless the failure to fence is the

proximate cause of the injury.68 '

8140. Failure to fence evidence of negligence—A change in the phrase

ology of the statute made in the revision of 1905 renders it uncertain whether

a failure to fence is negligence per so or merely evidence of negligence."

8141. Injury to railway employee--Assumption of risk—Liability to a

raill\u'ay employee under the statute is subject to the doctrine of assumption of

1-is '.‘‘~‘‘

8142. Injury to adult pedestrian—No liability arises under the statute for

injury to a trespasser walking upon the track.on -

8143. Liability for death or injury of children—A railway company is

liable under the statute where a young child strays upon a track in consequence

of the company’s failure to build or maintain a. fence and is injured.”

\\'hethcr the injured child would have been kept from the track by a proper

fence is a question for the jury where the evidence is not conclusive,'H and so

is the question of the child’s contributory negligence.72

8144. Liability for depreciation of land—A railway company failing to

fence as required by the statute is liable to an abutting owner for the consequent

diminution in the rental value of his land. The damages are not necessarily

limited to what it would cost to build a fence.73 The fact that the owner is de

prived of his right to join his fences with that of the railway company may be

considered as an element of damage.H

8145. Liability for animals killed or injured—The liability of a railway

company. under the statute. for injuries to domestic animals in consequence of

its neglect to build and maintain fences on each side of its road, is not limited

to injuries caused by collision with trains, but extends to any injury which is the

natural and proximate consequence of such neglect, that is, any injury to ani

mals getting upon the railway which might naturally and reasonably be expected

to result from such neglect. in view of the character and condition of the rail

way. and the uses to which it is put. But the statute does not change the gen

eral rules of law governing liability for negligence, so as to make a railway com

pany liable for every injury which would not have occurred had a fence been

built. regardless of the fact whether the neglect to fence was the proximate or

only the remote cause of such injury. As in other cases of negligence the

company is only liable for injuries of which the neglect to fence is the proximate

cause, and which are the natural and proximate consequences of such neglect.""

"-1 li. L. 1905 § 1998; Friscb \'. Chi. etc. 397. ST+1117; Fezler v. Wilhnar etc. Ry..

Ry.. 95-398, l0-H228. See Fleming v. St.

P. & D. Ry., 27-111, 6+-148.

"It Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245. 90+-100;

Fczler v. Willrnar etc. Ry.. 85-252. 88+?-16.

Sec .\[ehalek \'. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 105-128,

117-+250.

67 See Fleming v. St. P. 8: D. Ry.. 27-111,

6+4-48; Savage v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-419. 18+

272; Nickolson v. N. P. Ry.. 80-508. 83+

454; Ellington v. G. N. Ry.. 96-176Y 104+

827.

"-s Fleming v. St. I’. 8: D. Ry., 27-111, 6+

448.

'“'Schrcincr \'. G. N. Ry.. 86-2-15. 90+400

(pedestrian pushed upon track by straying

cow).

7" Rosse v. St. P. & D. Ry.. 68-216. 71+

20 (overruling Fitzgerald v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

29-336, l3+l69); Nicholson v. N. P. Ry.,

80-508. S3+4-54; Marcngo v. G. N. Ry., 84

85-252. 88-l-746; Ellington v. G. N. Ry.,

96-176. 104+827; Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 95

386, l04+234; Id., 100-34. 110-+98. See

Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245. 90+400;

Paquin \'. Wis. o. Ry.. 99-170, 10s+ss2;

Erickson v. G. N. Ry., 82-60, 84+-162.

'11 Fezler v. Willmar etc. Ry., 85-252, 88+

746; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176, 104+

S2T; Mattes v. G. N. Ry.. 100-34, 1104-98.

71-‘ Mattes v. G. N. Ry., 95-386, 1O4+234.

"1 Emmons v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 35-503, 29+

202; Id.. as-215, so+s4o; 1a., 41-133, 42+

789; Nelson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-131. 42+

788; Finch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-250, 48+

915; Gould v. G. N. Ry.. 63-37, 65+125;

Frisch v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 95-398. l04+228;

Mpls. etc. By. v. Emmons. 149 U. S. 364.

14601110 v. G. N. Ry., 63-37. 65+125.

75 Nelson v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 30-74, l4+360'

(mule stepping into small hole); Maher v.
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The liability extends only to animals killed or injured on the r1ghtof way.‘6 A

railway company is not liable for damages done_ by an1m_als_ passmg over un

fenced tracks and trespassing on adjoining lands.‘7 The liability extends to all

domestic animals that would be turned by a legal fence. Whether sheep or hogs

would be turned depends on their size and is a question for the Jury, unless the

evidence is conclusive.T8 Liability depends on the condition of the road where

animals enter and not where they are injured." Liability follows a fmlure to

maintain or keep in repair as well as to build fences.‘0 Contributory neghgence

-on the part of the owner of animals is a defence.“ To constitute contributory

 

negligence there must be some act or omission on the part of the owner proxi

mately contributing to the accident.“ Merely permitting animals to run at

large unlawfully does not in itself constitute contributory negligence. To

charge the owner with contributory negligence on such ground It must appear

that he allowed his stock to run at large under such circumstances that the nat

ural and probable consequence of so doing was that the stock would go upon

the railway track and be injured. Liability under the statute extends to all do

mestic animals, including est-rays.“ The question of contributory negligence

is for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.“ The burden of proving

contributory negligence is 011 the railway company." If animals run away

without the owner’s fault he is not chargeable with contributory negligenced“

A railway company failing to fence as required by statute is bound to run its

trains with reference to the danger of animals straying upon its tracks.81 In

terest on the value of animals killed is recoverable.“

8146. Double costs-—The statute provides that the plaintiff may recover

double costs under certain conditions.88

\Vinons etc. Ry., 31-401, 18+105 (horses See. for various acts that may constitute

 

 

running into culvert); Frisch v. Chi. etc.

.Ry.. 95-398, 104+228 (failure of company

mvning parallel track to fence held proxi

mate cause); Savage v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31

419, 18+272 (horses frightened by hand

car—running into barbed wire fence);

Harrow v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-71, 44+881

(horse killed near defective cattle~gus.rd);

Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 87-253. 91+1108

(cows killed at crossing). See Halverson

\'. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 32-88, 19+392; Vinson

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-265. 50+228; Green v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 60-134, 61+1130; Erick

son v. G. N. Ry., 82-60. 64, 84+-162;

Schreiner v. G. N. Ry.. 86-245. 90+400;

Paquin v. Wis. (‘. Ry., 99-170, 108+882.

F0 Frisch \'. Chi. ctc. Ry., 95-398, 104!»

228. See Bear v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 141 Fed. 25.

T7 Gowan v. St. P. ctc. Ry., 25-328; Bear

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 141 Fed. 25.

TB Hnlverson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-88, 19+

392; Schimmcle v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-216.

25-+347; Alexander v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 41-515,

42l+4S1.

71' Cox v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-101, 42+924.

"0 Sec § 8132.

contributory negligence, Johnson v. Clu.

etc. R_v.. 29-425, 429. 13+673.

83 Sarja \'. G. N. Ry., 99-332, 109+600

(overruling Moser v. St. P. & D. Ry., 42

480, 44+530); Watier v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31

91, 16+537; Gillam v. Sioux City etc. Ry.,

26-268. 3+353; Green v. St. P. etc. Ry.,

55-192, 56+752; Id., 60-134, 61+1130;

Ericson v. Duluth etc. Ry., 57-26, 58+822;

Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 29-425, 13+673.

34 Schubert v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 27-360, 7+

366 (owner allowing his cattle to graze on

his own land adjacent to road); Holt! V

Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-384. 13+147 (id.); John

son v. Chi. ctc. Ry., 29-425, 13+673 (allow

ing animal to run in pasture with knowl

edge that railway fence is defective);

Evans \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-489, 16+27l

(id.); Vinson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 47-265. 59+

228 (driving cattle across track after tram

in sight); Nelson v. G. N. Ry., 52-276. 53+

1129 (colt escaping from barn_vnrd with

out fault of plaintiff); Cliislmlrn Y. N. P

R.v-- 5-8-122, 54+1061 (cattle escaping from

pasture).

R5 Whittier v. on. etc. Ry.. 24-394; 0/OX

V. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-101, 42+924.
81Whitticr v. Chi. etc. Ry., 24-394; Id.,

26-484. 5+372 (opening in fence with con

sent of owner); Fleming v. St. P. 8: D.

Ry., 27-111. (il-448; Johnson v. (‘.l1i. etc.

Ry., 29-425. 13+6T3; Moscr v. St. P. & D.

Ry.. 42-480, 44+530.

-‘='-’1Vatier v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-91. 16+537.

8° Cox v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 41-101. 42+924.

‘7 Schubert \'. Mpls. etc. Ry., 27-360. 7+

366.

5*‘ Varco v. Chi. etc. Ry._ 30-18, 13+92L

Q“ R. L. 1905 § 1998; Johnson v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 29-425. ]3+673 (constitutional);
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8147. Pleading—Variance—C-ases are cited below involving questions of

pleading "" and variance.‘J1

8148. Evidence—Sufficiency—('ases are cited below involving the suffi

ciency of evidence to justify a verdict for the plaintiff.”

8149. Wisconsin statute-—Under the Wisconsin statute "3 no recovery can

be had for an injury which is not a proximate result of a failure to fence.“

FARM CROSSINGS

8150. Statutory duty—Railway companies are required by statute to con

struct proper farm crossings for the convenience of farms intersected by their

roads.“ They are not bound to keep such crossings in good condition for gen

eral public use.DB

8151. Contractual duty—Provision for farm crossings is sometimes made

by special contract between the railway company and the landowner.91

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE—-MISCELLANEOUS CASES

8152. In genera1—Necessity of duty—A railway company is not liable

for personal injury resulting from its negligence unless it owed a legal duty to

the person injured to exercise care. If there is no duty there is no actionable

negligence.08

8153. Liability for noise, smoke, etc.—No action lies against a railway

company for the inconveniences necessarily caused to premises in the vicinity

by noises, smoke, jarring of the ground, etc., arising from properly and pru

dently operating its road upon its own lands, or upon land in which the party

complaining has no interest.”

8154. Failure to put out signals-—The stopping of an engine for several

moments at night on a main track in a large city, over which many trains were

moving at brief intervals, without putting out signals or otherwise warning

approaching trains, has been held negligent as a matter of law.1

Scbirnmele v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39216, 25*l-347

(allowable on appeal from justice court—

constitutional); Hooper v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

37-52, 33+314 (not allowable when action

begun within thirty days); Croft v. Chl.

etc. Ry., 72-47, 80+628 (inapplicable to

supreme court); State v. Shevlm, 99-158,

167, 108+935 (statute cited arguendo).

9° Erickson v. G. N. Ry., 82-60, Sl_i+4fi2

(complaint held not to allege sufliimently

that a child entered a right of way at a

point where it was unfenced or which the

company might lawfully have protected by

a fence).

91Moser v. St. P. & D. Ry., 42-480. 44+

530 (variance as to manner in which a

horse was killed held immaterial); Mattcs

v. G. N. Ry., 95-386. 104+23-l (allegation

of a failure to build and maintain a fence

will admit proof of a failure to build and

maintain a cattle guard).

"Jenicke v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 27-359, 7+

363 (cow found dead near track—n0

wounds or evidence of collision); Cleland

v. Mpls. etc. Ry.Y 29-170, 12+461 (issue as

to place where cow was struck) ; Church v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 102-295. 113+886 (issue

whether cows entered where fence was in

disrepair or at gate left open).

93 R. S. (Wis.) 1898 § 1810.

B4 Paquin v. Wis. G. Ry., 99-170, 108+

882 (freight car standing on grade—de

fcctive brakes—st:1rted by trespassers—

boy four years old, straying on unfenced

track and climbing on car, injured).

95R. L. 1905 § 1996. Former statute

cited: Schmidt v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-491,

38+487; Sigafoos v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 39-8.

38+627; Cameron v. Chi. etc. Ry., 42-75,

43+785.

90J'ol1nson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-316, 104+

961.

M Walters v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-506, 79+

516 (practical construction of contract—

company not bound to maintain crossing

in winter—removal of planks in winter

without notice). See Whittier v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 26—484, 5+372; Cleland v. Mpls. etc.

Ry., 29-170, 12+461; Johnson v. Chi. etc.

R-y.. 96-316, 104-+961.

96 Wiokenburg v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 94-276,

102+713.

99 Carroll v. Wis. C. Co.. 40-168. 41+661.

1Smithsou v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216. 73+

853.
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8155. Injury to trespassers on trains—-A railway company owes no duty

to trespassers on its trains except to r

wantonly. It is not bound to keep a lo

efrain from injuring them wilfully or

okout for trcspassers on its cars, or to

presume that they will expose themselves to danger thereon; but having notice

avoid injuring them.2

that they are in a position of danger it is bound to exercise reasonable care to

8156. Frightening horses— Derailrnents — Collisions — Miscellaneous

cases-—Cases are cited below involving the liability of railway companies for

injuries from the following causes: horses taking fright at trains and running

away ; 5 dcrailments; ‘ collision of trains at crossings of two roads; " obstruc

tion of highway with snow thrown from track;“ obstruction of highway by

2Hepfel \'. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263, 51+

1049 (young girl climbing on ladder of

freight car with knowledge of brakeman

killed by striking pile of lumber near

track); Powers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 57-332,

59+307 (boy stealing a ride on a “wild

train”); Pettit v. G. N. Ry., 58—120, 59+

10s2; Id., 62—530, 6-l+1019 (boy stealing

a ride on fiat car thrown out over and of

ear-—duty of conductor and brakeman with

knowledge of boy ’s presence); McNamara

v. G. N. Ry., 61-296. 63-W26 (plaintifi

stealing a ride in a freight car——foot rest

ing on drawbar crushed by cars coming to

Iqether); Young v. G. N. Ry., 80-123, 83+

32 (tramp stealing a ride injured in some

undisclosed manner) ; Wickenburg v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 94-276, 102+7l3 (boy stealing

ride on steps of car without knowledge of

tra.inmen-—collision at crossing of two

roads); Barrett v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-51,

l.17+1047 (boy nineteen years old stealing

ride in box car——forced to jump from train

going at fifteen miles an hour by threats

of brakernan).

“Gibbs v. Chi. etc. Ry., 26-427, -H819

(negligently blowing whistle in city—-ver

dict for plaintitf sustained); Skjeggerud

\'. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 38-56. 35+572 (car stand

ing on highway—plaintifi attempting to

drive around—horse shied at car and

tipped wagon over); Dugan v. St. P. & D.

Ry., 40-544, 42+538 (negligently blowing

whistle in city—plaintiff ran over by team

running away—compla.int held sufficient);

Dugan v. St. P. & D. Ry., 43-414, 45+851

(question of negligence in blowing whistle

in city held question for jury); Heininger

\'. G. N. Ry., 59-453,; 61+5-58 (whistle

blown upon approach to crossing in coun

try-—plaintii‘r‘ riding horse and approach

ing crossing—fai1ure to look for approach

ing trains—defendant held not negligent

and plaintifi guilty of contributory negli

gence); Lindem \'. ‘N. P. Ry., S5--3917 89+

64 (engine blowing oif steam near street——

special and general verdict); Gcndreau v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 99-38, 10S+814 (blowing

wlnstle when approaching crowd about a

fire near the track-——noise caused by train

running over hose of fire company and cut

ting it in two-—horses of fire company run_

ning away and injuring plaintifi-ordb

nance against blowing whistle in city-—ex

ception in case of peril—evidence held not

to show negligence) ; Everett v. G. N. Ry.,

100—309. 111-l-281 (moving freight car by

gravity on a track running along a street—

horses driven along street parallel to track

—failure to ring boll at crossing——com

pany held not liable).

*.\l-ahan v. Union Depot etc. Co., 34-29,

24+293 (plaintiff injured while in building

near track—-flatcar being pushed through

a street by an engine at unlawful speed ran

off track and into build.ing—failure to shut

oif steam when car left track).

5 Hanson v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 37-355, 34+223

(plaintifi a brakeman on one of the collid

ing trains——failure to stop exactly at stop

board not conclusive evidence of negli

gence—whethcr plaintiff was negligent in

not jumping from engine held a question

for the jury); Pratt v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38

455, 38+356 (duty of engineer at crossings

defined—plaintitl a passenger on defend

ant’s train—concurrent liability of both

companies-verdict for plaintiff sus

tained); Chi. etc. Ry. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56‘

406. 5T+9-43 (action by one company

against another for injury to train--coun

tercluim by defendant for injury to its

train—verdict for the plaintiif justified by

the evidence); Thompson \'. Chi. etc. By-v

64-159, G6+2(i5 (plaintiflf an engineer Of

one of the colliding trains-—wantou or wil

ful injury—instructions as to contributory

negligence held erroneous); Thompson V~

Chi._ etc. Ry., 71-89, 73+707 (plaintiif an

engineer of one of the colliding trains-——

action against both companies for concur

rent ncgligencc—right of plaintiff to rely

on compliance with law by engineer 05

other train—questi0n of contributor)‘ neg

ligence held for jury-—ver<1ict for plaintiff

sustained); Wickenburg v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

94-276, 102+713 (plaintiif stealing I1 ride

on steps of car without knowledge of train

men——cornpany held not liable).

zgghelps v. Winona etc. Ry.. 37-485, 35+

4 .
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car ; 7 swinging of cable of gravel train over station platform; 8 leaving dyna

mite exposed and unguarded;“ leaving car standing on grade ;" moving a

freight car by gravity on a track running along a street; “ workmen repairing

roadbed at crossing failing to give person driving horse on highway notice of

the condition of the crossing and frightening his horse by continuing to ham

mer as horse approached crossing; ‘2 collision between trains of difierent com

panies operating on the tracks of a third company; 18 horse caught in telephone

wire; 1‘ making up train in switching yards for another company.15

8157. Injury from defective station platform or approach-A railway

company is bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to keep its station

platforms and approaches thereto safe for those who use them rightfully,

though they are not passengers, actual or presumptive. But it owes no such

duty to trcspassers or bare licensees.“ It owes a higher duty to passengers."

8158. Turntable cases—A railway company is bound to exercise ordinary

or reasonable care to protect young children from injuring themselves in play

ing about a turntable owned by it, and situated in an exposed place, though they

are trespassers, at least if it knows that young children are in the habit of

going upon it to play. What is ordinary or reasonable care in such a case is a

question for the jury, unless the evidence is conclusive.“ Contributory negli

gence on the part of a child is a defence.19

8159. Proximate cause—Here, as elsewhere in the law of negligence, the

negligence of the defendant must have been the proximate cause of the injury.”

INJURIES TO PERSONS ON OR NEAR TRACKS

8160. In genera1—Necessity of duty—A railway company is not liable on

the ground of negligence for all injury to a person on or near its tracks unless

it owed a duty to such person to refrain from negligence. If there is no duty

there is no negligence.21

8161. Duty to workmen on or near track—A railway company may owe a

duty to persons working about its tracks to give proper signals of the approach

of trains.22 This subject is more fully treated elsewhere.“

8162. Duty to persons not trespassers—A railway company is bound to

exercise ordinary or reasonable care to avoid injuring persons who are on or

near its tracks by its invitation or consent. expressed or implied.“

T Skjeggerud v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-56, 35+

572.

-SK-lngherz v. Chi. etc. Ry., 90-17, 95+

586.

9 Mattson v. Minn. etc. Ry., 95-477, 104+

4-L3; Id., 98-296, 108+517.

1° Paquin v. Wis. C. Ry., 99-170, 108+

882.

11 Everett v. G. N. Ry., 100-309, 111+2s1.

12 Courtney v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 97-69, 106+

00; Id., 100-434, 111+399.

  

18Ketfe v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-207; Kolsti

v Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-133, 19+655; Ekman

V. “pls. St. Ry., 34-24, 24+291; Twist v.

Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39+402; O’Malley

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 43-289, 45-+440; Berg

v. .\lpls. etc. Ry., 95-404, 10-H293. See

§ 6989

19 Twist v. Winona etc. Ry., 39-164, 39+

402.

13 Smithson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-216, 73+

853. See Searfoss v. Chi. etc. Ry., 106

490, 119+66.

14- Halvorson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 94-531, 103+

1132.

15 Allen v. Wis. C. Ry., 107-5, 119+423.

"5 Christie \’. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-161. 63+

482; Sullivan v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 00-390.

9T+114; Klugherz v. Chi. etc. R_v.. 90-17,

05+58G; Vance v. G. N. R_v.. 106-1 , 118+

67-1. See Truax v. Mpls. etc. R_v.. S0-143,

9-1+4-10.

1TSee § 1268.

2L\Mageau v. G. N. Ry., 102-399, 113+

1016 (woman thrown forward from seat—

died five days after childbirth and five

months after accident—evidence held not

to show that death was proximate result of

accident).

=1 Akers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540. 60+669;

Wickenburg v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 94-276,

102+713; Ellington v.‘ G. X. Ry., 96-176,

1()4+Q2T.

1'? Erickson v. St. P. & I). Ry.. 41-500,

-12 2.

- See § 5936.

2* .\Iark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208, 20+

131; Foss v. Chi. etc. R}‘.. 33-392, 23+
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8163. Duty to licensees—Persons having no invitation to go upon_ra1lwa_v

tracks, but who walk thereon for their own convenience, are _mere hcensees,

taking existing conditions as they find them, and cannot require the railway

company to protect them from dangers Wh1Cl1 are as apparent and open to their

own observation as to the company.25

8164. Duty to trespassers-—A railway company owes no duty to a tres

passer on its tracks except to refrain from injuring him wantonly or wilfully.

A recovery cannot be obtained merely for the want of ordinary care. There 1s

ordinarily no duty to keep a lookout for trespassers, whether adults or children.

But if trespassers are discovered in a place of danger the company must exer

cise reasonable care to avoid injuring them.“ Exceptional circumstances may

require a company to exercise ordinary care in maintaining a lookout for tres-_

passers, as, for example, where the company has long acquiesced 1n the use 0t

its premises by the public so that it is reasonable to anticipate the presence

of trespassers at a certain place.“

8165. Who are trespassers—Persons on the premises of a railway company

without express or implied invitation from the company are trespassers.“ Per

sons walking on railway tracks for their own convenience or pleasure are ordi

narily to be deemed trespassers.29 A trespasser in a railway yard, intending to

pass over a highway crossing the same and continue on the right of way, may

cease to retain the illegal character of a trespasser, if, when entering upon the

highway, he changes his purpose, and uses the street as an exit from the railway

grounds?o Persons loading or unloading cars are not trespassers.81 A person

working about a spur track in connection with a mill has been held not a

trespasser.“2 Employees of an independent contractor working on the right of

way are not trespassers." A village marshal, walking over tracks to patrol

yards, has been held not a trespasser.“

8166. Wilful or wanton injury—Cases are cited below involving the ques

tion of wilful or wanton injury in this connection.-"‘5 The general subject is

treated elsewhere.“

 

553; lltis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-273, 4l+1040;

Jacobson v. St. 1?. 8: D. Ry., 41-206, 42+

932; Erickson v. St. P. 8: D. Ry., 41-500,

43-+332; Deisen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-454,

45+864; Galloway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-346,

57+1058; Thompson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 79

413, 82+670; Eckert v. G. N. Ry., 104-435,

1l6+1O24.

2“ Sehreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245, 90+

400; Gibbons v. N. P. Ry., 99-142, 108+

471. See Gallagher v. N. P. Ry., 94-64,

101+942.

26 Denman v. St. P. & D. Ry., 26-357. 41

605; Scheflier v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-518.

2]+711; Johnson v. Truesdale, 46-345, 48+

1136; Studley v. St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249,

51+115; Hepfel v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263,

51+1049; Sloniker v. G. N. Ry., 76-306Y

79+168; Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279,

S3+1(l89; Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176,

104-+827; Paquin v. Wis. C. Ry., 99-170,

108-+882; Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103

224, 114+1123; Berg v. Duluth etc. Ry..

12a+10a3. '

2‘! Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176. 182,

104+s27; Sloniker v. G. N. Ry.. 76-306

wuss. See Akers v. cm. etcfRy., 58-’

540, 60+fi(i9.

'15 Akers \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540, 60+669;

Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279, 83-1-1089

’-=° See § 8163.

30 Monahan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 88-325, 92+

1115. See Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279,

83+-1089.

31 Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-20s,-212.

20+131; Jacobson v. St. P. 81 D. Ry., 41

206, 42+932; Deisen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43

454, 45+86-4.

3'-‘ Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208. 20+

13].

3-'1 Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500,

43+332.

1“ Johnson v.

122+10.

21-"Sloni>ker v. G. N. Ry.. 76-306. 79+168;

Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279. 83+1089;

Gibbons v. N. P. Ry.. 99-142. 108+-471;

Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224, 114+

1123. See Donaldson v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21

293; Denman v. St. P. & D. Ry., 26-357,

41-605; Schefller v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 32-518,

21-+711; Johnson v. Truesdale, 46-345, 48!

1136; Hepfel v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 49-263,

5l+1049; Irving v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 71-9,

73+51B.

3“ See § 7036.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-302,
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8167. Duty of en

913

gineer to keep look0ut—An engineer is not bound to

keep a constant lookout to see whether the track is clear. He has other duties

that occasionally prevent him from doing

8168. Assumption as to action of

act on the assum

so.“

_ persons on track—An engineer may

ption that a person on a track will get ofl in time to avoid

injury from the approaching train if he has, or ought to have, knowledge of its

approach. An engineer is not bound to stop his train or slacken its speed unless

it is obvious that at collision will otherwise occur.

He may assume that the
person has the ordinary sense of sight and hearing and will exercise ordinarv

care to avoid injury.“

8169. Contributory negligence—Law and fact—C-ases are cited below

holding the person injured guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of

law,“" or that the question of his negligence was one of fact for the jury.40

8170. Duty

track is bound to be vigilant in the use

He must be alert for his own safety and look and

plication of this rule in the case of in

ere.‘2

avoid collision with trains.

listen for approachingr trains.41 The ap

juries at crossings is considered elsewh

to look and listen—A person going upon or near a railway

of his senses of sight and hearing to

The rule does not apply to one

who is employed in a railway yard and whose duties frequently make it neces

sary for him to go upon the tracks.‘3

37 Hall v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-439, 49-+239;

Maehren v. G. N. Ry., 98-375, 107-l-951;

Searfoss v. Chi. etc. Ry., 106-490, 119-+66;

Miller v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-499, 119+218.

38 Erickson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41-500, 43+

332; Johnson v. Treusdale, 46-345, 48+

1136; Lando v. Chi. etc. Ry., s1-279, 83+

1089.

39 Carroll v. Minn. V. Ry., 13-30(18) (at

tempting to pull staging from track during

switching operations—standing on track

with back to train of cars); Donaldson v.

Mil. etc. Ry., 21-293 (walking on track—

stepping ofi’ to allow train to pass—step

ping on again without looking-—struck by

second half of -broken train); Denman v.

St. P. 8: D. Ry., 26-357, 4-+605 (sitting

down on or near track and going to sleep

—drunk); Smith v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 26-419,

4+782 (walking on track—-failure to look

and listen) ; Rogstad v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31

208, 17+287 (walking across track to get

water for stock in freight car—failure to

look and listen); Johnson v. Truesdale,

46-345, 48+1136 (walking on track—struck

by train going in same direction—attention

diverted by engine on another track);

Irving v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 71-9, 73+-518

(walking on track—struck by engine back

ing—failure to look or listen); Lando_ v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 81-279, 83+1089 (driving

wagon on track in switch yards—wa1kmg

beside wagon); Fezler v. Willmar etc. 1_Iy.,

85-252, 88+746 (boy ten years old running

beside the track trying to keep up with

a train); Gallagher v. N. P. Ry., 94-64,

101+942 (standing on track to signal and

board approaching engine—remaining on

track after it was apparent that signal was

not noticed); Gibbons v. N. P. Ry., 99

142, 108+471 (walking on track—double

II—58

tracks—attention , diverted in watching

train on other track); Anderson v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 103-224, 114+1123 (standing on

track watching operation of steam shovel) ;

Hermeling v. Chi. etc. Ry., 105-136, 117+

341 (attempting at night to cross track in

front of approaching train forty feet away

—train in plain sight—plaintiE an experi

enced railroad man and fully conscious of

the situation); Raiolo v. N. P. Ry., 108

431, 122+-189 (crossing track at “paper

street”—failure to look and listen).

-10 Carroll v. Minn. V. Ry., 14-57(42) (at

tempting to pull staging from track dur

ing switching operati0ns—standing on

track with back to train of cars-notifying

traimnen of dangerous position); Mark v.

St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208. 20+131 (spur track

a planing mill—<lecedent taking lumber

from planer and carrying it across track—

struck by car kicked down the spur—prac

ticc of workmen carrying lumber across

track known to railway company—duty to

give warning of approaching cars); Hep

fel v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263. 51+1049

(child climbing on freight car with knowl

edge of brakeman); Stacklie v. St. P. &

D. Ry., 73-37, 75+734 (laborer at freight

rvarehouse—going upon switching tracks

without looking).

“Donaldson v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-293;

Rogstad v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-208, 17+287;

Stacklie v. St. P. & D. Ry., 73-37, 75+734;

Raiolo v. N. P. Ry., 108-431, 122+489.

See Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208, 20+131.

42 See § 8188.

48 Jordan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-8. 59+633.

See Stacklie v. St. P. & D. Ry., 73-37, 754

734; Floan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 101-113, 1114

957; Rniolo v. N. P. Ry., 108-431, 122l

489.
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8171. Sudden ernergency—Distracting circumstances-—Tl_1e effect of‘ a

sudden emergency and distracting circumstances upon the question of contrib

utory negligence is the same here as elsewhere in the law of neghgence.“ The

general subject is treated elsewhere."'
8172. Pleading—Where a trespasser is injured while on or near the tracks

of a railway company seeks to recover on the ground of wilful or wanton 1n

jury he must frame his complaint accordingly.“

8173. Cases classified as to facts—Walking on track; “ crossing track; “

standing on or near track; " working on or near track; “° driving on or across

track; ‘*1 loading or unloading freight cars; "'2 unloading

platform from wagon standing on track ;58 child clinging

freight on station

to ladder of freight

car; “ child running beside track to keep up with train; 5‘ child about freight

cars on track near coal shed; 5“ drunken person sitting on or near track falling

asleep; 5‘ laborer pushing car on spur track in brick yard—-collision; “ child

playing about cars on gravity side track caught between colliding cars-—co_ll1

sion caused by boy’s companions loosening brake; ‘“ person standing on station

platform hit by bundle of papers thrown by news agent on train; °° person

standing on station platform hit by mail bag
thrown from train by mail

agent; ‘“ trespasser walking near track pushed upon track by straying cow; ‘*2

mail agent falling between a station platform and a train while in the act of

throwing a mail bag from the platform into a passing mail car; " person stand

ing on track and attempting to board

on track; ‘*5 railway employee riding ve

an approaching engine; “ person lying

locipede on track in going to his worlz.“

ACCIDENTS AT HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

8174. Duty of railway company—In general—A railway company is

bound to exercise such care to avoid accidents at crossings as ordinary prudence

would suggest.“ It is bound to take such precaution as a prudent manage

206, 42+932; Deisen v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43

454, 45+864; Breen v. By. T. Co., 514,

52-+975; Thompson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 79

413, 82+670; Eckert v. G. N. Ry., 104

435, 116+1024.

H Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-493, 16+

367; Gallagher v. N. P. Ry., 94-64, 101+

942.

*5 Sec § 7020.

M Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224,

114+1123.

47 Donaldson v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-293;

Smith v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 26-419, 4+782;

Johnson v. Truesdale, 46-345, 48+1136;

Studley v. St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249, 51+

115; Akers v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-540, 60+

669; Irving v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 71-9, 73+

518; Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245, 90+

40(1); Gibbons v. N. P. Ry., 99-142, 108+

47 .

48 Rogstad v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-208, 17+

287; Sloniker v. G. N. Ry., 76-306, 79+

igg; Raiolo v. N. P. Ry., 108-431, 122+

40 Anderson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 103-224,

114+1123.

-10 Erickson v. St. 1?. & D. Ry., 41-500, 43+

332; Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 30-493, 16+

367; Id., 32-208, 20+131; Heflinger v.

Mp1s. etc._ Ry., 43-503, 45+1131. See Car

roll v. Mmn. V. Ry., 13-30(18); Id., 14

57(42).

-’-1Lando v. Chi. etc. . —1089" By, 81 279, 83+

52 Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208, 212,

20+131; Jacobson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 41

"3 Foss v. Chi. etc. Ry., 33-392, 23+553.

M Hepfel v. St. P. etc. Ry., 49-263, 51+

1049; Berg V. Duluth etc. Ry., 126+1093.

5“ Fezler v. Willmar etc. Ry., 85-252,

8S+746.

5" Ellington v. G. N. Ry., 96-176, 104+

827.

5‘I Denman v. St. P. & D. Ry., 26-357, 4+

605.

58 Iltis v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-273, 41+1040.

1" Haesley v. Winona etc. Ry., 46-233,

48+1023.

1;°1tIcGrath v. Eastern Ry., 74-363, 77+

6.

01 Galloway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-346, 57+

1058.

"2 Schreiner v. G. N. Ry., 86-245, 90+400.

4:;!;)Truax v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 89-143, 94+

M Gallagher v. N. P. Ry., 94-64, 101+942

*" Johnson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 108-302,

122+l0.

2l;58Miller v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 106-499, 119“

1" Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+

1044.
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ment of the road, with respect to the public safety, requires, though they may

be in addition to those required by statute or though there may be no statute

upon the subject.“ It must exercise reasonable care—care commensurate with

the dangers of the situation."0 It is required to take greater precautions at a

dangerous crossing in a city than at the ordinary highway crossing in the open

country."0

8175. Duty to give signals—Statute—Engineers are required by statute

to ring the hell or blow the whistle of their engines at least eighty rods from

grade crossings, except within cities.H The statute is inapplicable to private

l'nrn1 crossings.T2 It does not require signals for the benefit of a person driv

ing along a street parallel to the railway track near a crossing, but not in

tending to use the crossing." The effect of the statute is to make the failure

to give the required signals negligence per se,'H but a traveler who is guilty of

contributory negligence cannot recover though the statutory signals are not

given." Independent of statute it is negligent, as a matter of law, to run a

train which cannot be easily stopped, at a high speed, and without any signal

by bell, whistle, or otherwise, across a much-traveled street in a city or village."

Where a railway company has recognized and acquiesced in the use of a private

wagon crossing over its tracks, and adopted the usual signals therefor on the

approach of its trains. it cannot lawfully discontinue the same without notice;

and a negligent omission to give them, resulting in an accident, will subject the

company to an action.77 In cases not covered by the statute it is a question for

the jury, where the evidence is not conclusive, whether ordinary or reasonable

care requires the giving of signals at crossings." Where, by reason of an omis

sion or a neglect to sound the whistle or ring the bell of a locomotive as it is

approaching a dangerous crossing, the vigilance of a traveler upon the wagon

road is allayed, and he is led into a position or situation in which his life is

jeopardized and finally lost, his lack of vigilance cannot be held to amount to

culpable or concurring negligence, as a matter of law." One of the objects of

the statute is to secure the safety of animals upon the highway.‘n The statute

requires the signal to be given at least eighty rods from the crossing." Inde

pendent of the statute the question of proper distance is a question for the jury,

\ within reasonable limits.‘m It must be given sufiiciently near the crossing to be

‘*8 Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 107,

‘9+575; Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry., 36

418, 31+856; Struck v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58

-298, 59+1022; Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38.

70+791; Croft v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-47, 74+

898, 80+628.

0" Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38, 70+791;

Hcndrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+1044.

‘'0 Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341, 71+

257.

11 R. L. 1905 § 5001.

72 Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38, 70+791. See

Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15—350(283).

18 Everett v. G. N. Ry., 100-309, 111+2s1.

Griswold v. G. N. Ry., 86-67, 90+2; Snell

\-. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-253, 91+11os; Carl

son v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504, 105+555.

7" Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+

(151; Bennstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193, 48+

778. See Green v. Eastern Ry., 52-79,

53+808; Liahraaten v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105

207, 117+423.

'11 Westaway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-28, 57+

222.

‘'8 Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 532.

18+651; Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38, 70+

791; Croft v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-47, 74+898,

80+628; Liabraaten v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105

207, 117+423. .'14 Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+447.

See Clark v. N. P. Ry., 47-380, 50+365;

Tuthill v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 52+384; Fin~

ley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-471, 74+174; Snell

T. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 87-253, 91+110s.

7“ Stndley v. St. P. 80 D. Ry., 48-249, 514

115; Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+447;

79 Heudrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+

1044.

81 Hohl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-321, 63+742.

91’ R. L. 1905 § 5001; Kelly v. St. P. etc.,

Ry., 2.0-1, 11+o7.

B3 Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+651.
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effectual as a warning.“ Provision for signals at crossings is frequently made

by ordinance,""' and sometimes in railway charters.“ A traveler may act,

within reasonable limits, on the assumption that proper signals will be given.“7

In an early case it was held, with reference to a crossing in the country, that

there was no obligation to blow the whistle, in the absence of statutory require

ment.88 One of the objects of the statute is to require signals to be given at

such a distance that persons driving horses likely to be frightened may stop at

a safe point. No liability for frightening horses can arise from the giving of

the statutory signals in a proper 1nanncr.’“' Cases are cited below involving the

sufficiency of evidence as to the giving of signals.°°

8176. Duty to maintain gates-—Railway companies are often required by

ordinance to maintain gates at crossings within cities.BI A traveler is justified

in acting, within reasonable limits, on the assumption that a crossing is safe.

when gates at the crossing are open, if to his knowledge they are customarily

closed upon the approach of trains.‘J2 The failure to maintain gates has been

held not the proximate cause of an injury to a boy who crossed the tracks to

steal a ride on a passing freight train.”

8177. Duty to maintain signs—It is ordinarily for the jury to say whether

the failure to maintain a sign at a particular crossing is negligence and whether

it contributed to an injury even where it appears that the person injured was

familiar with the crossing.“ Railway companies are required by statute to

maintain signs wherever their lines cross a public road.M

I 8178. Duty to maintain fl an—Where an accident occurred at a cross

ing in a city it was held a question for the jury whether it was negligent for

the company not to maintain a fiagman.M Companies are sometimes required

by ordinance to maintain a fiagrnan at certain crossings.“ The failure to com

ply with such an ordinance does not excuse a traveler from looking and listen

ing.” The absence of a flagman who is customarily present when trains are

approaching justifies a traveler, who knows of the custom, in acting, within

reasonable limits, upon the assumption that the crossing is safe.”

8179. Defective crossings-—C-ases are cited below involving accidents due

in whole _or in part to defective crossings.1 The duty of railway companies in

maintaining crossings is considered elsewhere.2

7f*,48Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193, 48+

‘*5 Fritz v. First Div. etc. Ry., 22-404;

Green v. Eastern Ry., 52-79, 53+808.

8“ Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15-350

(283). See Loncks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31

526, 532, 18+651.

Miltiehalek v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-128,

117+25O.

"4 Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+

575. See Studley v. St. P. 8: D. Ry., 48

249, 51+115.

M R. L. 1905 § 1994. See § 8128.

9" Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry., 36-418,
  

 

“'1 Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-], 11+67;

Loncks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+651;

Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51-+1044.

88 Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165.

99 Heininger v. G. N. Ry., 59-458, -61+558.

B°Ke1ly v. St. 1’. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67;

Harms v._Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-459, 23+850;

Lee Y. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+857; Cotton

v. Wlllmar etc. Ry., 99-366, 109+ss5.

01 Schneider v. N. P. Ry., 81-383, s4+124.

9'-' YVoahrle v. Minn. Trans. Ry., 82-165

s4+,91; Stegner v. on. etc. Ry., 94-166:

31+856. See Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry.. 29-1.

11+67; Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341,

71-+257.

9" Johnson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 31-283, 17+

622; Green v. Eastern Ry., 52-79, 53+803;

Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry.. 68-341, 71+257;

Schneider v. N. P. Ry., 81-383. 84+124.

1;*;Sehneider v. N. P. Ry., 81-383, 84+

102 20 : . '10411034,‘ Wardner \. G. N. Ry., 96-382,

\19Woehrle v. Minn. Trans. Ry., 82-165,

84-+791.

1Lehnertz v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31-219, 17+

376; Lillstrom v. N. P. Ry.. 53-464. 55+

624; Kemp v. N. P. Ry., 89-139, 94+439.

2See § 8119.
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8180. Rate of speed--A railway company is bound to exercise ordinary care

and prudence and due regard for the safety of the public in regulating the

speed of its engines and trains.3 What constitutes an unreasonable speed de

pends upon the circumstances and is a question for the jury, unless the evidence

is conclusive.‘ The speed of trains within municipal limits is commonly regu

lated by ordinance. Such ordinances are valid if they do not prescribe an un

reasonable speed.“ If ordinary care and prudence requires a less speed than

that prescribed by an ordinance the company must act accordingly." Some

cases seem to hold that the running of a train at a greater speed than allowed

by ordinance is negligence per se,7 but the better view is that it is merely evi

dence of negligence.“ If the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence he

cannot recover though the train was running at an excessive speed.“ A traveler

has no right to attempt to cross a railway track in front of an approaching

train at what is nothing more than a common country crossing, though it is

within the limits of a city, or to use a part of the railway within said limits as

a footpath, relying solely upon the expectation or belief that the trains will be

run not to exceed a certain rate of speed fixed by city ordinance.10 The fact

that trains customarily approach a station slowly does not excuse a traveler

from looking and listening and being on the alert.11

8181. Backing trains over crossings—Railway companies are bound to be

especially careful in backing or pushing trains or engines over crossings."-’ Or

dinary care may require them to station a brakeman on the end car13 and a

light upon a dark night.H

8182. Kicking cars across street-Flying sw-itch—A railway company is

bound to be especially careful in kicking cars or making flying switches across

a street in a city. Whether it has taken reasonable precautions to prevent ac

cidents while doing so is a question for the jury, unless the evidence is con

elusive.“5

3 Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+575.

See Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+

651; Hutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-398,

21+212; Harris v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-459,

23+850; Carney v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220,

48+912; Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193,

48+778; Westaway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-28,

57+222; Struck v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-298,

59+1022; Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+

857; Lammers v. G. N. Ry., 82-120, 84+

728; Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104,

121+429.

4Howard v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-214, 20+

93; Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry., 36-418,

31+856; Mahan v. Union etc. Co., 34-29,

24+293; Liabraaten v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105

207, 117+-423.

5Fritz v. First Div. etc. Ry., 22-404;

Shabcr v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+575;

Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67; Fa

ber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-465, 13+902;

Kuobloch v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-402, 181-106;

Mahan v. Union etc. Co., 34-29, 24+293;

Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry., 36-418, 31+

856; Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+2-4;

Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 48+6;

Green v. Eastern Ry., 52-79, 53+808;

Greenwood v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-284, 104+3.

6 Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+575.

7 Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+24.

8Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67;

Faber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-465, 13-+902;

Mahan v. Union etc. Co., 34-29, 24+293.

9Griswold v. G. N. Ry., 86-67, 90+2;

Greenwood v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-284, 104+3.

10 Studley v. St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249, 51+

115. See Carney v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220,

48+912.

11 Carney v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220, 48+912.

12Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+

575; Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67;

Hutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-398, 21+

212; Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry., 36-418,

31+856; Westaway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-28,

57+222; Newstrom v. St. P. & D. Ry., 61

78, 63+253; Klotz ‘v. Winona etc. Ry., 68

341, 71+257; Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87

253, 91+1108; Stegner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 94

166, 102+205.

13 Johnson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 31-283, 17+

622; Greenwood v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95-284,

104+3.

1-1Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+

575; Stegner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 94-166, 102+

205.

15 Howard v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-214, 20+

93; Magner V. Truesdale, 53-436, 55+607;

Monahan v. Chi. etc. Ry., 88-325, 92+1115;

Olsen v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 102-395, 113+1010.

See Mark v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-208, 20+

131.
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8183. Assumption as to conduct of traveler-—An engineer may act within

reasonable limits, on the assumption that travelers approaching a crossmg Wlll

exercise ordinary care for their own protection.“ ‘ _

8184. Engineers charged with knowledge-Engmeers are charged with

knowledge of the dangerous character of crossings due to topographical or

other permanent conditions.17
8185. Snow and mud on crossings-Railway companies are not bound to

reducedhe speed of trains, for the benefit of travelers on the highway, on ac

count of snow, ice, or mud on crossings.“

 

 

8186. Traveler not a trespasser—'I‘
hough a railway company has the right

to the use of itstracks acro§ a public highway, the public still retains its right

to use such crossing as a highway and in the
proper use thereof the traveler is

not a trespasser.“ The rights of the company and the traveler are regarded as

equal except that the company ordinarily has the right of way.20 The rights

and duties of each are correlative and reciprocal.“

8187. Duty of traveler—In genera
l-—A person crossing a railway track at

a highway crossing must exercise ordinary or reasonable care to avoid collision

with trains."2

He is not required to use every precaution which might con

tribute to his safety, but only such as common prudence dictates.23 The degree

of precaution which common prudence dictates is in due proportion to the

probability of danger.“
In considering what ordinary care requires regard

must he had to the nature of the danger to be apprehended and the reasonable

probability of incurring it.“
8188 Duty of traveler to look and listen-—A person about to cross a rail

way track at a highway crossing is bound to be vigilant in the use of his senses

of sight and hearing to avoid collision with trains.

look and listen for approaching trains before attempting to cross.

do so ordinarily constitutes contributory negligence as a matter of law.“

bound to exercise both the sense of hearing and the sense of sight.

He is ordinarily bound to

A failure to

He is

If for any

reason he is unable to exercise one of these senses effectively there is all the

more reason why he must be vigilant in exercising the other.27

1" Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+447.

1'! Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 250,

51+1044. See Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49,

70+857.

18 Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+857.

2;;K1otz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341, 714

% Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+

1044; Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38, 70+791.

See Thompson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-89, 98,

73+707.

21 Czech v. G. N. Ry., 68-38, 70+791.

22 Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165; Kelly

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1. 11+67; Hutchinson

v. St. 1?. etc. Ry., 32-398, 401, 21+212;

Carney v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220, 221, 48+

912; Tuthill v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 115, 52+

384; Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104,

121+429.

23 Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 1l+67.

'~’4 Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341, 348,

71+257.

251-Iutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-398,

214-212; Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245,

51+1044. See-Carney v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46

220, 223, 48+912.

He must be

‘I6 Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry.. 22-165; Kelly

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 4, 11+67; Abbott

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+266; Rogstud

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-203, 17+2s7; Rheiner

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36-170, 30+548; Harris v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 37-47, 33+12; Marty v

Chi. etc. Ry.. 38-108, 35+670; Weyl v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+24; Clark v. N. P. Ry.,

47-380, 50+365; Studley v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

48-249. 51+115; Magner v. Truesdale, 53

436, 55+607; Heininger v. G. N. Ry., 59"

458, 61+558; Howe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 62

71, 64+102: Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-2481

654-447; Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341,

71+257; Stacklie v. St. P. & D. Ry.. 73

37. 75+73-4; Arine v. Mpls. etc. Ry.. 76"

201, 78+1108; Sandberg v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

80-442, 83+-111; Schneider v. N. P. Ry.,

81-383, 84+124; Olson v. N. P. Ry.. 84—

258, 87-+843; Griswold v. G. N. Ry., 86-67,

90+2; Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504, 105+

555; Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104.

121+429.

2" Abhett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 486, 16*

266; Rheiner v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 36-170, 30+

548; Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 254, 65+
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avoid harn1.

continuously vigilant in using his senses of sight and hearing while he is ap

proachmg or crossing the tracks.“ The general rule is relaxed somewhat where

the company maintains gates or flagmen,29 and in the case of a person riding in

a vehicle driven by another."0 There is no duty to look where the view is so

obstructed that to look would be unavailing.“1 One must look and listen for

extra as well as regular trains.82 The track is itself a warning. It is a place

of danger. It can never be assumed that cars are not approaching on a track,

or that there is no danger therefrom.“ The failure of a railway company to

give signals or maintain gates or a flagman at a crossing does not relieve a

traveler of his duty to look and listen. He cannot rely on such signals to re

mind him of danger. He is bound to be awake and alive for his own protec

tion.“ Where a highway crosses a double-track railway, over which trains are

liable to run frequently in opposite directions, it is contributory negligence for

a traveler thereon, whose view of the second track is obscured by the presence

of a passing train on the track nearest to him, to pass immediately upon the

crossing as soon as the way is clear, without waiting to look or listen for the

approach of a train in the opposite direction on the second track.“5 A person

driving or riding a horse must look and listen for approaching trains in time to

stop, if necessary, at a suflicient distance from the crossing to avoid the danger

of his horse becoming frightened.“ One who goes near enough to a railway

track to be in danger from any cause is required by law to exercise due care to

This rule does not, however, amount to a hard and fast require

ment that such a person must stop, look, and listen, and continue to look under

all circumstances and at all times; nor is such person bound to anticipate neg

ligence on the part of persons operating trains on such a track.“

8189. Presumption as to looking and listening—If the circumstances

were such that if the traveler had looked and listened he must have discovered

the approaching train, it will be conclusively presumed that he did not look or

listen, or if he did, that he negligently disregarded the knowledge thus ob

tained.“5 Where the traveler is killed it will ordinarily be presumed that he

32 Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+447;

Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504, 105+555.

33 Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165; Carney

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220, 48+912; Judson v.

G. N. Ry., 63-248, 254, 65+447.

34 Sandberg v. St. P. & D. Ry., 80-442,

447; Schneider v. N. P. Ry., 81-383, 84+

124. See Woehrle ". Minn. Trans. Ry., 82

165, 172, 84+791.

2I'1Rogsl:ad v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-208, 17+

287; Sandherg \'. St. P. 8.; D. Ry., 80-442,

83+411; Rheiner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36-170,

30-+548; Clark \'. N. P. Ry., 47-380, 50+

365; Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-253, 91+

1108. See Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504,

509, 105+555; Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

108-104, 121+429.

'-’° Abbott v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+

266; Woehrle v. Minn. Trans. Ry., 82-165,

844-791; Stegner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 94-166,

102+205; Wardner v. G. N. Ry., 96-382,

104+-1084.

-1°Howe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 62-71, 64-+102;

Johnson v. St. P. C. Ry., 67-260, 69+900;

Finley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-471, 74+1T4;

Lammers v. G. N. Ry., 82-120, 84+728;

Liabraaten v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-207. 117+

423; Harmon v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-479,

120+1022 (the driver of the vehicle may be

negligent and the passenger not).

31 Abbett v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+266.

See Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104,

121+-129.

l-‘.3+411; Schneider v. N. P. Ry., 81-383,

84+124; Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504.

105+555.

8'5 Marty v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-108, 35+670.

9“ Heininger v. G. N. Ry., 59-458, 61+558.

51 Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104.

121+429.

88 Carlson v. Chi. etc. R,v.. 96-504, 1054

555 and cases cited under § 8193. To hold

that there is a “conclusive” presumption

of contributory negligence in such cases

seems unsound. Each case necessarily de

pends on its own facts and there is no

necessity of resorting to a presumption of

negligence, much less a. conclusive pre

sumption. The rule as stated in the Carl

son case ignores the fact that the tram

may be at such a distance when seen by

the traveler that it is not negligent fpr

him to attempt to cross in front of it.

Nettersheim \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-10, 594
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looked and listened,“ but this presumption does not arise where the plaintiff

introduces direct and affirmative evidence as to what occurred and ‘it appears

from the undisputed evidence that if the decedent had looked and listenedfore going upon the track he must have discovered. the approaching tram.

8190. Duty of traveler to stop—It is not ordmanly neghgent, as a 1118113841;

of law, for a traveler not to stop before attempting to cross a railway track.

The driver of a vehicle is not ordinarily bound to stop, get down, and go ahead

of the team to look for approaching trains.‘2 _

8191. Calculations of time and distance-A traveler approaclung a_cross

ing is not bound to make exact calculations of time and distance." Evidence

of measurements and experiments made by third parties after the accident, 11

lustrated by maps and photographs of the locus in quo, is commonly introduced

in this class of cases, but it ought not to be regarded as conclusive except in a

very clear case.“ ' ’

8192. Assumption that company will not be neghgent—A traveler 1s

justified in acting, within reasonable limits. on the assu1npt_1on that a railway

company will exercise due care in the management of its trams and in the giv

ing of signals at crossings.“ _ _

8193. Contributory negligence-—Law and fact—Where the evidence is

conclusive that the circumstances of the accident were such that if the traveler

had duly looked and listened before attempting to cross the tracks he must have

seen or heard the approaching train and hence must either have failed to look -

or listen, or, having seen or heard the train, attempted to cross in front of 1t,

he is charged with contributory negligence as a matter of law, unless there IS

affirmative evidence from which it might reasonably be inferred that he was not

negligent. His own testimony that he looked and listened is not enough." It

I is not always negligent, as a matter of law, for the driver of a team, after dis

covering an approaching train, to attempt to pass over the tracks rather than

to stop or turn back.“7 It is not always negligent, as a matter of law, for a

pedestrian to cross tracks in front of a train which he sees or hears approach

632. What is conceived to be the true rule v. N. P. Ry., 84-258, 87+843; Campbell V

 

in this class of cases is stated in § 8193. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104, 121+429. See sma

ley v. St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249, 51+115.
B9 Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+

l()44; Struck v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-298, 59+

1022.

*0 Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504, 105!

555.

41Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+

575; Klotz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341,

71+257.

42 Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67;

Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193, 48+778;

Nevvstrom v. St. P. & D. Ry., 61-78, 63+

253.

43 Hutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-398,

21+2]2; Tuthill v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 116,

52+384.

H Miller v. Truesdale, 56-274, 57+661.

See Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 52-340, 54+

189.

45 Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 4, 11+

67; Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+

651; Hutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32

398, 21+212; Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry.,

49-245, 51+1044; Newstrom v. St. P. 8: D.

Ry., 61-78. 81, 63+253; Klotz v. Winona

etc. Ry., 68-341, 350, 7]+257; Woehrle v.

Minn. Trans. Ry., 82-165, B4+791; Olson

4“ Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165; Weyl

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 42+24; Carney v

Chi. etc. Ry., 46-220, 48+912; Studley V.

St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249, 51+115; Miller v.

Truesdale, 56-274, 57+661; Howe v. Mpls

etc. Ry., 62-71, 78, 64+102; Nelson v. 81:.

P. & D. Ry., 76-189, 193, 78-+1041, 79+

530; Schmidt v. G. N. Ry., 83-105, 85+

935; Kemp v. N. P. Ry., 89-139, 94+439;

Wardner v. G. N. Ry., 96-382, 10-H1084;

Carlson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 96-504, 105+555.

4'' Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67;

Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526, 18+651;

Weyl v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-350, 353, 42+24;

Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193, 48+778;

Nelson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 76-189, 78!

1041, 79+530; Bolinger v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

36-418, 31+856; Campbell v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

108-104, 121+429 (busy crossing in city.——

train running at excessive speed-—plaint1lf

attempting to stop horse of another about

to cross tracks without a driver—vvl1istles

of approaching train frightened horseh

plaintifi dragged upon track and hit by

train—view obstructed).
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ing.‘8 In actions by husband and wife, tried together, a charge to the effect that

both verdicts must necessarily be either for the plaintiff or defendant, has been

held erroneous on the ground that one of the plaintiffs might have been guilty

of contributory negligence and the other not.“ Cases are cited below holding

the question of contributory negligence one of law for the court 5° or of fact

for the jury.‘1

;;Nettersheim v. Chi. etc. Ry., 58-10, 59+

ti ‘,

4" Harmon v. Chi. etc. Ry., 107-479, 120+

1022.

F0 Brown v. Mil. etc. Ry., 22-165 (plain

t1_fE driving lumber wagon-familiar

with crossing—view unobstructed—country

crossing--failure to look or listen); Ab

bm v. Chi. etc. Ry., 30-482, 16+266 (city

crossing—driver of team familiar with

crossing-double tracks-trains passing in

different direetions—fiagman at crossing—

failure to look and listen--failure to wait

for signal from flagman); Mantel v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 33-62, 21+853 (collision with

street car—failnre of driver of car to

look); Rheiner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-170,

30+5-48 (city crossing-—driver of ice wagon

—knew engine was in neighborhood-faih

ure to look-eflect of noise produced by

wagon on duty to look); Harris v. Mpls.

etc. Ry., 37-47, 33+12 (village crossing—

driving team—snowing and wind blowing

—irregular tra.in—team walking-head

light visible—failure to look and listen);

Marty v. Chi. etc. Ry., 38-108, 35+670

(crossing in suburbs of city—pla.intifi

driving loaded wagon—familiar with cross

ing—double tracks—second track obscured

by train passing on first track—failure to

look and listen for train on second track

after passage of train on first track);

VVeyl v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 40-350, 42+24

(crossing in suburbs of city—driving lum

ber wag0n—view partially obstructed by

freight cars—mules not afraid of cars—

failure to look and listen); Carney v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 46-220, 48+912 (village crossing

near station—pedestrian familiar with

crossing-—knew that train was about due——

wind blowing—snow falling—dark—-fail

me to look and listen) ; Clark v. N. P. Ry.,

47-380, 50+365 (country crossing—pedes

trian familiar with situation and expecting

train struck by snow plow—-view partly

obstructed—wind blowing and snow in air

-—failure to look and listen); Studley v.

St. P. & D. Ry., 48-249, 51+115 (crossing

in suburbs of city-girl seventeen years old

walking—familiar with situation—failure

to look and listen); Magner v. Truesdale.

53-436, 55+607 (city crossing—pedestrian

—flying switch-—failure to look and

listen); Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+

447 (country crossing—boy fourteen years

old driving team—familiar with situation

—-—irregular train-failure to look and

listen); Wherry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415,

6T+223 (crossing blocked by freight train

—plaintifl’ attempted to cross by climbing

up over bumpers between cars); Burau v.

G. N. Ry., 67-434, 69+-1149 (country cross

ing-driving open can-iage—famil.iar with

crossing-—cut near crossing—-failure to look

and listen) ; Nelson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 76

189, 78+10-11, 79+530 (village crossing—

decedent saw train in time to stop but at

tempted to cross in front of it—view ob

structed by wood pile—familiar with situ

ation); Arine v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-201,

78+1108, 1119 (village crossing—pedes

trian failing to look and listen) ; Sandberg

\'. St. P. & D. Ry., 80-442, 831-411-(cross

ing in suburbs of city-—pedestrian failing

to look and listen); Schneider v. N. P.

Ry., 81-383, 8-1-+124 (city crossing—triple

tracks—box cars on first track—pedestrian

failing to look after passing first track

before stepping upon second track—noise

from boiler shop near by); Schmidt v. G.

N. Ry., 83-105, 85+9-35 (village crossing

near the station—driving in open carriage—

view obstructed by freight cars and cattle

pens—failure to look and listen); Olson

v. N. P. Ry., 84-258, 87+843 (village

crossing near station—pedestrian familiar

with situation failing to look and listen—

one train preceding another—confusing

sounds from two train); Griswold v. G.

N. Ry., 86-67, 90+2 (village crossing—

driver of team familiar with situation—

knew train was about due—view slightly

obstructed by section house—failure to

look and listen); Snell v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

87-253, 91+1108 (country crossing-boy

driving team with two cows tied to wagon

—bo_v left team without a driver and

walked behind to drive cows-—failure to go

forward at crossing to look); Kemp v. N.

P. Ry., 89-139, 94+-139 (country crossing—

driving load of hay—failure to look and

listen); Greenwood v. Chi. etc. Ry., 95

284, 10-1+3 (city crossing—cars backing—

pedestrian failing to look and listen);

Wardner v. G. N. Ry., 96-382, 104+1084

(city crossing—driving team—gates being

lowered and gong s0unded—failure to look

and listen); Carlson \'. Chi. etc. Ry., 96

504, 1054-555 (city crossing——driving in

covered carriage-failure to look and

listen—extra train running fast).

51Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+

575 (city crossing—several tracks—tra_ins

moving in opposite directions-pedestrian

struck by engine moving backward in

shadow of another train-—-view partly ob

structed—no light on engine toward pedes

trian but one in opposite direction); Kelly
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8194. Imputed negligence-Cases involving the question of imputed con

tributory negligence in this connection are cited below." The general subject

is treated elsewhere.“
8195. Sudden emergency—Distracting circumstances-Cases are cited‘

below involving the effect of a sudden emergency and distracting circumstances

upon the question of contributory negligence in this connection.“

subject is treated elsewhere.“

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+67 (city cross

ing-—several tracks-freight cars on first

track-plaintifi driving struck by train on

second track—cars pushed by engine);

Loucks v. Chi. etc. Ry., -31-526, l8+651

(village crossing-plaintifi driving-—view

partly obstructed); Howard v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 32-214, 20+93 (city crossing-several

tracks—pedestrian injured by cars be

ing “kicked” across street—nighttime);

Hutchinson v. St. P. etc. Ry., 32-398, 21+

212 (city crossing—engine backing—other

engine near b_v—track running through

cut-—plainti£E driving) ; Corey v. N. P. Ry.,

32-457, 21+479 (village crossing—freight

car on side track at crossing—view ob

structed by buildings—*l.riving about

freight car to avoid approaching train—

horse fell into ditch); Bolinger v. St. P. &

D. Ry., 36-418, 3l+856 (city crossing

party driving-—cars backed or pushed

across street); Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry.,

46-193, 4S+778 (village crossing—view ob

structed—three tracks-—party driving);

Hendrickson v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+

1044; Id., 52-340, 54+189 (country cross

ing—party driving—view obstructed—deep

cut); Tuthill v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 52+384

(country crossing—party driving cattlk

failure to ride ahead and look-view ob

structed); Henderson v. St. P. & D. Ry.,

52-479, 55+53 (village crossiug—boy

eleven years old climbing over bumpers be

tween cars-cars starting—engineer aware

of situation of boy); Westaway v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 56-28, 57+222 (private crossing

over switch tracks in city—party driving

—engine backing); Miller v. Truesdale,

56-274, 57+661 (village crossing near sta

tion—party driving—view obstructed by

freight cars); Nettersheim v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

58-10, 59+632 (city crossing-pedestrian

familiar with situation—storm of rain and

sleet—nigl1ttime——gates down); Struck v.

Chi. _etc. Ry.. 58-298, 59+1022 (country

cross1ng—track running through cut-snow

fences on hill above cut—party driving);

Newstrom v. St. P. & D. By.. 61-78. 63+

253 (village crossing—track running

through cut-blufi:‘—view obstructed—train

ba.cking—party driving); Howe v. Mpls.

etc._Ry., 62-71, 64-+102 (country crossing

plamtiff riding in wagon owned and driven

by another—familiar with situation):

Kl_otz v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341, 71+257

(city crossing—party pushing wheelbarrow

The general

with rope on shoulders—¢8J pushed across

street); Finley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-471,,

7-1+174 (village crossing—view partly ob

structed by building—plaintifi riding With

her husband—cold winter rnorning—head

covered); King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 77_-104,.

79+611 (village crossing-—-party dnvmg

familiar with situation-view obstructed

by building and freight car); Lammers v.

G. N. Ry., 82-120, 84+728 (village cross

ing-—plaintifi riding with husband in lu_m

ber wagon—head wrapped in shawl-child

in arms); Plaunt v. Ry. Trans. _Co., 86

506, 91+19; Id., 90-499, 97+433 (city cross

ing—cars standing on crossing-engineer‘

assured plaintifi that he would hold engine

until she had passed around it—eng1ne

started as plaintifi in act of cross1ng—

falling on rails in hurry); Monahan v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 88-325, 92+1115 (boy steal

ing ride on freight train); Emmons \'.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 92-521, 100+364 (village

crossing—plaintiflE driving—snow and dust

in air-—view obstructed by freight cars);

Stegner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 94-166, 102+205;

Id., 97-511, 107+-559 (city crossing-—-s_ew

eral tracks-—gates open-—trains runnmg

in opposite directions—several bells r1ng

ing—engine backing with no light toward

plaintiff) ;‘ Cotton v. Willmar etc. Ry., 99

366, ]0.\l+S35 (village crossing-plaintiff

riding in hired carriage—serva.nt of owner"

of carriage driving-—top and sides of car

riage up—wearing heavy coat with collar

turned up—dark night——view obstructed

by buildings); Olsen v. Mpls. etc. Ry.,

102-395, 113+1010 (boy eleven years old

crossing track at or near crossing—_car5

kicked in switching—no signals—1ssue

whether boy was a. trespasser) ; Liabraaten

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-207, 117+423 (vil

lage street—plaintii’f in carriage driven by

her father).

51’ Howe v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 62-71, 64-+102;

Johnson v. St. P. C. Ry., 67-260, 69+900;

Finley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-471, 74-+174;

Lammers v. G. N. Ry., 82-120, 84+728;

Cotton v. Willmar etc. Ry., 99-366, 109+

S35.

53 See § 7037.

54 Loueks v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-526. 18+

651; Beanstrom v. N. P. Ry., 46-193, 48+

778; Plaunt v. Ry. Trans. Co.. 86-506, 91+

19; Cilmpbcll v. Chi. etc. Ry., 108-104,.

121+429.

55 See § 7020.
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8196. Wilful or wanton injury—Cases are cited below involving the ques

tion of wilful ‘or wanton injury.“ The general subject is treated elsewhere.”

8197. Proximate cause—Cases are cited below involving the question of

proximate cause.“8

8198. Injury to pr0perty—Sep-arate action—-Where a person is injured in

his person, a concomitant injury to his property is not a distinct cause of action

but an item of damage.M7

8199. Collision with street car—Evidence held to show contributory negli

gence on the part of the driver of a street car.“0

8200. P1eading—A general allegation of negligence is suiticient.61 It is un

necessary to allege that the traveler looked and listened.“2

8201. Burden of

The plaintiff must

from the fact of the killing.“

proof—There is no

gent. The defendant has the burden 0

presumption that a traveler was negli

f proving atfirmatively that he was.63

prove the negligence of the defendant. It cannot be inferred

8202. Evidence—Admissibility—Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence.“

8203. Evidence—Sufficiency—-In an action for negligently killing plain

tit‘f’s intestate, the fact that, while he was driving
on a highway across defend

ant’s track, a train, going at the rate of ten miles an hour and making the

usual signals, ran upon and killed him,

to justify a verdict for plaintifli"6 Ev

is not sufficient evidence of negligence

idence held insufficient to show any neg

ligence on the part of the company in the giving of signals or the management

of the train after discovering the plaintitl‘.“1

FIRES CAUSED BY TRAINS

8204. Duty of company—Degree of care—A railway company is bound to

exe1cise ordinary or reasonable care to prevent its engines from causing fires.

5“ Henderson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 52-479,

55+53; Judson v. G. N. Ry., 63-248, 65+

447; Wherry v. Duluth etc. Ry., 64-415.

67+223; Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+

857; Arine v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 76-201, 78+

1108, 1119; Olson v. N. P. Ry., 84-258,

871-843.

57 See § 7036.

08 Lillstrorn v. N. P. Ry., 53-464, 55-+624;

Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+857; Kemp

v. N. P. Ry., 89-139, 94+439; Mehalek v.

Mpls. etc. Ry., 105-128, 117+250.

5” King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 80-83, 82-I-1113.

6° Mantel v. Chi. etc. Ry., 33-62, 21+853.

61 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+75;

Johnson v. St. P. & D. Ry., 31-283, 17+

622. See Lehnertz v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 31

219, 17+376 (complaint held sufliiciently

definite).

62 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+75.

"8 Clark v. Chi. etc. Ry., 28-69, 9+75;

Lillstrom v. N. P. Ry.. 53-464. 55+624;

Newstrom v. St. P. &: D. Ry., 61-78, 81,

63-+253; Klotz v. W'inona etc. Ry., 68-341,

350, 71+257; Lammers v. G. N. Ry., 82

120, s4+72s.

"4 Harris v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-459, 23+

850.

‘*5 Shaber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 28-103, 9+575

(effect of dazzling light on eye——wa.nt of

sign at crossing—customary speed of

trains); Kelly v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-1, 11+

67 (negative evidence as to ringing of

bell) ; Faber v. St. P. etc. Ry., 29-465, 13+

902 (ordinance as to speed of trains);

Harris v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 38-459, 23-+850

(negative evidence as to ringing of hell);

Evison v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-370, 4B+6 (tes

timony of fireman as to ringing bcll—be

lief based on habit of ringing); Hendrick

son v. G. N. Ry., 49-245, 51+10-H (fact

that plaintifi was acquainted with cross

ing); Westaway v. Chi. etc. Ry., 56-28,

57+222 (customary practice as to ringing

bell); Newstrom v. St. P. & D. Ry., 61-78,

63+253 (fact that other travelers under

similar conditions could not hear approach

ing trains till almost at crossing); Klotz

v. Winona etc. Ry., 68-341, 71+257 (reso

lution of city council requiring company to

maintain a flagman at a certain crossing) ;

Cotton v. Willmar etc. Ry., 99-366, 109+

835 (negative evidence as to ringing of

hell .

6“ Iiiarris v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 33-459, 23+

850. _

6" Lee v. Chi. etc. Ry., 68-49, 70+8:>7.

923 ‘
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‘ What ordinary care requires depends upon the circumstances, including the

force and direction of the wind, the near presence of combustible material, the

dryness of the season, and the speed of the train.

be commensurate with the danger reasonably to be apprehended.“8

is not liable for all damage by fire which its engines may cause.“ It

company

In all cases the care must

A railway

is not bound to take every possible precaution.10 It is not bound to stop or di

minish its customary speed as it passe

s isolated buildings on dry and windy

days, in the absence of fires previously set or other evidence of the danger of

setting a fire.718205. Leased roads-—'I‘l1e liability of a company is unaffected by the fact

that it operates its trains over a road leased from another company.‘2

8206. Combustible material on right of way-_-At common law a railway

company may be. charged with negligence in allowmg combustible materials to

accumulate and remain on its right of way."3
From April 1 to December 1

railway companies are required by statute to keep their rights of way clear of

combustible materials.H

The fact that there is combustible material on a

right of way is admissible to show the degree of care required in the manage

ment of engines.“

8207. Use of improved

bound to use every possible

appliances—While railway companies are not

precaution which the highest scientific skill might

suggest to prevent the escape of fire from their locomotives, yet they are re—

quired to exercise a degree of care reasonably proportionate to the risks to be

apprehended; and, in view of the great danger to property from fires commun

icated trom passing
locomotives, reasonable

care requires that they should

avail themselves of the best approved practicable appliances for the prevention

of such fires.Tu
8208. Possibility of preventing fires-—]udicia1 notice—A court or jury

may take judicial notice of the fact that while it is impossible, by means of any

present known appliances, to so construct and equip an engine that it will not

sometimes scatter sparks and cinders that will start fires along the railway yet

if it is properly constructed and properly equipped with spark arresters, and

properly operated. it will not ordinarily emit sparks or cinders that will remain

alive until they reach the earth."
8209. Proof of negligence—bTegligence may be proved by circumstantial

evidence."8

It may be proved by the emission of cinders unusual in quantity

or size or carried to an unusual height or distance, though such evidence is not

of the most satisfactory or conclusive character."

146; Clarke v. Chi. etc. Ry., 33-359, 23+

536; Bowen v. St. P. etc. Ry., as-522. 32+

751; Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-17, 20, 47+

260; Heron v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68-542, 71+

706. See Reishus v. Willmar etc. Ry., 92

371, 100+1. ~
H R. L. 1905 § 2037; Continental Ins. Co.

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 97-467, 484, 107+548.

'15 Mahoney v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-361, 29+

6; Cantlon v. Eastern Ry., 45-481, 48+22

1° Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+1117

is; Riley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-425, 430, 74+

I .

68 Sibilrud v. Mp1s. etc. Ry., 29-58, 11+

146; Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57, 16+

488; Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36-452, 32+

176; Wilson v. N. P. Ry., 43-519, 45+

1132; Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-17, 47+

260; Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269. 48+

1117; Solum v. G. N. Ry., 63-233, 65+443;

Riley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-425, 74+171;

Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 97

467, 107+548.

69 Continental lns. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

':lT—3‘£(;);T, 481, 1ll‘7+548. See Laws 1909

c. A .

1" Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+1117.

;l_Woodward v. Chi. etc. Ry., 145 Fed.

1 I I.

‘'2 Cantlon v. Eastern Ry., 45—481, 48+22.

See Heron v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68~542, 71+

706 (liability of lessor).

71* Sibilrud v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-58, 11+

"7 Burud v. G. N. Ry., 62-243, 64+562;

Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 97*

467, 478, 107+-548.

78 Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

97-467, 473, 107%-548.

W Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57, 16t
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8210. Proximate cause—The negligence of the company must be the prox

imate cause of the injury.‘*0

8211. Evidence—SuHiciency as to cause of fire—Of necessity the proof

must ordinarily be circumstantial.“
The plaintiff must do more than show

a mere possibility or conjecture that the fire was caused by one of defendant’s

engines.M

of the fire.six

Cases are cited below holding the evidence suflicient as to the cause

8212. Statutory presumption—Under a former statute the fact that fire

was scattered or thrown from engines was prima facie evidence of negligence

on the part of the company.84 Under the present statute the liability of the

company is absolute.85

8213. Contributory negligence—The failure of the owner to plow around

hay stacks is not contributory negligence as a matter of law.“

8214. Title of

property destroyed by a fire.“

plaintifi'—Evidence held to show title in the plaintiff to

8215. Pleading—Cases are cited below involving questions of pleading."

8216. Measure of damages—Cases are cited below involving the measure

of damages.89

8217. Admissibility of evidence--Cases are cited below involving the ad

missibility of evidence."0

488; Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

97-467, 473, 107+54s.

5" Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57, 16+488

(injury held not too remote—negl.igence

of third party in leaving combustible ma

terial near track a concurrent rather than

an intervening cause); McClellan v. St.

P. etc. ‘Ry., 58-104, 59+978 (two fires

mingling); Heron v. St. P. etc. Ry., 68

542, 71+706 (concurrent negligence of

lessor and lessee companies).

81 Wold v. Chi. etc. Ry., 34-215, 25+63.

B2 Mpls. S. & D. Co. v. G. N. Ry., 83-370,

861-451; Brennan L. Co. v. G. N. Ry., 77

360, 79+10s2; Id., so-205, s3+1s7.

*8 Woodson v. Mil. etc. Ry., 21-60 ; Kar

sen v. Mil. etc. Ry., 29-12, 11+122; Sibley

v. N. P. Ry., 32-526, 21+732; Clarke v.

Chi. etc. Ry., 33-359, 23+536; Wolff v. Chi.

etc. Ry., 34-215, 25+63; Nelson v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 35-170, 28+215; Nichols v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 36-452, 32+176; Dean v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

39-413, 40+270; Hoffman v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

40-60, 41+301; Wilson v. N. P. Ry., 43

519, 45+1132; Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45

17, 47+260; Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269,

48+1117; McClellan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 58

104, 59+978; Weber v. Winona etc. Ry.,

63-66, 65+93; Flanaghan v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

65-112, 67+794; Reishus v. Willmar etc.

Ry., 92-371, 100+1.

84 R. L. 1905 § 2041; Woodson v. Mil. etc.

Ry., 21-60; Karsen v. Mil. etc. Ry., 29-12,

11+122; Sibilrud v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 29-58,

11+146; Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry., 31-57,

16+-488; Sibley v. N. P. Ry., 32-526, 21+

732; Nelson V. Chi. etc. Ry., 35-170, 28+

215; Mahoney v. St. P. etc. Ry., 35-361,

29+-6; Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36-452, 32+

]76; Bowen v. St. P. etc. Ry., 36-522, 32+

751; Dean v. Chi. etc. Ry., 39-413, 401

270; Hoffman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-60, 41+

301; Daly v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-319, 45+611;

lloffiilan v. Chi. etc. Ry.,‘43-334, 45+60S;

Doyscher v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-427, 45+719;

Wilson v. N. P. Ry., 43-519, 45+1132;

Hayes v. Chi. etc. Ry., 45-17, 47+-260;

Cantlon v. Eastern Ry., 45-481, 48+22;

Hoye v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+1117;

De Camp v. Chi. etc. Ry., 62-207, 64-+392;

Burud v. G. N. Ry., 62-243, 64+562; Weber

v. Winona etc. Ry., 63-66, 65+93; Solum

v. G. N. Ry., 63-233, 65+443; Flanaghan

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 65-112, 67+794; Conti

nental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry., 97-467,

107+548; Woodward v. Chi. etc. Ry., 145

Fed. 577.

85 Laws 1909 c. 378.

86 Karsen v. Mil. etc. Ry., 29-12, 11+122;

Clarke v. Chi. etc. Ry., 33-359, 23+536;

Hoffman v. Chi. etc. Ry., 40-60, 41+301.

B7 McClellan v. St. P. etc. Ry., 58-104,

59+978. See Lindsay v. Winona etc. Ry.,

29-411, 13+191.

'18 Weber v. Winona etc. Ry., 63-66. 65+

93; Solum v. G. N. Ry., 63-233, 6-5+443.

See Reishus v. Willmar etc. Ry., 92-371,

100+1 (complaint construed as to issues

presented).

89 Carner v. Chi. etc. Ry., 43-375, 45+7l3

(hay—standing trees); Hayes v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 45-17, 4'/“+260 (standing trees); Hoye

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 46-269, 48+-1117 (id.);

Ward v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-449, 63+1104

(growing perennial crops—growing grass).

9" Johnson v. Chi. etc. Ry.. 31-57, 16+4S8

(fire thrown by another engine) ; Davidson

v. St. P. etc. Ry., 34-51, 24+324 (negligent

habit of company as to construction—ex

pert testimony

Chi. etc. Ry., 35-170, 28+215 (other fires

set by same train without proof that en

as to sparks); Nelson v..
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8218. Expert testimony--' ‘he testimony of experts in this connection is

not ordinarily conclusive.’1

8219. Receipt of insurance money-—An action may be continued in the

name of the plaintiff though after its commencement he receives msurance

-money for the property destroyed."2

FIRES SET BY SECTIONMEN

8220. In general—(‘ases are cited below involving the liability of railway

companies for negligence in setting fires on their rights of way or in penmttmg

them to spread.“

COMMON LAW LIABILITY FOR INJURIES TO ANIMALS

8221. Railway company a trespasser—-Where a rail_wa_v company, with

out acquiring the right of way, constructs and operates its road through~ the

land of another, and one of its engines runs into a cow of the owner, it is

prima facie a trespasscr and liable for the resulting injury."‘ .

8222. At crossin.gs—-A railway company owes no duty as regards domestic

animals at a crossing, if they are unlawfully at large, except to refrain from

injuring them wantonly or wilfully. It is not bound to heep a lookout for

the1n. but if it sees them in a place of danger it must exercise reasonable care

to avoid injuring them, having regard for the fact that the safety of the tram

and its passengers is more important than the safety of animals.“5 On the

other hand, if animals at a crossing are lawfully there the railway company 15

bound to exercise ordinary or reasonable care to avoid injuring them. including

the giving of signals.M

gine was same); Mahoney v. St. P. etc.

Ry., 35-361, 29+6 (combustible material

on right of way); Hoifman v. Chi. etc.

Ry., 40-60, 41+30l (record of inspection

of engines); Caution v. Eastern Ry., 45

.481, 48+22 (combustible material on right

of way); Ward v. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-449,

63+1104 (evidence admissible on the issues

of damages to growing crops); Burud v.

G. N. Ry., 62-243, 64+562 (other fires set

by same engine on same trip in vicinity);

Riley v. Chi. etc. Ry., 71-425, 74-+171 (evi

dcnce as to relative merits of wire screens

and perforated steel plates as spark arrest

ers); Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

97-467, 483, 107+548 (rules of company

as to management of engines); Woodward

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 145 Fed. 577 (custom of

railway company as to inspection—condi

tion of engine during preceding month not

too remote).

"1 Continental Ins. Co. v. Chi. etc. Ry.,

97-467, 476, ]07+548. See Davidson v. St.

P. etc. Ry., 34-51, 24+324.

M Nichols v. Chi. etc. Ry., 36-452, 32+

176.

"3 Lindsay \'. Winona etc. Ry., 29-411,

13+191 (owner not negligent in not antici

pating and providing against negligence of

company—title to hay made by trespasser

—title to crops sown and gathered by tres

passer); Moricr v. St. P. etc. Ry., 31-351,

17+952 (fire set by sectionmen to warm

cofiec for their dinner); Gould v. N. P.

Ry., 50-516, 52+924 (evidence held to show

negligence in burning hazel brush and_that

sectionmen were acting with author1ty)_;

Warren v. G. N. Ry., 64-239, 66+984 (evi

dence held suflicient to trace fire‘do1ng

damage to fire set by scctionmen—t1tle of

plaintitf); Berg v. G. N. Ry., 70-272, 73+

6-18 (plaintifi burned in attempting to save

his property—proximate cause of 1njury—

contributory negligence); Baxter v. G. ‘N.

Ry., 73-189, 75+1l14 (seetionmcn actmg

within scope of authority-—evidence held

insufiicient to trace fire doing damage to

fire set by sectionmen); Kalz v. Wmona

em Ry-. 76-351, 79+310 (fire on right of

way—-child attracted and burned—com

pany held not liable); Erickson v. G. N.

Ry., 82-60, 84+462 (id.).

"4 Mathews v. St. P.

(392).

95 Palmer v. N. P. Ry., 37-223. 33+707;

Johnson v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 43-207, 45+152

"6 Fritz v. First Div. etc. Ry., 22-404;

Palmer v. St. P. & D. Ry., 38-415. 38+100;

Tnthill v. N. P. Ry., 50-113, 52+384; I-iohl

V. Chi. etc. Ry., 61-321, 63+?-12 (ammal

escaping without fault of owner); Croft

v. Chi. etc. Ry., 72-47, 74+898. See Snell

v. Mpls. etc. Ry., 87-253, 91+110s.

etc. Ry., 18-434
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8223. In connection with injuries to persons-—Injury to a horse which a

person is riding or driving is usually treated as merely incidental to the injury

to the person and recovery is had accordingly.M

8224. Animals trespassing on tracks—A railway company owes no duty

as regards domestic animals trespassing 011 its tracks, except to refrain from

injuring them wantonly or wilfully. It is not bound to keep a. lookout for

them, but if it sees them in a place of danger it must exercise reasonable care

to avoid injuring them, having regard for the fact that the safety of the

train and its passengers is more important than the safety of animals. The

burden of proving the want of such care is on the plaintiff and the question

whether such care was exercised is for the jury, unless the evidence is con

elusive.98 Where the animal is trespassing it is of course immaterial whether

it is lawfully or unlawfully at large.

CRIMES

8225. Placing obstructions on tracks--It is a statutory crime to place an

. obstruction upon a railway track.‘“’

8226. Injury to railway propel-ty—-It is a statutory crime to displace, re

move, injure, or destroy certain forms of railway property.1

8227. Obstructing highways-—The obstruction of highways by cars or en

gines is made a misdemeanor by statute,2 and is often prohibited by ordinance.“

8228. Issuance of fictitious or watered stock—It is a statutory crime for

a domestic railway company to issue fictitious or watered stock.‘

9'! King v. Chi. etc. Ry., 80-83, 82+1l13.

"8 Locke v. First Div. etc. Ry., 15-350

(283); Witherell v. Mil. etc. Ry., 24-410;

0’Connor v. Chi. etc. Ry., 27-166, 6+481;

Palmer v. N. P. Ry., 37-223, 33+707;

Hooper v. Chi. etc. Ry., 37-52, 33+314;

Stacey v. Winona etc. Ry., 42-158, 43+905;

Mooers v. N. P. Ry., 69-90, 71+905; Best

v. G. N. Ry., 95-67, 103+709.

M R. L. 1905 § 5124; State v. Kilty, 28

421, 10+475 (unnecessary that accident

should be caused) ; State v. Klnseman, 53

541. 55+741 (indictment held sutficient).

1 R. L. 1905 § 5124; State v. Walsh, 43

444. 45+721. See R. L. 1905 § 5147.

2R. L. 1905 § 5192; State v. Raney, 98

537, l07+1134.

-“Duluth v. Mnllett, 43-204, 45+154.

4R. L. 1905 § 2911; State v. G. N. Ry.,

100-445, 474. l11+289.
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